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MajOrS vjuit I tQ ly-~ Rome (By Cable)—U. S. film distributors, maintaining a solid front to the last against the Italian Govern-

ment's film decree which provided for establishment of a monopolistic film bureau, withdrew from the Italian market at midnight on Saturday.
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National Film Legislation May Wait on EquitySvit Trial

230 PIXJjN SEASON'S PRODUCTION CHARTS READY

heater Divorcement Measure is Drafted in Oklahoma

'38 History
Makers—

—

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

W. F. RODGERS
*T Although
^^ Leo pays
lis salary. Bill

dodgers a p -

peared to be
working for
the entire in-

dustry during
he last 12

nonths. From
'ie time he ad-

dressed a
jroup of New
England exhi-

>ltors in Bos-

on and urged
i better understanding between buyer
ind seller, his presence was not only
isked but demanded at every exhibi-

sr gathering. A leading role was his

a the trade reform negotiations, during
rogress of which he was official spokes-
lan for the distributors.

• NED E. DEPINET
f\ THE state^ of Texas
lought there
ras another
xad rush last

larch when
'alias was
uddenly be-

ieged by
hrcngs oi
rangers from
11 parts of the

.S.A. The oc-

asion, how-
rer, was a
inner for Ned
ho began his film selling career in the
mthwest 30 years ago. And the film
dustry appeared to have turned out

(Continued on Page 7)

Anti-Ascap, New Wage-Hours
Bills Are Seen as

Possibilities

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City—Theater divorce-
ment measure has been drafted for

introduction in the Oklahoma State
Legislature which convenes here to-

day. Bill, however, may not be
immediately tossed into the hopper;
its proponents may elect to wait
upon the U. S. Supreme Court deci-

sion in the North Dakota case.

A bill outlawing Ascap is a possi-
(Continucd on Page 3)

NEW TAXATION MOVES

LOOM IN NO. DAKOTA

By SIDNEY W. HOOPER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Fargo, N. D.—Interest in outcome
of the North Dakota theater di-

vorcement act, constitutionality of

which is expected to be ruled on by
(Continued on Page 6)

Paine, Former "U" Exec, Joins

Tri-National as Treasurer

Charles B. Paine, former Univer-

sal executive, has joined Tri-Na-

tional as treasurer. His appoint-
(Continued on Page 10)

//PLAN "LYNTON
VERDICT FIGHT

Court's Opinion Paves Way
for Appeal in Suit

Award of $532,153 damages to
Margaret Ayer Barnes and Edward
Sheldon for allege plagiarism of

"Dishonored Lady" in the film pro-
duction, "Letty Lynton," will be ap-
pealed by Metro and Loew's, it was
learned over the holiday week-end.

Decision by Federal Judge V. L.

Leibell, approving the recommenda-
tion of a special master, is impor-
tant because of the Court's evident
reluctance to award all the profits

(Continued on Page 7)

MAINTAIN JAP-U. S.

IMPORT STATUS QUO

Tokyo (By Cable)—Although tech-

nically the arrangement concluded
by U. S. distributors here and the

Japanese Government in August,
last, by the terms of which Ameri-
can first prints of films could be
imported up to a maximum of $30,-

000 (at a value of l%c per ft.),

expired at midnight Dec. 31, both
(Continued on Page 10)

Congress to Watch Equity Suit Trial

Before Legislating, Lea Indicates

Morse & Rothenberg Suit

Trial May Last 2 Months

Boston—Trial of Morse & Rothen-

berg circuit's anti-trust case against

eight majors and affiliated theaters

starts its second week here today

with indications that the hearings

will last two months. A total of
(Continued on Page 10)

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—As members of the

new Senate and House converged on

the Capital over the week-end for

the opening of Congress today, film-

minded solons emphasized these two
points:

1. Detailed consideration of any
specific industry measure such as

(Continued on Page 10)

20th-Fox in Lead With 43
Finished; Para. Second

With One Less
By RALPH WILE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As of Jan. 1, with

the 1938-39 season nearing the half-
way mark, the eight major compa-
nies, plus Grand National, Mono-
gram and Republic, will have com-
pleted 230 features and Westerns
of a total of 522 features and west-
erns announced.
At 20th-Fox, 43 features have

been completed, representing 20 Za-
nuck specials and 23 Wurtzel pro-
ductions, with Zanuck putting four
of his remaining six in work this

(.Continued on Page 3)

N. Y. CRITICSVOTE

"CITADEL" BEST PIX
Balloting at the year's end, the

New York Film Critics, comprising
18 reviewers representing 11 metro-
politan newspapers, named M-G-M's
"The Citadel" the best feature of
1938; James Cagney in Warners'
"Angels With Dirty Faces" as hav-
ing contributed the best male per-
formance; Margaret Sullavan in

(Continued on Page 6)

Ascap to Carry Montana
Law Fight to High Court

Helena—U. S. Statutory Court
here has refused to take jurisdic-

tion in the litigation involving Ascap
and the State of Montana.

Ascap, it is understood, will take
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
in an effort to have that body rule

(Continued on Page 3)

Loew Earning
Loew earnings for 1938 will be around

$10,500,000 according to well informed
Wall St. sources. Figure is based on
earnings of $6 per share on the com-
mon, which is the approximate figure

the financial report is expected Jto shchu

when it is issued.
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{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 15Vz 15 15

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 13A \*k \^ + Va
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 184 183 184 +2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 15% 15% 15% + %
Loew's, Inc 54'/2 523/4 53y4 + Va
do pfd 106 106 106 + 1V4
Paramount 133/8 12% 13i/4 + Vi
Paramount 1st pfd.. 102 10O'/4 102 +4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 13 123/g 12% + l/2

10% 10 10
23/8 21/4 21/4

261/4 25% 25% + i/8

— 4
+ Va
+ 2

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20fh Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd. ... 70 68 68
Warner Bros 6y4 5% 6

do pfd 41 40 41

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww 99Vi 98V4 98 y4 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55... 995/8 99% 99%— Va
Para. Picts. cv.3i/4s47 87% 87% 87% + %
RKO 6s41 74 73 74 +3
Warner's 6s39 92V4 91% 91%— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 22'/2 22 22
Trans-Lux 2 1% 2 + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 100

Columbia Dividend

Columbia's board, at its meeting
Friday, declared a 2% per cent divi-

dend on the common stock payable
March 15 to stockholders of rec-

ord on March 1.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

Ntw York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

H The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—4th week. Astor

Sweethearts (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol

Artists and Models (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Dawn Patrol (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy

The Beachcomber (Paramount Pictures-Mayflower)—2nd week Rivoli

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-GB)—2nd week Clobe

Topper Takes a Trip (United Artists-Roach) Music Hall

Ride a Crooked Mile (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

Charlie Chan in Honolulu (20th Century-Fox) Central

The Black Cat (Universal Pictures) (a-d) Rialto

The Dark House (Universal Pictures) (a) Rialto

Angels with Dirty Faces (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Annabella Takes a Tour (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Crand Illusion (World Pictures)—16th week Filmarte

The Story of a Cheat (Gallic Films)—15th week 5th Ave. Playhouse
Ballerina ( Mayer-Burstyn)—8th week Little Carnegie
Little Flower (Sun-Ray Film)—4th week Belmont
Kreutzer Sonata (Foreign Cinemarts)—3rd week World
Forty Little Mothers (Mioche) (National Film Corp) 2nd week 55th St. Playhouse
Forbidden Music (World Pictures)—2nd week Waldorf
Father O'Flynn (J. H. Hoffberg)—2nd week Squire
Friends (Amkino) Cameo
Mamele (Sphinx Film Corp.) Continental
The Foolish Virgin (French production) Cinema 49

FUTURE OPENINGS
Zaza (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 4 Paramount
Thanks for Everything (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Jan. 5 Palace
Heart of the North (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 5 (a-b) Palace
I Stand Accused (Republic Pictures)—Jan. 5 Criterion
Going Places (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 6 Strand
The Great Man Votes (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 12 Music Hall
Marie Antoinette (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—Jan. 12 Capitol
Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli
Renegade Ranger (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

Monogram Establishes

New Branch in Manila

Further expansion in the foreign
field by Monogram was learned Fri-
day when Norton Ritchie, head of
the foreign department, stated that
a new branch has been established
in Manila. The exchange will be
under the management of W. H.
Brown, who has been in the film
business in the Philippines for the
past 30 years.
The Manila branch will handle

82 pictures during the current sea-
son, which will comprise both the
1937-38 and 1938-39 programs, in-

cluding westerns. The lineups have
been set for first-run engagements
with "Boy of the Streets" and "Rose
of the Rio Grande" the initial re-
leases.

Address of the new exchange is

334 Misericordia.

Bona Nova to Make Three
Spanish Pictures for UA

Three Spanish language features
will be produced by Fortunio Bona
Nova, Spanish actor and film pro-
ducer, for world wide release
through United Artists, it was an-
nounced over the week-end by Maur-
ice Silverstone, UA general man-
ager. The contract with Bona Nova,
it was said, calls for the initial

production to be made in Hollywood
and two subsequent features in Mex-
ico.

The first picture is based on a
current Mexican best seller. The
producer leaves for Mexico shortly
to recruit a cast.

Bona Nova appeared in two Para-
mount pictures, "Romance in the
Dark" and "Tropic Holiday."

Birdwell Resigns Post

As SI Publicity Chief

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Russell J. Birdwell

has resigned as publicity director

for Selznick-International, effective

Feb. 1, and, upon leaving his post
will establish his own public rela-

tions business on an international

scale, with offices in Beverly Hills,

New York and Washington, it is

learned here.

Set Third for Guizar
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dario Productions'

third picture starring Tito Guizar
for Paramount release will be "The
Prodigal Returns," by Dana Wilma,
with Richard Harlan directing. Mor-
timer Braus is writing the screen-

play. The feminine leads will be
played by Romina Duarte and Tana.
Martin Garralaga will be among the

principals and the picture will go
into production in February.

cominc MID GOMG

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, Loew prexy, and
W. F. RODCERS, general sales manager for

M-G-M, arrived on the Coast yesterday.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, NED E. DEPINET and
JULES LEVY are expected at the home office

today after a Florida vacation.

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of the Para-
mount executive committee, is expected re-

turn from Florida the latter part of thi .ek.

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-

tribution for 20th-Fox, returns here this week
from the Coast.

LOU DIAMOND, Para, short subjects sales

head, arrives here today from Miami where he
conferred with Max Fleischer regarding new
short subjects. Diamond leaves Thursday for

the company's regional district managers' sales

meeting in St. Louis.

IRVING ASHER arrives here Thursday on the
Washington.

CEORGE BATCH ELLER, JR., of Republic, has
returned to the Coast.

ROGER MARCHETTI, attorney, left New York
Friday night for Washington and Hollywood.

LEO SPITZ is in Florida for several weeks'
vacation.

FRANK R. DEAKINS, vice-prexy of the RCA
Manufacturing Co. in charge of special appara-
tus sales, has returned from a months' stay
in England.

THE RITZ BROTHERS are here from the
Coast.

Warner Home Office Execs.

Off for Coast Talks Jan. 14 j

Grad L. Sears, S. S. Schneider,

Sam E. Morris, Carl Leserman and
Mort Blumenstock, Warner home
office execs., leave Jan. 14 for Hol-

lywood for confabs with studio

chieftains on merchandising plans

for forthcoming seasonal product
as well as to set plans for the 1939-
40 lineup.

Films Exempt in Philly

as Council Votes 3% Tax

i

•

Philadelphia—Amendment to the
3 per cent sales tax voted by theifrj

City Council exempts films.

M. P. Associates to Meet
Motion Picture Associates meet-?

ing Thursday at the Hotel Lincoln
will nominate officers, with elections[

j

to take place on Jan. 12.
"

At
Age 28 I Have a UNIQUE

EXPERIENCE to
(My current position terminates February 1st

owing to removal of offices to California.)

SELL I

Combining a knowledge of the world film market; exploitation

and publicity, selling and distribution domestically and abroad;

speaking 3 languages; production experience; an all around mo-

tion picture man at your service. Box No 107q

THE FILM DAILY

1501 B'way, N. Y. C.
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DIVORCEMENT BILL

DRAFTED IN OKLA.

{Continued from Page 1)

tility. It has been discussed by a
lumber of legislators and some one
«f them may take action.

A new wage-and-hour bill seems
•ertain. State Labor Commissioner
'at Murphy has stated he plans to

ugv« .< that a new bill, containing
-lore stringent regulations than the
federal wage-hour law be consid-
red. Oklahoma's present bill is in

he Supreme Court awaiting a deci-

ion on its constitutionality. It pro-
ides specific wages and hours for
ach industry and though the thea-
er business was not called on pre-
ious hearings it is understood that
: stands among the first for con-
ideration in new hearings if the
ill is held constitutional or if a
ew bill is passed.
A theater tax seems unlikely as

he incoming administration is

romising tax reduction if possible.

xpect All Movie Quiz

Entries In by Next Week

Motion Pictures' Greatest Year
nd its companion Movie Quiz con-
?st came to a close Saturday night
nd all entries are expected to be
eceived by next Tuesday. Radio
nd Publications Contest, Inc.. which
- handling the physical details of
ne contest, reports that the num-
er of mail bags containing quiz
ooks is increasing daily.

The campaign committee is sched-
led to meet early this month to

ind up the drive and to discuss
ie possibility of promoting another
ampaign later in the year.

Rejects Trustees' Removal
Detroit—Judge Ernest A. O'Brien
enied without prejudice a petition
led by bondholders of the Colwood
'o., owners of the Fox Theater and
ox Building, asking removal of
avid Idzal and the Union Guardian
rust Co. as trustees of the Colwood
o., to permit the trustees an oppor-
inity to carry out their proposed
^organization plan.

with PHIL M. DALY

• • • GOOD NEWS for the new year with the announcement

that E. W. Hamnions' Grand National is definitely on its way Fine

Arts, the unit producer organization, will start three different units

and it is great news to hear that Al Christie, the vet producer of screen

comedies, has set up his office on the Grand National lot Al will

supervise shorts productions, and also direct several features

T T T
• • • DOWN in New Orleans last week they threw a grand

party /or a grand guy Harold Wilkes, Paramount's young
exchange manager on the occasion of his leaving the Creole

City of gumbo and bouillabaise and sazerac cocktails, for the

metropolis of Atlanta with its fried chicken and bourbon to

take up his new duties as Southern district manager the din-

ner was held at Amaud's, attended by all Film Row exhibs

traveled hundreds of miles from the ends of Louisiana, Mississippi,

Alabama and Florida because this gent Wilkes is what you
call popular for close to a quarter of a century Harold has

been with one outfit, starting with the old J. S. Lynch Enterprises

which eventually merged with the Paramount system

T

• • • TO AID in the campaign known as the Eastern Search for

Talent being conducted by the Meglin-Fanchon & Marco outfit at

the Orpheum building, Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn S. Edwin Graham,

producer of the pop "Kiddie Troupers." has been added to the Talent

Staff TV
• • • ANNOUNCEMENT made by Joseph Bernhard, gen-

eral manager of Warner theaters that "The Star-Spangled

Banner" reel now played daily in all Warner houses, will be avail-

able at cost price to all exhibitors who want it

T T
• • • THE MAYOR of F Street in Washington, D. C the

popular Angie Ratto, manager of Loew's Palace for 23 years

admitted that he was married to Louise Vickers, the Palace theater cashier

for 18 years Ratto was born on F Street, in a house between the

only two places he ever has worked the Columbia and Palace

theaters what you call a home boy

T T
• • • SUCCESS has come to three smart showmen
John Petrowski, John Stadnyk and John Beller, heads of the

Ukrafilm Corp with the showing of "Marusia," the company's
latest musical the film drew swell blurbs in the metropolitan

reviews directed by Leo Bulgakov with Stephania Mel-
nyk playing the lead grand choir singing and some colorful

native folk dances featured this production

T
• • • NEAT TIE-IN by Manager Bob Sidman of the Senate

theater at Harrisburg, Pa playing M-G-M's "A Christmas Carol," he

suggested to Dauphin County Historical Society that a bronze tablet be
placed on the Bolton Hotel to commemorate the visit of Dickens to Harris-

burg in 1842 with Bob's theater within a few feet ol the hotel, he

collected some nice publicity when the plaque was dedicated

(Personal Note: And now that the New Year's headaches are over,

won't ya please settle down to work and help us build this film biz into

bigger and better things for all of us? We said ALL of us.)

230 PIX ON SEASON'S

PROD. CHARTS READY

(Continued from Page 1)

month, and Wurtzel completing his
final three during January. Work
on the 1939-40 product starts dur-
ing the month.
Next in line with number of com-

pleted pictures is Paramount with
42, eight more now being in work.
Warners have completed 33, with
seven in work. Metro has com-
pleted 19, with 10 in work. RKO
has completed 16. with two in work.
United Artists has completed 10
with nine in work.

Universal has completed 22, with
3 in work. Columbia has released
nine features and five westerns with
total due to jump during January.
Grand National has finished 11, with
four shooting. Monogram has com-
pleted 21. and 13 more are sched-
uled to be finished before Feb. 1.

Republic has completed 11 features
and 12 westerns, with 11 pix in
work.

Production generally is expected
to spurt this month in order to
complete programs and start work
on next season's lineup, as the new
selling season is expected to swing
under way in February, the earliest
in many years.

Ascap to Carry Montana
Law Fight to High Court

(Continued from Page 1)

on the question of the Montana
"anti" law's constitutionality.

Developments here in the action
thus far parallel those in the in-
stance of Ascap vs. the State of
Washington.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—U. S. Supreme Court

is definitelv scheduled to hear argu-
ment Jan. 9 on the actions of Ascap
for relief from the allegedly un-
constitutional laws enacted by the
State of Washington and the State
of Florida.

Ernest Brinkman Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Ernest Brinkman,

66, screen and stage actor, is dead
here. For a number of years he has
played character parts in Hollywood
productions. His widow, the for-
mer Mary Steel, survives.

« « « » » »

Mrs. Wertz Heads Censors
Baltimore — Widow of former

Mayor Wertz of Hagerstown has
been appointed new Maryland pix
censor head.

Record for "17"
Universal during William Scully's

first year as sales chief closed the
greatest number of contracts in its

history, the company officially an-
nounced at the week-end.
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When WARNERS made a star of

With a sensational characterization you wouldn't believe

possible— —if you hadn't seen 'Four Daughters' ... in

'*•
j flfyjAjid
And those six Angels with Dirty Faces, The

CLAUDE RAINS
ANN SHERIDAN
MAY ROBSO N
GLORIA DICKSON
Directed by Busby Berkeley* Screen

Play by Sig Herzig • From a Novel

by Bertram Millhauser and Beulah

Marie Dix • Music by Max Steiner
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N. Y. CRITICS VOTE

"CITADEL" BEST PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

M-G-M's "Three Comrades" the best
female performance; Alfred Hitch-
cock, best direction via GB's "The
Lady Vanishes"; World Pictures'

"Grand Illusion," the best foreign
feature; while Walt Disney's "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," dis-

tributed by RKO Radio, was voted
a special award.

"The Citadel" got necessary two-
thirds majority on fourth ballot, with
"To the Victor," "Sing You Sinners,"

"The Lady Vanishes," "In Old Chi-

cago," "Blockade," and "Three On a
Week-End" the respective runners-
up. Tightest balloting was for best
male performance, Cagney in "An-
gels With Dirty Faces" winning on
the ninth ballot, with Spencer Tracy
for his work in "Test Pilot" and
"Boys' Town"; John Garfield in

"Four Daughters," and Will Fyffe
in "To the Victor" close contestants,

while a single vote was cast for
Dopey in "Snow White."

Margaret Sullavan in "Three Com-
rades" won on fourth ballot, with
Wendy Hiller in "Pygmalion"; Alice
Brady in "In Old Chicago" and
Katherine Hepburn in "Holiday" re-

ceiving honorable mention. "Grand
Illusion" scored on the seventh bal-

lot, followed by "Professor Mam-
lock," "Ballerina" and "Life Dances.
On." Hitchcock got director award
on the first ballot, followed by Garson
Kanin for "Man to Remember";
Frank Capra, "You Can't Take It

With You"; and John Cromwell for
"Algiers." U. S. Government pix,

"The River" was runner-up to Dis-
ney's "Snow White" for special
award.
Voting were: Frank Nugent, B.

R. Crisler, Bosley Crowther, New
York Times; Howard Barnes, R. W.
Dana, Herald-Tribune; Kate Cam-
eron, Wanda Hale, Dorothy Masters,
Daily News; Bland Johaneson, Daily
Mirror; Leo Mishkin, Morning Tele-
graph; William Boehnel, World Tele-
gram; Archer Winsten, Irene Thirer,
Post; Rose Pelswick, Regina Crewe,
Journal-American; Herbert Cohen,
Brooklyn Eagle; Edgar Price, Brook-
lyn Citizen; and David Piatt, Daily
Worker.
Awards will be made on Jan. 8

in the Rainbow Room, Rockefeller
Center, and the event will be broad-
cast by the NBC over a nation-wide
radio hook-up.

Loren Ryder Named to Head
SMPE Pacific Coast Section

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Loren Ryder, head of

Paramount sound department, has
been elected chairman of the Pa-
cific Coast section of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers for 1939.

A. M. Gundelfinger will function
as secretary of the group, with Wes-
ley Miller elected for a two-year
term as manager.

Reviews of new nuns
"Wild Horse Canyon"

with Jack Randall

Monogram 56 Mins.

BANG-UP ACTION THRILLER MOVES
FAST WITH JACK RANDALL A PERSON-
ABLE STAR.

A lively story of the open trail, with
plenty of fast riding, gun-play and fist

fights to keep the fans satisfied. Jack
Randall and his Mexican pal, Lopez, ride

into a situation where a rancher and his

daughter (Dorothy Short) are having trouble
with the mysterious disappearance of horses
from their herd. The hero is in search of

a gang who killed his brother after run-
ning off his horses, so he decides to stick

around and investigate. In this case the
rancher's own son is in league with the out-
laws who are planning to run off the herd,
after another bad man from outside the
state comes along and plans to help them.
But first the newcomer makes a deal to

buy some horses, for which he pays, and
then tries to murder the rancher as he
rides to the town with the bankroll. This
is all Randall wants to know, for he has
marked the bills used in payment, and
when later he comes across some of the
money in possession of the rancher's son,

he starts into action. The renegade son is

killed by one of the gang, and in some fast

action at the finale, all is righted amid
much excitement and thrills.

CAST: Jack Randall, Dorothy Short, Frank
Vaconelli, Dennis Moore, Warner Richmond,
Ed Cassidy, Walter Long, Charles King,
Earl Douglas.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Tansey; Di-

rector, Robert Hill; Author, Robert Em-
mett; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Bert

Longenecker.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"FatheTOTlynn"
with Tom Burke, Jean Adrienne,

Robert Chisholm
J. H. Hoffberg Co. 67 Mins.
PLEASING IRISH FILM HAS APPEAL-

ING NATIVE HUMOR AND FINE VOICE
OF TOM BURKE.

Replete with native Irish humor and
dialect, this film will anneal to the Hiber-
nians throughout the United States as well

as other types of audiences. Picture has a

number of good selling angles for exhibs.

to exploit. The singing of Tom Burke is

always worth while listening to and he is

supported by a capable cast including the
attractive Jean Adrienne and Robert Chis-
holm, both of whom can also sing pleasing-

ly. Considering limited facilities offered
for production in Ireland, the film is well
done technically. Story concerns attempts
of Miss Adrienne's father to illegally de-
prive her of an inheritance. Her father

has served a prison term, deserting her at

an early age, with Father O'Flynn, Burke,
bringing her up. Burke and Chisholm, who
is in love with her, settle all scores with
her father and his crooked partner in a

gambling enterprise, with Chisholm's father

won over by O'Flynn to letting them get
married.

CAST: Tom Burke, Jean Adrienne, Rob-
ert Chisholm, Henry Oscar, Ralph Truman,
Denis O'Neil, Dorothy Vernon.

CREDITS: Producer, J. H. Hoffberg; Di-

rector, Wilford Noy. Presented at the

Squire Theater.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

1938—A Year of Contrasts

(Paramount News Summary)
Paramount 10 mins.

Novelty News Presentation

In summing up the headline news
of the year, Paramount News takes
you into a typical American home
and lets you hear Mr. Average Amer-
ican give his concepts of the year's
news. He is addressing his son. He
tells him the biggest news of the
year is the great white light that has
fallen upon the American Constitu-
tion and the Bill of Rights. He tells

the boy how repression of speech, of
the press, has thrown into contrast
our own freedom of speech and of
the press. He describes the ravages
abroad, the tumult in Europe, and
points out our American freedom in
all questions of worship. This is pre-
ceded by the usual headlines of the
year: The King and Queen of Eng-
land visit France. New York and
San Francisco build their World's
Fairs. The hurricane strikes the East.
Hughes and Corrigan fly the ocean.
Fire and automobile accidents take
their annual toll. Roosevelt tells the
Canadians that the U. S. will not
stand idly by should Canada be in-

vaded.

1938 Passes in Review

(RKO Pathe News Summary)
RKO Pathe 10 mins.

Introducing Kaltenborn

H. V. Kaltenborn starts his new
assignment as news commentator for

the Pathe News with this summary
of the year's highlights. The open-
ing shot shows him seated at a table

ready to interpret the reel. First clip

is of scenes in Spain, showing both
sides. Then China, as the Japs dev-

astate the cities. The floods in the

United States, and the reconstruc-

tion projects. The World's Fair ac-

tivities, the strikes, then Corrigan
and his ocean flight. World prepared-
ness is highlighted. The Austrian
occupation, then Czechoslovakia. The
Franco-German peace pact. Finally,

America and the South American
congress at Lima.

"The Eternal Fire"

(World Windows)
United Artists 9 mins.

Fine Camera Shots

A fine contrast between the eter-

nal menace of Vesuvius with its

smouldering peak, and below the
sunny hillsides sloping down to the
Bay of Naples, where the fishermen
are seen mending their nets and
boats. Other scenes are of the dead
glories of ancient Pompeii, all form-
ing a beautiful and artistic picture
done in Technicolor. Produced by
F. W. Keller and John Hanau. The
photography is handled with the
skill of a craftsman.

NEW TAXATION MOVES

LOOM IN NO, DAKOTA

(Continued from Page 1)

the U. S. Supreme Court, in the
minds of theater men, at least, is

overshadowing the state legislative
session which opens at Bismarck
today.
Among the diverse interests *«©-

resenting theater ownership in e

state, there is a unanimity of opin-
ion on one point—that nothing bene-
ficial to the theater owners is likely

to come out of the session; the
legislators are going to be casting
around desperately for added sources
of revenue.

North Dakota has a 2 per cent
sales tax. As it applies to theater
admissions, it is administered on a
bracket basis—nothing for single
10 cent admissions, 1 cent for tickets
adding from 15 cents to 50 cents,
two cents over that amount. This
tax expires July 1, next, unless it

is renewed at the coming session,
which is expected. In fact, the per-
centage may be increased.
That a proposition to supplant

the sales tax with a flat percentage
tax on admission—probably in the
neighborhood of 10 per cent—will

be suggested at the coming session
is virtually a certainty. Such a bill

was introduced at the 1937 session
but did not get beyond committee
hearing.
Another bill introduced two years

ago, which met a similar fate, pro-
vided for licensing of checkers, fees
ranging from $5 to $25 according
to the size of the town. Whether
this measure, backed by indie ex-
hibitors, will again be introduced
had not been determined.

Set Financing for Six

Le Baron Spanish Films

Financing arrangements for six
Spanish pictures to be made by Ed-
ward Le Baron, orchestra leader,
have been completed, and produc-
tion on first picture will get under
way the end of January, Roger
Marchetti, attorney, reported Fri-
day night before he left for Wash-
ington and the Coast. Marchetti
expected to see a number of peo-
ple in Washington regarding a
spread of the artists' surtax.

Final Loew Suit Briefs

Concluding briefs in the Loew's
minority stockholders' action against
Loew's, Inc., were filed on Friday,
last, by opposing counsel, Joseph
M. Proskauer, for the defense, and
Emil K. Ellis for the plaintiff, with
Supreme Court Justice Louis A.
Valente.

Adopts Insurance Plan

Springfield, Mass.—Three hundred
employes of the Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc., will share
in a new group insurance plan, an-

nounced by Nathan E. Goldstein
president.
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Court's Opinion PavesWay for Metro

Appeal Against ' Letty Lynton Balm
(Continued from Page 1)

of the picture to the plaintiffs, and
' his suggestion that here is an op-
portunity on appeal for the higher
courts to reduce this award, in con-
formity to the equitable rules applied
in ^atent cases.

f.xo was once offered the picture
rights to the Barnes-Sheldon play
for $30,000, and agreed to buy it if

it could pass PCA scrutiny. When
the latter would not approve the
play, its purchase was abandoned.
Later, Metro bought a story by the
English novelist, Belloc Lowndes,
which was based on the same public
domain plot as was the play, and pro-
duced "Letty Lynton." The authors
of the play sued, but Judge Wolsey
at the trial in the lower court, found
that the picture had followed the
Lowndes novel and other public do-
main material, and Metro was within
its rights. The plaintiffs then ap-
pealed, and the Circuit Court held
:hat while much of the picture owed
nothing to the play, nevertheless
there were parts of the picture that
infringed.

Judge Leibell, in his present deci-
sion, has pointed out that the in-

fringement related only to parts of
the picture and that the box office

drawing powers of its stars, Joan
Crawford and Robert Montgomery,
were in his opinion certainly respon-
sible for much of the profits, and as
evidence to support this, he mentions
that the picture was sold to the trade
before its production, solely as a
Joan Crawford picture, and without
mentioning any time with no de-
scription of what would be its story
or dramatic contents.

Concerning this the Court says:
"If complainants get all the profits

of the picture they are receiving the
profits that Joan Crawford and Rob-

,
ert Montgomery made for the pic-

ture by their dramatic talent and the
drawing power of their reputations
as motion picture stars. The direc-

tors who supervised the production
. of the picture and the experts who
.
filmed it also contributed in piling
up these tremendous net profits. * * *

The testimony of experts should be
received on the question of how much

' the use of complainants' play con-
tributed to the profits of the picture."

Judge Leibell further said: "In my
(

opinion it is punitive and unjust to

i award all the net profits of the mo-
'tion picture 'Letty Lynton' to the
complainants in this case."

As to what is his opinion should
"be the maximum allowance to
"Plaintiffs, Judge Leibell estimated
that an allowance of one-quarter of
the profits would be "such a sum as
could be justly fixed as a limit be-
yond which complainants would be
receiving profits in no way attribu-
table to the use of their play in the

-production of the picture."
And he further stated: "It re-

quires no expert testimony to show
the use of complainants' play 'Dis-

honored Lady' did not contribute
the entire 100% of the net profits

realized from the picture 'Letty
Lynton.' Yet that is what this

judgment gives the complainants."

So while all profits were actually
awarded by Judge Leibell, he made
it plain that he did this only be-
cause he believed prior decisions,

and particularly a 1910 decision in

this Circuit Court, bound him to this

course of procedure and as to this

1910 decision which he felt con-
strained to follow, he felt that it

ran "counter to the course later fol-

lowed by that court in apportioning
profits in patent infringement cases
and to the arguments therein ex-
pressed."

According to Judge Leibell, recent
decisions by the Appellate Courts,
have clearly recognized the injus-
tice of awards of entire profits for
the infringement of patents, under
similar circumstances, and he felt

that similar rulings in the Appellate
Courts respecting infringement of
copyrights were necessary if equity
were to be done, saying "The rule
for apportioning profits, followed in

patent infringement cases, should
not be difficult of application to

copyright infringement cases."

In fact Judge Leibell pointed out
that there are already opinions in

other circuits, suggesting that in

cases of copyright infringement
awards need not be for the entire
profits, but that decisions of higher
courts to which he considered him-
self bound to conform, did not, he
felt, justify his departing from the
law expressed in an earlier case in

this circuit.

The industry will await with
great interest the results of the ap-
peal from this award, as defendants
will ask an appeal, as Judge Lei-
bell's opinion indicates, that de-
fendants in copyright actions be
granted same protection of equitable
allocation of profits, as is granted
litigants in patent cases.

That Judge Leibell himself be-
lieves that this rule in patent cases
should be applied to copyright liti-

i gation, is quite evident in his state-
ment that, "If we are 'to avoid in-
stances of grotesque injustice' then
'we must adopt some working
rule' similar to that employed in
patent infringement cases. Page
Machine Co. v. Dow Jones Co.,
supra."

Engineers-Theaters Sign

Closed shop and 12% per cent pay
increase are among provisions of a
pact signed on the week-end between
Local 30 of IU of OE, affiliate of
AF of L, and over 200 metropolitan
film houses, including the Paramount,
Music Hall and Capitol, thus writing
finis to nine months' negotiations.
Agreement precluded picket lines

which would have darkened the thea-
ters on New Year's eve.

History Makers of 1938

(Continued from Page 1)

en masse for the event. The RKO boys

then followed through and made the

Depinet sales drive the biggest ever.

• • MARY PICKFORD • •

^T "Ameri-
^^* ca's Sweet-

heart" divided

her time be-

tween the af-

fairs of United

Artists and
her own cos-

metic company
during 1938.

The early
year found her

busy with the

proposed deal
whereby Alex-

ander Korda
and Samuel Goldwyn would buy her in-

terest, along with those of Charles Chap-
lin and Douglas Fairbanks, in UA. When
the plan fell through. Miss Pickford con-

tinued to give her attention in the active

management of the company and at the
same time founded an organization of

her own to manufacture cosmetics.

• CHARLES R. ROGERS •

^T Stepping
^^ down as
Uni ver sal's
vice - president

in charge of

pro due tio n,

Charles R. re-

ceived anew
contract calling

for some S297.-

000 and contin-

ued to serve
on the com-
pany's direc- $$£
torate. Months
later, he an-

nounced his intention of producing a pic-

ture dealing with the career of Gus Ed-
wards to be released by Paramount.

• ALEXANDER KORDA •

fT HIS was
^^ a promi-

nent name in

the trade news
during 19 3 8.

Collapse of his

deal with Sam-
uel Goldwyn
for the control

of United Art-

ists kept the

trade wonder-
ing if negotia-

tions would be
reopened. Af-

ter the deal
was officially "cold," rumors linked him
with joining every other company and
Korda was kept busy denying them
Frequent trips to the U. S., realigning his

distribution costs, production of top-rank-

ing pictures and expanding his produc-

tion programs were a few of the events

that made the last 12 months an active

period in his long career. At the year's

end came the Pinewood-Denham studio

merger.

• EDWARD L. ALPERSON
^T A year
^» that start- m
ed off some-

what gloomy
and ended
with glowing
brightness was
Eddie Alper-

son's good for-

tune during
1938. Although
his old Grand
National com-
pany was in

receiver-
ship, Eddie
maintained an operating sales organi-

zation until the Educational-GN merger
was completed, then stepped into the

post of vice-president in charge of sales

and built up a new selling unit. He
also was elected to the GN board.

• THURMAN ARNOLD •

fT AS techni-

• • ARTHUR A. LEE • •

^T Following
^** lengthy
n e g o tiations,

distribution of

G B pictures

in the U. S.

by 20th - Fox
was officially

announce d,

with a joint
production an-

gle covering
the deal's U.K.
end. Before
this arrange-
ment was effected, Lee spent the year
traveling throughout the country on be-

half of GB, with his time so occupied
there was no opportunity for a London
trip. The year also brought plans, de-

veloped by Lee, for the distribution in

the U. S. of GB's instructional films.

cal direc-

tor of the
equity action

against film-
land, the name
of this Assis-

t a n t Attorney
General of the

U. S. flashed

frequently
from pix trade

press head-
lines. Partici-

pated in fre-

quently hud-
dles anent the proceedings aimed at cor-

rection of alleged monopolistic practices.

Urged the establishment by the D of J

of regional offices, and "procedural in-

quiry" into trust laws, and, further, rap-

ped the former government trust policy.

Toward the year's end. Dr. Dearborn of

N. Y. U. announced that Arnold had be-
come a sponsor of Films for Democracy
which will produce, distribute.



How long is it since you've had

that made the critics really go

to TOZVfl f. . . Here's the picture that will do it!...A mar-

velously fine production that some of the

critics will probably nominate for the

Academy Award ...A picture that is ALL
ENTERTAINMENT. . .warmth and tears

and laughter and heart tugs! . . . John

Barrymore in a role great enough to crown

his great career! . . . Little Peter Holden, boy

star of the stage's "On Borrowed Time,"

in his screen debut... Scene-stealing

Virginia Weidler more winning than ever

...in the story of a lovable down-and-outer

who became the city's most pampered son!

John Ba r rym«ra»ip§p
Peter Holden • Virginia Weiffltt̂ m mm

••&¥* TOP' ^^
Donald MacBride • Katharine Alexari^M^ uMkfm

Pandro S. Berman in Charge of Production

Directed by Garson Kanin • Produced by Cliff Reid • Screen Play by John Twist
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MAINTAIN JAP-U. S.

IMPORT STATUS QUO
(Continued from Page 1)

parties to the agreement are now
proceeding- on the assumption that
the status quo is to be maintained.

Also continuing' in force by tacit
mutual consent is the provision that
frozen profits of the U. S. film
companies, up to 3,000,000 yen, may
be remitted upon condition that each
remittance be converted into Amer-
ican currency at the time of remit-
tance and deposited with the San
Francisco branch of the Yokohama
Specie Bank without interest, not to
be paid to the payee before three
years from the date of remittance.

U. S. distributors here look for
1939 figures on importation of films
from America to exceed those regis-
tered during 1938. In no event, how-
ever, will the U. S. branches in Ja-
pan be permitted to bring in more
than 2,000,000 running feet of first

prints, but this figure, while it rep-
resents a burdensome restriction,

means that 250 pictures can be im-
ported.
One current objective of the U.

S. distribs. is to have included in

their agreement with the Japanese
Government permission to import
raw film under the same credit con-
ditions as films, in order to make
suitable copies of the imported mas-
ter positives.

Neivs Flashes Off the Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — The four Young sisters—Loretta, Polly Ann, Ceorgianna and Sally

(Blane)—will be seen in 20th-Fox's "Life of Alexander Bell". . . Ralph Forbes will

be seen as Sir Hugo Baskerville in the same studio's "Hound of the Baskervilles". . .

Ed Small has added Tom Brown and Jackie Cooper to his contract player list. . . Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Betty Jaynes and Douglas McPhail go into Metro's "Babes in

Arms". . . Les Goodwins will direct "Picardy Max." at RKO. . . E. B. Derr has set four

to complete his Monogram series. . . Metro has acquired "Wings Over the Dessert"

by Harold Buckley and "Nickel Show" by Vera Caspary. . . Warner Baxter will be

starred in "The Return of the Cisco Kid."

Columbia Sets Two Awards
for Achievement Campaign

Columbia over the week-end an-

!

nounced two awards for the sales
drive which starts Jan. 9 and closes
March 18. One, for branch mana-
gers and salesmen, will go to the 12
branches which show the best gen-
era! performance in sales at the end
of the period as compared with the
entire 1937-38 selling season. Sec-
ond will go to the bookers of the
first 12 branches which show the
greatest improvement in billings
against a similar 10-week period

j

last year.
Okay for the awards came from

A. Montague, now in Honolulu, to
Rube Jackter, actively heading the
"Columbia Personal Achievement
Campaign."

More Money to Enforce

Trust Laws Is Requested

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Calling for an en-

larged appropriation to increase the
scope and activity of the anti-trust
division, Attorney General Homer
Cummings sent his annual report
for the fiscal year ended June 30
last to the Congress. Cummings
praised the work of the anti-trust
division, headed by Thurman Arnold,
but did not discuss the pending mo-
tion picture suit in New York.
Foreshadowing possible changes

in the statutes, Cummings said "It

is not unlikely that the studies now
being made by the congressional
committee dealing with monopoly
will result in further legislation

which may extend our jurisdiction."

In his supplementary report, Ar-
nold also avoided any mention of
specific cases but repeated his in-

tention to vigorously enforce the
anti-trust laws.

Referring to Departmental policy
on consent decrees, Arnold pointedly
stated, "The Department will not
negotiate for such a decree on the
basis on which private litigation is

often compromised; it will not 'set-

tle' to relieve itself of the burden
of a long-drawn-out prosecution or
the risk of losing a case."

French Gov't May Probe

Pathe-Natan Pix Scandal

Jerry Wilson Joins Merit
In addition to assisting Harry

Thomas, Jerome (Jerry) Wilson has
been placed in charge of the City,
Bronx, Long Island and Upstate
territories, by Merit Pictures Corp.,
which recently acquired 23 Allied
productions.

Americanism Feature
RKO Pathe News will release a full-

length Americanism feature, "United We
Stand" (tentative title) in mid-February,
it was announced over the week-end
by Ned E. Depinet. Script is now be-
ing written by Pathe News staff scribes

and is designed "to show the trend
toward tomorrow and the future secur-
ity of America."

Paris (By Cable)—Governmental
inquiry into the Pathe-Natan scan-
dal, disclosed following the arrests
of Bernard Tanenzapf, also known
as Bernard Natan; Jean Simon
Cerf, Alexander Johannides and an
attorney named Caron, is regarded
as certain.

Investigation thus far indicates
that the alleged embezzlement of
company funds by Tanenzapf, for-
mer head of the company, and
others may reach 605,000,000 francs.

Police charge that those arrested
had conspired to defraud the French
Pathe company through stock water-
ing and false leases on theaters
and by forming fictitious companies
for movie apparatus. Formation of
33 dummy corporations is claimed.

Morse & Rothenberg Suit

Trial May Last 2 Months

(Continued from Page 1)

$1,500,000 in damages is sought,
and, according to George S. Ryan,
attorney for the plaintiffs, the
charges include monopoly, con-
spiracy and restraint of trade.

Edward F. McClennen, defense
counsel, in answering the charges
said that "there was no conspiracy
among the eight majors" and "there
is not the slightest ground for criti-

cizing the way in which the various
defendants tried to improve their

business."

The subject of franchises was in-

troduced at the hearing Friday in

an effort to show relationship be-
tween distributors and producer-
controlled theaters including Pub-
lix. Fox. Loew's, Skouras, Warners
and RKO. The franchises, it was
said, ranged in length from three to

25 years in various places, all of

which were allegedly in competition
with theaters operated by the plain-

tiffs.

Paine, Former "U" Exec, Joins

Tri-National as Treasurer

(Continued from Page 1)

ment becomes effective today al-

though he has been performing his

duties for several days prior to the

new year.

Paine was with Universal for 14
years, starting in the export depart-
ment in 1923 and subsequently be-
coming treasurer and assistant to

R. H. Cochrane, former president.
He left the company in Dec, 1937,
when Nate Blumberg replaced Coch-
rane as head of the conipany.

Tri-National, which is headed by
John E. Otterson, distributes for-
eign pictures.

Five New Houses Debut
in Chicago Territory

Chicago—Holiday season brought
the debuts of five new houses in this
territory. Bowing in were: State
Lake, Chicago; State, Quincy; Lin-
coln, Kenosha; Illinois, Belleville;
Ritz, Shelbyville.

Mass. State Police Stage

Bank Night Theater Raid

Boston — District Attorney Ed-
mund Dewing's drive against al-

leged gambling in Plymouth and
Norfolk counties netted a raid by
State Police on the Key Theater,
Middleboro, and the arrest of Man-
ager Roy Heffner, Jr., on lottery
charges. State Police descent came
just after the Bank Night award

j

had gone to a person outside the
theater.

Middleboro Selectmen recently had
granted a Bank Night license to the
Key Theater. Thus the raid gives
rise to a test case.

FILM BILLS MAY WAIT

ON EQUITY SUIT TRIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

an anti-block booking-blind selling
bill should be held in abeyance un-
til at least some sort of "guiding
sign" appears on the horizon from
the New York equity suit or from
the current trade reform pro^-'^m.

2. No vote in either Hoii •' or
Senate will be called up until after
full hearings on controversial film

measures.

Said Rep. Clarence F. Lea, Dem.,
Calif, chairman of the important
House Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee

:

"It is quite evident that the New
York equity suit might materially
affect what, if any, legislation Con-
gress might deem necessary for the
industry. I believe we will want
to watch the trial before we hold
hearings on such a measure as the
anti-block booking bill. One thing
is certain: our committee will take
no action on such an impoi-tant in-

dustry measure without thorough
consideration by means of a public

hearing."

Senator Matthew M. Neely, Dem.,
of W. Va., will re-introduce his block
booking measure; companion bill in

the House will be sponsored by
Rep. Andrew Edmiston. also of

West Virginia.

Theater divorcement move, it is

reported, will have Rep. Lyle Boren
of Oklahoma as a spearhead, but
Congress is expected to mark time
pending developments in the New
York suit and the U. S. Supreme
Court's decision in the North Da-
kota case, although the latter in-

volves only state enactment. Rep.
Luther A. Johnson of Texas will

sponsor a copyright measure; how-
ever, Congressional action is likely

to be restricted to debate.

While re-introduction of several

industry probe measures is antici-

pated, they undoubtedly will be
shelved, pending completion of the

NEC monopoly inquiry. Whether
this will also stymie the O'Mahoney-
Borah Federal licensing legislation

is uncertain.

Donlevy in "Beau Geste"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Brian Donlevy has

canceled a trip to England to appear
in a Charles Laughton picture to ac-

cept an important role in "Beau
Geste," which William A. Wellman
will produce and direct at Para-
mount.

The Low-Down
Secretary of State Cordell Hull and

the U. S. delegation returning from the
Lima, Peru, conference, will get a first

hand insight on how espionage is corn-

batted (in the Hollywood manner) dur-
ing their return trip to New York via

the Santa Maria. Liner's pix screen will

show Columbia's "Smashing the Spy
Ring." Ship arrives here Jan. 9.



BREAKING
ALL RECORDS!

* LAST YEAR 531

CRITICS VOTED

The 17th Annual Nation

Wide Poll of the Critics

of America to pick the

Ten Best Pictures for 1938

for The Film Daily will

break all records. Never

has interest run so high.

Many newspapers are

conducting local ballots.

Poll Closes January 4th.
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L/. S. Supreme Court Finds for UA in W.Va. Tax Case

MANY REPERCUSSIONS AS U. S. MAJORS QUIT ITALY

Dallas Anti-Trust Action Re-argument Slated Today
Vright and Thacher to Ap-

pear for Majors, Jackson

for the U. S.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rated as one of the

ost important industry cases now
waiting decision by the nation's

ighest tribunal, the so-called Dallas

nti-trust suit is tentatively sched-

led for re-argument before the U.
. Supreme Court today.

George S. Wright and Judge
homas D. Thacher will appear for

ie majors, and Robert H. Jackson,
( Continued on Poor 3)

'WAY NEW YEAR'S

GROSSES SHOW GAINS

Transition of the old year to the

;w found New York's first-run pix

ilaces enriched by huge grosses
hich in virtually every instance
1 outstripped the b.o. and attend-

ee figures of last New Year's Eve
(Continued on Pane 4)

1ovie Legislation Looms
As N. Y. Legislature Meets

,

Albany—Pix people are anticipat-

or their liveliest session to date in

e way of theater legislation, both
(Continued on Page 4)

They're In Again
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rep. Andrew Edmiston,

West Virginia, Democrat, yesterday in-

troduced HR145, anti-block-booking,
blind-selling measure and duplicate, with
minor amendments, of the Neely meas-
ure passed by the Senate late last ses-
sion. Further changes in the bill are

anticipated. This action was forecast
by THE FILM DAILY.

Senator Neely's office said the West
Virginia Senator had not as yet re-
introduced his measure.

Rep. Francis D. Culkin, (R. N. Y.)
yesterday re-introduced both of his

motion picture regulatory bills as the
new Congress convened. They will be
referred to the House Committee on
interstate and foreign commerce.

History Makers of 1938—

—

Film Daily's Gallery of Those Who Marched
in the Headline Parade

• GRADWELL L. SEARS
^T A goodly
^^ share o f

|W B ' s success

in the distribu-

tion field was
obviously due
to young Mr.
Sears, whose
activities and
interest in wel-

f a r e of the
company's pix

covered the en-

tire domestic
market. Asked
exhibs. to nix

giveaways; participated in important
exec, huddles on both coasts; was elect-

ed prexy of Vitagraph, and stressed the

aid which films are to U. S. industries

when he addressed the National Federa-
tion of Sales Executives in Dallas.

• HERMAN WOBBER
^T Appointed
^^ general
manager of dis-

tribution for

20th-Fox to suc-

ceed the late

John D. Clark,

under whom
he had served,

Herman Wob-
ber plunged
into his new
job with cus-

tomary thor-

oug hn ess.
Winding up
his first term as sales head, he can look
with satisfaction upon another fine year
for the company, the Kent Drive scoring
bigger returns than ever before. Nation-
wide sales tours, visiting every branch

(Continued on Page 10)

United Artists Wins Fight' to Escape

W. Va. Income Tax in U. S. High Court

Astaire and Rogers Will

Appear in Wilcox Films

London (By Cable)—First RKO
Radio star to come over the appear
in a Herbert Wilcox production un-
der the recently consummated part-
nership deal will be Fred Astaire.
Latter will arrive in February and
shooting on the pix at Denham will

(Continued on Page 4)

Boren's Divorcement Bill

Waits on Equity Suit Trial

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Congressman Lyle

Boren, Democrat, Oklahoma, told
The Film Daily last night he is

"not going to move for a while on
(Continued on Page 4)

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Holding that United

Artists is not engaged in the col-

lection of income from within the
state of West Virginia, the U. S.

Supreme Court yesterday decided in

the West Virginia-UA tax ease ar-
gued several weeks ago, in favor of
the film company.
"As it is stipulated and found that

appellee carries on no business with-
in the state, except such as is in-

volved in the solicitation of the con-
tracts, and has no collection agent
there, and as the exhibitors there
are bound to and do pay all sums
due under their contracts to appellee
at points outside the state, we can
find no basis for saying that it is

(Continued on Page 8)

Meeting at MPPDA Today
May Finalize Stand of

American Firms
Rome (By Cable)—Rapid reper-

cussions occurred yesterday in the
wake of the formal withdrawal from
Italy of M-G-M, Paramount, War-
ners and 20th-Fox, all of whom
closed their offices in this country
on Dec. 31 as a result of the de-
cree recently issued by Fascist offi-

cialdom creating ENIC, a govern-
ment - controlled monopolistic film

distribution agency.
(Current conferences on the

U. S.-Italian crisis, now that
monopolistic decree has been en-
forced, will be climaxed by a
meeting today at MPPDA, it is

(Continued on Page 3)

20TH-F0X SALES MEET

IN CHICAGO IN APRIL

Annual sales convention of the
20th-Fox domestic forces has been
tentatively set for the first week in

April, with Chicago probably the
city in which the conclave will be
held, Herman Wobber, general man-

( Continued on Page 4)

UA South African Plans

Wait on Kelly's Return

London (By Cable)—While United
Artists may co-operate with 20th
Century-Fox in South Africa, no
plans will be finalized until Arthur

(Continued on Page 4)

No GTP Re-hearing
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday denied the petition for a re-

hearing filed by General Talking Pictures

following unfavorable decision of several

weeks ago, in the electrics patent case.

Decision was the third in the case.

The court last term decided in favor of

the electrics then granted a rehearing

and after hearing the case presented

again, decided in favor of the electrics.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low

20 1934

153/s 15

54 531/2 53i/
2 _ 5/8

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind 1% 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10% 10V4
East. Kodak 1843,4 184
do pfd 1751/2 1751/2

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. . 1

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd. . . .

Warner Bros
do pfd

Net

Close Chg.

193/4

15% + %
1%

IO1/4 — 1/4

1843A
1751/2 + 21/2

13% I31/4

03 IO21/2

13% 123/4
101/4 93/4

2% 2%
26% 253A

68% 68%
6% 6%

133/4 + %
IO21/2 — %
13% + %
10 — l/4
21/2 + %

253/4 — %

Metro Contracts Exceed '37-'3« Total
M-G-M has closed more product contracts so far this season than were con-

summated during the entire 1937-38 season, it was stated over the week-end by W. F.

Rodgers, general sales manager. At this time last year, 95 p.c. of the total possibili-
ties had been sold.

Milwaukee Indies Seek
Game Elimination Pact

Milwaukee, Wis.—Seeking an im-
partial enforcement of the lottery
laws, Milwaukee county indie ex-
hibs. have pledged to discontinue
Bingo, Hollywood, Bank Roll and
similar games by Jan. 15, provid-
ing church and fraternal organiza-
tions stop Bingo before Feb. 1.

R. A. Tesch, business manager of
the ITPA of Wisconsin, speaking
for independent theaters in Milwau-
kee county, declared that "for moral,
ethical and sound business reasons,
we would like to see chance games
of every type eliminated. We insist

that laws be enforced impartially by
our public officials."

Entire Industry Invited

to Vote on Award of Merit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences has again
invited the entire industry to par-
ticipate in voting for the 11th an-
nual award of merit. President
Frank Capra has sent a special in-

vitation to Screen Actors, Screen
Writers, and Screen Directors'
Guilds, inviting each organization
to name three representatives to

meet with three technicians, three
producers and three Academy offi-

cers. The group will constitute the
general committee in charge of the
awards. It is planned to hold the
award banquet early in March.

Stage Set for Final Moves
in RKO Reorg. Affirmation

Stage was being set yesterday for
a final clarification of several points

vital to the affirmation of the RKO
reorg. plan, hearing on which will

be held in Federal Court tomorrow
afternoon, with indications pointing
to a definite decision by Judge Wil-
liam Bondy.
The Court yesterday modified an

order of June 28, 1934, relating to

consents. Judge Bondy also signed
an order permitting H. Cassell &
Co. to file a claim for $217,000
against RKO with respect to the
10-year 6 per cent gold debenture
bonds. Order is to overcome an ob-

jection filed by John S. Stover, coun-
sel for the Stirn interests of Mil-

waukee.
Hearing tomorrow will bring forth

argument on the suggested amend-
ments of the Rockefeller Center
claim promulgated at last week's
session.

Eastern Pa. AITO Names
Samuelson Business Head

68% + %
61/2 + %

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww
Para. B'way 3s55...
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. . . .

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

BOND MARKET

98% 98% 98%
571/4 57i/4 5714
993/4 993/8 99% + %
8834 88% 8834 + 7/8
75 74% 75 + 1%
921/4 92% 92%

CURB MARKET
2 2 2
V/2 1% 1%

221/4 213/4 213/4 _ 5/8
2 2 2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 4% 5%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 91 923^
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st "43.... 65% 67%

SAFETY
1 LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

Report Arthur A. Lee May
Head 16 MM. Distrib. Co.

Toronto—Formation of a new or-

ganization to handle 16 mm. product
throughout Canada which will be
headed by Arthur A. Lee, has been
reported here. Lee is said to have
surveyed the field here during re-
cent visits. It is also pointed out
that Lee will in all probability have
Gaumont British Instructional pro-
gram sewed up for this territory.

Arthur A. Lee, who is taking a
short vacation in Florida, could not
be reached yesterday for comment.

James Roosevelt Takes Up
Duties at Goldwyn Offices

James Roosevelt yesterday offi-

cially took over his new position as
vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn,
Inc., and began the task of learn-
ing the business "from the ground
up." The President's son is under-
stood to be planning to remain in
New York for only a short period
and is expected to center his ac-
tivities at the studios. The Goldwyn
office has not designated Roosevelt's
exact duties.

Philadelphia— Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, recently organized, announced
yesterday the following appoint-
ments :

Business manager, Sidney E. Sam-
uelson, former prexy of both Allied
States and Allied of New Jersey and
now a member of the former's ex-
ecutive and trade practice negotiat-
ing committees.

Assistant business manager,
David W. Yaffe, film attorney.

General field representative, Wal-
ter Woodward, recently regional
sales director for Altec.
Headquarters will be located in

the Flint Building here.
Appointment of Samuelson was

forecast in The Film Daily Dec. 16.

Boston Police Prevent

"Unashamed" Screening

Boston-—Police prevented a mid-
night showing of "Unashamed," so-

called nudist pix, at the Newsreel
Theater yesterday. Theater had
been leased by Cine Grand Films
for an indefinite run. City Censor
John J. Spencer recommended dis-

ciplinary action against the theater,
claiming the licensing division had
not been notified of showing.

Hicks Sails Tonight
John W. Hicks, vice-president in

charge of Paramount's foreign de-
partment, sails at midnight tonight
on the Manhattan for England and
the Continent. He will accompany
Adolph Zukor, who is now in Lon-
don, on the first leg of the latter's
good-will world tour.

cominG add Gome

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis

tribution for 20th-Fox, returned to the horns
office yesterday after spending the holiday;
on the Coast.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic pi

general manager of distribution, left the Coast
last night for New York.

OSCAR A. MORGAN, new Southern divisiona
sales manager for Paramount, arrives in Nev
York today from Atlanta.

ROBERT SINCLAIR, M-G-M director, arriv<

in New York this week to direct a stage play

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram
has arrived on the Coast for a five-week stay

J. P. FRIEDHOFF, treasurer of the Monograir
studios, arrives on the Coast tomorrow afte
a New York vacation.

NEIL F. AGNEW, Paramount sales chieftain
J. J. UNGER, CHARLES REAGAN and OSCAR
MORGAN, division managers, R. M. CILLHAM
director of advertising and publicity, G. B. J

FRAWLEY, DON VELDE, ALEC MOSS, FREC
LEROY, JACK ROPER, HERMAN LORBER
ARTHUR DUNNE, LOU DIAMOND, and district

managers M. S. KUSELL, New York, and W
H. ERBB, Boston, leave New York tomorrov
to attend a three-day sales meeting of Para-
mount district managers at the Coronado Hote
in St. Louis which opens Jan. 7.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and IRVING ASHEF
arrive tomorrow on the Washington.

H. A. ROSS, president of Ross Federal Ser- I
vice, Inc., leaves Sunday for a week's vacatiorl
in Florida.

BERT CUNNINGHAM, director of RKO Pathe
Sportscopes, and LARRY O'REILLY, cameraman
have left for a two-month stay in Quebec tt

film four sport shorts.

PETE NILAND, city salesman for Columbia
in Cincinnati, is in New York for a few days

NAT WOLF, Warner zone manager in Cleve
land, leaves today for Dallas for a two weeks
stay.

GEORGE K. SPOOR has returned to Chicagr
|

after several weeks' stay here.

CLAIRE TREVOR, having completed her rol<T
in Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach," will arrivi

in New York next Tuesday to appear as guest
star in three of Edward G. Robinson's "Big
Town" radio programs.

AMERICO DiTULLIO, national district man j

ager for Ross Federal Service, and K. A. DAVIS
branch manager in Albany, were recent visitor

at the New York office.

Uniformity In Seal Charge

Revision of service charge scalf
has been made by the Hays office

[

to put charges on PCA seal foil'

imports on same basis as domesti<

;

product, it was learned yesterday
Formerly, imports were chargec*
half of the rates applying to domes
tic product charges.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 4

Sam Dembow
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REPERCUSSIONS AS

!
MAJORS QUIT ITALY

(Continued from Page 1)

understood. Decision is expect-
ejWto detail with finality the
^M of American companies.)
Among important developments

eported yesterday were:
1. Cessation of operations on the

art of the quartet of U. S. majors
jft Italy facing a shortage of fea-
tures;

2. The Government, in order to
ounteract the effects of the inevit-

ble film famine, notified Italian dis-
• ibutors representing RKO, Colum-
bia, UA and Universal that they are
j have a six-months extension and I

re now under the monopoly. Co- !

nmbia's contract with the Italian!
Government has three years to run, I

IKO's five years and Universal's
I

nree years;

J

3. Several majors, withdrawing,
\

<4
-

e said to have destroyed in some
instances their negatives to pre-
>*nt any possibility of their falling
lto the Italian Government's hands;

|
4. The United Press was told that

urther extensions, over and above
ne six-months "breathing spell"
7hich the Italian Government has
ccorded to RKO, Columbia, UA and
Tniversal, might be granted next
June 30 to these companies in order
D divide what has been represented
k being a united American "front."

(
Further flashes on the Italian sit-

: ation here declared that all em-
loyes of M-G-M, Warners, Para-
tount and 20th-Fox have been let

,ut, and that U. S. pictures will be
!

ne target for further propagandis-
,ic attacks. Despite the fact that
vertures were made to RKO, Co-

!

jmbia, UA and Universal, stories
ublished in the Fascist-controlled
ress attacked U. S. pictures gen-
erally as being calculated to under-

}

nine fascism.
Placing the charge of "hypocrisy"

j

t the doorsteps of Hollywood pro-
ucers, the Piccolo declared: "The
ypocrisy we mean is the spirit of

i

.merican films which is represented
\

, ) us as the spirit of democracy, the
jiirror of freedom the triumph of
eauty and strength. This is false.

• •n the one hand there is behind it a
'ormidable capitalist enterprise."
What amounted to a new Italian

11 overnment quota was rumored here
with the assertion by sources close

b the current film feud that ENIC
nil henceforth supply some 200 pix
"nnually to Italy's film outlets. Such
)lms, it was said, will tentatively
omprise an expected 40 from Ger-
lany; 20 from France; 10 from the
T.K.; 35 from America, while Italy's
tudios will grind out 60. It was
ot declared where the balance of
he 200 would come from, the com-
ilation totaling only 165.

"Kentucky9 ' Ahead
"Kentucky," 20th-Fox picture now at

the Roxy, will finish the second week
this Thursday about 15 per cent ahead
of opening week and will definitely be
•held for a third week, it was learned
yesterday.

• • • HELPING the tight against subversive propaganda in the

nation by rekindling the patriotic sentiment in the minds of the

theater-going public is the worthy contribution oi National Screen

Service as exemplified in two splendid special trailers of 120 feet

each for distribution to all exhibitors on request and at actual

printing cost National Screen assumes all other costs attending

the making and distribution of these trailers the first, "The Star

Spangled Banner/' opens with an invitation to the audience to join in

singing that patriotic song as the words are thrown on the screen

a very fine chorus of male and female voices is used the song

closes with an inspiring 36-foot shot of the American flag in Technicolor

waving in the breeze the second special trailer is titled "The Con-

stitution," presenting inspirational highlights in early American history

followed by the singing of the national anthem running these

reels at the opening or closing of each performance, Mr. Exhibitor, can

be your contribution to the cause of Practical Patriotism in these troubled

times TV
• • • NEW IDEA in picture exploitation Jesse L
Lasky's "Gateway to Hollywood" program starting Sunday,

Jan. 8 over the airwaves which will benefit the exhibitor in

several ways through the nation-wide search for screen tal-

ent, and the elimination programs, resulting in the selection of a

boy and girl to appear in the RKO Radio picture based on Phil

Stong's novel, "Career" the theater is assured of a picture

with a 13-week ballyhoo in the press, over the air and on the

screen and good business from the local eliminations to

select winners for the regional contests a complete plan with

instructions for handling the contests locally has been prepared

by RKO Radio, and placed with all the exchanges

• • • PHOTOGENIC little six-year-old Babs Savage a pert

bit of sparkling personality and beauty who has been acclaimed

by color photographers as a model, by dramatic critics as an actress,

and by skating experts as a potential champ has been cutting

capers, spirals and spins on the Rockefeller Center skating pond for the

new color newsreels to be shown at the Newsreel Theater in Rockefeller

Center this week on Jan. 15 this little lady will skate for Tele-

vision on the same rink

T
• • • NATIONAL survey through literature distributed

in the theaters and notices on the screen patrons will be

asked to file ballots on the popularity of Warners' promising

younger contract players figuring in this national check-

up will be John Garfield, Jeffrey Lynn, Priscilla Lane, Eddie Al-

bert, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ann Sheridan, Gale Page, Jane Wy-
man, Marie Wilson, Rosella Towne, Bonita Granville and John
Payne

T
• • • PREMIERE with $100 per seat top the Chinese film,

"Sable Cicada" sponsored by the Chinese Red Cross, through the

American Bureau for Medical Aid to China the premiere will be

given on Friday, Jan. 13 at the Belmont Theater to a distinguished

audience of friends of China. . . • Official announcement is scheduled

to come from David Selznick tomorrow naming the lucky gal who
will play Scarlett O'Hara we have forgotten the name of the pic-

ture it's so long ago they'll probably change the title, any-

way they always do in the movies

« « « » » »

DALLAS TRUST ACTION

RE-ARGUMENT TODAY
(Continued from Page 1)

solicitor general, will represent the
new Attorney General, Frank Mur-
phy.

The case, in reality, is divided into
two parts, Interstate Circuit, Inc.,

et al, vs. United States of America
(No. 269) and Paramount Pictures
Distributing Co., Inc., et al, vs.

United States of America (No. 270).
Each side will have one hour for
argument.

After hearing arguments last
year, the Supreme Court sent the
case back to the U. S. District Court
for the Northern District of Texas
for findings of fact and conclusions
of law. The lower court found for
the government, which charges that
the majors combined and conspired
to restrain trade in motion pictures
and to monopolize exhibition in

Texas and New Mexico. Minimum
admission prices and first-run agree-
ments are factors involved.

1,300,000 Movie Quiz
Answer Books Pour In

Approximately 1,300,000 Movie
Quiz booklets were received at con-
test headquarters in the first mail
yesterday morning, according to

Harold B. Franklin, business man-
ager of the industry biz campaign.
The first mail brought 650 mail bags,
each containing about 2,000 book-
lets, it was said.

Campaign officials have declined
to estimate the number of entries
expected, but indications are that
the returns will be between 3,000,-

000 and 5,000,000.

B & K Pays Pfd. Dividend
Chicago—Balaban & Katz paid

approximately $22,850 in dividends
on 13,061 shares of 7 per cent pre-
ferred stock, outstanding on the
books of the company Jan 2. It is

expected this stock will be called

at a comparatively early date, as
the bank loan which the company
secured to retire 13,000 shares at
110, the call price, is rapidly being
paid off. No dividend was paid on
the common stock.

McNally's Father Dies
Cleveland—Father of Walter Mc-

Nally, RKO's distributor in Ireland,

died here yesterday. Funeral ser-

vices are in preparation.

Wood Plugs Warners
Columbus—Pete J. Wood, secretary of

the ITO of Ohio, in a bulletin issued

at the week-end, urges "all exhibitors

to run some or all of the historical

Technicolor two-reelers that are now
being distributed by Warner Bros. Wood
says he can't refrain from so urging
"although we will undoubtedly be
accused of being on the Warner pay-
roll (and what could be sweeter)."
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Wisconsin Preferred Playdate Act is Ruled Invalid

Federal Statutory Court Bars

Enforcement by Perma-

nent Writ
Milwaukee — Wisconsin's three-

year-old preferred playdate law,

which has been in the courts since

its passage in 1935, has been de-

clared void by a Federal statutory

court consisting of Judges E. A.
Evans, Chicago; F. A. Geiger, Mil-

waukee, and P. T. Stone, Madison.

The state had been restrained

from enforcing the act under a tem-
porary injunction issued shortly af-

ter the bill's passage and the judges

now have made permanent this in-

junction.

Plaintiffs in the action were Uni-
versal, M-G-M, Vitagraph, RKO,
United Artists, Paramount and 20th

Century-Fox.

20th Century-Fox Sales

Meet in Chicago in April

(Continued from Page 1)

ager of distribution, told The
Film Daily yesterday when he re-

turned to the home office after

spending the holidays on the Coast.

Wobber forecast bigger pictures

from 20th-Fox on the 1939-40 pro-

gram, and cited rising production
costs and coinciding shoi'tening of

the working week as factors which
will make it necessary to increase

budgets. He said that in all likeli-

hood 20th-Fox will boost the allot-

ment on next season product, al-

though nothing definite has been
decided as yet.

Around 11,500 accounts have been
closed by the company, a new high,

he said. He lauded the company's
sales forces for their fine showing
during the recent Kent Drive. Ac-
tive selling of next season's product
lineup is due to get under way this

month.
Twentieth Century-Fox execs,

look for a gross around $3,000,000
on domestic business for "Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band," and al-

though the foreign department has
no base yet for an estimate of over-

seas business, another $2,000,000 is

seen, which would give film approxi-
mate gross of $5,000,000.

WEDDING BELLS

Gallup, N. M. — Johnny Sanders,
manager of the Chief and Navajo
Theaters here, was married to Odes-
so Holland in Olney, Tex.

Oklahoma City — Marie Lutz of

Theatrical Poster Service here has
become the wife of M. C. McLarry,
with the Southwestern Paint Co.

Richmond, Va. — Grace Heath,
cashier, Lee, was secret" married
on Nov. 26 to Johnny Phaup.

"Snow White' 9 in 11-Week Freak First-Run
Detroit—Longest first-run locally in 10 years is claimed for "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs." Pix played eight weeks last winter, split between the United Artists
and Madison, and returned in December for a freak continued first-run at the former.

Movie Legislation Looms
As N. Y. Legislature Meets

(Continued from Page 1)

anti and pro, when New York State's

legislature convenes here today.
This year, the usual batch of re-

strictive bills scheduled to be tossed
into the hopper will be augmented
by the "brain children" of Commis-
sioner Paul Moss, New York City
license bureau head, who has al-

ready served notice of his intention

to sponsor legislation to put the
sale of theater tickets under state

control.

Union leaders expect to pass the
full crews bill, providing for two
men in every theater booth. The
crews bill nearly prevailed in last

session's deliberations, being killed

in the Assembly Rules Committee
on the final day.

Employment agencies are sched-
uled for regulation. Renewal of the
drive on billboard advertising along
New York State's scenic highways
is assured.

A fight for extension of freedom
of the press to "cinema, stage, ra-
dio and every medium for the dis-

semination of ideas" is certain.

Last, but certanly not least, the-
ater divorcement and anti-Ascap
statutes are likely to be sought, with
somewhat less chance of success
than the foregoing storm centers.

Nebraska Exhibs. Fear

Amusement Levy Impends

Omaha—Nebraska exhibs. fear an
amusement tax will be among the
forms of new taxation given serious
consideration by the Nebraska uni-
cameral legislature when convened
yesterday. A general sales tax also
is being given active discussion by
legislators.

Exhibs., however, have Gov. R.
L. Cochran on their side, since the
governor was re-elected to a third
term on "no new taxes of any kind."
Cochran is certain to oppose an
amusement tax, he told The Film
Daily, "because it would hit the
poor man the hardest."

Boren's Divorcement Bill

Waits on Equity Suit Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

divorcement" and will not introduce
a divorcement bill in the House until
after consultation with Solicitor

General Jackson, Assistant Attorney
General Thurman Arnold and others
at the Justice Department.
He indicated this would mean

awaiting developments in the New
York industry suit.

Astaire and Rogers Will

Appear in Wilcox Films

(Continued from Page 1)

start in early March. British femme
star will be cast opposite Astaire.

Ginger Rogers is also slated to

come over for a subsequent appear-
ance in a Wilcox pix. Stories for
the use of both are being considered,
as is a vehicle for Anna Neagle who
leaves late this month for Holly-
wood to appear in a RKO Radio
feature. Latter will be budgeted at

$1,000,000.

UA South African Plans

Wait on Kelly's Return

(Continued from Page 1)

Kelly, UA's foreign sales head, re-

turns to the United States. Kelly,

who has arrived here from South
Africa, so told The Film Daily's
London bureau. The UA exec, leaves

for Italy Friday.

Plaintiffs in Chi. Trust

Suit to Produce Records

Chicago — Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin and Ellis, counsel for

Paramount and Balaban & Katz
interests in the Adelphi theater anti-

trust case before Federal Judge Wil-
kerson, are having subpoenas issued

for the following independent the-

ater owners, to appear before Mas-
ter in Chancery Charles A. Mc-
Donald tomorrow, Friday and Satur-
day: Julius Goodman, L. H. Harri-
son, Lester Retchin, Albert and Ben
Bartelstein, Jacob Lasker, W. and V.
Vorselopolos, George Christos, S.

W. Banovitz, Chaides and Joseph
Stern, Elmer Benesch, Archie Schim-
berg, George Nickolopulous, Anna
Ostrosky, Basil Charubos, Louis
Spirrison, David Goodstein, Louis
Krecka, Vadid Brotner, Oscar and
Garry Reckas and John Semedolos.
According to the defense attor-

neys, indies will be asked to bring
in their books and records for the
period from 1932 to date, to show
whether the defendants in the case

have hurt their business and de-

pressed the earnings of their the-

aters.

"Pygmalion" to Start Third

U. S. Showing in Dayton

"Pygmalion" will start its third

U. S. engagement on Jan. 19 when
the Bernard Shaw feature opens at

Loew's Dayton Theater, Dayton, O.
A special reserved seat preview will

be held on the night of Jan. 18.

Picture is playing currently at

the Four Star Theater, Los Angeles,
and the Astor on Broadway.

B'WAY NEW YEAR'S

GROSSES SHOW GJ'NS,

(Continued from Page 1)

and Day, a checkup yesterday re-

vealed.

Extra performances were the rule
in all the top houses, many of which
gave patrons the benefit of stage

|

shows in addition to the regulai
film program.

Radio City Music Hall reported
business "very big," and this samel
description characterized the at-|
tendance clocked at the Capitol,
Roxy, Strand, Paramount, Rivoli and
Rialto.

The Capitol ran ahead of last

year and wrote finis to the New
Year's Eve festivities at 4:30 a.m.;

Paramount's attendance ran neck
and neck with a year ago, and shut
down at 7 a.m.; Rivoli closed at 6

a.m., after ringing up a much bigger
take than last year; Roxy, with one
extra performance outstripped the
1937 year-end gross, while the
Strand reported largest New Year's
Eve in 10 years, the house closing
at the termination of the full show
put on at 2:30 a.m., and the Rialto's

management reported excellent busi-

ness.

Attractions were: Paramount,
"Artists and Models"; Roxy, "Ken-
tucky"; Capitol, "Sweethearts"; Mu-
sic Hall, "Topper Takes a Trip";
Strand, "Dawn Patrol"; Rivoli.

"Beachcomber"; and Rialto, two
"U" features, "The Black Cat" and
"The Dark House."
Astor did well with "Pygmalion"

on grind in pix's fourth week there;
the Globe with second week of "The
Lady Vanishes"; Criterion with
"Ride a Crooked Mile"; and the Cen-
tral with "Charlie Chan in Hono-
lulu."

Chicago — Nineteen thirty-nine's

film biz opened here with a rush,
all the Loop houses getting a big

holiday week-end play.

Cleveland — Local exhibitors are

unanimous in the opinion that this

was the worst Christmas-New
Year's week in many years. This
condition was general and covers
both first and subsequent runs. The
Arena, on the other hand, with ex-
hibition hockey games, had capacity
crowds.

STORKS!
Cincinnati—Ross Williams, Repub-

lic representative, is the father of
twin sons.

Detroit—David Kaplan, of Theat-
rical Advertising Co., is the father
of a seven-pound baby girl, first

grandchild of his father, Phil Kap-
lan, firm's head.
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5,000 OF THE
ACROSS THE NATION
That's what showmen will call this revolutionary idea

in movie posters! . . . Actual, life-like, giant-sized

scenes from the picture itself — different from any
movie paper you've ever seen before! . . . Conceived
and developed by RKO Radio to get maximum realism

and excitement on 5000 STANDS FROM COAST TO
COAST! ... A showing of SIX SEPARATE, DIFFER-
ENT STYLES, POSTED ALONG THOUSANDS OF
MILES OF HIGHWAY AND IN KEY CITY ZONES! . .

.

Watch for them every time you walk, run or ride any-
where . . . They're worth looking for — and at! . . . And
they're only a PART of

A NATIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
AS BIG AS THE PICTURE!

*"•*•» CARY GRANT * VICTOR McLAGLEN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
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SAM JAFFE*EDUARDOCIANNELLI* JOAN FONTAINE RKO
PANDR0 S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION RADIO
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY GEORGE STEVENS PICTURES

From a Story by BEN HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR

Inspired by RUDYARD KIPLING'S Poem V
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"Stand Up and Fight"
with Wallace Beery, Robert Taylor

IG-M 1 Hr., 45 Mins.

^ORFUL AND STIRRING DRAMA OF
AkJ RAILROAD DAYS WITH BEERY IN

MASH CHARACTERIZATION.

A glamorous and colorful saga of the

arly days of the building of the Baltimore

Ohio railroad, with a romantic story in-

olving Robert Taylor and Florence Rice,

jf it is easily Wallace Beery 's picture. He
:mmates every scene in which he appears,

-id he is in most of them after the picture

nreels its first quarter. It gives Beery

field day in his role of the blustering and

•ugh manager of a stage coach line owned
< the girl and her aunt (Helen Broderick),

o northern ladies who are faced with un-

oked for competition as the B. & 0.

acks start to parallel their main stage

ute. Into this hurly burly comes Robert

aylor, a southern gentleman who has been

•ced to sell his plantation along with his

aves. Forced to find himself a job, he

imes to the bead of the railroad, an old

iend of his father's, and refuses to take

, job as a detective to spy on Beery who
suspected of renting his coaches to a

ang who are trafficking in stolen slaves,

eery frames the newcomer after a fight,

lis him thrown in jail, and pays his fine in

I
der to have him farmed out for work, so

lort is the stage line chief of hands, be

luse the railroad is taking all his men.

pus starts a bitter animosity between the

«o, heightened when Taylor finds that the

rl is part owner, a girl with whom he has

id differences when she visited his plan-

fion as his guest and took exception to

rsrtain of his Southern ways. The story

oves dramatically forward, with plenty of

trion and colorful incident, climaxing in

| e two men battling it out in the forest

'Zaza'

a snow storm, and coming to an under

anding of each other's intrinsic worth,

eanwhile Taylor has become traffic man-

;er for the growing railroad, and takes the

rl with him as the new line is opened

!i to the west. Producer Mervyn LeRoy has

med out a picture that carries great gen-

al appeal.

CAST: Wallace Beery, Robert Taylor,

orence Rice, Helen Broderick, Charles

ckford, Barton MacLane, Charles Grape-

n, John Qualen, Robert Gleckler, Clinton

jsemond, Cy Kendall, Paul Everton,

audia Morgan, Selmer Jackson, Robert

ddlemass.

I
CREDITS: Producer, Mervyn LeRoy; Di-

Ictor, W. S. Van Dyke, II; Author, Forbes

I rkhill; Screenplay, James M. Cain, Jane

lurfin, Harvey Fergusson; Cameraman,
lonard Smith; Editor, Frank Sullivan.

I DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
IHY, Fine.

Astor Takes English Pix
Astor Pictures Corp. has acquired
Everything is Rhythm," an Eng-
-;h production, for release in the

S. and Canada. Picture was pro-
iced hy Joe Rock Productions and
rected by ALf Goulding. Harry
oy and his band are featured.

BH Lab. Biz. Up 20%
Chicago—Burton Holmes Labora-
ries report an increase of 20 per
nt in business, over 1937.

with Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall

Paramount 70 mins.

CHARM OF CLAUDETTE COLBERT
GIVES VALUE TO STAGE PLAY OF BY-
GONE ERA.

As long as they had to revive this old

and outdated stage play of a bygone era,

it was well that they placed the role of

Zaza in such competent hands as those of

Claudette Colbert. She saves the piece.

In fact she manages to make it reason-

ably entertaining throughout. The magic

of her charming personality makes the

spectator forget the creaky mechanism of

the old plot, and all the flutteriness of the

rushing in and out of dressing rooms and

bowing to the applause of the delighted

audience watching her as she sings, and

dances a very discreet version of the

naughty can-can. All this went great in

father's day, but it is quite outdated today.

Zaza meets her mysterious admirer from

Paris, he attends the theater night after

n ght in the little provincial town of France

where she is playing with her partner (Bert

Lahr), and after what seems an inter-

minable time, they finally meet in her

dressing room. Then the discovery later

that he has a wife. But when Zaza dis-

:overs that he also has a little child, her

ieshe for revenge vanishes, she doesn't

talk the madame out of her legitimate

husband. Instead, she bravely walks out

of his life, and goes back to the theater

'o carry on with a smile. Herbert Mar-
hall seems somewhat lost and helpless in

a part that is just designed to give Zaza
a build-up. The older generation may get

a reminiscent kick out of it, but for the

younger generation, it lacks the modern
ep and entertainment factors.

CAST: Claudette Colbert. Herbert Mar-
-hall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance
Collier, Genevieve Tobin, Walter Catlett,

"*ex O'Malley. Rex Evans, Robert C. Fischer,

Ernest Cossart, John Sutton, Michael
Brooke, Philip Warren, Alexander Leftwich,

l;net Waldo, Fredrika Brown, Clarence

Harvey, John Power, Dorothy Dayton.

CREDITS: Producer, Albert Lewin; Di-

rector, George Cukor; Authors, Pierre Ber-

tcn, Charles Simon; Screenplay, Zoe Akins;

Editor, Edward Dmytryk; Cameraman,
Charles Lang.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Warren Halle Dead
Chicago — Warren H. Halle, 46,

western manager for the National
Carbon Co., died suddenly at his
home on Fullerton Parkway. Burial
was at the Memorial Cemetery in
Evanston. His widow survives.

Frank C. Reinecke Dies
Akron, 0.—Frank C. Reinecke, 53,

owner of two local nabes, died leav-
ing his wife and a son, Frank, Jr.

Walter C. Kommel Expires

East Liverpool, 0. — Walter C.
Kommel, 50, veteran projectionist,
died after a brief illness. Two sisters
and three brothers survive.

"Whispering Enemies"
with Jack Holt and Dolores Costello

Columbia-Darmour 62 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DIFFERENT RACKETEER YARN HAS
SPECIAL APPEAL TO FEMME PATRONS.

Something different in the way of a

racketeer yarn is this production. In an

interesting and well developed manner, it

shows how easily business can be ruined

by slanderous rumors which are untrue and

about which nothing can be done. Larry

Darmour, the producer, chose an espe-

cially good field for the purpose when
he laid the activity in the cosmetic busi-

ness. Besides appealing to the regular

audiences which like this action type of

entertainment, it should go well with the

women who are especially concerned. Lewis

Collins' direction injects a forceful, ever-

moving pace to the proceedings, and he

tells his story in a sure, matter-of-fact

manner. Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick

:ontributed the well-worked-out screenplay

from an original by John Rawlins and Har-

old Tarshis. Jack Holt gives his usual

capable performance and the rest of the

cast, which includes Dolores Costello, per-

forms nicely. While Dolores, owner of a

cosmetic business, is on a vacation, two

of her employes start a whispering cam-

paign which ruins the business of her

competitor, Holt. Holt senses such ac-

tivity as a means of making big money,

and makes it his business. One of the

concerns which he wants to get is Miss

Costello's. In retaliation Dolores goes af-

ter Jack and in so doing manages to get

ito his employ. When she gets what she

wants, she does not use it, when she finds

out that her company was the cause of

Holt's being in his present line of en-

deavor. Holt is about to do a whisper-

ng job for a group of gangsters, but Do-

lores' influence not only gets him to bow
out, but also to confess his racketeering

and to serve a jail sentence after which

he marries her.

CAST: Jack Holt, Dolores Costello, Ad-

dison Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald

Briggs, Pert Kelton, Paul Everton.

CREDITS: Producer, Larry Darmour; Di-

rector, Lewis D. Collins; Authors, John

Rawlins, Harold Tarshis; Screenplay and

Adaptation, Gordon Rigby, Tom Kilpat-

rick; Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.;

Editor, Dwight Campbell; Sound, Tom Lam-

bert

DIRECTION, Forceful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

7 Set for Music Hall

Set for Radio City Music Hall
are: "There's That Woman Again,"
"Trade Winds," "The Great Man
Votes," "Gunga Din," "Made for
Each Other," "Love Affair" and
"Stage Coach."

B & D Gets Stock
London (By Cable)—British and

Dominions received a block of 13,-

500 shares of stock in the new Pine-
wood-Denham operating company in

exchange for its Pinewood manage-
ment contract.

'Tough Kid'
with Frankie Darro, Dick Pureed, Judith

Allen

Monogram 61 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PRIZE FIGHT STORY HOLDS INTER-

EST FROM THE START AND SHOULD
CLICK EASILY.

This prize-fight offering holds interest

from the start and has been well directed

by Howard Bretherton. Lindsley Parsons

functioned as associate producer. Frankie

Darro does good work as the "tough

kid," who is really a kind-hearted boy,

deeply concerned about his brother, Dick
Purcell, who is a fighter. Pureed is con-

vincing as an aspirant for the light heavy-

weight championship. Lillian Elliott does
splendid work as the mother of Frankie

and Dick. William Ruhl, a gambler, in-

juces Wilbur Mack, a disreputable doc-

tor, to pose as Joseph Girard, a lung

specialist, and to inform Judith Allen,

Dick's sweetheart, that she must go to

Arizona and undergo an operation. Mack
tells Dick he must have $1,500 immed-
iately for his services, and when Don
Rowan, Dick's new manager, refuses to

advance the money, Dick accepts money
from Ruhl and agrees to throw his cham-
pionship fight with Joe Lynch in the fifth

round. Dick throws the fight, but Frankie

.earns Mack has posed as Girard and that

Judith is being held prisoner by Ruhl's

men. Frankie, Dick, Rowan and the po-

lice proceed to "clean up" on Ruhl and

his gang and rescue Judith.

CAST: Frankie Darro, Dick Purcell, Ju-

dith Allen, Lillian Elliott, Dan Rowan, Wil-

liam Ruhl, Lew Kelly, Ralph Peters, Max
Marx, Jean Joyce, Wilbur Mack, Joe Lynch,

Cliff Howell, Joseph Girard.

CREDITS: Scott R. Dunlap, in charge of

production; Associate Producer, Lindsley

Parsons; Director, Howard Bretherton; Au-
thor, Brenda Weisberg; Screenplay, Wellyn
Totman; Cameraman, Harry Newman; Pro-

duction Manager, Charles J. Bigelow; Edi-

tor, Russell Schoengarth; Sound, Karl Zint.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Parisian Exhibitors Close

In Protest Against Taxes

Paris (By Cable)—Film theaters
here closed yesterday in protest
against the high taxes placed on
exhibition by the State and mu-
nicipality.

Owners of houses at a meeting on
New Year's Day said that the city

tax would take 50 per cent as much
as that paid to the State. Muni-
cipal tax ranges from 3.6 per cent
to 15 per cent according to weekly
average of receipts.

Lockout, it is declared, will not
only affect the film theaters but will

also operate to suspend film produc-
tion. Whether the protest demon-
stration will be continued has not
been determined.
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GOURT FINDS FOR UA

INW.VA.TAXGASE
(Continued from Page 1)

engaged in collecting income within

the state, either as a business or

otherwise," the court declared.

Associate Justice Stone wrote and
delivered the opinion, which was
unanimous. The state had at-

tempted to collect business and oc-

cupation taxes from UA on the ba-

sis of theaters using their films in

the state for which UA collected

revenue.

Justice Stone declared that the

holding of UA's share of the box-

office proceeds in trust does not make
the exhibitor an. agent of UA.

'The contract requirement that

the exhibitor is to set apart the apel-

lee's (UA) percentage of the gross

receipts' in trust is a familiar de-

vice for securing payment to the

appellee in the event of the exhib-

itor's financial embarrassment. But
it does not make the exhibitor;

appellee's agent, nor does it dis-

pense in law, more than it has in

fact, with the performance of the

former's obligation to make all pay-

ments to appellee without the state.

The emphasis placed by section 2

and it's various subsections on the

carrying on of business or other

specified activities within the state

as the condition of laying the tax,

and the fact that the exhibitor's re-

ceipts are taxed in their hands under

section 2-G, lead to the conclusion

that there was no legislative purpose

in cases like the present to tax

gross, receipts apart from the busi-

ness or activity of collecting them,

carried on within the state. We can-

not say that the court below was
wrong in that conclusion."

Attorney General C. W. Meadows
of West Virginia represented the

State and Robert G. Kelly appeared
for UA.
The decision of the court yester-

day apparently barred possible liti-

gation in the future concerning col-

lection of such taxes from other mo-
tion picture companies in states hav-
ing similar laws. Although this was
not mentioned, the decision clarified

the status of companies dealing

within states indirectly although
not in business per se in that state.

John C. Burns Stricken

Lowell, Mass. — John Cleveland

Burns, 56, organizer of the local

branch of the Stagehands Union,
and for many years its president

and business manager, died after an
illness of two years. He also organ-
ized and was former president of

the Bill Posters Union.

WALL STREET

ON FILM BIZ
More Profitable Year Seen

by Journal Analyst

The Wall Street Journal in its

yearly forecast edition yesterday
dealt extensively "with film biz. Key
sentences from the article by Syd-
ney B. Self:
"The movies probably will have a

much more profitable year in 1939
than in 1938, which might be called
a year of expiation."
"..... the combination of lower

expenditures and higher income
probably will result in first half
profits nicely ahead of a year ago."

"It begins to look as though a
lengthy process of revamping and
readjustment of policies and meth-
ods of doing business is just begin-
ning to get under way."
"Hollywood has made the error

of believing that money can be used
as a substitute for brains, talent
and hard work."
"The industry is also probably

carrying the load of too many pic-
tures."

"Another trend that may have im-
portant influence on the industry is

the growing movement toward pro-
ducing good Class B films."

"
. . . it is interesting to note that

last year the only producing compa-
nies that made substantial profits

from the film division of their busi-
ness were those that had the fewest
theaters."

"It may be assumed from this

that theater chains are not essential
to the effective operation of a film

producing company and that the in-

dustry might be benefited in the long
run by the divorce of the production
and exhibition divisions."

"At least one management is un-
derstood to be perfectly willing to

separate these two divisions, and
eventually may take action along
this line, even if not compelled to

by the courts."

FOOTAGE TAX MEASURE

FEARED IN MISSOURI

Jefferson City, Mo. — Missouri's

new General Assembly convenes

here today and may remain on the

job until late into the Summer
months.

It is expected that a number of

measures aimed at film interests will

bob up. Possibilities that loom large

are state censorship of pictures and
motion picture advertising, a two-

operator bill somewhat along the

lines of the St. Louis ordinance, a

tightening of laws covering theater

construction, especially of projection

booths, and perhaps special tax bills

covering the footage of films exhib-

ited in Missouri.
Motion picture theater owners of

the state have formed special com-

mittees to look after their interests

during this session.

State Auditor Forrest Smith will

ask a "use" tax of 2 per cent on

goods purchased outside of Missouri

for use within the state. Smith is

against any increase in the sales

tax rate.

10-Cent Nights Appear
As Wis. Prices Soften

Postpt

i\

>one B & K Depositions

Chicago—Taking of depositions in

the independents' anti-trust suit

against B & K and the major com-
panies, scheduled for tomorrow, has
been postponed to Jan. 13. Hear-
ings will be before Master Charles
McDonald.

Milwaukee— Softening of admis-
sion prices here and various state
cities has been apparent in recent
weeks. Ten-cent nights are current
in more than two dozen nabe spots
here, including some of the circuit's

nabe de luxers. In addition, early
bird admissions are getting a heavy
play.

At Madison, Warner-Saxe's Capi-
tol dipped its matinee prices 10
cents, effective today, from 35 to

25 cents, while at Watertown, Sam
Ozonoff's Savoy has inaugurated a
new policy of special dime bargain
night shows each Wednesday and
Thursday.

Jake Edelstein Expires

Richmond, Va.— Jake Edelstein,

operator, Wilmer & Vincent's Na-
tional, died suddenly here. He is

survived by his mother, brother and
two sisters, all of New York City.

Exhib. Opposition Blocks

Sports Center Proposal

Richmond, Va.—A committee of

local theater managers appearing

before the Council Finance Commit-
tee, blocked the leasing of the Ad-
ministrative Building at the Fair

Grounds to New York interests for

$3,000 a year. New Yorkers plan-

ned an indoor sports center. Com-
mittee embraces Morton G. Thal-

himer, Sam Bendheim Jr., Harold
Wood, Frank O'Brien, Walter Coul-

ter and Charles A. Somma. They
were represented by Colonel Robert
Barton, counsel for the MPTO of

Virginia.

Walker Baughman Dies

Circleville, 0.—Walker Baughman,
67, pioneer Circleville theater oper-

ator and owner died at his home
here after a lingering illness. He
had been identified with the the-

ater business for more than 50

years.

* SHORTS^
"Fashion Forecast"

20th-Fox 10 mins.
Stylish Number

With America's most bea'^'Vul
models, Technicolor and the .tty

comments of Ilka Chase for narra-
tion, the second "Fashion Forecast"
is tops in its field. Nothing has
been spared to give American wo-
men an eyeful of winter clothes for
both snow, and sandy beaches in the
southland, with an eyeful also pro-
vided for the males of America. Pro-
duced by Truman Talley and direct-

ed by Vyvyan Donner, the reel has
class with a capital K. The ski

clothes are the last word and the
beach clothes are in the same cate-
gory. Sets are elaborate and reel

is flawless generally.

"A Song Is Born"
(Headliner)

Paramount 10 mins.
Pop Song Number

Fine example of a swell song
number spoiled by a poor song plug-
ger. The pop song, "Heart and
Soul," has gone over big on the air
waves, is given inadequate presenta-
tion when some girl sings it who
utterly lacks personality and has no
voice in the first place. Otherwise
this short has plenty, with Larry
Clinton and his ork putting over
this fine number and in addition
three others, "I Fell Up to Heaven,"
"Love Doesn't Grow On Trees," and
"The Devil With the Devil." Andre
Baruch acts as emcee.

Cleveland Hatchet Buried
Cleveland—Officials of the Com-

munity and the Associated Theaters
circuits, buried the competitive
hatchet and held a joint banquet at

the Statler Hotel for their theater
managers. Fifty managers at-

tended.

Kansas Censors Cut Fee
Topeka, Kan. — Fifty per cent

slash in censorship fee on original

prints is announced by the State

Board of Review. New fee is $1
per reel.

New Baird Financing

London (By Cable)—Baird Tele-
vision shortly will announce a plan
for additional financing.

Harley and Miggins Off
for Vacation in Florida

Francis L. Harley, managing di-

rector of the United Kingdom, and
Ben Miggins, continental manager,
and Mrs. Miggins, left for a Florida
vacation yesterday. They will arrive
on the Coast Jan. 18 for studio
huddles. Walter J. Hutchinson, di-
rector of foreign distribution, will
meet them in New Orleans and tra-
vel to Hollywood with them.

James F. Pattinson, assistant sales
manager for 20th-Fox in the U.K.,
leaves New York today to visit com-
pany exchanges in Philadelphia and
Washington to study operations. He
sails for England next week on the
Roosevelt.

Philly Exhibs. Face Fines

for Sunday Film Shows

Philadelphia—Fines of $50 each
may be assessed against 19 theaters
for violating the Sunday closing law
following the running of New Year's
Eve shows. Operators of the houses
will be brought before a magistrate
tomorrow. Forty others also face
penalties for Sunday morning oper-
ation. The Earle, which is film-
vaude theater, will pay $100 fine if

convicted at tomorrow's hearings.



The CRITICS of America

representing IMPORTANT

newspapers and magazines

From EVERY section of

the country have cast

their votes* in the Film Daily

SEVENTEENTH annual poll

to select the TEN BEST

motion pictures of 1938.

Last year 531 critics cast ballots in this

most important industry news event
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HistoryMakers of 1938 in theFilm Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

oi the company, were included in his

crowded itinerary, and he recently held
a meeting oi the company's district man-
agers on the Coast.

• • HERBERT WILCOX • •

fT Upon the
^*» c o m p 1 e-

tion of "Sixty
[Glorious

Years," Herbert

Wilcox came
over from
England and
kept the trade

guessing as to

a new distribu-

t i o n setup.
Then came an
announce-
ment of major
import once:

the concluding of a partnership deal with

RKO whereby two to four pictures would
be produced annually at a cost of $750,-

000 each and spanning a term of years.

Wilcox then departed for England to set

his new enterprise in motion.

• COL. WILLIAM DONOVAN •

4T Not unna-
^*

t u r a 1 ly.

there was a
legal setting

for the
Colonel's in*
dustry activi-

ties during
1938. There
was, you may
remember, that

historic social

meeting at his

W a s h i n gton
residence of in-

dustry counsel
and Thurman Arnold, Assistant U. S.

Attorney General, and aides that fol-

lowed the Government's New York equity

suit. Subsequently, it was the Colonel

who argued for a bill of particulars on
behalf of the majors. Additionally, the

Colonel played a prominent role in the

RKO reorg. proceedings.

• • PAUL GULICK • •

fT C a 1 led
^» from re-

t i r e m e n t to

which he had
gone since
leaving Uni-
versal the pre-

vious Decem-
ber, Paul was
named indus-

try co-ordina-

tor of the big
Motion Pic-
hires' Greatest

Year cam-
paign in mid-
summer. After putting the drive's wheels
in motion and guiding its affairs until

October, Paul turned the reins over to

Business Manager Harold B. Franklin

and then stepped Into an Important posi-

tion in the advertising agency field.

• DAVID O. SELZNICK
{T ADDING
^^ further
successes dur-

ing the past
year to his im-

pressive record

of B. O. hits.

David O. Selz-

nick, S-I prexy
and production
head, wound
up the year by
actually start-

ing work on
the much dis-

c uss ed and
long-impending "Gone with the Wind."
Before he left New York after a vacation
in Bermuda during November, he said
GWTW would be ready for release next
Fall, having previously closed a deal
with M-G-M for distribution of the pic-

ture. Target for a number of rumors
during the year, he strongly indicated
a new deal was virtually set with United
Artists for releasing S-I product, with an
increased production scale promised.

• NATALIE KALMUS •

fT HERE in,

^^ deed, is

the industry's

foremost exam-
ple of the wife

who is inter-

ested in her
hus band's
work and bus-

iness. And thus

it has been
since Techni-

color began.
She is highly

active in the

realm of Tech-
nicolor production in England, and on
this side of the big pond is also color

director for Technicolor Motion Picture

Corp. During 1938, as usual, she played

a key role in the making of several of

the year's standout attractions.

Despite demands upon her skill and time

as result of growing demand for Techni-

color films, she manages, via efficiency,

to divide her time between England and
the U. S. as the necessity requires.

Standard Theaters Boosts

Prices In Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—Tilting of some
admission prices and raising pres-
tige of other houses are immediate
plans of the Standard Theaters
Corp. here as price increases from
25 to 30 cents at the downtown
Liberty, from 35 to 40 cents at the
Tower and from 25 to 40 cents top
at the Plaza have been announced.

Liberty is a downtown double-bill

house, Tower a first-run deluxe nabe
house and Plaza formerly a nabe
show.

In an effort to build prestige for
the Tower the company will open
big pictures there first, then carry
them for a second week to the Cri-

terion, heretofore number one down-
town house. On third-week runs
and some second-week runs the
Plaza will be used.

Tri-National Talks Deals
Tri-National is negotiating fran-

chise deals for the Mid-Western and
Southern territories, it was learned
yesterday. Deals will give the com-
pany nation-wide coverage.

Tri-National's early releases in-
clude "Crossroads," "Gribouille,"
"His Father's Son," "Champs-
Elysees"

William Morser Dead
Chicago—William Morser, 77, re-

tired director of the construction de-
partment of the American Seating
Co. of Grand Rapids, is dead. A
son and four daughters survive.

M-G-M Signs Cantor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has signed

Eddie Cantor to do one picture within
a year.

Private Funeral Rites

for Eugene V. Brewster

Private funeral services were held

on Monday for Eugene V. Brewster,
67, who died of heart disease in Long
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn,
last week-end. He was a pioneer
in the publication of motion picture

magazines, including Motion Picture
Classic, Movie Monthly and Beauty
and Shadowland, which properties

he sold in 1926.
Surviving are his widow, the for-

mer Liane Hill; two sons, Raphael
and Virgil; and two daughters, Mrs.
Duncan Dobie, Jr., of Chappaqua, N.
Y., and Mrs. Kenneth Lane of Brook-
lyn, by previous marriages.

Dufaycolor, Inc., Passes

into American Control

Dufaycolor, Inc., which on Jan. 1

passed from English hands to ex-
clusive operation and management
by a private financial group in the
U. S. headed by Pierpont M. Ham-
ilton, will henceforth conduct busi-

ness under the name of Dufaycolor
Co., Inc., with offices at 30 Rocke-
feller Center.

Stress will be placed by the new
administrative heads upon the in-

vasion of the domestic motion pic-

ture industry as one of its salient
policies during 1939, it is stated.

Sources close to Dufaycolor Co.,

Inc., declared yesterday that neither
the large film manufacturing com-
panies of the U. S. nor motion pic-

ture producing firms here have any
part in the current financial setup.

Clear Field for Kalvers
Decatur, Ind.—I. A. and Roy Kal-

ver now own all local theaters by
reason of their purchase of the Cort
Theater from Jess LeBrunn.

• W. G. VAN SCHMUS
^T It appears
^» at first a
paradox that
this gentleman

|

whose name is

associated only
with things of

great magni-
tude should
launch the
year at the in-

dustry's big-

gest showplace
with a pix hav-

1

ing the word'
"dwarfs" in the

title. But the Disney opus, setting a
Music Hall run record, proved to be so
super-colossal that Mr. Van Schmus up-
held his record as the exponent of the
gargantuan. Subsequently, he added to
his record by hosting a studio party for

Olivia de Havilland Dittoed at the time
of the industry ad drive when he enter-
tained a bevy of pix execs., and later
went to Hollywood where he found him-
self in the strange position of being a
guest. Led his Radio City Music Hall
through a fine year, made that way via
his discriminating taste for product, plus
his solid showmanship.

• CHARLES E. McCARTHY •

#T Given the
^^ best 20th-

Fox lineup in

the history of

the company
to sell, the able

and energetic

a d v e r t i sing

and publicity

leader traveled

to the Coast
and back sev-

eral times, and
kept things
humming a t

the home office

without a letup,

ander's Ragtime Band" set

His campaign on "Alex-

for effectiveness. Result,

a new high

"Alex" was
socko all along the line.

• • TRUMAN TALLEY • •

*T WITH the
^^ world in a
state of alarm
following war
scares in Eu-

rope, Truman
Talley, execu-
tive producer
of 2 t h - F o x
Movie tone
News, dashed
to Europe to

strategic ally

place his far-

flung camera
crews and bol-

ster all European offices with additional
men and new equipment. In addition to

his chores as newsreel head, he under-
took the production of the new 20th-Fox
shorts program. First shorts on new pro-

gram, notably the Vyvyan Donner "Fash-
Ion Forecasts" and the Ed Thorgersen
"Sport Reviews," scored quickly. Under
his leadership. Movietone News com-
pleted another banner year.
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SAPTOA Negotiators and Kent to Talk Reforms Tuesday

MEMORANDUM DECISION OKAYS RKO'S REORG. PLAN
i

J. S. Firms Maintain United Front in Italian Dispute

'38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

• NEIL F

Piloting

AGNEW
T
p P a r a -

unt's sales
• g a n izalion

i realigning

for greater

ciency kept
sil F. busy
ring the last

months. He
s o took an

itive pari as
member of

k general
mmittee of

,s Motion Pic-

es' Greatest Year campaign and as
representative on the distributors' trade
jctice negotiating committee. In Decem-
r, he announced the creation of a new
ithern division and the consolidation
four exchanges with their nearest key

iinches.

• WILLIAM A. SCULLY
[ CLOSING
^ a success-

caieer as
G-M's east-

i sales man-
er. Bill Scul-

began the
w year as
ni versal's
les manager
id before
1 3 8 was a
;ek old he
:s elected
re- president,

en he settled

wn to the job of strengthening his

es organization, conducting regional
es meetings, attending product con-
is at the studios and increasing Uni-

MPPDA Board Meets on Situ-

ation; Further Huddles

Scheduled
MPPDA's board of directors met

at 2:30 yesterday afternoon, to-

gether with the foreign managers
of its member producing-distributor
companies, to discuss the U. S.-Ital-

ian film crisis which saw four ma-
jor organizations, Warners, 20th-
Fox, M-G-M and Paramount, with-
draw from the Italian market on

(Continued on Page 6)

DOLLINGER RESIGNS;

ALLIED NAMES GOLD

Irving Dollinger resigned yester-

day as president of Allied Theater
Owners of New Jersey. Dollinger
explained to the board of directors

that the pressure of personal busi-

ness prevented him from giving his

office the attention it reauired.
George Gold of the Rivoli The-

(Continued on Page 8)

AFM Threatens Studio Strike

Unless Relief Plan is Reached

Unless some counter proposal is

advanced by the majors when they
huddle with the American Federa-
tion of Musicians next week, in an-

(Continued on Page 8)

PARIS 'STRIKE'

SPREAD LOOMS
300 Theaters Shuttered;

Suburbans Next

Paris (By Cable)—Approximate-
ly 300 film theaters closed here at
noon yesterday in a protest strike
against the new municipal tax, and
a nation-wide film industry shut-
down was threatened within a fort-
night unless an agreement is

reached.

Exhibs., theater owners and dis-
tributors held a protest mass meet-
ing yesterday. It was charged that
a house with a $300,000 monthly

(Continued on Page 8)

SEPARATE PARA. UNIT

PLANNED IN BELGIUM

Separation of Paramount's French
and Belgian organizations is now
being undertaken and when com-
pleted the unit in Belgium will op-
erate independently, it was said yes-
terday by Carl Dickson, chief audi-
tor for Continental Europe, who is

in New York. Dickson is here to
(Continued on Page 7)

MPTOA, Kent to Resume Trade Talks/

Allied to Discuss Draft for Full Day

(Continued on Page 7)

Bills of Industry Interest

Are Introduced in Albany

Albany—Following on the heels
of Gov. Herbert H. Lehman's re-
newed request to the Legislature
for regulation of pay-employment
agencies and for restrictions on bill-

board advertising, measures to carry
out these reforms were dropped in
the hoppers of both Assembly and

(Continued on Page 8)

Trade practice negotiations be-
tween the distributors and MPTOA's
executive committee will be resumed
next week. The exhibitor group
will huddle in New York on Monday
and will confer with Sidney R. Kent,
chairman of the distribs' negotiating
committee, on Tuesday. Ed Kuy-
kendall, MPTOA president, is due
here from his home in Columbus,
Miss., Sunday afternoon.

Revising the first draft of the
(Continued on Page 7)

Judge William Bondy Outlines

Suggestions for Minor
Amendments

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Federal Judge William Bondy
late yesterday afternoon culminated
some five years of legal procedure
aimed at effectuating the reorgani-
zation of RKO Corp. by handing
down a memorandum decision ap-
proving the plan, with minor sug-
gested amendments. This action is

tantamount to affirmation, and, ac-
cording to legal practices assures,
in the vast majority of instances,
consummation.

Said Judge Bondy in the conclud-
ing paragraph of his memorandum:
"The proposed plan, modified as in-

(Continued on Page 8)

FILMS LAW EXPECTED

TO BOOST AUS. PIX

The recently enacted New South
Wales films law will not force dis-

tributors to produce in Australia but
it definitely will stipulate produc-
tion by established studios, accord-
ing to Gordon Ellis, general manager
of British Empire Films of Austra-
lia, who is now in New York. Pro-
duction will be stepped up, he said

(Continued on Page 6)

Australian Business Good,

Says Michalove, Returning

Back from a survey of Hoyt's
Theaters in Australasia for Nation-
al Theaters, Dan Michalove reports
business as being good, but that no
further expansion to any extent is

planned in this territory as there
(Continued on Page 7)

For the Booh
St. Louis—Fire damaged the Star The-

ater, located next door to Engine House
No. 10. Current attraction: "Too Hot
to Handle."
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Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 19% 193,4 1934
Columbia Picts. vtc. 15% 155/g 15% + 14

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 2 V/% 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10y2 10% 10l/2 + Va

East. Kodak 186 184 186 + VA
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 15V2 15 153/s — V8
Loew's, Inc 54y2 53% 54 + Vi

do pfd
Paramount 14V8 13'/2 14 + 14

Paramount 1st pfd,..107V2 105 106% + 43/8

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 13l/2 13 13l/
2 + %

Pathe Film 11 10 10V2 + Vi

RKO 23/4 2'/2 23/4 + i/4

20th Century-Fox . . . 26V4 25% 253/4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 6% 6V2 6% + %
do pfd 42l/4 41 41 + ll/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww 99 99 99 + Vi

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55... 993,4 993/4 993/4 + %
Fara. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 88Vi 88 Vi 83% — Vi

RKO 6s41 76 75% 75% + %
Warner's 6s39 93 92% 93 + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs. . 89% 88% 89% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2V4 2% + %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 22% 22 22 + %
Trans-Lux 2'/8 2% 2% + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 100

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6Vis 1st '36 5% 7

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 91% 93i/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st *43.... 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Aye.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

GE Develops Two Types
of Television Receivers

General Electric, now equipping a
Schenectady studio to televise both
film and stage shows, has developed
two types of receivers and proposes
to place them throughout the
Schenectady-Albany-Troy area to
further experiment and research,
according to Guy Bartlett, GE exec.
The GE receivers represent typical
home units in the upper and lower
price brackets. First, and more
simple, is a table-model receiver
with a cathode-ray picture tube of
5-inch diameter and including the
sound accompaniment to the pic-

ture. Second is a de luxe receiver,
employing a cathode-ray picture
tube of 12-inch diameter, and like-

wise including the sound accom-
paniment.
The picture is viewed in a mirror

on the under surface of the lid,

which is raised at an angle when
viewing.

Income Tax Proposal

Advanced in Colorado

Movie Quiz Entries Soar;

More Than 2,500,000 In

Movie Quiz entries have passed
the 2,500,000-mark, according to a
reliable estimate. Approximately
2,000,000 booklets have been re-

ceived in the last three days and
heavy returns are expected until the
end of the week.
The New York post office yester-

day reported that a new record was
set Tuesday when 3,261 booklets
were delivered by special delivery
within a 20-minute period.

Fitzgibbon Named Studio

Mgr. for Movietone News

Steve Fitzgibbon, associated with
Robert T. Kane for the past 10 years
in English and European produc-
tion, has been appointed studio man-
ager of the Movietone News studios

in New York by Truman Talley, it

was learned yesterday. E. I. Spon-
able continues in his post of tech-

nical director of the studio and Mo-
vietone News.

Dallas Trust Re-argument
Now Scheduled for Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Re-argument of the

Dallas anti-trust suit before the U.
S. Supreme Court was deferred un-
til today.

$30,000 for Refugee Relief

Chicago—Leading exhibs. at a
meeting here yesterday pledged ap-
proximately $30,000 for refugee re-

lief purposes. Jack Kirsch, prexy of
Illinois Allied, and Morris Leonard,
co-chairman, plan another meeting
tomorrow.

Mrs. E. F. Lomba Dead
Nadine Brown Lomba, wife of E.

F. Lomba, assistant to the head of

the 20th-Fox foreign department,
died early Wednesday morning, fol-

lowing a long illness.

Denver—No bills directly aimed
at the industry are anticipated in

the session of the Colorado legisla-

ture which opened yesterday. How-
ever, every film and theater man in

the state will be watching the pro-

gress of a proposed piece of legisla-

tion which would levy a straight one
per cent on all incomes in Colorado.

Licensed Projectionists

For Charity Shows Asked

Denver — The city council has
taken under advisement a proposed
ordinance that would make it man-
datory on all film entertainments,
charity or otherwise, to employ a
licensed projectionist. Harry Huff-
man, Fox city manager, pointed out
all theaters must abide bv the fire

and building regulations, and as a
protection to the public, charity
shows should do likewise.

50,000 Attendance Mark
Is Seen for "Sweethearts"

Going into its third and final week
at the Capitol Theater today, Metro's
"Sweethearts" has already been seen

by 396,000 Broadway moviegoers. By
the end of its run, it is expected
total will hit 500,000. "Marie An-
toinette" goes into the Capitol Jan.

12.

Re-issue Chaplin Pix
Exhibitors Pictures, Inc., headed

by Morris Kleinerman, will re-issue
12 Charlie Chaplin comedies with
synchronized musical scores this

year. Titles are: "Work," "Police,"

"His Night Out," "Jitney Elope,"
"Tramp," "Shanghaied," "Triple
Trouble," "His New Job," "In the
Park," "A Woman," "In the Bank"
and "By the Sea."

III. Allied Membership Drive

Chicago—Illinois Allied plans a
state-wide membership drive, it is

announced by Jack Kirsch, prexy.
Decision is coupled with the im-
proved business outlook here.

Stratford Tests Vaude
Chicago—Warner's Stratford the-

ater will use three days of vaude
ville for a tryout.

COfllMG ROD GOinC

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, United Artists chief-

tain, and LYNN FARNOL, director of adver-

tising and publicity, leave for the Coast tomor-

row. —

_

I I
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vV piexy

in charge of the foreign department, sailed

last night for England on the Manhattan.

ARTHUR W. KELLY, United Artists vice-

president in charge of the foreign department,
leaves London tomorrow for Italy.

MARC LACHMAN, manager of exploitation

for 20th-Fox, has returned from the Coast.

DAN MICHALOVE, 20th -Fox exec, has re-

turned from a trip to Australia.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, has returned from

the Coast.

ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount producer, arrives

here from Hollywood tomorrow for a three-

week stay before sailing for Europe.

LACY W. KASTNER, general sales manager
of United Artists Export, Ltd., sails for London !

today on the Champlain.

CRACE MOORE arrives today from Italy on

the Conte di Savoia.

CLAIRE TREVOR arrived from the Coast last I

night via American Airlines.

60 Exhibs. Showing 16 MM.
Films in Ontario Province

Toronto— Approximately 60 ex-

hibitors of 16 mm. films are now
operating under license in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, according to W. D.

McPhee, chief inspector of theaters
for the province. License fee is $10.

53 Canadian Houses Dark
Toronto—Fifty-three of Canada's

1,310 theaters were dark last year,

the Film Board of Trade checkup
establishes.

B & K Tries Out Singles

Chicago — New films are being
shown for the first time at B & K's

Tivoli, Uptown and Marbro nabe
theaters.

Grand Rapids Biz Up
Grand Rapids—Industrial upturn

is sending box-office biz locally up-
ward, according to Walter J. Nor-
ris of Butterfield Theaters.

the motion picture industry with
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THE RUSH IS ON
Holiday Trade Breaks 9-year-old Record
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;
spending since 1929 yesterday gave promise

of greatest New Year's celebration in city's

history. Here, police are necessary to hold

back last night's crowds at Music Hall.

•
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THE GREATEST GOOD WILL
ENTERTAINMENT OF YEARS!

As timely on July 4th as it was

on Christmas morning!

In the hundreds of theatres where "A Christmas Carol" has played it has won new friends for

motion pictures and appreciation from regular customers.

The power of the screen to inspire humanity toward better neighborly relationships was never

so vitally expressed as in the heart-beat, the tears, the rich comradely qualities of this Charles

Dickens masterpiece.

The word-of-mouth advertising built up during the holiday season makes "A Christmas Carol"

eagerly awaited by thousands.

This is a booking that will repay you a hundredfold in the patronage and good will of your patrons.



LAUNCHING A
SWEETHEARTY
1939!
Never has any attraction been started on

its way so gloriously as "SWEETHEARTS"

in 375 record-breaking simultaneous

New Year's engagements! And here are

more M-G-M Sweethearts to come!
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They made New
Year's very happy for

exhibitors and public:

Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson Eddy in the

Technicolor sensa-

tion "Sweethearts."
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KEEP UNITED FRONT

IN ITALIAN DISPUTE

(Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 31, while Fascist officialdom of-

fered extensions to UA, Columbia,
Universal and RKO, and declared the

latter quartet under the monopolis-
tic decree.

Meeting at the Hays Office was
reported as productive of a deter-

mination on the part of U. S. com-
panies to retain their unbroken front

in the face of the decree's enforce-

ment.
Further huddles of the foreign

managers will take place this week
to determine any future status of

American film commerce with Italy.

Attending yesterday's conclave
were Will H. Hays, Barney Bala-
ban, Nate Blumberg, Jack Cohn,
Major Frederick L. Herron, Sidney
R. Kent, Maurice Silverstone, and
Nicholas M. Schenck, plus the for-

eign managers or the latters' di-

rect representatives.

N.S.W. Film Law Expected

To Stimulate Production

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday, to meet the provisions

of the new law which requires

N.S.W. theaters to show locally-

made product on a 2% per cent

basis.

The law was passed, Ellis said,

for the purpose of creating an Aus-
tralian film industry and, indirectly,

to curb the "monopolistic" tenden-
cies of the larger circuits and for-

eign distributors. Under its pro-

visions, exhibitors can reject 25 per

cent of a contract on foreign prod-

uct, although British pictures must
comprise 15 per cent of a season's

program.
A new standard contract which

will supersede all previous contracts

is likely to result from the law's

enactment, Ellis said.

Ellis plans to leave in about two
weeks for Hollywood and will then

sail for Australia.

Peruvian-U. S. Treaty
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Peru shortly is ex-

pected to open repicrocal trade pact
negotiations with the U. S.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 5

Edward Sutherland
Flora Schikler

Jack Ackroyd
George Magrill

Alfred C. Coldreyer

wiTfi PHIL M. DALY
T T T

• • • PIP Stunt pulled by Lester Pollock, manager oi Loew's

Rochester Theater in that upstate town in a tie-up with the

Rochester Evening News, two cute pedigreed Scottie pups were offered

as the prizes for the best letter from a boy and a girl on "Why
Every Home Should Have A Dog" only boys and girls from seven

to sixteen were eligible the contest was run for ten days before

Christmas to tie in with the showing of the "Christmas Carol"

the daily newspaper stories ran double column topped by an in-

triguing photograph specially posed of the pups one was a swell

break for the theater, showing a special kennel holding the pups, in

the lobby, surrounded by admiring kids

T
• • • THE LETTER from the boy who won one of the pups,

appropriately named "Christmas Carol," was a classic among
his reasons why he should win a pup were "A Scottie dog

is small and Mom's got some Scotch blood, too. So getting a dog

for nothing would make her Scotch heart proud of me."

"Nights, it gets awfully lonesome, for Mom and Dad are bingo

fans, and my brother is out, too." "A dog would give me
something to talk about when some lady calls and I have to

entertain her while Mom fixes her hair." "If I got in dutch

with the family, a dog would be a pal, and not go sour on me."

so this lad Robert Locke won one of the Scotties, hands

down if some smart producer engaged a boy with his humar
slant to feed lines for a series of Boy Life adventures, every

youngster in the United States would yell to see them

T
• O * ON Jan. 20, C. C. Moskowitz observes his 26fh anniversary

with Loew's Oscar A. Doob starts his tenth year with Loew'3

today Fred Mitchell has his 34th Loew birthday on Jan. 12

Joe DiPesa, publicity man for Loew's in Boston, starts his 29th year

on Jan. 10 Everett Steinbuch, manager of Loew's State, Cleveland,

celebrated his 22nd year on Jan. 1 William Crull, Jr., Nashville,

and Robert Suits, Evansville, both celebrate their 14th Loew year on

Jan. 4 must be a pretty swell organization to work for, when they

hold their men all that time (come to think of it, your kolyumisf

started his stint for FILM DAILY exactly 14 years ago today)TV
• • • THEY helped Maurice "Red" Kann celebrate his first

anniversary as editor-in-chief of Box-Office last nite ... .meaning

the staff of the New York office the party was held at Tony's

on 52nd Street the boys presented Red with silver military

brushes

• • • BRINGING back memories of our boyhood days 20th

Century-Fox pub dep't pulled a nifty with the distribution of exact re-

production of Vol. 1. No. 1 of the famous Jesse James Stories we
well remember reading these weekly thrillers under the desk in class-

room the publishers. Street & Smith, are distributing a half million

of these throughout the country and the Roxy is passing out 10.000

this week of course it's a plug for Darryl Zanuck's production,

"Jesse James" TV
• • • THIS Scarlett O'Hara thing is wearing us down
two Scarletts were selected and rejected by Selznick within the

last 48 hours final announcement may still be made today as

originally scheduled it's not a gag fact of the matter is,

D. O. dare not guess WRONG on his selection after all the build-

up

« « « » » »

«REVI€WS»
"Topper Takes a Trip"
with Constance Bennett, Roland Young,

Bill ie Burke
United Artists 85 Mins.

GRAND SEQUEL TO FIRST "TOPPER"

COMEDY WITH ECTOPLASM ( L

BRINGING DELIGHT AND LAUGHS.
A delightful sequel to the original

"Topper" production, with the meek little

small town banker (Roland Young) again

mixed up in a hilarious adventure with

"Marion," the ectoplasmic girl who re-

turns as a spook to help straighten out the

damage done when she got the banker's

wife (Billie Burke) pretty well excited

about the antics of her husband. Because
of the lapse in time between the two pro-

ductions, they are cleverly hooked up
through the mechanism of a court scene
in which Topper explains to the judge how
he came to get mixed up with this other

woman. This gives opportunity for flash-

backs showing how "Marion" and her hus-

band were killed in an auto accident, and
Marion decided to do a good deed by bring-

ing some happiness into the life of the

meek little banker who never had any

fun. Cary Grant, the spook hubby, does
not appear in this production, and Con-
stance Bennett alone guides and guards

the destiny of her earthly pal, much against

his wishes. The banker's wife, egged on

by her female troublemaker (Verree Teas-
dale) goes to Paris to get a divorce when
the judge throws the case out in this

country. The ectoplasm girl forces Young
to follow and defend himself and save his

home. There are a series of very funny

and even hilarious adventures in a French

hotel at a fashionable summer resort, with

the wife occupying one suite and the hus-

band stuck in a small room which the spook
girl insists on occupying also, along with

"Atlas," the well-known "Thin Man" dog,

which has gone along to the dog heaven
in the auto accident. The trick stuff is

cleverly handled, and creates most of the

fun, confusing and amazing dozens of peo-

ple with whom the banker and his spook

pal come in contact. Finally the wife and

hubby are brought together after "Marion"
makes things pretty tough for the French

count who is after the wife for her money.
The work of Roland Young as the bedeviled

hubby torn between love for his almost-lost

wife and forced to do things against his

will by the pesky spook girl, provides one

of the cleverest comedy roles to be seen

anywhere.

CAST: Constance Bennett, Roland Young,
Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, Verree Teas-
dale, Franklin Pangborn, Alexander D'Arcy,

Paul Hurst, Eddy Conrad, Spencer Charters,

Irving Pichel, Paul Everton, Duke York,

Leon Belasco, George Renavent, George
Humbert, Alphonse Martell, James Morton,

Torben Meyer, George Davis.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach, Milton

H. Bren; Director, Norman Z. McLeod;
Author, Thorne Smith; Screenplay, Eddie

Moran, Jack Jevne, Corey Ford; Camera-
man, Norbert Brodine; Editor, William

Terhune.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
The Best.

Oklahoma City Biz Up
Oklahoma City — Lrocal holiday

business was at one of the highest
peaks in several years, a check-up
by The Film Daily reveals.
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SEPARATE PARA. UNIT

PLANNED IN BELGIUM

(Continued from Page 11

onfer on the legal aspects of the

livorcement.

^^he past Paramount's activities

n Belgium have heen under the su-

lervision of the Paris office, although
•ffices have been maintained in Brus-

hels.

Dickson said that theater busi-

ness in France had been restored to

lormal after a severe depression

luring and immediately following

he European crisis. Production, he
•.aid, was maintaining a fast pace

vith French producers finding good
narkets in Greece and South Af-

-ica, in addition to other parts of

he world.
Paramount, with independent pro-

lucers, made two pictures in France

ast year, Dickson said. They were
'Education of a Prince" and "The
Train for Venice," both of which
vere distributed principally in

?rance and French possessions.

Dickson returns to Europe on

fan. 14.

Australian Business Good,

Says Michalove, Returning

(Continued from Pane 1)

ire a sufficient number of theaters

o handle the population. Hoyt's
ow has 103 houses in its circuit and
s currently operating five addition-

il houses in conjunction with the

5nider-Dean interests, he said.

Michalove stated that all Hoyt
irst-runs have complete installa-

ions of the newest equipment avail-

ble, and where the houses have not
een built during the past few years
complete renovation program has

cen undertaken.

He was accompanied on his trip

y Irving Barry of National The-
ters.

Trading Privilege Sought
Vaskinglon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—SEC has ordered a

earing on Jan. 31, next, on the ap-
lication of the Philadelphia Stock
Exchange for unlisted tradings
rivileges in Paramount Pictures,
nc, $1 par value common stock.

History Makers of 1938

New Janitors Contract
I Chicago—Chicago Building Mana-
jers Association and the Janitors
Jnion have negotiated a new con-
tact, effective as of Jan. 1. Wage
chedules continue unchanged.

WEDDING BELLS

Lincoln, Neb.— Harold Hellerich,
ranager of the Orpheum here, will
larry Madelyn McGonagle, non-pro,
n Feb. 18. A four-days late Valen-
ine.

(Continued from Page 1)

versal's business in general. Bill can
feel justly pioud of his first year at the

helm oi U's selling staff.

• Y. FRANK FREEMAN •

fT AS head
^> of Para. r
mount's theater

operations. Y.

Frank climaxed
a long career

|

as an exhibi- L

tor. But in No-
*

vember a new
assignment en-

abled him to

launch a new
phase in his

ass oci ati on
with the mo-
tion picture in-

dustry. Paramount decided he would be
a valuable home office contact man at

the studios, so he packed up and trekked

west where he is watching production

with the same intensity that he watched
the operation of his vast theater domain.

• • HARRY GOLD • •

fT THEresig-
^^ nation of

George I

.

Schaefer as
distribution
head of United
Artists resulted

in a new sell-

ing system
whereby the

company's
sales organiza-

tion would be
guided by two
men. And Har-

ry, who had
been eastern division sales chief, was
named to co-direct the activities of the

company's domestic selling force, shar-

ing the honor with his veteran associate.

Jack Schlaifer.

• • DAVID SARNOFF • •

^T RCA's top
^^ exec, sup-

plied a major
news story
and accom-
panying head-
line of 19 3 8

when, in Octo-

b e r , he a n -

nounced that
his company
and others
would market
television sets

by April. The
announcement
signalized the approaching advent, at

last, of commercial' television. Subse-

quently came the disclosure that 50

makers of receiving sets held RCA li-

censes. During the Summer, Sarnoff

studied television abroad, returned to

assure that he found U. S.. British tele-

vision on par. In December came a
flash from Philadelphia that Sarnoff had
been designated to receive the annual
award of the Poor Richard Club.

• • EDWARD SMALL •

{T JOINING
**» United
Artists as a
producer early

in 19 3 8, Ed-

ward Small
committed him-

self for six
pictures and
turned out
"The Duke of

West Point" as

the initial ef-

fort. He brought
into his organ-

ization such
veterans as Richard Rowland and Alfred

E. Green, named J. E. Burch as produc-

tion manager and placed J. I. Milstein

in charge of his New York office. Aiming

at big stories. Small announced that early

pictures would include "The Maginot

Line" and "My Son, My Son."

• • L. J. SCHLAIFER

fT AS west
^^ ern divi-

sion sales man-
ager for United
Artists, "Jack"
Schlaifer d i d
such a good
job that he
was named to

co-direct the

company's do-

mestic sales
organization
when George
J. Schaefer re-

signed as dis-

tribution head. And so with Harry Gold,

who runs the East, the pair had inaugu-
rated a new system of "dual control"

selling which is proving successful.

• • CARL LESERMAN •

fT THERE is

^^ a striking

similarity be-
tween football

and selling.
Both require

strategy, stam-
ina, spirit and
speed. All four

of these essen-

t i a 1 elements
were part and
parcel of the

smooth team-

working of
Warners' sales

machine. In Carl Leserman, assistant

general sales manager, the WB warriors

had a spectacular running mate for their

star, Grad Sears. When the opposition

was busy watching the latter, the former

was carrying the mail and adding

"drive" to the Sears Drive which piled

up an unprecedented score. Last Febru-

ary, an announcement from the home
office proclaimed that young Mr. Leser-

man had been elevated to the vice-presi-

dency of Vitagraph,

MPTOA NEGOTIATORS

MEET KENT TUESDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

trade plan as prepared by the dis-

tributors' attorneys is expected to

be the order of business when the
deliberations resume. While MPTOA
has made no official statement as to

acceptance or rejection of the draft,

it is understood that the memoran-
dum in its present form does riot

meet with the approval of organiza-
tion leaders, or at least its nego-
tiating committee.

Allied States' directorate, conven-
ing in Washington Jan. 17-18, in

addition to electing officers, setting

time and place for the next national

convention and transacting routine
business, will devote "at least one

full day" to consideration of the

distributors' trade reform draft.

Bulletin by Abram F. Myers,
board chairman and general coun-
sel, received in New York yesterday
made the disclosure and added that

Allied's negotiating committee,
headed by Col. H. A. Cole of Texas,
will meet in advance of the direc-

torate.

"Directors are being urged to

bring two or three alternates or ad-

visers so that action taken on im-
nortant matters coming before the

Board, particularlv in reference to

the proposed trade practices and the

continuation of the Allied legislative

urogram will represent a cross-sec-

tion of independent exhibitor opin-

ion," the bulletin states.

With Jan. 15 the tenth anniver-

vary of the founding: of national Al-

lied, the Board will hold a dinner

in honor of the survivors of those

who signed the original underwri-
ters' agreement, W. A. Steffes, H.
M. Richey. James C. Ritter, Colonel

Cole, B. D. Cockrill and Herman
Blum. Several others who, while

not signatories to the agreement,
were active in the formation of Al-

lied, including Glenn Cross, Charles
L. Casanave, and Andy Gutenberg,
will be invited.

Joe Oulahan Re-elected

Cincinnati—Paramount's Joe Oula-
han was re-elected chief barker of

Queen City Variety Club. J. J.

Grady of 20th-Fox and Col. Arthur
Frudenfeld, RKO theater general
manager, were returned as vice-

presidents: Joe Rolling, secretary,
and Ralph Kinsler, Trailer-made
Service, also were returned to office.

STORKS!
Lincoln, Neb. — Daughter, Terry

Ann, arrived two days late for
Christmas to Kenny Mead, former
manager of the Orpheum here, now
at the Main, Pueblo, Colo.

Chicago—John Horky, Fox-20th
Century cashier, is the dad of a
newly born son.

Jk
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DOLLINGER RESIGNS;

ALLIED NAMES GOLD

{Continued from Page 1)

ater, Newark, former vice-president,
was elected president unanimously
by the board to fill Dollinger's un-
expired term. Gold's unexpired term
as vice-president will be filled by
Harry Kridel of the Mayfair The-
ater. Newark.

Dollinger. who heads Associated
Theaters of New Jersey, a booking'
organization, will remain on the
the board of directors.

The New Jersey unit will hold its

next meeting: in New York next
Tuesday and is to be followed by a
state-wide meeting in Trenton on
Jan. 23.

Bills of Industry Interest

Are Introduced in Albany

{Continued from Pane 1)

Senate as the 1939 Legislature con-
vened.

Senator C. Tracey Stagg and As-
semblywoman Jane Todd introduced
identical bills sharply to regulate
roadside billboards, while Assembly-
man Joseph P. Teagle added another
measure of like nature.

Pay-employment agencies would
be under state control under terms
of companion bills introduced in the
Assembly by John Devany and
Harold Ostertag and in the Senate
by John J. Howard.

Senator Phelps Phelps and As-
semblyman Robert Crews collabor-
ated in introducing: measures to lift

the ban on gambling, a move sure
to produce exhibitor opposition.

Would Have Exhib. Units Buy and Booh
Milwaukee—Ray A. Tesch, business manager of the ITPA of Wisconsin and Upper

Michigan advances the recommendation that all exhib. units "establish a department
for the purpose of buying and booking films for such exhibitors as may desire those
services."

Tesch argues: "This department, properly established, could purchase pictures for
the exhibitor with his co-operation, and make and enter into contracts at terms fair,

equitable, and reasonable to all parties concerned."

Paris 'Strike' Spread Looms;
300 Theaters Are Shuttered

Mich. Co-op, Frolic Guest
Detroit—Co-operative Theaters of

Michigan have been designated as
official Guest of Honor at Variety
Club Frolic, Saturday, with Carl
Buermele, general manager: Sam
Barrett, office manager, and Fred
DeLodder, president, on the list.

New Brooklyn Theater
A 1,500-seat film theater, for

which William I. Hohauser, Inc., are
architects, will be erected as part
of an office and store building
planned for the Southeast corner of
Clinton and Center Sts., Brooklyn.

Crites Will Build

Lubbock, Tex.—Arlie Crites, man-
ager of Lindsey Theatres, Inc., has
announced that he will construct a
new $50,000 theater in Lubbock dur-
ing the early part of 1939.

Metro Mexican Deals
Mexico City—For the fourth consecu-

tive year, Metro's ace pix will be
shown at the Teatro Iris as a result

of a deal just closed by Carlos E.

Niebla, Metro's Mexican rep. Metro's
lesser product and second-runs go to

the Cine Principal by terms of another
deal. Eight-house circuit which has
been playing Metro product subsequent-
ly has also renewed.

(.Continued from Page 1)

turnover would have to pay taxes
amounting to $51,000 per year, as
a result of the new levy.
The operators decided that if no

agreement is reached in a week,
Paris suburban theaters will be
closed. If two weeks elapse with-
out agreement owners said theaters
would be closed throughout the
country.

Theater owners have informed
employes that their services would
not be needed for the duration of
the conflict at least, giving rise to
a serious labor controversy.

Ross Federal Executive

District Managers Meet

Miami — The Executive District
Managers of Ross Federal Research
Corporation are in session here
through Saturday. Attending are
Harold Lund, district manager of
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Buffalo and Detroit; Walter I.

Brown, district manager of Minne-
apolis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Des Moines
and Omaha; W. O. Anderson, dis-

trict manager of Charlotte, Mem-
phis, New Orleans, Dallas and Okla-
homa City; C. B. Ross of the execu-
tive office. Densmore A. Ross, gen-
eral manager, is presiding.

"Zaza," Goodman Click
Paramount's "Zaza," with Benny

Goodman and band on the stage,
got off to an exceptional start in

its premiere at the New York Para-
mount Theater yesterday where the
5 p.m. attendance figure was on par
with that of "If I Were King."
Latter held the house record and
played a four-week engagement.

AFM Threatens Studio Strike

Unless Relief Plan is Reached

ET Sets 6 Mos. Dividend
Montreal— Directors of Eastern

Theatres, Ltd. have declared a divi-

dend of 3% per cent on the out-

standing preferred for the six

months ended Dec. 31, last, payable
Jan. 31 to shareholders of record,

Jan. 14.

Imperial In New Haven
New Haven—Harry Segal of Im-

perial Pictures, Boston, has taken
space in the film building here and
appointed Charles W. Leach, for-

merly with Gaumont British, as rep-
resentative.

GGA in New Locations

Glenn Griswold Associates, pub-
lic relations counsellors, are now
located at 330 W. 42nd St., New
York, and 520 N. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago.

(Continued from Page 1)

swer to the AFM request for a plan
to raise funds to take care of un-
employed musicians, it is intimated
by AFM execs, that action will be
taken at the annual convention to
pull all musicians out of the stu-
dios.

Annual convention of the AFM,
the 44th, has been set for June 11-

17 in Kansas City, Mo. Headquar-
ters will be at the Muehlebach Hotel.

At the last meeting of the AFM
with distrib. heads, prexy Joseph N.
Weber, proposed a plan whereby a
nominal charge would be levied on
each reel of film shown in theaters,
charges to be scaled according to
size of house. However, this plan
was flatly rejected by the majors,
and Weber asked for a counter prop-
osition, but no proposal has been
submitted to date.

Meeting next week will be held
either Monday or Wednesday, it was
said. AFM execs, will meet all

company heads, with session prob-
ably in office of Pat Casey.

Warner Bros., Loew's, Inc.,

Make Annual Reports to SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAfLY
Washington—A consolidated net

profit of $1,929,721.32, (as published
in The Film Daily on Nov. 28 last)
for the fiscal year ending August
27, 1938 was reported to the SEC
yesterday by Warner Brothers Pic-
tures, Inc. The unconsolidated
statement showed a profit of $178,-
556.77. The consolidated statement
reported income at $102,205,911.04
and cost of sales and expenses and
other items at $90,196,549.73.

Unconsolidated statement figures
showed film rental income, theater
admissions, sales, etc. at $33,948,602,
cost of sales and expenses, amorti-
zation of film costs, royalties, etc.

$25,680,520.83. Other expenses
brought the total to $33,866,743.49.

Loew's, Inc., and two subsidiaries—Loew's Theater and Realty Corp.
and Loew's Boston Theaters Co.,
also filed annual reports for their
fiscal year ending Aug. 31, last.

Loew's Boston Theaters Co., report-
ed operating revenue at $1,459,316.-

39, operating expenses at $822,156.28
and net income at $302,125.16.

GB In Deal With ASN
Deal to handle the Gaumont Brit-

ish Instructional films in Canada has
been closed by GB with Associated
Screen News, it was learned yes-
terday. Contract gives ASN com-
plete rights to program throughout
the Dominion.

RKO'S REORG. PLAN

GETS COURT'S OKAY

(Continued from Page 1)

dicated herein, meets with the ap-
proval of the Court. All parties who
have consented to the propose/^ ] ar

should be afforded an oppor- uity
to withdraw their acceptance. If,

,

thereafter, the Court is satisfied that
the acceptances required by have
been filed in the proceedings, the
plan of reorganization herein modi-
fied will be confirmed."

Modifications outlined by Judge
Bondy are (1) that contingent claim-
ants shall receive, when and if their

claims mature, either an amount of

common stock equivalent in value to

the amount of their claim,—that
value to be judged by the date of

promulgation of the plan, or at the
option of RKO of the cash value of

'

the stock; (2) that the plan be modi-
fied so that the funded debt of RKO
cannot be increased over and above
$3,000,000, nor can any other obli-

gations be incurred or assumed as

referred to in Paragraph 11 Sub-
Division E of the plan over the ob-

jection of one-third or more of the
preferred stockholders; (3) that de-

benture holders who elect to receive
only preferred stock will receive 1.43

shares of preferred for each $100
in principal amount of debentures.
The new preferred stock will be en-
titled to a first quarterly dividend
of $1.50 per share, and (4) that any
underwriting agreement entered into

by Atlas or anyone else for the flo-

tation of new common stock must
be approved by Judge Bondy.

Further, Judge Bondv indicated
that he would approve the new ar-
rangement with Rockefeller Center,
under which Rockefeller Center will

receive 415,000 shares of new com-
mon stock. He said that this was
to the advantage of the estate.
He declared also that treatment

accorded to stockholders was, in his

opinion, fair, and that the change of

status of debenture holders to pre-
ferred stockholders was proper and
equitable.

Hearing on the amended plan, in

eluding the Rockefeller claim amend-
ment, will be held today at 3 p.m.
in Room 905, Federal Court.

Observers, in the wake of the fil-

ing yesterday afternoon of the mem-
orandum decision, expressed the
view that confirmation appears in-

evitable and that RKO, emerging
from the fetters of 77-B. will be of

advantage not only to that organi-
zation, its creditors and stockhold-
ers, but also to the industry a large.

-

.

Then What? ? ?
Lincoln. Neb.—Contest officials in the

Sunday Journal and Star-theaters 10
best poll here were presented with an
unusual problem in the case of one
entry. The top prize in the contest is

a free trip to Hollywood—all expenses
paid.

One fine list came in from H. L.

Fitzsimmons, whose number is 12,254
in the Nebraska penitentiary. If he
wins first place—then what? ? ?
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Roosevelt Calls for Re-enactment of Admissions Tax

CONSENTS CONDITION MENACES RKO REORG. PLAN
i

>l. D. Divorcement Appeal Argument Expected in March

'38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

• DR. A. H. GIANNINI •

T Dr. A. H.
^ Gia nnini

o v i d e d a
(ior headline

1938 when
tendered his

gnation as
?sident and
]ard chair-

•in of United
lists in June
i d withdrew
m the com-
my ''by
tual agree-
nt." Justifi-

:

y. the Doctor's statement pointed to

company's greater prosperity during
regime. The Doctor made a vaca-

",i trip to Europe during the summer,
st again coming East from Hollywood
the Columbia stockholders' meeting.

I • FLOYD B. ODLUM •

AS presi-
''"* dent of At

Corp., and
' member of

• Atlas group.

ponents o f

RKO reor-

:n iz a Hon
'an, this fi-

ncial and
i tycoon bad
lousy year of

Out of Chi-

le), early in

span, is-

id word that

's holdings of the Fickford-Chaplin-

rbanks interest had not, as reported,

.n offered to Mr. Odium. And that

s that. Then on a later occasion an-

(Continued on Page 8)

Transcription of Fargo Trial

Filed with U. S. Supreme
Court

Arguments on the appeal from
the North Dakota theater divorce-
ment decision are expected to be
held in March before the U. S. Su-
preme Court, it was learned yester-
day.
Paramount and two subsidiary

units, Minnesota Amusement Co.
and American Amusement Co. will

(Continued on Pane 4)

CHASE NATI SELLING

20TH-F0X'S COMMON

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washing-ton — Continuation of

heavy selling- of Twentieth Century-
Fox Film common stock was re-

norted by Chase National Bank of
New York to the SEC, it was re-
vealed today in the Commission's

(Continued on Page 5)

Arnold III, Dallas Trust

Case Over Till Wednesday

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Illness of Thurman

Arnold, Assistant U. S. Attorney
General, yesterday brought a fur-
ther postponement in the re-argu-

' Continued on Pane 5)

WOMEN FIND

PIX IMPROVING
No Vulgarity on Screen,

LHJ Survey Verdict

Philadelphia, Pa.—Seventy-seven
per cent of all women think pix are
becoming more entertaining, it is

disclosed in a nation-wide survey on
"What the Women of America
Think About Entertainment," in the
February Ladies' Home Journal. No
movie during 1938 was offensively
vulgar, 89 per cent of all women de-
clared.

Women as a whole were evenly
divided on the question of whether
movies should show scenes of women
drinking, but 66 per cent of the
farm women, and 62 per cent of the
small town women did object to such
scenes.
There was a similar difference of

(Continued on Page 4)

MURPHY KEEPS TRUST

POLICIES TO HIMSELF

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—That there will be

no drastic changes in either the per-
sonnel or policy of the anti -trust

(Continued nu Page 5)

Revenue from Admissions Tax Needed,

Roosevelt States in Budget Message
Harry Edington to Produce;

"U" Will Distribute His Pix

Harry Edington, well-known Hol-
lywood agent, has formed Famous
Productions, Inc., and will begin
work on two pictures as soon as
the stories, already selected, have
been prepared.
Edington has completed releasing

(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Re-enactment of so-

called "nuisance taxes," including
the admissions levy, was recom-
mended to the C°ngres s yesterday
by President Roosevelt in his budg-
et message. Under existing law,
the present tax expires June 30.

"I consider that the revenue from
such taxes or its equivalent is

necessary for the financing of the
(Continued on Page 4)

"In Poor Shape," Warns
Court; To Require "Con-

clusive Proof"
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Formal confirmation of the RKO
reorg. plan moved another step near-
er at the hearing yesterday after-
noon in Federal Court, although
there loomed as a potential retard-
ing factor the condition of the
stockholders' consents, which Judge
William Bondy characterized as "in
very poor shape," and- asserted that
he has no intention of confirming
the plan unless he has "conclusive
proof" of the consents' full legal-
ity.

In some instances, Judge Bondy
(Continued on Page 5)

PARAMOUNT TO RETIRE

PART OF FUNDED DERT

Retirement of a "substantial"
amount of its funded debt will be
considered by Paramount when a
full report of its world collections
is completed, it was stated yester-
day by Barney Balaban, president.
His statement followed a N. Y.

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO's District Managers
Convene Here Tomorrow

A meeting of RKO Radio district-

managers at the Waldorf tomorrow
and Sunday has been called by Jules
Levy, general sales manager. Dis-

(Continued on Page 5)

S.O.S. Unanswered
Federal Judge William Bondy smil-

ingly took the bench yesterday at the
RKO reorg. hearing, but his affability

was soon taxed when he discovered that
there was no one there to give the
formal proclamation,—Hear Ye! Hear
Ye!, etc. "Doesn't anybody in this

court know the proclamation so that
we can begin?" asked the beleaguered
Judge. Not a lawyer did. So Bondy
reluctantly waved the formality.
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Celler, Dickstein Re-Introduce

Their Last Year's Measures
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Glett Under Knife
Charles L. Glett, vice-president

in charge of operations at Eastern
Service Studios, yesterday under-
went a tonsilectomy.

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY m

STOCK SHUTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued.

m

m

729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9S6O0

m

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Congressman Celler,

New York Democrat, yesterday in-

troduced the identical block-booking
bill he introduced at the seventy-
fourth Congress HR 8877. It was
referred to House Interstate ana
Foreign Commerce Committee.

Celler stated that later he will
re-introduce his measure repealing
the prohibition on importation and
interstate transportation of prize
fight films.

Congressman Dickstein, New York
Democrat, re-introduced his alien
actors' bill in identical form except
that his new bill exempts musicians
and conductors.
Congressman Hobbs, Alabama

Democrat, announces that he will
re-introduce next week his bill pro-
viding for the taking of sound re-
cordings of testimony on a trial, or
model, basis in the District of Co-
lumbia court.

Morse & Rothenberg Trust

Trial Progresses Slowly

Boston—After a week of hearings
before Philip A. Hendrick, Master,
in Federal District Court, the Morse
& Rothenberg anti-trust suit for
$2,000,000 against the eight majors
is progressing slowly, with deposi-
tions still being read and exhibits
entered.

Counsels for the plaintiffs, George
S. Ryan and David M. Watchmaker,
allege that defendants have not pro-
duced all records ordered by the
Court.
Edward F. McClennen, Jacob J.

Kaplan, John V. Spaulding and
Frank W. Crocker are the attorneys
for the defense.

IATSE Executive Board

Will Convene Next Week

Although no definite dates have
been set, it was learned yesterday
that the IATSE executive board is

expected to meet before the end of
next week.
The AFL executive Council will

probably go into session by the end
of the month.

National Defense Week
Showings for WB Shorts

Approximately 300 showings of
Warners' series of historical shorts
will be sponsored by the American
Legion and other patriotic groups,
during National Defense Week,
which starts Feb. 12. The films will

be presented at mass meetings
throughout the country.

Directs Second Unit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In order to meet its

Feb. 22 release date on "You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man," which is be-
ing directed by Georo-e Marshall,
Universal has signed Edward Sedg-
wick to direct a second unit on the
picture.

Jack Ellis Again Slated

to Head MP Associates

Meeting yesterday to nominate

officers for the coming year, Mo-

tion Picture Associates named a

complete slate with only contest

scheduled for the two trustee posts.

Jack Ellis, of RKO, president, was

renamed by popular acclaim. Mor-

ris Sanders, of 20th-Fox, was named

as first vice-president when Jerry

Wilson declined renomination.
Mathew Cahan succeeds himself

as second vice-prexy; Sol Trauner,
of Columbia, succeeds Sanders as

treasurer; Moe Fraum, Columbia,
recording secretary; Charles Pen-
ser, Monogram, financial secretary;

and Louis Kutinsky, RKO, sergeant

at arms; also succeed themselves in

those posts.

Harry Buxbaum, 20th-Fox, Joseph
Lee, 20th-Fox, Nat Beyer, United
Artists, Joe Felder, Monogram, and
Seymour Schussel, Columbia, are

running for the two trustee posts.

Election will be held next Friday
and installation of officers will take
place the following week.

Chain Broadcasting by Tele

5 to 10 Years Off—Lohr
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Chain broadcasting

of plays and news events by tele-

vision is from five to 10 years away,
although technically television

broadcasting is solved, Lenox R.
Lohr, NBC president, yesterday told

the Federal Communications Com-
mission at its chain broadcasting
probe.
Lohr estimated that $100,000,000

would be necessary at the present
rate to build a line across the coun-
try to carry all frequencies neces-
sary for television broadcasting. He
added that technically television is

"good enough" to go to the public
now, comparing it with home movies.

Sherman Plans 6 Hopafongs

and Two Zane Greys in '39

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-Harry Sherman will

make six Hopalong Cassidys and at
least two Zane Grey pictures this

year for Paramount release. Sher-
man is en route East to attend
Para.'s district sales managers'
meeting in St. Louis tomorrow, Sun-
day and Monday.

Misleading Titles Bring

Squawks in Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Better Films
Council has authorized protests to
studios against misleading titles.

Council will hold an open meeting
Feb. 6.

Para., Rogers Part
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Resignation of Bogart

Rogers, Paramount writer and pro-
duction exec, was announced yester-
day.

cominc fino come

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, United Artists chief-

tain, JAMES MULVEY, New York representative

of Samuel Coldwyn, EMANUEL SILVERSTONE,
American representative of Alexander Korda.

JAMES ROOSEVELT, vice-president of tV"t T'old-

wyn company, and LYNN FARNOL. al,
.

,' ising

and publicity director of United Artists,' leave

for the Coast today.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, IRVING ASHER, SIR

ADRIAN BAILLIE and LEE GARMES, arrive to-

day on the Washington.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy, arrives here

Sunday.

NED E. DEPINET arrives tomorrow.

WALTER READE arrives from the Coast Mon
day.

EDWARD SCHNITZER, Eastern district man-
ager for Warners, is scheduled to return to

the home office today.

LOUIS J. FROHLICH, Ascap counsel, left New
York last night for Boston; arriving in Wash-
ington this week-end accompanied by HER-
MAN FINKELSTEIN, associate counsel.

BERNHARD GARDNER, managing director of

RCA in London, arrives today on the Wash-
ington.

GEORGE WEST, Monogram franchise holder, J

and his wife, left for the Coast yesterday foil
a studio visit.

EDWARD A. ALPERSON, Crand National sales I

head, leaves the Coast for New York ovei >\

the week-end.

REX O'MALLEY arrives here from the Coasi J

tomorrow on a vacation trip. He plans to

read several scripts for a new picture whilen
here.

"Lynton" Costs Fixed
Costs were fixed yesterday in thdIB

"Letty Lynton" action in Federal
™

Court in the amount of $56,122, in-

cluding $55,000 in favor of O'Brien,

Driscoll & Raftery, counsel for the

plaintiffs, Edward Sheldon and Mar-

garet Ayer Barnes. Latter brought
action against Metro, charging pla-

giarism of their literary property,
"Libeled Lady."

Philly Exhibs Discharged
Philadelphia — Local exhibitors

charged with giving Sunday film

shows on New Year's, were released
by the magistrate who heard their

cases yesterday.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 6
Loretta Young
Tom Mix
Fred Niblo
Ruth Hiatt

Ludwig Berger
Stanley Smith

Ben H. Serkowich

Kenneth Thomson
Ernest L. Robbins

JANUARY 7

Adolph Zukor

JANUARY 8

Larry Darmoir
James Farley

Matt Moore
Alexander Gray

Joe Weil



O'Brien delivers again. But

strong! 'Angels' proved the

wallop he carries. And

a whole lot of people saw

'Angels'! They won't forget

it soon. That's what makes

it so important that you

give his new picture

{he exploitation

it deserves. It

is available for

booking a few
weeks hence.

So get after

it . . . Now!

PAT O'BRIEN and

JOAN BLONDELL

Bobby(H)Jordan
Directed by JAMES FLOOD • Screen Play by

Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and Earl Baldwin

From an Original Story by Saul Elkins and Sally

Sandlin . A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
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EXPECT N. D. DIVORCE

ARGUMENT IN MARCH
(Continued from Page 1)

seek to reverse a decision by a Fed-
eral statutory court upholding the
constitutionality of the North Da-
kota law which would force Para-
mount to divest itself of its theater
holdings in the state.

Transcription of the record made
at the Fargo, N. D., trial was filed

with the Supreme Court on Wed-
nesday and the appeal was docketed.
The next step is for the high court

to consider if it has jurisdiction in

the case, after which the plaintiffs

will be notified, the briefs filed and
a date set for the hearings.

Women Find Pix Improving;

No Vulgarity on Screen

(Continued from Page 1)

opinion on movie scenes of women
smoking. While 62 per cent of all

women had no objection, 57 per cent
of the farm women and 50 per cent
of the small town women dis-

approved.
Ninety-one per cent thought chil-

dren under 14 should be allowed to

go only to recommended movies, and
69 per cent would not permit them
to see more than one pix a week.
By a small majority—57 per cent
—American women said there was
no objection to having advertising
of products shown on the screen.
The femrae vote on the best movie

of 1938 was as follows: "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs"-—

9

per cent; "Robin Hood"—7 per cent;
"The Good Earth"—6 per cent; "In
Old Chicago" — 6 per cent; "Test
Pilot"—4 per cent; "The Life of
Emile Zola"-—4 per cent; "Captains
Courageous"—4 per cent; "Lost
Horizon"—3 per cent; "Three Com-
rades"—3 per cent; "Girl of the
Golden West"—2 per cent; "The
Hurricane"—2 per cent; "The Aw-
ful Truth"—2 per cent; all others—48 per cent.

Max Joachim Rites Today
Funeral services will be held at 1

p.m. today at the Riverside Memor-
ial Chapel for Max Joachim, 67,

father of the Ritz brothers. Burial
will take place in the Mount Carmel
Cemetery. Harry, Al, Jimmy,
George and a daughter, Mrs. Ger-
trude Soil, survive.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wayne Morris, film

star, and "Bubbles" Schinasi, daugh-
ter of a New York tobacco importer,
have filed here their intention to

wed.

Lewen Pizor, UMPTO chieftain

in Philadelphia, and Mae Peezik
have been married since November,
he revealed this week. The couple

will leave for a belated honeymoon
in Florida this month.

T T
• • • APPLICATION blanks are now available in all the RKO
theaters in the metropolitan territory for the Jesse L. Lasky "Gate-

way To Hollywood" Talent Search there are 25 other key areas

throughout the nation engaged in this intensive search for new faces

for the screen

T
• • • REQUIREMENTS are simplified to encourage appli-

cants amateurs or professionals may apply girls must

be between the ages of 17 and 23 men between 21 and 27

the applicant fills out a questionnaire concerning his

description and ability, and attaches three unretouched photo-

graphs showing profile and full views

T T T
• • • THERE WILL be 30 selected in each regional area by the

judges the regional audition for the New York territory will be held

some time in February the boy and girl to represent the metro-

politan area will be photographed in various poses, a sound recording

made of their voices, and sent to Lasky with a personal report of a

talent scout from the fifty nation-wide nominees thus obtained,

Lasky will select 18 to go to Hollywood

T T
• • • ALL EXPENSES of these finally selected will be

paid, plus $25 a week spending mony while they are in Htllywood

in addition they will receive intensive training from voice

and dramatic coaches, make-up artists and costumers at the

end of a 13-week radio program, one boy and one girl will be

selected, the vote of the radio audience to count half, and that

of the studio committee the other half they will adopt the

names of Alice Eden and John Archer, and be awarded RKO Radio

picture contracts starting at $125 a week they will be as-

signed feature roles in the feature, "Career," from the novel by
Phil Stong this production to be shown this summer in the

RKO theaters that participated in the talent search and that,

if you ask us, is a sane and practical campaign for a national

talent hunt for New Faces

Y
• • • NATIONAL tie-up has been effected by Warners with the

Artplus Hosiery Mills on two pictures for early release "Wings
of the Navy" and "Yes. My Darling Daughter" the hosiery com-

pany has scheduled an extensive nation-wide campaign ads will

be placed in class mags such as Vogue mats and counter dis-

plays will be distributed to dealers and exhibitors everywhere ......

Artplus has over 6.000 accounts from Coast to Coast that will work
with the local theaters in this campaign

T
• • • NOVEL plan for raising funds for the European
refugees devised by the management of the Oceana Theater
at Brighton Beach the slogan is "A Ton of Pennies"
patrons find in the lobby a huge hexagonal case illuminated

bearing cards explaining the plan and the device for collecting

the pennies the pennies are pitched over the top of the

case they are lowered spirally by means of a motor, arid

they may land on one of four trays rotating at uniform speed

if the coin hits the direct center of a tray, it rings a bell

the lucky person tossing the coin gets a season pass. . . # IT is

rumored that RKO Radio may now throw a 77-B Coming Out
Party

« « « » » »

ASKS RE-ENACTMENT

OF ADMISSIONS TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

budget for 1940," the message said.

Revenue from the admission? tax
for the 1938 fiscal year totall/'^O,-
800,779.49; in 1937, the figure wai'
$20,974,031.

Retirement of Paramount
Funded Debt in Prospect

(Continued from Page 1)

Journal-American story to the ef- <

feet that the company would retire

between $5,000,000 and $7,500,000
in bonds within the next 30 days.

Balaban pointed out that the i

amount of the bonds to be redeemed i

could not be estimated until the

cash collections were determined,
but he indicated that if the out!-]

look turned out to be as good as

anticipated a very substantial bond
redemption would be proposed.

It will be several weeks before i

the cash from world distribution :

can be accounted for, he said, but

it was indicated that the report may
be ready by Jan. 26 when the board

of directors holds its next meeting.

Harry Edington to Produce; I

"U" Will Distribute His Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

arrangements with Universal Pic-

tures, the latter company announced
last night, to continue over a period

of years. At least three pictures
will be made this season, it is stated,

and the new company, completely
financed, is geared to produce from
four to six major pictures a year.

Edington has resigned as president
of Famous Artists Corp., and H. E.

Edington-F. W. Vincent, Inc., to

devote his entire attention to his

new company.
He plans, in addition to his regu-

lar output, to finance productions of

important stars and directors who
wish to participate in their own pro-

ductions.

Hellmans Maginot Line

Pix Taken by Al Selig

Deal was closed yesterday by A.

L. Selig, who represented several

associates, with Marcel Hellman for

the U. S. distribution rights to "Dou-
ble Crime In The Maginot Line."

Hellman produced the film in France
and it is now being edited and sub-

titled in English.
Mack Littman represented Hell-

man in the deal. Picture is partly

taken within the French fortifica-

tions. Group represented by Selig

is also considering acquisition of

four more pictures for distribution

during 1939.

I

1

Ruth Schwerin III

Ruth Schwerin, promotion mana-
ger of Monogram Pictures, is bed-

ded with a slight ailment. She is

convalescing at her home.
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HASENATI SELLING

20TH-FOX'S COMMON
(Continued from Pay,- 1

I

•mi-monthly report of security

ansactions and holdings.

4^^ bank reported disposition of

),.^0 shares of 20th's common stock

the current report and now holds

56,758 shares of the common. Wil-

am Goetz reported disposition of

).000 shares of common and now
jlds 184,643 shares and Darryl F.

anuck also disposed of 10,000

lares holding- 122,130 shares at the

onth end. In 20th's $1.50 cumula-
ve preferred Chase National Bank
ported holding 671,916 shares,

'illiam Goetz reported 55,284 shares
the month end and Darryl F.

muck, 21,946 shares.

Loew's, Inc., report stated that

idor Frey of New York City dis-

used of 100 shares of common and
av holds 300 shares and Charles
. Moskowitz disposed of 400 shares
common and now holds 600 shares,

i
Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures

prp. filed reports for August, 1937,

nd February, 1937, reporting aqui-

i:ion of 40 shares of common in each
onth holding 1,682 shares of corn-

on at the end of August, 1937.

tck Cohn stated he now holds 542

iares of common. Harry Cohn re-

used he held 68,803 common vot-

g trust certificates at the end of

ugust, 1937 and Jack Cohn stated
1 disposed of 800 of the certificates

'id now holds 31,017. Harry Cohn
'ported acquisition in February,
'37 of 600 purchase warrant series

' covering common voting trust cer-

ficates bringing his holdings for

at month to 24,587.

General Theaters Equipment Corp.

Lated that Edward C. Delafield of

iew York disposed of 100 shares
its common stock and now holds

:
'0 shares.

" Universal Corp. statement de-

,ared that Daniel M. Sheaffer ac-

lired 500 common voting trust cer-

. acates and now holds 16,500 and
,i additional 26,500 through Stand-
d Capital Co. He also holds 111,-

3 common voting trust certificate

arrants through Standard Capi-

il Co.

i Preston Davie of New York has
quired 100 shares of Universal

i
ctures Co. 8 per cent cumulative
t preferred, representing his en-

e holdings, it was reported.

mold III, Dallas Trust

Case Over Till Wednesday

(Continued from Page 1)

lj?nt of the Dallas anti-trust suit

-fore the U. S. Supreme Court.
Kse is now calendared for next
ednesday.
Appeals in pending Ascap cases,

paced on the Court's docket yester-
y, are expected to be reached
rly next week.

GWTW IVomj Scheduled to Start Jan. 16
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Date for start of production on GWTW with the cast has been set

back to Jan. 16. Announcement of Scarlett was scheduled to have been made yester-

day, but Selznick office issued no statement up to a late hour last night.

RKO's District Managers
Convene Here Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

cussions will include three early
major releases set for the Music
Hall and the marketing of "Gunga
Din," which Levy reports is the
biggest production ever made by
the company. The two-day session
also will be the first opportunity
for the field men to meet the com-
pany's new president, George J.

Schaefer, who will address one of
the meetings.
"Gunga Din" is to have its world

premiere at the Music Hall on Jan.
26. "The Great Man Votes" and
"Love Affair" are other big pictures
to be discussed.

Kallet Bank Night Suit

Trial in Madison County

Trial of the actions brought by
Edward Goldstein as New York
State distributor for Affiliated En-
terprises, Bank Night owners,
against Livington Theaters, Inc.,

Kallet Theaters, Inc., et al, will be
held in up-state Madison County as
a result of an order signed by Jus-
tice Hofstadter of the Supreme
Court in Bronx County which was
the trial's original venue.
Motion for the change of venue

was made by Alexander L. Saul of
Syracuse, counsel for the Kallet cir-

cuit. Justice Hofstadter approved
the motion, declaring that the con-
tract very likely was executed in
Madison County where a majority
of the material witnesses reside.

Defendants, contending that nu-
merous questions are involved in

the litigation, have counterclaimed
for a sum approximating $12,000,
and claim breach of contract, false
representations and that Affiliated
Enterprises, Inc., did not have any
copyrights or trade marks.

N. Y. Film Critics Awards
to Go Over NBC's Network

J" Board in Routine Meet
I'Universal's board of directors met
sterday and transacted routine
siness.

NBC's Blue Network was last
night compiling list of stations on
the nationwide hook-up which will
bring to listeners throughout the
U S. on Sunday afternoon, next, the
formal presentation of awards by
the New York Film Critics to those
whom the group has already des-
ignated as having contributed the
best male and female performances
of 1938; best direction; best fea-
ture, and the best foreign film.

Howard Barnes, film critic of the
ew York Herald-Tribune, will act
for the metropolitan critics in the
presentation of the awards before
the microphone. Event will be
broadcast from the Rainbow Room,
Radio City, as part of the festivities
there which commence at 5 p.m.
E.S.T.

Atty.-Genl Murphy Keeps

Trust Policies to Himself

(Continued from Page \)

division of the Department of Jus-

tice was indicated today by Frank
Murphy, newly-appointed Attorney
General at his first press confer-

ence yesterday.
"I have very definite and positive

views on anti-trust laws," the new
Attorney General said, "but I do

not feel that I can discuss policies

at this time."
Asked if Assistant Attorney Gen-

eral Thurman Arnold would remain
in the Department, Murphy said "I

think it is safe to assume that he

will."

President Roosevelt's budget mes-
sage to Congress yesterday called

for an increase of $750,000 in the

budget of the anti-trust division of

the Justice Department to expand
its activities.

Carlton Brewster Killed

In Fla. Motor Accident

New Smyrna, Fla.—Carlton E.

Brewster, Sr., 66, pioneer Long Is-

land film theater operator who ran
the old Carlton Opera House at Bay-
shore, and later operated a chain of

theaters in Southampton, Babylon
and Islip, was instantly killed here
on Wednesday in an automobile ac-

cident. Surviving are his widow,
the former Sarah W. Wilcox; two
sons, Carlton E., Jr., and Douglas
W., and two brothers, Harry M. and
Olin S. Brewster.
Another brother, Eugene V.

Brewster, former motion picture

magazine publisher, died on New
Year's Day in Long Island College

Hospital, Brooklyn.

Will Watch Sunday Pix,

Warns Melrose Mayor

Melrose, Mass.—Mayor Robert A.
Perkins expressed reluctance to per-

mit Sunday movies, favored by a
vote at a recent election. "While I

feel obliged to grant this license

the character of the performances
and all surrounding factors will be
under constant supervision."
There is only one theater in the

town, the Melrose Theater, an 850-

seat house operated by Irving
Greene.

Paul Morgan Expires

Cable advices yesterday reported
the death of Paul Morgan, German
comedian, in the Dachau concentra-
tion camp of inflammation of the

lungs. He played a lead in "Why
Cry at Parting," the second Ger-
man-produced talking film to ap-
pear in the U. S.

CONSENTS' CONDITION

MENACES RKO REORG.

(Continued from Page 1)

said, the consents contain printed
characters, pencil signatures, "Old
English" lettering, and that some
have not been witnessed, and in-

timated that there is a possibility
that he may ask for new consents.
Leonard Adkins of RCA's legal

staff made a formal motion asking
permission to file its claim of some
$18,000 against RKO Corp. for
transfer taxes paid by RCA attend-
ing the acquisition of RKO stock
in 1934-35. John S. Stover, counsel
for the Stirn interests of Milwaukee,
severely criticized the introduction of
the claim at this time, and expressed
the opinion that RCA is guilty of
laches since this is the first time
that RCA has made any effort to
introduce the claim. Adkins ex-
plained the delay by stating that
RCA had intended acquiring further
RKO stock and has considered that
it had expedited the plan proceed-
ings by not filing repetitious claims
in various amounts. Stover then
asked the Court for reservation of
his client's rights.
Hamilton C. Rickaby, counsel for

the Atlas Group, plan's proponents,
declared that he is in a position to
state that proponents approve of the
modifications suggested by Judge
Bondy in his memorandum decision
filed on Wednesdav

Carlos L. Israels, counsel for the
Unsecured Creditors' Committee,
suggested clarification of the condi-
tions and phraseology in one of the
Bon^" - submitted amendments,
namely that there be inserted in

Clause A, Subdivision (1) of Article
XI and in the certificate of incor-
poration an appropriate provision to

the effect that the first dividend on
the new preferred stock shall not
be in excess of 50c per month for
the period beginning one year after
the first day of the calendar month
succeeding that in which the plan is

confirmed and ending with the next
succeeding dividend date.

Rickaby declared that before the
expiration of the present week he
will submit to the Court for signa-
ture an order of settlement.
Adjournment was taken to Jan.

26 in Room 318. Federal Court.
George L. Schine told The Film

Daily at the conclusion of the
hearing that the reduction of the
Rockefeller Center claim from 500,-

000 shares to 415,000 shares will be
a great victory for the Independent
Stockholders' Committee, and the
allocation of 85,000 shares will give
these stockholders a material in-

crease in their holdings in the com-
pany. Schine, whose representation
is for some 200,000 shares of the
Committee members, has led the
fight for these interests.

Personalizing Campaign
Banner display for "Columbia's

Personal Achievement Campaign,"
Jan. 9-Mar. 18, will feature individ-

ual names of salesmen and bookers.

Individualized stickers will also be
used.
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"Pacific Liner"
with Victor McLaglen, Chester Morris

RKO Radio 76 Mins.

POWERFUL DRAMA OF THE SEA WITH
McLAGLEN SCORING IN ANOTHER
GREAT CHARACTERIZATION.
A stirring adventure of the sea, told

with powerful punch as a Conrad or a Mc-
Fee might have written it. This is no

namby pamby romance, but a gutsey pres-

entation of the life of stokers below

decks on a Pacific liner on a voyage from

Shanghai to San Francisco. McLaglen is

the tough chief engineer known as Crusher

McKay, both loved and feared by his men.
Chester Morris is the new doctor on board,

he having shipped because of the nurse

(Wendy Barrie) with whom he had a ro-

mance years before in a Manila hospital,

but his wanderlust separated them. Mc-
Laglen is making a rather ineffectual play

for the nurse in his clumsy manner. Then
in mid-ocean cholera breaks out below

decks, brought aboard by a stowaway Chin-

ese coolie. Then the grim battle begins,

with McLaglen keeping his men at their

task firing the engines as terror grips them
as first one, then two, three, four of their

number are stricken down with the dread

epidemic. The doors are bolted to the

decks above, and the men are held prison-

ers, while Morris as the doctor fights day

and night to save the stricken men. The
entire action is built up with taut suspense

around this situation, till the engineer him-

self is stricken with the disease. After

days of effort, the nurse and the doctor

pull him through. Then a mutiny starts

among the men below decks, but the en-

gineer meets them as he rises from his

sick bed, and forces them back to work

by the power of his hold over them. And
so under forced draft the steamer rushes

through a storm to reach port ahead of

scheduled time. The romantic interest be-

tween the doctor and the nurse is not

very impressive, for McLaglen dominates

with his realistic scenes in the stoke rooms

with his men, all of whom are splendid

types of various nationalities. Where the

picture is weak is in failing to make im-

pressive the contrast between the stark

drama below decks while the comfortable

passengers are enjoying themselves above,

knowing nothing of their danger. But the

handling of the engine room and stoke room

scenes ranks among the most realistic and

dramatic to be seen in any production.

CAST: Victor McLaglen, Chester Morris,

Wendy Barrie, Alan Hale, Barry Fitzgerald,

Allan Lane, Halliwell Hobbes, Cyrus W.
Kendall, Paul Guilfoyle, John Wray, Emory

Parnell, Aida Kuznetzoff, John Bleifer.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Produc-

tion Executive, Lee Marcus; Director, Lew
Landers; Authors, Anthony Coldeway, Henry

Roberts Symonds; Screenplay, John Twist;

Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Editor,

Harry Marker.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.

John S. Jeffers Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Long Beach, Cal.—John S. Jef-

fers, 65, for 50 years a stage and
screen actor, is dead here. He per-

formed on the Pantages circuit

and then entered films via the old

Bison Co.

"Down on the Farm"
with Jed Prouty, Spring Byington

20th Century-Fox 54 mins.

FINE HUMAN SENTIMENT AND COM-
EDY IN POP JONES FAMILY SERIES.

This rates one of the best of the pop

Jones Family series, with the folks jour-

neying to the country where there is a

corn husking contest at Aunt Ida's farm.

There is plenty of fun, and the action

keeps moving in a very well-knit story.

Jed Prouty as Pa starts to train the hired

man for the corn shucking event, and first

thing you know he is in the contest him-

self. On account of politics, Mayor Jones

finds he must live up to his rep as a corn

husking champ, but he runs into a lot of

headaches and excitement when the other

political gang starts to maneuver against

him. Louise Fazenda is grand as Aunt Ida.

A fine performance is contributed by

Eddie Collins as Cyrus, the husband of

Aunt Ida. The production carries a fine

lot of warm human sentiment, and more

real comedy than usual. It will go strong

with all the fans who are following this

popular family series.

CAST: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington,

Louise Fazenda, Russell Gleason, Ken
Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson, Flor-

ence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Eddie Collins,

Doris Bowdon, Roberta Smith, Marvin

Stephens, William Haade, John T. Mur-

ray, William Irving.

CREDITS: Producer, John Stone; Direc-

tor, Malcolm St. Clair; Authors, Homer
Croy, Frank Fenton, Lynn Root; Screenplay,

Robert Ellis, Helen Logan; Cameraman,
Edward Snyder; Editor, Harry Reynolds.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

"West oTSanta Fe"
with Charles Starrett

Columbia 60 mins.

STRONG PUNCH WITH THE OUTDOOR
THRILLS DELIVERED BY CHARLES STAR-
RETT.

Fast-moving thriller with Charles Star-

rett as a U. S. marshal coming to the

rescue of Iris Meredith, when her rancher

dad is murdered by rustlers and she tries

to carry on with the help of her loyal

ranch hands. Matt Taylor is the rascally

leader of the cutthroats, but when Star-

rett gets moving with his side-kick, Le

Roy Mason, everything is straightened out

on the side of law and order and the

girl. Some good singing of Western har-

monies livens up the production. There is

nothing but the routine material to be

found, but the fans seem to be satisfied

with the formula just so long as the gun-

work, fist fighting and hard riding are

there in quantities, and this film has its

share of all three.

CAST: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Dick Curtis, Robert Fiske, Le Roy Mason,

Bob Nolan, Hank Bell, Edmund Cobb, Clem

Horton, Richard Bottilier, Eddie Hearn, Ed-

ward Le Saint, Buck Connor.

CREDITS: Director, Sam Nelson; Author,

Bennett R. Cohen; Screenplay, same; Cam-
eraman, Allan Siegler; Editor, William

Lyon.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Rome Symphony"
(World Windows)

United Antists 9 mins.

Exclusive Shots

Very unusual scenic, showing
among other things the priceless
treasures of St. Peters in Rome,
here photographed for the first time.
Done in Technicolor, the art treas-
ures will exercise great appeal for
students as well as the devout. The
Roman Forum is also shown, and
many views of Rome seldom caught
for the screen. Produced by F. W.
Keller and John Hanou. Directed by
Pietro Francisci and Hans Nieter.
Fine musical scoring by Enzo Ma-
setti.

"Viking Trail"

20th-Fox 10 Mins.

Swell Travel Short

Taken in and around several
Scandinavian countries, this new
travelogue is both highly interesting
and instructive. Outstanding fea-
ture of the reel is the excellence of
Jack Kijhne's camera work. The
film is excellent in all respects and
Lowell Thomas provides a fine com-
mentary, but Kuhne has caught the
natural beauty of this region with
his camera in a fashion that imme-
diately rivets your attention on the
screen. Starting in Sweden, the
film traces the great Viking seaways
of centuries past. We are also taken
to Hammerfest, literally the land
of the midnight sun, where the sun
does not go down at all during a
few months in the summer. Good
entertainment for all audiences.

First Six Talent Quest
Dates Set by J. L. Lasky

Dates have been set in six of the
25 cities in which Jesse L. Lasky
will launch a talent quest in con-
nection with his "Gateway to Hol-
lywood" radio program. The cities,

hotels, theater affiliations and dates
are as follows:

Dallas, Baker, Interstate, Jan. 23;
Washington, Carlton, RKO Keith's,

Jan. 25; Oklahoma City, Biltmore,
Warner-Cooper, Jan. 27; Philadel-
phia, Warwick, Stanley-Warner,
Feb. 11; Buffalo, Statler, Shea, Feb.
18, and Boston, Ritz-Carlton, RKO
Memorial, Feb. 25.

Trade Winds" Being Held
Walter Wanger's "Trade Winds"

has not only established new box-
office highs in initial openings in

several keys but in all these first

engagements the picture has been
held over or moved over for addi-
tional playing time in continuous
first-runs, UA reported yesterday.

"Mr. Sheldon Goes to Town"
Cinema Sales Production 21 mins.

Splendid Commercial

This is easily one of the best com-
mercial subjects yet screened./^*.l-
though it puts over its sales mev ge
effectively, it also manages to be
entertaining. Wallace W. Fox has
done an excellent job of directing,

while Jack Gallagher rates much
credit as producer. Harry Jackson's
photography is high-grade. Emmet t

Sheldon is operating a garage that is

losing money, but after visiting a
nearby restaurant and theater that
have been modernized, he is con-
vinced by Leon Ames, a Stewart-
Warner representative, that he
should install an "Alemite" lubri-

cating system and make his place
attractive. Needless to say, his

garage becomes popular and shows
a profit.

"Timber Toppers"
20th-Fox 11 mins.

Corking Sport Reel

For the horse lovers, and for that
matter, anybody, this short will

prove to be top notch entertainment.
Taken at a well-known breeding and
training stable, we see the horses
trained from their earliest days
until they become finished jumpers
and show horses. Ed Thorgersen
gives a very fine commentary. The
rhythmic grace of a well trained
jumper is shown to advantage by
using slow motion for several shots.

The three leading jumpers of the
country are shown in the picture,
with the great champion, Bartender,
performing perfectly for the cam-

Schlesinger Expects New
Short to Require a Year

In wake of his arrival this week
in New York from the Coast, Leon
Schlesinger, short subjects producer
for Warner Bros, at whose home of-

fice he is currently discussing pre-
liminary plans for his program of

"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes" for the company's 1939-40
line-up, stated the "Merrie Melodies"
series next season is virtually cer-

tain to include several subjects deli-

neated by Jimmie Swinnerton, crea-
tor of "Canyon Kiddies,'* whom
Schlesinger recently signed to a con-
tract.

Production will start on the initial

"Canyon Kiddies" short on Feb. 6,

and the picture will require approxi-
mately one year to complete,
Schlesinger declared.

Current season's production on the
announced 26 "Merrie Melodies," all

of which are in Technicolor, and the
16 "Looney Tunes" in black-and-
white, is running slightly ahead of

schedule at the Coast studio, he
added. Within the next three weeks,
Schlesinger plans to return to the
Coast. This is his ninth year with
Warners.



THE

BIGGEST
NEWS EVENT

OF THE YEAR

"THE TEN BEST
PICTURES OF 1938"

as selected by

THE CRITICS OF THE NATION
in the ANNUAL POLL

conducted by

THE FILM DAILY
Poll Closed January 4th. Result

will be announced in THE FILM
DAILY and National Newspapers
with combined circulation of

millions on January 12th.

"big news
DON'T MISS IT
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HistoryMakers o£ 1938 in theFilm Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

other rumor sprang up to the effect that

he was considering Italian production in

a deal involving Emanuel Cohen. This,

too, proved a will-o'-the-wisp. Meanwhile,
the astute Mr. Odium was sticking to his

own "knitting,"—the guiding of his Atlas

Corp.
|

*_»

• DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS •

^H Following
^^ a period

of relative in-

activity for the

energetic
Doug, the

name of Fair-

•banks re-en-

tered the in-

dustry head-
lines with a
bang late in

1938 when he I

announced the in-

formation of a s*"**"^-- i

new producing
organization to be known as Fairbanks
International. Plans call for a three-

picture schedule during 1939, with ten-

tative budget set over the $2,000,000

mark.

LEON SCHLESINGER •

gj A G AI N
^^ made his

precept "the

maximum h u -

m o r in mini-

mum footage"

as he turned

out a bevy oi

swell shorts
for Vitaphone.
Numerically,
these com-
prised some 26

"Merrie Melo-
dies" and 16
'

' L o o n e y
Tunes." Signed the famous Jimmie Swin-

nerton, creator of the "Canyon Kiddies,"

to personally delineate several of these

humorous creations for the "Merrie Mel-

ody" series for the 1939-40 season.

• • A. W. SMITH, JR. • •

fT Andy W.
^- Smith, Jr..

terminated his

a s s o c i a tion

with United
Artists in early

September, re-

signing as the

company's able
general sales
manager, and
shortly there-

after sailed for

a well - earned
European v a -

cation. Reports

that he would become affiliated with a
theater circuit 'were heard, but at the

year-end. Smith 'was still to disclose his

plans.

• • HAL ROACH • •

£T Filmdom's _________^^ v e t e r an
comedy pro-
ducer began a
new chapter in

his career
when, in May,|
he terminated

his long asso-

ciation with
M-G-M and
signed an
eight-year pact

as a producer
for United
Artists. That in

itself was news, but a bit of sentiment
crept into the deal when it was an-
nounced that no longer would he be the

daddy of "Our Gang," which became
an M-G-M property. However, his abil-

ity as an "A" producer was proved by
such bell ringers as "There Goes My
Heart" and "Topper Takes a Trip."

FREDERIC ULLMAN, JR. •

^T V i c e •

^^ prexy of

Pathe News as
well as Pathe
Film, the year
19 3 8 was a
busy one for

this hard work-
ing exec. With
ominous rum-
blings emanat-
ing from the

European
scene he made
a hasty dash
to the Conti-

nent to consolidate his field forces, later

dispatching an aide to personally super-

vise operations when war seemed im-

minent. He also visited the Coast and
worked on a plan to provide the news-
reel with additional laboratory facilities

in several cities. Production of a new
series of shorts was likewise added to

his activities.

• CHARLES L. GLETT •

^T THE re-

^^ vival of a
desirable trend

in the motion
picture indus-

try — indepen-

d e n t produc-

tion for major
release—found
realization i n
1938 at East-

ern Service :

Studios, on
Long Island '

thanks to the *

energy and co-

operation of two executives, Frank K.

Speidell, president, and Charles L. Glett,

vice-president in charge of studio opera-

tions. First features to roll in this revival

of Eastern production were Harold Or-

lob's "... one-third of a nation . .
."

and William K. Howard's "Back Door to

Heaven."

W. J. HUTCHINSON •

£T Returning
^^ to New
York a few
days before
Christmas.
Walter J.

Hutc hinson,
able leader of

the 20th-Fox
foreign forces,

closed a year
that was re-

plete 'with ac-

tivity. During

the year he
traveled to

Mexico and the Caribbean territory, to

Europe for sales meetings, and then

wound up his activities with a 30,000-

mile tour of South America, South Africa

and Europe. Upon his return he said

that his company was looking to South

America and South Africa as great po-

tential markets. Reported better foreign

business for the year.

<L

SAM SAX
Versatility

was again

the long suit

of the produc-

tion executive

of Warner
Bros.' Eastern

Vitaphone Stu-

dio. Celebrated
the second
year of opera-

tions for the ex-

panded Brook-

1 y n plant,
which is the

largest in the

East, by having a direct hand in the

making of more than 90 shorts during

1938. Some idea of the variety of his

capabilities can be gleaned from the

fact that he made all of WB's two-ree)

comedies; participated in the turning out

of the Floyd Gibbons series, orchestra

reels and novelties.

• JOHN E. OTTERSON
*T Shortly
^^ before the

industry cele-

brated Wash-
ington's Birth-

day, this vet-

eran film ex-

e c u t i v e an-

nounced the in-

corporation o i

two companies.
Inter - Allied
Films Corp.,
the parent or-

ganization, and
Tri - National
Films, Inc., the distribution unit. As
president of both, he immediately cleared

the decks for action. In June, he sailed

for Europe, returning around Aug. 1 with
revelation that he had acquired 15

French and 10 British features and had
established offices abroad in both Paris

and London. U. S. franchise deals fol-

lowed.

• • J. ROBERT RUBIN •

fT IT'S not
^^ always
the man whose '

name is most
frequently
found in the

headlines who
writes the most
industry his-

tory. For in-

stance, there's

loew's vice-

president and
general coun-
sel whose wide
range of Metro
endeavor was traced authoritatively dur-

ing the trial of the Loew minority stock-;

holders' suit: "All activities of the studio j

that occur East of the Rockies come I

through my office." Yet despite these

arduous demands, he found time to lead
the Greater New York Fund's drive in

the film industry.

• • DAVID E. ROSE • •

4T Resigning
^^ in May as
Samuel Gold-
w y n ' s vice-

president, Da-
vid E. became
head of Para-
mount's foreign

production ac-

tivities in June,

Then, in mid-

December, h e
was named
managing d i -

rector of Para-
mount's United
Kingdom affairs. In addition to holding

these important posts. Rose can make a

bid for fame as one of the industry's

champion Atlantic commuters, having
made six round trips between England
and New York during 1938.

• • A. SCHNEIDER •

fT THIS Ho-
^» ratio Al-

'

ger - like ana
likeable gentle

man, 'who,
through his

business life
with Columbia
Pictures Corp.

rose from a
post in the
bookkeeping
d e p t . to the .

treasurership of

that organiza- «

tion. continued
during 1938 his unusual service to the

company. 'Twas he who, in early Sep-
tember last, announced that Columbia's
net for the 12 months ended June 25.

1938, was. after the usual copious tax

and other reductions, close to $200,000.
You will gather some idea of the com-
plexity of young Treasurer Schneider's
tasks when it is cited that, in those same
12 months. Columbia's gross income on
rentals and accessories was in excess of

$20,000,000.
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Para, to Spend $25,000,000 on 58 Pix for 1939-40

MERGER OF ODEON AND GB REPORTED COMPLETED

20th-Fox's Sales Convention in Chicago April 15-17

'38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

• • ED KUYKENDALL
tfT Battling

p^ the Neely
Sill, advocat- 1

.

ng the MPTOA
I - point plan,

iolding trade
iractice c o n -

e r e n ces, at-

e n d i ng unit

neetings and
onducting the

iig convention

a Okla homai
'ity were justgt

i few oi the

i c t ivities
'?hich kept the MPTOA president occu-

pied in 1938. In addition, he was re-

lected to head the national organization

:nd topped it all oii by being made a
nember of the Osage Indian tribe and
jriven the title of "Big Chief of the Moving
hadows."

Overseas Conclaves Planned

in Paris, London and

Rio de Janeiro

International 1939-40 sales con-
vention of the 20th-Fox field forces
will be held in Chicago April 15-17,

inclusive, with Herman Wobber,
general manager of distribution,

presiding. President Sidney R.
Kent, who will attend, is expected
to speak the opening day.
Twentieth-Fox will hold its 1939

European conventions in Paris and
(.Continued on Page 7)

DIVORCEMENT REPORT

SCOUTED RY RALABAN

NATHAN YAM1NS
IMT AS presi-

^» dent of

Allied States,
'late Yamins
worked un-
easingly to

3Ut his organi-

ation's aims
nto effect. Re-
elected to the
^residency i n
anuary, Nate

|

strove to widen
i he body's leg-

i slative pro-
gram, push
heater divorcement and establish a fail

fade practice program. He helped to

put over a rousing national convention In
(Continued on Page 5)

Printed reports to the effect that

Paramount planned to divorce its

production organization from its

greater interests were denied over
the week-end by Barney Balaban,

(Continued on Page 6)

Schaefer Talk Highlights

RKO District Mgrs. Meet

Address by President George J.

Schaefer provided the highlight of

RKO Radio's mid-season district

managers' meeting which closed last

night at the Waldorf-Astoria. Jules
(Continued on Page 5)

RKO Reorg'n

Step Nearer
Rickaby Submits Order

for Settlement to Bondy

Additional progress in the RKO
reorganization proceedings was re-

corded on Saturday morning when
the Atlas group, through its coun-
sel, Hamilton C. Rickaby, formally
submitted to Federal Judge William
Bondy an order for settlement.

Signature of this order by the
court will bring the RKO matter
decidedly nearer to emergence from
77B. Presentation of the order to

Judge Bondy evoked from John S.

Stover, counsel for the Stirn inter-

ests of Milwaukee, objections to

certain portions of the document's
content.

PATHE STOCKHOLDERS

ACT ON PLAN FEB. 16

New Pathe Film Corp. plan for
realignment of company assets is

expected to be ready today, with
divorcement of the laboratory busi-

ness under control of a new sub-
sidiary which will be formed and di-

(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Announces $25,000,000 Prod'n

Budget at St Louis Sales Conference

Flynn Named Variety Club

Convention Gen'! Chairman

Jack Flynn, M-G-M district man-
ager in Detroit, has been named
general chairman of the fifth an-
nual convention of Variety Clubs
which is to be held at the Book-

(Continued on Page 5)

By DAVID F. BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

St. Louis — For 1939-40, Para-
mount plans a program of 58 fea-

tures and a $25,000,000 production
budget, Neil F. Agnew, vice-prexy
in charge of distribution, told the

mid-year sales meeting! o£ Paia.Slii-

(Continued on Page 4)

IS I CI

New Setup Will Give Odeon
Approximately 600

Theaters
London (By Cable) — The long-

pending merger of the vast Odeon
and Gaumont British theater inter-

ests was reported completed over
the week-end. The new setup will
give Odeon approximately 600 thea-
ters.

It was announced that the offer to
the GB common stockholders would
be made some time in March and
that the holdings of the Ostrers in
GB would be purchased at the same
time. Arthur Rank, a director in

Pinewood studios and General Film
(Continued on Page 5)

UA'S GROSS FOR 1939

EQUALS THAT OF 1938

United Artists' gross business dur-
ing the fiscal year ending April 1,

1939, will equal the figure set for
the same period ending April 1, 1938,

it was said by Maurice Silverstone
Friday as the UA general manager
left for the Coast to attend the an-
nual stockholders' meeting. Last
year the gross revenue exceeded the

(Continued on Page 5)

MPTOA Executive Group
Meets Today on Reforms

MPTOA's executive committee is

scheduled to meet here today prepa-
ratory to the resumption of the

trade practice conferences. A ses-
(Continued on Page 6)

Lewen Pizor Is Renamed
President of the UMPTO

Philadelphia — Lewen Pizor was
re-elected president of the UMPTO
at a general meeting Friday by a

rousing acclamation, with the body
giving signal endorsement to his

regime.
-i i bj

Z Other officers elected v/ere: Cfeorge

I
c;

(Continued on Page 4) -^
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 19% 19i/4 19% — V4
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10% 10% 10%
East. Kodak 184% 184% 184% + %
do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq 145/8 14% 14% — Vl
Loew's, Inc 52% 52 52 — %
do pfd
Paramount 13% 13% 13y8
Paramount 1st pfd... 1053/4 105 105 — %
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 13% 13 13 + %
Pathe Film 10% 10 10%
RKO 2i/2 23/8 2%
20th Century-Fox ..25% 23% 23% — 2
20th Century-Fox pfd. 34 32 32 — 2%
Univ. Pict. pfd 68% 68% 68%
Warner Bros 6% 6% 65/8 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 ,

Loew 6s41-ww 993,4 99% 99% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...100 100 100
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 88% 88V2 88% + %
RKO 6s41 76% 76% 76% + %
Warner's 6s39 93y2 93 93% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2% 2%
Sonotone Corp ^3/s ]3/a \i/

s — %
Technicolor 21 21 21 — *A
Trans-Lux 2% 2% 2% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 101
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 43/8 5%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 9134 93%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68% 70%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Sennth Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

Si The Broadway Parade E
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—5th week As tor

Sweethearts (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—3rd week Capitol

Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
The Beachcomber (Paramount Pictures-Mayflower)—3rd week Rivoli

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-GB)—3rd week - Globe

There's That Woman Again (Columbia Pictures) Music Hall

Zaza ( Paramount Fictures) Paramount
Going Places (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

I Stand Accused (Republic Pictures) Criterion

King of the Underworld (Warner Bros. Pictures) Rialto

Thanks for Everything (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Heart of the North (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Men with Wings (Paramount Pictures) (b) Central

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—17th week Filmarte
Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—9th week Little Carnegie
The Story of a Cheat (Gallic Films) (Last day) 5th Ave. Playhouse
Forty Little Mothers (National Film Corp.)—3rd week 55th St. Playhouse
Mamele (Sphinx Film Corp.)—3rd week Continental
The Foolish Virgin (Walch Film Corp.)—2nd week Cinema 49
Friends (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Dark Rapture (Foreign Cinemarts) (b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Marie Antoinette (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—Jan. 12 Capitol
Trade Winds (United Artists-Wanger)—Jan. 12 Music Hall
Arrest Bulldog Drummond (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 12 Criterion
Jesse James (20th Century-Fox)—Jan. 13 Roxy
The Great Citizen (Amkino)—Jan. 14 Cameo
They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 20 Strand
Paris Honeymoon (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
Little Tough Cuys in Society (Universal Pictures) (c) Globe
Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli

The Edge of the World (Tri-National Pictures) (b-c) 5th Ave. Playhouse
Dawn Patrol (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 12 (a-b) Palace
Feck's Bad Boy at the Circus (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 12 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Block-Booking Fate Rests Pathe News Establishes

on Reform Parley Results Office In Los Angeles

The fate of block-booking will be
determined by the outcome of cur-
rent distributor-exhibitor confer-
ences, in the opinion of Herman
Wobber, general manager of distri-

bution for 20th-Fox. Wobber, when
asked yesterday if 20th-Fox had
made any concrete plans for aban-
donment of block-booking, said that
no plans had been made and the
question had not been discussed.

"Future sales policy of the com-
pany will be dictated by whatever
arrangements are made with the ex-

hibitor groups," he said.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Commenting on a

published report that Metro will use
a single picture selling policy, Wil-
liam F. Rodgers, sales chief, de-

clared "it is news to me." He said

that no such plan has been dis-

cussed.

St. Louis—Neil F. Agnew, Para-
mount's sales chief, here attending a
three-day conference of district sales

managers, stated Friday night that
there is not any possibility of Para-
mount's dropping block-booking and
turning to a policy of selling exhib-
itors throughout the country indi-

vidual pictures.

Columbia to Pay 68% Cents
Columbia Pictures announced that

the Board of Directors, at its meet-
ing held Friday, declared a quar-
terly dividend of $.68% per share
on the $2.75 Convertible Preferred
Stock of the Company, payable Feb.

15, to stockholders of record, Feb. 1.

Pathe News, Inc., will establish an
office in Los Angeles to handle cov-
erage of news and feature stories
on the Coast. Peter Mayer, former
assistant news editor, leaves here
Wednesday to take over his new
post as Coast head, it was an-
nounced over the week-end by Fred-
eric Ullman Jr., vice-prexy.
At the same time it was learned

that Slavko Vorkapich has been
signed by the RKO-Pathe short sub-
jects department to prepare a mont-
age sequence for a new short which
will deal with the story of radio

and broadcasting.

Ascap-Washington Case

Appeal Hearing Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hearing by the U.

S. Supreme Court of argument in

the Ascap-State of Washington ac-

tion is scheduled to take place here
today, although there is a possi-

bility of a deferment until Tuesday
or Wednesday due to the pressure
of cases on the docket.

Judge Thomas G. Haight, who,
on a number of occasions, has acted

as special counsel for Ascap, will

present argument for the Society

with the co-operation of Louis D.
Frohlich, Ascap counsel, and Her-
man Finkelstein, associate counsel.

Both of the latter arrived here last

night.

COminG fiflD G0IDG

JAMES ROOSEVELT, Goldwyn exec, flew to

the Coast last night and EMANUEL SILVER-
STONE, representative here of Alexander Korda.

left Saturday night for Hollywood, both men
having delayed their Friday night departure.

MARCEL HELLMAN English producer, sails

for England this Saturday on the Paris.

ROGER FERRI, editor of the 20th-Fox house

organ, and MRS. FERRI, left over the^kfk-
end on a vacation trip.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western and Southern

sales manager for RKO, leaves tomorrow on a

tour of the branch offices in his territory.

AL SELICMAN, Columbia accessories sales

manager, leaves today for a tour of Columbia
exchanges in New Haven, Boston, Buffalo,

Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia in con-
nection with the company's Personal Achieve-

ment Campaign.

ARTHUR DENMAN of the RKO New York
office is in Richmond visiting Norman Man-
waring, former Keith booker.

JOE EGAN, general manager for Wilmer &
Vincent, is in Richmond.

RAY MILLAND, Para. star, returns from a

vacation in Europe on board the S.S. Paris

on Wednesday.

J. EDWARD BROMBERG, having completed
his role in 20th-Fox's "Jesse James," has re-

turned to New York to appear in a stage play

after two years in Hollywood.

GRACE MOORE, who returned from Europe

the latter part of last week, is stopping at the

Waldorf-Astoria.

MR. and MRS. CHARLES P. SKOURAS sailed

Saturday on the Conte di Savoia for Europe.

DAN W. TRACY, president of the IBEW.
accompanied by his wife, arrives today from

South America on the Santa Maria of the

Grace Line.

Jane Withers Sets Record
Pittsburgh—P. A. of Jane With-

ers broke all attendance records at

the Alvin Theater here.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 9
George Baeheller, Jr.

Vilma Banky

Harry M. Coetz

Arcadia Starting First

Pix for GN on Tuesday

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arcadia Pictures

Corp. is set to start tomorrow on

the first of six Tex Fletcher west-

erns for Grand National release,

temporary title is "Rhythm Rides

the Range," original story by Ted

Richmond and screenplay by Fred

Myton. For the production they

have bought four songs by Lew Por-

ter and Johnny Lange, titles are

"When I Get Back to the Range,"

"They Won't Stretch My Neck If I

Know It," "Serenade to a Lovely
Senorita," "There's a Cabin in the
Valley."



HOW DID HE G

AWAY WITH IT?
Trusted by big business

.

. . Respected by his friends

. . . yet flaming headlines now reveal him a crook!

What's the pay-off?...

Who is he ?. . .How did

he get away with it?...

You'll find the amazing

answer in Paramount^

timely and dramatic

bombshell, "AMBUSH'

with Gladys Swarthout

Lloyd Nolan- William Henry

William Frawley . Ernest Truex

Directed by Kurt Neumann

Cpammount

Hi

f WATCH THIS UMBRELLA! In the hands of this meek-looking, mild-

mannered master mind it's more dangerous than a nest of machine-guns!
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PARAMT WILL SPEND

25 MILLION ON 58 PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

trict sales managers and home office

execs, here yesterday. For 1938-39,
Para, announced a lineup of 54 to
60 features.

The sales conference, which
opened Saturday at the Coronado
Hotel, concludes today.

Pointing out that the national
taste in screen entertainment has
resolved itself into fast action and
romantic dramas with colorful back-
grounds and down-to-earth emotions
and comedy, Agnew asserted Para.
"has tailored its 1939 program to

fit these demands."
Now ready or nearly so for re-

lease, Agnew said, were "Zaza,"
"Paris Honeymoon," "St. Louis
Blues," "Cafe Society," "The Beach-
comber," "Hotel Imperial," "Never
Say Die," "I'm from Missouri." "The
Lady's from Kentucky," and "Union
Pacific."

These with "Midnight" and "Man
About Town." both in final stages
of production, will be released be-

fore June 1.

Turning to future productions,
Agnew stressed the importance of

"Beau Geste," "The Grade Allen
Murder Case," "The Light That
Failed," "The Cat and the Canary,"
"Wife Under Contract," "Air Raid,"
"Are Husbands Necessar-y?", "Navy
Nurse," "Lady Eve," "The Star
Maker," "Knights of the Round
Table," "The Amazing Marriage,"
"Invitation to Happiness," "The
World's Applause," "Follow the
Sun," "Lives of a Texas Ranger,"
"Disputed Passage," "Untamed"
and "What a Life."

From William Le Baron, produc-
tion chief, came a message to the

conference. Said Le Baron: "We
are at top speed now with all studio

workers enthused over the produc-
tion outlook for the next 12 months."

Paramount, it was stated, will hold
a national sales convention this year
with time and place to be an-
nounced later.

20th-Fox Will Open Three

New Offices Before July 1

Three new branch offices will be
opened by 20th-Fox between April

1 and July 1, and plans are being
considered now for new buildings in

three additional cities to round out

the construction and modernization
program being carried out by the

company's construction department.

New offices will be opened in Chi-

cago, Milwaukee and Seattle, with
Albany, Cincinnati and Indianapolis

the cities being considered for new
buildings. The Los Angeles and De-
troit exchanges have been air con-
ditioned during the past three
months and all exchange buildings
have been modernized in every way
during the past year.

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY

• • • DISTINGUISHED contribution to the screen and like-

wise a great patriotic service to the nation Warners' historical

short subject, "Lincoln In the White House" easily the best oi

this splendid series, even surpassing "Declaration oi Independence,"

which elicited unstinted praise in all quarters

• • • THAT GRAND interpretation by Frank McGlynn,

Sr. of the Great Emancipator, comes to the screen to make Abra-

ham Lincoln live again a forceful yet restrained perform-

ance that gathers power as Lincoln is inaugurated, through the

dark days of Confederate victories, the issuing of the Emancipa-

tion Proclamation, awaiting the news from Gettysburg, and final-

ly the immortal Gettysburg Address here is a picture that is

not only an honor but a duty for every theater to show no

blatant, mawkish sentiment but a dignified and magnificent

presentation of some of the greatest moments in American his-

tory Harry Warner has done the industry and the nation a

genuine service in this memorable instance

• • • IT HAS been said that there are too many Gamblers and

Guessers in the motion picture industry that what the business

needs is a bigger supply oi Mathematicians at least in the tech-

nical iields of this business of presenting Lights and Shadows ....

» • • MOST assuredly the science of mathematics plays a

vital role in perfecting this synchronous appeal to eye and ear

known as the Motion Picture in the last analysis, the funda-

mentals of the motion picture are reduced to mathematics

• • • STARTING with the studio set the real foundation

of the films it is built from dimensional blueprints even the

makeup the player wears is a proven compound of chemistry the

camera acts on exact principles of precision through a constant elec-

tric motor to attain a determined speed accurately measured

distance gives the lens focus shutter opening and diffusion are

determined in turn by the controlled amount of light used on the sub-

ject and set all these factors being compatible with the use of

scientifically developed high speed film

• • • THEN INTO the laboratory, this technically perfect

film is given split-second development in special chemical baths

and printed with the same mechanical precision and
when it finally reaches the theater, it is projected at a given

speed in a word, this business of Lights and Shadows is

utterly dependent on the science of Mathematics SO
your vaunted Showmanship, and the creative arts of writing,

directing and acting must forever walk hand in hand with the

exact science of Mathematics thank gawd for other-

wise everything would be more cockeyed than it is and we
would all be out of luck. . . • The Columbia Club holds its

ninth annual dance on Saturday eve, Feb. 25 in the grand ball-

room of the Waldorf-Astoria

« « « » » »

NEELY WANTS FAST I

ACTION ON HIS BILL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While sponsors of

industry regulatory legislation gen-
erally are disposed to mark time
until the Government's New York
equity suit is tried, Senator Neely
over the week-end announced he
would press for committee actAp'onj
his anti-block-booking and W..id-

selling measure.
Said Neely's statement: "If any-j

body expects me to pause in the]

Senate for five years to await re-|

suits in a lawsuit, he is missing his.|

guess. I proposed to act inde-i

pendently."

Lewen Pizor Is Renamed
President of the UMPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

P. Aarons, secretary; Charles Se-

gall, chairman of the Board; Ed
Jeffries, first vice-president: Mor-
ris Spiers, treasurer; William Green-
field, second vice-president.

Chosen for the board of managers
were: Abe Sablosky, Lewen Pizor,

Charles Segall, Sam Shapiro, Her-
man Coane, Ed Jeffries. Ted
Schlanger, Bud Hissner, Mike Eg-
nal, Ray O'Rourke. Morris Spiers.

Joe Hebrew, C. Flovd Hopkins.
Harry Waxmann, Sam Stiefel. Henry
Friedman, W. Greenfield. Ben
Schindler, Joe Wodock. Ralph So-

belson. Lou Sesall. Michael O'Toole.

Oscar Stiefel, Morris Stiefel. George
Lessv. Thomas Brislin. John Mon-
roe. R. J. Budd, Leo Posel, M. B.

Ellis.

Pizor, in accepting the post,

warned the members to be on the

lookout for adverse legislation, and
reviewed the recent trade parley

developments. He was warmly
praised from the floor by Ed Jeff-

ries and several others.

The board selected gives the or-

ganization state-wide representation

and is considered the strongest in

years.

Virginia MPTO to Meet

in Washington Feb. 6

Richmond, Va.—Mid-Winter con-

vention of the MPTO of Virginia

will be held at the Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, in Monday, Feb.

6. The convention committee in-

cludes A. Frank O'Brien, Richmond
city manager for Wilmer & Vincent;
Allen Sparrow, Loew's Richmond
manager; and Harold Wood, treas-

urer, Neighborhood Theaters, here.

Wood is secretary of the Va. MPTO.

Mrs. Geo. Lynch Dies

Gloversville—Funeral services for

Mrs. Adelaide Wilson Lynch, wife
of George V. Lynch, chief film buyer
for the Schine circuit, will be held

this morning. Mrs. Lynch died Fri-

day night. Two sons and a daughter
also survive.
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CARY GRANT * VICTOR McLAGLEN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

with

SAM JAFFE * EDUARDO CIANNELLI * JOAN FONTAINE
PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY GEORGE STEVENS

From a Story by BEN HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR

Inspired by RUDYARD KIPLING'S Poem
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evious year's income by $6,017,000.
Silverstone pointed out that UA

as five important pictures ready
Br early release from which reve-

ue will be obtained before the
sea—year ends.

T.^ stockholders will concern
lemselves mainly with product, Sil-

?rstone said. He indicated that UA
ould have eight producers next
?ason with the addition of Douglas
airbanks and Charles Chaplin.
Whether David 0. Selznick will re-

lain as a producer apparently is

rill a question mark which may be
?:tled as a result of the Coast con-

?iences.

Next season's program probably
ill be set or definitely outlined at

le stockholders' meeting on Thurs-
ay. It is believed that the annual
ividend will be declared, although
Then questioned on this subject Sil-

erstone said, "Everything that

sually comes up at a stockholders

leeting will be considered."

:airbanks Off for Coast;

First Film, "Tenth Woman"

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., and Sir

.drian Baillie, the latter one of the
hief backers of Fairbanks' new
ompany, arrived from England
"riday night on the Washington,
n route to the United Artists stock-
olders' meeting in Hollywood. They
»ft yesterday for the Coast.
The new organization, Sir Adrian

aid, is fully financed with Swiss,
'nglish and American capital and
roduction on the first picture will

tart within six weeks on the Coast.
The Tenth Woman" will be the
litial feature which Fairbanks will

roduce and Raoul Walsh will direct.

!udget has been set at $600,000.
•econd picture, also to be made in

[ollywood, is to be "The Califor-
ian," with a budget estimated at

750,000. The third picture prob-
bly will be "The Three Musketeers,"
d cost about $1,000,000 and will be
lade in either England or France.
)ouglas Fairbanks, Jr., may appear
i the top role, it was said.

Sir Adrian pointed out that he
oped the new company, Fairbanks-
nternational, would have an inter-
ational outlet. The Selznick studios
robably will be used for domestic
roduction.

"Virginia Judge" Dead
Philadelphia—Injuries received in

i Hollywood accident brought death
lere to Walter C. Kelly, 64, "The
/irginia Judge," and brother of
fohn B. and George Kelly.

History Makers of 1938

Terry Toon Sales Record
Final figures for the last week of

he recent Kent Drive by the 20th-
?ox sales forces show record biz
"or the Terry Toon short subjects.

(Continued from Page 1)

Pittsburgh and sat on Allied s negotiating

panel during the trade reform confabs.

It was an active year for an active man.

• • O. HENRY BRIGGS • •

C Renamed
as Pathe

Film Corp.
prexy and also

elected as a
member of the

All egheny
Corp. board,

the name of O.
Henry Briggs
found a prom-
inent place in

new s pa per
headlines
throughout the

year. A disso-

lution plan for Pathe physical assets was
promulgated by Briggs and his associates
late in the year with a time element de-

feating the plan in its original form. A
new plan was immediately promised for

1939. Briggs contract with Pathe was
renewed for three years.

c
• JULES BRULATOUR
A miss
may be

as good as a
mile, but the

miles and
miles of pix

film are only

as good as this

mister. For

here in person

is the king of

the "ammuni-
tion purveyors"
for filmland,—
the chieftain of

J. E. Brulatour,

Inc., with principal "arsenals" at Fort

Lee, Chicago, and, of course, Hollywood.
Now jusl how commercially good Mr.

Brulatcur was to the industry in 1938
can be appraised via the stupendous
fact that he issued to it something ap-
proximating a billion feet of film! If you
are Ripley-minded. it would require about
18 years for the Brulatour footage of

1938 to pass through a projector at the

rate of 90 feet per minute. Some screen-

ing!

Flynn Named Variety Club
Convention Gen

1

! Chairman
Asher Here for Conferences

With Columbia and Korda

(Continued from Page 1)

Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, April 21-23.

Between 350 and 400 delegates are
expected to attend, while from 800
to 1,000 persons will attend the big
annual banquet, according to H. M.
Richey, RKO exhibitor relations di-

rector, who is a member of the gen-
eral committee.
In addition to Richey, the general

committee includes E. C. Beatty,
George Trendle, Charles C. Perry
(present Chief Barker), David New-
man. William Carlson, E. E. Kirch-
ner. Frank Downey and David Idzal.

Chairmen of the various conven-
tion committees are as follows: Ho-
tel reservations, E. E. Kirchner;
Welcoming and Reception, Ken H.
Merrett; Transportation. Harold C.

Robinson; Program, William Flem-
ion; Entertainment, William Carl-

son; Banquet and Table Reserva-
tions, Frank Downey; Speakers,

Charles C. Perry and William Carl-

son; Publicity, Warren Slee;

Finance, E. E. Kirchner, and Decora-
tions, Elmer Kiehler.

AT&T Probe Report

to Congress in Spring

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—FCC's report on its

three-year $1,500,000 probe of the

A T & T is expected to go to Con-
gress late in the Spring and in all

probability will be less drastic than
the tentative draft made public last

year.

E. E. Shaeffer Building
Pittsburgh—A new 450-seat thea-

ter is being constructed by Edgar
E. Shaeffer in Slippery Rock, which
will open April 1.

Irving Asher, associate producer
for Alexander Korda's London
Films and who has been on loan
to Columbia for the production of
the latter's quota pictures, arrived
here from England on the Washing-
ton Friday. Asher will discuss the
renewal of the Columbia deal while
here and will also have conferences
with Korda who is now on the Coast.
Two pictures have been made for

Columbia, one of which, "Q Planes,"
probably will be distributed in the
U. S. Picture cost $300,000 and the
second, untitled, was budgeted at
$225,000.
Asher is under contract to Korda

until May, 1940. He formerly was
head of production for Warner Bros,
in England.
A pickup in English production

was predicted by Asher who said
that financial interests had been
reluctant to invest money because
of political unrest in Europe. How-
ever, the feeling is, Asher said, that
the crisis has passed, and that a
definite spurt in picture producing
is in the offing.

Friburg Adds Two Houses
Pittsburgh—John C. Friburg, who

operates theaters in Johnsonburg,
Union City, Knox and Galeton, has
just taken over the theaters in Mt.
Jewett and Smethport, which were
formerly operated by W. E. Ander-
son.

"Going Places" Does That
Warners home office over the

week-end reported that "Going
Places" in its first day at the N. Y.
Strand had topped biz done by
"Angels With Dirty Faces." Bill

Robinson and Louis Armstrong's
ork are on the stage.

MERGER OF ODEON-GB

REPORTED COMPLETED

(Continued from Page 1)

Distributors, has joined the Odeon
board of directors.
Odeon is also arranging to pur-

chase from the Odeon cinema hold-
ings 82 theaters of which 66 are
currently being operated bv Odeon
under management agreement.
GB controls about 325 theaters

and has direct control of five sub-
sidiary companies. It has an au-
thorized capital of $31,250,000 and
is controlled by Metropolis and
Bradford Trust, Ltd., the directors
of which are Sidney R. Kent, J. M.
Wallace and Mark and Maurice
Ostrer. Isidore Ostrer owns the
majority of the voting shares of the
company and is chairman of the
board.
The Odeon circuit and its subsidi-

aries control approximately 200 the-
aters.

Schaefer Talk Highlights

RKO District Mgrs.' Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

Levy, general sales manager, pre-
sided.

District Managers in attendance
included Nat Levy, J. H. Maclntyre,
W. E. Branson, H. M. Lyons, S. M.
Sachs, H. C. Cohen and L. M. Dev-
aney. In addition to Levy, the sales
department was represtnted by
Harry Michalson, Cresson E. Smith,
and E. L. McEvoy. Bob Wolff rep-
resented the New York exchange.

In attendance from the Home Of-
fice were Vice-President Ned E.
Depinet, S. Barret McCormick, W.
H. Clark, A. A. Schubart, W. J.

McShea, Leon Bamberger, James A.
Clark, Sid Kramer, M. G. Poller,

Wm. E. Dahler, Lou Miller, Harry
Gittleson, L. E Gaudreau, Ralph
Rolan, Rutgers Neilson, E. J. Smith,
Jr., Jack Level and Phil Barbanell.

Foreign department was repre-
sented by General Manager Phil
Reisman, B. D. Lion, R. M. Haw-
kinson and M. Hoffay.

Plan 3 Hawaiian Shorts

Three shorts will be made in

Hawaii by Pathe News during the
latter part of February and the
first of March by a three-man crew
which leaves for Honolulu Feb. 1.

Joe Walsh, director, Harry Smith,
cameraman, and Dick Hertel, assis-

tant cameraman, comprise the crew.
One-reelers will deal with Hawaiian
sports, the Armv Air Corps and
Army bases and ranching in the
islands. Crew will be gone two
months.

"Lincoln" In Music Hall

Warners' "Lincoln in the White
House," latest addition to the ser-

ies of patriotic two-reel shorts in

Technicolor, has been booked into

the Radio City Music Hall for a
world premiere engagement starting

Feb. 10.
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DIVORCEMENT REPORT

SCOUTED BY BALABAN

{Continued from Page 1)

president. Balaban said that the
company had made no move in that
direction and had not given the mat-
ter consideration.

All distributing companies which
have theater holdings have prob-
ably wondered what action would be
taken if the government demanded
divorcement, Balaban stated, but
Paramount has taken no preliminary
step in anticipation of such a situ-

ation.
However, persistent reports in

Wall St. circles link Paramount with
a definite divorcement program. In

the Dec. 31 issue of Berens Bulle-

tin, a privately circulated financial

news service, the following, in part,

appeared:
"Directors of the great Para-

mount Pictures, Inc., are consider-

ing a segregation of the corpora-
tion's activities into at least two
prime activities: 1—Production and
distribution of motion pictures; 2

—

Theaters.
"Paramount proposes to anticipate

eventualities by effecting a 'Stand-
ard Oil split-up.' Details have not
been worked out precisely, but pres-

ent stockholders apparently will re-

ceive pro rata interests in the two
or more companies which may spring
from the present parent organiza-
tion."

In commenting on Assistant At-
torney General Thurman Arnold's
campaign against "gigantic corpora-
tions," Berens stated: "Segregation
of Paramount's activities into inde-

pendent units (as independent as

were the component Standard Oil

concerns immediately after the

split) would give Arnold exactly

what he seeks to force in the gov-

ernment's suit; keep a company in

one or another major branch of the

industry, not all phases in one com-
pany."

MPTOA Executive Group
Meets Today on Reforms

(.Continued from Page 1)

sion with Sidney R. Kent, chairman
of the distributors' negotiating
committee, is slated tomorrow, and
it is likely that W. F. Rodgers, who
is expected to return from the Coast
today, will be present at the meet-
ing.

Revision of the trade reform
draft probably will be suggested at

today's meeting.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,

arrived in New York yesterday from
his home in Columbus, Miss.

Rah! Rah! Dynamo! !

New Dynamo, 20th-Fox company
house organ edited by Roger Ferri, has

been adopted for college use. North-
western, Michigan, the University of

Pennsylvania and Missouri use the

paper in the journalism classrooms as

the model of what a company newspaper
should be.

20th-Fox to Use Radio to Plug Pix
Having already increased the ad. and pub. budget for 1939, 20th-Fox is planning in-

creased use of radio and trailers for exploitation work as well as a stepped up cam-
paign along regular lines. Biggest radio broadcast set by the company to date will

be in conjunction with release of "Alexander Graham Bell." In addition to trailers

already released for current attractions, plans have been made to exploit 12 more
features by the same method.

"Entertainment Nights"

Plan Is Ruled Lottery

Terryville, Conn.— Declaring the
"Entertainment Nights" copyrighted
plan as within the prohibition of the
Connecticut lottery statutes, Judge
Origen S. Seymour of the Court of
Common Pleas, Litchfield County,
entered judgment with costs in
favor of the defendant, J. W. Faith,
operator of the Mayfair Theater,
and against Reviewers, Inc., plain-
tiff in a $250 suit against Faith.

Faith had entered into a contract
to play 26 "Entertainment Nights,"
during which drawings were to be
held on the stage and the winners
"employed" to write a review of
any of the following week's pic-
tures with a reward of $25 to be
paid at the following week's draw-
ing, if the lucky drawer was then
present. The exhibitor paid his
first $10 fee and refused to play
the game further or pay the bal-
ance of $250 claimed.
Although plaintiff stated the plan

was "for the enlightenment of the
motion picture producers and only
incidentally" would increase the ex-
hibitor's profits, the Court found
that with the type of criticism re-
quired, the plan was of value only
to the theater owner, and that the
plan was a lottery, clearly within
the meaning of the decision of the
Supreme Court of Errors' Bank
Night test case, State vs. Dorau,
decided last Summer.

$4,250 In MAC Awards
Minneapolis— Twenty-four mana-

gers of the Minnesota Amusement
Co. enjoyed a $4,250 Happy New
Year due to their individual efforts
in the Managers' Contest just ended
in that circuit. The contest cov-
ered a 13-week period and was based
on increase in business this year as
compared to last.

Eyiing Foreign Product
Here to survey all available foreign

pictures to select films that merit
being remade, Stephen Kelen d'Oxy-
lion said Saturday that a new plan
has been fostered by a group of
producers and directors on the
Coast whereby representatives will

look at the pictures and immediately
apprise them of any worthwhile
product. d'Oxylion expects to be
here several weeks.

Garrett at Monogram
Charles Garrett, for the past three

years with Gaumont British, takes
^ver a post today in the Monogram
foreign department under Norton V.
Ritchey, it was learned over the
week-end. Garrett, previous to his

GB association, represented RKO in

Cuba.

Boston Newsreel Theater

To Fight Loss of License

Boston—Suspension of the theater
license of the Newsreel Theater in

the Back Bay, ordered by the Bos-
ton Board of Censors following a
meeting in Mayor Maurice Tobin's
office will be contested, it is indi-

cated. George S. Ryan has been
retained.

Although the Newsreel manage-
ment was not summoned to City
Hall the Board heard police testi-

mony regarding the theater's adver-
tising and billing of a "nudist film"

entitled "Unashamed."
In announcing the suspension,

Mayor Maurice Tobin stated: "Be-
cause the picture had not been
shown, no morals charges are in-

volved in the case."
Theater had been leased by the

Cine Grand Films from the F. E.
Lieberman circuit for an indefinite

run. Police prevented opening mid-
night show early this week. George
S. Ryan has been engaged as de-

fense counsel.

Toronto Cuts "Short-Term"

Product Clearance in Half

Toronto—Dealing with clearance,
the conciliation committee of the
film section of the Toronto Board of
Trade adopted a change on one class
of product for the Toronto area, this
to be designated short-term product.
On this short-term product the
schedule is to be cut in half. This
new arrangement will apply to 100
theaters in Toronto.

Goldhar & Solway, proprietors of
the Avenue Theater, reported diffi-

culty in getting product. Colonel
John A. Cooper promised to en-
deavor to have the exchanges make
some more satisfactory arrangement
for this theater.

Exchange Union Elects

Pittsburgh — Officers elected
by local Film Exchange Employes'
Union, an IATSE affiliate, are as
follows: Ted Tolley, president; L. J.

Katz, business agent; John Navoney,
financial secretary and treasurer;
Mary Carroll, secretary; Sarah
Kells, vice-president; Mary Hughes,
Mary Benitz, Anthony Weyrauch,
trustees; Melvin Mann, sergeant-at-
arms. Regular business meetings
will be held the fourth Thursday of
each month.

PATHE STOCKHOLDERS

ACT ON PLAN FEB. 16

(Continued from Page 1)

rect distribution of dividends from
du Pont Film Manufacturing stock
owned by Pathe to the stockholders
the principal features, it was learned
over the week-end.

Plan will be presented to Aviek-
holders for study either Jan.W/ 01

17, with the stockholders' meeting
to vote on the plan set for Feb. 16.

All stockholders of Jan. 16 record
will be eligible to vote.

Certain other physical assets oi

the company are also scheduled foi
realignment, but what the final dis-
position will be has not been deter-
mined Execs, and Pathe directors
will study the plan this week and
any further changes will be made
during the week.
Under new setup no mention is

made of distribution of the du Pont
stock to the Pathe stockholders, but
the stockholders will receive the di-

vidends directly and this dividend
money will no longer be put back
into the business, it was said.
Any further action past the present

plan during 1930 is said to depend
largely on government measures re-
garding tax laws which might open
new channels for dissolution pur-
poses.

Total of 66 2-3 per cent of voting
stock is necessary to carry the new
plan, with its passing practically a
certainty as some 60 per cent of the
stock voted in favor of old plan in

December at which time 80 per cent
was needed to pass it.

Coast Trip of Warner
H. O. Execs. Postponed

Pressure of developments at the
Warner home office will indefinitely
postpone the scheduled Westward
trek of Gradwell L. Sears, Sam E.
Morris, Carl Leserman, Mort Blu-
menstock and S. S. Schneider, it was
learned over the week-end. The
execs, were supposed to leave for
the studio this week-end to huddle
on 1939-40 product plans, sales cam-
paigns and renewal of the Cosmo-
lolitan agreement.

SAG, Lasky Shows .on Air
First show in the new series be-

ing put on by the Screen Actors- 1

Guild went on a CBS Coast-to-Coast -

hookup last night, with Joan Craw- i

ford, Jack Benny, Judy Garland and
Reginald Gardner featured. New
Jesse Lasky show tied in with RKO
also bowed last night over CBS.

Paris Houses Reopen
Paris (By Cable)—Following ne-

gotiations, a temporary settlement
was reached between the govern-

1

ment and Paris exhibitors who had
closed their theaters as a protest

j

over a new tax, and houses reopened
j

Saturday.

Col. Patriotic Series
Columbia is understood to be pro-

ducing a series of six patriotic short
subjects. The first has been completed
and covers activities inside and outside
the White House. The other five

issues will be based on similar national
and patriotic subjects.

Ji
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DTH-FOX SALES MEET

I

IN CHI., APRIL 15-17

(Continued from Patie 1)

ndon May 4-6 and on May 11-13

Ispectively, it is announced by W.
Hutchinson, director of foreign

stribution. Wobber will attend

th meetings in company with Kent

id ^utchinson.

Inflating the new importance at-

ched to the Latin American mar-

t by the company is the announce-

ent that 20th-Fox will hold its

•st large sales convention for this

rritory June 1 to 3 at Rio de

.neiro. Kent and Hutchinson sail

Tectly from London for Rio on

ay 17 following the London meet.

ley return to New York June 27

©m South America. E. F. Lomba,
sistant to Hutchinson, is also

heduled to attend the Rio conven-

Dn.

Drive leader for the K-7 Sidney
'. Kent sales drive this fall, which
ill mark the seventh year Kent

:as been president of the company,
ill be selected by Wobber before
.e middle of Feb. James P. O'Logh-
n, Canadian district manager, has
?en the leader for two years.

Kent in his yearly message to
)th-Fox employes through the cur-
;nt New Dynamo, company house
gan, forecasts the company's
reatest year and looks forward
'enerally to 1939 optimistically. He
tes the fact that the company has
ever been in a stronger position,
espite the fact that revenue in
ertain important countries has
ieen and will continue to be cur-
dled.

Joseph M. Schenck, board chair-
lan, Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-prexy
^nd production head, and William
1 oetz, executive assistant to Za-
uck, also sent messages to the or-

anization through New Dynamo.
;
Schenck forecasts a general im-

Irovement for all biz during the
ext 12 months, with the film in-

ustry leading the way. Zanuck
nnounced that his plans call for
lore elaborate pictures than in the
ast.

At a luncheon Kent tendered to
isiting members of the foreign de-
artment earlier in the week, he an-
ounced that the volume of busi-
'ess done by the company during
.938 exceeded the 1937 total by
2,500,000; and expressed the opin-
>n that 20th-Fox would undoubt-
dly rank high among the few cor-
orations engaged in world-wide ac-

_
vity that could show a business
icrease for the year. He credited
nis figure to the company's man-
ower.

In the same issue of New Dynamo.
Jobber and Hutchinson expressed
onfidence that 1939 would see their
espective sales forces cracking the
938 marks.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
RKO Plan Okayed

-By GEORGE H. MORRIS-

DOMESTIC
LITIGATION: (New York) Fed-

eral Judge William Bondy handed
down memorandum decision, virtu-
ally tantamount to affirmation of
the RKO reorg. plan. Memo, filed

on Wednesday, contained several
suggested modifications. The fol-
lowing day, at an RKO reorg. hear-
ing in Federal Court, Judge Bondy
declared that he has no intention of
confirming the plan unless he has
conclusive proofs of the legality of
consents. Latter, he asserted, are
in "very poor shape," and he inti-

mated that he might insist on new
ones. However, every indication
pointed to the plan being confirmed
in the next few weeks. (Washing-
ton) Expected re-argument of the
important Dallas anti-trust suit was
postponed on the U. S. Supreme
Court calendar until Wednesday of
this week. (Washington) On Tues-
day, last, the U. S. Supreme Court
decided the West Virginia-UA tax
case in favor of the company.

* * *

LEGISLATION: (Washington)
While industry's eyes watched with
interest the opening of the new
session of Congress, it was indi-

cated in the nation's capital that na-
tional film legislation may wait on
the equity suit trial. (Washington)
In President Roosevelt's budget
message on Thursday, re-enactment
of so-called "nuisance taxes," in-

cluding the admissions levy, was
recommended to Congress. (Okla-
homa City) Theater divorcement
measure was reported drafted for
introduction into the Oklahoma
State Legislature which convened on
Tuesday. (New York) Arguments
on the appeal from the North Da-
kota theater divorcement decision
are expected to be held in March.

FOREIGN
ITALIAN SITUATION: (Rome)

Repercussions occurred rapidly in
wake of withdrawal of M-G-M, War-
ners, 20th-Fox and Paramount from
Italian market on Dec. 31, as result
of enforcement of Fascist Govern-
ment's decree which set in operation
ENIC, nation's film monopoly bur-
eau. Several of the withdrawing
majors were reported as having de-
stroyed in some instances their
negatives to prevent pix from fall-

ing into Italian hands. A film short-
age was reported to be facing Italy

as result of the withdrawal. Colum-
bia, UA, Universal and RKO, cable
advises said, were being offered a
six-months extension as an induce-
ment to remain in Ital ,r thus per-
mitting the Italian Government to

break the united front of the U. S.

companies at large which had ob-
jected to the decree. (New York) A
meeting of the MPPDA board, to-

gether with foreign managers of
member companies, wound up on
Thursday with revelation that the
united front was being maintained.

More than forty

different local

* TEN BEST 1

polls have been conducted

by newspapers of the

nation in conjunction with

THE FILM DAILY

TEN BEST
the result of which, when

announced Thursday, will

determine their winners

A compelling reflection of the interest attached

to this important poll which was pioneered by

Film Daily seventeen years ago and has steadily

grown in importance year by year.
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Paramount Owns All of Du Mont's Outstanding B Stock

MAJORS' COUNSEL REVISING TRADE REFORM DRAFT

RKO Radio to Open Schaefer Sales Drive on Jan. 28
Vexy and Depinet Going to

Coast Friday for Product

Huddles
RKO Radio's sales drive will

jionor the company's new prexy,
George J. Schaefer, and will ex-
end from Jan. 28 to June 2, an 18-

veek period, it was announced by
'ules Levy, general sales manager,
it the extended mid-season conven-
tion of district managers and home
tffice execs, yesterday.
Originally scheduled to conclude

n Sunday, the conference at the
.Yaldorf-Astoria held over until yes-

erday. It was the first meeting of

;ey field men with Schaefer. Ned
B. Depinet and Levy presided.

The sales drive will again be cap-
(Contitrued on Page 6)

VERMONT MAY REPEAL

SLUE SUNDAY STATUTE

Montpelier, Vt.—The repeal of an
ncient law barring movies on Sun-
ay is among the major issues before
Jhe Vermont Legislature now in

iennial session.

Changes in the unemployment
ompensation law, the state wage-
iOur law and additional funds for
j'ld age assistance also are up for

onsideration.

CC Okays GE Applications

for 4 Television Stations

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — FCC yesterday

Tanted four applications for_ ex-

erimental broadcast and television

tations to General Electric. The
{Continued on Page 7)

Showman Speaker
Lincoln, Neb.—W. H. Diers, recent-

ly elected speaker of the unicameral
legislature here, is a showman. He
operates a house in Cresham, Neb.

History Makers of 1938—

—

Film Daily's Gallery of Those Who Marched
in the Headline Parade

• • AL LICHTMAN • • • • WILLIAM GOETZ • •

^T EXCEPT
^^ for one
quick trip to

New York. Al
kept himself

all wrapped up
in studio ac-

tivities during
the last 12

months, even
being too busy
to take a con-

templated Eu-

ropean voyage
in April. How-
ever, his Brit-

ish production survey during the previous
year paved the way for Loew's two top-

notch English pictures, "A Yank at Ox-
ford" and "The Citadel."

rfT The close^ of 1938
found the hard
working and
able 20th - Fox
e x e c u tive so

busy at his

desk that he
was still at the

studio al-
though he had
promised him-

self a long va-

cation. As ex-

ecutive assist-

ant to Darryl

Zanuck, he literally had his duties

doubled while Zanuck and Joseph M.

(Continued on Page 2)

Western N. Y. Allied Unit Names Francis as V.P.

Buffalo—Completion of the or-

ganization of the Buffalo unit,

fourth in the state, was effected

here yesterday by Allied Theater
Owners of New York, Inc., in a
meeting in the Hotel Statler, at-

tended by 27 exhibitors. Albert
Francis of the Liberty Theater, Buf-
falo, was elected regional vice-pres-
ident. Howard Lurie, Lincoln the-
ater, Rochester, was named a direc-

(Continued on Page 7)

Report Shows Para. Has Options

To Buy Balance of Tele Shares

Vaudeville Coming Back

in Chi., Illinois Houses

Chicago—More vaudeville will be
used this year by film theaters, ac-

cording to leading bookers. The
new year has returned vaudeville to

the Oriental theater under Jones,
(Continued on Page 6)

All of the . outstanding 14,000
shares of Class B stock in the Allen
B. Du Mont television laboratories
is owned by Paramount with options
to buy the remaining 42,000 of the
56,000 authorized shares, according
to a prospectus of the Du Mont set-

up just issued by Hoit, Rose &
Troster, investment house. Para-

(Continued on Page 6)

MPTOA Executive Committee
Meeting Off Until

Tomorrow
Preliminary steps in revising the

trade reform draft have been started

by counsel for the majors, it was
learned yesterday. Dissatisfaction
expressed by various exhibitor
groups over the plan in its present
form is understood to have been
reason for the immediate amending
of the draft.

Meanwhile, the meeting of
MPTOA's executive committee,
scheduled for yesterday, was post-

poned until tomorrow, owing to the
fact that several of the men could
not arrive in time. After confer-

(Continued on Page 7)

DIVORCEMENT THREAT

WORRIES IN NEBRASKA

Lincoln, Neb.—Promise of a slam
bang session, with the film indus-

try a big target, seems assured in

the second unicameral meeting
which took up early this month.

Theater divorcement, a try at

censorship modelled on the Ohio
plan, and further pokes at Ascap
are promised in certain terms. Di-

vorcement move is worrying Fox-
(Continued on Page 7)

Divorcement Measure Near

in Illinois, Chi. Report

Chicago—Introduction of a the-

ater divorcement measure in the

Illinois Legislature is imminent, it

was reported authoritatively in in-

die exhib. circles here last night.

Para. Board Meets
Plans for the retirement of a part

of Paramount's funded debt will be pro-

posed today when the board of directors

meets. Other important issues also are

on the calendar, it was learned yester-

day.
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SECURITY

T
• • • SIGNIFICANT comment by Dudley Nichols, president

of the Screen Writers' Guild acting as master of ceremonies for

the international radio broadcast that announced the annual awards

of the New York Film Critics commenting on the prominent place

given to foreign films in the awards, he blamed it on the "inner cen-

sorship" of Hollywood which makes it impossible for writers and di-

rectors to deal with reality and pointed out that the foreign films

that were honored were conspicuous for their realism and faithful

depiction of actual life

T T T
• • • NAVAL officials will attend the press preview of

"Wings of the Navy" at Warners' Hollywood Theater tomorrow
eve. . . • David Lowe's "Sound Track" will again be heard over

WNEW every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, starting tonite . .

.

TV
• • • WORD comes from Los Angeles that Zane Grey has just

completed his novel based on "Western Union" from its inception to

date the vaults of the Western Union Company were opened for

Stephen Slesinger, who will publish this novel Slesinger collected

all the data for Grey it is the first of a series to be written by
the famous author for the publisher

• • • COLLABORATION between Al Sherman and
Louis Golding in dramatizing Golding's book, "The Dance
Goes On" what makes the collaboration unique is that it is

carried on while the author is in London and Al is in New York.

'38 History Makers
(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck, board chairman, were in Europe.
However, additional work is nothing new
to W. G. and he took over the produc-
tion reins along with his regular duties.

Net result, the well-geared organization
kept turning out pictures without a
hitch, hit release dates on the nose.

Parman to Ignore Pix

in Anti-Chain Measure

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Rep. Wright Pat-

man, Texas Democrat, co-author of
the Robinson-Patman act and spon-
sor of the new chain store bill stated
yesterday he did not contemplate
amending his measure to affect

the film industry in any way. He
reiterated his stand at the last Con-
gress that films in his opinion,

should be classified as a "means
of communication."

Oklahoma City—A chain store tax
bill that may affect circuit opera-
tion of theaters in the State has
been introduced in the Oklahoma
State legislature. The measure has
the backing of the Oklahoma Inde-
pendents, Inc.

Bernhard Back on Job
Joseph Bernhard, Warners' the-

ater chief, returned to his desk yes-
terday after a fortnight's rest cure
at Lenox Hill Hospital.

Asks Phraseology Change
In Bondy RKO Provision

While additional developments,
leading to the probable signature of
the order of approval in the RKO
reorganization proceedings, were
imminent yesterday, Carlos L. Is-

raels of White & Case, counsel for
the Unsecured Creditors' Committee,
served an order in Federal Court
offering a change in the phrase-
ology of a provision suggested last

week by Judge William Bondy and
bearing on first dividend on the new
preferred stock.

Last Thursday, the change sug-
gested by the Unsecured Creditors'
Committee was that there be in-

serted in Clause A, Subdivision (1)
of Article XI of the plan an appro-
priate provision to the effect that
the first dividend on the new pre-
ferred stock shall not be in excess
of 50c per month for the period be-

ginning one year after the first day
of the calendar month succeeding
that in which the plan is confirmed
and ending with the next succeeding
dividend date.

Yesterday this was changed again
to "receive dividends accruing from
and after Feb. 1, 1940."

Cleveland Biz. Moves Up
Cleveland—New Year's week the-

ater business this year was more
than 20 per cent ahead of the same
week last year, according to a sur-

vey of the first-run situations.

cominc, mid coinc

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of Loew's.
Inc., WILLIAM F. RODGERS, general sales man-
ager of M-C-M, and HOWARD DIETZ, director
of advertising and publicity, returned from the
Coast yesterday.

GEORCE J. SCHAEFER, president of RKO Ra-
dio Pictures, and NED E. DEPINET, vice-presi- I

dent in charge of distribution, leave Saturday
!

for the Coast for product conferences^-wjtn
]

Pandro S. Berman, vice-president in chaff of

production.

ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president and general
manager of Gaumont British, returned Sunday
from a Florida vacation.

BUDD ROGERS, American general manager
for Mayflower-Pommer-Laughton Productions, is

escorting ELSA LANCHESTER to Toronto and
I

Montreal for personal appearances.

ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount director, here
from the Coast, is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria. He leaves soon for England.

IRVINC ASHER, associate producer for Alex-
ander Korda's London Films, leaves today for

the Coast to confer with Korda.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney of
Hollywood, is in Minneapolis today en route to

New York, but with stops scheduled at a num-
ber of other cities on the way.

RAY MILLAND, recalled from a European
vacation to act in Paramount's "Beau Geste,"
arrives here tomorrow on board the S.S. Paris

and will fly immediately for the Coast. He is

accompanied by his wife and by COLONEL
GERARD, retired French Foreign Legion officer,

who will act as technical advisor on the film.

WALTER ABEL, having completed his role in

Edward Small's "King of the Turf," starring

Adolphe Menjou, has returned to New York
to appear opposite Ruth Gordon in John Golden's
new Broadway play, "The Birds Stop Singing."

ROBERT TAYLOR, M-C-M star, arrived in

New York yesterday for a short vacation in the

East.

JAMES E. STROOCK, manager of Brooks
Costume Co., is back from the Coast where he
designed the costumes for the Earl Carroll's

restaurant show.

HARRY SHERMAN is in New York.

JACK DURANT has arrived here by plane
from Hollywood.

JOE RUTTENBERG, ace M-G-M cameraman,
and MRS. RUTTENBERG leave Hollywood today
for New York.

NAT HOLT, RKO Great Lakes division man-
ager, is at the Warwick Hotel.

Wis. ITPA Defers Meet
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Indepen-

dent Theaters Protective Associa-
tion of Wisconsin has announced
postponement of its annual meeting
until perhaps sometime in February.
Original dates were Jan. 24-25. Trade
reform proposals are expected to

be aired at the annual gathering.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 10

Douglas MacLean
Francis X. Bushman

Pauline Starke
Dan Silbert
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WHAT FINISH
PARAMOUNT NEWS, which scooped

news events of 1938, winds up w



1938!
ry other newsreel on the three outstanding

die greatest smash of all ... . ISSUE No. 42!

ese

A YEAR
CONTRAS

The praise of the nation has been heaped

upon this reel andfrom the flood of telegrams

and letters we picked the following comments:

'Something unique in the history of annual reviews of the year."

—Nelson B. Bell, Washington Post

'Drama of this newsreel is far beyond impact of feature pictures . .
."

—Jay Carmody, Washington Star

Paramount has done a most commendable act in placing this splendid review

efore the public."—George G. Cohen,Jewish Welfare Board, Washington, D.C.

'We are taking the liberty of notifying our friends in hundreds of commu-
tities of our appreciation of the values implicit in this film."— Richard

I. Gutstadt, Director, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'ritk, Chicago, III.

1 am proud to belong to an industry that contributes this document."
—Charles M. Pincus, Manager, Centre Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah

Carries a great and timely message and is written with daring and brilliance."

—Ben Mindlin, Bellerose Theatre, Bellerose, L.I.

"A YEAR OF CONTRASTS
... an impelling, powerful, stirring newsreel

dedicated to America and all it stands for.

f?
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"One of the most remarkable pieces of material I have seen on the screen in

over eighteen years.

—

L. F. Thurwachter, Waukesha Theatres, Waukesha, Wis"

"To my mind this is one of the finest things any picture company has ever

done." —William Le Baron

"Americans need such reminders of their peculiar good fortune."
—Frank L. Peckgam, President, Sentinels ofthe Republic, Washington, D.C.

"Audience burst into applause at conclusion of showing."
—Harry Walen, Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles

"One of the most effective patriotic subjects I have ever seen."
—Jules J. Rubens, Publix Great States Theatres, Chicago, III.

"Congratulations for the splendid portrayal of the principles of our consti-

tution." —Joseph F. Barr, Commander Washington Post No. 58,

Jewish War Veterans of the United States, New York City

\s in 1938—Paramount News in 1939 will again be the eyes

ind ears of the world . . . hears first, sees first, presents first!
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RKO OPENS SGHAEFER

SALES DRIVE JAN. 28

(Continued from Page 1)

tained by Walter Branson, midwest-
ern district manager. Slogan will

be "We're Going Places." Bronson,
accompanied by Harry Gittleson,

editor of Flash, RKO house organ,
will leave shortly on a tour of U. S.

and Canadian branch offices.

Schaefer and Depinet will depart
for the Coast Friday to confer with
Pandro S. Berman, studio chief, on
product for the balance of 1938-39
and for the new season. S. Barret
McCormick, ad-publicity head, is pre-

paring a trade announcement cov-

ering the RKO line-up set into

April.

Schaefer told the conference that

six major productions with b.o.

"names" are ready or nearing com-
pletion for early delivery. Men-
tioned were "Gunga Din,' "Love Af-
fair," "Pacific Liner," "The Flying
Irishman," "The Great Man Votes,"
"Little Mother," "Memory of Love"
and the story of Irene and Vernon
Castle.

"One of the best things I can do,

as your president," Schaefer said,

"is to see that you have consistently

good product. No organization is

better than its pictures and one of

my tasks will be to give you an even
flow of first-bracket productions."

Schaefer described the campaign
developed by McCormick for "Gunga
Din" as "the most comprehensive
ever given a picture." Advertising
budget alloted is $200,000.

Depinet told the meeting both do-

mestic and foreign sales for the

1938 season showed a "substantial

increase" over 1937 figures.

Others to speak included Fredric

Ullman, Jr., Louis de Rochemont,
Hal Home, Phil Reisman, Harry
Michalson, James A. Clark, Ralph
Rolan, Cresson E. Smith, E. L. Mc-
Evoy, A. A. Schubart, McCormick
and Branson.

Vaudeville Coming Back

In Chi., Illinois Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

Linick & Schaefer management,
Warner's is using vaudeville at the

Stratford theater and is trying out

acts in several of the leading south

side houses.
B & K is testing week-end acts at

the Norshore theater. There are

reports of vaudeville coming back
to Uptown, Southtown and other

ace B & K houses.
Several of the Great States the-

aters downstate are using vaude-
ville for week-end shows. The RKO
Palace is using acts from the Chi-

cago night clubs.

If an agreement can be reached
with the various unions involved,

the Brandt circuit will launch vaude-
ville in about 20 of its theaters,
it was reported yesterday. No defi-

nite decision, however, has been
reached.

Reviews of new nuns
"Disbarred"

with Gail Patrick, Robert Preston, Otto
Kruger

Paramount 58 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GRIPPING PIX WITH FRESH MATERIAL

HOLDS INTEREST THROUGHOUT.

This is a gripping program offering, which
holds interest from the start. It has some
fresh material and was capabl" directed by
Robert Florey. To Stuart Walker goes
credit as associate producer. Gil Patrick,

Otto Kruger, Sidney Toler and Clay Cle-
ment are among the principals who do ex-
cellent work, while Robert Preston, a new-
comer, is effective as an assistant to Frank
M. Thomas, prosecuting attorney. Charles
D. Brown supplies some of the lighter mo-
ments, and Helen MacKellar, Edward Marr
and Virginia Dabney complete the cast.

Lillie Hayward and Robert Presnell fash-

ioned a splendid screenplay, based on a

story by Harry Sauber. Kruger, who is at-

torney for a gang of racketeers and the

brains of the group, is disbarred and starts

West. In a small town he discovers Gail

Patrick, who has just successfully defended
a man accused of murder. Kruger poses as

a real estate man and engages Gail as at-

torney for his gang. She does not realize

that any of her new clients, accused of

murders and bombings, are really Kruger's

henchmen. When Toler, a racketeer chief,

threatens to expose Kruger's past, Kruger
murders him. Preston, who is interested in

Gail, has her join the prosecutor's staff, and
she gathers evidence against Kruger.

CAST: Gail Patrick, Robert Preston, Otto
Kruger, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar,
Virginia Dabney, Edward Marr, Charles D.

Brown, Clay Clement, Frank M. Thomas,
Harry Worthy, John Hart.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Stuart

Walker; Director, Robert Florey; Author,
Harry Sauber; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward
and Robert R. Presnell; Cameraman, Harry
Fischbeck; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and
W. Flannery; Editor, Arthur Schmidt; Mu-
sical Director, Boris Morros.

DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Majors' Execs, and AFM
Meeting Tomorrow

Meeting between major company
heads and the American Federation
of Musicians has been definitely set
for tomorrow. To date, no coun-
ter proposal has been offered by
majors to replace rejected plan of
Joseph N. Weber, AFM prexy.

Jewel Case Trial Jan. 30
Trial of the Jewel theater man-

agement on charges of lottery law
violation has been set back to Jan.
30. If convicted, License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss has threatened to

suspend the license of the theater,
which gives the case an important
significance.

M-G-M Four-Reeler
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M will produce

a four-reel production, "They All
Come Out," a U. S. Federal story,
which Jacques Tourneur will direct.

"Federal Man-Hunt"
with Robert Livingston, June Travis,

John Gallaudet

Republic 64 Mins

LIVELY ACTION MAKES CRIME
STORY GOOD NABE FARE.

Paced well from the opening of the pic-

ture, the latest Republic venture on the
subject of crime makes good entertain-

ment for the nabe patrons. It has plenty
of action, a hard working cast and some
good twists in the story. Bob Livingston

and June Travis are O.K. and John Gallau-

det makes a convincing convict. The rest

of the cast is adequate, with such well

known character players as Horace Mc-
Mahon, Ben Welden and Charles Halton
featured. Gallaudet leads Miss Travis into

believing he is in love with her and she
sticks Dy him despite his conviction as

a robber. They are about to be married
in jail when he makes a sensational prison

break. Sne is freed of all charges as an
accomplice and is allowed to leave. Gallau-

det instructs her by phone to pick up a

package which he says has evidence which
will clear him. They attempt to get away
by car and Livingston, a detective, acciden-
tally gets in the same car, which is oper-
ated by a gang of racketeers. Livingston

rips the ponce and the chase starts, with
rights, gunplay and plenty of action before
rhe villains are safely stowed away. June
finds out what a heel Gallaudet is and
there is a romance in the offing.

CAST: Robert Livingston, June Travis,

John Gallaudet, Ben Welden, Charles Hal-
ton, Horace McMahon, Gene Morgan, Matt
McHugh, Sibyl Harris, Jerry Tucker, Mar-
garet Mann, Frank Conklin.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, Nick Grinde; Screen-
play, Maxwell Shane; Original Story, Sam
Fuller and William Lively; Cameraman,
Ernest Miller; Editor, Edward Mann.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Col. Signs Joe E. Brown
to Two-Year Agreement

Columbia yesterday signed Joe E.
r5rown to a two-year contract. His
first picture under the new pact
carries the tentative title "Call Me
•joe."

Brown's last picture, "Flirting
With Fate," was released through
M-G-M but he appeared in two
others for Columbia, "Wide Open
Faces" and "The Gladiator."

Para. News Boosts Pay
Although negotiations between

Paramount News and the News unit
of the Newspaper Guild have not
been concluded, raises have been
given to News workers that aggre-
gate a boost of 12 per cent on the
weekly payroll, it was learned yes-
terday. No date has been set for
the next meeting between the two
negotiating committees.

$75,000 for Relief

Chicago—Theater division of the
refugee relief fund drive has raised
$75,000, is shooting for $100,000
total.

PARA. OWNS 14,000

DU MONT B SHARE!

(Continued from Page 1)

mount, it was revealed, has agree
to lend Du Mont all or any part c

$200,000 for 10 years in return fc
the option.
At the time Paramount bougi

into the television company, D
Mont's Class A stock was s^'n
over the counter at $12 a */ L
Yesterday the stock was selling i

$25 with $27 bid.

The funded debt of Du Mont i

the present time, the report state
consists of $16,000 in 6 p.c. debet
tures due Jan 2, 1946; a $17,0(
secured 6 p.c. note payable due Auj
4, 1942, and a $36,000 3 p.c. 10-yea
note payable extended by Paramoui
this year.
There are 2,000 shares of 6 p.

cumulative preferred ($25 par) ai

thorized and 1,200 outstanding
Class A ($1 par), 56,000 shares ar
thorized and outstanding.
The A and B share alike in div

dends. Each class of security eleci

three of the directors.
Recognizing that television ar

the motion picture are not comp
titive, the Du Mont system hi
evolved a unique combination
both, the memorandum states, adi

ing that Du Mont "contemplates tl

local 'piping' of news events ar
motion picture features direct fro
local transmitters to local theater
The public can still enjoy the sati
faction of elaborate theater presei
tation of features, with the add<
freshness of spot television coveraf
of news events; and enjoy adverti
ing shorts in the home."

It is indicated in the report th;

the Du Mont Company is "breai
ing even" this year, probably tl

only television laboratory "able
show such results at this stage
American television development.'
A demonstration was made ye

terday in the office of Stanton Gri
fis, chairman of Paramount's execi

tive committee, who has a Du Moi
television receiving set near h

desk. The latest issue of "Tl
March of Time" was telecast fro
Radio City by NBC. The pictu,

and sound were as clear as if set

and heard on a motion pictufl
screen, according to a Film Daii 1

staff writer who was present.

L. R. Rubenstein, Pioneer

Twin Cities Exhib. Dea

Minneapolis—After a long illnes

Louis R. Rubenstein, 53, pione>

theater man of the Twin Cities,

dead.
He came to Minneapolis in 191

and immediately entered the theat
field as secretary to Charles R
benstein. With his partner, Al

Kaplan, he opened the Arion th'

ater in Minneapolis 27 years ag
Later they opened the Granada ai

Hollywood in Minneapolis and tl

Faust and Dale theaters in St. Paif*
The Granada and Arion are undi

lease to Minnesota Amusement Cl|

He is survived by his wife, thrt'

sons and two brothers.
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»sco and the Para.-A. H. Blank
terests.

Ascap drew a long: breath when
alter Johnson, new attorney gen-
al, went into office, because it

?ant the Ascap fighter, Richard
^%r, was out. However, Sena-

r-^-ank Brady, in the legislature,

id to Film Daily the first week
at whatever the fate of the old

ti-Ascap bill before the Supreme
•urt, he would amend and enter
other bill along the same lines

th objected portions deleted.

IC Okays GE Applications

for 4 Television Stations

Detroit City Admish Tax Proposed
Detroit—Proposal for a city tax on theater admissions was made here by the City

Emergency Finance Committee. Taxes on cigarettes, cosmetics, and meals were also
included in the proposal, to meet welfare needs. Edward J. Jeffries, Jr., president
of the City Council, opposed the proposal. To secure action, the Council would have
to petition the Legislature, now in session, for an enabling act.

(Continued from Page 1)

ttions are to be established at

hany, N. Y., Bridgeport, Conn.,

d two at Schenectady, N. Y. The
•quency band for the Albany and
idgeport stations will be 60,000
86,000 kilocycles and the Schenec-
\\ stations' frequency band will

42,000 to 56,000 kilocycles with
watts power.

ine Managerial Shifts

In Loew's N. Y. C. Houses

\
T

ine changes, mainly among as-

tant managers in New York City
,.'aters, were announced yesterday
. Loew's, Inc.

Murray Sharf, former assistant
nager of the State, has been pro-
ted to the managership of the

i Dine. Wilfred Simon, Alpine mail-
er, has been moved to the Cen-
•y in the same capacity, while
Uiam Woolfolk, former manager
the Century, has been made re-

manager for the circuit.

Reginald Forsyth, chief usher of

; Apollo, has been made assistant
'nager of the Post Road.
,7he following shifts in assistant
-nagers were reported: Paul Mur-
w, from the Orpheum to the State;
->rge Ruggles, from the 167th
eet to the Orpheum; John Na-
, from the Boro Park to the
th Street; Albert Ellner, from
Hollywood to the Boro Park,
Nathan Bernstock from the Post

id to the Hollywood.

Dietrich, Aide to Joy
'ialph Dietrich has been appointed
'istant to Jason Joy, personnel
nager of the Twentieth Century-
: studios. Dietrich has previous-
;been associated with the studio
assistant to Gene Markey, asso-
e producer.

Faith Has It
Collinsville, Conn. — The 400-seat

Town Hall, completely renovated, has
een reopened by Joseph W. Faith, of
he Mayfair, Terryville, on a 6-day
chedule. Faith is also completing con-
duction of a Town Hall Theater in

Inionville.

RCA Photophone Meeting
Opened Yesterday at Camden

Trend toward theater moderniza-
tion will be accelerated during 1939,
Harry L. Sommerer, RCA Photo-
phone head, predicted at the open-
ing session of the company's three-
day sales convention in Camden yes-
terday with more than 50 sales reps,
and service managers attending.
Today and tomorrow the men will

attend sessions at Camden, followed
by a banquet tomorrow night at the
Tavistock Country Club. On Thurs-
day the men come to New York for
a tour of the NBC studios and to

visit the World's Fair grounds.
Visits will also be made to asso-
ciated RCA companies in New
York.
The following executives are

scheduled to make addresses at the
Convention: Henry C. Bonfig, Com-
mercial vice-president of the RCA
Mfg. Co., Harry L. Sommerer, RCA
Photophone division manager; Ho-
mer B. Snook, Reproducer sales man-
ager; Edward C. Cahill, service
manager; Edward Auger, Reproducer
sales executive; E. T. Jones, Pho-
tophone advertising manager; Fred
Wilson, manager of field sales ac-
tivities for the RCA Manufacturing
Company; Max Batsel, chief Photo-
phone engineer; Morris J. Yahr,
technical expert, and Lynn Brodton,
RCA designer and stylist.

Crews Introduces Bill

Affecting N. Y. Operators

Albany, N. Y.—Under provisions
of a bill introduced in the Assembly
by Robert J. Crews, and referred to
the Cities Committee, the general
city law is amended by requiring
persons threading motion picture
apparatus for operation in first class
cities to have licenses, permits prac-
tical experience in lieu of appren-
ticeship as credit to the applicants
desiring to become licensed opera-
tors, provided licenses have not been
revoked or suspended except for
cause after hearing, and requires
operators to give their entire time
to the apparatus.

Brandt Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow noon in the Walter B.
Cooke Funeral Home, 117 West 72nd
St., for Charles Edwin Brandt, 69.

veteran stage actor who died on
Sunday in Mt. Sinai Hospital of
pneumonia.

French C of C to Supervise
French pix distributed in the U.

S. through the French Cinema Cen-
ter in the future will be directly su-
pervised by the French Chamber of
Commerce of New Yoi'k, Inc., it is

announced by Prexy Andre Hey-
mann.

Western N. Y. Allied Unit

Names Francis Vice-Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

tor and Minna Goldrosen, Oakdale
theater, Buffalo, was chosen as sec-

retary.
Herman Lorence, Cattaraugus,

was designated as chairman of the

Grievance Committee, with Howard
Carroll, Strand, Rochester, and Ja-

cob Rappeport, Lovejoy-Avon, Buf-
falo, as associates. To them were
referred 18 complaints relative to

product, availability, and contract

problems presented by members.
J. Thornton Kelly, executive sec-

retary of the state organization,

said five new members had been
added to the roster, making a total

of 65 in the territory. He called

it the most interesting meeting
staged here. Second Mondays were
set for monthly meetings.

American Legion Supports

State Sales Tax Proposal

Albany—Legislative move for a

sales tax to meet relief costs is an-

ticipated here in the wake of advo-

cacy of such a measure by Major
Frank C. Love, of Syracuse, state

commander of the American Legion.

ATTORNEYS REVISING

TRADE REFORM DRAFT

(Continued from Page 1)

ences among themselves, the
MPTOA committeemen will meet
with Sidney R. Kent and members of
the distributors' negotiating commit-
tee on Thursday.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,

yesterday expressed the opinion
that an agreement on trade reforms
ultimately would be reached, but
that the draft as prepared by the
distributors' attorneys was not
satisfactory to his organization.
The MPTOA committee includes

Morris Loewenstein, Oklahoma City;
H. V Harvey, San Francisco; O. C.
Lam, Rome, Ga.; Sidney Lust,
Washington, D. C; Lewen Pizor,
Philadelphia; Charles Williams,
Omaha, and Kuykendall.

U. S. Supreme Court Will

Hear Ascap Actions Today
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The U. S. Supreme

Court is expected to hear arguments
in the Ascap cases, having failed
to reach them yesterday.
Legal representatives listed are

George Couper Gibbs, Attorney Gen-
eral of Florida, Tyrus A. Norwood
and Lucian Boggs for the state of
Florida and Frank J. Wideman for
Ascap. In the Washington case,
Herman Finkelstein will represent
Ascap and Alfred J. Schweppe the
State of Washington.

Lock the doors! Seal the windows!

Topper's girl friend is loose again!



FLASH!
The Biggest News Event of the Year
Breaks Thursday, January 12th. <

Watch for it!

Read your newspapers— read your trade papers— read your fan magazines.

The FILM DAILY "Ten Best" picture poll is CLOSED.
Ballots are counted!

536 Critics voted.

Over 500 newspapers represented!

Combined circulation running into millions!

Anxious Movie World awaits results!

Forty-one columnists conducting local polls await the results of this poll of

Critics of the Nation for the—

"FILM DAILY TEN BEST PICTURES" of 1938
This to decide their local polls.

In Milwaukee alone more than 15,000 fans who voted in the local poll conducted

by the News Sentinel anxiously await the Official Selections.

Thousands of Lincoln, Neb., Journal and Star voters await the result.

In Philadelphia, thousands more are waiting for the news in the Ledger, Record

and Inquirer, all three newspapers having conducted local polls.

In Detroit, more than 10,000 Free Press readers await the final tabulation and
in many other cities throughout the nation anxious movie fans are watching for

the results of this nationwide

FILM DAILY TEN BEST PICTURES POLL
The story will be announced in hundreds of newspapers, morning and evening

editions, fan magazines and trade publications on Thursday, January 12th.

IT'S THE BIGGEST NEWS OF THE YEAR!
1 J I Z DAN

IS V +T M 11 Z
is ici f n n *l cl cl IN



A^orld on Fire Challenges Films to Forge Ahead—Hays

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
Independent in Thought

{See Column 3 Below)

The Da<ly Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Twenty Years Old
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idies Seek Clarification of Trade Reform Proposals

IRI1G CHAIN WOULD ACQUIRE DIVORCEDTHEATERS

)ecision on N. Y. Games Elimination May Come Today

'38 History
Makers—

—

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

• PHIL REISMAN • •

"Sailing,
* Sailing
9 e r the
u n d i n g

in" was the

me song of

Ds foreign

part ment
ef during
38. Early
lmer iound
pepping up
sales staffs

South Amer-
and in the

1 he was
ducting sales meetings in London and

A sales drive in his honor was
iched by his foreign staff and upon
return to the U. S. in November he

ounced that RKO's European business

trebled over that of the previous year.

Committee to Meet at the

Astor to Hear Survey

Report
A decision on whether games will

be eliminated in New York City
theaters may be reached today when
the committee representing local cir-

cuit and independent theaters as-
sembles at the Hotel Astor.
A report on a survey of cities in

which cash games have been aban-
doned successfully will be made by
Lionel Toll of the ITOA and Oscar
A. Doob of Loew's, Inc., who were

(Continued on Pane 7)

c
SAM E. MORRIS • •

Februar y
found

Lincoln, Wash-
inglon, and
Sam E. Morris

honored. The
latter by his

cohorts in the

WB foreign
sales depart-

ment. And
s p e a k i ng of

sales, off sail-

ed Mr. Morris
in March for

Europe to see
was as well as possible with his

forces and customers overseas.

back home to his N. Y. desk for

(.Continued on Page 6)

all

ner

oed

WALTER READE PLANS

JERSEY RAGE TRACK

Plans for a $1,500,000 race track
in New Jersey have been completed
bv Walter Reade, head of Reade's
Theater Enterprises, it was learned
resterday when the well known ex-
hibitor retui-ned from the Coast. He
told The Film Daily that he had

(Continued on Page 7)

Irving Trust Files List

of RKO Contracts, Leases

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday signed an order directing
Irving Trust to file a list of the
executory contracts and one of un-

(Continued on Page 8)

PIX CHALLENGE,
'FORGE AHEAD'
Public Must Aid Advance,
Hays Tells Citizen Groups

Retaining the gains of the past
is not enough for motion pictures
with part of the world on fire, Will
H. Hays, president of the MPPDA,
told a gathering of national civic,

educational, religious, welfare and
youth groups gathered at a lunch-
eon meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday: films must forge ahead
to its maximum of usefulness in
meeting new and changing condi-
tions.

The occasion for Hays' remarks
was the reunion of the national cit-

izen groups which first met with
Hays 17 years ago to launch and

(Continued on Page 4y

ASCAP NO RESTRAINT

GROUP, COURT TOLD

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Ascap is not a com-

bination in restraint of trade and
the anti-Ascap law of the state of
Florida is unconstitutional and there-
fore invalid, Thomas G. Haight, At-
torney for Ascap, told the U. S.

(Continued on Page 8)

Milton Weisman Appointed Advisor

To Indies/ New Plan ' Takes Shape
Fox Theaters Liquidation

Plan Drafted by Weisman

Milton C. Weisman in his capac-
ity as receiver for Fox Theaters
Corp. has filed a plan of liquidation
of that company and for the appoint-
ment of two trustees by Federal
Judge Martin T. Manton to take

(Continued on Page 8)

Clarification and suggested revis-

ions of the trade reform draft were
undertaken yesterday when top dis-

tribution executives met with rep-
resentatives of several unaffiliated

exhibitor organizations. Milton C.
Weisman, well-known industry at-

torney, was selected to act as an
advisor for the indies.

The sessions will be resumed this
(Continued on Page 8)

Overtures to Circuits Re-

ported; Banking House
Said Interested

Looking ahead to the event-
ual divorcement of theaters
from distribution-production,
one of the outstanding drug
store chains in the United
States, backed by an equally
outstanding banking house, is

preparing to enter the theater
operating field.

This information comes to The
Film Daily from Wall Street and
other sources close to both prime
movers in the pretentious plan, while
developments elsewhere tend to
heighten the plausibility.

It is understood that overtures to
(Continued on Page 4)

5 MILLIONS IN PARA,

DEBENTURES CALLED

At a special meeting yesterday,
Paramount's board of directors voted
to call at par, plus accrued interest,

$5,000,000 of the company's 6 per
cent debentures. The call is to be
made immediately, it was announced,

(Continued on Page 7)

Aldrich Report Reveals

Chase's Film Holdings

The Chase National Bank holds
223,157 shares of 20th-Fox common
stock and 671,915 shares of pre-
ferred, 181,000 shares of General

(Continued on Page 7)

40 Pix Shooting
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Forty pictures are before
Hollywood cameras with Paramount
heading the list with eight. M-G-M
is making six. Warner Bros, and Co-
lumbia, five each. Universal and Re-
public, three each. 20th Century-Fox,
RKO and Monogram, two each. Wan-
ger, Coldwyn, Roach and Katzman are
down for one each.
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AFM's Course of Action

Hinges on Today's Meet

Future course of action to be taken
by the American Federation of Mu-
sicians hinges on today's meeting
with heads of the major companies
in the office of Pat Casey, Joseph
N. Weber, AFM prexy, said last
night. He stated that no counter
proposal thus far had been offered
by the majors.
At the last meeting between the

AFM and the majors, Weber pro-
posed a plan to put a charge on
each reel of film shown in theaters
to raise money to take care of the
unemployed musicians. This plan
was flatly rejected by the majors.
The AFM executive Council will
meet for two days following today's
session, and further meetings will
be held in Miami Beach, with
AFM's course of action to be charted
at these huddles,
Weber will also attend the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor Executive
Council sessions later in the month.

Movie Quiz Judges Will

Discuss Procedure Today

Judges in the Movie Quiz con-
test will hold a luncheon meeting
today at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
for the purpose of discussing the
procedure in handling the contes-
tants' answers.

All entries will be considered
without signatures of the entrants
and identification will be made by
key numbers so that the judges will

not know the identities of the
writers.

Attending today's luncheon will

be Mrs. Ogden Reid, Dr. James E.
West, Homer Fickett representing
Bruce Barton, Hendrick Van Loon
and Harold B. Franklin, the latter

business manager of the industry
campaign. Helen Wills Moody, also
a iudge, will not be present as she
will not arrive in New York until

next week.

Moffat May Introduce N. Y.

State-Wide Sales Tax Bill

Albany — Assemblyman Abbot
Low Moffat, chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, is expected
to introduce the measure providing
for a state-wide sales tax to raise

$150,000,000 a year to finance un-
employment relief. Republican legis-

lative leaders are said to approve
the proposal. Measure will be
drafted by a committee of the As-
sociation of Towns of N. Y. State.

Himmelein Leaves GN
Cleveland— John Himmelein has

resigned as local Grand National
branch manager. His successor is

Louis Patz. former GN branch man-
ager in Milwaukee. Himmelein is

leaving the last of the week for a
vacation in Sarasota, Fla. His fu-
ture plans will be announced upon
his return.

N. Y. Film Board of Trade

to Install Slate Tonight

Installation of the officers of the
New York Film Board of Trade for
1939 will be held tonight in con-
nection with a dinner and show be-

ginning at 7:45 o'clock in Billy

Rose's Diamond Horseshoe in the
Paramount Hotel. According to the
annual custom, those attending the
function will assemble at the offices

of the Film Board of Trade on the
25th floor of the Paramount Build-
ing, at 6:30 p.m.

Officials to be installed are:

Harry Hummell, of Warners, N. J.,

president; Edward H. Bell, of Para-
mount, N. J., 1st vice-president;

Robert J. Fannon of Republic, 2nd
vice-president; Jack Bowen, Loew's,
N. Y., treasurer; Myron Sattler,

Paramount, N. Y., secretary; and
David A. Levy, Loew's, N. J., ser-

geant-at-arms.

Phil Fox Bachelor Dinner

Set for Albany on Monday

Albany— Albany's Film Row is

paying honor to Phil Fox, Columbia
branch manager, at a bachelor ban-
quet to be held next Monday in the
DeWitt Clinton Hotel. Moe Grass-
green of 20th Century-Fox is chair-
man, Neil Hellman is treasurer and
Al Kellert is in charge of entertain-
ment for the affair.

Dave Miller, Universal district

manager at Cleveland, is slated as
emcee, while Abe Montague, Colum-
bia's general sales manager, and
Simon H. Fabian are also listed to

speak.
Serving on the general committee

are Sidney Samson, Sam Rosen,
Herb Rogovin, Abe Swerdlove, Max
Gerstein and Lou Weinberg.
Fox will be married to Miss Ida

Pearlstein of Boston Jan. 29.

Dudelson Succeeds Stahl

As UA Cincy Branch Head

Harris Dudelson. for the past six

years a salesman in UA's Cincinnati
exchange, has been appointed branch
manager of that office, succeeding
Max Stahl, who has resigned, it

was announced by Harry Gold, east-

ern sales manager, yesterday.
Starting as a shipper in the Cleve-

land exchange, Dudelson was trans-
ferred to Cincinnati where he be-
came office manager, a post he held
two years, and then a salesman.

Stahl has held the posts of branch
manager for UA at Minneapolis and
then in Cincinnati, serving in the
latter city for the past four years.

commc mid coin

LEWIS MILESTONE is stopping at the She
Netherland.

KARL MACDONALD, S. American supervi
of Warner branches, sails Friday on
Uruguay on a 10 to 12 weeks' trip to a num I

of Central and South American countries.
I

J. F. PATTINSON, 20th-Fox assistant ss

manager in Great Britain, sails for Lor J ^n
day on the Harding after a brief sta^" Vej

FRANK SELTZER, publicity director 'of

Hal Roach studios, left for the Coast last nil

on the Century.

RAY MILLAND, Paramount star, COL.
GIRARD, of the French Foreign Legion v 1

will act as technical adviser on Paramour
production of "Beau Geste," and GERTRl
NIESEN, arrive today on the Paris.

MAX BAER, newly signed Grand Natio
western star, arrived here yesterday from
Coast.

BEN KALMENSON returned to his desk
Warners yesterday, following a Southern crui

Lull in Italian Situation

As Majors Await Advio

A lull was reported yesterday
the current deliberations of maj.
U. S. film companies with regard \

the Italian situation. Further d

tails, it is asserted, are being awa
ed from Rome regarding the oper
tion of the recent monopolistic d

cree, and to what extent its proi
sions will affect any U. S. film d:

tributing organization in Italy nc
that an extension to four Americ: I

firms is being promulgated.

Status to be Unchanged,
Asserts Arthur A. L<

Returning from a Florida vac
tion, Arthur A. Lee, vice-presidejl
and general manager of Gaumo

]

British, said he looked forward
a banner year for the company
this country with the distributiil
facilities offered by the 20th-Fox cjj

ganization. He also said that the
would be no change in his prese'
status.

He will continue as the head
the widespread GB interests in th

country, which include films, tel

vision and instructional shorts,
said that reports of his enterii

the 16 mm. distribution field in Ca
ada were without base.

GE Plans Most Powerful

U. S. Tele Transmitter

Schenectady — America's most
powerful television transmitter will

be constructed by GE as a result
of FCC approval of its applications
for four stations. It will be in-

stalled within 30 days.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 11

Chester Conklin
Ernest Pascal

Porter H. Evans
Monte Blue
Earl Baldwin
Dave Davidson



§m WALTER WANGER'S
TRADE WINDS" HITS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,
THURSDAY, JANUARY 12th

...AFTER ITS SMASH
3 WEEK HOLD-OVER AT
THE ROOSEVELT, CHICAGO

...ITS 16 TERRIFIC
DAYS AT THE ALDINE,
PHILADELPHIA, FORCING
ITS MOVE-OVER TO THE
KEITH... AND ITS BIG
MONEY RUNS IN HOUSTON,
HARTFORD AND DENVER <

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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DRUG CHAIN WANTS

DIVORCED THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

two national circuits have already
been made, and in financial circles,

it is reported that "conversations,"
as contrasted with "negotiations,"
are proceeding.

(Berens Bulletin recently asserted
that Paramount's directors were con-
sidering divorcement; this was
promptly denied bv Prexy Barney
Balaban. The Wall Street Journal
also recently discussed the prospects
for divorcement, pointing out that
"last year the only producing com-
panies that made substantial profits

from the film division of their busi-

ness were those that had the fewest
theaters").
The plan developed by the drug

chain contemplates the widespread
acquisition of theater holdings for
operating purposes. To avoid state

chain taxes, it is proposed to in-

corporate each theater as a sep-

arate unit, it is reported.
Business affinity between pix the-

aters and drug1 stores has been em-
phasized by the selection of loca-

tions for the former. Close prox-
imity is to be noted. One large
drug store chain, by design, seeks

to locate next door to film theaters.

Fountain trade is only one factor,

incidentally.

The present plan, it is reported,

goes a step farther than the acquisi-

tion of existing houses. The drug
chain, in the event it moves into

show biz, proposes to adapt prop-
erty adjacent to present stores for

film theater purposes. At least one
entrance would be through the drug
store.

Max Baer Goes Western
Under Grand Nat'l Pact

Max Baer, former heavyweight
champion, has signed a five-year

contract with Arcadia Pictures to

appear in a series of westerns for

Grand National release. Baer, who
arrived in New York yesterday from
the Coast, said that he would report

in Hollywood sometime between Feb.
1 and 15 for tests and that he would
make six pictures for the current
season.

In keeping with his screen charac-
ter, Baer wore a silk bandana hand-
kerchief and a 10-gallon hat when
he arrived at the Grand Central
station yesterday.

Binyo Vindicated?
Asbury Park, N. J.—Bingo has prov-

en keen competition for the Savoy The-
ater but Monday night Manager John
McNulty suggested patrons play the

game—and thinks the idea averted a

panic. It happened when tire broke

out in the projection room. 700 patrons

began to play; 25 left the theater. Play

continued long after firemen had
checked blaze and blew smoke from
theater with ventilating fans. Film

in projection and winding rooms was
destroyed and the rooms partly damaged.

wiTfi PHIL M. DALY

• • • THE BIG Day tomorrow The Ten Best Pictures

announced right here in the li'l ole paper the same as we
have been doing for seventeen years since fhe inception of this

historic event which has long since become the OFFICIAL Ten

Best of the entire motion picture world we are proud to be the

sponsors of this poll, which reflects the expert, considered judgment of

the nation's motion picture critics SO tomorrow the nation

will know the names of THE Ten over 500 picture experts can't

be wrong

V
• • • RIGHT at the time when they are most needed

nine pictures in the next three months nine STRONG B.O.

Beauties that every exhibitor needs that is the concrete story

of what United Artists has to offer productions from six dif-

ferent producers all top-notchers representing six distinct

types of showmanship brains

T
• • • THESE six producers might well be typified in a terse

phrase for each A TRAIL-BLAZER—Walter Wanger, delivering

"Trade Winds" and "Stagecoach" SUREFIRE B.O.—Edward Small,

the gent who never misses, now coming through with "King of the

Turf" following the current "Duke of West Point" PIONEERING

EXPERT—Hal Roach, breezing in with "It's Spring Again" after the

current "Topper Takes A Trip" GRADE A PRODUCER—David O.

Selznick, running true to form with "Made For Each Other" AN
INDIVIDUALIST—Alexander Korda, who brings to the box-office "Prison

Without Bars" THE OLD MASTER—Samuel Goldwyn, now ready-

ing "Wuthering Heights" for March delivery

T T
• • • HERE we have seven million dollars worth of Class

Pictures delivered by one company in the next three months

from six brilliant, experienced producers here are a

half dozen producers who can't afford to guess wrong when
they start a production they are staking their reputations on it

being right for the box-office in event of failure, they can-

not share responsibility with a dozen others in the studio

they stand or fall on their own judgment their name on a

picture is tantamount to underwriting Dollar Delivery to the ex-

hibitors

• • • IN BACK of these producers is an administrative head

Maurice Silverstone who must co-ordinate production, distribution,

selling and advertising of six different units highly individualized

an executive with a comprehensive knowledge of theater conditions

both here and abroad an intricate, ticklish job, calling for the

qualities of a diplomat he is ably supported on the sales end by

Harry Gold in the East, and Jack Schlaifer in the West the good

work they have done, is attested by the fact that practically all the

major circuits are contracted for the Nifty Nine

• • • HANDLING the advertising of six highly individual-

ized producers' output is done with distinction by Lynn Farnol's

competent staff at the UA home office every picture being

given a special campaign carefully charted to reach the public

for whom that production should exercise particular appeal

assuring that Dollar Delivery for the Nifty Nine

« « « » » »

challenge to films

toforgeahead-hay:

(Continued from Page 1)

participate in a joint effort to in

prove the quality of pictures and t

lead the public into better apprecis
tion of films.

"With part of the world on fin:
with foes even in our own hous^-olc
with danger of contagion f^ '

\

distance, we should caucus again o
how to develop the maximum use!
fulness of this great instrumentalit
of service—the motion picture,
Hays said.

Describing this formula as "a sig
nificant social experiment" unpre
cedented in industry, Hays said tha
while it had succeeded—"probabl;
beyond the anticipation of many o
us"—there was more yet to be done
What is done in future, he empha
sized, must be brought about, as i:

the past, "through partnership wit]
the public, with you here toda;
and with all organizations, associa
tions, agencies, and individuals con
structively interested in the highes
development of motion pictures.

"Our partnership has been sin
cere on both sides. It has continue!
for 17 years. If the formula hai
failed it would have been disastrous
But it didn't fail. The development:
in motion pictures, in which yoi
have had so helpful a share, havi
stemmed from this fruitful partner
ship. It shall go on.

"I want your best thought or

what there is we can do in thought
fully planning ahead, to meet th(

new conditions with the wisdom o:

experience and the efficacy of hones 1

purpose.

"The challange today is: Where dc

we go from here, maintaining everj
gain, improving everything we havs
done that seems good but moving
fearlessly into a consideration ol

what might be done better." [T(
facilitate this work of the group, s

small committee will prepare s

statement of suggestions to be sub-

mitted later to MPPDA prexy.]

"We have opportunities now, we
believe, for further intensifying the
service of motion pictures. In do-

ing this, we will meet the challenge
of the future with a stepped-up de-

termination to do all that we can to

develop the maximum usefulness of!

the motion picture. I have consum
mate faith in the ability to do this.'

Zip . . . Cut!!!
Cincinnati—He bought 'em with zip-

pers. She was broad across the nar-
rows and when she tried to pass him
in RKO Paramount, her skirt caught.
Amidst cries of "sit down!" the zipper
zipped. But the ingenuous usher solved

the embarrassing situation by marching
the portly gentleman and the flustered

lady, Indian file, to the theater office.

The zipper proved all the advertise-

ments say, and they had to cut the

lady's skirt. And the lady had to be

reimbursed for the skirt. But it ended,

happily, with smiles all around and was
only another incident in the life of an

usher.



The Big News of The Industry

9
The TEN BEST PICTURES of 1938

as selected by 536 critics of

newspapers, fan magazines and

trade papers will be announced in

THE FILM DAILY Tomorrow

Simultaneously with this announce-

ment Millions of readers of newspapers,

fan magazines and trade papers will

read this story locally.

t's the BIGGEST NEWS of the DAY
to the Motion Picture Industry and to

the fans who support it.

I

J
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HistoryMakers of 1938 in theFilm Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

awhile, then retraced his steps o'er the

Atlantic, this time for another check-up

and to cheer the opening of the new
Warner Theater, on the site of Daly's, in

London. Was a key man throughout the

annum on all aspects of Warner foreign

policy.

• • NAT LEVINE • •

^T After leav-
**» ing M-G-M
in March, Nat's

name was
closely identi-

fied with that

of E. W. Ham-
mons in the lat-

ter's Education-

al-Grand
National merg-

er. But after a
series of con-

ferences, Nat
withdrew from

:

the picture and
reports flew thick and fast that he was
going back to independent production.

However, all such rumors were disspelled

late in August when he re-joined M-G-M
as a producer.

• WINFIELD SHEEHAN •

C Nineteen
thirty-eight

returned Win-
field Sheehan
to the produc-

tion fold as the

result of a one-

picture contract

signed with
Metro-Gold-
wyn-Maye.r.
The former Fox
Film production

chief an-
nounced he
would make
"Florian," story to which he already had
held the rights. Further production activ-

ity by Sheehan was anticipated.

• • SOL LESSER • •

fT Old man^ 1938 was
a big year on
the Lesser cal-

e n d a r , with

one announce-
ment after an-

other of im-

portance to ex-

h i b i t o rs ap-

pearing in the

papers. He
moved his pro-

duction organ-

ization to a
new lot and
then announced a S2.000.000 plus budget
for five features. He also went in for

midget pix. In the Fall he announced
that he would aim all his productions

for children. A number of players, writ-

ers and executives were added to his

staff during the year, and he starts 1939

with a strong production organization

and an ambitious program.

<L

EDWARD A. GOLDEN
Up the

r
ladder he

did go, — to

vice - presiden-

cy of Mono-
gr am . Was
spar kplug in

numerous a c -

tivities having
to do with bet-

ter rela t i o n s

between
branches of the

industry, p a r -

t i c u 1 a r ly as
they affect ex-

hibitors. In October, the industry gave
him a swell testimonial banquet out Min-

neapolis way. And when the MPTOA
clans gathered in Oklahoma City, the

Golden Boy urged test of theater divorce-

ment. Incidentally, while in Oklahoma
City he was made an Oklahoma Colonel,

the first pix gent to be so honored.

• T. KENNEDY STEVENSON •

fT ON Sept.
^^ 1, Erpi's

board h e 1 d a
special ses-

sion, purpose
of which was
to name a pres-

idential succes-

sor to the. late

W h i t f o r d
Drake. When
the huddle end-

ed, a veteran
of Erpi, from
the founding of

this WE subsid-

iary in 1927, and, incidentally, a veteran

of WE itself from away back in 1914,

found himself elected top man. That was
T. Kennedy Stevenson. Well-known in

pix industry channels long before his ele-

vation to the driver's seat, the new prexy
was hailed by his many friends wishing
him in the historic post a colossal suc-

cess. Conscientious Mr. Stevenson graci-

ously took cognizance of the good-will

expressed and immediately set to work
manufacturing more of that intangible

but essential business commodity for his

Erpi legions.

• • EMIL C. JENSEN
rfT Meet the
^^ industry's

"Revival King."

During 1938, he
searched
through the
vaults of Art-

cinema Associ-

ates, Inc., found
the negatives
of certain Ru-

dolph Valen-
tino produc-
tions, and as

the saying is,

"the rest is his-

tory." Modernized and streamlined with
music and sound, "Son of the Sheik" was
a sensation of the summer, both from the

b.o. and publicity standpoint.

• • A. MONTAGUE •

fT Told the
^^ assem-
bled delegates

a t Columbia's

sales conv e n -

tion that show-
manship is not

a lost art.
Proved by his j
personal direc-

tion that the

art of sales
and selling is-

n't lost either.

Piled up a rug-

ged record for

repeat contracts plus new business dur-

ing 1938, and with the near departure of

the year, he departed too,—for Honolulu.

From there he okayed plans for Colum-

bia's new sales drive based on personal

achievement of its forces. Incidentally

he cabled casually to the home office

that he had sewed up a fine collection

of pix contracts in the Hawaiian Islands.

• GEORGE W. WEEKS
4n" In March
^^* GeorgeW.
came out of

temporary re-

tirement, fol-

lowing his res-

ignation from

GB the previ-

ous September,
and joined
Monogram as

its general
sales manager.
No sooner was
he in office

than he started

to jump back and forth across the conti-

nent, strengthening sales staffs and going

after bigger and better business. And
from all indications he got what he went
after.

• • L. W. CONROW
£T Celebrat-
^*" ed in De-

cember, last,
the first anni-

versary of
founding of Al-

tec Service
Corp., whose
prexy he has
seen since or-

ganiza t i o n ' s

birth. Greatly

expanded
firm's activities

by signing on
the dotted line

an avalanche of new customers; by es-

tablishing new warehouses in New York
and Los Angeles; by extending benefits

of group buying; and rendering unusual-

ly valuable service to customers. This

latter aspect of the Conrow year was
brilliantly exemplified when the early

autumn hurricane struck New England.

Altec had its subscribers in that area
back in shape pronto,—and how!

c
• MERVYN LEROY
Upon the

delivery of

"Fools for Scan-

dal" for War-
ner Bros, in
March, Mervyn
packed up his

duds and
moved over to

M-G-M as one
of the top pro-

ducers for Leo.

His first picture

on his new con-

tract was
"D r a m a t i |c

School," which had its release in the lal

Fall. Then he went to work on "Stand U
and Fight" and an ambitious group <

pictures is slated to come under his juri

diction during the current year.

C
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Right off

the reel
in 1938 came
March of
Time's release

re Nazi Ger-

many, pro-
duced as are

all of M of T's

issues by the

s c r een's jour-

nalistic wizard
portrayed here-

with. The pix

created some-
thing of a
storm as to whether the subject was pri

Nazi. But the proof of the pudding wc
that Washington bigwigs liked it an

the Nazi gents overseas didn't. Later i

the year, sandwiched between seven
enthralling releases, came a film con

pilation of the Czech situation. It pr

voked quite a controversy in Englam
and again brought blistering rebut
from Germany. But virtually unanimoi
was world opinion that M of T wc
performing magnificent, constructive ser
ice under the De Rochemont editorship. ,

c
• EDWARD FINNEY •

Over to

the Mon-
ogram corral

went youthful

Mr. Finney
with his burn-

ing ambition to

make bigger

and better
Westerns than
ever. And he
did. much to

the liking of

prairie pix
fans every-
where, Under
his production banner rode out seve:

lively sagebrush sagas starring the vers

tile dual-gun-toting Tex Ritter. Towai
the year's end, it was rumored that tl

energetic Ed was sitting by a Hollywoc
campfire and contemplating further fie;

of cactus to conquer, namely, providii

his new alma mater. Monogram, with
bigger supply of horse operas for 1939-4
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5 MILLIONS IN PARA,

DEBENTURES GALLED

(Continued from Page 1)

put of the company's excess cash
balance, augmented by a small six-

^ear bank loan.

Paramount's consolidated cash po-

sition, after the call and payment
pi the $5,000,000 bonds, is expected

* y in excess of $10,000,000. Ap-
nrmflmately $250,000 a year will be
saved in interest accruing' to the
company, it was said, as a result of

the retirement of these bonds.
Following the call, approximately

$4,400,000 of the original debenture
issue of about $26,000,000 will re-

Tiain outstanding in the hands of the

onblic. the balance having been pur-
chased in the open market by Para-
mount or exchanged for its VA per
:ent debentures.

The Film Daily on Friday re-

ported that Paramount planned to

•etire a "substantial" amount of its

funded debt.

Walter Reade Plans to Build

$1,500,000 Jersey Race Track——

-

(Continued from Page I')

closely studied the Coast racing
slants and the track he plans to

Duild will equal Santa Anita or any
pther track on the Coast.
He said that it would probablv

oe built in Hudson County, with
start of construction dependent on
ivhen he receives his permit. Rac-

' ng becomes legal in New Jersey
l>n June 1, with law allowing three
bracks in the state. Reade said that

to stock would be sold in the enter-

prise and financing would be com-
pletely subscribed by himself and
jji group of associates. He hopes

Jo have the track open by August.
When asked about Hollywood pro-

duction, he said he spent all his time
studying the tracks centered around
^ollywood. He did say, though,
hat he had no plans to put vaude-
ville in any of his houses.

STORKS!
A six and one-half lb. baby son

vas bora to Joseph and Ann Killi-
nett this week at Miss Quinn's
paternity Hospital in Elizabeth, N.

Killimett is sales manager with
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mr. and Mrs. Jerome

Curly) Howard are the proud par-
ints of a baby girl, born Dec. 18.

iaby will be named Marilyn. Curly
loward is a member of the "3

Hooges" under contract to Colum-
'ia Pictures.

A baby girl weighing seven pounds
'as born to Rose Josephs, director

' f publicity for Leon Schlesinger,
t the Bellevue Hospital. In private
fe Miss Joseph is the wife of
'avid Horsley, radio commentator.

"Sweetheart Ron?"
Newark, N. J.—Police Commissioner

George E. Kaas this week issued a per-
mit to Bill Phillips, Loew downtown
house manager, for installation of a
special section of seats, to be known
as "Sweetheart Row." Couples only
will be the rule for this section, which
will be opened with appropriate cere-
monies tomorrow or Friday. Stunt, by the
way, is rating plenty of publicity in

local dailies, including three-column cut
in Newark Ledger of the permit issuing.

MAY DECIDE ON ENDING

GAMES IN N,Y. TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

assigned to make the investigation
for the group.

It is believed that the report will

show that games have outlived their
usefulness and a recommendation
for their discontinuance will be pro-
posed. The committee is expected
to release a statement following the
meeting.

Aldrich Report Reveals

Chase's Film Holdings

(Continued from Page 1)

Theater Equipment Corp., and 58
per cent of the capital stock of Na-
tional Theaters Corp., at the pres-
ent time, it was revealed yesterday
bv Wintlrrop W. Aldrich, Chase
chairman, at the annual stockholders
meeting yesterday.

Aldrich revealed that during- the
vear the bank had received the sum
of $3,047,000 in dividends from film
stocks it held, while in 1937 it re-

ceived $3,685,000. During 1938. the
bank sold 117.000 shares of 20th-
Fox common and 10.000 shares of
the preferred stock, he reported.

Aldrich said that information re-

ceived led the officers of the bank
to believe that 20th-Fox earnings
for 1938 would compare favorably
with those of the industrv as a
whole, but gave no estimated figure.

He reported that National Theaters
business was slightly off and that
there had been a reduction in the
volume of business done by General
Theaters Eouipment Corp. for the
vear. and although final figures of

OTEC business were not available

indications pointed to a decline in

the earnings.

Jameson Thomas Dies
West Coa.it Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jameson Thomas,

English actor who appeared in a
number of Hollywood pictures, died
here yesterday following a linger-
ing illness.

Defer Huston Luncheon
Wm. Klein, chairman of the le-

gitimate theater group of the Fed-
eration of Jewish Charities drive,

has postponed the Walter Huston
testimonial luncheon scheduled for
Friday. A later date will be set.

«REVI6UJ5»
"The Great Man

Votes"
with John Barrymore, Peter Holden,

Virginia Weidler, Katherine Alexander

RKO Radio 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GRAND PIECE OF DOWN-TO-EARTH
ENTERTAINMENT SHOULD SCORE HEAV-

ILY AT B.O.

A combination of brilliant writing, direct-

ing, and acting make this down-to-earth

tale a grand piece of entertainment. It

should be a joy for any audience and its

financial showing should be very gratifying.

The excellent writing is John Twist's from

a story by John Malherbe Hillman. Garson

Kanin contributed the expert direction,

and the swell performances are those of

John Barrymore, Peter Holden and Virginia

Weidler. Katharine Alexander and Donald

MacBride also do nice work in lesser roles.

Barrymore has one of the best roles in

his career, and the two kids, Peter Holden

and Virginia Weidler, run him close for

top honors. There is just enough satire

on voting in this comedy drama to make
the subject laughable without making a

joke of politics. It is that type of handling

which makes the picture such a swell

show. If there is any criticism to be made
on the pix it comes with Barrymore's speech

on the significance of voting. True, Barry-

more can put over flowery talk and some
people can understand high sounding words,

but such brilliance may lose its effective-

ness to persons who don't know all the

words. All in all, it's a great job and Cliff

Reid, the producer, deserves much credit

for the result. The story finds Barrymore,

a former well known writer and educator,

now given to drink, and working as a night

watchman. His two children believe he

can still be the great man he was, were

he to give up the bottle. John is the only

voter of Boss McCarthy's precincts and

that vote is so important, McCarthy is

willing to give anything for it. He prom-

ises John the position of Commissioner of

Education, and until election time John

has a great time being the center of at-

traction. John gets the job offer in writ-

ing, and it is only when the picture comes
to a close that we know John didn't vote

for McCarthy's crooked machine.

CAST: John Barrymore, Peter Holden,

Virginia Weidler, Katharine Alexander,

Donald MacBride, Bennie Bartlett, Bran-

don Tynan, Elizabeth Risdon, Granville

Bates, Luis Alberni, J. M. Kerrigan, Wil-

liam Demarest, Roy Gordon.

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,

Garson Kanin; Author, Gordon Malherbe
Hillman; Screenplay, John Twist; Camera-
man, Russell Metty, ASC; Art Director, Van
Nest Polglase; Associate, Albert D'Agostino;

Montage by Douglas Travers; Editor, Jack
Hively; Musical Score, Roy Webb; Sound,

Hugh McDowell, Jr.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAPHY,
The Best.

Harry Burns Dead
West Coast Bureati of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Burns, indus-

try veteran and former publisher of
Hollywood Filmograph, died of a

heart attack.
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ASCAP NO RESTRAINT

GROUP, COURT TOLD

(Continued from Page I)

Supreme Court yesterday as argu-
ments proceeded on the Florida case.

Declaring that the Florida law
"is only one of a series of attacks
by those who wish to use copyrighted
works without paying for them,"
Haight stated that copyright laws
are within the jurisdiction of the
Congress and state laws seeking to
abridge that Congressional right are
outside of the constitution.

Previous complaints and suits
against the Society have failed, he
declared, even before the Supreme
Court. He cited the FTC complaint
against Ascap which was dismissed
by the FTC declaring "the practice
of this corporation was the same
then as it is now except the power-
ful radio broadcasting interests had
not entered the picture." The suit
of the Justice Department was also
dropped, he said, after several
months of testimony. Haight then
cited the numerous bills directed at
Ascap in Congress, "none of which
have been successful."

Confining themselves solely to the
question of jurisdiction, attorneys
for the state of Florida argued their

case first before the high court.

Tyrus H. Norwood and Lucian Boggs
appeared for the state, declaring
that Ascap had failed to show how
much it cost them to do business in

the state and that they had failed

to show that they lost $3,000 for
each individual involved.
Inasmuch as Ascap is a non-profit

organization and can sustain no loss,

the loss, if any, falls upon the re-

spective members, they stated. In

this Ascap has failed to show the
necessary $3,000 loss to make it a

federal action, it was stated. The
Florida attorneys stated that the
District Court was in error in grant-
ing an interlocutory injunction with-
out findings of fact or conclusions
of law and for granting- the injunc-

tion because Ascap failed to estab-

lish the jurisdictional amount.
Reviewing some of the uses made

of their copyrighted works, Ascap
Attorney Haight listed motion pic-

ture houses before talkies as among
those using copyrighted works for

accompaniment and trying: to evade
payment for that use. Their argu-
ment he said was that they played
only part of the composition but the

court upheld Ascap, he stated.

After a brief recess, the court
took up the Washington Ascap law
and Haight also spoke for Ascap
in this case. In this case, Haight
spoke first as Ascap was appealing
from a decision of the Washington
lower court which had stated that
the jurisdictional amount of $3,000
was not involved and therefore not
in its jurisdiction.
Haight said the questions in the

Washington cases were substantial-
ly the same as in the Florida case.

At this point Chief Justice Hughes
asked Haight to concern himself
with the question of jurisdiction
alone. The Ascap attorney said
that they took $60,000 a year from

How'd Villi Like to Work for the Soviets?
Moscow (By Cable)—New system of pay instituted by the Soviet Union provides

for a film director to receive from $1,200 to $10,000 a picture, according to its length,
quality and importance. The cameraman can be paid from $400 to $3,000, and higher,
if his work is considered by Council of People's Commissars to be a standout achieve-
ment. In addition to these payments, directors receive salaries of between $240 and
$400 monthly. Scenarists and composers get, according to character and importance
of their work, up to $8,000 a scenario or $3,000 a composition.

RCA Photophone Research Fox Theaters Liquidation

Advantages Are Stressed Plan Drafted by Weisman

RCA Photophone's unrivaled op-
portunity is keyed to its research
advantages, Thomas F. Joyce, RCA
Manufacturing Co. advertising man-
ager, told the 50 sales reps, and
service managers attending the com-
pany's sales convention in Camden
yesterday.
"No industry can afford to stand

still," said Joyce. "Nor is there se-
curity in accomplishment alone.
Security is to be found only in con-
tinuing accomplishment. Unceasing
research in the laboratory insures
that a product or service will be
made progressively more attractive
so that it may retain its popularity
with the public."
Edward T. Jones, Photophone ad-

vertising manager, who also spoke,
said the company's advertising and
sales promotion campaign for 1939
would be more extensive than in

1938. Homer B. Snook, Reproducer
sales manager, was another speaker
yesterday.
The convention continues in ses-

sion today, when Max C. Batsel,
RCA chief engineer, and other mem-
bers of the research laboratories
will be heard.

Harry Hughes Dead
Louisville—Harry B. Hughes, 62,

projectionist here for 30 years and
charter member of the operators'
local union, died of pneumonia at
his home. He had been an operator
at the old Dreamland, Majestic and
Empire Theaters, and in late years
worked at the Kentucky, Mary An-
derson and Loew's. His wife, a son
and two daughters survive.

the state of Washington and if the
statute was upheld it would lose that
amount each year through 1940
when existing contracts expire.

Publishers stand to lose $1,000,-

000 per year under provisions of the
act he said. He also stated the
Washington act was unconstitution-
al and appealed to the court to rend-
er a prompt decision as for the past
two years Ascap has been unable
to do business in Washington.
"These cases are now in a posi-

tion where the court can rule on
the two fundamental questions —
jurisdiction and constitutionality,"

Haight declared.
Alfred J. Schweppe, representing

the State of Washington, said there

is only one question involved in the

case—the question of jurisdiction.

A decision is not expected before
from 3 to 6 weeks by the high
tribunal.
Haight asked that the court save

all involved time and expense by
ruling- on the final decree instead of

on the preliminary injunction and
"let the rest of the country know
if this type of statute is unconstitu-
tional."

(Continued from Page 1)

Weisman's place, it was disclosed
yesterday. Weisman's tenure of of-

fice will end if the plan is approved
by Judge Manton.

A hearing was held Jan. 5 before
Manton at which time approval of
the plan was taken up, and the
Court reserved decision and allowed
a week for the filing of briefs, and
stated that he expected to reach a
decision in about two weeks.

Plan sets forth a preliminary
statement which says that if plan
is effectuated it will save a consid-
erable amount in administration ex-
penses.

Weisman said: "There is no sound
basis for reorganizing Fox The-
aters Corp. as a going concern since,

in truth and in fact, it has no busi-

ness but is rather a holding com-
pany," and added that a forced sale

of the assets would fail to realize

their real and potential worth. He
attributed this situation to the D of

J anti-trust action which, he claims,
has made potential purchasers re-

luctant to buy theaters and also to

the fact that the past year saw film

business slacken.

The plan creates four classes of
creditors, (1) a Government tax
agency, (2) creditors in receivership
proceedings, (3) preferred parti-

cipant creditors, and (4) general
creditors. First two classes will be
paid in full by the trustee before
payments to other classes. Preferred
creditors, once the Court determines
the amount and who they are, will

receive non-negotiable, non-interest-
bearing preferred participating cer-

tificates of interest equivalent in

face amount of the claim. These
certificate holders will be retired in

full if assets are sufficient.

After retirement of preferred cer-

tificate holders, general creditors

will receive participating certifi-

cates which will be retired on a pro-
rated basis. Trustees would have
full discretion as to when payment
ought to be made.
An itemized statement as of Nov.

30, 1938, filed with the plan, showed
current assets at $150,785: from
whollv-owned subsidiaries valued at

$358,957, and a claim against Wil-
liam Fox in the amount of $7,500,-

000.

Liabilities consist of $8,100,350 of

allowed claims on which eight per
cent dividend has already been paid,

and a contested claim of William
Fox for $7,186,000.

Reviving "The Eagle"
Revival of Rudolph Valentino's

"The Eagle" starts Saturday at the
Waldorf.

WEISMAN APPOINTED

ADVISOR TO INDIES

(Continued from Page 1)

morning at 10:30 at the Union
League Club. Those attending yes-
terday's meeting expressed the opin-

ion last night that a definite step
towards a fair trade practice plan
had been accomplished and th^t a
formula was "taking shape." A" w-
ever, details of the proposed pian
were withheld pending further con-

ferences which may be extended
throughout the week.
The distributors were represented

by Sidney R. Kent, W. F. Rodgers,
Ned Depinet and George Schaefer.
Delegates from West Virginia, Vir-

ginia, Iowa, Denver and the ITOA
of New York were present. Cali-

fornia representatives will be on
hand today.
The MPTOA executive committee

huddles today in advance of its

scheduled conferences with the dis-

tributors tomorrow.

Irving Trust Files List

of RKO Contracts, Leases

(Continued from Page 1)

expired leases held by RKO which
have been rejected and surrendered.

Coincidentally, it was reported
that, pursuant to this order, Irving
Trust filed a list which comprised
13 contracts and four leases. This
filing of list is a prerequisite re-

quired by 77-B before approval of

any plan can be given.
Also yesterday, W. Sorg, as em-

ploye of Irving Trust, filed a list

of debentures and other obligations.

dstating in an affidavit that he ha-

inspected same. This is required
under the order of Judge Bondy
which amended the original order
by dispensing with physical presen-
tation of debentures upon filing of

consents.
Total of debentures which Sorg

said he inspected is 10,450,800.
Breakdown of this total shows: 8,-

671,800 of 10-year six per cent gold
debentures under the name of J.

and W. Seligman & Co. as deposi-
tory; 625,000 six per cent unsecured
notes of the American company,
598,000 under name of Time, Inc.,

and 75,000 under name of Roy E.
Larsen; and 481,000 six per cent
gold notes held by Atlas Corp.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Juana Sutton, film

piayer, is reported here as having
settled her contract with M-G-M and
will leave the Coast for China on
Jan. 26 where, in Hankow, she will
wed Lieut. William A. Brockett,
U. S. N.

ie

Chicago—D. E. Rice of the Globe
theater announces the marriage of
his daughter to Alfred J. Marks, Jr.

She is a sister of Mrs. Harry Bala-
ban. The couple are spending their

honeymoon in Europe.
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J. S. Supreme Court Again Hears Dallas Trust Action

IRITICSVOTE SNOWWHITE' 193® BEST
)ivorcement and Regulatory Bills Introduced in Neb.
•rmer Calls for $10,000 Fine,

Year in Prison as

Penalties

Lincoln—Theater divorcement and

julatory measures hit the Neb-

ska Legislature yesterday with

nator E. M. Neubauer of Orleans

sponsor.

The divorcement bill makes the

nalty for producer-distributor

rtnership in theater operation a

: 3,000 fine or a year's impnson-

I
, nt, or both.

The regulation measure wants is-

(Continued on Page 30)

DIES TRADE PLAN

PARLEYS CONCLUDED

Conferences between representa-

es of unaffiliated exhibitor units

I i the distributors' negotiating

t -nmittee relative to a fair trade

I ictice plan were concluded yes-

| -day. "Definite progress" to-

l^rds revising the first draft and

approach to a mutual agreement

{Continued on Page 6)

e $4,000,000 Profit

for Paramount In 1938

TEN KEST"£C

icture Distributor Votes

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. .RKO Radio (Disney) 419

You Can't Take It With You Columbia 372

Alexander's Ragtime Band 20th Century-Fox . . 324

Boys Town M-G-M 313

Marie Antoinette M-G-M 287

In Old Chicago 20th Century-Fox . . 243

The Adventures of Robin Hood Warner Bros 218

The Citadel M-G-M (England) . . 210

Love Finds Andy Hardy M-G-M 180

The Hurricane U. A. (Goldwyn) . . . 172

Gov t Case Fictitious , Say Majors,-

DofJ Attacks Copyright Contention

i Paramount' s annual financial

i tement will be issued about March
1 and, while Wall Street estimates

) ce the company's profit for 1938

I more than $4,000,000, executives

(Continued on Page 28)

Going Strong
When nation's pix critics selected

"Boys' Town," "Marie Antoinette," and

"Love Finds Andy Hardy" among the

Ten Best Pictures of 1938, Cedric Gib-

bons, M-G-M art director on each of

these productions, found his unique

record boosted sharply. In annual FILM

'DAILY polls, Gibbons name has been

associated with 30 Ten Best features.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "The Government

case is purely fictitious," the U. S.

Supreme Court was told yesterday
by Judge Thomas D. Thacher as the
high court heard arguments in the
important Dallas anti-trust case for

the second time.
Commending the court for send-

ing the case back to the lower court

last year for findings of fact and
conclusions of law, Judge Thacher
told the court that those findings of

facts and conclusions of law sub-
mitted by the lower Texas court did

not substantiate the government's
charges against the majors.

George S. Wright appeared for

Interstate Circuit and Texas Con-
(Continued on Page 6)

The "TEN BEST" of 1938
The Pendulum Swings to Screen Originals

By CHESTER B. BAHN

TWELVE short months ago, seven of the outstanding pictures of the year, as determined

by the 16th annual FILM DAILY "Ten Best" symposium were based upon stage plays.

Today, the production pendulum, if critical approbation affords a clue, has swung

the other way. Certainly, the most striking feature of the 17th yearly poll breakdown

is the fact that 50 per cent of the winning pictures represent original work for the

sound-screen. In that classification are "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys Town," "In

Old Chicago," "The Adventures of Robin Hood" and "Love Finds Andy Hardy."

Indeed, this commentator is not so sure but that the list of originals could be in-

(Continued on Page 2)

Disney Cartoon Gets 419
Votes; 536 Ballots Cast,

New Record
By CHESTER B. BAHN

Editor, THE FILM DAILY
Walt Disney's "Snow White

and the Seven Dwarfs," dis-

tributed by RKO Radio, is the

No. 1 feature release of 1938
in the opinion of America's
professional film critics and re-

viewers.
The first cartoon to capture the

major award in the annual "Ten
Best Pictures" symposium, "Snow
White" pulled a grand total of 419
votes.

The other nine outstanding 1938
productions, as determined by the
17th critical canvass, were desig-

nated in this order:
"You Can't Take It With You,"

"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys
Town," "Marie Antoinette," "In Old

(Continued on Page 7)

U. S. NEWSPAPERS SET

NEW LOCAL POLL MARK

American newspaperdom is "local

poll" conscious as never before.

More than 40 daily and Sunday
newspapers, some of them asso-

ciated, in metropolitan cities and
the larger U. S. towns conducted
fan polls in conjunction with THE
Film Daily's 17th annual "Ten
Best" symposium.

Tie-ins in the overwhelming ma-
jority cf instances were specific and

(Continued on Page 30)

Triple Credit
_ For a second successive year, the sta-

tistical breakdown in connection with

THE FILM DAILY poll for 1938 reveals

a player appeared in three of the

Ten Best productions. Distinction this

time goes to Tyrone Power who appeared

in 20th Century-Fox's "In Old Chi-

cago" and "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
and in Metro's "Marie Antoinette."
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The "TEN BEST" of 1938
(Continued from Page 1)

creased by one, and that one "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs." While the first car-

toon to be honored was inspired by the fairy story by the Brothers Grimm, (even as

"The Adventures of Robin Hood" owed a bow to an old ballad), there was as much

Disney in "Snow White" as Grimm.

ONLY in the instance of "You Can't Take It With You" was Hollywood indebted to

the stage for a 1938 "Best." Indeed, if you will trace the genesis of those features

found upon the new Honor Roll you will find a reasonable minimum with stage ante-

cedents.

Does this prove anything? About "proof" one is undecided. But, logically, it may

reflect certain conditions and situations. For instance, the fact that Hollywood found the

stage lacking in plays suited to its purpose. Again, the unfortunate state of affairs

which has prevented film companies from acquiring screen rights before plays are pro-

duced. Still again, the further mastery by studio writers of the sound-screen as a

literary form. Note the hyphen, it is important.

All this, and undoubtedly much more, will be argued, pro and con, in the columns

of critics and reviewers writing for the lay press. The industry must be the better for

it as the resulting stream of clippings descends upon executives both in Hollywood and

New York.

o

A SIDE from the subject of source, one of the most interesting points derived from

** an analytical breakdown is that bearing upon the release dates of the "Ten Best."

The period spanned is from Dec. 24, 1937 ("The Hurricane") to Oct. 28, 1938 ("The

Citadel").

In the case of the first, it seems proper to observe that the picture was so effec-

tive that the critical impression withstood the erasive effects of some 500 pictures

which followed. As for the latter, it only needs to be emphasized that its release date

preceded the deadline for 1938 eligibility by three days.

The picture eligibility period, of course, extended from Nov. 1, 1937 to Oct. 31,

1938, inclusive. What follows may or may not be significant. However, the breakdown
on the 13 pictures scoring more than 100 votes in the symposium shows that the only

months which failed to produce an outstanding picture (in the opinion of the 536 critics,

of course) were November, 1937, January and June, 1938.

THREE months were productive of more than one outstanding picture—April, with "In

Old Chicago" and "Test Pilot," August with "Alexander's Ragtime Band" and "Marie
Antoinette" and September with "You Can't Take It With You," "Boy's Town" and
"Four Daughters." "Snow White" was a February release, "Jezebel," a March release,

"Robin Hood," a May release, and "Love Finds Andy Hardy," a July release.

Much has been said—and wrtiten—of late about the advisability of the commer-
cial cinema presenting stories with a social message, clearly defined or otherwise. Those
who believe such a course wise may find support in two of the 1938 "Ten Best," "Boy's

Town" and "The Citadel."

Again, for a concluding paragraph, there can be no more fitting thought than this

time-honored, time-proven FILM DAILY thesis: Sustained manpower is this industry's

mainspring, witness the continued numerical out-front position of Leo the Lion.

Majors and AFM to Tackle

Job Problem Again Apr. 17

Meeting yesterday between the
majors and the AFM to discuss the
question of putting musicians back
to work in the theaters or formu-
lating some plan to aid them, wound
up at the end of two hours in an
adjournment to April 17. No coun-
ter proposal was presented by the
majors.
Meeting was described by Joseph

N. Weber, AFM prexy, as being
"exploratory."

Sidney R. Kent, Barney Balaban,
Nate J. Blumberg, George Schaefer,

Harry D. Buckley, Leonard Picker

and Joseph Hazen represented 20th-

Fox, Para., "U", RKO, UA., Col.,

and Warners, respectively.

April session will also be held in

the New York office of Pat Casey,
producers labor representative, who
presided at yesterday's huddle.

Ivins Joins Audio
Clinton F. Ivins, for 18 years vice-

president of Pathescope Co. of

America, has joined Audio Produc-
tions, Inc. in charge of sales.

Goodman-Harrison Circuit

Would Drop Out of Action

Chicago — Voluntary withdrawal

from the Adelphi Theater case is

being sought by the Goodman and
Harrison Circuit, one of the plain-

tiffs in the anti-trust suit against
B & K. The circuit has served with-
drawal notice on Kirkland, Fleming
Green, Martin and Ellis, B & K at-

torneys. Hearing on the withdrawal
is scheduled for this morning before
Judge Wilkerson.

comma mid come

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and NED E. DEPINETj
are scheduled to leave for the Coast tomorrow}

or Saturday.

NATE J. BLUMBERG and WILLIAM A. SCUL-t
LY leave for the Coast on Jan. 20.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's president
and general manager in charge of distribution

returns to the home office over the week-end.*

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram pf ! re-

turns today or tomorrow from the Coa'ji?

PAT CASEY, producers' labor representativej
leaves for the Coast within the next 10 days.'

LEWIS MILESTONE, director, and EUGENE*
SOLOW, writer, leave for the Coast tonight.

CRACIE FIELDS, 20th-Fox English star, ar-i

rives here tomorrow morning from the Coast)!

after six weeks in Hollywood.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount studio head,*

is expected to arrive here tomorrow morningi
. lorn Hollywood.

BEN KALMENSON, Warner division manager]
and MRS. KALMENSON, returned yesterday
,rom a cruise.

ABE MONTAGUE, general sales manager of

Columbia, is expected here tomorrow after a

.np to Honolulu.

LOU DIAMOND, head of Paramount's short

subject department, arrived here yesterday after

.iiieiiaiiig saies meet of company district man-
agers in St. Louis.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, leaves for Miami!
within the next few days to attend executive!
sessions there of AFM and AFL boards.

ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount ad. and pub.

head, leaves for the Coast next week for a}

three-month stay.

LOUIS D. FROHLICH, Ascap counsel, and!
H-RMAN FINKELSTEIN, associate counsel, re-|

turned to New York yesterday from Washing-
ton.

Stage Hands Accept Pact

Proposal of N. Y. Circuits

At a special meeting of Local 1,

stagehands union, Tuesday night at

the Center Hotel the proposal of'

the New York circuits was unani
mously adopted, it was learned yes^

terday. It is expected that a new
contract between Local 1 and the

circuits will be signed shortly.

Supreme Court Recesses
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Several decisions

pending from the U. S. Supreme
Court in cases directly or indirectly

involving the film industry are ex-

pected to be handed down after Jan.

30, since nation's highest tribunal

takes recess tomorrow until that

date.

Little Exhibitor Interest

In Morse-Rothenberg Suits

Boston—The Morse & Rothenberg
$2,000,000 anti-trust suits against
the eight major film companies are
progressing slowly. Both Edward
F. McClennen, attorney for the de-
fendants, and George S. Ryan, at-
torney for the plaintiffs, expect the
hearings to last two months.
Although the hearings are open

to the public there seems to be little

exhibitor interest.

afpJhki
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 12

Marvin Schenck
Henry Linet

Lew Collins

Eddie Selzer



YOU'RE IN
POSITION
to start the most PROSPEROUS
year of your career! "SWEET-
HEARTS" and "STAND UP
AND FIGHT" two record-breaking

New Year babies from Papa Leo!

CAN'T MISS!
BEATING ALL HOLD-OVER RECORDS!

"SWEETHEARTS"
JEANETTE MacDONALD, NELSON EDDY,
Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger, Florence Rice,

Mischa Auer, Herman Bing,

Reginald Gardiner

A SOLID, SMASH HIT EVERYWHERE!
"STAND UP AND FIGHT"
WALLACE BEERY, ROBERT TAYLOR,

Florence Rice, Helen Broderick,

Charles Bickford

January 13th

BURN 'EM UP O'CONNOR
DENNIS O'KEEFE, CECILIA PARKER,

Nat Pendleton, Harry Carey

li

January 27th

IDIOT'S DELIGHT"
NORMA SHEARER, CLARK GABLE,

Edward Arnold, Charles Coburn,

Joseph Schildkraut

u
January 27th

FOUR GIRLS IN WHITEa

ALAN MARSHAL, FLORENCE RICE,

Ann Rutherford, Buddy Ebsen, Una Merkel

February 3rd

"HONOLULU"
ELEANOR POWELL, ROBERT YOUNG,
GRACIE ALLEN, GEORGE BURNS

February Wth

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN
a

MICKEY ROONEY, Walter Connolly,

Rex Ingram, Lynne Carver, Jo Ann Sayers

is

February 17th

FAST AND LOOSE"
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, ROSALIND

RUSSELL, Reginald Owen, Jo Ann Sayers

st
February 24th

"I TAKE THIS WOMAN
SPENCER TRACY, HEDY LAMARR,

Ina Claire, Walter Pidgeon

March 3rd

"ICE FOLLIES OF 1939"

JOAN CRAWFORD, JAMES STEWART.
LEW AYRES, Lionel Stander



As in previous years Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer lists the

annual check-up by exhibitors and film critics. Many of

the year-end polls are completed. Several are still to come.

M-G-M, the A Company, remains undisputed leader.

1- M-G-M AGAIN TOPS FILM DAILY'S TEN BEST LIST!
The annual FILM DAILY poll of hundreds of film critics throughout America gives

M-G-M another victory this year with 4 out of "The Ten Best Pictures." ("Citadel

"Boys Town" "Marie Antoinette," "Love Finds Andy Hardy"). As we go to press Mfe
has more winners on individual nationwide published lists of Film Critics' "Ten\Best

Pictures of the Year" than any other company.

2-ALMOST 30% OF INDUSTRY'S HITS ARE M-G-M!
Box-office Champions selected by exhibitor vote in QUIGLEY PUBLICATIONS' survey

from 1930 to 1938 give M-G-M almost 30 per cent of this industry's hits, 46 out of 166,

(nearest competing company has 27). In the QUIGLEY poll of the past year M-G-M again

leads all companies in Box-office Champions. Of 12 monthly Blue Ribbon Awards
by BOX-OFFICE MAGAZINE during the past year M-G-M leads all companies with

4. Since the inception of the Blue Ribbon Award? M-G-M has won 23, nearest com-
petitor 14. M-G-M exceeds all companies in VARIETY'S survey of Top Picture

Grossers. Likewise in SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW list of 25 Best Major Produc-

tions voted by exhibitors M-G-M leads with 7, nearest competitor 5. A conclusive analysis

of Distributor's Batting Average for 1938 conducted by NATIONAL BOX-OFFICE
DIGEST gives M-G-M a rating of 102 per cent, nearest competitor 92 per cent.

3-M-G-M STARS ARE BOX-OFFICE LEADERS!
Out of 12 All-American Favorites, M-G-M leads with 5 in BOX-OFFICE MAGAZINE'S
Annual Poll. In the QUIGLEY Poll M-G-M leads with 5 out of the first 7 Money-
Making Stars, topping all companies. In SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW Annual
Poll, out of 21 leading Box-office stars M-G-M heads all companies with 7 top money-

makers. M-G-M also leads VARIETY'S Annual Poll of greatest money- making stars-

(as well as Top Money Directors).

4-N. Y. CRITICS PICK M-G-M FOR YEAR'S BEST FILM!
THE CRITIC'S CIRCLE, composed of all New York's famed motion picture critics, have

selected "The Citadel" as the Best Picture of 1938. This group also selected Margaret

Sullavan for the year's best performance by an actress.

5-WATCH "PYGMALION"!
Imagine ! Out of 9 New York newspapers, 8 critics placed M-G-M's "Pygmalion" on
their lists of "The Year's Ten Best."

And the future for M-G-M Showmen is very bright!
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1,076 HOUSES OPEN

IN MET, TERRITORY

MetroDolitan Territory contains

almost the identical number of film

theaters currently as at the outset

of 1938, it is disclosed by the 1939
New York Directory of Motion Pic-

ture Theaters which was released

yesterday by the New York Film
Board of Trade.

This directory contains in alpha-
betical order all theaters situated in

New York City, Long Island, all

of New York State south of Kings-
ton, as well as New Jersey north
of Trenton. Seating capacity, tele-

phone number, type of sound repro-
duction equipment, the name of the
owner of each theater, together with
the population of each town, are also

listed.

Analysis of the figures shows the

total number of theaters at 1,193.

with seating capacity of 1,344,398,

whereas last year there were 1,200,

with seating capacity of 1,343,864.

Breakdown reveals that as of

January, 1939, the open theaters to-

taled 1,076, with seating capacity
of 1,246,339, while the closed houses
vere 117 in number, with seatine
rapacity of 98,059. Also that the
theaters in New York State are

\

863, whose seating capacity is 993,-

273, and those of the State of New
Jersey are 330, with seating capac-
ity of 351,125.

In January, 1938, open theaters
totaled 1.081, with seating capacity
of 1,249,653; closed theaters 119,

with 94,211 seating capacity. The-
aters in New York State numbered
862, with seating capacity of 984.-

305; theaters in New Jersey 338
with seating capacity of 359,559.
A drop in the number of circuit

theaters is noted, and consequently
of seating capacity. Currently there
are 754 such houses, with seating-

capacity of 1,012,916, whereas in

January, 1938, there were 761
houses, seating 1,032,829.

Breakdown of the 1939 circuit

figures shows: Affiliated theaters in

the State of New York, 132, seat-

ing 270,241 (last year there were
134, seating 279,815); Affiliated the-

aters in State of New Jersey, 66,

seating 119,698 (last year there
were the same number but seating
119.371); Unaffiliated theaters in

New York State, 431, seating 497,-

280 (last year there were 434, seat-

ing 505.262); Unaffiliated theaters
in New Jersey, 125, seating 125,697
(last year there were 127, seating
128,381).

Independent houses now total 439,
f Continued on Page 28)

To Pltifi "Criminal"
Warners will give "They Made Me a

Criminal," with John Carfield and the
"Dead End" Kids, a "huge" advertising
and exploitation campaign, it was said

at the home office yesterday. Decision
results from pre-view raves. Campaign
will include co-op. newspaper ads. Pix

starts at the N. Y. Strand Jan. 20 and
is nationally released Jan. 28.

• • • SOME interesting comments from motion picture editors on

newspapers scattered throughout the country that participated in

The Film Daily Ten Best Poll

T T
• « ® AMAZEMENT is expressed by Editor Mary Louise

Walliser of the San Antonio (Texas) Express because the

ballots on her local poll came in from men, women and children

she didn't even know were reading her column she says: "A

great many of them came from the smaller towns some as

far away as Laredo on the border and from Monterey in northern

Mexico I was surprised at the intellectual type of pictures

chosen, which were the consistent leaders in the poll of the

ten selected, six of them were costume productions, although

exhibitors around here scream every time a costume picture comes

through"

T T T
• • • ONE ANXIOUS producer wrote a letter to Mildred Martin,

Editor of the motion picture dept. of the Philadelphia Inquirer not

asking for "special consideration," but politely asking that she remind

her readers of a couple of his eligible candidates

• • • NUMBER of entries received in the local contest con-

ducted by Editor Buck Herzog of the Milwaukee News-Sentinel

was in excess of 16,000 Herzog says: "Both the circulation

and advertising managers expressed a favorable reaction as far

as this movie contest was concerned After all, any activity

that receives as large a response as this is a pretty good indication

of reader interest in the newspaper" . .....

• • • ALL EXCITED over at the United Artist home office

Leonard Lyons' paragraph in his Post column about the mysterious

air noises in Brooklyn the other nite explains that it was a publicity stunt

for "Trade Winds" so, according to Monroe Greenthal, he had to

stay out of his office all day to avoid answering phone calls from wire

services, radio commentators, newspaper editors, foreign correspondents,

wanting to know 'what is behind the story

T T T
• • • FIRST meeting of the new year for AMPA on

the dais they expect to have Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., George

Stevens, Joel Sayre, Jean Hersholt, Gordon D. Ellis, J. Edward
Bromberg, Willy de Mond, and Charlie Pettijohn the luncheon

will be in the grill room of the Astor today

T T
© • • TIMELY ad campaign for Warners' "Wings of the Navy"

taking advantage of the current national defense question

the newspaper ad series features the theme: "Can America Defend Her-

self in the Air?" the picture stars are tied in with highlights of

the picture such as training methods at the Naval air stations, the latest

in airplane designs, and proper methods of national defense from the air.

T T T
» • • COMMENT by Archer Winsten in his column in the

Post on Warners' trailer on "They Made Me a Criminal"

Winsten says that nine out of ten actors won't make as

much impression in their entire picture as John Garfield makes in

this trailer pointing to the fact that Garfield's current per-

formance beats his first hands down

« « « » » »

HIGH COURT RE-HEARS'

DALLAS TRUST ACTION

(Continued from Page 1

)

solidated, defendants in the govern-
ment action, taking half of the time,

while Judge Thacher concluded th"
majors' arguments. Wright reviewed
the history of the case and citeil

the letters written by Robert O'Don-
nell of Interstate Circuit to the dis-

tributing companies concerning thf

minimum admission chargesf
Jj:

ndj
double feature restrictions in ques-
tion. He denied that the letters con-
stituted a conspiracy because they
were identical and stating that each
distributor acted independently of

the other in agreeing to the restric-

tions.

Appearing for the Government,
Solicitor General Robert H. Jackson
contended that the lower court's
findings of fact and conclusions of

law sustained the D of J, conten-
tions in all respects and told the
court that the majors' contentions
that they did not violate the anti-

trust laws because of their copy-
right privileges "is the most far-

reaching contention ever made in the
control of patents and copyrights."
He declared that their actions were
outside of the copyright privileges
and a direct violation of the anti-

trust laws.

Even if the distributors did not
act together but entered the agree-
ments separately to the same effect

it was a violation of the law, Jack-
son declared. He stated, however,
that the letter itself inviting all the
distributors to join in the restric-

tions so they could sell to Interstate
was a direct violation of the law.
Although the distributors did not
meet to discuss and act on the re-

strictions together "there was too
much uniformity to be accidental,"'

he declared.

"The effect of the conspiracy was
to force the people into higher
priced theaters" and protect the
monopoly of Interstate Circuit and
Texas Consolidated, Jackson said.

Giveaway Epidemic
Racine, Wis. — Monday is giveaway

night de luxe at theaters here with
the Cranada, Douglas and Rex giving
away dishes; the Capitol and Mainstreet,
cosmetics, and the Crown, silverware.
Dish distribution has now turned into a

race to give away the most pieces in

a single night. Mainstreet has been of-
fering six pieces on Wednesdays and
Thursdays with the Rex upping the ante
with seven pieces Monday to Thursday.

Independents Trade Reform
Plan Parleys Concluded

(Continued from Page 1)

was reported by indie delegates fol-

lowing the sessions.

Today the distributors will hud-
dle with the MPTOA executive com-
mittee which yesterday me_t to dis-

cuss its course of action. The meet-
ing is expected to be continued
through tomoi-row.
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Five Screen Originals Among 193 8's "Ten Best" Pix

BUFFALO CRITIC PICKS

PERFECT "TEN BEST"

dumber of Ballots Cast For

a Third Time Goes
Above 500 Mark
(Continued from Page 1)

'hicago," "The Adventures of Robin
3ood," "The Citadel," "Love Finds
uidy Hardy" and "The Hurricane."

Y_f^i critical interest in this pio-
.et~^)oll once again surging to a
ew high, the total number of bal-
ots cast for a third time exceeded
he 500 mark. At the deadline, 536
ewspaper, syndicate and magazine
ritics and reviewers in all parts of
Ihe country had participated. It is

stimated their reading public runs
.ell above the 25,000,000 mark.
"Snow White" Had Early Lead
The Disney production, as was the

ase with "The Life of Emile Zola"
n 1937, took an early lead and was
iever seriously threatened; at the
inish, with 419 votes polled, it led

You Can't Take It With You" by
J. It is interesting to note, how-

1

ver, that "Snow White" received
ewer votes than last year's first

nicture; "Emile Zola" polled 453. In

936, "Mutiny on the Bountv" led

he field with 416.

Two other 1938 pictures received
nore than 300 votes: "Alexander's
-tagtime Band" and "Boys Town."
"our features were named by more
han 200 critics: "Marie Antoinette,"
Tn Old Chicago," "The Adventures
[f Robin Hood" and "The Citadel.''

There were five pictures receiving
00 or more votes, a marked decline
rom the 16 last year.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with four

eatures, one made in England,
cores impressively in the "Ten
3est"; last year, Metro also led with
hree. Twentieth Century-Fox has
wo productions on this year's ros-

er, while Columbia, RKO Radio,
•Vainer Brothers and United Artists
Samuel Goldwyn) have one.

"Four Daughters" Scored
The Honor Roll, embracing pro-

luctions receiving 100 or more votes,

s topped by Warners' "Four Daugh-
ters," named by 168 critics; it will

be noted that only four votes sepa-
rated "The Hurricane" and "Four
Daughters," a close finish if there
-ver was one.
Forty-seven other productions won

rlonor Roll distinction. Metro led
-vith 14, Paramount, United Artists
land Warners tied for second with
:-ight each, followed by: Universal,
i'our; RKO Radio, three; Columbia,
jwe; Gaumont British, one; Twen-
tieth Century-Fox, one. In 1937,
j:here were 47 on the Honor Roll;

n 1936, 44.

The Film Daily ballot listed 460
oroductions released between Nov.
L 1937, and Oct. 31, 1938, as eligi-

ole; this compares with 519 in 1937
and 387 in 1936. A total of 140 pic-

tures was nominated this year; in

1937, the total was 139, and in 1936,
149.

1938 Poll Sidelights
The 1938 poll was productive of

-iot a few significant sidelights,

among them these:
1. Five of the winning 10 features

were based on originals, one upon

DON AMECHE: Played in "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" and "In Old Chicago."

* *

IRVING BERLIN: Authored and wrote the
lyrics and music of "Alexander's Rag-
time Band."

FRANK CAPRA: Was both producer and
director of "You Can't Take It With
You."

JOHN CARRADINE: Played in both "Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band" and "The Hur-
ricane."

SPENCER CHARTERS: Played in both "The
Hurricane" and "In Old Chicago."

EDDIE COLLINS: Played in both "Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band" and "In Old
Chicago."

JOHN DAWN: Was makeup artist on

"Boy's Town," "Marie Antoinette,"

and "Love Finds Andy Hardy."

ALICE FAYE: Appeared in "Alexander's

Ragtime Band" and "In Old Chicago."

CEDRIC GIBBONS: Was art director for

"Boy's Town," "Marie Antoinette,"

and "Love Finds Andy Hardy."

HALLIWELL HOBBS: Appeared in "You
Can't Take It With You" and "The
Adventures of Robin Hood."

PAUL HURST: Played in "Alexander's

Ragtime Band" and "In Old Chicago."

HENRY KING: Was director of both "In

Old Chicago," and "Alexander's Rag-

time Band."

JOE KING: Appeared in "Alexander's

Ragtime Band" and "In Old Chicago."

CHARLES LANE: Played in "You Can't

Take It With You" and "In Old Chi-

cago."

THOMAS LITTLE: Was set decorator for

"In Old Chicago" and "Alexander's

Ragtime Band."

PEVERELL MARLEY: Was cinematogra-

pher of both "Alexander's Ragtime
Band," and "In Old Chicago."

BARBARA McLEAN: Was film editor of

A.exander's Ragtime Band," and "In

Oid Chicago."

ALFRED NEWMAN: Was musical direc-

tor of "Alexander's Ragtime Band," and
was musical supervisor and orchestra

director for "The Hurricane."

TYRONE POWER: Appeared in "Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band," "Marie An-
toinette" and "In Old Chicago."

GENE REYNOLDS played in "Boy's Town,"
"In Oid Chicago," and "Love Finds

Andy Hardy."

MICKEY ROONEY: Played in "Boy's

Town" and "Love Finds Andy Hardy.'

DORE SCHARY: Was co-author of both

the original and the screenplay of

"Boy's Town."

DOUGLAS SHEARER: Was recording di-

rector for "Boy's Town," "Marie An-
toinette," and "Love Finds Andy
Hardy."

LAMAR TROTTI: Was co-author of the

screenplay both for "Alexander's Rag-

time Band," and "In Old Chicago."

SLAVKO VORKAPICH: Was special

effects photographer for "Boy's Town,"
and "Marie Antoinette."

* #

BOBS WATSON: Played in "Boy's Town"
and "In Old Chicago."

EMLYN WILLIAMS: Co-authored the

screenplay and appeared as a cast

member of "The Citadel."

DARRYL F. ZANUCK: Was in charge of

production of both "Alexander's Rag-

time Band," and "In Old Chicago."

a fairy story, one upon a stage
play, one upon a magazine serial,

later a book, and two upon books.
In 1937, seven of the "Ten Best"
were stage play adaptations.

2. Two of the winning 10 were
filmed in Technicolor, while five fea-
tures on the Honor Roll were in

color. A sixth had some color.

3. For the first time since 1933,

a foreign-made feature was in-

cluded among the "Ten Best." Three
other imports found Honor Roll
places.

4. The American scene was re-

flected in half of the "Ten Best,"
easily dominated the Honor Roll.

5. Broadly speaking, the "Ten
Best" are indicative of popular as
well as critical approbation; which
is to say that the list includes the
year's top money makers at Ameri-
can box-offices.

6. Bona fide musicals took a

Brodie, although music was gener-
ously introduced in several of the
"Ten Best" as an integral part of
the story.

7. For the first time in several
years, Shakespeare was unrepre-
sented; other classic writers, too,

are conspicuous by their absence.

Rose Suit Is Settled

Settled in Federal Court yesterday
was action of Henry Rose vs. M-G-
M Pictures Corp., M-G-M Distribut-
ing Corp., Loew's, Inc., and Culver
Export Corp. Terms were not dis-

closed. Suit involved charge that
defendants plagiarized plaintiff's

play, "Burrow, Burrow," via the
film, "Man of the People." An in-

junction, accounting of profits and
damages were asked in the original

complaint.

Champ picture-picker for 1938 is

W. E. J Martin, critic of the Buffalo

Courier-Express who picked all of

the "ten best" in the poll. No critic

was able to do this last year. Inci-

dentally, Martin conducted his fifth

annual local poll this year.

Ten of the scribes came through
with nine out of ten, compared /with
nine in 1937. They were: Leo Mill-
er, Bridgeport, Conn., Herald; Hen-
ry L. Sholly, Wilmington, Del., Sun-
day Star; Charles E. Ward, Miami,
Fla., Herald; Chester W. Hutchings,
Jr., Salem, Mass., Evening News;
Virginia D. Sturm, Dayton, O., Daily-
News; A. S. Kany, Dayton Herald;
Kenneth Mills, Warren, O., Tribune
Chronicle; Julia Rishel, Tarentum,
Pa. Valley Daily News; Edward J.
Butler, Westerly, R. I., Daily Sun
and E. K. Hall, Spartanburg, S. C,
Herald-Journal.

Number able to pick eight of the
ten dropped from 42 last year to 34
in the current poll. They were:
Vincent Townsend, Birmingham,
Ala., News & Age Herald; Louis A.
Eckl, Florence, Ala., Times; Nelson
B. Bell, Washington, D. C, Post-
Richard G. Moffatt, Jacksonville,
Fla., Times Union; Paul M. Conway,
Macon, Ga., Evening News; Dan Al-
brecht, Elkhart, Ind., Daily Truth;
Louise A. Baldwin, Mount Vernon'
Ind., Daily Democrat; Rex J. Bal-
lard, Davenport, la., Times; Hugh
J. Powell, Coffeyville, Kans., Jour-
nal; Robert J. Busby, Lawrence,
Kans., Journal-World; Loy Wood,
Wichita, Kans., Beacon; Lester
Smith, Boston, Mass., News Bureau;
C. F. Martin, N. Attleboro, Mass.,
Evening Chronicle; A. L. S. Wood,
Springfield, Mass., Union; Thomas
E. Fallon, Muskegon, Mich., Chron-
icle; Merle Potter, Minneapolis,
Minn., Journal; Johanna Serio,
Clarksdale, Miss., Register; Goetze
Jeter, Moberly, Mo., Monitor-Index;
Barney Oldfield, Lincoln, Neb., Jour-
nal & Star; Norman B. Tomlinson,
Morristown, N. J., Daily Record;
Will Baltin, New Brunswick, N. J.,
Daily Home News-Sunday Times;
Channing R. Pollack, Union City, N.
J., Hudson Dispatch; Letitia J. Ly-
on, Binghamton, N. Y., Sun; Har-
rold C. Eckert, Columbus, Ohio State
Journal; Barney Schwartz, Dover,
O., Daily Reporter; Mitchell Wood-
bury, Toledo, O., Blade; Walter R.
Bishoff, Altoona, Pa., Tribune; Lew-
is W. Hayes, Brownsville, Pa., Tele-
graph; Jack Gordon, Fort Worth,
Tex., Press; Mary Wynn, Fort Worth
Star-Telegram; Ted McDowell, Beck-
ley, W. Va., Post-Herald; Jack Sel-
lers, Casper, Wyo., Tribune-Herald;
Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel
Publications, Philadelphia and Jack
Grant, Picture Reports, Beverly
Hills.
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HistoryMakers of 1 938 in theFilm Industry
C. C. PETTIJOHN • •

^T Militcratly

^^ s o u g hi,

and urged
others to seek,

friendly r a p -

prochement of

all ends of

filmland. When
draft of dis-

trib - e x h i b .

trade practice

reforms was
issued, he
scanned it

i diligently and
sympathetical-

ly, then declared that clarification could

be made easily of the points of dif-

ference. In September, he urged doc-

trine of industry self-regulation at Wis-
consin re-union. Began the year by call-

ing at the White House, and later took

a month's vacation in Europe. Applied
himself, in his capacity as general coun-

sel for MPPDA, like a proverbial Trojan

in the interests of the industry's wel-

fare.

• WILLIAM J. GERMAN •

^T Rounded
**» out his
16th year in

the service of

Jules E. Brula-

tour. Inc., of

which firm he
more than just

happens to be
vice - president

and general
manager. Took
a lively inter-

est in the fur-

ther effectuated

improvements
of motion picture film, and rendered to

his industry and to filmland the benefits

of his wide and intensive knowledge.
Active on both the eastern and western
fronts, he was in large measure responsi-

ble for the consumption in 1938 of some-
thing closely approximating 1,000,000,000

feet of raw stock by the studios.

• • RUBE JACKTER • •

^T Colum-
^"^ bia's as-

sistant sales
manager was
synonomous in

1938 with the

word "drive."

And that he
did continually

and proficient-

ly. At the
year's outset
he chairmaned
h i s organiza-

tion's sales
campaign. I n
early June, his associates helped him
celebrate his wedding anniversary. He
was a mainspring at organization's Chi-

cago meeting, and, all in all, he did so

well that when December rolled around,
there he was once more in the chair-

manship of Columbia's new personal

achievement sales drive.

• HAL B. WALLIS
As

• • I • • ABRAM F. MYERS •.•[•• MERVYN LEROY • •

^T as asso-
^» ciate ex-
ecutive in
charge of pro-

d u c t i on for
Warner Bros.,

Hal B. Wallis

is directly re-

sponsible for a
majority of the

WB pictures
which h ave
made box of-

fice history
during 1938.
Between pic-

tures, Wallis found time to go to Mexico
City to collect authentic data for "Juarez"

the Paul Muni-Bette Davis production, and
make a trip to New York to examine the

legit stage situation from the angle of

screen material.

<L

ROY E. LARSEN • •

Here is

the major
domo of Life

and The March
of Time. Ap-
p r o p r i ately,

without resort

to anything re-

motely re-

sembling a
merger, he
continued t o

put "life" into

the March of

Time. Kept an
eagle eye, and

a gratified one, upon M of T's pix re-

leases which were invariably crammed
with high interest. Not a twelve-months
in the reel's history found the spotlight

shining so brightly on the venture as in

1938, for several issues created such a
stir that their contents grabbed headlines

in newspapers in many quarters of the

civilized world (or is it?).

• SCOTT R. DUNLAP •

fT SUCCESS
^"^ of Mono-
gram during
1938 brings
forcibly to
mind that there

were definite

reasons on
both Coasts
and in be-
tween. The fac-

tor hard by
the blue Pa-

cific was com-
pany's vice-
p r e x y in
charge of production. Indeed, our Mr.
Dunlap had pix manufacturing on such
a smooth basis there that things were
always ahead of schedule. Coming to

New York when the 1938-39 season was
three months old, he told the world that

studios generally were hitting terrific

pace, and that all Hollywood execs, were
convinced that the doldrums had been
shed. During visit he sat in with Prexy
Ray Johnston on the Monogram set-up
in England.

c As Allied's

standard-
bearer, Abram
F. was in the

thick of all
battles pertain-

ing to theater

divorcement,
Neely Bill,
trade practice

parleys and
trade reforms

in general. If

you ask him,

he'll probably
tell you that

his biggest job oi the year was his fight

to uphold the constitutionality of the North
Dakota divorcement statute. In January
he was re-elected general counsel and
chairman of the board of the national
Allied organization.

• JOSEPH B. KLECKNER •

fT IN the na-
^"^ tion's af-

fairs, as well

as the indus-

try's, he played
a prominent
role. Off to

Washington he
went early in

the year to

gain allevia-

t i o n for the

"small busi-
ness" men of

the U. S.,—

a

most commend-
able move

s'nce J. B. is himself decidedly a big busi-
ness exec. There urged establishment oi

a U. S. credit agency; served on the ad
visory committee for "small business," and
his proposal for loans to latter was adopt-
ed. Subsequently, he asked easing of
loans to aid indie exhibs. to rebuild.
Headed up his powerful Motiograph or-

ganization; made personnel stronger;
announced offering of seven models in
Mirrophonic Sound; was gratified by big
installation biz.

• • T. P. LOACH • •

^T Named
^"^ as a vice-

p r e s i dent of

P athe Film
Corp. in April,

this able
y o u ng execu-

t i v e assumed
a d d i t i o n a 1

duties; he al-

ready was
serving as
treasurer. With
the Pathe li-

quidation plan
brewing during
the waning months of the year, he was
actively engaged in working out details
and giving expert advice on technical
aspects. He also made several trips dur-
ing the year to survey Pathe holdings
and investigate properties in which the
company was considering investments.

C Upon the

delivery of

"Fools forScan-

dal" for War-
n e r Bros, in

March, Mervyn
packed up his

duds
<(^V

moved oveV^w
M-G-M as one
of the top pro-

ducers for Leo.

His first picture

on his new con-

tract was
"Dramatic

School," which had its release in the late

Fall. Then he went to work on "Stand Up
and Fight" and an ambitious group of

pictures is slated to come under his juris-

diction during the current year.

C
EDWARD A. GOLDEN •

U p the
ladder he

d i d go, — to

vice - presiden-

cy of Mono-
gram. Was
spar kplug in

numerous a c -

tivities having
to do with bet-

ter rela t i o n s

between
branches of the

industry, par-
ticularly as
they affect ex-

hibitors. In October, the industry gave
him a swell testimonial banquet out Min-
neapolis way. And when the MPTOA
clans gathered in Oklahoma City, the

Golden Boy urged test of theater divorce-

ment. Incidentally, while in Oklahoma
City he was made an Oklahoma Colonel,

the first pix gent to be so honored.

c
NATHAN D. GOLDEN

Chief of

t h e Mo-
tion Picture
Division of the

Department of

Commerce, and
a member of

SMPE, the In-

ternational Al-

liance of M.P.
Projectionists
of the U.S. and
Canada, the
American Pro-

jectionist So-

c i e t y, and
m e m b e r of

the Projection Advisory Council, this

gentleman was well occupied. He de-

clared in October that the trade stand
vs. punitive foreign practices is probably
justified. Too, he urged on all pix

branches the wisdom of conciliation.

Beg Your Pardon
Scrambled cuts in yesterday's install-

ment of History Makers presented
other likenesses for those of Edward
A. Golden and Mervyn LeRoy. Note
today, above, the correct photos.



Selected by the Critics ofAmerica in the

Seventeenth Annual Film Daily Poll



AN APPRECIATION
WITH today's announcement of its results, the 17th annual "Ten Best

Pictures" poll under auspices of The Film Daily passes into industry

history, taking its place with those which, since 1922, yearly have applied the

national critical yardstick to American motion picture entertainment.

In again acknowledging its indebtedness to the participating professional

cinema critics and reviewers who have given generously of their time and

talents. The Film Daily pauses briefly to contrast the 1939 poll with the first

of the series.

For it is in the contrast that the steadily increasing importance of the poll,

both to this industry and to journalism, is to be best noted. The first symposium

in 1922 enlisted the co-operation of 47 critics, 30 of whom were associated with

leading American newspapers. The other 17 were reviewers writing for trade

|
papers and fan publications.

The 1939 poll saw the number of participants again touch a new high, 536,

and the range of reviewers embrace those engaged by newspapers, maga-

zines, leading syndicates and trade periodicals. Newspapers represented

numbered 485.

In 1922, the No. 1 picture, "Orphans of the Storm," received 31 votes; the

No. 10 picture, "Oliver Twist," 13. In 1938 the critics' first choice polled 419

votes, their tenth, "The Hurricane," 172.

Sixteen years ago, there were no local polls. While the 1938 symposium

was in progress, more than 40 newspapers in large and small cities conducted

local polls simultaneously. The marked growth in their number, especially dur

< ing the last three years, has been as gratifying as it has been significant.

i

] From both the industry and newspaper standpoint, this serious considera-
i

i lion of the year's film entertainment by critics and readers alike has definite

value. Obviously, the further development of the cinema as a serious art form

requires the continuing application of a national critical yardstick. The

"Ten Best" poll assures this and, additionally, has a noticeable beneficial effect

on criticism.

For the part that the critics of the United States, through the years, have

played in the advance of motion pictures, we of The Film Daily extend not only
i

our appreciation but that of a great and grateful industry.



THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF 1938

Picture Distributor Votes

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.RKO Radio; Disney 419

You Can't Take It With You Columbia 372

Alexander's Ragtime Band 20th Century-Fox 324

Boys Town M-G-M 313

Marie Antoinette M-G-M 287

In Old Chicago 20th Century-Fox 243

The Adventures of Robin Hood Warners 218

The Citadel M-G-M (England) 210

Love Finds Andy Hardy M-G-M 180

The Hurricane United Artists; Goldwyn 172

THE HONOR ROLL
VotesPicture and Distributor

Four Daughters (Warners) 168

Test Pilot (M-G-M) 142

Jezebel (Warners) 1 15

If I Were King (Paramount) 89

Wells Fargo (Paramount) 84

Algiers (UA; Wanger) 79

Three Comrades (M-G-M) 79

Mad About Music (Universal) 77

Suez (20th Century-Fox) 64

Of Human Hearts (M-G-M) 60

The Buccaneer (Paramount) 54

A Man to Remember (RKO Radio) 50

White Banners (Warners) 47

Holiday (Columbia) 46

Tovarich (Warners) 46

The Sisters (Warners) 44

Nothing Sacred (UA; Selznick) 41

The Firefly (M-G-M) 39

Brother Rat (Warners) 38

Men with Wings (Paramount) 38

That Certain Age (Universal) 38

Blockade (UA; Wanger) 37

The Adventures of Marco Polo (UA; Goldwyn) 36

Victoria the Great (RKO Radio) 35

Picture and Distributor Votes

Yellow Jack (M-G-M) 34

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (UA; Selznick) 33

Sing You Sinners (Paramount) 33

A Slight Case of Murder (Warners) 31

Drums (UA; Korda) 30

Too Hot to Handle (M-G-M) 29

Letter of Introduction (Universal) 27

The Shopworn Angel (M-G-M) 25

Spawn of the North (Paramount) 24

Stablemates (M-G-M) 24

Judge Hardy's Children (M-G-M) 22

The Young in Heart (UA; Selznick) 22

To the Victor (Gaumont-British) 20

Merrily We Live (M-G-M; Roach) 18

The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (Warners) 17

The Goldwyn Follies (UA; Goldwyn) 16

Vivacious Lady (RKO Radio) 15

The Arkansas Traveler (Paramount) 14

The Rage of Paris (Universal) 14

Ebb-Tide (Paramount) 12

Girl of the Golden West (M-G-M) 12

Young Dr. Kildare (M-G-M) 12

The Crowd Roads (M-G-M). 11

Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M) 10



SNOW WHITE and THE SEVEN DWARFS
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer Walt Disney

Supervising Director Dave Hand
Authors The Brothers Grimm

Sequence Directors Perce Pearce,

William Cottrell, Larry Morey, Wilfred Jackson, Ben

Sharpsteen

Supervising Animators Hamilton Luske,

Fred Moore, Vladimir Tytla, Herman Ferguson

Story Adaptation Ted Sears,

Richard Creedon, Dick Rickard, Otto Englander, Earl

Hurd, Merrill De Maris, Webb Smith, Dorothy Ann
Blank

Character Designers Albert Hurter, Joe Grant

Music Frank Churchill, Leigh Harline, Paul Smith

Art Directors Charles Philippi,

Tom Codrick, Hugh Hennesy, Gustaf Tenggren, Terrel

Stapp, Kenneth Anderson, McLaren Stewart, Kendall

O'Connor, Harold Miles, Hazel Sewell

Backgrounds Samuel Armstrong,

Mique Nelson, Phil Duke, Claude Coats, Ray Lockram,

Maurice Noble, Merle Cox

Animators Frank Thomas,

Les Clark, Dick Lundy, Fred Spencer, Arthur Babbitt,

Bill Roberts, Eric Larson, Marvin Woodward, Milton

Kahl, Grim Natwick, Robert Stokes, Jack Campbell,

James Algar, Bernard Garbutt, Al Eugster, James Cul-

hane, Cy Young, Stan Quakenbush, Joshua Meader,

Ward Kimball, Wolfgang Reitherman, Urgo D'Orsi,

George Rowley, Robert Martsch

Press Representative S. Barret McCormick
Produced at Walt Disney Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Release Date February 4, 1938

A Walt Disney Production, An RKO Radio Release



YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer Frank Capra

Director Frank Capra

Assistant Director Arthur Black

Stars Jean Arthur,

Lionel Barrymore, James Stewart, Edward Arnold

Authors George S. Kaufman, Moss Hart

Screenplay Robert Riskin

Musical Score Dmitri Tiomkin

Musical Director Morris Stolofi

Art Director Stephen Goosson

Associate Lionel Banks

Miss Arthur's Gowns Bernard Newman, Irene

Cinematographer Joseph Walker

Film Editor Gene Havlick

Sound Engineer Ed Bernds

Press Representative Maurice A. Bergman

Produced at Columbia Picture Studios,

Hollywood, Calif.

Release Date September 29, 1938

CAST

Jean Arthur, Lionel Barrymore, James Stewart, Edward

Arnold, Mischa Auer, Ann Miller, Spring Byington.

Samuel S. Hinds, Donald Meek, H. B. Warner, Halliwell

Hobbes, Dub Taylor, Mary Forbes, Lillian Yarbo, Eddie

Anderson, Clarence Wilson, Josef Swickard, Ann Doran,

Christian Rub, Bodel Rosing, Charles Lane, Harry

Davenport.

A Columbia Production



ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND
PRODUCTION CREDITS

In Charge of Production Darryl F. Zanuck

Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown

Director Henry King

Stars Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche

Screenplay Kathryn Scola, Lamar Trotti

Adaptation Richard Sherman

Lyrics and Music Irving Berlin

Author Irving Berlin

Musical Director Alfred Newman
Dances Seymour Felix

Cinematographer Peverell Marley

Art Directors Bernard Herzbrun, Boris Leven

Set Decorator Thomas Little

Film Editor Barbara McLean

Costumes Gwen Wakeling

Sound Arthur Von Kirbach, Roger Heman

Press Representative Charles E. McCarthy

Produced at 20th Century-Fox Studios.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

Release Date April 15, 1938

CAST

Tyrone Power. Alice Faye. Don Ameche, Ethel Mer-

man, Jack Haley. Jean Hersholt, Helen Westley. John

Carradine, Paul Hurst. Wally Vernon. Ruth Terry,

Douglas Fowley, Chick Chandler. Eddie Collins, Joseph

Crehan. Robert Gleckler. Dixie Dunbar, Joe King,

Charles Coleman. Stanley Andrews. Charles Williams.

Jane Jones, Otto Fries, Mel Kalish, Selmar Jackson,

Donald Douglas.

A Twentieth Century-Fox Production

ir-'l
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BOYS TOWN
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer John W. Considine, Jr.

Director Norman Taurog

Stars Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney

Authors Dore Schary, Eleanore Griffin

Screenplay John Meehan, Dore Schary

Musical Supervisor Edward Ward

Music Directed by Leo Arnaud

Art Director Cedric Gibbons

Makeup Artist John Dawn

Cinematographer Sidney Wagner

Special Effects Photographer Slavko Vorkapich

Film Editor Elmo Veron

Recording Director Douglas Shearer

Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at M-G-M Studios. Culver City. Calif.

Release Date September 9. 1938

CAST

Spencer Tracy. Mickey Rooney. Henry Hull, Leslie

Fenton. Gene Reynolds. Edward Norris, Addison Rich-

ards, Minor Watson. Jonathan Hale, Bobs Watson, Mar-

tin Spellman, Mickey Rentschler, Frankie Thomas, Jimmy

Butler, Sidney Miller, Robert Emmett Keane, Victor Kil-

lian. Boys Town A Capella Choir.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production
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MARIE ANTOINETTE
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer Hunt Stromberg

Director W. S. Von Dyke. II

Stars Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power

Author Stefan Zweig

Screenplay Claudine West,

Donald Ogden Stewart, Ernest Vajda

Musical Supervisor Herbert Stothart

Art Director Cedric Gibbons

Costume Designers Adrian, Gile Steele

Makeup Artist John Dawn

Cinematographer William Daniels

Special Effects Photographer Slavko Vorkapich

Film Editor Robert J. Kern

Recording Director Douglas Shearer

Dances Albertina Rasch

Technical Adviser George Richelavie

Contributions Sidney Franklin

Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at M-G-M Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Release Date August 26, 1938

CAST
Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power, John Barrymore, Robert

Morley, Anita Louise, Joseph Schildkraut, Gladys

George, Henry Stephenson, Cora Witherspoon, Barnett

Parker, Reginald Gardiner, Henry Daniell, Leonard

Penn, Albert Van Dekker, Alma Kruger, Joseph Calleia,

George Meeker, Scotty Beckett, Marilyn Knowlden.

A Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer Production
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IN OLD CHICAGO
PRODUCTION CREDITS

In Charge of Production Darryl F. Zanuck
Director Henry King

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan
Stars Tyrone Power. Alice Faye, Don Ameche
Author Niven Busch
Screenplay Lamar Trotti, Sonja Levien

Cinematographer Peverell Marley
Art Director William Darling

Associate Rudolph Sternad

Set Decorations Thomas Little

Unit Manager Booth McCracken
Assistant Director Robert Webb
Film Editor Barbara McLean
Costumes Royer

Sound Eugene Grossman

Musical Direction Louis Silvers

Special Effects Staged by Fred Sersen.

Ralph Hammeras, Louis J. Witte

Special Effects Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone
Special Effects Photographed by Daniel B. Clark

Press Representative Charles E. McCarthy
Produced at 20th Century-Fox Studios.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

Release Date August 19. 1938

CAST
Tyrone Power. Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady,

Andy Devine, Brian Donlevy. Phyllis Brooks, Tom Brown,
Sidney Blackmer, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul

Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes, Gene Reynolds,

Bobs Watson, Madame Sultewan, Spencer Charters,

Rondo Hatton, Thelma Manning, Ruth Gillette, Eddie

Collins, Scotty Mattraw, Rice and Cady. Joe Twerp,
Charles Lane, Clarence Hummel Wilson, Frank Dae,
Harry Stubbs, Joe King, Frances Ford, Robert Murphy,
Wade Boteler, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Russell Hicks.

A Twentieth Century-Fox Production



THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Vice-President in Charge of Production. .Jack L. Warner

Associate Exec, in Charge of Production. .Hal B. Wallis

Associate Producer Henry Blanke

Directors Michael Curtiz. William Keighley

Assistant Directors Lee Katz, Jack Sullivan

Star Errol Flynn

Original Screenplay Norman Reilly Raine.

Seton I. Miller

Original Musical Score Eric Wolfgang Korngold

Art Director Carl Jules Weyl

Costumes Milo Anderson

Makeup Artisl Perc Westmore

Cinematographers Sol Polito, Tony Gaudio

Film Editor Ralph Dawson

Recording Director Major Nathan Levinson

Press Representative S. Charles Einfeld

Produced at Warner Bros. Studio, Burbank, Calif.

Release Date May 14, 1938

CAST
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland. Basil Rathbone,

Claude Rains, Patric Knowles, Eugene Pallette, Alan

Hale, Melville Cooper, Ian Hunter, Una O'Connor, Her-

bert Mundin, Leonard Willey, Halliwell Hobbes, Martin

Lamont, Hal Brazealle, Ivor Henderson, Harry Cording,

John Sutton, Robert Warwick, Montagu Love, Robert

Noble, Kenneth Hunter, Colin Kenny, Lester Matthews,

Howard Hill, Ivan Simpson, Charles McNaught, Jack

Deery, Paul Power, Val Stanton, Ernie Stanton, Olaf

Hytton, Alec Harford, Peter Hobbes, Edward Dew, Sid-

ney Baron, Leonard Mudie.

A Warner Bros. Production
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THE CITADEL
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer Victor Saville

Supervisor Harold Boxall

Director King Vidor

Assistant Director Pen Tennyson

Stars Robert Donat, Rosalind Russell

Author A. J. Cronin

Screenplay Ian Dalrymple,

Frank Wead, Elizabeth Hill, Emlyn Williams, Louis

Levy

Art Directors Lazare Meerson, Alfred Junge

Cinematographer Harry Stradling

Film Editor Charles Frend

Recording Directors A. W. Watkins, C. C. Stevens

Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at Denham Studios, Elstree, England

Release Date October 28, 1938

CAST

Robert Donat. Rosalind Russell, Ralph Richardson, Rex

Harrison, Emlyn Williams, Penelope Dudley Ward, Fran-

cis Sullivan, Mary Clare, Cecil Parker, Nora Swinburne,

Edward Chapman, Athene Seyler, Felix Aylmer, Joyce

Bland, Percy Parsons, Dilys Davis, Basil Gill, Joss

Ambler.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production
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LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Director George B. Seitz

Stars Mickey Rooney,

Lewis Stone, Judy Garland, Cecilia Parker. Fay Holden

Authors Vivien R. Bretherton, Aurania Rouverol

Screenplay William Ludwig

Musical Supervisor David Snell

Music Composers Mack Gordon,

Harry Revel, Roger Edens

Art Director Cedric Gibbons

Costume Designer Jeanne

Makeup Artist John Dawn

Cinematographer. Lester White

Film Editor Ben Lewis

Recording Director Douglas Shearer

Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at M-G-M Studios. Culver City, Calif.

Release Date July 22, 1938

CAST

Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Cecilia

Parker. Fay Holden. Ann Rutherford, Betty Rosse Clark,

Lana Turner, Marie Blake, Don Castle, Gene Reynolds,

Mary Howard. George Breakston, Raymond Hatton.

A Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer Production
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THE HURRICANE
PRODUCTION CREDITS

Producer Samuel Goldwyn

Director John Ford

Assistant Director Wingate Smith

Authors Charles Nordhoff, James Norman Hall

Screenplay Dudley Nichols

Musical Supervisor .Alfred Newman

Orchestra Director Alfred Newman

Art Director Richard Day

Costume Designer Omar Kiam

Cinematographer Bert Glennon

Special Effects Photographer James Basevi

Film Editor Lloyd Nosier

Recording Director Jack Hayes

Press Representativ e Monroe Greenthal

Produced at ... . United Artists Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Release Date December 24. 1937

CAST
Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey

Smith, Thomas Mitchell, Raymond Massey. John Carra-

dine, Jerome Cowan, Al Kikuma, Kuulei DeClercq, Layne

Tom, Jr., Mamo Clark, Movita Castenada, Reri, Francis

Kaai, Pauline Steele, Flora Hayes, Mary Shaw, Spen-

cer Charters, Roger Drake, Inez Courtney.

A Samuel Goldwyn Production, A United Artists Release
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Alabama

Vincent Townsend—News & Age Herald. Birm-

ingham.
Barrett C. Shelton—Daily, Decatur.

Harry P. Hall—Journal, Dothan.
louis A. Eckl—Times, Florence.

Roy O'Neal—Mercury, Huntsville.

Arizona
Mrs. Bernice Cosulich—Daily Star, Tucson.

Arkansas
Alfred W. Rose—News, Camden.
Edna L. Elliott—Southern Newspapers, Inc., Hot

Springs.

I. Benedict—Gazette, Little Rock.

California
Clayton I. Ward—Post-Advocate, Alhambra.
Floyd McCracken—Bulletin, Anaheim.
William B. Pedigo—Advance, Burlingame.
Vida Hills Shepard—Record, Chico.

Don O'Kane—Humboldt Standard, Eureka.
Will N. Speegle—Humboldt Times, Eureka.
Charles C. Hushaw—News-Press, Glendale.
Elizabeth Yeaman—Citizen-News, Hollywood.
Ralph Ryan—Daily Californian, Inglewood.

J. L. Rosenberg—Daily News, Inglewood.
John W. Teed—Sun, Long Beach.
Harry Mines—Daily News, Los Angeles.
Virginia Wright—Evening News, Los Angeles.
Jimmy Starr—Herald & Express, Los Angeles.
Philip K. Scheuer—Times, Los Angeles.
Alice Haines Baskin—Star-News, Pasadena.
Howard Waldorf—Post Enquirer, Oakland.
Wood Soanes—Tribune, Oakland.
O. H. King—Progress-Bulletin, Pomona.
David Newsom—Independent, Richmond.
Willis Werner—Sun, San Diego.

Maurice Savage—Union-Tribune, San Diego.

John Hobart—Chronicle, San Francisco.

Claude A. LaBelle—News, San Francisco.

Stanley J. Waldorf—News, San Jose.

Litti Paulding—News Press, Santa Barbara.
Delma Benson—Daily Democrat, Woodland.

Colorado
Robert C. Looney—Daily Camera, Boulder.

Betty Craig—Post, Denver.
James H. Briggs—Rocky Mountain News, Den-

ver.

James A. McCain—Express-Courier, Fort Collins.

Hazel A. Smith—Star-Journal, Pueblo.

F. E. Winsor—Chronicle-News, Trinidad.

Connecticut
Leo Miller—Herald, Bridgeport.

Fred H. Russell—Post & Telegram, Bridgeport.

Curtiss A. Wilson—News Times, Danbury.
H. Viggo Andersen—Courant, Hartford.

Julian B. Tuthill—Daily Times, Hartford.

Arthur J. Sloane—Journal-Courier, New Haven.
Dean Hunt—Advocate, Stamford.

John H. Thompson—Register, Torrington.

George T. Dillon—Democrat, Waterbury.

Delaware
Helen M. Barrett—Journal-Every Evening &
Morning News, Wilmington.

Henry L. Sholly—Sunday Morning Star, Wil-

mington.

District of Columbia
Katharine Hillyer—Daily News, Washington.
Betty Hynes—Herald, Washington.

Nelson B. Bell—Post, Washington.

Andrew R. Kelley—Times, Washington.
Derek Fox—United States News, Washington.

Florida
Cleone F. Hawkins—Polk County Record, Bar-

tow.

Herbert M. Davidson—News-Journal, Daytona
Beach.

Mrs. Leone Kyle Ross—Fort Lauderdale.

Richard G. Moffett—Times-Union, Jacksonville.

H. W. Schaefer—Floridian, Jacksonville.

Charles E. Ward—Herald, Miami.
Antoinette Veverka — News-Herald, Panama

City.

A. R. Dunlap—Evening Independent, St. Peters-

burg.

Mrs. Marion Aitchison—Times, St. Petersburg.

L. O. Robertson—Evening News, Tampa.
E. D. Lambright—Morning Tribune, Tampa.
Vernon L. Smith—Post & Times, West Palm

Beach.

Georgia
Jimmy Robinson—Herald, Albany.
Frank Daniel—Journal. Atlanta.

W. Gober—Georgian, Atlanta.

Quimby Melton—Daily News, Griffin.

Eleanor H. Orr—Daily News, LaGrange.
Paul M. Conway—Evening News, Macon.
Ernestine Hornady—News-Tribune, Rome.
Emily R. Jerger— Times Enterprise, Thomas-

ville.

Jack Williams, Jr.—Joumal-Herald, Waycross.

Idaho
W. B. McEwen—Morning Tribune, Lewiston.

Porter Ward—Daily News-Review, Moscow.
Harold J. Wood—Evening Times, Twin Falls.

Illinois

Mrs. Robert L. Kern—News-Democrat, Belleville.

Catherine Hoobler Lane—Daily Pantograph.

Bloomington.

Bruce Taylor—Evening Courier, Champaign-
Urbana.

Clark Rodenbach—Daily News, Chicago.

W. H. Hackman—Commercial-News, Danville.

Layah Riggs—Herald & Review, Decatur.

Grace Leone Barnett—Journal-Standard, Free-

port.

Alta Givens—Daily Register, Harrisburg.

Oldham Paisley—Daily Republican, Marion.

Max Bosler—Journal-Transcript, Peoria.

Robert M. Shepherdson— Journal-Transcript,

Peoria.

C. H. Nelson—Morning Star, Rockford.

R. C. Trank—Register-Republic, Rockford.

William V. Kinney—Argus, Rock Island.

W. F. Dagon—Illinois State Journal, Springfield.

E. J. Macklin—News- Sun, Waukegan.

Indiana
Camille Utter Meno—Daily Mail, Bedford.

Walter S. Bradfute—Daily Telephone, Bloom-
ington.

W. C. Miller—Evening World, Bloomington.

P. Thomas Smith—Daily Clintonian, Clinton.

Dan Albrecht—Daily Truth, Elkhart.

Ed Klingler—Press, Evansville.

Chester R. Brouwer—Journal-Gazette, Fort

Wayne.
Neva L. Williams—News-Sentinel, Fort Wayne.
Nelly L. Claybaugh—Morning Times, Frankfort.

Belle Weinstein—News-Democrat, Goshen.

Frank E. Johnson—Daily Reporter, Greenfield.

Jean Cunningham—Times, Hammond.
Charlotte Lowey—Herald-Press, Huntington.

Walter Whitworth—News, Indianapolis.

Corbin Patrick—Star, Indianapolis.

James Thrasher—Times, Indianapolis.

Maurice Carter Tull, Tribune-Dispatch, Kokomo.
Allen Sauers—Pharos-Tribune, Loganspon. /•.

Gayle Warnock—Chronicle-Tribune, Marion.

E. Preston Calvert—News-Dispatch, Michigan
City.

Dorothy Misener— News-Dispatch, Michigan
City.

Louise A. Baldwin—Daily Democrat, Mount Ver-

non.

Nell Brown—Tribune, New Albany.
W. W. Dunkle—Tribune, South Bend.

A. A. Arnold—Post, Vincennes.

Josef Mossman—Plain Dealer, Wabash.

Iowa
Robert Murray—Tribune, Ames.
Irma I. Masterson—News-Republican, Boone.

Walter E. Kohrs—Daily Hawk-Eye Gazette, Bur-

lington.

Wanda Montz—Gazette, Cedar Rapids.

L. A. Wallace—Nonpareil, Council Bluffs.

Rex J. Ballard—Daily Times, Davenport.

John E. O'Donnell—Democrat, Davenport.

Lucy Meuer—Daily Tribune, Dubuque.
S. W. Mitchell—Evening Democrat, Fort Madi-

son.

Edwin B. Green—Press-Citizen, Iowa City.

David B. Kaufman—Globe-Gazette, Mason City.

E. J. Van Nostrand—Daily News, Newton.
C. D. Foehlinger—Herald, Oskaloosa.
Emmett I. Mowery—Courier, Otfumwa.
Willis F. Forbes—Journal, Sioux City.

Kansas
Arch W. Jarrell—Daily Traveler, Arkansas City.

Ralph A. Van Camp—-Daily Messenger & News,
Caldwell.

Hugh J. Powell—Journal, Coffeyville.

Jay B. Baugh—Daily Globe, Dodge City.

Frank C. Clough—Gazette, Emporia.
Reed Porter—Daily Reporter, Independence.
I. E. Kirkland—Kansan, Kansas City.

Robert J. Busby—Journal-World, Lawrence.
Sun, Parsons.

Bob Geoffroy—Daily Capital, Topeka.
Loy Wood—Beacon, Wichita.

Homer R. Mosley—Eagle, Wichita.

Kentucky
Dudley Hilton Taylor—New Era, Hopkinsville.

Charles G. Dickerson—Leader, Lexington.

Boyd Martin—Courier-Journal, Louisville.

Louisiana
A. Hunter Jarreau—Town Talk, Alexandria.
George V. Lofton—World, Monroe.
Dolph Frantz—Journal, Shreveport.

Robert K. Butcher—Times, Shreveport.

Maine
E. B. Whitney—Evening Journal, Lewiston.
Kenneth W. Berry—Evening Express, Portland.

Richard H. Woodbury—Sunday Telegram, Port-

land.

Alice E. Modes—Press Herald, Portland.

Maryland
E. M. Jackson, Jr.—Evening Capital, Annapolis.
Gilbert Kanour—Evening Sun, Baltimore.
Donald Kirkley—Sun & Sunday Sun, Baltimore.



Carroll Dulaney—Sunday American, Baltimore.

Henry Keeker—News-Post, Frederick.

I. Richard Rauth—Daily Mail, Hagerstown.
Lester S. McWilliams—Morning Herald, Hagers-

town.

Imogene Caruthers—Times, Salisbury.

Massachusetts
C. S. Sherman—Daily Sun, Attleboro.

Lawrence P. Stanton—Evening Times, Beverly.

John D. Beaufort—Christian Science Monitor,

Boston.

Joyce Dana—Daily Record, Boston.

Marjory Adams—Globe, Boston.

Elinor L. Hughes—Herald, Boston.

Lester Smith—News Bureau, Boston.

Prunella Hall—Post, Boston.

Rita M. Naughton—Daily Item, Clinton.

Tom Burke—Record, Haverhill.

Timothy F. O'Hearn—Eagle-Tribune. Lawrence.
Kent Knowlton—Courier-Citizen, Lowell.

Thel K. Billings—Evening Leader. Lowell.

Harold Day Valpey—Evening Item, Lynn.

Paul F. Williams—Morning Mercury, New Bed-

lord.

John Dakin. Jr.—Standard-Times. New Bediord.

C. F. Martin—Evening Chronicle, N. Attleboro.

Chester W. Hutchings, Jr.—Evening News.
Salem.

Louise Mace—Republican, Springfield.

A. L. S. Wood—Union, Springiiield.

William Hale Read—Daily Gazette, Taunton.

Gardner E. Campbell—Daily Item, Wakefield.

Thomas J. Murphy—News-Tribune, Waltham.
Clarence L. Moody—Evening Gazette, Wor-

cester.

A. Alfred Marcello—Telegram, Worcester.

Michigan
Madge A. Millikin—Daily Telegram, Adrian.

Ralph G. Coulter—News, Ann Arbor.

Helen M. Bradley—Times, Bay City.

Earl F. Pangborn—News-Palladium, Benton

Harbor.

Myrton M. Riggs—Daily Tribune, Sheboygan.
Ella H. McCormick—Free Press, Detroit.

Jack R. Bell—Journal, Flint.

Alta Lawson Littell—Herald. Grand Rapids.

DuBarry Campau—Press, Grand Rapids.

Hayden R. Palmer—State Journal, Lansing.

Jean Worth—Herald-Leader, Menominee.
Thomas E. Fallon—Chronicle, Muskegon.
Frank G. Schmidt—News, Saginaw.
Clarence A. Liebelt—Daily News. Wyandotte.

Minnesota
James T. Watts—Herald & News-Tribune, Du-

luth.

Mrs. W. L. Robertson—Daily Journal, Fergus
Falls.

Merle Potter—Journal, Minneapolis.

Robert E. Murphy—Star, Minneapolis.

Hugh W. Arthur—Tribune, Minneapolis.

G. Marguerite Schnoff—Post-Bulletin, Rochester.

Mrs. Fred Schilplin—Daily Times-Journal, St.

Cloud.

F. L. Hancock—Daily Enterprise, Virginia.

Mississippi
Cosman H. Eisendrath—Daily Herald, Biloxi.

Johanna Serio—Register, Clarksdale.

Sumter Gillespie—Commonwealth, Greenwood.
Purser Hewitt—Clarion-Ledger, Jackson.

Earl C. Magee—Daily News, Jackson.

Katie Lou Keahey—American, Hattiesburg.

W. Louie Ellison—Star, Meridian.

Missouri
V. L. Page—Constitution-Tribune, Chillicolhe.

Paul Clarkson—Courier-Post, Hannibal.

Lowell Lawrance—Journal, Kansas City.

Goetze Jeter—Monitor-Index & Democrat, Mo-
berly.

R. M. Thomson—Banner-News, St. Charles.

Daan Wilde—Gazette, St. Joseph.

Herbert L. Monk—Globe-Democrat, St. Louis.

Colvin McPherson—Post-Dispatch, St. Louis.

Montana
Thomas E. Mooney—Record-Herald, Helena.

Nebraska
A. F. Buechler—Daily Independent, Grand

Jsland.

Barney Oldfield—Sunday Journal & Star, Lin-

coln.

Anne Wary—News-Press. Nebraska City.

Keith Wilson—World-Herald, Omaha.
Edward Emerine—Sentinel, Scottsbluii.

New Jersey
C. Byron Wortman—Press, Asbury Park.

J. R. Conroy—Daily World. Atlantic City.

Ida Hermann Shane—Courier-Post, Camden.
Firman R. Loree—Daily Journal. Elizabeth.

Kenneth L. Demarest—Bergen Evening Record,

Hackensack.

Arthur D. Mackie—Jersey Journal, Jersey City.

Norman B. Tomlinson—Daily Record, Morris-

town.

Richard Murray—Star-Eagle. Newark.
Vvill Baltin—Daily Home News & Sunday Times,

New Brunswick.

Harold W. Gras—Herald-News, Passaic.

Max L. Simon—Sunday Eagle, Passaic.

Jules C. Levine—Evening News, Paterson.

Catherine Trucic—Sunday Eagle, Paterson.

A. Wallace Gray—Courier-News, Plainfield.

Alex Y. Burslem—State Gazette, Trenton.

Albert B. Thompson—Sunday Times-Advertiser,

Trenton.

Channing R. Pollock—Hudson Dispatch, Union
City.

Gordon J. Hart—Evening Journal, Vineland.

Netv York
C. R. Roseberry—Knickerbocker News, Albany.
Victor J. Callanan—Citizen-Advertiser, Auburn.
Letitia J. Lyon—Sun, Binghamton.
Chris Graham—Home News, Bronx.

Edgar Price—Citizen, Brooklyn.

Herbert Cohn—Eagle. Brooklyn.

Larry Mason—Home Talk, Brooklyn.

W. E. J. Martin—Courier-Express, Buffalo.

W, R. Higgins—American, Cohoes.
Margaret L. Toomey—Evening Observer, Dun-

kirk.

J. Maxwell Beers—Reporter. Elmira.

Roland B. Miller—Daily Star, Hudson.
William J. Waters—Journal, Ithaca.

John S. Bodkin—Queens Evening News,
Jamaica.

Chester E. Durgin—Long Island Press, Jamaica.
T. E. Brundage—Union-Sun & Journal, Lockport.

Calvin D. Myers—News, Newburgh.
Wanda Hale—Daily News, New York.

Kate Cameron—Daily News, New York.

Marcus Griffin—Enquirer. New York.

Howard Barnes—Herald-Tribune, New York.

Regina Crewe—Journal-American, New York.

Leo Mishkin—Morning Telegraph, New York.

Archer Winsten—Post, New York.

Frank S. Nugent—Times, New York.

Maynard Lemen—Wall Street Journal, New
York.

William Boehnel—World-Telegram, New York.

E. Joe Albertson—Evening Star, Peekskill.

Priscilla Flowers—Sunday Courier, Poughkeep-

George L. David—Democrat & Chronice,

Rochester.

Arthur D. Goodman—Times-Union, Rochester.

Fritz S. Updike—Daily Sentinel, Rome.
Everett L. Finch—Union-Star, Schenectady.
Frank N. Lesourd—Advance, Staten Island.

Hayden D. Hickok—Herald, Syracuse.

Franklin H. Chase—Journal-American, Syra-

cuse.

Mrs. Helen Tail Walker—Post-Standard, Syra-

cuse.

Rowena Kunz—Observer-Dispatch, Utica.

Dominic Pepp—Daily Times, Watertown.
Norton Mockridge—Daily Reporter, White

Plains.

North Carolina
Mary Brooks Parham—Observer. Charlotte.

W. M. Sherrill—Daily Tribune, Concord.

Lester Clark Gilford—Daily Record, Hickory.

John Mebane—Enterprise. High Point.

Wade H. Lucas—Times, Raleigh.

Charles Trueblood—Journal-Sentinel, Winston-

Salem.

North Dakota
Gordon MacGregor—Tribune, Bismarck.

Alma E. Riggle—Forum, Fargo.

Ohio
Lona Marceil Houston—Times Gazette, Ashland.

G. E. Mitchell—Messenger, Athens.

Dennis R. Smith—Repository, Canton.

Alvin C. Zurcher—News-Advertiser, Chillicothe.

Gilbert A. Chandler—Scioto Gazette, Chilli-

cothe.

E. B. Radcliffe—Enquirer, Cincinnati.

Arthur F. Spaeth—News, Cleveland.

W. Ward Marsh—Plain Dealer, Cleveland.

William S. Cunningham—Citizen, Columbus.
Samuel T. Wilson—Dispatch, Columbus.
Harold C. Eckhardt—Ohio State Journal, Colum-

bus.

Lester S. Boyd—Tribune, Coshocton.

Virginia D. Sturm—Daily News, Dayton.

A. S. Kany—Herald, Dayton.

Bennie David—Gazette, Delaware.
Barney Schwartz—Daily Reporter, Dover.

Constance Carle—Daily Times, Fostoria.

Richard Mattox—Daily Eagle-Gazette, Lancas-

ter.

R. N. Rochester—Daily News, Logan.

Ralph E. Neumeyer—Journal, Lorain.

Hallie Houck—Star, Marion.

A. H. Mitchell—Times, Martins Ferry.

Hazel Kirk—Advocate, Newark.
Dean G. Warner—Daily Times, New Philadel-

phia.

C. E. Brown—Daily Times, Niles.

C. B. McKnight—Telegraph, Painesville.

Lola Hill—Daily Call; Piqua.

Nancy Grimes—Times, Portsmouth.

Ina Karson—Daily News, Springfield.

Mary Berger—Herald Star, Steubenville.

R. H. Keller—Advertiser-Tribune. Tiffin.

Mitchell Woodbury—Blade, Toledo.

Kenneth Mills—Tribune Chronicle, Warren.
E. H. Hauenstein—Daily Record, Wooster.

R. A. Higgins—Gazette, Xenia.

Charles J. Mulcahy—Vindicator-Telegram,

Youngstown.

Charles A. Leedy—Vindicator-Telegram,

Youngstown.

Oklahoma
A. B. Hamlin—Daily Enterprise, Bartlesville.

Max Marple—Daily Record, Bristow.

J. Allen Thomas—Morning News, Enid.

Edwin H. Aiford—Phoenix & Times-Democrat,

Muskogee.



Bruce B. Palmer—Daily Oklahoman & Times,
Oklahoma City.

Carl Victor Little—News. Oklahoma City.

Joe N. Croom—Times, Okmulgee.
Maxine Eddy—Evening Star, Shawnee.
Dorothy Terry—Morning News, Shawnee.
Mrs. Earl Baker—News & Star, Shawnee.
Hairy Laferte—Daily World, Tulsa.

Oregon
Herb Grey—Mail Tribune, Mediord.
Harold Hunt—Journal, Portland.

Douglas W. Polivka—News-Telegram, Portland.

Herbert L. Larson—Oregonian, Portland.

Maxine Buren—Oregon Statesman, Salem.

Pennsylvania
Walter R. Bishoii—Tribune, Altoona.

Mary Yvo Flanigan—Era, Bradford.

Lewis W. Hays—Telegraph, Brownsville.

lames A. Glenney—Times, Chester.

W. Lester Trauch—Daily Intelligencer, Doyles-

town.

J. A. Wurzbach—Dispatch-Herald, Erie.

Errol H. Derby—Tribune, Greensburg.
Ralph E. Wallis—Patriot, Harrisburg.

R. H. Steinmetz—Sunday Courier, Harrisburg.

William P. Blithers—Telegraph, Harrisburg.

Paul Walker—Telegraph, Harrisburg.

Ruth K. Holstein—Daily Messenger, Homestead.
Harry Hesselbein—Tribune, Johnstown.
Ethlyn E. Young—Simpson's Daily Leader-

Times, Kittanning.

Herbert B. Krone—New Era, Lancaster.

William D. Watkins—Evening Record, Lansford.

Arkaya—Bulletin, Latrobe.

Preston Rittenhouse—Sentinel. Lewistown.
Robert T. Bates—Tribune-Republican, Meadville.

Richard H. Amberg—Blizzard, Oil City.

Laura Lee—Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.

Gerard Gaghan—Evening Public Ledger, Phila-

delphia.

Henry T. Murdock—Evening Public Ledger.
Philadelphia.

Arthur B. Waters—Gazette-Democrat. Philadel-

phia.

Mildred Martin—Inquirer, Philadelphia.

Elsie Finn—Record, Philadelphia.

Harold W. Cohen—Post-Gazette, Pittsburgh.

Kaspar Monahan—Press, Pittsburgh.

Shandy Hill—Mercury, Pottstown.

Herrwood E. Hobbs—Journal, Pottsville.

Marion Clifford—Republican, Pottsville.

Betty Reynolds—Scrantonian, Scranton.

Tommy Connor—Scrantonian, Scranton.

Clyde F. Ketner—News-Dispatch, Shamokin.
Margaret T. Riley—Centre Daily Times, State

College.

Julia Rishel—Valley Daily News, Tarentum.
James F. Abell—Observer & Reporter, Wash-

ington.

Wilbert L. Haare—Dispatch, York.

Richard G. Runk—Gazette & Daily, York.

Rhode Island
Garrett D. Byrnes—Journal & Evening Bulletin,

Providence.

Paul B. Howland—Sunday Journal, Providence.
Edward J. Buller—Daily Sun, Westerly.
Elinor V. Arnold—Call, V/oonsocket.

South Carolina
Lawrence Hembree—Independent, Anderson.
T. F. Acker—Independent, Anderson.
Willis H. Harper—Morning News, Florence.

Bob M. Ward—Herald, Rock Hill.

Vernon Foster—Herald, Spartanburg.
E. K. Hall—Herald-Journal, Spartanburg.

John E. McKnight—Daily Item, Sumter.

South Dakota
Francis C. Patten—American & News, Aber-

deen.

Rediord H. Dibble—Daily Journal, Rapid City.

Roger S. Brown—Daily Argus-Leader, Sioux

Falls

Tennessee
Bob Leigh—Sun, Jackson.

B. F. Henry, Jr.—News-Sentinel, Knoxville.

Harry Martin—Commercial Appeal, Memphis.
Jack Bryan—Press-Scimitar, Memphis.
Milton Randolph—Banner, Nashville.

William R. Breyer—Tennessean, Nashville.

Texas
Ruth Lewis—American, Austin.

Boyd Sinclair—Daily Texan, Austin.

Jim Vinson—Da : ly Index, Childress.

Roy I. Bacus—Times-Review, Cleburne.

Jimmy Lovell—Times Herald, Dallas.

John Rosenfield—News, Dallas.

H. A. Michael—Herald-Post, El Paso.

Jack Gordon—Press, Fort Worth.
Mary Wynn—Star-Telegram, Fort Worth.
Tcmmie Randolph — Daily Times-Tribune &
Weekly News, Gladewater.

Jean Phipps—Daily Sun, Goose Creek.

Maurine Currin—Evening Banner, Greenville.

W. C. Poole, Jr.—Morning Herald, Greenville.

Paul W. Moomaw, Jr.—Valley Morning Star,

Harlingen.

Mildred Stockard—Chronicle, Houston.
Calvin Starnes—Daily News, Kilgore.

Charles W. Ratlif—Avalanche-Journal, Lubbock.
Charles Heartsill—News Messenger, MarshalL
Brownwood Emerson—News, Pampa, Tex.
Elizabeth Duvall—News, Paris.

Mary Louise Walliser—Evening News, San An-
tonio.

Sam Wooliord—Light, San Antonio.

Ted Bomar—Democrat, Sherman.
North Callahan—Courier-Times-Telegraph, Ty-

ler.

Gerald H. Parrick—News-Tribune & Times-Her-
ald, Waco.

J. A. Wray—Daily Times, Wichita Falls.

Utah
Alice Pardoe West—Standard-Examiner, Ogden.
Gladys Hobbs—Deseret News, Salt Lake City.

Waide M. Condon—Tribune, Salt Lake City.

Virginia
A. A. Farley—Register & Bee, Danville.

Wilbur Jennings—Free Lance-Star. Fredericks-

burg.

David Wayne Wright—Advance, Lynchburg.
Ralph K. T. Larson—Virginia-Pilot. Norfolk.

Robert R. Barber—Star, Portsmouth.
W. F. Dunbar, Jr.—Daily Record, Richmond.
Elizabeth Copeland—News-Leader, Richmond.
Edith Lindeman—Times-Dispatch. Richmond.
E. W. Opie—News-Leader, Staunton.

R. S. Fansler—Evening Star, Winchester.

Washington
Harland Plumber—Daily World, Aberdeen.
Nellie Browne Duff—Herald, Bellingham.
LaVerne Rogers—Sun, Bremerton.
E. R. Busselle—Star, Seattle.

Richard E. Hays—Times, Seattle.

Walford Conrad—Daily Chronicle, Spokane.
John Bigelow—Press, Spokane.
Hal S. Nelson—Times, Tacoma.
James R. Morris—Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla.
Iris Little Meyers—Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla.

West Virginia
Ted McDowell—Post-Herald, Beckley.

Robert H. Bull—Daily Mail, Charleston.

Walton M. Rock—-Times, Fairmont.

Mary Sawinski—Journal, Moundsville.

Cleveland Bowie—Daily Register, Point Pleas-

ant.

Robert T. Beans—Intelligencer, Wheeling.

Thelma D. Hughes—News Register, Wheeling.

Wisconsin
John P. Hogan—Daily Press, Ashland.

Laurence A. Raymer—Daily News, Beloit

Betty McKelvey—Press-Gazette, Green Bay.

Peg O'Brien—Gazette, Janesville.

Chester M. Zeff—Evening News, Kenosha. f>

Sterling Sorensen—Capital Times, Madison.

George MacFarlane—Herald-Times, Manitowoc.

M. C. F.—Journal, Milwaukee.

Buck Herzog—News-Sentinel, Milwaukee.

Dorothy M. Lawton—Journal-Times, Racine.

Clarence H. Witter—Daily Times, Watertown.
John Loomis—Daily Record-Herald, Wausau.

Wyoming
Jack Sellers—Tribune-Herald, Caspar.

Trade Papers
Fan Publications

Magazines
Syndicates

Robbin Coons—Associated Press.

Vance Chandler—Authenticated News Service.

Eugene Burr—Billboard.

Robert F. Klingensmith, Maurice Wolff, Gene
Rich, Lester Ketner—Boxoffice.

Ray Lewis—Canadian Moving Picture Digest.

Lou Guimond—Cinema-London.
Easton West—Continental Feature Syndicate.

Jesse Zunser—Cue Magazine.
Stella Hamlin—Film Curb.

Jack Alicoate, Chester B. Bahn, Don M. Merse-
reau, Chas. A. Alicoate, L. H. Mitchell, Jack
Harrower, G. Hollis Kennahan, Jr., Al Steen,

George H. Morris, Winfield Andrus—The
Film Daily.

P. S. Harrison—Harrison's Reports.

Jimmy Valentine—Hollywood Low-Down.
Louis Jacobino—Hollywood Screen World.
Welford Beaton—Hollywood Spectator.

James J. Finn—International Projectionist.

Yukio Aoyama—Japanese Movie Magazine.
Herbert M. Miller—Jay Emanuel Publications.

Alice L. Tildesley—Ledger Syndicate.

Frederick James Smith—Liberty.

Paul Peters—Life.

Ralph S. Matz—Matz Feature Syndicate.

A. D. Williams—Moose Magazine.
Terry Ramsaye—Motion Picture Herald.
Laurence Reid—Motion Picture Magazine.
Maxine Block—Motion Picture Review Digest.

M. R. Reese—Movie Humor.
Dorothy Hosking—Movie Story.

Maurice Rosenfield—Movies.
James Shelley Hamilton—National Board of

Review Magazine.
Otis Ferguson—New Republic.

Budd Getschal—New York Amusements.
Louis A. Fink—New York News Bureau Asso-

ciation.

T. H. Wenning—Newsweek.
George L. Hecht—Parents' Magazine.
William Lewin—Photoplay Studies.

Jack Grant—Picture Reports.

Isobel O. Heath—Real Screen Fun.
"Chick" Lewis—Showman's Trade Review.
Katharine Best—Stage.

Sam Black—Studio News.
Marilyn Matz—Unique Features Service.

Joseph B. Pearman—The Winged Foot.

I ,
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VINCENT TOWNSEND C. D. FOEHLINGER W. E. J. MARTIN JULIA RISHEL
BARRETT C. SHELTON EMMETT I. MOWERY W. R. HIGGINS WILBERT L. HAARE
HARRY P. HALL WILLIS F. FORBES MARGARET L. TOOMEY RICHARD G. RUNK
LOUIS A. ECKL ARCH W. JARRELL J. MAXWELL BEERS PAUL B. HOWLAND
ROY O'NEAL RALPH A. VAN CAMP ROLAND B. MILLER EDWARD J. BUTLER
BERNICE COSULICH HUGH J. POWELL WILLIAM J. WATERS ELINOR V. ARNOLD
ALFRED W. ROSE JAY B. BAUGH T. E. BRUNDAGE LAWRENCE HEMBREE
EDNA L. ELLIOTT FRANK C. CLOUGH CALVIN D. MYERS T. F. ACKER
I. BENEDICT REED PORTER WANDA HALE WILLIS H. HARPER
CLAYTON I. WARD I. E. KIRKLAND REGINA CREWE BOB M. WARD
JACK ALICOATE ROBERT J. BUSBY FRANK S. NUGENT VERNON FOSTER
DON O'KANE BOB GEOFFROY MAYNARD LEMEN E. K. HALL
CHARLES C. HUSHAW LOY WOOD GEORGE L. DAVID iohn e. Mcknight
ELIZABETH YEAMAN HOMER R. MOTLEY FRITZ S. UPDIKE FRANCIS C. PATTEN
J. L. ROSENBERG DUDLEY HILTON TAYLOR FRANK N. LESOURD ROGER S. BROWN
JOHN W. TEED CHARLES G DTCKERSON FRANKLIN H. CHASE BOB LEIGH
VIRGINIA WRIGHT BOYD MARTIN ROWENA KUNZ HARRY MARTIN
JIMMY STARR A. HUNTER TARREAU DOMINIC PEPP JACK BRYAN
PHILIP K. SCHEUER GEORGE V. LEFTON W. M. SHERRILL WILLIAM R. BREYER
ALICE HAINES BASKIN DOLPH FRANTZ LESTER CLARK GIFFORD RUTH LEWIS
WOOD SOANES ROBERT V, BUTCHER JOHN MEBANE JIM VINSON—

" O. H. KING E. B. WHITNEY WADE J. LUCAS ROY I. BACUS
CLAUDE A. LaBELLE RICHARD W WOODBURY CHARLES TRUEBLOOD JIMMY LOVELL
STANLEY J. WALDORF ALICE E. MODES GORDON MacGREGOR JOHN ROSENFIELD
LITTI PAULDING E. M. TACKSON. TR. ALMA E. RIGGLE H. A. MICHAEL
ROBERT C. LOONEY CARROLL DULANEY LONA MARCEIL HOUSTON JACK GORDON
BETTY CRAIG J. RICHARD RAUTH G. E. MITCHELL MARY WYNN
JAMES H. BRIGGS IMOGENF CAWUTHERS ALVIN C. ZURCHER JEAN PHIPPS
HAZEL A. SMITH C. S. SHERMAN GILBERT A. CHANDLER MAURINE CURRIN
F. E. WINSOR LAWRENCF P. STANTON E. B. RADCLIFFE W. C. POOLE, JR.
LEE MILLER IOYCE DANA ARTHUR F. SPAETH PAUL W. MOOMAW, JR.
FRED H. RUSSELL MARTORIE ADAMS WILLIAM S. CUNNINGHAM MILDRED STOCKARD
CURTISS A. WILSON ELINOR L. HUGHES SAMUEL T. WILSON CALVIN STARNES
H. VIGGO ANDERSEN LESTEP SMITH HAROLD C. ECKERT CHARLES HARTSILL
IULIAN B. TUTHILL RTTA M. NAUGHTON LESTER S. BOYD BROWNWOOD EMERSON
JOHN H. THOMPSON TIMOTHY F. O'HEARN VIRGINIA D. STURM GEORGE MORRIS
GEORGE T. DILLON THEL K. BILLINGS AL STEEN ELIZABETH DUVALL
HELEN M. BARRETT
HENRY L. SHOLLY
BETTY HYNES

HAROLD DAY VALPEY A. S. KANY MARY LOUISE WALLISER
IOHN DAKIN. JR. BENNIE DAVID SAM WOOLFORD
C. F. MARTFN BARNEY SCHWARTZ NORTH CALLAHAN

NELSON B. BELL CHESTER W. HUTCHINS, JR CONSTANCE CARLE GERALD H. PARRICK
ANDREW R. KELLEY LOUISE MACE RICHARD MATTOX J. A. WRAY
CLEONE F. HAWKINS A. L. S. WOOD R. N. ROCHESTER ALICE PARDOE WEST
HERBERT M. DAVIDSON WILLTAM HALF, REED RALPH E. NEUMEYER WAIDE M. CONDON
LEONE KYLE ROSS GARDNER E CAMPBELL HALLIE HOUCK A. A. FARLEY
RICHARD G. MOFFETT THOMAS I. MU"PHY A. H. MITCHELL WILBUR JENNINGS
H. W. SCHAEFER
CHARLES E. WARD
ANTOINETTE VEVERKA

CLAPFNCE L. MOODY DEAN G. WARNER ROBERT R. BARBER
A. ALFRED MARCELLO c. B. Mcknight W. F. DUNBAR, JR.
MADGE A. MTLLIKIN LOLA HILL EDITH LINDEMAN

MARION AITCHISON RALPH G. COULTER NANCY GRIMES R. S. FANSLER
L. O. ROBERTSON HELEN M. BRADLEY INA KARSON NELLIE BROWNE DUFF
E. D. LAMBRIGHT DON M. MERSF.REAU MARY BERGER E. R. BUSSELLE
VERNON L. SMITH EARL F. PANGBORN R. H. KELLER RICHARD E. HAYS
IIMMY ROBINSON MYRTON M. PTGGS MITCHELL WOODBURY WAFFORD CONRAD
FRANK DANIEL ELLA H. MrCCMTCK KENNETH MILLS HAL S. NELSON
QUIMBY MELTON HAYDFN R. PALMER E. H. HAUENSTEIN JAMES R. MORRIS
ELEANOR H. ORR IEAN WORTH R. A. HIGGINS IRIS LITTLE MYERS
PAUL M. CONWAY THOMAS E FALLON CHARLES A. LEEDY ted Mcdowell
ERNESTINE HORNADY FRANK G. SCHMTDT A. B. HAMLIN WALTON M. ROCK
JACK WILLIAMS. JR. CLARENCE A. LTEBELT J. ALLEN THOMAS MARY SAWINSKI
W. B. McEWEN W. L. ROBERTSON EDWIN H. ALFORD CLEVELAND BOWIE
PORTER WARD MERLE POTTER BRUCE B. PALMER ROBERT T. BEANS
MRS. ROBERT L. KERN ROBERT E. MURPHY CARL VICTOR LITTLE THELMA D. HUGHES
CLARK RODENBACH C. MARGUERITE SCHNORR IOE N. CROOM JOHN P. HOGAN
LAYAH RIGGS IOHANNA SERIO MAXINE EDDY LAURENCE A. RAYMER
ALTA GIVENS SUMTER GILLFSPIE DOROTHY TERRY PEG O'BRIEN
OLDHAM PAISLEY PURSER HEWITT HARRY LAFERTE CHESTER M. ZEFF
MAX BOSLER KATIE LOU KEAHEY HERBERT GREY GEORGE MacFARLANE
ROBERT M. SHEPHERDSON W. LOUIE ELLISON HAROLD HUNT M. C. F.

C H. NELSON V. L. PAGE DOUGLAS W. POLIVKA BUCK HERZOG
R. C. TRANK LOWELL LAWRANCE MAXINE BUREN DOROTHY M. LAWTON
W. F. DAGAN GOETZE IETER CHET BAHN CLARENCE H. WITTER
E. J. MACKLIN R. M. THOMSON LARSON OREGONIAN JOHN LOOMIS
CAMILLE UTTER MENO DEAN WILDE WALTER R. BISHOFF G. H. KENNAHAN
WALTER S. BRADFUTE HERBERT L. MONK MARY YVO FLANIGAN JACK SELLERS
W. C. MILLER COLVIN McPHERSON LEWIS W. HAYS ROBBIN COONS
DAN ALBRECHT THOMAS E. MOONEY JAMES A. GLENNEY VANCE CHANDLER
ED KLINGLER A. F. BEUCHLER J. A. WURZBACH EUGENE BURR
CHESTER R. BROUWER BARNEY OLDFIELD ERROL H. DERBY ROBERT F. KLINGENSMITH
NEVA L. WILLIAMS KEITH WILSON RALPH E. WALLIS MAURICE WOLFF
BELLE WEINSTEIN EDWARD EMERINE WILLIAM P. BLITHERS GENE RICH
JEAN CUNNINGHAM C. BRYON WORTMAN L. U. KAY LESTER KETNER
CHARLOTTE LOWEY J. R. CONRO RUTH K. HOLSTEIN RAY LEWIS
CORBIN PATRICK IDA HERMANN SHANE HARRY HESSELBEIN LOU GUIMOND
MAURICE CARTER TULL FIRMAN R. LOREE ETHELYN E. YOUNG EASTON WEST
GAYLE WARNOCK KENNETH L. DEMAREST HERBERT B. KRONE JESSE ZUNZER
E. PRESTON CALVERT ARTHUR D. MACKIE WILLIAM D. WATKINS P. S. HARRISON
LOUISE A. BALDWIN NORMAN B. TOMLINSON ARKAYA LOUIS JACOBINO
NELL BROWN RICHARD MURRAY PRESTON RITTENHOUSE UKIO AOYAMA
W. W. DUNKLE WILL BALTIN ROBERT S. BATES HERBERT M. MILLER
JOSEF MOSSMAN MAX L. SIMON RICHARD H. AMBERG A. D. WILLIAMS
ROBERT MURRAY JULES C. LEVINE GERARD GAGHAN TERRY RAMSAYE
IRMA L. MASTERSON KATHERINE TURCIC HENRY T. MURDOCK MAXINE BLOCK
WALTER E. KOHRS A. WALLACE GRAY ARTHUR B. WATERS LOUIS A. FINK
L. A. WALLACE ALEX Y. BURSLEM ELSIE FINN JACK GRANT
REX J. BALLARD CHANNING R. POLLOCK HAROLD W. COHEN ISOBEL O. HEATH
JOHN E. O'DONNELL GORDON J. HART KASPAR MONAHAN "CHICK" LEWIS
S. W. MITCHELL VICTOR J. CALLANAN SHANDY HILL KATHERINE BEST
EDWIN B. GREEN LETITIA J. LYON CHARLES ALICOATE SAM BLACKDAVID B. KAUFMAN CHRIS GRAHAM MARION CLIFFORD
E. J. VAN NOSTRAND JACK HARROWER CLYDE F. KETNER

who chose

JOSEPH B. PEARMAN

"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND"
and

"IN OLD CHICAGO"
- as Two of

"THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF 1938"

'

in

THE FILM DAILY'S 17TH ANNUAL POLL
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20th -Fox 1939-40 Plans Wait on European Situation

Kent Reveals Policy; Will Go
to Coast for Talks

March 15
Determination of the 20th-Fox

budget and production schedule for
the 1939-40 season may be governed
to a considerable extent by Euro-
pean developments during the next
few months, Sidney R. Kent, 20th-
Fox prexy, said yesterday. He said
that he would leave for the Coast
March 15 to attend a series of stu-
dio conferences which would set up
the budget and production schedule.
Kent expressed an opinion which

has been undercurrent along film
row for several weeks. It is known
that several other major companies
have deliberately delayed formulat-
ing a set budget scale and produc-
tion schedule until the European sit-

uation is further clarified.

Asked if counsel for the majors
had completed their work in clar-
ifying several points in the trade
practice draft that have been sub-
ject to attack by exhibitors as hav-
ing hidden interpretations, he said
that it would be premature to make
an announcement at this time re-
garding the lawyers' work.

Nomikos Gets Stadium
Chicago—Van Nomikos has added

the Stadium theater to his circuitlnors.

"Of Mice and Men" Interests 4 Majors
With four majors reported bidding for "Of Mice and Men" which will be made by

Lewis Milestone, director, and Eugene Solow, writer, the two will leave for the Coast
tonight to work out a deal. The screen rights pact cuts the producers of the play
in on a royalty basis.

Solow told THE FILM DAILY yesterday that he and Milestone hope to make an
arrangement with a major company to produce on a unit basis, similar to the Leo
McCarey setup at RKO.

Milestone and Solow have an original, "Yellow River," and several other properties
lined up for production when they complete the Steinbeck story. Solow said they are
also still dickering for "Abe Lincoln In Illinois."

Ed. Bendheim Installed

As President of APS

Installation of officers this week
by the American Projection Society

saw Edward Med. Bendheim suc-

ceeding W. Byrne as president.

Byrne, who has served for the past

five years as prexy, expressed regret

that he could not continue as an ac-

tive officer; his duties as business

agent of Local 306 occupied his time

completely.

Other officers installed by P. A.

McGuire were: Alfred R. T. Bishop,

vice-president; Frank McMahon,
secretary; James Ambrosio, treas-

urer; Jack Chulchian, sergeant-at-
arms. E. Ferris, E. Levene, F. D.
Smith, Alex Polin and Tony Rugino
comprise the new board of gover-

Photophone Lifts Curtain

on New Equipment Today

Advance showing of new RCA
Photophone sound reproducing sys-

tems, which culminate more than a

decade of research in RCA's labora-

tories, will be held at 2:30 P.M. to-

day at the Company's New York of-

fices, 411 Fifth Ave. RCA Photo-

phone sales reps, convened in Cam-
den, saw and heard the new equip-

ment yesterday.

A battery of technical experts,

industrial designers and sales engi-

neers covered all the features of the

new sound equipment, which it is

claimed will introduce many impor-

tant new technical advances that

will provide greatly improved per-

formance, convenience and appear-

ance.

Max C. Batsel, Chief Photophone
Engineer; Dr. K. C. Morrical, acous-
tics expert; Morris J. Yahr, tech-
nical expert, and John Volkmann,
sound engineer, were among those
who addressed the convention. Elab-
orate sales and advertising plans for
1939 were outlined by Homer B.
Snook, reproducer sales manager,
and Edward T. Jones, photophone
advertising1 manager. Thomas F.
Joyce, RCA Manufacturing Co. adv.
manager, also spoke.

1,076 HOUSES OPEN

IN MET. TERRITORY

(Continued from Page 6)

seating 331,482, whereas last Janu-
ary the total was the same, but seat-

ing capacity was about 20,000/ ^ss.

Breakdown of the 1939 indfy' 'g- •

ures: Houses in the State of New
York, 307, seating 225,752 (last

year there were 294, seating 199,-

228) a gain in the number of indie

houses, with consequent gain in seat-

ing capacity. Houses of indies in

New Jersey now stand at 132, seat-

ing 105.730 (last year the total was
145. seating 111,807), a loss over

1938.
Total sound theaters in 1939 were

1.180, as against 1,177 in 1938. To-
tal silent theaters, 13 in 1939, as

against 23 in 1938. Total closed

theaters in 1939 were 117, as against

119 in 1938. Sound theaters closed,

104 in 1939, against 96 in 1938; and
silent theaters closed in 1939 num-
ber 13 compared with 23 in 1938.

See $4,000,000 Profit

for Paramount In 1938

UA Stockholders Tackle

Important Issues Today

An agenda of important issues
face the United Artists stockholders
at their annual meeting: in Holly-
wood today. While Maurice Silver-
stone, general manager, stated upon
his departure for the Coast last
week that product would be the
chief topic for discussions, indica-
tions are that this will be only one
of many considered.
The annual "melon cut" which

would distribute $250,000 among the
five owner-members, the "reward of
merit" for the producers, renewal of
David O. Selznick distribution ar-
rangement and the possible naming
of Silverstone as president are con-
sidered "musts" on the program.
Alexander Korda's proposed in-

tentions to produce one or more pic-
tures in the U. S. also is expected
to come before the stockholders.
Next year's schedule of product also
may be determined.

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday declined to indicate the

accuracy of the report.
A final quarter net which would

exceed the total of the preceding
nine months was forecast by the

Wall Street Journal, but Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee, would not confirm the

figures on the grounds that predic-

tions were against company policy.

However, indications are that the

consolidated earning will come close

to the $4,500,000 mark.
A net of $1,870,469, including $1,-

660,000 undistributed earnings of

subsidiaries, was reported for the

first three quarters of 1938. The
net income for 1937 was $6,045,103,

equal to $1.97 a share on 2,465,900

shares of common stock.

For State Rights Field

Warwick Pictures, 245 W. 55th St.,

is preparing "Manhattan Shake-
down," "Special Inspector," "Death
Goes North" and "Murder is News,"
action melodramas, for distribution

in the state rights field. -

Quits Col. for Hannagan
Flavia Soraci, of Columbia's for-

eign publicity department, has re-

signed to join the Steve Hannagan
office.

Mayor as Critic
A mayor voted as critic in the 17th

annual FILM DAILY "Ten Best" poll.

Hizzoner is J. Maxwell Beers, who dou-
bles in brass as Mayor of Elmira, N. Y.,

and critic for the Elmira Reporter. Beers

is a veteran newspaperman.
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RCA Photophone's sensational new Magic Voice of

the Screen Equipment, with a sparkling new array

of fine features, is designed for theatres of every size

Here's plenty of reason to stand up and cheer! RCA
Photophone engineers have developed a brand new
Magic Voice of the Screen— a Magic Voice that be-

gins a brilliant new era of fine sound in theatres

!

Better in every way than ever before, this new
equipment offers you an amazing array of great fea-

tures led by the ingenious new Shock-Proof Drive!

TheRCA Photophone Shock-ProofDrive is a new
"partner" for the famous Rotary Stabilizer. It insures

greater constancy of film speed than ever before.

The outstanding performance of RCA Photo-

phone Equipment— plus the public approval of the

splendid sound it provides— are the reasons why it

is used by thousands of exhibitors the world over.

This remarkable new Magic Voice of the Screen

means even finer sound— greater box office re-

sponse. Your RCA Photophone representative will

be glad to give you complete details about it.

There's no obligation— so get in touch with him
today. It will pay you!

RCA presents the Magic Key every Sunday, 2 to 3 P. M.., E. S. T., on the

NBC Blue Network. Better sound means better box office—and RCA
tubes mean better sound. RCA Photophone's Service Organization has a

low cost theatre service plan you'll be interested in.

Remember—more than 5,000 theatres from coast to coast use

THE MAGIC VO
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.

^9AC..Y°/C£j

: THE SCREEN
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
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U. S. Newspapers Set New Local "Ten Best" Poll Marki
More Than 40 Newspapers

Conducted Their Own
"10 Best" Polls

{Continued from Page 1)

direct, winners of the local polls

being determined by a check against
the results of the national critical

canvass.
Eeports from the record number

of co-operating newspapers general-

ly attest to the value of the local

polls as "reader interest" mediums.
Naturally, the number of ballots

cast in the fan "elections" were gov-

erned by varying factors. Where
the polls received proper promotion,

the ballots totalled well in the thou-

sands.
Most successful poll from the

standpoint of voting strength was
that conducted by Buck Herzog of

the Milwaukee News-Sentinel. More
than 16,000 ballots poured in. The
paper supported the poll by display

copy, dealer posters and radio an-

nouncements. Prizes consisted of

12 season and 100 trip passes to

the Warner theater.

From the standpoint of awards
offered by co-operating papers, out-

standing were those of the Lincoln,

Neb., Sunday Journal and Star and
the Bridgeport, Conn., Herald. Win-
ner in the former contest, staged by
Barney Oldfield, drew a trip to Hol-

lywood, while Leo Miller's Bridge-

port winner again gets a two-day
trip to New York.

List of critics who advised they

were conducting 1938 local polls fol-

lows:
Maurice Savage, Union-Tribune,

San Diego, Calif.; Ralph Ryan,
Daily Californian, Inglewood, Calif.;

Leo Miller, Sunday Herald, Bridge-

port, Conn.; John H. Thompson, Reg-
ister, Torrington, Conn.; Herbert
M. Davidson, News-Journal, Day-
tona Beach, Fla.; Louise A. Bald-

win, Daily Democrat, Mount Vernon,

Ind.; John E. O'Donnell, Democrat,
Davenport, la.; David B. Kaufman,
Globe-Gazette, Mason City, la.; Jay
B. Baugh, Daily Globe, Dodge City,

Kans., and
Boyd Martin, Courier-Journal,

Louisville, Ky.; Ella H. McCormick,
Free Press, Detroit; Alta Lawson
Littell, Herald, Grand Rapids, Mich.;

Myron H. Riggs, Daily Tribune,

Cheboygan, Mich.; Merle Potter,

Journal, Minneapolis; Earl C. Ma-
gee, Daily News, Jackson, Miss.;

Lowell Lawrance, Journal, Kansas
City, Mo., and
Barney Oldfield, Journal and Star,

Lincoln; Will Baltin, Daily Home
News and Sunday Times, New
Brunswick, N. J.; Channing R. Pol-

lock, Hudson Dispatch, Union City,

N. J.; Norton Mockridge. Reporter,

White Plains, George L. David,
Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester;
William E. J. Martin, Courier-Ex-
press, Buffalo; G. E. Mitchell, The
Messenger, Athens, Ga.; Ralph E.

Wallis, Patriot, Harrisburg, and
Elsie Finn, Record, Philadelphia;

Mildred Martin, Inquirer, Philadel-

Reviews of new nuns
'Song of the
Buckaroo"

with Tex Ritter, Jinx Falkenberg,

Tom London
Monogram 58 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SPLENDID WESTERN STRONG IN

STORY VALUES SHOULD PLEASE EASILY.
The latest of the Tex Ritter pictures is

a splendid effort in the western field. It

has enough of the action ingredients, and
in addition has a story which is far better
than those usually told in this type of pro-

duction. Tex's likeable personality regis-

ters strong and he nuts over some good
song numbers to their best advantage.
There are a number of scenes which re-

quire acting ability on the part of Tex and
he comes through in fine style. An added
attraction, which one seldom sees in a

western, is a little girl, Mary Ruth by name,
who not only acts well and presents a

charming personality, but who plays the

piano with great skill. Jinx Falkenberg,
Tom London, Charles King and Horace
Murphy have important roles which they
handle nicely. John Rathmell wrote this

well worked out story and screenplay, and
under Al Herman's direction the players

do good work and the piece moves at a

lively gait. Edward Finney, its producer,

deserves much credit for the excellence
of this production. Ritter, as Texas Dan,
is a Robin Hood character hunted by the

law. When he comes upon the dead body
of one Tex Alden, he takes up that iden-

tity. He also raises Alden's baby, Mary
Ruth, whom he finds is left an orphan.

Tex becomes a respected citizen, in fact

he is elected mayor. Members of his old

gang recognize him and try to pull a

blackmail job, but Tex traps them, and
the finish finds the records made to read

that Texas Dan is most definitely dead.

CAST: Tex Ritter, Jinx Falkenberg, Tom
London, Frank LaRue, Charles King, Bob
Terry, Horace Murphy, George Chesebro,

Snub Pollard, Mary Ruth, Ernie Adams,
Dave O'Brien, Dorothy Fay.

CREDITS: Scott R. Dunlap in charge of

production; Producer, Edward Finney; Di-

rector, Al Herman; Author, John Rathmell;

Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Francis

Corby; Sound, Glen Glenn; Musical Direc-

tor, Frank Sanucci; Editor, Fred Bain; Songs
by Garson Robison, Johnny Lange, Fred

Stryker, Tex Ritter and Frank Harford.

DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very good.

phia; Herrwood E. Hobbs, Journal,
Pottsville, Pa.; Gerard Gaghan, Pub-
lic Ledger, Philadelphia; Edward J.

Butler, Daily Sun, Westerly, R. I.;

Mary Louise Walliser, News, San
Antonio; Mildred Stockard, Chron-
icle, Houston, and
North Callahan, Courier-Times-

Telegraph, Tyler, Tex.; Boyd Sin-

clair, Daily Texan, Austin, Tex.; Hal
S. Nelson, Times, Tacoma, Wash.;
Harland Plumber, Daily World,
Aberdeen, Wash.; Sterling Sorensen,
Capital Times, Madison, Wis.; Jack
Sellers, Tribune-Herald, Casper,
Wyo.; Buck Herzog, News-Sentinel,
Milwaukee.

"Burn 'Em Up
O'Connor"

with Dennis O'Keefe, Cecilia Parker,

Nat Pendleton

M-G-M 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MYSTERY MELODRAMA WITH AUTO
RACING BACKGROUND PACKS REAL
THRILLS.

This mystery melodrama, with an auto

racing background, is a real thriller. Three
drivers go to their death in separate races,

before the culprit, who caused the fatali-

ties, is found. Under Edward Sedgwick's

excellent direction suspense is held from
the start. Dennis O'Keefe does good work
in the title role, while Cecilia Parker sup-

plies the love interest opposite him. Harry

Carey, Charley Grapewin, Alan Curtis and

Addison Richards turn in splendid perform-

ances, and Tom Neal and Tom Collins,

newcomers, are promising material. Nal
Pendleton and Frank Orth furnish many
laughs. Milton Merlin and Bryon Morgan
fashioned a gripping screenplay. The drivers

of Harry Carey's racing cars seem jinxed,

with Alan Curtis fatally hurt in a race,

followed in death in other races by Tom
Neal and Tom Collins. Cocky O'Keefe
outrides the jinx, because his dim-witted

mechanic, Nat Pendleton, learns that Char-
ley Grapewin, Carey's physician, had doped
drinks that blinded Carey's racers momen-
tarily and sent them to their death. Grape-
win confesses, declaring he felt that Carey
had sent Grapewin's son to a needless

death in one of Carey's cars.

CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Cecilia Parker,

Nat Pendleton, Harry Carey, Addison Rich-

ards, Charley Grapewin, Alan Curtis, Tom
Neal, Tom Collins, Frank Orth.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Rapf; Direc-

tor, Edward Sedgwick; Author, Sir Malcolm
Campbell; Screenplay, Milton Merlin, Byron

Morgan; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; As-
sociate, James Havens; Cameraman, Lester

White; Editor, Ben Lewis; Musical Direc-

tor, David Snell.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

DIVORCE, OTHER BILLS

INTRODUCED IN NEB,

(Continued from Page 1)

suance and revocation permits to dc

business in this state for the dis-
tributors placed under the Ra"' toaj

Commission. The annual exchange
license fee in the bill is fixed at $1,-

000, plus $1 per reel sold.

Both are tagged "emergency" h\

Neubauer.

Permits Cassell Filing

Federal Judge William Bondy yes- 1

terday signed an order permitting
H. Cassell & Co. to file a claim foi

$217,000 against RKO Corp. as hold
ers of latter's 10-year six per cent

gold debentures. The Court de-

clared that this is not a decisioi

on the merits of the claim, and tha
he is reserving such decision in the

matter.

It was disclosed yesterday that or
Tuesday Judge Bondy signed an ol-

der eliminating the necessity foi

stockholders to physically file con
sents and claims. This was a modi
fication of the order signed by Fed
eral Judge Coxe on June 28, 1934.

Baker on Refugee Com.
Benny Baker has been appointed

a member of the National Theater
Committee for Refugee Relief, it is

announced by Acting Chairman Jos-
eph A. Howard. Executive head-
quarters have been established in
Suite 904, 1472 Broadway.
The committee will hold a dinner

meeting at 6 p.m. tomorrow at the
Midnight Sun.

Walter Kinson Dead
Pittsburgh—Oldtimers in the film

and theater business here were
shocked to learn of the death by
suicide of Walter Kinson. He was
one of the first managers for the
old General Film Company here in

the "nickelodeon" days and later

was associated with various other
film organizations.

RKO Pix for Music Hall

Two RKO pix have been bookec
for the Radio City Music Hall this

month. "The Great Man Votes" goe:

into the Music Hall on Jan. 19 anc

"Gunga Din" follows on Jan. 26

"Great Man Votes" opens in Chi
cago, Denver and Kansas City oi

the day following the Music Hal
premiere.

WEDDING BELLS

Sheboygan, Wis.— Leon Kernen
local projectionist, was married re
cently to Miss Marlia Reinke oi

Plymouth, Wis.

Boston— Selma Rifkin, daughte;
of Herman Rifkin, Republic fran
chise-holder here, will be married t<

George Rabinowitz, New Haven ex
change manager for Republic, at th(

Hotel Copley-Plaza on Jan. 21. Th
pair will take a motor trip to Mex
ico, and return to these parts bj
boat.

Albuquerque, N. M. — Alvin Ey
man, assistant manager of Albu
querque Theaters, Inc., and Paulim
Worford of Denver will be marriei
in the Spring.

Pittsburgh—Marriage of Guy V
Ida, who owns and operates th
Grand Theater, McDonald, and th
Temple Theater, Springdale, Pa
will take place next Wednesday a
St. Alphonsus Church in McDonald

u-
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arm Woman Wins Hollywood

Trip, Theater Operators

Paying the Bill

Lincoln, Neb.—Proving that pix
id radio have educated Americans
to one class and that there are no
Dkels any more, a farm woman, 12

iears married, a mother of two
V ji .en, and who lives 5 and one

.."""miles in the country, won the
unday Journal and Star (Stuart
incoln, Varsity, Kiva, Orpheum and
incoln Theaters) "10 best" poll,

the topped 6,300 entrants and her
ame is Mrs. Marvin Jackson. To
«r goes the all-expense, free trip

3 Hollywood for a visit at M-G-M,
Dth-Fox, and Warner Brothers
Outstanding features of the con

sst: No picker had 10 right in com
farison to the critics poll in Film
•aily ... 14 had 9 right, 187 had
right, and 562 had 7 right ... In

he top 14, 7 lived in Lincoln and
elsewhere . . . The winner picked

Four Daughters" instead of "Cita

|
el" . . . One widow, her son and
.aughter, were all in the high 14;

Ihey live on a farm 6 and one-half
miles from town . . . One 14-year old

ugh school girl entered for herself

.nd her cousin, who knew nothing
bout it, and both placed in the high
.4 . . . Average number of films

seen per year by the high placers,

.05 . . . All mention their selections

of enter-tainment having been in-

fluenced by newspaper, fan maga-
Sine, and radio in that order . . .

Judges selected the winners in case
of nearest in correct order, when
:ies occurred.
Sunday Journal and Star circula-

tion and advertising departments
say this is the largest entry list in

any contest ever conducted by the

newspapers. It exceeds by nine
times the entries of the poll in 1937,

which was the first one. It is a

cinch to repeat again in 1939.

Theaters which figured heavily in

the winning as the places where 10

'best pictures played, will follow
thru with ads of institutional na-
ture.

Prizes in the contest include the
topper, the free trip to Hollywood;
6 annual, 6 6-months, 6 3-months,
'6 1-month, and 30 trip passes, a

total of 55.

Theater manager comments on
participation: Bob Huffman, city

j manager, J. H. Cooper-Lincoln The-
."fijaters Corp.: "It's much better than
*'«

g :
the movie quiz. I am elated" How-

i j ard Federer, citv manager, Nebra-
; ska Theaters, Inc.: "This should
prove that there is tremendous in-

terest in motion pictures, and a

LS

47 Metro Bests in 1 7 Years Equals

28 Per Cent of All Poll Selections

Check-up of the productions se-

lected in all the "Ten Best" Pictures
polls of The Film Daily, now that
the 17th has been completed with
536 of the nation's critics casting
ballots, reveals a number of inter-

esting statistics.

One of the most unusual glean-
ings from the charts dating from
1922-1938 inclusive is the record of
United Artists. This company holds
intact, as the result of Samuel Gold-
wyn's "The Hurricane" making the
coveted group of 10 features this
year, the distinction of having
placed at least one picture annually
in this bracket each year since the
poll's inception. Further inspection
of the ballots shows that the record
was maintained only in a "photo
finish," with Warners' "Four Daugh-
ters" a matter of only four votes
behind.

Placing of four features of M-G-

M in the Ten Best class in 1938

—

"Boys Town," "Marie Antoinette,"
"The Citadel," and "Love Finds
Andy Hardy."—raised the total of
the company from approximately 24

j

per cent of all the Ten Best selec-

! tions since poll began to the figure
of approximately 28 per cent. Ad-

' ditionally, it is noted, M-G-M has
', placed to date 47 pictures in the
17 polls thus far held, 35 of these
productions placing in the past
decade.

Score by companies during the 17
years is as follows: Metro, 47; UA,

' 30; Paramount, 20; Warners, 16;

i
20th-Fox, including Fox, 14; RKO,
10; Columbia, 7; Universal, 6; First
National (old company), 7; Pathe,
prior to RKO merger, 6; Associated
Exhibitors, PDS, Hodkinson, Film-
choice, Tiffany, and Goldwyn and
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, prior to
Samuel Goldwyn's UA tie-up, one
picture each.

Extension of Missouri

Sales Tax Is Proposed

Jefferson City, Mo.—A bill to ex-
tend the Missouri 2 per cent sales
tax beyond the present expiration
date of Dec. 31, next, has been
tossed into the legislative hopper.
This measure would also continue
the provision prohibiting cities from
imposing their own sales tax laws.
Another bill dropped into the hop-

per would impose a 2 per cent levy
on all goods purchased for use in

Missouri.

Boulware Quits Carrier
Syracuse—L. R. Boulware, vice-

president and general manager of

the Carrier Corp., manufacturers of

air conditioning plants, has resigned.

BRIDGEPORT'S LOCAL

POLL SETS NEW MARK

Bridgeport, Conn.—Sixth annual
"Ten Best" contest of Bridgeport
Herald, one of the pioneers in tieing
up with The Film Daily national
critics' poll, attracted record re-
sponse of 2,700 entries.

Grand prize winner of Herald con-
test, person whose selection tallies

most exactly with official Film
Daily consensus, goes to New York
with companion of choosing for free
two-day-and-night tour of theaters,
night clubs, hotels and sights and
celebrity-meeting. Kate Smith's offi-

cial hostess. Fifty runners-up will

get one-month guest tickets, each
good for two admissions, to nearest
Loew-Poli house

Advance judging reveals that pub-
lic agreed with critics on most of
"Ten Best," common exceptions be-
ing preference for such films as
"Four Daughters," "The Sisters,"

"Jezebel," "Test Pilot," "Suez,"
"Mad About Music," "White Ban-
ners" and "If I Were King" in lieu

of "The Hurricane," "Love Finds
Andy Hardy' and "The Adventures
of Robin Hood," which made blue-
ribbon list.

'.

"Illusion" Praised
While French production of "Grand

Illusion," distributed by World Fictures,

was not eligible for "Ten Best" con-
sideration in THE FILM DAILY national

poll, it received added mention on not
a few ballots. New York Film Critics

voted "Crand Illusion" the best foreign

feature of 1938. The National Board
of Review deemed it the most outstand-
ing pix from all countries.

Quiz Judges Meet
Judges of the Movie Quiz contest

met yesterday at the Waldorf and
laid the groundwork for the selec-

tion of the winning entries. It is

believed that the winners will be
announced by mid-February.

critical interest. It should prove to

newspapers that amusement pages
attract as much or more than other
pages in attention." Bob Living-
ston, indie, Capitol: "I thought we'd
get maybe a thousand entries alto-

gether, so it's nearly seven times as
big as I expected. I'm for it." These
men put up the money for the trip

to Hollywood and the prizes, while
the newspaper did the ballyhoo.

Co-operation is being extended in

the contest by Barrett Kiesling,

Metro; Harry Brand, 20th Century-
Fox; and Bob Taplinger, at Warner
Brothers. Winner stops at the Hol-
lywood Roosevelt and will be an ac-

credited representative of the papers
in Hollywood. Contest was engin-
eered by Barney Oldfield, the amuse-
ment editor for the Sunday Journal
and Star, the consolidated weekly
issue of the Nebraska State Journal
(morning and evening) and the Lin-

coln Star (evening).

"Are you sure, Mr. Topper, it's only my

imagination?"
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On behalf of my staff, as well

as myself, many, many thanks.
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apanese Diet May Vote on Kegulatory Law in April

ntimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

(See Column 2 Below)
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>APTOA, Distribs. End Reform Talks/ New Draft Looms

flAJORSJALL GOV'T EQUITY POSITION ^UNSOUND"

JA Plans 36 Minimum for 1939-40; Six from Selznick

Critics Score
. . . as pix pichers

By CHESTER B. BAHN

"HE increasing sensitivity of the Amer-

ican critics' pulse-taking finger is

idenced as perhaps never before by the

.suits of the 17th annual FILM DAILY

Ten Best" poll, announced yesterday.

The winning pictures
—"Snow White and

e Seven Dwarfs," "You Can't Take It

'ith You," "Alexander's Ragtime Band,"

8oys' Town," "Marie Antoinette," "In

Id Chicago," "The Adventures of Robin

ood," "The Citadel," "Love Finds Andy

ardy" and "The Hurricane"—to a marked

jgree were box-office successes.

Which is merely another way of saying

•at they enjoyed widespread popularity,

lat they were, in short, the sort of pic-

ires the weekly American film audience

F some 85,000,000 preferred to see-and-

ear.

o

|]"HIS practical identity of critical and pop-

I' ular selectivity is a genuine tribute to

lie professional ability of newspaper re-

Jiewers up and down and across the coun-

| y. After all, their essential job is to ap-

J
raise pictures for their particular reading

fudiences.

It is true, of course, that popularity

handing alone may not be a sign of great-

] ess and that there are varying approaches

|o the definition, "best." Yet in the in-

stance of a mass entertainment medium,

Mich as the motion picture, the factor of

|ntertainment necessarily must bulk large.

Not so many years ago, there was a

lioticeable tendency on the part of some

newspaper critics and reviewers, when'

Iveighing the year's film output, to pay

j
cant attention to audience reaction. Cri-

ical emphasis in many instances was placed

ipon so-called "arty" pictures with limited

| ippeal. Happily, while this condition still

lersists, it is by no means as widespread.

o

^\NE of the most interesting sidelights,

^in this connection, is to be found

n the New York City critical "Ten Best,"

determined by the composite of the 13

>al!ots cast by Manhattan and Brooklyn

:ritics. While the 13 critics nominated
39 pictures, 19 received three or more

{Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn to Make Eight;

Stockholders' Meeting
is Continuing
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—UA's 1939-40 lineup,

as formulated at yesterday's annual
stockholders meeting, calls for the
following producer contributions:
Sam Goldwyn, eight; Fairbanks

International, three; Charlie Chap-
lin, one; Walter Wanger, six; Hal
Roach, five; Alexander Korda, two;
Edward Small, five or six; Selznick-
International, six.

Details regarding the six Selznick

pictures will be discussed next week
{Continued on Page 7)

JAPAN FlMLAW SET

FOR APRIL HEARINGS

38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

A law which would govern all

phases of the motion picture busi-

ness in Japan is expected to be pro-
nosed to the Japanese Diet in April,

it was said yesterday by A. A. Lowe,
(Continued on Page 6)

British Pix Industry May
Establish Tele Service

London (By Cable)—British pix
industry may establish its own in-

dependent television service for the-

aters. Move has been brought to
(Continued on Page 7)

• STANTON GRIFFIS •

^T Active^ in alii
branches of

P a r a m ount's

affairs, the

chairman of the
]

company's ex-

ecutive com-
mittee spent a
busy year.
After announc-
ing that Para-

mount would
enter the tele-

vision f i el d
through a
stock buy in Du Mont laboratories, he
hopped over to Europe to look over

(Continued on Page 6)

Commercial Television's

West Coast Debut Nears

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Station KHJ is con-

verting its television equipment to
broadcast a 441-line image to dove-
tail with receiving sets manufac-

(Continued on Page 6)

Rodgers Statement on Reform Talks

Due Today/ Allied Confab on Monday
Warners May Make Two Pix

With Top Budgets in Brit.

London (By Cable) — Warners
will make two top-budget pix orig-

inally on the Burbank studio sched-

ule at Teddington, it was learned
(Continued on Page 6)

The MPTOA executive committee
and the distributors' negotiating
group yesterday met and concluded
their deliberations relative to the
trade reform draft. A statement as
to what transpired and what action

is to be taken in amending the pro-

posed plan is expected to be issued
(Continued on Page 7)

Press Demand for Bill of Par-

ticulars in Reply to

D of J Brief

Counsel representing the consoli-
dated defendants in the Govern-
ment's equity action against the in-

dustry filed yesterday with Federal
Judge William Bondy a reply to
the recent supplemental memoran-
dum of the Government in which the
latter opposed the granting by the
Court of a bill of particulars.
Reply stated that the defendants

feel that certain of the positions
taken by the Government are "so
fundamentally unsound that they
should not remain unanswered."

Defendants' contentions are sum-
(Continued on Page 6)

NEW FINANCING PLAN

LINKED TO SPEIDELL

Frank Speidell, president of East-
ern Service Studios, is reported to

be developing a financing group for

the production of 15 features on a
revolving fund basis. The plan, it

is said, will make it possible for in-

dependent producers to obtain financ-

ing from a single source. The sun
to be provided, according to reports,

will approximate $3,000,000.

G & H Circuit Bows Out
of B & K Anti-Trust Suit

Chicago—Federal Judge William
Holly, sitting yesterday in place of
Judge James H. Wilkerson, granted
the Goodwin & Harrison Circuit,

controlling Douglas Theater Corp.,
(Continued on Page 6)

Heatter on "Best"
Results of THE FILM DAILY'S 17th

annual "Ten Best" poll will come in

for attention tonight over the air.

Gabriel Heatter, news commentator, will

do the honors at 9 p.m. over WOR
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.. .

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

13i/4 13 13 V*

MA 1% 1% — Ms

10V4 lOVs lO'/g — %
183 182 182 — 1/2

14- 14 14 + Vi

491/2 48V4 483/g — %
127/8 H% 123/s — %

IOOV4 98 98—2
123/g H5/8 HS/8 — 7/g

IOV4 97/8 10 — 1/8

21/2 23/8 23/8 — V4

233/4 23 23 — 3/8

65 65 — 3V8
55/8 53/4 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46... 95 95 95

Loew 6s 41 -ww 100V4 100 100

Para. Picts. 6s55 100 100 100

Para. Picts. cv. 3
l/4s47 87 1/4 87 87 — l/

2

RKO 6s41 75 75 75
Warner's 6s39 93 92 92 — 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2%
Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 1 V2
Technicolor 20Vs 197/8 20
Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Picts 7 7 7

21/2 + Vs
l Vi

Va

"Devil's Island" Scoring

Warners home office execs, yes-

terday saw a surprise hit in "Devil's

Island" as the result of reports the

pix was running ahead of "Angels
With Dirty Faces" in 11 spots, with
hold-overs already set in four.

wbth PHIL M. DAB_y
• • • COZY little select gathering of folks more or less identified

with the film biz at the AMPA luncheon at the Astor grill

the honored guests chatted informally with the luncheoneers Doug

Fairbanks, Jr.. Max Baer, Willy de Mond, Gordon Ellis, all the way from

Australia George Stevens, director of "Gunga Din" also Joel

Sayre who did the script Lucille Marsh, director of the National

Dance League Ralph Rolan, the AMPA prexy, presided

V T
• • • DOWN Broadway yesterday morn rode Ten Masked

Riders they halted in front of the Paramount building, just

as we came out on the sidewalk to review a Republic pic, "Fight-

ing Thoroughbred" at first we thought it was a nice li'l

gesture on the part of Republic, to provide an escort to their pro-

jection room but no, that could not be our trained eye

saw that the Masked Riders rode nags, not thoroughbreds

it might be a plug for our announcement of the Ten Best Pic-

tures wrong again a Fox Movietone cameraman was

snapping 'em but he had to halt, for one of the Masked

Riders was losing his red bandanna mask it kept slipping

down off his nose, revealing a very boyish and scared face

finally the cameraman had to just go ahead and shoot the foot-

age with only Nine Masked Riders it was broadly

hinted from the Fox offices that it was by way of being a bally-

hoo for "Jesse James" at the Roxy that sounds plausible

so we run the item for what it is worth

T V
• • • PRIZES to exhibs, offered by Shortstory, the M-G-M junior

feature mag, "for the best execution of any one exploitation idea that

has appeared in Shortstory on any given short" the competing

exhibs. may select any short of current or past release first prize

is an airline trip to Hollywood or the World's Fair second prize a

Bermuda cruise

cominc mid Gome

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division manager
for 20th-Fox, and MRS. SUSSMAN, sail tomor-
row on the Nieuw Amsterdam for a vacation

cruise.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, accompanied by

the executive council members, leave today ot

tomorrow for Miami to attend IATSE ar ' AF
of L board sessions.

IRA COHN, Pittsburgh branch manager for

20th-Fox, returned yesterday on the Nieuw
Amsterdam.

A. A. LOWE, formerly general manager of

United Artists in Japan, arrived in New York
yesterday for a brief vacation before taking
over a new foreign post. JOE COLTZ has

succeeded Lowe in Japan.

MARCEL HELLMAN, English producer, sails

tomorrow on the Paris.

W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM, British novelist

and playwright, arrived here yesterday on the

S.S. Rex.

SAM FOX has returned to New York from
Florida.

COL. MAX STUART and MRS. STUART leave

tomorrow for a three-week vacation in Miami.

WALLACE FORD is en route here from the
Coast.

JANET CAYNOR arrives here today from
Hollywood.

HUGH WILLIAMS arrived here yesterday after

completing his role in "Wuthering Heights" for

Samuei Goldwyn.

NANCY CARROLL, film actress, planed out
of New York last evening for the Coast, via

TWA.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT leaves New York to-

night v,ia TWA for Hollywood.

Critics Score
... ms pix pichers

{Continued from Page 1)

votes. Study this list from the standpoint

of box-office reception:

"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,"

13; "Citadel," 11; "You Can't Take It

With You," 8; "Four Daughters," 7; "To
the Victor," 7; "Sing You Sinners," 6; "A
Man to Remember," 6; "A Slight Case of

Murder," 5; "Adventures of Robin Hood,"

5; "Mad About Music," 4; "Alexander's

Ragtime Band," 4; "Test Pilot," 4; "Boys'

Town," 4; "Of Human Hearts," 3; "Holi-

day," 3; "Yellow Jack," 3; "Algiers," 3;

"Love Finds Andy Hardy," 3; "Three Com-
rades," 3.

Not a "highbrow" picture in the group.

Write your own comment.

Femme Premiums Eating Up
60% of Gross in Detroit?

Detroit—Operators of small nabes
in this territory have to pay about
60 per cent of their gross revenue
to femme patrons in premiums, it is

contended by Claude A. Dock, owner
of the Dox theater.
Dock professes to see a definite

movement to drive the small indie

nabes out of business.

Warners' Sale of Harms Co.

Revealed In SEC Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Warners has re-

ported to SEC sale of T. B. Harms
Co. on Dec. 23, last, and the marking
out of existence on Nov. 9, last of
the Stanley Stiefel Co.
KAO and B. F. Keith Corp. filed

a report stating Madison Theater
Corp. a subsidiary, was dissolved
Dec. 23, last.

Parent-Teachers Congress

Backs Block-Booking Bill

Syracuse—By a resolution adopted
at the annual board meeting here
yesterday, the powerful N. Y. State
Congress of Parents and Teachers
threw its support to the Neely-Ed-
miston anti-block-booking and blind-
selling bill pending in Congress.

Lamar Hardy Resigns
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Lamar Hardy, U. S.

District Attorney for the Southern
N. Y. District, yesterday handed his
resignation to the President. Hardy
returns to private practice Jan. 15.

Join Eastman Board
Rochester—Raymond N. Ball, of

Rochester, and Paul Strong Achilles,
of New York, were elected as direc-

tors of Eastman Kodak to fill vacan-
cies on the board.

NSS Promotes Cohen
Jack Cohen, Metropolitan sales

manager for National Screen Ser-
vice, has been appointed Eastern
division manager, it was announced
by the company yesterday.

AEF Signs SAG Pact

Signed contract of the Atlas Edu-
cational Film Co. in Chicago has
been received at the Eastern office

of Screen Actors Guild.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 13
Kay Francis

Herbert Brenon
Louis Payne
Edwin Styles

JANUARY 14
Major Edward Bowes

Hendrik Willem van Loon
Bebe Daniels

Clara Beringer

Edward P. Curtis

JANUARY 15

Charles King
William Beaudine
Chauncey Brown

Karl Freund
Dorothy Gould

d
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1 Don't Lose Sleep

I Over the Question

CAN I AFFORD HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION?

The answer is: YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO DO WITHOUT IT.

That is what the managers of almost 6000 theaters have learned

— more than one-third of the theaters in the country.

Simplified High Intensity projection costs so little

more than low intensity that one more patron per

show covers the added cost.

It puts your theater in line for successful competition

with the largest houses.

It will receive the hearty approval of your patrons.

It shows every picture, whether hlack and white or

color, to better advantage than low intensity projection.

It gives two to three times as much light on the

screen as low intensity projection.

Ask your dealer's salesman to show you the book,

"Yes— But What Will It Cost?"

SIMPLIFIED

Vighf%9nfon.
\

PROJECTION
)ODDDDoooDrjaoaDL

WITH NATIONAL SUPREX/ooooooooaoooaoooauoo ddododdod pood" "

AN0 MODERN (
'~OPonannnDnnooOPaO° anoooei

TIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide |I|M and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Qffices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

IBAH C H StlfS flFFIRfS! H EMJLQBJI P ITTSBURB H nHinififl—^SOLlHlMClSM.
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THEATERS
• REPRODUCING SYSTEMS

• AIR CONDITIONING
• NEGATIVE FILM EOUII

PH0T0PH0NE OFFERS

IMPROVED SYSTEMS

Six Photophone sound reproducing
systems which incorporate more
than a score of new technical ad-
vances were announced yesterday
by Harry L. Sommerer, RCA Photo-
phone head and presented informal-
ly at an advance trade showing at
411 Fifth Ave. by Max C. Batsel,
Photophone's chief engineer.

Tone quality that imparts "studio
presence" to the reproduction, great-
er convenience of operation and
streamlined functional design are
some of the improvements ascribed
to the new equipments, developed
in the RCA laboratories.

The new equipments have been
designed to fit the sound require-
ments of every size and type of
theater, ranging from the super-the-
aters exemplified by the Radio City
Music Hall down to the smallest
nabe house, it was stated.

To Photophone's Rotary Stabilizer
has been added a shockproof drive
mechanism; together they insure
perfectly constant film speed past
the reproducing photoelectric cell

to eliminate any possibility of dis-

tortion from this source. A double
exciter lamp unit provides an emerg-
ency spare lamp for instantaneous
change-over in case of failure. The
optical focuser on the new equip-
ments are securely locked into place
after adjustment. Gear failures are
virtually eliminated by an integral
gear box assembly built into the
new sound-heads which keeps gears
running in an oil bath.

All housings for the sound-head,
amplifier racks and volume control
box have been completely restyled
by John Vassos and Lynn Brodton,
industrial designers.
For theaters of up to 800 seats,

Model 138, is $1375; for theaters
of up to 1200 seats, Model 139, is

$1650; for up to 1800 seats, Model
140, is $2250; for up to 2600 seats,

Model 141 is $2850; for up to 3800
seats, Model 142, is $3375; and for
houses up to 7000 seats, Model 143,

is $3800.
"The shock-proof drive for the

HURLEY B
EVEN-LITE

|

Oradatlonally Perforated

SOUND SCREENS^

HURLEY SCREEN CO.i
Exclusive Sales Agents

J

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISIONS
145 Valley St., Belleville, N. J.B

Eberson Chosen
Organization of John Eberson, film

theater architect, well-known through-
out the industry for effective and or-

iginal ideas, has been awarded the con-
tract for the design of the Iraq Pavilion

at the New York World's Fair. Shaikh
Mustafa Al. Ibrahim, Royal Iraq Com-
missioner General to the World's Fair,

is in charge.

constant-speed sprocket shaft is the
most important improvement to

come out of the Photophone labora-
tory since the stabilizer unit itself,"

says Sommerer. "It makes it im-
possible for gear-backlash to be
transmitted to the constant-speed
film sprocket, thus insuring absolute
constancy of film speed."

An improvement which will meet
with the approval of every projec-
tionist and theater owner is the
double exciter lamp. If one light
fails, it is only necessary to turn
the socket around, and the spare
bulb goes into operation immediate-
ly, while the burned out one can be
renewed as the show continues.

Sommerer points to the new self-

locking focal adjustment mechanism
as a long step toward improved
operation. A completely new sys-

tem of mounting the picturehead in

the soundhead has also been de-

vised. The mounting plate is also

designed to provide easy adjust-

ment of the picturehead in relation

to the soundhead for the proper

meshing of the picturehead drive

gears.

To Remodel Varsity House
Minneapolis—The University The-

ater, serving mostly University of

Minnesota students, will close Jan.

30 for a period of several months,
during which time $40,000 will be

spent for remodeling and moderniz-

ing.

DeVry, McJunckin Client
Chicago— The DeVry Corp. has

selected the McJunckin Advertising

agency to handle its account.

m MAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

Start Work on New Warner
Theater in Chester, Pa.

Ground has been broken, and
foundation work commenced on War-
ners new theater in Chester, Pa.
Golder Construction Co. has con-
tract. House is the design of John
Eberson, prominent film theater
architect.

Through latter's offices in New
York, contracts are being let by
Schine Brothers covering a $60,000
remodeling operation in connection
with their new Plaza Theater in
Milford, Del.

Schine Circuit of Theaters has
also ordered John Eberson to pre-
pare plans and seek bids for a new
theater in Salamanca, N. Y., seating
1,100 and modern in every respect.

$150,000 Sparks Theater
For Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.—Work is well
under way on the $70,000 building
which will house the new Sparks
theater on Las Olas Boulevard. Air
conditioning, projection machines,
electrical installations, seating fa-
cilities and furniture will bring the
cost of this house up to $150,000.
officials say. Roy A. Benjamin of
Jacksonville is the architect. H. S.
Baird, Jacksonville, was awarded
the contract. This house will have
a total of 1,271 seats,—890 to be on
the main floor.

Theater Building Tops
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Theater con-

struction led building here in 1938.
Three houses involved a total cost
of $200,000.

Van Nomikos Improving
Chicago—The Van Nomikos Thea-

ter circuit is spending1 $40,000 in re-
modeling its Lincoln and Milo the-
aters.

Nazera Zegiob Building

Lorain, O.—Miss Nazera Zegiob,
who owns and operates the Dream-
land and Elvira, has broken ground
for a new 800-seat house.

Charles Ross, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1
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manship within and withoi
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The Heating Contractor 1
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Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists ' in Creation of Smart Interio

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, li

320 W. 48th St.,New York City A. I. Kessler, I
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ENT STUDIOS
• FURNISHINGS

• CARPETING
• SUPPLIES

EATHER
rtw3t Theater

IlN,

1 Crosse, Wis.

i'ii there are upward of 16,000

:s. Some rival the cathedrals

M i ir than the near-by sheds in

:-w .-ither a shed nor a cathedral

. "T 't is the ultimate in twentieth

:q
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>nument to structural show-

rtkj i

-:x nforced concrete foundation;
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tdfel doors and trim; aluminum
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:•=*• ch as correct air conditioning

•:i;l "heater. They are practically
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I along Chicago's Gold Coast
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Sim fir conditioned Sheridan Road
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elegant appointments, Trane
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.--; ortable. During the cooling

;Mlect Expansion Coils utilizing
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;-;" cooling and air conditioning

: Iding itself,—the last word in

iter.
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CU Heating Company of Chicago.

. Cot sDeschell Engineering Company.

MODERN FACILITIES FOR

PROJECTION — AUDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C COI. 5-7366-7

F & M Affiliate Plans

New House In St. Louis

St. Louis—Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,

head of the Fanchon & Marco inter-

ests in St. Louis, has announced that

the St. Louis Amusement Co., one of

the F & M affiliates, contemplates

the erection of a $175,000 pix the-

ater on the site of the present
Florissant Cinema Garden. The new
house will seat from 1,500 to 2,500.

In the meantime a contract has
been awarded to Sol Abrahams &
Son Construction Co., for altera-
tions and improvements to the
Union Theater, another unit in the
St. Louis Amusement Company
fleet. It has been dark for several
months.

WE Service Charge Cuts
Made Effective in U. K.

London (By Cable) — Western
Electric, as the result of requests
made in mid-December by a CEA
deputation, has made important re-
ductions in service charges as of
Jan. 1.

Terms of the new concessions,
varying from 20 shillings to five
shillings per week,—although in the
case of two types of equipment the
old rate is to stand,—were revealed
by P. L. Palmerton, managing direc-
tor of WE.
CEA, it is reported, now plans to

make similar overtures to all other
sound equipment companies.

Form Godfrey Company
Chicago—The W. G. Godfrey Co.

has been organized by W. G. and
L. Godfrey and C. Engelmann with
offices at 8134 S. Hermitage Ave. to
install heating and air conditioning
plants in theaters.

Anderson Joins OTSC
Oklahoma City—C. P. Anderson,

former manager of the National
Theater Supply Co. branch here, has
resigned to associate himself with
the Oklahoma Theater Supply Co.

20,000,000
T\E* ft r* TWENTY million
III' UK people in the United^"^mB

States are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent of all

the people in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York City

Ontario's Building
Toronto — Approximately $1,390,000

was expended for theater construction

in the Province of Ontario during 1938,
survey shows. Additionally, $550,000 was
invested in new theater equipment.
Number of new houses approximates 20.

Building was chiefly in the moderately
sized cities and towns.

New Atlas, Detroit, Will

Be Ready in Six Weeks

Detroit—The structural work on

Stanley Oleszkowicz's new Atlas

Theater has been completed and
U. S. Gypsum roof installed by
Acme Roofing Co. Robert West,

architect in charge, reports con-

tracts have been let for the marquee
and lighting equipment to General

Electric SigTi Co. for 950 seats to

George W Carr, representative of

International Seat Corp.; for instal-
lation of air conditioning system by
James W. Partlan; and for RCA
sound equipment through RCA's De-
troit offices. George McArthur, of
McArthur Theater Equipment Co.,

will supply the motiograph projector
for the house. Opening is expected
to be in about six weeks.

NEW SAFEGARD TREAD

INTRODUCED BY GNYGH

One of the serious problems which
has caused in the past an increased

expense to the management of film

theaters has been solved with the

appearance on the market of the

new Safegard Tread, stair carpet
rubber nosing, which is being dis-
tributed by the Greater New York
Carpet House, Inc., 244 West 49th
St.

This thoroughly practical and
much needed stair carpet rubber
nosing does away with constant re-
placements on riser faces and is an
efficient preventive of those num-
erous stairway accidents which are
the concern constantly of the ex-
hibitor and circuit theater operator
alike.

In the darkened auditorium, the
white Safegard Tread rubber nosing
prevents sliping and presents to the
theater patron a well defined white
line as safety guide. The line also
includes seven colors,—black, brown,
grey, yellow, blue, terra cotta and
green.

"THE GREAT WALTZ"
Waltz into the good graces of your patrons by in-

stalling Alexander Smith Carpet. Its luxurious

appearance and softness underfoot will win you

invaluable goodwill . . . One reason why you find

this famous carpet in most of the country's most

successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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JAPAN FILM LAW SET

FOR APRIL HEARINGS

History Makers oS 1938

{Continued from Page 1)

former general manager for United

Artists in Tokyo. Lowe is in New
York for a brief vacation before

receiving a new assignment.

The effect of the proposed statute

on American distribution could not

be predicted by Lowe but he indi-

cated that the law might be severe.

(That Japan was considering

the nationalization of the film

industry was first revealed by
The Film Daily on Dec. 16,

when it was pointed out that

the law parallels in some re-

spects the Italian monopoly
move.)
Lowe said that the ban on Amer-

ican pictures had been lifted but

that an unexplained ruling on the

removal of the distributors' money
from the country had been imposed.
Approximately 3,000,000 yen ($870,-

000) had been accumulated in rent-

als by the American companies do-

ing business in Japan during the

ban on foreign pictures. In order

to get this money out of Japan,
the American distributors agreed to

remit to the government 750,000

yen a month for four months and
in turn the government deposits

each payment in a San Francisco
bank, but the companies cannot draw
the money for three years.

A new agreement on the distribu-

tion of pictures may be reached this

month, following the final 750,000

yen payment, Lowe said.

Lowe has been succeeded in To-

kyo by Joe Goltz, who for the last

10 years has been with M-G-M in

South America and the Orient.

Warners May Make Two Pix

With Top Budgets in Brit.

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday. Considered for English
production are "The Knight and the

Lady" ("Elizabeth the Queen") for

which Bette Davis and Errol Flynn
would come over and "We Are Not
Alone," which would have Leslie

Howard and Miriam Hopkins.
Teddington schedule for 1939

otherwise calls for "Too Dangerous
to Live," "North Atlantic Ferry,"

"Jonathan Wilde," "Holv Deadlock,"

"A Prayer for My Son," "Sea
Wall," "Concert Party" and an Ian

Hay story as yet untitled.

(Continued from Page 1)

television developments on that side of

the Atlantic and pave the way for ex-

tensive production activities in England.

• • JULES LEVY • •

*T M E E T^ RKO Ra-
dio's sales
chief who led

his sales army
to a new high
mark during

the Ned Depin-

et Drive. Jules

spent almost
as much time

on planes and
trains in his

swings around
the country to t— ^>

pep up his re-

gional crews as he did behind his desk
in the RKO Building. And his efforts

were gratifyingly fruitful, judging by the

reported volume of sales chalked up
during 1938.

c
CHARLES EINFELD

Warners'

CALL GOV'T EQUITY

POSITION "UNSOUNL!

advertis-

ing and public-

ity head, who,
you will recall,

is also a v.-p.

of Vitaphone
Corp., spent
most of the

year head-
quartering out

Burbank way,
but did visit
importantly the

home office
early last No-
vember for exec, confabs and to set big

campaigns for big pix. Issued a clarion

call to all exhibs. to step up their adver-

tising in newspapers, and to cease scat-

teration of such expenditures in channels

where return of results is dubious.

Worked hammer and tongs in the interests

of WB product. New Year's bells and
whistles found him back on the Coast,

having accompanied Jack Warner there

from New York.

Jesse Rides Again
"Jesse James rides again," is the

20th-Fox watchword these days and

yesterday they sent not one, but 10

completely accoutered Jesses riding on

assorted mounts through various sec-

tions of Father Knickerbocker's city.

Arriving in Wall St. the James proces-

sion stopped all traffic and attracted a

huge crowd. Topper was crack of

broker on sidewalk who remarked dole-

fully, "Do they really need Jesse James
down here."

Commercial Television's

West Coast Debut Nears

G & H Circuit Bows Out
of B & K Anti-Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

tured by the American Television
Corp., it was disclosed here yester-
day by Lewis Allen Weiss of the
Don Lee Network.
ATC engineers are due here with-

in a few days to make exhaustive
tests which, if satisfactory to Harry
Lubcke, chief television engineer,
and Weiss, will result in the sign-
ing" of a contract with ATC for the
manufacture, on a quantity basis,

of tele receivers to retail at $175
minimum and $750 maximum.
The deal pending, when consum-

mated, will be the first move on the
West Coast toward standardized
equipment and commercial tele ex-
ploition. KHJ at present is tele-

casting daily programs to approxi-
mately 100 receivers of varying de-
grees of excellence. Reception is

not promised beyond 30 miles.

Mass. Exhibitor Appeals

Bank Night Conviction

Middleboro, Mass.—A verdict of

guilty was brought against Roy E.
Heffner, Jr., charged with promoting
a lottery through Bank Nights at
the Key Theater by Judge John H.
Sullivan in Fourth District Court
Tuesday, and a fine of $100 was im-
posed.
On agreement of counsel, presen-

tation of evidence was waived and
a verdict given from which the case
could be taken on appeal to a higher
court. Heffner appealed, and fur-
nished personal recognizance of $100
for trial at the Superior Court ses-

sion which opens at Plymouth Feb. 6.

Louis Brown Dead
Danvers, Mass.—Louis Brown, 70,

owner of the Orpheum Theater here
for many years, is dead.

(Continued from Page 1)

Illington Amusement Co., Marshall
Square Theater Co., and the West
Theater Corp., the right to with-

draw as plaintiffs in the Adelphi
Theater anti-trust case against B &
K and seven majors.

This means the G & H circuit

owners will not have to appear with
its records before Master Charles
MacDonald today.

Attorney Saul Harrison represent-

ed the G & H circuit, Robert Gold-
ing, and G. M. Thomas B & K, Miles
Seeley, the seven film companies,
and Aaron Stein the Adelphia The-
ater at hearing.

It is reported that only half of
the independents have been served
with subpoenas for today's hearing
before Master MacDonald. The
others are said to be out of the city.

Attorneys for the indies today will

argue against the production of the
books of the plaintiffs, contending
they have not raised the question of
profits in the case, but merely that
of clearance and protection of the
various units.

Joseph Stern Theaters, the Mar-
quette, the Highway, the Chelten
and the Colony have filed request
for withdrawal as plaintiffs from
Adelphi Theater case. Action on
this request will be taken today.

(Continued from Page 1)

marized under four separate he

ings. First of these, designa

"Petitioner's basic premise that

motion for a bill of particulars v

be granted only when the comf

is defective is erroneous," if t

cussed on the basis of cases cit

by the Government as precluding t

granting of the bill. The Unit

States v. Swift & Co., United Stat

v. United Shoe Machinery Cor

and the case of Universal Oil Pr<

ucts Co. v. Skelly Oil Co. are brand

respectively as (a) totally irreleva

to the issue before Judge Bon
and, for this reason, defendants

not consider it in their prior me
orandum, since the case involved n 1

a motion for a bill of particula
but a demurrer to the Government'
petition; (b) an example not
point since it denied a motion
dismiss on the grounds of indefmit
ness but said that further inform
tion, if desired, could be obtains

by a bill of particulars; and, (i

erroneous as a premise for the Go
ernment when considered under tl.

new Federal Rules of Civil Proce
ure, and that the Government final

abandons its erroneous premise whe
it admits that it "does not dispu
the fact that the application for
Bill of Pariculars, regardless of tr

character of the suit, is addresse
to the sound discretion of the Court.

Other detailed contentions of d<

fendants are set forth under tr. I

following headings: The decision i

the Sugar Institute case is not ai

thority for denying any of the pat

ticulars requested in the preser
case; Petitioner's references to th.

possible availability to defendant
of deposition, discovery and intei

rogatories under the new rules ai

irrelevant and obscure the issue

and, Rule 12(e) has not abolishe
"any prior distinction between
motion for a more definite state

ment and a motion for a bill

particulars."
Defendants petition the Court tha

their motion for a bill of particu
lars be granted in all respects.

"The Mikado" in Bow
London (By Cable)—GFD gave

"The Mikado" a Royal Charity Gala
last night at the Leicester Square
theater, the Duke and Duchess of
Kent attending. Proceeds go to
Boy Scouts Appeal Fund. Pix, which
Universal will release in the U. S.,

was well received.

Chesterfield Rites Sunday
Funeral services will be held 6|

Sunday at 2 p.m. in Cooke's Funera
Parlor, 117 West 72nd St., for Hem-
Chesterfield, 62, executive secretar;

of NVA for 23 years, who died oi

Wednesday.

Mex. 6,000-Seater
Mexico City—Mexico's largest pix

theater, the Cine Coloso, seating 6,000,
has opened here. Theater is owned and
operated by Oscar and Samuel Cranat,
and has a second-run policy. Equipment
includes Simplex projectors, RCA sound,
International seats.
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Jock Whitney, Maurice Silver-

e and Selznick.

( Inclusion of the S-I sextet in-

tated that Selznick definitely

i I determined to continue in

. UA fold. On Nov. 29 last,

he Film Daily reported this

virtually a certainty.)

rending: the opening session of

annual stockholders' meeting

J ? Silverstone, who presided,

Iwyn, Korda, Mary Pickford,
1 glas Fairbanks and attorney
:ules Schwartz, latter represent-

Chaplin. Sessions are expected
mitinue into next week.

\ j
ne stockholders are to work out

I ils of the formula for distribut-

! the producers fund. Idea for a

I was agreed upon at the last

,
ial meeting. Plans will also

^nade for a drive on the Latin-
lican market.

"i lexander Korda yesterday denied
. I ublished report that he would
line his future Droduction activi-

I

chiefly to Hollywood.
; is strongly doubted that the

"Iter of the presidency of UA will

Considered at the present meet-
T of the company's stockholders.
ther session will be held today

'"it is not expected that the meet-
1

will come to an end until Tues-
n i or Wednesday.

ish Pix Industry May
Establish Tele Service

(Continued from Page 1)

1 •' fore by Sir Maurice Bonham
3 :er, chairman of Scophony's

•

'

s -d.

r\ ':ophony has installed receivers
:

- .. number of Odeon houses and
' Irs will be equipped. Scophony
:

j
just supplied tele equipment for

'

e Jsia's first station and is nego-

M n£ with other foreign govern-
;; [ ts.

Sagall, managing director,
'•

j
es for the U. S. shortly to close

3!
\ American financial interests

|a $10,000,000 Scophony affiliated

pany.

British Panels Huddle
)ndon (By Cable) — Cinemato-
bb. Films Council and the Cine-
ograph Advisory Committee met
erday, former in connection with

i Quota Act and the latter in

jiection with the 1909 Act. CFC
up co-op booking, the CAC,

flam and trade memorials.
!<

!

da)

BEDDING BELLS

licago—Albert J. Kopulin, man-
of the Warners theater at Ap-

Dn, Wis., was married to Miss
:rice Anton at the St. Constan-
Hellenic Church with a large

ber of the trade attending.

"Jesse James"
with Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Nancy

Kelly, Randolph Scott

20th Century-Fox 105 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BOX-OFFICE SMASH LOADED WITH
THRILLS, SUSPENSE AND COMEDY;
SUPERBLY DIRECTED.

Under Henry King's superb direction the
story of the notorious Jesse James, who
terrorized five states before being shot
down by one of his own gang, has been
brought to the screen with telling effect.

The picture, made in Technicolor, should

be a box-office smash everywhere, inas-

much as it is loaded wtih thrills and sus-

pense and yet has a goodly share of com-
edy. Nunnally Johnson can take bows
on two counts—as writer and associate

producer. The acting throughout is splendid

with Tyrone Power especially good in the

title role, and Henry Fonda very effective

as his sullen, lanky, straight-shooting

brother Frank. Nancy Kelly does some
fine dramatic work as Jesse's wife, who
stands by him until the end. Henry Hull

contributes many of the lighter moments
as a fiery, small-town editor and staunch
friend of the brothers. Randolph Scott is

very convincing as the United States Mar-
shal, who resents the action of Donald
Meek, president of the Midland Railroad,

who frames Tyrone, after agreeing he
should be let off with a five-year sen-

tence. John Carradine, Slim Summerville,

J. Edward Bromberg, Brian Donlevy, John
Russell, Ernest Whitman, Arthur Aylesworth
and Jane Darwell are among the principals

who give excellent performances. When
their mother, Jane Darwell, is slain by
Brian Donlevy, who, as representative of

the Midland Railroad, has been trying to

swindle the farmers out of their land,

Tyrone and Henry swing into action. Tyrone
slays Donlevy, and with Frank and their

gang, hold up a Midland train. They continue

raids on Midland property, but Nancy and
Scott induce Tyrone to give himself up
when Meek promises a light sentence.

When Jesse realizes he is being "framed,"

Henry and his men stage a jailbreak and
free Tyrone. The brothers and their men
go after bigger game, but come to grief

when they rob a bank in Northfield, Minn.
Four bandits are killed, Tyrone is wounded
and Henry gets away. Tyrone finally

reaches his home, and agrees to go to

California with Nancy and their child.

Carradine, one of Tyrone's men, after the

$25,000 on his head, shoots Tyrone in the

back.

CAST: Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,

Nancy Kelly, Randolph Scott, Henry Hull,

Slim Summerville, J. Edward Bromberg,

Brian Donlevy, John Carradine, Donald

Meek, John Russell, Jane Darwell, George
Chandler, Charles Tannen, Claire DuBrey,

Willard Robertson, Harold Goodwin, Ernest

Whitman, Eddy Waller, Paul Burns, Spen-
cer Charters, Arthur Aylesworth, Charles

Middleton, Charles Halfon, Harry Tyler,

Virginia Brissac, Ed LeSaint, John Eiliott,

Erville Alderson, George Breakston, Lon
Chaney, Jr.

CREDITS: Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge
of Production; Associate Producer, Nunnally
Johnson; Director, Henry King; Original

Screenplay, Nunnally Johnson; Historical

Data Assembled by Rosalind Shaffer and

Jo Frances James; Photography in Techni-

color by W. H. Greene ASC; Technicolor

"King of the
Underworld"

with Kay Francis, Humphrey Bogart

Warners 69 Mins.

LIVELY GANGSTER DRAMA HELPED
BY NAMES OF KAY FRANCIS AND
HUMPHREY BOGART.

This production is inclined to seesaw

between being a gangster thriller and a

story of a lady medico trying to win back

her professional reputation lost when she

gets mixed up with gangsters while trying

to help her husband. In the final reel it

gets going with some very suspenseful ma-
terial. Kay Francis is the lady doctor, and

her husband (John Eldredge) who is also

a doctor, gets killed by the police while

in a gangster hideout attending to a wound-
ed man. So the lady doctor is under a

cloud, for she was on the premises and

suspected of being in with the gang. So

she determines to prove that she had noth-

ing to do with the gang. When two of

the mob are captured and imprisoned in a

small town, she establishes her medical

practice there, hoping to prove her inno-

cense at the trial. But meanwhile the gang

leader (Humphrey Bogart), who has hal-

lucinations of his Napoleonic greatness,

breaks into the country jail and frees the

two prisoners, and establishes a hideout

close by the town. He has picked up a

hitch hiker, a down-and-out writer (James

Stephenson), and hires him to write his

biography, a la Napoleon. Kay Francis is

called in to attend the gang chief, who
was shot in the arm in the jail break. Hav-
ing made friends with the novelist, who
knows he is to be killed as soon as he

finishes his writing job, the lady doctor

cleverly plans the capture of the gang

leader and his henchmen. She temporarily

blinds the mobsters with adrenalin, on the

pretext of saving them from an infection,

meanwhile having arranged for the federal

men and police to close in. Good suspense

and thrills at the end with the blinded

Bogart gun in hand following Francis

and Stephenson through the rooms of the

house by sound of their movements, trying

to kill them.

CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Kay Francis,

James Stephenson, John Eldredge, Jessie

Busley, Arthur Aylesworth, Raymond Brown,

Harland Tucker, Charles Trowbridge, Ralph

Remley, Charles Foy, Murray Alper, Joe

Devlin, Elliott Sullivan, Alan Davis.

CREDITS: Director, Lewis Seiler; Author,

W. R. Burnette; Screenplay, George Bricker,

Vincent Sherman.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Solons See "Illusion"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "Congressional

Night" last night started the second
return engagement of "Grand Illu-

sion" at the Belasco.

Director, Natalie Kalmus; Associate, Henri

Jaffa; Cameraman, George Barnes, ASC;
Art Directors, William Darling, George
Dudley; Editor, Barbara McLean; Sound,

Arthur von Kirbach and Roger Heman;
Musical Director, Louis Silvers.

DIRECTION, Superb.

The Best.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

MPTOA AND DISTRIBS.

END REFORM TALKS

(Continued from Page 1)

by W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for
the distributors, today.
Although Rodgers would not com-

ment on the report, other sources
indicated that a new draft would
be written. It is understood that
steps have been taken already in
that direction, but further enlighten-
ment is expected today from Rodg-
ers.

On Monday, Rodgers will assem-
ble with the Allied trade practice
committee in Washington, and on
Tuesday Allied's board of directors
will huddle for its annual meeting.
Three important issues are likely

to be decided at the latter session;
namely, the official stand the organi-
zation will take on the government
suit, the North Dakota divorcement
case and the Neely Bill.

Following their huddle yesterday
with the distributors' committee, A.
Galston and R. H. Poole, of the ITO
of Southern California, stated that
they were glad they came East and
were pleased with the results of
their talks. They both expressed
the opinion that they left the meet-
ings feeling certain that the dis-

tributors were sincere in their
efforts to meet new suggestions
promulgated by the exhibitor body.
They leave for the Coast tomorrow.

Broun and Ellman Aiding

Refugee Relief Projects

Heywood Broun has donated one
of his own paintings to the Motion
Picture Art Fund for German Refu-
gees. The canvas portrays a scene
of lower New York from the bay.

Opening concert in a series of 25
performances Mischa Elman will

give in as many cities will be held
at Carnegie Hall, Saturday after-

noon, Jan. 21. The noted violinist is

contributing the entire proceeds of

the tour to the three leading refu-
gee-aid organizations in this coun-
try.

"Edge of World" Set

"Edge of the World," distributed

in this country by Pax Films, will

have a New York debut next week,
opening at the 5th Ave. Playhouse
and the Thalia. Other bookings in-

clude Chicago, Washington, Boston,
Cleveland, Kansas City, San Fran-
cisco and Hollywood.

STORKS!
Pittsburgh—Robert Clark, ad sales

manager for the local Paramount
exchange, whose father is branch
manager for the same company in
Cleveland, was presented with a
nine-pound son as a N~w Year's
gift.
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INSTANT
ACCEPTANCE

NEVER before have new negative materials

been as enthusiastically received ... as quickly

put to use ... as Eastman's three latest motion

picture films. Fast, fine-grained Plus-X, for

general studio work . . . high-speed Super-XX,

for all difficult exposures . . . ultra-fine-grained

Background-X, for backgrounds and all-round

exterior work . . . Typically Eastman in uniform-

ity and photographic quality, these films have

won instant acceptance in the industry. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Plus-X...
Super-XX ...Background-X
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raft Changes Up as Allied, Distribs. Meet in Wash.

BJECTIONABLE CLAUSES OUT IN REFORMS REVAMP

ioldwyn, Selznick Ask UA Reduce Distribution Costs

'58 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of

Year's Headliners

• ARTHUR W. KELLY •

United
A r t i s ts'

ign depari-

n t head
I e d quietly

Europe and
th Africa in

late Fall
a n unan-

i n c ed mis-

Later it

i learned
I I he had
e to South

ca for the

pose of ne-

ating deals 'which would materially

ngthen UA's distribution position in

territory. Continental Europe and
land were other ports of call during

transatlantic sojourn.

• • LOUIS NIZER • •

:

The film

fan club
se m e m -

Irs meet
ns each '

r n in Grand
|e n t r a 1

! r m i n a 1

hope of see-

pix celeb-

I i e s hare
ssed a bet

failing to

How this

ung legalist

lund, whose
pearance in court is invariably on be-

if of a film celebrity. Consummated
nations successfully in 1938 for Louise

{Continued on Page 12)

Stockholders Will Resume
Session in Hollywood

Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn is

repoi-ted here to be seeking a re-
duction in his distribution costs and
a larger share in the profits of
United Artists, contending that his

product brings in the major share
of the company's earnings. Selz-
nick-International also is said to de-
sire cheaper distribution costs.

These matters were understood to
{Continued on Page 8)

ALL MAJORS TO GO-OP

IN S. AFRICAN MOVE?

London (By Cable) — All major
American companies may co-operate
with 20th Century-Fox in the lat-

ter's invasion of the South African
film market, according to Arthur
W. Kelly, United Artists foreign de-

(Continued on Page 8)

Freeman in N. Y. For Brief

Confabs With E. J. Sparks

Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount's
home office representative at the
studios, arrived in New York Fri-
day for brief conferences with E.

(Continued on Page 8)

// //

OVER-BUYING
BILL IN NEB.

Would Limit Film Buy
to "Reasonable" Number

Lincoln—Regulatory measure just
introduced in the Nebraska uni-
cameral legislature in session here
by Senator E. M. Neubauer of Or-
leans contains a provision designed
to prevent "over-buying."

Bill would make illegal the pur-
chase by exhibitors of more films

than are "reasonably necessary" or
which cannot be used within a
"reasonable" time.

ASK HOLLYWOOD MAKE

MOVIES FOR SCHOOLS

Proposal, that Hollywood's best
technicians and producers of enter-
tainment films there make educa-
tional motion pictures for use in

classrooms of the State of New
York, and that such a step might
advantageously be taken if Coast
studios were assured that proper
backing and sponsorship of the proj-

ect would be forthcoming, high-
(Continued on Page 9)

Expect Allied to Press for Draft's

Revision at Capital Meeting Today

Would Require Chi. Indies

To Produce Books in Court

Chicagx)—Counsel for B & K and
the majors, defendants in the Adel-
phi Theater anti-trust action, will

appear before Federal Judge James
H. Wilkerson this week and ask for
a subpoena duces tecum to bring

(Continued on Page 8)

Three days of intensive activities

for Allied directors and regional
representatives begin today at the
Carlton Hotel in Washington. The
spotlight today is to be focused on
discussions of the trade practice
draft between Allied's negotiating
committee and the distributors'
group.
Tomorrow, the annual meeting of

(Continued on Page 9)

Rodgers Hopeful Few Differ-

ences Remaining Can
Be Settled

MPTOA will hold no further dis-
cussions on the trade practice plan
until the distributors' attorneys re-
write the proposals submitted to the
exhibitors on Dec. 1, it was said
Friday by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president.
Kuykendall said that it was the

understanding of his executive com-
mittee that the draft would be re-
written completely and- one or two
objectionable clauses eliminated en-
tirely. The cancellation clause will

be clarified so that its provisions
(Continued on Page 9)

RKO REORG. CONSENTS

BELIEVED SUFFICIENT

Renewed expression of opinion on
Saturday by sources close to pro-
ponents of the RKO reorg. plan that
consents are sufficient and adequate
pointed significantly to the prob-
ability that the signing by Federal

(Continued on Page 9)

Mono. Stockholders Will

Meet March 1 ; Loss Seen

Monoarram will hold its annual
stockholders' meeting March 1, it

was announced by W. Ray Johnston,
president, over the week-end, fol-

lowing his return from the Coast.
Johnston said that the company

would show a loss for 1938 opera-
tions although a profit was realized
during the last two months of the
year.

Subway Circuit
Chicago—Theaters will connect the

Chicago, State Lake, Roosevelt, United
Artists theaters with underground en-
trances to the Chicago Subway now
under construction. Architects are work-
ing on the plans.
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 18i/4 18 18 — V2
Columbia Picts. vtc. 14 13V4 13V4 + %
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 10 10 10 — y8
East. Kodak 181% 180 180 —2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13% 13% 13%— %
Loew's, Inc 49% 4734 48 — %
do pfd
Paramount 123/8 117/3 12 — %
Paramount 1st pfd... 98 98 98
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 12% 12 12% + '/2

Pathe Film 10'A 9% 9% — %
RKO 2% 23/8 2% + %
20th Century-Fox ... 23% 23 23

20th Century-Fox pfd. 32'/4 32% 32%
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros. ...... 5% 5% 5% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww 100 100 100

Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s55

Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
RKO 6s41 73 72 72 — 3

Warner's 6s39

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 2% 2% 2% + %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 203/8 19% 20
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 101

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

SAFETY
J LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

H The Broadway Parade S
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal )—6th week *sto
f

The Beachcomber (Paramount-Mayflower)—4th week Rivoli

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-GB)—4th week Clobe

Zaza (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Going Places (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

Marie Antoinette (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (b) Capitol

Trade Winds (United Artists-Wanger) Music Hall

Jesse James (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Arrest Bulldog Drummond (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

King of the Underworld (Warner Bros. Pictures) Rialto

Dawn Patrol (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus (RKO Radio-Lesser) (a) Palace

The Eagle (Artcinema Association) (d) Waldorf

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—18th week Filmarte

Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—10th week Little Carnegie
Mamele (Sphinx Film Corp.)—4th week Continental
Kreutzer Sonata (Foreign Cinemarts)—5th week (a-b) World
Dark Rapture (Universal Pictures)—2nd week (a-b) World'
Orage (Tri-National Pictures) (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse
Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures) Cinema 49
Sable Cicada (Chinese film) (Modern Film Corp.) Belmont
The Creat Citizen (Amkino) Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
The Great Man Votes (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 19 Music Hall

Disbarred (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 19 Criterion
Gambling Ship (Universal Pictures)—Jan. 19 (a-b) Palace
They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 20 Strand
The Strange Case of Dr. Mead (Columbia Pictures)—Jan. 21 Central
Paris Honeymoon (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 25 Paramount
Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures)—Jan. 28 Rivoli

The Shining Hour (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Tailspin (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Pacific Liner (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto
Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)—Jan. 19. (a-b) Palace
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg) (c) Little Carnegie
The Edge of the World (Pax Films) (c-b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

RCA to Increase Display

Of Tele at World's Fair

Announcement was made on the
week-end by RCA that it is almost
completely revising its exhibition

plans at the New York's World Fair
because company executives feel

that original plans, drawn up more
than a year ago and which provided
for six ground-floor rooms where
television was to be viewed under
conditions simulating those of the
home, are now inadequate. Decision
now is to double the space for tele-

vision demonstrations and exhibition

of sets.

Union Exec, Legislator

Facing Extort on Charges

St. Louis—John P. Nick, interna-
tional vice-president of the IATSE,
and Edward M. Brady, member of
the Missouri Legislature, were in-

dicted by a local grand jury on
charges of extortion, following a 10-

day secret investigation of funds of
more than $20,000 allegedly raised
by theater owners in 1936 and 1937
to have Local No. 143 drop demands
for drastic wage increases for pro-
jectionists.

SECRETARY
Young lady thoroughly experienced in

distribution here and production on

Coast. Equipped to take charge and

relieve busy executive.
Box 1100

THE FILM DAILY
1SOI Broadway New Yorlc CHy

Vivien Leigh Picked

For Scarlett O'Hara

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The selection of Vi-

vien Leigh for the role of Scarlett
O'Hara was announced at the
week-end by David O. Selznick who
will produce "Gone With the Wind."
The choice was based on tests di-

rected by George Cukor who will di-

rect the picture.

Clark Gable, as previously an-
nounced, will portray Rhett Butler.
Sidney Howard and Oliver H. P.
Garrett have completed the screen
play and Selznick plans to put the
story into production within the
next two weeks.
Miss Leigh will be under exclusive

contract to Selznick but will make
one picture a year for Korda.

Mentone Signs With SAG
Signed modification agreement of

Mentone Productions, shorts pro-
duction organization headed by Mil-
ton Schwarzwald, has been received
at the New York office of the Screen
Actors Guild.

WB Renews Philly Lease
Philadelphia—Five-year lease re-

renewal effective from next August
for the Fox Theater has been signed
by Warners.

Deny Roosevelt Quits
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Published reports that
James Roosevelt would resign his

new post as vice-prexy of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd., were denied at
the week-end by Goldwyn.

cominc firm goiin

WILL H. HAYS arrives in Hollywood toda

'

for a stay of several weeks.

JAMES R. CRAINCER, Republic prexy an
general manager in charge of distribution, ar ,

rived in New York Friday.

A. MONTAGUE, Columbia's general sale

manager, returned to the home office "n Fri

day after an absence of six weeks, sperf . th'

Coast and in the Hawaiian Islands. V«
EDWARD L. ALPERSON, general sales man.

ager for Grand National, arrives here Wednes-
day from the Coast.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and NED E. DEPINE1
arrive on the Coast today for studio confer-

ences.

E. F. LOMBA, assistant to Walter J. Hutch-
inson, director of foreign distribution for 20th-

Fox, is scheduled to leave this week for a toui

of several branches of the company in thi

Caribbean territory.

TED SHAW, assistant to W. C. Cehring, cen- i

tral division manager for 20th-Fox, arrives back

at the home office today from a Florida vaca-

tion.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, film attorney, who
arrived from the Coast this morning, is stop-

ping at the Warwick. He goes to Boston Jan.

23.

GEORGE STEVENS, producer and director of

"Gunga Din" for RKO, is vacationing in New
York.

TED REED, Paramount director, arrives today
from the Coast to see "What A Life," current
Broadway show which is his next directorial

assignment at the studio.

JEAN CACON de Cavaignac, president of

Films Cavaignac, France, MARCEL HELLMAN,
English producer, ELSA LANCHESTER and HUGH
WILLIAMS, sailed Saturday on the Paris for

Europe.

JIMMY CAGNEY, Warner star, returns to the
studio around the first of Feb. to start work
in "Each Dawn I Die."

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, Warner star, who
is vacationing in New York, returns to the

studio Jan. 23.

SONJA HENIE, 20th-Fox star, and her ice

skating troupe, arrived here yesterday for their

Madison Square Garden show.

JOHN BARRYMORE and ELAINE BARRIE ar

rived from the Coast yesterday.

MILTON BREN, producer for Hal Roach, left

for the Coast over the week-end.

E. J. SPARKS, Paramount partner in Flor

ida, is in New York for conferences with the

company's theater dept. heads.

HUGH WILLIAMS, featured in Goldwyn's
"Wuthering Heights," arrived in New York
from the Coast Friday and sailed Saturday
for England.

H. G. KNOX, engineering vice-president of !

Erpi, left for the Coast Saturday.

HERMAN BING arrived in New York yesterday
from the Coast.

ROBERT SPEAICHT is due on the Georgic
Jan. 27.

MILES A. GOLDRICK, assistant general for-!

eign manager for Erpi, is en route to Latin
America on a three months' trip which will

cover 14 cities.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 16
Mildred Terris

Harry Carey
Katherine Stewart
Diana Wynyard

Elmer G. Leterman
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'A strong woman's picture

... a box office entry of

box office prospects. Miss

Colbert delivers her finest

achievement . . . honest

and impressive in every

theme and so moving in

its final pathos as to leave

a haunting sense of very

real tragedy with the

departing audience ... a

superb performance."

—Daily Variety

"A first rate attraction with

a strong feminine appeal

. . . Colbert gives a thrill-

ing performance."

—Motion Picture Daily

"Here is entertainment.

Showmen can sell a seat

to'Zaza' with an assurance

the customer will have a

good time."

—Motion Picture Herald

"One of the better pictures

of recent months, master-

fully produced. Claudette

Colbert magnificent in

title role, fitting her like a

glove. Albert Lewin pro-

duced and George Cukor

directed." —Box Office

"A role that suits Colbert's

talents perfectly. Her
Zaza is a captivating gal

exuding a vital and sym-

pathetic personality."

—Independent Exhibitors'

Film Bulletin



JAME
TRAMPLE EVERY I

Most spectacular opening in h

EAGER swarms break through guar

ticket-takers! POLICE reserves caiie

six deep from Seventh to Sixth Avenues

doors open! CAPACITY (5,886 seats

fast as they could pour through ! TICKET

every square foot of standing and waitin

selling tickets eight times during da)

"JESSE JAMES"-THE THRU



k
V CROWDS
JCORD EVER MADE!
My of Roxy Theatre, New York!

allies, rushing boxoffices and stampeding

ut to restore order! IMPATIENT crowds

ie 1,294 waiting in line for full hour before

tseached within 45 minutes of opening-as

CI-SECOND pace for two solid hours until

inpom is packed! THEATRE forced to stop

a

F THE INDUSTRY!
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE



CRITICS IN THE FILM DAIL

"YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITI

PRODUCED IN 1938
FRANK CAPRA

THIS GREAT CAPRA PICI

PICTURE HISTORY IN HOL

THIS IS THE
FOR REPEAT

EXHIBITORS!
Effervescent In lis

Enshrine It Afresh

A COLUMBIA
JAMES STEWART



ImON-WIDE POLL RATED

IIIU" TOPS OVER ALL OTHERS

It; the Disney Classic Snow White
I JEAN ARTHUR

PRE CREATED MOTION
)VERS... EXTENDED RUNS

PPORTUNITY
NGAGEMENTS

ATE IT NOW!
fn And Philosophy...

Public Memory.

ICTURE
LIONEL BARRYMORE
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WANT CUT IN COSTS

{Continued from Page 1)

have been discussed at the annua!
meeting of stockholders now in ses-

sion here. Friday's meeting was
confined to discussions of a formula
for the distribution of dividends but
as yet the details have not been
agreed upon. Session will be re-

newed today.

Freeman in N. Y. For Brief

Confabs With E. J. Sparks

(Continued from Page 1)

J. Sparks, Florida theater partner.
Freeman said that the Eastern trip

had no significance except that he
intended to look after some unfin-

ished business in connection with
the operation of Paramount's the-

ater interests which he formerly
headed.
Freeman classed himself as a

kindergarten pupil, trying to learn
all he can about production. He
added that he liked Hollywood "very
much." He may return West today.

"Bank Night Insurance"

Raid in Tampa Traps 5

Tampa—Constable's deputies raid-

ed one of two "Bank Night Insur-
ance" firms here Friday night and
arrested five persons for operating
a lottery and gambling house. The
company began operation just a
week ago under the title "Tampa
Guarantors" and promised to pay
holders of 15-cent "insurance tick-

ets" the same amount as offered by
the Tampa Theater to winners of
Bank Night, in the event that the
holder's name was called at the the-
ater, even though he was absent.

Second company operating under
the sponsorship of the local Knights
of Pythias, continued to sell "tick-
ets" for this week's drawing. Tickets
are tagged "Bank Night Dance" and
entitles the holder to attend a dance
given by the organization.
Bank Night was recently given a

jolt here when the Sparks group was
enjoined from holding Bank Night,
but the theater attorneys appealed
the case to the State Supreme Court,
who temporarily suspended the in-

junction order, pending} a hearing.

Montague Returns After

Coast and Hawaiian Trip

Following a six weeks' absence
from the home office, during which
time he visited Hollywood and the
Hawaiian Islands on business, A.
Montague, Columbia's general sales
manager returned to New York on
Friday. In Honolulu, he launched
negotiations for a franchise deal in-

volving virtually every important
theater outlet in Hawaii.

$5,000 for Refugees
Chicago—B & K managers and

execs, at a special meeting pledged
more than $5,000 for refugee relief.

ALCNS FHE

• with PHIL M. OAI_T
T T T

• • • CROWDS terrific we haven't used that word

terrific more than three times in f7 years but it belongs here

speaking of the opening of "Jesse James" at the Roxy the theater

management was forced to establish an Emergency Plan they

closed the front entrances on Seventh Avenue, and used one double

door as an exit only then they lined the crowds up on 50th Street.

and passed them in the side entrances this was necessary as the

outer lobby and immense rotunda were jammed with people most of

the day a roped aisle was kept open for the patrons exiting

by 4 o'clock the turnstiles clocked 10.979 admissions over 13.000 by

6 o'clock that makes it look like matching the record set by the

opening day of "Alexander's Ragtime Band" and the weather

turned into a blizzard at 3 o'clock, too

T T
• • • NEAT STUNT was the public address system sound-

ing off continuously from, the theater front with this spiel

"Everyone will please wait in line on the 50th Street side. There

is no entrance at the front door. Everyone must walk in on the

line, please. Thank you." it was clever we saw dozens

of people stop, walk back to the corner curiously to look at the

line on the side street, and many of them walked down to join

the line a great demonstration of a li'l bit of psychology

deftly applied the gent who thought that one up deserves

consideration then the Ten Masked Riders kept riding up
and down Broadway, and occasionally lining up in front of the

theater they blocked traffic right across the avenue

• • • IT IS now an axiom in film biz that the Roxy is a barometer

for the general theater situation everywhere this house caters to

a typical cross-section of the city's population as the Roxy goes.

so go the nation's theaters that was proved on the run of "Alex-

ander" and "Old Chicago" so it looks as if "Jesse James" is going

to repeat and it also proves that Charles McCarthy, ad chief of

20th Century-Fox, knew what he was doing when he slammed a great

national newspaper advertising campaign in back of this production.

T
• • • BLAZING a return trail to show business that's

what Mister McCarthy is doing with this beaucoup campaign

spending important money and getting results

look at that lead-off newspaper splurge in li'l ole New York

for the Roxy opening the business hasn't seen such eye-

sock ads in the public prints in years you can read the big

black type "JESSE JAMES" in a guy's newspaper sitting at the

other end of the subway train THAT, as much as anything,

did the trick for the pic

T
• • • WHAT a Pre-Release schedule! 27 theaters in as

many important cities most of them opening on the 20th of the

month where these theaters are in exchange cities, the Fox ad

chief is splashing 1500 extra lines in the local newspapers and

1,000 extra in the other spots there are 8-column newspaper pic-

torials, tabloid pictorials and a 6-strip, all available in mat form

this national newspaper campaign is the same size as that used on

"Alexander" in New York for the Roxy opening they started on

Sunday in advance of the Friday opening increasing from 200

daily in each paper to 900 on Thursday and Friday SPLASH

SMASH Spending Dough intelligently in ADVER-

TISING

ALL MAJORS TO CO-OP.

INS. AFRICAN MOVE?

(Continued from Page 1)

partment head, now in Europe fol

lowing a tour of the South Africar
territory.

Speaking for UA, Kelly said thai

he expected the company to JT7*ti-

cipate with 20th-Fox in a caml ^/r
to open the market and lessen the

Schlesinger domination.

Kelly will remain here unti
Maurice Silverstone, UA generai
manager, arrives from New York
later this month.

Would Require Chi. Indies

To Produce Books in Court

(.Continued from Page 1)

the books of the indie plaintiffs intc

court for examination.

Motion will be made by Attorney!
Thomas and Golding and will be I

opposed by Attorneys Rosenberg anc
Stein for the indies.

George Christos and William
Vaselopoulos of Vannomikos circuit

Jacob Lasker, president of the Las-

ker circuit, Ben Barthelstein of I

Elmo and Annette Theaters, Dave
Goodstein of the Rogers, Calo The- i

aters and Elmer Benesch of Century
and Madlin theaters, appeared be-

fore Master Charles MacDonak
Friday, but on advice of counsel did

not testify as to profits, losses, as-

sets of liabilities of their theaters

Archie Schimberg, Anna Ostros-

ky, Basil Charuhas, Harry Reckas
Louis Spirrison and David and Os-

car Brotman were scheduled before

MacDonald Saturday.

Attorney Joe Rosenberg of plain-

tiff's counsel will be in Washington
today and tomorrow on legal busi-

ness and both sides will appear in

Federal Court on his return for ar-

gument of the case before Judge
Wilkerson.
Withdrawal of eight theaters in

the Adelphi case leaves 93 houses as

plaintiffs.

Judge William Holly srranted the

petition of the Cheltenham Theater
Co., operated by Joseph Stern, in-

cluding the Marquette, Highway,
Colony and Chelten Theaters to

withdraw as plaintiffs in the Adelphi
Theater clearance case.

Grainger Reports Definite

B. O. Upswing in the South

Declaring that a definite upswing
in box-office revenue is noticeable

in the Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta
and Charlotte territories which he

visited en route from Hollywood,
James R. Grainger, Republic's presi-

dent and general manager in charge
of distribution, returned to the home
office on the week-end.
He characterized the trend up-

ward, in the wake of the holiday

period, as indicative of the growing
|

demand by the public for the quality

product generally which the 1938-39

season has brought forth thus far.
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IMIT OBJECTIONABLE

K. CLAUSES IN REVAMP

(Continued from Page 1)

ill be more easily understood, he
:ded.

"We feel that many of the ob-

ctions found in the draft," Kuy-
t j

s11 said, "were based on mis-

p ^standing's of just what the
nguage meant and many of these
?re ironed out in our meeting with
.e distributors on Thursday.
"We, of course, still feel that
ere are certain trade adjustments
.at could be further relieved and
e tried to present this to the dis-

ibutors' committee in the most
•mprehensive way."
Kuykendall declared that his or-

anization insisted that whatever
ljustments are made should be
fective immediately. He said that
great deal of progress was made
wards an agreement at Thursday's
eetings despite the fact that both
des were not in accord on im-
ntant matters.
Expressing the hope that both the
ihibition and distribution sides of

le business would give the adjust-
ents their support, Kuykendall
•ged everyone concerned not to al-

w "petty and purely local issues
!cloud the negotiations."
What we want are results," he

.id, "and I invite helpful informa-
Dn and constructive criticism from
;»y source whatsoever if it will

:<nd to bring about an early agree-

:*i *nt."
Speaking for the distributors' ne-

otiators, William F. Rodgers Sat-
'day afternoon issued the follow-

g statement covering* the meet-
gs with committees representing
e MPTOA and several unaffiliated
:hib. groups:
"The results of these discussions
ere most encouraging to all sides.

etails, however, must necessarily
withheld at this time as there are

- veral matters unsettled, but we
e hopeful that these can be over-
me, and once these few differences
e taken care of it can be safely
ated that both sides are most op-
mistic concerning the outcome."

beV

CA Mfg. Will Expand
OS Factory in Indianapolis

Indianapolis—The RCA Manufac-
ring Co., Inc., will build an addi-
3n to its local plant at 501 N. La-
bile St. Expansion eventually will

'crease the firm's employment rolls

r more than 1,000, J. M. Smith,
e-president, said. The present
A plant here is building all the

•und equipment for the New York
id San Francisco fairs.

1 Jt =

an 3

jni

Bach to Senate?
Pittsburgh—Frank J. Harris, executive

of the Harris Theater Circuit and Re-
publican chairman of Allegheny county,
is being urged to run as a candidate for
the state Senate to fill the vacancy
made by the recent resignation of Dr.
P. J. Henney. Harris has already served
several terms as Senator, and is a brother
of the late Senator J. P. Harris.

"Sweethearts" Sets New Kind of Record
Patrons of 456 theaters paid $1,575,000 to see M-G-M's "Sweethearts" during

the Christmas and New Year's period, the distributors announced over the week-end.
An all-time record is claimed.

RKO Reorg. Consents

Believed Sufficient

(.Continued from Page 1)

Judge William of the order of settle-

ment is imminent.

That such a step might even be
taken on the week-end loomed large,
since, it is pointed out by channels
conversant with the New Rules,
Judge Bondy is permitted to sign
and file such an order at any time.
Further evidence of rapid judicial

action is noted in the fact that the
Court is not compelled by law to

give two weeks for the withdrawal
of consents, since the latter represent
financial equity held domestically in

overwhelming, if not total, percent-
age.

That sufficient consents are on
file is indicated by the following
citations taken from the record. Out-
standing shares are given as 2,577,-

554.75, with majority required of

1,288,778. Proponents filed on or

about Dec. 14, 1938, an affidavit stat-

ing that obtained consents actually
are 1,297,465,163, and that surplus
stock consents are 8,687,163.

Bond consents as of Sept. 29, or
thereabouts, were $10,007,447.58,
while the required two-thirds is

$8,479,000. Seligman certificate con-
sents alone filed by proponents
totaled at that time $8,208,228.09.

Consents necessary are: (a) two-
thirds of the secured creditors; (b)

two-thirds of the unsecured creditors,

and (c) one share over the majority
of stock. Proponents have a surplus

over each of these requirements. To-
tal of individual interests consenting
is in excess of 400.

Kuykendall Would Salvage

City History in Features

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, in

a statement issued over the week-
end, urged that theater owners in

co-operation with Chambers of Com-
merce throughout the country move
to salvage pertinent municipal his-

torical material in Hollywood fea-

tures.

Industry, said Kuykendall, will

expend "hundreds of thousands of

dollars" this year to re-create scenes
in earlier American life. With pic-

tures going* to the scrap heap in

two years, Kuykendall sees a huge
wastage of a valuable celluloid by-
product, and hence offers his sug-
gestion:

"I urge theater owners every-
where in the United States to co-
operate with Chambers of Commerce
by working with major film ex-
changes for the making of strips

of film or particular sequences from
a particular feature to help start

and develop an animated historical
record for every interested Ameri-
can city and town."

New York Regents Propose

Hollywood Make School Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

lighted the 157-page report of the
Regents' Inquiry into the Character
and Cost of Public Education which
was formally issued on the week-
end.

Report, book form and published
by The McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

was written by Dr. Elizabeth Laine,
who was in charge of the study on
behalf of the State of New York.

In this carefully analyzed study
of the uses to which pix are now put
by the few schools which use them,
Miss Laine indicates the basic prob-
lems in the future development of
these new teaching aids, and she
raises the questions which school
heads must answer if they use films
effectively, and, further, she shows
what the role of the State Depart-
ment of Education must be to aid
them.
One of the important discussions

in the inquiry deals with the role
the teacher must play if there is to
be an integration of film and class-
room instruction on an intensive
scale.

Many interesting but fragmentary
and inconclusive experiments in the
use of films for teaching pupils or
public were found. No concerted
effort from such a State motion
program could be charted. For this
reason Miss Laine writes, "It is

desirable to have for educational
use, films produced for the purpose
which deal inspiringly with the
problems of life and the world; also
films designed to instill in students
those elusive elements which form
character, citizenship and goodness.
While the subjects filmed and the
methods of treatment, because they
are educational in character, must
be selected by educators, or with
their aid, the actual filming must be
done by our best technicians. At
present these are the Hollywood
producers."

DRAFT CHANGES UP

AT WASHINGTON MEET

3 Long-Run B'way Pix

Were Made in England

Three current pictures with the
longest Broadway runs are of Eng-
lish make. They are "Pygmalion,"
the Shaw play filmed by Gabriel
Pascal, now in its sixth week at the
Astor; "The Beachcomber," May-
flower production, entering its

fourth week at the Rivoli, and Al-
fred Hitchcock's GB picture, "The
Lady Vanishes," at the Globe, also
in its fourth week.

Rockwell to Colonial
Providence — Kenneth Rockwell,

manager of RKO-Albee since last

August, has been transferred to the
circuit's Colonial, New York City.
Harry McDonald, for past five years
at RKO-Keith, Boston, succeeds
Rockwell here.

(Continued from Page 1)

the board gets under way and the
sessions are scheduled to extend
through Wednesday afternoon.
While important issues, including

election of officers, are slated for
disposal at the board meeting it

is believed that the consideration
of the trade practice committee's
report will occupy a major portion
of the time. Indications are that
the Allied leaders will seek extensive
revisions and changes in the pro-
posals before acceptance or approval
will be considered.
A tentative schedule for the two-

day board meeting has been pre-
pared by Abram F. Myers, general
counsel, and special committees have
been designated as follows: Fin-
ance committee: Herman Blum,
chairman; M. B. Horwitz, Max
Levenson, M. A. Rosenberg, George
Gold, E. F. Maertz. Nomination
committee: Sidney Samuelson, chair-
man; Nathan Yamins, W. A. Steffes,

Martin Smith, Jack Kirsch, Maurice
Rubin. Annual Convention and Spe-
cial References committee: Fred J.

Herrington, chairman; Ray Branch,
Lee Newberry, Charles Olive, P. J.

Wood, Arthur K. Howard.
The directors will celebrate the

10th anniversary of the founding of
Allied tomorrow night at a dinner
in the banquet room of the Carl-
ton. In addition to Allied founders
who will be honor guests, Senator
N. M. Neely, sponsor of the anti-
block booking and blind selling-

measure, will be seated on the dais.

Van Leer Forms Own Firm
Arnold Van Leer, well-known film

and stage publicist, announced on
Saturday his resignation from Cowan
& Van Leer, Inc., advertising firm,

and the formation of Arnold Van
Leer Associates, advertising, mer-
chandising and public relations

counselors.
New organization will headquarter

at 521 Fifth Ave. Among its clients

are Dictograph Products, Inc., Lek-
trolite Corp., Roto-Shaver, Inc., Mor-
ris Gest's Little Miracle Town at the

New York World's Fair, Artcinema
Associates, Salesmakers, Inc.,

World's Fair sales contests, Cleev-

landt Corp., and Thorn-tite Corp.

Walker Chose Nine "Bests"
Due to the overlooking of a cor-

rected ballot, name of Paul Walker
of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph
was inadvertently omitted from the

list of critics who picked nine of

the Ten Best pictures. This is the
second consecutive year Walker has
picked nine. Last year he was using
the pen name L. U. Kay.

Ed May's Annex
Newark, N. J.—Ed May, originator

and operator of the Newsreel Theater
here, will open a restaurant adjoining
the theater this week.



THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Houses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively lor THE FILM DAILY by

============ ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC. ====================

Theater Closings

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich — Pickwick, (1-1-37);

Owner: Pascay.
ILLINOIS

Quincy — Orpheum (12-18-38);

Owner: Great State Theaters, Inc.;

To remodel.

INDIANA
Peru—Wallace (3-1-38); Owner:

Gregory; Fire.

MARYLAND
Bel Air—Bel Air (12-31-38); Bel

Air Theater Co.; Not profitable.

MICHIGAN
Mt. Clemens—Macomb (12-20-38);

Owner: R. E. Peltier; For general
repairs and cleaning up, will reopen
the 25th.

Sheboygan — Silver (12-19-38);

Owner: S. K. Wickersham; Lack of

funds.

OKLAHOMA
Tishomingo—Thompson (1-3-39);

Owner: Glen Thompson; Destroyed
by fire.

PENNSYLVANIA
Farrell — Colonial (12-16-38);

Owner: Christ Lampros; Destroyed
by fire.

TEXAS
Pittsburg — Crystal (12-12-38);

Owner: B. R. McClendon.

UTAH
Salt Lake City—Capitol (12-2-38);

Owner: Inter-Mountain Theaters,
Inc.; Undetermined.

Theater Openings

ARKANSAS
Rector—Ford (12-24-38); Owner:

Tom Ford; House Manager: Tom
Ford; Previously closed August
1938, destroyed by fire.

CALIFORNIA
Pomona — California, 900 seats

(12-25-38); Owner: Fox West Coast;
House Manager: Sidney Pink; Pre-
viously closed a year ago.

FLORIDA
Palm Beach—Beaux Arts (12-18-

38); Owner: Sparks Chain; House
Manager: E. Beard; Previously
closed April, 1938.
Palm Beach—Paramount (12-18-

38); Owner: Sparks Chain; House
Manager : Dorman ; Previously
closed April, 1938.

IDAHO
Pocatello—Roxy, 500 seats (12-24-

38); Owner: N. B. Grossman; House
Manager: N. B. Grossman.

ILLINOIS
Quincy — Orpheum (12-25-38);

Owner: Great States Theaters, Inc.;

House Manager: Hoeffler & McCon-
nell; Previously closed 12-18-38.

INDIANA
Peru—Wallace, 694 seats (1-15-

39); Owner: Gregory Circuit; House

Manager: R. A. Bochman; Previous-
ly closed 3-1-38.

IOWA
Dubuque—Avon, 475 seats (12-

25-38); Owner: James Yannias;
House Manager: John Weida; Pre-
viously closed 11-15-38.

Waterloo — Iowa, approximately
1,000 seats (12-25-38); Owner: Mort
Singer Corp.

MICHIGAN
Jackson—Nu, 125 seats, (12-25-

38); Owner: W. T. Carroll; House
Manager: L. W. Carroll; Previously
closed 7-1-38.

Jackson—Majestic, 900 seats (12-

25-38); Owner: Butterfield.

TENNESSEE
Knoxville—Strand, 800 seats (12-

19-38); Owner: Wilby-Kincey Ser-
vice Corp.; House Manager: Milton
Carr; Previously closed 11-26-38.

WISCONSIN
Kenosha — Lincoln, 550 seats

(Nov., 1938); Owner: M. Lencione;
House Manager: L. Lencione; Pre-
viously closed 1937.
Milwaukee—Little (formerly Gar-

den), 1,400 seats (12-9-38); House
Manager: Walter Ronson.

New Theater
Openings

CALIFORNIA
Tulore—El Rey, 440 seats (12-20-

38); Builder: Mr. Walter Cree;Cost:
$15,000.

MISSISSIPPI
Booneville—New Avon, 500 seats

(12-31-38), Business District; Build-
er: Howard Caver; Cost: $10,000;
House Manager: Mr. Canfield.

MONTANA
Billings—Empire (12-10-38), 118

No. 27th; Builder: C. V. Balls; Cost:
$15,000; House Manager: C. L. Grif-
fith.

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham—Center, 1,400 seats (12-

16-38), Chapel Hill and Holland Sts.;

Builder: N. C. Theaters, Inc.; Archi-
tect: C. G. Stillwell; Cost: $200,000;
House Manager: J. Noble Arnold.

TENNESSEE
Knoxville—Broadway, 600 seats

(12-17-38), 2411 North Broadway.

Theaters Under
Construction

ARKANSAS
Mena—Lil, 275 seats, South Main

St.; Builder: F. P. Christian; Cost:
$2,300; Operator: L. E. Gnaltney;
To be completed 1-15-39.

CALIFORNIA
Colton — New Colton, 900 seats,

East 1st St.; Builder: F. Meyers;
Cost: $65,000; To be completed
1-15-39.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson—State, 955 seats; Build-

er: Morris McCoy Construction Co.;

Architect: Erie C. Stillwell; Opera-
tor; Palmetto Theater Co.; To be
completed approximately Feb. 15th.

WISCONSIN
Baraboo—"The Juliar," 450 seats,

415 Broadway; Builder: Henry E.
Ringling; Architect: J. J. Flad;
Cost: $60,000; Operator: Henry
Ringling; To be completed 12-31-38.

air conditioning equipment plani

Theaters Planned
CALIFORNIA

El Monte — New, Five Points;
Builder: Jimmy Edwards; Cost:
$20,000.

El Monte—New, 900 seats to 1,000
seats, Valley Blvd. Eu of Tyler;
Cost: $60,000 to $80,000; Operator:
Al Sanborn.

ILLINOIS
Greenville—The Bond, 600 seats,

West side of square; Builder: Ken-
nedy & Son; Cost: $30,000; Opera-
tor: Frisina.

NEW YORK
Oswego — Oswego, West Second

St.; Builder: Schine Theater Corp.;
Architect: J. Eberson; Cost: $200,-

000.
Woodbourne — New, 700 seats;

Architect: Geo. Ketchum; Opera-
tor: Kaller Comerord.

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo—Park, 300 seats, 504 Front

St.; Builder: H. C. Aamoth; Archi-
tect: Joe Rosette; Operator: Gordon
Aamoth.

VIRGINIA
Portsmouth — New, 600 seats;

Operator: R. Levine.

WISCONSIN
Hurley—RangJe, 685 seats, Silver

St.; Builder: Frank Milavetz; Archi-
tect; Nelson; Cost: $50,000; Man-
ager: Frank Briskie.

Renovations
Planned

CONNECTICUT
Waterbury— New Garden ; Work

Planned: Redecoration, renovating
seats; Owner: Nick Mascoli.

IOWA
Coon Rapids — Lyric; Work

Planned: Complete renovation;
Owner: F. V. Rafferty; To be com-
pleted about March 15th.

KANSAS
Topeka — Best; Work Planned:

Redecorate lobby; Owner: J. E.
Pennington; To be completed 1-20-

39.

OHIO
Cleveland—Imperial ; Work Plan-

ned: Breaking out the sta^e end of
present building and extending
building back so that 500 additional
seats can be installed, new boiler and

there will be 1,700 seats; fjS
:

Associated Circuit; To be comjfti
3-1-40.

Defiance—Valentine ; Work P
ned: Installation of all new bodif'
chairs replacing present seats;
er: Mailers Bros.; To be complt
1-1-39.

OKLAHOMA
Eufavla—Pix, 282 seats, 110

Main St.; Builder: Fuller Fe
Bldg.; Operator: Clarence Shea
Woodward—Terry ; Work Planr

Installation of rest rooms,
arrangement and upholstering
seats. Putting on new ceiling
repainting of interior of thea
Air conditioning theater; Owr
Vance & Terry; To be completec
January.

TEXAS
Dallas—Rosewin; Work Planr

Complete remodeling; Owner: R
& Rowley; To be completed 2-1-'

WISCONSIN
Waukesha—Avon; Work Plann

New canopy; Owner: L. F. Th
wachter, completed, Spring, 193£
Milwaukee—Avalon; Work PI

ned: New canopy and box-office.

Change in
Ownership

ARKANSAS
Cotton Plant— New, transfer

j

to J. T. James by J. W. Crabtr
;

House Manager: J. T. James.

CALIFORNIA
Burbank—Burbank, transferred

j

Burbank Theater Corp. b^ James
Edwards, Jr.; House Manager: C.

Minor.
Long Beach—Stanley, transfer

to Sidney Federpartly who is

brother, by Feder Bros; House M;
agfer: Sidney Feder.

COLORADO
Saguache—Rialto, transferred

R. A. Spurlock by Ross Labart.

CONNECTICUT
Southington — Colonial, transf

red to Jos. Walsh by Jos. Davis s

A. M. Schuman; House Manag
Jos. Walsh.
Waterbury—New Garden, trad

ferred to Nick Mascoli by S. Pano
KANSAS

Peabody— Sunflower, transfer:

to Mr. Buschorn by Arnold Burn
Topeka—Best, transferred to J.

Pennington by W. C. McKenni
House Mgr. : Cams.

KENTUCKY
Pikeville—Liberty, transferred

Schine's Chain by Scott's; Hoi
Mgr.: N. B. Scott.

MICHIGAN
Wyandotte — Rialto, transfen

to Down River Theater Corp.
Frank Waslow; House Managi
Frank Wadlow.
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THE>VI:EI\ IN
REVIEW
Ten Best" of 1938

By GEORGE H. MORRIS^^^

Reviews of n€io fums

OMESTIC
TEN BEST POLL: Disney's

now White," distributed by RKO,
i d top honors in annual nation-

de poll of critics conducted by The
_.M Daily. Then in order came
ou Can't Take It With You"
iol.); "Alexander's Ragtime Band"

1 )th-Fox); "Boys' Town" (M-G-M);
I'arie Antoinette" (M-G-M); "In

1 Chicago" (20th-Fox); "The Ad-
ltures of Robin Hood" (Warners);
he Citadel" (M-G-M); "Love Finds

dy Hardy" (M-G-M), and "The
'• nicane" (UA-Goldwyn). 536 bal-

'« were cast for new all-time rec-

1.

PRODUCTION: Paramount was
>orted planning to spend $25,000,-

) on 58 pix for 1939-40, and UA
arted 36 for coming season, six to

ne from Selznick.

DISTRIBUTION: 20th-Fox set

ril 15-17 for company's sales con-

ltion in Chicago. RKO Radio an-

anced Jan. 28 for opening of

laefer Sales Drive.

LITIGATION: Majors answered
vernment's reply brief in bill of

•ticulars contest anent the equity

t. declared D of J position "un-
ind" and asked that Judge William
ndy grant the bill. In Washington
• U. S. Supreme Court again heard
Has anti-trust case, Judge Thomas
Thacher arguing that Covena-

nt's case is "fictitious." Nation's
i ti'ibunal also heard argument in

• State of Florida-Ascap action

;sented by Tho-mas G. Haight, who
dared Society not a combination
restraint of trade.

DIVORCEMENT: Divorcement
i regulatory bills were introduced
Wednesday in the Nebraska Leg-
iture. In New York was reported
it one of outstanding drug chains,

;ked by a banking house, as inter-

ed in entering exhibition field
:

mid theater divorcement go
';-: rough.

Ha

1REIGN
EXHIBITION: Long pending
rger of the vast Odeon and GB
ater interests was reported by a
ndon cable to have been completed.
w setup gives Odeon approxi-
tely 600 theaters.

DISTRIBUTION : A. A. Lowe, for-
r UA general manager in Tokyo,
lared that the Japanese Diet may
e on a new regulatory law in April

i ich would govern all phases of pix
ivity in that country.

M

"Fighting

Thoroughbreds"
with Ralph Byrd, Mary Carlisle

Republic 63 Mins.

LIVELY RACETRACK YARN CARRIES
STRONG THRILLS AND GOOD HUMAN
TOUCHES.

This racetrack saga has some good plot

twists that lift it out of the ruck of the

old formula story. Mary Carlisle is the

granddaughter of George Hayes, who as a

grandpa type is an old aristocrat of the

southern horse racing and breeding aris-

tocracy, fallen upon hard times, and he
and the girl and a jockey (Marvin Stephens)

raise a colt under all sorts of poverty priva-

tions. The colt is the result of a midnight

escapade of a famous stud horse owned
by a rival breeder, which breaks loose and
visits a mare belonging to Mary's grandpa.

From this incident, bitter enmity arises

between the two stables, resulting in the

foreclosure of grandpop's stables by the

other. But the latter's son (Robert Allen)

is in love with Mary, and tries to help her

over her financial difficulties. The upshot

of it all is a keen rivalry between two
colts of different stables, both sired by the

same great horse. This results in difficul-

ties in entering Mary's horse in a big race,

but Allen sportingly straightens it out, for

he really wants to prove which is the bet-

ter horse. The suspense is well-handled,

with first an accident to Mary's entry, a

kidnap plot by gamblers, and the final race

in which Mary's horse comes through to

beat its brother rival. Well directed, and

neatly acted by the principals.

CAST: Ralph Byrd, Mary Carlisle, Rob-

ert Allen, George Hayes, Marvin Stephens,

Charles Wilson, Kenneth Duncan, Victor

Killian, Eddie Brian.

CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schaefer;

Director, Sidney Salkow; Authors, Clarence

E. Marks, Robert Wyler; Screenplay,

Wellyn Totman; Cameraman, Jack Marta;

Editor, Ernie Nims.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

Paramount in Adv. Tieup

With Pan Amer. Petroleum

Paramount and Pan American
Petroleum Corp. have joined forces
in a co-operative advertising cam-
paign which will blanket four
Southern states — Louisiana, Ala-
bama, Tennessee and Mississippi.
The tie-up includes the posting of
24-sheets, issuance of 500,000 copies
of a four-page tabloid movie news-
paper through 3,500 Pan American
stations and day-and-date news-
paper ads. Every poster and news-
paper advertisement plugs directly

the current film in which each of
the various Paramount stars ap-
pears.

Olsen Hurt In Crash
Detroit — George Olsen, of the

Olsen Circuit, is in Mercy Hospital,
Grayling, Mich., suffering from com-
pound leg fracture and other in-

juries, as the result of an auto-
mobile accident.

"Trigger Pals"
with Art Jarrett

Grand National 60 Mins.

MOVES FAST WITH FINE WORK BY

ART JARRETT IN THRILL-PACKED
SCENES.

Romance and trouble walk hand in hand

for Art Jarrett when he finds that he owns

half a ranch and that an eastern girl has

the other half, but she wants to turn it

into a dude ranch. With his pals, Lee

Powell and Al St. John, he starts to track

down the activities of a rustler gang, whose
chief is operating as a respectable land

agent in town. The scheme is to run off

cattle when deliveries are about to be

made, and then force the ranchers to sell.

By some fast work, Jarrett finally pins the
guilt on the gang, and moves into a finish

fight with the gang in a cave from which
they are operating. A charge of dynamite
is exploded, but not before Jarrett dis-

covers that the rustled cattle are in a

hidden valley behind the cave. There is

plenty of gun fighting and fast riding,

with comedy contributed by St. John try-

ing to avoid the romantic whims of the
girl's auntie. Two good cowboy harmonies
are heard.

CAST: Art Jarrett, Lee Powell, Al St.

John, Dorothy Faye, Ted Adams, Nina Guil-

bert, Ernie Adams, Earl Douglas, Stanley
Blystone, Frank LaRue, Ethan Allen.

CREDITS: Producer, Phil Krasne; Direc-
tor, Sam Newfield; Authors, George Plymp-
ton, Ted Richmond; Screenplay, George
Plympton; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh;
Editor, Roy Luby.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"Code of the Fearless"
with Fred Scott, John Merton,

Claire Rochelle

Spectrum Pictures Corp. 56 Mins.

WELL PRODUCED, FAST RIDING WEST-
ERN WITH PLENTY OF ACTION, GOOD
BY COWBOY FANS.

Plenty of fast riding, a generous sprinkling

of fistfights and shooting and an adequate cast

of western standbys make this new six-gun

film O.K. entertainment for the cowboy fans.

Fred Scott sings two songs pleasingly and
fulfills the hero role adequately. John Mer-
ton, a tried and true villain, will draw hisses

from the fans and the rest of the cast is

all right. Scott, a ranger, gets himself kicked

out of the service deliberately in order to

track down a band of thieves by joining up
with them. Having gathered enough evidence

he sends a message to the Ranger captain to

ride in with his men. However, one of the

gang intercepts his message and Fred has a

hot time until the Rangers ride to his assis-

tance.

CAST: Fred Scott, John Merton, Claire

Rochelle, Walter McGrail, George Sherwood,

Harry Harvey, Gene Howard, William Woods,
Frank Laurie, Don Gallaher, Carl Matthews,

James Kelly.

CREDITS: Produced by C. C. Burr; Direc-

tor, R. K. Johnston; Screenplay, Fred Myton;

Cameraman, Elmer Dyer; Editor, Charles

Hinkle.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, O.K.

PRODUCTION
+

DISTRIBUTION
+

EXHIBITION
+

PERSONNEL
+

STUDIOS
+

ORGANIZATIONS
+

DIRECTORS
+

PLAYERS
+

TECHNICAL
+

EQUIPMENT
+

THEATERS
+

ASSOCIATIONS
+

TEN BEST

%
This is only a part of

the many important
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coming— r
1939
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HistoryMakers of 1938 in theFilm Industry
{Continued from Page 1)

Rainer, Harold Lloyd, Frances Farmer,
Dorothy Lamour, Sam Jaffe, John Gar-
field, Phil Baker, Philips Lord, and others.

Was additionally successful in handling
Pathe's action vs. du Pont Represented
at the bar our Motion Pictures' Greatest

Year. Chairmaned industry's Red Cross
and United Hospitals drives, plus bevy
of other committees. Wrote many articles

on law; spoke frequently via radio; and
lectured on films at both Columbia and
N. Y. U.

• WALTER E. GREEN
^T FROM all

^^ sec tions

of the land
during 1938

came reports

of improve-
ments in equip-

ment being ef-

fectuated by
pix houses,
and, with mo-
notonous regu-

larity these re-

ports m e n -

tioned National

Theater Supply
as the source of sales. The prexy, as

well as a director, of this organization

is none other than Walter Green, and
much of the progressiveness, initiative

and confidence which was evidenced by

the NTS sales staff was inspired by this

head man. To augment his usual busy

year, up stepped International Projectoi

Corp. with its new Simplex Four Star

Sound. Incidentally, Mr. Green is also

an official of IPC.

<L

• HENRY KING
Veteran of

SAM DEMBOW,

c
JR. •

E A RLY
April

headlines pro-

claimed this
veteran show-
man as having
bought into F
& M. Then fol-

lowed his tak-

ing over the

company 'b

vice - presiden-

cy. As execu-

tive in charge
of contact with

film companies
and the industry generally, he had abso-

lute "say so" re the bookings nationally !

for F & M's some 60 theaters. Autumn
found him making careful plans to ex-

pand the exhibition end of the company
as soon as the nation's economic signal

flags flashed "clearer sailing."

the indus-

try, this able
director was
represented in

1938 by two
outstan cl-

ing 20th Cen-
tury - Fox pro-

ductions which
mopped up at

box offices
everywhere. So
it was hardly
surprising that

the year - end
critics' symposium conducted by THEj
FILM DAILY saw both King pix, "In

Old Chicago" and "Alexander's Ragtime
Band," winning "Ten Best" accolades

• • JACK SKIRBALL • •

^T THE Ed-
^^ ucational-

Grand Nation-

a 1 merger
placed the Ed-

ucational sales

manager in the

role of produc-

tion head of

the combined
companies. Ac-

tive in working
out the details

of the merger.

Jack, upon its

c o m p 1 etion,

went to the

Coast where he co-ordinated the produc-

tion angles of the new setup. He also

was one of the organizers of Arcadia

Pictures, one of the producing units for

GN.

• ROBERT GILLHAM •

^T Promoting
^^ bigger
and better ad-

vertising cam-
paigns for Par-

amount pic-

tures kept Bob
Gillham burn-

i n g the mid-

night oil in

New York and,

hopping back
and forth be-

tween the East

and West
Coasts during
1938. In addition, he was one of the

boys who devoted a maximum of time

and effort to the preparation of the lay-

outs for the Motion Pictures Greatest

Year campaign and was active in the

advertising side of the drive from its

inception.

• • HOWARD DIETZ •

^T Directing
^^ the huge
advertising and
publicity ma-
chine of M-G-
M is a whale
of a job in it-

self, but being
a glutton for

punish ment
Howard took
on another big

assignment as
boss of the Mo-
tion Pictures
Greatest Year
advertising committee and started the ball

rolling for the cause both in New York and
Hollywood. Another important event in

his life occurred in July when he be-

came the papa of a baby girl.

• MORRIS J. SIEGEL •

C

<L
Republic's

sales con-

clave at Los
Angeles was
occasion for

an noun cing
that the 1938-

39 season
would witness

a boost in the

production bud-
get, plus the

company en-

tering what
amounts to a
big pictures'

policy. This was music to the ears of

Moe Siegel, chieftain of Republic Produc-
tions, Inc., who set the stage at once
to carry out the edict. To centralize au-
thority for the plans, he was designated
as sole executive producer for Republic.

• HARRY H. THOMAS •

fT w H E N^ Tri- Na-
tional sprang
into being, in

order to furnish

U. S. screens

with top flight

foreign pic-

tures, the prob-

lem of effective

and efficient
distribution o f

the attractions

naturally
arose, and
then also arose
to the occasion the astuteness of John
E. Otterson, for he selected the excel-

lently-qualified Harry Thomas to take

over this end of the business.

BEN GOETZ • •

AS head

of M-G-
M's production

activities in

England, ,'eii
had a mt ic-

tive year in

1938. As proof

of this state-

ment, one only

Jt ''&i ""^-^pif has to be re-

fSBk "%^. $ minded that
Hk ^Bjjyr such topnotch-

Wk. ^|J^_ ers as A Yank
:MH» HHhk at Oxford" and

"The Citadel"

were produced under his supervision,

and as this is being written he is con-

centrating on the production of "Good-
Bye Mr. Chips." Ben also found time

to make two quick trips to the U. S.

• • DAVID LOEW • •

*T M A D E
^^ pixgoers'

lives lighter

and brighter
by turning out

a trio of fea-

tures starring

the ever-amus-

i n g Joe E .

Brown. First of

these films to

flash forth dur-

ing the annum
was ''Wide
Open Faces."

There followed
"The Gladiator." Both of the foregoing

were released by Columbia. Then came
"Flirting With Fate," which the young
scion of the House of Loew released via

Loew's, Inc.

<L

JOHN E. JOSEPH • •

AT about

the time
that 1938 was
born, John E.

came to Uni-

versal as head
|
o f publicity

and advertis-

ing. Before
settling down
to the big job

of p 1 u g g 1 ng
"U" pix, he re-

aligned and
expanded his
depart ment,

shifting New York men to the Coast
and strengthening his organization in

general. Then, when all was set, he
moved his headquarters to the studios

and left Lou Pollock to handle the New
York details.

R C E in Larger Quarters
Ruby Camera Exchange, Eastern

representatives for manufacturers of

camera and projection equipment as
well as producers of industrials, will

move into larger space at their

present address, 729 Seventh Ave.

137 "Criminal" Day-Dates
With the addition of 10 bookings

over the week-end, Warners' "They

Made Me a Criminal" will have a

total of 137 simultaneous openings

the week-end of Jan. 28.

Blake to Make Two
Ben K. Blake will start production

on his next Jewish feature early in

February at the Biograph studios.

He will follow this with a feature

in English dialogue.

20 "James" Pre-Releases
Pre-release dates for "Jesse

James" have been set by 20th-Fcx
in 20 key cities throughout the
country to precede the national re-
lease of the picture Jan. 27, it was
learned Friday.
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British Exhibitors are Cold to Increase in Quota

MADE REFORMS BEFORE ALLIED DIRECTORS TODAY

ixhibs. in Five Southern States Aid Refugee Relief

Pix Selling
. and "Ten Best"

= By CHESTER B. BAHN=

---

i

'HERE'S one slant on the winning pictures

in your favorite film journal's 17th an-

al "Ten Best" Pictures poll, just con-

jded that deserves a bit of trade emphasis.

Scan the list
—

"Snow White and the

<ven Dwarfs," "You Can't Take It With

>u," "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys'

iwn," Marie Antoinette," "In Old Chi-

igo," "The Adventures of Robin Hood,"

"he Citadel," "Love Finds Andy Hardy,"

d "The Hurricane"—and you'll note that

ey are pictures which were sold not only

the public but to the exhibitor as well.

If there's one definable—and understand-

le—formula in this churning business, it's

is:

Big pictures plus big selling equal big

ofits.

o

"HAT formula is applicable to virtually

every picture found on the 1938 "Ten
:st" lineup. "Men who know film business

:st," to paraphrase Lucky Strike, are agreed

at there is a single possible exception

—

at nine of the ten winning features scored

finitely at the nation's box offices.

A .900 per cent batting average for a

rmula is more than colossal—it's phe-

menal.

At this point, an aside on the value of

uth-in-advertising, especially film adver-

ng. When the distributors of the pictures

umerated "went to town" with their re-

ective selling campaigns, they had some-

ling to sell. The advertising clicked with

eater operators and the public because it

as truthful and, in clicking, built up in the

emories of showman and filmgoer alike

estige and good-will for the companies

ncerned.

Tri-States MPTO Backs Plan

to Hold Benefits on

Jan. 26
New Orleans—Final plans are be-

ing made throughout the Gulf States
Area, comprising Louisiana, Missis-
sippi and parts of Alabama and Flo-
rida, for one of the biggest benefits

ever staged in the Deep South when,
on Jan. 26, all theaters in this area
will turn over their entire receipts
to a relief fund for European
refugees. The day has been desig-

nated as "Campaign for Humanity
Day."
Headed by E. V. Richards, gen-

( Continued on Poor 7)

BELISAN AD SYSTEM

IS DECREED LOTTERY

'38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of

Year's Headliners

«L

Quebec—"Belisan advertising sys-

tem" was officially declared a lottery

as a result of the trial here of

Charles Rioux, manager of the Cam-
brai Theater, who was fined $10 and
costs or 10 days on conviction of

(.Continued on Page 8)

Anti-Bank Night Measure
Introduced in New Mexico

Santa Fe, N. M.—A measure to

outlaw theater Bank Night was in-

troduced in the House of Represen-
(Continued on Page 8)

SPYROS SKOURAS •

CRE D I T

one of
the biggest
bombshells of

the year in

the exhibition

ranks to Spy-
r o s Skouras.

The energetic

and able head
of the far-
flung National

Theaters cir-
cuit decided
that givea-
ways can be

eliminated and showmanship restored.

He dropped all giveaways in branches
(.Continued on Page 8)

Decision in Chi. Contempt
Action Deferred to Feb. 17

Chicago—Federal Judge Charles
Woodward yesterday deferred until

p'eb. 17 his decision in the Govern-
(Continued on Page 6)

T is true, of course, that all pictures must

be and should be sold. But it is equally

tie, and should be apparent, that extrava-

ant claims made in the instance of poor

ictures definitely hurt rather than help. A
sspectable percentage of the movie-going

ublic is as show-wise as the average ex-

ibitor. If that wasn't so, there would be
(.Continued on Page 2)

Request of British Labor for Quota

Increase Finds Little Exhib. Support

Flint's Theaters Will

Adopt Double Features

Detroit—A double bill policy is to

be adopted by practically all the-

aters at Flint, according to unoffi-

cial decision of a meeting just

called there by exhibitors. Under
(Continued on Page 8)

London (By Cable)—Labor's move
to increase the present quota fig-

ures through invocation of Section

15 of the 1938 Act is finding slight

exhibitor support.
Explanation is CEA members'

fear that agitation for increased
commitments might result in a still

further slash in the supply of prod-

(Continued on Page 8)

Board to Act Following Meet-
ing of Negotiators in

Washington
By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington— Allied's board
of directors today is slated to

study the results of yesterday's
conference between its own
trade practice negotiating com-
mittee and the distributors' rep-

resentatives.
Although discussions of the trade

reform draft are scheduled to oc-

cupy only a part of the day's ses-

sions, it is believed that this issue
(Continued on Page 6)

KORDA TO MAKE MORE

THAN TWO PICTURES

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to "Four

Feathers" and "Over the Moon,''
previously announced on the 1939-40
United Artists program, Alexander
Korda will make other pictures, it

was revealed yesterday at the an-
nual stockholders' meeting. The ex-
act number has not been set.

Maurice Silverstone stated that
(Continued on Pipe 6)

Horse Cruelty Charges

Denied by Kent, Zanuck

Sidney R. Kent, prexy, in New
York, and Darryl F. Zanuck, pro-

duction chief, in Hollywood, yester-

day issued statements denying
charges of cruelty to horses used in

(Continued on Page 8)

North Dakota Divorcement

Law 'Unconstitutional'—Para.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The North Dakota

divorcement law is unconstitutional

and deprives Paramount of its prop-
erty without due process of law, at-

(Continued on Page 7)
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munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London—Ernest
\V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War-
dour St., W. I. Paris—P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Cour-
des-Noues, 19. Mexico City—Marco-Aurelio
Galinde, Depto. 19, 5A, Dr. Lucio No. 102,
Mexico, D.F. Buenos Aires—Chas. de Cruz,
Heraldo Del Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

f innncini
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 13% 1334 13% + Va
Columbia Picts. pfd
Ccn. Fm. Ind V/& 1% 1% + Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. ptd... 105/8 105/8 105/8 + 5/8
East. Kodak 181 Vi 181 y2 181 Vi — Va
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 14V2 14 14 + l/

8

Loew's, Inc 50 49% 50
do pfd
Paramount 12% 123/8 123/8 — l/4
Paramount 1st pfd. 100 100 100 + Vl
Paramount 2nd pfd
r
athe Film 10V4 10 10 — l/

2
RKO 2>/2 23/8 23/8 — i/

8
20th Century-Fox ... 23 '/2 23 Vs 23

V

4 — 3/8

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 65 65 65
Warner Bros 6 6 6
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww 100 100 100 — Va
Para. B'way 3s55 56'/2 56'/2 56'/2 + Vi
Paramount Picts. 6s55 100 100 100
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 86'/2 86V2 86 '/2 — Vi
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 91 1/2 91 91 —1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3 2% 2% — Vs
Sonotone Corp 1% \3/s i3/8 — y8
Technicolor 21 % 21 21 + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 101
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 4'/2 53/4

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92'/2 94'/4
Met. riayhouse. Inc., 5s '43 68'/2 70'/2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4 s 1st '43 67 69

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Se»enth Afe.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

Pix
. and "Ten Best*"

(Continued from Payc 1)

no rise-and-fall in attendance as picture

quality fluctuates.

The company which "shoots the works"
only when it has a really good picture

stands to get value received and more, for

each advertising cent spent. And on the

other hand, the company which flagrantly

disregards the showman's formula must in-

evitably find itself sharing the unhappy
fate of the fabled youth who cried, "Wolf!
Wolf!!"

If you feel a reminder may be necessary

during the new year, clip the 1938 "Ten
Best," attach the formula, "Big pictures,

plus big selling, equals big profits" and

frame.

Monogram to Celebrate

Johnston Jubilee Year

W. Eay Johnston's 25 years in

the motion picture business will be

celebrated next month and Mono-
gram's 36 branches are preparing

to enlist exhibitors all over the U.

S. to participate in an anniversary

jubilee.

While Monogram, of which John-

ston is president, has been operat-

ing under its reorganized setup only

two years, more than 6,000 accounts

have been sold and indications are

that the company will reach its 1939

goal—a sales quota of more than $6,-

000,000, it was announced yesterday.

Phil Fox Bachelor Dinner

Attracts Execs, to Albany

Albany—Boston and New York
film officials came to the DeWitt
Clinton Hotel last night to join with
150 local area pix people in honor-
ing Phil Fox, Columbia branch man-
ager, at a bachelor dinner. Toast-
master was Dave Miller of Univer-
al, and spielers included Si Fabian,
Louis Schine, Myer Schine, Moe
Silver, Harry Rogovin and Abe
Montague.

Local committee was headed by
Moe Grassgreen of 20th Century-
Fox, assisted by Al Kellert of Sta-

tion WOKO, Ben Goffstein, circula-

tion manager of The Times-Union,
and Neil Hellman, indie exhibitor
who operates the Royal and Para-
mount here in conjunction with his

father.
Fox is to marry Miss Ida Pearl-

stein of Boston late this month.

"Jesse James" Continues

"Alex" Pace at N. Y. Roxy

Holding its opening pace at the
Roxy, "Jesse James" was ahead of

he opening day attendance on Fri-

day late yesterday afternoon, and
it is expected to hold an even pace
with the records set by "Alexander,"
having topped the "Alex" attendance
mark for Saturday. Picture was
expected to have hit attendance to-

tal over 100,000 at end of day yes-
terday, with new schedule set to

open doors an hour earlier in the
morning. More than 1,600 people
were in line yesterday when doors
opened.

Hutchinson Defers Trip

to Studio for Parleys

Coast trip to Walter J. Hutchin-
son, 20th-Fox director of foreign
distribution, has been indefinitely

postponed, it was learned yesterday.
He was scheduled to attend several
studio conferences with Francis L.
Harley, company's United Kingdom
head, and Ben Miggins, continental
manager, who are en route to the
studio now from Florida,

Fewer Film Companies
Formed In N. Y. In 1938

Albany—Stock companies incorpo-

rated in New York for 1938 to-

taled 15,649 as against 17,455 in

1937, according to figures released

for publication by the Department
of State. Total capitalization for

7,529 of the year's formations
reached $214,924,346, with 8,120

electing in their charters to issue

stock of no par value.

Incorporations of motion picture

-oncerns dropped from 1937, but no
figures were released by the Secre-
tary of State as to the percentage
of number.

IATSE Executive Board

Meets In Miami Monday

The IATSE has set Monday as
the opening day for its Miami Ex-
ecutive Board conclave, with New
York delegation leaving here on
Saturday to attend the two-week
session. Those who will attend in-

clude George E. Browne, prexy,
Louis Krouse, James Brennan, Rich-
ard Walsh, William Covert, Harland
Holmden, Floyd Billingsley and
Roger Kennedy.

"Wings of Navy" Gets
6-Ply World Premiere

Warners' home office announced
yesterday six simultaneous world
premieres of "Wings of the Navy"
will be given on Feb. 3 in Washing-
ton, Pensacola, San Diego, New
York, Los Angeles and aboard the
aircraft carrier U.S.S. Lexington.
Excepting the showing at sea, a
member of the film's cast will be
present. National release is Feb. 11.

Charlie Einfeld is laying out a
national advertising, publicity and
exploitation campaign to coincide
with the premieres.

Labs, to Meet With 702
Negotiating committee of Local

702 of the laboratory technicians'
union is scheduled to meet with rep-
resentatives of De Luxe and Con-
solidated Laboratories today in the
first of a series of meetings to dis-
cuss a new contract.

cominc flriD come

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-G-M sales head,

CRAD SEARS, Warner sales head, and A. MON-
TAGUE, Columbia sales chieftain, were in Wash-
ington yesterday to confer with the Allied

trade practice negotiating committee. _4^
OSCAR MORGAN, Southern divisiuctiofcales

manager for Paramount, returned yesterday from

a visit to Dallas and Oklahoma City.

PHILIP E. HILL, of Fhilip Hill and Partners,

English investment house, LUDVIG LAWRENCE
European manager for M-G-M, ANDRE ALGAZY,
film producer, JACK OAKIE and his wife.

MARGARET LOCKWOOD, SYDNEY CHAPLIN,
IRENE BORDONI, and MR. and MRS. LEE

TRACY, arrive tonight on the lie de France.

LOUIS R. GOLDING, Albany district manager
for the Fabians, and his family, are vacationing

in Miami.

EDWARD MILLER, manager of Warners' Hip-

podrome in Cleveland, LOU MILDER, manager
of Warners' Variety and CHARLES ALBERT,
of the theater booking department, have sailed

on a West Indies cruise.

M. N. GRASSGREEN, branch manager for

20th-Fox in Albany, and his wife, leave for

Miami the end of this week.

WILLIAM N. SKIRBALL arrives today from
Europe.

HARRY HELLMAN, owner of the Paramount
and Royal Theaters in Albany, and his wife,

are vacationing in Miami.

OLIVIA DE HAVILAND, ERROL FLYNN,
GEORGE BRENT and BRUCE CABOT leave the

Coast this week to attend the President's

Birthday Ball in Washington the night of Jan.

30.

Doubt Sales Tax Passage
Albany — Well-informed sources

here are taking stock of a state-

wide 2 per cent sales tax with more

than the proverbial grain of salt.

Few of the New York City legisla-

tors, with 62 Assembly seats and 24

Senate districts, are believed to be

ready to support the legislation.

More Premiums in Chi.?

Chicago—With the new Cine the-

ater adopting premiums, B & K is

reported to be planning additions

to the "premium circuit" in the

3pring.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 17

Carl Laemmlc

Noah Beery

Mack Sennett

Nils Asther

Budd Getschal

Grant Withers

Patsy Ruth Miller

Harmon Yaffa
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To know why they call Devil's Island "The

Prison without A Heart"?...Why even the

"stir"-hardened criminals dread Devil's

Island more than Alcatraz? . . .Why the

"correction treatment" of Devil's Island

drove famous Captain Dreyfus to the

verge of madness before Zola daringly

fought for his release? . .

.

If you want the blistering "inside"

TRUTH
See Warner Bros', Sensational Expose!

with BORIS KARLOFF
r>* thP. Trinity TMnvm^ church. I mate! _
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TRADE REFORMS UP

AT ALLIED'S MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

will be given major attention
throughout the two-day meeting of

the organization's board.

Yesterday, Allied's negotiating
group was urged to appi"ove the
trade reform proposals as pre-
sented by the distributors during the
huddle in Chicago last November.
This request and others will be pre-

sented to the board, but it is under-
stood that extensive revisions of the
original draft will have to be prom-
ised before Allied's leaders will give

serious consideration to its accept-

ance.

Myers emerged from last night's
session to say that no statement
would be issued on the progress of

the talks last night. To the query
if one would be announced to the
board meeting today, Myers replied:

"I suppose so, but there is nothing
to announce at this time." Rodgers,
too, said he preferred waiting until

confab's end before commenting.
Allied yesterday was represented

by its general counsel, Abram F.

Myers; its president, Nathan Yamins,
and Sidney Samuelson, Al Steffes,

Ray Branch and Col. H. A. Cole, lat-

ter chairman of Allied's negotiators.

Herman Blum and M. A. Rosenberg
were alternates. Representing the

distributors were W. F. Rodgers,

Grad Sears, Abe Montague and two
attorneys, I. Levinson and Tyree
Dillard.

A dinner celebrating Allied's 10th

year as an independent exhibitor or-

ganization will be held tonight in

the banquet room of the Hotel Carl-

ton.

The sessions will be continued to-

morrow.

Alexander Korda Will Make
More than Two Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

auditors are now working to ascer-

tain the amount to be put into the

producers' fund, representing the

profits to be split among the various

UA producers. Exact amount of

the melon is expected to be an-

nounced shortly.

3 More Donate Paintings

F. Louis Mora, Ivan J. Olinsky

and Andrew Winter, all National
Academicians, have contributed
paintings to the Motion Picture Art
Fund for German Refugees.

It Happened
Oneonta— It really happened. Called

to the stage of a local theater to re-

ceive a cash giveaway award, Blanche

Beebe startled Manager Harry Rose by

declining it.

"I came here just to see the show,"

said Blanche.

A second femme patron who felt

otherwise about it got the $187.50.

with DUILH. DALY

• • • HISTORICAL spectacle at Cumberland. Maryland

recreating the pioneer days of the opening of the B. & O. rail-

road line to the West it was all by way oi being a plug for the

Metro feature. "Stand Up and Fight" the highlight was a two-mile

race between the 100-year-old wood-burner William Galloway and a

stage coach identical with the scene in the picture 20.000

people lined the race course half the population of the city

• • • WHAT put the celebration over big was the in-

auguration by the Chamber of Commerce of the town, of three

"Trading Post Days" the mayor issued a proclamation, the

merchants put on special sales, and the population streamed in

for the three-day fete for miles around Grace Fisher, pop

proprietress of the Maryland and Embassy Theaters, did more

biz in the first two days of the picture's local showing than she

ever did on a full week of any picture special costwnes of the

early period used in the picture were sent from the studio and

worn by the local debs for the stage coach race Carlton

Dufjus, vet exploiteer on Billy Ferguson's staff, did a great job,

that kept him busy for days before the event

• • • IMPRESSIVE campaign being put in back of RKO Radio's

"Gunga Din" Ad Director S. Barret McCormick has attempted a

departure in his campaign planning 13 full-page ads to be pub-

lished in 20 mags .... including the five top weeklies. Life. Look, Sateve-

post Liberty and Collier's .... each piece of copy is designed to fit a par-

ticular publication, highlighting the picture's adventure, romance, thrills

and scope combining this gigantic magazine campaign which also

blankets the fan mag field with the newspaper campaign and

then add to this the unique and striking "LIFEographic" 24-sheets

actual life-size action pictures on posters from the film itself

and you have $200,000 worth of advertising money spent expertly

on the biggest production that RKO Radio has ever attempted

T T T

• • • THE MARCH of Dimes gets under way launched

by the Committee for the Celebration of the President's Birthday

to fight infantile paralysis in many cities buttons will be

available in stores, restaurants, theater and hotel lobbies

patrons will be invited to give a dime and secure one of the

March of Dimes buttons these buttons are to be worn
through January 30, President Roosevelt's 57th birthday the

MPTO of Mississippi is putting on a special drive in the theaters

of the state urging members to make a special slide, sell but-

tons to the audience as they exit, run special Saturday morning
programs to enlist the co-operation of children, and use the dis-

play posters made for the occasion

T T

• • • TICKET sales for the Motion Picture Art Fund for German
Refugees has been so heavy that it will force an extra printing of tickets

Jack Gordon of the Gordon Press has generously printed ali

tickets, receipts and stationery

« « « » » »

DAT6 BOOK

Jan. 17-18: Allied States board meeting, Carl-

ton, Washington.

Jan. 21 : Baltimore Variety Club dinner.
"*v
tiot

Jan. 23 New York Allied regional meeting, <en

Eyck, Albany.

Jan. 24-25: Independent Theaters Protective

Association of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan.

Jan. 25: New York Allied regional meeting,

Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse.

Jan. 27: Hartford (Conn.) IATSE annual ball.

Hotel Bond.

Feb. 2-4: National Board of Review Confer-
ence, Hotel Pennsylvania.

Feb. 4: Cleveland Variety Club ball, Allerton

Hotel.

Feb. 8: West Va. ITO testimonial dinner for

Robert Dunbar and Charles Dortic, Waldo
Hotel, Clarksburg, W. Va.

Feb. 10: Theaters Arts Committee, Film Divi-

sion, Motion Picture Ball, Hotel Roosevelt.

April 15-17: 20th-Fox sales convention, Chi-
cago.

April 17-21: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

April 21-23: Variety Clubs convention, Book-
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

May 4-6: 20th Century-Fox European conven-
tion, London.

May 11-13: 20th Century-Fox European con-
vention, Paris.

June 1-3: 20th Century-Fox South American
convention Rio de Janeiro.

Decision in Chi. Contempt
Action Deferred to Feb. 17

Sign o' the Times
London (By Cable) — Sign o' the

times: Ad in a local film trade daily,

addressed to directors of studios, rent-

ers and cinema owners, offers bomb-
proof shelters "designed for a pre-

eminent technical expert who has made
a careful study of the problem under
actual conditions of aerial warfare in

Barcelona."

(Continued from Page 1)

ment's action against B & K and the

majors for criminal contempt for

alleged violation of the 1932 con-

sent decree.

Louis Phillips of Para.'s legal de-
partment and Fred Pride of 20th-
Fox's legal staff were here from
New York yesterday in connection
with the case.

Lomba on Three Months'

Caribbean Territory Tour

Edward F. Lomba, assistant to

the 20th-Fox director of foreign
distribution, leaves New York on
Thursday for Cuba, the first lap of
tour of the Caribbean territory
which will take about three months.
Lomba also expects to attend the
company's South American sales
convention at Rio in the spring.

Edward Cohen, manager for 'the
company in Ecuador, leaves this

week after a vacation and home
office conferences here.
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AID REFUGEE RELIEF

utinued from Fane 1)

rial chairman, a committee com-
»osed of A. Berenson, Gretna, ex-

lih^cr, as Louisiana chairman, Ar-
h^™Lehman, of Jackson, Missis-

ippi, as Mississippi chairman, and
Louis Rosen, New Orleans attor-

ney, treasurer, has enlisted the co-

peration of every theater in the

wo states and has received volun-

iary requests from theaters in Flo-

ida and Alabama to participate.

The theaters plan to exhibit no
pecial bills on the benefit day, run-

ting the regular show, and turning
iver all receipts without deductions
"or operating costs or otherwise, to

he committee.

Tickets bought in advance to be

ised Jan. 26 will cost the purchasers
he top price of the individual the-

iter, while tickets bought the day
« the performance will sell for the

ndinary admission price. For in-

tance, an advance ticket for a first

lass theater in New Orleans will

. ost 41c while tickets purchased Jan.

tfi will cost 26c.

fri-States Backs Drive

for Nazi Refugee Relief

Oxford, Miss.—MPTO of Arkan-
;as, Mississippi and Tennessee is

ining up behind the Jan. 26 observ-

ance of Nazi Refugee Funds Day,
•insuring a further extension of the

4tope of the move.

Prexy R. X. Williams in a letter

(i Tri-States members says:

"Those of you who do not have
•Sunday shows could take the mat-
ter up with your local authorities

»nd secure their permission to op-
jrate shows on the following Sun-
day afternoon, Jan. 29 at any time
not conflicting with the churches.
This will eliminate your losing a
;how day. It may be that some of

he exchanges will furnish a featilre

ind short without any charge. If

lot, the rental could be deducted
Yom your receipts."

Among those co-operating-

, accord-
ng to Williams, are: Saenger The-
aters, Inc., Sudekum Circuit. Para-
nount-Richards Theaters, Inc.,

Jnited Theaters, Inc., Southern
Amusement Company, Dixie The-
aters Corp., Malco Theaters, Inc.,

and Saenger, Lightman Theaters,
'nc.

Would Ban Pass Issuance

to Georgia's Legislators

Atlanta—Rep. Ed Wohlwender, of

•Muscogee County, has introduced a

neasure in the Georgia General As-
sembly making it a misdemeanor for
any theater owner to offer a pass
:o a member of the legislature while
t is in session. Wohlwender's con-
:ention is that such passes are "sub-
versive" if they do not actually con-
stitute indirect bribery.

46 Pix Shooting
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Forty-six pictures are in

production with M-G-M and Paramount
heading the list with eight each. Co-
lumbia and Universal, five each. War-
ners and Republic, tour each. 20th
Century-Fox and RKO, three each.
Monogram, two. Coldwyn, Roach. Fine
Arts and Arcadia are making one each.

North Dakota Divorcement
Law 'Unconstitutional'—Para.

(.Continued from Page 1)

torneys for Paramount, Minnesota
Amusement Co., and American
Amusement Co. declared in a state-

ment to the U. S. Supreme Court
n jurisdiction argument.

George W. Thorp and Judge
Thomas D. Thacher filed the state-
ment for Paramount and its two
subsidiaries. They stated the case
is within the jurisdiction of the high
court under sections 266 and 238 of
the judicial code, as amended, which
provides for a direct review by the
Supreme Court of an interlocutory
of final judgment or decree of a dis-

trict court composed of three judges
in a suit brought to enjoin the en-
forcement, operation or execution of

a statute of a state.

The statement declared that the
North Dakota law violates the four-
teenth amendment of the Constitu-
tion, the commerce clause of the
Constitution and the copyright laws.

Producers to Nominate
Five for Thalberg Award

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—Major change by rules

committee on Academy awards is

that President Frank Capra is to

appoint a nominating committee of

12 producers who will name 5 nomi-
nees for the Irving G. Thalberg
award for most consistent high qual-

ity of production achievement by an
individual producer.

From this list of 5, the senior

members of Screen Actors Guild,

members of Screen Writers and Di-
rectors Guilds, producers and tech-

nicians will select the winning pro-

ducer.

The rules committee also is pro-

viding awards for best scoring and
best original score.

The Academy will open the nomi-
nations for the best picture, per-

formance, story and other factors

on Jan. 26. The annual dinner at

which the awards are made probably
will be held on March 9.

'ffU
DAILY

Double "Frankenstein" Prints

The biggest box-office business in

the history of horror pictures has
been recorded by "Son of Franken-
stein" in key city openings spanning
the country, it was stated yesterday
at the Universal home office. With
holdovers chalked up in every date
and rush bookings being received by
the hundreds, the company has
placed orders for twice as many
prints as originally ordered.

«REVI€UJS»
"Arrest Bulldog
Drummond"

with John Howard, Heather Angel, H. B.

Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive

Paramount 57 Mins.

AVERAGE BULLDOG DRUMMOND FILM
WILL HOLD INTEREST OF THE MYSTERY
ADDICTS.

Bulldog Drummond in the person of John

Howard again gets in the hair of Scotland

Yard in this continuation of the adventures

of "Sapper's" hero, and is twice arrested

on a charge of murder for being discov-

ered with the corpse on each occasion. But

Colonel Neilson (H. B. Warner) of the

Yard knows that Howard would not kill

anybody and frees him. In this case, how-
ever, the murdered man is Howard's friend,

Leonard Mudie, discoverer of a ray that

will detonate explosives at a distance of

half a mile. A mysterious message from

Mudie sends Howard and Reginald Denny
to Mudie's apartment the night of How-
ard's bachelor dinner the evening before he

is to be married (for the fifth or sixth

time) to Heather Angel, his long-suffering

fiancee. Howard sets out to discover the

murderer of his friend, and mixes with an

espionage agent and a woman aide. Warned
that if he doesn't quit his investigations

someone dear to him will be harmed, How-
ard lets Heather Angel leave alone on

the voyage around the world that was to

have been their honeymoon trip. At the

dock to wave farewell to her, he discovers

that the murderer is aboard. Warner de-

cides to let Howard work with the police

and gives him a commission to discover

the man who murdered Mudie and stole

his explosive ray machine. Howard, Denny
and Clive, the inimitable man-servant, fly

after the ship and after some thrilling in-

cidents on the island of St. Arthur, turn the

murderer over to the police. Howard gives

his usual suave and debonnaire perform-

ance. Miss Angel is sweetly unresentful as

the girl of the many postponed weddings,

and Denny, Clive and Warner contribute

some comedy bits. The film will hold Mie

interest of the "Sapper" fans and the mys-

tery addicts, being capably directed and

acted.

CAST: John Howard, Heather Angel, H.

B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive,

Jean Fenwick, Zeffie Tilbury, George Zuc-
co, Leonard Mudie, Evan Thomas, Clyde

Cook, George Regas, Neil Fitzgerald, Claud
Allister, John Sutton, Ferdinand Munier,

John Rogers, Frank Baker and John David-

son.

CREDITS: Producer, Adolph Zukor; Di-

rector, James Hogan; Author, "Sapper" (H.

C. McNeile); Screenplay by Stuart Palmer;

Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Franz Bach-

elin; Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff, ASC; Edi-

tor, Stewart Gilmore.

DIRECTION, Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Exhibs. Enter Campaigns
for Biz Drive Awards

Exhibitors' competition for the
best campaign used in the Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year campaign
ends Jan. 31 and entries are now
coming in at campaign headquarters,
it was announced yesterday.
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BRITISH EXHIBS. GOLD

TO INCREASE IN QUOTAS

(Continued from Page 1)

uct. This is based on the fact that
U. S. distribs. might, as a result,

find it commerciallv impracticable

to retain the figures of their pres-

ent imports should a still higher
quota commitment be imposed.
Labor wants to stimulate produc-

tion here as a solution of the stu-

dio unemployment problem. Ex-
hibitors feel_ that greater indie pro-
duction rather than a higher quota
is the key. Greater indie produc-
tion activity, however, is essentially

dependent upon City financing.

The Board of Trade, under the

Quota Act, is empowered to alter

quotas by Order in Council. Any re-

vision would applv from Oct. 1 next
insofar as exhibitors' quotas are

concerned, and, in the instance of

distributors' quotas, from April 1,

1940.

Horse Cruelty Charges

Denied by Kent, Zanuck

(Continued from Page 1)

the filming of "Jesse James" which
were brought by S. H. Coleman,
president of the American Humane
Society.
Both pointed out that only one

horse was injured although 300 were
used, that the accident was not due

to lack of care, and that the scene

in question was repeated with ab-

solutely no injury to either horse

or rider. Kent expressed amazement
that "not one word of criticism or

disapproval reached our ears until

after the picture had been released

in New York," said it was "very

odd" no attempt was made to ascer-

tain "the actual facts" insofar as

the company was concerned, and as-

serted, "on three different occasions

parties have endeavored to sell the

studio copies of similar photogra-

phic negative and the studio has

consistently refused to deal with

anyone having taken photographs
of this nature."

Theater Darkened for Day

on Misleading Ad Charge

Lowell, Mass.— License commis-
sion suspended the license of the

Gates Theater for one day for al-

legedly publishing misleading adver-

tising. The theater remained closed

yesterday.
An advertisement containing a

picture of a woman almost complete-

ly unclothed used in announcing the

week's program was the basis of

the commission's action. When a

representative of the theater denied

plans to present the program, the

commission found that the theater

had been guilty of misleading adver-

tising.

Vaude Out In Cincy?
Cincinnati—RKO Shubert is re-

ported dropping vaudeville for films

only, in February.

History Makers of 1938

C

(Continued from Page 1)

of the FWC group, and successfully, it is

reported, with operating income of cir-

cuit upped considerably. Plans com-

plete elimination of all giveaways
through entire chain. Presiding at sales

meetings, holding telephonic conferences

with his field leaders and serving on

MPGY general board along with his

usual round of activities kept him busy,

not to mention several cross country

junkets on company business.

• • LYNN FARNOL • •

BACK in

19 3 4

Lynn left Sam-
u e 1 Goldwyn
to join the
Donahue &
C o e advertis-

ing ag e n c y ,

but in July of

last year he
was back in

the United Art-

ists fold as di-

rector of pub-
licity and ad-

vertising. And
since that time he has been hopping
back and forth between the coasts in

the interest of UA's product and put-

ting over some neat space-grabbing
stunts.

Three Defendants Assail

A. B. Momand Complaint

Oklahoma City— Motions asking
that the amended complaint of A. B.

Momand in his suits against major
producers and distributors be made
more definite and certain have
been filed by three groups of defen-
dants in the $4,500,000 suits now
pending in the Western District
Court of Judge A. P. Murrah.

Regal Theaters, Inc., alleged that
"the amended complaint wholly fails

to state the facts sufficient to con-
strue any cause of action against
this defendant," and prays for dis-

missal. It also denies all material
allegations of the amended com-
plaint.

Griffith Amusement Co. asked for

"a more definite statement" and
citing of names, dates and more
facts with regard to the charges in

the amended complaint.
The defendants, RKO Distribut-

;ng Co., Universal Film Exchange,
Twentieth Century-Fox, Loew's, Vi-
tagraph, RKO Radio Pictures and
United Artists asked "that the plain-

tiff be required to make the points

more definite and certain."

• HARRY SHERMAN •

CTHE "Hop-

along''
producer hop-

ped a 1 o n g
himself during «
the past year wL
and continued llmmw&mb, -n^wL
to produce 1
Class A west-

erns. Inking

William Boyd's

name to a
new contract

i n February,

Harry main-

tained his pic-

tures' and his own popularity by giving

the exhibs the kind of pictures they

like. In August he announced that he

was boosting the budgets on his "Hopa-

longs" and in November he came through

with the announcement that he would
spend $750,000 on a picture based on

the life of Al Jennings.

Flint's Theaters Will

Adopt Double Feature

(Continued from Page 1)

practice of the past couple of sea-

sons, Flint theaters have had double

bills for one change a week only,

as the result of a friendly agree-
ment.

Dissatisfaction with the situation

developed, and, as a result, double
bills will be used on all changes
by most houses, under the new plan.

This marks one of the first serious

extensions of double bills to up-
state towns, despite universal dou-

ble billing in Detroit.

BELISAN AD SYSTEM

IS DEGREED LOTTERY

"Beachcomber" Clicking

Paramount's "The Beachcomber"
has grossed 60 per cent above house
average in its first five pre-release
engagements in New York City, To-
ronto, Montreal and Miami, it was
announced yestreday. Picture will

be released nationally on March 3.

Femme Flyers Off on Air

Tour to Plug 20th-Fox Pix

Nationwide exploitation campaign
for "Tailspin," new 20th-Fox film,

got under way last night when four
prominent women flyers and two
members of the home office publicity

and exploitation staffs left for the

Coast via TWA on the first leg of

tour that will take them to 19 dif-

ferent cities. Group was comprised
of Ruth Nichols, Cecile Kenyon,
Margo Tanner, Betty Gillies, Wil-
liam Chambliss and James Johnson.
They will remain in Hollywood

10 days and then split into two
groups, taking Northern and South-
ern routes. They leave the Coast
Jan. 28 and meet again in New York
on Feb. 7. Cities which will be
visited by the two groups include:
Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Dal-
las, Houston, New Orleans, Mem-
phis, Nashville, Atlanta, Philadel-
phia, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle,
Salt Lake City, Denver, Chicago,
St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh.

"U" Signs Lugosi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bela Lugosi has been

signed by Universal to a five-year
contract.

(Continued from Page 1 )

"illegally conducting a lottery" in

his theater, in contravention of art-

cle 236 of the criminal code.

First giveaway case in the Quo* ^c

'•ourts, it was made a test caserXy
Lhe Attorney-General.

Registered at Ottawa by Robert
Delaney, the Belisan plan consisted

in giving each person attending the

theater a coupon to fill in. On cer-

tain nights a drawing was held and
the winner was given a sum of

money, after signing a contract en-
gaging himself to bring at least

three persons to the theater.

Rioux contended that the money
was simply a salary engaging the
winner as a publicity agent, but the

plan made no mention of the quali-

fications necessary for this post, ex-

cept, as the judge pointed out, that

each applicant had to pay his way
into the theater to become eligible.

>

P

Anti-Bank Night Measure
Introduced in New Mexico

(Continued from Page 1)

tatives here. Speaker George W.
Armijo, Sr., Democrat, is the au-
thor of the measure.

Bank Nights are popular in pix
houses throughout the state.

Bank Night Legalization

Move Reported in Florida

Tampa—Next session of the Flo-

rida Legislature is expected to be
asked to legalize Bank Night. It

is understood measure will be spon-
sored by Rep. Peter Tomasello, of

Okeechobee.

It is understood that in the event
that Bank Night is legalized, it will

be placed under the jurisdiction of

the State Racing Commission, with
the state taking proportionate cut. :

Frank Rogers, vice-prexy of Sparks :

Theaters is a member of the com-
mission.

Would Legalize Games
for Charity In Conn

• - ..

Hartford—A bill seeking to make
cash award games legal for "chari-

table" organizations has been filed

in the new session of the Legisla-
r

ture, full text being expected this

week before the January 20th dead-
line for filing of bills. Thus far no
theater action has been taken, al-

though many exhibitors have ex- :

pressed need of the games.

Lehmans File RKO Claims
Two notes of issue were filed yes-

terday in Federal Court by Lehman
Bros, and The Lehman Corp. against

J:

RKO Corp., covering respective

claims of $9,098.04 and $4,511.64 for

tax transfer charges on RKO stock.

H

-
-
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Announce Movie Quiz Winners Nationally on Feb. 20

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

{See Column. 3 Below)
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Ddeon-GB Theater Merger May Hinge on L/- S. Confab

\LLIED TO CONTINUE TRADE REFORM NEGOTIATIONS
.,!'-'

3athe's Plan Calls for New Firm, du Pont Div. Split

en

M

.:-

-i

'38 History
Makers

A Film Daily Gallery of

Year's Headliners

I • WILLIAM LE BARON •

JT REPORTS
**» that Bill

e Baron was
eavinq the

roduction
•erth at Para-

mount were
isspelled in

Ipril when he
igned a new
nree-year con-

ract. Then, in

November,
ame bigger
md more im-

portant news;
was announced that Adolph Zukor was

eaving the West Coast to become the

ompany's good will ambassador to the
.'orld, and Le Baron was placed in full

harge of studio operations

• • CLIFF WORK • •

|T ON May^ 19, Char-
es R. Rogers
tepped out
is head oi

Jniversal stu-

lios and Cliff

Work stepped
n. And in so
loing. Cliff
: oncluded
more than 20
'ears of serv-

es with RKO
md Orpheum,
lis last post

oeing RKO's divisional chief in San
rancisco and manager of the Golden
Jate Theater in that city. Except for

{Continued on Page 8)

Proposal Filed With the SEC;
Stockholders Act on

Feb. 16
New Pathe Film Corp. plan for

realignment of assets yesterday was
filed with the SEC, with date of vote
for approval of the stockholders set

for Feb. 16. Plan proposes forma-
tion of a new company to be known
as Pathe Laboratories, Inc., to which
certain assets will be transferred,
and direct distribution of the divi-

dends from du Pont Film Manufac-
(Continued on Page 7)

BELIEVES EUROPE WILL

EASE PIX RESTRICTIONS

European restrictions regulating
the distribution of American pic-

tures will most likely be lifted or
eased when these countries achieve
a more stable financial position,

(Continued on Page 8)

Divorcement in 30 Days

Provided in Nebraska Bill

Lincoln — Neubauer theater di-

vorcement measure pending- in the
Nebraska Legislature provides for

(Continued on Pa^e 7)

QUIZ WINNERS
VIA THEATERS
Exhibs. to Get Names for

Simultaneous Break

Names of the 5,404 winners of the
$250,000 in the Movie Quiz Contest
will be announced on Monday eve-
ning, Feb. 20, through theaters
which participated in the Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year campaign,
it was announced yesterday at
drive's headquarters.

Each theater whose pledge is paid
in full will have the opportunity to
take part in this National Announce-
ment Night so that they can adver-
tise the event in advance to their

(Continued on Page 3)

MONO'S SALES PARLEY

IN N'ORLEANS IN MAY
Monogram has selected New Or-

leans as the locale of the company's
1939 sales convention, it was learned
yesterday from sources close to the
company. Event will be held the

(Continued on Page 3)

Proposed Odeon-GB Theater Merger

May be Decided at Fla. Meeting
RKO's Reorg. Settlement

Order May be Inked Today

Rapid developments, including
quickening of activity on the part
of counsel participating in the pro-
ceedings, heralded the formal sign-
ing by Federal Judge William Bondy,

(Continued on Page 4)

Outcome of the proposed Odeon-
Gaumont British theater merger in
England hinges on the projected
meetings Philip Hill, English bank-
er, will hold in Florida with Nich-
olas M. Schenck, Loew's head, and
Sidney R. Kent and Joseph M.
Schenck, of 20th-Fox, at which time
Hill is expected to make an offer

(Continued on Page 8)

The 1939 Film Year Book will soon be on the i It will stay there too, for three hundred and
desk of every important executive in motion sixty-five days of the year as the Recognized
pictures.—Advt. I Standard Reference Book of the Industry.—Advr.

Fixes March 1 as Report

Deadline; to Press

Legislation

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington—Allied neither
approves nor rejects the pro-
posed trade reforms advanced
by the distributors, but it has
authorized its negotiating com-
mittee to continue its efforts

to secure a draft for the con-
sideration of its board.

In a resolution adopted unanimous-
ly by the directors yesterday af-
ternoon, it was decided that any
new draft that may be drawn must
meet the board's requirements as

(Continued on Page 3)

TOUGHER COMPETITION

COMING,WARNSRICHEY

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The industry faces

tougher competition during the next
10 years than ever before and it

will not come from radio, television
or other amusement competitors but
from the public itself, H. M. Richey,

(Continued on Page 4)

Yamins Not a Candidate,

But "Draft" Talk Heard

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Nathan Yamins told

The Film Daily last night that he
definitely was not a candidate for
re-election as president of Allied.

Election of officers is scheduled for
(Continued on Page 8)

Bill Would Permit Ticket

Taxes for Housing Funds

Albany—The Coudert-Moffat bill

introduced in the legislature yester-
day for erection of low rental hous-

(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Picts

Picts.

Ind.

Ind. pfd

vtc.

pfd..

Am. Seat
Columbia
Columbia
Con. Fm
Con. Fm
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww
Para. B'way 3s55 .-. .

Para. Picts. 6s55 .

Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47
Warner's 6s39
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

13'/2 131/4 13'/z — V4

14 14

50y4 49i/
2

IO6V2 IO6V2
121/2 121/8

100 '/8 100
12 12
ioy8 10

23/8 2%
23% 231/4

33 33

14
491/2

106 1/2 + 1/4

121/2 + Vs
1001/g + i/g

12 + Vs
101/g + i/

8

2%
233/4 + 1/2

33 + 3/4

VS

5% 5% Vs

BOND MARKET

100 99l/4 99 14 _ 34

571/2 57 571/2 + 1

100 100 100
87 87 87 + VS
9H/2 91 911/2 + VS

897/s 891/4 89% + %
CURB MARKET
3 23/4 3 + %
V/i 11/2 IV2 + %

203/s 203/g 203/8 — 5/8

Robert McLaughlin Dies

Cleveland— Robert H. McLaugh-
lin, 61, playwright and scenarist,
died Monday night at Mount Sinai
Hospital, where he was treated for
the past two months for uremia. At
one time, he was manager of Cleve-
land's Opera House and the Colonial,
legit theaters. His wife survives.

• PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SUOTS
of Every Possible Description
Conveniently Catalogued.

719 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9*5600

Six-Point Patent Reform Study Effect of Long
Program Presented TNEC Movie Bills on Health

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—TNEC has before it

a six-point program for major pat-
ent law changes, submitted by
Commissioner of Patents C. P. Coe.
The Coe proposals:
1. Establishment of a single court

of patent appeals.
2. Adoption of the 20-year pro-

posal, which would date the life of
a patent from the date of filing.

3. Revision of the present "in-
terference" precedure so that con-
troversy would be terminated with
a single decision by an examiner of
interferences, or a board of exam-
iners.

4. Elimination of the present sys-
tem of granting- renewal applica-
tions.

5. Reduction of the period in

which an inventor may make public
use of his invention before filing

a patent application from two years
to one year.

6. Authority to the Patent Office

to grant certain exceptions in the
collection of application fees.

Board of Review Parley

to Take Up Television

Fifteenth annual conference of the
National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures which opens Thurs-
day. Feb. 2, at the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania will include a session on tele-

vision on the third and final day at
which Stanton GriffiV Paramount
executive, and Allen DuMont, head
of the DuMont television lab., will

speak, it was announced vesterdav.
"The Making- Of A Motion Pic-

ture" has been divided into three
sections, with different subiects fea-
tured at each of the sessions during:

the three days. Dudlev Nichols.
Marion Robertson and Reeve O.

Stroock are among those who will

speak.

Call Okla. Prosecutor

for Trust Suit Parley

Oklahoma City—Charles E. Dier-
ker. Federal district attornev here,
has returned from Washington
where he was called to confer with
department of justice officials on
anti-monopolv investigations, "with
Qmphasis on the motion picture in-

dustry."
Dierker was called in as a result

of the pending A. B. Momand $4.-

ROO.000 anti-trust suits, it is un-
derstood.

SAG Backing AFRA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM T1AILY
Hollywood—Threatened strike of

AFRA. if it materializes, will have
the supnort of the SAG. with lat-

ter's affiliates forbidden to scab on
the air.

Council of Actors Equity together
with Chorus Equity yesterday unani-
mously adonted resolutions support-
ing the AFRA demands.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Adoption of the

Soref resolution by the common
council several weeks ago has re-

sulted in the appointment of presi-

dent H. J. Devine, of a committee
of five citizens to study what ef-

fect lengthy film programs may have
upon theatergoers' health. Mem-
bers of the committee are Mrs. C.

F. Roecker, Mrs. George W. Shores,
Frank J. Skoczek, Howard D. Cann
and Dr. William Murphy.

Commissioner of Games
May Be Named In N. H.

Concord. N. H.—A measure to

legalize the game of beano and
create a commissioner of games to

be named by the Governor and coun-
cil is expected to be introduced in

the New Hempshire Legislature.
The session will determine the

fate of the Rockingham race track
as the state law permitting pari-

mutuel betting has expired and
must be re-enacted if the track is

to operate this year.

Nathanson Exercises Option

on 11,000 FPC Stock Shares

Montreal—Famous Players Can-
adian Corp., Ltd., has notified the
Montreal Stock Exchange that N. L.

Nathanson and his nominees have
exercised their orations to purchase
11,000 shares at $13.65 per share by
Jan. 16. This makes the total num-
ber of shares outstanding 419.524.
including 189.000 shaves represented
by voting trust certificates.

Noonan Succeeds Hardy
Gregory F. Noonan, chief assis-

tant under former U. S. Attorney
Lamar Hai'dy, was vesterday ap-
nointed ad interim U. S. Attorney by
f-he judges of the Southern District
Court, to hold office until Hardy's
successor is named by President
Poosevelt. Shortly before noon,
Noonan took his oath of office in
Judge John C. Knox's court room.

"Gunga" in Chicago Feb. 3

Chicago—"Gunga Din" will have its

nremiere at the RKO Palace theater,
starting Feb. 3. according to man-
ager Jack Osserman of the RKO
Exchange. Special billboard cam-
paign will embrace 164 24-sheet
boards, of which 60 will be illumi-

nated. Palmer George is exnected
here from the New York headquar-
ters to handle the special Chicago
campaign.

Favors Direct State Tax
State comntroller Morris S. Tre-

maine, speaking over WMCA last
night, deplored the system of mul-
titudinous taxation which reflects

increased costs to consumer.
"We would all be better off if we

had a direct tax, similar to the sales
tax," he said.

comiRG nno goidc

NATE BLUMBERC. president of Universal

and WILLIAM A. SCULLY, company's sale

head, accompanied by their wives, leave Nev
York on Friday for the Coast.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram's presided
has arrived on the Coast from New York, anc
will remain for several weeks in Hollywood.

/Oe.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO-Radio's foreij s te-ale

manager, left the home office yesterday fo

Havana, via Florida. En route he will at

tend the Florida opening of "Gunga Din."

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram's vice-president
arrived in Chicago yesterday from New York I

and plans to return Monday to the home office

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, manager of foreign

sales for Universal, is en route to the Coast
from New York.

LEON FROMKESS, treasurer of Monogram
left New York yesterday for Hollywood, ac-

companied by Mrs. Fromkess.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, Monogram's sales man-
ager, will remain on the Coast for anothei
fortnight before heading East.

JOSEPH HUMMEL, assistant fo Sam Morris,
Warners' foreign sales head, is taking a short
vacation.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount studio head,
is en route to the Coast.

MARTIN LICHT, French producer, sails Sat-
urday on the lie de France after a short visit

here.

ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount producer, sails
j

for England tonight on the Washington.

TED REED, Paramount director, returns to

the Coast tomorrow night after a brief stay

here.

SONJA HENIE is stopping at the Waldorf.

DARIO FARALLA is here from the Coast for
conferences on Paramount's Spanish pictures.

LOUIS PHILLIPS of the Paramount legal
staff returns today from Chicago.

FRANK NUGENT, film critic for the New
York Times, has arrived in Hollywood for a)
short stay.

JOAN CRAWFORD leaves the Coast shortly
for New York.

HARRY SCOTT, RKO studio publicist, is in

Savannah, called there by the illness of his

mother.

K. E. KNOX, Erpi vice-president, has gone
to Hollywood for company conferences.

CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M director, will'j

plane East following preview of "Idiot's De
light."

BRYAN FOY is back in Hollywood following
a trip to Chicago.

LLOYD C. DOUGLAS, novelist and screen
writer, and his wife are en route East from
the Coast.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 18

Oliver Hardy

Bruce Guerin

Frank Harling
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Allied Calls for Complete, Definite Reforms Draft
'ij-'inds Distribs. Proposals "Fall

Far Short of Curing

Evils"

[Continued from Page 1)

*t forth in its resolution, dated Nov.

, t
, and that there must be a com-
pete and definite plan, including the

V. le*i s of arbitration, before any
L-tLii will be taken.

Any further report which Allied's

legotiating committee may have to

uake must be submitted to the board
lot later than March 1st, the reso-

: ution stated.

To Continue Legislative Drive

It is further pointed out that Al-

ied plans to continue its fight for

legislative relief. Regarding this

ssue the resolution stated, in part:

"After thorough study of the
'»

' proposals submitted, and pre-

supposing that a legal and
workable wording of such pro-

posals may be evolved, the

Board feels that such proposals

fall far short of curing the in-

dustry evils of which Allied and
independent exhibitors have
complained for years; and the

board, therefore, reiterates the

stand taken in its former reso-

lution that nothing in any plan

which may be reported shall in

any way hinder or preclude Al-

lied from seeking a larger meas-
ure of relief than that offered

by the distributors, by legis-

lation, litigation or otherwise;

and, further, that the Allied

campaign of legislation and lit-

igation be prosecuted unceas-

ingly and with vigor."

A revised draft was submitted to

Allied's negotiating committee last

Saturday, but according to the com-
mittee's report to the Board, the re-

visions were not materially differ-

ent from the oral proposals outlined

to the directors in Chicago on Nov.

3. The only points of difference, the

report states, are minor clarifica-

]
tions of language, together with a

wholly tentative outline of an arbi-

tration setup, not complete as to

either principles or details.

Allied's Counsel Invited

The committee reported that the

< distributors requested counsel for

Allied to sit in with their counsel

and endeavor to draft a suitable

declaration of principles and work
out the arbitration rules and other

Jk details. Distributors also invited

I Allied's counsel to suggest clarifi-

cations of certain -other provisions

of the proposals, but the substance

of the proposals, the committee
i stated, remains as reported at Chi-

cago and the distributors are agreed
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Premium Solution?
New Orleans—It's "the woman who

pays". . . .for premiums.
Hereafter, femme premium hounds

patronizing the Coliseum, Lazarus-oper-
ated nabe, will pay 21 cents admission

on the mid-week dish-giveaway night.

Mere man will pay 16 cents.

Minneapolis, Detroit Bid for 1940 Allied Meet
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington— It is apparently a toss-up between Minneapolis and Detroit for the

locale of Allied's 1940 national convention. New Jersey, which was making a strong

bid for the annual meeting, has withdrawn, leaving the units from the two Mid-
western cities bidding against each other. The convention site is expected to be de-
cided by the board today.

Algazy, French Producer,
|

Bill Would Permit Ticket

May Make 3 Pix in H'wood Taxes for Housing Funds

Deal for production of three pic-
tures for a major company on the
Coast will be closed witnin the next
week, Andre Algazy, French pro-
ducer, stated last night upon his
arrival on the He de France. He
Drought with him a print of his
latest French production "Katia,''
starring Danielle Darrieux, which
will be distributed here, he said.

First picture he expects to make
in Hollywood will be a remake of
"Katia, he said. Second on the
schedule is "Louison" and third will
he "Finance Market," all three
stories having been written by
Princess Maria Bibesco. He leaves
for the Coast in about two weeks,
will stay there a short time, re-
turns to France and then come back
nere to start production.

Sydney Chaplin, Jack Oakie and
Lee Tracy, were also arrivals on the
He de France last night. Chaplin
said he was here to see the San
Francisco and New York Worlds
Fairs. Oakie said that he would
report to Metro to start work in
"Ziegfeld Girls" on Feb. 1, leaving
for the Coast in about four days.
Tracy leaves for the Coast in about
four days to report to RKO for a
role in "What's a Fixer For," first
pix on a three-film deal.

Margaret Lockwood, star of "The
Lady Vanishes," was also an arrival.
She leaves for the Coast today to
star in a 20th-Fox picture and then
returns to the Gainsborough stu-
dios for work in "The Blue Lagoon"
opposite Richard Greene, who has
been borrowed from 20th-Fox.

PFL In Lenauer Deal
Pictorial Film Library, Inc., has

closed a deal for the 16 mm. dis-
tribution of all Lenauer Interna-
tional Films product. "Pearls Of
The Crown," "They Were Five,"
"Crime And Punishment" and "Pas-
teur" are some of the pictures in-

cluded in the list. Pictorial has also
closed a distribution deal for "Gay
Love," starring Sophie Tucker.

that they have gone as far as they
will go.

William F. Rodgers, Metro sales
chief and spokesman for the dis-
tributors' negotiating committee,
asked Allied's directorate for whole-
hearted co-operation in reaching an
agreement on trade reforms, but in-

dicated that the draft, as revised,
represented the extent to which the
majors could- go. -

Rodgers left last night for a three
weeks' vacation in Florida.

(Continued from Page 1)

ng, provides municipalities may
raise money to repay loans to the
state by excise taxes on ticket sales,

cigarets, cosmetics, patent medi-
cines, possession of telephone, out-

door advertising signs, and occu-
pancy of premises.

Spot Bookings Okayed
by St. Louis Musicians

St. Louis—Local Union No. 2 of
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians at a recent meeting voted to

permit spot bookings at local the-

aters. This step, the first action of
its kind since the union was formed
some fifty years ago, has paved the
way for the revival of stage shows
at either the Fox or Ambassador
cheaters, both of which are under
the management of Fanchon & Mar-
co interests.

Jos. P. Kennedy Gets Degree
London (By Cable) — Announce-

ment was made here yestreday that
the University of Edinburgh will con-
fer simultaneous honorary doctor of

law degrees on American Ambassa-
dor Joseph P. Kennedy and Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain. No
date has yet been designated.

UA Stockholders Meet Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No sessions were held

by United Artists stockholders yes-
terday, but the meeting is expected
to be concluded today.

ANNOUNCE MOVIE QUIZ

WINNERS ON FEB. 20

(Continued from Page 1)

patrons, who, in turn, will be en-
abled to hear the results from the
theater's stage. Aim of this step
is to provide exhibitors with a fur-
ther opportunity to increase their
revenue.

Sources close to the drive asserted
yesterday that plans are currently
being drawn up to take care of the
physical notification to the paid-
pledge houses, and that the specific

method will be revealed shortly.
Specifically, it has been decided to

make the list of winners available at
8 p.m. on Feb. 20, enabling exhibs.
to schedule the announcement any
time after 8:30 p.m.
Judges of the Movie Quiz are

Rep. Bruce Barton, Mrs. Ogden Reid,
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, Dr.
Tames E. West and Mrs. Helen Wills
Moody. This board expects to com-
plete its examination of entries in

about three weeks.

Monogram's Sales Parley

Set for New Orleans in May

(Continued from Page 1)

first week in May, according to
present plans.
Only an unexpected contingency,

it is asserted, can cause either a
shift of scene to another city or a
change in the specified time.

San Juan House Opens
The new Metro Theater in San

Juan, Puerto Rico, will open to-
day with "The Girl of the Golden
West." The new 1200-seat theater
features Erpi sound, Carrier air-
conditioning and Simplex projection.
The Metro has a landscaped fore-
court outside of the theater.

,
Ask your Photophone representative about the sensational

I %U RCA PHOTOPHONE

\ MAGIC VOICE of the SCREEN
l\l with Rotary Stabilizer PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE:!

Designed for any theatre-

regardless of size
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TOUGHER COMPETITION

GOMING.WARNSRIGHEY

(Continued from Page 1)

director of exhibitor relations for
RKO, stated last night at the Allied
directors' dinner at which he was
toastmaster. The public has grown
up to demand better pictures, better
showmanship, less haphazard ex-

hibition, all of which the industry
must grant if it is to continue to

merit the public's support, he added.

Richey said he was confident an
aroused public would put an end to

double bills which will open a field

for the development of suitable short
subjects that today is being neg-
lected.

"The unfortunate part of thej

whole picture is that so many of

the trade reforms needed by the av-

erage exhibitor and which in many
instances the distributors are ready
to grant," Richey said, "must wait
until a legal method can be worked
out to put them into effect."

"But it isn't too early for ex-

hibitor organizations to prepare
themselves to do their part of the

iob in the development of this new
technioue in showmanship, which in

my opinion, must come after needed
reforms are a reality."

Richey said he believed the in-

dustry has a real job ahead over

and beyond clearance, zoning, elimi-

nations, overbuilding-, overbuying,
many of which by this time, the en-

tire industry must recognize are

economically unwise. The job, he
declared, is the preservation of the

industry, for the new order, in his

opinion, is coming.

Approximately 75 attended the
Hotel Carlton banquet which cele-

brated the 10th anniversary of

Allied States. At the speakers'
table, in addition to Richey, were
Herman Blum, Col. H. A. Cole,

Nathan Yamins, Senator Matthew
M. Neely, Abram F. Myers, Charles
Casanave, Al Steffes, Judge De-
vaney, Eddie Brunnel, Pete Harri-
son and George Dembow.

WEDDING BELLS

Madison, Wis.—Announcement has
just been made of the marriage
Sept. 12, last, in New York, of Hugh
Flannery, Jr., son of the Ashley
Theater Corp.'s representative here,

and Miss Lee Nora Bayes, radio and
concert singer.

Salem, Mass.—Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Deery of this city have an-

nounced the engagement of their

daughter, Miss Graee F. Deery, to

John A. Shea of Shea Theaters,

\~ew York.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Announcement
has just been made of the marriage
Sept. 12 at McGregor, la., of Fran-
cis F. Korf, local attorney, and
Miss Virginia Allen, cashier at the

Parkway Theater in Madison, Wis.

T T T
• • • THE CAREER of the under dog as he fights the world to get

somewhere will always start a large percentage of the population cheer-

ing him on it is the material of which great novels have been

written since literature began and today if is just as potent as

ever in the motion picture one of the finest examples ever to

reach the screen is Warners' "They Made Me A Criminal."

e t> • HERE IS a piece of screen technique that commands
admiration on various counts but the point we wish to bring

out before it escapes us is the fact repeatedly demonstrated in

Warner productions that there must be some capable super-

visory ability that assures productions at this studio being properly

compounded of such essential elements as Suspense, Humanness,

Tempo, Change of Pace and on second thought we are inclined

to place Change of Pace first did you ever stop to analyze

what Change of Pace means in a picture? it assures variety,

continued interest, and that constant alertness on the part of an

audience kept teetering on the edge of their seats, wondering what
is going to happen next show us a "big" production that

flopped, and we'll show you a picture that for all its lavish enter-

tainment qualities, was lacking in Change of Pace its Same-
ness licked it TV
• • • IN THIS Warner spectacle "They Made Me A Crim-

inal" is one of the finest examples of Change of Pace the screen

has ever offered John Garfield as the protagonist has a meaty
part and how that lad moves in on it! here is an unpre-

dictable story you can't possibly figure what is going to happen
next it moves as life itself moves up and down uncer-

tain but exciting and that is probably what makes this pic-

ture stand out given the finest quality of direction, of acting by
principal and supporting cast the mainspring of its appeal is in

its life-like story it's HUMAN and for such a picture the en-

tire industry can give thanks it will be taken to the hearts of

countless millions everywhere

T T
• • • WHY They Are Shooting At Hollywood under
that title, Russell Birdwell writes an intriguing article in the cur-
rent issue of Jones' Hollywood mag Russ claims that the big-

gest job confronting Hollywood today is the task of proving to the
world that it has a heart that it is a place where men and
women work hard to give the world something worth while in the
way of entertainment this astute publicity expert further
states that the industry is paying today for the shortsighted pub-
licity policy of a bygone era when anything was considered
good form just so long as it grabbed space Mister Birdwell
claims that Hollywood must eternally be presented to the world as
essentially human and not a wacky community that arouses
the ire of plain Jawn Public and his family whenever they stop to

remember that it is THEIR dough that keeps them that way
(Birdwell will be guest of honor on the Rudy Vallee program to-
morrow nite.) ...

T

• • • GREAT AD that eye-smash in the N. Y. Sun last

nite. three-column full page length, signed by George Schaefer
telling the story of "The Great Man Votes" and other RKO Radio
pictures.

. . • Vitaphone players will co-operate in the entertainment
at a benefit given by the Hal Willis Studios Sunday at 110 West 47th
Street

MAY INK RKO'S ORDER

OF SETTLEMENT TODA

(Continued from Page 1)

possibly today, of the order of sel

tlement in connection with the RK<
reorganization.

Yesterday it was revealed tha
the Court on Monday granted leav
for RCA to file its claim for"^->m
$18,000 in stock transfer taxlistAd
ditionally, it was reported that coun
sel had completed preparation of i

suggested new order of settlemen
and were prepared to submit same P
the Court for consideration immed
iately.

Carlos L. Israels, associate coun
sel of White & Case, representing
the Unsecured Creditors' Committee
yesterday filed an affidavit with ai

accompanying order which provide
for modifications recommended b]

Judge Bondy in his recent memo
randum. It also provides for change:
in the certificate of incorporation ol
Lhe new company, and proposes tha'

it be passed upon by Judge Bond}
and go into effect upon filing of tht

certificate with the Secretary oi

State of Delaware.
The order lists three types ol

creditors,—secured, unsecured anc
stockholders and lists four different

companies recognized as having
claims whose amount is indetermi-
nant, namely, Copia Realty Co.,

Fabian Operating Corp., G. W. F.

Realty Co., Inc., and the First Na-
tional Bank of Cincinnati as trus-

teees under indentures made by RKO
Midwest Corp.
Order additionally provides that

no verified statement of creditors

approving plan, but having trans-
ferred stock since inauguration of

reorganization proceedings, need be

filed.

The period of time for withdrawal
of censents was left blank in the

order and must be filled-in by Judge
Bondy. It provides, too, that modi
fications be advertised in a suitable

newspaper.

William Powell Improving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY i

Hollywood — William Powell,

screen actor, is progressing favor-
ably in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital,
following an operation for adhesions
which he underwent on Monday.

Okays Pix Withdrawal
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—SEC has granted re-

ouest of Pix Theater Circuit, Inc.,

of Gary, Ind., to withdraw its regis-
tration statement. Pix Theater Cir-

cuit planned a chain of theaters in

the Middle West, starting with three
in Kansas City.

STORKS!
West Haven, Conn.—Max Taback-

man, operator of the Rivoli, is

father of a seven-pound baby boy.
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They Made Me a
Criminal"

with John Garfield, Claude Rains, the

"Dead End" Kids

Varners 92 Mins.

SMASH DRAMA WITH GREAT HUMAN
kN£ MOTIONAL QUALITIES, AND GAR-

IECB SCORING BIG.

Highly charged with an expert com-
ounding of suspense, dramatic action,

•notion and all 'round human qualities, this

roduction has a beautiful pace that carries

ou along breathlessly to the climax. John
iarfield here makes good impressively on

II the wonderful things that have been

aid about him. He is ably supported by

ie "Dead End" Kids who have fat parts

f which they avail themselves splendidly,

iarfield is cast as a pug who has just

on the lightweight championship. In a

runken brawl in his apartment, his man-
ner accidentally kills a newspaper reporter,

id fixes the evidence so it appears that

arfield has done the deed. The champ is

•reed to flee, change his identity, and

ecome an outcast. He lands in Arizona.

id casts in his lot with May Robson who
running a date ranch, assisted by Gloria

ickson and the "Dead End" Kids who have

"een sent from New York by a kindly

iest as incorrigible boys whom he wants

give a fighting chance. Here the re-

deration of the tough pug begins. The
rl helps him fight his inborn tendencies

think that everybody is a sucker, and all

e world has it in for him. His undoing

mes when he enters a local fight ring

{ainst a barnstorming heavyweight to win

me money by sticking with the bruiser

r several rounds, so he can help his

iends open a filling station. A fine per-

rmance is offered by Claude Rains as a

ew York sleuth who cleverly picks up the

ail of the fugitive, and runs him to earth

the ringside as he fights the heavy,

veil suspense building to a smash climax

th the detective relenting and going back

thout his prisoner, realizing that the

u th has been punished enough. The
urn humanness of the story will put this

er with any audience. Garfield is excel-

it, and so are the "Dead End" Kids,

aucoup direction of a grand story.

CAST: John Garfield, Claude Rains,

oria Dickson, May Robson, Billy Halop,

bby Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall,

briel Dell, Ann Sheridan, Robert Gleckler,

hn Ridgely, Barbara Pepper, William

vidson, Ward Bond, Robert Strange, Louis

an Heydt, Frank Riggi, Cliff Clarke, Dick

essel, Raymond Brown, Sam Hayes.

CREDITS: Producers, Jack Warner, Hal

allis; Assoc. Producer, Benjamin Glazer;

ector. Busby Berkeley; Authors, Bertram

llhauser, Beulah Marie Dix- Screenplay,

Herzig; Cameraman, James Wong
we; Editor, Jack Killifer.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
Y, First Class.

Fox Theaters, NSS Sign

The Fox Theaters Circuit has
•sed another yearly agreement
th National Screen Service, for

'i exclusive use of latter 's pre-vue
oduct in all houses, thereby con-

Luing its record of uninterrupted
'vice with NSS.

"Boy Slaves"
with Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel

RKO Radio 72 Mins.

POWERFUL AND GRIM DRAMA OF
BOY LIFE WITH EMPHASIS ON REALISM
CARRIES PUNCH.

A very powerful drama of boy life, that

is quite grim at times, but tells a human
and believable story. A fine performance
is contributed by Roger Daniel as a run-

away youth who is trying to make enough
money to help support his mother back
home. He meets up with a gang of

urchins who are homeless wanderers living

by their wits. They commit depredations

in a town, and the justice of the peace
turns them over to a man who says he

will give them employment in a turpentine

camp down south. The kick of the drama
is in the revelations of the system of

peonage at the camp, whereby the boys

are kept prisoners, and charged with every-

thing they buy, even their food, so that

they are continually in debt to the camp
owner. Under a conniving superintendent

and a brutal overseer, the boys rebel, and
eventually escape as fire consumes their

shack. The story is told with relentless

realism, and the punches are not pulled.

The fine boy who tried to help his mother

dies as a result of his sacrifice for his

pals, thus absolving himself of being a

stool pigeon of which they had accused

him. This youngster Roger Daniel does a

fine performance as good as anything to be

seen from the youth of the screen. The
picture ends on a fine social note, as the

judge excoriates the camp owner and his

gang for their cruelty toward the boys held

in virtual bondage. A grim tale, but with

moments of high emotional appeal and fine

idealism. Sympathetically directed through-

out.

CAST: Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel, James
McCallion, Alan Baxter, Johnny Fitzgerald,

Walter Ward, Charles Powers, Walter Tet-

ley, Frank Malo, Paul White, Arthur Hohl,

Charles Lane, Norman Willis, Roy Gordon.

CREDITS: Producer, Pandro Berman; P.

J. Wolfson; Director, P. J. Wolfson; Au-
thor, Albert Bein; Screenplav Albert Bein,

Ben Orkow; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Edi-

tor, Desmond Marquette.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

'Ambush'

Metropolis Theater Corp.

Served With Tax Pay Order

Chicago—Judge Cornelius J. Har-
rington has given the Metropolis
Theater Corp. of New York, lessee

under a 99-year leasehold on part
of the land under the Oriental The-
ater building until Tuesdav, to pay
approximately $400,000 in back
taxes and delinquent land rental

due on the property. The Court
appointed B. A. Cain, receiver for

the Metropolis, to take over the
building, if the theater corporation
fails to pay.

with Lloyd Nolan, Gladys Swarthout,

Ernest Truex

Paramount 62 Mins.

ACTIONFUL CRIME PIX CARRIES
GOOD PUNCH FOR THE MELLER FANS.

The supposedly perfect crime forms the

background for this story, but the cops, as

usual, get their men, with the aid of the

hero. There is plenty of action and sus-

pense in the film and it makes lively pro-

gram fare. The story is not too far-fetched

and has been neatly worked out. Capable

acting by a good cast contributes to the

plausibility of the picture, although Ernest

Truex as a criminal master mind seems a

little out of place at times. Truex plans

a bank holdup which is successfully carried

cut and the gang gets away with a huge

sum of cash. Miss Swarthout's brother,

William Henry, has been duped by the gang

and he is deliberately shot through the

shoulder to make Gladys provide them with

a truck for their getaway. Lloyd Nolan,

a truck driver, is forced to drive them.

During their getaway he tips a cop that

he has killers in the truck and the action

becomes fast and furious, with planes and

whatnot involved in the escape of the

gang. Finally Nolan, through a ruse, re-

veals the whereabouts of the gang and

the police arrive in time to capture Truex.

Henry, Broderick Crawford and Hartley

Tufts have been killed off one way or an-

other by now, and Nolan is last seen

riding away to collect the reward money
and marry Gladys. Antonio Moreno plays

a bit in the pix, making an appearance after

a long absence from the screen. Although

the golden-voiced Miss Swarthout does not

sing a note, her good looks and improved

acting ability make her worthy of better

roles. William Frawley, Raymond Hatton

and Polly Moran contribute good bits.

CAST: Lloyd Nolan, Gladys Swarthout,

Ernest Truex, Broderick Crawford, Hartley

Tufts, William Henry, William Frawley,

Rufe Davis, Raymond Hatton, Antonio

Moreno, Harry Fleischmann, Clem Bevans,

Polly Moran, Wade Boteler, Robert Greig.

CREDITS: Paramount Production; Direc-

tor, Kurt Neumann; Screenplay, Laura and

S. J. Perelman; Story, Robert Ray; Camera-

man, William Mellor; Editor, Stuart Gil-

more.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Expect N.S.W. Quota Opposish
London (By Cable) — Opposition

on the part of British producers to

the New South Wales film bill im-
posing- a 15 per cent British quota
on N.S.W. exhibitors is expected
here. The Board of Trade is sound-
ing out producers, and will discuss
the matter following a meeting of

the producers at which the Austral-
ian quota will be considered.

Hoffberg Gets Grey Pix
National release rights of the film

'Rangle River" have been acquired

by J. H. Hoffberg, it was announced
yesterday. Picturization of the Zane
Grey novel stars Victor Jory.

Ted Green Joins PL
Ted Green, associated with the

film industry for the past decade,
has joined Producers Laboratories,
Inc., and will carry out special as-
signments delegated by Jack T. Cos-
man, organization's president. He
will headquarter at the home office,

1600 Broadway.

* fOREIGD *

"Heart of Paris"
with Raimu, Michele Morgan

Tri-National 85 Mins.

DELIGHTFUL FRENCH COMEDY -

DRAMA WITH OUTSTANDING PER-

FORMANCE BY RAIMU.

One of the most distinguished contribu-

tions to come from the French studios. A
finely sensitive portrayal of a Parisian fam-
ily in its everyday life, so skillfully acted
by all the principals that you could under-
stand it without the assistance of the Eng-
lish titles. Raimu, the celebrated French
performer, plays the role of the head of the

family Morestan, he being the proprietor

of a small sporting goods shop. There is

his wife (Jeanne Provost) who perfectly

understands her idealistic husband who
often lets his heart run away with his busi-

ness sense; the son (Gilbert Gil); the

daughter (Jacqueline Pacaud) who is en-
gaged to a neighbor (Andrex), whose phy-
sical culture school opens into the sport

goods shop. Into this happy family comes
Michele Morgan, who has just been freed

of a murder charge resulting from the

death of her rich sweetheart. Raimu has

been one of the jurors, and he fought
against conviction and finally won over the

other jurors. He takes her in as an assistant

in the sports shop, and tells his wife she

is the daughter of an old friend of his

youth who is now abroad. From this lit-

tle lie all the trouble develops, and things

take on an air of guilt and double-dealing

that are entirely innocent. Complications

develop when his son falls in love with the

girl, and his daughter's fiance casts eyes

in her direction. A fight develops between
the two youths, which brings everything to

a dramatic climax. But all is adjusted satis-

factorily when the understanding wife ab-

solves her husband of all guilt, and receives

the girl into the family. This outline in-

adequately presents the fine and sensitive

performances of the husband and of the

outcast girl. The story moves forward so

naturally and with such realism that it is

a pure delight. Nothing is forced, and the

picture of this French family becomes a

human document perfectly rounded and
complete, so that you think you have per-

sonally met and known these fascinating

people. The direction is a delight, smooth
and sure.

CAST: Raimu, Michele Morgan, Gilbert

Gil, Jean Worms, Marcel Andre, Jacques
Gretillat, Jacques Baumer, Andrex, Carette,

Rene Bergeron, Simeon, Nicholas Rimsky.

CREDITS: Producer, Andre Daven; Direc-

tor, Marc Allegret; Author, Marcel Achard;
Screenplay, H. G. Lustig.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Mrs. Chas. Black Dies

Pittsburgh—Funeral services for
Mrs. Charles Black, late wife of the
secretary of the Harris Amusement
Company, were held from her home.
Interment was made at Smithleld
Cemetery. /
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"Lincoln In the White House"
(Historical Technicolor Featurette)

Warners-Vitaphone 20 Mins.

Remarkable Short

When the history of short sub-
ject production and exhibition for
the season of 1938-39 is written, a
memorable and leading place is

bound to be accorded to this magni-
ficent two-reeler in Technicolor.
Praise to Warners for its making;
pity to the exhibitor with soul so
dead as to fail to book it! For here
is footage aflame with the warming
fires of patriotism, and no onlooker
with as little as a seed of love for
America, its traditions and ideals,

can suppress the emotional and
prideful thrills which the chosen
episodes in the life of Lincoln evoke
with irresistible force. Frank Mc-
Glynn, St., renowned for his bril-

liant portrayals of Lincoln, plays
the title role with masterful under-
standing and finesse, while the sup-
porting cast, comprising Dickie
Moore, John Harron, Raymond
Brown, Erville Alderson and Sibyl
Harris, adds interpretive luster to

the scenes. Screenplay is a close-

knit and ingenious job from the pen
of Charles L. Tedford, and William
McGann's direction is as solid and
convincing as though he had been
present at the very events which he
makes live again. Sequences show
Lincoln's inauguration in 1861; his

summoning of his cabinet as news
of war's outbreak is communicated;
his agonized feelings over the de-
plorable schism of North and South;
his determination to preserve the
Union and issue the Emancipation
Proclamation; his misgivings as
Gettysburg is fought; his pardon of

the youthful sentry who fell asleep

on duty after the devastating bat-

tle; his anguish upon leaving the
bedside of his own critically-ill son
for the dedication of Gettysburg
field; his asking that "Dixie" be
played on the eve of that event;

and, finally, his delivery of his brief

but immortal address. This all-too-

short subject is top-flight box-office

entertainment, and film-goers in

every section of the land will take
it to their hearts, as it deserves.

"On With the New"
(Betty Boop)

Paramount 7 mins.
Wild Life

The lively story of Betty Boop's
adventures with a new job. She gets
fed up on being the general dish-
washer and order-filler in a hash
house, and quits to take a job in

charge of a baby nursery. But the
babes prove to be tough kids who
run Betty ragged. She is glad to

run away from it all and go back
to her nice, quiet job in the hash
house. A Max Fleischer cartoon.

"I'm Just a Jitterbug"
(Walter Lantz Cartune)

Universal 8 mins.
Action-Filled

Walter Lantz's Cartune is an en-
joyable, lively, action-filled affair in

which the well-known characters in
fairy tales step out of their books
and pictures to become Jitterbugs
or horn tooters. A number of Jit-

terbug versions are presented in a
very entertaining fashion. Vic Mc-
Leod's story was animated by Hicks
Lokey and Merle Gilson. Alex Toyy
directed and the music was contrib-
uted by Frank Marsales and Chuck
Lowry.

"King Vulture"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Novelty Thrills

A couple of scientists seeking
eggs for a museum collection claw
their way up a jage-ed canyon cliff

in the West, and encounter a vul-
ture guarding its nest with eggs.
With a rope slung over a rock, one
starts down the canyon wall, comes
to the nest, and then the vulture
swoops down repeatedly, attacking
him viciously. Finally, he gets hold
of the animal's claws, and tucking it

under his arm signals for the rope
to be drawn up. The views of the
Sierras are picturesque, and the de-
scending sheer wall of rock with the
man dangling over the side makes
a good outdoor thriller.

"Getting Your Money's Worth"
Lenauer Films 11 mins.

For Shoppers
An interesting film for the ladies

principally, showing them some in-
side facts about the manufacture
and sale of face powder. The Con-
sumers' Alliance furnished the data,
based on its information service
to the public. There is also a dis-
cussion of safety razor blades, and
the general idea is for the consumer
to watch carefully and get his
money's worth in the advertised
brands, for the pretty package and
the heavy advertising do not always
indicate the best buy. Directed by
Julian Hoffman. Narrated by A.
Green.

"Petra, the Lost City"
(World Windows)

United Artists 9 mins.

Ancient Ruins

A city of the Arabian desert, on
which an ancient curse was supposed
to have been placed. In turn, the
civilizations of ancient Greece and
Rome, and several civilizations be-
fore them have witnessed their peo-
ples living in this city of natural
rock formation, from which they
have carved their homes and palaces.
On the face of the rock wall arising
for hundreds of feet are shown the
carvings of the sculptors of these
ancient dynasties. Done in Techni-
color. Produced by F. W. Keller
and John Hanau. Directed by Hans
Nieter.

"Men of Steel"

(A Musical)
M-G-M 21 mins.

Novelty Show
This musical goes into industry

for its atmosphere, with the theme
of labor opposed to capital, but all

coming out harmoniously at the
finish. The daughter of the presi-

dent of a big factory manufacturing
washing machines sells a Broadway
producer on the idea of the factory
hands doing a novelty musical all

about the washing machine business.
The boss and the board of directors

object to the musical activities, but
when they attend on opening night
and find that the musical is a clever

advertising plug for the factory
product, they are all for the idea.

So the boys return to their jobs,

and the boss puts them on a radio
program week-ends so they can still

go theatrical.

"Mental Poise"
(Robert Benchley)

M-G-M 7 mins.
Funny Gag

A very funny gag, with Benchley
as a psychiatrist handling a patient
who has a fear complex about fall-

ing over low objects, such as suit-

cases. His next patient is his dead
image, being Benchley himself, of
course. The sight of this double
throws the psychiatrist into a men-
tal case himself. So the picture
finishes with the patient prescribing
for the specialist. Sure fire for
laughs.

"Silent Night, Holy Night"
J. H. Hoffberg 40 mins.

Moving Story Of Origin Of
Noted Hymn

Filmed in Switzerland, in and
around a village nestling among the
Alps, the story of how the beauti-
ful Christmas hymn was inspired
has been made into a moving and
lovely picture. Adequately cast and
embellished by some expert camera
work the picture moves along
smoothly from start to finish. There
is one spectacular sequence showing
an Alpine avalanche that is a real
thrill to watch. Going back to the
days of Napoleon, we see a Swiss
village. A boy and a girl in love,
but thwarted in their desire to be
married by the girl's father. They
marry and he renounces her. Later
an avalanche sweeps away their
home and they barely escape with
their lives, only to be turned away
by the father when they reach the
village in a howling blizzard. Taken
in by a friend, their small son is

put to bed in a manger, and a priest
who knows them visits with them,
and inspired by what has happened
he returns to his home to pen "Si-
lent Night, Holy Night."

Bill Bishop Recovering
Chicago—Bill Bishop, M-G-M pub-

licity director, is recovering from a
serious operation, performed at
Michael Reese Hospital.

* fQREIGn *

'Mamele"
with Molly Picon, Edmund ZayeOt-^,

Max Bozyk sfrj>

Sphinx Films 100 Mir

CINDERELLA STORY MAKES PLEASIN
ENTERTAINMENT FOR YIDDISH FANS
Although the story used in "Mamel'

is not new, it is also never old if freshen

up and competently acted. Molly Pie

fills the Cinderella role of the poor g
who spends her life taking care of h

family and making matches for her si

ters, too busy to find romance herself,

fine musical score has been provided f

the picture and Miss Picon gives a ve

fine dance interpretation of life in oi

sequence. Finally, a suitor arrives at tl

family threshold who realizes that Mol
is really the girl for him and he spun
the sisters to make her his bride.

CAST: Molly Picon, Edmund Zayend
Max Bozyk, Simche Fostel, Gertrude Bui
man, Menashe Oppenheim, Ola Shifk
Max Pearlman, Ruth Turkow, Lew Schrifi
zecer, Carl Latowich.

CREDITS: Produced by Green Film-
Director, Joseph Green. Presented at tl

Continental Theater with Yiddish dill

logue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

"La Vierge Folle"
(The Foolish Virgin)

with Annie Ducaux, Victor Francen,

Juliette Faber

Walch Film Corp. 80 mir

FINE PERFORMANCE OF A TALENTE
CAST OFFSET BY DULL STORY.

Triangle story may have intriguing qua
ties for French audiences, but as a who
it does not make very entertaining fil

fare for American fans. The acting
excellent, however, the story is somewh
dull, has been told too often before ai

provides a sad ending for the most syn

pathetic character in the film which do
not appeal generally to audiences. Tl

direction of Henri Diamant-Berger is ad
quate to the production. Acting hono
are carried off by Annie Ducaux as tl

wife. Victor Francen, the husband, ai

Juliette Farber, the other woman, a

both fine. Driven by his wife's arnbition.

Francen is successful in business, bif

according to the story, unhappy at hom
He falls for the young girl with the pret

figure and that is that.

CAST: Annie Ducaux, Victor France
Juliette Farber, Gabrielle Dorziat, Mich
Andre, Denise Kerny, Henri Cuisol.

CREDITS: Produced and directed by Her
Diamant-Berger. Presented at the Cinen
49 with French dialogue and Engli;

titles.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGR/
PHY, Good.
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\*ATHE FILM'S NEW

PLAN GOES TO SEC

tinned from Pane I)

rinse stock held by Pathe to the
**

i ckholders.

It is also proposed to declare a
ividend of 50 per cent of the stock

i tW new company to Pathe Film
or| ' stockholders within 60 days

[ II
iftef consummation of the plan. A

:j.„ jote of 66 2-3 per cent of the out
nding common stock will be nec-

3sary to ratify the plan.

The new corporation will be au-
orized to issue 25,000 shares of

amnion stock without par value, of

hich 11.600 shares will be issued
) Pathe Film Corp. Stock dividend

t stockholders will be on the ratio

f one share of the new stock to

ach 50 shares of Pathe common
bock.

Assets to be transferred are as
allows: 65,866 2-3 shares of Mono-
ram common stock, past due notes

l the face amount of $248,000 of
* i.KO and the film processing lab-

* ,ratories owned by the company at

ound Brook, N. J., and in New
"ork, as well as other assets shown
r the company's balance sheet.

' In addition, Pathe will transfer

be sum of $200,000 in cash to the

iew company to be borrowed by
athe upon the security of the du
ont stock. This setup, it is said,

ill allow direct distribution of the

u Pont dividends to the stockhold-
rs instead of this money being sub-

U'fiect to possible dissipation through
)sses in operations.

Officers of the company are listed

s holding the following amounts of

tock: O. Henry Briggs, president,

00 common; H. J. Guild, director,

one; T. P. Loach, vice-president and
reasurer, none; M. M. Malone, sec-

tary, 1 share pfd.; R. M. McKin-
ey, director, none; Louis Phillips,

irector, 200 common; Charles A.
tone, director, 750 common; and
lobert R. Young, dh'ector, 78,587

:., .

Hoffberg Gets Rights

Deal for American distribution

j
ghts to "Ultimatum," new French
lm starring Eric von Stroheim and
ita Parlo, has been closed by J. H.
offberg. Martin Licht, partner in

[ilofilms Productions, of Paris, rep-
ssented the producers in the deal,

icht sails Saturday on the He de

ranee.

Gov't Coin for Pi*?
London (By Cable!—A move is under

way to get financial support from the
British Government for the making of

shorts and features of a propagandistic
nature, the shorts primarily for showing
in schools throughout the Empire, the

longer pix with Empire themes for dis-

tribution to exhibitors throughout the
world. First step would be survey by
the British Film Institute of all present

films dealing with the Empire from any
angle.

News Flashes Off West Coast Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warren William will have his 10th screen sleuth role as Philo Vance
in Para.'s "The Gracie Allen Murder Case". . . William also has been signed by Ed

Small to play D'Artagnan in "The Man in the Iron Mask". . . George Arthur will pro-

duce "I Want a Divorce" for Para. . . 20th-Fox has signed Henry Fonda to a starring

contract: first pix, "Young Mr. Lincoln". . . Sam Goldwyn has signed Jo Swerling

to a three-year contract; first assignment, Gary Cooper's "The Last Frontier". . .

Metro has started "The Hardys Ride High," sixth of the series. . . S. Sylvan Simon
has finished cutting "Four Girls in White". . . Hendrik Willem Van Loon will outline

a story of pioneer America for Clarence Brown. . . Albert Lewin will confer with

David Lloyd George in England on "Knights of the Round Table" which will have Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., as Sir Launcelot.—WILK.

Those "Fabulous Salaries"

Send License Fees Soaring

Woonsocket, R. I.—Five theaters
here this week started paying license
fee increase amounting to 150 per
cent. Mayor Felix A. Toupin, chair-

man of the city police board in
authorizing increased municipal fees
—jumping rate from $12 per week
to $30—stated that Hollywood actors
and actresses are receiving "fabu-
lous salaries" and that "if theater
owners are willing to pay extrava-
gant prices for motion pictures, just

to pay those salaries, then they
should be willing to pay a fair share
toward cost of carrying the burden
of municipal government."

Theater operators retained John
R. Higgins, Judge Edward F. Dwyer
and former City Solicitor Morris E.
Yarus to present their protests at

a hearing yesterday. Increased rev-
enue, amounting to $4,500 per year,

is split, half going to state, remain-
der to city tax coffers.

Toupin has also intimated he will

seek to have theaters employ a regu-
lar city fireman instead of special

men now on their payrolls. Such a

ruling would place additional $2 per
day expense on each theater, boost-
ing their operating expenses, with
added license fees, from $2,190 per
year to $13,728 per year.

Sell Combination Ticket

for Bus and Treaters

Attleboro, Mass.—Theater patrons
here now are freed of parking wor-
ries. Manager Al McEvoy of Bates
and Union theaters has effected a
tieup with Interstate Bus Co., where-
by persons living along

1 bus routes
can buy combination ticket giving
them transportation to and from
homes to theater and admission to
either amusement nlace. Folks in

neighboring Plainville, Mass., thus
can ride 26 miles on bus and see a
show for 35 cents by buying one of
the new combo-tickets.

Fete Balmer Feb. 9
Pittsburgh—James Balmer, gen-

eral manager of the Harris Circuit
of theaters, who is at present con-
fined to St. Francis Hospital here
with a very serious throat ailment
necessitating: an operation, will be
tendered a dinner on Thursday, Feb.
9, in the Hotel William Penn, by
the local Variety Club in honor of
his thirtieth anniversary in the show
business.

Divorcement in 30 Days

Provided in Nebraska Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

"divorce" of theaters within 30 days.

Regulation, a stiffer measure than

was first supposed, asks that the

railway commission, besides licens-

ing film exchanges at $1,000 annual-

ly to do business, be set up as the
sole judge of whether or not an ex-
hib. is overbought. Penalty for be-
ing in possession of film contracts
for more than can reasonably be
played is $5,000 per instance.

Rapee Scores Howard Pix

"Back Door to Heaven," William
K. Howard's picture featuring Wal-
lace Ford, Stuart Erwin, Aline Mac-
Mahon and Patricia Ellis, is being
scored by Erno Rapee, musical di-

rector at the Music Hall. Rapee has
written an original score for the
picture. Release date is set for mid-
dle of February by Paramount.

BRITISH PRODUCT DROP

ESTIMATED 15 TO 20%
London (By Cable)—Number of

features of both U. S. and domestic
origin registered during 1938 drop-
ped sharply, with decrease estimated
at 15-20 per cent. Shorts marketed
slumped still more, with the reduc-
tion said 33 1/3 per cent.

Carnegie Grant Backs

Coast Research Project

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Under a foundation

grant from the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York, the Motion Pic-
ture Research Project, directed by
Dr. Leo C. Rosten. has established
headquarters in Hollywood for a
sociological study of motion pictures
and motion picture industry. Mate-
rial will be presented in a book by
Dr. Rosten some time in 1940 which
will be an analysis of movies, of
moviemakers, of movies and society.
Motion Picture Research project is

a non-profit enterprise. It will not
offer research services to either pub-
lic or the industry.

"Ballerina" Sets Record
"Ballerina," French film being dis-

tributed by Burstyn & Mayer, has
been held over for a fourth week
at the Little Theater, Baltimore, a
house record for a foreign picture.

iidffl
THOMAS E. HULL, MANAGING DIRECTOR

IN HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD HOLLYWOOD

ROOSEVELT HOTEL PLAZA HOTEL
"Home of the Stars" "Aviation Headquarters"

Convenient to motion picture and Featuring "IT" Cafe, Hollywood's

broadcasting studios Swankest Night Spot.

Rates from $3.50 Single Rates from $3.00 Single

IN LOS ANGELES
HOTEL MAYFAIR

"In the Heart of tbi City"

Free Garage Adjoining Hotel

Transients.

Rates from $2.50 Single

IN FRESNO
HOTEL CALIFORNIAN

Completely Air Conditioned through-

out the year. Overlooking the famous Capitol Park

Rates from $2.50 Single Rates from $3.00 Single

HULL HOTELS — STARRING IN HOSPITALITY AND SERVICE

for

IN SACRAMENTO
HOTEL SENATOR
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ODEON-G-B MERGER

CONFAB SET FOR FLA.

(.Continued from Page 1)

for the GB stock owned by these
two companies, was the opinion ex-
pressed by Samuel Harris, publisher
of Today's Cinema, English trade
paper, when he arrived here on the
lie de France yesterday for a six

to seven week stay.

Harris said that Hill had been in-

strumental in negotiating flotations
which had enabled Odeon to pur-
chase and build many of its the-
aters during the past few years, and
was today the key man in the pro-
posed GB-Odeon deal. He stated
that the Odeon holdings today
amounted to 250 theaters evaluated
at $60,000,000, with houses built

during the past five years.

He said that the GB chain of 350
theaters was evaluated at approxi-
mately $80,000,000 at the present
time, with the Associated British

Cinema, also close to the $60,000,-

000 mark in valuation.

It was his opinion that nothing
concrete regarding the deal would
develon before April. He expects to

be in New York three or four days
and then will "o to the Coast for

about five weeks.
Hill, when questioned about his

activities in connection with the

deal, said that he was going to Palm
Beach to play golf and would not

have any business dealing until he
returned. He said that he expected
to be back here about March 31.

His one answer to all questions was
that he had nothing to say.

Yamins Not a Candidate,

But "Draft" Talk Heard

(Continued from Page \)

the afternoon session today. Yam-
ins has served three terms as presi-

dent and he has decided that some-

body else must take the post.

The Nominating,' Committee has

not revealed its proposed slate of

officers for the new year, but names
mentioned as "good guesses" are

Martin Smith of Ohio and Col. H. A.

Cole of Texas.
Last year, Yamins again declared

he would not be a candidate for re-

election but he more or less was
"drafted" and indications are that

he will run into the same situation

today.

RKO to Make Television

Version of "Gunga Din"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO will make a spe-

cial television film of "Gunga Din"

for NBC which will run 12 minutes

and will be televised in New York
about the middle of March. It will

be made entirely to the specifica-

tions of NBC television engineers

and will be composed mostly of

close-ups of two shots and three

shots and entirely on davlight film

to be printed on a special optical

film which will "ive the television

sharp contrast between dark and

light.

History Makers of 1938

(Continued' from Page 1)

one trip East in July he has kept his

nose to the proverbial grindstone at the

studios throughout the year. In De-

cember he was made a member of the

AMPP board.

• S. BARRET McCORMICK •

C That some
50 RKO

pix were re-

leased in 1938.

and that each
had to have a
sturdy cam-
paign attest

to the fact that

firm's public-

ity-ad head
was perpetual-

ly occupied.
To make the

most of crowd-
ed hours, he
took to the air

on five round trips 'fwixt New York and
Hollywood. During July, August and Sep-
tember, the midnight lamps could be
seen a-burning in the McCormick baili-

wick in towering Radio City, and then

there issued forth his by-product,—the in-

genious Publicity Section of MPGY's cam-
paign book. Definitely outstanding, too,

were his superlative campaigns for

"Snow White" at the year's outset, and
for "Gunga Din" at the year's close.

• • E. V. RICHARDS

^[ P a r a-
^^ moun t ' s

theater part-
ner in the
South increas-

ed his hold-

ings in Para-

mount P i c -

hires in May
when it was
an n o u n c e d
that he had
acquired 2,500

shares of the
com pany's 6

p.c. conver f i -

ble 2nd preferred stock, thereby advanc-

ing the number of shares he holds to

7,500. During a visit to New York he

made it clear to the trade press that his

operating territory 'was not dual bill-con-

scious and would remain a single fea-

ture area.

• FREDERICK L. HERRON
|f .UNPRE-
^^ c e dented
were the re-

peated and vi-

t a 1 occasions

upon which
the spotlight

of industry in-

terests illumi-

nated the for*

eign field. The
year witnessed I

both progress fijl

and recession
jj

o f American **
film fortunes in

lands afar, but picture execs, retained

calm and confidence that, whatever the

occasion or circumstance, the most would

be gained and the least lost via the

policies and advice of Frederick L. Her-

ron. Almost simultaneously, he unrav-

elled problems affecting the U. K., New
South Wales, Canada, Britain's Colonial

empire. Continental Europe, Japan and
Latin America. Indeed his status was
Filmland's Secretary of State. As treas-

urer and board member of MPPDA, his

voice was an important one in general

"ndustry matters.

• EDWIN P. KILROE •

CO N E of

1938's vi-

t a 1 problems
was that of in-

tern a tional
copyright, and
con sequently

this expert on
t h e subject,

who long has
been the
chairman
sf MPPDA's
C o pyright
Committee,
and copyright

advisor to 20th-Fox and Movietone News,
played a standout role. At a series of

conferences held at Columbia University

and the Bar Association Bldg., Mr. Kil-

roe's treasury of knowledge was indis-

pensable and built film industry prestige

with the sub-committees which were off-

shoots of the Carnegie Peace Founda-
tion,—namely those of the American Na-
tional Committee on International Intel-

lectual Co-operation, and the Committee
for Study of Copyright, respectively

chairmaned by Prof. James Shotwell of

Columbia U. and Dr. Leland of Wash-
ington, D. C. ;(

Victory's 20 to Include

12 Specials, 8 Westerns

West Coast. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Following conferences
with Sam Katzman, Nat Saland,
prexy of Mercury Lab. and distrib-

utor of Victory Pictures, is en route
to New York. Victory lineup for

the new season will total 20, in-

cluding eight westerns, and first pix
is due for delivery April 15 on a
franchise arrangement. Katzman
starts "Texas Wildcats" on Jan. 15.

Variety To Start First

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Variety Pictures Corp.

has been formed with offices at In-
ternational Studios. Officers are G.
J. Franklin, president; Charles A.
Rogers, vice-president and Boris
Charsky, secretary-treasurer. The
first picture "Rest Assured" goes
irito work today with Charles
Rogers, Henry Rocquemore and
Lona" Andre. Charles Rogers was
formerly with Hal Roach, where he
worked on many of the Laurel and
Hardy comedies.

BELIEVES EUROPE WILL

EASE PIX RESTRICTIONS,

(Continued from Page 1)

Arthur Loew, Metro foreign head
told The Film Daily last night.

Loew, who was interviewed at thr
French Line pier where he was wait-
ing to meet Ludvig ("Ludy") Lawr-
ence, general European manag^v'or
Metro, said that world-wide busies:-

!

for M-G-M during 1938 was above
J

1937, and he looked forward hope-
fully this year to holding this gain
and increasing foreign business.

He said that the company did not!
plan any further theater expansion
throughout the world at this time,!
and that there would be no per-
sonnel changes made in the foreign
offices. Questioned about the move
of 20th-Fox and United Artists in

j

South Africa, he expressed the opin-
ion that it would be beneficial in in-

creasing exhibition and expanding"
the theater field in this territory.

Neither Lawrence or Loew saw
any further restrictions being im-
posed in European markets at this

time. They concurred in the opin-
ion that Europeans generally liked
American pictures, and that they
would be missed in countries where
they have been banned or restricted.
No change in the Italian situation
was reported.
Lawrence described his trip as an

annual vacation, and said that he
had no set plans as to when he
would return to Europe. He was ac-
companied by his wife.

Laganas Named Prexy

of Standard Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Laganas has

been named president and treas-
urer of Standard Pictures Produc-
tions, Inc., and Standard Pictures
Distributing Co. Following an in-

crease in the organization's produc-
tion schedule, B. W. Richards, presi-

dent of the two companies, and Har-
vey C. Leavitt, vice-prexy, resigned
from their posts to devote their time
to production. Richards is serving
as producer with Leavitt occupying
the associate producer's berth.

Standard is now distributing "The
Headleys At Home," with five more
planned in this series. A series of

six radio mysteries also is scheduled
for production this year. First film

of the radio series will be "20,000,-

000 Witnesses," with production
scheduled to start within the next
few weeks.
Board of directors under new set-

up consists of George Laganas, A.
Laganas and Dr. Percy Goldberg.
Headquarters for the two companies
have been established at 1108 Lillian

Way, Hollywood.

All-Shorts Twice Weekly
Green Bay, Wis.—Majestic the-

ater has inaugurated a policy of

showing a complete program of '

shorts on Thursdays and Fridays.
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Jnited Artists Stockholders Adopt Profit-Sharing Plan

ULLIED MAY SUBMIT REFORMS DRAFT TO DISTRIBS.

Zol. H. A. Cole Succeeds Yamins as Allied President
•:

New Faces
. . Lashy's search
= By CHESTER B. BAHN=

lift

, >iii

LENTY of talk both within and without

the industry these days about the need

new faces on the screen.

In exhibitor circles, there is increasing

culation as to the part their lack played

the box-office dip during 1938. To sup-

t this there is the frequently encoun-

ed complaint from fans and critics that

• many veteran players eventually reach

• point where they fail to hold the movie-

»rs' interest.

As one Brooklyn teacher wrote Ed Sulli-

l the other day, "We anticipate every

ion, every vocal mannerism, every screen

lex. Get some new faces."

O what extent this is due to Hollywood's

persistence in typing is a matter for

-ijecture. Logically, typing could be an

portant factor. And for more reasons

in one. The films' audience is not static.

«ith enriches it yearly, and each succeed-

: generation contributes a varying slant,

ich explains perhaps as much as any-

ng can why styles in top players change

why old favorites go into eclipse and

w favorites are established.

Where, then, is the screen to find those

ely needed new faces? Yesterday, there

s the stage, but the stage as a great

ent reservoir exists no more. The radio?

dio itself is a consumer of talent, more
lined heretofore to draw upon the screen

in to contribute to it.

y/HICH situation makes Jesse L. Lasky's

, " new CBS program, "Gateway to Holly-

od," of marked importance not only to

Radio, but the film industry as a

ole—and radio, to boot. The distribu-

In of 5,000,000 application blanks via

proximately 8,000 theaters has resulted,

sky writes, in a flood of responses from

over the country. To quote Lasky:

'The quality of applicants is amazing

—

Dtographs of handsome men and beauti-

girls, with all kinds of amateur and
1 -professional training. There is a gold

ne of talent in this country only waiting

be developed."

So don't sell the Lasky talent search
(Continued on Page 2)

Olive, Wood Named to Secre-

tarial Posts; Myers is

Re-elected
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Col. H. A. Cole of

Texas was elected president of Al-
lied to suc-
ceed Nathan
Yamins yes-
terday at the
closing' ses-

sion of the
o r g a n i-

zation's an-
nual direc-

tors meeting.
As one of
the founders
of Allied,
Cole has been
vice - presi-

dent for
col. H. A. cole

many years.
He has beeen serving as chairman

(Continued on Page 3)

APPROVED RKO REORG.

PLAN FILED BY BONDY

RKO's reorg. proceedings were
brought to a climax yesterday via

the filing of the amended plan's ap-
proval order signed by Federal
Judge William Bondy, the eight-

page document following closely the
counter order proposed by White &
Case, counsels for the Unsecured

(Continued on Page 6)

ALLIED PICKS

MINNEAPOLIS
Three-Day Meeting Late in

May or Early June

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Allied's annual con-

vention will be held in Minneapolis
late in May or early June, it was
voted yesterday by the Board of
Directors. The convention will last
three days and all business sessions
will be held in the afternoons. Col.
Cole, new president, said he expect-
ed the Minneapolis meeting to be
the biggest in the history of the or-
ganization.

EXECS. PAY TRIBUTE

TO JAMES ROOSEVELT

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—At a luncheon, ten-

dered James Roosevelt, yesterday by
J. F. T. O'Connor, industry leaders
joined in paying him tribute.
As president of the Association of

Motion Picture Producers, Joseph M.
Schenck welcomed Roosevelt to Hol-
lywood and predicted his contribu-
tion to motion pictures will be even
greater than expected.
Samuel Goldwyn pointed out that

(Continued on Page 6)

UA Producers to Share in Profits

of Company from January 1, 1938

H'wood Extras Got 264,268

Days of Work During 1938

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Extra placements for

nine major studios for 1938, accord-
(Continued on Page 11)

A complete analysis of Television and its future
by a recognized authority will be one of the
features of the 1939 Year Book.—Advt.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—United Artists stock-

holders concluded their annual meet-
ing by adopting the Maurice Sil-

verstone distribution plan which
provides a production in distribu-
tion rates to all United Artists pro-

(Continued on Page 11)

For an up-to-date list of theaters and the-
ater circuits consult the 1939 Film Year Book.
—Advt.

Proposals May be Formulated

by Myers, Allied Prexy

Says
By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington — Abram F.
Myers, Allied's general counsel,
probably will prepare a fair

trade practice draft and sub-
mit it to the distributors for
consideration, it was said yes-
terday by Col. H. A. Cole, new-
ly elected president, following
the adjournment of the annual
Board of Directors meeting.

It is likely that Myers then will
confer with the distributors on the
provisions of the draft and perhaps

(Continued on Page 11)

ANTI-ASCAP MEASURE

TAKES SHAPE IN OHIO

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Allied's Ohio unit is

preparing an anti-Ascap bill similar
to the one put over in the State of
Washington, Pete Wood, business
manager, told The Film Daily yes-
terday. The bill will be introduced
in the Ohio legislature shortly, and
the Allied unit has been assured the
support of hotels, ball rooms and
other places of amusement.

Can Settle ITOA, 306 Salary

Dispute Only by Arbitration

Salary negotiations between the
ITOA and Local 306, projectionists
union, can only be settled by going
to arbitration, it was decided at yes-

(Continued on Page 3)

From Scotch?
Detroit — The Majestic Theater was

presenting a Technicolor film the other
day, when a patron came up to Mana-
ger Harry Hoffman, and asked for half-

price admission. Reason—he was color

blindl
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 18y8 183/8 183/8 — l/4
Columbia Hcts. vtc. 13V2 13Vi W2
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 182 182 182 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 493/4 48 Vi 48 Vi — 1

do pfd
Paramount 125/8 12l/4 12% — Va
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 12V8 UVa UVa + Va
Pathe Film 10V4 9% 10'/8
RKO 25/8 23/8 25/8 + 1/4

20th Century-Fox .. 23% 23Vi 23 Vi — Va
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 6 5% 6 + Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s4S 95 95 95 + V*
Loew 6s 41 -ww... 99V4 99 99 — V*
Para. B'way 3s55.... 57V2 57 Vi 57 Vi
Para. Picts. 6=55. . . .lOOVs 100 lOOVs + Va
Para. Ticfs. cv. 3V4s47 88 87 Vi 88 +1
RKO 6s41 79 74 78 1/4 + 6 1/4

Warner's 6s39 91 Vi 91 91 Va — Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3VS 3 3'/8 -f- Va
Scnotone Corp 1% 1% 1% — Va
Technicolor 203/4 20% 203,4 + 3/8

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 101

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 43/4 6
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92% 943/8
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st "43 ... 68 Vi 70

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

New Faces
. . . Lasky's search

(Continued from Page 1)

short; its possibilities for constructive value

are pronounced.

And if you've any lingering doubt as to

how quickly a new face, with talent, can
be built into a screen "name" ponder what
Warners achieved with John Garfield.

Georgia Bank Loses Fight

for Preference in Claims

Application of the Trust Company
of Georgia for a decree adjudicating
its claim of $400,000 against Fox
Theaters Corp. to be a preferred one
and entitled to payment before all

others was denied by Circuit Judge
Martin T. Manton yesterday. Bank
also had asked that the Court di-

rect Milton C. Weisman, FTC re-

ceiver, to pay its claim.
The claim arose from rents on

certain Georgia theaters, and the
trust company cited the state sta-

tutes which give a landlord a lien

for rent.

Receiver Weisman opposed the
preference and cited an agreement
with the trust company which re-

duced the claim from $1,053,646 to

$400,000 and recognized the claim as
a general one.

Propose Billboard Levy

for N. Y. Housing Funds

Albany—Another angle of the bill-

board advertising fight was brought
before the legislature by the intro-

duction yesterday by Senator William
Hampton, Utica, of a measure to re-

move signs from nearby state and
county roads constituting driving
hazards. Differing materially from
other bills, it is regarded as a com-
promise with the brighest chance of

passage. New York City would be
allowed to raise housing funds by
imposition of a five cents square foot
tax on outdoor advertising signs in

companion bills by Assemblyman
Abbot Moffat and Senator Frederick
Coudert also before legislature. Lat-
ter is unlikely of adoption since the
advertising sign tax alone would fall

far short of relieving the financial

means necessary for city housing.

NBC Tele Demonstrations

Next Week for Congress

A series of television demonstra-
tions will be staged in Washington
next week by NBC for Congressmen
and members of the press, it was
learned yesterday. An NBC tele-

vision van has been sent to Wash-
ington with complete equipment.

Six screens will be set up in the
National Press Club for reception
of the broadcast, which will be sent
from the truck. Interviews with
Congressmen will be held by the
van crew. Demonstrations are said
to be part of a strong campaign
that will be staged to make legis-

lative Washington television-cons-
cious.

Appeals Court Considers

Two-Men-ln-Booth Case

Albany—Appeal of Orange Coun-
ty Theaters, Inc., from decisions of

a special term Supreme Court Judge
and the Appellate Division was
heard here by the Court of Appeals.
Action is on a Newburgh labor or-

dinance passed twice during terms
of Mayor James D. Tweed, requir-

ing that projectionists in Newburgh
be licensed and stipulating that the-

aters having more than one projec-
tion machine employ two operators
as a minimum.

Contention of the Orange County
Theaters is that Newburgh lacks
authority to pass the ordinance and
that Tweed was the agent of the
Newburgh IATSE local when acting
as Mayor.

Final ruling will be handed down
in February. Case is being watched
in the Legislature, where Assembly-
man Robert Crews has introduced
similar two-men-in-the-booth man-
datory bills for first class cities.

Balaban Denies that Odeon
Will Take Over U. K. Houses

London reports that a deal was
being talked between Paramount
and Odeon whereby the English the-

ater chain would take over the Para,
houses in the U. K. were said to be
without any foundation yesterday
by Barney Balaban, prexy of Para.

Balaban said that the recent visit

of E. J. Sparks, Paramount partner
in Florida, had been for the purpose
of cleaning up several matters that
have been holding fire for some time.
He denied that Paramount has made
any plans for its partners in the
Northwest territory to take over
the theaters there if divorcement
laws are put through.

170,000 Attendance Seen

for First Week of "James"

With a total of 125,593 people
officially checked through the Roxy
doors to see "Jesse James" at the
close of business on Tuesday night,
theater execs, expected around 170,-

000 to see the picture before the
second week starts tomorrow. Near-
ly even with the record-breaking
pace set by "Alexander," it is be-

lieved that if the weather had been
better the picture might have broken
the atendance mark made by "Alex"
during is first week there.

Would Ban School Bands

Appearances in Theaters

Albany—Under provisions of bills

introduced in the Senate by Clif-

ford C. Hastings, Republican, of
Rensselaer County, it is made un-
lawful for civil service employe or
school band or orchestra to furnish
music at a function not connected
with public department or educa-
tional institution. Bills are spon-
sored by the Federation of Labor.
Effect would be to ban school bands'
appearances at theaters.

COfllMG MID GOin

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th-Fox,
vacationing in Florida.

COL. H. A. COLE, newly elected preside

of Allied States Ass'n, arrives in New Yo
today from Washington for a brief St \

STEFFES, BENNY BERCER, JUDGE i
iZ x

! D
VANEY, ED BRUNELL and JACK ^ARSCI
Allied executives, also arrive today.

L. W. CONROW, president of Altec Servi

Corp., has returned to New York from a tr

to Boston.

BOB GILLHAM, Paramount advertising ai

publicity chieftain, returns to the home off

i

today after a brief stay in Boston. He lea

v

for the Coast about Feb. 1.

PHIL REISMAN, general manager of t

RKO foreign department, is in Miami for
visit. He will fly from there to Cuba on bus
ness.

E. C. GRAINGER, general manager of tlj

Fieber Gr Shea Circuit, has returned to the con
pany's headquarters in Bradford, Pa., after
two weeks' trip to theaters in Ohio, New Yo
and Pennsylvania.

JULES LEVY, general manager of distribute

for RKO, is in Montreal on business.

LYNN FARNOL, advertising and publici
chieftain of United Artists, arrives back
the home office today from the Coast.

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN, president of Weste
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., and MRS. GOLt
STEIN, are en route to South America on tl

Nieuw Amsterdam.

MISS LEE CLAIR, secretary to George
Schaefer at RKO, leaves New York tomorro
for a short vacation in Florida.

PAUL WH1TEMAN and his orchestra lea

New York next week for a three weeks' ton

WILLIAM A. USKALI, of the Jam Ham
editorial staff in Detroit, arrives here tt

week to take over a post at the Jam Ham
New York office.

Court Reserves Decision

on Para. Writ Applicatio

Decision was reserved yesterda

by Supreme Court Justice Samui

I. Rosenman on Paramount's appl

cation for a temporary injunctio

restraining Ben Blumenthal froi

prosecuting action for an undisclose

amount against it in England fc

alleged contract breach in conne<

tion with the sale of Paramount

controlled houses there.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday.

JANUARY 19

Hal Roach

B. P. Schulberg

Harry H. Buxbaum

Harvey H. Gates

Lou Metzger
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JlXPECT CBS TO START

i TELECASTING IN MAY

Television transmission from the

a:ion being built by CBS in the

hry- 1 er building' is expected to

aij^Juring the latter part of May
in early June, it was learned yes-

rday. Previously, CBS execs, had

ated they would start broadcasting
• the time the World's Fair opened

April, but this now seems impos-

ble.

Work has been steadily progres-

hg on the new transmitter, and

e television experimental labora-
ries of CBS are also active, de-
ite the fact that the network it-

lf has been inactive in telecasting.

The new CBS station, to be iden-
ied as W2XAX, will operate on 15
lowatts, and will offer primary
verage within a radius of 40 miles
er a total area of approximately
300 square miles.

an Settle ITOA, 306 Salary

Dispute Only by Arbitration

-

(Continued from Page 1)

rday's regular meeting of the
OA. ITOA will select two arbi-
ators, Local 306 will pick two,
id the four men will select the
th member of the board.

Harry Brandt, prexy, reported to

e meeting the results of recent
ade practice conferences and
ated that he looked forward opti-

istically to their outcome.

rthur Gottlieb Takes
Four Col. Canadian Pix

Deal has been closed by Arthur
ittlieb, president of Du Art Lab-
atory, for world wide rights, with
e exception of the United Kingdom

,'.d the Philippine Islands, to four
ctures Columbia has produced in

mada. Gottlieb plans to sell the
ptures to State Righters.

Gottlieb sees a virtual cessation
production activity in Canada for
least the next two years, due

I the British quota law. He said
Hat his Canadian organization, Film
fiboratories of Canada, is produc-
* g three industrial films at the

esent time, which will be prin-
:>allv distributed in Canada and
e U. K.

Breahs 50 Records
"The Citadel," which today starts

the fifth week of its London run, has
broken 50 Empire Theater box office
records thus far, according to a cable
received yesterday by M-G-M from Sam
Eckman, Jr., managing director of the
company's distribution and exhibition
forces in Great Britain. Eckman be-
lieves "The Citadel" will break the
nine-week record engagement set up by
M-G-M's original "Broadway Melody."

with PHIL M. DALY
T T

• • • GETTING back fo circus technique and why not?

there have been various indications that the film biz has been

going arty and highbrow in its advertising and publicity overlook-

ing the fact that the motion picture must forever cater to the Masses

it is primarily a mass amusement, and why kid ourselves that we
are in an arty business? there is one gent who is not S.

Barret McCormick as attested by everything he has done on that

beaucoup socko ad and pub campaign placed in back of RKO Radio's

"Gunga Din"

T
• • • ONE STUNT that was labeled with circus technique

sending out an advance guard of field men they cov-

ered 40,000 miles in five weeks 15 of 'em starting Dec.

1, they visited 420 cities and towns called on editors of 665

newspapers with a small trunk loaded with photographs,

feature stories and a special mat service this advance crew

broke speed records for coverage, with the use of auto, train and

plane and blanketed the U.S.A. with advance coverage that

will bear fruit when "Gunga Din" zooms into your theater, Mr.

Exhibitor now comes the regular playdate campaign
with another force of men going out, handling merchant tie-ups

locally, newspaper cojitests and general promotion the $200,000

national ad and pub campaign in magazines, newspapers and with

billboards is now getting in its work

T
• • • NOW here comes the pressbook a Giant among
giant pressbooks it features eight double-size pages in four colors

four double-size pages containing the mat features an ad
campaign with 40 pieces of copy in this book it's all circus stuff

done with class and it looks as if "Gunga Din" will help materially

in starting that popular movement back to the box-offices of the nation

it can't be done with those arty fluff-fluff pictures with one-third of

the population on relief and another third living in cold-water flats

and farm dwellings minus colored tile baths and oil-heating systems

(Iookif ! he talks like a Communist but ain't it the truth?) ....

T T
• • • TELEVISION has arrived that was the message

of David Sarnoff, president of Radio Corp. of America as he
appeared via television speaking into a radio transmitter

several rooms removed from the banquet hall, before a television

projection machine that carried his image to 1,200 members of the

Poor Richard Club at their annual award banquet in Philly . .....

then Sarnoff appeared before the banqueteers in person, to receive '

the club's Gold Medal Award of Achievement

• • • PLETHORA (there's a word!) of material from

United Artists' exploitation dep't headed by Monroe Greenthal, the

ubiquitous and aggressive specialist in Novel Slants.-,?..'-. hV sencte usJ

novelty jewelry items put out by Coro for milady's accessories, plugging

"Duke of West Point" handled by department stores throughout

the country, and plugged with ads by the manufacturer and the stores

as the pic is booked in locally then comes the. novel, "Topper,

Takes A Trip," handed to newspaper editors by local tlA representa- .,

tives as a good-will gesture and finally, 10^00 "reprints of Redbook
cover and insert of "Made for Each Other" Picture of the- Month selec-

tion, mailed to exhibs

« « « » » >>
-

COL H. A. COLE NAMED

PRESIDENT OF ALLIED

(Continued from Page 1)

of Allied's negotiating committee.
C. H. Olive, president of the Wash-

ington unit, was elected secretary,
and Pete J. Wood of Columbus, was
elected recording secretary. Her-
man Blum of Baltimore, was re-

elected treasurer and Abram F.
Myers of Washington, was re-

elected general counsel and chair-
man of the executive committee.

Elected to the executive commit-
tee were Col. Cole, Al Steffes of
Minneapolis; Sidney Samuelson,
Newton, N. J.; Nathan Yamins, Fall
River, Mass., and Martin Smith, To-
ledo, O.

Cole said he would carry on where
Yamins, retiring president, left off

and would fight to put over Allied's

ideals. He ai-rives in New York
today for a brief visit.

Federal Theaters Cuts

Deficit to $1,448,844

Annual report of Federal The-
aters Co., Warner subsidiary, which
was issued yesterday, showed a net
profit for the year ending Aug. 27,

last of $9,108.63. Profit was carried

to the deficit, reducing it from $1,-

492,886.23 to $1,483,777.60. A fur-

ther reduction of $34,932.90 in the
deficit was realized on the redemp-
tion of bonds, leaving the deficit

figure at $1,448,844.70 at the end of

the fiscal year.

Federal Theaters Co. has Bird
Theaters Corp. as a subsidiary.

Price, Waterhouse & Co., which
made the examination, in a state-

ment to the Federal board of direc-

tors, said:

"Bondholders having $19,000 prin-

cipal amount of first and refunding
Series 'A' gold bonds due June 1,

1942 and bondholders having $11,500
principal amount of the first mort-
gage gold bonds (Capitol Theater)
maturing serially to September 1,

1950 have not consented to the re-

write plans, details of which have
been related in previous reports. In-

terest has been accrued on the bonds
held by these bondholders at the

original rates specified in the cou-

pons attached to their bonds."

Clark Hurt In Fall

, Cleveland — "Duke" Clark, Para-

1

mount branch manager, slipped on'
a_.highly- polished floor in his home
and broke. his

1 arm in several places.

STORKS!
A. Schneider, treasurer of Co-

lumbia Pictures' Corp., and his wife,
Ida,_ became the proud parents of a
third son yesterday, when a seven-
pound boy was Born ta the couple
in Fitch Sanitarium,' 123"'' West 183rd
St.
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APPROVED RKO REORG,

PLAN FILED BY BONDY

History Makers of 1938

{Continued from Page 1)

Creditors' Committee, which super-

seded a similar order previously

suggested hy the Atlas Group, plan's

proponents.

Highlights of the signatured order

of settlement were:

(1) The striking out from Article

V of the Master's Plan clause (c)

and all subdivisions referring to the

proposed agreement for operation

of the Radio City Music Hall and
Center Theater, and all references
to the future operation of said the-
aters.

(2) Changing of the number of
shares of New Common Stock to be
issued to Rockefeller Center, Inc.,

from 500,000 shares to 415,000
shares.

(3) Allowance of the secured
claims of Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Co. as successor trustee under
the indenture dated Dec. 1, 1931, se-

curing the 10-year 6 per cent Gold
Debentures of RKO in the aggre-
gate principal amount of $11,600,-

000, with accrued interest, and City
Bank Farmers Trust Co. as succes-
sor trustee under the indenture
made by RKO, dated Jan. 29, 1931,
as may cover $1,118,500 in aggre-
gate principal amount of such of the
6 per cent Gold Notes of RKO issued
under said indenture as were ex-
tended in respect to principal ma-
turity, and such interest as may be
accrued thereon. (Of particular in-

terest in the foregoing is the phrase-
ology that these claims are allowed
"for the purposes of the approved
plan and its acceptance.")

(4) Denial in all respects, except
as provided in paragraph 1 of the
decree, the petitions of Ernest W.
Stirn, verified Nov. 18, 1936, as sup-
plemented by his further petition

verified Feb. 15, 1937, and various
other documents.

(5) Denial in similar respects of
the petitions of both Edward J.

Hickey and Mary J. MacPherson.

(6) Recognition by the Court that
the claims of Copia Realty Co., Fa-
bian Operating Corp., G. W. F.
Realty Co., Inc., and the First Na-
tional Bank of Cincinnati, as trustee
under certain indentures made by
RKO Midwest Corp., as a subsidiary
of RKO, are entitled to be dealt
with.

(7) Requisite publication of the
modifications is ordered to be pub-
lished in the Daily News Record.

(8) Declaration that the ap-
proved plan is fair and equitable.

(9) All creditors and stockholders
of RKO who have heretofore ac-

cepted the Master's Plan and their
respective successors in interest
shall be deemed, to have accepted
the Approved Plan unless on or be-
fore Feb. 4, they shall show cause
to be filed with the Clerk of Federal
Court, Southern District, New York,
a notice in writing of withdrawal of
such acceptance as said creditors

• • HARRY GOETZ
^T Confining
^"^ his activi-

|

ties mainly to I

stage produc-
lions in associ- : i

ation with Max
Gordon, Harry,

during 19 3 8.

also began to

assemble story

properties with
the view of I

eventually re- 8
turning to pro-

auction. One of

his big mo-
ments of the year was the sale of the

rights to "The Women," in which he
owned an interest, to M-G-M. His Reli-

ance organization had a busy year re-

issuing "The Count of Monte Cristo" end
other past successes.

• HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
fT Shortly
^*» after the ap^.
industry
launched its

Movies Are
Your Best En-

ter tainment
campaign in a
concerted ef-

fort to stimu-

late box-office

biz, Harold B.,

veteran of all

branches, was
called to the

colors as busi-

ness manager, functioning under Chair-

man George I. Schaefer. Drawing upon

the experience thus gained, Franklin, at

the year-end, was drafting a 1939 drive

plan for early submission.

EXECS. PAY TRIBUTE

TO JAMES ROOSEVELT

Mutual Theaters Books

Nine Houses In Detroit

Detroit — Mutual Theaters, Inc.,

new co-operative booking group
headed by James E. Robertson and
Raymond E. Moon, has taken over
booking for Colonial, Majestic, Gar-
den, and Forest Theaters, operated
by Midwest Theaters; Beacon and
Lincoln, by I. J. London; Times
Square, by Joe Bruzy; Regal by
Joseph Ellul; and Grant by Saul
Korman.

Staff has been set up with Allen
Dowzer as booker; Margaret Rice,
cashier; and Genevieve Ward, con-
tract clerk, all were formerly with
Co-operative Theaters of Michigan.

Lab.-Union Meeting Monday
Preliminary meeting held this

week between Local 702, lab. work-
ers union, and Alan Freedman, pres-
ident of DeLuxe Lab., and Joe Coff-
man, of Consolidated, to discuss
terms of a new contract will be fol-

lowed up by a second meeting on
Monday. Union was represented by
John Rugge, president, Richard
Walsh, IATSE vice-prexy, and mem-
bers of the unions negotiating com-
mittee.

Nazis Ask "Prof. Mamlock"
Be Forbidden in Dominion

Montreal — Protesting against
showing in Canada of the English
version of the Russian film, "Pro-
fessor Mamlock," the Consul-Gen-
eral of Germany at Ottawa has sent
a letter to each provincial board of
censors stating that the consul gen-
eral "would be grateful if you would
see to it that the picture is not per-
mitted to pass, in case it comes be-
fore you."
From the Ontario Board of Cen-

sors, the Consul General received
word that certain features would be
deleted. Other boards acknowledged
the letter.

and stockholders may previously
have given.

(10) Unless pursuant to the pro-
visions of the foregoing there shall
be withdrawals of acceptances to an
extent preventing confirmation of
the Approved Plan, it shall be con-
firmed without further notice as
soon as practicable after the time
of such withdrawals has expired.
Argument will be held on the Leh-

man Bros, and Lehman Corp. claims
on Monday afternoon, next, at 4:15
o'clock, in Judge Bondy's Chambers.
Some speculation was abroad in

local film industry circles yesterday
as to whether, in light of the date,
Feb. 4, fixed by the Court in the
approval order, whether there would
be a hearing before Judge Bondy on
Jan. 26.

Would Exempt Political

Films From Censorship

Columbus, O.—An amendment to

the Ohio Censorship laws, which
will prohibit the censoring of motion
pictures of a political nature or con-
tent, is expected to be introduced
to the 93rd Ohio General Assembly
this week by Rep. Harry Dworkin
(D) of Cleveland. The proposed
amendment will also curb present
powers of the Division of Censor-
ship, headed by E. N. Dietrich, state
director of education.

Censors would also be required
by the new amendment to act on all

new films within a 30-day period
after they are submitted and pre-
sent their reasons, on rejection of a
film, in writing.
The new amendment was prepared

by Representative Dworkin after he
had personally reviewed the Soviet-
made film, "Professor Mamlock,"
which was recently banned by the
censors as "objectionable."

To Honor Anne O'Donnell
Detroit—Variety Club will honor

Anne V. O'Donnell, believed to be
the only woman branch manager in
the industry on Saturday when
Monarch Pictures Frolic will be held
at the Clubrooms, with Monarch
staff as guests.

(.Continued from Page 1)

the industry must go on to better
things and that the industry is /rak-
ing young men who will become',,,, d-
ers in the future.

Louis Mayer predicted Roosevelt
will like the industry and that the
industry will be rewarded by Roose-
velt's work. He praised Goldwyn for
engaging Roosevelt. Addressing pub-
lishers and other civic leaders pres-
ent, Mayer pointed out that the
United States has always led Eng-
land and France in motion pictures,
but has been criticized, whereas
European motion picture industry
gets encouragement abroad. Jack L.
Warner and Bishop Stevens joined in
the welcome expressions.

Roosevelt expressed his awe at the
progress the industry has made in
past 25 years and declared he hopes
his association with the industry will
not be measured by days or months,
but by years and many of them.

"To you gentlemen, as well as
to my family and myself, I owe
a duty and obligation of making
sure that no one can honestly or
honorably ever connect my asso-
ciation with you to the industry
troubles with the Federal gov-
ernment," said Roosevelt. "I
cannot believe that any fair-
minded person would even expect
me to dignify such insinuations.
I would not even mention the
matter here except that it has
been brought up in such a way
that I must reiterate once again
and for last time this essential
fact."

Among guests at luncheon were
Alexander Korda, Walter Wanger,
Sam Briskin, Winnie Sheehan, Sam
Katz, John W. Considine, Hal Wallis,
James Mulvey, Reeves Espy, Lou
Wertheimer, Mervyn LeRoy, J. Wal-
ter Rubin, George Bagnall, Henry
Herzbrun, Maurice Silverstone, At-
torney Charles Schwartz, Arthur
Freed, Joseph Rosenberg.

Eastern Film Commentators
on Air Planning Own Awards

Organization of recognized motion
picture commentators, largely tak-
ing the air over the networks from
New York, as a film awards group
is in prospect.

If present plans materialize, group
of 11 commentators will formally
organize within the week and select

those 10 pictures which its members
believe were outstanding in 1938.
Those interested in the move will

ignore box-office strength, it is un-
derstood, basing their selections in-

stead on the films' social, etc., con-

tributions.

Horn, GN Branch Head
Omaha—Announcement of the ap-

pointment of Fred Horn as mana-
ger of the GN branch office here
was made today. Horn, for the past
13 years with RKO, succeeds Bert
Day, who will return to the St. Louis
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"Wings of the Navy"
with George Brent, Olivia de Havilland,

John Payne

Warners 89 mins

TIMELY DRAMA OF NAVY FLIERS

PACKING THRILL PUNCH IN SPECTACU-
LAR POWER DIVES.

A timely drama of the U. S. Navy's avia-

tion arm, with the locales at Pensacola

and Santa Barbara. There is a chance for

all sorts of patriotic enthusiasm to be

worked up by the audience, for the story

of the navy fliers is certainly presented

with glamour and thrills. George Brent

is the big brother to John Payne, both of

them carrying on the tradition of their

father who was killed in the flying service.

The life of the embryo flyer is covered

very graphically, showing his training and

eventual graduation into the corps as he

receives his wings at graduation exercises.

The romantic interest is minor, involving

Olivia de Havilland as the fiancee of the

older brother. A romance develops be-

tween her and the younger brother during

Brent's temporary absence looking after

his new ship that he is trying to sell to

the Navy Board. The picture has a fine

grip on the audience all the way, but

really gets going with the thrills toward

the end as a test pilot takes up the Brent

ship for the vertical power dive, and

crashes at terrific speed. The photography

in this sequence is magnificent, but the

thrills are even surpassed later when Payne,

the younger brother, insists on taking up

the next model. By a close shave, he

straightens the ship out after fainting,

coming to just in the nick of time. This

sequence will have 'em sitting on the edge

cf their seats and literally gasping. Nothing

more exciting has ever been done in air

scenes. The tension and interest are

heightened in this final thrill scene be-

cause of the fact that Brent has been

injured in a crash and has been retired

from service, so his only hope is to live in

service through his ship. The romantic

interest is conveniently clinched by having

Brent abdicate in favor of his younger

brother whom the girl really loves. For-

get the love stuff. The navy flying mate-

rial is tops, and packs an awful thrill

wallop. Besides it has the timely pull with

the nation's interest at present centered

on these things.

CAST: George Brent, Olivia de Havilland,

John Payne, Frank McHugh, John Litel,

Victor Jory, Henry O'Neill, John Ridgley,

John Gallaudet, Donald Briggs, Edgar Ed-

wards, Regis Toomey, Albert Morin, Jona-

than Hale, Pierre Watkin, Don Douglas,

May Hoffman, Alan Davis, Larry Williams.

CREDITS: Producers, Jack Warner, Hal

Wallis; Assoc. Producer, Lou Edelman; Di-

rector, Lloyd Bacon; Author, Michael Fes-

sier; Screenplay, same; Cameramen, Arthur

Edeson, Elmer Dyer; Editor, William Holmes.

DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, The Best.

"Ride 'Em, Cowgirl"
with Dorothy Page

Grand National 52 Mins.

NOVELTY INNOVATION WITH FEM-
ME WESTERN STAR; DOROTHY PAGE
MAKES STRONG IMPRESSION.

Introducing a new note in westerns,

with Dorothy Page leading off in the first

of a series as The Singing Cowgirl. It will

no doubt start a flood of other horse operas

featuring lady buckaroos, and it remains

to be seen just how the fans will react

to this innovation. This Page girl certain-

ly is there with the looks, a pleasing per-

sonality and a riding ability which she con-

clusively demonstrates. Miss Page also can

sing appealingly, and altogether makes a

very fine impression. She does a little

work with the six-gun also, but this is not

as impressive as it might have been made.

The trick in this new series featuring a

femme seems to be to let the male sup-

port do the rough stuff and have the girl

come in on the riding, singing and ro-

mancing. An effort has been attempted

along this formula, and with proper care

the series should work out into a

refreshing change rung on the old western

formula. The plot involves the attempt

of a gang to grab the girl's father's ranch,

for it contains a jumping off point for the

gang to take smuggled silver shipments

across the border. They frame the old

man in a card game, and make it appear

later that he stole the rodeo prize money
entrusted to the girl to cover his gambling

debt and save his ranch. The girl takes the

blame to clear her father, and then as a

wanted criminal starts to track down the

gang. She is supported by Milton Frome,

an undercover Federal officer after the

smugglers. He is supported on the comedy

side by Vince Barnett as his fellow opera-

tive posing as linemen for the telephone

company. This girl Dorothy is refreshing

and knows how to act, and she stands a

strong chance to go over big with the ac-

tion fans.

CAST: Dorothy Page, Milton Frome,

Vince Barnett, Lynn Mayberry, Joseph Gir-

ard, Frank Ellis, Harrington Reynolds, Mer-

rill McCormack, Fred Berhle.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Dreifuss;

Director, Samuel Diege; Author, Arthur

Hoerl; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Editor,

Guy V. Thayer.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

All-Crosby Bill at Para.

Supplementing Bing Crosby's

"Paris Honeymoon," opening next
Wednesday, the New York Para-

mount will have Bob Crosby and ork.

"Pygmalion" In Dayton
Dayton, 0. — "Pygmalion" was

premiered at Loew's Theater yester-
day with a gala performance under
a reserved seat policy. M-G-M en-
tertained the motion picture editors
of the Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louis-
ville newspapers at a cocktail party
and dinner at the Biltmore Hotel
preceding preview.

Pre-releases In Miami
Miami—Paramount, M-G-M, RKO

Radio and Warner Bros, have se-

lected the Miami area for pre-
release showings of new films in

order that they may get the diversi-

fied audience reaction which is pos-
sible here.

"Smashing The Spy
Ring"

with Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray,

Regis Toomey
Columbia 59 Mins.

MINOR THRILLER BENEFITS FROM
FINE DIRECTION AND EXPERT ACTING
OF PRINCIPALS.

Exciting and lurid meller all about an

international spy ring that is out to secure

plans of U. S. military planes. Ralph Bel-

lamy is the hero operating as an intelligence

officer, ably assisted by Regis Toomey.

These two G-men have their hands full un-

covering the sinister plot, which has its

headquarters right in Washington. Here,

Walter Kingsford, head of the ring, oper-

ates a sanitarium. It is up to Bellamy to

get himself committed to the sanitarium

as a patient, and when this is accomplished,

the excitement starts in earnest. Fay

Wray plays the role of Bellamy's sweet-

heart, whose brother has been killed by

the gang in the pursuit of his duties as a

government operative. And so the re-

venge motif impinges to make the thrills

for the fans more intense. Done in the

lurid, meller manner, this nevertheless

scores on the counts of excitement and

suspense through the work of the prin-

cipals who turn in fine performance above

the material at their disposal. A timely

subject with all the newspapers featuring

spy stories. The direction of Christy Ca-
banne is what lifts this minor film up

above its class.

CAST: Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray, Regis

Tommey, Walter Kingsford, Ann Doran,

Warren Hull, Forbes Murray, Paul Whitney,
John Tyrell, May Wallace.

CREDITS: Director, Christy Cabanne;
Authors, Dorrell McGowan, Stuart Mc-
Gowan; Screenplay, Arthur T. Horman,
Dorrell McGowan, Stuart McGowan; Cam-
eraman, Allan Siegler; Editor, James
Sweeney.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

73% of Pix Theater Patrons

from Eng.-Speaking Nations

London (By Cable) — English-
speaking' countries greatly predomi-
nate in world attendance at mo-
tion picture theaters, according to
Simon Rowson in a paper read at a
BKS meeting. The percentage of
English-speaking filmgoers, accord-
ing to his calculations, is approxi-
mately 73 per cent.

Figures given by Rowson were:
number of film theaters in English-
speaking countries, 24,900 out of a
world total of 55,300; weekly admis-
sions in English-speaking territories,

118,000,000, as against a weekly at-

tendance in foreign-speaking terri-

tories of 44,000,000.
He estimated weekly attendance

in the United States at two and one-
half times the British attendance.

* fOREIGI) *
t'T>

Mills Artists Moving
Mills Artists, Inc., now located at

799 Seventh Avenue, will occupy
their new quarters at 1619 Broad-
way on Feb. 1.

"Sable Cicada"
with Violet Koo, Y. L. Wei, E. Koo

Modern Films 87 Mins

HISTORIC CHINESE STORY ABLY PRO-

JECTED ON THE SCREEN.

Based on a historical Chinese story, this

film is unusual and interesting. In some
ways it does not measure up to American
standards of production and it is slightly

ponderous in places, but on the whole it

is surprisingly good. The character role

is portrayed ably by Violet Koo, foremost
Chinese actress. She is supported by a

skillful cast. With the reigning Chinese
dynasty threatened by a designing war lord,

Violet is sent forth from her sequestered
life in her father's home to act upon her

father's advice. She causes so much fric-

tion between the people who are about
to attempt an overthrow of the ruling fam-
ily that they become engaged in warfare

among themselves.

CAST: Violet Koo, Y. L. Wei, I. E. Koo,

King San, J. Tong, Mary Hsu.

CREDITS: A. Hsin Hwa Production; Di-

rector, Richard Poh. Presented at the Bel-

mont Theater with Chinese dialogue and
English subtitles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

"Ket Fogoly"
(Two Prisoners)

with Paul Javor, Gizi Bajor, Iren Agai,

Gabor Rajney

Hungaria Pictures, Inc. 78 Mins.

FINE DRAMATIC STORY EXPERTLY
PROJECTED ON THE SCREEN.

A war story, though its story concerns
the men and women behind the lines, this

new Hungarian film is highly dramatic
and it has been expertly projected on the

screen by a fine cast and brilliant direc-

tion. The theme of the story depicts the

havoc and destruction wrought by the war
in prison camps and in the homes of the

combatants. Javor, husband of Gizi Ba-

jor, is imprisoned in a Russian camp in

Siberia. His wife of short duration is left

behind in Hungary, and being extremely
beautiful and gay turns to other men for

diversion. The war ends and Javor dis-

covers he has fallen in love with a Russian

girl, Iren Agai. He learns what has hap-

pened at home and gets himself officially

listed as being dead in order to stay in

Russia. The direction of Stephen Szekely

moves a difficult story smoothly throughout

the film.

CAST: Paul Javor, Gizi Bajor, Gabor
Rajnay, Iren Agai, Gyula Csortos, Lajos

Vertes, Ignatz Rozsi, Zolton Maklary.

CREDITS: Produced by Rex Films; Direc-

tor, Stephen Szekely. Presented at the

Modern Playhouse with Hungarian dialogue

and no English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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ALLIED MAY SUBMIT

OWN REFORMS DRAFT
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nit it into legal language in asso-

ciation with major attorneys.

While Myers has taken no definite

in that direction, it is be-

ie"^ll that such a move would be

he logical procedure.

The Board meeting was almost a

-onvention insofar as attendance was
c o n c e r ned.
Between 55

and 60 dele-

gates were
present a t

the sessions,

and more
than 75 at-

tended the
banquet
Tuesday
night.
The trade

practice draft
and the de-
t e r mination
to press for

reform through legislation consti-

:uted the principal topics for dis-

cission at the meetings.

No action was taken on the Neb-
aska theater divorcement measure
Dut Myers told The Film Daily that

;he Nebraska unit would be expected
;o give the bill its support.

Leftist Technique
Detroit—Harry Hoffman, manager of

the Majestic Theater, had a unique tie-

up idea for "Blockade" this week. An-
ticipating it would draw a wide audience
of "leftists," he instructed all ushers

to vary their routine instructions, by
telling all patrons, "To the left, please."

French Producers Aim
At World Film Market

ABRAM F. MYERS

Allied Would Break Warners'

lst-Run Monopoly in Philly

ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — In order to break

the Warner first-run monopoly in

Philadelphia, Allied is supporting a
ove to urge National Theaters to

ease the 3,500-seat Fox Theater to

n independent operator when the
oresent Warner lease expires in

August. The Allied Board passed
a resolution to this effect at the di-

rectors' meeting which ended yes-
rday.

Warner Bros, is reported seeking
new five-year lease of the Fox.
dependent operators who are said

be bidding for the house are
eorge Graves of the Carmen The-
ter and William Golden who oper-
tes a small circuit.

Paris (By Cable) — Comeback of
French films has led French pro-
ducers to aim a larger number of
productions for 1939-40 at the world
market. Features made during 1938
totaled around 120, about one-sixth
the number made in the U. S. An
equal, or slightly greater, number
will be made during1 1939, judging
from the number now in work or
announced.

Among the more important pro-
ductions now ready for showing, a
number of which will be exported
to the U. S., are the first film opera,
"Louise," with Grace Moore (which
Columbia will distribute in Amer-
ica); Maurice Tourneur's production
of "Katia," with Danielle Darrieux
and John Loder; "Ultimatum," with
Dita Parlo and Eric von Stroheim,
the last production of Robert Wiene,
producer of "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari" who died following com-
pletion of "Ultimatium"; "LeJoueur
d'Echecs," with Francoise Rosay and
Conrad Veidt; G. W. Pabst's latest

film, "Le Drame de Shanghai";
"Gibraltar," with von Stroheim and
Viviane Romance; Sacha Guitry's
new picture, "Remontons les

Champs Elysses"; "La Bete Hu-
maine," from Emile Zola's novel of
the railways, with Simone Simon
and Jean Gabin; "Retour a l'Aube,"

with Danielle Darrieux; Ludwig
Berger's production of "Trois
Valses," with Yvonne Printemps and
Pierre Fresnay; and "Les Cinq
Sous de Lavarede" with Fernandel.

Paramount Tieup to Fore

at Oil Company's Parley

New Orleans—The keynote of the

Pan American Petroleum Corp.'s an-

nual sales meeting, which opened
yesterday with more than 1,500 dele-

gates attending the session at the

Roosevelt Hotel, with the tie-up ef-

fected with Paramount and its prod-

uct. The campaign gets under way
in February with Madeleine Carroll

in "Cafe Society" the first picture

selected. This will be followed by
similar monthly campaigns on Mar-
tha Raye in "Never Say Die" in

March; Cecil B. DeMille in "Union
Pacific" for April and Claudette

Colbert in "Midnight" for May.
Attending the sales meeting for

Paramount are Cliff Lewis, studio

advertising manager and Harold

Wilkes, Paramount district sales

manager. Ervin Price, local branch

manager, addressed the convention

on behalf of Paramount.

PROFIT-SHARING PLAN

IS ADOPTED BY UA

Theater to Every 10,000

In Chi. State's Estimate

leb. MPTO Will Oppose
Distrib. Licensing Bill

Omaha—That a fight by MPTO
rauld be made on the proposed leg-

slation in Nebraska calling for the
icensing" of distributors and a $1.00
assessment per reel on all films
shown was indicated here by
Charles E. Williams, president of
Nebraska and Western Iowa of
IPTO.
Williams, just back from a trip

"Cast, declined to comment further
Dut told The Film Daily he would
lave an announcement within the
lext few days. He will confer with
)ther officials.

French production for the year
will run around 120 films, Martin
Licht, partner in Milofilms Produc-
tions, Paris, told The Film Daily
yesterday. He does not see any
increase in budgest as the market
for French pictures, already well
defined, governs production costs.

Licht, who has been here for several
weeks negotiating deals, sails Sat-
urday on the He de France.

Chicago—Chicago has a film the-

ater for each 10,000 of its popula-

tion, according to estimate of the

State Officials at Springfield. The
latest population report gives the

city approximately 3,670,000, an in-

crease of 10 per cent in three years.

(Continued from Page 1)

ducers whether stockholders or not,

as value of their pictures increases.

The plan is retroactive to Jan. 1,

1938 and all producers releasing

through United Artists during the
calendar year 1938 will receive a re-

fund based on the total amounts
their pictures grossed.

i

This is the first distribution plan
of its kind and is flexible. This plan
will be open to all producers who
join United Artists.

Silverstone stated that sales for
the first half of 1939 greatly ex-
ceed any previous six months period
in the history of United Artists
and that the amount is almost as
much as the total for 1938.

A cut has also been made for dis-

tribution rate in Great Britain and
Canada.

James Roosevelt was elected to

the board of directors as represen-
tative of Goldwyn. Stockholders
also gave Silverstone much praise
for his work.

Three AFRA Strike Votes
AFRA's New York chapter will

take a strike vote tonight at the

Hotel Edison.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—AFRA's local chapter

takes a strike vote Saturday night

at the El Capitan Theater. Authori-
zation is expected.

San Francisco—Local chapter of

the AFRA will vote on a walkout
proposal Sunday night.

Hamilton Funeral Today
Coytesville, N. J.—Funeral rites

for George Gordon Hamilton, 55, ac-
tor and former producer, known on
the Broadway stage as Gordon Ham-
ilton, will be held today in the Epis-
copal Church of the Good Shepherd,
Fort Lee. Hamilton played a role

in the early film serial, "The Perils

of Pauline," and made several other
pictures at the old Fort Lee studios.

His wife, Elizabeth, survives.

Deny 20th-Fox, Cosmo. Deal

Reports that a deal had been
closed between 20th-Fox and Cos-
mopolitan Productions were denied
yesterday at 20th-Fox's home office.

Levee Leaving GN
Buffalo—J. R. Levee, branch man-

ager here for Grand National, leaves

the end of this month to take a post
with a major studio on the Coast.

Levee, who is the father of Paulette
Goddard, was associated with War-
ners in the Buffalo territory for 10

years before he went to Grand Na-
tional.

Korda Plans 4 or 5 More
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to "Over

the Moon" and "Four Feathers,"
Alexander Korda plans to deliver
four or five more pictures for the
1939-40 season.

Loew's Sets Dividend

Regular quarterly dividend on the

Loew's preferred stock was declared
yesterday, payable Feb. 15 to stock-

holders of Jan. 31 record. Finan-
cial statement of the company for

the last fiscal year will be issued in

about a week.

RKO Execs, to Palm Springs
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George J. Schaefer

and Ned E. Depinet left yesterday
for Palm Springs where they will

hold conferences on RKO Radio
product over the week-end. They
will return to the studio on Monday.

H'wood Extras Got 264,268

Days of Work During 1938

(Continued from Page 1)

ing to the Central Casting Corp.,
reached a total of 264,268 days of
work, as compared with 294,307 for
1937.

Total amount spent by nine major
studios was $2,848,445.68, as com-
pared with $2,986,372.89 for 1937.
Average daily wage for 1938 reached
$10.78, a rise of .75 over 1937.

While the number of placements
in 1938 showed a drop of approxi-
mately 10 per cent from the previ-
ous year, the total spent by studios
for extra talent was approximately
but 4% per cent lower than 1937.
This was due to a tendency on the
part of the studios to use more ex-
tras in higher wage brackets than
in the lower.

'Double Feature" Dinner

For Dunbar and Dortic

Pittsburgh—The ITO of West Vir-
ginia is tendering a "double fea-
ture" testimonial dinner for Rob-
ert Dunbar, of the local Warner
exchange, and Charles Dortic, of
Grand National, on Wednesday, Feb.
8, at the Waldo Hotel, Clarksburg,
W. Va. Both Dunbar and Dortic
were sales representatives for their

respective companies in the West
Virginia territory prior to their re-

cent promotions.



o theatre managers who

have booked "Jesse James'—

The best idea of what

"Jesse James" will do for

you is given by the

business at the Roxy,

where "Jesse James"

is doing "Alexander's

Ragtime Band" grosses.*

* "Jesse James" has played to 125,593 people

in its first five days, and it set a new all-

time record for the Roxy Theatre when

it beat "Alexander's" biggest day by $38.

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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Moss to Launch Giveaway Ban in Staten Island Theaters

MURPHYJO GET PIX CASTLOW-DOWN" NEXT WEEK

UA Bringing No Outsiders into Distribution System

.ess Arousing
. . . more selling
-By CHESTER B. BAHN=

JUST to be different, if for no other

reason, let's forget trade practice prob-

3ms, squawks about Hollywood's short-

omings, etc., and talk about something

leasant this morning.

About some pictures, for instance, and

/hat they're doing at the box-offices.

There's 20th Century-Fox's "Jesse

ames" which, in its first week at the

Jew York Roxy, played to approximately

64,138 admissions, and this despite a

/eather handicap of sizeable proportions.

>on't be surprised if the picture stays at

east four weeks, a reasonable conjecture

i view of the fact that during the first

ive days, it beat the biggest day of

Alexander's Ragtime Band" for a new all-

ime Roxy mark.

o

rHEN there's Metro's release, "Pygmal-

ion," which is in its seventh week at

opular prices at the New York Astor

nd still clicking merrily. Incidentally,

wo more British productions are continu-

ig to do biz on the Main Stem—May-
lower's "The Beachcomber," Paramount-re-

eased, at the Rivoli, and GB's "The Lady

'anishes" at the Globe. Both get a fifth

/eek.

And don't forget such recent box-office

ttractions as Metro's "Sweethearts," "The
itadel" and "Stand Up and Fight," 20th

entury-Fox's "Kentucky," Warners' "An-
els With Dirty Faces" and "Dawn Patrol,"

Inited Artists' "Topper Takes a Trip,"

Trade Winds" and "The Duke of West
ioint."

The immediate outlook, too, is encourag-

og. RKO Radio appears to have a definite

'inner in "The Great Man Votes," which

lot away to a good start at Radio City

1usic Hall yesterday, and looming up
trongly is the same company's "Gunga
•in," which is set to follow next week,
nd "Love Affair."

Today, Warners start "They Made Me
Criminal" at the New York Strand and it,

)o, has what it takes to set the turn-stiles

firing at a dizzy pace. In the Warner
•ffing is the impressive, thrilling "Wings
f the Navy," "You Can't Get Away with

lurder," and "Yes, My Darling Daughter,"

(Continued on Page 2)

Silverstone Statement Follows

Stockholders Meeting

on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—UA will not bring

outsiders into its distribution sys-
tem, it was assured here yesterday
by Maurice Silverstone, company's
top exec, following the annual stock-

holders' meeting at which Silver-
stone's "merit distribution plan"
was adopted.

If and when vacancies occur, the
gaps will be filled by promotion of

those who "by performance, have
(Continued on Page 8)

325 THEATERS
AID REFUGEES

Six States Now Represented
in Benefit Move

New Orleans—The "Campaign for
Humanity," being conducted to fill

theaters in the Southern area on
Jan. 26, when all admissions will be
used to aid European refugees, now
includes 325 theaters and has spread
into six states.

A committee selling advance tick-
ets, under the leadership of John
Legier started out simultaneously

(Continued on Page 6)OSTRERS MAY BOW OUT

IF GB.0DE0N MERGE WINTHROP ON LOEWS

BOARD, VICE PHILLIPS
London (By Cable)—That culmi-

nation of the Gaumont British-

Odeon theater deal may see the com-
plete retirement of the Ostrers from
any further participation in the
merged interests, is seen here as a
strong possibility by sources close

(Continued on Page 3)

Admissions Tax Measure
Anticipated in Wisconsin

Milwaukee — Theater admissions
tax move is anticipated in Wiscon-
sin as part of a "luxury levy" setup.
Exhibs. are preparing for a battle.

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's Inc., yesterday announced the
election to the board of directors, of
Henry Rogers Winthrop, of Win-
throp, Mitchell & Co., well known
Wall Street house. Winthrop suc-
ceeds William A. Phillips, who re-
signed, having retired from busi-
ness and left the city. Among Win-
throp's other activities are director-
ships in the Metropolitan Opera, U.
S. Rubber Co., American Express
Co., Wabash R. R., and Long Island
R. R.

S. /. Exhibs. Declare Willingness

To End Games/ Moss Studies Plan

Ament Named Pathe News
Editor; Given Two Aides

Appointment of Walton C. Ament
as editor of Pathe News was an-
nounced yesterday by Frederic Ull-
man Jr., vice-president. He stated
that Ament would assume the duties

(Continued on Page 7)

License Commissioner Paul Moss
of New York yesterday took under
advisement the Bingo problem in
Staten Island following a meeting
of S. I. exhibs., called for the pur-
pose of opening a campagin against
giveaways in N. Y. C. theaters.
The Staten Island group told the

(Continued on Page 8)

New Attorney General May
Announce Policy After

Huddle With Aides
By PRESCOTT DENNETT

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Frank Murphy,

newly confirmed U. S. Attorney
General, will get the low-down on
pending film industry litigation and
Federal investigations next week.
Murphy is scheduled tentatively,

for a session with Thurman Arnold,
Assistant Attorney General, and
Wendell Beige, and D of J anti-
trust division's second in command.
After listening to his associates' re-
view, Murphy is expected to reveal

(Continued on Page 3)

WIS, PLAYDATE LAW

TO SUPREME COURT?

Milwaukee — Wisconsin statute
against compulsory playdate allo-

cation, recently ruled invalid by a
Federal statutory court here, may
come before the U. S. Supreme
Court. Appeal of the decision by
the ITPA is under consideration
and believed likely.

Passed in 1935, enforcement was
barred by an injunction pending
test.

Daly "Hopeful" Copyright

Measure Will be Passed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Rep. J. Burrwood

Daly, Democrat, Pennsylvania, is

"very hopeful" of the passage at
this session of Congress of his bill

(Continued on Page 8)

Endurance Contest Ban

Proposed in Neb. Bill

Lincoln, Neb. —- Senator Richard
Johnson has introduced the show
biz-backed anti-walkathon skate or
bike endurance contest measure in

(Continued on Page 7)
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Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 18% 18% 18% + Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 182 182 182
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 14 14 14
Loew's, Inc 48% 48% 48% + %
do pfd 106% 106% 106% + %
Paramount 12% 12V4 12l/

2 + Vs
Paramount 1st pfd. 103 100% 103 + 2%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 12% 12 12 — %
Pathe Film 10% 10 10%
RKO 23/4 25/8 25/8
20th Century-Fox .. 23% 23

V

4 23% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 33% 33 33
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 6 5% 5% — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46.
Loew 6s 41 -ww
Para. B'way 3s55 . .

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.

.

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

99 983/4 983/4 — l/4
57% 571/2 57%

88% 88 88% +
78% 78 78% +
9134 91 91% +
89% 89% 89% —
CURB MARKET
3% 3 3 —
1% 1% 1% ••

2034 203/4 203/4 . .

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 4% 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92% 943/8
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 69% 71%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRvant 9-5600

SECURITY

.ess Arousing
. . . more selling

(Continued from Page 1)

while "Devil's Island" seems to be getting

big biz.

p\URING the next few weeks, Metro
'•'will bring out "Idiot's Delight," "Hono-
lulu," "The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn," "Fast and Loose," "I Take This Wo-
man," and "The Ice Follies," all with mani-
fest box-office potentialities; Paramount
has "Paris Honymoon," "Saint Louis Blues,"

"Cafe Society," and ".
. . one-third of a

nation . . .", and 20th-Fox will release

"The Three Musketeers," "Tailspin" and
"Wife, Husband and Friend." Universal

has just sent out "Son of Frankstein" and
February, fast approaching, will bring "You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man," while Colum-
bia has "Let Us Live."

Next United Artists release will be
Walter Wanger's "Stage Coach," and there-

after will come Edward Small's "King of

the Turf," Hal Roach's "It's Spring Again,"
and "Captain Fury." David O. Selznick's

"Made for Each Other," Alexander Korda's

"Prison Without Bars," and "Four Feathers"
and Samuel Goldwyn's "Wuthering
Heights."

More emphasis upon selling these and
other pix and less grousing would be a

dam' good thing for this industry.

Pa. Allied Units to Name
State Legislative Group

Pittsburgh — MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania and Philly's new Al-
lied unit will name a joint state-
wide legislative committee, which
will establish headquarters in Phil-
adelphia.

MPTO here has designated Wil-
liam L. Brown, chairman; William
J. Walker and Fred J. Herrington
to meet with a similar committee
from the Philly organization.
Prexy M. A. Rosenberg of the

MPTO will be an ex-officio member
of the state committee.

Bingo Legalization Bill

Before Conn. Legislature

Hartford—A bill to legalize bingo
for civic, educational, fraternal,
charitable or religious groups, has
been introduced in the Senate by
Sen. Albert L. Coles. No third party
would be permitted to share in the
proceeds, the bill states, either di-

rectly or indirectly. Prizes shall
be in merchandise or personal prop-
erty with a limit of $250 at any one
bingo entertainment. Although many
exhibitors state they would like to
see games legalized, no similar legis-

lation has thus far been proposed
on behalf of theaters.

New Exhibitor Unit Talk

Heard in the Twin Cities

Minneapolis—New exhibitor unit
may take shape here, with member-
ship recruited from Twin City in-

dies. Affiliation with Allied The-
aters of the Northwest is indicated.

Zukor Starts Envoy Job

by Tour of U. K. Exchanges

London (By Cable)—Adolph Zu-
kor yesterday officially began his

tour as Paramount's good will am-
bassador. Accompanied by John
Hicks, head of the foreign depart-

ment; Dave Rose, English produc-
tion chief, and C. J. Dickenson, sales

manager for the United Kingdom,
Zukor began a trip which will take

him to all of the company's ex-

changes in England. The party is

scheduled to return to London in

about a week.
A tour of Continental branches is

slated to start later in the month.

Tele in U. S. Homes Nears,

Farnsworth Advises TNEC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Further indication

that commercial television had
turned that corner came yesterday
when Philo T. Farnsworth of Phila-
delphia told the TNEC that tele-

vision service to the American
home, superior to that now pro-
vided in England and Germany,
would be available "before very
long."

Farnsworth estimated that $1,-

000,000 had been expended to date
in developing his television system.

Pathe News Moves to Jump
Latin American Business

Announcement yesterday that
Pathe News had signed Americo
Lugo-Romero as commentator for
the newsreel's Latin American re-

leases indicates that a strong bid
will be made to increase distribution
of the newsreel in these territories.

Romero speaks weekly on the CBS
international station and is well
known as a contributor to South
American magazines and newspa-
oers. He is a native of the Domin-
ican Republic.

Oklahoma City Probing

"Party Girl" Expose Pix

Oklahoma City—Investigation of
"Slaves In Bondage" showing at
Griffith Amusement Co.'s Rialto the-
ater here has been ordered by City
Manager W. A. Quinn after many
complaints were launched against
the film advertised as exposing the
"private life of a party girl." In-
vestigation is ordered to include the
picture itself and the street adver-
tising.

New England Allied Unit

Meets in Boston Jan. 1

Boston — Independent Exhibitoi's,
Inc., Allied's New England affiliate,

will hold its annual meeting at the
Hotel Statler, Jan. 31. The all-day
program includes screenings, lun-
cheon, business meeting, cocktail
hour, banquet and entertainment.

cominc ano coino

NATE J. BLUMBERG, Universal president,

WILLIAM J. SCULLY, general sales manager,
and their wives, leave by train tonight for the

Coast.

ANATOLE LITVAK, director, arrived (?* he

Coast yesterday from New York. V
HERBERT CROOKER, production supervisor,

and LYNN SHORES, director, leave the Coast
the end of this week for New York with the
finished print of a new picture they recently
completed.

H. M. RICHEY, director of exhibitor rela-

tions for RKO, leaves tonight for Dallas and
New Orleans.

SAMUEL RINZLER, partner in the Randforce
circuit, leaves for the Coast Jan. 27. He will

remain there for a few days and then go to

Honolulu for a vacation; returning here around
the middle of March.

I. J. HOFFMAN, Warner zone manager in

New Haven, leaves this week-end for a Florida

vacation.

PAT CASEY, producers' labor representative,
has left for the Coast.

GORDON ELLIS, managing director of Great-
er Union Theaters, leaves tonight for the Coast;
sailing from there for Australia in about two
weeks.

DARRIO FARALLA, producer of Spanish pic-

tures for Paramount, has returned to the Coast
after a brief stay here.

HELEN WILLS MOODY has arrived here to

start her duties as a judge in the movie quiz
contest.

ADOLPHE MENJOU returns to Hollywood over
the week-end after a few days here.

DICK POWELL is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

CINGER ROCERS has arrived from the Coast
for a vacation.

JANET GAYNOR and CILBERT ADRIAN, de-
signer, have sailed on the Chiriqui for a West
Indies cruise.

FLORA ROBSON, English actress, leaves the

Coast for England as soon as she completes
her role in Samuel Goldwyn's production of

"Wuthering Heights."

Would Speed Bingo Bill

Concord, N. H. — Rep. Anthony
Joyce of Nashua wants his bill pro-
posing the legalizing of Beano and

.

Bingo games to receive priority over
the racetrack bill in the matter of

public hearings.

When in

doubt—
Reach

for the

FILM YEAR
BOOK
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3STRERS MAY BOW OUT

IF GB, ODEON MERGE

(Continued from Page 1)

o the deal. It is also added that
3d«on Theaters are not likely to

[* their present policy of re-

naTfiing apart from production, in-

licating separation of the GB pro-

hiction interests if the deal goes
hrough.

Although it has been announced
lere that no public issue of shares

will be made at this time, a public

jffering eventually is anticipated.

Key to the situation are the con-

rolling shares owned by the Ostrer

mothers in the Metropolis and Brad-
ord Trust, which in turn holds the

noting control in Gaumont British.

)ther voting shares in the Trust
tompany are owned by 20th-Fox,

:nd its consent is also necessary to

omplete the deal. It is reliably re-

torted that the recent statement by
3hilip Hill and Partners would not

lave been made if 20th-Fox had not

riven its sanction to the sale of the

hares.

With Joseph M. Schenck expected

o leave the Coast shortly for Flo-

ida, and Sidney R. Kent, Nicholas

A. Schenck and Philip Hill already

here, it is anticipated that a con-

erence may be held there shortly.

Preliminary negotiations have ap-

mrently proceeded smoothly and
lill's present visit is believed to

ie for the purpose of ironing out

inal details.

No formal offer to the GB inter-

sts, however, will be made until

kpril, it is reported.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 20

Dennis F. O'Brien
Joseph Adams

Viscount Julius De Morales
Hugo Mayer

JANUARY 21

Arthur S. Dickinson
Wheeler Jennings

S. Carlisle

H. William Fitelscn

JANUARY 22

D. W. Criffith

Conrad Veidt

JANUARY 23

Humphrey Bogart
Franklin Pangborn

Ben Bard
William Desmond

Ralph Graves
Sally Starr

Olive Hasbrouck
Sid Rechetnik

with PHIL M. DALY
T T

• • • PEOPLE were startled by the playing of the national

anthem in a movie according to Bob Sidman manager of

the Senate Theater in Harrisburg. Pa at this house they throw the

American flag in Technicolor on the screen between shows while the

"Star Spangled Banner" is played some of the customers asked

Bob why he explained what the national anthem was now
the folks are getting used to it Bob thinks that if he has the words

of the national song printed on sheets and passed out to the audience

so they can learn the song, the audience will join in and sing and

like it

T T T
• • • SMART move by Wally Howes of Trans-Lux The-

aters he booked that special short on Tom Mooney, his fall

and rise at the Trans-Lux on Broadway the audience went
wild must be some people interested in labor unions patron-

izing the movies Wally has accordingly booked the pic in

the theaters in Boston, Philly and Washington

T T
• • • BROADSIDE being sent out by Warners to theater

managers and exchange heads as part of the national campaign

on "Wings of the Navy" the broadside is made up of a montage

of reproductions of feature articles and front page sotries from the news-

papers stressing the nation's air defense preparations and training of

civilian fliers which incidentally is the theme of the picture. . .

• Back To Nature: those elected to high office at the Allied meet in

Washington are COLE, OLIVE and WOOD
y

• • • A SERIES of four action mellers is being distributed

by Warwick Pictures handled in the metropolitan territory

by Syndicate Exchange and in Pittsburgh by Monarch Pic-

tures the titles are "Manhattan Shakedown," "Special In-

spector," "Murder Is News" and "Death Goes North"

T T T
• • • SURVEY being made by Samuel Harris, publisher of The

Cinema, the London trade publication Harris arrived in New York

this week for a visit of several months with his son Horace, who
accompanied him, who is a specialist in real estate, they will under-

take a survey of theater and studio conditions and a study of ex-

hibitor problems with particular reference to overbuilding which is

one of the most vital problems confronting the British film industry

today

T T
• • • A NOTE was written by Si Seadler, the gent who
turns out ads and whatnot for M-G-M Si wrote the note

right after the holidays, and just remembered to send it to us

today the note advises the celebrants who left their pack-
ages in his office around Christmas and New Years to please re-

claim them and relieve the congestion as for us, Si, we took

our package right along when we left it was a cuckoo

T T
• • • BIG PARTY given to Louis Lipstone, retiring Balaban

& Katz booking manager at the Sherman Hotel in Chi with

50 New York and Chicago agents attending and later a dinner

at the Blackstone by B & K execs Lou has left for the Paramount
studio to take over musical supervision Lou has been with B & K
since the circuit consisted of the Central Park Theater on the west

side of the town

« « « » » »

MURPHY TO GET PiX

CASE "LOW-DOWN"

(Continued from Page 1)

to them his own policv in procedure

and prosecution.

Of immediate interest to the in-

dustry will be tip-off of Murphy to

the status quo pact the division

recently effected with the majors'

legal counsel whereby majors will

report monthly to department all

theater acquisitions contemplated
while the New York equity suit is

pending. The interdepartmental
conference on the film situation is

expected before receipt of the first

majors' report under the status quo
agreement on or about Feb. 10.

It is understood the Justice De-
partment may take this occasion to
issue a policy statement clarifying
for the public and industry the status
quo pact with majors. This would
be in line with the policy on public
statements recently instituted at the
department and would clarify inter-

change of letters between Colonel
William J. Donovan and the anti-
trust division.

Departmental execs, emphasize the
status quo pact should not be con-
sidered as a prelude to a consent
decree. Best opinion in the depart-
ment is that the equity case will go
to trial eventually.

Meanwhile, the division's West
Coast investigators are expected to

file their report soon. The Momand
(Oklahoma) case is "still under in-

vestigation" following recent con-
ferences at the department with
Oklahoma City's Federal attorney
Charles E. Dierker, it was learned
yesterday.

Late yesterday Murphy said he
would "invigorate" the Department
of Justice's anti-trust drive, already
the most extensive in history. He
said he had one preliminary talk
with Arnold, opening discussions on
the film suit. This, he indicated,
sets the stage for specific, detailed
conferences he expects to hold next
week with Arnold and Berge.

Academy Awards Feb. 23
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The eleventh annual

M. P. Academy awards banquet will
be held Feb. 23 at the Biltmore
Hotel, Voting for nominations will

close Feb. 3 and for final selections
on Feb. 20.

STORKS!
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Sheetz an-

nounce the birth of a daughter, San-
dra Liela, on Jan. 9. Sheetz is re-
search sales manager for Ross Fed-
eral.

A first son, John J. Tarpey, 3rd,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Tarpey, Jr., on Jan. 13. Jack Tarpey
is branch auditor for Ross Federal.
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with George Brent
Olivia De Havilland

John Payne
Frank McHugh • John Litel

Victor Jory • Henry O'Neill

Directed by LLOYD BACON
Original Screen Play by Michael Fessier

A COSMOPOLITAN PROD'N

If- AFTER -HIT POLICY OF WARNER BROS. WILL NOT FAIL!
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ft ft SHORT SUBJECT R6WI6UJS ^r ft
The State of the Nation

(March of Time)
RKO Radio 17 mins.

Topical News
A survey of the nation as the

Congress convenes. First the gov •

ernment leaders are shown in close-
ups at Washington, and brief state-
ments from them. Then the film
goes into a breakdown of a survey
made by Fortune magazine which
covered cross-sections of the coun-
try and forecast the re-election of
Roosevelt, and later by the same
survey method forecast the failures
of the Supreme Court Plan, the Re-
organization Bill and the Congres-
sional purge. Now after nine years
of depression the survey method
shows some scattered reactions of
citizens to the New Deal policies.

It is all very interesting but rather
inconclusive. Also it is a grand
plug for Fortune magazine, which in

a sense makes this short more or
less of a commercial reel. The film

finishes with the unemployment
problem, with an interview of How-
ard Coonley, president of the Na-
tional Association of Manufactur-
ers, who indicates that industry is

co-operating with the government
to help solve the problem.

"Ski Girl"

(Vitaphone Variety)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Speed, Thrills and Beauty

With wintertime at its climax
and northern states eyeing the
great, white outdoors for the an-
nual provision of sport on skis,

here is a Vitaphone subject of vital-

ity, action and beauty which com-
mands itself strongly to audiences
of all types, and lends itself neatly
to the progressive exhibitor's pro-
gram. At the outset, the dangers
of the ski trail are dramatically ac-

cented as a justified build-up for
the argosy of a lone girl who essays
i he rapid descent from a lofty

mountain to the flower-spangled
valley below. The thrills of her
journey follow one on the other in

rapid succession. If one has never
donned ever - growing- in - popularity
skis, no matter. Spine tingling
a'plenty is on tap. So are snow-
scapes of austere grandeur, and
photography that is eye-filling.

"Cops Is Always Right"

(Popeye)
Paramount 7 mins.

Fair Popeye Reel

Trouble starts for Popeye with
his first appearance in this reel and
he is still behind the eight ball when
it ends. He unintentionally knocks
down a cop with his car and gets a

ticket. He parks in front of a fire-

plug, blocks the entrance to a fire

house and accidentally slugs a

policeman after he has already
dropped a flower pot on his head.
Popeye decides that enough is

enough and voluntarily locks him-
self up. A fair number. Max
Fleischer produced and Dave Fleis-

cher directed.

"Unusual Occupations"
Paramount 10 Mins.

Interesting Short
Shown in the latest of this series

is a newsboy with only one cus-
tomer, a boy who delivers the spe-
cial royal edition of the London
Times every day to the King. A
lady who makes flowers from feath-
ers and a string collector. Lucien
Littlefield, well-known actor, is

shown at his hobby, makeup. Lit-

tlefield makes several amazing
transformations for the camera. The
profession of drum majoring also
gets a play, with a school for drum
majors on the West Coast shown in

operation. Buck Jones, cowboy star,

is shown with his collection of an-
cient automobiles.

"Dog Gone Modern"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Fun in Color

Kids and their elders will gain
mutual amusement from the adven-
tures of two pups who gain entrance
into a modern, model house with all

its strange mechanical appoint-
ments. Meddling of the invading
hounds with automatic buttons and
switches lets loose a Wizard-of-Oz
sort of carpet sweeper; a dish-
washer; and other labor-saving de-
vices which Producer Leon Schles-
inger has been sufficiently keen as
to exaggerate with good satire. At
the finale, the duet of dogs are glad
to escape. Footage's appeal is

heightened by employment of Tech-
nicolor.

"Nautical Knights"

(Mentone Brevity)
Universal 19 mins.

Good Variety

Done with a nautical atmosphere,
some good specialists are entertain-
ingly presented. Arthur & Morton
Havel, vaude headliners. Moore &
Revel, dancing stars. Stump &
Stumpy, Judy Starr, a singer, and
The Ghezzis, who do a swell bal-

ancing act.

"Clyde Lucas and His Orchestra"

(Melody Master)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Lively Musical Reel

Clever handling by Director Lloyd
French, a good script, and a versa-

tile orchestra under the baton of

Clyde Lucas, plus specialties con-

tributed by Lyn Lucas and the dance
team of Rosealean & Seville meld to

make this subject entertaining from
start to finish. Numbers rendered
are "Night Over Shanghai," "Body
and Soul," "Whistling Cowboy," and
"When the Circus Came to Town."
Latter is highly novel as presented
by the band, and gives the footage

the epics of humor which pleases
patrons.

"Paramount Pictorial

Paramount 10 mins.

Fair Pop Interest

Divided into three sequences, this

reel shows shots of Nairobi, capital

of England's Kenya Colony in

Africa, gadgets needed for horses,

and a behind the scenes glimpse of

Stan Shaw conducting his milkman's
matinee. Nairobi is a very cosmo-
politan city. The horse gadgets are

good for a few laughs as Budd Hul-
ick wisecracks about them. The
milkman's matinee is a unique radio

show, with Stan Shaw and his as-

sistants on the job until the after-

dawn playing request numbers from
truck drivers, milkmen and others

who are up and around in the early
hours.

"Soup to Mutts"
(Walter Lantz Cartoon)

Universal 7 mins.
Novelty Gag

An amateur show is given by
Dogland, with prizes of good things
to eat. A mechanical applause ma-
chine shows the entertainers who

I

win by hitting the jackpot. A cat
horns in, disguised with a dog skin.

The machine rings him up as the
big winner, but he loses his disguise
at the crucial moment, and he is out
of luck.

325 Theaters in 6 States

Aid in Refugee Benefit

(Coniiiiucd from Patic 1)

over the deep South this week to

promote the benefit day. Advance
tickets will also swell the revenue

of the day, as advance tickets sell

for the top price in the individual

houses, while admissions sold on

Jan. 26 will be for the regular ad-

mission price.

Volunteer speakers are making
one-minute talks in all theaters in

Louisiana, Mississippi, parts of Ala-
bama, Florida, Arkansas and Texas.

I Like the Movies,"

J. R. Tells Washington

Herrin Theater Rebuilt

Herrin, 111.—Rebuilt Hippodrome
Theater will be opened Easter Sun-
day by Marlow's Enterprises.

Washincitnn Bureau of THE -FILM DAILY
Washington—"I like the movies,"

declared James Roosevelt at the
Washington airport en route from
the Coast to New York as he visited
the Capital yesterday just long-

enough to telephone to the White
House and to read in the newspapers
of his election to the United Artists
board of directors.
He added: "I have two offices

now, one in California and one in
New York, and I guess I'll be travel-
ing back and forth a good deal."

Going Places

(No. 58)

With Graham McNamee
Universal 9 mins.

Charming A
A study of windmills, foun^at

Cape Cod, where at Barnstable a

craftsman is found at work fash-

ioning replicas of famous windmills
known on the Cape for generations.
These toys also serve the purpose
of practical windmills as well as

decorations. The second half of the

reel is devoted to a presentation of

the isle of Corsica, the birthplace

of Napoleon, where the natives pur-

sue their occupations as they did in

early days. The quaint spots of the

island are well presented. Very fine

narrative written by H. C. Bate
lifts this out of the ordinary.

"Land Of Inca Memories"
(Paramount Color Cruise)

Paramount 10 mins.
Interesting Travelogue

Peru, the land of the once mighty
Incas, provides an interesting back-

ground for this travel reel, with
Cinecolor bringing the colorful cos-

tumes of the Indians and the beauty
of the natural scenery vividly to

the screen. Several Inca ruins are

shown and there are several shots

of Lake Titicaca where the Incas
performed their ceremonials and are

reputed to have thrown a fabulous
fortune of jewels and gold when the

doughty Pizarro conquered them.

"I'm Just a Jitterbug"

(Walter Lantz Cartoon)
Universal 7 mins.

Fantasy

A Jitterbug show is staged in a

country schoolroom at night, the
leader being a drawing that comes
to life, and assembles all the wood-
land musicians like the frogs. Jack
and Jill and other story book char-
acters join in. Meanwhile the cuckoo
in the clock is trying to sleep, and
protests at the noise. Getting des-

perate, the cuckoo finally comes out

with a shotgun, and extinguishes
all the noisemakers.

Dana as HT Ass't Critic

Robert W. Dana has succeeded
Marguerite Tazelaar as assistant
film critic of the New York Herald-
iVibune.

"Mechanix Illustrated"

(No. 2)
(Color Parade)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Unusual Magazine Short

There is so much of an informa-
tive and interesting nature in this

compilation that it is sure to click

with audiences generally. Produced
by E. M. Newman in co-operation
with Fawcett Publications, directed
by Ira Genet, and narrated by
Dwight Weist, reel displays manu-
facture of illuminating' gas from
coke; assembly of a light airplane
designed for the civilian pilot; the

fashioning in clay, and subsequent
casting, of figures used in depart-
ment store window-displays, and,

; finally, the making of a group of

cosmetics for milady. Color aids in

the luster of the scenes, all of which
are off the beaten track.
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News Flashes from Hollywood Scene
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Joan Bennett will co-star with Louis Hayward in Ed Small's "The Man
in the Iron Mask," James Whale directing. . . Clarence Brown plans a New York trip

to see shows before starting "The Women". . . Charles Farrell is wanted for the Lon-
don stage. . . Rudy Vallee and Don Ameche will be seen with Sonja Henie in 20th-
Fox's "When Winter Comes". . . Para, has signed Donald MacBride for "The Grade
Allen Murder Case". . . Warners have loaned James Stevenson to Para, for "Beau
Geste". . . Paul Muni may be seen in WB's "The Bishop Who Walked with Cod". . .

WB has signed Francis Lederer and Paul Lukas for "Confessions of a Nazi Spy". . .

Boris Morros is scoring "Stage Coach."—WILK.

Additional Sheaffer "U"
Holdings Revealed by SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Lone major company

to file report with SEC in its cur-
rent report of security transactions
and holdings was Universal Pictures.
Daniel M. Sheaffer filed reports for
September, 1938, stating he holds
no shares of Universal's common
stock directly but has 230,927
through Universal Corp. after ac-

quiring an additional 2,000 shares.

Sheaffer reported no direct hold-

ings of 8 per cent cumulative 1st

preferred but reported 220 shares
through Universal Corp., and 20,000
2nd preferred through Universal
Corp.

Report of Trans-Lux Corp. stated
in a 1935 report that Stuart W.
Webb of Stonington, Conn., who re-

signed as a director on January 30,

1936, held no equitv securities dur-
ing 1935.

B. F. Schlesinger Co. listed Burn-
ham Enersen of San Francisco as
a director, stating he holds no equity
securities at present.

Expect Delay in Court's

Action on Assessment Cuts

New Orleans—It will probably be
several months before any actin
will be taken by Civil District Court
here on the petition of six film com-
panies for a reduction in city and
state tax assessments for 1939, ac-
cording to the clerk of the court.

Each of the firms has formerly
been assessed by the city and state
on the basis of $50,000 merchandise.
The following firms are asking as-
sessment on the figures given:

Vitagraph, Inc., $2,574; Universal
Film Exchanges, Inc., $4,067.49;
Republic Pictures Corp. of the
Southeast, $1,640; Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Distributing Corp. of Texas,
$6,383.59; United Artists Corp.,
$1,318.44, and 20th Century-Fox
Distributing Corp., $3,699.72.

Universal company also asked tax
assessment for furnishings and fix-

tures be reduced from $4,500 to
$869.14.

Bill to Permit Sunday
Shows Drafted In Del.

Dover, Del.—A Sunday movie bill,

permitting shows on Sunday after 2
p.m. is being drawn up for introduc-
tion in the State Legislature in ses-
sion here. The measure, will provide
local option on the Sunday shows.
A similar bill was defeated at the
last session of the legislature.

Endurance Contest Ban

Proposed in Neb. Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

the legislature. It eliminates all

manner of marathons, except cross-

country runs, whether admission is

charged or not. Premises where
they are staged can be enjoined as
public nuisance. Penalty fixed is

$100 to $500 fine, 10 days to six

months in jail. Omaha film biz suf-

fered summer crimping by skata-
thon for three months.

Ament Named Pathe News
Editor; Given Two Aides

(Continued from Page 1)

of news editor and managing editor,

both titles having been abolished.
George Masterton and Adelaide
Finch were named assistant editors.

Twin Cities Subsequents

Aided by UA-Friedl Deal

Minneapolis—With dating- of five

1938-39 UA pix by Minnesota
Amusement Co. for first-runs in the
Twin Cities for January and Febru-
ary, the next three months will see
heavy liquidation of playdates
throughout the territory on the UA
product, held back through failure

of the distributor and the Friedl
circuit to reach terms on playing
arrangements until recently.

Twin Cities subsequent runs par-
ticularly will be benefited by the
availability of UA product, because
of a declared shortage of good "A"
pictures in the current market. Situ-

ations upstate affected by the cir-

cuit's protection also will benefit

from the availability.

UA, which had announced a pol-

icy of percentage only, has revised
procedure to sell flat or percentage.
Minneapolis Manager Ralph Cram-
blet now is working out deals with
a number of twin city subsequents.

Ross Federal Loving Cups
Awarded Corrandini, Keitle

Annual award of silver loving
cups by Ross Federal Service, Inc.,

to the branch managers who have
shown the most efficiency and initia-

tive in operation of branch offices,

went yesterdav to C. R. (Chuck)
Corradini for his efforts in Cincin-
nati, and second award Harold W.
Keitle of the Dallas branch.
An additional award,—a winter

vacation with all expenses to Flo-
rida,—is now instituted bv President
Harry A. Ross.' This will go to the
branch manager who has shown the
most progress in all departments as
well as personal efficiency.

WHY OWNERS
FIND

IT PAYS
TO INSTALL

FOUR STAR
SOUND SYSTEM
We would like to send
you copies of letters from

Theatre Owners who say—

—"We are very happy

to state that there have

been hundreds of

patrons volunteer com-

plimentary remarks re-

garding the sound re-

cently installed by you/
ASSOCIATED THEATRES. DETROIT. MICH

—"Simplex Four Star

Sound System has met

the praise not only of

the lay patron but also

the sound engineers

from the Major Studios

in Hollywood."
VICTOR THEATRE. LOS ANGEIES. CAl

—"From the first we be-

gan receiving compli-

ments from patrons on

the marvelous quality of

Simplex Four Star
Sound System."

RITZ ENTERPRISES, INC. BALTIMORE, MD

•

PLEASED PATRONS
MEANS

BETTER BUSINESS
MANUFACTURED BY

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
CORPORATION
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DISTRIBUTED BY

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
COMPANY

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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earned more fitting recognition,"
Silverstone said.

It was indicated that the new
stockholders' board, embracing
James Roosevelt, Mary Pickford,
Dennis F. O'Brien, Charles Schwartz
and Emanuel Silverstone, will not
fill the post of president, open since

resignation last year of Dr. A. H.
Giannini.

Silverstone is remaining here for

conferences with John Hay Whitney
and David O. Selznick and also for

product sessions with Samuel Gold-
wyn, Walter Wanger, Hal Roach and
Edward Small. The latter's con-
tract was extended 3% years by
the stockholders. O'Brien and At-
torney Edward C. Raftery are also

remaining.

Alexander Korda will sail for Lon-
don from New York on Jan. 28.

Harry Gold, UA's Eastern sales

chief, pointed out yesterday that at

mid-season the company has $10,-

000,000 in finished and playing pro-

ductions. Gold said that Selznick's

"Made for Each Other" has been
dated for Radio City Music Hall on

Feb. 9 and that Wander's "Stage
Coach" may be road-shown before
regular release.

Daly "Hopeful" Copyright

Measure Will be Passed

(Continued from Page 1)

amending the Copyright Act of

March 4, 1909. The measure Rep.
Daly has reintroduced at this session

is identical with the one he spon-
sored at the last Congress in direct

opposition to the anti-Ascap meas-
ure sponsored by former Senator F.

Ryan Duffy, Wisconsin Democrat,
defeated for re-election.

Congressman Daly added that

since Senator Duffy did not return

to Capitol Hill he anticipated "lit-

tle opposition at this session to my
bill." It has been refei-red the the

House Committee on Patents.

The Pennsylvania Representative
said he would welcome re-study of

his copyright measure on the part
of motion picture and other inter-

ests directly or indirectly concerned
since he believes "some amendments
of a constructive and helpful char-

acter might be suggested to effect

up-to-date copyright legislation to

protect those who ought to be pro-

tected."

Adelphi Case Over
Chicago—Adelphi Theater anti-trust

case hearing went over until next week
in Federal Court here yesterday. De-
fense counsel is waiting for the plain-

tiffs' attorneys to file a motion re-

lating to inspection of the indies'

books.

History Makers oS 1938
• HARRY D. BUCKLEY

*T WITH us-

^^ ual and
characteristic

adeptness, this

treasurer oi
UA guided the

physical finan-

c i a 1 destinies

of the organi-

zation, and, as
the old year
went riding
out, the UA
di sfribution
"take" was de-

clared to be at

least equal to the previous year oi 1937.

Aside from his treasurership duties, he
served virtually the entire span as an
MPPDA board member, finally passing
the baton on to Maurice Silverstone. Fur-

ther, he continued as a member of the

board of UA Theaters, in whose councils

he was a vital voice.

St. John Theaters Join

In Price-Cutting Ban

St. John, N. B.—A concerted at-

tack on price cutting finally has been
started by exhibitors in St. John,
after four years of demoralization.

After many conferences, an agree-
ment has been entered into whereby
an increase has been made at each
of the St. John box-offices, and also

by which an old house has been elim-
inated. The latter is the Princess
(Opera House), an old legit house,
where a threat was made to cut to

10 cents top. The rent of the Prin-
cess is being borne by all the con-
tinuing houses, pro rata.

The Empire, which had been an-
other bone of contention since its

opening about four years ago, be-
cause of a 17 cent top, has entered
the exhibitors' agreement and has
boosted its top to 25 cents. The
Mayfair has gone from 25 to 30
cent top, the Strand from 27 to 30
cents, and the Capitol from 39 to

40 cents.

The conferences at which the
agreement was signed were partici-

pated in by: Alex. Demerson and Nick
Vassis, of the Empire; James and
Paul Quinn, of the Princess: Joseph
M. Franklin and Mitchell Franklin
of the Mayfair and Regent; Fred G.

Spencer, of the Strand (Spencer
chain of 20 houses); Walter H. Gold-
ing, of the Capitol. The Regent,
Gaiety and Community, all nabes
also increased their tops, from two
to five cents. The Gaiety is a link

in the Spencer chain and the Com-
munity is operated by Walter R.

Golding.

MFD Re-elects Officers

Des Moines—Annual meeting.' of

the stockholders of Monogram Film
Distributors, Inc., resulted in the

re-election of all officers and direc-

tors. Company is now operating in

the black with increased distribution

assured for 1939.

«L

R M. RICHEY •

HIS years

of exper-

ience as busi-

ness manager
of Michigan
Allied and as
public rela-

tions chief for

Co - operative

Theaters es-

tablished
"Rich" as a
valuable man
for any organ-
ization. And
so RKO Radio

was quick on the draw in October when
President George J. Schaefer appointed
Richey director of exhibitor relations for

the company and assigned him as

"trouble shooter" in the field. Both RKO
and its accounts are now benefitting

by his experience.

• • E. I. SPONABLE • •

*T HE coo-
^^ pleted the

m e c h a n i cal

mod ernization

of all 20th
Century -Fox
Movietone
News produc-

tion centers,
starting in New
York and end-

ing at Sydney,
Australia. H e

personally su-

pervised the
installation o f

the new equipment throughout the British

Isles and on the Continent. This in-

cluded the installation of the latest RCA
and Western Electric sound studios at

London and Paris. In addition E. I. su-

pervised the building of a new large

sound stage for Movietone in New York.

British 1938 Film Statistics

London (By Cable)—For the 12
months ending Dec. 31, 1938, total

number of feature films registered
with the Board of Trade amounted
to 677, with short subjects totaling

1,067. Of the features 516 were of

foreign make and 161 British. Of
the shorts 759 were foreign and 308
British. The year 1938 embraced
but nine months of the quota year
and during that period 71 British
features were registered, 19 for ex-
hibitor quota only, with 52 for dis-

tributors' quota.

Fields Bros. Moving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fields Bros. Q. S. pro-

ducers of "Shadow of Fu Manchu"
and other radio shows are moving
to larger quarters on the 2nd floor

of the Equitable Building. "The
Shadow of Fu Manchu" has been
sold to "20 Grand Cigarettes" for
the West Coast.

MOSS LAUNCHING GAME

ELIMINATION IN S. I,

(Continued from Page 1)

commissioner that they were willinz,
to ban games but that Bingo and
similar games were being held in

places other than theaters andf-jed
that a clean sweep be made Ox' all.

cash prize schemes and not to limit?

the drive to theaters.
Commissioner Moss selected Sta-

ten Island as the initial locality in

which to start the giveaway crusade
because most of the houses were op-
erated by two groups. If the cam-
paign is successful there, efforts
will be made to extend the volun-

j

tary ban of games in other sections.

'

Meanwhile, Lionel Toll and Oscar
Doob, who were appointed by a
committee of city exhibitors to make
a canvas of other cities in which
giveaways have been eliminated, are
ready to make their report when 1

the committee assembles. They
have made an extensive study of the

situation in several cities.

Film Exports to Canada
Up $28,000 in 10 Months

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An increase of $28,-

000 in motion picture films exported
to Canada during first 10 months
of 1938 compared to the same period
in 1937 was reported yesterday by
the Department of Commerce. In
first ten months of 1938, U. S. ex-
ports amounted to $573,000 com-
pared with 1937's $545,000. Com-
plete 1937 export was reported at

$654,000.
An increase in linear footage was

reported also. Export figures for
j

the first 10 months was given as

18,064,000 linear feet compared to

17,445,000 linear feet in 1937. This
represents an increase of 619,000
linear feet.

Imports of motion picture films,

sensitized, not exposed, from Can-
ada was reported at $957,000 for the
first 10 months of 1938 and $948,-

000 for the same period of 1937. The
raw film imports in linear footage
was reported at 127,000,000 linear
feet for the 10 months period of

1938 and 138,089,000 for the same
period of 1937. Complete 1937 fig-

ures were $1,151,000 and 165,142,000
linear feet.

Three Under the Knife
Dallas—Three members of Inter-

state staff went under the knife on

one day as appendectomies rah riot, i

They were Charles Snyder, head of

the promotion department of neigh-

borhood theaters; Tommy Howell, >

manager of the Bison theater, and
Camille Hundley of the Tower.

Steftes as Mayor?
Minneapolis — Al Steffes' mayoralty

boom is under way here. Republicans
are discussing Northwest Allied's prexy

as a possible nominee.
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Vla/ors and Two Circuits Named in F/a. Anti-Trust Suit

JEWS SCORES VICTORY IN STOCKHOLDERS' SUIT

vtoveovers Better Than Nabe Dates in Oklahoma City
eversal of Policy Proves

More Profitable,

Exhibs. Find

By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

§Oklahoma City — Local first-run

uses are finding a policy of ex-
nding first-runs more profitable

nan "saving" for the subsequent-
ins in their houses.
Standard Theaters here has con-
n-ted one of its subsequent-run
uses into a moveover house and
ding extension of the running
me of outstanding pictures gar-

(Continued on Page 5)

fc

ORDA TO MAKE SIX

AT $7,250,000 COST

With a production budget entail-

$7,250,000, Alexander Korda will

oduce six pictures for United Art-
s' 1939-40 program, it was an-
unced over the week-end. Two of
e pictures will be made in Holly-

t ood and at least four of the six
{Continued on Page 4)

Remous" Shown for Judges;

Expect Decision in 2 Weeks

Albany—The French film, "Re-
ious," was shown Friday to five

f'idges of the Appellate Division in

tiorari proceedings in the attempt
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Bur-

yn to get a license to screen it in
ew York State. Picture has twice
en denied a license, first in Aug-

st, 1936, when it was rejected as be-
(Continued on Page 4)

lorida's Supreme Court
Throws Out Bank Night

Jacksonville, Fla.—Theater bank
ight in Florida was outlawed Fri-
ay by a decision of the Florida
tate Supreme Court handed down

(Continued on Page 11)

Theaters Drop Games, Radio Starts 'Em
Oklahoma City—Games are out of local theaters so radio station KOMA is in-

augurating the first radio game under local bread company sponsorship. Came calls

for issuance of cards containing 36 pictures to listeners who are to look for sounds
representing each picture in the programs. Played along "Bingo" lines.

ALLIED TACKLES JOB

OF REWRITING DRAFT

The task of revising and rewrit-
ing the draft of fair trade practice
proposals has been started, Col. H.
A. Cole, Allied president, said in

New York Friday.
Colonel Cole stated that there

would be an exchange of ideas and
(Continued on Page 11)

FEDERAL PROSECUTORS

GET SPEED UP ORDERS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Attorney General

Frank Murphy will convene an as-
sembly of the nation's 96 U. S. Dis-
trict Attorneys here, probably in

April, to discuss plans for speeding
disposition of pending Government

(Continued on Page 11)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Still Those Trade Reforms—Increase in Quotas?

:—— By GEORGE H. MORRIS—— =
DOMESTIC
TRADE REFORMS: Directors

and alternates of Allied met in
Washington, augmented by other in-

terested members who brought the
attendance to virtually convention
proportions, to iron out the distrib.-

exhib. trade reform problem. Con-
clave resulted in decision to neither
approve nor reject trade practice
draft, but negotiating committee

(Continued on Page 5)

FOREIGN
BRITISH QUOTA: Cable from

London said that Labor's move to
increase the present quota figures
through invocation of Section 15
of the 1938 Act is finding slight ex-
hibitor support. Explanation is that
CEA members fear that agitation
for increased commitments might
result in a still further slash of

* * *

ODEON-GB HOOKUP: Outcome
(Continued on Page 5)

750-Day Clearance Target in Miami

Action/ $432,000 in Damages Sought

Michigan Theater Business

Rises 15% in Three Months

Detroit — Consensus of exhibitor
opinion, both in the city and upstate,
is that business is about 15 per cent
better than three months ago, and

(Continued on Page 11)

Miami—Naming Paramount En-
terprises, Wometco Theaters, Inc.,

and the eight major distributors as
defendants, the Washington Oper-
ating Co. and the Garden Operating
Co. have filed ah anti-trust suit, ask-
ing a total of $432,000 damages. In
addition, a preliminary injunction

(Continued on Page 4)

MUOl J

i s

Accounts Are Restated Only
in Three Minor Particu-

lars
Exonerating L o e w ' s directors

from all charges of fraud and mis-
management, Supreme Court Justice
Valente on Friday handed down a
decision which approved profit-shar-
ing and personal service contracts
with 12 of its principal producers
and executives. A group of minor-
ity stockholders had sued to enjoin
the profit-sharing1 plan.

In upholding the validity of past
contracts the court pointed out that
they had originally been made by

(Continued on Pane 5)

20TH-F0X WILL HOLD

TRINIDAD SALES MEET

Sales convention of 20th-Fox man-
agers in the Caribbean territory has
been set for Port-of-Spain, Trinidad,
starting* on June 21, with President
Sidney R. Kent scheduled to address
the delegates the opening day of the
conclave, it was learned Friday.
Kent will probably leave Trinidad
after a one-day stay. He will pre-

(Continued on Page 11)

Seat-for-Every-Patron

Bill in Okla.'s Senate

Oklahoma City—Operators of mo-
tion picture theaters would be guil-
ty of a misdemeanor and subject to
a fine of from $100 to $500 if they
sold tickets when no seats were
available and failed to make the
fact known to their patrons under
terms of a bill introduced in the
state senate by Nat Taylor of
Strong City.

Sears Drive 1st Quarter

Shows 15 Per Cent Jump

With the first quarter of the War-
ner Sears Drive completed, the'

home office over the week-end re-|
ported a 15 per cent increase overi

(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 13% 13Vi 13Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10% 103^ 103/4 + i/8

East. Kodak 181 Va 181 V4 181 V4 — %
do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq 14 14 14

Loew's, Inc. 48% 48'/2 48% — '/4
do pfd 1063/g 1063/8 106% — %
Paramount 12% 12% 12%— %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film 10% 93/4 93/4 — %
RKO 23/4 2% 2% — %
20th Century-Fox . . 233/8 23 V4 23% — i/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 6 534 53/4 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46..
Loew 6s 41 -ww .... 99

V

4 99 99% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .100'/4 100'/4 100% + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 89 88% 89 + %
RKO 6s41 78% 77% 78 — %
Warner's 6s39 91 % 91 % 91 y4 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3 3 3

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 21 20% 20% — '/8
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 4% 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 927/8 943/8
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43 69% 71%

The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—7th week Astor

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-CB)—5th week Globe

The Beachcomber (Paramount Pictures-Mayflower)—5th week Rivoli

Zaza (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
Jesse James (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy

The Shining Hour (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

The Great Man Votes (RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall

They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

Pacific Liner (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Disbarred (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

The Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Columbia Pictures) Central

Kentucky (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Gambling Ship (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

Edge of the World (Fox Film) (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

FOREiCIV LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—19th week Filmarte

Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—11th week Little Carnegie
Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures)—2nd week Cinema 49
Sable Cicada (Modern Film Corp.)—2nd week Belmont
The Great Citizen (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo

FUTURE OPEffilVGS
Paris Honeymoon (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 25 Paramount
Gunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 26 Music Hall

The Cirl Downstairs (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Jan. 26 Criterion

Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures)—Jan. 28 Rivoli

Gang Bullets (Monogram Pictures)—Jan. 28 Central
Homicide Bureau (Columbia Pictures)—Jan. 31 Rialto

Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures)— Feb. 3 Strand
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg)—Feb. 6 (b) Little Carnegie
Stand Up and Fight (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
Tailspin (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Crossroads (Tri-National) (c) Filmarte
Going Places (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 26 (a-b) Palace
Mr. Moto's Last Warning (20th Century-Fox)—Jan. 26 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Warner Home Office Execs. I
First Schaefer Drive

Off for Confabs on Coast Meet in New Haven Today

Gradwell L. Sears, Warners' gen-
eral sales manager, S. S. Schneider,
home office executive, and Mort
Blumenstock, in charge of adver-
tising and publicity in the East, left

on the Century Saturday for the
Coast.

At the Burbank studios they will

confer with H. M. Warner, Jack L.
Warner, Hal Wallis and Charles
Einfeld on sales and advertising
plans for the spring and summer
product.

Special attention will be directed
towards merchandising plans for
"Wings of the Navy," "Yes, My
Darling Daughter," "Dark Victory,"
"The Oklahoma Kid," "Juarez" and
"Each Dawn I Die."

Sound Service Engineers

Join Detroit IATSE Local

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600
SECURITY

Detroit — Theater sound service

engineers were taken into the mem-
bership in Local 199, IATSE, for the
first time this week. Seven sound
engineers in all are affected, em-
ployed by Altec Service and RCA
Manufacturing Co.

Western Pennsylvania MPTO
Names Conciliation Group

Pittsburgh— A conciliation com-
mittee, consisting of Bennett Am-
dur, E. T. Beedle and Fred J. Her-
rington, has been appointed by the
MPTO of Western Pennsylvania to

arbitrate difference between exhib-
itors and distributors.

Opening the first meeting today
in New Haven in the nation-wide
George J. Schaefer Sales Drive for
RKO, Walter Branson, drive cap-
tain, will be accompanied by E. L.
McEvoy, Eastern and Canadian sales
manager, when he calls the meeting
to order. Harry Gittleson, editor of
"Flash," RKO house organ, will ac-
company Branson throughout the
drive. Branson will hold 36 meet-
ings, winding up the drive Feb. 25.

cominc am come

JAMES R. GRAINGER. Republic prexy, and
H. J. YATES flew to Boston over the week-end
to attend the wedding of Herman Rifkin's

daughter to George Rabinowitz, Republic's New
Haven manager.

SPYROS SKOURAS, president of National The-
aters, JOHN HEALY, his assistant, and' jf.D

ZABEL, film buyer, left for the Coast Salf- -y

for two weeks of conferences with Coast ei-Vs.

GRAD SEARS, Warners' general manager of

distribution, S. S. SCHNEIDER, home office

exec, and MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge
of advertising and publicity in the East, are

en route to the Coast.

ALEXANDER KORDA, MAURICE SILVER-
STONE, JAMES A. MULVEY and EMANUEL
SILVERSTONE arrive here this morning after

attending executive sessions on the Coast.
Korda and Asher sail on the Champlain Jan. 28.

COL. H. A. COLE, national Allied prexy.

returned to his home in Dallas Saturday.

FRED JACK, Southern district manager for

Warners, is here from Dallas.

SYDNEY CHAPLIN has arrived on the Coast
to co-direct and assist in the production of

Charlie Chaplin's new picture, "The Dictator."

RUD LOHRENZ, Warners' midwestern district

manager, has arrived from Chicago.

AL WEISS, McKeesport, Pa., theater opera-
tor, and C. C. KELLENBERG, 20th-Fox sales

manager in that district, are in Miami vaca-
tioning.

LEON SCHLESINGER left New York Sunday
night for Chicago, en route to the Coast.

ERROL FLYNN and BRUCE CABOT arrived
over the week-end.

"Lincoln in White House"
To Play RKO Met. Houses

The Metropolitan RKO Circuit
consisting of 40 theaters has booked
Warners' "Lincoln in the White
House,'" Technicolor short, for spe-
cial pre-release showines. The film
which will be released Feb. 11, will
be shown in the New York RKO
houses starting Feb. 2, and then
play the Brooklyn houses of the Cir-
cuit on Feb. 9.

IATSE Exec. Board Meets
Miami—IATSE Executive Board

holds opening day session here to-
day in projected 10 to 12 day busi-
ness meeting. The AFM is still in
session here with AF of L Execu-
tive Council also scheduled to open
its midwinter business session here
during the week.

TNEC Wants $2,000,000

for Three-Year Inquiry I

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — TNEC is expected

to ask Congress for a $2,000,000
appropriation to permit a three-year
inquiry into competitive conditions
in industry generallv and the effect
of generally accepted trade prac-
tices on that competition. It would
be the first general survey since

1890.

Bailey-Starr Houses
to Aid Refugee Relief

Atlanta — The Bailey-Starr cir-

cuit will turn over all receipts from
its 39 houses on Feb. 2 to the relief

fund for German refugees, Milton
Starr announced over the week-end.

Washer Joins Abbott
Ben Washer has resigned from

United Artists' publicity depart-
ment to join George Abbott as press
representative for the latter's four
stage productions. Resignation be-
comes effective in two weeks.

Reid Killed by Engine
Akron, O.—Kenneth A. Reid, 38, 1

formerly of the Loew's organization,
was killed instantly Jan, 17 at near- i

by Cuyahoga Falls when struck by
a locomtive. Reid served as manager
of Loew's in Canton in 1934 and
1935, going there from Cleveland,
where he had been connected 'with
the Loew's organization. He was
shifted back to Cleveland late in 1935
as manager of the Garden Theater.
His widow, a daughter and his fath-
er survive.

Beg Your Pardon
Typographical error in the review

of the short, "Getting Your Money's
Worth," in the issue of Jan. 18

identified the director as Julian
Hoffman. Name should have been
Julian Roffman.
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MIAMI SUIT NAMES

MAJORS, CIRCUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

restraining the defendants from
continuing alleged unfair trade prac-
tices, particularly in regard to
clearance, is asked.

In a 24-page complaint, the plain-
tiffs charge that as operators of the
Surf and Cameo Theaters in Miami
Beach they have been unable to ob-
tain sufficient product because of
alleged monopolistic practices of the
defendants. It is pointed out in the
complaint that the 150-day clear-

ance now enforced in the Miami
area "is greater and longer than
anywhere in the U. S." and that a
"clearance of seven days would be
no more than fair and reasonable
for the first run of any feature
film."

Other targets of the suit are the
defendants' requirements in regard
to prohibition of double features,
minimum admission prices and the
limitation of advertising until after
the two defendant circuits have
played and shown their last run of
the feature picture in question.
The plaintiffs charge that the

Cameo has been losing $1,000! a
week since the house opened Nov.
4, 1938, and that the Surf has been
losing $500 weekly since that the-
ater opened in December, because
of inability to get pictures.
Herman Weingarten is president

of both plaintiff corporations.

"Remous" Shown for Judges;

Expect Decision in 2 Weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

ing "indecent," "immoral" and tend-
ing to "corrupt morals." It was
again rejected in November, 1937. In
March last it was screened for the
Board of Regents who, on April 14,
disapproved application for a
license.

Arthur Garfield Hays, counsel for
Mayer and Burstyn at yesterday's
proceedings, ridiculed the objec-
tions of Irwin Esmond and the Re-
gents to certain scenes, pointing out
that the film was French and would
appeal only to an educated audi-
ence. Counsel for the Regents based
his plea on the film's theme of sex-
frustration, arguing that it would
be unwise public policy to show it

to all classes of people.
Court's decision is expected in two

weeks.

WEDDING BELLS

Las Vegas, Nev. — Nelson Eddy,
film, radio and concert singer, and
Mrs. Ann D. Franklin, former wife
of Sidney Franklin, motion picture
producer, were married here by Dis-
trict Judge William E. Orr.

Chicago—Audrey Louise Coston,
daughter of James Coston, Warner
district manager will be married
soon to Chris. Paschen, Jr., son of
a well-known Chicago contractor.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALY
T T T

• • • GRAND CAUSE Hollywood's ioremost players, pro-

ducers, directors, writers and technicians are combining efforts in the

co-operative production of a radio series .... the participants give their

services free this air show can be heard over CBS every Sunday

from 7:30 to 8 p.m it is called the "Screen Guild Show"

all the great names ol the screen world, as well as many of those be-

hind the scenes, are contributing their services to it

T T T
• • • THE FEES, which customarily would be paid by the

sponsor to the artists, writers, producers and technicians, are

turned over directly to the Motion Picture Relief Fund
and are to be used for the building of a large scale home for the

aged and needy of the industry plans for this home, to con-

sist of one large main building and scores of individual bunga-

lows surrounding it, have already been drawn by architect Drew
Eberson a site near Hollywood will be chosen

T T
• • • THE SUPPORTING organizations for the radio venture in-

clude not only the Screen Actors Guild, but the Screen Directors Guild,

the Screen Writers Guild and the Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers their combined enrollment represents more than 40,000

persons engaged in the making of motion pictures

T
• • • BY TERMS of the agreement between the members
of these groups and the sponsor of the radio series each
one of the members of the Screen Actors Guild agrees to make
at least one appearance a year on the programs while mem-
bers of the other groups agree to contribute their services when
requested

T T T
• • • MORE THAN 2,000 members of the SAG are available

for the series so that every show will have an imposing roster

of front rank stars participating among those who will be heard
on the shows within the next few weeks are Paui Muni, Bette

Davis, Bing Crosby, William Powell, Ginger Rogers, Myrna Loy. Alice

Faye, Clark Gable. Frank Morgan. Conrad Nagel, Tyrone Power,
Spencer Tracy

T T
• • • POP PRICED edition of Thome Smith's best seller

"Topper Takes a Trip" in a national tie-up with drug
stores and department stores which will feature this book at a

price of one dollar

V T
• • • SPECIAL private preview of "Wings of the Navy" will be
given in the U. S. Dep't of the Interior building at Washington on Thurs-

day eve members of the House and Senate have accepted in-

vitations, along with Navy officials and officers

T T
• • • TWENTY-SIX years on one job plugging Loew
theaters so C. C. Moskowitz last Friday felt very happy
back in 1913, C. C. was just out of school, and put a wanted job
ad in the World David Bernstein of Loew's read the ad
C. C. became bookeeper, spent his nites as doorman at various
Loew theaters he has been promoted since, so he doesn't
have to be a doorman any more

« « « » » »

KORDA TO MAKE SIX

AT $7,250,000 C0S1

(Continued from Page 1)

will be in Technicolor. Korda is du
to arrive from the Coast today.

It was pointed out that the adop
tion of UA's reduced distributior
rating system has enabled Kord'J'-'v

well as other UA producers, tuy/.r

crease their production budgets.
With "Four Feathers" in produc

tion and "The Thief of Bagdad" tc

follow, Korda plans a story basec
on the exploits of Lawrence oi

Arabia. Also planned for Summer
production is Kipling's "Jungle
Book" and "Conquest of the Air."

Harry Gold, eastern general sale?

manager, conducted a sales meeting
with United Artists' New Englanc
selling staff over the week-end at

the Hotel Statler, Boston.

Sears Drive 1st Quarter

Shows 15 Per Cent Jump

(Continued from Page 1)

a similar period last year. Cur-
rent Drive will run until April 15.

In all exchanges, managers re-

port that there has been a tre-

mendous increase over last year,
with the entire drive destined to f
top last year's high mark by a con-
siderable figure.

"Dodge City" to Dodge City
Dodge City, Kans.—As a feature

of a rodeo and general pioneer cele-

bration to be launched here in late

April or early May, this city ex-

pects to hold, as part of the civic

festivities, the world premiere of

Warners' new feature, "Dodge City."

Although no official announcement
has yet been made by Warners, it

is understood that arrangements
have been concluded.

Hendel's Helping Hand
Cleveland — Jim Hendel, United

Artists salesman, having sold all

possibilities in his Toledo territory,

is helping out in the Indianapolis
territory. He'll be there about four
weeks.

STORKS!
Albuquerque, N. M.—"Bud" Mc-

Kinney, assistant manager of the
Mission Theater here, is the proud
father of an eight-pound son.

Omaha—A seven-pound girl -was
born this week to Mr. and Mrs.
William Miskell at Methodist Hos-
pital. Miskell is manager of the
Orpheum Theater here. Their other
child is also a girl.

Pittsburgh—Evidently the "double
feature" policy in this territory has
affected Ellwood Ohleger, shipper
for the local 20th Century-Fox ex-
change, whose wife presented him
with twin daughters Jan. 19. This
gives him a "Cantor" family of
daughters (five) and one son.
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I0URT UPHOLDS LOEW

ISfPROFIT-SHARING PLAN

H

I ntinued from Page 1)

te
late Marcus Loew, had been ap-

oved by successive boards of di-

?ctors, the majority of whom were
(^interested and had the approval
f—V stockholders, including stock-

oTUvs who owned approximately
p.c. of the company's common

:ock and who had no interest what-
xer in the profit-sharing plan at-

: acked by the minority stockholders,

i his statement, Justice Valente

:ated:

'The evidence is replete with in-

rances of lucrative offers received

y these executives in an effort to

ire them away from Loew's, Inc.,

nd I am convinced of the sincerity

f Schenck's testimony that the

nly way he kept his unique organi-

ation intact was by the payment of

onerous compensation. That this

olicy has been successful is in-

icated not only by the standing of

ne companv and the profits which
has earned over the years, but by

ne testimony of every single wit-

ess, including that of the president

f one of its chief competitors, who
rankly stated that he would like to

,et this executive group for his own
Dmpany and that their loss would
e disastrous to Loew's, Inc."

Regarding Nicholas M. Schenck,

ow president, Justice Valente said:

i
''In the last ten years in which he

as been the chief executive it must
; conceded that his executive con-

-ol has been of an exceptional char-

ter. So many other large concerns

i the business went through reor-

anization or suffered other losses

nd passed through crises. Loew's,

i the worst period of depression,

aid its dividends."
"There is the undisputed evidence,"

jdge Valente said, "as to the scale

: wages in the industry generally,

le scarcity of talent to fill positions

: producers and executives, and the

.itense competition among the com-
snies for their serviecs."

1

Justice Valente's opinion adds a

atement as to the importance of

:countants in business life today,

jupled with the admonition that

ley should be alert to ascertain and
nrect any improper practices which
jaey may find to exist in the case of

;ny corporations whose books they
jdit.

After pointing out that there was
d evidence that any accounting prac-

ce had been adopted merely in order
) increase the profit paid under the

;rofit-sharing contracts and that the
^counting practices were sound, the

ourt held that four of the executives
nd the Thalberg Estate should have
aeir accounts with the corporation
^adjusted as to the items involving
ne Ohio and Chippewa Theaters in

334, and the amounts paid to the
halberg Estate since 1936.

The 1934 items, the opinion pointed
t, resulted from a failure of the
countants, through legal misun-
erstanding, to subtract for profit-

naring pm-poses the book loss which
^suited from a reorganization of

l

I

EXHIB. RATES

AS PIX CRITIC
Bridgeport Showman Wins

"Ten Best" Poll

Bridgeport, Conn. — The Bridge-
port Herald has discovered a film

exhibitor who agrees with the crit-

ics 100 per cent. He's Jack
Schwartz, 34, operator of the West
End, Bridgeport neighborhood house,
and first prize winner of the
Herald's sixth annual Ten Best Pic-
tures contest, conducted as a tie-up
with the recent Film Daily nation-
al poll.

Schwartz picked all 10 titles of

the critics' consensus and thereby
won for himself and companion (his

wife) a free trip to New York and
two days and nights of legitimate
theaters, night clubs, hotels, tours
and celebrity-meeting.

This year's Herald topper was one
of three to call correctly all Ten
Best, the others being Mrs. Max
Frank of Bridgeport and Miss Rita
M. Stanford of New Haven.
Schwartz' order of listing, however,
was best by comparison with THE
Film Daily standard, which gave
him the judges' nod according to

the rules. Fifty runners-up, who
chose nine of the Ten Best, got one-
month-for-two Loew-Poli guest
tickets.

Schwartz has been in film busi-

ness for 12 years, all of them in the
Bridgeport neighborhood field. His
Ten Best list was not figured ac-
cording to the blue-ribbon pictures'

showing at his house's box-office; in

fact, "Snow White" and "Citadel"
were both off in the late runs at

the West End. "Boys' Town" and
"You Can't Take It With You" were
his b.o. best in 1938.

Week of "10 Best" Pix

Fort Worth, Tex.—The Tivoli, In-

terstate neighborhood theater here,

will devote a week to showing of

five of The Film Daily's "Ten Best
Films of 1938," and two films on
the honor roll, beginning Jan. 29.

A different feature will be shown
each day, and the films include:

"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys
Town," "In Old Chicago," "Love
Finds Andy Hardy," "Test Pilot,"

and "Three Comrades."

the Ohio and Chippewa Theater prop-
erties. The other item resulted from
not treating as a profit-sharing loss

the amounts paid to the Thalberg
Estate in settlement of its claims

9 gainst the corporation. As to these

items, the court pointed out, the com-
pany had made a mistake of law.

"The other claims by the plaintiffs

that the profit-sharing account should

be restated because of alleged im-

proper accounting made in the com-
mutation of the corporate profits, are

not well taken. There is nothing to

show that there was a failure in the

method of keeping the accounts to

MOVEOVERS BETTER

THAN NABE DATES

(Continued from Page 1)

nering better profits than holding
for nabe runs.
On outstanding money - getters,

such as the Hardy pictures made by
M-G-M, pictures are given a down-
town first-run of a week, then moved
to the first-run Tower Theater for

a second week and to the Plaza for

a third week. Pictures bearing any
b.o. merit at all are given a second
week in one of the moveover houses
in almost every instance.
This is a distinct reversal of past

policy which has been to run only
a week except on the outstanding
aces such as "Snow White," then
date the film for nabe runs after

a reasonable lapse of time.
Exception has been T. B. Noble's

State Theater which has given two
and sometimes three and four weeks
on its good pictures. Latter situa-

tion is one of shortage of top pic-

tures; however, policy has shown
more profits available through ex-

tended runs of topnotchers than
single weeks on inferior films.

Jack and Lohrenz Here

for Sears Drive Meets

Fred Jack, Warners' southern
district manager with headquarters
in Dallas, and Rud Lohrenz, Mid-
western district manager with head-
quarters in Chicago, are in town for
Sears Drive home office conferences
with Ben Kalmenson, the company's
Western and Southern sales man-
ager. They will return to their ter-

ritories the end of the week.

conform to sound accounting prac-
tice in the industry."

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of

the company, following the decision
said:

"I am, of course, delighted that the
court has exonerated our board of di-

rectors, and that the profit-sharing
contracts have been approved. I can
only repeat what I said in my letter

o the stockholders on December 30,

1937, that 'I have no hesitancy in

saying to the stockholders that, in

my opinion, the approval of these
contracts will be in the best interests

of the company and its stockholders.'

"As to the relatively minor re-

spects in which the court has found
that I and four other executives were
inadvertently overpaid in 1934 and
1937, I feel sure that none of our
executives would desire to retain any
money which they had received
through mistake of law. However,
we will have to be guided by counsel

gs to the correctness of the decision

on that point."

Emil K. Ellis appeared as trial

counsel for the minority stockholders,

Joseph M. Proskauer, ex-judge of the
Appellate Division and J. Alvin Van
Bergh represented the defendants.
Ellis has not yet decided whether he
will appeal the decision.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Still Those Trade Reforms

DOMESTIC
(.Continued from Page 1)

was instructed to continue negotia-
tions. Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas
was elected prexy of Allied, suc-
ceeding Nathan Yamins. Minne-
apolis was selected as locale of or-
ganization's annual convention to be
held in late May or early June.

* * *

FINANCIAL: New Pathe Film
Corp. plan for assets realignment
was filed with SEC, with date of
stockholders' approval vote set for
Feb. 16. Plan proposes formation
of new company, Pathe Labs., Inc.,

to which certain assets will be
transferred, and the direct distribu-
tion of the dividends from du Pont
Film Mfg. stock held by Pathe to
stockholders. It also proposed to
declare a dividend of 50 per cent of
the stock in new company to Pathe
Film Corp. stockholders within 60
days of plan's consummation. Also
at mid-week UA stockholders adopt-
ed a profit sharing plan.

* * *

PROMOTIONAL: MPGY an-
nounced that names of 5,404 win-
ners in $250,000 Movie Quiz Con-
test will be announced on Monday
evening, Feb. 20, via houses which
participated in MPGY campaign.

* * *

DISTRIBUTION: Goldwyn and
Selznick asked UA to reduce dis-
tribution costs. Subsequently UA
asserted it will not bring outsiders
into its distribution system. Addi-
tionally, company named James
Roosevelt to the UA board.

* * *

EXHIBITION: New Orleans dis-

patch revealed that Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, Alabama and Florida
houses would devote on Jan. 26 the
total "take" to relief fund for Euro-
pean refugees. In New York, License
Commissioner Moss took under ad-
visement banning of giveaways in
Staten Island theaters.

* * *

EQUITY ACTION: Washington
flash toward the week-end stated
that new U. S. Attorney General,
Frank Murphy, would be apprised
in detail on pending film industry
litigations and Federal investiga-
tions this week.

* * *

RKO REORG.: Federal Judge
William Bondy's signed order ap-
proving- the RKO amended reorg.
plan, thus climaxing several years
of court proceedings under 77-B.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

of the proposed Odeon-GB merger
in England was held to hinge on
projected meetings which Philip

Hill, British banker, will hold in

Florida with Nicholas M. Schenck,
Loew's head, and Sidney R. Kent,
20th-Fox prexy.
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"The Mysterious

Miss X"
with Michael Whalen, Mary Hart,

Chick Chandler

Republic 62 Mins.

POOR MURDER MYSTERY DONE WITH
SLAPSTICK FOR COMEDY EFFECTS THAT
DO NOT CLICK.

This is a very involved murder mystery,

done with accent on broad slapstick com-
edy furnished by Chick Chandler and Mabel
Todd. It is not a good murder mystery,

and in fact it is not good slapstick com-
edy. The truth of the matter is that it is

one of the most disappointing attempts at

a murder mysery and slapstick comedy this

reviewer has ever seen. This is a very

mixed up, ineffective and at times irritat-

ing picture, for it rambles in and out and is

so repetitious with its broad comedy that

it gets pretty tedious. Michael Whalen,
Mary Hart, Chick Chandler and Mabel Todd
work very hard and heroically to put it

over. So did Gus Meins, the director. It

is all about a man murdered in a small

town hotel, with Whalen and Chandler
becoming involved, as the" are stopping
in the room next to the one where the

murder occurred. The two men are actors,

and through some props in their trunk,

the police mistake them for Scotland Yard
operatives. So on this assumption they

proceed and try to solve the crime and
save the heroine. There is a sum of $50,-

000 involved, and a lot of mixups before

the murderer is finally caught.

CAST: Michael Whalen, Mary Hart,

Chick Chandler, Mabel Todd, Frank M.
Thomas, Regis Toomey, Don Douglas, Wade
Boteler, Dorothy Tree, Eddie Acuff, Pierre

Walkin, Harlan Briggs.

CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Di-

rector, Gus Meins; Author, George Yates,

Jr.; Screenplay, Olive Cooper; Cameraman,
Ernie Miller, Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* fOREIGn *

'The Bronze
Buckaroo"

with Herbert Jeffrey, Artie Young,

Rellie Hardin

Sack 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ALL-NEGRO WESTERN STRESSES COM-
EDY; SHOULD CLICK WITH COLORED
AUDIENCES.

An all-Negro Western, the story is

worked out in an interesting fashion, the

outdoor locations are well photographed

and show the production off to good ad-

vantage, the players all perform capably,

and the piece moves nicely. Comedy is

played up throughout, but there still is

enough of the fighting and shooting to be

a Western. Herbert Jeffrey, F. E. Miller,

Lucius Brooks, Spencer Williams and Clar-

ence Brooks who fill the important roles

seem right at home in this outdoor affair.

Negro audiences should like the picture,

and, for something novel, it could play

other houses as well. Richard Kahn who
wrote, directed, and produced the show

did an all 'round good job. As for plot,

Herbert Jeffrey learns that his old friend

"School for Husbands"
with Rex Harrison, Romney Brent, Diana

Churchill, June Clyde

J. H. Hoffberg 11 Mins.

CLEVER SOPHISTICATED BRITISH

COMEDY BUT TOO RISQUE FOR .FAMILY

TRADE.

This is a very clever and sophisticated

British drawing room type of comedy. It

will shock the old ladies in Dubuque, but

the chances are it wili never show in

Dubuque when the censors get through

with it, for there will be littie left to

make mucn sense, tor the risque stutt

comes not only in dialogue but in busi-

ness. In a word, it is grown-up fare, be-
ing taken trom the stage play by Frederick
Jackson, which created quite a furore. An
about a couple ot lonesome wives who
tall tor a philanderer, and arrange to get

their husbands ott on a trip to Paris so

they can be free for at least one evening.

The husbands in fact help the plan, think-

ing it will cure their wives ot being in-

fatuated with the man-about-town. But

he in fact has put the idea into their heads
to go away so that the coast will be clear

tor his marauding party. The fun comes
when all the plans of wives and husbands
go awry, causing some very tunny com-
plications. This will probably go big in

rne arty houses, but it is not suitable for

juvenile minds. That means that it is

out for most of our theaters which have

a large percentage of juvenile minds. You
have to be grown up mentally to ride

Wirh this one. But it is refreshing in its

clever lines and sparkling business, as well

as the superior artistry of Rex Harrison as

the philanderer.

CAST: Diana Churchill, Henry Kendall,

June Clyde, Romney Brent, Rex Harrison,

Roxie Russell, Phil Thomas, Richard Goold-

en, Judith Gick, Joan Kemp-Walsh.

CREDITS: Director, Andrew Marton; Au-
thor, Frederick Jackson; Screenplay, Aus-
tin Melford, Frederick Jackson, Gordon
Sherry; Cameraman, Phil Tannura.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Very Good.

"Szivet Szivert"
(Heart for Heart)

with Eva Srorenyi, Antal Pager

Danubia Pictures 75 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY IN LIGHT VEIN

MAINTAINS FAST PACE.

Amusing and light in vein, with occa-

sional musical interludes, this new Hun-

garian film will entertain the Magyar fans.

Written- by the versatile and skillful Lajos

Zilahy, the story never loses its pace and

never becomes serious as it tells the story

of an impoverished noble family in the post

war years. Antal Pager and Eva Szorenyi

share the stellar acting honors, with the

rest of the cast adequate. Eva, daughter

of a noble family, gets in an automobile

accident near the estate of Pager's father.

She finally gets all her family jobs as do-

mestics on the place and apparently is

headed for the altar with Pager as the pic-

ture closes.

CAST: Eva Szorenvi, Antal Pager, Julius

Csortos, Maria Mezey, Lily Berky, Kalman

Rozsahegyi.

CREDITS: Produced by Muveszfilms; Di-

rector, Istvan Szekely; Screenplay, Lajos

Zilahy.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

'Friends'
with Boris Babochkin, I. Zarubina

Nikolai Cherkassov

Amkino 85 M I

DULL PROPAGANDA FILM LIGHTEM
ONLY BY ROUSING BATTLE SE«"EN

]

The friends of new Russia may tnyinfl
tained by this film, but for the avei

|

moviegoer it will prove to be dull

boring as the mills of propaganda sp

unceasingly. However there is a rou;

battle sequence at the end of the |

ture. According to the film, the wl

leaders are trying to start civil war am
the Caucasians, but all is well as a I

shevik agent struggles to maintain

peace and unity of this race, with

struggle won by none other than the Ej

shevik. There are some good charac H
portrayals and the cast is adequate to '

picture.

CAST: Boris Babochkin, I. Zerubi

Nikolai Cherkassov, S. Kayukov, K. Daru

vili, S. Birman, I. Nazarov, Y. Predtechi

skaya, A. Borissov.

CREDITS: Arnshtam Films Producti

Presented at the Cameo Theater with R

sian dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPI
Good.

"Captain Grant's

"Children"
with Nikolai Cherkassof, I. Chuvelef,

Y. Yurieff

Amkino 80 Mins.

JULES VERNE STORY WITH FINE

CHARACTERIZATIONS WILL ENTER-

TAIN.

Based on the Jules Verne story, Captain

Grant's Children, this new Russian picture

will entertain. The picture is slow in spots,

but when it gets under way it moves at a

good pace. The direction of A. Ptushko

is largely responsible for the fine charac-

terizations of the players. There is a

fine musical score by I. Dunayevski.

CAST: N. Cherkassof, N. Vitovtoff, M.
Strelkova, I. Chuveleff, O. Bazanova, Y.

Segal, M. Romanoff, D. Gutman, Y. Yurieff,

A. Adeiung, M. Michurin.

CREDITS: A Mosfilm Production; Direc-

tor, A. Ptushko. Presented at the Roose-

velt Theater with Russian dialogue and

English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

with

Rollie Hardin is missing. On investigating,

Jeffrey finds that the owner of the next

ranch knows that there is gold on Hardin's

property and has kidnapped Hardin so as

to get his land. Jeffrey is able to rescue

Hardin before any papers are signed. In

the course of his endeavors he meets
Hardin's sister and a romance is happily

culminated.

CAST: Herbert Jeffrey, Artie Young,
Rellie Hardin, Clarence Brooks, 4 Tones,

F. E. Miller, Lucius Brooks, Spencer Wil-
liams.

CREDITS: Producer, Richard Kahn; Di-

rector, Author and Screenplay, same;

Cameraman, Roland Price.

Raft, Para. Part
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Term contract be-

tween Paramount and George Raft
has been canceled. Raft refused to

play in "The Magnificent Fraud"
and Lloyd Nolan replaces him. Pic-

ture was to have been Raft's last

under present contract.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Piatt Replaces Lipstone

Chicago—Nat Piatt, B & K dis

trict manager will have charge of

the booking department, succeeding
Louis Lipstone, who has gone to

Hollywood for Paramount. Max
Turner, veteran booking executive
will assist in the department.

Baldevins Brollop"
(Baldevin's Wedding)

Edvard Persson, Arthur Fischer

Dagmar Ebbesen

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 100 mi'

AMUSING COMEDY STARS FAVORI !

SCANDINAVIAN COMIC.
Featuring Edvard Persson, the rotund a

highly amusing Swedish comedian, this n
J.

importation will particularly please

Scandinavian fans. Persson is suppor

by an adequate cast and the story

molded to give him every possible chai

to display his humor, and he makes I

most of his opportunities. The story o
cerns Persson being urged by a friend

court a rich widow and give up his I

of indolence as a waterfront tramp. T

dialogue is amusing and there are Engl

titles to translate the meaning for t

audiences who do not understand Swedi

CAST: Edvard Persson, Arthur Fisch

Dagmar Ebbesen, Bullan Weidjen, Bjc

Berglund, John Ekman, Elsa Holmqui

Liskulla Job.

CREDITS: Europa Film Production; I

rector, Emil A. Pehrson. Presented at t

Swedish Theater with Swedish dialog

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

Neth's Leg Broken
Columbus, 0.—J. Real Neth,

erator of the J. Real Neth Theafe
Co., is in Mt. Carmel Hospital he;

suffering from a broken right l

resulting when he slipped and
on an icy pavement at a downto
intersection here.

Columbia Again Defers
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIl
Washington — Columbia Pi'

tures has filed another amendmei
with the SEC to defer the effecth

date of its pending registrati

statement.
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DERAL PROSECUTORS

ET SPEED UP ORDERS

{Continued from Page 1)

is, including those against pix

lurphy has directed the Federal

secutors to forward lists of all

: ?s lending more than two years,

'-.-^cplanations for the delays.

iiar lists hereafter will be re-

-ed quarterly.

he parley of the United States

irneys here is being arranged
Joseph B. Keenan, assistant to

Attorney General, Brien Mc-
hon, assistant attorney general

charge of the Criminal Division,

Gordon Dean, special executive

istant to the Attorney General,

are will be a three-day public

sion, the program including dis-

sion of dockets, practice and
thods, taxes, monopoly and wages
1 hours, and other matters.

Vith Murphy scheduled to confer

h Thurman Arnold and Wendell
•ore this week on pending film

gation, unusual interest was at-

hed to Murphy's emphasis upon
e significance and importance" of

I
|«blems confronting the U. S. At-
neys in New York and Brooklyn
j his further statement that he
y shortly reveal those cases in

ich he personally will appear as
• Government's "chief barrister."

Tout Ricketts. Veteran Director, Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Thomas V. Ricketts, who directed "The Best Man Wins," the first

movie to be made in Hollywood, died last Friday at the age of 86, from pneumonia
contracted while appearing last week as a character actor in a picture at the Univer-
sal studios. He is survived by his widow, Josephine Ditt Ricketts, a sister, Mrs.
Harry Reid, and a brother, Frank Ricketts of Attleboro, Mass. Ricketts was a stage
actor and director before entering pictures.

ALLIED TACKLES JOB

OF REWRITING DRAFT

William Kirsch, Industry

Pioneer, Dies In Pittsburgh

Florida's Supreme Court

Throws Out Bank Night

(.Continued from Page 1)

on two test cases. The cases were
started in Miami and Tampa and the

I Tnaustryli'ere hTtheTpassing oTwii
court ruled that the method of

, Ham E . Kirsch, who was associated
awarding cash prizes to theater

I with it for 34 years In 1905i Kirsch
patrons contained every element of started with the Harry Davis The-
a lottery and was therefore out- aters in this territory, later being

Pittsburgh—Death has taken an-
other pioneer of the motion picture

ichigan Theater Business

(Rises 15% in Three Months

(Continued from Page 1)

•finitely better than a year ago.

Automotive employment in Michi-

*ti has been far better this winter

in a season ago, although still far

)m reaching peaks of two seasons

ck.

Theater prices have remained
'actically stationary for the past

jar or more. Development in the

ichigan situation in the past 18

-jnths have prevented exhibitors as
1 whole from arriving at any corn-

on policy on prices, giveaways,

c, as was possible up to that time
th a majority of the independents

: members of Allied Theaters.

Theater construction has shown
nsiderable falling off, with about

'e only new house recently reported

;ing one at Marshall, for W. G.

lick.

In Detroit proper, exhibs. have
merally come to the conclusion

at the town is overseated, and
ere is a possibility that some of

e smaller houses may be elimi-

ted by competition, to remedy
is situation.

lawed by Florida statutes.
The opinion of the court said a

lottery must have three features: a
prize must be given, it must be
awarded by chance and for a con-
sideration. The increased attend-
ance, from two to seven times nor-
mal, was the theater's consideration
for making cash awards, the court
found. It held true even though a

winner did not have to be in the the-
ater and did not have to buy a

ticket to claim his prize, the deci-

sion said.

It was further stated in the opin-
ion that an attempt had been made
to interpret Bank Night procedure
according to state law, without re-

gard to the "wisdom or folly" of the
legislature's enactments on the sub-
ject.

Theater Bank Night has been in

operation in Florida for nearly five

years.
In making its decision the Su-

preme Court said that "we are not
unmindful of the far reaching effect

of the opinion on the theater busi-

ness in Florida."

connected with the Columbia Film
Co., and several years after he went
with the General Film Co., as man-
ager of its local branch.

When the Rowland & Clark cir-

cuit of theaters was organized in

1915 he became booking manager
for this concern, where he remained
until the company was dissolved.

For the past ten years he was em-
ployed by the Ross Federal Service.

Several months ago he suffered

a heart attack from which he never
fully recovered and which resulted

in his death. He is survived by his

widow, Emma A. Trenze Kirsch,

and two sons, Richard W. and
Charles F. Kirsch.

(Continued from Page 1)

phraseology between the distribu-

tors' attorneys and Allied's Counsel.
Abram F. Myers, during the next 10

days preparatory to the actual writ-
ing of the plan.

Meanwhile, it is understood that
Myers will also write a draft of his

own for submission to the distribu-

tors for their consideration.
Colonel Cole plans to realign the

Allied districts before appointing
regional vice-presidents, he said. A
study of the situation is now being
made and he will announce the ap-
pointments in about 10 days.

20th Century-Fox Will Hold

Sales Meeting in Trinidad

(Continued from Page 1)

viously attend sales meetings in

Europe and Brazil.

Importance of the Latin American
market is stressed by these moves
of 20th-Fox, with Kent being the

first president of a major company
to ever attend sessions of this type
held in these countries. Walter J.

Hutchinson, director of foreign dis-

tribution, will attend all the foreign
sales conventions with Kent, and is

expected to remain in Trinidad to

preside until the session is con-

cluded.

Bank Night Repeal Bill

Before Ark. Legislature

Little Rock, Ark.—A bill has been
introduced in the legislature to re-

peal the Bank Night act of 1937,

an act legalizing cash giveaways.

Lehman and Graham Sue;

Claim Commissions Due

Armour Wins Award
First prize in the Phil Reisman
light to New York Drive has been
on by France, with Reginald
rmour, general European manag-

receiving the prize, it was an-
Dunced over the week-end by RKO.
scond prize was won by Switzer-
md, third by Sweden, and fourth

Peru.

Suit was filed in Supreme Court
on Friday by Charles H. Lehman
and William A. Graham against
Monogram Pictures Corp., both the
New York and Delaware corpora-
tions; J. A. Sisto & Co.; Joseph A.
Sisto, and Jefferson Davis Cohn.

Plaintiffs' action, against Mono-
gram for $205,370 and against Sisto

for $30,000, states that in April,

1934, Monogram wanted to go into

the regular production and distribu-

tion fields, and enlisted the offices

of the plaintiffs to raise capital.

Latter operated on a five per cent
commission basis, alleging they
raised $3,807,412.

Sisto, plaintiffs contend, loaned
$300,000 to Monogram, and this

brokerage deal was handled by the
plaintiffs who want 10 per cent of

the $300,000.

aS the R.ingO l\.id . . escaped convict, hurrying

to Lordsburg although he knew

three men were waiting there to

plug him full of bullets. Yet he

surrendered to the U. S. Marshal

in order to be taken along.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists
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No other form of advertising can stand com-

parison with the dramatic, forceful, visual

PREVUE Trailer on your screen because -$*'

The Prevue has the lowest cost per ticket

sold of any advertising medium in the field.

The Prevue gives you one hundred percent

coverage at every performance.

The Prevue does not rely on superlatives or

the "super-super" type of copy but it sells

the picture with punch-lines describing the

picture itself . . . concentrated, quick-action

selling-power.

Thus . . . the Prevue is the best attention-

arrestor in the business.

And the Prevue is the result of nearly twenty

years experience selling your pictures to

your public.

These are FACTS . . . for coverage . . . for

low costs . . . for results . . . nothing succeeds

like the Prevue by

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

. . . used by more than 12,000 Showmen
throughout the Country!
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)om/n/on's Admissions, Receipts Up for Fourth Year

JEUTSCH'S INVASION OF CANADA MAY BE IMMINENT

>. I. Church Leaders Willing to Co-op in Games Ban

Personalities
. . . built b ;/ advertising= By CHESTER B. BAHN

I

HE other day, from the vantage point

of the side lines, this column had

nething to say about the present cry
- new faces on the screen. Here are a

- more thoughts, not necessarily original.

Granted that there's a definite need for

3 tonic effect of new faces on the coun-
ts collective box-office. Granted, too,

at the talented new faces are as plenti-

J as Jesse Lasky presently reports,

anted, further, that the studios will

ing at least some of these new faces

ward to replace stars and featured play -

; who are losing their luster.

Granting all that, will these young peo-

! with stellar potentialities be given a

al chance .... or will they suffer from

e fatal lack of selling that has ruined

e chances of many equally promising

ting people who have preceded them?
Lack of selling to the exhibitor, speci-

ally.

o

OR, unless the exhibitor can be "sold"

on the potentialities of these young
tyers, unless his enthusiasm can be
jused to the extent that he is prepared

"go to town," they face a towering

Vrier.

The prevailing emphasis upon selling new
:es to the public is all very well in its

ice. But few exhibitors read the roto-

avure sections and fewer frequent the

;ht clubs and other you-must-be-seen
ices. A freak photo of Sally Glutz and
r pet goat is scarcely designed to excite

; showman, whether he's in New York or

previa.

'Because his reading hours are limited,

- average exhibitor concentrates on the

ide press—his business papers. Yet, if

j II take the trouble to review them for

period of time, you'll be singularly im-

:ssed by the lack of advertising copy

marily designed to sell personalities, as

h, to the exhibitor.

1 /HICH reasonably may explain why
"today there are few, if any, names with

l amazing hold upon the public exercised

{Continued on Page 2)

Agree to Drop Bingo, Paving

Way for Elimination

by Exhibs

Church leaders in Staten Island
have agreed to drop Bingo games in
their churches, it was learned yes-
terday. At a meeting held Friday,
the churchmen decided they would
co-operate with License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss in his campaign to

eliminate cash games in New York
City theaters.
The entire games situation in

Staten Island probably will be de-
(Continued on Page 10)

"JESSE JAMES" TOPS

"BAND" IN 18 KEYS

Breaking records set by "Alexan-
der's Kagtime Band" in 18 out of
19 key cities where it opened over
the week-end, "Jesse James" is rid-

ing along with the highest grossing
(Continued on Page 10)

UA Signs New 3-Picture

Pact With Mex. Producer

United Artists has signed a new
three-picture contract with Felipe
Mier, whose Mexican producing com-
pany, C.I.S.A., has just delivered the

(.Continued on Page 10)

SKINS KNEE,

WANTS LAW
Would Force Yanking of

34,000 Seats in Neb.

Lincoln, Neb.—Solon who barked
his knee cap in a South Omaha the-
ater is carrying his revenge around
in his pocket here, while the show
biz lobbyist is trying to persuade
him not to file the bill in the hop-
per. Legislator has a measure
drawn up, which for one skinned
knee, would result in 34,000 seats
being yanked from Nebraska the-
aters.
Lawmaker wants seats to be set

42 inches from back to back, while
the average distance between seats
in the state's theaters is 31 inches.
Extra 11 inches would do away with

(Continued on Page 10)

CHI. TRIPLES FADING

BUT PREMIUMS CLIMB

Chicago—As triple features prom-
ise to do a fadeout here, premiums
are increasing. Checkup shows
triple bills down to four houses

—

the Belmont, the Rosewood and the
(Continued on Page 3)

$67,538,400 Invested by Canadian

Exhibs. in Theaters and Equipment

December's Admish Taxes
Show Gain Over November

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An increase of $35,-

248.86 in admissions taxes collected
in December, 1938, over November,
1938, was reported yesterday by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. De-
cember collections were $2,020,376.64

(Continued on Page 10)

Montreal—With a total attend-
ance of 134,374,061 and a total gross
of $32,499,300, exclusive of amuse-
ment taxes and the "take" of itiner-

ant operators, pix houses in the
Dominion scored a 5.4 per cent gain
in admissions and a 9.8 per cent
jump in receipts in 1937 over the
preceding year.

Figures were revealed yesterday

( Continued on Page 11)

London Hears Odeon's Super-
vising Architect Plans

Dominion Return
London (By Cable) — Oscar

Deutsch's invasion of the Canadian
theatrical field, long gossiped as pos-
sible, may be a 1939 development
of prime importance, it is reported
here.
Harry Weedon, Odeon's supervis-

ing architect, who quietly surveyed
the Canadian situation during his
recent trip to the States and the
Dominion, is planning a return visit

to Canada shortly, it is understood.
Meanwhile, it is reported in in-

formed circles here . that Deutsch
(Continued on Page 3)

ASHER AND JACK COHN

WILL CONCLUDE DEAL

A deal whereby Irving Asher will

continue to produce quota product
for Columbia in England is expected
to be concluded this week in New
York. Asher, who arrived yester-
day from the Coast, said that the
deal had been set up but that the
final agreement would not be sig-

(Continued on Page 11)

Korda to Return to U. S.

in Summer for Production

Alexander Korda plans to return
to the U. S. in June or July to start

the first of two pictures he will

make in Hollywood for United Ar-
tists release. Korda, who arrived

(Continued on Page 11)

40 Pix Shooting
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Forty pictures are before
Hollywood cameras, with M-C-M and
Paramount heading the list with six

each. Universal is making five; War-
ner Bros., Columbia and RKO, four each;
20th Century-Fox, three, and Republic
two. Goldwyn, Roach, Monogram,
Cobian Productions, Arcadia and Fine

Arts, one each.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 16'/2 15% 16'/s
-

Columbia Picts. vtc. 13 12'/2 12'/2 -

Columbia Picts. pfd. 29>/4 28 28 -

Con. Fm. Ind 13/4 1% 1% -

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 10 9'/2 9'/2 -

East. Kodak 178 177V4 177i/4 -

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13% 13 13

V

4 -

Loew's, Inc. . 49 48 48

do pfd

Net
Chg.

- 1%
- 1

- l'/4

- Va
- Vz
- 4

Vi
1%

Paramount 11 Vi 10% 10%
Paramount 1st pfd... 98 Vi 96'/4 96'/4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 11V2 11 11V4
Pathe Film 914 8Vi 8*4
RKO 2Vi 2'/4 2i/4
20th Century-Fox . .

225/8 21% 21%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 32'/2 32i/4 32%
Univ. Pict. pfd 62 Vi 62 Vi 62 Vi

Warner Bros 5% 5% 53/8

do pfd 37i/2 371/2 37i/
2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww 99% 98% 99
Para. B'way 3s55... 57% 57% 57%
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 100% 100% 100%
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 88% 87'/4 87%
RKO 6s41 73 73 73
Warner's 6s39 903,4 90% 90%

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. . . .

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

CURB MARKET
2% 2% 2%
1% 13/8 13/8

193/4 18% 18%
2 2 2

1%
3%
V,

%'

%
1%

3/4

21/2

3/8

%

1

%
%
1%
2

1

%
ivi

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY m

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued.

m

m

729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9S600

m

Personalities
. . . built by advertising

(.Continued from Page 1)

in other days by such stars as Mary Pickford,

Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Norma
Talmadge, Rudolph Valentino and many
others who could be cited.

Persistent and consistent advertising
aimed in their behalf at the exhibitor was
the corner stone of their prestige and box-
office success. The showmen of that period
in turn were enthused to sell them, and so

well was the job done that their names
are virtually as familiar in this year of

grace as ever.

Personalized advertising, plus ability,

builds personalities . . . it's a thought for

not only the new faces and their sponsors
but those players who would prolong their

stellar span.

Ben Simon Testimonial

at New Haven on Feb. 7

New Haven—Meadow Street will
tender a testimonial dinner to Ben
Simon, Twentieth Century-Fox man-
ager here, on the occasion of his
20th anniversary in the film dis-

trict, on Feb. 7, at Racebrook Coun-
try Club. Harry F. Shaw, Loew-
Poli division manager, will be mas-
ter of ceremonies, and Barney Pit-
kin, RKO manager, will be chair-
man of arrangements. Also on the
committee are Lou Wechsler,
Thomas Donaldson, Morris Joseph,
John Pavone, Timothy O'Toole, Ed-
ward Ruff, Harry Gibbs, and Earl
Wright.

E. M. Loew Will Expand
Florida Theater Holdings

Miami, Fla.—E. M. Loew, head .of

E. M. Loew's Theaters Inc., com-
nrising a chain of 51 theaters in
New England and New York state,

is in Miami on business in connec-
tion with the opening of theaters
throughout the state. The south-
ern unit of his chain, the Miami
Drive-In Theater, is located here.

Bob Kelly Appointed GN
Branch Head In N'Orleans

New Orleans—Bob Kelly, veteran
in years of service in the film indus-
try in Louisiana, has been pro-
moted to New Orleans Manager for
Grand National Pictures, replacing
Cleve Adams, who was transferred
to Milwaukee. Miss Mary Di Marco
was named booker for Grand Na-
tional here, to fill the vacancy cre-
ated by Kelly's promotion.

George Felt, Pioneer Exhib.

In Philly Sector, Dead

Philadelphia—Funeral of George
Felt, pioneer exhibitor, was held
yesterday. He died Saturday night.
Felt, with his brother, Sam, oper-
ated two houses here.

Merritt Hulburd Dead
Following Long Illness

West Palm Beach—Merritt Hul-
burd, 35, former film producer and
associate editor of the Saturday Eve-
ning Post, died on Sunday in the

Good Samaritan Hospital of heart
disease.

In 1931 he joined the editorial

staff of Paramount Pictures in New
York, and the following year was
sent to Hollywood as story editor,

subsequently becoming a member
of the staff of Samuel Goldwyn,
Inc., as a producer, and aiding in

making "Dodsworth," "The Hurri-
cane," "Dead End," "Come and Get
It," and "Stella Dallas."
About a year ago his health be-

gan to fail and he asked Samuel
Goldwyn to release him from his

contract. After returning to his

home in Ambler, Pa., his health im-
proved and last Summer he agreed
to return to Hollywood as a pro-

ducer for Selznick International, but
was never physically able to assume
latter post.

Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Jean
Thompson Hulburd, a son, Merritt
Hulburd, Jr.; his father and two
brothers, David W. Hulburd, Jr.,

associate editor of Time, and John
B. Hulburd, aviation cadet on the
U.S.S. Phoenix.

National Theaters Execs.

To Hold 2-Day Coast Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two-day meeting of

all National Theaters division man-
agers and top executives of the
home office staff will be held at the
L. A. office next Monday and Tues-
day, with Spyros Skouras, presi-

dent, presiding. Skouras arrives
here today from New York. Ed
Zabel and William Powers, home
office execs., arrive later in the week
from New York.

Skouras will discuss operating
problems and other policies affect-

ing the circuit. He is also expected
to carefully study the results of the
elimination of giveaways in South-
ern California circuits of the FWC
division of National Theaters. Give-
away elimination is continually be-
ing extended in the FWC division.

comifiG nno com

JOHN FORD, director, who recently complet
"Stagecoach" for Walter Wanger, leaves I

the Coast shortly after a brief vacati ' St

and at his home in Maine.

CHARLES CLETT, vice-prexy of Eastern Se

vice Studios, has returned to his desk afl

two weeks in Atlantic City convalescing frc

a minor operation.

BOB KANE, English production head for 20r
Fox, FRANCIS L. HARLEY, managing direct
of the U. K., and BEN M1CGINS, continent
manager, leave the Coast tomorrow after st

dio parleys.

KEN THOMSON, executive secretary of t

Screen Actors Cuild, and LAURENCE BEILEI
SON, counsel, arrive here next week from tl

Coast.

CLINTON F. IVINS, general sales manag
for Audio Productions, Inc., has left for Di

troit on a week's business trip.

SAM BISCHOFF, Warner producer, and MR
BISCHOFF, arrive here tomorrow on the Chan
plain after an extended vacation in Europe.

CELE JONES, of Trailer-Made Service, Inc.,

visiting the company's newly opened Cincii
nati office.

ALLEN MORITZ, Columbia business managi
in Cincinnati, and his wife, are in New Yoi
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Moritz' siste

Mrs. F. M. Jacobi.

JACK COHN, vice-president of Columbi,
is expected to return here this week from
Florida vacation.

FELIX YOUNG is here from the Coast at th i

Sherry Netherland.

Kane, Harley and Miggins

Leaving Coast for Eas

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILl

Hollywood — Bob Kane, Englis
production head for 20th-Fox, Fran
cis L. Harley, U. K. managing direc

tor, and Ben Miggins, continents
director, conclude studio huddle
with execs, here today and leav

for the East tomorrow. Kane i

scheduled to go directly to Florid;

to confer with S. R. Kent, prexy fo

about a week before he goes to Ne\
York. Harley and Miggins will sai

Saturday on the Champlain.

"Criminal" Drawing Big

Warners' "They Made Me a Crim
inal" is clicking consistently at th
N. Y. Strand, with a lobby delaj

yesterday at 11 a.m.

Rotary Stabilizer

PLUS NEW
SHOCK PROOF

DRIVE

Lead parade of features in

^RCAPHOTOPHONE
MAGIC VOICE of

the SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.

Designed for any theatre

—

regardless of size.
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luzg, and the Essaness' North Cen-

lr 1^.eaters using premiums are up
o 46, with breakdown as follows:
Dinner and dressware, 35; hosiery,

hree; glassware, three; perfume,
ne; silverware, three; powder jar,

»ne. The Rosewood last week also

.dvertised a seven-unit show, last-

ng four and a half hours, for 15
ents, while the Dale on Milwaukee
Avenue, played duals for a dime.
The Esquire of the H. & E. Bala-

>an circuit has returned to its old
jolicy of singles with shorts, in-

luding a couple of news reels.

Sonogram Pix for Turkey
Under Two-Year Agreement

Two-year deal has been concluded
>y Monogram to distribute pictures
n Turkey, it was learned yesterday.
Opening of the Turkish market to
American pictures follows a decree

]
f the ministry last Dec. 27 to re-
ease government money for the
mrchase of American merchandise.
Provision for the purchase of films

las been made in the trade pact
vhich was recently discussed with
he Turkish ministry by a commit-
[«e of American negotiators who are
tow in Washington to reveal to gov-
rnment officials the results of their
.iscussions.

It is expected that other compa-
res will follow Monogram in con-
luding agreements with the Turk-
sh government in the near future.

Two Sign SAG Agreements
A new contract and a modifica-

ion agreement have been signed by
""red Waller, producer, with the
Screen Actors Guild in New York.
!igned modification agreement has
lso been received at the SAG office

rom Castle Films. Ken Thomson,
xecutive secretary of the SAG, and
..aurence Beilenson, counsel, arrive
ere next week from the Coast for
onferences with Mrs. Florence
,-Iarston, eastern head of the SAG.

Best wishes f-om THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 24

Jack Hoxie

Paul Fejos

A. Zuelch

Jack Lust-berg

with PHIL M. DALY

• • • BOOM has struck the box-office the boys have

been fooled so many times before in the past few years that they are

leery about shouting but not so Monroe Greenthal of United

Artists publicity who has collated some very impressive statistics

the past few weeks which tend to show that the patronage at the

turnstiles of the land is increasing steadily

T T T
• • • IT SEEMS that the Uptrend started right after Xmas

the past three weeks have been no less that GRAND
says Mister Greenthal judged by three current releases on

the United Artists program ''Topper Takes a Trip"

"Duke oj West Point" "Trade Winds" the daily reports

from Jack Schlaifer, Western sales manager and Harry Gold.

Eastern sales manager show that each week of the past three

the business on these pictures has been 10 to 12 per cent over the

optimistic estimates figured at the home office

T T
• • • COMPARATIVE grosses on these three UA releases show
50 per cent over average for the past three weeks naturally the

boys over at United Artists are feeling very chipper for this in-

crease in biz is not spotty it is general throughout the U. S. A
in all the territories and in Canada business is going great

S-O-O this grieves us to break such good news to all you pessi-

mistic guys who have been shouting Tuff Times looks as if the

biz is in for a spell of Prosperity whether we like it or not we've

just got to make the best of it. and STOP grumblingTV
• • • OVER the long-distance phone Jack Simons,

Loew manager of Hartford was discussing his publicity cam-
paign on "Jesse James" with Oscar A. Doob in the Loew home
office in a kidding way Oscar said: "Go over to See Julian

Tuthill of the Hartford Times and if he doesn't use a story, pull

a gun on him" so Simons did just that. . . .dressed a la Jesse

James sombrero, mask and gun the theater manager
confronted Tuthill out of the laugh came a swell publicity

break in Tuthill's column

• • • FOR the first time in its history St. John's Military

Academy at Delaiield. Wisconsin lent its prestige to exploit a

motion picture when HarTy MacDonald of Warners, stationed at

Milwaukee, arranged for the entire student body with the school band to

attend a special showing of "The Duke of West Point" the cadets.

headed by Col. Roy Farrand, president of the well-known academy.
marched in formation through downtown Milwaukee to the theater

the boys carried a banner announcing that they were on the way to

see the film

T
• • • ABOUT fifty friends of Harry Buxbaum of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox tendered him a surprise birthday party at his Lawrence,
L. I. home the other nite

T
• • • JUST as Wallace Beery was about to bounce a leg off Rob-

ert Taylor's dome in an existing scene of "Stand Up and Fight" .... a girl

in the audience at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, cried out: "Oh, don't!"

and Charlie Kurtzman had the incident in the best read column in the

editorial page of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

SEE DEUTSCH INVADING

CANADIAN FIELD IN '39

(Continued from Page 1)

has been corresponding with H. S.

Dahn, Canadian theater man.

Harry Dahn formerly was gen-
eral manager of a group of the-
aters extending from Ottawa to

Chatham, and previously served
Famous Players Canadian Corp. as

a district manager. He also has
managed important houses in Mon-
treal and Winnipeg and was at one
time associated with the late A. J.

Small.

Adoption of New Pathe

Proposal Is Indicated

Indicating a favorable vote for

the new Pathe Film Corp. plan,

proxies from stockholders have been
arriving at the Pathe office consid-

erably faster than they did when
the previous plan was projected, and
ballots for the plan heavily out-

weigh the "no" votes coming in, it

was learned yesterday.
With the special stockholders

meeting set for Feb. 16 to vote on

the plan, it is expected that the

necessary 66 2/3 vote will be lined

up.

Abolition of Ohio Board

of Censors Sought in Bill

Columbus—Bill to abolish the Ohio

board of motion picture censors has

been introduced in the House by
Rep. W. E. Bixler, Akron.

"Wharf" In Frisco Bow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Bobby Breen, Leo
Carrillo and Henry Armetta trained

to San Francisco yesterday to at-

tend the world premiere of Breen's

latest picture "Fisherman's Wharf."
The premiere will be at the Golden

Gate tomorrow night. Others in the

party are Sol Lesser, Barney Bris-

kin, Carroll Young, Michael Breen
and Al Vaughn, Lesser's publicist.

New RKO Contract List

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — New RKO Radio
contractl ist embraces 36 players, 16

writers, 10 directors.

« « « » » »

Curtiz on Short
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — At his own request,

Michael Curtiz will direct his first

short subject, "Sons of Liberty," War-
ner historical pix based upon story of

Hyam Salomon, patriot who helped

finance the American Revolution. Curtiz

feels that every feature director should

volunteer his services to direct such

patriotic films as a contribution to the

nation.
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s the man picked as "The Find

of the Year" -by Jimmy Fidler

( NBC ),GeorgeFischer( MBS )and

S'cture critics everywhere! He's

e amazing star of another new
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i> Reviews of me new filris # ;
"Four Girls in White"

with Florence Rice, Una Merkel,

Ann Rutherford, Mary Howard

M-G-M 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

NURSES' TRAINING SCHOOL STORY
HAS RAILROAD WRECK AS PUNCH CLI-

MAX.

Quite some time is taken with the train-

ing that the girls go through in becoming

nurses, and when the plot does get going,

average story material holds the piece to the

regular program classification. That the pic-

ture does develop a fair amount of interest

is due in the main to S. Sylvan Simon's direc-

tion and the splendid work of the players.

The manner in which the final scenes are

handled, in which doctors and nurses work
at a railroad wreck during a raging storm
while every sort of mishap is taking place,

is a credit to Simon's directorial ability. His

injection throughout the picture of a sus-

penseful tone keeps one wondering as to

what will happen as the affair unravels.

Florence Rice turns in an excellent perform-
ance in the main role, and Ann Rutherford,

Alan Marshal, Kent Taylor, Jessie Ralph,

Mary Howard and Buddy Ebsen all do grand

work. Una Merkel is seen much too little

for the swell trouper that she is. Whatever
comedy there is is supplied by her and Buddy
Ebsen. Nat Levine produced from an origi-

nal story by Nathalie Bucknall and Endre

Bohem, which was screenplayed by Dorothy

Yost. Four girls are members of the incom-

ing class of nurses at a class hospital.

Florence Rice is one of the girls and her

purpose seems to be that of hooking a

wealthy husband. In her conniving, even

though with the best of intention, she is the

cause of the death of one of the girls. She

does get a wealthy man for her sister. At a

railroad catastrophe her heroism and unsel-

fishness brings back to her the doctor who
thought acquisition of wealth was her only

interest.

CAST: Florence Rice, Una Merkel, Ann
Rutherford, Mary Howard, Alan Marshal,

Kent Taylor, Buddy Ebsen, Jessie Ralph,

Sara Haden, Phillip Terry, Tom Neal.

CREDITS: Producer, Nat Levine; Director,

S. Sylvan Simon; Authors, Nathalie Bucknall,

Endre Bohem; Screenplay, Dorothy Yost;

Cameraman, Leonard Smith, ASC; Art Direc-

tor, Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Stan Rogers;

Editor, George Boemler; Montage Effects by

Peter Ballbusch; Recording Director, Douglas

Shearer.

DIRECTION, Suspenseful.

RAPHY, Very Good.

PHOTOG-

Paramount, Wometco Houses
to Donate to Refugee Aid

Miami—Paramount and Wometco
circuits tomorrow will contribute 50
per cent of all box-office receipts
from the 28 houses in the two chains
to the refugee fund. All civic or-

ganizations and the local clergy are
backing the benefit. Boxes will also

be placed in the theater lobbies for
donations.

"The Lone Wolf
Spy Hunt"

with Warren William and Ida Lupino

Columbia 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HAPPY SORT OF COMEDY DRAMA
MIXES ROMANCE, SLEUTHING AND
LAUGHS.

With Ida Lupino chasing Warren William

so as to hook him into matrimony and War-

ren trailing some valuable papers so that he

does not lose his standing as an honorable

citizen, this piece is an enjoyable affair, it

is the happy sort of comedy drama, in which
Dreezy romance, sleuthing, and laughs are

combined in an entertaining manner, and

should make good program fare. Ida Lupino

shows a grand comedy sense while turning in

a swell performance as the girl who knows
Warren is evading her but still won't give

up in her quest to bring him to the altar.

Warren William is excellent as the Lone
Wolf who has given up his old business of

safe cracking and will not let anyone change

his plans. Rita Hayworth, Ralph Morgan,

Virginia Weidler, Tom Dugan and Don Bed-

dos are the others who have excellent roles.

Peter Godfrey's direction sets a light, easy-

going matter-of-fact tempo which is good to

see, and he interplays comedy and the reg-

ular business in a most pleasing fashion.

Jonathan Latimer wrote the screenplay to

Louis Joseph Vance's story. The dialogue is

good and the situations well contrived.

Joseph Sistrom contributed a highly credit-

able job as associate producer. Ralph Mor-

gan wants the government plans for a new
anti-aircraft gun. He tries to get Warren
William, the notorious Lone Wolf who has

turned honorable, to do the job but Warren
refuses. Morgan then has his henchmen do

the work leaving clues to implicate Warren.

Warren finds it necessary to get the papers,

so that he is not accused. In so doing he

traps the gang for the benefit of the govern-

ment. All along Ida Lupino has been hound-

ing him to marry her and at the close it looks

like she has accomplished her purpose, only

to have Warren escape from her clutches.

CAST: Warren William, Ida Lupino, Rita

Heyworth, Virginia Weidler, Ralph Morgan,

Tom Dugan, Don Beddos, Leonard Carey, Ben

Welden, Brandon Tynan, Helen Lynd.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph

Sistrom; Director, Peter Godfrey; Based upon

a story by Louis Joseph Vance; Screenplay,

Jonathan Latimer; Cameraman Allen G.

Siegler, ASC; Art Director, Lionel Banks;

Editor, Otto Meyer; Musical Director, M. W.
Stoloff; Sound, Lodge Cunningham.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Six Get DG Fellowships
Dramatists' Guild fellowship

awards have been made to six play-
wrights in the amount of $1,000
cash each, it was announced yes-
terday. Those receiving the awards
were, Leopold Atlas, Alladine Bell,

George H. Corey, Alis de Sola, Ben
K. Simkhovitch and Arnold Sund-
gard, all playwrights.

"Pride of the Navy"
with James Dunn and Rochelle Hudson

Republic 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ACTION COMEDY AND ROMANCE EF-

FECTIVELY BLENDED IN NAVY STORY.

This offering from Republic blends ac-

tion, comedy and romance effectively and

has been very well directed by Charles La-

mont. James Dunn, Rochelle Hudson and

Gordon Oliver do splendid work, while

Horace MacMahon is a standout in a comedy
role, piling up numerous laughs. Herman
Schlom rates bows as associate producer.

Charles Trowbridge is convincing as a naval

officer. Ben Markson and Saul Elkins fash-

ioned an outstanding screenplay based on an

original story by James Webb and Joseph

Hoffman. Oliver, a naval lieutenant in love

with Rochelle, asks his friend, Dunn, a speed-

boat racer, to help build a fast craft, capable

of carrying a torpedo. Dunn, who was thrown

out of Annapolis, shows no interest until he

meets Rochelle. Dunn and Oliver design a

boat and it is a failure. However, after

MacMahon is hurt, Dunn gets a new idea

and designs a boat that stands the test. He
joins the service, and, of course, wins

Rochelle.

CAST: James Dunn, Rochelle Hudson,

Gordon Oliver, Horace MacMahon, Gordon

Jones, Charlotte Wynters, Joseph Crehan,

Charles Trowbridge.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Herman
Schlom; Director, Charles Lamont; Authors,

James Webb and Joseph Hoffman; Screen-

play, Ben Markson and Saul Elkins; Camera-
man, Jack Marta; Art Director, John Victor

Hackay; Editor, Edward Mann; Musical Di-

rector, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Erin O'Brien-Moore Hurt

as Her Dress Catches Fire

Erin O'Brien-Moore, film and
stage actress, and wife of Mark Bar-
ron, AP drama editor, was pain-
fully burned about the face, hands
and legs early Sunday morning when
her dress ignited from a lighted
match while dining in Lyons Chop
House, 102 West 50th St. She was
removed to City Hospital, and later

to Doctors' Hospital, where, it was
reported, she will remain for at
last two weeks. Jack Pulaski of
Variety was burned in coming to

the actress's aid.

Manager Hurt in Fire

Claremont, N. H.—Perley Lovell,
assistant manager, received severe
lacerations of the hands when a
$50,000 fire swept through the Mag-
net Theater block.

Val Paul Joins Small
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Val Paul, former stu-

dio manager for Universal Pictures,
has been appointed production man-
ager by Edward Small.

"Persons in Hiding"
with Lynne Overman, Patricia Morison

J. Carrol Naish ^^
Paramount 69 \jh

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WELL DEVELOPED SCREENPLAY OVEi
COMES HANDICAP OF CONVENTION/
STORY.

This time it is a young woman who tun
to crime as a means of making big mom
in the easiest way. The piece is built c

conventional lines with the G-men wir
ning out in the end, but the screepU
by William R. Lipman and Horace McCc
develops enough material that is differs

to keep the affair intensely interestin;

Louis King has directed in a manner whic
spells suspense, excitement, and actioi

Numerous situations are constructed aroun
gang news which was front page. A ne\

girl, Patricia Morison, shows plenty c

promise as a dramatic actress in the rol

of the gangster woman. She gives th

character all the required qualities of ruth
lessness, and a bit of sex appeal toe

Lynne Overman is spendid as the likeabl

G-Man ever kindly and kidding still doin;

his job. His partner, William Henry, ha
a good role in which he acquits himsel
admirably. J. Carrol Naish, Miss Morison'
husband and partner in crime, turns in an
other of his excellent characterizations
Edward T. Lowe handled the production a:

associate producer. Patricia Morison goe
in for a life of crime so as to get the finer)

she wants. She hooks up with J. Carro
Naish, whom she marries and who is eve>

in her power. Together they hit the front I

pages, Miss Morison ever the driving force !

in the combination. Finally Lynne Overman,
G-Man, brings them to justice.

CAST: Lynne Overman, Patricia Morison
J. Carrol Naish, William Henry, Helen
Twelvetrees, William Frawley, Judith Bar-

rett, William Collier, Sr., May Boley, Rich-

ard Stanley, Dorothy Howe, John Hartley,

Janet Waldo, Richard Denning, Leona Rob-
erts, Philip Warren, John Eldredge, Rich-

ard Carle, Roy Gordon, John Hart, Lillian

Yarbo.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Edward
T. Lowe; Director, Louis King; Based on

Mr. Hoover's book, "Persons in Hiding";

Screenplay, William R. Lipman and Horace
McCoy; Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck,

ASC; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and W.
Flannery; Editor, Hugh Bennett; Sound
Harry Mills and Walter Oberst; Musical
Director, Boris Morros.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Bank Night Befriended

By La Crosse Labor Body

La Crosse, Wis.—The La Crosse
Trades and Labor Council here has
adopted a resolution opposing "hasty
action in condemning Bank Night,
and urging a careful consideration
of all facts before a final action is

taken." Action is pending here by
the state attorney general's office

which seeks an injunction to re-

strain the La Crosse Theaters Co.

from conducting Bank Night in its

Rialto theater, charging it with be-

ing a public nuisance.

j
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OUT OF THE FIRST 20
chosen by 22,000,000 people

in "King and Queen of the Movies"

annual nation-wide poll

iRE 20TH CENTURY-FOX STARS!
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Tyrone Power is "King"!.. .with 63% more votes than nearest contender

n 1939 poll sponsored by New York Sunday News and more than 50

)ther key city newspapers, reaching 22,000,000 readers.
/

Other 20fh stars in the select First Twenty are: Son/a Heme, Loretta

Young, Richard Greene, Shirley Temple, Alice Faye, Don Ameche.

Dower and Henie tops in New York! Readers of the N. Y. Sunday News,

tfith its 3,250,000 circulation, voted Tyrone Power and Sonja Henie

King and Queen".

lichard Greene's record! Richard Greene, in pictures only since last

j»ril, took 5th place among all men stars!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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t> > REVIEWS Of THE DEW flLDIS >
"Newsboys' Home"
with Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe,

Wendy Barrie

Universal 72 Mins.

MELLER OF LITTLE TOUGH GUYS
HELPING TO RUN A NEWSPAPER HAS
SLAMBANG THRILLS.

A very lively metier of the streets of a

big city, featuring the Little Tough Guys,

headed by Jackie Cooper. The youngsters

are residents of a newsboys' home, selling

papers for the Globe, run by a kindly pub-
lisher who suddenly dies at a time when a

rival paper is taken over by a racketeer

who buys it to swing an election. The
paper is now in the hands of Wendy Barrie,

the publisher's daughter, in love with the

editor, Edmund Lowe. But she goes high-

brow, and runs the paper that way. and the

circulation drops. The editor gets disgusted

and quits, going on a vacation. Meanwhile
the boys led by Jackie Coooer carry on,

trying to hold up the circulation by inten-

sive news-hawking methods. The punch
of the picture comes when the racketeer

on the rival paper hires a gunman to break

up the rival. A swarm of gangsters are

brought in and they beat up newsdealers

who handle the Globe. Then Cooper and
his cohorts go into action, following the

gangsters around town, and beating them
up when they try to intimidate a newsdeal-
er. There is one knock-down free-for-all

that is a pip, with a truck loaded with

papers overturned, and scores of men and

boys milling around before the cops ar-

rive. Jackie Cooper finally shadows the

gang leader to his apartment, and the rest

of the boys join him and overpower him.

The newspaper atmosphere is pretty uncon-
vincing with the girl running things all

cuckoo, but the tough kid stuff has the

action and thrills for the fans.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe,
Wendy Barrie, Edward Norris, Samuel S.

Hinds, Irving Pichel, Elisha Cook, Jr., Har-

ris Berger, Hally Chester, Charles Duncan,
David Gorcey, William Benedict.

CREDITS: Director, Harold Young; Au-
thors, Gordon Kahn, Charles Grayson;
Screenplay, Gordon Kahn; Cameraman, Mil-

ton Krasner.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

* SHORTS *

Floyd Gibbons in

The Human Bomb"
(Your True Adventures)

Vitaphone 12 mins.
Excitement Galore

Suspense is the big ingredient in

scenes which depict a strange ad-
venture of a cameraman. While
covering police court, a burly, wild-
eyed man demands to see the chief
and tells the latter that he demands
$200,000 from the president of a
street car company. The demand
is backed up by the stranger carry-
ing an .

intricate wired-box sur-
charged with dynamite which will
certainly explode should the fingers
of the demanding stranger release
the keys, in which event that sec-
sion of the town would be blown to

to bits. Aghast, the chief of police
devises many schemes to prevent
the disaster, but all are obviously
impractical. Finally, the ruse of the
cameraman is successful, and the
blast diverted. Footage will have
onlookers on the edges of their
chairs. The dramatic episodes are
enacted by Ryan Keane, Edward
Mayne, Lyster Chambers, Harold
Moffett, Lew Eckels and Alexander
Cross, and under the solid direction
of Joseph Henabery.

"Alfalfa's Aunt"
M-G-M 11 mins.

Mystery-Murder Gags

Spook stuff introduced with the

arrival of Alfalfa's aunt to stay for

a few weeks. Alfalfa's dad is sore,

but can do nothing about it. She
has a new hobby, now being a mys-
tery murder story writer engaged
on a novel. Alfalfa finds a page of

her notes, and it reads as if she is

going to murder him in order to

grab the family estate. He calls on
the Gang to help him out, and ar-

rived in the house one dark stormy
night when Auntie is all alone, some
exciting complications develop, re-

sulting in Auntie getting sore and
quitting the house in a huff. Which
is exactly what the family wanted.

Progress In Pact Talks
Meeting was held yesterday be-

tween Local 702, negotiating com-
mittee, lab. workers union, and De
Luxe and Consolidated laboratory
heads to discuss terms of a new
contract the union is negotiating.
Discussion did not touch on wage
scales, being devoted entirely to
working conditions. Following the
meeting, it was reported that defi-

nite progress is being made.

"Pudgy In Thrills and Chills"

(Betty Boop)
Paramount 7 mins.

So-So Cartoon

Betty Boop and her pup, Pudgy,
board a ski train for a winter sports
resort. Betty goes skating, but is

annoyed by a skiier. Pudgy, in the
meanwhile, has been prancing about
on the ice and gets marooned on a
cake that floats toward a waterfall.
The skiier picks up Betty and they
pursue Pudgy, with everybody safe-
ly rescued at the end of the reel.

Produced by Max Fleischer and di-

rected by Dave Fleischer.

Faith In Unionville

Unionville, Conn. — J. W. Faith,
who recently opened the Town Hall,
Collinsville, and operates the May-
fair, Terryville, announces he will

open the 500-seat Empress here to-

morrow, full time.

Cleveland Exhibitors

Will Elect Thursday

Cleveland—George W. Erdmann,
secretary of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association, an-
nounces a general meeting for the
election of officers to be held in the
association rooms on Thursday. A
buffet luncheon will precede.

Stranger Than Fiction

(No. 58)
Universal 9 mins.

Odd Sights

Assembly of interesting incidents,

starting with a headmaster in a
Tennessee school who beats the boys
at marbles. The dirtless farming
in California, with the new water
culture for vegetables. The fore-

runner of the modern submarine, an
ancient craft that served in the
Civil War, now a relic at the Con-
federate Soldiers Home in New Or-
leans. A woman who makes arti-

ficial flower decorations out of dried

fish bones. Historical dolls depicting

authentically personalities in Louis-
iana's past. A great collection of

bells of all types and dating back
to the earliest times, a hobby of a

collector in New York.

* FOREIGII

'La Wally'

Vaude Back in Springfield

After Decade; Lincoln, Too

Springfield, Mass.—E. M. Loew's
Court Square Theater here has
scheduled six acts of vaudeville for

three days a week. Bert Green's
Orchestra will be in the pit. Vau-
deville has been absent from the city

more than a decade.

Wrigley Signs With AFRA
Philip K. Wrigley, sponsor of the

RKO talent hunt show being pro-
duced on the air by Jesse Lasky, has
signed a fair practice code agree-
ment with AFRA, it was revealed
here when George Heller, union
treasurer, returned from Chicago.
This is the first agreement signed
by a sponsor directly, it was said.

Lincoln, Neb. — Forecasting re-

opening of theater row warring was
a double^ event here. Howard Fed-
erer, city manager of the Nebraska
Theaters, Inc., opened the Liberty
with a blazing marquee just across

the street from opposition J. H.
Cooper's ace Stuart. Announced
price as 10-20-25, with 20c holding
nights in the balcony. Stuart scale

is 10-25-40. Liberty, a dualler, too,

while Stuart a single. Opening day,

price was lopped another 5c to 15c

mats and balcony. Cooper's answer
was immediate booking of vaudeville

in the Lincoln at 10-25-35, first

vaude here in a year.

with Germana Paolieri, Carlo Ninchi

Amerital Films 82 Ml

OBSCURE OPERA BADLY PROJECl|

BY AMATEURISH CAST.

"La Wally," written by A. Catalani

probably one of the least known opt

in the world today. Add to that drawb.

an amateurish cast and you get a gener

poor picture. Rabid music lovers or dy

in-the-wool Italian filmgoers able to st

anything will be the only audiences t

can appreciate the film to any extent. 1

performance of Germana Paolieri is repl

with histrionics of an antedeluvian

that school children would scoff at tod

and the performance of the rest of I

cast is almost as bad. Exception is Ca

Ninchi who gives a generally pleasing pi|

trayal. Story ends on a tragic note.

CAST: Germana Paolieri, Isa Pola, Ca

Ninchi, A. Majeroni, Renzo Ricci.

CREDITS: Cines Production; Direct

Guido Brignone. Presented at the Ci

Roma with Italian dialogue and no Engli

titles.

DIRECTION, Poor. PHOTOGRAPH'
Fair.

Chicago—Vaude passes from the

Jones, Linick & Schaefer Oriental
theater this week, the house going
double feature at 55 cents.

Stirn Counsel Files New
Objections to RKO Claim

Hearing was held yesterday afte:

noon at 4:15 p.m. in Federal Cour

in Judge Bondy's chambers, on th

claims of Lehman Bros, and Lehma
Corp. for tax transfer charges o

RKO stock. Claims as presented ar

for $9,098.04 and $4,511.64 respec

tively.

John S. Stover, counsel for th

Stirn interests of Milwaukee, file

objections to the claims similar ii

chai-acter to the objections he hai|

previously filed when RCA sub

mitted its request for reimbursemen
for amounts it had paid for trans

fer of RKO stock.

Reels Cover Air Disaster

Newsreel companies operated fev

erishly yesterday in the taking anc

compilation of shots attending tht

wreck at sea of the Imperial Ai

ways Cavalier flying boat on -Satu

day as she was Bermuda-bound fro

Port Washington. Camera crews

all five reels yesterday met th

Standard Oil tanker Esso Baytowi

as ship arrived in New York with

survivors. Footage will be distrib-

uted today to theaters, it was stated

Walker Baughman Dies

Cincinnati — Walter Baughman,
former owner of the Grand, Circle-

ville, died.

ttli
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CHURCHES WILL GO-OP

IN S. I. GAMES BAN

(Continued from Page 1)

termined at a meeting scheduled for
Friday when Moss will seek an un-
derstanding among both church and
theater interests. Exhibs. have in-

dicated they would drop games if

churches could be induced to go
along.
An official endorsement of the

Staten Island campaign was issued
in a statement by the ITOA over
the last week-end.

Elect Conery Regional V.-P.

of East. N. Y., Allied Unit

Albany — Representatives of 25
theaters met at the Ten Eyek Hotel
to hear Thornton Kelley, Allied of-

ficial, outline plans for an Eastern
New York unit. Announcement of

the election of Mitchell Conery, indie

Ravena exhib, as regional vice-pres-

ident, was made.
Exhibitors are to meet here Feb.

6 to outline plans and elect a board
of grievances, consisting of three
members, whose duties are to lay
complaints before the industry. A
unit secretary is also to be chosen.
Exhibitors at the meeting claimed
the organization of indies in this

territory is proceeding at a rapid
rate.

The local group will work within
the state organization, backing gen-
eral program but working out its

own problems here.

Conery operates eight theaters in

the Schoharie Valley region. Kelly
leaves for a Syracuse unit meeting
tomorrow, and meets the Buffalo
zone grievance board Thursday.

"The Beachcomber" Liked
In its seven first pre-release en-

gagements Mayflower's "The Beach-
comber," released here by Para., has
rolled up better than 60 per cent
above average house receipts in New
York Citv, Toronto, Montreal, Van-
couver, Houston, Denver and Miami,
Paramount's home office said yester-

day.

Fisher Seriously III

Niles, 0.—Jimmy Fisher, mana-
ger of the McKinley Theater here,
is in a Youngstown Hospital seri-

ously ill with complications, reports
George A. Delis, district manager
for the A. G. Constant group of
theaters.

WEDDING BELLS

North Adams, Mass. — Gerard A.
Savoie, manager of the Richmond
Theater here, and Miss Florence M.
MacDonald, dancing teacher, will
soon marry.

Lowell Dooms Games
Lowell, Mass. — Bingo or beano

games at which door prizes are offered

were doomed here as Mayor Archambault
prepared to send letters to promoters

advising them that such a policy must
end. City Solicitor William J. White,
Jr., ruled such prizes illegal.

December's Admish Taxes

Show Gain Over November

(Continued from Page 1)

compared to $1,985,127.78 for No-

vember.

A decrease, however, was reported

for December, 1938 compared to the

same month of 1937. The Decem-

ber, 1937, admissions taxes amounted

to $2,290,027.37. This represents a

decrease of $269,650.73.

Broadway admissions taxes also

showed an increase over November,
1938, and a decrease compared to

December, 1937. December, 1938,

Broadway figure was reported at

$617,721.31 compared to $592,560.83
for November, 1938, representing an
increase of $25,160.48. December,
1937, Broadway collections amounted
to $756,524.70. This represents a
decrease of $138,803.39 compared to

December, 1937.

Oklahoma City Daily Raps

Seat-for-Every-Patron Bill

Oklahoma City—"Pass the The-
ater Passes, Please," was the caption
an Oklahoma City Times editorial

following introduction of a seat-for-

every-patron bill in the current State
legislature. The bill is explained
in the following quoted editorial:

"Legislators are no more entitled

to receive free tickets to the the-

aters than the theater men are en-
titled to receive exemption from the
state income tax or the automo-
bile driver's license fee. Yet, some
sort of bill aimed at putting the
screws on the theaters—to frighten
them into giving free passes to the
lawmakers—hits the legislature deck
of every general assemblv with as
much regularity as Little Orphan
Annie smarts her way out of one
harrowing episode into another.

"This time it is Senator Nat Tay-
lor of Strong City who offers a
measure providing a fine of $100
to $500 when a theater sells tickets

after all seats are filled. The osten-
sible purpose of the bill is to pre-
vent the theater from compelling a
cash customer tou stand up for a
few minutes after he has paid for
a seat. It is about as sensible as a
law requiring city bus and street

car to close the doors and quit mak-
ing corner stops after all seats are
taken; or a law forbidding the grow-
ing of cotton this year when there
is enough cotton in warehouses now
to last the world nearly two years;
or a law prohibiting parents from
bringing more children into the
world after all seats at the family
table are filled."

"JESSE JAMES" TOPS

"BAND" IN 18 KE'

(Continued from Page 1)

pictures in the industry's recent h

tory, with indications poinl(
:,_

its being the largest grossing")
ture 20th-Fox has ever turned o

At the New York Roxy, there v,

a line of 1,111 people waiting y*

terday before the doors opened <

spite the unusually cold weath
In several places where the picti

opened over the week-end, it topp

previous records despite other fil

having extra shows on the sai

days. It set new all-time houses r(

ords for both Loew's State

Grauman's Chinese Theaters
Hollywood on Sunday.
To date it has played to mo

than 215,000 people at the Ro:

and it is expected that it will n
for at least five weeks at the hous

UA Signs New 3-Picture

Pact With Mex. Product

(Continued from Page 1)

third of a previous three-pictu

deal.

The new pact with Mier is :

line with a recent statement I

Maurice Silverstone, UA gener,

manager, who said that the con

pany would continue its drive I'

encourage independent productic

for the Latin American market.
"El Capitan Adventurero," wit

Jose Mojica, Metropolitan and Ch
cago opera baritone, in the title rol

will be the first picture under th

new deal. Titles of the other tw

pictures are "Los Dos Mosqueteros
and "La Venganza del Zorro. Th

first picture will be released nex

month, according to Walter Goulc

assistant to Arthur W. Kelly, VI

foreign department head.

Skins His Knee, Wants a Law

To Yank 34,000 Seats in Neb

(Continued from Page 1)

every fourth row. There are 135,

710 seats in Nebraska houses.

Bill has not been entered yet, but

will probably appear on the list

within a week.

John Joseph Heineman, eight

pounds and seven ounces, arrived

Saturday to become the sixth child

of William J. Heineman, Universale
Western sales manager. The new
arrival and Mrs. Heineman are do-

ing well at the Mary Immaculate
Hospital in Jamaica.

Oklahoma City — Mr. and Mrs.

Dick Dyer, he with Standard The-

aters, are latest parents in film

trade here, having been presented

with a seven pound baby boy

named Thomas Dick.

_
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tfUNADA'S ADMISH,

4 RECEIPTS UP AGAIN

[Continued from Page 1

)

It
v ^ Census of Merchandising' and

Establishments, following
aTInual survey. Increases are
orted for the fourth consecutive

»r. The difference in these per-

tage increases indicates a slight

? in the average price of admis-
n from 23.2 cents in 1936 to 24.2

ts in 1937.

dumber of permanently equipped
,-aters in operation was 1,047 up
88 from 1936, this increase being

; partly to new construction, but
jjely to new permanent installa-

ns made in public halls in the
?stern Provinces. There were 5,-

1 males and 1,656 female em-
yes in Canadian theaters during
year. The total payroll was $5,-

1 7,300, an increase of $698,600 over
56. In addition to the theaters
rwn in the general tables in this

)ort, 39 itinerant operators were
I liorted having receipts of $78,300

• 408,813 paid admissions to their

.veiling shows.
-Provincial summaries show paid
mission increases in all provinces
;ept Saskatchewan. Alberta led

th a gain of 7.3 per cent due
•

. gely to the development of sev-

il halls previously operated by
nerant operators into full-fledged

•>tion picture houses. Ontario was
:ond in point of view of increased
:endance with an increase of 6.4

r cent followed by Manitoba with
: per cent, British Columbia 5.7

r cent, Quebec 5.3 per cent;

ince Edward Island 4.6 per cent;

nv Brunswick 4.2 per cent; Nova
"otia 0.8 per cent; while admis-
•ns in Saskatchewan dropped off

• per cent. The average price of

mission, exclusive of amusement
Kes, varied from 27.9 cents in

ince Edward Island to 21.9 cents

New Brunswick as follows: Prince
hvard Island 27.9; Alberta 26.0;

« skatchewan 25.5; Ontario 25.2;

•itish Columbia 3.6; Nova Scotia

.1; Quebec, 22.8; Manitoba 22.7;

d New Brunswick 21.9.

The total seating capacity of Can-
ian theaters was increased by 35,-

0, reaching a total of 601,611 seats

ring 1937, 28 per cent of which,
an average, was occupied at

ch performance. Based on Can-
a's estimated population of 11,-

0,000 in 1937, the Dominion was
ovided with one theater for every
620 persons and one theater seat

every 18 persons,
or the first time, data is avail-

e covering the value of the prop-
and equipment used by exhibs.

tal reported value of $67,538,400
braces $15,469,100 for land, $39,-

8,600 for buildings, and $12,550,-

for equipment. The average to-

1 value per theater in Canada is

ghtly more than $64,500.
A survey was also made of stage
esentations both along with and
ithout the motion picture pro-

•am. During 1937, 252 of the

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Felix Bressart, Cerman comedian, will have his first American role in

Deanna Durbin's "Three Smart Girls Crow Up" .... Incidentally, Charles Boyer
will be opposite Deanna in "First Love" which Harry Koster will direct, Joe Pasternak,
produce .... Metro yesterday started "Lucky Night" with Robert Taylor and Myrna
Loy .... Edmund Coulding will direct "Old Maid" for Warners; stellar roles go to
Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins .... Tex Ritter will start his next Western in March
.... Harry Webb has started "Smoky Trails," starring Bob Steele .... Pope Pius
has seen and endorsed "Boys' Town," according to word received by Producer John
W. Considine. Jr. . . . Metro has given Gene Reynolds and Mary McCall new con-
tracts—WILK.

Warners Starting Eight

Features Before Feb. 20

In the span commenced yesterday
and ending Feb. 20. Warners' fea-
ture production will be heavily
stepped-up by placing eight pic-
tures in work, it was announced yes-
terday at the home office.

Schedule, in addition to "Nancy
Drew, Trouble Shooter," which yes-
terday went into making, calls for
launching "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy," "Each Dawn I Die," and "Stu-
dent Nurse" on Jan. 30; "Old Maid,"
"Battle of City Hall" and "Water-
front," on Feb. 13; and a Secret
Service picture, vet untitled, on Feb.
20.

Set for March shooting are
"Brother Orchid" and "Knight and
the Lady," on the 13th and 27th
respectively.

Betting Bill In Conn.
Hartford, Conn.—Among the bills

in the Legislature is one which
would appoint a racing commission
and legalize horse-racing in the
State.

1,047 theaters gave performances
from the stage, 108 theaters gave
a total of 1,104 amateur night per-

formances, 141 theaters gave 4,389
days of vaudeville in addition to

pix, and 38 theaters were opened for

374 days to legit, shows.
Slightly more than one-half of

Canada's theaters are operated un-
der indie or single ownerships. An-
other 119 are operated by owners
of either 2 or 3 units, while 359 the-

aters are operated by corporations
or individuals owning 4 or more es-

tablishments. The indies' receipts

amounted to $9,311,200 or 28.7 per
cent of the total; 8.5 went to those
owning 2 or 3 theaters, while 62.8

per cent of the total receipts were
taken by those owning four theaters

or more.
The per capital expenditures is

based on the total estimated popu-
lation of Canada for the year. Con-
forming with upward trend in total

receipts there has been a gradual
increase in per capita expenditures

since 1933, when it averaged $2.33

per person. This advanced to $2.36

in 1934, $2.50 in 1935, $2.70 in 1936,

and $2.93 in 1937. British Colum-
bia continues to have the highest per
capita expenditure, followed by On-
tario, Manitoba, Alberta, Nova Sco-

tia, Quebec, New Brunswick, Sas-

katchewan and Prince Edward Is-

land.

Both Sides Weigh Appeals

in Loew Stockholder Case

Appeals from Supreme Court Jus-
tice Valente's decision in the Loew's
stockholders suit are being weighed
by attorneys for both sides in the
case. E. K. Ellis, counsel for the

minority group, said yesterday that

an appeal from the decision which
exonerated Loew's executive from
charges of fraud and mismanage-
ment was being considered but no
decision had been reached.

On the other hand, Joseph M.
Proskauer, who represented the de-

fendants, said he had not yet de-
cided whether he would appeal that

portion of the decision which makes
valid a judgment of $550,000 in

over-payments to Nicholas M.
Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, Louis B.

Mayer, David Bernstein and the es-

tate of the late Irving Thalberg.
A special meeting of Loew's board

of directors will be held this week.

ASHER AND JACK GOHN

WILL CONCLUDE DEAL

(.Continued from Page 1)

natured until conferences could be
held with Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-
president. Cohn arrives tomorrow
from Florida.

Asher said that the number of
pictures to be made in England had
not been fully determined and that
this was the principal question for
discussion with Cohn.
Accompanied by Alexander Korda,

at whose Denham studios the Co-
lumbia product is made, Asher will

return to England Saturday on the
Champlain.

Korda to Return to U. S.

in Summer for Production

(Continued from Page 1)

here from the Coast yesterday en
route to England, said he had not
decided which story would be put
into production first over here. He
sails Saturday on the Champlain
for London, accompanied by Irving
Asher, his associate producer.

Fields, Cowan, Stay at "U"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

W. C. Fields and Lester Cowan, pro-
ducer, for another picture following
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man."

THOMAS

MITCHELL
as "Doc LJOOIie . . hustled into the stagecoach

by an irate Temperance League.

But he sobered up on nine cups

of black coffee long enough to de-

liver a baby on the clay floor of

a cabin. A performance to recall his

great work in "The Hurricane".

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists



JESSE JAMES"
BEAT ALEXANDER IN
19 OUT OF 21 SPOTS
SO FAR OPENED!

BALTIMORE OKLAHOMA CITY

FORT WORTH KANSAS CITY

CLEVELAND HOUSTON
DALLAS TULSA

NEW HAVEN BRIDGEPORT
ST. LOUIS DETROIT

MIAMI SCRANTON
HARTFORD SALT LAKE CITY

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND, ORE.

Close to "Alexander" at Stanley,

i., and Comerford, Wilkes-Barre

THIS IS NOT PICKING GOOD
SPOTS-THIS IS THE COM-
PLETE RECORD OF ALL JESSE

JAMES OPENINGS TO DATE!
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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:xpect Third Trade Reform Draft Within a Few Days

.OEW'S REPORTS $9,924,934 AS 1938 NET INCOME

939 Business Outlook in Gulf States is Promising
axation Measures in Terri-

tory Provides Major
Industry Headaches
By WILLIAM SPECHT

ILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans— The film industry
the Gulf States enters 1939 with
?uess that both business and head-
[iies will be "as usual."
The business outlook is promis-
?. Early 1938 had found drops in
tendance in some sections of the
riitory which consists of Louisi-
a, Mississippi and parts of Ala-
ma and Florida, but these showed

(Continued on Page 7)

History Makers of 1938—

—

Film Daily's Gallery of Those Who Marched
in the Headline Parade

6 MM. SOUND FIELD

IP 33% IN 24 MONTHS

Sixteen mm. sound projectors have
cketed numerically during the last
>rt of 1937 and the 12 months of
138, showing a gain of at least 33
;r cent over the 24 months immed-
tely preceding, Harry A. Kapit,
-esident of Walter 0. Gutlohn, Inc.,

> mm. sound and silent film dis-
(Continued on Page 6)

hemical Bank to Deliver

Movie Quiz Winners' Lists

Chemical Bank and Trust Co. of
ew York, through its correspon-
pnts in the U. S. and Canada, will
liver a confidential list of Movie
uiz winners to each theater man-
ner whose pledge is paid to the

(Continued on Page 8)

• SAMUEL J. BRISKIN
tfT Among
^" the im-
portant execu-
t i v e shifts
which marked
A.D. 1938. was
lhat involving
Samuel J.

B r i s k i n who
had been serv-

ing as vice-

president
in charge of

production on
the Coast lot

of RKO- Radio
Pictures. Early in the year the shift

took place.—to Columbia's studios,—and
was very much in the nature of a
homecoming, since the gentleman in

question had served under the Cohn
banners for some eight years prior to

the hop over to RKO.

• CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ
^T AS chief

^^ executive

of Loew's New
York circuit of

theaters, com-
prising some
75 houses, he
piloted the

group with out-

standing suc-
cess through

t h e troublous

19 3 8. He
brought about
a number of

amicable at-

rangements with labor groups 'which

promise lasting good effects not only
for Loew's, but for the entire theater

industry in the New York area. He
is continuing his efforts to eliminate

money "games" and giveaways in this

territory.

Rewriting of Draft Nears Finish/

J. Schenck Defends Block-Booking

ix-State Refugee Benefit

Seen as an Assured Success

New Orleans — On the basis of
ivance sale of tickets, tomorrow's
x-state benefit for Nazi refugees
counted an assured success. Para-
ount has distributed 150 prints of
440-foot trailer featuring a talk

(Continued on Page 8)

Nazi Theaters Reported

Boycotting American Pix

Paris (By Cable)—Reports reach-
ing here from Berlin declare that an
"unofficial boycott" has been insti-

tuted against American films, as a
reply by Germany to alleged agita-
tion against the Third Reich in the
United States.

This agitation, it is contended by
sources represented as being close
to the Nazi Government, has taken
the form of purposeful antagonism
against the film made by Germany
of its recent Olympic Games, and
"inflammatory" declarations against

(Continued on Page 7)

Third draft of the fair trade prac-
tice proposals may be ready for sub-
mission to exhibitor groups within
the next few days, it was learned
yesterday. The new outline, it was
said, will include the suggestions
made at meetings held with the dis-

tributors' negotiating committee by
MPTOA, Allied and unaffiliated ex-
hibitor organizations.

Trade reforms proposed by all

three of the exhibitor groups are
understood to be the basis on which
the majors' attorneys are rewriting
the plan.

Further meetings with the dis-

tributors are not likely to be held
until early in February, however,

(Continued on Page 8)

Equals $5.65 on Common;
Total Assets Listed at

$143,848,520
A net profit of $9,924,934.46 or

$5.65 per common share was earned
by Loew's, Inc., and its subsidiaries
for the year ended Aug. 31, 1938, ac-

cording to the company's annual
statement made public yesterday.
This figure compares with a net of

$14,426,062.29 or $8.46 a share for
the corresponding period ended Aug.
31, 1937.
The current consolidated state-

ment shows that operating revenues
from all sources (theater receipts,

film rentals, accessories, rent in-
(Continued on Page 6)

murphyTurip

defers pix confab

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Scheduled confer-

ence of Attorney General Frank
Murphy, Assistant Attorney General
Thuiman Arnold and Wendell Berge,
Special Assistant Attorney General,
on pending film litigation and anti-

trust investigations was deferred
yesterday until late this week or
early next week.
Murphy, accompanied by Brien

(Continued on Pane 7)

Court Order Writes Finis

to Trusteeship of Roxy

Order was signed yesterday by
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey dis-

charging Howard S. Cullman as
trustee of Roxy Theaters Corp., and
also discharging Roxy Theaters
Corp. from all its debts, claims and

(Continued on Page 7)

Radio Film Critics Circle

to Aim at Industry Service

Launching of the Radio Film Crit-

ics Circle moved a step nearer yes-

terday as a result of a meeting of
New York radio film commentators

(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat 17

Columbia Picts. vtc. 12l/
2

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10
East. Kodak 178
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 125/8
Loew's. Inc 483>
do pfd 10634
Paramount 11 Vi
Paramount 1st pfd... 96
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 1 1 Vn
Pathe Film 83A
RKO 23/8
20th Century-Fox . . 22
20th Century-Fox pfd. 32
Univ. Pict. pfd 60
Warner Bros 5 3

/g

do pfd

High Low

16

11 Vi

Net

Close Chg.

16'/2 + 3/8

12 — 1/2

13/4
9
178

1% + Vs
10 + Vi

178 + 3/4

12'/2
47

1/2

1063^
Id/,
95
105/a

85/s
2i/4

21 Va
32
56

5V8

125/8 — 5/8

48
1063/4 + 3/8

107/8

95 — iy4
10% — 3/8

83/4
21/4

21% + Vs
32 — 1/4

56 — 6 1/2

53/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 95 95 95
Loew 6s 41-ww... 99 98>/2 98% —
Para. B'way 3s55... 571/2 57 57 —
Para. Picts. 6s55 ...101 IOOV2 101 +
Para. Picts. cv.3'/4s47 88 87% 87% +
RKO 6s41 74 72 73
Warner's 6s39 90 893/4 90 — V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 13/3 1% ]3/e
Technicolor 19 I8V2 185/8
Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 5 6V2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93% 95'/2
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43 70 72

Decision Reversed in Case
Against Principal Exchanges

The Appellate Division yesterday
reversed the lower court, contending
that a receiver should not have been
appointed, nor a temporary injunc-
tion granted in the action brought
by Superior Talking Pictures, Inc.,

and Stage and Screen Attractions
against Principal Film Exchanges,
Inc.

Finding yesterday was in favor of
the plaintiffs who had brought suit

against the defendant for account-
ing of monies from distribution of
certain motion pictures, and an in-

junction against further distribution

of the properties.
There is a counter claim by Prin-

cipal for some $6,600.

Case is set for trial Jan. 30.

Griffis, DuMont Will Talk

on Tele Feb. 2 at NB Meet

First speakers at the 15th annual
conference of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures will

be Stanton Griffis, Paramount ex-
ecutive committee chairman, and Al-
len B. DuMont, head of the DuMont
television laboratories, who will dis-

cuss television when the session
opens Thursday, Feb. 2 at 11 a.m.

"Television—The Unknown Quan-
titv" will be the subject of Griffis'

•address, and DuMont will talk on the
technical aspects of television. Dur-
ing the afternoon of the opening
dav the making of motion pictures
will be discussed by a number of
nrominent film people headed by
Dudley Nichols.

Flemion, Monogram Branch

Head in Detroit, Leaving

Detroit—William Flemion, branch
manager for Monogram Pictures, is

leaving Feb. 4. Harlan Starr suc-
ceeds Flemion.

Two-Men-ln-a-Booth Bill

Introduced In N. Y. Senate

Albanv—Sen. Phelps Phelps, Dem-
ocrat, New York, has introduced a
companion bill to Assemblyman
Robert Crews' provision for two pro-
jectionists in booths in first class

cities.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Disney Signs Stokowski
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leopold Stokowski

has been signed to an 18 months'
contract by Walt Disney to direct

and record music for the producer's
concert feature. Recording for the
film will be started by Stokowski in

April in Philadelphia with the phil-

harmonic orchestra there. Deems
Tavlor will act as an narrator and
technical adviser on the film.

Custer Leases New House
Cincinnati — E. C. Custer has

leased the new theater under con-
struction at Lewisberg, W. Va.

Cut-in Kodachrome Shots

At Newsreel Theater

Inaugurating a new policy tomor-
row, the Radio City Newsreel The-
ater of the Embassy newsreel the-

ater chain will cut in Kodachrome
color shots projected on a 16 mm.
machine along with the regular pro-

gram. First color reel, which will

show local news events and things

of interest, will run about three

minutes, with this running time due
to be increased.
Experiments with this idea have

been undertaken during the past two
years, and it is expected that the

same plan will be adopted in the

other Embassy houses in the near
future, it was said. Harold E.

Wondsel is in charge of the Koda-
chrome 16 mm. division.

Gene Buck Named Prexy

of Wash. Alfalfa Club

Gene Buck, Ascap president and
long a leading figure in the amuse-
ment world, was named president
of Washington's Alfalfa Club on
Saturday night, on the occasion of

the club's banquet at the Hotel Wil-
lard, it was learned yesterday. Club's
membership totals some 300 and in-

cludes many of nation's legislators,

Government officials, high-ranking
officers of the Army and Navy, prom-
inent newspapermen and nationally-

known attorneys. Gene Buck is the
first member of the creative arts

ever to be elected to club's presi-

dency.

UA Signs for 2nd Series

Of "World Windows" Shorts

United Artists has signed with
Count and Countess Friedrich Kel-
ler for their second series of "World
Windows" short subjects in Tech-
nicolor. The producers and a tech-

nical crew leave London next week
for India and Ceylon. UA currently
is releasing the first series of

"World Windows."

cominc add Goin

ARTHUR LOEW, Metro foreign head,
LUDVIC LAWRENCE, foreign exec, leave

the Coast Monday.

EDWARD M. ALPERSON, Crand Natio
sales manager, returns here in a few da>^
a tour of Midwestern exchanges. 'y

WALTER BRANSON, captain of the Geo
J. Schaefer RKO sales drive forces, accompan
by ED McEVOY, Eastern and Canadian sa

manager, and HARRY CITTLESON, editor

the company house organ, are in Albany tot

for a meeting at the RKO branch there.

E. C. MILLS, chairman of the Ascap admi
istrafive committee, returns here in about t
weeks. He is currently on the Coast.

C. B. ROSS, of Ross Federal Service, has i

turned to the home office after a trip to

number of the company's Eastern offices. HA
OLD LUND, Eastern executive manager, and
E. ROSS, branch director, have returned frc

a Florida vacation.

RICHARD JONES III, associate counsel f

the Atlas group in the RKO reorganizatii

hearings, returns here the latter part of ne

week from Florida.

HORACE FREE, manager of the Ross Feder
Buffalo branch, is visiting the home office.

STANLEY W. HAND, staff representative . I
Altec, has returned to New York after a toi

]

of the South and Middle-west.

RALPH BELLAMY, Columbia player, and MR:
'

BELLAMY, arrive here from the Coast tomorro
morning on the Century.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON and OTT
KRUGER arrive today on the Manhattan froi

Europe.

Detroit Exhibs. in Moves
to Reduce Premium Cost:

Detroit—Two moves to cut dowi
premium costs were found this weel
among local operators. At J. B
Krul's, Fredo, customers are regu
larly admitted at 15 cents—bu
those who want a premium mus
pay 20 cents.
At another East Side house, pa-

;

trons are given dated coupons, whicl
must be redeemed for a dish on the

same evening of the next week. Ir

this way, the premium hound mus I

pay two admissions for one dish.

Sounds as

good as

it looks

— and

it looks

like a

million!

PH0T0PH0NE

MAGIC VOICE

of the

SCREEN
with Rotary Stabilizer

PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE

Designed

for any

theatre

—

regardless

of size.



A MONTH
SUND

t(

A prominent exhibitor said:

Without M-G-M this past year, it would not only have

been tough sledding for the average exhibitor, but it

would have been nothing short of a calamity/
5

We announce easy sledding again this year, for M-G-M
exhibitors!

Hop on your sleds, boys! "SWEETHEARTS," "STAND
UP AND FIGHT" are just samples.

Followed by A MONTH OF SUNDAYS!

Honestly, have you ever in your career as a showman
witnessed the like of this:

Four weeks in a row! Look!

NORMA SHEARER, CLARK GABLE in the powerful
"IDIOT'S DELIGHT".

"HONOLULU", the Darling of Musicals, starring ELEANOR
POWELL, ROBERT YOUNG, GEORGE BURNS, GRACIE
ALLEN and Hundreds of Hula Honies.

MICKEY ROONEY, the box-office kid himself in "Adventures

of HUCKLEBERRY FINN".

JOAN CRAWFORD in a million dollar role "ICE FOLLIES
of 1939" with James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Lewis Stone.

And more easy sledding thereafter!



AS SPY SUSPECT!
U. S. OPENS SPY WAR

111

t a^

!

1

I
Found Guiltyw
m of Pr m^m I

t&pishfc

Big box-office REWARD for showmen who
cash in on America's tremendous interest

in the great war on foreign espionage!
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FICTION'S FAVORITE ROGUE

IS IN THE HEADLINES NOW!
From the Louis Joseph Vance stories, he leaps

onto the front pages of a nation's press! Shrewd

showmanship gives you a grand combination

of adventure and the real spy-smashing

that all Americans are talking about!

THE LONE WOLF
#f

SPY HUNT
• . I

WARREN WILLIAM • IDA LUPINO
Rita Hayworth* Virginia Weidler • Ralph Morgan
Based on a story by Louis Joseph Vance • Screen play

by Jonathan Latimer • Directed by PETER GODFREY
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16 MM, SOUND FIELD

UP 33% IN 24 MONTHS
{Continued from Page 1)

tributors and producers, told The
Film Daily yesterday.

Currently, 16 mm. sound projec-
tors on the active list number ap-
proximately 10,000, and silent pro-
jectors some 25,000, although there
are considerable more of the latter
extant, but not in use except very
spasmodically, Kapit states.
American colleges and schools

which give regular visual education
courses as part of their curricula
are at present over the 100 mark,
with increases being recorded con-
tinually.

Subjects now available in the edu-
cational field,—figured on the basis
of strictly instructional,—are about
500, and these cover a great variety
of topics.

Upswing numerically in sound
projectors, 16 mm., during 1938, is

attributable to the demand not only
on the part of colleges and schools
but to the recognition of the value
of sound motion pictures to CCC
camps, and as psycho-therapeutic
aides to hospitals and other institu-

tions.

A short time ago, the New York
Department of Correction evidenced
a decided interest in sound films as
sociological instruction media, Kapit
declared, and such moves are ap-
parent among similar bodies in var-
ious parts of the country.

ITOA Seeks Data On Games
In Drive to Abandon Them
ITOA this week will send ques-

tionnaires to theater owners through-
out the five boroughs of New York
City as well as to exhibitors in New
Jersey seeking their opinion on the
value of games and their attitude
on eliminating them.

Exhibitors, totalling approximate-
ly 1,200, are being queried on how
long they have had cash games in

their theaters; how much money
they give away each year; what
competition they have from Bingo
games in churches, etc.; do they find

the public is tiring of games; would
they be better off if all games were
eliminated.

325S»
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 25

Abraham Schreiber

Victor M. Shapiro

May Millay

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL M. DALY
T T T

O • • PUNCH PICTURE "Gunga Din" light stuff

it's red meat never saw battle scenes better staged and

handled hand-to-hand encounters British border troops in In-

dia against wild tribesmen of the hills grand suspense and

spectacular thrills that shoot from the screen without warning and

send your heart choking up in your throat it's masterly direction

by George Stevens and as for the three sergeant buddies

Victor McLaglen, Cary Grant and Doug Fairbanks, Jr they're

immense it is dangerous to start talking about individual per-

formances in this picture, for we'll wind up writing a whole column

Sam Jaffe in the title role is superb outstanding perform-

ances by Montagu Love, Eduardo Ciannelli, Robert Coote, Abner Biber-

man Joan Fontaine is :he femme appeal it's two hours of

electric thrills cunningly placed in a glamorous, boisterous drama of

action it has a really epic sweep and will no doubt take

its place among the great action spectacles of the screen it MOVES
the theaters of the nation are in for a treat

• • • SEARCH for talent contest has been launched
by Meglin-Fanchon & Marco a carefully devised plan that

will tie up with the theaters to discover local talent the con-

testants will be selected from the immediate community of the

theater the winners to be awarded free scholarships with
the Famous Meglin Kiddies they will compete in a free

trip to Hollywood and a screen test and free training in the

studio winners to be accompanied by guardian, expenses
paid Earle Smith, director of the Talent Division, in asso-

ciation with S. Edwin Graham, has launched the contest in the

metropolitan territory headquarters are in the Orpheum
building, 29 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn

• • • AMPA luncheon tomorrow at the Astor in the grill

room President Jimmy Grainger of Republic will be the honor
guest others on the dais will be Micky Macdougal. the famous
card-detective and Leota Lane of the celebrated Lane Sisters

other guests will be announced tomorrow

• • • NEW TREND in picture merchandising to be
used by United Artists on Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach" for
the first time, double size street car cards will be taken in over
100 cities arrangements have been made with the Barron
Collier organization to have the theaters snipe the playdates and
name on the cards in each city this plan duplicates none of
the theater's regular newspaper advertising or posting

• • • ORIGINAL watercolor by Walt Disney one of the

scenes painted on celluloid in production of "Snow White" t .has
been acquired by curator Harry B. Wehle for the Metropolitan Museum
of Art late in March the Julien Levy Gallery will hold an exhibition

of the original watercolors used in initial steps of Disney's "Ferdinand
the Bull"

LOEWS REPORTS YEAJ

NET OF $9,924,93

(Continued from Page 1)

come, etc., were $122,737,214.06,
increase of $910,609 over the 19
fiscal year, but that operating a
general expense also increased"".,

$5,120,681. Current and wok .

assets as of Aug. 31 were $51,27i
874 and current liabilities amount-
to $11,026,247.

Earned surplus for the year end-
Aug 31 was $47,787,157.15, cor
pared with $44,354,273.87 for t:

previous year, or an improveme
in the company's balance of $3,43$
783.28. Total assets are listed I

$143,848,520.53.

Dividends on the common sto<

during the last fiscal year amountc
to $5,596,593.50. During the pr
ceding year, common stock divideni
came to $13,445,129.

The statement shows that tl

company disposed of $4,684,014.(
in government securities during tt

year.

According to Miller, Donaldson
Co., accountants, the statement n
fleets domestic operations for I

weeks ended generally Sept. 1, 1931

and foreign operations for 52 weei
ended generally July 30. The ac

counting records of foreign subsic I

iaries (except those in Austria, EsJ,
thonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Polan I

and Spain whose net assets tote
j

$289,638.66) were examined o

tested by independent accountant
in those countries.

159 of Finland's 284 Film

Imports Produced in the U. S

Helsingfors (By Cable)—Of th
284 motion pictures imported int<;

Finland during the past year, 15!

were produced in the United States

53 in Germany, 42 in France, 19 ii

Sweden.

Three new producing concerns!

were formed during 1938—J. K:

Sytyis Film, Walio Film and Vainari

Film. Five new theaters were built

!

in this city and 38 outside of the;

capital. Total number of theaters

registered at the end of the year

was 316.

Biggest box-office draw of the

year was "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs," followed by the

French picture, "The Daughter of

the Regiment" and the German film

of the Olympics.

WEDDING BELLS

« « « » » »

John H. Rugge, president of Local

702, and Miss Edna Stadel, of Jer-

sey City, will be married Friday in

a Jersey City church. They will

leave for the South on a honeymoon
trip following the wedding.
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endency to correct themselves up-

rd as the season progressed.

k>od product again proved that it

answer to most box-office ills

ish giveaways continued to dis-

iky that they have lost their power.
iney hasn't the attendance pull it

ce had and with but few excep-

ts, New Orleans is the only sin-

r where cash and other premiums
e the theatrical rule rather than
e exception.
Considering that most of the ter-

ory is agricultural, crops will play

ay a large part in returns. Cot-

<n's future will show up on the

'.te receipt barometer, but in

misiana sugar cane just closed a

nner year with the harvesting of

ie largest crop in the state's his-

iv—-a crop conservatively esti-

ited to be worth $40,000,000 in re-

ed sugar and by-products.

•! Sections where oil development is

?thodical and progressive also re-

rt expanding business, with
eeptions being boom sections.

Buying Power, a Problem
Among the situations which
en who sell film are not viewing
optimistically however, is the un-
ecedented concentration of buying

-•wer insofar as theaters are con-

rned.
Virtually all the worth while play-

lg time in the territory is circuit-

oiled or booked through a buy-
!g corporation which apparently is

Dse to the territory's principal cir-

ri ts.

Causing concern also to those who
ink past surface matters is the

ndency of states apparently to

elate the spirit of tht U. S. Con-
itution with regard to taxing
terstate commerce through veiled

:»dges.

Mississippi attempted in the past
i tax film rentals but had to back
iwn. Louisiana not only tried but
d. Through a "use" tax interpre-

tion of the sales tax law, films are

ring taxed one per cent of their

fcntal value (two per cent in New
'rleans where there is an extra tax

>r the city). The law requires the

K'
change to collect the tax from the

hibitor. Immediately the larger
'icuits said they would pay to the

•ate directly under protest.

Circuits Attack Statute
Lately the state has ruled the

Jayments must be made by the dis-

j-ibutor but prior to that Saenger,
ioew and Mort H. Sinerer had filed

jit in Baton Rouge to recover their

,ixes and to have the law invali-

ated. The Southern Bell Telephone
k>., AT&T subsidiary, has also

(ted a similar suit.

Meanwhile a situation has arisen

hereby a smaller exhibitor will pay
5.10, tax included, for a short. He
ill pay the $5 rental and either re-

jse to pay the tax or claim he has
aid it directly to the state, leaving
jls account charged with a dime
lat threatens to drive the cashier
ttery over a period of months.
A similar cause for worry in

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—First Wesley Ruggles pix for Columbia will be "Arizona"; Ruggles
moves over in four months .... Charles Farrell will present Maria Belita, English

Olympic skating champ., at his Racquet Club .... Alice Brady may produce a

revival of "39 Broadway" here .... Texas Chamber of Commerce wants Buck
Jones to pose for a statue for the Eastern gateway .... Alfred Newman will do
the musical score for Goldwyn's "Wuthering Heights" .... Coldwyn has signed
Irmgarde Von Cube, who scripted "Mayerling" .... Warners have cast Sheila Bromley
in "Waterfront" .... Metro has given a new pact to Cene Reynolds.—WILK.

Nazi Theaters Reported

Boycotting American Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

Germany on the part of members
and groups in the U. S. film indus-

try.

For the first time in years, ac-

cording to the Berlin reports, none
of the first-run houses there is show-
ing an American picture. However,
two first-run French attractions are
being shown.

Observers here are of the opinion
that the current "unofficial" boycott
is motivated in part by German dis-

pleasure over the results of the

Lima Conference, which are held to

have been instigated by the U. S.,

and which have weakened to some
degree the opportunities sought by
Germany for her products, including

films, in the South and Central
American markets.

Nazis Pressing Hungary

to Up German Pix Imports

Budapest (By Cable) — Although
during 1938 German motion pictures

lost some ground in Hungary, an
upswing is expected during the cur-

rent year following the recent ac-

cord signed between the two gov-
ernments here and under pressure
from the Reichsfilmkammev. Unde v

Nazi demands Hungary has promiser'

to increase the dubbing of German
pictures and to double its imports
of German films.

Dui-ing 1938 imports of French
pictures increased more than 100

per cent, while American imports
went up by 10 per cent. Pictures

shown in the country, 195. was 15

more than the number for 1937.

Hungarian studios were less ac-

tive than during the previous year,

turning out but 29 pictures, a de-

crease of five from 1937. Only one
picture was made in German while

two Hungarian pictures were dubbed
in German.
American pictures increased by

11, from 88 to 99; French increased

Louisiana seems to be the attitude

of taxine: authorities toward the
film industry. Privately at least one
taxing authority has declared the
industry is not paying enough taxes.
It is probably on this reasoning that
an attempt was made to hoist mer-
chandise (personal property) taxes
up to $50,000 for each film company,
regardless of their importance or the
amount of stock carried in the
vaults. Suit was also filed in this
matter and is pending.

New Theater Going Up
George M. Cohan Siteon

According to plans just filed with
the Manhattan division of the Hous-
ing and Building Dept. by Walker &
Gillette, architects, the New York
Life Insurance Co. will erect a three-

story theater and dance hall costing

$225,000 on the site of the George
M. Cohan Theater and the Fitzger-
ald Bldg. at southeast corner of

Broadway and 43d St. The theater

will occupy the first floor.

by 12 from 17 to 29. Imports from
Germany were 25, a loss of two from
1937. Hungary imported but one
picture from Austria as against six

in 1937.

English imports dropped from six

to five, Italian went up by one from
one to two, Czech dropped from
three to two, and Polish dropped
from two to one.

MURPHY N.Y. TRIP

DEFERS PIX CONFAB

(Continued from Page 1)

McMahon, head of the Department
of Justice's criminal division, left

for New York late yesterday after-

noon. At the Department, it was
stated that the trip was not connect-
ed with the pending New York
equity suit.

Court Order Writes Finis

to Trusteeship of Roxy

(Continued from Page 1)

liabilities, and all the rights and
interests of its stockholders of any
and all classes.

The order also approved the final

report of Cullman and stated that
the plan of reorganization was com-
pletely consummated, and that there

are no assets of Roxy Theater Corp.
in Cullman's hands.
With the order was filed a state-

ment showing that Cullman had re-

ceived $535,492 as trustee, of which
$435,000 was payment made by Roxy
Theater, Inc., the new company, for

purchase of assets.

Fees and disbursements, included

in the foregoing total sum received,

amounted to $280,422.

as the mysterious Mr. Hatueld . . .

. . deft with cards, gallant to ladies.

Running away from a past no one

could guess. And paying with his

life to balance unconfessed crimes

with one good deed when the

wilderness dealt death.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists
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REFUGEE BENEFIT

SUCCESS ASSURED

(Continued from Page 1)

by Gary Cooper asking public sup-
port of the benefit.

Station WWL is using 12 spot
announcements daily, with talks by
civic leaders being made on behalf
of the theaters' "campaign."
With Loew the only important

exception, the vast majority of gulf
states theaters last night were
progressing in ticket sales for to-
morrow's benefit.

At Jackson, Mississippi Chairman
Arthur Lehmann reported the the-
aters in his state 100 per cent be-
hind the movement and stated that
everywhere civic leaders were co-
operating.
In New Orleans, Louisiana Chair-

man Abe Berenson reported co-
operation from all civic philanthrop-
ic and society leaders, but acknowl-
edged there were a few Louisiana
theaters which would not partici-

pate.
Reason for Loew's non-participa-

tion unofficially ranged from fear
of dictator reprisal to stockholder
trouble.

Stations WSMB, WWL and
WDSU are giving time to advertise
the shows, but in interstate hookup
failed due to cost.

Radio Film Critics Circle

to Aim at Industry Service

{Continued from Page 1)

at the Hotel Edison. Represented
were CBS, Mutual, WMCA, WNEW,
WINS. WBNX and WXQR. Differ-

ence of opinion expressed deferred
definite action; second meeting will

be held shortly.

It was emphasized that the RFCC
if and when formally organized will

aim at greater service to the film

industry and its members will be
pledged to co-operate with it.

Thumbs will be definitely down, it

is said, on salacious, unfair and
malicious material which, used by
some Coast commentators, has
aroused general industry ire.

Chemical Bank to Deliver

Movie Quiz Winners Lists

(Continued from Page 1)

Motion Pictures' Greatest Year cam-
paign. Participating theaters will

receive the lists promptly at eight

o'clock on the night of Feb. 20 when
the winners are to be announced.
This step has been taken to insure

the fullest dependability and so that

every exhibitor will receive the in-

formation at the same time.

Gulf Renews SAG Air Show
A 13-week renewal, effective Feb.

19, has been signed by Gulf Oil Co.,

with the "Hollywood Guild" series

which features members of the

Screen Actors Guild. Program is

aired Sundays from 7 to 7:30 P.M.
over CBS network of 61 stations.

«REVKWS»
"Gunga Din"

with Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr.

RKO Radio 117 Mins.

ACTION - CRAMMED MELODRAMA
SHOULD SET BOX-OFFICES AFIRE FOR
THOSE SHOWMEN WHO GET BEHIND
IT.

A slam-bang melodramatic tale cut to

the Kipling-esque Imperial pattern and

throbbing with action from opening ambush

to closing battle—that's "Gunga Din."

Frankly exploited and otherwise sold as

such, it should get big money. And the

greater the exploitation and the selling,

the greater the gross for any sized house,

large or small. The appeal of the picture

is as elemental as its plot, as elemental

as its telling. Love interest is negligible

in the Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur story

of derring-do, and in its translation into

terms of cinema, Joel Sayre and Fred
Guiol have omitted all that is accepted as

sophistication. The result is an action-
crammed screenplay that obviously enthused
and inspired Producer-Director George
Stevens. Yes, make no mistake about it:

Here is truly a moving picture. And en-
acted with considerable heroic flourish

by Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as three of the
toughest sergeants in British service, Sam
Jaffe as the ballad's regimental water
carrier and Eduardo Ciannelli as Sufi Khan,
Napoleonic leader of the revived Thuggee
cult. Five corking performances, and
backed up ably by Montagu Love as the
Colonel, Lumsden Hare as the Major, Ab-
ner Biberman as Cheta, Thuggee lieutenant,

Robert Coote as a comedy sergeant. Joan
Fontaine in a walk-through role is the
single femme principal. The suspenseful

melodramatic pattern has as its essentials

the revival of Thuggee and its menace to

the Empire and the treasure-hunting pro-

clivities of Grant, with the love versus
duty problem of Fairbanks as a sidelight.

Climax comes when first Grant, then Mc-
Laglen, Fairbanks and Jaffe, are cap-
tured by the Thugs. A ruse permits the

quartet in turn to make Sufi Khan a pris-

oner and hostage. The Black Watch
marches to the rescue and is saved from
entrapment by the already wounded Gunga
Din who sounds the alarm by bugle before

he is slain. The budding revolt is put
down, Fairbanks signs up for another nine-

year hitch, and Gunga Din, in death, gets

a corporal's rank and finds a fitting eulogy
in the ballad written by Kipling, war cor-

respondent attached to the Highlanders. A
MacArthur-Hecht exchange of courtesies

there, considering the ballad inspired their

story. Some loose ends in the latter, and
plenty of hokum, too. But the box-office

end probably will justify that. The melo-

drama's epic sweep against a convincing

North India background has been fully

caught by the cameras, and the photography

by Joseph H. August and special effects

by Vernon L. Walker rate brilliant. Bat-

tle footage is particularly well done. Same
goes for the art direction by Van Nest
Polglase. Alfred Newman's musical set-

ting, especially when the bagpipes domin-
ate, adds much to the story's effectiveness.

CAST: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Sam Jaffe, Eduardo

Ciannelli, Joan Fontaine, Montagu Love,

Vote Jan. 31 on Fall River

Site Restriction Ordinance

Fall River, Mass.—Action by the

City Council on a proposed ordi-

nance that would prohibit establish-

ment of a theater within 400 feet of

a church, school, hospital or public

garaere has been postponed until

Jan. 31.

Committee members pointed out
at the hearing that the measure if

adopted would tend to assure a
monopoly on theater operation here
to Nathan Yamins, whom Council-

lor Lewis P. Morley said had asked
him to present the measure before
the council.

Michael T. Hudner, Raymond Mul-
veny and Dr. John Duvallv sought
elimination of the words "public

garage" from the proposed ordi-

nance, saying that this would make
impossible proposed erection of a
theater on President Ave., west of

North Main St.

NLRB Will Start SWG
Coast Hearings Feb. 13

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen Writers Guild

hearings will be started here Feb. 13

by the National Labor Relations

Board.

Start Yiddish Film

Henry Lynn will begin shooting
today on a new Jewish feature,

"Mothers of Today," which he is

producing and directing for Henry
Lynn Films, Inc., at the Biograph
Studios in the Bronx. The film is

being made from an original story

by Simon Wolf and features Esther
Field.

Stars for President's Ball

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood will be
represented at President Roosevelt's

birthday ball Jan. 30 in Washing-
ton by Annabella, Ralnh Bellamy,
George Brent, Errol Flynn, Bruce
Cabot, Andrea Leeds and Eleanor
Powell.

Mayer, Burstyn Move
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Bur-

styn, foreign film distributors, have
moved their offices from the Para-
mount Bldg. to the Rialto Bldg.

Robert Coote, Abner Biberman, Lumsden
Hare.

CREDITS: In Charge of production, Pan-

dro S. Berman; Producer-Director, George
Stevens; Assistant Directors, Edward Killy

and Dewey Starkey; Inspired by Rudyard

Kipling's ballad; Story by Ben Hecht and

Charles MacArthur; Screenplay, Joel Sayre

and Fred Guiol; Cameraman, Joseph H.

August, ASC; Special Effects, Vernon L.

Walker, ASC; Art Director, Van Nest Pol-

glase; Associate, Perry Ferguson; Technical

Advisors, Sir Robert E. Holland, Capt. Clive

Morgan, Sergt.-Maj. William Briers; Editors,

Henry Berman and John Lockert; Sound,
John E. Tribby and James Stewart; Musical
Director, Alfred Newman.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Brilliant.

THIRD TRADE REFORM

DRAFT READY SHORTL

(Continued from Page 1)

when W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M gei

eral sales manager, returns from
Florida vacation.
Meanwhile, in a United l^^>i

copyrighted story from Hollyvu
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of t>

board of 20th Century-Fox, yestei

>

day defended certain practices whic
the Dept. of Justice condemned
monopolistic in the government
anti-trust suit against the industry
Revamping the present method ci

distribution would ruin the indeper
dent theater operators who hav
fought block-booking for years, h
said, adding that the indies "are b<

ginning to realize what they hav
done and now that it's too late the;

are sorry."

"If block-booking were eliminated
it would be fine for the industry, A
the U.P. quoted Schenck as saying
Continuing, "but the average inde t

pendent theater owner changes hi: I

bill two or three times a week anc I

in the course of a year he and hi;

neighbors use virtually all the films

Hollywood produces. He has th< 1

right to cancel from 10 to 15 pei

cent of the pictures under his con- 1

tract and that eliminates the unde-
|

sirable ones."
Schenck declared that the average

indie needed about 150 pictures a

year and, as there aren't any more
available to him, "what good would
it do him if he bought them indi-

vidually after looking at them first?

There would be weeks when his the-

ater would be dark if block-booking
were eliminated."
The industry welcomes the gov-

ernment suit, Schenck is reported to

have said, but it felt that the con-

troversy could have been better han-

dled had producers, distributors and
exhibitors discussed their own prob-

lems.

Would Limit Examinations

in Chicago Adelphi Case

Chicago — Rosenberg, Stein &
Rosenberg, attorneys for plaintiffs

in the Adelphi Theater case, served
papers late yesterday on B & K and
film companies' attorneys on a mo-
tion to limit the examination of in-

dependent theater owners. Judge
Michael Igoe will preside instead of

Judge Wilkerson, who is not here.

Rosenberg, Stein & Rosenberg will

take depositions on Feb. 3 and 4

before Master Charles MacDo'nald.
Abe Kaufman, B & K film buyer,
Morris Leonard, B & K counsel, and
managers of film exchanges will be
examined on those days.

Lind Named Week's Aide

Lloyd L. Lind has been appointed
assistant to George W. Weeks, Mon-
ogram's general sales manager. Lind
formerly was head of the contract
department.
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Utimate '38 Canadian "Take" to Exceed $33,000,000

murphyto take directTnterest in ly'T SUIT

Schines Back Theater Management Course at Syracuse

For F(airness
. . . overdue move
= By CHESTER B. BAHN=

'HE Radio Film Critics' Circle, now tak-

ing shape in New York as a formal

ganization of leading Eastern pix com-

entators on the air waves, will, it is

derstood, adopt a code of ethics designed

bar the use of salacious, malicious and

aterial otherwise unfair to this industry.

A move in the right direction, that,

>d slightly overdue, if not hereabouts,

en certainly on the West Coast.

It is impossible to estimate, in dot-

's and cents, the damage that has been

ne to this industry by a few of radio's

m "reporters" and "commentators," but

. exhibitor reaction provides any yardstick

has been plenty. At the present time.

is particular type of sharpshooting seems

have the recent business drive in gen-

al and its Movie Quiz in particular as a

»get.

o

"CR instance, one commentator the other

night told his national radio audience

he industry is certainly glad that the

000 Movie Quiz contest is over be-

use, during the contest, theater patrons

amined the pictures closely to see how
d motion pictures really are." Or words

that effect.

S Little wonder that P. J. Wood, secretary

the ITO of Ohio, rises to ask, "Isn't

about time some of the '5 and 10'
< thou -

nd dollar per week) executives in this

siness took some decisive action along

taliatory lines? Or, is there no 'guts'

t in the business?"

Admittedly, the campaign framed for

e business drive failed to attain per-

ction; indeed, when it was announced,

iose who devised it were candid enough
i say that shortcomings likely would be

Jted. And they were. But that has

othing at all to do with the issue of fair-

bss as raised by the attacks of those on

e industry's fringe or even beyond.

EXHIBITOR and trade criticism may have

a definite constructive value for the

dustry; commentator criticism, phrased in

(Continued on Pane 2)

College of Business Adminis-

tration to Tackle Exhib.

Training

Syracuse — Syracuse University,
alma mater of Metro's J. Robert
Rubin, 20th Century-Fox's Harry
Joe Brown and other nix figures,
will inaugurate an experimental
course in motion picture theater
management at the Spring semes-
ter, it was announced yesterday.

Plans for the course, unique in

the collegiate field, were developed
(Continued on Pane 11 )

$174,000,000

TO PRODUCERS
Theater Gross for 1936

Was $539,115,000

LOEW STOCKHOLDERS

TO MEET ON FEB, 28

Annual Loew's stockholders meet-
ing has bten set for Feb. 28, with
stockholders of Feb. 7 record entitled
fo vote, it was learned yesterday, fol-

(Contiuurd on Pun.- \2)

Drop of 13,000,000 Feet

In Film Exports in 1938

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A 13,000,000 feet de-

crease in American motion picture
film exports for the complete year,

(Continued on Page 13)

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A gross income of

$174,000,000 for motion picture pro-
ducers in 1936 was reported yester-
day by the Treasury Department in

y part of its tabulation on 1936 cor-
poration income and profits.

A total of 279 producers filed re-
ports for 1936, the Treasury Depart-
ment stated. Of these, 101 filed re-

turns with net income, which
amounted to $29,726,000. The treas-

(Continucd on Page 4)

ALLIED UNIT IN MOVE

TO END 5G ADMISSION

Syracuse—Drive to eliminate five

cent admissions in the Syracuse ter-
ritory was launched at the first meet-
ing' of the Syracuse regional unit
of New York Allied here yesterday.
Rap Merriman, operator of the

(Continued on Pacje 12)

Dominion Seating Capacity Up 45,000

in 7938, Film Board Statistics Show
M of T "Refugee" Issue

Banned Throughout France

New York offices of the March of
Time yesterday received a cable-
gram from France stating that its

"Refugee" issue had been banned in

France. The message read: "March
(Continued on Page 13)

1939 Film Year Book will out-Year Book all

Year Books.—Advt.

Toronto—While official statistics
for 1938 will not be available for
months, it is estimated that theater
gross receipts in the Dominion will

pass the $33,000,000 mark, a gain
over the official 1937 figure of $32,-
499.300.

Canadian Film Board statistics

for 1938 indicate that total number
(Continued on Page 13)

The Film Year Book is a book with a back-
ground.—The Film Daily.

—

Advt.

Attorney General Planning to

Spend Considerable Time
in N. Y.

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Frank Murphy, United States At-
torney General, replying to ques-
tions during an exclusive interview
accorded to The Film Daily yester-
day in his new metropolitan offices

in the Federal Building, Foley
Square, gave strong intimation that
he will take direct interest in the
current equity action of the Gov-
ernment against the film industry.
Further, he stated, that he plans to
spend considerable time in New
York City in the future, as a prin-

( Continued on Page 3)

NEW ASHER-COL. DEAL

CALLS FOR FOUR PIX

Consummation of Columbia's re-
newal deal with Irving Asher for
the production of the former's auota
pictures in England is expected to-

day. A new deal calling for four
nictures has been agreed upon, fol-

lowing discussions yesterday be-
(Continued on Parte 4)

Central American Demand
for Spanish Pix Growing

The demand for Spanish language
nictures in the Central American ter-

ritory is increasing even though such
product rarely gets first-run engage-
ments, according to Paul Wir, man-

(Continued on Page 11)

Universal-Edington Deal

Involves Stock Warrants

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Universal Corp. has

reported a deal to the SEC between
Universal Pictures Co. and Harry
E. Edington, head of Famous Pro-

(Continued on Paa" 4)
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10
178
180
123/4

47'/8

High Low

Am. Seat. 16 16
Co'umbia Picts. vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 15/8 ll/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10
East. Kodak 178
do pfd 180
Gen. Th. Eq 12%
Loew's, Inc 48%
do pfd
Paramount 11 10'/2

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 11 10?4
P?the Film 9'/4 8V2
RKO 23/8 2V4
20th Century-Fox 22'/2 21 '/2
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 60 58
Warner Bros 5% 5V4
do pfd 371/s 371/8

Net
Close Chg.

16 — i/
2

1 Vi — V*
10

178
180 + 4i/

2
127/g + V4
471/2 — l/

2

IOV2 — 3/8

103/4 — l/
8

8% + Vs
21/4

221/4 + 3/g

60 " + 4'

51/2 + Vs

371/s — 3/8

NtW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 . . . . 943,4 9434 9434 — 1/4

Loew 6s 41 -ww. 99V4 99 99V4 + l/
2

Tara. B'way 3s55 56

V

8 56V8 56VS — %
Para. Picts. 6s55 101 100i/4 100</4 — 3/4
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4S 47 87V4 87 87 — 7/8
RKO 6s41 72 72 72 — 1

Warner's 6s39 91 90 1/4 91 +1
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . .
2i/

2 2!/2 21/2

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 183/4 18i/

2 183/4 4- l/
8

Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Picts 634 634 634 — 1/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2 s 1st '36 5 6l/

2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 935/8 95y4
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st *43 69 71

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

For Fairness
. . . overdue move

(Continued from Page 1)

terms of ridicule, aimed for the public,

can only be destructive.

And, as you may have noticed, there's

no satisfying some of "the boys." Wit-
ness the fact that the chap who earlier

was calling the Quiz a flop because of its

"few" answers later took the angle that

the peak number of contestants only meant
there would be 2,000,000 (or so) dis-

appointed fans when the prizes are an-

nounced Feb. 20.

Meanwhile, regardless of what "the boys"

may say or print, motion pictures remain

your best entertainment. Keep that slogan

alive.

March of Time Evolving

Formula for Features

Sources close to the March of
Time declared yesterday that, while
progress is being made regarding
the company's making of experimen-
tal features, no starting date for
the first picture has yet been fixed.

When the March of Time was in

a similar planning stage, both as a
motion picture and as a radio broad-
cast, a very definite form and tech-
nique was sought, it was pointed
out. Not until the organization is

convinced that it has exactly the
right sort of scripts for the experi-
mental features will the latter go
before the cameras, it was added.

Present plan is to make a unique
ercup of features, which will range
somewhere between the Hollywood
pictuvp conception and "The Plow
That Broke The Plains."

Duration Clause Holds Up
Signing Stage Hands Pact

With all details satisfactorily
ironed out, contract between Local
1, stagehands, and the New York
circuits, is scheduled to be drawn
up this week. Question of whether
or not the contract will run for one
year or two years is only clause in

pact which has not been agreed on,
V; was said.

Margolies Takes Washer's
Post in UA Publicity Dept.

Al Margolies, who has been pub-
licity head of GB for the last two
vears, takes over the publicity post
held by Ben Washer at United
Artists, effective Feb. 3. Washer
is resigning to become general press
representative for George Abbott,
legit producer. Margolies, before
going with GB, served in UA's pub-
licity department.

Billboard Tax Measure
in Georgia's Assembly

Atlanta—Bill to levy a $1 annual
tax on each sign or billboard "within
sight of a highway" has been .in-

troduced in the Georgia Assemblv
by Reps. Roy Harris, Ralph Lewis
and Frank Gross.

Lehman RKO Claims Filed;

Hearing Scheduled Today

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday allowed filing of the claims
of Lehman Brothers and Lehman
Corp. in respective amounts of $9,-

098 and $4,511, as sought in the
proceedings of RKO Corp. by the

petitioners. Amounts are for stock

transfer charges on the RKO 10-

year six per cent gold debentures
issued to J. & W. Seligman & Co.

as depository.
Hearing in the RKO matter,

scheduled to be held before Judge
Bondy at 3 p.m. today in Federal
Court, will not be postponed despite

the fact that the Court signed last

week the order of settlement, it was
asserted yesterday.

Two-Men-in-Booth Bill

up Eighth Time In Conn.

Hartford—Motion picture opera-
tors have filed a two-men-in-a-booth
bill in the new session of the State
Legislature. A similar bill has been
defeated seven times in the past.

The bill is filed as a public health
and safety measure.
Chamber of Commerce and vari-

ous organizations have filed bills

calling for legislation of Bingo for
charitable purposes and restricting
prizes in different amounts and
forms. The Chamber has also asked
for carnival permits with prize
game privileges for organizations
exempt from income tax payment.

Chilean Earthquake Said

to Have Wrecked Theaters

Reports received here yesterday
at the Loew foreign office stated
that the terrific earthquake which
rocked Chile yesterday had not
damaged the Loew first-run house
in Santiago. Later news service re-

ports said that about 10 or more
theaters had been completely de-
molished in the affected area, with
additional houses partially damaged.
Principal damage was done in Con-
"epcion and Chilian, latter city be-

ing reported as completely razed.

W. Pa. MPTO, ITOof W. Va.

to Hold Meeting Feb. 28

Clarksburg, W. Va. — Further
trade reform proposals by the dis-

tribs. are expected to come up for
consideration at a joint meeting of
the MPTO of Western Pennsylvania
and the ITO of West Virginia at
the Waldo Hotel here Feb. 28.

Arnold to Discuss Gov't

Biz Control Here Feb. 2

Thurman Arnold, Assistant U. S.
Attorney General, will speak on
"How Far Should Government Con-
trol Business?" at the 127th dinner
of the New York Economic Club at
the Hotel Astor Feb. 2.

JACK COHN, vice-prexy of Columbia,
rived yesterday from Florida.

B. F. ZEIDMAN, indie producer, is here fr

the Coast.

PAUL WIR, United Artists manager {]#• e

tral America, is here for conferences <-r t

home office.

RALPH CLARK, SR., managing director f

Warners in Australia, has arrived on the Co;
from Sydney; leaving there for New York
about a week.

JOE WALSH, Pathe News cameraman, h

left for Pebble Beach to film a golf sho
with Horton Smith, Harry Cooper and Jimn
Thomson.

ROY HEFFNER and MARCEL MEKELBER
independent exchange operators in Boston, a

here for a few days.

JOHN G. PAINE, Ascap's general manage
was in Atlanta yesterday.

HALLAM COOLEY is here from the Coa:
at the Warwick.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON was scheduled 1

leave for the Coast last night to report at th

Warner studio for work in a new picture.

ELEANOR POWELL, M-G-M star, arrive

in Washington this week-end to attend th
President's Birthday Ball on Jan. 30.

ANDREA LEEDS, Samuel Goldwyn star, ar

rives here tomorrow from the Coast en rout
to Washington to attend the F.D.R. Birthda
Ball.

PHIL RECAN is at the Essex House.

Pathe News Making 6-Reel

Commercial Pix for RC/

Production has been started b;

Pathe News on a commercial pictun i

for RCA that will run about %h\
reels, featuring radio and television

t was learned yesterday. Franl
Donovan is supervising and direct

ing the film which is being taker

at RCA, NBC and the studio.

Du-Art vs. CFI Trial Set

Federal Judge John C. Knox yes-1

terday set down for trial on Feb. 6

the suit of Du-Art Film Laboratories •

Inc., and Arthur Gottlieb against

Consolidated Film Industries.
Plcintiffs seek $500,000 each claim-

ing that the defendant induced a

breach of contract which existed be-

tween the plaintiffs and Universal
with respect to film printing and
other matters.

Best wishes f'om THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 26

Hugo Riesenfeld

Abe Meyer

Norman Burnstine

Elsie Damereaux

-.
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ILL TAKE "DIRECT"

HAND IN GOV'T SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

>al part of a program calling for

nspeetion trips."

^^n asked whether theater part-

iJror other interests aligned with

fajor companies, — in situations

iere the latter have either a ma-

ity or minority holdings,—could

lulge in theater acquisition or ex-

nsion in face of the status quo

derstanding evoked as a result of

e equity action, the Attorney Gen-

al declared that to comment at

; time on specific cases or phases

lereof would not be doing justice

either the Government's position

that of defendants, and that his

licy as U. S. Attorney General is

he vigorous administration of jus-

•e."

Categorizing queries,—which in-

jded specifically the U. S. vs.

<cap case, and other actions which
ive been on the D of J books for

e past two years or more; whether
ere would be a disposition on the

at of the Government to modify
; equity suit stand should the in-

istry reach an internal agreement
_ i trade reforms; and, in the even-

; ality the Government should win
e Dallas case, would this result

>en the way for Departmental
ive throughout the country against
milar commercial practices,—as

uuticularization" and "specula-
on," the Attorney General declined

•mment.

Neither would Murphy commit
mself on any phase of consent
?cree rumors in the equity action,

r divulge whether or not he had
specific suggestions in the offing

arding tightening of the anti-

st laws.

He asserted .that he is dedicat-
himself to the task of "get-

g as close to cases as I can," and
t his present "inspection tour"
now take him to Boston and

icago, as well as to other districts,

d that his itinerary, following the
icago visit, is at present flexible.

ix Hoot Gibson Westerns
Set for S. African Market

I Deal for six westerns for distribu-
on in South Africa has been closed

y 20th-Fox with the British and
ontinental Trading Co., it was
•arned yesterday. Pictures, which
ere produced by Walter Futter, star
ioot Gibson.

Rubin Heads Drive
J. Robert Rubin, Loew's vice-prexy

and general counsel, has been appointed
general chairman of the 1939 Syracuse
University Alumni Fund drive. Goal is

$50,000. Rubin is an Orange alumnus.

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL M. DALY

• • • SMART campaign being placed in back of Warners'

"Wings of the Navy" a production with timely importance

advertising chief Charles Einfeld has laid out a huge national adver-

tising, publicity and exploitation campaign to synchronize with a six-way

world premiere on Feb. 3 in Washington, Pensacola. San Diego,

New York, Los Angeles and on board the U. S. S. Lexington in

the Caribbean

T T

• • • A BROADSIDE was sent out to theater managers and

exchange heads playing up President Roosevelt's statements on

air defense in the Philly territory two events have been ar-

ranged by "Skip" Weshner, zone manager. . . .the first is a break-

fast next Sunday at the Camden airport invitations have

been sent to scores of civilian flyers who own their own planes

to fly to the airport where they will breakfast and then see the

picture ex-Army and Navy pilots have also been invited to

attend newsreel and wire services will cover the event

on Feb. 2 at a testhnonial dinner to Rear Admiral Julius C. Town-
send, Commandant of the Philadelphia Navy Yard, "Wings" will

be screened before high navy officials tonight in the audi-

torium of the Department of the Interior in Washington a pre-

view will be attended by representatives and senators, as well

as Navy officials and officers

• • • THIS Warner drama of the navy flyers is a production

that will make every American proud of this branch of the service

it is done with dignity and impressiveness without any hokey

flag-waving hoorah and that power dive sequence in which John

Payne hurtles from the clouds is as thrilling and suspenseful a scene

as any current production offers here is a sure-fire box-office at-

traction backed up by a high-powered ad campaign that offers a perfect

example of intelligent co-ordination between studio and home office....

T

• • • ADDED to founder members of Club Showshop
Dudley Murphy, director of ". . . one-third of a nation . .

."

Dudley joins as representative of the film industry

Club Showshop, now being built at 146 East 56th St., will aim to

provide an outlet for talents of playwrights, actors, designers and
technicians founder-members include Eugene O'Neil, Elsie

Janis, Geraldine Farrar, William Lyons Phelps

T T T

• • • FILM Forum of TAC will be addressed by Herbert Biber-

man, director tonite at the Union Methodist Church on West 48th

St his subject will be "Hollywood Glamour Joins the Fight for

Democracy"

T T T

• • • NINTH annual formal dinner-dance of the Columbia
Club on Feb. 25 in the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-
Astoria music by George Hall's ork with Dolly Dawn

and also Senor Juan Herrera and his Marimba Band
the usual smart floor show will be in evidence

T T T

• • • BECAUSE of his company's sales conference holding over

Jimmie Grainger will be unable to be present as honor guest at

the AMPA luncheon today at the Astor

DAT6 BOOK

Jan. 27: Hartford (Conn.) IATSE annual ball,

Hotel Bond.

Jan. 31 : Independent Exhibitors, Inc., an-
nual meeting, Hotel Statler, Boston.

Feb. 2-4: National Board of Review Confer-
ence, Hotel Pennsylvania.

Feb. 4: Cleveland Variety Club ball, Allerton
Hotel.

Feb. 6: MPTO of Virginia mid-Winter con-
vention, Willard Hotel, Washington.

Feb. 7: Ben Simon testimonial dinner, Race-
brook Country Club, New Haven.

Feb. 8: West Va. ITO testimonial dinner for

Robert Dunbar and Charles Dortic, Waldo
Hotel, Clarksburg, W. Va.

Feb. 10: Theaters Arts Committee, Film Divi-
sion, Motion Picture Ball, Hotel Roosevelt.

Feb. 20: Nation-wide announcement of Movie
Quiz winners.

Feb. 23: Academy Awards banquet, Biltmore
Bowl, Hollywood.

Feb. 25: Columbia Club dance, Waldorf-As-
toria.

Mar. 19: Boston Cinema Club dinner dance,
Cocoanut Grove.

April 15-17: 20th-Fox sales convention, Chi-
cago.

April 17-21: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

April 21-23: Variety Clubs convention, Book-
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

May 4-6: 20th Century-Fox European conven-
tion, London.

May 11-13: 20th Century-Fox European con-
vention, Paris.

June 1-3: 20th Century-Fox South American
convention Rio de Janeiro.

June 21: 20th-Fox sales convention, Tort-of-
Spain, Trinidad.

Hearing in Chi. Adefphi

Case Deferred to Feb. 10

Chicago — Judge Michael Igoe
postponed hearing of the Adelphi
Theater case until Feb. 10, when
Judge Henry Wilkerson returns for
the hearing. He denied motion of
defendants' attorneys to postpone
depositions before Master Charles
McDonald of B & K executives and
film exchange managers, booked for
Feb. 3 and 4.

Helen Ware Dead at 62
Carmel, Calif.—Helen Ware, 62,

once widely known stage and screen
actress, died here yesterday from
diphtheria and pneumonia.

New Chi. Film Company
E. and H. Balaban and G. T. Top-

per have organized the Termina-
tional Film Company to distribute

independent films.

Zuhor's Air Talks
Adolph Zukor will make two broad-

casts over the international short-wave
lanes from the British Isles, one from
Edinburgh at 4 P.M. today, and another
from Ireland at 3 P.M. tomorrow. He
will talk about film making in Europe.
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A "JUUU" from Uotlywwd "£ots
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Two Edison Features

TV/fETRO will make two feature

pictures based on the life of
Thomas A. Edison, one depicting his

boyhood, the other his later career.

Dore Schary and Hugo Butler have
been engaged to prepare the screen
play. They will work in co-opera-
tion with H. Allan Dunn, former
public relations counsel for Edison.
John Considine, Jr., will be produc-
er.

T T
Start Guizar Pix Feb. 10

Dario Faralla of Dario Prods.,

who has just returned from New
York, will place "The Prodigal Re-
turns" in production Feb. 10. It will

star Tito Guizar and will be di-

rected by Richard Harlan. The prin-
cipals will include Amanda Verela,
Robina Duarte, Tana and Martin
Garralaga.

T T

"Hunchback" for RKO In '39-'40

Plans are being shaped by RKO to

make "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" the most impressive picture

on this company's schedule of 1939
releases. It will be filmed on a scale

comparable with that of "Gunga
Din."

Woonsocket Theaters Lose

Fight to Block Fee Jump

Providence—Vacating a restrain-

ing order issued by Superior Court

Judge G. Frederick Frost, and de-

claring the restraining order should

not have been issued until the case

was heard, Judge Herbert L. Car-

penter in Superior Court here denied

a preliminary injunction sought by
Woonsocket theater managements
against the Police Commission's ac-

tion in increasing city license fees

for theaters from $12 to $30 per

week. Judge Carpenter said he

could not find the amount charged

to be "unreasonable."
John R. Higgins, counsel for the

Bijou Amusement Co., which with

the Laurier Theater Inc., Olympia
Theater Inc., and Rialto Inc., were
complainants, contended the new
fees were "disproportionate, con-

fiscatory and illegal" and constituted

a confiscatory tax; assessed with-

out reason other than to "get money
for the city."

Union Raps License Boost
Woonsocket, R. I.—Typographical

Union No. 245 has gone on record

as protesting increase in license

fees for theaters here. Union reso-

lution says increase will "probably
mean an increase in price of admis-
sions or of some employes losing

jobs."

Robertson With Pathe News
Allie Robertson has joined the

Pathe News staff to handle pub-

licity, it was announced yesterday.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 20S • • •

QAM KATZMAN. One of the old-timers in production and one of the few in-

dependents still producing. Entered picture production with Fox in 1914 where

he did everything from the prop man's job to serving as assistant to producers.

Was with Fox until 1931, except for two years,

with Cosmopolitan Productions. 1931-1934 pro-

duced for Showmen's Pictures. In 1934 was one

of the organizers of Supreme Pictures, producers

of Bob Steele westerns. In 1935 formed his own

company, Victory Pictures. Born in New York,

July 7, 1901. Married and has two children.

Hobby is race horses and owns a stable. Which

may or may not explain why two of Victory's

productions for 1938 were titled "Silks and

Saddles" and "Lightning Carson Rides Again."

Start "Nazi Sp^*" Today writer, has been signed by Sam
Actual production on "Confes- Goldwyn for the role of Lockwood

sions of a Nazi Spy," starring Ed-
ward G. Robinson, gets under way
at Warners today.

T T T

Goldwyn Signs Mander

in his production of

Heights.'

'Wuthering

Selznick Borrows Keyes

Cecil B. DeMille's Atlanta blonde

Miles Mander, actor-director- ' discovery, Evelyn Keyes, has been

loaned to David 0. Selznick Produi
tions for the role of Suellen il

"Gone With the Wind."

'
t t AMacMurray, Lamour to Co-sl^ "e

"Tenderloin," an original story \A
Howard Emmett Rogers and Jame
Edward Grant has been purchase^
by Paramount as a starring vehicitf

for Fred MacMurray and Doroth; 1

Lamour, supported by Robert Presj
ton. Dramatic highlight of th/
picture will be the tragic sinking oS
the SS. Titanic in the North AtlanT
tic.

T T T

E. H. Griffith Buys Interest

Edward H. Griffith has purchased
a one-third interest in Landin Bell-
smythe's new stage play in LondonJ
"Hale and Hearty," for which
Charles Laughton is being sought. I

Griffith will handle the disposition*
of the film rights.

Y Y T

Set Dick Foran Starrer

Dick Foran's first starrer in the
series of westerns newly scheduled
for -indie production by Maury,
Cohen, will be "The Kid Fromi
Butte." This is the book by Gaynel
Dorsey, who will also assist in thel
screenplay.

Restoration of Autonomy
to St. Louis Local Asked

St. Louis—In a strongly worded
resolution, the Central Trades and
Labor Union calls upon William
Green, A F of L president, to re-
quest George E. Browne, IATSE
head, to authorize the restoration
of autonomy to Local No. 143 of the
Motion Picture Machine Operators.

Since 1935, the administration of
the affairs of Local No. 143 has been
dominated by John P. Nick, Interna-
tional vice-president of the IATSE,
who is under indictment on a charge
of extortion with Edward M. Brady,
member of the Missouri House of
Representatives, following a grand
jury investigation into $20,000 in
defense funds raised by local exhibs.
in 1936 and 1937.
The fight on the floor against the

resolution was led by Clyde Weston,
business manager of Local No. 143.
He declared that there is no need
for action by the A F of L as Presi-
dent Browne has a representative in
St. Louis now investigating.

Expect Billboard Executives

To Back Modified N. Y. Bill

$174,000,000 to Producers;

Exhib. Gross $539,115,000

(Continued from Page 1)

ury stated it collected a normal tax

of $2,074,000 on these and $559,000

on surtax on undistributed profits

and $17,000 on excess profits tax.

Returns with no net income re-

ported for 1936 were filed by 129

producers with a gross income of

$146,204,000 and a deficit of $11,-

354,000. Number of returns of in-

active corporations numbered 49, the

treasury stated.

A total of 4,066 motion picture

theaters filed returns for 1936, with

2,192 of these reporting a net in-

come of $47,483,000 and a gross in-

come of $424,912,000. They paid a
normal tax of $5,402,000; a surtax
on undistributed profits of $725,000
and $136,000 on excess profits taxes.

Returns with no net income totaled
1,685, the theaters reporting a gross
income of $114,203,000 and a deficit

of $6,689,000. Total gross theater
income was $539,115,000. One hun-
dred and eighty-nine were reported
inactive.

Albany — Compromise whereby
billboard executives will back a
modified restrictive bill is expected
here, based along lines proposed in

Indiana legislation. A new meas-
ure was hoppered yesterday by As-
semblyman Bartholomew, and Sen-
ator Desmond, giving county high-
way superintendents authority to

impose roadside laws.

Saying It With Bands
Pittsburgh — Warner Bros, will

celebrate the 11th anniversary of
their Stanley Theater here during
February. Following bands will ap-
pear in the order named: Russ Mor-
gan, Ted Weems, Eddie Duchin,
Tommy Dorsey and Vincent Lopez.

Universal-Edington Deal

Involves Stock Warrants

(Continued from Page lj

ductions, Inc. whereby Famous will

produce pictures for Universal in

return for warrants for purchase of i

Universal common (voting trust
|

certificates) stock. Details of the
|

producing arrangement were not I

disclosed.

Edington will receive warrants to J

purchase 2,500 shares of common for

each picture produced and delivered
to Universal. Warrants will hold
good for five years fro . date of

issuance and will entitk Edington
to purchase the stock for $8.00 the
first year; $8.50, the second; $9.00,

the third; $9.50 the fourth and $10.00

the fifth year. Total warrants is-

sued to Edington is not to exceed
50,000 or more than 10,000 in one
year.

Asher-Col. Deal Calls

for Four $250,000 Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

tween Asher and Jack Cohn, Co-
lumbia vice-president.

The four features are budgeted
at $250,000 each and probably will

feature American players. Story
material has not been selected but
this subject is expected to be clari-

fied today. First picture will go
into production in March at the

Denham studios.

Asher sails Saturday for England
on the Champlain.
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NE OF THE GREATEST NOTION
PICTURES EVER BROUGHT
YOU BY DARRYL F. ZANUCK
AND 20th CENTURY-FOX!..
Smashing, throbbing melodrama of three
brave young women of the sky. . . and the

heart - breaking story that lies behind their

spectacular exploits . . . because they're

women first! Every woman on earth will

want to know what makes girls like these

take the gamble they can lose but once!

Trixie, who knows
what it means to

lose a race...when
she's risked her
life to win!

ALICE

FAYE



Gerry, who knows
the hurt that love

can give . . . and
even danger can't

help her forget!

/*- h
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Lo/s, w/20 ///es be-

I*
cause it brings her
closer to her reck-

less-hearted man!
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•CHARLES FARRELL
EWYMAN- KANE RICHMOND
Wally Vernon * Joan Valerie - Edward Norris

Directed by Hoy Dal Ruth
¥f}<£ucer Harry JajjBrQwn • ^Ififinal Hyf«en i'Uv l»v rvaiik W^i

1 F. Zmiiick *-
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AIL SPIN EXPLOITATION
CE WOMEN FLIERS AND HOLLYWOOD STARL

SEE HOW IT

NETWORKS
THE NATION!

COMPLETE ITINERARY
OF THE

"TAIL SPIN" TOURS!

jMm Northern Route

Los Angeles .... Jan. 28
Arrive . . .

San Francisco ..." 28
Seattle " 29
Salt Lake City . . " 30
Denver ......" 31

Chicago Feb. 2
St. Louis " 3
Detroit " 4
Cleveland " 5
Pittsburgh " 6
New York " 7

T.MVP Southern Route

Los Angeles .... Jan. 28
Arrive . . .

Kansas City . . . . " 28
Oklahoma City 30
Dallas " 31

New Orleans .... Feb. 1

Memphis " 3
Atlanta " 4
Philadelphia . . . .

" 5
Boston " 6
New York " 7

Read the complete details

to see where you come in:

The all-around-the-country flight is called the "TAIL
SPIN" TOUR.

Two separate flights starting from Los Angeles January

28th complete their tours at New York, February 7th.

Each flight carries two famous women fliers and five

lovely starlets from the Studio—accompanied by special

publicity men.

Eighteen key cities have been strategically chosen to

insure complete publicity coverage blanketing every

section of the country.

At each stop, a reception by local flying clubs, prominent

citizens, civic dignitaries and the press— fanfare! . . .

ballyhoo! . . . circus!

In each city visited the "TAIL SPIN" TOUR delivers a

print of "TAIL SPIN" to the theatre booking it.

The resulting build-up focuses intense interest on "TAIL
SPIN" not only in the cities visited, but in the entire sur-

rounding region—including your theatre!



SWEEPS ACROSS NAT
TS IN WHIRLWIND COAST-TO-COAST FUG!

* Every section covered in daring and
unparalleled advance campaign!

FOUR FAMOUS WOMEN FLIERS ON "TAIL SPIN" TOUR

RUTH NICHOLS MARGO BAIN TANNER

^B^-jSJSl^-'***' .a.

l

mrXZl •

*» > ^ii

BETTY HUYLER GILLIES TEDDY KENYON

Foremost woman pilot in the U.S.A.,

whose thrilling feats have won her

more "firsts" than any other woman
flier.

Celebrated racing pilot. Former
holder of seaplane speed record

for light planes. Governor of N.Y

Chapter of the 99 Club.

Noted sportswoman pilot and
prominent member of Long Island

society. Executive of important

aviation company.

Woman's amateur stunt flying*

champion. Nationally famous for

her courage as a test pilot.

AND THESE AIR-MINDED LOVELIES REPRESENTING THE STUDIO!
Nine of 20th's stars-to-be . . . loaded with pulchritude

and personality! Direct from Movietone City to brighten

the eyes of welcoming citizens. They are: Joan Valerie,

Helen Erickson, June Gale, Mary Healy, Lillian Porter,

Dorothy Dearing, Alice Armand, Gloria and Barbara



FULL-PAGE, FULL-COLOR ADS IN NATIONAL MAGAZINES

CARRY 'TAIL SPIN" TO 54,600,000 READERS!

I*
1

Tb"-* wIab*
bcWfl

i!

Owry, ."7*^ "^^ "**

SAr^DAy EVE«»»* post

AND IN THE NEWSPAPERS!
Drama-filled, dominant-size co-operative

ads loaded with pulling power will appear in

all leading cities— tied in with first-run openings!

COi
^*'s

A
ZOOMING
SEND-OFF
FOR A GREAT
PICTURE!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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1EA, MANAGEMENT

URSE AT SYRACUSE

U

(Continued from Page 1)

IflDr. Finla G. Crawford, dean of

leral Arts College, and Dr.

qs Raper, dean of the School
iiness Administration, in asso-

Jion with Harry Unterfort, man-
|r of RKO-Schine Keith's theater

Eh

ourse will have the strong1 back-
of J. Meyer and Louis W.

ine, operating the Schine circuit

130-odd houses in New York,

|0, Kentucky and Maryland,
ine organization will supply lec-

,'is on house management, pro-

ion, sound, booking, financing
advertising. Unterfort will

•t the series on Feb. 14.

tudents taking the course will

plement classroom work with
ctical experience in the four
ine-operated local houses, Eckel,

amount and Strand, in addition

Keith's.
? the experimental course is suc-

;ful the 1939-40 college year

find the course formally estab-

ed as part of the Business Ad-
istration curriculum and credits

;n towards a degree. At least

graduates are expected to be

ilable for interview with the

ines in June to fill positions in

ir circuit.

yraeuse was the first Eastern
versity to establish a cinema ap-
ciation course, under Sawyer
Be. University also operates,
er lease, the Civic Theater

ji/ntown.

\C Membership to be Cut
to Three by Reorg. Move

Ihington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
|Vashington—Membership of the

will be reduced from seven to

lee under terms of a reorganiza-
|i bill to be introduced in the Sen-

next week by Senator Burton
Wheeler, (I>., Mont.) Decision

s reached at a conference yes-
Iday between Wheeler and Frank
JMcNinch, FCC chairman.
"o expedite the reorganization,

Jed by the President, administra-
te changes will be separated from
ler proposed legislation to define
ligressional policies for the com-
l;sion to follow in regulating
Jadcasting and telecasting,
pilm industry is considered here
lave a definite stake in the new

|islation because of its decided in-

?st in television and latter's reg-
Ition.

Reorganization automatical-
vould terminate the terms of the

I
sent commissioners and, it is

ited out on Capitol Hill, might
to decided changes of certain,

lablished policies of the present
limission.
|n the latter connection, possibil-
of alteration of the final report

|Congress on the AT&T inves-
ition is suggested. First draft

| the report turned a spotlight on
sound patent situation in the
industry.

History Makers of 1938
• DENNIS F. O'BRIEN

C Dennis F.

O'Brien,
dean oi the le-

gal profession,

has been con-

nected with
theatrical and
motion picture

stars since
19 9, a con-

temporary of

Nathan Burk-j

an's; general]
counsel of]
United Artists'

Corp. and ac-

tive in the various negotiations between

the partner-owners oi United Artists

Corp.; attorney for Mary Pickford, Doug-
las Fairbanks. George M. Cohan, Sam
Harris, Irving Berlin and Richard Barthel-

mess, and constantly on transcontinental

jaunts in their interests.

• • EDMUND REEK • •

ff Complet-
^"^ ing his

first year as
general mana-
ger of Movie-
t o n e News,
which pro-
duces the 20th

Century - Fox
Movietone
News and the

shorts released

by that compa-
ny, Edmund
Reek is a his-

tory-making re-

corder of history. The record of his far-

flung staff is a complete pictorial history

of the world during 1938. Keeping this

staff functioning smoothly has been his

chief occupation, in addition to person-

ally supervising the makeup of the Amer-
ican release.

• • OSCAR A. DOOB • •

^T HE attrib-

^** utes the

success of
Loew's Thea-
ter circuit to

"fine operating

policies and
the best pic-

tures." How-
ever, it is
more than
probable that
the manner in

which he di-

rects the spend-
ing of nearly

$4,000,000 in advertising annually may
also have a part in the consistent box-

office success of Loew's. In 1938 he
further intensified promotion activities for

the 75 Loew houses in the New York
metropolitan area and amplified the

home office advertising service to the

40 other cities in which Loew's has
houses.

• • JOSEPH R. VOGEL •

fT HIS direc-

^*" tion of the

operation of

Loew's Thea-
ters outside of

New York City

was marked
for continued
success in
19 3 8. He is

recognized as
one of the real-

ly practical
theater operat-

ing heads in

the industry;
29 years with Loew's, from usher to a
top executive, gives him an authoritative

background that is reflected in the poli-

cies of Loew's out-of-town circuit. In

1938, he gave personal supervision to

bolstering and correcting weak box-office

spots with marked success. Outstanding

progress made by the Poll circuit, since

coming under Loew operation, is attrib-

uted to his administration.

• ARTHUR F. DRISCOLL •

C Arthur F.

Driscoll is

daily engaged
in litigation oi.

behalf of

United Artists

Corp. and va-

rious other
theatrical and
motion picture

clients, espe-

cially includ-

ing many mat-
ters involving

copyright and
is presently en-

gaged in the prosecution of the important

"Letty Lynlon'-Sheldon-Barnes v. Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer litigation in which cer-

tain phases of the copyright law will

finally be determined.

• EDWARD C. RAFTERY •

C Edward
C. Raftery

has been call-

ed in frequent-

ly by the vari-

ous film com-
panies to han-
dle the difficul-

t i e s of the
many anti-
Trust suits now
pending all

over the U. S.;

was rushed to

London by the

stockholders of

United Artists Corp. to handle the legal

phases oi their negotiations; was co-

counsel with his partner, Arthur F. Dris-

coll, in the "Letty Lynton" plagiarism

which probably will establish the law
of copyright in the motion picture busi-

ness.

BOOK REVIEWS

THE LAST WORD IN MAKE-UP
(Make-Up Encyclopedia)

, by Dr. Ru-
dolph G. Liszt. 95 illustrations by
the author; 42 full page unretouched
photographs. Published by Contem-
porary Play Publications. Price:
$3.00.

Dr. Liszt has compiled from his
extensive backlog of experience in
the field of instructional make-up,
as well as from his mastery of this
art as it applies to the motion pic-
ture field, photography and the the-
ater, a volume which at once com-
mends itself as unique and author-
itative. The contents are presented
with true showmanship, and both
the professional and non-profes-
sional will find the book replete with
fascinating and practical material.
As might be expected from one

who has long imparted his knowl-
edge to others in both class room
and dressing room, Dr. Liszt attacks
his exposition of make-up art and
science via a clear, concise and
orderly arrangement of facts. This
not only permits the reader to glean
more, but to retain more, of the
text.

Under seven distinct headings,
characterized as courses,— namely
Freshman or Primary Course;
Sophomore or Grammar Course;
Junior or High School Course; Col-
lege or Senior Course; Post Gradu-
ate Course; Societ" Make-Up; and
Professional Courses,—Dr. Liszt un-
folds the secrets of making real
mortals into make-believes, and
make-believes into real mortals.
That he is capable of doing just
this with telling effect is demon-
strated from the photographs which
run the gamut of varied characters,
such as Mammy, Mephistopheles,
Abraham Lincoln, George Bernard
Shaw, a Pirate, Chinese Mandarin,
Cyrano, a Burlesque Tramp, and
even a Neanderthal Man.—G. H. M.

Central American Demand
for Spanish Pix Growing

(Continued from Page 1)

ager in that area for United Artists,
who is in New York for a brief stay.
Wir said that the popularity of

the Mexican picture, "Bancho Gran-
de," opened the way for good Spanish
language pictures to find a first-run
market, but that the majority of
such pictures still get their principal
bookings in the second runs.
UA's business in the territory cov-

ered by Wir during 1938 was the best
since the company established a dis-
tribution system there in 1926. Wir
said he believed all companies did
good business there last year, due to
the adoption of American exploita-
tion methods by local exhibitors.
Money games, such as Bingo and

Screeno, are popular in the territory,
he said.

Wir's territory includes Panama,
Trinidad, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Gua-
temala, Nicaragua, Salvador, Hon-
duras, Venezuela and Jamaica.
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"Paris Honeymoon"
with Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal

Paramount 92 Mins.

GAY MUSICAL COMEDY PLOT WITH
BALKAN SETTING CARRIES LAUGHS
AND MELODIES.

This production is a merry melange of

musical comedy ingredients made for laughs

and romance and harmony. It has all three

to an unusual degree, so that the incon-

gruities in plot structure do not count.

Bing Crosby has gone to Paris to marry

Shirley Ross, a countess, as soon as she

gets her divorce. Bing is an American
cowboy millionaire. The divorce is held

up, so he goes to a little Balkan town
and rents a castle to while away time till

his princess gives him word that everything

is ready for their marriage. Then his

romantic adventures begin, when he finds

a village girl (Franciska Gaal) 1s occupying

the castle, that being her reward for being

chosen Queen of the Roses at a forthcom-

ing festival. She proves to be a pest,

for she falls in love with the American
"prince," and he can't get rid of her, not

even with the expert help of his valet

(Edward Everett Horton). The business is

interlarded with some very funny sequences,

especially the village scenes, where Akim
Tamiroff as the town mayor, and Ben Blue,

the village nitwit, furnish plenty of hilarity.

Then for added comedy highlights is the

clever work of Horton, so all in all this is

a swell laugh show. Of course the little

village belle wins the American hero, for in

the end he rushes back from Paris as he

is about to marry his fiancee, to prevent

his Balkan sweetie marrying the villain,

the mayor. It is all good fun done with

a rollicking air, and Bing Crosby sings four

songs in his usual crooning style that no

doubt will please his large army of fans.

CAST: Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal,

Akim Tamiroff, Shirley Ross, Edward Eve-

rett Horton, Ben Blue, Gregory Gaye,

Rafaela Ottiano, Alex Melesh, Victor Kilian,

Michael Visaroff, Keith Kenneth, Raymond
Hatton, Konstantin Shayne.

CREDITS: Producer, Harlan Thompson;
Director, Frank Tuttle; Author, Angela

Sherwood; Screenplay, Frank Butler, Don
Hartman; Cameraman, Karl Struss; Editor,

Archie Marshak.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Loew's, Inc., Stockholders

to Meet on February 28

{Continued from Page 1)

lowing a special meeting of the board
of directors.

The present board is up for re-

election, with no change in the direc-

torate anticipated. Board members
are: George N. Armsby, David Bern-
stein, Isidor Frey, Leopold Friedman,
John R. Hazel, Alexander Lichtman,
Charles C. Moskowitz, William A..

Parker, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas M.
Schenck, David Warfield, Henry R.

Winthrop.

Bank Night Legalized
Pittsburgh — After overcoming

strenuous objections and a stiff

court fight, Bank Night has finally

been legalized in Meadville.

* SHORTS *

"The Great Heart"
(A Miniature)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Sad Drama

A rather morbid story of the leper
colony as it was at Molokai in the
early days when Father Damien
went there heroically to offer his
spiritual services to the doomed vic-

tims of this dread disease. The
drama shows how the good Father
rescued the natives from their dirt

and hopelessness and cleaned up
the place with sanitary methods and
gave them spiritual comfort through
church services. Then Father
Damien is stricken with the disease
but he has bequeated to the world a
system for lessening the blight of
this terrible scourge through
humanitarian treatment of the vic-

tims.

Double Diving
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 8 Mins.
Fine Sports

A fine exhibition of expert diving,
a new art developed by Harold
"Dutch" Smith and Farid Simaika,
former Olympic diving champs, who
synchronize their dives so that no
matter what different styles of div-
ing they perform, they hit the water
together in split-second accuracy.
In many of their dives, they execute
the same maneuver, and cheir bodies
and movements give the impression
of one diver, so perfectly do they
harmonize. Pete Smith does the nar-
ration, introducing a comedy drunk,
and a few pretty girls for eye relief.

"Sophomore Swing"
(Broadway Brevity)

Vitaphone 20 mins.
Slick Two-Reeler

Two reels of high amusement re-
sult from a jaunty yarn about the
invasion of a college campus by jit-

terbugism. To end the scandalous
situation of the students skipping
lecture for the hectic music and gy-
rations of the dance hall, the facul-
ty meets. The professor of psychol-
ogy takes the distraught instructors
on a tour of his laboratories in
which he is conducting experiments
to determine the effects of various
rhythms on the institution's enroll-

ment. The scenes are loaded with
laughs, hot music and some equally
torrid singing of close and tricky
harmonies by the Merry Macs, et al.

Two members of the student body
subsequently waylay a pair of visit-

ing academic lecturers, steal their
caps and gowns, impersonate the
expected visitors, and turn the lec-

ture into a bedlam of super-modern
dancing. Cast in the riotous pro-
ceedings are also Ted Gary and
Mitzi Dahl, Ballin and McEvoy, and,
too, the winners of the New York
Harvest Moon Dance Contest. This
is a slick two-reeler.

"Once Over Lightly"

M-G-M 19 mins.
Good Gags

A zany comedy but filled with
clever gags. It tells the story of a

barber college that engages in an
annual contest with a rival college,

a la a football game. Billy Gilbert

is the professor of the shaving art,

and prepares his team as coach to

go out and clean up the rivals. The
game consists of shaving some
long-whiskered gents in the quick-

est possible time and Johnny Downs
as the star of the barber team wins
with the help of Dixie Dunbar
cheering him on.

Singapore and Jahore
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Delightful

Delightful jaunt through Singa-
pore, one of the most picturesque
of Far East cities, very modern yet
filled with the atmosphere of the
Orient. From this city the camera
moves to the adjoining city of Ja-
hore, governed by a native Sultan
who has been educated in England
and has incorporated western civili-

zation into his country, especially in

the administration of the army. This
personal army of his is shown in

maneuvers on the grounds of his
marvellous estate.

"How To Sublet"

(Robert Benchley)
M-G-M 8 mins.

Funny Nonsense

Bob Benchley demonstrates the
proper method to sublet a furnished
apartment. The agent brings in a
couple to inspect his apartment. The
woman is very critical, and starts
to find fault with everything.
Benchley is very gentlemanly and
affable, but he always shows up the
worst features of everything by
mistake. Disgusted, the woman goes
into the kitchen to inspect the gas
range, and she is blown out of the
window. Benchley then tells the
waiting husband that he will find
his wife waiting downstairs.

N. Y. Allied Unit in Move
to End 5-Cent Admissions

(Continued from Page 1)

local Franklin and regional vice-
president, named a committee to
survey the situation and present an
elimination program at a meeting
at the Hotel Syracuse on Feb. 1.

General airing of exhib. grievances
also featured yesterday's meeting,
with special potshots at pix stars
on radio programs. Trade practice
reforms will come up for considera-
tion at the next session when a
Grievance Committee of three and
a regional secretary will be named.

Thirty-five theaters were repre-
sented at yesterday's confab; mem-
bership of 90 is claimed for the
Syracuse unit exercising jurisdic-

* FOREIGD *

'Familjen Anderson
(The Andersson Family)

with Sigurd Walfen, Elsa Carlsson,

Bjorn Berglund

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 70 Mi
FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDY HAS CAS

OF FAVORITE SWEDISH PERFORMERS.
The story of the bourgeoise lady wl

sets out to crash the portals of high sc

ciety, only to find out that it is not wh;

it's cracked up to, is set forth in fair

amusing style in this new Swedish releasi

There is a good cast of Swedish scree

favorites, all of them able performer:

Sigurd Wallen, who also directed the filn

as the happy-go-lucky husband of Els

Carlsson who has been bitten with so

cial aspirations, is good. All ends we
after several social mishaps. Two livel

tunes are neatly injected into the film am
it has been embellished with English titles

CAST: Sigurd Wallen, Elsa Carlsson

Inga-Bodil Veterlund, Hilda Borgstrom, Al

len Bohlin, Bjorn Berglund, Hilding Gavle

Karin Albinn, Ragnar Widestedt, Arthu

Fischer, Gudrun Brost.

CREDITS: Produced by Svensk Filmindus

trie; Director, Sigurd Wallen; Screenplay

W. Hildebrand and T. Lundquist. Pre-

sented at the 48th St. Theater with Swed-

ish dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"The Great Citizen"
with N. Bogoliubov, Boris Cherkov, G.

Seminov
Amkino 114 Mins.

PURGE OF TROTSKYITES MOVES
SLOWLY, BUT HAS FINE DIALOGUE.

Deviating from the usual big action

scenes used to put zip in the propagandists

Russ films, this new release puts all the

action into the dialogue, suspenseful and

excellently written. The most amazing
thing about the film is the fact that the

traitors are not lined up against a wall and

shot, but apparently freed. It must be a

new technique that has not received any

publicity outside of Russia to date. The
acting of the whole cast is above par and

the technical aspects of the film are good.

The propaganda is there, but an audience

does not have to be partial to either the

Trotskyites or the Stalinists to enjoy the

superb narrative and fine acting.

CAST: N. Bogoliubov, I. Bersenov, 0.

Zhakov, Boris Cherkov, G. Seminov, E. Al-

tus, A. Zrajevsky, P. Krillov, B. Poslavsky,

V. Kiselev, Z. Federova, A. Polibin.

CREDITS: Produced by Lenfilm; Director,

Friederick Ermler. Presented at the Cameo
Theater with Russian dialogue and Eng-

lish sub-titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

tion for Syracuse to Watertown to

Binghamton.
E. Thornton Kelly, executive sec-

retary of New York Allied, who was
here for the meeting goes to Buffalo

today to confer with the Western
New York regional unit's Grievance

Committee.
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138 FILM EXPORTS

OFF 13,000,000 FT.

he

ft

(Continued from Page 1)

8, compared to 1937, was reported

day by Nathan D. Golden, chief

I Commerce Department's mo-

i picture division,

n a report with preliminary sta-

tics, Golden reported the decrease

,
ered positive and negative, sound

'1 silent films. A total of 202,526,-

feet of motion picture film, sound
'1 silent was exported in 1938, with
^alue of $4,519,594, he said. In
';7. 215,721,956 feet with a value of
'797,641 were exported. This rep-

ents a decrease of 6.1 per cent
.i-ing 1938 of all films exported.

,7he United Kingdom was the lead-

importer, Golden said, supplant-
• Argentina, leader in 1937. Dur-
• 1938, there were exported to the
lited Kingdom 14,359,042 feet of

erican films with a value of $380,-

as compared with 15,432,385 feet
ued at $396,627 during 1937. Close
kind the United Kingdom was
gentina to which U. S. exported
'230,004 feet with a value of $241,-

2 during 1938 as against 17,213,406

It with a value of $337,638 in 1937.

;3razil remained the U. S. third

gest market, it was stated. During
58, 13,042.075 feet were exported to

azil with a value of $255,385. Mex-
supplanted British West Indies as

nth largest user, Golden said, with
- S. exports figured at 9,045,028
k with a value of $264,569. British

fist Indies went to fifth place with

*81,128 feet valued at $17,388.

S'ext five largest users of Ameri-
i films in order are France with
'76,093 feet, $174,632 in value;
"nama with 6,813,912 feet, $92,393
lue; South Africa with 6,040,263
-t, $120,799 value; Canada with
98,139 feet, $223,716 value, and
ba with 5,300,245 feet, $95,934

«lue. Positions "were determined by
lount of footage and not by value
the exports.

'Projectors, during 1938, also show
jiecrease, according to Golden 's re-

«frt. During 1938 U. S. exported
<'70 standard gauge 35 mm. projec-
s valued at $382,729 as compared
h 1,625 projectors valued at $449,-

2 in 1937.

2nn Newsreel Theater

Will Continue Features

Policy of showing a feature pic-

jre along with the regular news-
els and shorts at the Penn News-
el Theater will be definitely con-
lued, the management said yes-
rday, following a one week tryout.
matures shown are pick of 1938
oduct, with shows changing each
ednesday and Saturday.

Business has increased during the
eek despite the fact that the show
>w runs between an hour and three-
tarters and two hours.

Some ISO 17. S. Pix Wait Japan's Licensing
Upward of 75 Hollywood features were admitted to Japan between October last

and the end of 1938. during which period the mutual pact, now expired, was in

force. According to reliable estimates, double this number of pictures still remain
unadmitted, and licenses to gain their entry into Japan are slow in forthcoming, it is

learned. The two countries are adhering to the terms of the former pact by tacit

consent.

M of T "Refugee" Issue

Banned Throughout France

(Continued from Page 1)

of Time's film, 'The Refugee—Today
and Tomorrow' was banned today
throughout France by a special
order of Foreign Minister Georges
Bonnet. No reason for this action
was given by officials at the Quai
d'Orsay."

March of Time also received the
following" message from London:

"The French ban on the March
of Time's Refugee film has caused
considerable interest in London
political circles. This film has been
passed by the British Board of Cen-
sors here and is being widely shown
in English cinemas. The announce-
ment of the French ban last night
caused the Marquess of Reading to

speak from the stage of a London
theater where this March of Time
picture was being shown saying: 'In

an appeal for the refugees, I can
say nothing so eloquent as the pic-

ture of the plight of refugees which
you have just seen in the March of

Time'."

M of T "Refugee" Faces

Que. Propaganda Charge

Montreal—Complaints that "The
Refugee" short film in The March
of Times series is "sheer propa-
ganda" have been received by the
Province of Quebec Board of Censors
who have ordered the film which is

now being shown at the Capitol to

be returned to them after its show-
ing there for reconsideration.

All films released by the board
are subject to this treatment if com-
plaints are received and four pro-

tests are sufficient to call for a re-

showing before the censors.

"The Refugee" deals with 6,000,-

000 refugees from China, Spain and
Germany and is mainly concerned
with the fate of Jewish victims of

Nazi persecution. There are also

shots taken in Palestine showing
how the desert has been reclaimed
by Jewish refugees.

The censors also ordered slight

changes in two skits in the Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers
stage production "Pins and Needles"
now snowing at His Majesty's.

Ross Federal Changes
Ross Federal announces the fol-

lowing changes in branch manage-
ment: H. F. Henderson is now as-
sistant branch manager at Chicago:
C. W. Graves is branch manager of
the Denver territory; J. C. Page is

branch manager of St. Louis. Page
was formerly branch manager of
the Denver branch.

Karl Hoblitzelle Wins Linz

Award for Unselfish Service

Dallas—Karl Hoblitzelle, philan-

thropist, patron of the arts and busi-

ness executive of Dallas, was desig-
nated yesterday as the winner of
the Linz award for unselfish service

to the community during 1938.

Murrell L. Buckner, announcing
the selection for the Linz Award
Committee, cited Hoblitzelle's gift

of almost $70,000 to the joint dis-

tributing committee for aid of vic-

tims of war and oppression in Eu-
rope as the act immediately deserv-
ing the award. This donation,
Buckner pointed out, was in addi-

tion to significant contributions
made by Hoblitzelle during the year
to civic organizations and charities.

Hoblitzelle was the tenth Dallas
citizen to receive the award pres-

entation which was inaugurated
a number of years ago by the firm

of Linz Bros. The annual event has
been fostered by the Times-Herald
since its inception.

1938 CANADIAN 'TAKE'

TO TOP $33,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

of seats in Canadian pix houses in-

creased 45,000 from 623,432 to 668,-

432 during the year. It is estimated
that number of theaters jumped 250
in the last two years.

While attendance increased dur-
ing 1938, the 5.4 per cent rate noted
in 1937 was not maintained.
Number of feature pix imported

into Canada in 1938 shows a slight

advance from all countries except
Great Britain. French language im-
ports totaled 104. British slumped
to 38, including American pix made
in the U. K. American imports ap-
proximated 500, a slight advance.

One of the outstanding develop-
ments in the Dominion during the
last three years has been the elimi-

nation of 35 mm. portables and
itinerants.

Vaude Continues at Oriental

Chicago—Aaron Jones, Jr., stated
last night that Jones, Linick &
Schaefer will continue vaudeville at

the Oriental Theater with double
feature program.

LOUISE

PLATT

as Lucy Ala litOry . . aristocrat, snob . . fleeing

to join her husband before the

birth of her child. But her baby

was born by candlelight on the clay

floor of a deserted ranch house, at-

tended by two social outcasts.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists
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It's a DAVID 0. SELZNICK stroke of showmanship to
make Lombard go dramatic!

CAROLE JAMES
LOMBARD • STEWART
"MADE FOREACH OTHER

greeted fay JOHN CROMWELL-Screen play by JO SWERLING
pr.ienfecj by SELZNICK: INTERNATIONAL

RELEASED THRU U N I T E D A RT I S T

S
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TSE Directs Studio Locals to Negotiate Own Pacts

AILARLEJEATURES INJ938 SHOW DRjFOF 10%

nly 5% of Canadian Theaters Play to $100,000 Business

o of Dominion's Houses

Get Under $2,500
Yearly

lontreal — Wide variations are

l/n in the scale of operations of

Iters throughout Canada. There
U in 1937 165 theaters, or almost

|

er cent of the total, having an-
receipts of less than $2,500,

|« 56 theaters, or 5 per cent of

total, had paid admissions
lunting to over $100,000 per the-

|«re than 25 per cent of the-
had a total annual revenue of

(Continued on Page 13)

ILE SEEKS WORKERS

TO FILL V.-P. POSTS

lallas— Regional vice-presidents
l^llied will be. appointed accord-
to their ability and not as an

|)rary position, Col. H. A. Cole,
|ly elected president, said here
nving his return from the board
|ting in Washington.
jl. Cole plans to realign the Al-
districts and will name regional

(Continued on Page 4)

Drleans Refugee Benefit

Nets Close to $75,000

|ew Orleans—Backed by enthu-
tic support from civic and com-
|cial sources the Gulf States'
?fit performances for European
Jigees last night appeared to
|.sh all benefits records in this

(Continued on Page_\\)

;bec Censors Decline

to Make "Refugee" Cuts

lontreal—"The Refugee," March
Time picture being shown at the
|"itol, will not be cut despite corn-
its which led the Quebec Board
Censors to rescreen it. Arthur

|amee, chairman of the Board of
(Continued on Page 4)

Iscap Decisions Are Expected Monday
Washington Bui can of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—U. S. Supreme Court when it re-convenes here on Monday, following
a fortnight's recess, is expected to hand down a decision on the Ascap cases in both
the State of Washington and the State of Florida.

COURT DECISION MAY MEXICAN PRODUCERS

REVIVE VODE- VISION ELECT RIVAS PREXY

Revival of vode-vision, stymied
since last summer by union difficul-

ties, loomed as a possibility yester-
day as those interested in the pro-
ject, designed to place acts in some
200 theaters with "canned" music
substituted for orks, studied a de-
cision handed down here by Supreme
Court Justice Kenneth O'Brien.

Decision was in the action brought
by Opera on Tour, Inc., which sued

(Continued on Path- 1 3)

Conciliation Committee
Takes Shape in Montreal

Montreal—A further step towards
the establishment of uniform wages
and working conditions in the the-
atrical business in Montreal was
taken yesterday when four industry
representatives were appointed on a
conciliation committee under the

(Continued on Page 4)

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City—-Manuel Rivas has
been elected president of the Asso-
ciacion Mexicana de Productores de
Peliculas (Mexican Association of
Motion Picture Producers) for the
organization's next term. Juan Pe-
zet, former president, was elected

(Continued on Page 13)

Loew's Ziegfeld to Adopt
Singles Policy on Feb. 9

Loew's Ziegfeld Theater, New
York, goes to a single feature policy
on Feb. 9, after experimenting with
one feature programs two days a
week for some time. At the same
time, the house will lower its eve-
ning admission prices from 50
cents to 40 cents.

C. C. Moskowitz, Loew theater
(Continued on Page 13)

See lATSEas Withdrawing from Basic

Agreement Through Action of Board

"Gunga Din" Draws 20,000

First Day at Music Hall

Well over 20,000 persons swarmed
into the Radio City Music Hall yes-
terday on the opening day of the
run of the RKO Radio picture,
"Gunga Din."

Near closing time last night
house officials declared the business

(Continued on Page 4)

Miami, Fla.—Executive Board of
the IATSE, headed by George E.
Browne, international president, act-
ing on recommendation of Harold
V. Smith. IATSE international
representative in Hollywood, has
authorized the four big studio locals
to negotiate their own wage scales
and contracts.

This action, taken at the board's
parley here, is considered to mean
a virtual withdrawal by the IATSE

(Continued on Page 4)

PCA Reports 594 Approved
As Compared With

663 in 1937
Reflecting a drop of approximate-

ly 10 per cent in the number of fea-
tures available for American ex-
hibition in 1938, the Production Code
Administration of the MPPDA yes-
terday made available its statistics
for the last year.

Total of 594 features were ap-
proved by the PCA's West and East
Coast offices, as against 663 in 1937.
The Hollywood office in 1938 okayed
515, the New York headquarters, 79.

Number of feature re-issues giv-
en the PCA seal in 1938 was 49
whereas in 1937 the total was 55.

Re-issues in this instance applies to
(Continued on Page 11)

MAKE HASTE SLOWLY'

RONDY'S RKO POLICY

Declaring that it was better to
"make haste slowlv" in the RKO
reorg. at this important stage of the
proceedings, and thereby guard
against making any mistake which
might cause the Appellate Division
in event of any appeal to find fault
with the plan or proceedings, Judge

(Continued on Page 11)

European Situation Holds

Danger, Says Sam Bischoff

"Caution must be exercised by all

production companies in setting up
budgets and product lineups for the
1939-40 season, due to the threaten-
ing European situation," Sam
Bischoff, Warner producer, warned
yesterday when interviewed by The

(Continued on Page 4)

Philadelphia Allied Unit

Will Convene on Tuesday

Philadelphia—Allied unit recently
organized here will hold its first gen-
eral meeting next Tuesday at which

(Continued on Page 11)
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Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. .

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
ny2 111/4 iiy2 — 1/2

26V2 261/z 261/z — H/2

15/8 1% 1% + %
10 9V2 10

175 175 175 — 6

180 179 180

12% 12% '2% — %
471/z 46 46i/4 — IV4

10%
94
IOV2
8%
21/4

22

91/2 9% — %
901/2 90 1/2 — 41/2

9% 9% — %
8V2 8% — 1/4

2% 2% — i/s

21 21—1 1/4

571/2 52 52 —
51/4 51/s 51/4 —
37 37 37 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 95 95 95 + V4
Loew 6s 41sww 99% 98% 99 — 1/4

Par. B'way 3s55.... 56 56 56 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55....101 100i/

2 101 + 3^
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 86% 85 85—2
RKO 6s41 ...- 73 72V, 723/4 + 3/4
Warner's 6s39 91% 90y2 90%— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2V2 2% 2l/

2
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 183,4 18Va 183/„ — 3/s

Trans-Lux 1 % 1 % 1 % — %
Universal Picts 6 6 6 — %

AFA Meets on Thursday
General membership meeting of

the American Federation of Actors
will be held at the Hotel Edison
next Thursday to discuss the adop-
tion of a bonding system and a hos-
pitalization program, it was learned
yesterday.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

See Hope for Better Film

Relations With Latin Amer.

Foreign departments of both
major and indie companies eyed with
interest yesterday the announce-
ment in Washington by Secretary
Morgenthau that removal of cur-
rency exchange restrictions in Latin
America would help trade between
those countries and the U. S.

The Treasury head said that he
did not think it impossible to re-
move the restrictions which have
been applied by virtually all of the
Latin American republics.

Declaration was interpreted as
meaning, that efforts are now under
way to correct the exchange condi-
tion, which if abrogated would re-
sult in the boosting of American
film commerce with Latin American
outlets.

Will Start World's Fair Film

At Eastern Studios Next Wk.

Production on the final sequence
of the New York World's Fair film

which will be shown at the Peris-
phere will start next week at the
Astoria studios, it was learned yes-
terday. Final shots will use 225
people and shooting will start next
Friday, continuing Tuesday and
Wednesday of the following week.
Work will be handled by Fred

Waller with Warren Murray assist-

ing him. More than 1000 kilowattts
will be used on the one stage at
Astoria during the work, a new
record for Eastern studios, it was
said.

TNEC to Resume Hearings

in Trust Inquiry Feb. 6

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington'— TNEC will resume

its public hearings in its monopoly
investigation on Feb. 6, it is under-
stood. Meanwhile, it is denied that
the President favors a quick termin-
ation of the inquiry and a resort to
legislation. An additional appropri-
ation is believed assured.

"Jesse James" Held Over
in More Than 20 Keys

Winding up its second week at
the Roxy last night, "Jesse James"
played to close to 200,000 people,
and in other pre-release engage-
ments it has been held over in more
than 20 key cities. Picture will go
four weeks at the Roxy at least, it

was said.

Morris Bischoff, Father

of Warner Producer, Dead

Death of Morris Bischoff, 77,
father of Sam Bischoff, Warner pro-
ducer, was learned here yesterday.
He had been ill with pneumonia for
almost a week at his Santa Monica
home. His body is being brought
East from the Coast and interment
will take place Monday at a ceme-
tery in Hartford, Conn. He is sur-
vived by three sons and three
daughters.

600 Exhibits Now Entered

in Morse-Rothenberg Suit

Boston — Ross Cropper, RKO's
branch manager here, is appearing
in Federal District Court before
Master Philip Hendrick as a witness
in the $2,000,000 Morse & Rothen-
berg anti-trust suit. Cropper testi-

fied, with reference to the Ports-
mouth, N. H., situation, that RKO
at no time had an exclusive contract
with Maine & New Hampshire The-
aters. The testimony, for the most
part, took up various contracts and
clearance provisions. George S.

Ryan, counsel for the plaintiffs, has
entered over 600 exhibits in these
cases.

Proposed Law May Force

Exchanges to Quit Omaha

Omaha — Withdrawal of all ex-
exchanges here is being considered
by distributing companies in the
event a proposed law, which would
put a $1,000 license fee and a $1
per reel tax on the distributors, is

passed. If the law is enacted, the
Omaha territory would be split so

that its theaters would be served
out of Des Moines and Denver.

Bills calling for the divorcement
of theaters and the curbing of over-
buying of product by exhibitors al-

ready have been introduced in the
state legislature at Lincoln.

Gregory Circuit Weighs
Further Expansion Moves

Chicago — Business is improving
in the territory covered by the
Gregory circuit, according to John
J. . Doerr. The circuit completed an
extensive impovement campaign
during the past year, investing ap-
proximately $500,000 in new the-
aters, the Wallace at Peru Ind., seat-

ing 800, the Roxy theater at Delphi,
seating 500, and the Clinton theater
at Frankfort, Ind. Plans for addi-

tion of other houses during 1939
are under consideration.

Para. Declares Dividends

on Two Preferred Stocks

Paramount's board of directors
yesterday declared a regular quart-
erly dividend of $1.50 per share on
first preferred stock and a regular
quarterly dividend of 15 cents per
share on the second preferred stock.
These dividends are payable on
April 1 to stockholders of record at
the close of business on March 15.

Leonard to Take Cruise

Chicago—Morris Leonard, B & K
counsel in the Adelphi Theater
case, has been excused by the plain-
tiff^ attorneys from the Master's
hearing next week to permit him to
take a vacation cruise. Abe Kauf-
man, B & K booker will be ques-
tioned on various film deals. Ex-
change managers have been sub-
poened.

i
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JAMES R. GRAINGER, president of Re|

and general manager in charge of distribi

left New York last night for Montreal,
going to Toronto and Detroit.

ALEXANDER KORDA and IRVING A.
on the Champlain tomorrow for Eng
/

J. CHEEVER COWDIN. "U" board
has planed to the Coast for studio prod;
talks.

MORRIS EPSTEIN, manager of Republic's
York exchange, is en route to Miami fj
vacation, and is scheduled to return in

10 days.

HERBERT SILVERBERG, film attorney, pil

to Buffalo last night. He returns to
York tomorrow and leaves the same affei

|

for Philadelphia, then returns to New Yori
|

Monday.

GRACIE FIELDS, 20th-Fox star, MC
\

BANKS, her director, and HARRY PARR
VIES, her accompanist, sail for England
morrow on board the S.S. Champlain.

SONJA HEN IE left New York yesterday
Miami for a few days' stop and then j

on the S.S. Normandie for a South Arm |

cruise.

GEORGE TRENDLE, Detroit exhib., is in

York for Para, conferences.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON arrived in

York yesterday on board the S.S. Manha
from his vacation in Europe.

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH arrived in New '

yesterday from the Coast for a three-week v;

tion.

SAM HARRIS, editor and publisher of
British trade journal, The Cinema, is in He
wood.

GORDON ELLIS of Greater Union Thea
sails from Hollywood Feb. 1, returning to t

tralia.

BOBBY JORDAN leaves the Coast for a I

York vacation as soon as he completes
role in Warners' "Hell's Kitchen."

RIAN JAMES, screen writer, is in from
Coast and staying at the Hotel Pennsylvania

RICHARD CONDON, of the Walt Disney p
licity department, is back from a three-
visit to the Hollywood studios.

J. J. MILSTEIN, Edward Small's eastern m
ager, is on the Coast.

JACK ALBERT, brother, and MRS. Ri

ALBERT, mother of Warners' Arnold All
join him on the Coast tomorrow.

SAM BISCHOFF and MRS. BISCHOFF arri

from a European vacation yesterday on bo
the S.S. Champlain.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia assistant gem
sales manager, has gone to Florida for a th

weeks' vacation.

ROY DISNEY has arrived here from Hollywo

SAM ECKMAN, of M-C-M's British force,

scheduled to arrive here early in February.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 27

Jerome Kern
George K. Arthur

Irving Talbot
Paul F. Burger

George S. De Sylva
Joyce Compton

Florence Dudley
Paul Malvern
Ted Green

JANUARY 28

Robert W. Bischoff

JANUARY 29

Ernst Lubitsch
Johnnie Cassidy
Albert Conti

Earle G. Culick
Arthur Clayton
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FOUR STUDIO LOCALS

TO MAKE OWN PACTS

t Continued from Page 1)

from basic agreement the major
producers have with American Fed-
eration of Musicians, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
the Teamsters' Union, the Carpen-
ters' Union and the IATSE.

Locals affected by this action are
studio technicians, international
photogranhers, laboratory ..techni-
cians and sound technicians.
The ruling is expected to result in

dismissal of charges bpfoi-e the
NLRB involving the IATSE inas-
much as authority to negotiate own
contracts was one of ch^reres filed

with the board by Jeff Kibre of the
motion picture technicians' commit-
tee.

Conciliation Committee
Takes Shape in Montreal

(Continued from Pane 1)

aegis of the Fair Wage Board.
Representatives of the employes are
to be chosen, and the complete com-
mittee will later meet to compose
any differences between employers
and employes and try to agree on
waere rates and working1 conditions
which will be the snbiect of an
ordinance of the Fair Wsee Board.
The representatives of the theater

owners chosen today are: D. A.
Murray, United Amusements; D. A.
Burpee, Quebec Allied Theatrical
Industries, Inc.; J. A. De Seve,
France-Film Corp., and B. C. Sala-
mas, owner of two theaters.

"Gunga Din" Draws 20,000

First Day at Music Hall

(Continued from Page 1)

was the largest of any opening day
in a long time with standing room
and lobby delays a repeated occur-
rence. Audience enthusiasm for the
picture was very high, a check-up
revealed.

Quebec Censors Decline

to Make "Refugee" Cuts

(Continued from Page 1)

Censors declined to make any state-

ment but from an authoritative

source, The Film Daily learns no
changes were made as a result of

the second screening.

Barbers Picheting
Claremore, Okla. — Barbers of this

city, home of Will Rogers, are picketing

the Yale Theater as a result of a flood

of new members to Manager Turner
Morrisett "Jesse James Gang." Barbers
are picketing the house wearing signs

stating: "This Theater Unfair to Local
Barbers" following the rush of men
who agreed neither to shave nor cut
their hair until Feb. 9 when the picture,

"Jesse James" is set for its run at the

Yale. The man with the longest whiskers

is set to get a free shave and razor

on the stage the opening night.

• • • THEY HAD the whole town talking—meaning Dayton, Ohio

with a stunt that duplicated the theme of Bernard Shaw's trans-

formation of a flower girl into a lady as shown in "Pygmalion," the

Metro production it all worked out quite naturally as a result of

a reader's letter to Chesta Palmer, who writes a femme chatter column

for the Dayton Herald

• • © IT SEEMS that the columnist had taken the idea in

Shaw's story, and written an article to the effect that any average

intelligent girl could be transformed into a lady with the proper

attention even as Wendy Hiller is metamorphosed in the

play some femme reader said that a group of her friends

disputed it that without a family background, no girl could

have such a miracle performed upon her

• • • AND SO the columnist accepted the challenge she

picked a Dayton girl from a poor family, and with the enthusiastic co-

operation of local merchants and fashion shops, went to work the

girl was given an intensive education in the social graces her

progress from day to day was shown in photographs in the newspaper

as she. was beautified, gowned, and instructed in social deportment

and such

T T T
• • • ON THE night of the premiere at Loew's Dayton
Theater, the girl appeared with the Mayor and his party

the stunt went over big with the merchants and shops participat-

ing in beautifying the girl, and the newspaper articles and photo-

graphs proved a pop feature with the femmes here is a

stunt that can be easily duplicated in any town playing this fea-

ture

T T T
• • • IN FOR a quick trip to visit his old pals in Brooklyn where

he started as a newspaper man Rian James in stopping at the

Pennsylvania Hotel he flies back on Saturday, to be there at the

20th Century-Fox studio when they start shooting the old thriller, "The

Gorilla," which he scripted from the Ralph Spence play

T T
• • • EARLY in February Carlo Buti, the sensational

young Italian tenor, will arrive in New York for an extended
concert tour he has just completed a motion picture for

Romulus Films in Rome

• • • THAT Chinese dance team of Dorothy Toy and Paul Wing
appearing at the Broadway Strand seem to have something out

of the ordinary with their smart dance routine they met five years

ago on the Warner lot, and have been together as a team ever since ....

T T
• • • A REAL bet Leota Lane she sang at the

AMPA luncheon she is the singing m,ember of the Lane
Sisters and CHARMING Dr. Johnson of the Federal
Writers Project talked on the bibliography of the film industry

being prepared

« « « » » »

COLE SEEKS WORKERS

TO FILL V.-P. POST!

(Continued from Page 1)

heads after a study has been mac
One selection, that of Jack Kirs
in Chicago for the central distrii

has been made. *X
"The regional vice - president

must agree to work and be willinj

to do the job," Cole said yesterdaj
"It is necessary that I find out
the men I have in mind are willini

to give their time to the task befor
I make appointments. As yet I hav
not contacted the men I am consid
ering for the regional posts."

Cole said he would continue t

live in Dallas and make his head
quarters here.

European Situation Holds

Danger, Says Sam Bischofi

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily after a six weeks' Euro-
I

pean vacation.
Bischoff painted an unpromising

picture about British production. H<
said that a majority of British stu-

dios are completely idle. Withdraw- '

al of financing by the city has beer

the principal cause of the shutdown
he said.

He said that Warners' Teddingtor
plant would maintain its picture-a-

month program, scheduling1 12 this

year. English-made pictures in the

high money brackets must be aimed !

at the American market to make
profits, and in order to do that, the

films must have personalities that

draw in America, he pointed.
Bischoff sees no increase in the

Warner budget and no increase in

the number of pictures to be made
on next year's program, but said

that on the contrary, "with any
serious European trouble it may
make it mandatory to curtail pro-

duction and pare budgets drastical-

ly."

Bischoff and his wife arrived on

the Champlain. He will leave for

the Coast next week and will finish

cutting "The Oklahoma Kid" and
"Always Leave Them Laughing,"
which he completed before he left,

as his first assignments.

E. Doob's 19th Anniversary

Wilmington, Del. — Edgar Doob,
manager of Loew's Theater, yester-

day celebrated his 19th wedding an-

niversary.

What's in a Title?
Marion, Ind.—Fire of undetermined

origin destroyed the Lyric Theater while

the pix, "Too Hot to Handle," was
showing. The damage is estimated at

$50,000. About 500 persons moved
quietly to the street after the blaze

was discovered in the rear of the re-

cently redecorated theater. The roof

collapsed and three firemen were in-

jured. Building is owned by the Wash-
ington Theater Co. and operated by
the Marion Theater Co. with William
H. Connors as manager.



An all-fun cast in
an all-heart show! •

.

. with Bobby Breen

better than ever I



1

1

All these box-office names playing roles that you might have

chosen for them yourself !...What a "family",..What a crew!

-~for fresh adventure, heart-hitting drama and rousing laughs

in a story locale new to the screen — San Francisco's colorful

colony of lovable fisherfoik ! • • • Sol Lesser gave this homespun
story everything it needs for big box-office click! . . .Sure-fire

for all types of audiences— everywhere

!
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Featuie> JleUasts
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since October, 1938, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor ^___.
release dates: FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews. * Indicates Technicolor production.

Title, Dist., Running Time

• venture in Sahara (Col.), 57
FD J2-23-38; Paul Kelly, C.

vi Bs of Huckleberry Finn,

Release Date

mins.. .11-15-38
Henry Gordon

The (M-G-M
2-10-39

Mickey Rooney, W. Connolly. E. Risdon

ventures of Jane Arden, The (WB)..ln Prod.

Rosella Towne, William Gargan

:xander Graham Bell (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Don Ameche, Loretta Young
ways in Trouble (20th-Fox), 70 mins.. .11-4-38

FD: 8-19-38; Jane Withers, Robert Kellerd,

Jean Rogers

ibush (Para.), 62 mins 1-20-39
FD: 1-18-39; Gladys Swarthout, Richard Stanley

gels with Dirty Faces (WB), 97 mins.. .11-24-38
FD: 10-24-38; James Cagney, Pat O'Brien

inabella Takes a Tour (RKO), 59 mins.. 11-11-38
FD: 12-28-38; Jack Oakie, Lucille Ball

zona Legion (RKO) 1-20-39
George O'Brien, Laraine Johnson

izona Wildcat (20th-Fox), 69 mins 2-3-39

FD: 11-8-38; Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo

rest Bulldog Drummond (Para.), 57 mins.

11-25-38
FD: 1-17-39; John Howard, Heather Angel

lists and Models Abroad (Para),
90 mins 12-30-38
FD: 11-2-38; Jack Benny, Joan Bennett, Yacht
Club Boys

ing for Trouble (GB) In Prod.

Jessie Matthews, Kent Taylor

ing for Trouble (GB) 12-1-38
Jessie Matthews, Michael Redgrave

k Door to Heaven (Para.) 4-14-39
Wallace Ford, Arline McMahon

achcomber, The (Para.), 80 mins 3-10-39
FD: 12-1-38; Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchester

au Geste (Para.) In Prod.
Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, Robert Preston

uty for the Asking (RKO) In Prod.
Lucille Ball, Donald Woods, Kay Sutton

uty and the Beach (Para.) In Prod.
Charles Butterworth, Betty Grable

ackwell's Island (WB) In Prod.

John Garfield, Rosemary Lane

ondie (Col.), 69 mins 11-30-38
FD: 11-7-38; Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake

londie Meets the Boss (Col.) 2-28-39
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake

oom on the Sage (Rep.) In Prod.
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Jean Rouverol

loom on the Sage (Rep.) In Prod.
Gene Autry, Jean Rouverol

oy Slaves (RKO), 72 mins 2-10-39
FD: 1-18-39; Anne Shirley, Roner Daniel

oy Trouble (Para.)'. 1-20-39
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland

onze Buckaroo, The (Sack), 60 mins
FD: 1-23-39; Herbert Jeffrey, Rellie Hardin

oadway Serenade (M-G-M) In Prod.
Jeanette MacDonald, William Gargan

rother Rat (WB), 90 mins 10-29-38
FD: 10-17-38; Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane

ulldog Drummond's Secret Police (Para.) 3-10-39
John Howard, Heather Angel

urn 'Em Up O'Connor (M-G-M). 67 mins.

1-13-39
FD: 1-12-39; Dennis O'Keefe. Cecilia Parker

y the Dawn's Early Light (20th-Fox) .. .11-25-38
Alice Faye, Warner Baxter, C. Winninger

afe Society (Para.) 3-3-39
Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross
lifornia Frontier (Col.), 55 mins 12-15-38
FD: 12-13-38; Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey

ptain Fury (DA) In Prod.
Brian Aherne, V. McLaglen, Francine Bordeaux
sties, The (RKO) In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
arlie Chan in Honolulu (20th-Fox),
65 mins 1-13-39
FD: 12-20-38; Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks
asing Danger (20th-Fox)
Lynn Bari, Preston Foster

hristmas Carol, A. (MGM), 69 mins.. .12-16-38
FD: 12-12-38; Reginald Owen, Terry Kilburn,
Gene Lockhart

ipher Bureau (GN), 70 mins ....11-4-38
FD: 10-26-38: Joan Woodbury, Leon Ames

itadel, The (MGM), 110 mins 10-28-38
FD: 10-25-38; Robert Donat, Rosalind Russell

ode of the Cactus (Vic.) 2-25-39
Tim McCoy

Dist., Running Time

the Fearless (Spec),

Release Date

mins 1-5-39

Title

Code of the Fearless (Spec), 56
FD: 1-16-39; Fred Scott, Claire Rochelle

Code of the Secret Service (WB) In Prod.

Ronald Reanan, I la Rhodes

Code of the Streets (U) In Prod.

Frankie Thomas, "Little Tough Guys"

Colorado Sunset (Rep.) 11-11-38
Koy Rogers

Come On, Rangers (Rep.), 56 mins 11-25-38
H): 11-28-38; Roy Rogers, Mary Hart

Comet Over Broadway (WB) 69 mins 12-3-38
FD: 12-23-38; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John
Litel

Comess.ons of a Nazi Spy (WB) In Prod.

Edward G. Robinson

Conv.cts at Large (Prin.), 57 mins
FD: 12-13-38; Ralph Forbes, Paula Stone

Convict's Code (Mono.) In Prod.

Sidney Blackmer, Anne Nagel

Cowboy and the Lady (UA), 91 mins 11-17-38
t-U: 11-11-38; Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon

Crashing Through (GN) 1-20-39
James Newill

Crashin' Through Danger (Excel.), 59 mins
FD: 11-11-38; Ray Walker, Sally Blane

Crime Afloat (Treo) , 67 mins
FD: 11-9-38; William Bakewell, Arietta Duncan

Curtain Call (WB) In Prod.

Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John Litel

Dark Victory (WB) In Prod.
utile uavis, George Brent

Dawn Patrol, The (WB), 103 mins 12-24-38
FD: 12-14-38; Errol Flynn, Basil Rathbone,
David Niven

Oestry Rides Again (U) In Prod.
James Stewart

Devil's Island (WB) 1-7-39
Boris Karloff, Nedda Harrigan

Disbarred (Para.), 58 mins 1-6-39
FD: 1-10-39; Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger

Dodge City (WB) In Prod.
Luol Flynn, Geo. Bancroft, H. Bogart, C. Bick-

ford

Dramatic School (MGM) 12-9-38
FD: 12-6-38; Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard,

Alan Marshal

Drifting Westward (Mono.) 1-25-39
Jack Randall

Duke of West Point, The (UA), 97 mins. 12-29-38
FD: 12-16-38; Louis Hayward. Joan Fontaine

Each Dawn I Die (WB) In Prod.

James Cagney, Edward G. Robinson

East Side of Heaven (U) In Prod.

Bing Crosby, Joan Bloiulell, Mischa Auer

Empire of the West (GN) In Prod.
George Houston

ilmpty World (GB) In Prod.

Nova Pillbeam

Exile Express (GN) 1-20-39
Anna Sten

Exiled (GN) In Prod.

Anna Sten, Alan Marshall

Exposed (U), 63 mins 11-4-38
FD: 11-28-38; Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger

Fast and Loose (MGM) 2-17-39
Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell

Father O'Flynn (Hoff.), 67 mins
FD: 1-3-39; Tom Burke, Jean Adrienne

Federal Man-Hunt (Rep.), 64 mins 12-26-38
FD: 1-10-39; Robert Livingston, June Travis

Federal Offense (Para.) In Prod.

Lloyd Nolan, Janice Logan
Fighting Thoroughbreds (Rep.), 63 mins. .1-6-39

FD: 1-16-39; Ralph Byrd, Mary Carlisle

First Offender (Col.) In Prod.

Walter Abel, Beverly Roberts

Fisherman's Wrarf (RKO) 2-3-39

Bobby Breen, Henry Armetta, Leo Carrillo

Flirting With Fate (MGM), 69 mins 12-2-38
FD: 12-16-38; Joe E. Brown, Leo Carrillo

Flying Irishman, The (RKO) In Prod. !

Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly, Robt. Armstrong I

Forbidden Music (World), 54 mins
FD: 12-28-38; Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante

Forbidden Territory (World), 74 mins.. . .2-15-39
FD: 11-21-38; Gregory Ratoff, Binnie Barnes

Forged Passport (Rep.) 2-15-39
Paul Jones, June Lang

*Four Feathers (UA) In Prod.

John Clements, R. Richardson, June Dupres

Four Girls in White (M-G-M). 70 mins.. .1-27-39
FD: 1-24-39; Florence Rice, Una Merkel, Ann
Rutherford

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Frog, The (GB) 11-15-38
Noah Beery, Gordon Harker

Frontier Scout (GN), 61 mins 10-20-38
FD: 9-16-38; George Houston, Beth Marion

Frontiers of '49 (Col.) 1-19-39

Bill Elliott, Luana de Alcaniz

Frontiersman (Para.), 74 mins 12-16-38

FD: 11-25-38; William Boyd, George Hayes

Gambler and the Lady, The (Para.) 4-21-39

George Raft, Ellen Drew

Gambling Ship (U), 60 mins 1-20-39

FD: 12-20-38; Robert Wilcox, Helen Mack

Gangster's Boy (Mono.), 80 mins 11-9-38

FD: 11-8-38; Jackie Cooper, Lucy Gilman, Rob-

ert Warwick

Gang Bullets (Mono.) 11-23-38

FD: 12-7-38; Anne Nagel, Robert Kent

Gang, The (Record)
Giiia Malo, Ralph Reader

Girl Downstairs, The (M-G-M) 12-23-38

Franchot Tone, Franciska Gaal

Ghost Town Riders (U) 12-16-38

Bob Baker, Fay Shannon

Girl from Brooklyn, The (20th-Fox) 11-25-38
Alice Faye, Warner Baxter

Girl Must Live, A (GB) In Prod.

Lilli Palmer, Margaret Lockwood

Girls on Probation (WB), 63 mins 10-22-38
FD: 10-26-38; Jane Bryan, Sheila Bromley,

Ronald Reagan

Going Places (WB), 85 mins 1-30-39

FD: 12-28-38; Dick Powell, Anita Louise

Gone with the Wind (M-G-M-SI) In Prod.

Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (MGM) In Prod.

Robert Donat, Greer Garson

Grand Jury Secrets (Para.) In Prod.

Gail Patrick, John Howard

Great Man Votes, The (RKO), 70 mins.. .1-13-39

FD: 1-11-39; John Barrymore, Peter Holden

Great Waltz, The (M-G-M) 11-4-38

FD: 11-4-38; Luise Rainer, Fernand Gravet

Guerillas, The (Col.) In Prod.

Bill Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver

Guilty Trails (U) 10-21-38
bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds

Gun Packer (Mono.), 51 mins 11-16-38
FD: 11-9-38; Jack Randall, Louise Stanley

Gunga Dm (RKO). 117 mins 1-27-39

FD: 1-25-39; C. Grant, V. McLaglen, D. Fair-

banks, Jr.

Hard to Get (WB), 80 mins 11-5-38
FD: 11-9-38; Dick Powell, Olivia de Havilland

Headleys at Home, The (Strand), 60 mins
FD: 12-1-38; Grant Mitchell, Evelyn Venable

Heart of the North (WB), 85 mins 12-10-38
FD: 12-22-38; Dick Foran, Margaret Lindsay

Hell's Kitchen (WB) In Prod.

Gale Page, Stanley Fields, . "Dead End" Kids

Hero for a Day (WB) In Prod.

Jane Bryan, Charlie Grapewin
Higgins Family No. 2 (Rep.) In Prod.

Jimnm, Lucille and Russell Gleason

His Exciting Night (U) 11-11-38
Charles Ruggles, Ona Munson

Home on the Prairie (Rep.) 2-10-39
Gene Autry

Home Town (Para.) In Prod.

Wallace Ford, Patricia Ellis

Homicide Bureau (Col.) 2-15-39
Bruce Cabot, Rita Heyworth

Honolulu (M-G-M) 2-3-39
Eleanor Powell, Robert Young

Honor of the West (U) 1-13-39
Bob Baker, Marjorie Bell

Hotel Imperial (Para.) 3-17-39
Isa Miranda. Ray Milland

Hound of the Baskervilles (20th-Fox) . . . . In Prod.

Richard Greene, Basil Rathbone, Wendy Barrie

If I Were King (Para.), 100 mins.. . .11-11-38
FD: 9-19-38; Ronald Colman, Basil Rathbone,

Frances Dee
I Am a Criminal (Mono.), 73 mins 12-14-38

FD: 12-2-38; John Carroll, Kay Linaker
I Demand Payment (Imp.), 55 mins 1-2-39
FD: 12-13-38; Jack La Rue, Betty Burgess

I Stand Accused (Rep.), 61 mins 10-21-38
FD: 10-19-38; Robert Cummings, Helen Mack

I Take This Woman (M-G-M)
Ina Claire, Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr

I Was a Convict (Rep.) In Prod.

Barton MacLean, Beverly Roberts
Ice Follies of 1939, The (M-G-M) 2-24-39

Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres
Idiot's Delight (M-G-M) 1-27-39

Clark Gable, Norma Shearer

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Illegal Traffic (Para.), 67 mins 11-4-38
FD: 11-2-38; J. Carroll Naish, Mary Carlisle

I'm from Missouri (Para.) 4-7-39

Bob Burns, Gladys George

In Early Arizona (Col.) 11-2-38
Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver

In Old Montana (Spec.) 2-5-39

Fred Scott

Inside Story (20th-Fox), 60 mins 3-10-39

FD: 10-20-38; Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers

International Spy (Col.) 12-29-38
Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy

Invitation to Happiness (Para.) In Prod.

Irene Dunne, Fred MacMurray

Irish and Proud of it (Guar.), 73 mins

FD: 11-7-38; Richard Hayward, Dinah Sheridan

It's Spring Again (UA) In Prod.

Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Billie Burke

It's Spring Again (Roach) In Prod.

A. Brady, B. Burke, H. Langdon, 0. Hardy

Jesse James (20th-Fox), 105 mins 1-27-39

FD: 1-13-39; T. Power-H. Fonda-W. Brennan

Jones Family in Down on the Farm
(20th-Fox), 54 mins 12-16-39

FD: 1-6-39; Jed Prouty, Spring Byington

Jones Family in "Everybody's Baby"
(20th-Fox) 3-31-39

Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring Byington

Jones Family in Hollywood (20th-Fox) . . . In Prod.

Jed Prouty, S. Deane, S. Byington

Juarez (WB) In Prod.

Paul Muni, Bette Davis

Just Around the Corner (20th-Fox)

70 mins 11-11-38

FD: 11-2-38; Shirley Temple, Charles Farrell,

Bill Robinson

••Kentucky (20th-Fox), 95 mins 12-30-38

FD: 12-20-38; Loretta Young, Richard Greene

Key Woman (U) 2-24-39

Preston Foster, Irene Hervey

Kid from Kokomo, The (WB) In Prod.

Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

King of Chinatown ( Para.) 2-17-39

Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff

King of the Turf (UA) In Prod.

Adolphu Menjou, Dolores Costello

King of the Underworld (WB), 69 mins.. 1-28-39

FD: 1-13-39; Kay Francis, Humphrey Bogart

Knight and the Lady, The (WB) In Prod.

Bette Davis, Errol Flynn

Lady and the Cowboy (UA-G) 11-1-38

Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon

Lady in the News (Rep.) In Prod.

Frieda Inescort

Lady of Windsor, The (RKO) 90 mins

FD: 11-17-38; Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook

Lady Vanishes, The (GB), 97 mins 11-1-38

FD: 10-5-36; Margaret Lockwood, Paul Lukas

Last Express, The (U), 63 mins 10-28-38

FD: 10-14-38; Preston Foster, Adrienne Ames

Last Frontier (UA) In Prod.

Gary Cooper

Last Outlaw (Mono.) 12-21-38

Jack Randall

Last Warning, The (U) 1-6-39

FD: 12-7-38; Preston Foster, Francis Robinson

Law of the Texan (Col.), 54 mins 10-24-38

FD: 10-27-38; Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay

Law West of Tombstone (RKO), 72 mins.. 11-18-38

FD: 11-15-38; Harry Carey, Evelyn Brent

Lawless Valley (RKO) In Prod.

George O'Brien, Kay Sutton

Let Us Live (Col.) 2-22-39

Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Sullivan

Lightning Carson Rides Again (Prin.), 59 mins

FD: 10-17-38; Tim McCoy, Joan Barclay

'Lincoln in the White House (WB) In Prod.

Frank McGlynn

Listen, Darling (MGM), 70 mins 10-21-38
FD: 10-18-38; Freddie Bartholomew, Judy Gar-

land, Mary Astor

Little Adventuress, The (Col.), 61 mins.. 10-24-38

FD: 12-9-38; Edith Fellows, Richard Flske

Little Orphan Annie (Para.), 57 mins 12-2-38

FD: 11-30-38; Ann Gillis, Robert Kent

Little Princess, The (20th-Fox) 3-17-39

Shirley Temple, Richard Greene. Anita Louise

Little Tough Guys in Society (U), 70 mins.. 12-23-38

FD: 11-25-38; The Little Tough Guys-M. Bo-

land-M. Auer
Lone Ranger Rides Again (Rep.) In Prod.

Bob Livingston, Duncan Rinaldo

Lone Star Pioneers (Col.) 3-16-39

Bill Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver

(Continued on Next Pag*)
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Lone Wolf Spy Hunt, The (Col.), 67 mins.. 1-27-39
FD: 1-24-39: Warren William, Ida Lupino

Long Shot (GN), 69 mins 1-6-39
FD: 12-28-38; Gordon Jones, Marsha Hunt

Look Out for Love (GB) 1-15-39
FD: 5-27-38; Anna Neagle, Tullio Carminati

Love Affair (RKO) 2-17-39
Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer

Lucky Night (M-G-M) In Prod.

Robert Taylo/, Myrna Loy

Made for Each Other (UA) 1-26-39
Carole Lombard, James Stewart

Mad Miss Manton, The (RKO), 65 mins.. 10-21-38
FD: 10-27-38; Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda

Man About Town (Para.) 5-28-39
Jack Benny, Dorothy Lamour

Man of Conquest (Rep.) In Prod.

Richard Dix, Gail Patrick

Mars Attacks the World (U), 70 mins 11-18-38
FD: 11-9-38; Larry Crabbe, Jean Rogers

Me and My Girl (Para.) 4-14-39
Buck Jones, Helen Twelvetrees

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Meet the Mayor (Times), 62 mins
FD: 10-17-38; Frank Fay, Ruth Hall

Men of Ireland (Hoff.), 60 mins 11-5-38
FD: 10-5-38; Cecil Ford, Eileen Cunan

*IHen With Wings (Para.), 105 mins. ..Oct. Special

FD: 10-24-38; F. MacMurray, R. Milland, Louise

Campbell

Midnight (Para.) 5-12-39
Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche, Mary Astor,
J. Barrymore

Midnight Patrol (Mono.) 12-28-38
John Trent

Mother o' Mine (Mono.) 12-14-38
Frankie Darro

Mounted Police No. 1 (Col.) In Prod.
Charles Starrett, Linda Winters

Mr. Moto in Puerto Rico (20th-Fox) In Prod.

P. Lorre, J. Hersholt, Amanda Duff

Mrs. Leonard Misbehaves (Col.) In Prod.

Fay Bainter, Ida Lupino, Lee Bowman
Mr. Moto's Last Warning (20th-Fox) .. .2-20-39

Peter Lorre, Ricardo Cortez, Virginia Fields

Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th-Fox) . . In Prod.
Peter Lorre, Virginia Field

Mr. Wong at Headquarters (Mono.) In Prod.
Boris Karloff

Murder on Sunset Boulevard (GN) In Prod.
Sally Rand, Vince Barnett

Murder Plane (WB) In Prod.
Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes

Mysterious Miss X (Rep.), 62 mins 1-10-39
FD: 1-23-39; Michael Whalen, Mary Hart

Mysterious Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) 10-21-38
FD: 9-26-38; Peter Lorre. Mary Maguire

Mysterious Rider (Para.), 74 mins 10-21-38
FD: 9-21-38; William Boyd, George Hayes

Mystery of Mr. Wong (Mono.) 3-22-39
Boris Karloff, Dorothy Tree

Nancy Drew, Detective (WB) 11-19-38
FD: 12-7-38; Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas,
John Litel

Nancy Drew, Reporter (WB) 2-18-39
Bonita Granville, John Litel

Nancy Drew, Trouble-Shooter (WB) In Prod.

Bonita Granville

Naughty But Nice (WB) In Prod.
Dick Powell. Gale Page, Ann Sheridan

Navy Secrets (Mono.) In Prod.
Fay Wray, Grant Withers

Never Say Die (Para.) 3-24-39
Martha Ray, Bob Hope

Newsboys' Home (U), 72 mins 12-23-39
FD: 1-24-39: Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe

Next Time I Marry (RKO), 64 mins 12-2-38
FD: 12-9-38: Lucille Ball, Lee Bowman, James
Ellison

Night in Ghost Town (RKO) In Prod.

George O'Brien, Rosalind Keith
North of Shanghai (Col.) 1-5-39

James Craig, Betty Furness
Northern Flight (RKO) In Prod.

Richard Dix. Chester Morris, Joan Fontaine
*Northwest Passage (MGM) In Prod.

Spencer Tracy. Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery

Not for Glory (Col.) In Prod.

Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts

Off the Record (WB) 1-21-39
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Oklahoma Kid (WB) In Prod.

James Cagney. Rosemary Lane
On Trial (WB) In Prod.

John Litel, Margaret Lindsay

One-Third of a Nation (Para.) 2-10-39

Sylvia Sidney, Leif Erikson

Orphans of the Street (Rep.) 64 mins.. .12-5-38

FD: 12-9-38. Tommy Ryan. Robert Livingston

Out West With the Hardys (MGM),
90 mins 11-25-38

Release Date

Mickey Rooney,

. In Prod.

Title, Dist., Running Time

FD: 12-12-38; Lewis Stone

Cecilia Parker

Outside These Walls (Col.)

Dolores Uostello, Michael Whalen

-Over the Moon (UA) Not Set

Merle Oberon, Rex Harrison

Pacific Liner (RKO). 76 mins 1-6-39

FD: 1-6-39; Victor McLaglen, Chester Morris

ranama Cipti (GN) In Frod.

Chanottc Wynters, Leon Ames

Panamint's Bad Man (20th-Fox), 58 mins

l-D: H-10-38; Smith Ballew, Evelyn Daw

pardon Our Nerve (20th-Fox) 2-24-39
Lynn Bari, June Gale, Guinn Williams

raris Honeymoon (Fara.), y2 mins 1-27-3:*

ru: i-Zo-'iV, Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaai

Paroled from the Big House (Syn.), 58 mins

FD: 7-29-38; Jean Carmen, hicnard Adams

Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus (RKO),
78 mins 12-25-38
ru: l<M-3c>; "tommy Keliy, Ann billis, tdgar

Kenneuy

.-ei sons in Hiding (Paia.), 69 mins 2-24-39

ru. i.-24-ib; Lynne overman. fau.cia ivion.son

Phantom Stage (U) 2-10-39
bob Baker. Marjone Reynolds

ricaruy Iviax (RKO) In Prod.

jaincs unison, neien Wood

Pirates of the Skies (U) 2-3-39

Kent laylor, Rochelle Hudson

Plane No. 4 (Col.) In Prod.

Uary Grant, Jean Arthur

r'ratrie Justice (U) 11-4-38
dou baner, Dorotny Fay

Pride of tne Navy (Rep.). 63 mins 1-26-39
ru: 1-24-3;*; sanies Dunn. Rochelle Hudson

Prison Train (M-B), 66 mins
ru: 11-10-jo; i-red Keating, Linda Winters

Pygmalion (MGM), 85 mins
i-U: 11-23-38; Leslie Howard, Wendy Hiller

Racketeers (Coi.) J-30-39
Allen Baxter, Jacqueline Wells

Red River Range (Hep.) 12-23-38
three Mesquiteers

Restless Age ( u A) In Prod.

jascna neifeiz, Sigrid Gurie

Return of tne Cisco Kid (20th-Fox) . . . . In Prod.

Warner Baxter, Lynn bari, Cesar Romero
Return of the Fox (Para.) In Prod.

William Boyd, Geo. Hayes, R. Hayden
Rhythm of the Saddle (Rep.), 57 mins
FD: 11-8-38; Gene Autry, Pert Kelton

Rhythm Riues the Range (GN) In Prod.

lex Fletcher, Joan Barclay

Ride a Crooked Mile (Para.) 10-28-38
FD: 12-7-38; A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer-L. Erikson

Ride Em Cowgirl (GN), 52 mins 1-20-39
l-D: l-19-3y; Dorothy Page

Rio Grande (Col.) 12-8-38
Charles Starrett, Ann Doran

Road Demon (20th-Fox), 65 mins 12-2-38
FD: 8-23-38; Henry Arthur, Joan Valerie

FD: 8-31-38; Randolph Scott, Hope Hampton
Roaring Road, The (WB) In Prod.

Pat O'Brien, Ann Sheridan, Gale Page
Rodeo Buster (Rep.) In Prod.

Gene Autrey, Carroll Hughes
Romance of the Redwoods (Col.) In Prod.

Charles Bickford. Jean Parker

Rose of Tralee (Dublin Film Co.), 78 mins
FD: 10-31-38; Binkie Stuart, Fred Coyningham

Rose of Washington bquare (20th-Fox) .... In Prod.

Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Al Jolson

Rough Rider Patrol (Rep.) In Prod.

Rou Rogers, Mary Hart
St. Louis Blues (Para.) 2-3-39

George Raft, Dorothy Lamour
Saint Strikes Back, The (RKO) In Prod.

George Sanders, Wendy Barrie

Saints Without Wings (RKO) 12-16-38
Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel

Santa Fe Bound (Mono.) In Prod.

Jack Randall. Edna Duran
Santa Fe Stampede (Rep.) 11-19-38

FD: 12-8-38; John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune

Sargeant Madden (M-G-M) In Prod.

Wallace Beery, Tom Brown
Say It in French (Para.), 70 mins 11-25-38

FD: 11-25-38: Olympe Branda, Ray Milland

Secret Service of the Air (WB) 12-10-38
Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes

Secrets of a Nurse (U), 69 mins 12-9-38

FD: 11-21-38; Edmund Lowe, Helen Mack
Service de Luxe (U), 85 mins 10-21-38

FD: 10-18-38; Constance Bennett, Vincent Price

Sharpshooters (20th-Fox) 11-18-38
FD: 12-7-38; Brian Donlevy, Lynn Bari

Shine On, Harvest Moon, (Rep.),

55 mins 12-30-31

FD: 12-15-38; Roy Rogers, Mary Hart

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Shining Hour, The (M-G-M), 80 mins.. . .11-18-38

FD: 11-28-38; Crawford-Young-Sullivan-Douglas

Silver on the Sage (Para.) 5-5-39

Bill Boyd, Ruth Rogers

Singing Cop, The (WB) In Prod.

Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan

Singin' Cow-Girl (GN) In Prod.

Dorothy Page

Sixty Glorious Years (RKO), 90 mins

FU: 11-17-38; Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook

Sky Pirate (Mono.) 12-28-38

John "twist, Maijone Reynolds

Slander House (Prog.), 65 mins

Fu: 10-4-38; drienne Ames, Craig Reynolds

Smashing the Spy Ring (Col.), 59 mins.. .12-29-38

FD: 1-19-39; Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy

Smiling Along (20th-Fox) 1-20-39

Gracie Fields, Roger Livesey

Sou of Frankenstein (U) 1-13-39

song of the Buckaroo (Mono.). 58 mins. .12-7-38

hi): 1-12-39; Tex Ritter, Mary Ruth

Song of the Plains (M-G-M) In Prod.

Nelson tiki v. Virginia Bruce

Song of the West (M-G-M) In Prod.

N. Eddy-V. Bruce-L. Barrymore-V. McLaglen-E.
Arnold

Spirit of Culver (U) In Prod.

Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew

Spring Madness (MGM), 80 mins 11-11-38
FD: 11-15-38; L. Ayres-B. Meredith-M. O'Sul-

livan

Stage Coach (UA) 2-4-39
Claire Trevor, John Wayne

Stand Up and Fight (MGM), 105 mins. 1-6-39
FD: 1-4-39; R. Taylor W. Beery, F. Rice

Star Reporter (Mono.) 2-22-39
warren Hull, Marsha Hunt

.stolen Honeymoon (20th-Fox) In Prod.
bingei noyers, Charles Boyer

Storm Over Bengal (Rep.), 65 mins 10-28-38
l-D: 11-17-38; Patric Knowles, Rochelle Hudson

Storm, The (U), 75 mins 10-28-38
l-D: 11-7-38; Vincent Price, Charles Bickford,
Barton MacLane

FD: 9-29-38; Ritz Bros., Ethel Merman, Richard
Allen

Strange Case of Dr. Meade, The (Col.) . .12-15-38
FD: 10-26-38; under title "Outside the Law";
Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts

Strange Faces (U) 12-2-38
Dorothea Kent, Frank Jenks, Andy Devine

Street of Missing Men (Rep.)... In Prod.
Charles Bickford

Streets of New York (Mono.) In Prod.
Jackie Cooper

Submarine Patrol (20th-Fox), 95 mins 11-25-38
FD: 11-1-38; Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly

Sudden Money (Para.) In Prod.
Charlie Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau

Suez (20th-Fox), 104 mins 10-28-38
FD: 10-17-38; Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,

Annabel la

Sundown on the Prairie (Mono.) 2-1-39
Tex Ritter

Sunset Strip Case (GN) 11-18-38
Sally Rand, Henry King & Orchestra

Sunset Trail (Para.), 60 mins 2-24-39
FD: 10-26-38; William Boyd, Charlotte Wynters

Sweepstake Millionaire (Para.) 3-31-39
Lee M, Rambeau, Charlie Ruggles

Sweepstakes Winner (WB) In Prod.
Charlie Foy, Marie Wilson

-Sweethearts (MGM), 2 hours 12-30-38
FD: 12-19-38; Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

Swing, Sister, Swing (U), 63 mins 12-16-38
FD: 12-13-38; Ken Murray, Kathryn Kane

Tailspin (20th-Fox) 2-10-39
Alice Faye, Constance Bennett, Charles Farrell

Tarnished Angel (RKO), 67 mins 10-28-38
FD: 10-26-38; Sally Eilers, Lee Bowman

Tarzan in Exile (M-G-M) In Prod.
Johnnie Weismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan

Terror of Tiny Town (Col.), 62 mins 12-1-38
Cast of Lilliputians

Texas Stampede (Col.) 12-8-38
Charles Starrett, Irene Meredith

Thanks for Everything (20th-Fox),
70 mins 12-23-38
FD: 12-9-38; Adolphe Menjou, Jack Oakie, Ar-
leen Whelan

Thanks for the Memory (Para.), 77 mins.. .11-18-38
FD: 11-8-38; Bob Hope, Shirley Ross

The Drug King (WB) In Prod.
Claude Rains, M. Lindsay, Fay Bainter

The Great Man Votes (RKO), 70 mins.. .12-30-38
FD: 1-11-38; John Barrymore, Peter Holden,

Virginia Weidler

The Hardys Ride High (M-G-M) In Prod.
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Cecilia Parker

Title, Dist., Running Time Release

There's That Woman Again (Col.),

70 mins 12-2^1
FD: 12-13-38; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Br

They Made Me a Criminal (WB), 92 mins. . 1-21 f

FD: 1-18-39; John Garfield, Gloria tensor .

They Made Her a Spy (RKO) Cfl) pj
Sally Eilers, Allan Lane ^'

This Time It's Love (UA) In pj
Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon

This'll Make You Whistle (C&M), 75 mins
{

FD: 10-6-38; Jack Buchanan, Elsie Randolph

Three Musketeers (20th-Fox) 2-1/.

Ritz Bros., Don Ameche, Gloria Stuart

Three Smart Girls Grow Up (U) In F

Deanna Durbin, Nan Grey, Helen Parrish

Thundering West (Col.) 1-12
]

Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith

Titans of the Deep (GN), 47 mins 10-2J1
FD: 11-14-38; Deep-sea fishing; commentary!
Lowell Thomas

To the Rescue (GN) 2-11

1

James Newiil

Today is Tomorrow (M-G-M) In Pj
Jeanette MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Waiter Pidil

Tom Sawyer, Detective (Para.) 12-2;

Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook

Topper Takes a Trip (UA), 85 mins 1-12!
FD: 1-5-39; Constance Bennett, Roland You fl

Torchy Blane Runs for Mayor (WB) In P a

Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Torchy Gets Her Man (WB), 62 mins.. . ,11-lJ
FD: 10-17-38; Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLsj

Torchy in Chinatown (WB) 2-*l
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Tough Kid (Mono.), 61 mins 12-21J
FD: 1-4-39; Frankie Darro, Judith Allen

Trade Winds (UA), 90 mins 12-22J
FD: 12-28-38; Fredric March, Joan Bennett!

Trail of the Tumbleweed (Col.) In P

Charles Starrett

Trailer Romance (RKO) 12-2

Lucille Ball, James Ellison

Trails West (GN) In P
.

Glen Strange, Dick Kramer
Trigger Pals (GN) 60 mins 1-1*

f

FD: 1-16-39; Art Jarrett, Lee Powell

Two-Gun Troubadour (Spec.) 3-S
|

Fred Scott

Unconquered Woman (GB) In P

Anna Lee
Union Pacific (Para.) 4-289

Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
Up the River (20th-Fox), 75 mins 12-Sj

FD: 11-11-38; Tony Martin, Phyllis Brook!

Very Practical Joke, A ( 20th-Fox) In Pij

Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers
Wagons Westward (Rep.) .InPtl

Richard Dix, Gail Patrick, Edward Ellis

Water Rustlers (GN) 1-6

Dorothy Page, Dave O'Brien
Wayward Daughters (Pro.) Noti

Marjorie Reynolds, Dennis Moore
We Are Not Alone (WB) In Pi,

Miriam Hopkins
Wedding Dream (GB) In Pi

Nova Pilbeam
Western Jamboree (Rep.), 60 mins 12-28]

FD: 12-21-38; Gene Autry, Jean Rouverol

FD: 10-27-38; Tex Ritter, Louise Massey
White Fury (Rep.) In Pi

Barton MacLane, Beverly Roberts

While New York Sleeps (20th-Fox) 1-6

Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers

Whispering Enemies (Col.), 62 mins 3-24

FD: 1-4-39; Jack Holt, Dolores Costello

Wife, Husband, Friend (20th-Fox) 3-3

Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Jos. Schildkr

Wild Horse Canyon (Mono.), 56 mins.. . .12-21

FD: 1-3-39; Jack Randall, Dorothy Short

Wings of the Navy (WB), 89 mins 2-11

FD: 1-19-39; J. Payne-0. deHavilland-G. Bi

Winner Take All (20th-Fox) In Pr

Gloria Stuart, Tony Martin
Winter Garden (20th-Fox) In Pi

Peter Lorre, Virginia Bruce
Wizard of Oz, The (MGM) In Plj

Frank Morgan, Bert Lahr, Judy Garland

Woman Doctor (Rep.) 2-10

Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon
Women in the Wind (WB) In Pr

Kay Francis, William Gargan
Wuthering Heights (UA) In Pr

Merele Oberon, Lawrence Olivier

Yes, My Darling Daughter (WB) In Pr

Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn
You Can't Cheat An Honest Man (U) 2-17

W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen, "Charlie McCartl

You Can't Get Away With Murder (WB)..1-14-
Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page, John Litel

Younq Dr. Kildare (MGM), 81 mins 10-21

FD: 10-12-38; Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore

Zaza (Para.), 70 mins 1-13V

FD: 1-4-39; Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marst



THAT ST. LOUIS WOMAN!

I THY LAMOU I

More alluringly beautiful than ever, as the Queen of the

Mississippi in the grandest of all showboat pictures,

Paramount's tuneful tribute to old man river...



Come One...Come All ! THE SHOWBOAT'S IN TOWN

!

OS LUES
//

A Paramount Picture with

DOROTHY LLOYD

LAMOUR • NOLAN
The screen's thrilling new love team. See that St. Louis woman drag

his heart around by her apron strings. Hear Dorothy sing: "Blue Night-

fall"..."! Go for That". . ."Junior". . ."Let's Dream in the Moonlight"!

• TITO GUIZAR •

Strumming and humming his tropic

rhythms. Hear him sing "QuieroVivir"!

• JESSIE RALPH •

Always ready for rough-housin'. Does
she give Bill Frawley plenty of trouble!

• MARY PARKER •

Beatin' out lightning rhythms with her

twinkling, dancing toes!

• CLIFF NAZARRO •

Radio's dean of double-talk . . . star of

the Jack Benny Hour— funniest screen

find of the year, hear him and howl!

• JEROME COWAN •

Fast- talking smoothie who'd sell even a

showboat down the river!

WILLIAM FRAWLEY
Showboat barker— doing the two-step

while one step ahead of the sheriff!

MAXINE SULLIVAN
Queen of swing — singing "Loch
Lomond," "St. Louis Blues" and that

new tune triumph "Kind'a Lonesome"!

THE KING'S MEN
Vocalizin', harmonizin' rhythmaniacs!

MATTY MALNECK and his ORCHESTRA
Hear those Hollywood swingsters give "St. Louis Blues" that West Coast swing!

Directed by RAOUL WALSH
A Paramount Picture • Screen Play by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm Stuart Boylan
Additional Dialogue by Virginia Van Upp • Based on an Adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt

Brennan of a Story by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin

iizi
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AVAILABLE FEATURES

SHOW DROP OF 10%
(Continued from Page 1)

features produced before the PCA
(institution in 1934.

Shorts cleared by the PCA in

IP'^ showed a gain of about 4 per

L
l c ) or 34. Total for 1938 is 833

I
and for 1937, 799, including eight
re-issues. During the past year, the

I West Coast PCA office approved 438
shorts, the East Coast office, 395.

"Make Haste Slowly" Policy

of Judge Bondy in RKO Reorg.

1 Co)itinucd from Page 1)

William Bondy, at a hearing before
him in Federal Court yesterday
afternoon, set Friday, Feb. 10, at
3:30 p.m., Room 506, as the time and
place for the next hearing.
At the outset of yesterday's ses-

sion, Otto C. Doering, Jr., filed affi-

davits that public notice had been
published by Irving Trust Co., trus-

tee of RKO Corp., in the Daily News
Record which memorialized stock-
holders that modifications have been
made to the plan, and that the modi-
fied plan shall be deemed to be ac-
ceptable to them unless notice is

given in writing of the withdrawal
of accentances by Feb. 4.

Hamilton C. Rickaby, counsel for
the Atlas Group, plan's proponents,
asked that adjournment be taken to

Feb. 7, but John S. Stover, counsel
for the Stirn interests of Milwau-
kee, fought for a further extenion
on the grounds that he has matters
to submit to the Court on behalf of

his client. Judge Bondv granted the

request and fixed the Feb. 10 date.

Philadelphia Allied Unit

Will Convene on Tuesday

(Continued from Page 1)

time a board of directors will be
elected.

Reports on the Washington ses-

sion of National Allied's board will

be received, as will unit's own finan-

cial report.

Change Tax Procedure
Columbus, O.—Ohio theaters hav-

ing Erpi equipment have received a

notification from Erpi to the effect
I that they were not to include such

sound equipment in their 1938 per-

sonal property tax return as they
had in previous years. This is due
to the fact that the Ohio Tax Com-
mission insists that the tax on this

equipment be paid by Erpi, which, in

turn, will seek reimbursement from
the user (theater) in accordance
with the terms of the contract be-
tween Erpi and the user.

Ashman to Supervise
Murray Ashman has been as-

signed by Stanley Kolbert to resume
supervision of the theaters in Brook-
lyn for Strausberg Enterprises.

SHORT SHOTS fROfil EflSTCRH STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

PRODUCTION notes . . . Lloyd
French starts an Eddie DeLange

band short on the 31st . . . Hal Le-
Roy and Betty Hutton are down for
Feb. 3 at the Vitaphone studios with
"Uncle Joe" Henabery directing . . .

Will Osborne and his orchestra will

do a short on the 8th and Lloyd
French starts a minstrel on the 10th.

Our Own Bouquet Dep't. . . .Out of

the five Warner shorts to thus far

play the Music Hall, four were either

written or directed by Ira Genet.

On and off the sets . . . David
Mendoza, Vitaphone musical direc-

tor, is another singled out for hon-
ors . . . He has been invited to speak
at the forthcoming Conference of

N'Orleans Refugee Benefit

Nets Close to $75,000

(Continued from Page 1)

territory despite threatening

weather and bids fair to bring in

approximately $75,000, according to

unofficial but reliable sources.

Reports from Mississippi, the

Louisiana country areas and parts
of Alabama and Floridas were not
available as The Film Daily went
to press, but attendance in New
Orleans was placed by conservative
sources as near the 100,000 mark
with jammed downtown houses con-
tributing about 48,000 toward that
figure and many neighborhood the-
aters doing Sunday business. A
total of 45 local theaters partici-

pated.

Full returns frci: the territory

are not expected !• r at least two
weeks, Louisiana Chairman Abe
Berenson said.

Local newspapeid devoted editori-

al comment, editorial pasre cartoons
as well as news stories running over
several days and the advertising de-
partments yesterday donated half-
pages announcing the benefits.

Astor to Release Five

Hour-Long Featurettes

Astor Pictures will release five

featurettes running approximately
one hour and designed to fit dual
programs where the top feature is

extra long. First of the series will

be "Everything is Rhythm," pro-
duced in England with Harry Roy
and his band featured. Picture has
been set for release Feb. 15. A
short subject featuring the same
band will be released Feb. 10.

The featurettes will be distributed
through Astor's franchise ex-
changes.

the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures on musical direc-

tion and the art of setting musical
scores to films . . . Incidentally,

Mendoza was guest conductor at a
concert given by the N. Y. Civic
Symphony Orchestra not long ago
and has accepted the offer of guest
conductorship for two additional
concerts . . . Eddie Forman and Cy
Wood are collabbing on a minstrel
which Lloyd French will direct . . .

Dr. E. M. Newman, travel series

producer, is winterin"- in Florida . . .

Sam Sax has signed "The Grouch
Club" with Arthur J. Bryan for four
more shorts . . . Leslie Roush has
finished a Paramount Headliner
short with Artie Shaw's orchestra
and Helen Forrest. . .

RCA's Tele Demonstration

Starts in Washington Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—RCA's Washington

5-day demonstration of high-defini-

tion television, which starts today,
will be shown to journalists, en-
gineers, educators and others when
RCA broadcasts pictures from the
Department of Agriculture auditori-

um to the National Press Club.
A mobile transmitting unit, the

only one in the country, will be
located in the Department of Agri-
culture with images to be sent over
ultra-high freauency transmitter.
Radio waves will go over separate
radio channels.

CBS Tele Cost $1,350,000

by 1940, the FCC is Told

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—At a hearing before

the Federal Communications Com-
mission's network investigation com-
mittee yesterday, Paul W. Kesten,
vice-president of Columbia Broad-
casting System declared that CBS
will have invested $1,350,000 in the
visual art by 1940.

Concerning facsimile transmission
he said that CBS is waiting for it to
emerge from the experimental stage
before directing much thought to it.

Lefton Contest Is Set
Cincinnati—Republic's Nat Lef-

ton Sales Contest, is set for Feb. 1-

Apr. 1.

Scrap Over Iowa Theater
Title Rights in Courts

Des Moines, la. — The Singer-
Waterloo Corp. will appeal to the
Iowa Supreme Court against en-
forcement of a temporary injunc-
tion prohibiting its use of the name
"Iowa" in connection with Mort H.
Singer's Iowa Theater at Waterloo.
John Dostal, manager, expects to
ask the Supreme Court for a ruling.
The injunction was granted by a

Waterloo court to Rosenthal Bros.,
Inc., operators of Rosenthal's Iowa
Theater at Waterloo.
The Singer interests recently took

over the Singer Iowa theater.

«REVKIVS»
"St. Louis Blues"
with Dorothy Lamour, Lloyd Nolan

Paramount 92 mins.

COLORFUL MUSICAL ROMANCE WITH
SHOWBOAT ATMOSPHERE HAS LAMOUR
AS GLAMOUR APPEAL.

Has all the ingredients to make the pop

crowds and the jitterbugs go for it, but will

exercise no appeal for the more select audi-

ences. Its principal appeal is Dorothy La-

mour who gets over her curves garbed in a

sarong, thus recalling her work in "Hurri-

cane." Lamour as a Broadway star takes

a vacation on the Mississippi, and runs into

Lloyd Nolan with his showboat. She in-

duces him to give her a place on the boat,

but he refuses to allow her a part, claiming

that as an amateur she can't sing properly.

The girls falls hard for the boat impresario,

and puts up with the privations in order to

be near him. The action covers the busi-

ness of digging the showboat out of the

river mud when it gets stalled after a

flood; a hectic battle with a rival show

troupe that lands all hands in the jail in a

river town. Lamour gets everybody free by

s'nging an appealing lullaby which touches

the mayor's heart, he just having become a

daddy. Thus the showboat producer real-

izes he has a real singer in his troupe, and

starts to build her up, and also fall in

°ove with her. Then into the final stanza,

with the girl going over big as a South

Sea charmer in a sarong, which is exactly

what she was fleeing from on Broadway.

Then the business of the Broadway man-
ager locating her, securing an injunction

to keep her from appearing in Nolan's

show, and her defiance as she gets away

with it on a technicality. All the usual

hoke, but kept lively and entertaining with

songs, comedy and romance. Tito Guizar

romances as a South American in love with

the star of the troupe. Maxine Sullivan,

the dusky Harlem gal, sings her "Loch

Lomond" song. Cliff Nazarro is there as

the double-talk man. But the main appeal

is Lamour who looks alluring, especially

posing in the almost-nude in her sarong

costume.

CAST: Dorothy Lamour, Lloyd Nolan,

Tito Guizar, Jerome Cowan, Jessie Ralph,

William Frawley, Mary Parker, Maxine Sul-

livan, Cliff Nazarro, Hall Johnson Choir.

CREDITS: Director, Raoul Walsh; Au-
thors, Eleanor Griffin, William Rankin;

Screenplay, John C. Moffitt, Malcolm S.

Boylan.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Schwartz Re-elected Pres.

Of Cleve. Exhib. Ass'n

Cleveland—Cleveland Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors' Association yester-
day unanimously elected Ernest
Schwartz, president for sixth con-
secutive year. Also unanimously
re-elected were Albert E. Ptak, vice-
president; George W. Erdmann, sec-
retary; M. B. Horowitz, treasurer.
L. G. Baldwin and Frank Porozyn-
ski were named to the board for
three-year terms. Meyer Kaplan
and Jack Shulman were named for
one year.



THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Honses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by

======================== ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC. ========
Theater Closings

CALIFORNIA
Fillmore—Fillmore (1-9-39); Own-

er: Fillmore Improvement Co.; De-
stroyed by fire.

KENTUCKY
Maysville— Hollywood ( 1-14-39 )

;

Owner: Jack Frisch; Sold to Schine's
Circuit.

MISSOURI
Normandy— Normandy ( 1-3-39 )

;

Owner: Mr. Wetrenberg; Change in
management.

Manchester— Colonial ( 1-14-39 )

;

Owner: Louis Landan; Bankrupt.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Clarmont — Magnet (1-22-39);

Owner: Sharby; Fire.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City — Ritz; Owner:

Standard Circuit; Remodeling.

TEXAS
Sherman—Texas (1-14-39); Own-

er: Robb & Rowley; Destroyed by
fire.

Theater Openings
VIRGINIA

Norfolk—Berkley (12-30-38).

New Theater
Openings

ARKANSAS
Bradford—New, 200 seats (1-1-

39); House Manager: W. B. Ham-
mond.
Tyranza— New, 200 seats (1-8-

39); House Manager: J. E. Single-
ton.

CALIFORNIA
Angels Camp—Angels (1-18-39);

Builder: Harvey Amusement Co.;
House Manager: Clifford Talbot.

MINNESOTA
Pierz—Star, 386 seats (6-1-38);

Main St.; Builder: Mr. Gottwalt;
Architect: P. E. Bettenberg; Cost:
$22,000; House Manager: L. T. Gott-
walt.

MISSISSIPPI
Sumrall—Sumrall, 245 seats (1-

19-39).

WEST VIRGINIA
New Haven — New Haven, 217

seats; Community Building; Build-
er: Government; Architect: Govern-
ment; Cost: $30,000; House Mana-
ger: Mr. Wanamaker.

Theaters Under
Construction

ARKANSAS
Waldo—Wakea, 300 seats; Cost:

$13,000; Operator: Watts & Keas-
ler; To be completed 2-1-39.

CALIFORNIA
Gardena—Gardena, Gardena Blvd.

and Berendo St.; Operator: M & M
Enterprises, Inc.; To be completed
2-15-39.

El Monte—El Monte, 900 to 1,000
seats, two blocks east of Rialto;
Architect: E. Heighschmidt; Cost:
$100,000; Operator: A. L. Sanborn;
To be completed 6-1-39.

Orland—New; Operator: R. M.
Hough.

ILLINOIS
Pectonica—Pec, 380 seats; Main

St.; Cost: $20,000; Operator: Nicol
Bros.; To be completed 2-1-39.

LOUISIANA
La Place—New, 500 seats, Main

St.; Builder: O. Montz; Architect:
Local Carpenter Cost: $5,000; Op-
erator; O. Montz; To be completed
3-1-39.

La Place — La Place, 500 seats,
Main St.; Builder: L. J. Maurin;
Architect: Local Carpenter; Cost:
$15,000; Operator: L. J. Maurin; To
be completed 4-1-39.

NEW YORK
Endicott—State, 108-112 E. Main

St.; To be completed in February.

NORTH CAROLINA
Lumberton—New, 1,000 seats, 4th

and Water Sts.; Builder: T. M. Bur-
nev Cost: $20,000; Operator: Mor-
ris LeGendre; To be completed about
May 1.

PENNSYLVANIA
Lebanon—State, 1,000 seats, Cum-

berland between 5th and 6th; Build-
er: Paul A. Martin; Cost: Site, $32,-

500, Building, $50,000; Operator:
Harry Chertcoff; To be completed
about 2-1-39.

Freedom — Freedom, 500 seats;
Builder: C. J. Vogel; Architect: C.

J. Vogel; Operator: Davis-Urling;
To be completed 2-1-39.

Carlisle — The Comerford, 1,500
seats; Builder: Comerford.
Bedford—Pitt, 628 seats, Lincoln

Highway; Builder: Berkebile Bros.;
Architect: J. B. Smithyman; Cost:
$75,000; To be completed about
March 1.

Theaters Planned
CALIFORNIA

Orland—New, 4th and Mill Sts.;

Operator: Harvey Amusement Co.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans—New; Builder : Iber-

ville Amusement Co.; Architect:
Weiss, Dryfous & Seiferth; Cost:
$21,000; Operator: William Wallace.

MINNESOTA
Rochester—New, 400 seats, 222

S. Broadway; Operator: Rochester
Amusement Co.

Rochester—City Auditorium, 900
seats, 1st and 2nd S.E.; Builder:
Schwartz & Co.; Cost: $350,000.

MISSOURI
Columbia— Boone, approximately

400 seats; 15 N. Eighth St.; Builder:

Flett Construction Co.; Architect:

Dick O'Rear; Cost: $10,000.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk—Reco, 900 seats, Lafay-

ette Blvd. and Lyons Ave.; Builder:

E. L. Collarmer, Sr.; Architect: J.

J. Smith; Cost: $65,000; Operator:
E. L. Collarmer, Jr.

Renovations
Planned

ALABAMA
Huntsville—Princess; Work Plan-

ned: Renovation of theater lobby,

new coat of paint; Owner: Mr. Hef-
fleman; To be completed January,
1939.

ARKANSAS
Stuttgart—Strand (formerly Rice-

land); Work Planned: Marquee,
seats, machines, decorating; Owner:
Malco, Inc.; To be completed 1-7-39.

ILLINOIS
E. St. Louis—State; Work Plan-

ned: Complete remodeling; Owner:
Fiosina; To be completed soon.

KANSAS
Pittsburgh—Cozy; Work Planned:

Remodeling and enlarging present
theater from 866 seats to 1,500
seats; Owner: Joe A. Lenski; To be
completed about 8-1-39.

KENTUCKY
Corbin—Hippodrome; Work Plan-

ned: Remodeled inside and new mar-
quee; Owner: Schine's Theater Co.;

To be completed 2-15-39.

LOUISIANA
Oak Grove—Fiske ; Work Planned

:

New screen, new seats, new seating
arrangement; Owner: D. B. Fiske;
To be completed 3-1-39.

Baton Rouge—Dixie; Work Plan-
ned: Remodel front and balcony;
Owner: C. Taylor; To be completed
2-1-39

MINNESOTA
Winthrop—Sibley; Work Planned:

Entire rebuilding of interior, new
floors, booth, lobby, stage, new fix-

tures, decorations, etc.; Owner:
James Anderson; To be completed
3-1-39

PENNSYLVANIA
New Brighton— Brighton ; Work

Planned: Remodeling and enlarging;
Owner: Penova Theater Corp.; To
be completed 3-1-39.

WEST VIRGINIA
Chester—Lincoln; Work Planned:

Remodeling and enlargine1

; Owner:
Penova Theater Corp.; To be com-
pleted 3-1-39.

Change in
Ownership

ARKANSAS
Holly Grove— Grove, transferred

to J. W. Crabtree bv Leroy Renfro;
House Manager: J. W. Crabtree.

CALIFORNIA
Torrance — Torrance, transl

to M & M Enterprises, Inc., by To
ranee Auditorium Corp.; Hou.
Manager: H. H. Milstein.

Quincy—Townhall, transferred I

J. C. Lee and Schelling by McPhe
son & Schelling; House Manage
J. C. Lee or L. A. Schelling.

INDIANA
Decatur—Cort, transferred to Re

Kalver by Jess Abrens; House Mai
ager: Roy Kalver.

KENTUCKY
Corbin—Kentucky, transferred 1

Schine's by Corbin Theater Co
House Manager: Louis Merrei
bloom.

Corbin—Hippodrome, transferre
to Schine's by Corbin Theater Co
House Manager: Louis Merrenbloon

Maysville—Washington, transfei i

red to Schine Corp. by Frisch i

Kaplan; House Manaarer: J. Friscl i

Maysville — Hollywood, transfei

red to Schine Corp. by Frisch i

Kaplan; House Manager: J. Friscl

MINNESOTA
St. Paul—Arcade, transferred t i

Harry Deckerman by Gillman.
Stewart — Stewart, transferre

to L. C. Molitor by D. Davis unde
John Heil; House Manager: L. CI
Molitor

MISSOURI
Herman — Hermo, transferred t

Common Wealth Amusement Co. b;

Casper Bassman; House Manager
Casper Bassman.

OREGON
Condon — Liberty, transferred t

Sadie M. Sigabee by Randall; Hous
Manager: Elaine S. Furlong.

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwick— Strand, transferred t>

Berwick Theater Co. by Comerford
House Manager: W. E. Schmidt anc

R. L. Schmidt.
SOUTH CAROLINA

Timmonsville—State, transferrei

to F. A. Green bv Mrs. Whittemore
House Manager: F. A. Green.

TEXAS
Teague—Star, transferred to J. G

Long by H. H. Covington.
Teague—Ritz, transferred to J. G

Lon~ by H. H. Covington.
Hughes Springs — Village, trans I

ferred to W. W. McNatt by Frani i

Keasler.
Teague — Star, transferred tc"

Long & Long by H. H. Covington;
House Manager: Tom Grow.
McAllen—Azteca, transferred to

Interstate by Bob Hunter.
Franklin — Franklin, transferred

to Bertha Steglall by H. McGill-
berry; House Manager: Bertha
Stegall.

WEST VIRGINIA
Hartford— Hartford, transferred

to Thirl Stone by McKnight; House
Manager: Mr. Stone.

WISCONSIN
Merrill — Cosmo, transferred to

Lucille Forbes by A. L. Robarge.

!
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ro OF CANADA THEAS.

•LAY TO $100,000 BIZ

(Continued from Page 1)

5S than $5,000 each and accounted

(r less than 2 per cent of the total

teipts and admissions while in the

\ brackets 18 per cent of the

I rs attracted over 53 per cent

the patrons and collected slightly

•|.ss than 60 per cent of the total

ceipts.

The smaller theaters are grouped
rgely in the Prairie Provinces

r

here 54 per cent of the theaters

•ceive less than $5,000 per annum,
. hile the larger group consists main-

,

; of first-run theaters in the largest

ties of Canada and naturally, are

.vorably situated to attract the

rge theater-going audiences. On-
:rio had 89 theaters, with yearly

ceipts of $50,000 and over; Quebec
id 44 theaters in this group, the

rairie Provinces, 26; British Colum-
a. 21; and the Maritime Provinces

), making a total of 190 theaters

3 compared with 170 theaters hav-
*ig the same rating in 1936.

From the standpoint of number of
leaters, the (independents) or those
nder single ownership, form the
ading group. There were 569 such

* heaters and these, forming 54.3 per
?nt of the total number, had 28.7

ar cent of the total receipts and
1.9 per cent of the total admissions,
here were 119 theaters under "mul-

: 'ple" ownership; that is, companies
; individuals owning" and operating
ither two or three theaters. Al-
lough this group is small and is

mfined mostly to the smaller thea-
;rs, 8.5 per cent of the total re-

eipts and 10 per cent of the ad-
lissions sent to these shows during
937. "The chain" group, or those
wrung four or more theaters, oper-
ted 359 theaters in 1937, had 62.8

er cent of the total receipts and
8.1 per cent of the total patronage.

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Victor McLaglen will make a second pix for RKO Radio late in the

Spring .... McLaglen has also been signed by Ed Small to appear with Jackie

Cooper in "Captain Frisco" .... Larry Darmovr has started "First Ranger," starring

Bill Elliott, with Joe Levering directing .... Femme lead in WB's "Confessions of a

Nazi Spy" is Dorothy Tree .... Henry Hathaway will direct "The End of the

World" for Para. . . . Marlene Dietrich will appear on next Sunday's CBS Guild show . . .

Warners will commemorate baseball's centennial with "Hit and Run" .... Monogram
will co-star John Carroll and Movita in Jack London's "Wolf Call" .... Victor Jory

joins the cast of Shirley Temple's "Susannah of the Mounties" . . . Warners will re-

lease a series of color shorts to be produced by Flynn-Hill Productions, Inc., otherwise
Errol Flynn and Howard Hill, champ, archer.—WILK.

MEXICAN PRODUCERS

ELECT RIVAS PREXY

a

Ml
'

Hunt Theater Bandits

Newark's bandit squad yesterday
egan a search for three who kid-

apped and robbed Carl Zager, as-
. istant manager of the American

'heater of $250 receipts he was
aking to depository at midnight.
'he bandits bound Zager's mouth

>rith rag, forced him into a car and
el eased him several miles from the

. oldup scene.

,

J.|

:
.r& 1]

til

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Roy del Ruth has guided 96 romances
to a happy conclusion at the screen

altar. His reverses have included only

eight divorces, balanced by 26 "blessed

events." including two pairs of twins
and triplets once.—DAVE EPSTEIN.

Court Decision May Revive .

Vode-Vision Undertaking

(Continued from Page 1)

after the IATSE called a strike at
the request of the A F of M which
objected to performances of opera
given with live singers but recorded
orchestral music. A F of M has op-
posed vode-vision for much the same
reasons.
Because the stagehands' union had

no grievances against the company
and the strike thus was not justi-

fied, Justice O'Brien said, Opera on
Tour, Inc. is entitled to an injunc-
tion restraining the two unions
"from issuing any orders or direc-

tions, either in writing or verbally,

by which the members, particularly
of the International Alliance, are
prevented from rendering service to

the plaintiff on the ground that
canned music is a violation of any
labor union rules."

Justice O'Brien said in his opin-

ion that he could find "no existing

labor dispute between the parties."

He stated that there was "no jus-

tification for the defendant musi-
cians' union and the International
Alliance, the stage employes union,

to enter into any plan or scheme to

prevent the plaintiff from conduct-
ing its business of producing opera"
in its own manner.
"To be sure," Justice O'Brien con-

tinued, "it is beyond the power of

this court or any other court to com-
pel, by mandatory injunction, the

members of the International Alli-

ance to render services to the plain-

tiff, but that question is not involved
here, for it is the established fact

that the refusal of the members of

the International Alliance is not a
case where each member has re-

fused to render service but rather
the refusal is based upon a direction

or call from the union not to render
any services."

Grainger to Canada
James R. Grainger, Republic's

president and general manager in

charge of distribution, left the home
office last night for Montreal, Tor-
onto and Detroit, which he will visit

successively on a sales and inspec-

tion tour.

Can Co. Nets Sellout
Chicago—B & K's Chicago The-

ater was a sellout last night for the
American Can Co.'s annual canners
convention. B & K supplied the
entire show.

Loew's Ziegfeld to Adopt
Singles Policy on Feb.

(Continued from Page 1)

executive, said yesterday the single

feature policy may be extended to

other houses of the circuit. The
Ziegfeld patrons, he added, have
showed a preference to single bills

while other houses are on the doubt-
ful border.

Renew Film Center Leases

Film Center Building Corp. an-

nounces through its agents, Cross
& Brown Co.. that it has renewed
leases with Behrend Motion Picture

Supply House, Inc., Syndicate Ex-
changes, Inc., Prudential Film Dis-

tributors Corp., State Film Service

Corp., and Joe Hornstein, Inc., for

continued occupancy of present space

in the Film Center Bldg., 630 Ninth
Ave.

(Continued from Page 1)

to the post of secretary and general
manager. For treasurer, the asso-

ciation picked Salvador Bueno.

Cobian Signs Mexican Stars
Rafael Ramos Cobian, heretofore

associated with Paramount in the

production of Spanish language
films, has signed five of the most
popular Mexican stars to appear in

a number of pictures he is to pro-

duce in Hollywood for 20th Century-
Fox distribution.

Fernando Soler, foremost male
star of the Mexican stage and
screen, his brother Domingo, Arturo
de Cordova, Jorge Negrete and Mar-
garita Mora are those pacted.

French Films in Mexico
Films France Mexique, S. A., a

new distributing concern, has just

been established here and will pre-

sent 26 French pictures this year,

according to present plans. J. Car-
ner Ribalta is general manager.

New Mexican Producer
Producciones Primavera has been

organized here and "Ensonaciones
de un Bohemio" (Bohemian Dreams),
its initial effort, is slated to go be-

fore the cameras this month. The
new concern is headed by Francisco
Islas.

CLAIRE

TREVOR
as Dallas a dance hall girl run out of town.

She wasn't good enough for a re-

spectable woman to ride with but

before the journey's end, she had

clutched the woman's baby to her

breast and saved its life.

"Union Pacific" for Omaha
Omaha — Omaha will have the

premiere of "Union Pacific" about
April 21.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists
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THEATERS
• SEATING

• AIR CONDITIONING
• PROJECTION EQUIP

GHI. EQUIPMENT COS.

SEE REVENUE SOARING

Chicago—Sharp activity is noted
here among manufacturers and deal-
ers of film theater equipment, with
firms predicting a marked increase
in revenues during the current year.
During the past month, five local

theaters completed arrangements
for air conditioning installations, the
Boulevard Theater to use a 50-ton
job, the Halfield a similar job, the
Midway a 60-ton, the Regent a 40-

ton, and the Ray a 30-ton installa-

tion.

In the building material field, re-
cent installations by Celotex Corp. in-

clude the Osceola, Osceola, Iowa; the
Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo, Mich., and
the Falls, Minneapolis, Minn., while
the Chicago Vitreous Enamel Prod-
ucts Co. reports a fine demand from
the theater industry for its line

of porcelain enamel fronts. Use of
this type of building has increased
rapidly during past two years. It is

also stated that the Porcelain Enam-
el Institute has scheduled a cam-
paign this year to test out the line

for weather, tearing resistance,
chipping, sagging and scratching ef-

fects.

Many improvements in hearing
aids for hard-of-hearing patrons
are under way, according to Acous-
tic Institute officials. B & K cir-

cuit has about 500 hearing aids in

use for patrons of its Chicago
houses and at least $25,000 invested
in equipment to enable those patrons
with impaired hearing to enjoy the
theaters' programs.

Plaskon Expanding
Chicago—Production facilities for

the Plaskon Co. Chicasro plant are
being expanded. Large scale mould-
ings are being made and the plant
here is running full time.

Acoustical Co. Moves
Detroit—Acoustical & Specialties

Contracting Co. has moved from
2842 W. Grand Boulevard, to new
quarters at 115 McKinstry Ave.

HURLEY 9
EVEN-LITE g
Gradatlonally Perforated k!

SOUND SCREEN S0

HURLEY SCREEN CO.g
Exclusive Sales Agents

J

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISIONS
145 Valley St., Belleville, N. J. g

Bright Outlook
Chicago—The Stanley Theater Co. re-

ports a bright business outlook for the
Spring months. It has installed several

thousand international seats in the Ritz
Theater, Shelbyville; the Fargo Theater,
Sycamore; the Wallace Theater, Peru;
the Panaroma Theater, Chicago.

Monotone Viewing Filter

Volume Sales Up Sharply

Optical Development Corp., of

1560 Broadway, announces sharp
boost in volume sales of its Mono-
tone Viewing Filter, used by virtu-
ally all Hollywood professional cam-
eramen as an invaluable aid in judg-
ing the lighting of scenes to be
taken on panchromatic negative
film.

Developed to supply a much
needed demand for these cameramen
and Hollywood's studio directors, it

is essential in the advance determin-
ation of high lights and shadows
without the confusing presence of

marked color differences.

To use the Monotone Viewing Fil-

ter, device is placed close to the
eye, the user looking through it at
the object to be photographed. One
will then see the contrast of shadow
and light as will be produced on the
film, thereby obtaining a better pho-
tograph with a better degree of
gradation of shadows. It is highly
efficient for both interior and out-

door photography; is on the market
for all camera enthusiasts, both pro-
fessional and amateur; and meets
with the requirements of both SMPE
and the Society of Arts and Sci-

Watson New Sales Rep.

Detroit—Robert Watson has been
appointed sales representative for

theatrical and acoustical installa-

tions of Turner, Brooks, Inc., suc-

ceeding Ray Deslierres.

Adolph Frankel Named
Chicago — Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co. has appointed
Adolph Frankel sales manager of

its special products division.

DEVRY INTRODUCING

NEW SUPER PROJECTOR

FORESTMAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

Chicago — Features of the new
Super Theater Projector specifica-

tions were announced here this week
by DeVry Corp., revealing that
mechanism now uses heavy duty,
nine volt four amp. exciter lamu
and transformer with Bausch &
Lomb High Fidelity optical lens and
capable of handling all latest sound
tracks.

Projector is equipped with 2,000
ft. magazine, 1/6 hp. induction mo-
tor for operation on 220 or 230 AC
50-60 cycle current, with H-I lamp-
house; heavy, completely removable
one-piece aperture plate; side sway
adjustment which keeps film on a
straight vertical path in aperture.
Latter is declared extremely helpful
when projecting old, shrunken film,

as, for example, where parts of
aperture holes show on screen due
to film shrinkage.
Mechanism also has new film

show, permitting varving pressure
of film show against film; sound
adjustment roller, enabling easy lin-

ing-up of film's sound track in op-
tically correct path over sound slit,

plus doing away with hum in pro-
jector; aperture trigger release,
which opens aperture wide with
a flick of the finger; a film idler

which works easily, and reversible
film aperture rails and reversible
sprockets, doubling their lives and
introducing greater operating econ-
omy.

Joins Brooks Costume
Carolyn Hancock has ioined the

Brooks Costume Co. in a sales and
consultant capacity. She has been
technical director of the Theater
Guild for several years supervising
costumes, scenery and lighting; and
has been an assistant to her hus-
band, Lee Simonson.

Form Air Conditioning Co.
Chicago—R. B. Fullerton, S. R.

Rabinoff and A. H. Zamotny have
organized the Consolidated Air Con-
ditioning Corp. with offices at 100
North LaSalle.

Charles Ross, Inc.

Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

the m
Affects M<

By GEO

Equipment Ed

CATEGORIZING, by film Indus

try analysts, of the recent per

fecting of theater chairs as amonj
the notable advances recorded dur

ing 1938 in the field of exhibition

leads to an interesting inquiry

namely, should this advance be

cited as limited to the exhibitior
j

wing, or isn't it more properly a de-

velopment which applies to the

industry as a whole? Observers
j

whom this department has consult-

ed of late, appear agreed that, in

asmuch as seating transcends the

matter of providing comfort whilt

the patron is engaged in viewing

a film program, it is far more ac
j

curate to say that proper seating

is an important concern to filmland

as a whole, and cannot be account- j

ed solely as an exhibition matter.

Say the observers: Seating is a

valuable merchandising factor which I

can be publicized and exploited by I

showman to draw active, dormant
and prospective business. Taking

this trio of attendance classes,—
!

the individual who has experienced

the comforts of the new school of I

seating, such as is exemplified by

American Seating Co. via its Bodi-

form chairs, is certainly impelled

to accord patronage to a film the-

ater whose seats permit him to en-

joy in comfort the offered programs.

The dormant patron,— many of

whom are deterred from attend-

ing a given film house where,

through experience or hearsay, the

factor of comfort is or said to be

lacking,— can be, in many in-

stances, restored to patronage. And,

the prospective patron, by means

of the expressed experiences of]

others, can be taught that the the-

ater in question is synonymous

with comfort.

Comfort, then, observers point out,

is both a prerequisite and a requi-

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creadon of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.,New York City A. I. Kessler, Mgr.
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ite of the modern motion picture

heater.

Jma «l
* *

*

further, tney sa y- that while

there is no manner or means of

necking upon situation, it is logi-

al that seating bears an important

elationship to film distribution.

'-Certainly to some extent the rev-

nue annually accruing to ex-

hanges is determined by the de-

ree of public enthusiasm both for

(•tending houses where product is

o their liking, and also attending

ouses where that product can best

•e enjoyed ... in comfort.

n a less direct, but nevertheless

i till logical, sense, seating affects

lihe Hollywood producer. The maxi-

num potential to which his pic-

tures play in the retail outlets is

: ill rely dependent upon the modern-

ry of equipment provided by these

louses for their audiences. There

s no barometer or way of judging

what percentage of the potential is

'sacrificed annually by inadequate

seating, that is to say comfortless

.seating, which keeps many admis-

iions away from box-offices.

It is noteworthy that producer-

distributor circuits are particularly

'seat-comfort conscious," and the

same is true of the progressive indie

operators. This is because the pro-

vision of proper equipment, seating

included, is recognized as both a

physical and psychological advan-
tage,—that the patron must have
a sense of ease in order to extract
"Full enjoyment of the film program,
and, at the same time, be mentally
and esthetically satisfied with sur-

roundings, but not conscious of
them to the extent that there is

any interference with what tran-

spires on the screen.

9 I

MODERN FACILITIES FOR
PROJECTION — AUDITIONS
i?
T
.,
E
.
RNATI0NAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS

33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C. COI. 5-7366-7
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TWO MILLIONS SPENT

FOR N. E. THEATERS

Springfield, Mass.—More than $2,-

000,000 was spent in new theaters,
new sound equipment, new seats and
remodeling in western New England
in 1938 checkup shows.

Three new theaters were erected
at a cost of $180,000 and work has
been started, or will start soon on
five more to cost approximately
$275,000. The new theaters are the
Mohawk at North Adams, Mass.;
Colebrook, at Colebrook, N. H., and
the Ogunquit Playhouse at Ogun-
quit, Me.
Theaters under constructon or be-

ing planned for early Spring are the
Atlas, Adams, Mass., to cost $70,000
and seat 1,200; Webster Square,
Worcester, Mass., $50,000; Mystic,
Maiden, Mass., $85,000; Pittsfield,

Pittsfield, Mass., $40,000 to seat 650;
and Scenic, Rochester, N. H., to cost

$30,000.

New sound equipment has been in-

stalled in the Strand, Holyoke;
Union Square, Dalton; Richmond,
North Adams; Opera House, Dal-
ton; Capitol, Pittsfield; Calvin,
Northampton; Plaza, Northampton,
all in Massachusetts.

Theaters re-seated include the
Walden, Williamstown, Mass.;
Strand, Manchester, N. H.; and the
Huggett, Hanover, N. H. The latter
also had new air conditioning equip-
ment installed.

Theaters completely renovated
and remodeled include Loew's-Poli,
Springfield; Colonial, Pittsfield;

Walden, Wiliamstown and Princess,
Wakefield. New marquees were in-
stalled at the Garden and Loew's-
Poli, Springfield.

LMPSC Will Build

New Orleans—New Orleans' Film
Row will get another two-story
brick building with the erection by
W. B. Castay's Louisiana Motion
Picture Supply Co. of its new of-
fices and showrooms. The Louisiana
Motion Picture Supply Co. is oper-
ated by W. B. Castay.

20,000,000
|\ETAE? TWENTY millionLJtA4r »e°P |e '" the United

^ , " 7 states are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent of all
the people in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York City

Photo Center
Montreal — Associated Screen News

has completed its new Photographic

Center building on Sherbrooke St. W.,
Montreal's Fifth Ave., which is tenanted

by ASN and Notman and Son. The
building is the first in Montreal espe-

cially designed for photographic pur-

poses.

Technicolor Names Ross

Lighting Ally in East

Charles Ross, Inc., film industry
lighting experts, has been appoint-
ed by Technicolor, Inc., as latter's

Eastern lighting representative for
Technicolor pictures.

Activities at present are center-
ing at the Eastern Service Studio,

Long Island City, where a Techni-
color camera unit and crew are
operating under lighting conceived
and installed by Charles Ross, Inc.

Additionally, the latter is repre-
senting in the East Mole-Richard-
son, arc equipment engineers and
manufacturers.

The Ross organization is the only
Eastern firm handling that type of
equipment.

BETTER PROJECTION

INTERESTS EXHIBS.

Detroit—W. J. Turnbull, National
Theater Supply Co. manager, re-
ports a large increase in remodeling
jobs, due to the interest being
shown by all exhibitors in better
projection. This has resulted in an
increased expenditure for booth
equipment.
Turnbull stated that in the past four

months his company has sold pro-
jection equipment to 17 operators

—

all remodeling jobs. "There is a
greater interest being shown now
in securing better screen results
than at any time since the depres-
sion," he added.

Simplex projection for Gibson
Brothers Gibson Theater at Green-
ville, has just been contracted for.

United Detroit Theaters has also
purchased new Walker Sound Screen
for the Ramona, East Side house.

Watkins in O. C. for NTS
Oklahoma City—Jack Watkins of

Dallas, has taken over management
of the National Theater Supply Co.
branch offices here.

One of the surest ways to put life

into your business is to cover your

floors with soft, colorful, luxurious

looking Alexander Smith Carpet.

Which is why you find this famous

carpet in so many of the country's

successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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NEVER before have new negative materials

been as enthusiastically received ... as quickly

put to use ... as Eastman's three latest motion

picture films. Fast, fine-grained Plus-X, for

general studio work . . . high-speed Super-XX,

for all difficult exposures . . . ultra-fine-grained

Background-X, for backgrounds and all-round

exterior work . . . Typically Eastman in uniform-

ity and photographic quality, these films have

won instant acceptance in the industry. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Plu$-X . . •

&uper-XX • • . Baekgroumd-X
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Circuit, 5 Majors Named in Me. Exhib.'s Trust Suit

CASSEL & CO. TO FIGHT RKO PLAN CONFIRMATION

NLRB Cites 10 Producers for Wagner Act Violations

THEWEEK IN
REVIEW

Loew's Court Victory

-hy GEORGE H. MORRIS-

DOMESTIC
LOEW'S VICTORY: It was a

'high" week for Loew's, character-

ized by satisfaction over exoneration
of its directors from all charges of

fraud and mismanagement via deci-

sion handed down by Supreme Court
Justice Valente on Jan. 20, which
approved profit-sharing and person-
al service contracts of the company
with 12 of its principal executives
and producers. A group of minority
stockholders had sued to enjoin the
profit-sharing plan. Then, on Wed-
nesday, firm announced a net profit
of $9,924,934.46 or $5.65 per com-
mon share was earned by it and its

subsidiaries for year ended Aug. 31,
1938. Figure compares with a net
of $14,426,062.29 or $8.46 a share
for the corresponding period ended
Aug. 31, 1937.

LITIGATION: U. S. Attorney
General Frank Murphy gave strong
intimation to The Film Daily on
Wednesday that he intends to take
direct interest in the current equity
action of the Government against
the film industry . . . From Miami
came word of initiation of anti-
trust action by Washington Oper-
ating Co. and the Garden Operating
Co. against Paramount Enterprises,
Wometco Theaters, Inc., and the
eight major distribs.

EXHIBITION: From Montreal
issued news that pix houses in the
Dominion scored a 5.4 per cent gain
in admissions and a 9.8 per cent
jump in receipts in 1937 over pre-
ceding year, and that in 1937 only

| 5 per cent of Canadian theaters play
to $100,000 biz annually per house,
while 16 per cent of the total of
165 houses had annual receipts of

(.Continued on Page 9)

Refusal to Recognize SWG
Charged; Hearing Set

for Feb. 13
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The NLRB on Fri-

day issued a complaint against 10
major producers, charging violation
of the Wagner Act and ordered a
hearing on Feb. 13, in Los Angeles
in the SWG-producer cases.
The Board named the following

(Continued on Page 9)

$103,804 NET LISTED

BY WB FOR 13 WEEKS

Report of Warners and subsidiary
companies issued on the week-end,
and covering the 13 weeks ended
Nov. 26, last, discloses a net oper-
ating profit of $103,804.73, after de-
ductions including amortization, de-
preciation and Federal income taxes.
This compares with a net operating
profit of $1,685,599.46 reported for

'Continued on Page 3)

Fox Theaters Liquidation

Plan Approved by Court

Federal Judge Martin T. Manton
on Friday approved the plan of
liquidation submitted by Milton C.
Weisman and receiver of Fox The-
aters Corp. for the transfer of all

(Continued on Page 9)

TELE SPORTS
PACTS SOUGHT
Three-way Deal Involves

Para. DuMont, Morris

Paramount, DuMont Lab. and the
William Morris agency in a three-
way deal are now actively engaged
in signing colleges to contracts
which will give them exclusive tele-

vision rights, and in many cases
radio rights, to telecast and broad-
cast sporting events, it was learned
over the week-end.

This represents the first serious
attempt to popularize television in

this country, with basis of scheme
the installation of screens in thea-
ters and auditoriums in ran^e of the

(Continued on Page 4)

ASHER STARTS FIRST

PIX FOR COL. IN APR.

First of the four pix which Irving
Asher will produce in England for
Columbia under terms of a new deal
closed on Friday will go into pro-
duction at Denham on April 1, Asher
told The Film Daily Saturday as
he sailed on the Champlain.
Alexander Korda and Joseph

(Continued on Page 9)

Pollard Sues Maine & New Hampshire

Circuit, 5 Majors on Trust Charges

Harry Shiftman Dead;

Funeral Services Today

Funeral services for Harry Shift-

man, 47, veteran exhibitor who for
more than 30 years has been associ-
ated with his uncle, the late Sol
Brill, will be held at 2:30 p.m. today

(Continued on Page 4)

Manchester, N. H.—Filing a suit

in U. S. District Court, Boston,
charging the Maine & New Ham-
shire Theaters Co. with conspiracy
to monopolize and restrain inter-

state trade in motion picture films
in violation of anti-trust laws has
been disclosed.
The complainant, Edmund G. Pol-

lard of Rumford, Me., also named
(Continued on Page 4)

Counsel Drafting Papers for

Circuit Court of

Appeals Move
Speculation as to whether any

faction opposing the now approved
RKO reorg. plan would actually take
recourse to the Circuit Court of
Appeals ended on the week-end
when Nathan Rosenberg told The
Film Daily that the law firm of
Kommel & Rosenberg is currently
preparing appeal papers for H. Cas-
sel & Co., stock brokers and inde-
pendent bondholders.

Said Nathan Rosenberg:
"The bonds held by our clients

are in fact First Mortgage bonds
(Continued on Page 4)

MAJORS WAIT MYERS

PROBLEM SOLUTIONS

Distributors' attorneys who have
been assigned to revising the trade
practice draft are marking time
until Abram F. Myers, Allied's gen-
eral counsel, completes his job of
tackling some of the legal problems
of the plan.
Myers is reported to be attempt-

(Continued on Page 3)

20th-Fox to Make 8 to 10

British Pix for 1939-40

Twentieth Century-Fox English
production schedule for 1939-40 will

run between eight and 10 pictures,

Monty Banks, director for the com-
pany, reported when he sailed Sat-

turday on the Champlain. Gracie
Fields, who also sailed on the
Champlain, will be starred in first

(Continued on Page 3)

Supreme Court May Rule

Today on Industry Cases

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILy
Washington—Interest of the film

industry will be turned today on the
reconvening here of the U. S. Su-

(Continued on Page 3)
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financial

(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 15Vi 15'/2 15V2 — Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc. 11 Vi 11 % 11% — Va,

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1% 1% 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10 10 10
East. Kodak 17PA 171 1/2 1713/4 — i/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12'/4 12'/4 12V4 — Vb
Loew's, Inc. 46'/2 45% 46 — %
do pfd
Paramount 10% 10 10y8 + 1'/2
Paramount 1st pfd... 93 93 93 + 2'/2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10'/4 10V8 10'/4 + %
Pathe Film 9 8'/2 8%
RKO 2V4 2i/g 2i/4 + i/

8

20th Century-Fox .. 2134 21 21 Vs + Va
20th Century-Fox pfd. 31% 3'% 31% — %
Univ. Pict. pfd 54 50 54+2
Warner Bros 5% 5'/8 5% + Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B-F 6s46 943/4 943/4 943/4 — i/4
Loew 6s 41 -ww 99% 99y2 99% + Vi
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Piers. 6s55...101 1003/8 101

Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 843/4 843/4 843/4 — l/4
RKO 6s41 71% 713/8 713/8 _ 1%
Warner's 6s39 92 90% 92 -4- iy2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 13^ 1%
Technicolor 18!/2 18i/4 1 8 V2 + Va
Trans-Lux 2 1% 1%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 108
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s *43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/
4 s 1st *43

• PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

• STOCK SHUTS
of Every Possible Description
Conveniently Catalogued.

m

729 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 95600

m

The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-PascaD—8th week ^° r

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-CB)—6th week Globe

Jesse James (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week -J
R0X»

They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week .....5tranrJ

Gunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures) Musl= If
Stand Up and Fight (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Paris Honeymoon (Paramount Pictures) Paramount

Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures) •.

R|V
.

' 1

The Cirl Downstairs ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) c,lt" l0n

Homicide Bureau (Columbia Pictures) •
.Rialto

Gang Bullets (Monogram Pictures) Central

Going Places (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Mr. Moto's Last Warning (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—20th week Filmarte

Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—12th week Little Carnegie

Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures)—3rd week Cinema 49
Anderson's Family (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)—2nd week 48th St. Theater

Professor Mamlock (Amkino) (a-b) World
Dark Rapture (Universal Pictures) (a-b) World
The Man with the Gun (Amkino) Cameo
Carnival in Flanders (American Tobis) (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

Forty Little Mothers (National Film Corp.) (b) 55th St. Playhouse

Cossacks in Exile (Avramenko Film Co.) Belmont

FUTURE OPEMWGS
Boy Slaves (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 1 Rialto

Federal Man Hunt (ReDublic Pictures)—Feb. 2 Criterion

Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 3 Strand
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg)—Feb. 6 Little Carnegie
St. Louis Blues (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 8 Paramount
Idiot's Delight (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Tailspin (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Devil's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures) (c) Clobe
Msde for Each Other (United Artists) (c) Music Hall
Crossroads (Tri-National Pictures) (c) Filmarte
With the People for the County (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)—Feb. 19

48th St. Theater
The Great Man Votes (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 2 (a-b) Palace
Torchy in Chinatown (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 2 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

cominc uno coir

J. H. WHITNEY, board chairman of Seh>

International, left over the week-end
Georgia. He will go from there to the C

!

in a few days.

MONTY BANKS, director, GRACIE FIE

20th-Fox star, and CARL TIMBERG and
ETLINGER, writers, sailed Saturday on
Champlain.

ROBERT T. KANE, English produ/""
for 20th-Fox, has arrived in Florida^ .m
Coast.

GB chieftain, has

156 Simultaneous Dates

for "Wings of the Navy"

With the addition of 64 key-city
day and date bookings for the week
of Feb. 5-11, Warners "Wings of
the Navy" will have 156 openings
throughout the United States simul-
taneous with the celebration of Na-
tional Defense Week. Dates will fol-

low the six-ply world premiere of
the feature set for Feb. 3 in Pensa-
cola, San Diego, New York, Wash-
ington, Los Angeles and on board
the U. S. S. Lexington taking part
in Caribbean maneuvers.

Harley and Miggins Will

Sail on Queen Mary Feb. 10

Francis L. Harley, managing di-

rector for 20th-Fox in the United
Kingdom, and Ben Miggins, conti-
nental European director, will ar-
rive here from the Coast this week-
end and will sail on the Queen Mary
Feb. 10. They had originally plan-
ned to sail last Saturday on the
Champlain, but conferences at the
studio have been extended.

More U. S. Pix in Ireland
Dublin (By Cable) — Total num-

ber of U. S. pictures submitted to
the Censor Board during 1938 was
1,232 as against 1,172 in 1937. Brit-
ish films presented in Ireland during
1938 was 269, a decrease of 18 from
the previous year. Of the 410 fea-
tures submitted, 23 were rejected.

Jewel Theater Decision

May Be Key to Games Ban

Eventual abolition of screen games
in New York City at large, a move
instigated by city's film exhibition
interests and supported by License
Commissioner Paul Moss, hinges
upon the expected decision of the
Court of Special Sessions tomorrow
in the case of the Jewel Theater,
116th St. and Lenox Ave., it was
declared on the week-end, in wake
of a meeting of Staten Island church
group representatives on Friday
with Moss.
Moss told the Staten Island dele-

gation that the elimination, unless
the court decision simplified the sit-

uation by making the games illegal,

depends upon the willingness of all

to see that competition is removed
from theaters. The delegation as-
sured the Commissioner of its sup-
port.

ARTHUR A. LEE,
on a business trip.

RALPH CLARK, SR., Warners' managing
rector in Australia, arrives here Feb. 3 I

the Coast.

SAM ECKMAN, JR., M-G-M managing dire

in England, and HERBERT WILCOX, produ
arrive here this week on the Normandie.

EDWARD COHEN, manager for 20th-Fox
Ecuador, sailed Friday night from New I

after postponing his departure from an eai

date.

HENRY HATHAWAY, Paramount director,

arrived in New York from L. A.

WAYNE MORRIS and his wife flew into r I
York over the week-end from Havana.

CLAIRE TREVOR left for the Coast Fri I

after a short stay here.

SYLVIA SANDERS, of Sanders Films, sa

from New York on Saturday aboard the Ch;
]

plain en route to London and Paris.

JOSEPH N. SEIDER, president of Pruden
Theaters, accompanied by MRS. SEIDER, am
in Hollywood today from New York, and s I

for Honolulu on Feb. 3, returning to the W I

Coast on March 3.

NORMAN ELSON, of the Brandt office, lea

for Miami Beach Feb. 10.

OTTO KRUGER is at the Warwick.

RALPH BELLAMY is at the Sherry Netherla
j

JOHN FORD is at the Ambassador.

The MARVIN SCHENCKS and the BEN GOC
NEYS (he's stock broker to many moviemi
left Friday for Florida-Havana vacations.

LEON FROMKESS, treasurer of Monogr
Pictures, arrives in New York this morni
from the Coast, accompanied by MRS. FROI
KESS.

309,577 See "Jesse James"
in First Two Roxy Weeks

"Jesse James" played to 309,577
people in its first two weeks at the
Roxy, with week-end business in-
dicating the third week will run
close to the second.

SAG Awaits Caravel Pact
Signed contract of Caravel Films

is expected to be delivered at the
Screen Actors Guild office within
a few days, a verbal agreement al-
ready having been reached, it was
learned Friday.

"Scotland Yard" Will Be

1938-39 20th-Fox Releas

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM <DAU
Hollywood—"Scotland Yard" w

be produced by Darryl Zanuck f<

release by 20th-Fox this season i

stead of on the 1939-40 program,
was learned over the week-end.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 30
Gradwell L. Sears

E. V. Richards
C. C. Burr

Greta Nissen
Henry McCarthy

Oscar Serlin
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Ml PROBLEM SOLUTIONS
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Th'Ae:

(Continued fiom Page 1)

<* to work out such problems as

s: If Exhibitor A's clearance over
fhibitor B is changed, what will

the protection status of other
hibitors in Exhibitor B's terri-

example was pointed out by
attorney who has been ac-

re in drafting the trade pact.

s-ers was authorized by the direc-

ts at the recent meetine in Wash-
;
?ton to work on the legal aspects
the draft. When this task is com-
sted, the results will be sent to

e drafting committee, which in

rn will forward them to the dis-

butors' negotiating group. When
d if improved, they will be in-

rporated into the draft, according
present indications.

The revised draft, when finished,

11 be the final proposals and will

present the extent to which the
stributors will concede. Whether
>proved or rejected by the exhibi-

ts, it is understood that the plan
.11 stand as is and further nego-
itions will be dropped. In fact,

is likely that no other negotia-
jns between exhibitors and dis-

ibutors will be held after the draft
completed and submitted.

Dth-Fox to Make 8 to 10

British Pix for 1939-40

(Continued from Page 1)

m Banks will make under new
)th-Fox-Gainsborough setup with
r.m tentatively titled "Sally Goes
= 3 Town." Banks said it would be
iple-quota film.

He said that Bob Kane, produc-
;on head for the company in Eng-
nd, left the Coast Friday for a
lort stay with Sidney R. Kent in

lorida. He will arrive here in time
> sail on the Queen Mary Feb. 10,

was learned. Banks is set to di-

;ct two pictures, and may pos-
ble meg a third. He is accom-
anied by Carl Timberg and Don
tlinger, writers, who will work on
jveral films that will be produced
y the company in England.

Jew Warner Wilmington
House Starts on Feb. 8

!

Wilmington, Del.— Warners will
Den the new $660,000 Warner The-
:er here Feb. 8, A. J. Vanni, Phila-
elphia zone manager, announces,
ov. Richard C. McMullen, Mayor
J . W. Bacon and Joseph Bernhard
ill speak.

Tele on Congress
Washington Bur., THF. FILM DAILY
Washington — Television's effect on

Congress, as seen by Speaker William
B. Bankhead of the House, who faced
the iconoscope camera and mike for the
first RCA demonstration here: "It's go-
ing to make a lot of members of the
House get their feet down off the desks
and quit chawin' tobacco."

• • • TO THOSE pessimists who think that showmanship is be-

coming a lost art with theater men .... we present the following ex-

ample of beaucoup exploitation engineered by Matt Saunders in

Bridgeport Conn Bob Russell in New Haven and Jack Simons

in Hartford working for their respective Loew's Poli theaters in

purling over a joint compaign on what they called the East Coast pre-

miere of "Jesse James"

• • • IT STARTED in Hartford and ended up in front of

the Roxy in New York a rider on horseback dressed as

Jesse James was started out from Hartford by the acting mayor.

bearing greetings the rider's next stop was New Haven
where the mayor received him and signed up then on to

Bridgeport where the same thing was carried outTV
• • • NEXT morn the rider started for New York and the Roxy

. V . . .he arrived there at noon, stopped traffic and caused general

excitement Charles McCarthy of 20th Century-Fox thought so

much of the stunt that he ordered out a crew from Movietone News and

sound pictures were made of the arrival, and Irving Lesser received the

greetings for the Roxy

T
• • • ON THE ride through Connecticut, saddle blankets

were used for Loew Poli playdates on the rider's back was
another sign reading: "Jesse James Rides from Hartford to New
York" on leaving Bridgeport, the saddle blankets were
changed to read: "Greetings to the Roxy from Loew Poli The-

aters playing 'Jesse James'" the scroll of the greetings con-

gratulated 20th Century-Fox and Darryl Zanuck on selecting

Hartford, Bridgeport and New Haven for the East Coast Premiere

newspapers in the various towns carried stories about the

ride

T
• • • TO TOP matters off. Jack Simons arranged a stage coach

hold-up immediately after "Jesse James" left his town for the ride

the coach, with riders, was held up in the business section of the city,

where James stole the film that was being delivered to the theater by

the coach this got a front page break in the papers before

the hold-up, he promoted 2,000 newspapers and had the front im-

printed in red: "Jesse James Captured At Loew's Poli" immediate-

ly after the hold-up, boys began circulating the area yelling and giving

papers away

V
• • • MEANWHILE in New Haven Bob Russell gave the

pic an added boost by promoting several full pages of art in the

papers and erected a huge sign, facing the railroad station, an-

nouncing the picture at Loew's Poli. . . .letters on the sign, which
was illuminated at night, were five feet high

T
• • • UP AT Bridgeport, Matt Saunders dug up a chap by the

name of Cliff Younger who is related to the James family (James'

mother was a Younger) this lad was interviewed by newspapers,

resulting in swell art and story breaks as Harry Shaw of Loew's

New England Division truly says: "If Jesse James were alive foday he

couldn't do a better hold-up job than this committed by our exploitation-

minded managers, and Lou Brown, divisional director of publicity."

« « « » » »

$103,804 NET LISTED

BY WB FOR 13 WEEKS

(.Continued from Page 1)

the corresponding period the pre-
vious year.
The earnings of $103,804.73, as

announced, are equivalent on pre-
ferred stock to $1.00 per share on
103,107 shares outstanding at Nov.
26. Dividends in arrears as of Dec.
1, amounted to $25.99 per share.
After allowance for current divi-

dend requirements on Preferred
Stock, the earnings available for the
Common amounted to $4,564.24.
Net profit before operations for

the 13 weeks ended Nov. 26, 1938,
before charges for amortization, de-
preciation of properties and Fed-
eral income taxes, was $1,845,252.53.
Gross income for the span, after
eliminating intercompany transac-
tions, was $25,418,166.15. The com-
parable gross income for the cor-
responding period ended Nov. 27,

1937, adjusted to include two com-
panies not then consolidated, was
$27,395,762.15.

Cash, as of Nov. 26, was placed
at $5,681,072.81. Current and work-
ing assets, including cash, totaled
$27,864,753.62; fixed assets, includ-
ing land, at cost, buildings and
equipment, etc., $133,502,040.04;
other assets, $2,161,118.26; and total

assets, $174,234,221.69.
Net current assets of subsidiaries

operating in foreign territories hav-
ing exchange restrictions $296,905.-

19, while investment in subsidiaries
and affiliated companies was set

down as $1,044,467.31.

Supreme Court May Rule

Today on Industry Cases

(Continued from Page 1)

preme Court, since, it is expected,
several decisions will be handed
down, whose contents will have
either direct or indirect bearing on
the motion picture field.

In addition to the decisions anti-

cipated with respect to Ascap's
status in the States of Florida and
Washington, a determination is

awaited in the Taylor et al against
Standard Gas & Electric Co. et al

action which may have a bearing on
the RKO reorg. proceedings.
The Taylor-Standard case consid-

erations are said to include the point
as to whether one can compromise
by inserting the compromise in a
reorganization plan. Decision per-
mitting compromise, legalists de-
clare, would probably speed up re-

organization proceedings by elimin-

ating extended trials and appeals.

Tele for Hospital
Surgical amphiltheater of a Brooklyn

hospital will soon be equipped to tele-

vise actual surgery so that student
observers in the medical gallery can see

detailed close-ups of the proceedings.

This equipment, designed by engineers

of the American Television Corporation,
pioneers in video manufacture, has been
subjected to rigid tests by hospital au-
thorities at the company's laboratories.
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Cassel & Co. to Fight RKO Reorg. Plan Confirmatior
Counsel Drafting Papers for

Circuit Court of

Appeals Move

(Continued from Page 1)

which are secured by practically
all of the assets of RKO Corp. The
only prior liens are so-called Gold
Notes held by the Chemical Bank of
which there are now outstanding
$50,000 in principal amount.

"Special Master George W. Alger
found that the net asset value of
RKO Corp. exceeded $35,000,000.
The amount of outstanding bonds is

$11,600,000. It is therefore apparent
that RKO Corp. is in a position to
pay the full amount of the bonds
plus interest.

"Under the plan of reorganiza-
tion, it is proposed to give preferred
and common stock which has a pres-
ent realizable value of $75, as
against $140 principal plus interest.

So, in effect, bondholders are re-
ceiving 50 per cent of the value of
their claims, and it is our position
that, even in liquidation, consider-
ing the financial status of the
corporation, that the bondholders
would have been paid in full.

"The substitution we do not con-
sider to be a fair equivalent for the
secured bonds, as is required by
law and decisions handed down by
the higher courts. Under these de-
cisions, there must be a substitute
of the most indubitable equivalent.
We consider the substitution now
offered is in violation of our clients'

Constitutional rights, in that it

takes away property without fair

payment."

On Saturday, Judge Bondy signed
an order authorizing Irving Trust to

execute a proposed agreement with
RKO, Bank of America, Chemical
Bank & Trust and RCA, extending
secured notes of RKO to June 1,

1939, and the terms of an agree-
ment relative to them which was
made Aug. 30, 1934.

Dinner Dance at Coast

Honors W. Ray Johnston

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Coast studios' heads,
film stars, representatives of film

industry trade associations, and
Monogram's staff here, assembled on
Saturday night at the Lakeside Golf
Club in North Hollywood to honor
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram's pres-
ident, at a dinner dance on the occas-
sion of his Silver Jubilee. More than
100 persons attended the affair.

STORKS!
A daughter was born to Irwin

Margulies, M-G-M attorney, and his

wife Friday morning at Doctors'
Hospital.

Chi. Musicians, SAL in Theater Row
Chicago—Chicago Federation of Musicians and Sons of the American Legion,

Legion auxiliary, have locked horns here over refusal of the former to permit latter's

young buglers to blow taps at flag dedicatory exercises in seven local theaters with-
out payment to union musicians to stand by. Secretary E. S. Benkert cites the

Federation's contract and claims theaters understand its position and agree. SAL terms
Federation's attitude a "pay a price to blow a bugle at American flag dedications"
demand.

Quota Act Repeal to Revive British

Industry is Urged by Herbert Wilcox
London (By Cable)—Entering the

industry controversy raging here
over labor's proposal that the quota
requirements be increased, Herbert
Wilcox holds the Quota Act respons-
ible for the unhappy plight of Brit-
ish production and urges its quick
repeal.

"Six good British films will do
more for the revival of the trade
than 10 Quota Acts," contends Wil-
cox, who sailed Saturday on the
Normandie for the U. S. to complete
plans for the first Hollywood vehi-
cle of Anna Neagle under the Wil-
cox-RKO Radio partnership deal.

Meanwhile, there is a lively ex-

change of arguments over the high-
er quota proposals with the Film
Industry Employes' Council ques-
tioning opposing statements made
by C. M. Woolf. The FIEC con-
tends that the British industry
"could fulfill a renter's quota of 30
per cent with the greatest of ease.
It could still maintain a high stand-
ard of quality, and more production
would mean more better quality and
not less."

The FIEC further challenges
Woolf's contention that the higher
renter's quota would mean a return
of the quota quickie, and says that
the latter was due to no cost test.

Tele Sports Pacts Sought

By Para., DuMont, Morris

(Continued from Page 1)

broadcast of a football game or
some other major sporting event
of wide interest. Para.-DuMont-
Morris are emphasizing the signing
of colleges in order to be on the
football scene this fall.

It is pointed out that colleges,
untrained in the buying and selling
of radio and television time, can
add to their incomes by allowing a
recognized agency represent them.
Agency is signing contracts on the
basis that sporting events broadcast
rights will be able to command a
higher price this year, or they will
not have to pay any commission.

Several major colleges have al-
ready been signed in the East, it

was said. To date no colleges have
had any professional representation
in their commercial radio dealings,
and this move will mark an im-
portant milestone in the develop-
ment of this field.

249 New British Firms in '38;

$50,000,000 Capitalization

London (By Cable)—A total of
249 motion picture theater compan-
ies were formed throughout the
United Kingdom last year—six new
public companies and 243 private
companies — according to figures
issued by Jordan & Sons. Total
capital involved is approximately
.$50,000,000. The general registra-
tion figures for the past year show
a decline of but 111 less than in
1937—less than one per cent.

Name Bourgeois Sales Head
for Astor; Elevate Figueroa

Appointment of O. K. Bourgeois
as sales manager of Astor Pictures
Corp. was announced Friday. At
the same time, W. J. Figueroa, who
has been in charge of sales, was
named vice-president and comptrol-
ler. Appointments are effective to-
day.

In his capacity as sales man-
ager, Bourgeois will assume com-
plete supervision and direction of
the 33 franchise offices in the U. S.
and Canada. For the last seven
years he has been associated with
R. M. Savini, president, and has de-
voted all of his time to field work.
The first of a group of features

which will launch a new sell-
ing policy will be announced March
1. Hereafter, Astor will announce
its product in special groups com-
prising features and shorts and such
groups will be announced at times
deemed most advantageous for the
independent market, according to
Savini. Under such a policy, the
usual calendar year will be disre-
garded.
"Everything is Rhythm" is the

first feature. First short will be
"Swing's the Thing."

POLLARD TRUST SUIT

NAMES FIVE MAJOR!

(Continued from Page IX
as defendants the Paramount Pi (

tures Distributing Co., Inc. ; i-->ew':

Inc.; 20th Century-Fox Filrr( jrp
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., an
Columbia Pictures Corp. The the
aters company headed by George "ft

Lane, Jr., operates 36 houses i

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermor
and Massachusetts.

Pollard asks judgment agains
each of the defendants for $100
000.

He charged that the relationshi
between the theaters company an
the other defendants was such as t'

enable the theaters company to cor
tract each year for first-run pie

tures for its theaters with speck
privileges and concessions, includin
concessions in price, long-term crec
its, priority or exclusiveness in date
and selection of pictures.

Pollard alleges the distributors oj

the defendant companies refused t i

enter into contracts with him foL
license to exhibit their films, excep I

on condition that they should not b
j

exhibited until the lapse of a "lon.j
and unreasonable period of protec
tion."

As a result, he charged, he hao
to show inferior pictures or wai
compelled to pay excessive price

:

for his films.

Hyndman, SMPE Chairman
D. E. Hyndman of Eastman Kodak

has been elected chairman of the
Atlantic Coast Section of the SMPE
for 1939. George Friedl, Jr., of IPC,
is past chairman. Other officers are:
P. J. Larson, secretary-treasurer;
H. Griffin, IPC, and R. O. Strock,
Eastern Service Studios, governors.

Harry Shiftman Dead;
Funeral Services Toda

(Continued from Page 1)

at Riverside Memorial Chapel, Ami
sterdam Ave. and 76th St.

Shiffman died early Saturday a I
his home, 25 Central Park West!
death coming suddenly.

In 1931, Shiffman was made presi 1
dent of the circuit comprising tbl
Brill holdings, including severa I
Staten Island houses.

Shiffman was a member of tfol
ITOA, Jewish Theatrical Guild!
B.P.O.E., No. 1, and numerous othe:
organizations.
His widow survives.

Doug. Kimberly Dead
Portland, Ore.—Dousrlas (Doug..

Kimberly, 48, one of the best knowij
theater managers in the northwest
and recently manager for Mayfair

1

Theater, Portland, died at the honu,
of his parents in Seattle, after, a lin-

gering illness.

WEDDING BELLS

Tina Kreisberg, of M-G-M home
office staff, was married Saturdaj
night to Jonas Wilfand at the Esses
House. The newlyweds left aftei
the ceremony on a honeymoon trip.
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MIAMI
Opening at the beach at

the SheridanTheatre "THE
BEACHCOMBER" topped

the New Year's Day high,

doubled the grosses of a

couple of the best known
pictures of the year fea-

turing a family combina-

tion and a well-known

singing duo. Also topped

the business of "The

Buccaneer", "Wells
Fargo" and other out-

standing grossers.

Following this, set in

at the Colony Theatre, the

opening daywas2 1/2times

New Year's Day and the

picture outgrossed any
picture that has played

there thisyearandtopped

the outstanding grossers

of last year. Now play-

ing at the Olympia to

record business.

HOUSTON
—Metropolitan . . ."THE

BEACHCOMBER" does a

week's business in three

days and tops such out-

standing grossers as

"Spawn","lflWereKing"

"The Buccaneer" and
"Souls At Sea". Set for

hold-over.
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THE BEACHCOMBER"

v/.th Elso Lonchester

k ttoyflower PW«"

Produced and
Directed

by Erich Pommer

A Paramount Release

NEW YORK
—Rivoli . . .With five

tremendous weeks
at the Rivoli Theatre

'THE BEACHCOMBER"
has proven to be one

of the top grossers

that ever played this

house, only exceeded

by three other pictures

in the last five years.

NEWARK
Paramount Thea-
tre..."Beachcomber"

brings the best busi-

ness in40 weeks. Tops

"King", "Sinners",

"Men With Wings".

.,-:•"

m m
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M DENVER
Denham . . . Opened

to smash business out-

grossing "Arkansas

Traveler", "Men With

Wings" and other top

grossers. Dave

Cockrill wires it is do-

ing the best business

of any picture he has

played in the last six

months. In there for a

two-week run at least.

V.
\ i

t
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TORONTO
Uptown . . . 200% on

the opening week is

"THE BEACHCOMBER'S"
record in this house.

Booked in for an in-

definite run.

MONTREAL
—Princess... "THE
BEACHCOMBER" did

a week's business in

three days at the
Princess and is now
going on to pile up
record highs.

K
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PRODUCERS FACE

NLRB'S ACCUSATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

ompanies as parties to the hearing:

I
Jniversal, Hal Koach, Selznick-In-

Ijiernational, 20th Centura - Fox,
joews', Warner Bros., RKO Radio,
^olumbia. Paramount, and Samuel
Toldvvyn.

Jk complaint charges the majors
li.^.%arded the order of the Board
if Aug. 8, 1938, certifying SWG as
xclusive representative of the
creen writers and have acted con-
rary to the Act bv refusing to nego-
iate with SWG.
"Respondents (majors) and each

)f them failed and refused, and do
row fail and refuse to recognize the
juild as the exclusive bargaining
representative of persons so em-
ployed in the aforesaid unit," the
joard said.

"Respondents and each of them,
oy their refusal, jointly and/or in-
dividually, to recognize, negotiate
and bargain collectively in good
faith with the Guild as the exclusive
representative of the employes of
the respondents and each of them in
the aforesaid unit, have interfered
with, restrained and coerced, and
are interfering with, restraining and
•coercing their employes in the ex-
ercise of their rights guaranteed in
Section 7, of the Act, and have dis-
couraged and are discouraging
membership in a labor organization,
to wit; the Guild, and have thereby
engaged and are thereby engaging
in unfair labor practices within the
meaning of Section 9 (1), of the
Act," the Board declared.

Majors are specifically charged
with:

"Disapproval of and hostility to
the Guild.

"Making known to said employes
respondent's opposition to member-
ship in or assistance to the Guild.

"Soliciting its employes to re-
sign from the Guild and by furnish-
ing to said employes prepared resig-
nation forms ' for said purpose.
"Making speeches and distributing

i

propaganda calculated and intended
I to interfere with the internal affairs

|

of the Guild and advising members
1 of the Guild to vote against certain

II proposed organizational changes in
'the Guild.

"Making speeches to its employes
in which the officers and leaders of
the Guild were referred to in
opprobrious, vile and defamatory
language.
"Threatening to discharge and

otherwise discriminate against em-
ployes who failed to resign from
the Guild.

"Threatening to 'blacklist' em-
ployes who failed to resign from
the Guild."

Hulling Mono W C Rep.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Mel Hulling has been

appointed West Coast district sales
manager for Monogram and will
also service as home office represen-
tative at the studio.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Loew's Court Victory—Deutsch in Canada?

(.Continued from Page 1)

less than $2,500 . . . Toronto dis-

patch estimated 1938 Canadian
"take" to exceed $33,000,000 . . .PCA
revealed available features in 1938
dropped some 10 per cent, and that
594 were approved as compared with
663 in 1937 . . . Treasurv Dept. in

Washington put 1936 producer gross
at $174,000,000 and exhib. gross at

$539,115,000 . . . From Syracuse
word came that Syracuse University
will inaugurate an experimental
course in pix theater management
at the Spring semester.

TRADE REFORMS: Midweek
found a third draft of the fair trade
practice proposals being readied for

submission shortly to exhib. groups.

LABOR RELATIONS: Exec,
board of IATSE, at Miami parley,

authorized the four big studio

locals to negotiate their own wage
scales and contracts.

FOREIGN
EXHIBITION: London declared

report was current there that Oscar
Deutsch's invasion of the Canadian
theatrical field, long gossiped as
possible, may be a development of
prime importance in 1939 . . . Paris
cable to March of Time's New York
headquarters asserted that M of T's
"Refugee" issue had been banned
throughout France . . . Also from
Paris came news relay via Berlin
that an unofficial boycott had been
instituted against U. S. films in the
German capital as protest against
"inflammatory" declarations by
wings of the U. S. industry against
the Nazi State.

* * *

PRODUCTION: In Mexico City,
Manuel Rivas was reported elected
prexy of the Mexican Ass'n of Mo-
tion Picture Producers for organi-
zation's next term. Juan Pezet,
former prexy, was installed in post
of secretary and general manager,
while, for treasurer, association
picked Salvador Bueno.

ASHER STARTS FIRST

PIX FOR COL. IN APR.

Fox Theaters Liquidation

Plan Approved by Court

(Continued from Page 1J

assets to two trustees to be ap-
pointed by Judge Manton, and the
immediate discharge of Weisman as
receiver.
Main features of the Liquidation

Plan is that trustees at own discre-
tion will liquidate, and that partici-

pating non-interest-bearing certifi-

cates will be given to creditors for
the face amount of individual
claims, and to be gradually retired.

After preferred creditors are fully

paid, general creditors will receive
their certificates.

Judge Manton also handed down
a decision that disallowed claim for
$250,000 raised by three assignees
of Alfred E. Fiegel, based on a
charge of a breach of contract in

reference to procuring advertise-
ments for the Fox Weekly, house
organ. In doing this, Judge Man-
ton sustained the report of Special
Master Cortland Palmer.

20th-Fox's "Tail Spin"

May Go Into Roxy Feb. 10

"Tail Spin," new 20th-Fox release,
will follow "Jesse James" at the
Roxy, probably going in on Feb. 10
unless "Jesse" runs more than four
weeks.

Lomb Funeral Held
Rochester—Funeral services were

held here Saturday for Carl F.
Lomb, 85, vice-prexy of the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co.

Mrs. Gumming Buried
Funeral services were held here

yesterday for Mrs. Sarah T. F. Cum-
ming, mother pf Dorothy Cumming,
stage and screen actress.

Selwyn Assigned Two
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edgar Selwyn, M-G-

M producer, will make "Maiden
Voyage," tentative title, and "The
Kid from Texas."

(Continued from Page 1)

Friedman, latter Columbia's foreign
head, also were on the boat.

Properties to be made have not
been determined, nor have players
been selected, Asher said. Decisions
are expected to be reached at con-
ferences Asher will hold with Fried-
man in London. The deal involves
a minimum $1,000,000 budget for
the four features which will be
made with an eye to the British
market.

Korda said he had nothing to add
to his already announced plans. He
starts "Thief of Bagdad" on his re-
turn to England and will come over
in June or July to start work on a
Hollywood feature for UA.
Both Korda and Asher expressed

concern over the unstable conditions
abroad.

Mrs. Sarah Newman Dead
Mrs. Sarah Newman, 78, mother

of David Newman of Detroit, part-
ner with Thomas Moule in the own-
ership of a circuit of Detroit thea-
ters and secretary of Detroit Vari-
ety Club, died here last week. In-
terment was in New York City.

ANDY

DEVINE

as Buck . raucous - voiced driver . . scared

to go ahead thru the Indian-in-

fested plains . . yet preferring even

that to the thought of returning to

his wife, eight children and twice

as many relatives.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists



EVERYTHING PROMISE

. IN THE ALL-TIME TOP

MONEY BRACKET AT RADIO
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CITY, HOLLYWOOD and MIAMI!

GET SET FOR YOUR
939 RECORD-BREAKE

real movie, With more
action than you can imagine crowded into one
picture . . . Pulls the motion picture out of the
static state into which it has lapsed • . . I don't
think I've ever felt an audience so tense."

—Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun

Excellent . . . rousing melo-
drama • . • the entertainment characteristics
of The Three Musketeers, Captain Flagg and
Sergeant Quirt, and the Beau Geste-Bengal
Lancer boyS." —Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

A swell picture . .. has life
and gusto and zest; it moves along with the
force of a gale, sweeping everything before it."

— Leo Mishkin, N.Y. Morning Telegraph

.
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Eor Gunga Din
J!

... shouts N. Y. Daily News
1 "Three cheers for Gunga Din.'
I 71 A rip-snorting, swashbuckling thriller . . . A
I rousing screen spectacle that keeps Music Hall
I audiences glued to their seats for two thrill-

packed hOUrS." —Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News

44Recommended most enthu-
siastically . • . Broadly comic, packed with
thrills, ruthlessly tear-jerking . • . A complete
Show for any fan'S money."—Bland Johaneson, Daify N.Y. Mirror

'Great • • . a striking pageant
of frontier warfare • . . stretched to the break-
ing point With SUSpense.''-Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"Magnificently explosive
action • • . most spectacular bit of cinema . • .

taut with suspense . . . moves with discipline,

dash and color." —b. r. a, n. y. Times

44

Just about one of the finest
films I have ever seen. A masterpiece of ac-

tion and melodrama . • • brilliant and distin-

guished." —William Boehnel, N. Y. World-Telegram

Impressive action drama . .

.

a ;< o filmed on a large and spectacular scale. ••Vividly
MDio staged battle sequences . . • stirring fighting • .

.

StOry*" —Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal & AmericanV
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Municipal Financing of Production Looms in Norway

PROPOSE NEW FORM OF ANTIASCAP BILLJ CONN.

Jniversal in Drive to Build Latin-American Market
eidelman to Use Ship's The-

ater, Special Trailer

in 12 Ports

South American exhibitors will be

riven a preview of coming Universal
I'ttractions through a specially made
lhree-reel trailer which Joseph Sei-

elman, foreign department head,

vill take with him when he sails

oday on the Gripsholm. At 12 La-

in-American ports, exhibitors will

i>e invited on board ship where a

creening and reception will be held.

Seidelman explained yesterday

I
hat with the shrinkage of the Eu-
opean market, Universal was mak-

ing a concerted effort to build up its

(.Continued on Page 4)

FRENCH PRODUCERS

TO GET NAZI COIN

Reciprocal agreement between

|
France and Germany covering im-

Iports and exports of films has been

[signed, with Germany permitting a

[transfer of currency from the coun-

Itry to French producers as long as

Ithe trade balance is not unfavorable,

jit was learned here yesterday with

|receipt of official text of the pact.

Agreement is retroactive to Jan.
(.Continued on Page 11)

France First in Europe

To Accept Italian Monopoly

Paris (By Cable)—France is the

|

first country in Europe to accept the
Italian film monopoly. The accord

1 between the two nations stipulates
that France shall make four pic-

(Continued on Page 11)

Stiff Competition Looms
for Oklahoma Exhibitors

Oklahoma City — Oklahoma the-
ater men are making plans to com-
bat some stiff competition set for
the forthcoming months. Schedules

(Continued on Page 11)

Spanish Market Not Lost—Seidelman
Joseph Seidelman, head of Universal's foreign department, does not believe that

the film market in Spain will be lost to the American industry because of the probable
Rebel victory in the civil war. Seidelman said yesterday that he was of the opinion
that the Spanish people would still demand American pictures and that the reported
German and Italian influence would not be exerted as strongly as had been indicated.

HIGH COURT AGREES NEW TAXES PROPOSED

TO HEAR N.D. CASE IN LEHMAN MESSAGE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday agreed to hear the appeal
of Paramount from the North Da-
kota Divorcement law. The court
noted "probable jurisdiction," which
means the case will be placed on
the docket for hearing. No date has
been set as yet.

Paramount seeks to avoid a law
(Continued on Page 11)

Marquee Licensing Bill

Before Cleveland Council

Cleveland — The Cleveland city

council has before it a bill to license

all marquees. The bill restricts mar-
quees to lettering, and forbids the
use of valences, or signs over the
marquee.

Albany — Gov. Herbert H. Leh-
man's annual budget message, for

the fiscal year 1940, sent to the

Legislature last night, recommends
a tax on business turn-over at the

rate of two-tenths of one per cent,

with an estimated revenue receipt

of $30,000,000.
Other new levies asked by the

Governor in his $411,700,000 budget,

highest in the State's history, in-

(Continued on Page 11)

Admissions Tax Measure

Introduced in Georgia House

Atlanta, Ga.—A measure taxing
admissions to theaters and other

places of amusement has just been
introduced in the Georgia House by
Representative Cooper, of Dawson

(Continued on Page 13)

Communal Film Interests in Norway

Now Contribute to Production Fund

Pix Shortage, Overseating

Acute British Problems

London (By Cable)—In the face
of an acute shortage of pictures,

British exhibitor organizations are
stepping up their fight against the
building of new theaters and dual-
billing of super-pictures on one pro-
gram.
The London and Home Counties

branch of the CEA, in its 20th an-
(Continued on Page 11)

By BJARNE BJARM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oslo (By Cable)—With film exhi-

bition throughout Norway largely

controlled by the country's munici-

palities, financing of domestic pro-

duction through the municipal setup
is now in progress.

Communal film theaters are set-

ting aside 1 per cent of their gross
income to form a production fund.
Sponsor of the plan is Kr. Aamot,

(Continued on Page 13)

"Constitutional" Measure
Specifies Registration

and License Fee
Hartford, Conn.—An act requiring

Ascap and members of Ascap to

register with the Secretary of State
every musical composition for which
public performance license is issued
has been filed by Senator Roy En-
quist in the State Senate, at the
request of Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,

President of Connecticut MPTO.
Jacocks states that bills filed in

Florida and Washington attempting
to restrict Ascap powers are be-
lieved unconstitutional by many
legal experts, but that the Con-
necticut bill is the "first constitu-
tional bill of this kind to be of-

fered."

The bill makes it unlawful for
any person to sell or license per-
forming rights to any copyrighted

(Continued on Page 4)

5 MILLION U.K. BUDGET

PLANNED BY 20TH-F0X

Program to be produced by Twen-
tieth Century-Fox Productions, Ltd.,
in England for the 1939-40 season
calls for 10 to 12 pix which will cost
around $5,000,000, including three

(Continued on Page 13)

Menches Quits Akron ITOA
Post in Availability Row

Okron, O.—Robert C. Menches pres-
ident of the Akron Independent The-
ater Owners Association has re-
signed, following a fiery meeting at

(Continued on Page 4)

100,000 Tele Set Drive

Starts in United Kingdom

London (By Cable)—Nation-wide
drive has been launched here by the
RMA to increase the number of tele-

(Continued on Page 4)
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Film Stars at Capital

for FDR Birthday Ball

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Hollywood contin-

gent here for the President's Birth-
day Ball last night included George
Brent, Errol Flynn, Luise Rainer,
Lili Damita, Bruce Cabot, Ralph Bel-
lamy, Frank Fay, Jean Hersholt,
Eleanor Powell, Annabella, Mitzi
Green and Andrea Leeds.

Mrs. Roosevelt invited the visi-

tors to the White House for lun-

cheon yesterday.

Loew Stockholder Would
Appeal Valente Decision

Alleging- the decision of Supreme
Court Justice Valente in the Loew
minority stockholders suit in favor
of the defendants to be erroneous
in law, Max Pakula, Loew stock-

holder not a party to the case, filed

an application in Supreme Court
yesterday asking the right to inter-

vene and to file an appeal in the
event the plaintiffs do not take such
action.

Otterson Setting Deal

for Chi. Distribution

Chicago—Negotiations are being
carried on by John E. Otterson, head
of Tri-National Films, with a group
here to organize a company by the
same name to handle distribution in

this territory, it was learned yes-

terday. Group Otterson is discuss-

ing deal with includes G. T. Topper,
H. Balaban and E. Balaban.
Brown, Fox & Blumberg will

probably be the legal representa-
tives of the company when deal goes
through. It is expected that deal
will be concluded sometime this

week as all preliminary negotiations
have been successfully worked out,

it was said.

Compromise on Billboard

Legislation In Prospect

Albany — Citizens Union, New
York City civic group which advises
on legislation, has backed two bill-

board restriction measures and op-
posed one, while the New York State
Federation of Labor, has reiterated

its opposition to any proposed legis-

lation on this subject. The situation

is open to a compromise, The Film
Daily learns.

"Jesse" Pace Maintained
First three days for "Jesse

James" at the Roxy as its third week
started there saw 62,612 people pass
the ticket wickets. Total attendance
for pix there has now reached 372,-

189, exclusive of yesterday's atten-
dance. Picture was also running at
record-breaking figures in all other
cities where it has opened, being
held over in 21 key situations.

Harry Shiffman Mourned
Funeral services for Harry Shiff-

man, veteran exhibitor, were held
yesterday at the Riverside Memor-
ial Chapel. Around 300 film indus-
try leaders and friends attended the
brief services.

Cain Named Receiver
Chicago — Judge Cornelius Har-

rington yesterday appointed Byron
Cain as receiver for Metropolis The-
ater Co., land lessee upon which
Oriental Theater stands. The prop-
erty owes $400,000 in back taxes.

Four Loew Execs. Ill

Four Loew execs, were away from
their desks because of illness yes-
terday. On the sick list were Joseph
Vogel, Mort Spring, Leopold Fried-
man and Oscar A. Doob.

$8,579,000 in Canadian

Film Rentals During 37

Montreal— Sixty-three Canadian
exchanges were in operation during
1937, according to government fig-

ures just released. Total receipts
from film rentals amounted to $8,-

579,000. In all, 636 persons were
employed in this branch of the in-

dustry and the 1937 payroll amounted
to $1,062,900.

Two Bank Night Acquittals

Seen Staying State's Hand

La Crosse, Wis.—That acquittals

in two criminal cases involving Bank
Night operations relieves the At-
torney General's office of further re-

sponsibility in any action has been
expressed by Atty. Gen. John E.
Martin. Both actions were brought
against the La Crosse Theaters Co.
and its Rivoli theater.

To War on Bank Night
New Castle, lnd.—Sheriff Charles

Zornes' campaign against gambling
will include Bingo parties and "Bank
Nights" at theaters and churches, he
said, as well as public and private
clubs.

Joe Rapf Rites Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM {DAILY
Los Angeles—Funeral services for

Joe Rapf, 53, brother of Harry Rapf,
M-G-M producer, and Arthur M.
Rapf of the Rapf, Rudin and Leder*
er circuit, will be held here today.
He died Sunday at Maurietta
Springs.

Essick Hospitalized
Cleveland—P. E. Essick of the

Scoville, Essick and Reif circuit, is
reported resting comfortably at
Charity Hospital where he is under-
going treatment.

ATTENTION EXHIBITORS
Motion picture machine operator, eight yean
at present position, desires change. Co any-
where. Available on fifteen days' notice.

P. O. Box 625, Fayetteville. North Carolina.

comiriG mid come

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, United Artists chief-

tain, leaves the Coast today or tomorrow by
train for New York after attending studio con-
ferences and stockholders' meeting.

NATE BLUMBERG returns from the Coast this

week.

ROBERT T. KANE, English productioii. ad
for 20th-Fox, arrived from the Coast yesterday,
expected to leave for Florida last night for a

brief vacation before sailing for England Feb.

10 on the Queen Mary.

L. W. CONROVY, president of Altec, has re-

turned after a trip to Atlanta.

JOSEPH SEIDELMAN. foreign manager for

Universal, arrived from the Coast yesterday and
sails today on a five-week South American trip

on business.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount prexy, and
his family, are in Florida.

LEON FROMKESS, treasurer of Monogram,
arrived here yesterday after several weeks on
the Coast.

CEORCE W. WEEKS, general manager of
sales for Monogram, arrives here Friday from
the Coast, stopping in Kansas City and Detroit
en route.

MARVIN SCHENCK and his wife and MR.
AND MRS. BEN GOODNEY are vacationing in

Florida.

WALTER IMMERMAN, general manager of
Balaban & Katz, is vacationing in Mexico.

MAX COHEN, sales manager of the Universal
exchange, is in Florida for two weeks.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Southern and Western
sales manager for RKO Radio Pictures, returned
yesterday from a tour embracing the 20 branches
in his division. His trip was in connection
with the Ceorge Schaefer drive.

Film Shipping Badly Hit

by Blizzard In Chicago

Chicago—Blizzard here has dis-

rupted all film shipping schedules

and cut attendance badly in all

houses. All houses are open with

some partly staffed due to break-

down of communications. "Jesse

James" at B & K Chicago Theater

only pix that did anything approach-

ing normal biz yesterday.

BANKRUPTCY SALE
By Order of V. S. District Court

Completely equipped sound and film

recording studio of Associated Cinema
Studios, Inc., bankrupt, consisting of

office furniture, amplifying and re-

cording equipment for wax and acetate

recording, sound effects, projection

equipment. V-8 Ford sound truck,

equipped for high-frequency recording,

and a 1936 Dodge panel delivery

truck. Total inventory value, approx-

imately $25,000. Located at 1357
North Gordon, Hollywood, Calif. Sale

to be consummated Feb. 7, 1939, at

10 a.m., in courtroom of Hugh L.

Dickson, Referee in Bankruptcy, 613
H. W. Hellman BIdg. For further in-

formation apply to Walter C. Durst,

Receiver in Bankruptcy, 717 H. W.
Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles, Calif,



WARNER BROS.
Holiday-Hit (©) Headquarters!

Thanksgiving .... Angels with Dirty Faces

Christmas Dawn Patrol

New Year's . . Devil's Island

Lincoln's Birthday . . . . Wings of the Navy

FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

J

'

4fc?From the stage smash AW mUtXr Mk AW Aw i W^
critics called "the only ^m ^^r ^ At m AW AW W
rival of 'Brother Rat'" w M AnlAf wLfflr

('
With the lovers of
Four Daughterso

Priscilla Lane • Jeffrey Lynn
and *

. "

ROLAND YOUNG • FAY BAINTER
MAY ROBSON -Genevieve Tobin • Ian Hunter

Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • From the Stage Play by MARK REED • A First Nat'I Picture
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'IT IN DRIVE TO BUILD

LATIN-AMER. MARKET

(Continued from Page 1)

Latin distribution and that the
"traveling showroom" idea was
designed to take the place of des-
criptive literature.

The trailer was prepared in Holly-
wood and various Universal stars

speak and sing in Spanish. Brief
shots of "Three Smart Girls Grow
Up." "East Side of Heaven." "Spirit

of Culver." "The Mikado," "Son of
Frankenstein." "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man" and other pictures

are incorporated in the reels.

As a further step in the develop-

ment of the Spanish market, Uni-
versal has set up a new department
at the studio to supervise Spanish
locale scenes, so that an authentic

atmosphere will prevail.

Seidelman will be gone 56 days
and his ports of call will include

Havana. Cristobal, Callo, Valparaiso,

Montevideo. Santos. Rio de Janeiro,

Trinidad and Bahia.

Menches Quits Akron ITOA
Post in Availability Row

(Continued from Page 1)

which there was a hot controversy
regarding availability for subse-

quents. The present policy of avail-

ability based on admission prices,

was entered into the early part of

this season between the Association

and the exchanges. The present at-

tack is aimed, according to Menches,
at the 15 cent houses, now seven
days behind the 20 cent houses, the

effort being made to push the 15

cent houses back still further.

Menches who operates his Liberty

Theater on a 15-cent policy stated
that in retaliation for the move to

push the 15-cent availability date
further back he would have every-
one involved in such a manoeuver
cited for restraint of trade.

Menches has been president of the

Akron Independent Theater Owners
Association for the past seven years.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

JANUARY 31

Zane Crey

Eddie Cantor

Tallulah Bankhead

Marcia Manners

Joyce Murray

Adele Watson

Marcella Daly

James Boyle

with nilL M. DALY
T T

• • • FIFTEENTH Annual Conference of the National Board of

Review gets under way Thursday morning continuing through Sat-

urday, at the Hotel Pennsylvania delegates from many parts oi

the United States will attend TV
• • • THE CONFERENCE will open with two broadcasted

addresses on "Television Today" at Station WNYC Stanton

Griffis, chairman of the board of Paramount, will speak on "Tele-

vision—the Unknown Quantity" "The Technical Aspects

of Television" will be discussed by Allen B. DuMont the

talks will be followed by a brief television demonstration

T T V
• • • THE MAIN topic of the Conference will be 'The Making of

A Motion Picture" Part I of the topic will be discussed at the first

session on Thursday afternoon the idea will be to give the audi-

ence a complete as possible description of the ten main stages in the

production of a film "The Making of a Scenario" will be discussed

by Dudley Nichols, president of the Screen Writers' Guild Harold

Hendee, RKO Radio director of research, will describe "Research In the

Motion Picture" Marion Robertson. Eastern talent scout for RKO
Radio, will speak on "The Problem of Casting" Ladislaus Czettel,

will talk on "The Designing of Costumes" the closing address of

the afternoon will be "Music In the Motion Picture" presented by David

Mendoza of the Vitaphone Studios

• • • THURSDAY evening delegates will join the Motion
Picture Course at New York University where Therese Bonney
will speak on "The Centenary of Photography" Friday after-

noon Part II of the "Making of a Motion Picture" will take place

Dudley Murphy will talk on "The Director's Work" a

discussion of "Camerawork and Lighting" will be given by Wil-

liam J. Miller Reeve O. Strock, sound director of the East-

ern Service Studios, will talk on "Sound In the Motion Picture"

Franchot Tone will talk on "The Actor's Angle" Slavko
Vorkapich of M-G-M will talk on "Montage and Editing"

T T T
• • • SATURDAY morn will be devoted to the junior groups of

the National Board, the 4-Star Clubs the twenty-fourth annual lunch-

eon takes place Saturday afternoon in the ballroom of the Hotel Penn-

sylvania Mrs. Oliver Harriman will be the hostess the toast-

master will be Langdon Post among the principal speakers will be
Margaret Webster, Howard Dietz. Gladys Cooper, Louis de Rochemont,
Robert Morley

T T
• • • ONE THOUSAND guests will attend the Warner
Club's tenth annual banquet and ball at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Saturday, March 11 dance music by Artie Shaw and his

Swing Band the committee consists of John Holmes, A. W.
Schwalberg, Max Blackman, Harry Mayer, T. J. Martin, Harold
Rodner, R. W. Budd, S. S. Schneider, Jules Levey, F. L. Gates,
Stuart Aarons, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Irving Birnbaum, Ann Martin.

• First Annual Motion Picture Ball will take place on Feb. 10
at the Hotel Roosevelt sponsored by Franchot Tone, Katharine
Locke, Louis Nizer, Howard Barnes, Lynn Farnol there will
be a TAC variety show, with Hiram Sherman as master of cere-
monies

« « « » » »

LICENSE PROVISION

IN CONN. ASCAP Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

song unless he shall have filed witj|

the Secretary of State- a list show-
ing name and number of song. J

at<

of copyright, name of authoT ,tk

publisher, owner of copyright anc

of performing rights, together witl

affidavit describing performanci
ris-hts to be sold and authority oi

affiant to sell. This list is to b<

made available to all persons foi

examination or published at inter

vals.

Another section makes it unlaw
ful for 2 or more owners of song
copyrights to combine for profit oi

a blanket royalty or fee, unless eacl

member or the association shall giv(

each user the right to perform pub-

licly for profit each song at a price

established for each separate per-

formance of each such song. Tc
this end a schedule of prices foi

performing rights of each song shal
be filed, broken down into classifica-

tions of users, with equal treatment
of all persons within each classifica-

tion.

Any person issuing a blanket
Ticense for performing rights must
file sworn copy of such license with

the Secretary.
A tax of three per cent for the

privilege of selling or licensing per-

forming rights of songs in this state

is also proposed.

Anti-Ascap Bill Taking

Shape in Illinois, Report

Chicago—Exhibition interests ir.
j

this state are readying an anti-Ascap
measure for early introduction in

the State Legislature at Spring-
field, it was learned yesterday.
Impending theater divorcement

measure, already forecast, is near-

ing the hopper.

100,000 Tele Set Drive

Starts in United Kingdom

(Continued from Page 1)

vision sets in the United Kingdom
from an estimated 7,500 sets to the

100,000 mark. The BBC is co-oper-
ating with manufacturers' associa-
tion.

Sets can now be purchased on the
installment plan and the present
price range runs from $125 to over
$1,000. The BBC telecasts now inj

their third year, have increased in<

air time hours until the programs
now run about 17 hours a week.
Plans are under way to increase the
length of the programs in the near
future.

STORKS!
Richmond, Va.—A daughter, Dor-

othy Gwynn, was born to Mrs. Al-
len Brown, wife of the manager of

the Brookland Theater, at the Stuart
Circle Hospital.



SOMETHING BIG IN A SINGLE REEL!

FANCHON&MARCO PRESENTATIONS

. . FAMOUS FOR A GENERATION

..BRING THEIR DISTINCTIVE

SHOWMANSHIP TO A NEW SERIES

OF SHORTS. HERE IS A FANCHON &

MARCO UNIT FOR YOUR SCREEN.

MUSIC HALL VANITIES
Produced and Directed by Arthur Dreifuss . . . Featuring

NAME talent from stage, screen and radio!

\ NOW IN RELEASE—The First Of The Series

"A NIGHT IN A MUSIC HALL"
with Pinky Tomlin, composer of "Object Of My Affections" singing

his latest number, "If It Wasn't For The Moon" . . . Nell Kelly, Betty

Atkinson, Estelle Preston, The Majorettes, The Fanchonettes ... a

bevy of dancing beauties . . . and Ben Black and his Orchestra.
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:< :< REVIEWS Of THE P.EW flLHIS iV >
"Idiot's Delight"

with Norma Shearer, Clark Gable

MG'M 1 Hr., 45 Mins.

ACTING FIELD DAY FOR GABLE AND
SHEARER IN FAMOUS STAGE PLAY
WITH TIMELY TOPIC.

The famous stage play of Robert E.
Sherwood has been expanded on the screen
to almost a two-hour show, and with au-
thentic shots of the Swiss Alps has been
made very impressive pictorially. The war
drama that shows no marching troops and
trench scenes but only sketchy shots of
bombing planes flying over the mountain
hotel, is timely film fare, with the war ten-
sion still prominent on the newspaper front
pages. It takes a long time for the pro-
duction to get going, much footage being
taken up with the early career of Clark
Gable as a vaude actor, in and out of
various acts after he returns wounded from
the World War. While assisting a mind-
reader, he meets Norma Shearer on the
same bill, a member of an aerial act. The
young girl is infatuated with Gable, and her
imaginative nature and sensitivity are shown
in contrast to his easy-going and hardboiled
attitude toward life. Thus they part to go
their separate ways in show business, not
to meet till the present time, and in highly
dramatic circumstances on the verge of an-
other world war. The scene is a swank
hotel on the border of a small country in
the heart of the European impending holo-
caust of war. Gable is touring Europe with
a troupe of six blondes doing a pocket re-
vue as their manager. To the hotel comes
Edward Arnold, the world famous ammuni-
tions manufacturer, accompanied by Norma
Shearer as his mistress and business asso-
ciate. She has adopted a pose of a Russian
princess, and keeps up the fiction when
Gable accosts her as his old flame back
in Omaha. Here in the hotel the play-
wright gets over his thesis on the futility
and imbecility of war, which gives the play
its title. Among the hotel guests are a
scientist (Charles Coburn), a young anti-
war agitator (Burgess Meredith), and a
young Englishman and his newly acquired
bride on their honeymoon. The drama
reaches its climax as all flee across the
border to safety before an impending air
raid on a nearby aviation field, all except
the phoney Russian princess, who has been
left behind by the ammunitions maker.
Gable sees his troupe safely off, and then
returns to the hotel, for the girl has at
last given him to understand that she is

his brief love of years ago in Omaha. There
they stand together in the hotel observa-
tion room as the world goes mad and bombs
drop all about them from the sky, waiting
momentarily for death together, but living
again whimsically their life on the vaude
stage—living their lost dream which to
them is now the only reality, the only
sanity. All the rest of the world is mad.
The playwright's thesis is not clearcut and
impressive. It teeters around on too many
points. But as far as Clark Gable and
Norma Shearer are concerned it gives them
both a field day, and both take full ad-
vantage of it. All the other parts are in-

cidental, subordinated to the two prin-

cipals. Clarence Brown in his direction

has clung closely to the original play.

Burgess Meredith is immense in one or two
short scenes.

CAST: Norma Shearer, Clark Gable, Ed-

"Son of Frankenstein"
with Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff,

Bela Lugosi

Universal 95 Mins.

SWELL HORROR THRILLER WILL MOP
UP WITH GREAT ACTING OF THE FIVE

PRINCIPALS.

A real horror production that will give

all the thrill fans a treat. It is a far bet-

ter constructed play than the first "Frank-
enstein," and with Basil Rathbone and
Lionel Atwill in the cast in addition to

Karloff and Lugosi, it is one of the finest

acted thrillers ever produced. All of the

five principals give grand performances.

The story builds to fine suspense, and the

horror scenes have been handled expertly.

The entire atmosphere, especially the

scenes in the gloomy castle, will bring de-

licious creeps down the spines of all the

thrill addicts. Willis Cooper is to be highly

commended for a grand screenplay, and di-

rector Rowland Lee has proved himself one
of our best directors of taut suspense.

Rathbone as the son of Baron Frankenstein,
the scientist who created the Monster, re-

turns to occupy the ancient castle in the
little European mountain village. He brings

with him his wife and baby boy, and his

butler and handy man, who assists him in

his laboratory experiments. Bela Lugosi

as a demented villager who has escaped
hanging by being pronounced dead and
coming to life again after being cut down
from the scaffold, is as sinister in his way
as the Monster (Boris Karloff) himself. He
leads Rathbone to a dungeon cell in the

outside laboratory on the mountain, and
here discloses that the Monster still lives,

but in a sort of coma as the result of an

accident years before. Rathbone, eager to

prove that his father's experiment was
meant to aid and not injure humanity,
restores the Monster to normal activity.

Then the horrors start, as the Monster
escapes, and kills several people, including

the last two villagers on the jury who had
condemned the demented man to hanging.

The work of Atwill as the local police in-

spector who lost his arm when a boy in an

attack by the Monster is superb. He and

Rathbone match wits, one trying to uncover

the whereabouts of the hidden Monster,

and the other trying to conceal him for

further experiments. The climax has the

Monster obliterated in a seething sulphur

spring, and the demented cause of the

crimes shot by Rathbone.

CAST: Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff,

Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill, Josephine Hutch-
inson, Emma Dunn, Donnie Dunnagan, Edgar

Norton.

CREDITS: Producer, Rowland V. Lee; Di-

rector, same; Screenplay, Willis Cooper;

Cameraman, George Robinson.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

ward Arnold, Charles Coburn, Joseph

Schildkraut, Burgess Meredith, Laura Hope
Crews, Skeets Gallagher, Peter Willes, Pat

Patterson, William Edmunds, Fritz Feld.

CREDITS: Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Di-

rector, Clarence Brown; Author, Robert E.

Sherwood; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
William Daniels; Editor, Robert J. Kern.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
The Best.

"Mr. Moto's Last
Warning"

with Peter Lorre, Ricardo Cortez

20th Century-Fox 71 Mins.

ONE OF THE BEST OF MR. MOTO
SERIES WITH PETER LORRE IN VERY

THRILLING ROLE.

Exciting crime thriller staged in the

colorful atmosphere of Port Said near the

Suez Canal, as Peter Lorre in the role of

the Oriental detective matches wits with

a gang of international snies bent on caus-

ing trouble between England and France.

Their plot is to blow up the French navy

as it steams toward the Canal, and make
it appear that an English agent did the

deed. But Mr. Moto of course is trailing

the conspirators and manages to thwart the

dastardly deed just in the nick of time.

Ricardo Cortez is the head of the spy

ring, posing as a ventriloquist to cover

up his real activities. The scenes in a dive

in Port Said are very colorful and well-

handled. The suspense keeps mounting

gradually throughout the footage, culmin-

ating in some real thrill-meller material

as it looks as if Mr. Moto at last has met
his match in the wiley Cortez who out-

smarts him and has one of his henchmen
ready to drop him into the Mediterranean

tied in a sack. But Moto has loosed his

wrists with a piece of sharp steel, cuts

his way through the bag and comes to

the surface in time to prevent the blowing

up of the battleships. Peter Lorre has

one of his best Mr. Moto roles in this pro-

duction, for the plot is well conceived and

logical. Ricardo Cortez is admirable as the

foreign agent.

CAST: Peter Lorre, Ricardo Cortez, Vir-

ginia Field, John Carradine, George Sand-

ers, Joan Carol, Robert Coote, Margaret

Irving, Leyland Hodgson, John Davidson.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Direc-

tor, Norman Foster; Authors, Philip Mac-
Donald, Norman Foster; Cameraman, Vir-

gil Miller; Editor, Norman Colbert.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

Farewell for Max Stahl

Cincinnati — Max Stahl, retiring
business manager for United Artists
was tendered a farewell dinner by
Queen City Variety Club yesterday
at the Variety Club rooms. Harris
Dudelson, Fritz Witte and Joe Oula-
han completed the arrangements.
Stahl was tendered a handsome grip.

Form Ballyhoo Club
Chicago—Theater and film press

agents have organized the Ballyhoo
Club, with headquarters at the Mor-
rison Hotel. Officers will be elected
at the next meeting.

FDR Sees "Ballerina"

"Ballerina," distributed by Mayer
& Burstyn, was screened for the
President and Mrs. Roosevelt at the
White House Saturday night.

"The Girl Downstairs"
with Franciska Gaal, Franchot Tone

M-G-M 76 Mins.

CHARMING PERFORMANCE BY r N-

CISKA GAAL MAKES WEAK CINDeL.lA
STORY PASSABLE.

A light trifle of the Cinderella theme

done with charm because of the appeal of

Franciska Gaal, not to be taken seriously.

It is from a Hungarian story by Sandor

Hunyady, and tells of the romance of the

scullery maid for the smart man-about-town

played by Franchot Tone. He is in love

with the daughter of the rich man (Wal-

ter Connolly) who has no use for the youth

he considers an idler. Franciska Gaal as

the little scullery maid in the down-

stairs domain is thrown around by the

rest of the hired help. Tone uses her to

gain access to the house from which he

has been ordered by the irate father. In

the process of using the lowly servant for

his own purposes, he gradually falls in

love with her. The story carries through

some unbelievable scenes that are made

palatable by the charm and naive grace of

Miss Gaal, whose work is far superior to

the rather silly and inept story. Tone goes

through his part with a sort of tongue

in cheek attitude, and one cannot blame

him. Here is a production that seems got-

ten out for the shopgirl trade, for it can

hardly anneal to a discriminating and ordi-

narily critical audience with its childish

Cinderella theme. But for the performance

of Franciska Gaal, nothing but praise, and

all the more so that she sustained her

charm with such flimsy material. Reginald

Owen appears briefly as a pesky pal of

the hero. Franklin Pangborn does his usual

effeminate role as the secretarv of Con-

nolly. The latter is admirable as the

dyspeptic and grouchy father of the girl.

Rita Johnson plays this thankless role,

which is merely a fill-in part on which to

build the performance of Miss Gaal.

CAST: Franciska Gaal, Franchot Tone,

Walter Connolly, Reginald Gardiner, Rita

Johnson, Reginald Owen, Franklin Pang-

born, Robert Coote, Barnett Parker, James

B. Carson, Billy Gilbert.

CREDITS: Director, Norman Taurog; Au-

thor, Sandor Hunyady; Screenplay, Harold

Goldman, Felix Jackson, Karl Noti; Cam-

eraman, Clyde De Vinna; Editor, Elmo Ver-

on.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Gus Sun Vaude Agency

Passes to New Company

Detroit — Gus Sun Vaudeville

Agency, Inc., is being taken over by

a new corporation with Gus Sun as

president, Bob Shaw as vice-presi-

dent, and John W. Todd as secre-

tary, treasurer, and general man-
ager.

Shaw retired in 1931 after ten

years as manager of the Sun office

in New York, and has been in Cali-

fornia vacationing since. Jack Dick-

stein, former owner of the Detroit

office, will be a Wayne County dep-

uty sheriff for the next two years.



tun, excuemeiu anu inruuunig

drama in fresh surroundings..

. . . Bobby Breen and an

all'laugh cast in a salty

story ofSan Francisco's

colorful waterfront . .



Imagine them all in the one picture^^^an'^o^hea^our
crowds laughing and screaming already? . . . The most excitable,
most lovable folks you've ever met, in the quaintest neighbor-
hood you ever saw — and a scene-stealing cast outdoing each
other to put over the wallops of a story built for the box-office
from the ground up . . . Hand-tailored to give you new angles
to sell in a picture that will back up all you say about it!
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, and extends for six months from

ihat date.

Aj^rican companies were inter-

st ^n the currency transfer clause

f the agreement as this is said to

>e the first such pact signed by Ger-

nany which allows the transfer of

•urrency due on feature pictures

since rigid restrictions were im-

posed.

It covers the importation and ex-

portation of French and German pic-

ures made in France and vice versa.

Trade balance limit is set at $10,-

100. If there is sufficient revenue

being derived from the sale, distri-

oution and exhibition of German
•nade films in France to cover what-

?vtr revenue French producers are

jetting from Germany there will be

10 curtailment of money transfers,

t is stated.

However, there is a clause in the

rpact which states that the German
government has discretionary pow-

ers to curtail the transfer of cur-

rency due French producers if there

is an unfavorable money balance. It

further says that French artists be-

ing employed in German studios will

be paid in their own currency un-

less there is an unfavorable balance,

at which time payments may be cur-

tailed and made in marks, accord-

ing to what is decided by the gov-

ernment.
There will be an exchange of busi-

ness reports by each government on

the 25th day of every month in or-

der to show how much business is

being done in each of the two coun-

tries. Censor reports will also be

made once a month. There has been

no limit set by either country as

to the number or length of pix that

can be imported.

Allied Patriotic Trailer

Will Feature Roosevelt

First of a proposed series of pa-

triotic trailers, authorized by Allied

at its recent board meeting in Wash-
ington, will feature President Roose-

velt. Others will feature disting-

uished living Americans, with a still

portrait, a special message or ex-

cerpt from a public utterance by the

person featured and a closing shot

of the flag. Martial music will ac-

company. The trailers, which are

being produced and distributed at

cost through the co-operation of Na-
tional Screen Service, will not run
more than three minutes.

with Frieda Inescort and Henry Wilcoxon

Republic 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH MEDICAL
BACKGROUND MARKED BY FINE ACT-
ING AND GOOD DIRECTION.

This is a neat offering, furnishing splen-

did acting and good direction. To Sol

Siegel goes credit as associate producer.

Frieda Inescort does convincing work in

the title role, while Henry Wilcoxon is

effective as her husband. Little Sybil Jason

is a standout as their daughter, who feels

that she is being neglected by her mother.

Claire Dodd is decorative and capable as

Frieda's "best friend," who almost wins

Henry away from Frieda. Cora Witherspoon

furnishes most of the comedy as Sybil's

governess, while Frank Reicher is splendid

as head of the hospital, where Frieda is

one of the important surgeons. With Frieda

devoting so much time to her profession,

Henry turns to the sympathetic Claire.

Frieda and Henry agree to a separation,

but when Henry takes Sybil, their daughter,

to their country place, where he is joined

by Claire, Frieda follows. Sybil is badfy

injured when thrown from a horse, and it

is only her mother's surgical skill that pulls

her through. Of course, a reconciliation

follows.

CAST: Frieda Inescort, Henry Wicoxon,

Claire Dodd, Sybil Jason, Cora Witherspoon,

Frank Reicher, Gus Glassmire, Dickie Jones,

Joan Howard, Spencer Charters, Virginia

Brissac, Rex.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C.

Siegel; Director, Sidney Salkow; Authors,

Alice Altschuler and Miriam Geiger;

Screenplay, Joseph Moncure March; Cam-
eraman, Ernest Miller; Editor, Ernie Nims;

Art Director, John Victor Mackay; Musical

Director, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Al Reid Birthday Dinner

To Be Observed on Feb. 8

German Year Book Out
The second issue of the new Ger-

man Film Year Book, "Jahrbuch der
Reichsfilmkammer 1938," prepared
under the direction of Prof. Dr. Os-
wald Lehnich, president of the
Reichsfilmkammer, has just been
received in this country. It is a
volume of 315 pages and contains
full information of the Nazi film
industry.

Al Reid, general manager of Fab-
ian Brooklyn Theaters, will be ten-

dered a birthday dinner by the em-
ployes of the Brooklyn Paramount,
Fox and Strand theaters on Feb. 8
at 11:30 P. M. at Michel's Restaur-
ant, Flatbush and Eighth Aves.,
Brooklyn. Reservations, which have
already passed the 200 mark, reveal
that delegations from Buffalo, Al-
bany, Syracuse, Middletown, Schnec-
tady, Newark, Paterson and West-
field will be on hand for the occa-
sion.

In charge of arrangements are:
tickets, Harold Fisher, Charles Dowe
and William McLaughlin; publicity,

Joe Lee, Sonny Schlenger and Ted-
dy Trust; entertainment, Al Rogers,
Bill Miller, Charles Dowe and Wil-
liam McLaughlin.

Ernest Gal to Produce
Formation of- Ernest Gal Film

Productions by Ernest Gal, Hungar-
ian producer, has been announced.
Gal, who arrived here last week
from Europe, expects to produce a
picture here in the near future.

New Taxes Are Proposed

in Gov. Lehman's Message

(Continued from Page 1)

elude a direct State tax on real es-

tate of $1 for each $1,000 valuation,

with an estimated revenue receipt

of $26,000,000.
The Governor's message was re-

garded as an answer to Republican
demands for a one or two per cent

sales tax. Increased taxes, Lehman
said, were due to abnormal relief

demands.
Theater owners, particularly the

circuits, are interested not only in

the turn-over, but also in the real

estate tax proposed by Governor
Lehman, inasmuch as $1 per $1,000

valuation on their property will be
assessed if the Legislature enacts

the Executive's program.
The direct state tax would not

be paid by the taxpayer until 1940,

as the real estate taxes for 1939
have already been levied, and there-

fore the imposition of this tax would
in no way affect the net income of

business concerns for 1939.

Pix producers and distributors

poured $306,945.50 into State cof-

fers in the 1938 fiscal year, accord-

ing to special tax figures submitted
by the Governor in his message.
Money is derived on footage basis

when pix are submitted to the cen-

sor for license and seal.

Lehman estimated $300,000 will

be raised in the present and next
fiscal year.

Pix Shortage, Overseating

Acute British Problems

(Continued from Page 1)

nual report, urged exhibitors to dis-

continue dual supers as a means of

counteracting the product shortage,
calling it the gravest problem now
confronting its members in the Lon-
don and Home Counties area. Re-
port also expressed the fear that
the dual-billing might spread in the

provinces where the practice is less

prevalent than in the London area.

F. G. W. Chamberlain, chairman
of the Bristol and West of England
branch, in his annual review ex-
pressed the opinion that the real

effect of i-ecent overseating through
the building of new theaters is only
now beginning to be felt when there
is a shortage of pictures. The West
of England has suffered greatly from
indiscriminate building.
The Odeon-GB circuits' merger,

Chamberlain stated, would call for
greater co-operation among inde-

pendents and would bear careful
watching, although difficult at pres-
ent to visualize just what effect the
merger would have on independent
exhibitors.

Carrington Licks Flu
G. L. Carrington, Altec vice-presi-

dent and general manager, is back
in the office after a two weeks' siege
of the flu.

HIGH COURT AGREES

TO HEAR N.D. CASE

(Continued from Page 1)

of North Dakota forbidding produc-
ers or distributors from owning or
having any interest in exhibition
houses in North Dakota.
Judge Thomas D. Thacher will

l-epresent Paramount while Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
heads the legal staff which will de-
fend the law.
The high court did not hand down

decisions yesterday in either pend-
ing Ascap or Dallas anti-trust cases.

Decision is expected next week in

both.

France First in Europe

to Accept Italian Monopoly

(Continued from Page 1)

tures annually at Cinecitta in Rome.
Marquis Paulucci, the president of

ENIC, the Italian film trust, re-
cently arrived here for the purpose
of acquiring French pictures to be
shown in Italy as a substitute for
American pictures, U. S. exhibitors
having withdrawn from the Italian
market. Suppression of the percent-
age basis enabled Paulucci to buy
30 pictures, ranging in price from
a minimum of 25,000 francs to a
maximum of 200,000 francs.

Paulucci declared that German
producers will be compelled to ac-
cept the conditions imposed by the
Italian film monopoly, as no favor-
itism will be shown for anyone. The
minimum guarantee is also sup-
pressed. Cash will be paid only for
original copies of pictures.

MPA Installs Friday
Installation of officers by Motion

Picture Associates will be held Fri-

day at a luncheon at the Astor.

Stiff Competition Looms
for Oklahoma Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

of civic affairs are particularly
heavy for 1939 and these aided by
Federal Government projects are ex-
pected to cut into the box-office fig-

ures for spring and summer.
Outdoor amusement enterprises

are also eyeing Oklahoma once
again, it is understood. Playdates
have been at a moderately low level

for the past three years but those
who tried it last year found good
pickings. One example was a tour-
ing magician who came for an en-
gagement with his tent setup to last

a week and stayed for thirteen in

the community. His tent was packed
while the nearby show houses won-
dered where the business was.
Radio competition is expected to

be felt with more and more ace stars
set for spring and summer broad-
casts. The broadcasting of baseball
games will affect both Oklahoma
City and Tulsa as it did last year,
particularly with the suburban
house business.
Theater men are counting chiefly

on the better grade of product avail-
able not only to offset the competi-
tion from outside sources but to
send grosses upward. Larger ex-
ploitation budgets are now in vogue.



Thinking of Building
JOHN EBERSON A THEATER?

John Eberson, the well known theater architect, has prepared an
exceptionally fine article for the Eberson Section in the 1939 Film

Year Book. This article will be of great assistance to those who
are thinking of building a theater.

Thinking of Remodeling
-^ YOUR THEATER?

For those who own and operate theaters that are in need of re-

modeling or repair work, Mr. Eberson has written another article

of exceptional value and interest, which will also appear in the

Eberson section of the Year Book.

A wealth of valuable information pertaining to new theaters from the selecting of

a site to the opening night plus the added wealth of such information as will save
the exhibitor plenty of time and money when it comes to building a new theatre

or remodeling an old house.

Be sure to obtain a copy of the 1939 Film Year Book as soon as it is off the press,

early next month, and read these articles. They are interesting, informative and
exceptionally valuable to those thinking of building a theater and to those oper-

ating theatres.

THE FILM DAILY
150 1 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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anaging director of the 14 local

eaters.

Extent of the municipal hold on
exhibition in Norway is graphi-
*^^sented by latest theater sta-

stica . Of the country's 247 film

)uses, 102 are owned by the city-

•mmunes, 86 are operated by vari-

is labor unions and only 59 are

•ivately owned and operated.

The latter, incidentally, are large-

located in the smaller towns
;here the Norwegian Labor Party
is not yet come into power.
Total income from exhibition is

.timated at $3,700,000. Approxi-
ately 400 features are released

>re annually. Percentage booking
-evails. Distribs. get 30 per cent

r first-runs, 28 per cent for sub-
quents. Norwegian product gets
better break—35 per cent.

From the American companies'
andpoint, the virtual municipal
onopoly of exhibition presents this

-oblem: They must sell to one man
r else."

National film tastes at the pres-

lt: Likes—Historical dramas deal-

g with specific, familiar epochs;
(merican folk music and Negro
>irituals; Gary Cooper, Clark Ga-
e, Akim Tamiroff, Fredric March,
>an Crawford, Jeanette MacDonald,
reta Garbo, Deanna Durbin, Sonja
enie, Franciska Gaal. Dislikes

—

/erage costume pix, American jazz
id "swing."

tdmissions Tax Measure

Introduced in Georgia House

(Continued from Page 1)

ounty. It would apply a tax of one
;nt on each 10-cent unit of the
urchase price of admission. All

;venues from the proposed tax
ould be allocated to the Georgia
epartment of Public Welfare for
te payment of state old age pen-
ons.

adio Film Critics Circle

Elects Officers Thursday

Sidney Kaufman, WQXR, has
een named chairman pro tem of
ie Radio Film Critics Circle, pend-
g election of officers at Thursday's
eeting of the newly formed group
' radio film commentators. De Ward
>nes of Radio City Music Hall will
inction as press rep.
Circle will make periodical awards
milar to those conferred by the
m critics of the New York dailies
id will make available to exhibs.
printed weekly report of its mem-
rs on films.

Marquee Humor
Chicago—On the marquee of the B

Or K Nortown theater:

Mickey Rooney
with

"Stablemates," "The Cowboy and Lady"

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Metro has assigned Busby Berkeley to direct "Babes in Arms," co-

starring Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland . . . Metro has signed Henry C. Potter of

the erstwhile Broadway producing firm, Potter & Haight, to direct . . . C. C. Burr of

Atlas has signed Raymond Johnson to direct Fred Scott in "In Old Montana" . . .

Burr also has engaged Barney Hutchinson as Atlas publicist . . . Charles Farrell is talk-

ing a deal with a major company . . . Wesley Ruggles has devised a new game, "Left
Jab and Right Cross" . . . Polish Pictures, Inc., has completed "The Peasant's

Wedding" in Cinecolor; Prexy B. Rostworowski plans four Cinecolor musicals yearly . . .

Metro has purchased "They Call It Glamour" by John Larkin and Jerry Horwin.—WILK.

Film Editor Award Com. Okla. Exhib. to Produce

Picks Chairman Tomorrow Palestine Situation Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Harold J. McCord,
Chairman of the Film Editors Sec-

tion of the Academy Technicians
Branch, and Edmund D. Hannan,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Film Editors, have ap-
pointed the members representing
each of these organizations, on the
joint Committee which will handle
the Academy Film Editor Award se-

lection. Membership consists of:

Anne Bauchens, Philip Cahn, Frank
Hull, H. J. McCord, and Gene Mil-

ford, representing the Academy Film
Editors Section, and Edward
Dmytryk, Desmond Marquette, Otto
Meyer, Conrad Nervig, and Fred-
erick B. Richards, representing the
Society of Motion Picture Film Edi-

tors.

Members of the joint Committee
will meet tomorrow noon to select

a Chairman and to complete arrange-
ments.

Theaters Cash In On Pix

Winning "10 Best" Honors

Richmond, Va.—Wilmer & Vin-
cent's Carillon and Lee Theaters
played five of the "Ten Best" pic-

tures of 1938 in The Film Daily
poll last week with exceptional busi-

ness. Extra space was used in the

papers and the town covered with
window cards and heralds.

Marshfield, Wis.—-J. P. Adler, head
of the Adler Theater Co., announced
in recent advertising that "we are

proud to have played all of the

'Ten Best' Pictures produced in 1938.

Here is the order in which they
were selected by the nation's critics

through The Film Daily."

"Daughter" on Feb. 17

Warners' "Yes, My Darling
Daughter," will have its Broadway
premiere at the Strand on Feb. 17.

Kay Kyser and his band will top
the stage show.

Capital Papers Merge
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Washington

Times and the Washington Herald
have been combined and will appear
tomorrow as The Times-Herald.

20th-Fox Suspends Ritz Bros.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has suspended the Ritz broth-
ers for refusing to appear in "The
Gorilla" due to dissatisfaction with

I

the story.

Oklahoma City — George Lahan,
owner of the Bayz theater at Black-

well as well as several other busi-

ness enterprises in the Southwest,
has announced he will leave for

Hollywood in March to discuss plans

for production of a picture to be
based on the present situation in

Palestine if production can be made
within a budget of $150,000. Story
has already been set. Lahan will

seek a distributing arrangement
with a major company.

Harry Goseline Dead
Ann Arbor—Harry S. Goseline, 58,

a pioneer Michigan exhibitor in

Saginaw and St. Clair, and, in re-

cent years, owner of the Ritz at

Port Huron, died here, following
about a year's illness. Burial was
at Port Huron. His widow survives.

5 MILLION U.K. BUDGET

PLANNED BY 20TH-F0X

(Continued from Page 1)

triple-quota pictures, it was learned
yesterday when Robert T. Kane,
English production head arrived on
the Century after studio conferences
with Darryl F. Zanuck and Joseph
M. Schenck.
Kane said that his program had

been finally approved and that he
would sail for England Feb. 10 on
the Queen Mary to get the first pic-

ture under way. He expected to

leave last night or today for Florida
to spend a week or 10 days with
S. R. Kent before sailing.

Loew Cuts Week-end Prices

In Nine Met. Area Houses

Cuts in week-end admission prices
in nine Loew New York City the-
aters will become effective on or
after Feb. 4. Lower prices will be
in effect at the Kings, Boro Park,
Oriental, 46th Street, Alpine, Coney
Island, Sheridan, Rio and 175th
Street. The price changes, ranging
in from five to ten cents, are sched-
uled for the early shows on week-
ends and holidays. A five-cent drop
will be in effect at the 175th Street
from Monday to Thursday evenings.

GEORGE

BANCROFT
as Cur/v, the guardguard . . lifelong friend of the

Ringo Kid's father. Now holding

the youthful outlaw's life in his

hands . . and ready to deliver him

to his enemies' when the stage

reaches Lordsburg.

WALTER WANGER presents

STAGECOACH
Directed by John Ford • Released thru United Artists

^.m
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Captures full wallop of sensational

episodes! Packed with thrills and
excitement! Has plenty of exploita-

tion ammunition!"

—applauds Variety Daily

0?^
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$11,199,456 for Rights to Stage Plays in 12 Years

CONCILIATION SHOULD COME FIRST- - - KUYKENDALL

Domestic Film Product Gaining in Argentine Market

Ray Johnston
. . . silver jubilee= By CHESTER B. BAHN^=

TWENTY years is a long time in pic-

tures . . . and 25 years is still longer.

Monogram's able W. Ray Johnston, now

narking the silver anniversary of his indus-

Cry
debut via the old Thanhauser company

t New Rochelle, can look back to an

unviable record of achievement, can look

forward with vision sharpened by experi-

2nce to an even more promising future.

It is an index to Johnston's stature that

he prefers to look ahead, that his accom-
plishments of yesterday are merely a yard-

stick by which to determine tomorrow's
goal. There is more than an inkling of

that in the fact that the new Monogram,
only two years old, already has sold its

product to more than 6,000 accounts and
sees its $6,000,000 sales quota attained.

At this late day, there is no need to

argue anew the cause of the independent,
whether producer, distributor or exhibitor.

But the vital part he plays in the industry

scheme of things cannot but come vividly

to mind on such occasions as the February
Johnston jubilee, formally inaugurated to-

day.

— • —
ikiUCH to do in some quarters over the

varying results of polls, particularly

those designed to reflect players' box-office

popularity.

It's not this commentator's fight, but,

drawing upon his own pre-FILM DAILY
newspaper background, he's inclined to

look askance at polls which have a coupon
in a daily as a "ballot."

Not that the count isn't honest, for it is.

The "catch," if you please, is found in

the ease with which a campaign can be or-

ganized to swing the "election." Fan clubs
can turn the trick by clipping coupons. Or
others interested can invest in newspapers
and do the same thing.

That's not saying that this practice had
any part in the results of recent polls.

But it was employed not so many years
back in behalf of a certain star and
it worked.

No, the player was an innocent party.
It was an exhib's idea.

U. S. Pix Still in Lead, But

Percentage Shows 4 Per

Cent Drop
By CHAS DE CRUZ

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—While
American pix face increasing com-
petition in the Argentine market,
the threat is from domestic product
rather than from that of the totali-
tarian countries.
Based on the total number of fea-

ture films released in the capital,
it is estimated that the percentage
of U. S. pix dropped from about 70

i Continued on Page 10)

HOLD CAUFTUSE TAX

INAPPLICABLE IN LA.

New Orleans—The fact that the
U. S. Supreme Court upheld Cali-
fornia's use tax law when appar-
ently applied to interstate commerce
will not affect the state suit filed

at Baton Rouge on behalf of Loew,
(Continued on Page 6)

Trailer-Made Suing NSS;
Asking $300,000 Damages

Asking $300,000 damages, Trail-
er-Made, Inc., through its attorney,
Saul Rogers, yesterday filed suit
against National Screen Service,
charging that NSS induced theater

{Continued on Page 10)

ALLIED GROUP
NAMES YAMINS
Industry Standardization

at End, Says Rickey

Boston—Nathan Yamins of Fall

River was re-elected prexy of In-

depend ent
E x h i bitors,

Inc., Allied's

New Eng-
land affiliate,

at the annual
meeting at
the Statler
Hotel here
yeste rday.
Re - n a m e d
with Yamins
were:

First vice-

pr esid ent,

Max L. Lev-
enson, Bos-

ton; second vice, Francis C. Lyndon,
(Continued on Page 10)

NATHAN YAMINS

PHILLY'S ALLIED UNIT

ELECTS 13 GOVERNORS

Philadelphia—Board of Governors,
including nine exhibitors from Phil-

adelphia and four from outside the
city, were elected at the first regu-

1 Continued on Page 9)

Dramatists Get Nearly Million a Year

from the Screen for Rights to Plays

"Gulliver's Travels" Set

for Dec. 25 Miami Opening

World premiere of Max Flei-
scher's first full-length Technicolor
cartoon feature, "Gulliver's Trav-
els" will take place in Miami next

(Continued on Page 9)

Total of $11,199,456.66 has been
spent by film companies for the
purchase of motion picture rights
to plays since the Dramatists Guild
entered into its first basic agree-
ment with the legit producers on
behalf of its members, it was re-

(Continued on Page 9)

MPTOA Sees Arbitration Sys-

tem Limited in Actual

Commercial Practice

While the distributors reportedly
have come forward with a plan to
set up a system of arbitration, the
MPTOA still believes that concilia-
tion should be the first step in at-
tempting to settle contractual dis-
putes, according to an MPTOA bul-
letin issued yesterday by President
Ed Kuykendall.
Kuykendall admits that "arbitra-

tion may be useful in certain situa-
tions," but the field "in which arbi-
tration procedure can operate will
be necessarily very limited in actual
practice," he adds.

Conciliation boards, the bulletin
(Continued on Page 6)

MUSICIANS TO APPEAL

OPERA ON TOUR CASE

Decision handed down by the Su-
preme Court Justice Kenneth
O'Brien granting an injunction to

Opera on Tour, Inc., to prevent the
American Federation of Musicians
and the IATSE from issuing orders
verbally or in writing that will pre-

( Continued on Page 9)

Comerford's Condition

Improved, Office Hears

Condition of M. E. Comerford,
widely known circuit operator, ill

with a lung congestion in a Miami
hospital, was reported as improved
at the Comerford New York offices

last night.
Earlier reports had Comerford's

(Continued on Page 9)

148,000 See "Gunga"
Music Hall officials last night esti-

mated that 148,000 persons will have
attended showings of RKO Radio's
"Gunga Din" when it ends the first

week of its engagement there tonight.
Estimate is based upon six days' at-
tendance. The film will be held for
a second week.
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Budd Rogers to London
for Distribution Talks

Budd Rogers, American general
manager for Pommer-Laughton-
Mayflower Productions, sails for
London Saturday, on the Aquita-
nia to confer with John Maxwell,
chairman of the hoard, and Erich
Pommer and Charles Laughton, man-
aging directors of Mayflower Pic-

tures, on proposals submitted by
various majors for the distribution

of the next two Laughton subjects,

"St. Martin's Lane," and "Jamaica
Inn," it was learned yesterday.

Subsequent subjects to be pro-
duced will also be discussed at the
series of conferences.
Rogers will screen the first rough

cut of "Jamaica Inn," now in pro-
duction at the Elstree Studios of
ABP with Alfred Hitchcock direct-

ing.

"St. Martin's Lane," has Vivien
Leigh, recently selected as Scarlett
O'Hara, as its leading woman op-
posite Charles Laughton.

Brooklyn Strand Playing

"Name" Bands Under Shift

f i norm al

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 16% 16'/4 I6V4 + 3A
Columbia Picts. vtc. 12V2 12 12'/8 + %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. lnd
Con. Fm. lnd. pfd.. 10% 10'/i 10% + Vs
East. Kodak 175 174 174 +2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12% 12% 12% + Vi
Loew's, Inc 48Vi 47 1/4 48 Vi + 1%
do pfd
Paramount 1 1 Vi 11V8 ll'/s + Va
Paramount 1st pfd. 96 95 95+2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. llVi H'/i 1 1 Vi + Vi
Pathe Film 9Vi 9 9 + Va
RKO 23/b 21/4 23/8 + Va
20th Century-Fox . 22% 22 Vi 22% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd 58 58 58 +1
Warner Bros 5Vi 5Vi 5Vi + Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 41-WW....100 99% 100 + 34

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. 101 100Vi lOOVj — V2

Para. Picts. cv. 3

V

4s47 85 Vi 85 85Vi + 1

RKO 6s41 73 Vi 72V2 72 Vi + l'/s

Warner's 6s39 93 923/i 93

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . 3 2% 3 -+- %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 19% 19 193/8 + 3/4
Trans-Lux

$50,190,827, du Pont Net
Net profit of $50,190,827 was

listed in the preliminary report of

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

for 1938. This is equal after fixed

deductions to $3.79 per share on the

common stock. Earnings for 1937
equalled $7.29 per share on the

common stock.

State Labor Board Will

Press Contempt Charges

Motion to penalize six Long
Island circuits for failure to com-
ply with an order handed down by
the New York State Labor Rela-
tions Board on April 4, 1938, will
be made before Justice Ferdinand
Pecora_ today by the NYSLRB. Mo-
tion will allege they violated direc-
tions of the order and ask that they
be cited for contempt.

Order directed the circuits to stop
fighting Local 306, projectionists
union, and to cease their practice of
refusing to hire union men. It also
directed that six employes be re-
instated. Motion alleges that none
of these rulings has been complied
with.

Circuits named in the motion are
as follows: Long Island Theater
Corp., Cross Island Amusement
Corp., Laurelton Amusement Co.,
Northern Amusement Corp., Linden
Operating Corp. and the Merrick
Gables Amusement Corp.

Vaudeville policy at Warners
Brooklyn Strand has been displaced

by new policy of "name" bands as

only stage attractions, with Ted
Lewis set to open an engagement
there Feb. 17. Benny Meroff and
his ork are currently at the house.

No plans to open the Hollywood
with vaudeville shows have been
discussed, the Warner theater de-

partment said yesterday following

i report that house would be re-

opened. New York Strand policy

remains as is.

Court Directs Preparing

of Detailed RKO Report

Federal Judge William Bondy
yesterday signed an order empower-
ing the Irving Trust Co. to engage
Price, Waterhouse & Co. to audit

RKO accounts and to prepare a
consolidated statement and detailed

report on RKO and its subsidiaries

for 1938. Fee, the order said, was
not to exceed $4,800.

Application by Irving Trust said

that the detailed report was neces-
sary for the transfer of assets under
the pending RKO reorg. plan and
also for the enlightenment of credi-

tors. From 1932 to 1938, no de-

tailed report was prepared.

commc rdd coin

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick Intern
tional board chairman, arrives on the Co
today from Ceorgia.

JOHN W. HICKS and ADOLPH ZUKQP r

turned to London yesterday after a f\
Scotland, Ireland and Northern Englano

PROGRESS
STOCK SHOTS

ery Possible Descripth
iveniently Catalogued.

729 SEVENTH AVE. N.YC.
BRYANT 9-5600

French Pix to be Added
to Dual at Providence

Providence — RKO-Albee here in

addition to its regular double fea-
ture bill Friday will give patrons
extra measure by screening the for-
eign film, "Tender Enemy." Man-
agement is billing date as "French
Night," with special ad splurge in
Franco-American sections of state.

Paramount Subsidiaries

Attack Argentine Levies

Paramount Films, S.A., and Para-
mount International Corp., plain-

tiffs in an action pending in Buenos
Aires, secured an order from Su-
preme Court Justice Aaron J. Levy
yesterday to permit Fred Mohr-
hardt, Rodney F. Starkey and Fred-
erick L. Herron to testify via writ-
ten interrogations to be taken be-
fore Arthur Israel, Jr., New York
notary.

The Paramount subsidiaries in

the action before Judge Edward
Sarmiento in the Argentine are at-

tacking income tax law assess-
ments as unjustified and excessive.

MILES GIBBONS, of Paramount s producti
department, sails on the Pilsudski tomorrow f

a Caribbean cruise.

C. T. STANTON, manager of the technic;
consulting department of Erpi, left yesterd

I

for New Haven to attend the two-day Yal
Life conference on housebuilding technique.

H. M. RICHEY, RKO director of exhibit!
relations, returns today from Boston.

SAM BISCHOFF, Warner producer, and
wife, leave for the Coast today.

MARY MORRISSEY. secretary to John H.

Whitney, arrives on the Coast tomorrow fro'

New York.

LOU DIAMOND. Paramount short subjec

head, left the Coast last night for New Yor
|

THOMAS F. CAMBLE, assistant to Josei

'

N. Weber, president of the AFM, has returns

after attending executive council huddles he

in Miami.

MORRIS EPSTEIN, manager of the Republ
j|

exchange in New York, is in Florida for a vac;

'

tion.

MADELEINE CARROLL arrives here tomorro
J

on the Normandie.

HENRY HATHAWAY, Paramount directo \

and his wife, are at the Sherry Netherland.

JACK MOSS is here from the Coast at trl

Sherry Netherland.

CEORGE BRENT, Warner star, arrived ye;

'

terday after attending the F.D.R. ball in Wastl
ington.

Inclement Weather Cuts

Into Grosses in Phill

Philadelphia — Severe cold an!
snow and rain in this territory dur|

ing the last two weeks have comj
bined to hit grosses. Outstandini

features have done good biz, alj

though feeling the effects of th \

weather.

Downtown Philly biz has been off

especially in the second weeks o

any extended runs.

Weak product is also counted ;j

factor in the b.o. drop hereabouts]

Would Vote on Lifting

Gambling Ban In N. Y.

Albany—Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Assembly by
Robert J. Crews, Brooklyn Republi-
can, provision is made for submis-
sion to voters at general election
in 1939 of question whether prohi-
bition against gambling contained
in constitution should be repealed.

Designed for any

theatre—
regardless of size
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Dance -Hall Girl:

Nothing mattered
but a man she'd

never seen before.

^

Convict: He gave
himself up in or-

der to be taken to

Lordsburg; where
three men waited
to kill him.

'Buck" the driver:

He wanted to go
home.

« **£

Man of Mystery:

A strange whim,
something from
the past.. .forced

him to go on.

Doctor: It took 12

cups of coffee to

sober him in time.

/
Wife: "We must
go on, I've got to

find my husband.'

'Curly" the Marshal:

Why did he release

his prisoner?

Traveling Salesman:
"I'm a married man
. . . father of five ... I

insist we go back."

/

Banker: Why so

careful of the little

black bag?
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YOU AND NEVER LETS YOU GO. ALREADY THE WORD IS GETT1N
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HOLD CALIF. USE TAX

INAPPLICABLE IN LA.

(Continued from Page \)

Mort Singer and Saenger Theaters,

attorneys for the plaintiff said here.

Gibbons Burke of Rosen, Ram-

mer, Wolf & Farrar pointed out

that the suit filed by the theater

corporations does not attack the

constitutionality of the state's law

but raises the point that rental of

films upon which the state is col-

lecting the tax is actually not based

on the physical value of the cellu-

loid but is a license to perform copy-

righted material, and hence is non-

taxable. Plaintiffs ask return of

the monies already paid.

Burke further pointed out that

if the tax is based on physical film,

then it is not applicable since the

law provides that articles which pay

a similar tax elsewhere and then

are shipped into Louisiana are non-

taxable here. Film stock pays three

per cent if bought by studios in

California.

A similar suit by the Bell Tele-

phone Co., an A T & T subsidiary,

brings up the interstate commerce
angle, and, if successful, would re-

move the use tax from radio parts.

Of 620 Pix Shown In Mexico

in 1938, 500 were American

Mexico City—Of the 620 pictures

shown in Mexico during 1938, 500

were American, while Mexican stu-

dios produced 100 of them.

German pictures lost ground in

favor of French productions, five

German pictures having been shown
against 15 French. During 1939

Gelmann & Gurdus will distribute

45 French pictures.

Mexico City has 60 of the 1,055

picture theaters in Mexico, though
60 per cent of the year's gross re-

ceipts were taken in at the box
offices of the capital.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 1

Clark Gable
Harold Rodner

Maxwell A. Silver

Helen Chandler
Ernest Hill iard

Cene Sheldon
Marie Pat Donohoe

with PHIL M. DALY
T T T

• • • ANTICIPATION a great Showman principle

too often lost sight of every human being is swayed by it from

the cradle to the grave in show biz we call it The Build-Up

the interest created that makes the public want to see a show P.

T. Barnum was a past-master in its application as exemplified in

the way he sent out his advance agents, and billed a town with circus

paper weeks before the red-painted trucks rolled down Main Street

the greatest example of Anticipation Creation the film biz has

seen in years is to be. found in the amazing advertising campaign put

in back of RKO Radio's "Gunga Din"

T T T
• • • THE TIME, thought and energy put into the actual

production of "Gunga Din" was duplicated in the ad and pub cam-

paign a scenario of publicity-building was planned as care-

fully as the script was planned for the picture the ad

campaign was a production in itself

T T
• • • LAST October the RKO Radio ad chief. S. Barret McCor-

mick. was sent out to the Coast by Messrs. Schaefer and Depinet

to look at the first rough-cut of the picture, and lay out an ad cam-

paign McCormick recommended an appropriation of $200,000. after

conferring with Pandro Berman and other studio officials and sub-

mitted his "advertising scenario" a complete chart of the multi-

form campaign that has since rocked the advertising and show worlds.

T T
e • e A GREAT believer in the axiom that Showmanship
must be adequately backed by Advertising President George

J. Schaefer okayed the appropriation McCormick threw

everything into high things began to hum let it be said

right here that to Schaefer goes the credit for this new idea in

long-range planning on an important production it was one

of his first official acts on assuming the leadership of RKO Radio

months ago to start the wheels moving on a $200,000 ad campaign

on a $2,000,000 production on the assumption that this huge

investment should be adequately insured on the advertising end

ivith a long-range campaign

T
• • • SO TREMENDOUS is this campaign that we can only

sketch the highlights McCormick's main idea was "News Inter-

est" all the ad and publicity had to measure up on news value

the intensive work of selling the public started six months ago

McCormick says: "We took advantage of the new trend in news-

papers and magazines in the accentuated interest in and appreciation

of sidelights and human interest angles, directly traceable to the in-

fluence of the pictorial magazines"

T T
• • • ON THIS premise newspapers and magazines
were supplied with material that showed the Human Side of the

picture's production each story had a cumulative value in

reference to the whole each story was treated definitely as

NEWS each ad in the mags was different so that those

reading several publications were confronted with a new piece of

News this policy with the newspapers and magazines was
carried out in the billboard campaign the billboard splashes

told the News Story of "Gunga Din" and then a beaucoup
trade press campaign, that smashed home the message of a Big
Show to the exhibitors the "Gunga Din" campaign has hit a

new high in Modernity in Advertising creating ANTICIPA-
TION long in advance a great Showman Principle

CONCILIATION PLAN

FAVORED BY MPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

explains, try to bring about

voluntary agreement between tl

parties to the dispute. In di/\

that do not respond to mediauo
actual arbitration is always avai

able instead of a law suit, it

pointed out.

The important proposals set fort

in the trade practice conferences b

the MPTOA executive committt

have been accepted by the distribi
j

tors, with "numerous qualification

and conditions of their own," thj

bulletin states. These proposals ir

elude an organized systematic ad)

justment of compaints, an uncor
ditional minimum option to caned
20 p.c. of the feature picture

j

licensed in groups of 10 or morn
complete elimination of the sepai i

ate score charge and a simplifiec I

shorter standard contract fo
optional use.

The distributors intend to impos
the following conditions, which ma;

|

cause the exhibitor to forfeit hi I

option to cancel if they are not com
plied with:

1. That the exhibitor must licensi

all features offered at the sarin

time by the distributor, with cer

tain exceptions; i.e., pictures pro
duced abroad, unless made on loca

|j

tion by an American company; pic-

1

tures commonly known as West-

1

erns, and re-issues.

2. Written notice of cancellation I

must be given within a specified l|

number of days after the notice oil

availability is sent.

3. The exhibitor shall not be sub-j
stantially in default on playing ofl

pictures on the distributors' con-j
tracts.

Rewriting of the original draft is
J

now being undertaken by majors'!
attorneys. No major changes inl

principle are expected, Kuykendall' 1

states, but the exhibitors can ex-

1

pect a presentation of what the dis-

tributors intend to do, how and
when it will be done.

A. C. Berman Returning

A. C. Berman, London represen-

tative of Selznick International, ar-

rives here tomorrow on the Nor-
mandie following decision of the

company to give up its office for

sales and distribution representa-
tion. The English story depart-
ment was unaffected by the move.

IV© Hearing Date
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—No date has been set

as yet for hearings on Senator Matthew
Neely's bill designed to abolish block-
booking and blind selling, it was said

yesterday by Neely's office. Inter-

state Commerce Committee, to which
the bill has been referred, said that
it was unable to indicate the probable
hearing date-
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MAUREEN HENRY

O SULLIVAN FONDA
RALPH BELLAMY
Screen play by ANTHONY VEILLER and ALLEN RIVKIN

Based upon a story by Joseph F. Dinneen
Directed by JOHN BRAHM • Produced by William Perlberg

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

Audiences demand that

certain electric something

that makes the skin tingle

. . . that stirs . . . that rouses!

Here it is! Hammered out of

life itself. . .uncompromising

...unrelenting. ..unforgettable!

A gallant, human story of a

humble boy and girl . . .

battling a world that said a

boy must die!
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iights to plays cost REVIEWS OF REUJ FILniS
1 MILLIONS IN 12 YRS.

(Continued from Page 1)

baled yesterday in a pamphlet

Titten by George Middleton, for-

ler^rexy of the DG.
T^^ figure is inclusive from the

me of the first agreement in 1926

p to Jan. 1, 1939, it was stated.

: also states that no objection will

e raised by the DG to picture

nancing of plays, but an equitable

rangement must be worked out in

ler to keep the legit, field from
eing entirely controlled by pic-

lure company financing; and goes

In to say that such a situation

|:ould be dangerous as plays with-

out picture possibilities would have
reat difficulty in finding sufficient

loney to produce them despite

leir merit.

Draft of an agreement between

le DG and picture companies to

lover financing of plays will be

.hipped into shape as soon as J.

lobert Rubin, Loew leeal head, re-

lurns from a vacation, it was
learned yesterday.

ppera on Tour Decision

To be Appealed by AFM
(Continued from Pane \)

'ent the company from holding its

hows will be appealed to the Ap-
pellate Division by counsel for the

IVFM, and if necessary, still higher,

It was learned yesterday as first

|\FM execs, returned from the

iMiami sessions.

AFM Executive Council Miami
Ineeting was said to have been prin-

cipally devoted to a backlog of organ-

]
zation matters. No new employment
plan for presentation to film com-
panies was evolved, and there will

toe no move along this line before
]:he meeting with the majors in New
|York in April.

Joseph N. Weber, AFM prexy,
Iwill remain in Miami for another
|:wo or three weeks to sit in at the

|A F of L executive huddles.

[Comerford's Condition

Improved, Office Hears

(Continued from Page 1)

condition as extremely serious, and
| the illness, bronchial pneumonia.

Comerford went to Miami for a
Imid-winter vacation from his Scran-
|ton home some time ago.

["Gulliver's Travels" Set

for Dec. 25 Miami Opening

(Continued from Page 1)

I Christmas, Neil F. Agnew, Para-
mount general sales manager, an-
|nounced last night.

W. R. Lynch, genei"al manager of

I Paramount Enterprises, has signed
[the contract with Paramount Pic-

tures, thus assuring Miami the de-

but of the cartoon produced at the
new Fleischer Studio in Miami.

* fOREIGH *

"The Man With the

Gun"
with Boris Tenin, M. Shtraukh,

M. Gelovani

Amkino 88 Mins.

HUMOROUS DOCUMENTARY FILM
OF BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION IS WELL
DONE.

A welcome change from the customary
harsh propagandist'^ films produced by

the Soviet film makers, this new Russ re-

lease tells the story of the Bolshevik revo-

lution in a light and humorous fashion. It

is principally concerned with what hap-

pens to an ignorant and easy going peasant-

soldier, Boris Tenin, who is caught, in the

toils of the revolution. Portrayals of Lenin

and Stalin are excellently done, although

it is something new to see them as care-

free and somewhat gay in their manner

as they talk with Tenin. It is also some-

what odd to see the two redoubtable

Bolshevik leaders laugh when Tenin tells

them he allowed a white general to escape

because he was awed by the uniform.

The cast is good and the technical work

on the picture is up to par.

CAST: Boris Tenin, M. Shtraukh, M.
Gelovani, V. Lukin, Z. Fedorova, Boris

Cherkov, Nikolai Cherkassov.

CREDITS: Produced by Lenfilm; Direc-

tor, Sereei Yutkevich. Presented at the

Cameo Theater with Russian dialogue and

English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Harapos Ferj"
(The Biting Husband)

with Gyula Kabos. Margit Dayka.

Gabor Rajnay

Hun?aria Pictures. Inc. 82 Mins.

DOMESTIC TRIANGLE STORY AS
COMEDY MATERIAL PROVIDES LAUGHS

Double trouble in a marital mixup de

luxe might well be the title of this new
Hungarian comedy which carries plenty

of laughs for the Maavar fans. Gabor
Rajnay and his wife. Margit Dayka, are

legally divorced, but due to an argu-

ment about the property settlement thev

both still live in the same house. Rajnav

wants to get his former wife out of the

house and his lawyer advises him to re-

marrv. Finally, after trying everything

oossible to make his wife move he mar-

ries his lawyer's secretary. This proves

to be a boomerang, however, as the two
wives immediately get very clubby. Every-

thing is worked out neatly for a happy end-

ing of his troubles. Gyula Kabos is amusing
as the lawyer and Rozsi Barsony is effec-

tive as wife no two.

CAST: Gabor Rajnay, Gyula Kabos,

Margit Davka, Rozsi Barsony, K. Boocz
Lajos. Piri Vaszary. Ilonka Daybukat, Zol-

tan Maklary.

CREDITS: Produced by Kino Films; Di-

rector, Marton Keleti. Presented at the

Modern Playhouse with Hungarian dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Bowstring"
RKO Pathe News 8 mins.

Good Sport Reel
Archery is as old as history and

yet it is just coming of age again
as a sport. In this new Pathe News
short we see experts with the bow
and arrow in a number of highly in-

teresting demonstrations. Russ
Hoogerhyde, a national champion,
shows his deftness with the long
bow in an amazing demonstration
of accuracy. He sinks a steel shaft-

ed arrow dead center in a bull's eye
and then shows how easy it is when
you know how by putting a second
arrow into the hole the first one
made. An interesting match is held
between a golfer and a female arch-
er. The camera work is excellent

and the background of the Southern
woods provides a beautiful setting

for the reel. Frederic Ullman, Jr.,

produced and Frank Donovan was
the supervsior.

"Pilot Boat"
RKO Pathe News 8'/2 mins.

Swell Nautical Subject
Here is a reel that touches a sub-

ject about which little is known,
although it is of interest to every-
body that has ever been on a boat.

The saga of how our ships are
piloted in and out of port is an in-

teresting one. We see the pilot

boats and their crews, and see the
training ships on which the pilots

get their rudimentary education in

the art of guiding the ocean giants
through the intricate channels and
tide runs. The reel shows the pilot

in action on the bridge of an Amer-
ican liner and we see him bid fare-
well to the skipper when they are
safely in the open seas. An inter-

esting short that should entertain
any audience. Frederic Ullman, Jr.

was the producer and Frank Dono-
van the supervisor.

"Back to Devil's Island"

Ready for American Market

American adaptation of the
French pix, "Back to Devil's Is-

land," starring Pierre Fresnay and
Jean-Pierre Aumont, is being rushed
to completion this week, it was said
yesterday by E. M. Fadiman, presi-

dent of National Pictures.
Film, according to Fadiman, is

the only one ever made by the
French in their own Guiana convict
settlement, and is said to include
the mutiny of the convicts aboard
the La Martiniere. Newsreels had
been forbidden to shoot the depar-
ture of the ship from Bordeaux for
St. Laurent.

Jewel Case Up Feb. 15
Jewel Theater lottery case has

been deferred to Feb. 15, making
third postponement in a row.

PHILLY'S ALLIED UNIT

ELECTS 13 GOVERNORS

(Continued from Page 1)

lar meeting of Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Inc., held here yesterday.
Chosen from Philly were Morris
Wax, Milton Rogasner, Ben Fertel

(for three years) ; Luke Gring, Dave
Milgram, Columbus Stamper (for

two years); E. B. Gregory, Charles
Stiefel, Harry Perelman (for one
year).

From outside the city, Al Fischer
and Joseph Conway were elected
for three years, while Harry Fried
and Henry Sork were chosen for
two years. Others from the out-
side sector will be elected later.

Banner attendance of 60 was pres-
ent at the meeting, with reports
read by Sidney Samuelson, business
manager; E. B. Gregory, chairman
for the day; David Yaffe, assistant
to Samuelson; Morris Wax and
Walter Woodward. These touched
on finances, membership, the Wash-
ington Allied board meeting and
other topics.

The new quarters will be ready
within two weeks, it was announced.

N. Y. Allied Albany Unit

Will Meet Next Monday

Albany — Albany unit of New
York Allied will meet at the Ten
Eyck Hotel next Monday, Mitchell
Conery, regional vice-chairman, an-
nounces.

Grievance board of three mem-
bers will be chosen and regional
secretary named. Max Cohen, presi-
dent, and E. Thornton Kelly, secre-
tary, will be in attendance.

Mrs. E. J. Graner Dead
Mrs. E. J. Graner, 75, mother of

William Graner, Pittsburgh branch
manager for Ross Federal Service,
Inc., died there from bronchial pneu-
monia.

When in

doubt—
Reach

for the

FILM YEAR
BOOK
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YAMINS HEADS ALLIED

NEW ENG. AFFILIATE

(Continued from Page 1)

Dorchester; secretary, Adolph Bends-
ley, Wellesley; treasurer, E. Harold
Stoneman, Boston; business man-
ager, Arthur K. Howard, Boston.

Thomas J. McNulty of Marble-
head was added to the Executive
Committee for the new year.

Yamins and H. M. Richey, direc-

tor of exhibitor relations for RKO,
were the principal speakers. The
former, who recently retired as
prexy of National Allied, outlined

a "new day" for the industry, based
on fair concepts, termed the main-
tenance of good will a cardinal point,

and declared that the indies were
willing to compromise so that both
distribs. and exhibs. can be pros-

perous.

Richey told the exhibs. that, based
on attendance possibilities, only

about 25 per cent of a community
is tapped. He said in part:

"It looks to me that the standard-
ization of the industry is at an
end and it is under the new set-up

that a higher premium will be
placed on the individual initiative

of various individual companies,
theaters, distributors, and I think

it will go right down the line to

each small element in the business.

"I believe that there's going to

be developed a new technique of

showmanship that, starting at the
production end, will be reflected in

new modern methods of distribution.

These changes may be necessary be-

cause of a lesser number but higher
quality of pictures being made,
maybe the result of a more or less

classification of exhibition, where-
by pictures unsold for certain the-

aters or communities will find a
market not recognized today."

Richey also emphasized that
there can be no uniform clearance
policy as conditions vary. He added
that the system of patchwork of

policies was not one of intention but
expediency. .

20th Century-Fox Files

$150,000 Suit vs. Ritz Bros.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth Century-
Fox yesterday filed a suit in the Su-
perior Court against the Ritz
Brothers, seeking damages of $150,-
000 because they refused to work
in "The Gorilla."

STORKS!
A son, David, weighing 7 pounds,

5 ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
David Blum at the Harkness Pavil-

ion, Medical Center, on Sunday.
Blum heads M-G-M's foreign pub-
licity department.

38 Pix Before Hollywood Cameras
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 1DAILY

Hollywood—Thirty-eight pictures are in production with Paramount and Universal

heading the list with six each. M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox are making five each.
Warner Bros., four; Columbia and Republic, three each. RKO, Selznick, Coldwyn,
Roach, Monogram and Cobian are making one each.

1 35 Attend Albany Dinner Trailer-Made Suing NSS;
for Fabian's Harry Black Asking $300,000 Damages

Albany— Harry Black, who has
been with the Fabian Theaters for
four years and before that managed
the Poli, New Haven, and Rialto,
Glens Falls, was feted Monday
night at Jack's Oyster Bar by 135
Troy and Albany friends. Black
reports to the Fabian home office in

New York today. He has been al-

ternately manager of the Palace,
Albany, and Proctor's, Troy.

Black's successor at Proctor's is

Irving L. Liner, while Liner in turn
is succeeded at Harmanus Bleecker
Hall, Albany, by Oscar Perrin, as-
sistant manager of the Grand.

Mayor Frank Hogan of Troy was
the principal speaker, other spielers
including Sam Rosen, Bernie Kranze
of RKO, Joe Shure, County Com-
mander Robert Rickerson of the
American Legion and Dave Schrag-
er.

Party was arranged by Bernie
Kranze, as chairman, and Arthur
Newmann, Grand National and
Ralph Pielow, M-G-M, from Al-
bany's Film Row. In attendance
were: Sid Sommers, John Swartout,
Leo Rosen, Joe Judge and Harry
Brooks, Troy; Sid Deneau and Sam
Rosen, New York, Charlie Smak-
witz, Irving Liner, Oscar Perrin,
Alexander Sayles, George Lofink,
Clayton Eastman, Lawrence Cowan,
Joe Shure, Sol Ullman, Bob Fox,
Bill Tallman, Andy Roy and Bob
Rosenthal.

(Continued from Page 1

)

circuits to break agreements with
Trailer-Made.

According to the complaint, Trail-

er-Made had agreements with Fox
West Coast, Fox Midwest, Fox In-

termountain, Skouras Theaters Co.

and Warner Bros. Theaters for the
supplying of trailers and that NSS
"interfered in the agreements" and

j

induced the circuits to break the
. contracts.

For the canceling of the West
l Coast agreement, Trailer - Made
j

seeks $25,000; for the Midwest
.agreement, $10,000; for Intermoun-
tain, $5,000; for Skouras, $10,000,

land for Warner Bros., $50,000. In

j

addition, Trailer-Made is asking
$200,000 for loss of business from

j

independents and damaging of repu-
' tation. Approximately 900 theaters
! are involved.

Time Schedule for Quiz

Winners Announcement Set

"St. Louis Blues" Ahead
In Face of the Blizzard

In face of a terrific blizzard in

three of its first five pre-release en-

gagements, Paramount's "St. Louis
Blues," opened to biz surpassing
the receipts rolled up by "Spawn
of the North," "Buccaneer" and "If

I Were King." "St. Louis Blues"
will be nationallv released on Feb. 3.

SAG Backs AFRA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Pledge of 100 per

cent suppoi-t of the nation's radio
artists if they strike was voted
early yesterday after a lengthy ses-
sion of the Screen Actors' Guild di-

rectorate. Announcement of the
pledge was made by Ralph Morgan,
SAG prexy.

To insure nation-wide simultane-

ous break in the announcement of

the winners of the $250,000 Movie
Quiz Contest, on Feb. 20, notifica-

tions will be delivered to theaters

in the contest as follows: Eastern

—

8 P.M., Central— 7 P.M., Mountain
—6 P.M., and Pacific Coast—5 P.M.

This will enable exhibs. to sched-

i ule the audience announcements as

follows: Eastern—9:30 P.M., Cen-
tral—8:30 P.M., Mountain—7:30 P.

M.. and Pacific Coast—6:30 P.M.
It is necessary that Eastern and

Central theaters make their an-

nouncements as close to 9:30 and
8:30 respectively, so that Mountain
and Coast houses may make their

announcements simultaneously. The
schedule is required in order to in-

sure the same advantages for the-

aters in the West as well as in the

East.
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year,

Inc., is urging that the sealed en-
velope delivered by the Chemical
Bank & Trust Co. containing the
list of winners be opened on the
stage by the theater manager in

the presence of some public official

and the winners announced in that
way.

List for each theater will con-
sist of the 24 national winners, as
well as local community winners.

Republic Drive Starts

Salesmen and bookers in Repub-
lic exchanges today will launch
their fourth annual drive which will

extend through February, March
and April. Each exchange will
present awards to the top scoring
salesmen and bookers.

Dissolution Hearings Set
Hearings on an application by

50 per cent of the stockholders of
Pax Film for the dissolution of the
company will start before Robert
E. Marley as referee on March 10,

as the result of an order signed
yesterday by Justice Aaron Levy.

ARGENTINE PICTURE

PRODUCTION SPURT

(Continued from Page 1)

per cent in 1937 to 66 per cent
1938. With duals and triples pre<

alent, the Argentine market,
a relatively small number of

Argentine production last ye*

accounted for approximately 9 pi

cent of the features exhibited, wi1

France also supplying 9 per ceni

These two countries ranked ne:;

to the U. S., while in 1937, Gre;

Britain was in second place.

While the American product re

mains the preference in the metr<
politan first-runs, Argentine fes
tures have grown in favor in thl

subsequents and small town house:

Situation will probably cause thj

U. S. companies to import fewe;
B pix in the future.

Neither German nor Italian fea

tures are important in this markei
although UFA maintains a repre ,

sentative here. A local theate
j

which tried a German pix polic; I

was forced to change. Occasiona
German and Italian films with J
propaganda twist are offered as spe
cial matinees, but enjoy restricts
patronage.

Failure of the Nazi and Fascis
product to click is attributed to thi

|

resort to political coloring as wel
as to mediocre production values
Leni ReifenstahPs "Olimpia," thank;
to the presence of several Argen
tine athletes, has met with a fan
degree of success here.

The Italian production, "Scipione
L'Africano," was a complete flop ir

Argentine, even the extensive Ital-

ian colony showing slight interest
Argentine rights to the pix had*
brought a record $17,000.

New Western Electric

Monitoring Loudspeaker

A new high quality monitoring
loudspeaker of unusual compactness,
has been made available to sound
engineers by Western Electric. Al-
though when properly housed the'
new unit is no larger than the
average wall mounted speaker, its'

performance within a 30-degree
projection angle, and where only
moderate sound levels are required,
closely approaches that of the more
elaborate two-way sound radiators
commonly employed in talking-pic-
ture and large public-address sys-
tems, it is said.

WEDDING BELLS

Philip Fox, branch manager for
Columbia in Albany was married to
the former Ida Pearlstein, in Bos-
ton, Jan. 29. The couple will spend
their honeymoon at Miami Beach,
Fla., returning to Albany about
March 1.
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Srierson Defends Films Act, Opposes Higher Quotas

'AHA. NAMED IN $25,000,000 STOCKHOLDERS' SUIT

lanuck Heeds Exhibs. Squawks; Tyrone Power Off Air
Oth-Fox Star to Terminate

Radio Appearances After

Next Sunday
roast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Heeding the protests

nd advice of exhibs. against the

xcessive ap-
eaiances of]

lm stars on
a d i o pro-
rams now
urrent, Dar-
vl F. Zan-

|
c k yester-

ay made
he first
i o v e of
o m pliance

y w i t fa-

rawing Ty-
one Power
rom further

;|(j|; noadcasts.
By agreement with Power's spon-

iContinued on Page 4)

,

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

(LAMES B. 0. SLUMP

ON RADIO OPPOSITION

St. Louis—Prime factor in the
lump in pix theater attendance is

adio opposition, says Fred Weh-
snberg, prexy of the MPTO of St.

(Continued on Page 9)

Ihicago Theaters Test

Small Admission Jumps

Chicago—Several theaters are try-
.ng out small admission advances,
"he Co-ed Theater under Pastor

(Continued on Page 9)

Texan Generosity
Madisonville, Tex.—R. B. Weatherall,

Jr., owner of a new local theater, has
offered to go the Movie Quiz one bet-
ter in the matter of awards. In addi-
tion to the first prize of $50,000
offered, Weatherall says that if the
winner happens to be in his theater
on the night of Feb. 20, he will add
the theater building to the top prize.

Steffes Renamed Allied Regional Vice-President
Dallas—Re-appointment and acceptance of Al Steffes as Allied's regional vice-

president of the Northwest has been announced by Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied
president. Jack Kirsch previously was appointed regional vice-president of the West
Central district.

"U" SUING TIPPETTS; RKO REORG. APPEAL

CONSPIRACY CHARGED MOVES IN 2 COURTS

An aftermath of the pending ac-
tion brought against "U" bv John
D. Tippett, Inc., for $600,000, al-

leging breach of contract, Universal
Pictures Co., Inc., filed a suit in

Supreme Court here yesterday
against John D. Tippett and Eugene
T. Tippett for $270,000 plus an ac-
counting.

In the new action, Universal
'Continued on Page 9)

Particulars Bill Denied
in Fried Clearance Suit

Philadelphia—Motion for a bill

of particulars by the defendants in

the clearance suit brought by Harry
Fried, suburban exhibitor, against
the majors has been dismissed by

(Continued on Page R)

Opening legal gun in the court
assault on the RKO reorg. plan,

okayed by Federal Judge William
Bondy, was fired yesterday by Kom-
mel & Rosenberg, counsel for H.
Cassel & Co., stock brokers and in-

dependent bondholders, as exclusive-
(Continued on Page 10)

Seat-for-Every-Patron Bill

in Missouri's Legislature

Jefferson City, Mo. — An anti-

standing room bill directed at mo-
tion picture theaters and other pub-
lic amusement places has been
dropped into the legislative mill by
Rep. J. C. Woodsmall of Scotland
County.
The bill would require all the-

(Continued on Page 4)

British Films Act Called Successful

But No Miracle V/orker by Grierson

Natl Review Board Opens
Three-Day Conference Today

With delegates in attendance from
groups in all parts of the United
States, the fifteenth annual confer-
ence of the National Board of Re-
view of Motion Pictures opens a

series of conferences at the Hotel
Pennsylvania today built around the
theme—"The Making of a Motion
Picture." The Conference closes on

(Continued on Page 8)

By JOHN GRIERSON
Producer Member of the C. A. C.

Under the British Quota Act

There is a good deal of worry in

Great Britain about the working of
the Quota Act which came into force
last March. In production we have
80 per cent technicians unemployed.
We have modern studios shut down
altogether and the majority of
stages idle. We are producing a
hundred films a year against a po-
tential capacity of 500 and a return

(Continued on Page 8)

Minority Group Charges Mis-

Management in Paramount
Operations

A suit to force Paramount ex-
ecutives and directors, both past and
present, to return more than $25,-
000,000 to the corporation has been
started by two minority stockhold-
ers, Frank Jablow and Sam Acker.
The case is expected to be filed in

the New York Supreme Court today
or tomorrow. Copy of the summons
and complaint was made available
by counsel for Paramount. Service
of summons and complaint by coun-
sel for the plaintiffs was made on

(Continued on Page 9)

SYRACUSE'S MINIMUM

ADMISH TO BE DIME

Syracuse—Syracuse regional unit

of New York Allied meeting here
yesterday, adopted this resolution:

"We, the undersigned, indepen-
dent motion picture theater owners
of Syracuse desiring to co-operate

(Continued on Page 8)

Loew Stockholder Suit

Findings to be Filed

Findings of fact and conclusions
of law in the Loew minority stock-

holders' suit will be submitted to

Supreme Court Justice Valente on
(Continued on Page 9)

Turning on the Heat
Oklahoma City — Theater managers

often wonder how to get rid of

visitors who linger to pass the time
away. Bob Pfotenhauer, manager of

the State Theater here, has solved the
problem by placing the visitor's chairs

on the opposite side of the room
from which the heat vent sends heat
waves into his office. When visitors

overstay their time Bob turns up the
heat and soon they leave or pass out;

to date all have taken the former
avenue of escape.
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Indian Industry to Mark
Silver Jubilee Apr. 8-14

Bombay (By Cable)—Silver jubi-

lee of the Indian motion picture in-

dustry will be marked here with a
Motion Picture Congress the week
of April 8. S. Satyamurti will pre-
side.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-560O

SECURITY

Asks Canadian Withdrawal
From Berne Copyright Conv.

Montreal—Demand that the Gov-
ernment consider withdrawing en-
tirely from the Berne Convention of
Copyright was made in the Domin-
ion House of Commons by W. K.
Esling in a continuance of his fight
against the Canadian Performing
Rights Society.

Esling asserted that there was no
reason why the Canadian people
should pay $89,000 a year in tribute
to the society when about 80 per
cent of this sum went into the pock-
ets of picture producers in the
United States. He further said, that
a definite impression had been cre-
ated in the minds of the public that
the money was being paid to the
Government when it is really going
to a private institution.

Billboard Space Tax Bill

Before Nebraska's Solons

Lincoln—Of indirect interest to

film biz is Senator Doyle's bill en-
tered here in the unicameral which
seeks to impose 25c annual tax per
square foot of ad space on bill-

boards. M-G-M is the biggest sin-

gle show biz buyer in Nebraska,
and made several extensive show-
ings last year.

Places cost at $27.50 annually
per 24-sheet panel, because it meas-
ures 212 square feet. Slaps all bill-

boards from bigs to small roadside
signs. Billboarders say it'll mean a
wide revision of rates upward, be-
cause the annual rental period per
board averages only 3% months,
which returns a gross of about $20.
There are about 8,000 paint and
poster boards in Nebraska.

Five More Features Set

for Biograph Production

Five more features will go into

production at Biograph Studios dur-
ing the next two months, it was
learned yesterday.

Oscar Micheaux will send the first

of three Negro features before the
cameras on Feb. 14. Ben Blake has
scheduled another Jewish feature
for an early start, while Leon Lee
will start "Broadway Cavalcade."
Henry Lynn Productions has just

finished a Jewish feature starring
Esther Fields at Biograph.

Pa. Board of Censors Drops

Nine Inspectors, Three Clerks

Harrisburg, Pa.—Nine junior mo-
tion picture inspectors and three
clerks of the Pennsylvania board of

motion picture censors have been
dropped under the economy program
of Gov. Arthur James.

Ballinger Theater Burns
Ballinger, Tex.—The Texas Thea-

ter here was destroyed by fire. Loss
is estimated by W. D. Scales, man-
ager, at $50,000.

N. J. Chamber Backs Probe

of Bingo by Prosecutor

Orange, N. J.—Support of a

country-wide investigation of Bingo
was pledged by the Chamber of

Commerce of the Oranges and Ma-
plewood. Action was prompted by
theater manager members. In a
letter to Prosecutor Wachenfeld,
Chamber President Edward L. Da-
vis said it was the chamber's belief

"the fascination of the Bingo games
leads to unwise and excessive ex-
penditures of money that should be
devoted to more legitimate purposes,
and thus the activity becomes a
dangerous type of amusement."
"We submit this statement to you

for consideration in connection with
any action you may decide to take
on Bingo games or Bank Nights, and
shall be glad to express publicly

our indorsement of any steps to

remove this type of activity from
our area," Davis wrote.

"Slot" Machine Parking

Lot Taxes Are Proposed

St. Louis, Mo.—Municipal council
bill presented by Alderman Allan
E. Peterson of the Twenty-third
Ward, would impose a license tax
of $5 on "slot" machine of any de-
scription. This measure would ap-
ply to gum, candy and soft drink
vending machines now in use in a
number of theaters.

Still another bill by Peterson
would levy a tax of 1 per cent on
the gross receipts of garages and
parking lots, with a minimum charge
of $5 annually. Measure would hit

theaters operating parking lots for
patron convenience.

Vt. Sunday Blue Laws
Termed "Unenforceable"

Montpelier, Vt.— Church leaders
and proponents of a more liberal

Sunday observance in Vermont
locked horns at a public hearing here
on a bill to wipe out the ancient
Sunday blue laws, termed "unen-
forceable" by Attorney General Law-
rence C. Jones.
The proposed measure would al-

low Sunday movies, lectures and
concerts, after 6 P. M., and baseball,

after 2 P. M.
It specifically exempts golf and

winter sports from restriction.

Gov. Earle Before Grand Jury
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Former Gover-

nor George H. Earle yesterday ap-
peared before the grand jury inves-

tigating charges including one of

the sale of Sunday movie legislation

against his administration. His at-

torney did not disclose on what phase
of the investigation Earle was ques-
tioned.

Munsey In Casting Spot
Benj. Munsey has been named

casting director of the Jam Handy
organization production unit, 305
E. 45th St.

cominG nno com

SAM ECKMAN, M-C-M managing direc
in the United Kingdom, HERBERT WILCC
producer, A. C. BERMAN. JAN KIEPURA, 3

his wife, MARTA ECCERTH, and FRANC
MADDUX, arrive today on the Normandie.

MAURICE SILVERSTONE arrives from f

Coast tomorrow morning.

ROBERT T. KANE will take a short Sout
ern vacation before he sails for Engla
Feb. 10. w.
HANK KAUFMAN, Columbia manager ce\.

change operations, has left for a tour of t

company's branches.

IRVING DASHKIN, of the Savoy Theati
Jamaica, has left for a cruise through tl

Caribbean.

JOHN JOSEPH, Universal publicity
advertising director, goes to Miami next we<
for a vacation.

I. J. HOFFMAN. Warner zone manager, ar'
his wife, are vacationing in Florida.

BOB SAVINI expects to take a trip
New Orleans within a few days.

RALPH CLARK, Warner Australian manage
is expected to arrive here Saturday from th
Coast.

JAKE MILSTEIN, Eastern representative ft
Edward Small, arrives here today or tomorro-
from the Coast.

Decision Reserved in Labor
Case Against L. I. Circuit:

Decision was reserved yesterda; I

by Justice Ferdinand Pecora upoi I

a motion of the New York State!
Labor Relations Board asking tha
six Long Island circuits be pun
ished for failing to comply with di-

rections of a Labor Board ordei
handed down last year.

Westinghouse's $9,052,773
Westinghouse yesterday reported

its 1938 consolidated net profit as
$9,052,773, or $3.38 per share on
the common stock outstanding, and
at the same time declared quarterly
preferred and common dividends and
elected its vice-president and comp-
troller, Roscoe Seybold, as a direc-
tor. Company's 1937 net was $20,-

126,408.

Best wishes from
to the following

THE FILM DAIL-Y
on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 2

Benny Rubin

Frank Albertson

Bobby North

Seymour Burns

Molly Malone

Ethel Doherty

Frank Zucker

Ralph Ceder

Hyman Silverman

Burton Lane



THOUGHT

AY!
This observation is made as "Idiot's Delight" leaps into the box-office headlines,

electrifies America from Coast to Coast:

I

M-G-M hits are for every box-office, no exceptions!

Nobody is fooled when trade ads high -light a few spots and proclaim a

nation-wide hit!

"Idiot's Delight" like "Sweethearts" and "Stand Up and Fight" which preceded

, it, is a picture for all- audiences!

11 And this is equally true of M-G-M's important releases immediately following:

"HONOLULU"— Eleanor Powell, Robert Young, George Burns, Gracie Allen

"THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN"- Mickey Rooney

"LET FREEDOM RING"- Nelson Eddy, Virginia Bruce, Victor McLaglen,

Lionel Barrymore, Edward Arnold

"THE ICE FOLLIES of 1939"— Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Lewis Stone

The thought for today is definitely:

"Don't mistake the flash in the pan for gold!"

You'll find the national currency as usual in Metro-GOLDwyn-Mayer!
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{Continued from Page 1)

sors, the star will terminate his

program after next Sunday's broad-

cast.

"We have no quarrel with radio,"

said Zanuck, "but there is great

validity in the insistence of theater

exhibitors throughout the country

who contend that they are being

severely injured because the air

lanes are so crowded these days

with screen personalities. Not only

the theaters but the stars them-

selves are endangered, because it is

so difficult to get adequate material
for these air programs, especially

when they must present something
new every week.
"Film companies spend thousands

of dollars and months of time pre-

paring for the single appearance on
the screen of any one of their stars.

By its very nature, radio cannot
exercise such care for the protec-

tion of a player. The screen and
radio can continue to help each other

when they co-operate for mutual
benefit, but the situation today is

such that unless stern measures are

taken both must suffer."

Seat-for-Every-Patron Bill

in Missouri's Legislature

(Continued from Page 1)

aters that are 25 feet wide or wider

to have a center aisle. It also pro-

vides that no person shall be sold

a ticket admission unless there is a

seat for him to occupy immediately.

Argentina Historical Pix

To Cost 400,000 Pesos

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Pro-

duction of the Argentine historical

picture, "San Martin," has been set

and it is reported that it will be the

most expensive production made in

the republic, costing 400,000 pesos.

Finances will be contributed by a

group of capitalists.

Story is being written by Henry
Martinent, who has just sailed for

France to engage the services of

the noted French director, Abel
Gance, in preparing the scenario.

Picture will be directed by Mom in

association with the German direc-

tor, Klartz, who will act as chief

of production.

WEDDING BELLS

Detroit—William G. Bishop, di-

visional director of publicity for
M-G-M, is to be married Saturday,
Feb. 4, at Metropolitan Methodist
Church here to Miss Evelyn Ford.

4LCNG THE

with IIILH, DALY

• • • ORIGINAL stunt used by Manager Thomas D. Soriero of

the United Artists Theater in Los Angeles when playing "Kentucky"

in the outside lobby where everybody could play the game, was

a miniature racetrack on a spin wheel with eight cutout horses

with jockeys each one named alter a famous horse one

was named Blue Grass, after the horse in the picture when Blue

Grass showed up on a spin, the player received a free ticket to the

show if this horse turned up on two successive spins, the player

got a cash prize for a "daily double" everybody tried for this

combo and the wheel was kept spinning constantly, with crowds

around it day and night the beauty of this stunt was that it at-

tracted the passersby, many of whom dropped in to see the show

which they would otherwise have missed

• • • COMPLIMENTING Gabriel Pascal producer of

"Pygmalion" for that unusual and striking trade paper ad,

in which he thanked Nicholas Schenck and Louis B. Mayer for

the opportunity of distributing his picture through M-G-M
the gent who laid out this attractive ad should be hired to do

some more here is an ad that challenges you to pass it by

without reading it

• • • PERSONAL appearance of Patricia Ellis who recent-

ly completed her first starring role in William K. Howard's "Back Door

To Heaven" she will appear at the New York Paramount The-

ater next Wednesday in connection with the appearance of Vincent

Lopez and his ork, and John Boles -

• • • NIFTY exploitation tie-up in the form of a contest

embodying a unique advertising idea it is called "WORDO,"
requiring the matching of a series of tickets each with a single

letter, to form a given word has swell audience appeal
the stunt was launched with the co-operation of L. B. Freund,
district manager of the Century Circuit with 30 merchants
in the neighborhood of the new College Theater in Brooklyn
distributing over 30,000 Wordo coupons Maury Ascher of

Alphabet Amusement Co. is putting out the new attraction from
headquarters in the General Motors building

• • • CAN it be that there is a new day dawning in film trade
journalism? London's Kinematograph Weekly editorially eon-

tributes this gem "As the toad beneath the harrow knows exactly

where each tooth-point goes, etc." and Filmindia, reviewing a new
talkie, said "This picture is like a beautiful perfume that does not

intrude. It is a harmonious poem of picturization with every sequence
courting amiably with the other."

• • • SPONSORED by the editors of Time the March
of Time program will return to the NBC web after a two-month
layoff it will resume tomorrow eve. . . » Al Margolies goes
into United Artists on Feb. 13, which will be the eleventh an-
niversary to the day of his industry debut via the Roxy Theater
under the late "Roxy"

DBT6 BOOK

Feb. 2-4: National Board of Review Conf
ence, Hotel Pennsylvania.

Feb. 4: Cleveland Variety Club ball, Aller
Hotel.

Feb. 6: MPTO of Virginia mid-Winter c
vention, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.

Feb. 7: Ben Simon testimonial dinner, Ra
brook Country Club, New Haven.

Feb. 8: West Va. ITO testimonial dir "V%

Robert Dunbar and Charles Dortic cpa
Hotel, Clarksburg, W. Va.

Feb. 8: Al Reid birthday dinner, Miehc
Restaurant, Brooklyn.

Feb. 10: Theaters Arts Committee, Film Di
sion, Motion Picture Ball, Hotel Roosev<

Feb. 18: Hollywood Warner Club Ball, Bilrm
Bowl.

IATSE Theatrical B,Feb. 20: Richmond
Tantilla Garden.

I

Feb. 20: Nation-wide announcement of Mc
Quiz winners.

Feb. 23: Academy Awards banquet, Biltm
Bowl, Hollywood.

Feb. 25: Columbia Club dance, Waldorf-/ J
toria.

Feb. 28: Loew's, Inc., stockholders' meetin; I

Feb. 28: ITO of W. Va., MPTO of W. I

meeting, Clarksburg, W. Va.

March 1 : Monogram stockholders meeting. |

March 11: Warner club dinner dance, Waldoi
Astoria grand ballroom.

Mar. 19: Boston Cinema Club dinner dan.j
Cocoanut Crove.

April 15-17: 20th-Fox sales convention, Clj
cago.

April 17-21: SMPE Spring convention, Roo;
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

April 21-23: Variety Clubs convention, Boo
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

May 4-6: 20th Century-Fox European conve '

tion, London.

May 11-13: 20th Century-Fox European col
vention, Paris.

June 1-3: 20th Century-Fox South Americ i

convention Rio de Janeiro.

« « « » » »

June 21: 20th-Fox sales convention,
Spain, Trinidad.

Port-o

Try Week-End Operation
New Britain, Conn. — Warnei

has reopened the 1,400-seat Caj

itol Theater, for week-ends onl;

The house was closed last April a:

ter a few months' trial operatioi

and prior to that time was dark fc

several years.

Orchestra Hall For Pix?

Detroit—Possibility of convertin

the 2,000-seat Orchestra Hall o

Woodward Avenue into a motio
picture theater was discusse'd thi

week, as the Detroit Symphony Oi
chestra disclosed plans to vacat
the building after Easter.

STORKS!
London (By Cable) — Daughte

was born here to Wendy Hiller, sta

of "Pygmalion," and her husband
Ronald Gow.



ERE COMES THAT PARAMOUNT SHOWB
** *t

The greatest boatload of entertainment ever assembled!
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Directed by Raoul Walsh • Screen Play by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm Stuart Boylan • Additional Dialogue by Virginia

Van Upp •' Based on an adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of a story by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin
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"Homicide Bureau"
with Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth

olumbia 58 mins.

FAST THRILL MELLER HAS GOOD
ANGSTER MATERIAL IN STRONG

TORY THAT CLICKS.

Very exciting and dramatic drama in-

nl*"~"| the homicide bureau of a big city

i Trie clean-up of a racketeering gang,

he action moves fast, and Bruce Cabot as

4ie detective in the bureau who is on

he spot for rough tactics in handling crim-

inals, turns in a splendid performance. The

angsters are engaged in shipping a cargo

f scrap metal abroad to a warring nation,

nd they have lined up all the junk deal-

•rs through intimidation to turn over their

material to the gangster organization un-

let guise of a protective bureau. One

lealer remonstrates, and is rubbed out by

he gang. Meanwhile Cabot is on the

rail of a murder by the gang, but so clever

s the head mobster that he furnishes a

oerfect alibi for the killer. Cabot finds

limself in bad when he tries strong arm

nethods to gain a confession from the kil-

iier, and is taken off the case by his chief.

|8ut he goes ahead secretly working, and

Eventually traces the crimes to the leader

and uncovers the whole mob in an exciting

:limax with the action taking place on the

freighter about to put to sea with the

contraband cargo. Incidental romantic in-

terest involves Rita Hayworth as the head"

ot the homicide bureau laboratory. This

eller is filled with good suspense and

Isurprise thrills that will please and satisfy

the fans.

CAST: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,

arc Lawrence, Richard Fiske, Moroni 01-

^on, Norman Willis, Gene Morgan, Robert

Paige, Lee Prather, Eddie Featherston, Stan-

ley Andrews.

CREDITS: Director, C. C. Coleman, Jr.;

Author, Earle Snell; Screenplay, same; Cam-

eraman, Benjamin Kline; Editor, James

Sweeney.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

* SHORTS *

"Screen Snapshots"

Columbia 10 mins.

Star Sports Stuff

The latest "Screen Snapshots"
reel uses the local California foot-
ball scene as background for a par-
ade of stars. We see John Mack
Brown and Dick Foran, both re-
doubtable pigskin pushers in their
day, teaching their small offspring
the rudiments of the game. Joe E.
Brown proudly looks on as his son
takes the field with the U.C.L.A.
varsity and Mickey Rooney and his
team provide some colorful materi-
al. The rest of the reel shows dif-

ferent celebrities at a college game
and a professional game, with the
size of the crowds evidencing the
interest Hollywood takes in the
game.

19,500,000 Audience in 38
for Bureau of Mines Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Films of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines were shown on 94,-

369 occasions to a total attendance
of 9,500,000 during 1938, it was dis-

closed yesterday. Demand for Bu-
reau's pix is so great that many of

the subjects are booked six months
ahead by educational institutions

and non-theatrical groups.

Reels to the number of 1,260 were
added to the Bureau's library dur-
ing the year, brinering the total to

3,399. Members of the mineral and
allied industries appropriated ap-
proximately $110,000 during 1938 to

enable the Bureau to carry on the
production of new pix and revision
of others.

"A Night In A Music Hall"

Columbia lO'/i mins.

Fair Musical Revue
The first of a series built around

the Fanchon & Marco show talent,
this reel is only fair. Pinky Tom-
lin sings a song entitled "If It

Wasn't For the Moon," which he
also wrote, in a fairly pleasing
fashion. The Fanchonettes perform
in several different numbers and
Betty Atkinson, an acrobatic danc-
er, appears. Ben Black and his
Hollywood orchestra provide the
music. Nell Kelly does a bit also.

Produced and directed by Arthur
Dreifuss.

"Flat Foot Stooges"

with The Three Stooges

Columbia 17 mins.

Amusing Slapstick

The Stooges become firemen and
therein lies a story. The day of
the firemen's picnic arrives and the
boys groom the horses for the
event. A salesman for a motorized
unit who has been kicked out by the
chief plants a few cans of powder
around the firehouse to get even
and the fun starts. The gags are
funny and tbere is a continuous
line of laughs till the end of the
picture as things blow up and the
firehouse burns down. Charley
Chase directed.

"Happy Birthday"

Columbia 6 mins.

Fair Cartoon

The erstwhile Scrappy is over-
whelmed When he discovers that
he is being given a surprise birth-
day party by his friends. An un-
invited little girl crashes the party
and literally proceeds to complete-
ly disorganize the proceedings. She
becomes so unruly that the other
guests leave, but she and Scrappy
settle their differences and wind up

* SERIAL *

"Flying G-Men"
Columbia 18 mins. per episode

Actionful Serial Should Appeal

With a timely subject and plenty
of action injected in the story this

new serial should appeal to the
meller fans. A mysterious char-
acter called the Black Falcon, who
flies the skies in behalf of the forces
of law and order in their fight to

combat the enemy spy ring, adds
an additional touch of mystery to
the story. First episode starts off

with a bang and if pace is sustained
the rest of the serial should keep
the fans coming back from week to

week. Story concerns efforts of

four flying G-Men to track down
enemy spy ring stealing plane plans
and sabotaging new planes for the
army air force. Robert Paige, Rich-
ard Fiske and James Craig head the

cast which has a number of sea-

soned veterans on its roster. Lorna
Gray provides the femme interest.

Ray Taylor and James W. Home
directed.

Polish Film Year Book Out
The Polish Film Year Book for

1939, just received at the offices of

The Film Daily, is a volume of

some 300 pages, containing a full

account of industry affairs in Po-
land.

Harris, Lynch In Swap
Jack Harris, booker for Skouras

Theaters, has been shifted to Long
Island division manager. Frank
Lynch, former division manager,
goes to the booking desk.

Signs "Hotel for Women"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has signed Elsa Maxwell's "Ho-
tel for Women" to be made with
Raymond Griffith as associate pro-

ducer.

by eating the whole birthday cake
themselves. It's a fair number.
Produced by Charles Mintz.

"Community Sing"

Columbia 10 mins.

Old Songs Click Anew
The latest in the series of com-

munity sings goes back to the

songs that mother and dad liked

best, so to speak. The sons of the
pioneers sing "Me And My Sha-
dow," "That Old Gang of Mine,"
"Oh How I Miss You Tonight,"
"Oh What A Pal Was Mary," "Dear
Old Pal Of Mine," and "Gee, But
It's Great To Meet A Friend From
Your Home Town." Sam Nelson
was the director.

•»- f 0RCIGII *

"Cossacks In Exile"
with Alexis Tcherkassey, Michael Shvetz,

Maria Sokil

Avramenko 82 Mins.

SEMI - OPERETTA IS TUNEFUL AND
LIGHT-HEARTED DESPITE WAR STORY
THEME.

Produced here by a group of Ukrainian

singers, dancers and actors, this new film

has a high production standard and holds

good entertainment value for devotees of

the art theaters. The film is tuneful and
lively in a light operetta fashion, although

the theme of the story deals with the

burning of Cossack villages in a drive by

soldiers of Catherine the Great to sub-

due the Ukrainians. Michael Shvetz,

Alexis Tcherkassey and Maria Sokil sing

well and the rest of the cast is adequate.

There are a number of comic scenes and
the burning of the village has been made
into an impressive sequence.

CAST: Maria Sokil, Michael Shvetz,

Alexis Tcherkassey, N. Karlash, Helen
Orlenko, D. Creona, V. Sikevitch, V. Zel-

itsky.

CREDITS: Produced by V. Avramenko;
Director, E. G. Ulmer. Presented at the

Belmont Theater with Ukrainian dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Blanchard-Steinberg Co.

Will Build Two Houses

Worcester, Mass. — Greendale
Theater Corp. has been incorporated
for $100,000 with Arthur A. Blanch-
ard Theaters in Southbridge as
president and Henry J. Steinberg,
treasurer. A theater to be erected
in Millbury by the same interests
has been incorporated for a like
amount. The Millbury building con-
tract has been awarded to T. A.
Pearson Associates of Springfield.
Mr. Steinberg said that no definite

dates have been set for breaking
ground in Worcester.

12 Pix Study Guides
Latest listing of new Guides for

teaching photoplay appreciation re-

leased by Educational and Recrea-
tional Guides, Inc., embraces "Huc-
kleberry Finn," "The Citadel," "Ma-
rie Antoinette," "Gunga Din," "Men
With Wings," "Drums," "Spawn Of
The North," "Tow Sawyer, Detec-
tive," "Sixty Glorious Years," "One
Third Of A Nation," "Adventures
Of Tom Sawyer" and "Boys' Town."

Great States Biz Climbs
Chicago—The Great States The-

ater circuit reports improving busi-

ness during January, down state.

The circuit is using "flesh" in key
cities, including Quincy, Peoria,

Springfield, Joliet, Rockford.
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GRIERSON DEFENDS

BRITISH FILMS ACT

{Continued from Pape 1)

of over 200 a year ago. Two hun-
dred is the healthy minimum.
The technicians have a natural

grievance and are raising 'Cain.'
Exhibitors realize they are short on
bargaining power.
The Act was expected to work a

miracle after the collapse of the
boom three years ago. It hasn't.
It has merely been a success. It has

Editor's Note: As a member of the
Cinematograph Advisory Council which
advises the British Board of Trade in!

the administration of the Quota Act,
unusual importance attaches to this

frank statement by John Grierson. It

was prepared exclusively for THE
FILM DAILY by Grierson, now in

Canada as adviser to the Dominion
Department of Trade and Commerce.

thrown out the quickies and good
riddance. It has forced otherwise
respectable American companies to
meet their legal obligations in spirit

as well as in letter; and with an
elementary sense of international
relations this should never have
been necessary. It has forced them
to make good pictures.

"Gentle Pressure's" Results

By gentle pressure the new Quota
Act has been responsible for films
like "A Yank at Oxford," "Drums,"
"To the Victor," "The Lady Van-
ishes," "Pygmalion," "60 Glorious
Years," "Beachcomber," "Citadel."

We had occasional good films be-
fore. The Quota Act with its cost
test—and that gentle pressure on
recalcitrant Americans—seems to be
developing a systematic supply of
good films. The British production
industry is at last developing meth-
od.

The American producers working
in England are at last going all out
on their British subjects, and every-
one welcomes it. It is good for
English production. It makes for
international good feeling.

The Quota Act has done very well
for one year. It has created a
healthier atmosphere of production.
The great trouble is finance for

the British independents. They are
out in the cold. In the boom days
they were picking it up in shovel-
fuls from the City of London—part-
ly on fake promotion and false

pretenses. A bigger quota would
certainly make promotion easier,

and they want a bigger quota.
Some of us don't want to give the

fake promoters and false pretenders
another chance. We feel cautious
about a bigger quota, till simpler
methods of encouraging production
have been tried.

Urges Credits Committee
The new flock of good pictures

ought to loosen up finance and add
quantity to quality.

The British film industry could
help the process enormously if it

had an authoritative instrument to

advise financiers on reputable proj-
ects, that is a credits committee.

I am sorry for the technicians,

SLAYERS LOSE
FILM APPEAL

Jury's Viewing of "Conquest'

Fails to Save Two

Frankfort, Ky. — In issuing a
mandate for the execution of two
youths convicted of murder, the
Kentucky Court of Appeals had to
rule on an appeal ground that the
jury in the case had been permitted
to see, in a body, the film, "The
Conquest," and that the film in-

fluenced the jury in its verdict.
The appeal ground in this connec-

tion pointed out that the film de-
picted part of Napoleon Bonaparte's
career and cited especially that in
decreeing death for a man who had
called Napoleon "a tyrant and a
menace to free government," the
actor portraying the French Em-
peror declared, "those who do not
keep the peace deserve to die."

In writing the affirmatory de-
cision, Judge Gus Thomas said, "It
is not shown that there was any-
thing in the picture ... to prejudice
them against one charged with
homicide in times of profound
peace."

Readying "Maginot Line"
"Double Crime In The Maginot

Line," new French picture being
edited and titled by Tower Pic-

tures, Inc. for distribution in this

country, will be ready for a trade

screening within a week or 10 days.

Bren Considering 2 Offers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Milton H. Bren, who

is leaving the Hal Roach studios,

is considering two offers from ma-
jor companies.

especially the younger generation of
bright young directors. We are rich
in young directors. But sensible
finance comes first, or they would
be given the run-around all over
again.

I am sorry for the independent
producers but we must, as a prelim-
inary to progress, work out a sys-
tem by which the genuine ones are
separated from the shysters and the
lunatics. It is difficult for finance
to know which from which; and
finance has been too heavily bitten
to take chances. A credits commit-
tee, as suggested, might help. A
bigger quota is a quantitative, not
a qualitative, measure, when it

comes to promoters.
I am not sorry for the wasted

studio space. It was built in the
boom and you can't legislate just
to please real estate operators.
Even if things look black we have,

I think, the beginnings of a healthy
system. It may take another year,
but as soon as finance realizes that
the systematic and economic produc-
tion of good pictures is possible in

Britain the development of the pro-
duction area will follow. I prefer
it this way.

Natl Review Board Opens
Three-Day Conference Today

(.Continued from Pape 1)

Saturday with the National Board's
twenty-fourth annual luncheon, ad-
dressed by nationally known speak-
ers on subjects pertaining to the
general public interest in motion pic-

tures as well as the technical as-
pects of their production, distribu-
tion, and exhibition.

The Conference opens this morn-
ing with two addresses to be broad-
cast over Station WNYC on the sub-
ject of television by Stanton Grif-
fis, chairman of the executive board
of Paramount Pictures, Inc., and
Allen B. Du Mont, of the Allen B.
Du Mont Laboratories, followed by
a television demonstration. This af-

ternoon the first series of addresses
designed to give the public a "bird's-

eye" view of the 10 main stages in

the production of the movie as seen
on the screen will be made by Dud-
ley Nichols, president of the Screen
Writers' Guild, Harold Hendee, di-

rector of research for RKO, Ladis-
laus Czettel, costume designer for

the Max Reinhardt productions at

the Salzburg Festivals, David Men-
doza, of Vitaphone Studios who
scored and presented "Ben Hur" and
"The Big Parade," and Miss Marian
Robertson, Eastern talent scout for

RKO Radio.

Tonight delegates will join the
motion picture course at New York
University, where an address will be
delivered by Prof. Sawyer Falk of

Syracuse University and an unre-
leased motion picture film will be
shown.

Syracuse Exhibitors Agree

on Dime Minimum Admish

(Continued from Pape \)

in the maintenance in the fair ad-
mission charge, for and in considera-
tion of the mutual promise of one
to the other, hereby agree to main-
tain at all times a minimum price

of 10 cents in each of our theaters
and we further agree that we will

in no way try to circumvent this

agreement by any such methods as

issuing of passes, or the giveaway
of rebates or tokens or any other
method. This agreement to take
effect Feb. 11, 1939."

Sidney L. Grossman, of the Elm-
wood theater, Syracuse,, was elected

regional secretary. Monthly meet-
ings in future will be held on Thurs-
day after the third Monday.
A grievance committee will be ap-

pointed at the next meeting.
E. Thornton Kelly, executive sec-

retary, New York State Allied, left

last night for New York City. He
will attend the Albany unit meet-
ing at the Ten Eyck, Albany, next
Monday.

Dual "Oklahoma Kid" Bow
Dual world premiere of "Okla-

homa Kid," starring James Cagney,
has been set by Warners for Okla-
homa City and Tulsa on March 3.

GIVEAWAYS RAMPANT.

IN ST. LOUIS HOUSE

St. Louis, Mo.—Local exhibs. a

again running wild with giveaway
cut prices and extra feature shov
and apparently it is now a matt
of who can stand the gaff the Ion !|

est.

Princess Theater, nabe house, il

troducing an 8-unit show, inchiflh

three feature pix, guaranteed\i
nothing would be repeated oir'tl

bill which opened at 7 p.m. Tl

Wellston, and other houses a
using giveaways advertised to

worth $1 in addition to duals.

Many of the small houses ci

their rates to 15c on certain night 1

One house, the Lexington, went
bit farther a few weeks ago by o:

fering $1 value cold cream on tl

same night the admission rate wsj
slashed. Beauty ware, table linei

silver, cutlery, chinaware, cookin
dishes, cosmetics, ice box contaii

ers are other bait being dished or

nightly to grab cash customers. I

some instances, there's a choice c

giveaways.

Particulars Bill Denied

in Fried Clearance Sui

(Continued from Pape 1)

Judge Kirkpatrick of the U. S. East
erna District Court of Pennsylvania

Fried filed his suit on Sept. 28

charging unreasonable clearanc<

granted to the Stanley-Warner Ard
more Theater by the defendants.
Judge Kirkpatrick, in dismissing

the motion for a bill of particulars

stated that the "complaint does no^

requii'e further clarification, and th«

expeditious disposition of the cast

will not be aided by a dilatory mo-
tion which may, and probably will

be duplicated in effect by subsequent
proceedings."
Named in the suit were Warner

Bros. Theater Management Corp.,

Warner Bros. Theaters, Inc., War-
ner Bros. Pictures, Paramount, Vi-

tagraph, Columbia, Loew's, RKO
Radio, Universal, United Artists

and M-G-M.
Fried operates theaters in Wayne,

Ardmore, Bryn Mawr and Philadel-

phia.

Dub "Mamlock" in English

Timely Pictures, Inc., recently
:|

formed by Elizabeth Marshall, has
acquired the dubbed version rights
to "Professor Mamlock," Russian
picture being distributed by Am-
kino. Picture is currently playing
with superimposed titles but Timely
plans to dub the feature in English.

"Ballerina" Dates Set

"Ballerina," currently in its four-

teenth week at the Little Carnegie
Playhouse and in first-runs in Phila-
delphia and Washington, will open
next week in Pittsburgh, New Ha-
ven and Boston.
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Paramount Execs., Erpi Named in $25,000,000 Action
linority Group Charges Mis-

Management in Paramount

Operations

tinned from Pacie 1)

J

ie defendants preliminary to for-

al filing: of the action.

>,
Tlia, suit names virtually all the

e
~
~t officers and several erstwhile

(ecTttives, including John E. Ot-

rson, John Hertz and George J.

haefer. It alleges that the ap-
tment of inefficient executives

sfore, during and after the com-
uiy's reorganization has damaged

paramount many millions of dol-

rs. Further, it contends that the

avment of "fraudulent claims" to

l rpi resulted in a loss of $20,000,000.

* In a 33-page complaint and list-

4$? 11 causes of action, the plain-

I ffs through their attorneys, Pol-

ck & Nemerov, name Erpi, A T &
and Western Electric as defen-

I&nts with "Neil Agnew et al."

' The complaint points out that

aramount and Erpi entered into an
erreement for sound in 1926. It is

lleged that when financial difficul-

e> in 1931 prevented Paramount
jlli i om continuing its payment of fees

> Erpi, the latter along with A T
T and Western Electric wrong-

ally started action to recover sums
uc, which started other creditors

> do likewise. The complaint con-

mds that instead of Paramount
'-wing money to Erpi, the reverse

as true—that Erpi was, in fact,

idebted to Paramount more than
20.000,000.

Trustees, appointed when Para-
lount filed a voluntary petition for

eorganization, the complaint states,

id not investigate the Erpi claims

nd made a settlement which caused
$20,000,000 loss to Paramount.

Tiis was done, it is asserted, through
he appointment of John E. Otter-

on, formerly an Erpi executive, to

ne presidency of Paramount, at a

alary of $150,000 a year.
: Erpi, AT&T and Western Elec-

ic. it is alleged, exerted their in-

nence over the trustees to settle

. ctitious claims against Paramount
nd to allow these claims as pre-

arred and general claims against

he company.
Otterson, the plaintiffs contend.

ur

.
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BIG
news
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

So well identified has Shirley Deane
become as a member of the 20th-Fox
mythical "Jones Family" that for the
past two years a full third of her fan
mail is addressed to her under her screen

name of Shirley Jones.—DAVE EPSTEIN.

Propose Film Quota for Ireland
Dublin (By Cable)—Establishment of a film quota for Ireland is recommended

in the report of the committee appointed by the Federation of Irish Manufacturers
to investigate the question of film production in that country. Proposal stipulates

that for news films half of the new shorts shown should be of Irish production, and
that there should be a quota at least 400 feet per performance of short films deal-

ing with Irish industry, culture, sport, music, agriculture, etc. Report goes on to state

that the time was never so opportune for the development of an Irish film industry as

at present.

Loew Stockholder Suit

Findings to be Filed

(Continued from Pane 1)

Monday. The court's opinion on the
findings may determine whether
Joseph Proskauer, counsel for
Loew's, will appeal the ruling of

the court which held that the com-
pany's accountants made errors in

certain calculations.

The opinion also may be the de-
ciding factor in appealing the de-

cision upholding the Loew profit-

sharing plan which was contested
by the minority group. E. K. Ellis,

representing the latter group, will

file his findings along with those
of Proskauer on Monday.
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand

A. Pecora yesterday denied the ap-
plication of Max Paluka, Loew stock-

holder, for right to intervene and to

file an appeal. Paluka, not a party
to the original action, did not make
his application "in good faith," Jus-
tice Pecora ruled.

American, French Pictures

Gain in Venezuelan Favor

Caracas—During 1938 American
and French pictures gained most in

popularity with the Venezuelan pub-
lic, although English productions
shared to a lesser extent In the
gains.
During the past year 355 pictures

were imported, the United States
leading with 250; France came next
with 42, then Germany with 11,

England with 10, Argentina with
eight and Mexico with seven.

All of the 115 theaters in the
country are wired for sound.

was not familiar with the motion
picture business and it is charged
that he appointed inefficient and in-

competent executives. The election

ofJBarney Balaban to the presidency
in 1936, the complaint asserts, re-

sulted in a similar situation and
the appointment of inefficient ex-
ecutives.

The formation of Paramount The-
ater Service Corp. for the formulat-
ing- of theater management policies

also is attacked in the suit, as well
as Adolph Zukor's employment con-
tract at $3,000 a week.

All these causes of action plus
other alleged factors of mismanage-
ment have resulted in heavy losses

to Paramount, the plaintiffs declare.

Jablow and Acker each claim to

own 300 shares of common stock.

Blames Box Office Slump
On Opposition from Radio

(Continued from Pane 1)

Louis, Eastern Missouri and South-

ern Illinois in a new blast.

Admitting that exhib. protests

and pleas have failed, Wehrenberg
states:

"In addition to lending their stars

to the radio shows the motion pic-

ture producers are making it still

tougher for the exhib. customers,
by airing synopses of pictures or
tabloid versions of the screen story.
So it is little wonder that hundreds
of thousands, yes, millions, of for-
mer cash customers of the country's
motion picture houses, now sit at
home and listen to their radio.
"Today in the cozy comfort of

their homes these former patrons of
our houses can sit back on a nice
arm chair, close their eyes and eas-
ily visualize the whole story of
our oustanding motion pictures.

These steps by the producers are
hurting us exhibitors a great deal
more than they realize or will ad-
mit.

"The members of our organiza-
tion discuss this situation at almost
every meeting we hold. The subject
is on the agenda for the national
meetings of the MPTOA. And while
the same protests are made, a little

stronger every year, we seem to be
running around in a circle. Today
we are right where we were when
I first protested against the use of

screen stars on the air ten years
ago. Perhaps the film producers
will wake up some day to find they
have killed the goose that laid the
golden egg."

"U" Coast Confabs Near End;

To Be Resumed in March

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Series of conferences
of Universal home office executives
and studio heads ends with the de-
parture tomorrow of W. H. Scully
for Honolulu.

Scully will return early in March
and at that time, Prexy Nate J.

Blumberg announces, another series

of studio meetings will be held to

set Universal's 1939-40 production
program. Frank J. A. McCarthy,
Eastern sales manager, and William
Hineman, Western sales manager,
will participate in those meetings.

"U" SUING TIPPETTSs

CONSPIRACY CHARGED

(Continued from Pacie 1)

charges that Carl Laemmle when
president of the old company for-

mulated a "fraudulent plan and con-

spiracy for division of commissions
which were obtained by the defen-

dants upon sale of raw stock to

Universal."

Universal, it is alleged, executed
contracts with the Tippetts in 1937
and 1932. The complaint charges
that Carl Laemmle put the agree-
ments through with the understand-
ing that Siegfried and Louis Laem-
mle were to receive one-third of the

gross commissions and that Mau-
rice Fleckles, a brother-in-law of

Laemmle, was to receive 50 per

cent of the net.

The defendants in the new action

will move for dismissal of the com-
plaint today, it was learned last

night.

Supreme Court Justice Aaron J.

Levy yesterday vacated an order

secured by Universal directing Tip-

pett to appear for examination be-

fore trial of the pending $600,000

action, based on alleged breach of

the 1932 contract.

Chicago Theaters Test

Small Admission Jumps

(Continued from Pane 1)

management, has gone to 25 cents

from 15, the Cine theater of the

B & K circuit has added a nickel

for both kids and adults. Several

nabes with small price advances re-

port good customer reception.

However, even Sunday film shows
are not free from the premium
tieup. The Vic Theater of the
Essaness circuit used silk hosiery
for last Sunday's show, while the

Jeff on Milwaukee Avenue gave
them school supplies with each 20

cent admission for duals. Four
houses played triple features last

Sunday.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Seating capacity of all U. S. picture

theaters is estimated at 12,800,000,
England is next with 3,200,000, France
third with 2,100,000, Cermany fourth
with 1,950,000 and Italy fifth with 1,-

600,000.
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Ask Two Courts to Okay Appeal of RKO Reorg. Plar

i

Counsel for Cassel & Co.

Moves in Both District,

Circuit Courts

(Continued from Parte 1)

ly forecast Monday in The Film
Daily.
Attorney Nathan Rosenberg filed

a petition for appeal in the Dis-
trict Court, together with an as-
signment of errors and bond on ap-
peal.

Coincidently, Rosenberg made a
motion in Circuit Court, returnable
Monday, for a formal order for leave
to appeal.

Strategic resort to the dual move,
it is understood, results from uncei'-

tainty as to the effect of the new
rules of civil procedure under the
Chandler Act.

Cassel & Co.'s position was out-
lined in Monday's Film Daily.
Two holders of RKO securities

yesterday filed notices of withdrawal
of consent to the reorg. They were
Charles A. Feil and H. Dent Laney.

Chicago Censored 7,300,000

Feet of Film for Last Year

Chicago—Lieutenant Harry Cos-
tello, chief censor, reports 7,300,000
feet of film was censored last year,
covering approximately 1,700 fea-
tures and shorts, and that 580 cuts
were made as against 170 the pre-
vious year. Twenty-four films were
pinked last year. He deplored the
increase of gangster films.

Revive Excellent Pictures

Detroit—Excellent Pictures Corp.
is being revived, with William
Flemion, as president, and Anne
O'Donnell, owner of Monarch Pic-
tures Exchange, as secretary-treas-
urer. Monarch product will be
liquidated through Excellent. The
new Excellent is taking space on
the seventh floor of the Film Build-

Thomas Glendon Dead
Chicago — Thomas Glendon, age

58, secretary and manager of the
Chicago Flag and Decorating Co.
is dead. Wife, son and daughter
survive.

Bans "Marie Antoinette"
Budapest (By Cable)—Hungary's

censors have refused to issue a
license to M-G-M's "Marie An-
toinette." No reason was given.

Better Late Than . . .

Omaha—Two late arrivals — they
bought their tickets at 9:52 P.M.—
enabled "Jesse James" to break the
opening day's record at the Orpheum
here. House management was all nerves
until the necessary customers arrived.

Sees Day of Ace Downtown House Over
Oklahoma City—The day of the downtown first-run theater has passed, Dr. Cus

W. Dyer of the Dept. of Economics, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, told the 2.00C

delegates attending the 51st annual convention of the Southwestern Lumbermen's
Association here.

"We are in a revolution that is moving the city to the country," he declared,

"for with modern highways and motor cars and cheap gasoline we will no longer go
to expensive downtown theaters but find the same amusement in our neighborhood
theaters on the edges of communities."

"Chess Players," "L'Alibi"

to Get Early Release

Columbia's Famous Foreign Fea-
tures Department is preparing for
early release "The Chess Player,"
stalling Conrad Veidt and featur-
ing Francoise Rosay, and "L'Alibi,"
starring Erich von Stroheim.
"Abused Confidence," starring

Danielle Darrieux, has been booked
for an extended first-run engage-
ment at the World Theater, New
York, and the Belasco, Washington,
while "Life Dances On," (Un Car-
net de Bal), has been set for six
more first-run bookings—Esquire,
Hollywood; Visulite, Norfolk, Va.;
the Dock St. Theater, Charleston, S.

C; Vogue, Kansas City, Mo.; Cin-
ema Theater, Chicago, and Cinema,
Brooklyn.

"Life Dances On" also has been
set for booking over the Cocalis,
Biandt and Consolidated circuits.

Scored by Kostelanetz
Scoring of the World's Fair film

to be shown in the Perisphere has
been completed by Andre Kostela-
netz and his orchestra. Band does
not appear in the picture, however.
Recording was done wholly with
RCA equipment at the new Movie-
tone News studio.

"Pygmalion" for Toronto
Toronto—A precedent in motion

picture presentation will be set by
Loew's Theater on Feb. 15 when the
Canadian premiere of George Ber-
nard Shaw's "Pygmalion" will be
staged with all seats reserved, but
at the theater's regular evening
prices. Regular continuous per-
formances will begin the following
morning.

Vaude Clicks In Lincoln
Lincoln — Vaude placed in the

Lincoln as a feeler for flesh en-
thusiasm turned out strong in favor
of vaude shows. House did 100 per
cent over the normal biz for the
week-end. First one in was Major
Bowes amateur unit "Rodeo Rhy-
thm."

"Mamele" In Loew Houses
"Mamele," Yiddish feature film

being distributed by Sphinx Films,
has been booked into the Loew's
Theaters in New York City. Pic-

ture has just completed a five-week
run at the Continental Theater.

Detroit Street Widening
Will Affect 5 Theaters

Detroit—Widening of Gratiot Ave.,

for a mile and a half from the
Grand Blvd. to Pennsylvania Ave.,
is expected to affect five theaters

in the next two months. The Roose-
velt, Arcadia, Europa and Boule-
vard, on the North Side of the
street, will not be directly hit, al-

though business is expected to be
very poor during the process and
some of the houses are expected to

close for remodeling during it.

The Dawn, on the South Side, will

be given a complete new front, as
the present lobby will become part
of the street. Entire sidewall of
the auditorium will then face on the
main highway, and will be given
new macotta siding, while a new
front and circular entrance will be
erected on a newly created street
corner.

Gutlohn to Distribute

Series of educational films and
travelogues which will be made by
Capt. R. Stuart Murray, member of

the Explorers Club, on the current
world cruise of the Stellar Polaris,

will be distributed here in 16 mm.
by Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. Compila-
tion of material and script work is

being handled by Beatrice Irene
Young, editor of Geographical Films,
who is accompanying Murray and
the camera crew.

Harriman Theater Burns
Harriman, Tenn.— The Princess

Theater, operated by the Crescent
Amusement Co. of Nashville, and
three stores, were completely de-
stroyed by an early morning blaze.

Theater loss was $50,000.
" House

will be rebuilt.

More Waldorf Revivals

Series of revivals will be played
at the Waldorf Theater starting
Saturday with Warners "The Amaz-
ing Dr. Clitterhouse." "If I Were
King," "The Prisoner Of Zenda,"
"Theodora Goes Wild," "True Con-
fession" and "The Private Life Of
Don Juan" have also been booked.

Add Managerial Perils

Cincinnati—Robert Atkinson, man-
ager The Oakley theater, Oakley
Sq., was severely bitten on the right
hand when he opened the theater
and discovered a strange dog in

the lobby.

DE LUXE NABES SEEN

ECLIPSING MAIN STEM'

St. Louis—Growing movement tc

ward de luxe nabes and suburban)
houses in this sector promises/tje.
for equipment dealers, witly^tJi

swing away from gigantic first-run i

in downtown areas eventually cer,

tain to force a new lineup in dis

tribution and rentals.

Factors largely responsible fo

the rise of outlying houses and ai

equal drop in the importance of th'

main stem first-runners include
Traffic congestion, parking prob
lems and lack of "flesh" in conjunc
tion with pix in the downtown aces
Most recent addition to the di

luxe outlying houses is the $90,00f
f

1.000-seater on Riverview Blvd., be

ing erected by the Riverview Thel
ater Corp., headed by Nat Koplai
Another in the same classifieatioi

is the $100,000 2,000-seater on Clay
ton road being erected by a syndi
cate headed by Sam Schucart.
The St. Louis Amusement Co. op

era.ted by the Fanchon & Marco in f
terests, recognizing1 the new trend
will erect a $200,000 house to sea',

from 1,500 to 2.500 on the site o:|

the present Florissant Cinema Gar
den. The Harry C. Arthur-headec \
interests have several other de luxi

nabes in contemplation.
The St. Louis Amusement Co., has

also awarded a contract for exten-

sive alterations to the Union The-
ater. Similar contracts will be lei

soon for work to the Pageant The
ater, now dark.
The Frisina Amusement Co., re-

cently awarded a contract to Ken-
nedy' & Son for The Bond Theater
a $30,000 600-seater to be erected
in Greenville, 111. The Frisina cir-i

cuit which recently took over the

State and Columbia theaters in East;

St. Louis will improve both.

Byerly Funeral Held
Detroit—H. R. Byerly, 58, man-

ager of the Highland Park Theater
in Highland Park, Mich., for Asso-
ciated Theaters, was buried in Lo-
gansport, Ind., where he at one
time owned several theaters. Sur-
vivors include his widow and four,

children.

All the World . . .

Lincoln — Harold Hellerich, manager
of the Orpheum which is about to

re-light, is breathing for the first time
in two weeks. Had announced his

wedding date, had the gal's picture in

the paper and all the trimmings, when
his boss, L. J. Finske, not savvying
that the prospective frau had a good
job of her own, ordered Hellerich to

Grand Junction, Colo. Hellerich
wiggled off, and will stay at the
Orpheum, so Cupid's will will be done
as advertised—Feb. 18.
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Sov'f Won't Suggest Consent Decrees, Says Arnold

'GREAfPROFITS" IN M FOR FILM BJ^GRIFFIS

^lame Senate Com. to Hold Neely Bill Hearings Today

Pix Censorship
. . . by advertisers?

=By CHESTER B. BAHN=
DISCUSSING the increase in the num-
"* ber of indie exhibitors now showing

Ivertising reels on their screens, Warners'

ear-thinking Charles Einfeld touched upon

point that will bear pondering by the

lowman. Said Einfeld, in part:

"Such pictures as 'The Life of Emile

ola,' 'The Citadel' and 'Four Daughters,'

tiestionable successes in an earlier era,

ave now found public favor. The right

ind of presentation, through newspapers

,«id magazines, has made this possible.

"The public is entitled to its motion

icture fare without having advertising

Trust upon it from the screen. Things

lay come to such a pass that no picture,

jch as those I have already mentioned or

thers of a controversial nature, will be

leased without first being submitted to

mportant film advertisers for their ap-

roval.

"Such a situation should be stifled now
-in its inception. The movie-going pub-

c and the entire motion picture industry

)ok to the independent exhibitor to ac-

omplish this—for his own good as well as

he general good."

THAT Warners is opposed to advertising

' reels is not new; from time to time,

he company's position has been reiterated

iy top execs. What makes Einfeld's latest

tatement newsworthy and meriting atten-

tion here is the warning against eventual

creen censorship, or an attempt at it, by

idvertisers.

Impossible?

Today, certainly. But how about tomor-
ow? And this industry ever must have

! ts eye on tomorrow . . . and the day
after. It's when it fails to do so that it's

:aught napping, faces trouble.

AS IN the instance of radio program
'* sponsors, the interests investing in

screen advertising exercise a control over

the content of the reels. That's under-
standable and quite proper. But, as Ein-

feld evidently foresees, one of these days
the screen advertiser may be disposed to

30 a step farther and attempt to say what
(Continued on Page 2)

Wheeler to Make Appoint-

ments; Early Sessions

Are Expected
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Burton K.

Wheeler, Democrat, Montana, chair-

man of the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee, announced last

night he would appoint a sub-com-
mittee of his committee today to

study and hold hearings on the con-
(Continued on Page 6)

LOEWS 12-WEEK NET

RISES TO $2,979,943

Subject to year-end audit, Loew's,
Inc., and subsidiaries report for 12
weeks ended Nov. 24, last, net profit

of $2,979,943 after depreciation,
federal income taxes, subsidiary
preferred dividends, and after set-

(Continucd on Page 11)

Boris Morros Forms Own
Film Distribution Firm

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM •DAILY

Hollywood—Boris Morros leaves
today for New York to complete
final deals of the organization of
Boris Morros Productions, an inter-

(Continued on Page 12)

COMERFORD
DIES IN FLA.

Rites for Leading Circuit

Operator on Monday

Funeral services for Michael E.
Comerford, 71, of Scranton, board
chairman of Comerford Publix The-
aters Corp., whose death occurred
suddenly in Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital, Miami, Wednesday night, will

be held at 9:30 a.m. Monday from
St. Peter's Cathedral, Scranton.
Accompanied by members of the

family, the body will arrive in

Scranton tonight from the Florida
city where the widely known cir-

cuit operator and vice-president and
(Continued on Pane 11)

STIRN SQUAWK CITES

ATLAS RKO-PARA. TIE

Confirmation order on the RKO
reorg. plan is due tomorrow when
the two weeks' period prescribed by
law expires. The order has been
prepared and indications are that
it will be filed since there have been

(Continued on Page 6)

U. S. Consent Decree Policy Defined

Anew by Arnold in New York Address

"Idiot's Delight" Opens
to Best Biz Since 1935

Despite snow, sleet and rain that
made for some of the winter's worst
weather, M-G-M's "Idiot's Delight"
yesterday got off to opening day biz

at the Capitol which surpassed
everything since "Mutiny on the

(Continued on Page 11)

With increasing industry specula-

tion over the possibilities of a con-

sent decree in the Government's
New York equity suit, unusual in-

terest was attached last night to a
re-definition of the Department of
Justice's consent decree policy by
Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attor-
ney General, speaking at a Hotel

(Continued on Page 10)

Para. Executive Sees 30,000
to 100,000 Set Sale

During the Year
Stanton Griffis, chairman of Para-

mount's executive committee, told
the 15th annual conference of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures at the Hotel Pennsylvania
yesterday that "television is not the
enemy but the friend of motion pic-
tures, and will be the source of
great profits to the industry."

"It will mean the loss of no more
business than has the development
of 16 mm. films—it will mean the
gain of tremendous business," Grif-
fis forecast.

Asserting that it was impossible
(Continued on Page 10)

ALL U. S. MAJORS OUT

OF ITALY, SAYS HAYS

Four American majors—RKO Ra-
dio, Columbia, United Artists and
Universal—releasing in Italy through
Italian distributors have joined
M-G-M, Warners, Paramount and
20th Century-Fox in withdrawing
from that market as a result of the
recent Fascist monopolistic decree.

This became known yesterday
when Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy,

(Continued on Page 12)

Wilcox's Next Pix Will be
Based on Kitchener's Life

Herbert Wilcox will send "Kitch-
ener of Khartoum," tentative title,

into production at Denham in April
before Anna Neagle comes over in

early Spring to start her first Hol-
(Continued on Page 12)

Rodgers Back; Expect New
Distrib. Reform Draft Soon

Return of William F. Rodgers,
M-G-M general sales manager and
an important figure in the drafting

(Continued on Page 6)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 163,4 16% 163/4 + %
Columbia Picts. vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 15/g ^% 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10'/2 10'/2 10V2
East. Kodak 174'/2 173 17334+ V4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 485/„ 48 48 Vi + Vz
do pfd
Paramount 1 1 Vs 10% 11 + 1/4

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 105/8 9V4 lOVs + 1%
RKO 23/a 23/8 23/8
20th Century-Fox . . 223/4 22V4 22V2
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 61 59% 61 + 1

Warner Bros 5% 5Vi 5Vi + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. 6s46. . . 95V4 95V4 9514 + Vi
Loew 6s 41-WW....100 99'/2 100 + %
Para. B'way 3s55 .... 5614 56V4 56V4
Para. Picts. 6s55. .101 1003/8 101 + V2
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 85 843^ 85 — Vz
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 93V2 92% 93% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . 3 3 3 + Vs
Sonotone Corp 1V2 1% 1% + Vs
Technicolor 193/8 19V4 19'/4
Trans-Lux
Universal

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 4% 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 93% 95%
Met. Playhouse. Inc., 5s '43 68V4 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43... 70% 72'/8

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Pix Censorship
. . . by advertisers?

(.Continued from Page 1)

sort of features shall appear on the same
program with his reels.

The exhibitor can either like it or lose

the advertising revenue.

And make no mistake about this: The
day is coming when the agencies and the

great national advertisers are going to

make a determined effort to move into

the film theater field. Only the "reces-

sion" delayed the try.

New Jap Indie Distrib.

Ass'n Seeking Pix Here

Formation of a new government-
licensed independent distributors as-

sociation in Japan was disclosed yes-

terday by U. Ono, representative of

the association, who is currently
here buying product. He told The
Film Daily that the association's

permit allows it to purchase ap-
proximately 60 films at the present
time apart from Japanese product,
with this figure subject to revision

by the Government.
Producers will receive their print

costs upon receipt of the film in

Japan and all royalties will be
banked in a Yokohama bank for
three years, at which time they can
be withdrawn. Ono said that it

might be possible to draw out these
monies earlier if the government
eased its currency restrictions.

Ono is negotiating an extension

of a deal he has with Republic and
has been conferring with Morris
Goodman, Republic foreign chief-

tain, for the past two weeks. Ono
said he would also discuss a deal
with Monogram while here and
would then go to England and
France to buy product.

4th Week of "Jesse James"
At Roxy; 425,000 Attend

Playing to a record of five snow
storms and more than 425,000 per-
sons, 20th-Fox "Jesse James," starts

its fourth week at the Roxy theater
today. In its third week the picture

chalked up an attendance of more
than 100,000.

Decision is Reserved
Supreme Court Justice Samuel I.

Rosenman yesterday reserved de-
cision on the motion made by John
D. Tippett for dismissal of a suit

for $270,000 and an accounting filed

by Universal Pictures Co.

Ned Depinet Battling Flu
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY

Hollywood — Ned Depinet, RKO
Radio sales head, is ill with the flu

here.

"Nation" Into Rivoli

Harold Orlob's ".
. . one third of

a nation . . .," distributed by Para-
mount, will start at the Rivoli Feb.
10.

Studio Locals Not Scrapping

Basic Agreement At Present

Miami—Despite the fact that the

IATSE has officially withdrawn from
the basic agreement, the pact will

not be scrapped at this time and
Coast Locals recently granted com-
plete autonomy will undoubtedly use

the existing agreement as a basis

of negotiation when they meet with

the producers this year, an IA exec,

said here yesterday.
Members of the IA Executive

Council have left Miami following

conclusion of huddles, with excep-

tion of George E. Browne, prexy,

who is attending the A F of L ses-

sions that are current, and several

others taking vacations here.

900 Exhibits Accepted

In Morse-Rothenberg Suits

Boston—More than 900 exhibits

have been accepted to date in the
Morse & Rothenberg $2,000,000
anti-trust suits against the eight

majors.
The current week is being de-

voted to the introduction of still

other exhibits before Master Philip

A. Hendrick in Federal Court.
It is expected that all Boston

branch managers will be called upon
to testify before the cases are com-
pleted, according to George S.

Ryan, counsel for the plaintiffs.

Any Arbitration Plan Must
Entail Observance—Cole

Dallas—If Allied agrees to an
arbitration plan, local or otherwise,

it must be preceded by an agree-
ment by all parties concerned that
decisions of the board must be
abided by, it was said yesterday by
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president.

Allied's position also will be con-
tingent upon definite rules under
which such boards shall be appointed
and that manner in which they will

function, he added.
Cole insisted that Allied was not

interested in conciliation boards
"now or ever."

Kane Sailing for London
Cancelling his plans to take a va-

cation in the south before sailing

for England, Robert T. Kane, Eng-
lish production head for 20th-Fox,
will sail tomorrow on the Conte di

Savoia, it was learned yesterday.
Kane returned here earlier this week
from the Coast where he conferred
with studio heads on new English
program.

Quiz Winners on Wires
In order to correct what was de-

scribed as a mistaken impression,
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year, Inc.,

yesterday announced that Movie
Quiz winners would not be com-
pelled to visit theaters in order to
find out whether they have been
successful contestants. Stories will

be released to wire services at 10
p. m., Feb. 20 for release in the
morning papers on Feb. 21.

comma ono coim

CRAD SEARS. Warners general manager I

distribution, MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in char
ot advertising and publicity in the East, a<

JACK WARNER, JR., arrive this morning frc

the Coast.

ROBERT CILLHAM, advertising jnd pu I

licity director for Paramount, left yesterd
for a six-week stay on the Coast.

JOE LEE, of the 20th-Fox exchang/ON
S. R. KELSEY, junior partner in the 3rbaj>

Circuit, leave today for a three-week stay
Florida.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy, is in Was"
ington.

CHARLES OLAJOS, treasurer of Erpi, flij

to the Coast tomorrow for conferences at t|
company's Coast office.

HERBERT SILVERBERG, attorney, flew
from Boston yesterday, and flies to St. Lou*

today.

GEORGE KRASKA, director of the Fine A
Theater, Boston, and MRS. KRASKA, are
Florida.

GEORGE BRENT, Warner star, returns to t

Coast tomorrow.

ROBERT T. KANE, English production he.

for 20th-Fox, plans to sail tomorrow on tl|

Conte di Savoia, having cancelled plans fori
Southern stay.

TAUL WEIL, publicity representative f

FitzPatrick TravelTalks, and MRS. WEIL lea

by motor car Monday for Hollywood whe
Weil joins FitzPatrick's Coast office.

ITOA Asks All Producers

To Take Stars Off the Ai

The ITOA calls upon all HolM
wood producers to follow the em
ample of Darryl Zanuck in witl 1

drawing picture stars from the r; I

dio, according to a letter sent 1

1

Zanuck by Harry Brandt, ITO
|

president. On Wednesday, Zanuc |

announced that he was taking Tj
rone Power from the air waves a:

ter next Sunday.
Brandt congratulated Zanuck fc

his action, pointing out that tri

theaters "demand first call on tr.

stars they put on the screen."

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 3
Mary Carlisle

Albert S. Howson
Milton Silver

James A. Starr
Pat H. Harman
FEBRUARY 4

Nate H. Blumberg
Nigel Bruce

Albert Margolies
Ethel Jackson

Willard I. Schales
Pat Dowling

William French

FEBRUARY 5
Stanley W. Hand

Monta Bel!

J. A. Miller
Jack Donohoe

Walter A. Simons



BORIS

KARLOFF
as

Detective James Lee Wong in

MYSTERY of Mr. WONG
Directed by WILLIAM NIGH
Screenplay by SCOTT DARLING
Based on the Collier's Magazine

story by Hugh Wiley

FAY

WRAY
in

//NAVY SECRETS
Directed by HOWARD BRETHERTON

Screenplay by HARVEY GATES
From the original Cosmopolitan
Magazine story by Steve Fisher

;;
RALPH BELLAMY

in

1ITTLE PAL
Former Title

"The HEALER"

with

MICKEY ROONEY
Directed by REGINALD BARKER
Adaptation by JAMES KNOX MILLEN

and JOHN GOODRICH
Continuity by GEORGE WAGGNER

Suggested by the novel by ROBERT HERRICK

JACKIE
COOPER

in

OF

NEW YORK
Screenplay by ROBERT ANDREWS

//
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19 14
W. RAY JOHNSTON

Celebrates 25 Years of Service to the Showmen of America

SILVER JUBILEE YEAR
YEAR BY YEAR DISTRIBUTION ACHIEVEMENTS OF THIS PRODUCER-DISTRIBUTOR

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

ION DOLLA

TING BACK

JEANNE EAGELS

NIGHTS IN A BARROOM

AND WIFE

SHEARER

MARY CARR
DEEMSTER

T HALL CAINE

HARRY MYERS

iKHOX
jJiuJTTjnHS

ALL INDIAN CA
AN CAME

MIWNOtt

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

iERT RAWLINSON

SEN ALEXANDER

IRENE RICH

RALPH LEWIS

mc.Aitnn rnoTrr

1933

1934

1935

1936

7

DLY G'

.OTHER AND SO.

GINGER ROGERS

MARY CARLISl

VIRGINIA BRUCE

RALPH BELLAMY

ANN RUTHERFORD

MICKEY «<

1938 GANGSTER'S BOY
JACKIE COOPER
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We missed too many of Ray's first twenty-five years—but

want a season ticket for the second.

Here's to a bigger and better Johnston and Monogram.

—Pathe Film. Corporation

New York City Laboratory:

3 5 West 45 th Street

Main Laboratory:

Bound Brook, N. J.
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ATLAS RKO-PARA. TIE

(.Continued from Page 1)

only minor withdrawals of consent.

Yesterday a number of miscel-
laneous documents and exhibits, in-

cluding affidavits, were formally
docketed by both the plan's propon-
ents—the Atlas group—and by John
S. Stover, counsel for Ernest W.
Stirn of Milwaukee.

In the affidavit filed by Stover on
behalf of Stirn, objection was made
to the fact that the Atlas Corp. not
only is directly interested in RKO,
but also in Paramount. Stirn's al-

legation is that approval of the
RKO reorg. plan constitutes a part
of the operations which the Govern-
ment in its equity suit (in which
RKO is named) is monopolistic

—

that the entire RKO reorg. proceed-
ings is part and parcel of the mo-
nopolistic practices which the Gov-
ernment charges to all the defen-
dants, including RKO.
The Stover affidavits also assert

that, under the Chandler Act, the
identity, qualifications and affilia-

tions of all directors of the new
RKO company must be disclosed.

"Wings of Navy" Will Open
in 182 Key Cities Next Week

"Wings of the Navy," Warners'
big special, will open in 182 the-

aters next week, with the addition
of 26 playdates just set. This total

is one of the largest series of sim-
ultaneous engagements ever re-

corded on a Warner feature, and vir-

tually blankets the country in time
to tie in with National Defense
Week.

Ball Leaves Technicolor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY

Hollywood — J. A. Ball, a vice-
president and director of research
of Technicolor, who recently re-
turned from a leave of absence of
several months, has resigned, effec-

tive Mar. 1. Ball is a veteran of
the company and early stages of
the development of Technicolor's
three-color process was under his
guidance.

WEDDING BELLS

Denver— Wm. Agren, Fox city
booker, and Miss Maxine Strauss,
also of Denver, were married, and
left on a California honeymoon.
They will make their home in Den-
ver.

Denver— Bernie Hynes, manager
of the Denver Theater, was married
to Edna Dodd, theater organist, and
the couple left on a honeymoon by
car to Mexico City, Acapulco, and
up the coast by boat to San Diego,
Cal. They will reside in Denver.

• • • JUBILEE MONTH February is Ray Johnston Month

Monogram's 36 branches during this period will make a con-

certed drive to enlist exhibitors everywhere to participate by way

of celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of a Grand Guy in the film

biz

T T
« ^ IT IS quite fitting that not only the exhibitors do

honor to this man Johnston but everybody else in the busi-

ness for W. Ray Johnston has stood for a quarter century

as a shining symbol of all that is best in production standards

in showmanship in relations between producer and

exhibitor in four-square dealing with everybody with whom
he has come in contact both as head of an important organi-

zation and as an individual

T T T
• • • WE JUMPED the gun on Ray and his Monogram outfit

last year when we published a Monogram Convention Special

on the occasion of the company sales meet at Cincinnati

the first time all the franchise lads and Ray's co-workers got together

to survey what the New Monogram had accomplished for here

was indeed a brilliant achievement Ray stood there before the

convention last May after the first year of his company's reorganization

after he had gone through a tough battle in which all seemed

lost the hard work of years seemingly shot to hell

T T
• • • BUT WHAT had happened? within an incredib-

ly short space of time Monogram was back bigger than ever

we won't say that Ray Johnston was back he had
never been away you can't submerge a guy like Ray
he stands for too much that is fundamentally sound some-
thing that this show biz can't get along without the ability

to inspire FAITH in his fellow men and he possesses that

to a superlative degree folks just naturally trust Ray John-
ston they believe in him 100 per cent and because of

this faith his company goes out and does things he doesn't

have to make million-dollar productions he makes darn
good pictures at the Right Price and this biz will always
need that type of picture to keep the average film shop open in

thousands of towns where the masses of the nation foregather

for their entertainment

T T
• • • THIS film biz could use a dozen gents of the calibre and
stature of Ray Johnston but they don't come by the dozen
when the Creator made Ray, He looked and saw that His work was
good and then threw away the mold guess He figured that

he would cheapen the Original Production if it developed into a cycle

so Ray stands alone a showman who has fought a single-

handed fight without millions of dollars behind him just plugging
along doing the best he knew how asking no odds, but always
willing to give 'em he is one of the shining examples in this in-

dustry eternally proving the truth that this business is only as strong

as the individuals who make it your organizations and corpora-
lions don't mean a thing without the spark of life that such men as Ray
Johnston breathe into them SO it's a pleasure. Mister John-
ston, for the entire FILM DAILY staff to greet you on your Silver An-
niversary

« « « » » »

NAME SENATE NEELY

BILL CONTTEE TOD*

(Continued from Page 1)

troversial Neely anti-block bookir
and blind-selling bill.

Following the announcement <

the membership of the block bookin
sub-committee today, the sub-con
mittee chairman will set a daA?, 1

start hearings on the bill. Searb^.i

it is anticipated, will start withi

the next few weeks.
Chairman Wheeler was authorize

to appoint the sub-committee at th

last meeting of interstate commerc
commitee.

Senator Neely said last night h
could not forecast date of hearin;
on his bill "until I know the person
nel of the sub-committee whicl
Chairman Wheeler appoints to han
die it." He added that Wheele
had indicated he would appoint sev
eral new committee members to th'

block-booking sub-committee.
"I am not expecting any break

neck speed over there," Neely adde<
when questioned on possible con
current action before the House in

terstate and foreign commerce com
mittee. Chairman Lea, Californii
Democrat, previously had said hi: |
committee's action on the Hous<
block-booking bill would be somi
time off.

Rodgers Back; Expect New
Distrib. Reform Draft Soor

(Continued from Page 1)

of a trade practice plan, from Flor

ida yesterday is taken as an indica

tion that the work in connectioi

with the preparation of the latest

draft is nearing a conclusion.

Rodgers stated yesterday that h<

was not familiar with what hac

taken place during his absence bul

that he planned to give his atten-

tion to the details immediately.
Meanwhile, the drafting commit-

tee of attorneys has been in ses-

sion most of the week in ironing out

angles relative to arbitration. It

is believed that a completed draft

will be ready within the next few
days.

Commonwealth Buys Another
Searcy, Ark.—C. A. Schultz and

Lee Jones, Kansas City, and Rex P.

Barett, Columbia, Mo., representa-

tives of Commonwealth Amusement
Co., Kansas City, have closed a deal

with W. E. Blume for his interest

in the Rialto here.

STORKS
Sid Kramer was passing around

the cigars at the RKO Radio Home
Office this week, and the occasion is

the arrival of a baby girl at the

Kramer home. Sid is manager of

the Print and Negative Department.
Also proud, new fathers of girls are

R. S. Allen of the Purchasing De-
partment and Walter Stickerling of

the Typewriter Repair Department.
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Did you ever heat a critic

rave about a-^trailer?
This one did! He's fa-

mous Archer Winston of

the N. Y. Evening Post.
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ur Hats Off
Warner Bros!

And why shouldn't we congratulate Warner

Bros, on this ticket-selling trailer!

After all . . . our entire business life

for twenty years has been exclusively

dedicated to helping the exhibitor boost

his ticket sales.

Any and every trailer that accomplishes

this purpose, whether furnished by us

through the co-operation of our producer

distributors ... or made by any company

that distributes its own trailers, helps the

exhibitor.

That, after all, is the purpose of the

trailer . . . and that is why our hat's off to

Warner Bros.

riflTioriflL

•
-v-i--- »;..";

Prize Baby of the Industry!
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SEES "GREAT PROFITS"

IN TELE FOR FILM BIZ

(Continued from Page I)

to foretell the speed with which
television will develop, the Para,
exec, offered as "a fair guess" the
estimate that from 30.000 to 100,000
receiving- sets will be manufactured
and sold in the U. S. within the
coming year.

Referring to Para.'s tele alliance
with Du Mont, Griffis called it an !

exnloratory step," and added:
"From the point of view of the

film industry, we of Paramount be- I

neve that the development of tele-
vision will bring into being in the
studios important new departments,
both for the adaptation of old films
to television programs, but as well
the manufacture of new specialty
films of an entirely different nature
tor the television programs. Our
laboratories are already working
along these lines for it is our belief
that for the next few years, a tre-
mendous percentage of all televised
programs will be from films and
not from direct photography.
"For the exhibitor, we see the

televising of great sports and other
current events as an important ad-
junct to his newsreel program, and
some day he will use direct trans-
mission of the world panorama of
news for projection directly on his
great screen—but I fear this is a
long way off."

Technical aspects of television
were discussed by Allen B. Du
Mont, head of the Allen Du Mont
La boratones.
The Conference continues in ses-

sion today and tomorrow.

It Seems II Duce Faces a Problem
Rome (By Cable)—They're telling the story here in certain circles. Aroused by

leports that Italian pix audiences were taking exception to German films, offered as a

substitute for U. S. product, II Duce sent for his Secret Police chief and directed

him to take those creating disturbances into custody. The next morning, II Duce

called the chief in for a report and demanded to know how many were pinched.

"None." said the chief. "Why" thundered II Duce. "You can't arrest whole

audiences," was the answer.

Nichols Hits Hollywood's
"Sins" in Conference Talk

Scoring Hollywood producers for
a number of "sins" when he ad-
dressed The National Board of Re-
view of Motion Pictures Conference
yesterday, Dudley Nichols, writer,
said that m his opinion a lack of
imagination and timidity in produc-
ing new subjects were principal fac-
tors responsible for a flagging pub-
lic interest in films.

Nichols blamed lack of imagina-
tion for the scarcity of new story
material today, and remarked that
it wouldn't be long before produc-
ers "were making revivals of reviv-
als of revivals."

"Producers are timid beyond be-
lief in breaking into new territory,
and they will not touch new story
material until it has already ap-

GE Pix-Stage Road Show
Set to Play in 50 Cities

General Electric is going into

show biz.

Two road show units, "Get Over
Into Clover," utilizing films, profes-
sional actors, stage crews and sets,

will play one night stands in 50
keys throughout the country. Proj-
ect is designed to carry GE's appli-
ance story to its distributing
organization, and show has been
produced under the joint direction
of A. L. Scaife and Roy Johnson,
ad and sales promotion managers of
the specialty and household appli-
ance divisions, respectively.

Eastern troupe opens in New Or-
leans Feb. 8 and Western show in
St. Louis on Feb. 10. Former closes
in Buffalo April 4 and the latter
in Cleveland on March 29.

Actors Equity has approved the
contracts for the 14 players; stage
crews include stage manager, elec-
trician, carpenter, props, and pro-
jectionist. Both shows will have
advance men and business mana-
gers additionally, and GE execs,
will take turns in trouping with
the units. For the pix, Alois Hav-
rilla, radio announcer, is narrator.
Play is by Carl Robbins of GE's
Cleveland division.
Some idea of the stage sets de-

signed for the production may oe
gained from their dimensions. The
curtain goes up on the front of a
white Colonial home which is 43
feet wide and 22 feet high, and a
stage depth of 22 feet is required.

Ordinance to Restrict

fit Giveaways, Too
Racine, Wis.—Variety is the spice of

giveaways, too. The Mainstreet re-
cently offered the choice between a
SI mixing bowl or Hubere cosmetic
nail polish, while the Rex on a Satur-
day afternoon presented kids with live
rabbits and candy.

peared in all the old proving
grounds," he said.

Second "sin," Nichols said, was
the fact that producers place stars
over the story. When a good star
roster has been built up, imagina-
tion disappears, he added. Nichols
expressed the further opinion that
foo much stress was being given to
the individual actor and not enough
to what he accomplished as a char-
acter.

Third "sin" listed by Nichols was
censorship. He said that the cen-
sorship Hollywood had fashioned for
itself was largely a result of timid-
ity and bad taste. "This censorship
has been allowed to grow until it

stifles honest story telling," he said.
"There are thousands of phases of
life that can be dealt with dramati-
cally and truthfully without being
offensive if producers have the cour-
age and imagination to make pic-
tures with these subjects," Nichols
said.

Nichols also berated the produc-
ers for failing to make class pic-
tures, defining such pictures as be-
ing made for adult minds instead
of a general audience.

Theaters Is Amended

Fall River, Mass. — Originally
drafts to prohibit construction of
theaters within 400 feet of a
church, school, hospital or public
garage, the committee on ordinances
of the City Council recommended
that the proposed distance be halved
and that references to garages be
eliminated. With these amendments,
the committee after hearing various
arguments pro and con on the
measure, by a majority vote recom-
mended adoption of such a city
ordinance.
At the hearing "monopoly"

charges were frequently voiced, par-
ticularly by Councillor Douglas J.

Richards and Judge Frank Silvia.
The latter said S. Main St. property
owners have already had lands sur-
veyed by theatrical interests who
propose to build a $200,000 theater.
Opposition to the proposed ordi-
nance was expressed by George H.
Cotrell, representing the Central
Labor Union; by the president of
the Fall River Real Estate Associa-
tion and others.

Ban Games, Mo. Att'y Gen.
Warns St. Louis Officials

St. Louis—Attorney General Roy
McKittrick has served notice on
Prosecuting Attorney Stanley Wal-
lach and Sheriff A. J. Frank of
St. Louis County that they must
put the lid on theater games pronto
or take the consequences.
The Attorney General, here for a

probe of crime conditions and labor
racketeering, said that his investi-
gators have reported widespread
revival of games in St. Louis Coun-
ty Theaters.
Supreme Court in 1937 ruled Bank

Night a lottery and McKittrick con-
tends that the games now in vogue
are variations.

Kodachrome Color Cartoon
Ted Eshbaugh Studios, Inc, an-

nounce that for the first time, a
16 mm. color cartoon with duplicat-
ing prints has been produced, using
the Kodachrome process. The car-
toon is titled "Mr. Peanut and His
Family Tree" and was made for the
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. It
will be shown in connection with
their World's Fair exhibits both in
New York and San Francisco.

Delivery Strike Ends
Denver—The truck drivers' strike,

lasting three days, has been settled.
For the duration of the strike films
were all sent via express or mail,
the strike tying up the Film Deliv-
ery Service.

NO CONSENT OFFERS

FROM GOV'T-ARNOU

(Continued from Paae 1)

Astor dinner meeting of the Ecc
nomic Club of New York.

Arnold, who discussed "How Fa
Should Government Control Bus
ness," touched upon the anti-f-^s
ideal, the central economic pro\j|flij

confronting America, the important
of the anti-trust laws in the prob
lem of distribution, and intelligen

anti-trust enforcement and the rul

of reason before turning to the us>

of the consent decree.

Referring to the latter, the Assis

tant Attorney General pointedl;

said:

"The Anti-trust Division has n<

right to direct business as to wha
practices it must adopt. There is

however, a pressing need of preced

ents to inform particular industrie:

as to what practices they may do I

The use of the consent decree foi I

this purpose may be illustrated asj

follows: Suppose that the Anti-trusi I

Division brings a proceeding to pre-

vent certain existing practices whicr

are contrary to law. If the situa-

tion is one in which pure competition
|

is a sufficient solution the mere im-J

position of penalties will solve the,

problem.
"If, however, the problem is com-

J

plicated by the necessity of some
sort of combination or concerted ac-

tion, business men are compelled by

necessity to substitute new prac-

tices to fill the vacuum created by

the abandonment of the old. It is

absurd to withhold this information

from the business men as to whethei
the substituted practices will be

approved.
"In such a case the Department

will submit to the Court any plan

voluntarily offered by defendants in

an anti-trust proceeding which fur-

thers efficiency or orderly marketing
conditions, or which may be neces-

sary to avoid extreme economic dis-

location, to obtain a decision on its

legality.

"It will not suggest such a plan.

It will not give advisory opinions to

business. Consent decrees are only

a means of terminating a litigated

proceeding in an economic way. As
such they may form precedents per-

suasive in similar cases. This much
of a guide to business is an essen-

tial to any enforcement program."
In view of persistent reports that

a consent decree move was finding

some industry support, the empha-
sis placed upon the "voluntary" fac-

tor by Arnold was generally ac-

cepted as significant.

Ohlahoma Newsreel
Oklahoma City—An Oklahoma news-

reel has been started by M-B-M Pro-
ductions with offices in Dallas, Texas.
Newsreel is delivering three minutes
of spot items on Oklahoma events to

subscribing theaters each week. Max-
imum rental on the film is understood
to be $20 per month. Ray Miller

heads the company promoting the idea.
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istee of the MPTOA had gone a

nth ago for a winter vacation,

merford. stricken with a cold,

3 been removed to the hospital

Sunday.

^4>ronchial congestion developed
) pneumonia, but on Tuesday, his

idition was believed improved.
art complications developed, how-
?r. and resulted in death. Comer-
rd's health had been impaired
ice January, 1935, when he was
•icken ill at Washington en route

the New Orleans convention of

? MPTOA.
Present in Miami when death
rme were his wife, his daughter
d son-in-law, Attorney and Mrs.
»onias Friday and a nephew. Dr.
seph F. Comerford.

Frank C. Walker, also a nephew,
d identified with the Comerford
rcuit interests as president of

wierford Publix, had been at his

Wcle's bedside for several days, but
id returned to Washington Wed-
sday.

Foundation of the Comerford
nusement interests was a Scranton
'nny arcade. His first theater was
e Dreamland, Scranton, and this

ith other Scranton houses paved
ie way for the development of
:>merford Publix holdings which
eluded the Binghamton Theater

;
o. and Comerford Theaters, Inc.

dditionally, Comerford was inter-

red in Kallet Theaters, Inc., of

neida, N. Y., and William Berin-
ein Circuit, Elmira, N. Y., and Ed-
ard M. Fay's Circuit, Providence,
. I. He was also president of the
malgamated Vaudeville Agency,

=ic, of New York City.

President of one of the first ex-
ibitor organizations founded in

ennsylvania, Comerford was iden-
fied with the MPTOA from its in-

eption, and at the 1938 Oklahoma
'ity convention was re-elected to

he Board of Trustees and as vice-

resident.

i

Widely known for his charities,

nd active in many fraternal or-

ganizations, Comerford was one of
he first advocates of the Old Age
'ension plan in the U. S. He was
n honorary chief of the Scranton,
Vilkes-Barre and Dalton fire de-
iartments, and an executive of the
Anthracite Choral Society.

Other survivors besides those al-

eady named include a sister, Mrs.
Ulatthew Cary, a brother, John, of
.os Angeles, and numerous nephews
md nieces. Another brother, the
lev. T. J. Comerford, predeceased.

Re-elect Ralph Talbot
Tulsa, Okla.—Ralph Talbot, head

)f Talbot Theaters here, has been
e-elected co-chairman of the Tulsa
branch of the southwestern division
rf the National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews

Industry Mourns Mike Comerford

Leading industry executives, busi-
ness associates and friends of long
standing yesterday joined in mourn-
ing the death of M. E. "Mike" Com-
erford. Among the tributes paid
were these:

WILL H. HAYS, president of the
MPPDA: "The death of Mike Com-
erford means a public loss to the
community and a personal loss to
each of his almost countless friends.
Mr. Comerford was part of the his-
tory of the motion picture industry.
He watched and helped it grow.
Constructive and able in business,
useful and influential in civic affairs,

understanding and helpful in his re-
lations with his fellowmen, he is

one of those we shall ever miss and
always remember."

GOV. ARTHUR H. JAMES of
Pennsylvania: "I never knew a finer,

squarer, more upright businessman
than 'M. E\"

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
prexy: "My deepest sympathy to
members of the Comerford Circuit
who in the death of their leader, M.
E. Comerford, suffer the loss of one
of the industry's best loved show-
men. Paramount loses a great
friend and a brilliant theater opera-
tor."

NATE J. BLUMBERG, president
of Universal: "News of Mr. Comer-
ford's death comes as a great shock.
The industry has lost one of its

finest characters."

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, gen-
eral manager, United Artists: "The
passing of Mike Comerford is a
great shock. He has been a pioneer
and noteworthy contributor to the
advancement of our business."

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president
of Monogram: "The entire motion
picture industry has lost a true and
dear friend in Mike Comerford. He
was one of our greatest pioneers
in the exhibition field and stood for
everything fair and constructive to
the business he loved so well."

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president
of Republic: "I was deeply shocked
to learn of the death of Mr. Comer-
ford. I knew Mike Comerford for
a period of over 20 years. He was a
credit to the motion picture indus-
try and he will be sorely missed."

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA
prexy: "Mr. Comerford was a
pioneer in the motion picture in-

dustry. His kindness to all of those
with whom he came in contact and
his understanding of their prob-
lems endeared him in the hearts of

everyone. I shall miss him and his

fellowship more than mere words
could describe. The industry has
sustained a great loss."

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-G-M
sales head: "We were distressed to

hear of the sad news of M. E. Com-
erford's death, and have extended
to his family the deepest sym-
pathies of our entire organization."

NED E. DEPINET, vice-president
in charge of distribution, RKO Ra-
dio: "In the passing of M. E. Com-
erford the motion picture industry
loses one of its real pioneers. He
always could be relied upon for his

level-headed judgment and sane
reasoning."

NEIL F. AGNEW, Paramount
general sales manager: "The death
of M. E. Comerford was a shock to

me and all of us who had the pleas-
ure of being associated with him at
Paramount. 'Mike' was a grand
fellow and a great showman."

JACK COHN, vice-president of
Columbia: "The entire motion pic-
ture industry as well as his innum-
erable friends will feel Mr. Comer-
ford's loss a great deal."

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chair-
man of the Universal board: "The
loss of Mr. Comerford is the loss of
a leader. It is a moment for the
deepest grief throughout the land
where his spirit and influence mani-
fested itself so often for the benefit

of all."

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram
vice-prexy: "It is with great regret
that I learned of the passing of that
grand showman Mike Comerford.
He was a kind man. He was a good
man. He was a great leader and to

have known him is a great privi-

lege."

W. A. SCULLY, sales manager,
Universal : "I am terribly grieved to

hear of Mr. Comerford's passing.
He will be sincerely missed by all

of us."

Del. Bank Night Hearing
Dover, Del.—Chief Justice Daniel

Layton and Associate Justices Rod-
ney, Richardson and Speakman sat
here yesterday to hear arguments
on the Bank Night case. Affiliated

Enterprises is the plaintiff while
the new Walter Theater of Laurel,
Del. is the defendant. Decision was
reserved.

Kaplan Gets "Mamlock"
Cleveland — Ohio distribution

rights to "Professor Mamlock" were
purchased yesterday by Meyer Kap-
lan in a deal with N. Napoli, treas-
urer of Amkino.

Fox Detroit Theater Transfer
Detroit—Important developments

in the reported transfer of the Fox
Detroit Theater to Skouras Bros,
are expected momentarily. Details
are apparently being arranged here
but no statement was available last
night.

Allied Unit Plans Meet
Boston— Independent Exhibitors,

Inc., Allied's New England affiliate,

will hold a meeting shortly to com-
plete its discussion of trade prac-
tices as well as analyzing the Al-
lied report, according to Business
Manager Arthur K. Howard.

LOEWS 12-WEEK NET

RISES TO $2,979,943

(.Continued from Page 1)

ting up a new $500,000 reserve for
contingencies.

This is equal after dividend re-
quirements on $6.50 perferred stock
of Loew's, Inc., to $1.74 a share on
1,599,053 no-par shares of common
stock.

This compares with $2,917,409 or
$1.69 a share on common for the
12 weeks ended Nov. 25, 1937.
The company's share of operating

profit after preferred dividends of
subsidiaries amounted to $4,938,934
for 12 weeks ended Nov. 24, 1938,
as against $4,368,850 for the cor-

responding 12 weeks of 1937.

Idiot's Delight" Opens
to Best Biz Since 1935

(Continued from Page 1)

Bounty," which began a four-week
run at the house early in Novem-
ber, 1935. Lines for "Idiot's De-
light" started to form as early as

8 a.m. Not only did the Capitol
play to SRO throughout the day,
but it was necessary to clear the
lobby of all posters and displays

to handle the crowds. Sale of tick-

ets had to be suspended period-
ically.

Radio Film Critics Circle

To Elect Officers Next Fri.

Election of officers and the gov-
erning personnel of the Radio Film
Critics' Circle is scheduled to take
place next Friday. At a meeting
yesterday, active plans were made
for the publishing of a weekly bul-
letin, showing the consensus of
opinions of New York's major radio
film critics.

Among the new members wel-
comed into the organization yester-
day were representatives from
WLTH, WBBC, WCNW and WEVD,
making a total of 15 stations which
have joined the organization.
At another pre-organization meet-

ing of the New York Radio Film
Critics Circle, held at the Edison
yesterday. Martin Starr of WMCA
(Inter City Network) objected to any
member of the Circle having a voice
in its affairs if in the employ of a
major company.

"If any of you, even on part time,
take on an assignment with a major
company, you cannot possibly serve
the honest ideals of radio report-
ing," Starr declared. The WMCA
reviewer asked to be excused from
affiliating for the present.

Neither NBC, CBS or Mutual
were represented by their official

film critics. Bide Dudley who does
theater reviews for WOR, said that
he, too, would have to think it over.
The remaining members of the Cir-
cle consist of Sam Taylor, WHN;
Martin Weldon, WINS; David Lowe,
WNEW; Sid Kaufman, WQXR,
WEVD's film critic and Mollie Stein-
berg.
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BORIS MORROS FORMS

DISTRIBUTION FIRM

(Continued from Page 1)

national company which will engage
in distributing of important French
pictures in Hollywood. Morros has
already contracted for the top pi-od-
uct from a number of important
French production companies which
guarantee him the distribution

rights for North and South Amer-
ica, and the remake rights for the
whole world outside of France of at

least 26 pictures a year.

Morros goes to New York to meet
Leon Siritski, France's most impor-
tant exhibitor and leading figure in

film production on the continent.

Siritski controls picture theater cir-

cuits in that country consisting of

more than 300 theaters of which 68
are first-runs.

Offices of new company will be
established in Hollywood, New
York and Paris.

With commitments already made
with major companies here for

rights to most of the French pic-

tures so far acquired, Morros' ar-

rangement is to handle production
on remaking of such pictures for

these companies.
RCA, a French company that

handles these big pictures is allied

with the Morros group in new ar-

rangement.

"Hands Off" Policy
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While the State Depart-

ment is being kept fully informed of
all developments in the Italian film
situation arising from the recent mon-
opoly-creating decree, it regards the
controversy as strictly a legal policy,

with nothing in it calling for either
approval or disapproval by the Depart-
ment.

"Bank Nite Tonite" Best

"Movie," Says III. Exhib.

Miami Beach, Fla.—"Bank Nite To-
night" is the "greatest motion pic-

ture" ever devised, according to E. D.
Miller of Chicago, who with Mi-s.

Miller, is spending a month in the
Miami area. Miller, who owns an
Illinois circuit, says it was an un-
happy day for Illinois indies when
Bank Nights were outlawed. As
for duals, says Miller:

"Double features which have been
attacked on all sides by those in

the business,, still are unquestion-
ably a drawing card, especially
among people under 35 years of age.
Over that age they don't want their
entertainment in wholesale lots, but
children, young folks a-courting and
young husbands and wives operat-
ing on a restricted budget, insist

that the admission they pay at a
theater embrace an entire evening's
entertainment."

Deny Booth Case Rehearing

Oklahoma City — The State Su-
preme Court has denied the appli-
cation of Oscar Berry for a re-
hearing in his case against thea-

ter owner, George Johnson, for
damages. Suit grew out of a booth
accident. Subsequently the State
Supreme Court ruled that a theater
booth did not come under classifica-

tion as a workshop and no compen-
sation or damages were justified

under such jurisdiction.

ALL U. S. MAJORS OUT

OF ITALY, SAYS HAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

issued a formal statement to the
effect that the majors "have taken
the final steps necessary to submit
to the Italian Royal Decree which
forces them to abandon entirely all

their business in Italy as of Dec. 31,
1938."

Hays pointed out that the decree
"arbitrarily rendered null and void
all present American distribution
contracts in Italy, although some
of such contracts had several years
of unexpired term." Latter refer-
ence was to the RKO Radio, Colum-
bia, UA and Universal commit-
ments.
The Hays statement continued, in

part:
"The Decree set up a government

monopoly for the distribution of all

imported motion pictures and by
regulations pursuant thereto re-
quired all imported motion pictures,
regardless of existing distribution
contracts, to be distributed by such
monopoly on a flat rate and under
terms determined solely by such
Italian authorities.
"The Royal Decree further pro-

vided that there should be no ex-
ception to its provisions except on
agreement by several ministries.
Such agreements have not been ob-
tainable, so that the American com-
panies had no choice except entirely
to cease distribution in Italy. This
all American companies have done."

"Tail Spin" Flying Groups
Reach Tour's Half-Way Mark

The two flying groups of exploit-

eers on 20th Century-Fox's "Tail
Spin," first picture to glorify wo-
men in aviation, have reached the
half-way mark of their tours, the
company announced yesterday. The
Southern group reached New Or-
leans yesterday after visiting Kan-
sas City, Oklahoma City, Dallas and
Houston. The Northern group has
stopped at Denver, Salt Lake City,

Seattle and San Francisco. The four
women fliers and the eight 20th-Fox
starlets in the groups are reported
to have received enthusiastic recep-
tions at every stop.

WILCOX'S NEXT FILM

ON KITCHENER'S LIFE

Sheila Barrett Injured

Miami — Sheila Barrett, actress
and mimic, was injured in an auto-
mobile accident here. Her condition
is good, with injuries more painful
than serious.

(Continued from Page 1)

lywood production under his new
producing arrangement with RKO
Radio, it was learned yesterday on
the British producer's arrival on the

Normandie.
Wilcox will produce and personal-

ly direct the picture to be based on
the life of Lord Kitchener. Story
will be by Sir Robert Vansittart.
Wilcox is being extended the co-op-

eration of the British War Office.

Wilcox leaves in a few days to

discuss both the Kitchener subject

and the Neagle vehicle with RKO
executives on the Coast. He also

expects to sign an English actor on
the Coast for the former. A slight

case of the grippe will detain him
in New York.
Sam Eckman, manager of distri-

bution for Loew's in England, and
Mrs. Eckman were also Normandie
passengers. Eckman is here for a

vacation and will await the return

of Arthur Loew, who left Wednes-
day for Hollywood.

Other arrivals on the Normandie
were Madeleine Carroll, A. C. Ber-
man, former manager in England
for Selznick-International, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jan Kiepura.

Soviet Films Losing Out
in France; Fewer German

Paris (By Cable)—An outstand-

ing feature in exhibition in France
during 1938 was the almost com-
plete disappearance of Soviet films,

only two having been dubbed in

French as against nine the previous

year. Another was the decrease in

the number of German films shown
in the original versions, but two
being screened, a drop of 13 from
1937. German films dubbed in

French numbered 17, three less

than for 1937.

French studios produced 122 pic-

tures, an increase of 11. Fourteen
French productions were made in

foreign countries, including 11 in

Germany.
Imported features numbered 219;

dubbed features were 207, a drop
of 30 from the previous year. Amer-
ican pictures led in the dubbing

—

168, an increase of seyen. Fifteen
English pictures were dubbed, 17
German, three Italian and two Sov-
iet. Fourteen of the pictures shown
were in Technicolor, nine of them
being American productions and
three English. Two of the U. S.

color pix were in Magnacolor.
Official figures give the number of

theaters in France and North Af-
rica at 4,080; of this number 80
were new theaters erected in Paris.

Expenditures on production for
1937 totaled 320,000,000 francs,
290,000,000 being spent in French
studios and 30,000,000 in foreign
countries. Gross receipts of the
French film theaters amounted to

1,300,000,000 francs.

«REVI£UJS>
"Honolulu"

with Eleanor Powell, Robert Young,
George Burns, Gracie Allen

M-G-M 84 Mir

DELIGHTFUL COMEDY OF DOUBLi
MIXUP WITH POWELL AND YOUN
SCORING STRONG.

This gay and funny film will gladdi
the hearts of theatergoers everywhf

"

is written to order from an origintbf re

right to the pattern for the four principal

All of them are given opportunity to do t(

things that they can do so well. Elean
Powell dances delightfully. Robert Your
has a tongue-in-cheek part that is perfe*

for him. Burns and Allen are cast rigi

in the mold that fits their comedy talent

The theme gives Robert Young a du
role, impersonating himself. He appea
as Brooks Mason, a Hollywood star, ar

his double is George Smith, who owns
pineapple plantation in Honolulu. Masc
has Smith assume his identity, and go c

a trip to New York for personal appeal
ances. He agrees to become Smith, an

go to Honolulu and try to straighten oi i

Smith's love life with a dame who won
marry him. On the boat to the islam

Mason meets Eleanor Powell as Doroth
March, a celebrated dancer on a vacatioi

The romance develops, and then on arriv

ing in Honolulu the fun begins with th

mixups. Rita Johnson as the fiancee c

the missing Smith is delighted to find tha

her slow suitor has developed a love tech

nique. The dancer quarrels with him be

cause she can't reconcile his phoney ac

tions as Smith, which don't add up. Afte'

a series of very funny situations, misunder
standings and mixups, all ends happily fo

all hands with the arrival of Smith fror

New York in time to marry the girl at th

altar after Mason has done all the prelim

inary work, as it were. Burns is grand a

the Hollywood star's manager who goe

to New York with the phoney and neve

knows it. Gracie Allen supplies the corned

as the dancer's friend eternally gettin

things gummed up. It is a light and ga

offering that will please generally. Hand
somely mounted, with Hawaiian scenes, and
expertly directed.

CAST: Eleanor Powell, Robert Young
George Burns, Gracie Allen, Rita Johnson

Clarence Kolb, Jo Ann Sayers, Ann Morriss

Willie Fung, Cliff Clark, Edward Gargan
Eddie Anderson, Sig Rumann, Ruth Hussey

Edgar Dearing, Kealoha Holt.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cummings; Di-

rector, Edward Buzzell; Authors, Herbert

Fields, Frank Partos; Screenplay, same
Cameraman, Ray June; Editor, Conrac

Nervig.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA
PHY, The Best.

Max Hyman Dead
Miami Beach, Fla.—Max Hyman.

68, retired Chicago theater owner,
|

died here. The body, accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Sigmund Roths-
child, has been sent to Chicago for

interment.

Shift Convention Scene
Richmond, Va.—The mid-Winter

Convention of the MPTO of Virginia

will be held in Washington next Mon-
day, at the Shoreham, instead of the

Willard Hotel.
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*mith Heads Senate Com. for Hearings on Neely Bill

GOVERNMENT TO INSIST ON DIVORCEMENT--ARNOLD

World Theatres Total 92,816; Gain of 3,719 in 1938
pt. of Commerce Reports

66,362 Film Houses

Are Now Wired
gton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Approximately 92,-

6 motion picture theaters in 96
untries throughout the world
?re in operation on Jan. 1, last, as
mpared with 89,097 on Jan. 1,

88, it was reported Friday, by
ithan D. Golden, Chief of the Mo-
>n Picture Division, Department of

•mmerce.
This is an increase of 3,719 the-

(Continued on Page 13)

Withdraw "Snow White"; Wni/ Reissue in 1940
"Snow White and Hie Seven Dwarfs" is to be withdrawn from distribution in the

U. S. and Canada the end of April, according to a joint announcement by Walt Disney
and RKO Friday. While no reason for the action was given in the announcement, it is

understood that the re-issue value of the picture will be increased if distribution is sus-
pended at this time.

It was indicated that "Snow White" may be re-issued about this time next year
with the same sort of first-run openings that it enjoyed when first produced.

THEATERS DARKENED WARNERS SET SALES

-

3 iCADEMY ANNOUNCES

WARD NOMINATIONS

grt Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood— Nominations for the
ests" of 1938 were announced yes-
rday by the Academy of Motion
cture Arts and Sciences.
Ten pictures were nominated for
e best of the year. They were
Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys
»wn," "The Citadel," "Four Daugh-

(Continucd on Page 8)

/alter Wanger Sues Para.;

Claims $80,403 Still Due

Suit brought by Walter Wanger
reductions against Paramount Pro-
ictions for $80,403 was disclosed
riday when papers were filed in

jpreme Court here seeking an ex-
nination before trial of Barney
alaban, Walter B. Cokell, Austin
Keough and Fred Mohrhardt, all

ara. top execs.
Wanger company also seeks to

(Continued on Page 3)

ising Production Costs

Hurting French Producers

Paris (By Cable)—Due to rising
ists, French producers are finding
impossible to make good pix un-

er 3,500,000 to 4,000,000 francs, ac-
>rding to Arthur W. Kelly, UA

(Continued on Page 4)

FOR GOMERFORD RITES

Scranton — With industry ex-
ecutives and leaders numbered
among the mourners, last rites for
Michael E. Comerford, veteran cir-

cuit operator, will be held here this

morning.
The funeral will take place at 9:30

o'clock from the family home, 340
Wyoming Avenue. A solemn high
requiem mass will be celebrated by

(Continued on Page 7)

$400,000 Tax Action Gives

Chi. Court Chinese Puzzle

Chicago—With 10 attorneys fig-

uring in the case, Master Thomas
Sheehan will hold a hearing tomor-
row in the $400,000 tax action in-
volving the Metropolis Theater Co.
Judge Cornelius Harrington re-

cently named Byron A. Cain re-
(Continued on Page 4)

CONVENTIONS INS. A.

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—War-
ners opens the first of two South-
American sales conventions here to-

day, with Karl Macdonald, super-
visor for Latin America, in charge.
Sessions will conclude Wednesday
night.

All Warner branch managers and
salesmen from the company's offices

in Rosario, Sante Fe, Cordoba, Men-
doza and Bahia Blanca have been
called to these confabs, as well as

(Continued on Page 8)

Backers of Vode-Vision

Will Develop Own Medium

Vode-Vision backers will serve no-
tice on the American Federation of

Musicians that they intend to go
ahead with their plans immediately
and if the union refuses to allow
member musicians to make record-

(Continued on Page 4)

Arnold Releases Formal De-
tails on Status Quo

Agreement
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Assistant Attorney

General Arnold, acting for the De-
partment of Justice, Friday released
formal details of status quo ar-
rangement regarding majors' thea-
ter acquisition reports while the
New York suit is pending. Arnold
stated the pact between the depart-
ment and majors had forestalled
temporary injunction application.

Describing divorcement as "a
primary object" of the suit, Arnold
said: "The view of the Department
of Justice on this matter is that

(Continued on Page 3)

WARNERS MAY LIMIT

AUSTRALIAN EXPORTS

Smith, Barkley, Neely, Tobey Named

Com. to Hold Block-Booking Hearings

Peak Biz for WB "Wings"
Opening Despite Storm

New York Strand registered its

biggest opening day's biz since the
inauguration of the house's present
stage-screen policy with the pre-
miere there Friday of Warners
"Wings of the Navy" despite the

(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sen. Burton K.

Wheeler, Democrat, Montana, chair-

man of the Interstate Commerce
Committee, on Friday appointed a

sub-committee to hold hearings on
the Neely block-booking bill at an
early date. Five members—three

1 Democrats and two Republicans,
were appointed to the sub-commit-

I Continued on Page 13)

Warner Brothers may be forced to
limit the number of pictures they
distribute in Australia, as high
duties, restrictive legislation and a
rapidly mounting cancellation fierure

may make it impossible to operate
profitably on a large scale, Ralph
Clark, Sr., Warners' manasriner di-

rector in Australia, told The Film
(Continued on Page 8)

Money Games Restored

in Theaters of Syracuse

Money games have been restored
in Syracuse theaters after a stormy
battle waged by Allied Theaters of
New York. Allied charged that a
ban on the games ordered by city

officials was the result of "unethical
and unfair methods" used by a

(Continued on Page 13)

Kent Cuts Vacation Short;

Action on Trade Plan Seen

With the return of Sidney R.
Kent Friday from Florida concerted
efforts to bring th<; trade practice
draft to a quick completion will be

(Continued on Pige 3)
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York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3

months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all com-
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable

Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London—Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War-
dour St., W. I. Paris—P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

des-Noues, 19. Mexico City—Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Depto. 19, 5A, Dr. Lucio No. 102,

Mexico, D. F. Buenos Aires—Chas. de Cruz,

Heraldo Del Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

nnnnciflL
(QUOTATIONS

NEW YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak .

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

AS OF FRIDAY)
STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

16V4 I6V4 I6I/4 — 1/2

I'M/2 "ft "ft — %
" ^/g 1 ft

10ft 101/2 101/2

173 173 173 -- V4

123/4 123/4 123/4 +"i/4
49 48ft 48ft

lift 10ft 10% — ft

IOV2 10 10ft — ft
21/2 2J/

8 23/8
223/4 223/4 223/4 + 1/4

61ft 60 60—1
5ft 5ft S% — ft

36 36 36 — 1 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6j 46 95ft.. 95ft 95ft— ft
Loew 6s 41-ww... IOO1/4 100 IOOV4 + ft
Para. B'way 3s55...56ft 56ft 56ft— ft
Para. Pieti. 6s 55.100i/

2
100i/

2 lOOft — ft
Para. Ficts. ev. 3fts47 85 85 85
RKO 6s41 723/8 723/8 723/„ + 13^
Warner's 6s39 40V4 40ft 40ft + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3 2ft 3
Soiotone Corp 1 3/a 1 3/8 \3fo — l/8
Technicolor 193/4 19ft \9Vi + ft
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6fts 1st '36 4% 6ft
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 68ft 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6fts 1st '43 70% 723/8

safety| LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Avt.
Mew York City
BRyant 9-5800

SECURITY

d The Broadway Parade s
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-PascaD—9th week £?*?'
The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-CB)—7th week Globe

Jesse James (20th Century-Fox)—4th week Roxy

Cunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall

Paris Honeymoon (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount

Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures)—2nd week
;,
R
'Y '!

Idiot's Delight (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

Federal Man-Hunt (Republic Pictures) Criterion

Homicide Bureau (Columbia Pictures) Rialto

School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg Co.) Little Carnegie

The Great Man Votes (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Torchy Blane in Chinatown (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a) Palace

Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Columbia Pictures) ; . • . .Central

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—21st week Filmarte

Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures)—4th week Cinema 49
The Man with the Gun (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Cossacks in Exile (Avramenko)—2nd week Belmont
With a Smile (Malmak Distrib.) 5th Ave. Playhouse

Professor Mamlock (Amkino)—2nd week (a-b) World
Two Hearts in Waltz Time (a-b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
St. Louis Blues (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 8 Paramount
Boy Slaves (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 8 Rialto

Ambush (Paramount Pictures)—FeH. 9 Criterion

Tail Soin (20th Century-Fox)—Feb. 10 Roxy
One Third of a Nation (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 11 Rivoli

Yes, My Darling Daughter (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 17 Strand
Honolulu (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Caoitol
Devil's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures) (c) Globe
Made for Each Other (United Artists) (c) Music Hall

They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 9 (a-b) Palace
Beauty for the Asking (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 9 (a) Palace
Crossroads (Tri-National Pictures) (c) Filmarte
L'Alibi (Columbia Pictures) (c) 5th Ave. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Ben Simon Anniversary

Dinner Tomorrow Night

New Haven—Scores of friends

and associates in and out of the film

business will join to honor Ben Si-

mon, manager of Twentieth-Fox, at

a testimonial dinner at Racebrook
Country Club tomorrow night on the

occasion of his 20th anniversary in

the New Haven film district. Harry
P. Shaw, Loew-Poli Division Man-
ager, will be toastmaster, and Bar-
ney Pitkin, general chairman, as-

sisted by Edward Ruff, John Pavone,
Thomas Donaldson, Lou Wechsler,
Tim O'Toole, Morris Joseph, Earl

Wright, Arthur Lockwood, Sam Ro-
sen, Irving C. Jacocks, and others.

Monogram Dubbing Number
of Pix in French in Paris

Monogram is recording sound
tracks in French on several of its

pictures on the current and last

season's programs, Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign manager, announced
Friday. Local talent in Paris is

being used for the French versions.

Ritchey explained that owing to

quota restrictions in the last few
years it has been more difficult to
get import permits for American
pictures.

A French version of "Atlantic
Flight" has been completed. Others
to follow include "Gangster's Boy,"
"Under the Big Top," "Rose of the
Rio Grande," "Federal Bullets" and
"Hoosier Schoolboy."

See UACs 1938 Earnings

Little Changed from 1937

Montreal — United Amusement
Corp.'s annual statement, according
to an authoritative forecast, will

show earnings little changed in 1938
from the previous year when $1 a
share was earned on both class A
and class B stocks. Summer busi-
ness was down between eight and
10 per cent but improvement set in
in the Fall and November was spe-
cially good, so that the the end of
11 months earnings were slightly
over the corresponding period of
1937.

The York Theater, latest of the
corporation's chain, which opened
late in the year, is doing a brisk
business. The building was leased
from the Timmins interests but
UAC owns the equipment.

cominc add GOir

SIDNEY R. KENT returned Friday from Florii

JACK COHN, ABE MONTAGUE, JOE McCO
VILLE and ABE SCHNEIDER left Friday for I

Coast to confer on future Columbia product.

AL WILK IE goes to Washington today.

GEORGE W. WEEKS is due back this week fr

a sales trip.

LOU DIAMOND, Paramount's short,kD J|)je<

head, returned Friday from the Coas.*_.'

JAMES R. GRAINCER went from a two-d
Republic sales conference in Pittsburgh
Scranton where he will attend the funeral
M. E. Comerford today.

COREY FORD and NORMAN McLEOD li

New York Friday on their return to the h

Roach studios in Hollywood.

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalior
arrives by plane today from Miami.

RALPH RAINGER and LEO ROBIN, son
smiths, leave today for Miami where they *
complete the score for Paramount's featui
length Max Fleischer cartoon, "Gullive
Travels."

M. A. SLESINGER arrived from the Co,
Saturday.

WALTER WANGER arrives in New York tod
from the Coast.

C. J. LATTA, Warner district manager
the Pittsburgh territory, and his family ;

en route to Florida where they will spend
month.

SIR ADRIAN BAILLIE, M. P., associated wi
Fairbanks International, sailed Saturday I

London on the Aquitania.

FRANCIS L. HARLEY. managing director
the United Kingdom for 20th-Fox, and D/
M ICG INS, Continental director, arrived from t

Coast Friday after studio conferences, and s

for England this week on the Queen Mary.

HAROLD RODNER, Warner home office exe
left over the week-end for a vacation
Florida.

Albany Unit of N. Y. Allied

to Elect Vice-Prexy Today

Albany—Allied of New York will

elect a regional vice-president for
the Albany district at a meeting of
the local unit today. A grievance
committee of three members also
will be elected. Sessions will be
held at the Ten Eyck Hotel.
Under the present setup, one New

York Allied unit meeting will be
held every week. The Albany unit
will convene the first Monday of
every month; Buffalo, second Mon-
day; Syracuse, third Thursday, and
New York City, fourth Wednesday.
A state-wide meeting will be held
every third month.

AT&T Biz Runs Ahead
With current A T & T biz rui

ning ahead of a year ago, compar
execs, anticipate a gradual widenir,
in the year-to-year increase over tl

balance of the first half of 193
FCC's three-year-long probe of tl

company is expected to have i

ill effects, especially in view of tl

present move to revise the commii
sion's character and personnel.

Predict Pari-Mutuels This Y
Albany—Following Governor Lei

man's recommendation of a dim
State tax of one dollar per thousar
on real estate Friday, it was pn
dieted by proponents of pari-mutu
betting at the New York tracks th£

it would be legalized before 1940.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 6

Joseph P. Kennedy Lupe Velez
Louis Nizer Jack Luden

Charles S. Goetz Russell Gleason
Ben Lyon William Cary Duncan

Ramon Novarro Ronald Reagan
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'ANGER SUING PARA.;

CLAIMS $80,403 DUE

(Con/iHiifd /rom Page 1)

amine the books and records of

ramount, the application stated.

Suit is based on a number of con-

cts made in 1935 under which
awr produced nine pix for Para-
o^^7 with the understanding that

was to receive 25 per cent of

j net. Wanger claims that his

turn was small and alleges that

as due to the fact that Para, im-
bsed improper charges.
Pix involved include "Mary Burns,
ugitive," "Her Master's Voice,"

Trail of the Lonesome Pine," "Big
rown Eyes," "The Moon's Our
ome," "The Case Against Mrs.
mes," "Shanghai," "Every Night

: Eight" and "Smart Girl."

Jational Board Conference

Ended Sat. with Luncheon

More than 500 delegates from all

net the country attended the 15th
nnual conference of the National
oard of Review held at the Penn-
sylvania Hotel. They represented
>cal film activities in cities and
nvns in all sections of the nation.
At the annual luncheon held Sat-
rday, Wilton Barrett, executive
scretary of the organization, turned
ie proceedings over to Langdon W.
ost as toastmaster.
The principal speakers at the
mcheon were Howard Dietz, Metro
idvertising and publicity chieftain,
nd Louis de Rochemont of the
larch of Time. On the dais were
Jladys Cooper, Robert Morley, Vin-
ent Price, Dudley Murphy, Edgar
•ee Masters, Judge John R. Davies,
)r. Frank Astor, Dr. A. A. Brill and
feorge Abbott.
The convention was one of the

.lost successful in the entire history
f the National Board of Review,
nd the luncheon with its addresses
ne of the most enjoyable.

:

L
-opyright Bill Presented

In Colorado Legislature

!

Denver—State Senator Curtis P.
litchie, owner of KGHF, Pueblo, has
introduced a measure patterned af-
er the Washington State copyright
ill with only minor changes which
senator Ritchie believes will elimi-
nate some of the difficulties en-
ountered in the Washington bill.

Pascal Arriving Today
1

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood— Gabriel Pascal flew

o Miami Friday and today flies to
^ew York on business. Goes on to
-iondon to see George Bernard
Shaw regarding the scenario of
'Doctor's Dilemma." He will re-
urn here by March 1 to finish cast-
ng and the shooting script. Picture
vill go into work at the Pinewood
^tudios in London around the end
)f May.

ALONG THE

with PHIL M.
T T

LALy;

• • • PLAYING RECORD for the Hunt's Theaters of Wild-

wood. New Jersey was just about perfect based on the

selections of the critics of the nation as tabulated in THE FILM DAILY

Ten Best Poll Secretary William D. Hunt of the company was so

pleased that he had a special folder printed and handed out along

with the regular house programs

T T T
• • • 17' SEEMS that every one of the Ten Best played

at Hunt's theaters in Wildwood and Cape May and eight

out of ten in Cape May Court House of the 48 pictures on

the Honor Roll of the nation's critics, all but two played at the

Wildwood theaters 40 played at the Cape May Theater

and 35 played Cape May Court House, which only operates part

time the folder lists the Ten Best and adds: "The fact

that we have again signed contracts with all of the major Holly-

wood producers assures Hunt Theaters patrons they will have

an opportunity to see the best pictures of 1939" offhand,

we'd say that the folks of Wildwood and Cape May are receiving

the best type of motion picture entertainment and theater ser-

vice from Hunfs Theaters, Inc

T T
• • • CLIMAX of the 12.000-mile air tour of the United States

which four famous women fliers and eight studio starlets will compete

tomorrow afternoon at the Newark Airport will be a banquet

and preview of "Tail Spin" staged by 20th Century-Fox in the grand

ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Thursday eve members of the

Ninety Nine Club, an organization composed of amateur women fliers,

officers of the Army and Navy Aviation corps, and members of the

press will be the guests

• • • SPEAKERS at the dinner will be Ruth Nichols, Dick
Merrill, and D. W. "Tommy" Tomlinson, all famous fliers

they will be introduced by the Fox ad chief Charles E. McCar-
thy, who handled the cross-country tour Cecile "Teddy"
Kenyon, Margot Bain Tanner and Betty Huyler Gillies, who
completed the air tour with Miss Nichols, will be at the speaker's

table, along with the studio starlets

T T
• • • WITH ALL these popcorn machines getting such a big play

in the lobbies of theaters through the southern tier Jimmie Grain-

ger, sales chief of Republic, wrote kiddingly to a theater circuit operator

in Dixie that he would tack on a percentage of the gross of the popcorn

machines in the next picture contract and the guy wrote back
all hot and bothered: "Please don't do that Jimmie. We make more
on (he popcorn than we do on the pictures."

T T
• • • NEWLY appointed AMPA Entertainment Committee
consisting of Elias Sugarman, Martin Starr and Vincent
Trotta are lining up an elaborate program for Thursday's
luncheon at the Astor definitely promised to appear are
Molly Picon, the stage star Billy Rose, the show impresario

and Russell Patterson, well known artist additional

names will be announced tomorrow ... • Mischa Violin, the
Music Hall conductor, will give a concert at Carnegie Hall to-

morrow eve he will play for the first time the rare old
"Duke of Cambridge" Stradivarius

« « « » » »

GOV'T WILL INSIST

ON THEATER DIVORCE

(Continued from Page 1)

control of exhibition by the pro-
ducers and distributors is in viola-
tion of the anti-trust laws. Any
decree of the court which may be
rendered will be binding upon the
defendants in their operations
throughout the United States as
well as in the New York area."

"The Department is proceeding
with the case in the merits, looking
toward its trial and final decision,"
Arnold declared, pointing out that
producer-exhibitor agreement with
the Department "is believed to af-

ford the Department appropriate
opportunity, in the meanwhile, to

protect the interests of independent
exhibitors and of the public."

Justice statement points out that
conferences between Department and
majors' counsel brought agreement
under three heads on theater expan-
sions. These include: 1, immediate
notifification of Department of Jus-
tice by defendants regarding all ac-
quisition contracts or completed
deals; 2, report to Department by
tenth of each month on any changes
in defendants' theater positions in-

cluding theaters contracted to be
built or building, lost or disposed of,

acquired and interests acquired.
Third proviso acknowledges Depart-
ment's freedom to petition for pre-
liminary injunction should it feel

public interest warranted such re-

ports. Defendants will be equally
free to oppose.

Releasing of the details of the
agreement by Arnold followed an
exchange of correspondence between
majors' counsels and the Department
of Justice which started Nov. 21,

1938. At a conference held Nov. 16,

the majors were asked by Arnold to

stipulate to a temporary injunction
with respect to theater holdings un-
til the equity suit was settled.

Attorneys for the film companies
replied that it was impossible for
them to consent to an injunction but
that a counter-suggestion might
meet the purpose. These suggestions
embodied the three points mentioned
above and to which the Department
of Justice agreed.

Kent Cuts Vacation Short;

Action on Trade Plan Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

made. Kent, chairman of the dis-

tributors' negotiating committee, cut
his vacation short, as did William
F. Rodgers, also a key man in the
trade plan parleys. Rodgers re-

turned Thursday.
Return of both men was taken as

an indication that another decisive
step in attempting to reach an un-
derstanding on trade practices is at
hand. The legal drafting committee
is expected to huddle with the dis-

tributors' group this week.

Phil Regan in P. A. at State
Phil Regan, Republic player, is

making a personal appearance this

week at Loew's State Theater.
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COSTS JUMP PROBLEM

FOR FRENCH PROD'RS

(Continued from Page 1)

foreign chief, who is making a swing
of the company's exchanges in Con-
tinental Europe.
The French producers, says Kelly,

are still keeping up the quality and
have made decided improvements
in every technical department of
picture making. But the situation
in which they are finding themselves
as their market develops is similar
to that of American producers.

Cost of production keeps pace,
especially players' salaries. Stars to-

day are costing French producers
between 500,000 to 1,000,000 francs
a picture, Kelly reports.

On the conclusion of his visit to

the Continent, Kelly returns to Lon-
don and from there will sail for
New York. He has been abroad for
several months, visiting South Af-
rica before his arrival in Europe.

$400,000 Tax Action Gives

Chi. Court Chinese Puzzle

{Continued from Page 1)

ceiver for the property, at the same
time characterizing the "Chinese
puzzle" case as one of the most
involved ever to be brought in his
court.

The Metropolis Theater Co. owns
the leasehold on the land under the
Oriental Theater building. The Levy
Mayer estate owns 100 feet of the
frontage and the Thompson Co., the
40 ft. balance.
The entrance of the theater is on

the Thompson parcel, while the
body of house is on the Mayer foot-
age.
Hearings before Sheehan will de-

termine on how the tax load is to be
distributed.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer, opera-
tors of the Oriental Theater, have
leased the house from the 32 West
Randolph St. Corp., which is oper-
ating the property, erected on the
lands leased by the Metropolis Co.

Tulsa to Ban Carneys
Tulsa, Okla. — The city commis-

sion, under Mayor T. A. Penney's
direction, has authorized the legal
department to prepare an ordinance
banning carnivals from the city.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

ACENT

Spencer Tracy gets a daily workout
on the new tennis court he had con-
structed on his ranch. To keep up his

practice he had lights put up for night
playing.—M-C-M.

Calls for End of All Film Censorship
End of all film censorship, including the control exercised by the Production

Code Authority, the Legion of Decency and kindred organizations, is urged by Prof.

Sawyer Falk, head of the dramatic department of Syracuse University.

Falk's proposal created a stir at the annual conference of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, which closed in New York Saturday. The Syracuse
educator and theater operator—he directs the Civic University Theater in downtown
Syracuse—told the conference he "Would rather take a chance on sullying the great
American mind rather than stultifying it."

Peak Biz for WB "Wings"
Opening Despite Storm

(.Continued from Page 1)

heavy rain all day. It is estimated
that 15,000 people paid admissions
Friday, and over the week-end, at-
tendance was estimated at about
60,000.

Line of 800 awaited the Strand
box-office opening Friday and by
9:00 A.M., the house was jammed.
By 10:30 A.M., a long line of people
stood 4-deep all the way down 48th
Street in the pouring rain. The
ticket sale was stopped several
times.

Attended by naval and civic dig-
nitaries, and broadcast throughout
the nation, "Wings of the Navy"
began its career Friday with spe-
cial simultaneous premieres in San
Diego, Pensacola, New York, Wash-
ington and on board the U. S. S.
Lexington in the Atlantic.

At the New Spreckles Theater in
San Diego, an official note was hit
with the attendance of all ranking
fleet officers of the San Diego sta-
tion. Hollywood delegation present
included Olivia de Havilland and
John Payne, featured in the picture,
Rosemary and Priscilla Lane, John
Garfield, Jeffrey Lynn, Marie Wil-
son, Fay Bainter. Frank McHugh,
Jane Wyman, Johnnie Davis, Henry
O'Neill, Jerry Colonna and Lloyd
Bacon, who directed the film. In
addition, many Warner Bros.-Cos-
mopolitan executives headed by Hal
Wallis, associate executive in charge
of production, were in attendance.

Manos Circuit Shifts

Pittsburgh — The Manos Circuit
has announced the following promo-
tions and changes in its managerial
ranks: William Bryan, formerly
manager of the theaters in Vander-
grift, Pa., has been made manager
of the new Manos Theater in Elk-
ins, W. Va.; Ernie Dock, formerly
manager of the theaters in Latrobe,
Pa., replaces Bryan in Vandergrift;
Richard McCool has been transfer-
red from Blairsville, Pa., to Latrobe,
and his assistant in Blairsville, John
Ward, has been made manager of
the Blairsville houses.

W. T. Powell Promoted
Springfield, Mass. — The promo-

tion of William T. Powell to assis-
tant division manager of the West-
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.,

and the return of George Laby of
New York to the managership of
the Victory Theater, Holyoke, have
been announced by Samuel Gold-
stein.

Backers of Vode-Vision

Will Develop Own Medium

(Continued from Page 1)

ings for the company they will use
non-union musicians, and if presen-
tation is blocked by the AFM, they
will take the case to court, The
Film Daily learned Friday, follow-

ing a meeting of J. E. Horn, spon-
sor of the entertainment medium
and his attorneys.

Counsel were unanimous in the

opinion that the recent decision

handed down by Supreme Court Jus-

tice Kenneth O'Brien in the Opera
On Tour case formed a "go ahead"
signal, and established a precedent
it was said. O'Brien's decision pre-

vents the AFM and the IATSE from
interfering with Opera on Tour or

calling a strike of affiliated unions
to prevent its appearance in the-

aters.

Production will be started in the

near future on a number of Vode-
Vision units, with 200 units ex-

pected to be ready by Labor Day
unless some new development arises,

it was said. Patent applications are
pending.

Plans of Vode-Vision call for

units using flesh actors, brief reels

of film in parts of the act and re-

corded music. The AFM blocked
this plan originally by refusing to

allow union musicians to make re-

cordings for the company.

London Reports 2 Hollywood

Studios Testing Dufaycolor

London (By Cable)—Two of the

largest American producing com-
panies are testing Dufaycolor in

their Hollywood studios with a view
to producing color pictures in that

system both in Hollywood and in

their British associated companies,
it is stated here by Major A. Klein,

technical expert for Dufay Chromex.
Two of the biggest British com-

panies making productions for dis-

tribution in America have been test-

ing the Dufay process, also, Klein
added, while negotiations are under
way with French producers who
plan to make a number of color pic-

tures using that process.
The Denham Laboratories have

acquired a license to process Du-
faycolor, and other laboratories are
discussing the matter with Dufay
Chromex executives.
The matter of financing is under-

stood to have held up Dufaycolor
production in this country. A rap-
idly increasing demand is noted for
16 mm. film in color reduced op-
tically from the 35 mm. subjects.
BG Instructional is among the

producers of short subjects planning
a series of Dufaycolor one-reelera.

$197,741,358 SPENT

ON PRODUCT IN 1931

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILI

Washington—A total of $197,741,

358 for work done during 1937 b;

motion picture production was re

ported Friday by the Depar/rnen

of Commerce as part of a v„
: .su:

report. The report stated that ii

1937 there were 83 establishment

with 34,624 persons employed, o:^

which 15,845 were salaried officer

and employes and 18,779 were wagt

earners.

Salaries amounted to $104,324,35!
and wages $35,264,879. For a to

tal of $139,588,664 in salaries an<

wages. Cost of studio supplies

containers for films, fuel and energy
was reported at $35,574,879. Cos
of contract work, $7,012,657 an<

$15,565,158 for other expenses.

The report covers statistics on th<

activities of studios and laborator
ies, but does not include projection]

and distribution. Report states "alii

though the projection of motion pic-

tures is not a manufacturing indus-

try its commercial importance is sc-

great that data in regard to it have
been collected at the biennial cen-

suses of manufacturers for 1921

subsequent years."

Break-down showed Californis

with 35 establishments with 30,40E

persons engaged and total salaries

and wages $132,951,986 and tota:

cost of work during 1937, $171,943,-

349.

New York State had 21 establish-

ments with 2,883 persons engaged,
total salaries were reported at $4,-1

516,725 and total cost of work done
during 1937 at $16,377,532.

Grainger at Pitts. Confab
James R. Grainger, Republic prexy

and general manager of distribu-i

tion, presided at a two-day sales

convention at the Pittsburgh branch
over the week-end. He will attend

the funeral services today in Scran-
ton for M. E. Comerford; arriving
at the home office tomorrow morn-
ing.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Cinema theaters In Jugoslavia pay a
state tax of 20 per cent of the full

value of each ticket sold; the municipal
tax is 50 per cent of the state tax.

Total taxation in Belgrade is 33 per

cent of the full value of the ticket; to

other cities of the country up to 42
per cent.
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held a man in its unyielding

grasp . . . and that man held

the tommy-gun that spread

terror over the nation!

It's the HAND of

America's queen of gangland!

Read about her on the next page



Cpammount

Adapted from J. Edgar Hoover's best-selling

dramatic history of America's criminals and
crime-busters, "PERSONS IN HIDING."

. . . Straight out of

the amazing pages of

J, EDGAR HOOVERS
"PERSONS IN HIDING"

comes the true story

of the beautiful . . . *

dangerous girl who
sold out the man she
loved for a fur coat and

a bottle of perfume!

i

Adapted fron, J. EDGAR HOOVER'S

PERSONS IN
B^ ^ J0%" LYNNE OVERMAN

^m i I i HM m patricia morisonM I l^jlmj
;

J. CARROL NAISH
I ^! ^Fl JUDITH RARRFTT

LYNNE OVERMAN
PATRICIA MORISON
J. CARROL NAISH
JUDITH BARRETT

Screen play by William R. Lipman and Horace McCoy
A Paramount Picture • Directed by Louis King

PRINTED IN D. S. A.
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HEATERS DARKENED

OR COMERFORD RITES

(Continued from Page 1)

ishop William J. Hafey at 10

clock at St. Peter's Cathedral. In-

rment will be in the Comerford
ausoleum at St. Vincent's Cemetery
j^arby Plymouth,
jr^roximately 100 theaters which
mprise the Comerford holdings

ill be closed during the funeral

id remain dark until 2 o'clock. The
testers are strung throughout the

ithracite region, Rochester, Oneida,

ome, Canajoharie, Fulton, Bing-
imton, and other New York cities.

Active bearers for the late circuit

aerator will be eight nephews

—

3hn T. Comerford, Thomas J. Com-
-ford, Thomas Collins, Matthew
ary, Thomas Cary, Joseph Corner-

ed, Dr. Joseph F. Comerford and
enator Thomas J. Walker.

Madeleine Carroll Will

Attend Wash. MPTO Ball

'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Madeleine Carroll

ill be among the guests at the din-

er-dance of the sixth annual con-

ention of the MPTO of Virginia at

ie Shoreham Hotel in Washington
might. Miss Carroll returns to

few York tomorrow and will leave

i a few days for Hollywood for

ier next Paramount film commit-
lent which has been tentatively set

s "Air Raid" in which she will co-

tar with Melvyn Douglas.

chenck Names Pix Rep.

to Chamber Directorate

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood — In furtherance of

lans to have the film industry take
more active part in Los Angeles

ommunity affairs. Joseph M.
ichenck, president of the Motion
'icture Producers Association, has
amed Kyle D. Palmer, association
xecutive and former newspaper
rriter, as the industry's represen-
ative on board of directors of Los
kngeles Chamber of Commerce.

Suit Dismissal Upheld
The Appellate Division in a de-

ision handed down on Friday up-
leld the dismissal of a suit for
)lagiarism brought by William La-
•arre against Warners. Supreme
^ourt Justice Timothy A. Leary
lismissed the suit after a jury trial

n January, 1938. Lavarre asked
iB0,000.

Stahl Bros. After Theaters
Pittsburgh—Max Stahl, who re-

ently resigned as branch manager
rf the United Artists exchange in
Cincinnati, has joined his brothers,
jlarry and Herman, in the operation
•f their theaters in Sharon and Oil
jity, and it is reported that the
Stahl Brothers are negotiating for
everal other theaters in this terri-
ory.

k REVIEWS Of THE DEW flLfflS^
"Made for Each Other"
with Carole Lombard and James Stewart

UA-Selznick 85 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW) '

EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT WITH
SPECIAL APPEAL TO THE FEMMES
SHOULD CLICK.

Under John Cromwell's warm, sympathe-
tic direction, this offering emerges as ex-

cellent entertainment, which should have
especial appeal to femme audiences. Da-
vid 0. Selzmck deserves praise for his

work as producer. Jo Swerling furnished

a splendid screenplay, full of human touches

and dealing with the trials and tribulations

of the first year of married life. Turning
from comedy, Carole Lombard registers

strongly in a straight dramatic role. James
Stewart is very convincing and effective

in the part of a wistful young husband and
father. Lucile Watson does fine work as

a lonely, critical mother, who almost breaks

up the home of her son, Stewart and his

wife, Carole. Another standout is Charles

Coburn, as the hard-of-hearing head of

the law firm, which employs Stewart.

Others who do excellent work are Eddie

Quillan, Louise Beavers, Esther Dale, Harry

Davenport and Donald Briggs. Leon Sham-
roy's photography is high-grade, while Lou

Forbes' music is effective. Stewart marries

Carole after a brief courtship and brings

her home to receive the blessings of his

mother, Lucile Watson, who has had her

heart set on Stewart marrying another girl.

The newlyweds and Stewart's mother join

in living in the same apartment. Because

of Lucile Watson's criticism, Esther Dale,

a domestic, walks out on a dinner party

being given by the newlyweds to impress

Charles Coburn, Stewart's employer. After

a youngster is born to Stewart and Carole,

Carole makes Stewart agree to ask for a

raise from Coburn. Before Stewart can

make his plea for more money, Coburn

tells him all employes must take a 25 per

cent cut. However, when Stewart's baby

becomes critically ill and serum must be

rushed by air from Salt Lake City, Coburn

agrees to furnish the $5,000 required by

Eddie Quillan, aviator, before he would

start the flight through snow and sleet.

The serum arrives just in time and the

baby is saved.

CAST: Carole Lombard, James Stewart,

Charles Coburn, Lucile Watson, Eddie Quil-

lan, Alma Kruger, Ruth Weston, Donald

Briggs, Harry Davenport, Esther Dale, Re-

nee Orsell, Louise Beavers, Ward Bond,

Olin Howland, Fern Emmett, Jackie Taylor,

Mickey Rentschler, Ivan Simpson.

CREDITS: Producer, David O. Selznick;

Director, John Cromwell; Screenplay, Jo

Swerling; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Art

Director, Lyle Wheeler; Special Effects,

Jack Cosgrove; Editors, Hal C. Kern and

James E. Newcom; Sound, Jack Noyes;

Musical Director, Lou Forbes; Production

designed by William Cameron Menzies.

DIRECTION, Sympathetic. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Very Good.

New Ross Federal Offices
Ross Federal Service, Inc., and

Ross Federal Research Corp., execu-
tive offices are now located at 18
E. 48th St.

"Home On The Prairie"
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June

Storey

Republic 58 mins.

AUTRY WESTERN WILL PLEASE HIS
FANS, BUT IT IS NOT UP TO USUAL
STANDARD.

Songs, bullets, a couple of good fights

and the hoof and mouth disease are woven
together in the latest Gene Autry film pro-

duced by Republic. The Autry fans will

like the picture all right, but it is not up

to the standard set by other pictures he

has made recently. Gene sings several

songs pleasingly and wallops the vil-

lian in a couple of wild and wooly fist

fights. Burnette provides his usual num-
ber of laughs and June Storey is decora-

tive as the femme interest. Walter Miller

and George Cleveland are villianous enough

to draw hisses from the patrons. Jack

Mulhalf appears in a bit as the state

veterinarian. Autry, as the local inspec-

tor, is alarmed when a calf is discovered

dead of the dread hoof and mouth disease.

Miller plants a diseased animal on June's

ranch and the ranch is quarantined by

Mulhall's orders. Miller and Cleveland get

their diseased cattle to the train, but

Autry manages to stop them from shipping,

and straightens everything out with the

villains put safely behind bars.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

June Storey, George Cleveland, Jack Mul-

hall, Walter Miller, Gordon Hart, Hal

Price. Earle Hodgins, Ethan Laidlaw, John

Beach, Jack Ingram, Bob Woodward and

Sherven Brothers Rodeoliers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry

Grey; Director, Jack Townley; Original

Screenplay, Arthur Powell and Paul Frank-

lin; Cameraman, Reg Lanning; Editor, Les-

ter Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Advitagraph Corp. Names
J. K. Morley as President

Board of directors of the Advita-
graph Corp. announces the election
of J. Kenfield Morley as president
and director of the corporation.
Morley joined the company as vice-
president and general manager in

1937, after serving as sales promo-
tion manager of the Bell & Howell
Co., Chicago, for several years.
Advitagraph, engaged in the

manufacture of continuous motion
picture sound and silent projectors,
and in the production and distribu-
tion of entertainment, educational
and commercial films maintains
branches in New York City, Detroit,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, Chicago,
Louisville, with studio facilities in
Hollywood. The factory is located
in Rochester, N. Y., but plans are
now under way to bring all opera-
tions to one central point, in Chi-
cago.

Edward Ney Dead
Fall River, Mass. — Edward L.

Ney, 70, theater orchestra conduc-
tor in this city for many years, is

dead.

"Torchy Blane In

Chinatown"
with Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Warners 59 mins.

TYPICAL TORCHY MURDER MYSTERY
CARRIES THRILLS AND LAUGHS.

Another in the series of adventure of

the newspaper gal played by Glenda Far-

rell, who proves herself to be a better

detective most of the time than her pal,

the police lieutenant, played by Barton

MacLane. This time they are on the trail

of a clever Oriental gang which has per-

petrated a series of three murders before

Torchy and the copper finally uncover the

gang. It proves to be an inside job, per-

petrated by a supposed operative from Scot-

land Yard who is a phoney, who has two

others assisting him, and all three play

along with the police department in an

ostensible effort to aid in uncovering the

criminals. They are trying to secure a

payment of $250,000 from a rich youth

who is engaged to marry a Senator's daugh-

ter. The climax has the three extortioners

captured with the help of a submarine.

They have arranged to have the wealthy

youth hand over the money out in the bay

far removed from other boats, the rendez-

vous being a buoy. The submarine comes

up at the finish, and the comedy relief,

the dumb dick, played by Tom Kennedy,

is out in a rowboat all by himself. Not

very convincing, any of it, but done in the

usual Torchy manner with thrills and

laughs, it measures up to the formula of

the rest of the series. The denouement

shows that the murders were faked, the

victims turning out to be the criminals

themselves.

CAST: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,

Tom Kennedy, Henry O'Neill, Patric

Knowles, James Stephenson, Janet Shaw,

Frank Shannon, George Guhl, Anderson

Lawlor, Richard Bond, Ed Chandler.

CREDITS: Director, William Beaudine;

Authors, Murray Leinster, Will Jenkins;

Screenplay, George Bricker; Cameraman,

Warren Lynch; Editor, Frederick Richards.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Appellate Div. Modifies

Decision in Columbia Suit

Decision of Justice Charles M.
McLaughlin in the suit brought
against Columbia and nine officers

and directors by Betty Davis, stock-

holder, was modified by the Appel-
late Division in findings handed
down on Friday.

Appellate Division dismissed three

causes of action, stating that they
were barred by the statute of limita-

tions. Causes related to proceed-

ings in 1929. Balance of Justice

McLaughlin's decision was upheld.

Davis action charged payment of

excessive salaries and bonuses.
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WARNERS SET SALES

CONVENTIONS INS. A.

(Continued from Page 1)

N. Bertolini, Manager for Uruguay
at Montevideo and I. Eosenfeld,
manager for Chile with headquarters
in Santiago.

Harry Novak, General Manager
for Argentine and Supervisor for
Uruguay, Chile and Paraguay, will

assist Macdonald in discussion of
sales policies and product to he re-

leased during the coming Latin-
American season which starts in

March. "Angels With Dirty Faces,"
"Dawn Patrol" and "Wings of the
Navy" will be screened for the staff.

Macdonald will also call special

attention to the company's features
and shorts which have special in-

terest to S . A. exhibs, including
"Juarez," "Oklahoma Kid," "Dodge
City" and a feature based on ad-
ventures of Hernando Cortez, as
well as shorts dealing with Jose
Marti, General Sarmiento and Gen-
eral Bolivar.

Following the Argentine conven-
tion, Macdonald goes to Chile, where
the Warner office in the city of Con-
cepcion was completely demolished
in the recent earthquake with loss
of all prints, but without injury to

staff personnel. He will make ar-

rangements for new quarters there.

Second Warner sales convention in

Latin America will open March 6

in Rio de Janeiro, it was announced
at the week-end by Sam E. Morris,
Warner foreign chief.

In session three days, the conven-
tion will attract Branch Managers
from Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre, Recife,
Est. Sao Paulo, Bello Horizonte,
Betucatu, Minas Geraes and Sao Sal-

vador. Arthur Abeles, general man-
ager for Brazil, will be in charge,
and Karl Macdonald will attend.

Other Latin American territories

which come under the supervision of
Peter Colli, will be visited by him
in company with Macdonald, to set

sales policies for next season. Colli,

now in Trinidad, will shortly go to

Puerto Rico, Panama, Peru, Ecuador
and Mexico.

Colli has advised that the annual
Morris Month Drive for Cuba and
Trinidad will be held during May,
with dates for other territorial

drives in honor of Morris to be an-
nounced after his visits. This year
Warners' foreign department has
discontinued the May drive through-
out all foreign territory. This gives
each country an opportunity to se-

lect the period best suited for con-

centrated sales effort.

Macdonald is due to return to New
York about May 1

Amusement Tax Receipts

Paris (By Cable)—French amuse-
ment tax receipts for the last 10

months of 1938 reached the total

of 66,943,000 francs, an increase of

12,509,000 francs over the same per-

iod of 1937.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Still Those Trade Reforms—Increase in Quotas?

- By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

DOMESTIC
TELEVISION: "Television is not

the enemy but the friend of motion
pictures, and will be the source of
great profits to the industry," Stan-
ton Griffis told The National Board
of Review when he addressed them
at their annual meeting. Allen Du
Mont discussed technical aspect of
television before the Board.
LITIGATION: New form of anti-

ASCAP bill was proposed in Con-
necticut . . . Cassel and Co. planned
to fight any RKO plan confirmation
. . . Public hearings on the Neely
Bill were ordered in Washington . . .

Thurman Arnold stated that the
government would not suggest any
consent decrees . . . Counsel for the
Stirn interests in the RKO hearings
protested that Atlas Corp. was inter-
ested in Paramount as well as RKO
. . . Trust charges were made by
E. G. Pollard in New Hampshire
against the Maine and New Hamp-
shire Theaters Co. . . . NLRB cited
10 producers for Wagner Act viola-
tions . . . Supreme Court agreed to
hear Paramount appeal from North
Dakota Divorcement Law . . . Fox
Theaters liquidation plan approved
. . . Trailer-Made started suit against
National Screen for $300,000 . . .

Minority stockholders' suit to the
tune of $25,000,000 was started
against Paramount. . . .

EXHIBITION: Deaths of M. E.
Comerford and Harry Shiffman, vet-
eran exhibs., saddened film row . . .

Loew's disclosed a 12-week net of
$2,979,943 and WB showed a net of
$103,804 for 13 weeks . . . "Idiot's
Delight" started big at the Capitol
. . . "Jesse James" and "Gunga
Din" . . . terrific grossers . . . Darryl

Zanuck took Tyrone Power off the
air following exhib. complaints that
stars shouldn't make air appearances
in conflict with films they appeared
in . . . Universal revealed plans for a
strong drive for biz. in S. A. markets
. . . Dramatists shown to get about a
million a year for screen rights to

plays . . . 20th-Fox set 10-12 at $5,-

000,000 budget for English produc-
tion . . . Nathan Yamins re-elected

prexy by Independent Exhibitors,
Inc.

TRADE REFORMS: "Conciliation
should come first" stated Ed Kuy-
kendall, MPTOA prexy . . . Majors
waited for Abram Myers to tackle
legal aspects of reform drafts . . .

Return of William Rodgers was seen
as spur to new draft in the near
future. . . .

FOREIGN
EXHIBITION: London reports

revealed that an investigation of
Gaumont British affairs will be made
by the Board of Trade . . . French
producers benefited from trade pact
with Germany whereby they would
be able to remove currency . . . Films
Act was defended by John Grierson.
He also went on record as being op-
posed to higher quotas . . . Municipal
financing of production was seen in
Norway . . . Asher set to start first

of four for Columbia at Denham in
April . . . Domestic Argentine prod-
uct was said to be biggest threat in
that country to American films . . .

France adopted Italian monopoly
decree . . . Drive launched in Eng-
land to sell 100,000 television sets
. . . Shortage of product and over-
seating reported in London as being
acute. . . .

Academy Selects Nominees
For Annual "Best" Awards

(Continued from Page 1)

ters," "Grand Illusion," "Jezebel,"
"Pygmalion," "Adventures of Robin
Hood," "Test Pilot" and "You Can't
Take It With You."
Nominees for the best actor were

Charles Boyer in "Algiers"; James
Cagney in "Angels With Dirty
Faces"; Robert Dpnat in "The
Citadel"; Leslie Howard in "Pygma-
lion"; Spencer Tracy in "Boys
Town."
For top honors amone the ac-

tresses, the following were nomi-
nated: Fay Bainter in "White Ban-
ners"; Bette Davis in "Jezebel";
Wendy Hiller in "Pygmalion"; Nor-
ma Shearer in "Marie Antoinette"
and Margaret Sullivan in "Three
Comrades."
Nominations for the best perform-

ance by supporting player went to

the following: Walter Brennan in

"Kentucky"; John Garfield in "Four
Daughters"; Gene Lockhart in "Al-
giers"; Robert Morley in "Marie
Antoinette" and Basil Rathbone in

"If I Were King."
Best actress in a supporting role

brought these nominees: Fay Bain-

ter in "Jezebel"; Beulah Bondi in
"Of Human Hearts"; Spring Bying-
ton in "You Can't Take It With
You"; Billie Burke in "Merrily We
Live" and Meliza Korjus in "The
Great Waltz."

Nominees for the best director
were Michael Curtiz for "Angels
Witfr Dirty Faces"; Norman Taurog
for "Boys Town"; King Vidor for
"The Citadel"; Michael Curtiz for
"Four Daughters" and Frank Capra
for "You Can't Take It With You."

For the best screen play the
following were nominated: John
Meehan and D o r e Schary for
"Boys Town"; Ian Dalrymple, Frank
Wead and Elizabeth Hill for "The
Citadel"; Julius J. Epstein and Le-
nore Coffee for "Four Daughters"
and George Bernard Shaw for
"Pygmalion."

Screen play and dialogue nominees
were W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil Louis
and Ian Dalrymple for the adapta-
tion of "Pygmalion" and Robert
Riskin for "You Can't Take It With
You."
Because of a tie six nominations

were made for the best original
story. They were Irving Berlin for
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"; Roland
Brown for "Angels With Dirty

WARNERS MAY LIMIT

AUSTRALIAN EXPORTS;

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily when he arrived from the

Coast on Saturday.

Clark said that the principal pur-)

pose of his trip was to discuss the*

whole situation with Sam E.#&nr-f
ris, Warner foreign chieftainy-Jundj
discuss a reduction of imports. HeJ
expressed the opinion that only topi

flight pictures would be able to shoWj
a profit in the Australian market in|

the future.

He pointed out the fact that there!
was a strong possibility other States*

would pass legislation similar to thel

quota law recently enacted by New!
South Wales. This would mean thatl

a 25 per cent cancellation and threeH
per cent quota figure would be inl

force throughout the territory, and|

if current negotiations between Aus-I

tralia and Great Britain are con-l

eluded, a 15 per cent British quota!
will be stipulated; which will vir-|

tually mean that the cancellation!

figure will total over 40 per cent!

he said.

Duty on a positive print of lO.OOOB
feet amounts to approximately $675y
and that figure is doubled on aP
negative print with the import duty!

never refunded, he said.

Clark said that another cause ofj

concern was what action will bej

taken by the newly created NSWJ
Films Commission. They have been I

instructed to draft a uniform con-J

tract within six months and terms
of this contract may change the

whole picture one way or another,

he said. He stated that the Com-
mission had broad powers to cover

the whole film industry business.

He expects to be here about three

weeks.

Jack Warner, Jr., Here to

Learn Film Biz. at Home Off!

Following studio huddles on thel

Coast, Grad Sears, Warners' general!

manager of distribution, Mort Blu-I

menstock, in charge of publicity and I

advertising in the East, arrived by I

train Friday accompanied by Jackj

Warner, Jr., who will work at thel

home office. Warner will work in

the distribution, exhibition and pub-

licity departments to learn these

phases of the business.

Liquor in Theaters?

Albany—Sponsored by the League
of New York Theaters, bill to legal-

ize sale of liquor in theaters will be

introduced in the State Legislature

here. Annual license fee of $150

is proposed.

Faces"; John Howard Lawson for

"Blockade"; Dore Schary and Elea-

nor Griffin for "Boys Town"; Mar-
cella Burke and Frederick Kohner
for "Mad About Music" and Frank
Wead for "Test Pilot."
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WOMEN ON A DESPERATE

JOURNEY WITH 1 STRANGE

MEN......

•

*
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WALTER WANGER presents

Dance -Hall Girl: Convict: He gave Man of Mystery: Doctor: It took 12

Nothing mattered himself up in or- A strange whim. cups of coffee to

but a man she'd der to be taken to something from sober him in time.

never seen before. Lordsburg; where the past. ..forced

three men waited him to go on ,

to kill him.
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'ife: "We must
go on, I've got to

find my husband."

Marshal: Why did he
release his prisoner?

Traveling Salesman

:

"I'm a married man
...father of five...

I

insist we go back."

Banker: Why so

careful of the little

black bag?

Driver: He wanted
to go home.



Here it is . . a motion picture of real GREATNESS!
It answers the exhibitor's definition of greatness with

box-office . . the producer's definition with production

perfection..and the public's definition with superb acting

and. ONE SIVIASH CrlilA/IAX AFTER ANOTHER*
Preview reports, columnists' comments, the Hollywood

grapevine already are spreading the word across the

country that "Stagecoach" is as big as the plains . . yet it

has nine startling individual performances that will dehT

nitely create film history. In acting and action "Stage-

coach" grips you and never lets you go. Many big pictures

have just missed glpatness by a split second. AGE-

COACH" HITS IT RIGHT ON THE BUTTON!

•
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A WALTERWANGER Production . Directed by JOHN FORD lS*tffiS&
)

with CLAIRE TREVOR • JOHN WAYNE
Andy DEVINE. John CARRADINE. Thomas MITCHELL. Louise PLATT • George BANCROFT .Donald MEEK.Berton CHURCHILL. Tim HOLT

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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I IN WORLD OPERATION

1 (Continued from Page 1)

ifrrs for the year. Wired theaters

I ncreased by 3,358, Golden said. On
I fan. 1, 1939, 66,362 theaters were

ed as compared with 62,895 on
ran. 1, 1938.

Tl_uope accounts for 63,043 of the

B thT -TS operating in 1938, he re-

I ported. Latin America also shows
Ian increase with 5,239 theaters op-

erating on Jan. 1, 1939, compared
with 5,174 on Jan. 1, 1938.

I Golden's survey reported 6,201

I theaters operating on Jan. 1, 1939,

Bin the far East, which is an in-

I crease of 367 over the previous year.

I Canada also shows increase with
1 1,224 theaters operating on first day

of 1939 compared to 1,089 on same
day of 1938.

Money Games Restored

in Theaters of Syracuse

(Continued from Page 1)

Schine circuit manager who used
his influence to have all games ex-

cept Bank Night eliminated.

A committee of Allied members,
including Thornton Kelly, Rap Mer-
riman and George Smith called upon
Mayor Marvin to learn why Bingo
had been stopped and who had com-
plained. After a conference with
Assistant District Attorney Clar-

ence Unckless, the latter declared

that the games could not be halted

permanently.
Further investigation by New

York Allied resulted in a resolution

to be passed at the recent meeting
of the Syracuse unit in which such
"tactics" by the Schine manager
were condemned.
The Syracuse exhibitors declared

that games were an essential part

of their business and that their elim-

ination would result in financial

loss.

Baltimore House Debuts
Baltimore—Morris Mechanic's new

$400,000 Centre Theatre has opened.
Armand Carroll was the architect

and R. McGill Mackall did the
murals. The Centre will be a sec-

ond-run house, with occasional
premieres.

Variety Club's UDT Night
Detroit—Variety Club will cele-

brate United Detroit Theaters Night
next Saturday with President
George W. Trendle as official host,
assisted by L. H. Gardner and Earl
Hudson.

Schine-Altec Renew
The Schine Circuit has renewed

sound service contracts with Altec
Service Corp. for the coming year,
covering 105 Schine Theaters. J.

G. Selmser negotiated for Schine,
and Bert Sanford and A. J. Rade-
macher for Altec.

A "£M&" fao*» "£dx
//
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HOLLYWOOD
King Directs "Stanley"

LJENRY KING, who directed "In

Old Chicago" and "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," has started direc-

tion of "Stanley and Livingstone"
at 20th Century-Fox.

T T

GN Signs Heather Angel

Heather Angel has been signed for

the name lead in Al Christie's Grand
National picture, "Everything Hap-
pens to Ann." Robert Elliott will

have a character role in the same
picture.

T T T

Szekely Directs for GN
Stephen Szekely, Hungarian di-

rector, has been signed by Grand
National and will direct one of the
early features with that company.
He has directed more than forty
features in Paris, Berlin and his na-
tive Budapest, and has been in the
United States three months.

T T T

Florence Rice Opposite O'Keefe

Florence Rice will play the lead

opposite Dennis O'Keefe in M-G-M's
"The Kid From Texas" which S.

Sylvan Simon directs.

A Rib from Gene Autry

Grand National announces that it

is having a tough time trying to

find a female Gene Autry where-
upon Al Siegel suggests that it re-

ceive permission from Republic to

remove one of Autry's ribs and hope
that it turns out to be what they
want. AAA

Weintraub Joins Rivkin

Charles Weintraub, formerly of

Mills Artists, Inc., has joined Joe
Rivkin Agency a head of the radio

department.AAA
Para. Buys "City Mother"

"City Mother," an original story

by Robert Bren and Gladys Atwater,
has been purchased by Paramount.

t t r

M-G-M Signs Jo Ann Sayers

Jo Ann Sayers, who has a leading
role in "Young Dr. Kildare," and
has just completed a new part in

"Fast and Loose," has signed an
extended-term contract with Metro.

Another new company contract has
been signed with Rand Brooks, who
is playing in "Gone With the Wind"
and will next appear in the M-G-M
production of "Babes in Arms."

20th- Fox Far East Execs.

See 1939 Best Year in India

Following the conclusion of the
third annual sales convention of the
20th-Fox organization in India, a
week-end report to the home office

from Del Goodman, Far Eastern
manager, and C. B. Newbery, man-
aging director of India, stated that
1939 from all indications would be
the biggest year the company has
ever had in that country.

India was one of the 13 countries
overseas that set new all time hierh

volume sales records for the 20th-
Fox foreign forces during1 1938. At
the meeting an outline of new prod-
uct was made and operating policies

were discussed. In the report, it

was cited that a number of new
houses are being built in India and
the field is constantly being ex-

panded.

Gins Heads Col. Pep Club
Pittsburgh—The following officers

have been elected by the newly or-
ganized Columbia Pep Club here:
President, Joe Gins; secretary, Mil-
dred Greenstone; treasurer, Robert
Kimelman; vice-president, Eva Reiff

.

Allegheny County Plans

Open-Air Film Theater

Pittsburgh—According to a state-
ment issued by Allegheny County
Commissioner John J. Kane, an
open-air theater will be constructed
in South Park for the presentation
of motion pictures and plays for
the public, which will be financed
out of current park bonds.

Bamberger, Boston Speaker
Boston—Leon J. Bamberger, RKO

Radio sales promotion manager,
will speak before the Advertising
Club on Feb. 21. Executives of all

the exchanges and theater circuits

have been invited to attend the lun-

cheon, announced as "Motion Pic-

ture Day." In charge of arrange-
mens is Harry Browning, of M & P
Theaters, who is decorating the hall

like a film sales convention and lin-

ing up souvenirs.

"L'Alibi" Premiere Set
"L'Alibi," French release of Co-

lumbia Pictures, will have its pre-
miere at the Fifth Avenue Play-
house following the run of the cur-

rent picture, it was announced Fri-

day.

National Anthem Daily Unwise?
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt thinks it is unwise to play the national
anthem daily in film houses, although she states she approves the patriotic spirit that
prompted the idea. The First Lady explained that when it is played too often, people
get bored with it and fail to realize what it symbolizes.

SMITH HEADS NEELY

BILL HEARINGS COM.

(Continued from Page 1)

tee. Those who were appointed to
the Senate's sub-committee were:

Sen. Ellison D. "Cotton Ed"
Smith (D., S. C), chairman, ranking
Democratic member of the full com-
mittee; Sen. Alben W. Barkley (D.
Ky.), majority leader of the senate;
Sen. Matthew W. Neely (D. W. Va.),
sponsor of the bill; Sen. Charles W.
Tobey (R. N. H.), a "freshman" Sen-
ator, and Sen. Wallace White, Jr.

(R., Me.).
No date has been set yet for

hearings by chairman Smith.
Lively industry interest was mani-

fest in the personnel of the sub-
committee. It was pointed out that
three of the five serving are South-
ei-n Democrats, that Smith is a for-
mer chairman of the full Interstate
Commerce committee, that Barkley
is very close to the White House,
and that Tobey, serving his first

term, is from conservative New
Hampshire, a state with less than
80 pix theaters operating. Neely
was chairman of the Senate sub-
committee which conducted hearings
in February, 1936, on a similar bill

which he sponsored. The Senate
acted on a Neely measure at the
last session without holding public

hearings.

MP Associates Install;

Eddie Golden a Member

Installation of officers was held
Friday at the Astor by Motion Pic-

ture Associates at a luncheon with
Jack Ellis inducted as president for

his second term. Edward A. Gol-

den, Monogram vice-prexy, who was
master of ceremonies, was also made
a member of the organization.

Golden, Jack Ellis, Emil K. Ellis,

Harold Rodner and Herman Bing
were the speakers. Max Fried, Pe-
ter Saglembeni, Alfred Blumberg,
Daniel Porticelli and Sherwood Mac-
Cumber were also taken into the

organization as new members.

R. B. Hennessy Rites Held
Funeral services for Roland Burke

Hennessy, 69, retired publisher and
editor, were held at New Rochelle
Friday. Hennessy at one time was
dramatic critic of the New York
Morning Telegraph, later founded
the New York Star, subsequently
was editor of the Vaudeville News
and finally was publisher and editor
of the Radio World.

Cinematone Moves Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Cinematone Corp.,

headed by Dr. Gordon Keith Wood-
ward and W. P. Falkenburg, has
taken a three-year lease on Associ-
ated Cniema Studios. Company will

make its own phonograph and radio
transcriptions, and produce series

of short subjects, besides renting
space to independent outfits.
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Virginia MPTO Calls for Arbitration After Brandt Talk

DISTMBSJO GET MYERS MEMORANDUM THIS WEEK

Stiff Admission Tax Threat Worries N. D. Exhibitors

howmen as Compromise Sug-

gest Doubling of Present

2% Levy
Bismarck, N. D.—Taxes on mo-
on picture theater admission tickets

ould be increased tremendously over
he present 2 per cent levy accord-

ng to a plan which is being dis-

missed before the House legislative

ommittee on taxes and tax laws.

The proposal is to levy a flat tax
i 5 cents on admissions from 11 to

cents, double that amount up to

. dollar, and 15 cents for admissions
f over a dollar.

Theater men maintained such an
(Continued on Page 4)

:
ILM EXECS. AMONG

HOMERFORDMOURNERS

Scranton—Following funeral ser-
ices at St. Peter's Cathedral here
esterday, widely attended by film
ndustry leaders, a solemn requiem
nass for the late Michael E. Com-
rford, circuit owner and film biz
'eteran, will be celebrated this
norning at St. John's Church, Pitts-
on.

The Most Rev. William J. Haley,
(Continued on Page 6)

Hays, Company Prexies

Sought as V. C. Speakers

Invited speakers at the fifth an-
lual convention of Variety Clubs, to

3e held in Detroit in April, include
*Vill Hays, Sidney R. Kent, Al
Lichtman, Barney Balaban and

(Continued on Page 7)

Metro Sales Record
M-G-M has smashed all records for

sales on its 1938-39 program, accord-
ing to W. F. Rodgers, general sales

manager. Rodgers said yesterday that
the number of product contracts to
date is the largest in the history of
the company. The biggest week in M-
C-M's history was recorded during the
week ending Jan. 12, he said.

Chaplin f'i.v Starts VA's 1939 Lineup
Charles Chaplin's "The Dictators" will usher in United Artists' 1939-40 program,

it was announced yesterday from the Coast by Maurice Silverstone, UA general man-
ager. Silverstone said pix "will be released throughout the world wherever people
are still permitted to have a sense of humor."

Chaplin will talk from the screen for the first time and will function as producer,
director and star in a dual role. Shooting starts March 15.

Grierson Urges That Dominion Shorts

Rank for Quota Credit Under Brit. Act
By JOHN GRIERSON

Producer Member of the CAC
Under the British Quota Act

One thing we had better keep in

mind—Americans and English—is

that the sectional point of view or
even the national point of view,
can't be the whole story. Particular-
ly at this time.
A strong American motion pic-

ture industry expressing the demo-
cratic life and point of view is im-
portant to the world today. The

American industry is no longer a
national asset, but an international
asset.

Harry Warner said the other day,
and it seemed to me good states-
manship for the English-speaking
motion picture industry, as a whole:
"In these times, no single factor is

of such great importance for the
future of civilization as the contin-
ued and increased friendship and co-
operation of the English-speaking

(Continued on Page 6)

Canadian Indies Talk Dominion-Wide Association

Toronto—Organization of a Do-
minion-wide association of indie

theater operators is in prospect,

with Ontario theater owners taking
the initiative.

Major objectives are outlined as:

Formation of an independent ex-

ecutive council to shape policies and

programs and to keep continuous

contact with law-makers and law-

enforcers.

A self-regulating committee with
(Continued on Page 6)

Virginia MPTO Favors Arbitration

After Address by ITOA's President

20th-Fox Projectionists

Called Out in Dispute

Projectionists at the 20th-Fox
home office, Fox Movietone News,
and at the company's New York
exchange, were ordered off the job
yesterday afternoon by Local 306,
operators' union, and pickets were
placed on duty in front of the three

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The MPTO of Vir-

ginia went on record yesterday at
its mid-winter convention at the
Shoreham Hotel in favor of arbitra-
tion, following an address by Harry
Brandt, of New York, ITOA presi-

dent, who strongly urged arbitra-
tion instead of conciliation in the
pending trade reform program.
Brandt occupied most of the time

(Continued on Page 7)

Future Exhib. Conferences
Hinge on Suggestions

by Allied Exec.
Abram F. Myers' memorandum

clarifying sections of the trade
practice draft and suggested revi-
sions are expected to be submitted
to the distributors' negotiating com-
mittee late this week, it was learned
yesterday. Myers, Allied's general
counsel, who has been working on
the formula for several weeks, is

reported to be putting the finishing
touches to the document and will
mail copies within the next two or
three days.

Meanwhile, further work on the
(Continued on Pane 7)

TELECASTCORP. SETS

DEAL WITH WARNERS

Charles Browne, president of
Telecast Corp. of America, Inc., de-
clared yesterday that the firm has
been incorporated as a national dis-
tributor for transcribed airshows,
and expressed the belief that com-
pany is first in the field to so oper-
ate without production affiliation,

and on a national basis, and is not
a "states' rights" proposition.
The first program producer whose

(Continued on Page 4)

Finds Cassel Can Appeal
RKO Plan in District Court

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday denied the application of
H. Cassel & Co., members of the
New York Stock Exchange and hold-

(Continued on Page 7)

39 Features In Work
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Thirty-nine pictures are
in production with 20th Century-Fox
heading the list with seven. Para-
mount is making six; M-C-M, Warner
Bros, and Universal are making five
each. Columbia, four; RKO and Repub-
lic, two each. Selznick, Coldwyn and
Roach are making one each.
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"Delight" Scores Strongly

"Idiot's Delight" all through the
week-end and yesterday continued
to play to exceptional biz, the Cap-
itol management reported last night.

This makes five days of continuous
overflow crowds for the M-G-M pro-
duction.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Quiz Winners Announcement Set Bach
Announcement of the winners in the Movie Quiz contest has been postponed

from Feb. 20 to Feb. 27, it was said yesterday at campaign headquarters. Other de-

tails, previously announced, remain the same. Postponement was necessary because of

the large number of entrants. National Screen Service has prepared a trailer

with the new date and is available at its exchanges.

Atlantic City Boardwalk

Theaters Darken Feb.

Essaness, Balaban & Katz

14 Lock Horns In Chicago

Atlantic City—With grosses hit-

ting an all-time low, the Boardwalk
houses will go dark Feb. 14 and the

Avenue theaters will only run eve-

ning shows. This decision was
reached at conferences attended by
all exhibs. Frank Gravatt's Steel

Pier gave up long ago and for the
first time in years has remained
dark. George Hamid's Million Dol-

lar Pier closed up tight in Novem-
ber.

This new move will affect the
Apollo and Strand theaters of the
Weiland-Lewis circuit and Warners'
Virginia and Stanley theaters. Lewis
of the former stated they had defi-

nitely decided upon the closings to

continue in force until Easter. Her-
bert Copeland of the Warner inter-

ests would not be quoted. Harry
Waxman, owner of the Hollywood
and the Astor theaters stated he
was also in on the afternoon clos-

ings for the Avenue. This will

"kill" the Boardwalk as a winter
amusement spot.

Nathanson Has Options

for 33,000 FPCC Shares

Toronto—Although N. L. Nathan-
son and his nominees notified the
Toronto Stock Exchange that they
had exercised their options to buy
11,000 shares of the stock of Fam-
ous Players' Canadian Corp., Ltd.,

at $13.65 by Jan. 16, Nathan-
son, who is president of Fam-
ous Players, still has an out-
standing option for the further pur-
chase of 11,000 shares at $15 a
share, of 11,000 shares at $16 and
of 11,000 shares at $17, with the
purchase of the next installment of
shares exercisable next July.

Report persists in Toronto finan-
cial circles that when the expiration
of the voting trust agreement oc-
curs on March 6, something in the
nature of a general refinancing of
Famous Players will take place.

Public offering of securities is

deemed likely.

Floods Blocking Film

Deliveries in Midwest

Cincinnati — Rapidly rising flood
waters from the Ohio river and its

tributaries isolated many towns in
the mid-east territory, in many
places making it impossible for
films to get through.
Towns cut off and suffering from

floods include Ironton, O., Russell,
Ashland, Barboursville and Cattles-
berg, Ky., and Nitro, Kenova, St.

Alban, Dunham, S. Charleston and
Charleston, W. Va.

Chicago—Showing on the week-
end of "Young in Heart," "Young
Dr. Kildare" and "Ride a Crooked
Mile" by the Essaness circuit's ace

house, the Sheridan, on the local

northside, while B & K was showing
"Ride a Crooked Mile" and eight

acts of vaude at its downtown State

ake, appears to observers as re-

sponsible for lowering of the scale

at B & K's Pantheon Theater, its

nearest large house to the Sheridan.

Coincidentally, "Young in Heart"
and "Young Dr. Kildare" were
launched on a double bill at B & K's

Northtown and Century, but no
slashing of admission prices was at-

tempted.

Premiums Not Affected

by Mo. Giveaways Ban

St. Louis, Mo.—Before his depar-

ture for Jefferson City, Attorney
General Roy McKittrick of Missouri
clarified his stand on giveaways in

theaters, declaring that he will not
oppose straight premiums in which
there is no element of chance. This
modification of his views expressed
in a conference with the sheriff and
prosecuting attorney for St. Louis
County at Clayton, Mo., means that
theaters throughout the state can
continue to use chinaware, silver-

ware, dresware, cosmetics, etc.

Walter Wanger in N. Y.

in Search of Stories

Walter Wanger arrived from the

Coast yesterday and will remain
here until Thursday when he will

go to Hanover, N. H., to supervise
location shots for "Winter Carni-
val" at the Dartmouth College cam-
pus.

Wanger said yesterday he planned
to see several stage shows and seek
new story material while in New
York. He also will be on hand for
the premiere of his latest picture,

"Stagecoach" which opens at Radio
City Music Hall following the en-
gagement of "Gunga Din."

Truck Control Measure
In Illinois Legislature

Chicago—Film truckers are inter-

ested in a truck control bill intro-

duced in the Illinois legislature. The
measure would eliminate exclusive
rights for any district, to existing
companies. Some of the film car-
riers are under Interstate Commerce
jurisdiction, because they operate
in more than one state.
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J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the b
of Universal, returned from the Coast
terday.

CEORCE W. WEEKS, Monogram sales man;
returned yesterday from Hollywood.

BORIS MORROS came in from the_jCJ
yesterday.

JACK CUMMINGS, M-G-M produce*
recently completed the forthcoming "Hi
ulu," has arrived from the Coast for a s

vacation.

JOHN GRIERSON, producer member of
CAC under the British quota Act, ar

j

here today from Canada.

LOUIS SILVERS, general musical director
20th -Fox, has arrived from the Coast ft

eek's stay.

RAY MOON was here from Detroit over
week-end.

WALTER WANGER arrived from the cj
yesterday morning. He goes to Hanover,
H., Thursday.

LLOYD WRIGHT. Grand National attor
is in New York from the Coast.

MORRIS JOSEPH, Universal exchange •

ager in New Haven, sailed on the Munargo
a 12-day cruise.

I. J. HOFFMAN, Warner zone manage
New Haven, has returned there after a v
tion in Florida.

EDDIE SILVERMAN, executive manager
the Essaness circuit, is in Palm Springs
a vacation.

H. M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of A
has left New York for a trip to the C
by car; returning in about a month.

JOSEPH SHULMAN, of the Webster
Rivoli Theaters, Hartford, Conn., and THOI
DONALDSON, M-C-M exec, leave this v

for Florida.

WILLIAM CHAMBLISS, assistant to r

Lachman, 20th-Fox exploitation manager,
the fliers exploiting "Tail Spin," new rel

I'rive today after a cross country tour
plane. Included in the group are MA
BAIN TANNER, CECILE "TEDDY" KENY
BETTY HUYLER GILLIES, fliers, and J(

VALERIE. GLORIA and BARBARA BREWS
DOROTHY DEARING and HELEN ERICS
studio players.

GYULA KABOS. Hungarian actor, an
tomorrow on the Paris.

WILLIAM POWERS, National Theaters e:

arrived from the Coast yesterday morning a

attending Coast conferences of company e>

Sirovich Fine Arts Bill

Re-introduced In Hoi

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA,%
Washington—Rep. William I. SiI

vich (D., N. Y.) has re-introdu i

his bill to establish a Bureau of F 1

Arts in the Interior Department. r>M
measure calls for a Bureau conte -

ing theater, music, literature ii

graphic and plastic arts divisior i'

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 7

Buster Crabbe
Edward Nugent
Fred Stanley

Paul A. Guertzman
Fred F. De Silva
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THAT Warners crowd, as we have suggested be-

fore, is about the most versatile collection of

producers we have in this picture business today.

They run the gamut of every entertainment idea

in the production of their pictures. flTake the list

of their biggest hits for the past five months

—

"Four Daughters," "Brother Rat," "Angels With

Dirty Faces," "The Sisters," "Devil's Island," "Dawn

Patrol," "They Made Me a Criminal/' and "Wings

of the Navy." No two on the same subject or

even approaching the same theme; all of them

daring; all of them with a sock. flNow take the

bunch they have in production, "Confessions of

a Nazi Spy," starring Edward G. Robinson;

"Juarez," with Paul Muni, Bette Davis and John

Garfield, "Dodge City," with Errol Flynn and Olivia

de Havilland; "Oklahoma Kid/' in which Jimmy

Cagney goes western; "Dark Victory," starring

Bette Davis; "Brother Orchid," with Edward G.

Robinson; "Hell's Kitchen," with the Dead End

Kids; "Yes, My Darling Daughter/" with the new

kid combination of Priscilla Lane and Jeffrey

Lynn; "Each Dawn I Die," with Cagney and

Garfield; "The Sea Hawk," with Errol Flynn; "The

Old Maid," with Bette Davis; the sequel to "Four

4 Daughters"—"Four Wives," and others. flHas this

industry ever been given such a diverse list from

one major company? And with Warners clicking

them off as it has, certainly this is a program to

be reckoned with, and one that is bound to com-

mand even greater audience attention. flJack

Warner and Hal Wallis are carrying the burden,

with a very efficient organization under them,

i m
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fighting every minute to turn out successful pictures.
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ADMiSH TAX THREAT

WORRIES N. D. EXHIBS.

(Continued from Page 1)

exorbitant rate would result in

sharply decreased revenues, and sug-
gested that the present sales tax
rate of 2 per cent be doubled.

John Kennelly of Mandan, secre-

tary of the state organization of in-

dependent theaters, put this ques-

tion:

"Don't you think that if we the-

ater men thought we could add an-

other nickel to our admission price,

we would have done so long ago?
We have found that every time we
try to go above the established lev-

els for the different communities,
the admissions immediately drop off

so much we have to return to the

old price."

That patron would be willing to

pay the extra nickel or 10 cents if

they were assured it would go to-

ward relief and old age pensions
was the contention of Oscar Hagen,
speaker of the House.

Likelihood is that several bills,

involving different approaches, will

be introduced within the next few
days.

Frechette P A Inspires

Censorship Move in N. 0.

New Orleans — Possibility that

New Orleans theaters might face
drastic restrictions as to type of

film and stage entertainment they
might present was seen yesterday
as result of joint protest by Louis-
iana Council for Motion Pictures and
Better Films Chapter over personal
appearance of Evelyn Frechette,
"Sweetheart" of John Dillinger, at

Joy Houck's Strand theater.

Mrs. F. I. Williams, president of

Better Film Chapter, told The Film
Daily that an ordinance which would
place severe restrictions on the type
of pictures and plays that could be
presented was being drafted for the
city council. Ordinance will be di-

rected principally against "Adults
Only" shows.

Mrs. Anna Samuels Dead
Mrs. Anna F. Samuels, wife of

Irving Samuels, president of the
Automatic Devices Co. of Allentown,
Pa., died suddenly in Miami Beach,
Fla., a few hours after they had ar-
rived there on vacation. Funeral
was held in Allentown.

Voder for Films
Bell Telephone Laboratories yester-

day demonstrated to the film trade
press its unique device, known as the
Voder, which creates speech syn-
thetically by employing sound elements
comprising the various frequencies of the
human voice. The Voder will be used
by the company as a feature of its ex-
hibits at both the San Francisco Ex-
position and the New York World's
Fair. While currently a novelty, the
device has a potential application in the
production of motion picture studio
sound effects.

with PHIL M. DALY;

T T
• • • ONE oi the most spectacular and showmanlike transconti-

nental ballyhoos reaches its climax today when the northern and

southern groups of the 20th Century-Fox "Tail Spin" Tour arrive at Newark

Airport this afternoon completing a tour of 12.000 miles by air, the

two planes starting from Los Angeles on Jan. 28th

T T
• « » THE STUNT got a great reaction in the 18 cities visited

by the flyers principally because the personalities involved

were Flying Femmes "Tail Spin" being the first picture to

glorify the ladies of the air Ruth Nichols and Margo Tanner

were the professional flyers in the northern group Betty Huy-

ler Gillies and Cecile "Teddy" Kenyon in the southern group

four baby stars from thz studio and a publicity representative

from the home office and the studio made up the balance of the

personnel in the flying entourage of each group

T T
• • AT EVERY city visited the newspaper lads accorded the stunt

a big play the mayor of the city or his representative was on hand

at the airports receptions, radio broadcasts, and special events like

the "Tail Spin Handicap" at the Fair Grounds in New Orleans showed thai

the local exchanges and exploitation forces were taking full advantage

of the ballyhoo the fact that many of the cities seldom get a Holly-

wood ballyhoo on such a large scale served to induce everybody to get

in back of the local campaigns advance men preceded each tour a

week ahead, and lined up plenty of publicity tie-ups

T T
• • • THE BIG finale takes place Thursday nite at the

Waldorf-Astoria when the touring flyers and the New York
membership of the "Ninety-Niners," the flying femmes organiza-

tion, will be the guests at a "Tail Spin" testimonial dinner and
preview of the production in the grand ballroom Charles

McCarthy originated and engineered the campaign .which

comes at a most opportune time, with the nation more air-minded

than ever before

T T T
• • • INCREASED advertising budget is being placed by Warners
in back of "You Can't Get Away With Murder" .... because of the recep-

tion accorded Humphrey Bogart in "Angels With Dirty Faces" and "King

of the Underworld" newspapers will receive the bulk of the adver-

tising a special one-sheet has been distributed to exhibs the

paper being an imitation of the "Wanted for Murder" poster darned
effective with Bogart photographs front and side views, with big

prison numerals underneath

T T
• • • COCKTAIL party to honor the stage and screen
celebs and motion picture \execs who are sponsoring the First

Annual Motion Picture Ball takes place this afternoon at the
Coq Rouge among those who will attend are Franchot Tone,
Frances Farmer, Katherine Locke, Lillian Hellman, Howard
Barnes, Fredric March, Louis Nizer, Lynn Farnol Howard
Dietz, Dorothy Parker, Sam Jaffe, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Zorina,
Madeleine Carroll, Clifford Odets, Raymond Massey, Robert
Benchley, Orson Welles

T T
• • • OUR Hats Off To Warner Brothers that was the title

of one of &e smartest trade paper ads we have seen with National
Screen giving congratulations to Warners on their ticket-selling trailer on
"They Made Me A Criminal" what helps one, helps all

« « c< » » »

TELECAST CORP. SE1

DEAL WITH WARNEI

(Continued from Page 1)

product TC of A has contracted i

distribute is Warner Bros. Latil

Browne stated, is entering ra(

production through its subsidjajj

Warner Bros. BroadcastingC
Initial WB transcription sfer:'

which will be Telecast's open,
presentation to the trade is '"1

Adventures of Uncle Jimmy," stl

ring William Farnum. A first yesj

series of 156 episodes is now
production in Hollywood.

Other producers also will a
tribute through Telecast unj
deals now in negotiation stag]

Browne asserted, and added t'

the corporation will not indulge
production except on a financ

basis with outside producers in

turn for distributing rights.

Virginia MPTO Re-Elects

All Officers, Direct!

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA
Washington — The MPTO of M

ginia re-elected all officers at |

yesterday afternoon session, heai

by President William Crockett,

Virginia Beach. The board of dh
tors was also re-elected.

A committee was appointed
\

look into the next convention v|

Roanoke suggested as the site,

this will be decided later. Otr,

re-elected were Benjamin T. Pij

vice-president; Harold E. Wood,
:]

retary, and Sam Bendheim,
treasurer.

Weisman, Stenrich Named
j

Fox Theaters Trusts

Milton C. Weisman and Kenni
Stenrich were yesterday appoinj
by Circuit Judge Martin T. Man|
as trustees in Fox Theaters to I

through the liquidation plan. Or'l

also approved the plan and provi
for the posting of a bond for ?!

000 by the trustees, and stated t

upon filing of the bond, the recei

and ancillary receiver are to s

render all properties of Fox Th
ters and subsidiaries to the trust

who are to proceed then with li(

dation,
Weisman is directed to file a fi

accounting of his office as recei

within 60 days.

STORKS!
Indianapolis—A son, Kenneth

was born to Mrs. Ben Hopkins, \

of the manager of the Ger-
Equipment Co., at the Metho.
Hospital.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DA\

Burbank—Bill O'Donnell, Wai
Bros. Dance director, became
father of an eight pound baby
at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.



THE DRAMATIC STORY
EX-CHIEF OF POLICE, RE-
TURNED TO HIS FORMER GLORY
TO HUNT DOWN HIS OWN SON.

itfrf.
*ti?

\

r

AN BAXTER • JACQUELINE WELLS
GORDON OLIVER • WILLARD ROBERTSON

Screen play by Arthur T. Horman • Directed by C. C. Colemg.nf Jr.

A Golusnltia Pixrfute,
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Let Dominion Shorts Rank for Brit. Quota - - Griersoi

Compromise Proposal Brought

Forward by Member of

the CAC
(Continued from Pope 1)

nations. Motion pictures are play-

ing their full part towards this

most desirable end . . . There is to-

day unquestionably a moral alliance

between the United States and the

British Commonwealth of Nations

which is the sheet anchor of human
sanity and human hope . . . The task

of all men of goodwill is to stand

Editor's Note: As a member of the
Cinematograph Advisory Council which
advises the British Board of Trade in

the administration of tie Quota Act,
unusual importance attaches to this

second frank statement by John Gricr-
son. It was ptepared exclusively for
THE FILM DAILY by Grierson, who
ai ri.ves in New York today from
Canada where he has been acting as
adviser to the Dominion Department
of Trade and Commerce.

behind the forces of stability, jus-

tice and freedom. That is the task

particularly of the motion picture

industry."

For Closer Co-operation

Is this diplomatic high talk or
does Harry Warner mean it? If

American producers really mean
that—and nothing could be better

—

it would be a logical step to build
up a closer system of co-operation
with the British film industry and
make the democratic voice of the
English-speaking cinema an even
greater international influence.

American producers have made an
excellent beginning in that task,
with the British production of am-
bitious and inspiring films like 'The
Citadel.' But they could doubtless
do more. Harry Warner might make
a note of the point when he is next
deciding his production schedule for
British quota.

The question of ranking Canadian
and Dominion films for British quo-
ta involves questions of reciprocity
and sevei^al provincial legislatures
would be concerned, not only in

Canada, but in the other Dominions
as well. The answer is not easy.

"Break" for British Shorts

I would like to see consideration
of a compromise suggestion—that
Canadian and Dominion shorts
should rank for British quota, with
a bigger quota to look after them.

If we are not to see the life of
our Empire countries in the long
films, let us at least see it in the
short films. Personally, I won't
miss a lot of the dim and silly short
films which are sent to England
from the United States.

The States can't have it both
ways. They do pretty well in the
features. They could hardly object
if the British Empire picked up the
odd running time with its shorts.

An accommodating policy in the

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Jane Withers' next for 20th-Fox will be "Police School"; James
Tinling will direct . . . Virginia Weidler goes into the cast of Lee Tracy's "What's
a Fixer For?" for RKO . . . 20th-Fox will preview Shirley Temple's "The Little

Princess" at the Carthay Circle here Feb. 17 . . . Warners will start "American
Family" Thursday . . . William Keighley has a new WB pact . . . Annabella will be
opposite Robert Young in Metro's "Maiden Voyage" . . . Director E. H. Griffith

has acquired film rights to "Celebrity Service," by Joe Cravath . . . Warners will

make a series of detective stories based on "Old and Young King Brady" . . .

Monogram will give "Murder in the Big House" a top budget . . . Jack Holt's next
will be "Power to Kill."—WILK.

Alexander Preview Co.

to Enter Trailer Field

Film industry channels, in the

wake of reports that the Alexander

Film Co. of Colorado Springs was

entering the field of "preview

trailer" production and distribution,

were apprised yesterday of the exact

status by Don Alexander, Jr., presi-

dent of the Alexander Preview Co.

Said the latter: "The Alexander

Preview Co. is organizing for the

production and distribution of 'pre-

view trailers' for theater use in an-
nouncement of coming attractions.

"The Alexander Preview Co. is

not affiliated with the Alexander
Film Co. in any way. The Alexan-
der Preview Co. has made arrange-
ments to lease floor space and cer-

tain equipment for its activities from
the Alexander Film Co., and the

Preview Co. will have its own home
office studio staff of production ex-

perts and sales executives. Alex-
ander Preview will establish distri-

bution points for servicing theaters.

"Officers of the Preview Co. will

be: Don Alexander, Jr., president;
Harold N. Schwarz, formerly with
National Screen Service, general
manager; and Byers E. Smith, sec-

retary-treasurer. Don Alexander,
Jr., is the son of J. Don Alexander,
president of the Alexander Film
Co."

Resume Kaufman Exam.
Chicago — Examination of Abe

Kaufman, chief B & K booker, in

connection with the Adelphi The-
ater case will be resumed tomorrow,
before Master Charles McDonald.

Former Detroit Critic Dies
Detroit—Harriet Culver, 69, for-

merly theatrical critic with the De-
troit Free Press, died at her home
here. Burial was in Ludington.

George Duswald Dead
Scio, 0.—George J. Duswald, own-

er of the Scio Theater succumbed to
a heart attack. His wife will con-
tinue to operate the house.

matter of shorts—on the part of
both Britain and the United States—would please a great part of the
English-speakii** world.

Execs. Among Mourners
at Comerford Services

(Continued from Page 1)

Bishop of the Roman Catholic Dio-
cese of Scranton, was the celebrant

of the solemn high mass at St.

Peter's yesterdav. The Right Rev.
Msgr. Martin J. O'Connor, pastor
of the Cathedral, was the archi-

priest. Other officers of the mass
were: deacon, the Rev. Paul J. Cary,
Wilkes-Barre, a nephew of Mr.
Comerford; subdeacon, the Rev.
Martin C. King, pastor of St.

Thomas Church, Dickson City;

deacons of honor, the Right Rev.
Msgr. William P. Kealy, pastor St.

Patrick's Church, Olyphant, and
the Rev. John J. Featherstone, pas-
tor of St. Mary's Church, Upper
Pittston; masters of ceremonies, the
Rev. Robert A. McNulty and the
Rev. William A. O'Mara, both of

St. Peter's Cathedral.

Interment was in the Comerford
Mausoleum, St. Vincent's Cemetery,
Plymouth.

There were no honorary pall-

bearers. Active pallbearers, all

nephews of the late theater opera-
tor were: Thomas Collins, Thomas
Comerford, Joseph Comerford, Mat-
chew Cary Jr., Thomas Cary and
John Comerford.

All of the Comerford Theaters
were closed yesterday until 2 p.m.

In addition to Frank C. Walker,
Comerford's nephew and associated
with him in the direction of Comer-
ford-Publix, other industry repre-
sentatives at the rites yesterday in-
cluded:

Former Gov. Carl Milliken, rep-
resenting Will H. Hays, absent on
the Coast; Tom Connors and Ted
O'Shea, M-G-M; F. J. X McCarthy,
F. F. Murray, Al Herman, Univer-
sal; Jules Levy, RKO General Sales
Manager; Harvey Day, Terrytoons;
Leon Netter, Paramount; James R.
Granger, Monogram president; E.
C. Granger; Michael Kallet, Oneida;
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Cornblite, Thomas
Walsh, Binghamton; Joe Miller, Buf-
falo; Paul Barron, Washington; Ed-
ward Fay, Providence; William Ca-
toret, Rochester; L. J. Chamberlain,
J. J. Conway, Shamokin; Luke Far-
rell, Carbondale; Eddie Dowling,
and Willie "Dinty" Moore.

CANADIAN INDIES TAL

DOMINION-WIDE ASS'

£(.Continued from Page 1)

adequate representation of thV'i

dependents.

The establishment of a gover

ment film bureau empowered to I

down rules of fair play and to he
grievances and appeals.

ITA Seeks New Quarters
Toronto — Under instructions

the Independent Theaters' Ass'n
Ontario, a special committee co

sisting of H. Firestone, ITA pre:

dent; G. Solway of the Avenue, Pa
amount and Bloordale theaters; a:

T. Walton, ITA treasurer, is al

ranging for new headquarters.

The ITA has been informed th

two-for-one admissions, tried out
the Avenue and Duchess theaters
Toronto has been ended, followii

a conference.

Neb. Anti-Marathon Bill

Given Favorable Repo

Lincoln, Neb.—News of the we>
in the Nebraska unicameral w;

mixed. Good side found the an1

marathon bill, which would stan
out all manner of endurance shoy
which offer the film biz 24-hour ba
gain priced competition, beh
boosted forward after its first hea
ing with a favorable report.

Sourer complexion was placed (

Sen. E. M. Neubauer's assertion thi

the film companies had better mal
tracks in setting their business moi
nearly in order in Nebraska, <

"they'll have plenty to worry about
Under his signature rests the twj

film bills, for divorcement and salt

regulation, which bounced into tr

hopper early in the session.

Neubauer's stiffening attituc

came when he was approached b

several independent exhibs. who ft

vored circuit and producer polic

changes.

Tenn. Exhibs. Confident

Tax Increases Defeate

Nashville, Tenn.—Tennessee ex
hibs. are confident that they hav
won their fight to block an increas
in theater levies provided in th
1938-39 revenue bill.

Measure calls for increase of on
per cent in the levy on gross theate
receipts. Present levy is three pe
cent.

Additionally, the bill provides fo

a five per cent levy on receipts whe
the theaters hold Bank Night.
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HSTRIBUTORS TO GET

YERS MEMORANDUM
{Continued from Page 1)

ft by the majors' attorneys is be-

g suspended until Myers' docu-

ent is received. W. F. Rodgers,
kesman for the distributors' com-

.rie, said yesterday that future
[Pvitor conferences would depend
n the contents of Myers' sugges-
ons. If the Allied general counsel
ubmits material that needs consid-

ration by organization leaders, an-
ther meeting will be scheduled.

Rodgers ventured the opinion that

lost of the details in connection
,-ith the trade plan would be dis-

posed of this week — at least, he
oped that would be the case.

: inds Cassel Can Appeal

RKO Plan in District Court

IH

epoi

'Continued from Page 1)

" rs of $217,000 in RKO debentures,
• or leave to appeal the decision of

<>deral Judge William Bondy which
ipproved the amended RKO reor-

ganization plan, sponsored by the
\tlas Group, and instructed H. Cas-
sel & Co. to proceed in the U. S.

district Court on the grounds that

he applicant has a right to appeal
'rom the order of Judge Bondy and
loes not require the consent of the
Circuit Court.
Cassel & Co., through counsel,

v>mmel & Rosenberg, attacked the
: :ourt's approval of the amended

I
.ilan on the grounds that it changes
;he status of debenture holders to

ireferred stockholders, thus depriv-

ng them of secured bonds without
J.idequate compensation.

It was also disclosed yestei'day
>:hat the withdrawals of consents to

T:he plan have been so insignificant

that the Atlas Group has more than

f
sufficient consents, and that Judge

-I
1 Bondy is expected momentarily to

4>ign a settlement order.

Vt. Sunday Movie Bill

Sent to Senate by House

Montpelier, Vt.—After heated de-

bate, the Varmont House passed and
sent to the Senate a measure to

legalize movies, baseball lectures

and concerts on the Sabbath Day
under local option The vote was

'- 124 to 103, compared with the 154
to 76 margin by which it was ad-

vanced previously

NSS Writ Hearing Today
i\A: Hearing will be held today in Fed-

eral Court before Judge William
Bondy on the application of Na-
tional Screen Service for a tempor-
iaiy injunction in its action against
'Trailer-Made to restrain latter's

alleged plagiarism of plaintiff's

musical compositions and portions
of sound track. Other defendents

i in the proceedings are Pathe Film
j < Corp. and Isidor Schwartz.

"Pygmalion" Set for Chi.
Chicago—"Pygmalion" will open

at B & K's Apollo theater on Feb.
11 for an extended run.

:
:.

AH Together, Boys
Newark, N. J.—The American, local

nabe offered "invitation" on its mar-
quee last week:
"Next Time I Marry"

—

"Come On, Leathernecks!"

20th-Fox Projectionists

Called Out in Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

buildings as well as at De Luxe
Laboratory.
A 20th-Fox executive told The

Film Daily last night that an
agreement had been reached be-
tween the company and the union
last week whereby three operators
would be dismissed and the little

theater in the home office closed as
an economy measure, a 10 per cent
wage increase being granted to the
remaining staff of operators. How-
ever, it was said that the union
changed its mind over the week-
end and demanded the rehiring of
the dismissed operators.

Movietone News will get out its

regular releases without using pro-
jection machines, it was stated. The
20th-Fox spokesman took the posi-
tion that the union had failed to live

up to its agreement and until they
did, there was nothing further that
the company could do to settle the
dispute.
At union headquarters last night,

a spokesman said that as long as
20th-Fox did not use non-union pro-
jectionists it would continue to be a

localized matter, but if non-union
men were brought in the question
would be turned over to the IATSE.

AAAA Board Pledges Support

In AGMA's Negotiations

At a meeting of the board of
AAAA yesterday full support of the
AAAA and its member branches
was pledged to the American Guild
of Musical Artists in the negotia-
tions which AGMA is currently
carrying on with the Columbia Con-
certs Corp., NBC Artists Services,
and Artists-Managers, subsidiaries
of the broadcasting companies, it

was learned following the meeting
last night.

It is expected that the member
branches of the AAAA — SAG,
Equity, AFA and AFRA — will

adopt similar pledges during this

week to support AGMA in its nego-
tiations.

Columbia Pictures Seeks

Dismissal of Spitz Suit

Columbia Pictures filed applica-
tion yesterday to dismiss the suit
brought by Milton Spitz against
Motion Pictures Greatest Year,
Moredall Realty Co., Bobbydick,
Inc., and the eight majors.

Application will be heard Feb. 17
by Federal Judge William Bondy.
Grounds for dismissal will be denial
of infringement and a claim by de-
fendants that U-Spot-It is a form of
lottery.

Spitz asked $500,000 damages and
injunction, claiming his game was
plagiarized by the Movie Quiz.

NBC Exec. Asserts Majors

Agree Radio Helps Stars

Niles Trammell, newly appointed
executive vice-president of NBC,
yesterday said that while he was
not at liberty to discuss his recent

trip to the West Coast in regard to

a closer alignment between radio

and motion pictures, he shortly

would submit a memorandum com-
pletely covering his trip, and activi-

ties, to Lenox Lohr, NBC prexy.

Trammell, who said he did not be-

lieve publicity would help the situ-

ation, did state that he had dis-

cussed the radio vs. pix situation

with heads of the majors, including

Darryl F. Zanuck, of 20th-Fox and
that all had agreed that radio had
benefited their stars.

Don Gilman, vice-president on the

West Coast, yesterday pointed out

that some of the picture stars are

not under contract to any one stu-

dio and would not be affected by any
rules the motion picture industry

might lay down regarding relation-

ship of pictures and radio. Gilman
further stated that he, Trammell
and Will Hays had discussed mu-
tual problems in an attempt to get

a working relationship to eliminate

any friction that exists between cer-

tain elements of motion picture in-

dustry and radio. No definite con-

clusions were reached however.

N. Y. Billboard Measure
May Parallel Ind. Bill

Albany—The fight on billboards

continues to hold the center of the

stage in Albany, with advertising

companies waging a defiant, but ap-

parently weakening fight. Public

forum meetings throughout the

State last week held the spotlight,

with the significant fact emerging
that some of the groups subsequent-
ly petitioned legislators to enact re-

strictions on alongside-road bill-

boards as a safety measure.
As revealed by Film Daily a fort-

night ago, compromise with sign-

board and advertising- companies
looms in the offing. Observers ex-

pect amendments shortly to bring
the highway-safety compaign to a

successful conclusion along1 the lines

of a measure now pending in In-

diana.

Allied of Eastern New York
Completes its Organization

Albany, N. Y.—Allied of Eastern
New York group yesterday com-
pleted organization at a luncheon
at the Hotel Ten Eyck attended by
15 exhibitors, representing 40 the-

aters.

Appointed to the grievance board
were Dave Rosenthal of Troy, Kings-
ley Ryan of Ticonderoga, George
Thornton of Saugerties, Mrs. M. Mc-
Namara of Valatie and the Thou-
sand Islands, was named secretary.

The group discussed Ascap and
theater divorcement legislation, but
decided to withhold action pending
disposition of the litigation on both
fronts. Later action in New York
state seems indicated.

VIRGINIA MPTO GALLS

FOR ARBITRATION

(Continued from Page 1)

of the meeting with an address on
results of the trade reform confer-
ences so far and in subsequent
answering questions on the confer-
ence from the floor.

"The exhibitors are at the cross-
roads," Brandt declared "and will

be put out of business if they do not
put up a flght."

The depression in the industry is

due to poor pictures, the New
Yorker contended.

Referring to the pending New
York equity suit, Brandt said that
"if the Government wins, both sides
will lose." He declared that the trade
practice program must include
clauses against discrimination, elim-

inating blind-selling and, most im-
portant of all, the producers must
guarantee that they will deliver "A"
picture when the exhibitors con-
tracts for "A" pictures.

Brandt said that the majors had
rejected arbitration because it was
contrary to the policy of the Jus-
tice Department, but after ITOA's
counsel, Milton C. Weisman, had a

conference with them, the majors
were convinced that arbitration was
a feasible policy.

Brandt attacked Allied's legisla-

tive program, stating that legisla-

tion was costly and further stated

that he was opgosed to the Neely
block-booking bill. He said the only

objection to block-booking would
disappear if the producers supplied

"A" pictures as called for in the

contracts instead of shoving "B"
pictures into the higher classifica-

tion. He warned the exhibitors that

their demands on the producers and
distributors must be reasonable or

latter will prefer to face legislation.

The convention was opened by
William Crockett, president of the

MPTO of Virginia, who was fol-

lowed by Morton G. Thalhimer, pre-

penting a legislative report. Col.

Robert T. Barton, MPTO counsel,

also delivered his report. Rep. Jen-

nings Randolph of West Virginia

formally welcomed the delegates to

Washington.

Hays, Company Prexies

Sought as V. C. Speakers

( Continued from Pane 1

)

Harry Warner. If the invitations

are accepted, those executives will

be at the speakers' table at the ban-
quet which is scheduled for the

night of April 23. The convention
is to be held April 21-23 at the Book-
Cadillac Hotel. Approximately 60

well-known industry personalities

have been invited to attend.

Breaks Arm In 10 Places

Cleveland—"Duke" Clark, Para-
mount branch manager, who recent-

ly fell and broke his lower arm in

10 places, is still confined to his

home.
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New Jap Law Paves Way for Foreign Pix Restriction

Regulation of Both Distribu-

tion and Exhibition to be

Authorized
Tokyo (By Cable)—While U. S.

distributors here are continuing to

work on a status quo basis with the
Japanese Government, although the
formal agreement between them ex-

pired on Dec. 31, last, anxious eyes
are being cast at current develop-
ments, among which is the inevit-

able presentation to the Diet next
March of a new motion picture law
whose provisions are viewed as

chiefly affecting the domestic end
of Japan's industry, but whose
phraseology is so elastic as to read-

ily permit of drastic impositions

upon U. S. film interests within the

country.

Back of the proposal of the new
motion picture law, advocated by
the Ministers of Home Affairs and
Education, are deep undercurrents
which complicate an understanding
of the situation unless certain

plights of Japan's own interests

are cited.

Among these plights, are:

(1) Difficulties attending the di-

verting of domestic monies into

channels useful to the Government
for the prosecution of the "unde-
clared" Sino-Japanese warfare; (2)

Problem of satisfying the exhibition

outlets, which cry out against hav-
ing to show certain European films,

and the public, which shows a
marked preference for American
pictures; (3) How, too, to do right

by Japan's totalitarian partners,

and, at the same time, to the U. S.,

since there are no laws in Japan
giving other countries preference

over American films, nor are there

any actual quota or contingent laws
in effect in Japan; (4) Fear on the

part of more thoughtful Japanese
statesmen of discriminating against

U. S. pictures at a time when Amer-
ican relations obviously should be
preserved.

To solve these and other problems,
the draft of the proposed Motion
Picture Law accordingly provides:

(1) In order to prevent undue in-

crease in the number of persons
engaged in production and distri-

bution, as well as to foster healthy
development, the motion picture

business shall be placed on a license

system.

(2) Violators of the law shall be
ordered to reform or their business
shall be restricted or stopped en-

tirely.

(3) To improve the quality and to

promote the industry, motion pic-

ture directors and players shall be
registered and further regulations

"Ma Mere" to Hoffberg
"Mile. Ma Mere," new French

film starring Danielle Darrieux, has
been acquired by J. H. Hoffberg for

distribution in the United States.

Film was produced by Joseph Auer-
bach, who also produced "Mayer-
ling" and "Ecstasy."

Talk Okla. Divorcement, Ascap Bills

Oklahoma City—After a month's session of the Oklahoma State legislature, only

theater bill introduced so far is Sen. Nat Taylor's seat-for-every-patron bill.

However, it is known that solons are talking possible divorcement, anti-Ascap

and block-booking legislation.

Legislative Action Urged
on Bank Night In Wis.

Madison, Wis.— Contending that

because various juries have failed

to return convictions in connection
with Bank Night actions in several

state cities, Atty. Gen. John E. Mar-
tin ruled the subject "debatable"
and "not free from all reasonable
doubt."

In his opinion addressed to Dist.

Atty. William H. Rogers of Jeffer-

son county, Atty. Gen. Martin sug-
gested that before there can be
hope of successful prosecution "the
matter should be presented to the
legislature for definite action."

The opinion differs from that of

his predecessor, Orland S. Loomis,
who contended that Bank Night con-
stituted a violation of the state lot-

ery laws.

"Jesse James" Will Show
to 550,000 in 4 Weeks

Through Sunday night the atten-
dance at "Jesse James" at the Roxy
Theater was 479,315, with all indi-
cations pointing to an attendance
of 550,000 during its four-week run
at that house, ending Thursday.

"Tail Spin" opens at the Roxy on
Friday.

Mayflower, Walt Disney Co.'s

File to Do Biz. In New York

Albany—The Mayflower Pictures

Corp., Ltd., of England, capitalized

at £50,000 in 5s par value shares,

has filed a certificate of statement

and designation in the office of the

Secretary of State to enable it to

do business in New York State.

Walt Disney Productions of Los
Angeles, chartered under California

laws, with capital of $2,000,000 in

$10 shares, has also filed a certificate

of statement and designation in the

office of the Secretary of State to

enable it to do business in New
York State.'

Approval of Pathe Film

Plan Regarded as Sure

Proxies in favor of the new Pathe
Film Corp. plan are being returned
to the Pathe office at a rate which
indicates the necessary 66 2/3 per
cent vote to carry the plan will be
on record by the time the special
stockholders' meeting convenes on
Feb. 16, it was learned yesterday.
No opposition is anticipated from

either the stockholders or the Du
Pont Film Manufacturing Co., fac-
tors that blocked the old plan from
being carried through at a special

stockholders meeting in December.

issued for control of unit persons.

(4) At the time of the enforce-
ment of this law, those who are al-

ready established in business and
those who have applied prior there-
to, shall be recognized as being en-
titled to licenses.

(5) In order to encourage film
industry, awards shall be made to
exceptional pictures which contrib-
ute toward national culture.

(6) Exhibition of cultural pictures
shall be ordered so as to promote
national culture.

(7) For purposes of education and
national propaganda, exhibitors may
be ordered to exhibit certain desig-
nated pictures.

(8) Certain pictures which are
considered significant from the
point of view of public welfare shall

be ordered to be preserved by the
owner so as to prevent their de-
struction.

(9) Scenarios or manuscripts shall
be presented to the authorities be-
fore production in order to prevent
the making of undesirable films, as
well as to prevent unforeseen loss
of time when presented for censor-
ship purposes.

(10) Censorship of films, both for
release in Japan as well as for ex-
port, shall be conducted as in the

past. Portions of films deleted by
the censors shall be confiscated.

(11) Proper restrictions and con-
trol shall be exercised over the
length of performance, method of
exhibition and attendance of minors
from the point of view of peace and
order, hygiene, education and gen-
eral public welfare.

(12) In view of the influence of
foreign pictures upon national mor-
als and the motion picture industry,
the volume of foreign pictures dis-

tributed, as well as exhibited in the-
aters, shall be restricted.

(13) Night work of women and
minors engaged in film production
shall be prohibited or restricted
when such is judged as undesirable
from the point of view of hygiene
and public welfare.

(14) Producers, distributors and
exhibitors, who interfere with the
healthy deve-opment of the film in-
dustry, shalt be ordered to restrict
their activities.

(15) A motion picture committee
shall be established to discuss im-
portant matters relating to the in-
dustry.

(16) Regulations additional to the
above 15 shall be issued to decide
the penalties for violation of the
above.

MOMAND DEFENDANT:

TO ASK DISMISS!

Oklahoma City— Defense (~

neys in the Momand anti-trust\<i!

pending in Federal District Coi 1

here have announced that they v,

file a motion to dismiss the cas

after completion of the prelimina

pleadings hearings now being h<

in Judge A. P. Murrah's court.

Announcement came during hec

ings on motions by defendants r

ative to the recently filed amend
petition. Of the 25 points ruled

at the hearing 16 were overruled

Judge Murrah.
Plaintiffs were ordered to file

bill of particulars listing specific;

ly and in detail the names of inc

producers whom it alleged we

forced out of business by the "co

spiracy of the defendants in viol -

tion of the anti-trust laws." A b
of particulars was also ordered fil

listing indie exhibs. whom the pel

tion alleged were forced out of bus

ness due to actions of the defe

dants.

Certain portions of the amendi
petition were corrected by inte

lineation at the hearings. Judj

Murrah overruled all portions as
J

ing that plaintiffs be requested 1

present evidence of actual damaj i

where damages are asked for ea<

of the many Momand companie
j

This, it was concluded, would be
the nature of presenting evidem
before the trial. Defendants al:

sought to have damages to real e

tate companies holding only leas<

and the major holding company 1 I

thrown out but this was overrule '

Plaintiffs in answer to one m> I

tion also filed a bill of particulai

detailing the name of the pictui i

and instance where it was allege I

rentals were raised despite previoi

contract because of change fro:

silent to sound films. The pictui

was named as "Cimarron."

Judge Murrah also ordered plaii

tiffs to define and present in greate

detail allegations with reference t
protection schedules and practice

The suit involves approximatel
$4,500,000 and is directed agains

22 major producers, distributors an
circuit organizations.

Perth Theater to Metro
Regent Theater in Perth, Aus

tralia, has been taken over by Metr>
and following extensive remodelini
has been reopened as the Metre
it was learned yesterday. Wor)
on the new Metro Theater in Ade
laide has also been started.
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"Defreezing" of U. 5. Pix Revenue in Hungary Looms

DISTRIBUTION IN P. I. MAY BECOME PUBLIC UTILITY

TNEC May Sidestep Movies, Leaving Field to D of J
=

: ; Wanted: A Law
. . . and with reason

By CHESTER B. BAHN=
THERE ought to be a law.

•:

r
Specifically, there ought to be a law

gainst newspaper columnists firing broad-

des at this industry unless they are familiar

'ith its setup and its operation. Or perhaps

ne latter word should be in the plural.

For which thought you are indebted this

wrning to what Mrs. Evalyn Walsh McLean,
ociery figure and columnist for the Wash-
"igron Times, had to say the other day.

From a neat tribute to Walt Disney, Mrs.

McLean turned to a discussion of (her ver-

on) industry organization, practices, poor

ilms, etc., etc.

COMMENTING upon "poor films," Mrs.
"^ McLean finds, "It is high time the De-
artment of Justice investigated the matter

nd found out what is wrong."

If you find that D. of J. activity theory

uaint, mull over this further observation:

"Here is a great industry—one of the

reatest in the world—that gives happiness

nd pleasure to millions of people yearly.

I should not be controlled by just a few
ten out in Hollywood. Anyone who has the

bility and the genius to produce a moving
icture should be able to do so without hav-

ig his hands tied by a lot of useless red

ape."

Without conceding that a "few" men
ontrol this industry, as Mrs. McLean con-
ends, if such a charge is to be hurled,

'hy single out films? What about motors?

fir other industries, grown great under the

imerican capitalist system, which might be
itcd.

1 AS for tl

,; * there's

the right to engage in production,

s only one other requisite to the

kLean "ability and genius" formula. That,

eculiarly, happens to be financing. Ability

nd genius usually can find financing; it's far

lore difficult for financing to discover

bility and genius.

Mrs. McLean can quickly establish that to

er own satisfaction if she cares to take a

ing at picture-making, either with or with-

ur the critical assistance of Frank Murphy,
Tiurman Arnold and Wendell Berge.

Prospects Favor Deferment of

Action by Trust

Probers
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Department of Jus-

tice may have the monopoly field

insofar as the pix industry is con-
cerned wholly to itself.

There are growing indications that
the TNEC, which has resumed pub-
lic hearings, will either wholly
ignore the film business or defer
consideration of its trade practices
until a very late date.

If the latter course is adopted, in
(.Continued on Page 7)

NBC LINESUPTELE

"SHOOTING SCRIPTS"

AMPP HONORS
J. M. SCHENCK
Re-elected Prexy; Three
New Board Members

Actual "shooting scripts" for tele-

vision are being lined up by NBC for
its Spring schedule, the new scripts
being complete in every detail as to
the action, business and continuity.
Described as much more complicated

(Continued on Page 8)

Hear Bondy Yet to Confirm
RKO's Reorganization Plan

Sources close to the RKO reorg.
plan proceedings declared yesterday
that the recent order signed by Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy, and over
which there has been considerable

(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—President Joseph M.

Schenck and Fred Beetson, execu-
tive vice-president and secretary,

have been
re-elected by
the Associa-
tion of Mo-
tion Picture
Produc-
ers. Jack
Warner and
Edgar Man-
n i x were
named first

a; n d second
vice - presi-
dents, re-
s p e c t ive-
ly. Mannix,
Samuel

Goldwyn and Y. Frank Freeman
(Continued on Page 3)

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

PASCAL TO FILM LIFE

OF AMELIA EARHART

Gabriel Pascal, who produced and
directed "Pygmalion," the first Ber-
nard Shaw play to be filmed, and

(Continued on Page 8)

U. S. Distributors Expected to Get

$770,000 in Frozen Hungarian Coin

Chase National Bank Sells,

More 20th-Fox Common

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Chase National

Bank of New York Citv is continu-
ing its disposal of 20th Century-Fox

(Continued on Pane 7)

Budapest (By Cable)—Indications
pointed here yesterday to a long-
looked-for break in the impasse
which U. S. film interests have faced
here since 1931 in the matter of de-
freezing revenues derived from the
release of both features and shorts.

Sources close to the Hungarian
(Continued on Paae 7)

Proposed Law Would Set Up
National Commission

to Administer
Manila (By Cable) — Enactment

by the Philippine National Assembly
of a measure declaring film distribu-
tion as a public utility, with admin-
istration placed in the hands of a
national commission, looms as a dis-
tinct possibility.

Move is supported by common-
wealth exhibitor interests strongly
opposed to recent proposals for their
participation in an all-industry or-
ganization, made by producer-dis-
tributor groups.
As proposed, the measure would

(Continued on Page 7)

UNIVERSALIS DRIVE

TO START ON FEB. 26

Universal will launch a play-date
and charges drive in honor of East-
ern and Western Division Managers,
F. J. A. McCarthy and W. J. Heine-
man, respectively. The campaign
opens Feb. 26 and runs for eight
weeks to April 22.

This is the first time a drive has
been made by Universal in honor of

(Continued on Page 8)

Balaban Now Heads Para.

Distributing Subsidiary

J. J. Unger and Charles Reagan,
Eastern and Western division man-
agers, respectively, have been added
to the board of directors of Para-
mount Pictures Distributing Co., a
new listing of the corporate setup of

(Continued on Page 3)

20th-Fox Sales Leaders

May Meet Here Next Week

Meeting of district and divisional

sales manager of 20th-Fox may be
held here at the Park Central Hotel
the latter part of next week if pres-

(Continued on Page 7)
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Expect Congress to Pass Neely Bill Hearing Date
New FCC Bill Before July May be Fixed Nextext Week
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Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Informed Capitol

Hill sources yesterday forecast the
creation of a new FCC by July 1.

The House appropriations commit-
tee, recommending funds for the in-

dependent establishments of the gov-
ernment for the 1940 fiscal year,
made no provision for the FCC. This
was taken to indicate that legisla-

tion soon would be forthcoming to

abolish the present set-up and create
an entirely new body with a more
definite mandate for regulating- the
various agencies of communication.

In the same quarters, serious
doubt was cast on the accuracy and
usefulness, as the basis of a fair
and unbiased report to Congress on
the Bell System, of a large part of
the material gathered by the FCC
in its two-year $1,500,000 AT&T
investigation.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Doubt that a hear-

ing date for the Neely anti-block-
booking and blind-selling bill would
be set before next week was ex-
pressed yesterday by both Senator
Matthew Neely, West Virginia,
measure's sponsor, and Senator El-

lison, D. Smith, South Carolina, ap-
pointed last week as chairman of

the Senate Interstate Commerce
sub-committee to consider the meas-
ure.

Senator Neely said business would
keep him several days this week in

his home state. Senator Smith's
office explained that the dean of

Democratic senators would continue
to be busy in advancing cotton legis-

lation before the Senate Agriculture
committee of which he is chairman.

Tenn. May Smooth Path

for Sunday Films Move

Nashville, Tenn—Tennessee's pres-
ent laws require a four-fifths ma-
jority vote of a city council or mu-
nicipal controlling body to legalize

Sunday movies. This majority has
been hard to get and most Ten-
nessee theaters are closed on Sun-
day. A bill just introduced in the
present session would make it nec-
essary to obtain only a majority of
the council or g-overning body to
legalize Sunday movies. The de-
mand for legalized Sunday movies
has greatly increased during the past
year.

Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww 101 101 101
Para. B'way 3s55 . . 5534 55V2 55% — 1

Para. Picts. 6s55...101 lOOVilOOVi
Tara. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 84% 84 84 — 3/4
RKO 6s41 70 70 70 — %
Warner's 6*39 93l/

2 93 93 — Vi
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 89 89 89 — l/

2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 2*A 234 23,4 — %
Sonotone Corp 13/j, 13/^ 13^
Technicolor 19% 19% 195/8 — %
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 10O 103

N. J. Allied to Meet
Allied of New Jersey will hold a

luncheon meeting at the Hotel Lin-
coln next Tuesday.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRvant 9-5600

SECURITY

East Liberty, Pa., House
Purchased by Warners

Pittsburgh—The Sheridan Square
Theater in East Liberty, has been
purchased outright by Warner Bros.,
at a reported price of $450,000. War-
ners have been operating this the-
ater since taking over the lease
from the Harris Amusement Co.,
several years ago.

New Pact Settles Dispute

of Newsreel Theaters, 306

ITOA settled an arbitration pro-
ceeding yesterday in Supreme Court
which the exhib. organization had
brought against Local 306 on behalf
of Newsreel Theaters, Inc. Settle-

ment was based on a new contract
between the union and Newsreel
Theaters in which the rights of both
were re-defined.

Suit had been based on an old con-
tract made in 1937, under which
ITOA had sought arbitration. The
union had claimed that Newsreel
Theaters was not covered by the con-
tract because its houses did not run
features.

Justice Samuel I. Rosenman had
personally suggested settlement of

the action.

Balaban and Agnew Going
to Coast in Early March

Barney Balaban, Paramount pres-
ident, and Neil Agnew, general sales
manager, plan to leave for the Coast
shortly after March 1 to lay plans
for next season's program. Bala-
ban, now vacationing in Florida, is

scheduled to return to New York
in about three weeks.

Brandt Calls Conference
on Legislative Problems

Harry Brandt, ITOA president, has
asked organization leaders and cir-
cuit executives to meet at his office
today for the purpose of discussing
state legislative problems. Session
is scheduled to start at 3:30 p.m.

Lincoln Birthday Closing

Policy Finds Firms Split

At least one major home office will

close all day Monday in observance
of Lincoln's Birthday, legal holiday
in New York State, while home offices

of five other companies will close at
1 p.m., checkup established yester-
day.
Twentieth-Fox is closing all day;

Metro, Paramount, United Artists,
Universal and Monogram are set to
close at 1 p.m. Policy of Warners
and Republic had not been deter-
mined yesterday.
RKO Radio and Columbia will re-

main open all day Monday, it was
said.

DuArt Lab.-Gottlieb Suit

Against CFI Is Settled

Suit of Du Art Laboratories, Inc.,

and Arthur Gottlieb against Consoli-
dated Film Industries was settled
yesterday at the outset of trial be-
fore Federal Judge Harold P. Burke.
Terms of the settlement were not
disclosed.

According to the plaintiffs, Con-
solidated allegedly induced Univer-
sal to break a contract to lease the
Du Art labs and hiro Gottlieb as gen-
eral manager.

COfllMG MID GOIIi

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager
distribution for 20th-Fox. plans to leave
the Coast within the next two weeks, stopp
off in Florida for a week en route.

GENE BUCK, president of Ascap, is i ijJ

ington.

NED E. DEPINET returns from the Co
|

Friday.

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalio
arrived from the Coast yesterday.

BORIS MORROS is at the Sherry Netherla

KEN THOMSON, executive-secretary of
Screen Actors Guild plans to return to
Coast the end of this week.

RICHARD JONES 3rd, associate counsel
'he Atlas Group, RKO reorg. plan proponer
returned to New York this week from Flori

-nd then left for Washington.

FRANK NUGENT, film critic of the N
York Times, has returned to his desk after
trip to Hollywood.

LOUISE CAMPBELL, Paramount player,
j

en route to Chicago from the Coast.

WILLIAM R. WHEAT. JR., of the Sewick
Theater. Sewickley, Pa., who is secretaryM MPTO of Western Pa., left for Flor

~"er the week-end to recuperate from a reci

illness.

" rTc HARRISON is due back from Califor
i

next Monday.

Loew's to Start First-Run

Policies in Four Theate

First-run policies will be start

at four Loew theaters in the N<

York City area tomorrow. They a

the Yonkers, the New Rochelle, t

Mount Vernon and White Plaii

Pictures will play these houses d:

and date with Loew's State. "Tra

Winds" is the first picture und
the new policy.

Edwin Knopf Quits M-G-N/
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl.

Hollywood—Edwin Knopf, for tl

past six years head of M-G-1V
story department, has obtained r
lease from his contract which h<

three years more to run. His resij

nation is effective on Mar. 1.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 8

King Vidor

Samuel J. Briskin

William M. Pizor

Howard Jackson

Louis Morrison

Hallam Cooley

Billy Dooley

Charles A. Logue

Walter Klinger

Roger Williams
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h0S. M. SGHENGK AGAIN

H ELECTED AMPP PREXY

tinned from Pqjje 1)

ere added to the Board of Direc-

t-m executive committee was ap-
pinted, consisting of Schenck, Jack
yarner, Goldwyn, Freeman, Man-
ix and Harry Cohn.
Freeman, Cohn and Harry War-
er were appointed to the Budget
Committee to determine the amount
o be expended by the association

)callv. Last year's budget was
150,000.

Hear Bondy Yet to Confirm

RKO's Reorganization Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

pgal speculation as to status, is not

..n order of confirmation, and that

he confirming order is expected to

>e forthcoming on Friday.
Check-up of the situation yester-

lay brought forth opinion that in

irder for confirmation to be effec-

i.uated by Friday, notice of settle-

ment must be served today, since

wo days' notice is required by the

>:: ,statute.

Rowland Finishes First

Mexican Film for RKO

!

Mexico City — Coincidental with

the Mexican release of "Di que me
Quieres" (Say You Love Me), Wil-

liam Rowland's New York-made
production in Spanish which RKO
Radio is distributing, Rowland fin-

ished camera work on "La Mujer
que Amo en Vano" (The Woman
that Loved in Vain), the first of a

series of six Spanish-language sto-

ries which Rowland is to produce in

Mexican studios for distribution by
RKO Radio. Maria Teresa Montoya,
Mexican stage femme star here

making her screen bow, has the star-

ring role, with Marina Tamayo, Car-

los Lopez Moctezuma, Ramon Val-

Ilarino,
Domingo Soler, Alberto Marti

and Gaby Macias in the chief sup-

porting parts. Rowland himself di-

rected, with Miguel M. Delgado han-
dling the dialogue.

Hartman Rites Today
Funeral services for Jacob Hart-

man, honorary member of the Mo-
tion Picture Associates, will be held

today at the Central Synagogue at
' 2 p.m. Hartman died earlier this

week after being ill for some time.

He is survived by his wife and son.

City Lotteries?
Albany—Under the provisions of a

bill introduced in the Assembly by
Stephen J. Jarema, Democrat of New
York City, the constitution is amended
to permit cities to conduct lotteries,

the proceeds to be devoted to low
rent housing and slum clearance.

ALCNG THE

wbth PHIL M. DALY;
T T

• • • IT MAY astonish you producer execs, io learn that trade

paper ads sell more than the exhibs survey these lines culled from

a column of James S. Pooler in the Detroit Free Press Mister Pooler

is a regular reader of FILM DAILY and he saw the teaser ads

therein

T T T
• • • NOW it's James S. P. speaking "Of late we've

been getting excited about pictures we haven't even seen

Just a sucker for the ballyhoo of Hollywood For instance,

for days we've been turning to a series of ads in a movie trade

paper, excitedly watching for the next one ballyhooing 'Stage-

coach' Each day a different character from the movie

appeared in the ad" (then the columnist goes on to detail the

various teaser ads) "The thing has us in a dither We
can't wait until we discover the next day's character from the

movie—much less stay in this state of suspended animation until

the movie comes to town and we do find out what happens to the

stagecoach and all those people" and as Monroe Greenthal

of United Artists pub dep't comments: "If a trade paper cam-

paign can pique the curiosity and build up the expectancy on a

picture like Walter Wanger's 'Stagecoach,' then our battle to get

good reviews is half solved" with several hundred film edi-

tors of newspapers reading the li'l die paper regularly, it seems

reasonable to assume, Mister Greenthal, that those teaser ads have

helped to sell in advance a few other reviewers besides Mr. Pooler

gosh, advertising MUST pay, after all it's amazing.

T T T
• • • AND now Charles McCarthy, ad chief of 20th Century-Fox,

rises to disclaim credit for the originating of the Flying Femme stunt on

"Tail Spin" which has just covered the nation he says: "A bunch

of the studio execs, worked it out. I only followed through" modest

gent, eh wot?

• • • BIRTHDAY dinner tendered tonight to Al Reid,

general manager of Fabian Brooklyn Theaters by the staffs of the

Brooklyn Paramount, Fox and Strand theaters at Michel's

restaurant in charge of arrangements: Harold Fisher, Charles

Dowe, William McLaughlin, Joe Lee, Sonny Schlenger, Teddy
Trust, Al Rogers, Bill Miller delegations from Buffalo,

Albany, Syracuse, Middletown, Schenectady, Newark, Paterson

and Westfield will be on hand to honor this pop theater man
famous name bands and stars of stage, screen and radio will be

on an extensive entertainment program

T T T
• • • REAL TALENT lined up as honor guests for the AMPA
luncheon tomorrow at the Astor Billy Rose Molly Picon

Jane Cowl Russell Patterson Jean Rodney make this a

"must" date, and bring a friend the committee has worked hard to

line up a good program it's a lousy showman who won't support

his own showshop. ... • Universal's new producer, Harry Edington,

will be introduced to the boys of the trade press and others

at "21" time, 4:30 o'clock this afternoon

T T T
• • • CELEBRATING 30 years in the industry Henri
Elman, the .Monogram franchise holder in Chicago, is lining up
the midwest exhibitors to play the Monogram programs during
February and March. . . .

« « « » » »

BALABAN HEADS PARA.

DISTRIB. SUBSIDIARY

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount Pictures and subsidiaries

reveals. Unger and Reagan replace
Y. Frank Freeman and Walter Cokell
on the board.
Barney Balaban, president of Par-

amount Pictures, also is listed as
president of Paramount Theaters
Service Corp., filling the post for-

merly held by Freeman who has been
transferred to the studios. Freeman
remains as vice-president of Para-
mount Pictures and a member of the

board.
Edith Schaffer is listed as secre-

tary of Paramount Theater Service
in place of Van Alen Hollemon.

Send Dime to Favorite Star

To Aid Paralysis Fund Drive

The President's birthday ball hav-
ing failed to raise funds expected
to continue the fight on infantile

paralysis, the committee in charge
of the ball is continuing the drive.

It has adopted the plan proposed
by Paul Whiteman and approved by
the President. It calls upon film
and radio fans to send a dime to
their favorite stars who will send
their autographed photo to the con-
tributor and turn the dime over to

the paralysis fund committee.
Eddie Cantor will be in charge

of the plan on the West Coast, Bar-
bara Luddy in Chicago and Paul
Whiteman in the East. Drive starts
today with Whiteman announcing it

on his CBS Chesterfield program,
Walter Winchell in his syndicated
newspaper column, and through the
news and radio sources of the coun-
try.

8,738 On SAG Rolls

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Bulletin issued by the

Screen Actors Guild shows total

combined membership in "A" and
"B" divisions as 8,738. Drop of 5,-

000 class "B" members since Feb.
1937 was indicated. Total two years
ago was 13,236.

Shaw Succeeds Zapp
Detroit—Henry P. Zapp, head

booker of United Detroit Theaters,
is resigning, being succeeded by
Asher Shaw, formerly manager of

Off Coast Wires
We t Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO Radio has signed

George O'Brien to a new pact; he has
three pix to make under his old com-
mitment . . . Louis Hayward will be
seen as both Louis XVI and Philippe in

H Small's "The Man in the Iron
Mask" . . . Hal Roach has signed
Betty Blythe for a featured role in

"Captain Fury" . . Columbia has
signed Joan Blondell to a term pact . . .

Metro has started "The Kid from Tex-
as" . . . John Van Druten will do the
screenolay for Selznick's "Intermezzo"
. . . Delphine Meyer, daughter of Fred,

has opened Los Angeles law offices.

—

WILK.
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ncere . . . stirring . . . vital . . . the

amatic love story of two plain

>nest kids who wanted only a

lance to live their
i

es, but who found

I the world arrayed

jainstthem unmercifully! Watch

illions of everyday Americans

ke these two to their hearts!
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"Cafe Society"
with Madeleine Carroll and

Fred MacMurray

Paramount 83 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COMEDY DRAMA DEBUNKING THE

ULTRA SOCIAL SET HAS WHAT IT TAKES

TO CLICK BIG AT THE BOX OFFICE.

One of the fastest, smartest, and cleverest

dialogue jobs heard on the screen in a long

time makes this comedy drama, which de-

bunks the ultra social set, most enjoyable.

From beginning to end Virginia Van Upp has

contributed bright witty lines and a wide

variety of wise cracks. Under E. H. Griffith

direction, the players put this talk over to

a load of laughter. Mr. Griffith has pace

the piece so that there never is a let down

from its fast-moving tempo. Miss Van Up.

wrote an original story and screenplay about

the taming of a society belle which is fresh,

breezy, and always entertaining. Madeleine

Carroll is not only beautiful but proves her-

self a splendid choice for comedy and the

delivery of the sort of dialogue mentioned.

Fred MacMurray is the boy who brings her

to terms, and Shirley Ross, as a rival for

Fred, handles her part in nice style. She

also sings a song by Burton Lane and Frank

Loesser. Allyn Joslyn should be mentioned

for his grand portrayal of a society reporter,

and others whose work is worthy of note are

Jessie Ralph, Paul Hurst and Claude Gilling-

water. Jeff Lazarus produced this excel-

lent comedy. Tne newspapers nave ueen .*..

of the sort of stuff on which the picture is

based, and properly exploited it should do

right well at the box office. To win a bet,

Madeleine Carroll, daughter of wealth and

number one in cafe society, marries Fred

MacMurray, a ship reporter. With Fred, the

marriage is on the level until he overhears

his wife tell someone about its true status.

Her father wants them to live together until

a divorce can quietly be obtained. Fred hates

Madeleine's no account society friends, and

lives apart from her. When she finds that

Shirley Ross is friendly to her husband, she

becomes very jealous and has Shirley fired

from a singing job in a cafe which she and

her friends patronize. She realizes that she

really loves Fred and that she has made a

heel of herself. Proving herself a person of

real character, she gets Shirley's job back

for her, and admits to Fred that she has been

an awful fool.

CAST: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMur-

ray, Shirley Ross, Claude Gillingwater, Jessie

Ralph, Allwyn Joslyn, Paul Hurst, Don Alva-

rado, Cupid Ainsworth, Mary Parker, Robert

Emmett Keane, Hilda Plowright.

CREDITS: Producer, Jeff Lazarus; Direc-

tor, Edward H. Griffith; Author, Virginia

Van Upp; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Ted

Tetzlaff, ASC; Process photography by

Farciot Edouart, ASC; Art Directors, Hans

Dreier and Ernst Fegte; Editor, Paul Weather-

wax; Sound, Harold Lewis, John Cope; Mu-

sical Director, Boris Morros; Song by Burton

Lane and Frank Loesser; Musical Adviser,

Arthur Franklin.

DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

/»T"l "

Exile Express"
with Anna Sten, Alan Marshal,

Jerome Cowan

GN-United Players 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TIMELY MELODRAMATIC SPY STORY
EXTOLLING AMERICANISM CHOCKFUL
OF ENTERTAINMENT.

Here is a timely melodramatic espionage

offering that holds interest from the start,

and has thrills, comedy and romance. I.

also extols Americanism, introduces pa

triotic angles, yet is always good enter

tainment. Anna Sten does fine work an

has been splendidly photographed by Joh.

Mescall. Alan Marshal is a good choice

for the lead opposite her, while Walte.
Catlett, Feodor Chaliapin, Etienne Girardot,

Henry Rocquemore and Vince Barnett scon
with their comedy. Jerome Cowan, Leonir!

Kinsky, Stanley Fields, Irving Pichel, Harry

Davenport, Addison Richards and Spence.

Charters are among the able principals

Otis Garrett delivered a good job of di-

recting, giving the picture a fast tempo
and blending the thrills, comedy and ro-

mance effectively. To Eugene Frenke
goes much credit as producer. Edwin Jus-

tus Mayer and Ethel LeBlanche wrote the

screenplay. Circumstances make it ap-

pear that Anna Sten is implicated in the

murder of her employer, Davenport, a San

Francisco chemist, who has invented a

deadly acid that is sought by a spy ring.

The murder occurs on the day Anna is to

get her final citizenship papers, and she is

ordered deported as an undesirable alien.

Kinsky, a member of the spy ring, helps

her escape from the express train, and she

is made to believe she is to marry an

American, so that she can become a

citizen. Marshal, a reporter, frightens

George Chandler, the stooge bridegroom-
to-be, and marries- Anna himself. The
spies have wanted Anna to decipher the

formula of the acid invented by Daven-
port. Marshal unmasks Cowan, head of

the spies, and turns him over to the au-

thorities.

CAST: Anna Sten, Alan Marshal, Jerome
Cowan, Jed Prouty, Walter Catlett, Stan-

ley Fields, Leonid Kinsky, Irving Pichel,

Harry Davenport, Addison Richards, Feodor
Chaliapin, Spencer Charters, Byron Foulg-

er, Etienne Girardot, Don Brodie, Henry
Roquemore, Vince Barnett, Maude Eburne,

Charles Richman, George Chandler.

CREDITS: Producer, Eugene Frenke; Di-

rector, Otis Garrett; Screenplay, Ethel

LaBlanche; Author, Edwin Justus Mayer;
Cameraman, John Mescall; Art Director,

Ralph Berger; Editor, Robert Bishoff;

Musical Score, George Perisch; Dance Di-

rector, Buddy Harak.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Splendid.

Williams' Hurts Minor
Ruel Williams, formerly Ross Fed-

eral branch manager in Washing-
ton, D. C. and recently transferred
to the managership of the Los An-
geles branch, suffered minor injur-
ies when his car was in a collision

in Warrenton, Va. Williams, who
was en route to Los Angeles, was
able to continue his trip after two
days in hospital.

"Forged Passport"
with Paul Kelly, June Lang, Lyle Talbot

Republic 64 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SMUGGLING MELODRAMA MIXES AC-
TION AND COMEDY IN ENTERTAINING
FASHION.

The racket of smuggling people into the

country as pictured here should do all right

as action entertainment. Due to the manner
in which John Auer, associate producer and

director, presents the material, there is

something doing all the time, and comedy
is nicely interplayed to enliven the regular

business of the piece. Quite a bit of free-

dom has been taken in characterizing the

border patrolmen to meet with the picture's

purpose. Billy Gilbert furnishes a lot of

laughs as the sneezing Greek proprietor of a

border dance hall. June Lang looks good and

is capable as a performer in the place. Paul

Kelly is the two-fisted patrolman, and Lyle

Talbot, Cliff Nazarro and John Hamilton

have the other important roles. Franklin

Coen and Lee Loeb wrote the screenplay

from an original by James Webb and Loeb.

Paul Kelly, border patrolman, is always in

trouble due to his too-ready fists. Because

of him one of the boys on the force is killed.

Paul resigns from the service to find out

who was responsible. He believes a gang of

smugglers pulled the killing, and so as to get

into their good graces he too fakes smuggling

activities. When he does discover the leader

of the outfit, he finds him to be John Ham-
ilton, who has been posing as a gentleman

landowner and Kelly's good friend.

CAST: Paul Kelly, June Lang, Lyle Tal-

bot, Billy Gilbert, Cliff Nazarro, Maurice

Murphy, Christian Rub, John Hamilton,

Dewey Robinson, Bruce MacFarlane, Ivan

Miller, Frank Puglia.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, John H.

Auer; Director, John H. Auer; Authors,

James Webb, Lee Loeb; Screenplay, Frank-

lin Coen, Lee Loeb; Cameraman, Jack Marta;

Production Manager, Al Wilson; Supervising

Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor, Edward

Mann; Art Director, John Victor Mackay;

Musical Director, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Lively. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Washington Exchange Tops
Johnston's Jubilee Drive

Monogram's Washington exchange
tops the list at the end of the first

week of the W. Ray Johnston Silver

Jubilee Drive, George W. Weeks, gen-
eral sales manager, announced yes-
terday.

Dallas and Cincinnati are in sec-

ond and third places, respectively.

Cash awards totaling $1,000 will be
distributed to the three exchanges
making the best showing during the
period of the drive, Feb. 5 to March
4.

Rest Cure for Lefton

Cleveland—Nat L. Lefton, Repub-
lic franchise owner, who has been
under observation at Mt. Sinai Hos-
pital, is taking a rest cure at home.

* SHORTS *== =j
y.

"Inside the White House
'

Columbia 10 mi
Timely Washington Scene

Very well produced short, w
exceptionally fi n e photograp
showing the inside of the Wr
House with shots that have ne
before been shown on the sere I

The various historic rooms are p,
sented: the East Room, Gr>
Room, Blue Room where the Pre
dent holds state receptions; the I

Room and the Oval Room. The
ecutive offices where the Presid
does his work, receives the ne
paper correspondents, etc. The 1

ter are seen arriving for one of
famous Friday conferences. A th)
ly subject that should arouse gr
interest wherever shown. Descri!
by Dan Seymour. Story by Ha:
Newman.

Winter Wonderland
(U. S. Forest Service,
Dep't of Agriculture)

Emerson Yorke 11 mi
Gorgeous Winter Sports

King Winter's call to the Nor
land is answered by winter spo
fans from coast to coast who fli

:

in ever increasing numbers to
J

winter sports areas of our ebvj

try's National Forests. It will s •

prise a lot of citizens to rea]j

what opportunities for winter spo .

are presented in the national pa:

to the public absolutely free, i

.

with many of the trimmings
St. Moritz, Lake Placid, and otl

swank winter spots. Under 1

guidance of Forest Service spo
expert Earl Chandler, two additi<

al members of the Service, Ramc
Butler and Marshall Thayer as sn
sport fans, assist Director Emers
Yorke in the skillful development
his theme of sensibly controlled p.

ticipation in winter sports by nov
and expert alike. The film runs i

gamut of winter sports from sn
train to Snow Bowl, and inchi<

splendid action shots of dog-te .

mushing, snowshoeing, toboggani:
ice skating and skiing. All enaci
against colorful scenic backgroui
in the free sports areas of cjl

country's National Forests in N
Hampshire, Colorado, Utah, Wa
ington, Oregon and Califorr
Adapted from George E. Griffit

"King Winter," this one-reeler w
upwards of one hundred rjrints

circulation, tops all Federal films
current request playdates. A
that's a grand tribute to produc
director Yorke who has turned <

one of the finest winter sports fil

ever screened.

Gerson Leaves Hospital

Cleveland—Abe Gerson, Colum i

salesman who suffered a brok:

knee cap in an automobile accid<

is home from Mt. Sinai Hospital.
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'NEC MAY SIDESTEP

J MOVIE BIZ INQUIRY

(Continued from Page 1)

I )l probability the Department of

u ar_^f moves against the industry

T#w York, Chicago and on the

x
,j*est Coast will have run their

se before the TNEC settles

iwn to eye films.

The committee has just started
udy of the influence of financial ac-
uities of insurance companies on

'
kpital markets. After about two
eeks devoted to the insurance
tudy, the committee will give the
TC a chance to relate the experi-
lces of business and industry gen-
ially with laws regulating inter-

ate commerce.
Experience of the FTC in admin-
tering various sections of the Clay-

>n Anti-Trust Act as well as the

ederal Trade Commission Act and
le Robinson-Patman Act will fur-

ish the basis for the analysis of

le complaints of business with re-

pect to those and kindred statutes.

Oth-Fox Sales Leaders

^ May Meet Here Next Week

(Continued from Pane 1)

nt plans go through, it was learned
ist night. Herman Wobber, general
lanager of distribution, is waiting
or information from the Coast
*hich he will present at the session,

iefore he calls the meeting.
Wobber plans to leave for Florida

fter the sales meet, and after a
peek's stay there he will go directly

o the Coast for studio conferences
nd a look-see at the new product,
teturns from "Jesse James" are
ontinuing to hold even with the
ecord breaking revenue turned in by
Alexander's Ragtime Band," it was
aid.

j

Entering 16 mm. Field

Detroit—The new Excellent Pic-

ures exchange here will go exten-
ively into the 16 mm. field at once,

ind will maintain a large library

or immediate distribution. This
narks the first serious invasion by
i regular exchange in the local 16
nm. field.

Dog Track Is Vetoed
Readville, Mass.—An application

ry Jack Hardwick and Tim Clark,
"ormer Harvard football stars, for
i dog track permit here has been
vetoed by Mayor Maurice J. Tobin
)f Boston after it had been ap-
proved by the City Council.

Stewart In GN Post

Cincinnati—Si Stewart is the lo-

al manager for Grand National,
ucceeding Nick Shafer, who re-

igned to devote his interests to his

-heaters.

Philippine Exhib. Interests Would

Make Distribution National Utility

< Continued f<

set a scale of rentals that would
reduce the present average charge of
50 per cent of the gross to 30 per
cent. Additionally, the measure
would compel the importation of
three or more prints of each subject,
of which a minimum of two would
contain super-imposed titles in

Spanish. Present prevailing prac-
tice is to import a single print with-
out titles.

Crusaders for exhibitor rights are
pointing to the fact that in the U. S.

and in most other countries, the ex-
hibitors' payrolls constitute a larger
percentage of the gross than do the
film rentals, but in the Philippines,

specifically Manila, the film rentals
run five times the payroll in the
lesser houses and all of 10 times in

the air-conditioned palaces.

Additionally, it is pointed out, that
more than a million pesos a year has
been remitted to New York by the
American film interests during the
past eight or nine years as the result

of virtual confiscation of the exhibi-

tors' income, all of which, it is con-
tended, should have remained in the
Philippines and still have allowed

om Parte 1)

the American film interests a net

proportionately larger than is theirs

elsewhere.

The exhibitor warfare here against

unfair trade practices is exemplified

by the Arco Amusemnet Co.'s recent

evoking of the anti-trust laws
against 19 defendants in a suit for

the recovery of damages as the re-

sult of the closing of one of the
largest and best provincial theaters,

the Arco in Bacolod. House shut
down approximately two years ago,
following a period of continuous loss

declared to have been due to the in-

ability of the house's operators to

get product, and were, it is estab-
lished, forced to show silent films as

attractions since sound attractions

could not be had.

Unusual interest is being manifest
locally in the suit of the U. S. Gov-
ernment against American majors
and other defendants, since, it is

cited, the legislative branches in

Manila are looking to this test before
actually swinging into action against
producer-distributor practices in the
Philippines.

RCA Manufacturing Co. Pinewood Idle Under Merger;

Promotes Six Executives Re-Opens When Prod. Spurts

Executive realignment yesterday
brought promotions to six officers of

RCA Manufacturing Co., it was an-
nounced by President George K.
Throckmorton.
Frank B. Walker was elected vice-

president in charge of all record ac-

tivities and Thomas F. Joyce vice-

president and advertising director.

Four others elevated in the new
alignment of officials were Jay D.
Cook, made manager of the inter-

national division of the company,
handling all export matters and the

foreign subsidiaries; David J. Finn,

formerly assistant advertising man-
ager, now advertising and sales pro-
motion manager; Edward W. Butler,

manager of the radio and Victrola

division, and Paul C. Richardson,
former manager of the radio and
Victrola division, who will head a
new educational sales division.

Thugs Rob Harry Stahl

Pittsburgh — On his way home
from the theater the other evening,
Harry Stahl, who operates the Nu-
Luna Theater in Sharon, Pa., was
held up by a couple of thugs and
robbed of over $200, his watch and
automobile. The car was later found
abandoned.

London (By Cable)—The fact that

no production was in work at the

Pinewood Studios while a new pro-

duction has been started at the Den-
ham Studios, following the merger
of the two properties, gave rise to

a rumor that it was intended to

close Pinewood permanently. Cap-
tain Richard Norton denies the ru-

mor.
"In the future the two studios

have to be regarded as one. Pine-

wood is completely equipped and
winnt'd ready to operate, but ac-

tually to put the machinery in mo-
tion at the moment would cost more
money per week than to use a stage
at Denham. It is simply a question

of which of the 12 stages available

it is most economical to operate at

any given time. Pinewood will not
close down. It will be kept ready
to work, and it will be put into com-
mission just as soon as production

conditions demand. There are on
the payroll of Pinewood at this time
123 people."

Detroit Salesmen Shift

Detroit — Burt Foster, formerly
with Monogram, has joined the staff

of the new Excellent Pictures Corp.
as state salesman.

Nazis Would Expand in Argentine
Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Motion picture exhibitor sources declared here yesterday

that German film interests are attempting to place a minimum of 100 German films
in the South American market during the balance of 1938. Only 14 German-made
features were released in Argentina in 1937. while 377 U. S. pictures were accorded
playing time.

HUNG, MAY DEFREEZE

U. S. PIX REVENUE

(Continued from Page 1)

Government declared that there is a
disposition on its part and the
National Bank of Hungary to make
immediately available some $110,000
to the American distribs.

As a result of legislation passed
in July, 1931, the transfer of for-
eign exchange has been prohibited,
and since that time it has been neces-
sary to obtain the permission of the
National Bank of Hungary before
any such withdrawal could be effec-

tuated to any foreign country.
Repeated attempts have been

made by American film organizations
since the regulation became law to
induce both the Bank and the Gov-
ernment to make available a reason-
able increment of the frozen reve-
nues, and lately, in particular, pres-
sure has been brought by the U. S.

interests which have represented
that they will be unable to continue
operating in Hungary unless there is

a relaxing of the regulation.

Chase National Bank Sells,

More 20th-Fox Common

(Continued from Page 1)

Film common stock, it is revealed
in the SEC semi-monthly report of

security transactions and holdings.

The bank disposed of 14,600 more
shares of common, it was revealed
and now holds 222,158 of the shares.

Chase National also holds 671,916
shares of 20th's $1.50 cumulative
preferred.

Loew's Inc. reported that Isidor

Frey disposed of 100 shares of its

common stock and now holds 200
shares of common.

Robert L. Gordon has disposed of

400 shares of Trans-Lux Corp. com-
mon stock and now holds 500 shares,

it was reported.
Report of B. F. Schlesinger Co.

stated H. E. Clayburgh of San Fran-
cisco holds 3,795 shares of common
and 169 additional shares through
J. Barth & Co. which acquired 3

shares. He also holds 2,050 shares
of 7 per cent cumulative preferred
and 480 shares through J. Barth &
Co.

"Cossacks" In Three Keys
"The Cossacks in Exile," Ukran-

ian opera, will open in Philadelphia,
Chicago and Detroit following its

current run at the Belmont Theater
where it opened Jan. 27. Pix was
made by Avramenko Films and is

being distributed by Michael Gann.

$1,573 for Refugee Relief

Staff of Hotel Astor, composed of

39 different nationalities, has sub-
scribed $1,573.50 for the relief of

European refugees of all religious
denominations, it was announced to-

day by Robert K. Christenberry,
vice-president and general manager.
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15 British Insurance Companies Sued on Film Financin
Westminster Bank Starts

Litigation; 5 Millions

Said Involved

London (By Cable)—Public air-

ing of British production financing
became certain yesterday when it

became known that the Westminster
Bank is suing 15 insurance com-
panies relating to loans to certain
British film companies.
The suits will come before the

Commercial Court on April 18.

The Bank charges that approxi-
mately $5,000,000 capital is involved.

(Sharp drop in British production

during: 1938 has been largely attri-

buted to the City's disinclination to

invest. Attitude of the banking in-

terests resulted from the losses sus-

tained through production invest-

ments).

English Production Off

60 Per Cent Last Year

London (By Cable)—But 85 fea-

ture pictures were produced by the

25 English studios during 1938 as

against 215 in 1937, a drop of 60 per
cent. The lag in production threw
many employes out of work, number
of technicians being estimated as

high as 40 per cent.

Two of the largest British stu-

dios, Pinewood and Denham, now
merged, turned out but 12 and 8

productions respectively. London
Films produced two features, Gau-
mont British one. Seventeen of the

year's 85 pictures were produced by
the English affiliates of American
companies. English-made short sub-

jects screened numbered 53.

During the past year 689 pictures

were shown in the United Kingdom,
America leading with 490, a decrease

of 48 from 1937. French produc-
tions distributed in the islands in-

creased from 15 in 1937 to 31 in

1938. Biggest loser in the film

import market was Germany. The
Dominions were represented by six

pictures from Australia, four from
Canada, two from New Zealand and
two from Ireland. Six Russian pic-

tures were shown and one each from
Italy, Czechoslovakia and Holland
and one in Yiddish.

Statistics made public here show
5,000 picture theaters open during
1938, with the weekly attendance
estimated at 21,000,000. Seating
capacity of the theaters is placed at

3,200,000.

During the year 257 new firms
were founded and there were 124
which failed.

Selznick Pix for M. H.

"Made for Each Other," the new
David O. Selznick production star-

ring Carole Lombard and James
Stewart, will be the next pix at the
Radio City Music Hall, opening
Feb. 16.

NBC LINES UP TELE

"SHOOTING SCRIPTS"

(Continued from Page 1)

than that of the motion picture
scripts, efforts will be made to have
them adapted to the point where
camera and sound crew plus the cast
can do a smooth job without the in-

terruptions that a movie camera can
stand but which would be costly and
delaying to television. Writing has
to be technical in nature.
Among the writers signed by NBC

're Jack Hasty, who did the Jean
Hersholt radio scripts last season
and currently authoring the "Eb and
Zeb" skits for the Al Pearce show.
Hasty will adapt one or two stories

by Helen Clark of Salinas, Calif., who
has sold several scripts to NBC. One
of these is entitled "May Eve" and
enother is called "Footnotes to Biog-
raphy." Tom Hutchins has already
made a rough adaptation of this

script. A play by Susan Glaspell is

also on the schedule which will have
a World's Fair tieup.

Three Distribution Points

for National League's Pix

Distribution of the National
League's film, "Baseball," some 100
nrints of which are available for
showing on a "free loan" basis, is

being undertaken via three points,

New York, Chicago and San Fran-
cisco.

The National League's main office

at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is handling
requests originating in the New
England States, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and the District of Co-
lumbia, while Burton Holmes Films,

Inc., of Chicago, who made the

picture, handle all other states east

of and including Montana, Wyom-
ing, Colorado and New Mexico. The
Far West set-up has not yet been
officially determined, but distribu-

tion will be bv Westco Advertising
Agency of San Francisco, or by some
organization to be selected by
Westco.

Film is aimed at "merchandising
and popularizing" baseball, and
prints will be used by newspapers,
the National Youth Organization,
recreational park administrations,
schools, colleges and universities,

many of which have already recei ved
m-ints. It is also planned to show
the attraction via women's clubs and
CCC camps. Member clubs of the
National League are booking the
picture augmented in instances by
personal appearances of the diamond

New "Ranger" Serial Starts
First New York showing of "The

Lone Ranger Rides Again," Repub-
lic sequel to the "The Lone Ranger,"
will start tomorrow at the Cri-
terion. Serial runs for 15 episodes.

B OF T BACKS
PROBE OF GB

Full Responsibility Accept-

ed, Commons Told

London (By Cable) — Full re-
sponsibility for an investigation of
Gaumont British is accepted by the
Board of Trade, the House of Com-
mons was informed yesterday by
Oliver Stanley.

Stanley assured Commons that
the enquiry would be held speedily.

Designation of Russell Kettle as
inspector to conduct the probe was
announced recently. Inquiry results
from shareholder dissatisfaction.

New Mexican Distributor

Importing European Pix

Mexico City — Victoria Films, a
new distributing concern has just

been established here to handle
French, Spanish and other European
pix. It will import a total of 36 pic-

tures a year, according to present
plans. Victoria Films started op-
erations this month with the pres-
entation of "La Casa del Maltes," a
French production, and "Molinos de
Viento," a Spanish musical.

New Mexican House Opens
The Cine Alhambra, latest addi-

tion to the Cines Modernos S. A.
local circuit, has opened. The new
house, with 3,500 seats distributed
on orchestra floor and two balconies,
two Super Simplex projectors and
RCA Photophone High Fidelity
sound system, is located in one of
the most populous nabes close to
the capital's business section.

De Fuentes Pix Debuts
Mexico's ace director Fernando De

Fuentes' most ambitious effort to

date, "La Casa del Ogro" (Ogre's
House) bowed in at the Teatro Ala-
meda, Mexico's chief de-luxer. The
story tells effectively of a group of

people inhabiting the same apart-
ment house. The pix has Fernando
Soler, Arturo de Cordova, Adela
Jaloma, Ramon Vallarino, Alberto
Marti and Gloria Morel in the top
parts.

Bank Night Law Suits

Nashville, Tenn. — Two Nashville
theaters—Belmont and Fifth Avenue
—both owned by the Crescent
Amusement Co., are involved in law
suits over payments of Bank Night
prizes. The Belmont withheld a
check for $1,050 charging fraud in
drawing the names and Fifth Ave-
nue has been sued for the payment
of a $975 prize. Many theater men
believe that a few such suits will
cause the abandonment of Bank
Nights in the city.

PASCAL TO FILM LIFE

OF AMELIA EARHAT

(Continued from Page 1)

who is here from the Coast on
way to London, announced last nis

at his suite in the Ambassador tl

he will produce and direct in Hoi
wood next season a super-prodi

tion based on the life of the Am
ican aviatrix lost in the Pacific, An
lia Earhart.

"It will be," said Pascal, "one
the greatest productions made
Hollywood next season. I have i

ranged the deal with the flyer's hii

band, George Haven Putnam, a"

am working on the script with hin
Leopold Stokowski has been (

eaged to write the music for tj

Earhart picture.

His contract with Wendy Hill
Pascal said, runs for five years a i

calls for one picture a year. Fii

production for her will be anoth
Shaw play, "Major Barbara."

Pascal stated that he will s:J
Friday on the Queen Mary for 1
three-day conference with Shaw <;

"The Doctor's Dilemma," which w <

be produced in England at the Pin
wood Studios, and will then retu
to Hollywood for a brief stay. I;

Dalrymple, he added, is working <j

the scenario of "The Doctoi
Dilemma," with Shaw supervisin
and Dalrymple will complete t
script on the West Coast.

Under contract to appear in "Tl'

Doctor's Dilemma" are Jean Cade
C. Aubrey Smith, Roland Young, S
Cedric Hardwicke and Paul Lukas.

"The Doctor's Dilemma" is sche<
uled for release by M-G-M, distri

utors of "Pygmalion," the produce
director stated, but he has made 1

releasing deal yet for his third Sha
picture, "The Devil's Disciple
which he will produce and direct

Hollywood.

Universal to Start Playdate

Drive on February 2

(Continued from Page 1)

its division managers. Idea was orig
nated by A. J. O'Keefe, West Coas
district manager, and Harry Gn
ham, Southern district manager.
James J. Jordan has been at

pointed Western captain, while Toi

Murray will head the Eastern end c

the drive.

Joins UA Sales Staff

New Haven — Lewis Ginsburg
former assistant to Charles Stem
Eastern district manager for Unitei
Artists, has joined the UA sale

staff here under Manager Lot

Wechsler. Ginsburg has been wit!

the company six years.
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Cuba Bids for Producers/ Tax Exemption for 5 Years

II. S. IMPORTS 319 FOREIGN PIX; GERMAN! LEAD

and Actors Equity Contract to Terminate Nov. 1

ove Seen Bringing One
Big Union" Setup a

Step Closer
Termination of the contract be-

ween the Screen Actors Guild and
\ctors Equity Association, effective

is of Nov. 1, 1939, was announced
'esterday in a joint statement made
>y Ken Thomson, SAG executive-
ecretary, and Arthur Byron, Equity
irexy.

Informed sources place various in-

erp^etations on the move, with gen-
:ral opinion that it brings member
Branches of the AAAA one step
iloser to the "one big union" setup.

Under present arrangement, the
{Continued on Page 18)

l»»ii \u~\ fix Cancelled in Chicago
Chicago—Acting, if is understood, at the instigation of local Germans who ex-

pressed fears that exhibition would incite disturbances, the Chicago Police Censor
Board has persuaded three local theaters to cancel the pix, "I Was Captive in Nazi
Germany." Lieut. Harry M. Costello explained the film had been withdrawn from a

Loop theater where it had been shown for five days and that scheduled showings at
two outlying theaters had been canceled.

~S

EDINGTON TO MAKE UA THEATERS RENAMES

4 FOR TIN 1939 SCHENCK TO 2 POSTS

FREEMAN'S PARA. JOB

IS TO GUT RED TAPE
n

V

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eighty department

neads and executives were present
it a Paramount meeting held last

light at the Ambassador Hotel which
was addressed by William Le Baron,
nanaging director of production, and
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president.
Le Baron said, "I want you all to

enow that with Freeman functioning
is he does in cutting away red tape
oetween financial operations and the

(Continued on Page 17)

One-Night Roadshows Set

for "Stagecoach" by Gold

Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach"
m\\ have one-night roadshow pres-
sntations on March 2 in Loew the-
aters in Atlanta, Providence, Day-
ton and Cleveland as a result of ar-

rangements completed yesterday by
{Continued on Page 4)

2,152,930 in Quiz
To date, the number of entries in the

Movie Quiz contest totals 2,152,930,
campaign headquarters announced yes-
terday.

Harry E. Edington's new producing
company, Famous Productions, will

make four features for Universal
release during the first year of his

commitment, it was disclosed by the
former Hollywood agent yesterday
at "21" where he was introduced to

the New York trade press boys.
Edington's pact with Universal,

disclosed in early January, extends
(Continued on Page 18)

State Wage-Hour Measure
in New York Legislature

Albany—Backed by the American
Labor party, a measure for a state

wage-hour statute supplementary to

the Federal law has been introduced
in the State Legislature here by

(Continued on Page 18)

Joseph M. Schenck was re-elected
president and chairman of the board
of United Artists Theaters Circuit,

at a meeting of the board held Tues-
day, it was learned yesterday. All
other officers and directors were re-

elected.

The regular quarterly dividend of

$1.25 on the 5 per cent preferred
{Continued on Page 17)

Milton Bren Joins M-G-M
as Producer; 5-Year Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Official announcement

was made yesterday by M-G-M that
Milton Bren had joined the Culver
City studios as a producer. His
contract runs for five years. Bren
recently left the Hal Roach studios.

Cuban Gov't Would Make Island

Center of Spanish Film Production

Chi. Adelphi Theater Case
Adjourned to Future Date

Chicago — Clyde Eckhardt, Fox
exchange manager was on the stand
in the Adelphi Theater case be-
fore Master Charles McDonald yes-

terday. He described the pre-release
system, various A, B and C weeks,
affecting both Loop and residential
theaters and methods of distribu-
tion, but denied any agreement with

(Continued on Page 18)

Havana (By Cable)—Visualizing
Cuba as the logical future center of
Spanish language film production,
the Government is prepared to ex-
empt new producing companies es-

tablishing headquarters here from
all taxes for a five-year period, it

is authoritatively reported.
Production of Spanish language

pix at the present time is largely
centered in Mexico and the Argen-
tine as a result of the Spanish Civil

War.
Backers of the move to launch a

(Continued on Page 4)

Total for 1938 Shows Sharp
30% Rise; 44 Features

from Britain

An astonishing total of 319 fea-
ture films, made in foreign lands,
were imported into the U. S. for at
least one showing during the calen-
dar year of 1938, comprehensive sur-
vey completed by The Film Daily
yesterday revealed. This product
had its origin in some 20 countries,
and included features made in Eng-
land's studios under the auspices of
American majors. The 1938 gain is

approximately 30 per cent over the
240 foreign-made attractions which
entered the U. S. in 1937.

Outstanding in the analysis of the
collected statistics stood the situa-
tion of imported features from Ger-
many, which occupied first position
with 89 as against 67 in 1937.

In light of these figures the Nazi
(Continued on Page 17)

SEVEN NOMINATIONS

FOR THALBERG AWARD

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn, Jos-

eph Pasternak, David O. Selznick,
Hunt Stromberg, Hal Wallis, Walter
Wanger and Darryl F. Zanuck have
been nominated for the Irving Thal-
berg award which will be decided

(Continued on Page 18)

Judge Bondy Will File RKO
Confirmation Order Tomorrow

Order which is intended to official-

ly confirm the amended RKO reor-
ganization plan was noticed yester-

day, and the brief but important
document, which will be formally

(Continued on Page 20)

No Paper Feb, 13
THE FILM DAILY will not be pub-

lished Monday, a legal holiday in New
York State in observance of Lincoln's

Birthday.
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financial
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 12V2 12'/2 12y2
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 11% I'Vs "% + Va
East. Kodak 175 175 175 + 14
do pfd 183V2 183V2 I831/2 + 2/2
Gen. Th. Eq 12 12 12
Loew's, Inc 49 48

y

2 49 + >/2

do pfd
Paramount 10% 103/8 10% + 14
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 10 9% 10 + 'A
RKO 23/8 2l/4 21/4

20th Century-Fox . . 22y2 223/8 22 Vi + 14
20th Century-Fox pfd. 32'/2 32l/

2 32'/2
Univ. Pict. pfd 62 62 62 + 114
Warner Bros 514 5'/g 5/8 — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s 46... 96 96 96 + %
Loew 6s 41 -ww 1 01 1/2 100% 101 1/4 + V*
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55.. .100% 100i/

2 1003/4 + V<
Para. Picts. cv. 3 l/4s47 85 84 85+1
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95'/4 93 Vi 95 +2
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 90 88I/2 90 + 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 23^ 2y2 234
Sonotone Corp 1% }3/a ]3/g
Technicolor 195/8 19l/

2 1914— Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea Bldg. 6>/2s 1st '36 5 6Vz
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 9414 96

V

4
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 683/4 7014
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4 s 1st '43.... 70'/2 7214

• PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STUCK SUUIS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued.

719 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9-5600

Einfeld Coming to N. Y.

to Set Up Ad Campaigns

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—S. Charles Einfeld, War-

ners publicity and ad head, leaves
tomorrow for New York, where he
will confer with Gradwell L. Sears,
vice-president in charge of distri-

bution, and Mort Blumenstock, who
is in charge of publicity and adver-
tising in the East under his super-
vision.

While spending 10 days in the
East, Einfeld will set up campaigns
to be given to "Dark Victory," "Yes,
My Darling Daughter," "Oklahoma
Kid," and "Dodge City."

20th-Fox Projectionist

Strike Ends; Three Back

Striking projectionists employed
by 20th-Fox at the New York home
office, exchange and at Movietone
News, returned to work yesterday.
Three of four projectionists dis-

missed by the company were also

rehired, and small projection room
at home office was reopened.
Whether or not the fourth man

will be rehired depends upon further
negotiations between the company
and Local 306, projectionists union,
it was said last night.

N. J. Associated Theaters

Signs With Six Distribs.

With deals pending with Colum-
bia and Paramount, Associated The-
aters of New Jersey, booking or-

ganization, has closed product deals

with six distributing companies.
They are M-G-M, RKO, Republic,
20th Century-Fox, Universal, War-
ner Bros, and Grand National.

Roxy Theater Directorate

Sets Quarterly Dividend

The Board of Directors of Roxy
Theaters, Inc., at its meeting yes-
terday declared a quarterly divi-

dend of 37% c per share on the out-
standing preferred stock payable
March 1 to stockholders of record
at the close of business on Feb. 15.

Disney Productions Will

Ask Caselotti Suit End

Walters' Illness Defers

Brandt Legislative Meet

Meeting of circuit executives and
organization leaders called for yes-
terday by Harry Brandt to discuss
state legislative affairs was post-
poned owing to the illness of former
Senator J. Henry Walters, RKO at-

torney. New date was not set.

Dismissal of the $300,000 suit

brought hy Adriana Caselotti

against Walt Disney Productions,

Ltd., and RCA Manufacturing Co.

will be sought by the first named
defendant in New York Supreme
Court today.
Motion will be heard by Justice

Ferdinand Pecora. In her action,

Miss Caselotti, Snow White's voice

in "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," charged that her voice was
taken from the sound track of the

cartoon feature and used for re-

cordings.

Joe Brandt Critically III

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Doctors hold out no

hope for Joe Brandt who is critical-

ly ill at his Beverly Hills home. He
underwent a kidney operation in De-
cember and returned home last week
from a trip to Honolulu.

Loew's Board Meets
Loew's Board of Directors met

yesterday. Business was described
as routine.

Funeral Rites in N. Y.

for Monroe Hellinger

Funeral services were held yes-

terday morning in Riverside Me-
morial Chapel, 76th St. and Amster-
day Ave., for Monroe Hellinger, 25,

who died in Tucson, Arizona, on
Friday last, following a long illness.

Deceased, formerly associated with
Lord & Thomas, advertising agency,
was the brother of Mark Hellinger,

associate producer for Warner Bros.
Latter accompanied the body east,

and returns to the Coast late this

week.

Ontario Legislature Will

Convene Mar. 8; Taxes Up

Ottawa—A proclamation has been
issued for the opening of the 1939
session of the Ontario Legislature
on March 8 when, it is expected, a
battle will get under way on the
proposed restoration of the amuse-
ment tax on admissions to theaters
and sports events in the Province
which have been tax-free since June
1, 1937.

B & K Stockholders Will

Meet in Chicago April 18

Chicago—Annual meeting of Bal-
aban & Katz stockholders will be
held at the Chicago headquarters on
April 18. Business is reported as
comparing favorably with that of
last year.

cominc mm Goin

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, board chairman
20th-Fox, is expected to arrive here Fric

morning from the Coast.

S. CHARLES EINFELD, director of advert
ing and publicity for Warners, arrives hi

Monday morning from Hollywood.

HARRY E. EDINGTON, head of Famo " h
ductions, who is stopping at the Sherry Nethc
land, returns to the Coast next Wednesday.

ARTHUR A. LEE, Caumont British chiefta

has returned to New York from Canada.

JOHN CRIERSON, producer member of t|

CAC under the British Quota Act, sailed

England last night.

HAL DANSON, of the Paramount exploit
tion staff, and his wife, left yesterday for

two-week vacation in Miami.

DAVE BALABAN, B & K district managl
is on a cruise to the West Indies.

WALTER IMMERMAN, general manager
Balaban & Katz, has returned to Chicago aft

a vacation in the South.

BERNARD BRANDT is in Florida for sc

eral weeks.

LOU JOFFE, of the RKO legal departmeii
and his wife, PEGGY FOLDES, of the RKO put
licity department, leave for a vacation 1
Florida this week-end.

JOHN E. FLYNN, district manager for M-G-J
in Detroit, has sailed for a month's tour I
South America.

MRS. RAY TUBMAN, wife of the manager I
the Capitol Theater, Ottawa, has left fori
visit to South America.

HUMPHREY BOGART, Warner star, and II

wife, MAYO METHOT, arrive tomorrow fr<

the Coast for a month's vacation here.

SONJA HENIE. 20th-Fox star, boarded I

Normandie at Nassau for a cruise to Sou
America.

WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER is at the W;
dorf from California.

Games Ban in Trenton May
Close Parochial Schoo

Trenton, N. J.—Drive to elimina

Bingo, banned by the County Pr
secutor, may force Catholic par
chial schools with 7,526 to close, I

was declared here yesterday 1

Attorney Frank I. Casey.

Trenton's Council of Churchi

(Protestant) has lined up strong

against all games as "pernicious ai

harmful to public morals."

Ask your Photophone representative about the sensational

i. ^ RCA PHOTOPHONE

I MAGIC VOICE of the SCREEN
T with Rotary Stabilizer PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVES

Designed for any theatre-

regardless of size
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ALL PRAISE TO:
NORMA SHEARER as the shady lady

from Omaha, CLARK GABLE as the

devil-may-care song and dance man in

CLARENCE BROWN's production
with Edward ARNOLD • Chas. COBURN • Joseph SCHILDKRAUT
Screen Play by Robert E. Sherwood • Produced by Hunt Stromberg

Based on the Theatre Guild Stage Hit and Pulitzer Prize Play.

•JU-T

RECORD

"IDIOTS DELIGHT"
did it at the

Sheridan, Miami
Broke every mark in

the history of the house

!

AND at the 6000-

seat Capitol, N. YM

it's the best since

"Maytime" 2 years ago-
(looks like four big weeks here)

AND a bonanza every-

where, holding over,

delighting the fans!
(another friendly hit from M-G-M,

the friendly company)

AND TURN THE PAGE FOR
MORE GOOD NEWS!

!
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CUBAN TAX EXEMPTION

OFFERED TO PRODUCERS

(Continued from Page 1)

full-sized native industry here be-
lieve that the advantages are numer-
ous—close proximity to the U. S.,

and specifically, New York; wide
range of scenic backgrounds avail-

able, climate, and fine array of tal-

ent.

Cuba at the present time has two
producing companies, Pelicular Cu-
banas, S.A., and Barrio Picture Pro-
ducers, latter controlled by Frank
Earl and Arthur del Barrio.
Former produced "It Happened in

Havana" and "The Palm Grove Ro-
mance" last year, and both pix did
very well at Cuban box-offices. Pe-
licular Cubanas received a $60,000
Government subsidy.

Similar Government financing
may be made available to other pro-
ducers moving in, it is reported.

Miami Beach, Fla.—Establishment
of a flourishing film industry in

Cuba has the full support of the
Government, it was said here yes-
terday by Frank Earl del Barrio,
Havana producer. He confirmed that
the Government is offering to ex-
empt new producing companies from
taxation for five years.

One-Night Roadshows Set

for "Stagecoach" by Gold

(Continued from Page 1)

UA's Harry Gold and Joseph Vogel
of the Loew Circuit. Regular run
will start the following day.

Gold also has arranged with Vin-
cent McFaul to similarly start
"Stag-ecoach" at the Great Lakes,
Buffalo, on March 3, with regular
extended engagement to open the
next day.
Four Loew houses will close down

on the afternoon of March 2 to pave
the way for the roadshow openings.

"Stagecoach" has its world debut
at $2 top at the Lincoln, Miami
Beach, tomorrow.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 9

Ronald Colman

Heather Angel

Lyle Talbot

Lon Chaney, Jr.

James Murray

Phil Zuinn

Joe King

L. Virgil Hart

Albert De Sart

Lee L. Coldberg

H:

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi
y t t

• • • WORLD premiere of Cecil B. DeMille's "Union Pacific"

will be held at Omaha featured with a three-day celebration ar-

ranged by city officials who have already appropriated $27,500

as the city's share of the cost

T T T
• O C THE CITY will revert to the horse and buggy days of

1869 when Omaha was the starting point for the westward

construction operations of the railroad the merchants' retail

associations are getting behind the gala event they will pro-

vide sunbonnets, beaver hats and other wearing apparel patterned

after that worn by the featured players in the pic scores of

business establishments on the main thoroughfares will build

false fronts copied from the sets used in the film

T T
• • • AMONG the planned events are a historical show and a

historical parade, in which De Mille and other Hollywood celebs will

take part a pioneer ball, a costume affair at the Ak-Sar-Ben

Coliseum with a well-known name band providing the music

the Union Pacific will hold a banquet for 5.000 as a tribute to oldtimers

detailed plans are being worked out by Cliff Lewis, studio ad

director Ford E. Hovey. chairman of Greater Omaha Assoc

Evert Cummings, district manager of Tri-State Theaters and E.

C. Schmidt, public relations director of the railroad three the-

aters, the Omaha, Orpheum and Paramount, will hold simultaneous

showings for the opening

V T T
• • • BIG turnout anticipated for the AMPA luncheon at

the Astor today guests of honor will be Billy Rose, Jane

Cowl, Molly Picon, Russell Patterson, Jean Rodney

T T T
• • • CELEBRATING their thirty-second year in the biz the

H. Schoenstadt & Sons circuit, with headquarters in Chi the cir-

cuit began with one small' theater 31 years ago, and now has 17, all

in the Windy City

T T
• • • WORLD premiere of "one-third of a nation"

at the Rivoli tomorrow at the 8:15 evening show a

bunch of stage, screen and radio celebs have signified they will

be there including Franchot Tone, Sylvia Sidney, Madeleine
Carroll, E. H. Griffith, Florence Eldridge, Fredric March
Elaine and John Barrymore, Errol Flynn, Gregory La Cava, Bur-
gess Meredith Senator Robert E. Wagner, Marriner Eccles,

Stanley Isaacs, Rex Tugwell, Victor Ridder, Dorothy Thompson,
Fannie Hurst

T T T
• • • TO THE regular patrons manager Lester Pollock of

the Loew's Rochester (N.Y.) theater sent out special invitations to a
Reserved Seat Preview of "Pygmalion" the, letter of invitation

was sent with a seat diagram of the theater so the patrons could select

their reservations

T T T
• • • CAT gets loving cup awarded for its efforts on
behalf of the Bide-a-Wee Home for Animals Hypo, the feline

member of the N. Y. Journal and American city room, owned by
Al Blackford, amusement editor, posed for his photo with the cup
for the first time Al has the cat under contract if any Holly-
wood scouts are interested

« « « » » »

t-

DHT€ BOOK

Feb. 10: Theaters Arts Committee, Film D
sion, Motion Picture Ball, Hotel Roosev

Feb. 18: Hollywood Warner Club Ball, Biltrr

Bowl.

Feb. 20: Richmond IATSE Theatrical
Tan ti Ma Garden.

Feb. 23: Academy Awards banquet, biltrr

Bowl, Hollywood.

Feb. 25: Columbia Club dance, Waldorf-
toria.

Feb. 27: Nation-wide announcement of Mc
Quiz winners.

Feb. 28: Loew's, Inc., stockholders' meetin

Feb. 28: ITO of W. Va., MPTO of W.
meeting, Clarksburg, W. Va.

March 1 : Monogram stockholders meeting.

March 6-8: Warner Bros. South American :.-

convention, Rio de Janeiro.

March 11: Warner club dinner dance, Waldo
Astoria grand ballroom.

Mar. 19: Boston Cinema Club dinner dan
Cocoanut Grove.

March 27: Dallas Variety Club spring g
tournament, Dallas Country Club.

April 15-17: 20th-Fox sales convention, C
cago.

April 17-21: SMPE Spring convention, Roo
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

April 19: B & K stockholders meeting, C
cago.

April 21-23: Variety Clubs convention, Bo-

Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

May 4-6: 20th Century-Fox European convi

tion, London.

May 11-13: 20th Century-Fox European o
vention, Paris.

June 1-3: 20th Century-Fox South Amerii
convention Rio de Janeiro.

June 21 : 20th-Fox sales convention, Port-

Spain, Trinidad.

Cleveland House Dark

3 Years, Will Reopc

Cleveland—The Main, 1,000-seat

which has been closed during t

past three years, reopens Saturdt
Charles Gootlob and Sam Fain, w
also operated the Milo and Sunbes
theaters, are the new owners. B
Bennett has been appointed hou
manager. The theater has be.en e

tirely remodeled. RCA sound equi

ment has been installed. Oliver Tli

ater Supply Co. has provided pi

jectors, high intensity arc lamj
Da-Lite screen and a motor genei
tor.

Col. Statement Effective
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIA
Washington — SEC yesterdi

ruled the registration statement
Columbia Pictures Corp. effecti

under notice of deficiency. , Stat
ment will not be fully effective u
til further amendments are filed.

STOR KS! 1

Omaha— Mr. and Mrs. Norm;
Nielsen are the parents of a bal

girl born at Methodist Hospit
here. Nielsen is office manager
RKO here. The baby has an old';

brother.
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HONOLULU!
11

A new movement is sweeping the country and it's oh so nice!

It's a movement in the right direction— to the box-office!

First engagements of "Honolulu" are great. Everywhere!
— -

"Honolulu" talks a showman's language, down-to-earth entertainment,

lively with music, gags and gals. (It even beat a 5-year record in Honolulu itself!)

M-G-M presents "HONOLULU" star...

ELEANOR POWELL, ROBERT YOUNG,
GEORGE BURNS &.GRACIE ALLEN. Orig-
inal story and screen play by Herbert Fields
and Frank Partos. Music and lyrics by Harry
Warren ckGus Kahn. Directed by Edward
Brail. rwt.

\

QUESTION: "Why are the waves

wild on the beach at Waikiki?"

ANSWER: "Honolulu."
{another friendly hit from M-G-M,

the friendly company)

MORE GOOD NEWS . . .TURN THE PAGE
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Finney to Scout Location

£DWARD FINNEY, producer ofJ
the Tex Ritter Westerns for

Monogram release, hits the trail
shortly for the Mid-West to look for
a background for a singing Western
that Boots and Saddles Pictures
plans to shoot. Idea is to develop
something entirely different.

T T
"Wright Brothers" Is Definite
Warners' "Wings of the Navy,"

got off to such a fine start at its
quintet of simultaneous world pre-
mieres a week ago that the studio
has decided to go ahead immediate-
ly with its plans for filming "The
Story of the Wright Brothers." Stu-
dio is discussing deals with Gary
Cooper and Henry Fonda to play
the star part of "Orville Wright."

T T
Roach Signs Virginia Field

Hal Roach announces the signing
of Virginia Field for an important
role in his production of "Captain
Fury."

T T
Power Cast Opposite Henie

Tyrone Power instead of Don
Ameche will co-star with Sonja
Henie in "When Winter Comes" at
2Uth Century-Fox. Ameche will be
tied up indefinitely on his assign-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 206 • •

GABRIEL PASCAL. Born Arad, Hungary. Studied to be a farmer in Berlin.

In 1914 joined the Imperial Theater in Vienna. As a member of that group,

went to Copenhagen where he came in contact with picture production at the

Nordisk Studio. Entered the Hungarian Cavalry in 1914 as a cadet and rose to

the rank of Captain. On being mustered out of the army went to Italy where he

started his own producing company, Pascal Films. In 1919, among other pictures,

he produced "Popohi Morirur" (Dying People)

in association with Robert Reinert, German writer

and producer, Pascal co-produced, co-directed,

and was the star in the picture. Produced in Italy

until 1924, then moved to Paris where he pro-

duced until 1927. While there made "Nar-

kose." In 1928, produced "The Street of

of Lost Souls" with Pola Negri. Returned to Ger-
many to make talking pictures for Emelka, Ufa,

Sudfilm and Reichstiga. In 1932, with Mady
Christian made "Frederika" by Franz Lehar, which

he produced and co-directed. From 1932 to 1935,

vagabonded around the world. In 1935, returned

to London and made quota picture for Paramount.

Met George Bernard Shaw which resulted in

"Pygmalion" coming to the screen.

ment in the title role of "Alexander
Graham Bell" now in production.
"When Winter Comes" is scheduled
to go before the cameras late this
month.

Ratoff Replaces Del Ruth
Due to ill health Roy Del Ruth

has been forced to give up his work
of directing "Rose of Washington
Square" at the 20th Century-Fox

studios and Gregory Ratoff has re

placed him at the megaphone. Joyc
Compton has been added to the cas
of the picture.

Davis, Brent Paired Aga£"'
George Brent will be Bette Davi:

leading man again in "The 01
Maid," the screen version of th
Pulitzer Prize winning play by Zo
Akins. The two worked togethe
recently in "Dark Victory," whic.
the studio has scheduled for releas
during April, and before that wer
teamed in "Jezebel."

T T T
Goldwyn Signs Australian Star
Cecil Kalioway has been signer

by Samuel Goldwyn for the role o
Earnshaw in the forthcoming pro
duction of "Wuthering Heights.
Kalioway is a prominent figure oi

the Australian stage.

T T
Joe Ruttenberg Back

Joe Ruttenberg, ace cameramai
under contract to M-G-M, has re
turned from a visit to Boston am
New York.

V T
Boylan Scripting for M-G-M
Malcolm Stuart Boylan has bee;

signed to work on the script of M
G-M's forthcoming productioi
"Hands Across the Sea."

Radio and Films Staging

Love Feast In Oklahoma

Oklahoma City—Radio interests

and film interests of this community
used to be feuding no end but grad-
ually have patched everything up
and today almost every local sta-

tion has working agreements with
one or more of the stations.

WKY has in many instances co-

operated with local theaters in pres-

entation of stage programs and is

carrying a weekly commercial five-

minute Sunday noon program of

the State theater which is proving
one of the most popular on the air.

A daily five-minute movie news
period has been added to KTOK's
program schedule and KOCY has an
agreement whereby Standard The-
aters uses spot announcements on
its schedules and KOCY runs ads

on Standard theater screens advis-

ing that "Only KOCY has news
on the hour every hour."
Motion picture news airings have

always been popular on KOMA
which station generally has every
motion picture celebrity visiting Ok-
lahoma City as a guest on its pro-

grams.

New Orleans—The Joy Strand the-

ater attributes a $180 increase in

weekly business directly to a 15-

minute radio program over WBNO.
The broadcast features transcribed

music, with a short commentary on
the features appearing at the Strand
during the week by Walter Wil-

liams.

Committees on Academy
Technical Awards Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Machinery for select-

ing the recipients of the various tech-
nical Academy Awards is in high
gear with 10 meetings scheduled this
week to permit various Commit-
cees to view groups of productions
nominated for the various technical
Awards.
The Camera Award, Sound Re-

cording Award, the Film Editor
Award and the Art Direction Award
Committees have already met.
The Academy Research Council

continued its consideration of Scien-
tific or Technical Awards last night,
the Camera Award Committee will
meet again tonight, the Art Direc-
tion, Film Editor and Sound Record-
ing Award Committees will meet
tomorrow, and a special technical
Award Committee will meet on Sat-
urday night at the Carthay Circle
Theater.

Rules governing the various tech-
nical Awards in effect this year
specify that in selecting the pro-
duction to receive each of these
Awards, Committees responsible for
each Award must view all of the
various nominated productions in ad-
vance of their voting.

Pioneer Exhibitor Dead
Indianapolis—Mrs. Madeline Beck

Titsworth, 55 years old, operator of
pix houses in the days of the nickelo-
deon, died at her home here.

Oklahoma City Hears Break

in ST Buying Pool is Near

Oklahoma City—Indications are
that the long awaited break in the
Standard Theaters set-up here may
materialize within the next few
weeks. It has been known both
here and in New York City that
both Joe Cooper and Warner inter-

ests are dissatisfied with the opera-
tions of the buying pool, although
B. H. "Dinty" Moore, new general
manager, has rebuilt the properties
and instilled new life in the local

organization.

The break-up, if it comes, will

leave Warners operating the Lib-
erty, Midwest and Warner theaters.
Three other Warner-leased proper-
ties have been closed and remain so
pending rebuilding. The Cooper-
Paramount partnership, has only the
downtown Criterion theater but is

leasing several nabes.
Cooper has more than tripled his

trips to Oklahoma City in recent
months and at present representa-
tives of both the Cooper interests
and Warner interests are holding
meetings, it is understood.

It is also said that Cooper has
made several overtures to T. B.
Noble, Jr., operator of the State. So
far Cooper's offers have not inter-
ested Noble but at present Noble
and Lester Dent are in Colorado in-
vestigating a proposal which is un-
derstood to be a swap on closed
situations there—for the State in-
terests here.

55 Industry Execs. Will

Get VC Convention Bid;

Fifty-five industry execs, will re
ceive personal invitations to the an
nual Variety Clubs convention ii

Detroit April 21-23. In addition t(

Will Hays, Sidney R. Kent, Al Licht
man, Barney Balaban and Harrj
Warner who are on the speakers
list, the following are being invited

C. C. Pettijohn, Dave Palfreyman
Herman Wobber, William Gehring
William Sussman, W. F. Rodgers
E. W. Aaron, T. J. Connors, E. M
Saunders, E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, J. J
Maloney, Neil Agnew, Charles Rea-
gan, J. J. Unger, Allen Usher, M. A
Milligan, Nate Blumberg, W. A.
Scully, F. J. McCarthy, W. J. Heine-
man, E. F. Gomersall, J. Cheevei
Cowdin, Grad Sears, Roy Haines.
Robert Smeltzer, Maurice Silver-
stone, Harry Buckley, Harry Gold,
L. J. Schlaifer, Harry Cohn, Abe
Montague, E. W. Hammons, Ed Al-
person, George Schaefer, Jules Levy,
E. L. McEvoy, Nat Levy, H. M.
Richey, Ned Depinet, J. Meyer
Schine, Louis W. Schine, George V.
Lynch, A. J. Kearney, M. J. Kallett,
John A. Nolan, M. A. Shea, Major
Louis Lazar, Harry Kalmine and
M. A. Silver.

Using "Flesh" In 4 Spots
Chicago—Mort Singer circuit is

now using "flesh" at Davenport,
Iowa City, Cedar Rapids and Des
Moines, la.
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it's going to look great in your electric

lights . . .

because 75 MILLION READERS including

all your customers will see it first in full

page M-G-M ads in the national magazines:
Saturday Evening Post

Good Housekeeping

Scholastic Magazine

Boy's Life

American Boy
The Instructor

Junior Scholastic

American Magazine

Popular Mechanics

Open Road for Boys

Catholic Boy
Grade Teacher

Young America

Newsweek

Life

Liberty

Look
Collier's

Time
Parent's Magazine

Red Book

:
•

MICKEY ROONEY'S

"Hud Fmw" /-•,

i luckleberry Tinn
MICKEy"roONEY

"Zooi.lt. Huckleberry Finn'

Hui-Meberry Finn

rhjt btlong* lo ever) Am

lm

Huckleberry Finn

Htrt amtS Hutltkbmy Finn Umg,ht I

mm

SP~ Huckleberry Finn v. .

mickey'roonev J)

'

,i

Just to give you an idea of the giant campaign. All are full page smashes!
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"King of the Turf"
with Adolphe Menjou, Roger Daniel,

Dolores Costello

United Artists 88 Mins.

THRILLING RACE - TRACK MELLER

WITH STRONG EMOTIONAL PUNCH IN

A FATHER-SON THEME.

A highly emotionalized story of the race-

track, with high voltage hoke content, but

good hoke that makes for swell audience

reaction. Adolphe Menjou is the down-
and-out who was once a great race-track

figure controlling a famous stable. A
crooked race framed on him resulting

in the death of his favorite jockey and

horse sent him to the dogs and drink.

When the play opens, he is stealing a ride

on a horse-car through the friendly ges-

ture of Roger Daniel, who is stable boy

for a racing outfit. The result of the

friendship throws the two together. They
acquire a skittish horse with a couple of

dollars, and with the skillful training of

the old master, the boy riding, they event-

ually work up to a sizable bankroll by

taking several minor races. Then into the

business of the crooked bookie-gambler

ring, with the gang trying to get the old

timer and the boy to play along with them.

Meanwhile it is disclosed that the kid has

run away from a nice home in the East,

and the audience is let in on the fact that

Menjou is the boy's father, the youngster

having been born after the mother left

the hopelessly drunken race track celeb.

Here the sentimental and emotional ma-
terial is worked up, with the struggle be-

tween the mother and father for posses-

sion of the youngster, the mother feeling

that the boy's life will be ruined if he

stays in the race game. Finally the father

is sold that she is right. He makes himself

out a cheap gambler and a crooked racing

owner in the eyes of the youth on purpose

to kill his love for the track and horses.

He frames the big race with the gambling

crowd, with their great colt to lose when
it was rated a sure winner with the pub-

lic, and gets the boy to promise to throw

the race. But the youngster's love for

the horse won't let him pull him in, and he

goes through to win in a driving finish.

The ending is different, with the young-

ster going back to his home and believing

that his "boss" was just another crooked

gambler, never knowing it was his own dad

making the big sacrifice. Pure sentimental

hoke, but effective. Fine performance by

Menjou. The youngster, Roger Daniel, is

great. Dolores Cosrello charming as of old

as the mother. Director Alfred E. Green got

all the thrill and sentimental values out of

it.

CAST: Adolphe Menjou, Roger Daniel,

Dolores Costello, Walter Abel, Alan Dine-

hart, William Demarest, Harold Huber,

George McKay, Lee M. Moore, Oscar

O'Shea, Cliff Nazarro, George Chandler,

Milburne Stone, Charles McAvoy, William

Bakewell, Harry Semels, Donald Kerr, Tom-
my Quinn, Barlow Borland, Charles Sher-

lock.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Small; Direc-

tor, Alfred E. Green; Author, George Bruce;

Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Robert

Planck; Editor, Grant Whytock.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

* fOR€IGA *

"Avec Le Sourire"
(With A Smile)

with Maurice Chevalier, Andre Lefaur,

Marie Glory

Malmar Pictures 79 Mins.

CHEVALIER PERSONALITY AND
AMUSING SEQUENCES OVERCOME
RAGGED STORY HANDICAP.

Absent from the American screen for

several years, the fans of M. Chevalier will

welcome him back in this new French pic-

ture. It is amusing and witty, and it has

been molded to fit Chevalier like a glove.

Despite the fact that the story is im-

plausible and consists of a number of se-

quences held together thinly, its mechan-
ical defects can be overlooked as it pro-

vides pleasing screenfare. Story concerns

what a smile and a pleasing personality,

as embodied in Chevalier, can accomplish.

In a short space of time he rises from be-

ing a penniless tramp to the position of di-

rector of an opera. Andre Lefaur gives

a fine performance as the sour-visaged

opera director who loses his job, but final-

ly learns to be happy when he becomes
the new director's secretary. Marie Glory

provides the feminine interest.

CAST: Maurice Chevalier, Andre Lefaur,

Marie Glory, Paula Andral, Marcel Valle,

Marcel Simon, Milly Mathis.

CREDITS: Producer, Pathe Cinema; Di-

rector, Maurice Tourneur. Presented at

the 5th Ave. Playhouse with French dia-

logue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

£ SERIAL *

"Buck Rogers"
Universal 12 Chapter serial

Spectacular Thrills

Spectacular and imaginative
thriller of the world 500 years from
now, based on the cartoon character
of the same name. It should strike
a popular note with the air-minded
youth, for most of the action con-
cerns weird flying craft in the form
of rocket planes that shoot through
interstellar space. Buster Crabbe
is Buck, Jackie Moran is Buddy, his
boy pal. These two crash in the
Arctic, and 500 years later are dis-

covered in the gondola of their air-
ship, having been preserved in a
state of suspended animation by a
strange gas. They are rescued by
a group of scientists and taken to
the Hidden City, which is concealed
behind two giant gates resembling
solid rock, which close it into the
mountain. The rocket ships come
and go through this passage, which
protects the people from the out-
side world which is ruled by Killer

Kane and his super-gangsters who
dominate the earth. In the Hidden
City the two survivors of another

The Nation's Capital

—

Washington, D. C.

(International Golden Gate
Exposition Commission)

Emerson Yorke 10 mins.

Splendid

A splendid and colorful panorama
of the Capital of the nation, a most
timely subject, made under the

sponsorship of the International

Golden Gate Exposition Commission.
It is planned as the first of a series

presenting Washington, D. C, as the

seat of our government and showing
graphically and authentically the
machinery of the various depart-

ments at work. This first subject

covers Washington in general, hav-
ing been expertly scenarized to show
in order the imposing Federal struc-

tures, historic shrines, the parks,
the embassies and cultural centers
of art and literature. It is not a
haphazard compilation of shots as
in so many scenics, but presents
with beauty and artistry the Capital
in all its imposing grandeur. Some
60 highlight scenes from Mt. Vernon
to the White House pass in review
in this highly informative documen-
tary film, distinguished for its dig-

nity of subject treatment, impres-
sive commentary, artistic photog-
raphy and intelligently capable di-

rection. Printed on sepia platinum
stock, the reel achieves a screen
quality that makes it outstanding.
There is one shot in particular that
is really inspired — showing the
White House at sunset. It must be
seen to be appreciated, and it serves
as the patriotic tag for the reel,

a final shot that hits a new high in

inspirational themes. Nathan D.
Golden, of the U. S. Department of
Commerce, acted as liaison officer to

the producer, thus assuring official

accuracy in everything. Emerson
Yorke is the producer as well as

director, having conceived the ide

of the series and written the scrip

from intimate first-hand knowledg
of the Capital. Alois Havrilla doe
a splendid narration. Bernie Rubi
was the cameraman. Inciden*^1

!}

the camera technique is supera^

"Wild and Bully"

(Mentone Musical)
Universal 19 mins

Variety Acts

A night club with a westen
ranch atmosphere forms the backl
ground for introducing the follow)

ing acts: J. Harold Murray, a|

master of ceremony, in westen
harmonies; Eight Virginians, a maL
singing troupe; Texas Jim Lewi i

and His Lone Star Cowboys; Lilliai'

Carmen, colorful singer; Bob Park
er, novelty rope dancer, working ii

full dress; Skating Carters, god
roller skating team.

age meet Constance Moore and
Montague Shaw, who plays the part
of a scientist who is fighting the
Kane people with his inventions.
These include a spaceship, de-grav-
ity belts for jumping into space and
landing safely, invisible ray ma-
chines, atom chambers, ray guns,
etc. It is decided to allow Buck,
Buddy and the girl to fly in a space-
ship to Saturn, there to try and en-
list aid to fight the powerful Kane
and save the world. The second and
third installments concern spectac-
ular adventures on Saturn, fights
with the Kane people who follow
them there, and the escape of Buck
and Bud with a Prince of the Sa-
turnians, who penetrate the tower
fortress occupied by Kane and there
endeavor to learn valuable secrets
of the enemy, but they are discov-
ered and imprisoned with a ray-gun
that holds them helpless.

"Peaceful Neighbors"
(Scrappy Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 8 mins

War Fantasy

A war fantasy, with the two riva

families of hens symbolizing th<

embattled nations, disputing thei
:

separate territory. Two doves in a
nearby tree are trying to make
peace. The war starts with all th<

heavy armaments in action. Th<

doves hit on the idea of loading th<

shells with flowers and perfume anc,

such, in place of the deadly powder;
So when the war starts, the riva i

armies are bombarded with swee I

and lovely gifts instead of having'

their heads blown off. A cute idea

Probably a little far-fetched, bul
:

quaint and cute just the same. Pro'
duced by Charles Mintz. Directec

by Sid Marcus.

"Customers Wanted"
(Popeye)

Paramount 7 mins.

Fight Stuff

A contest between Popeye and
Bluto to grab the customers foi I

their rival penny arcades. Wimpy i

is the only customer who shows up,j
so they keep stealing him back and ;

j

forth to look at their attractions. I

Finally there is a battle royal be-

tween the two rivals. Wimpy rushes
out to the ticket booth and collects J

a lot of dough selling tickets to the

"battle of the century."

Paramount Pictorial

(P8-7)
Paramount 9 mins.

Diversity

This pictorial opens with a Mex-
ican rodeo with the contestants be-

ing the upper class Charros. The
shots are not very exciting. Photo-
graphed in color, the business of

j

breeding pheasants and other highly
decorative birds is shown. The third

subject shows the intricate detail in

the manufacture of the modern ac-

cordion, with a demonstration of the

completed instrument by twelve-
year-old Peter Patti.
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HOLDOVERS FOLLOWING ONE ANOTHER AS FAST AS
OPENINGS... AND EVERY NEW DATE A NEW DEMONSTRATION

OF ITS TERRIFIC BOX-OFFICE POWER... NEW YORK, LOS

ANGELES, MIAMI, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, BOSTON- EVERY-

WHERE THE BIGGEST MONEY PICTURE THE INDUSTRY HAS

SEEN IN MONTHS... IT'S THE EXTENDED-RUN SENSATION
THAT HITS THE PACE OF THE ALL-TIME TOP-MONEY
SHOWS ON OPENING AND HOLDS THE STRIDE DAY BY DAY

!

"An achievement to make the in-

dustry proud . . . One oi our truly great

pictures," says Sam Shain, Editor

Motion .Picture Daily, echoing the

opiniojf of the entire fpade press!

"Three cheers for Hiunga Din7

/
shouts Kate Cameron in the N. Y.

Daily News — summing up the
tenor of the daily newspaper
reviews all over the country.

GARY GRANT-VICTOR MCLAGLEN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
SAM JAFFE * EDUARDO CIANNELU * JOAN

PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY GEORGE STEVENS

From a Story by BEN MECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR

Intputd by RUDYARD KIPLING'S Poem

S<r««n Flay by Jo./ Soyrm and fr*d Guiol



OW AT THE PEAK OF ITS NATIONAL PREST

Word of its greatness is spreading around the country like

wildfire . . . These New York notices keynote the acclaim of

Coast to Coast critics for the first of this year f

s "Ten Best":

great show... has powerfully potent charm that cannot help but attract patronage."—Kate Cameron, n. y. Daily News

"A disarming and enchanting film . . . Story told with such warmth and such a sure sense of screen values that you will be

a mistake to miss il"—Howard Bames, n. y. Heraid-Tribune .. ."A noteworthy picture . . . Has a simplicity which

idearing, and it builds up to a climax which reduces one to tears."—Bland johaneson, n. y. Daily Mirror.,. "A picture

with its heart in the right place . . . Engaging performances lift it now and again into charm, pity and tender-

ness."—b. r. c, New York Times... "Like a breath of fresh air on a sultry evening... As fine and

engrossing an entertainment as the screen has offered in months."—wuiiam Boehnei, n. y. Worid-Teiegram

..."A real picture — a tender, rollicking comedy with all the dram?, it needs. Might have been written orig-

inally with just its present cast in mind."—Eileen Creeiman, n. y. Sun . . ."Has both charm and humor . .

.

adroitly fashioned and thoroughly enjoyable . . . well worth seeing."—Rose Peiswick, n. y. journal &> Amer-

.."Yesterday's premiere audience charmed ... packs a wallopy appeal and divine sense of humor...

Barrymore puts forth magnificent performance."

A MAN WITH
A HOLE IN HIS
PANTS .. . and two loyal

kids . . . bring you price-

less entertainment.

—Irene Thirer, N. Y. Post

RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL ATTRACTION...

NOW PLAYING FIRST

RUNSCOASTTOCOAST

PETER HOLDEN - VIRGINIA WEIDLER - donald mkiiide • Katharine Alexander

PANORO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE Of PRODUCTION - directed 11 tusoi (Amu • produced bi wt kid SCREEN PLAY BY JOHN TWIST ^
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Irene Dunne, as Terry McKay,
Park Avenue lady of leisure . .

loving ease and luxury . . play-
ing at life in the world's gay
places! . . Charles Boyer, as
the reckless, dashing, irresist-

ible Michel Marnay. . interna-

tional lover, carefree heart-
breaker! . . these two — swept
off their feet by a love that

would not be denied! ....

What a situation for burning romance!

— for drama, conflict, hope and heart-

break jewelled in settings of richness

such as to arouse the secret dreams of

every woman! . . What Box-office! . .

Stars, Story, Director, Production Ele-

gance — everything for big money!

riiw

uritn

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA

LEE BOWMAN

ASTRID ALLWYN

MAURICE MOSCOVICH

SCREEN PLAY BY DELMER DAVES AND DONALD OGDEN STEWART

DIRECTED BY LEO McCAREY
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At last Fred and Ginger in a great

DRAMATIC LOVE STORY!... por-

traying the lives of the glamorous

couple who made dancing the

great international pastime ! . .

.

bene, the fashion-plate girl who
wore the first bobbed hair;

Vernon, the Bean Brnmmel whose

rhythmic feet were stilled in

war-torn skies...Tender romance,

high-hope, laughter, heart-throbs

and fight against odds! . . . Fred

and Ginger re-living the sensa-

tions of the first Castle Walk,

the Tango, the Maxixe, the Texas

Tommy!— the most thrilling

dancing of the Astaire- Rogers

careers— to the haunting hit

melodies of the exciting times...

All the glory that made the

Castles the most talked-of figures

of their brilliant day make this

THE BIG STANDOUT SHOW FOR
TOP GROSSES THIS YEAR!

ASTAIRE

GINGER

EDNA MAE OLIVER

WALTER BRENNAN
LEW FIELDS • ETIENNE GIRARDOT

JANET BEECHER

PANDRO S. BE RM AN IN

CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

DIRECTED BY

H. C. POTTER

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

GEORGE HAIGHT
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Never in modern times has the imagination of the world

been so quickened as it was by "Careless" Corrigan's

greatest of all do-or-die deeds! ... Overnight he became

dear to the heart of every man, woman and child with a

drop of red blood in his veins . . . Now he's on the screen,

with his smile, his "crate," his life, his flight — woven

into a drama of such excitement, such speed and thrill

and ready exploitability as to stamp this great picture

THE NUMBER ONE SHOW SENSATION OF THE SEASON!
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With production completed on the Astaire-Rogers "Castles"

show, Ginger begins work on her greatest straight dramatic

role since "Stage Door.". . . Here she has a stage play lull of

emotional fire ... A romance rich in heart-hitting situations

and bristling dialog! . . . The story of a girl with too much
loveliness! . . . and too little love! ... a girl who dared to face

the guns of scandal with another woman's baby in her arms!

. . . An exciting change of pace for Ginger . . . another big

show coming up for YOU!



RKO Radio is ready!..Look

at the product! . .Never be-

fore has there been like

privilege in this industry

of bringing to the screen so

many fine pictures in so

short a time as will bear
the RKO Radio trade-mark
during the coming weeks . .

And that's only the begin-

ning ofthenewday!.»Thaf's
whyRKO Radio is shouting -

EORGE SCHAEFER^* DRIVE
JAN. 28 ..JUNE 2
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FOREIGN PIX IN YEAR
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,.e and cry that opportunity is

Eiied German product in the U. S.

Is flat. Shoe is wholly on the
""* foot for, according to the

ildbuehne, German trade paper,

U. S. films went into Germany in

i3S from American mai'ors, as fol-

ios: M-G-M, 15; 20th-Fox, 12, and
uramount 6.

England, from which came 44 fea-

res to the U. S. during 1938,—six

6s than in 1937,—was in second po-

ion. While numerically British

oduct was almost 50 per cent lower
an the German total, the former
i?re incomparably greater in gros-

-ig power. British drop is obvious-

due to the static conditions which
tended U. K. production in 1938.

Not the least of the revelations

ovided via the survey was the

arked upswing of pix brought in

Din Mexico, which furnished 37 and
took third position, just ahead of

ance and Hunsrary, both of which
ovided 29. Mexico's 1937 figure

5, and for Hungary 18 and
ance 23.

Sixth, seventh and eighth places

st year went to Italy, Poland and
ussia, with 21, 19 and 17 respec-

rely. In 1937 their totals were 17.

and 15. Ninth place was shared
Sweden and China, with 7 each,

veden in 1937 sent 10 pix to the

S. and China none. It is inter-

ting to note the sudden promi-
nce of China in the U. S. film

art. which appears due to the in-

vest in the Sino-Tapanese con-

ct on the part of American audi-

oes.
The 1938 figures for other coun-
ies' product imported here: Ireland,

Greece and Finland, 3 each: Spain,

and Japan, Africa, Ukrainia. Bo-
mia. Australia. Argentina and Bali

•edited with one each.

Al Adams Fights Cold
I Al Adams, advertising and pub-
•ity director of Republic, is ex-
acted back at his desk today after

iffering from a bad cold for sev-
|-al days.

Trade Winds" Goes Big
Detroit—"Trade Winds" drew the
ggest grosses of the past eight

i -eeks for United Detroit's Michigan
heater.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

ACENT

Another cat has made her home in

Robert Taylor's Northridge Stables, and
presented him with a litter of eight
kittens.—M-G-M.

SHORT SHOTS fROfll EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

QUR Own "Who's Who" Dep't
Milton Schwarzwald, producer

of Mentone and Nu-Atlas shorts for
Universal and RKO respectively .

Born in Detroit, September 16,

1891, but raised in Chicago Is a
man of music and reached his pres-
ent post via that route—piano play-
er in the old nickelodeon days —
voice coach and arranger—com-
poser — and musical director
Composed four operettas and doz-
ens of songs—conducted "The Des-
ert Song" and "Tip Toes" among
other musical hits Wrote the
score for "Flora Bella" which fea-
tured the hit song "Give Me All Of
You" which sold over three million
copies In 1929, as musical direc-
tor for RKO, he introduced the first

radio variety show, the RKO The-
ater of the Air which he conducted
and directed for three years
Turned to motion picture produc-
tion in 1933 making Mentone shorts
for Universal and in 1937 added Nu-
Atlas shorts for RKO Is mai-ried,
has two sons, and is a member of
the Masons and Lambs Plays
golf in the low 110's and once
copped the booby prize in a Film
Daily tournament His bridge is

not much better He's a glutton
for work and thinks nothing of
turning out ten reels of solid enter-
tainment in a single week and
supeiwising the recording of 42 play-
backs in a single day

Production notes .. ."Uncle Joe"
Henabery has finished "Public Jitter-

bug No. 1" with Hal LeRoy, Betty
Hutton. Chaz Chase and Tom Em-
erson's Hillbilly Sextette. . .Lloyd
French starts a minstrel on the 10th

with the Eton Boys, Rags Raglan,
Charlie Kemper and Iris Adrian. . .On
the 21st, Roy Mack starts a two-reeler
featuring the doubles of famous Holly-
wood personalities in a story by Cy
Wood and Eddie Forman. . .A Larry
Clinton band short is down for the

28th under Lloyd French's guidance.

On and off the sets Sam Sax,

Joe Henabery and Lee Stewart will

leave any day now for Boston,
Philadelphia and Chicago on their

annual talent quest for kiddies to

be featured in the All-Kiddie Revue
which Henabery will start on March
27. Kiddies must be from two and
one-half years to seven. . Jim Kel-
lock, production manager for Wilding-

Pictures, flew in from Detroit to

start production on an industrial

short at Astoria . Saul Harrison is

back on his feet following a two-
week siege of the flu . Bill Steiner
will photograph another Vyvyan Don-
ner fashion sequence in Technicolor
on the 21st Fred Ryle, who was
in charge of make-up on the last

series, will ditto on the next
They're still talking about the swell

speech David Mendoza gave at the

Conference of the National Board
of Review at the Pennsylvania
Hotel last week Phil Regan, who's
scheduled for personal appearances
in Washington, Baltimore, Detroit

and Chicago will head from there

to the Coast for "The Hit Parade of

1939" under Johnny Auer . Catch-
ing Phil backstage at Loew's State,

he confided that he can hardly wait
to get back into production again,

especially under Auer, with whom
he's turned out some of his best

work. .

.

Gibraltar Enterprises

Meeting In Silver City

Silver City, N. M.—Gibraltar En-
terprises. Inc., will hold its quar-
terly meeting here Feb. 12-13. May-
or E. W. Ward is manager of the
Silco and El Sol Theaters and sec-
retary of the GE board, and will
be official host. Immediately fol-
lowing the two-day session, party
will travel to Nogales, Ariz., by car
and from there to Guaymas, Mex-
ico, by railroad for deep-sea fish-

ing.

Theater owners who will be pres-
ent are Charles R. Gilmore, Denver,
Colo., president of the corporation;
Mayor Everett Cole, Alamosa, Colo.,
chairman of the board of directors;
E. J. Schutte, Caspar, Wyo.; W. H.
Ostenberg, Scotts Bluff, Neb.; P. F.
Murphy, Raton, N. M., and E. John
Greer, Santa Fe, N. M.

Mrs. Annette Lasky Dead
Detroit — Mrs. Annette Lasky,

wife of Louis Lasky, owner of the
Lasky Theater here,—operated by
the Krim Circuit,—died after a long
illness. Burial was in Cloverhill
Park Cemetery. Her husband and
one son survive.

FPC Subsidiary Plans

Two More In Cornwall

Ottawa — Clarence G. Markell,

manager of the Palace Theater,

Cornwall, in the Ottawa District, is

supervising preparations for the

erection of two new theaters in

Cornwall to be completed in June

at a combined cost of $150,000. This

will bring the total of theaters in

Cornwall to four, all operated by
the Palace Amusement Co., a unit

of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Block-Booking Held Boon

to Indies by E. D. Miller

Miami Beach, Fla.—E. D. Miller

of Chicago, operator of a number
of Illinois theaters, declares that

"block-booking is a bugaboo stirred

up by independent motion picture

exhibitors, and actually it is a boon
rather than a detriment to their
business."

Miller is here for a mid-Winter
vacation.

UA THEATERS RENAMES

SGHENGK TO 2 POSTS

(.Continued from Paqc 1)

stock was declared, payable March
15.

Re-elected officers include Lee
Shubert, vice-president; Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice-president; William P.
Philips, vice-president and treas-
urer; Bertram S. Nayfack, secre-
tary, and A. M. Georger, comptrol-
ler.

Circuit's directors are Harry D.
Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Joseph H.
Moskowitz, Bertram S. Nayfack,
Dennis F. O'Brien. Willard V. King.
William P. Philips, Joseph M.
Schenck and Lee Shubert.

Freeman's Paramount Job

is to Cut Away Red Tape

(Continued from Page 1)

company's production, we now have
a free hand to make pictures, and to
make good ones. Freeman has
brought to us his long experience
in showmanship and financial opera-
tions from theaters. There is ab-
solutely no conflict between the po-
sition of Freeman and anyone else

in the studio and for the first time
in my six years at Paramount I

feel that we have an ideal setup."
Freeman stated: "I want to thank

Le Bai'on for explaining the situa-
tion at Paramount and want you to

know that I am here to knit studio
interests with those of our home
office in New York. Production is a
full-time job and that is not my
job. I am here to try to smooth
away your problems from a busi-
ness standpoint. We feel that we
have institutde a new era and I

know by understanding your prob-
lems, my contribution will help to

establish Paramount as a truly ef-

ficient unit which should result in

greater success for Paramount."

Fabian Brooklyn Staff

Pays Honor to Al Reid

Michael's Restaurant in Brooklyn
was the scene of merry-making last

night when staffs of Fabian's
Brooklyn theaters honored Al Reid,
manager of the Brooklyn houses,
with a birthday party. Big name
talent supplied the entertainment.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

During 1938 American pictures shown

in the United Kingdom totaled 490 out

of 689 releases, a drop of 48 from tne

previous year.
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SAG, EQUITY CONTRACT

TO TERMINATE NOV. 1

(.Continued from Page 1)

SAG returns to Equity a percentage
of all dues paid to SAG by Equity
members who have transferred, de-
spite the fact that these members
are no longer active in the legit

field. It is said that the SAG board
felt it could no longer afford to con-
tinue under this arrangement.

In the statement by Byron, it is

pointed out that the contract pro-
vided for preferential treatment of

members transferring between stage
and screen, but that the conditions
which existed at the time the pact
was made no longer exists. He cites
the appointment of a committee by
the AAAA to work out a uniform
contract for all its affiliated mem-
ber branches to cover a svstem of
interchangeability as making it un-
necessary for preferential contracts
between member branches to remain
in force. "Cancellation of the agree-
ment was arrived at by mutual con-
sent and in the most amicable man-
ner," Byron said.

Thomson praised Equity for its
contributions to making it possible
to negotiate a basic agreement with
the producers by the SAG. and said,
"without that help the Guild could
not have succeeded." He stated that
the SAG felt that a general inter-
changeability agreement was pref-
erable to a pai-ticular agreement un-
der existing conditions.

REVIEWS Of neill FILni5|EDIN6T0N TO MAKE

4 FORT IN 19

* SHORTS *

"Hold Your Breath"

(Sportlight)

Paramount i mins .

Underwater Novelty

Fine novelty, showing an under-
water track meet in one of those
clear crystal lakes in Florida. The
boys and girls put on a regular
track meet under water. The events
include sprint races, relays, shot
put, parallel bars, tug-o-war, high
jump, hurdle races, with comedy
stuff from the cheering section on

the sidelines. This is the second of
these underwater novelty specials
turned out by Grantland Rice.

Music Through the Years"
(Headliner)

Paramount u mins>
Song Medley

The classy harmonies of Jan
Garber and his orchestra, in a revue
of popular favorites down through
the years. The selections include
Louise," "Sing You Sinners," "Just
One More Chance," "Please," "Did
You Ever See A Dream Walking,"
««°Ye ,

In BIoom'" "Lookie, Lookie,"
'Melody From the Sky," "Blue
Hawaii," "Thanks for the Memory "
Lee Bennet vocalizes with Phyllis
Kenny in two numbers.

for

c

(Continued from Page 1)

for 10 years, and provides fc
minimum $750,000 budget for
productions.

First Edington feature, "aC
Cable." goes into production in
lywood on May 1. Scrint is r*
written by Dennison Clift in I
land.

Second feature scheduled is
"

ris Streets," while as his tr.

Edington plans a South Seas st
Present trip to New York is lai

ly to scout for talent. Edinp-ton
turns to the Coast next Wednesr

State Wage-Hour Measure
in New York Legislature

Screen Actors Guild Looks
to 5,000 Coast Membership

Ultimate objective of the SAG on
the Coast is a membership of
around 5,000, a number that would
provide an equitable living for the
members year in and year out the
way production is geared at the
present time, Ken Thomson, execu-
tive-secretary of the SAG, told The
Film Daily yesterday.

He said that he believed the plan
for consolidation of the branches of
the AAAA into one union must even-
tually be adopted.

Thomson pointed out that unifica-
tion would greatly reduce adminis-
trative overhead and would provide
more efficiency, as well as strengthen
the position of the organization tre-
mendously. Present position of an
actor, who could conceivably have
to belong to all four branches at the
same time, would also be simplified,
it is said.

Present list of 8,737 Coast mem-
bers of the SAG may be pared to
around the 5,000 mark bv the end of
the year, it was said. What action
will be taken regarding; the 1,500
membership of the New York branch
of SAG cannot be foretold at this
time, he said.

SAG exec, leaves for the Coast
Sunday night according to present
plans.

(.Continued from Page 1)

Senator Philip M. Kleinfeld, Brook-
lyn Democrat, and Assemblyman
Oscar Garcia-Rivera, Manhattan
American Laborite.

The measure, which would become
effective one month after its enact-
ment, would provide for a minimum
wage of 25 cents an hour and for a
forty-four-hour week until Oct. 24,
1939, and thereafter for gradual in-
crease of the wage rate and reduc-
tion of the weekly hours until Oct.
?A, 1943, when a forty-cents-an-hour
wage and a forty-hour week would
be reached, and would become the
basic standard for the state.

E. H. Griffith to Direct
Second Carroll-MacMurray

Edward H. Griffith, who directed
Madeleine Carroll and Fred Mac-
Murray in Para.'s "Cafe Society,"
has been signed to direct "Are Hus-
bands Necessary" which will co-star
the same team.

Scheduled to go before the cam-
eras in March, "Are Husbands Neces-
sary will duplicate the production
and star lineup of "Cafe Society,"
for in addition to Miss Carroll Mac-
Murray and Griffith, "Are Husbands
Necessary" will have Jeff Lazarus
as producer and Virginia Van Upp
as writer.

Griffith is now in New York.

Chi. Adelphi Theater Case
Adjourned to Future Date

(Continued from Page 1)

major companies affecting the Chi-
cago film situation.

Abe Kaufman was excused from
testifying as were other film ex-
change managers. Fred Pride, Fox
attorney, and Ray Phillips, Para-
mount attorney, from New York
headquarters, are here for the hear-
ing The hearing was adjourned
until a future date, to be set bv
mutual agreement.
Defense attorneys filed answer in

the Adelphi Theater case to be
heard before Judge Wilkerson Feb
10., claiming the plaintiffs suffered
no monetary damages, and that if
they did, their books should be sub-
mitted for examination to ascertain
their losses. Hearing will be post-
poned on the tenth, owing to the ill-
ness of an attorney in the case

New Fox Mich. Corp. Takd
Over Detroit Fox Thea ii

Detroit—The New Fox Michi<
Corporation, subsidiary of ]

tional Theaters, is formallv tak
nossession of the Fox Theater h<
following up action confirmed

jthe Federal Court three years a
Woodmont Corporation' has b

formed to become owner of thea I

real estate only, excluding of I

building which is separately treat
I

and Woodmont Corp. Leased
theater to the Fox Michigan Co
David M. Idzal. who has bif

co-trustee with Union Guard
Trust Co., will remain as manage
director. No changes in person

jare to be made, as change-over I

primarily formal but some chanjm policy, possibly to straight fill [

is anticipated later.

Ray Frisz Joins Ohio
Co-op as Third Booker

Cleveland—Milton A. Mooney an-
nounces the appointment of' Ray
Frisz as the third booker for Co-
operative Theaters of Ohio. Frisz
resigned as booker for the Schine
circuit in the Cincinnati territory
to join Co-operative. Joel Golden
succeeds him in Cincinnati. Co-op-
erative Theaters of Ohio is now
serving approximately 40 theaters
m the northern Ohio territory.

Seven Producers Nominated
for Irving Thalberg Award

(Continued from Page 1)

by popular vote and is for the most
consistent hisrh quality achievement
by an individual producer based on
pictures he has personally produced
during 1938.
The winner will be announced at

the annual M. P. Academv banquet
on Feb. 23. The nominating com-
mittee consisted of Pandro S Ber-
man, Harrv Cohn. Samuel Goldwyn
L°

l"£
,

B
-
Mayer - Hal Roach, Joseph

M. Schenck, Walter Wander, Jack
Warner, Y. Frank Freeman, M J
Siegel and Cliff Work.

3% Depreciation Charge
Okay, SAC Appeal Rulii

Betty Grable Under Knife
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood—Betty Grable. film ac-

tress, was operated at nearby Glen-
dale on Tuesday following- an acute
appendicitis attack which earlier
that day caused her collapse while
workinp- on a current film. Her hus-
band, Jackie Coogan. who was in
Texas, directed Dr. H. G. Westphal
to perform the operation and then
flew to California to be at his wife's
bedside. sr

New Orleans — The Southe
Amusement Co., Inc., of La
Charles, operator of 10 state j
theaters, won a decision involvr
$2,124.22 in income tax deficienci
claimed by the Government for 19?

Charles P. Smith, member of t
Board of Tax Appeal, ruled that tl

SAC was correct in its deduction
3 per cent for depreciation of theat
buildings in figuring income <

which tax was due. Government a
torneys charged the company, who:
buildings represent a 8500,000 ii

vestment, was only entitled to 2 p.
cent deductions.

Starts First "Canyon Kiddies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM >DAIL
Hollywood — Leon Schlesing<

has started production on the ii

itial "Canyon Kiddies" cartooi
Jimmy Swinnerton, recently signe
to a long term contract, will creal
the characters and collaborate on tr
story and draw his inimitable bacl
grounds. The initial subject as y<
untitled will be as a "Merrie Me
ody" of the 1939-40 program e

Schlesinger has room for only on
subject on this series. Schlesingc
will probably do a series for h
1940-41 schedule.
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Gallardo to Halt Bank -Rolling of Mexican Produce
Financier to Establish His

Own Producing and

Distributing Firm
By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City—Native indie produc-
tion faces a severe blow as a result

of the announced decision of Roberto
Gallardo to withdraw from financing

to devote his resources to establish

his own producing and distributing

company.

Gallardo, from the beginning has
been regarded as the financial main-
stay of many small Mexican pro-

ducing organizations. In return for

his advances for production he re-

ceived the Central and South Amer-
ican rights.

Gallardo in his new enterprise will

have as associates Enrique Solis,

formerly Secretary General of the

Union of Motion Picture Studio

Workers of Mexico and Alberto

Monroy.
New concern, which is operating

as Compania Productora y Distribui-

dora Mexicana de Peliculas (Mexi-

can Motion Picture Producing and
Distributing Company, is already

shooting its initial effort, "Una Luz
en mi Camino" (A Light on the

Road) and has announced its plans

for the production this year of from
12 to 18 pictures.

About 20 films have been com-
pleted in native studios in the

last three months and are pending
for release here. Lineup includes:

Raphael J. Seville's production of

"Luna Criolla" (Creole Moon) for

his own Rex Films, with Vincente

Orona, Lucy Delgado, Carlos Lopez
Montezuma and Joaquin Paradave;
"Juntos pero no Revueltos," pro-

duced by Alfonso Sanchez Tello y
Cia. under Fernando Rivero's direc-

tion, and with Rafael Falcon, Susana
Guizar and Agustin Isunza; "Juan
sin Miedo" (Fearless Juan), also

produced by Alfonso Sanchez Tello y
Cia. and starring Juan Silveti, for-

mer ace bull-fighter in his first

screen appearance; Producciones

Juan Pezet's "El Cobarde" (The
Coward), which Rene Cardona di-

rected, with Julian Soler, Adria Del-

hort, Josefina Escobedo and Anto-

nio R. Frausto; Producciones Ama-
dor's "La Cancion del Huerfano"
(The Orphan's Song), with Ernesto

Velazquez, Lucha Maria Avila, Leo-

poldo Ortin, Jr. and Eduardo Vivas,

and directed by Manuel R. Ojeda;

Guz Aguila Films' "El Gaucho Mu-
jica" (Gaucho Mujica), with Vin-

cente Padula, Estela Inda, Amparo
Arozamena and Enrique Cancino,

What? l\o Free Lunch?
Racine, Wis.—La Temple the Magi-

cian, two feature pictures and the

choice of two soup dishes or three sun-
burst saucers to the ladies was ad-

vertised by the Rex Theater here, ail

for a dime admission.

Congo Shorts for N. Y. World's Fair
Brussels (By Cable)—The Ministry of Colonies has voted 1,000,000 francs for the

production of four short subjects dealing with progress in the Congo. At least two
of the shorts, it is stated, will be shown at the New York World's Fair. Versions

will be made in English, French and Flemish. Henri Storck, Andre Cauvin, Genval and
Charles de Kekeleire, outstanding directors, have been engaged to make the shorts.

French Film Schedule Set I British to Show Films

For New York World's Fair 26 Weeks at World's Fair

Paris (By Cable)—The schedule
of French documentary films for
showing at the French Pavilion at
the New York World's Fair is now
definitely set. Contracts have been
signed and production started under
supervision of some of France's best

known directors.

Under the auspices of the Cham-
ber syndical, the following eight
films will be prepared: "Rues de
Paris," with Jacques Feyder-J. C.

Bernard in charge; "Elegances,"
Marcel L'Herbier-Atlantic Film

;

"Solutions Francaise," M. Carne-
Jean Painleve; "La Jeune Fille de
France," Allregret-Et. Lallier; "Pro-
fils de France," Abel Gance-Tedesco;
"Le Vie d'Une Petite Ville de
France," Rene Clair-Atlantic Film;
"Artists et Artisans," Jean Renoir;
"Payasans de France," Julie-Duvi-
vier-J. C. Bernard.
Under the auspices of the Co-op-

erative des Artisans d'art du cinema:
"France, Carrefour du Monde," J.

Epstein and Rene Lucot in collabora-

tion with M. F. Champly; "Made in

France," Jacques Ber and Pierre La-
fond; "Violins d'lngres," Brunius
and Labrousse; "La France dans le

Monde," Marcel Ichac and Ruffin.

Three films to be produced by pri-

vate initiative for the Fair, and
agreed to by the commission in

charge: "Fetes de France" (Folk-
lore), M. M. Leenhardt and Zuber,
with the co-operation of G. H. Ri-
viere, director of the Musee de
1'Homme; "La Cite Universitaire de
Paris," Guy Grand; and "L'Orgue,"
Maurice Cloche and La Compagnie
des Grands Artistes Internationaux.

Swedes Planning to Send
Feature for World's Fair

Stockholm (By Cable)—The SF
film, "Gubben Kommer" ("The Old
Man Returns") will, it is anticipated,
because of its success here, be sent
to New York next summer for show-
ing at the World's Fair. The pioneer
Swedish director, Victor Sjostrom,
makes his debut as an actor by play-
ing the principal role in the film.

and megaphoned by Guz Aguila;
Grovas y Cia. and Oro Films' "Cada
Loco con su Tema," with Enrique
Herrera, Gloria Marin, Joaquin Par-
dave and Antonio R. Frausto, and
which Juan Bustillo Oro directed;
Producciones Hnos. Soria's "Su Ne-
gra" (His Girl), with Fernando So-
ler, Arturo de Cordova, Mary Lopez

London (By Cable)—Great Bri-
tain will show films pertaining to
the U. K., its life, scenery and ac-
tivities for 26 weeks at the British
Pavilion at the New York World's
Fair. Already more than 200 docu-
mentaries and short subjects have
been listed from which to select
those films deemed appropriate.

Difficulty is being experienced,
however, in obtaining feature pic-

tures for the Fair and the FBI
has sent a letter to all British pro-
ducers asking them to select fea-
tures on their schedules which they
deem typical of British life and
suitable for showing at the Fair.

Final and official statement on
British film participation in the
Fair will be announced, it is stated,
within a few weeks by R. S. Hud-
son, parliamentary secretary of the
Department of Overseas Trade.

Nazi Film Festival Will

Counter N. Y. World Fair

Berlin (By Cable)—The Reichs-
kammer will organize next summer
a great movie festival as a counter
attraction to the New York World's
Fair. It will be staged in conjunc-
tion with the theatrical and music
festivals.

The Reichskammer has begun an
intensive propaganda in favor of
these festivals and will offer spe-
cial inducements to foreign visitors.

Special privileges will also be ac-
corded those visitors desiring to at-

tend the Salzburg festival.

55th St. to Reopen
Music Film Festival will be staged

by the 55th St. Playhouse over a
four-week period starting Saturday
with 16 pictures scheduled to be
shown. House reopens after being
closed several weeks with Harold
Neuberger as manager.

and Alberto Marti, and directed by
Gabriel Soria; and Producciones
Aztala's second venture, "El Cemen-
terio de las Aguilas" (Where the
Eagles Fell), which Luis Lezama
megaphoned from an original story
based on an episode in the Mexican-
American war of 1847, with Jorge
Negrete, Margarita Mora, Sylvia
Cardel and Adela Jaloma topping
the cast.

Mexinema, recently organized
producing company, has just finished
editing its initial pix "El Circo Tra-
gico" (The Tragic Circus), which
has Eduardo Vivas and Gaby Macias
in the top parts and which Manuel
R. Ojeda directed.

BONDY WILL FILE RK

OK ORDER TOMORRf

(Continued from Page 1)

filed with the clerk in Federal G
tomorrow at 3 p.m., just a half \

prior to the scheduled hearing

Room 506, is expected to be pror

ly signed by Judge William Boil

In all probability, signautre wil

affixed in time for the annoui

ment of the effectuation of the

firming step to be made at the h<j

ing.

The document declares: "The n
ter having duly come on and h
argued, it is ordered, adjudged J

decreed, and the Court does findl
follows: (1) By order dated Jan.!
1939, this Court has duly made fi 1

ings as therein stated which
hereby reiterated and again fou

]

(2) The Plan of Reorganization 1

proved by such order dated Jan. I

1939 and therein described, has b 1

consented to and accepted in w
ing prior to the date of this ore

as required by the provisions of s
j

division (e) clause (1) of Sect I

77B of Chapter VIII, as amenc
of the Act entitled 'An Act to est
lish a uniform system of bankrup
throughout the United States,'
proved July 1, 1898. by or on bel
of creditors of the Debtor hold
more than two-thirds in amount

I

the claims of each class wh
]

claims have been allowed and
affected by the said Plan and by :

on behalf of stockholders of the D
tor holding a majority of its comn
stock; and such acceptances hi

been duly filed herein; (3) Said P
approved as aforesaid is hereby c

I

firmed."

A list of the new directors, si

gested for the RKO (new compai
is also expected to be submitted
announced at tomorrow's heari.

Observers, who have concerned the
selves closely with the many ram
cations of the RKO proceedings,
serted privately yesterday that l

new board is expected to be "fli

ible," and that doubt exists as
whether some of those who hi,

been mentioned from time to ti|

as possible directors will acc»
:

nominations to serve.
It was also declared by observi

that the Schein Group will doubtltj

insist on representation, and, f'

ther that the personnel of the bos

selected will not necessarily rem!
intact over any considerable peril

Punjab Censor Board
Lahore, India (By Cable)—The gov-

ernment of the Punjab has named
film censor board of 12 members to

hold office for three years. Commis-
sioner of the Lahore Division, director

of the information bureau, director of

public instruction and the police com-
missioner will be ex-efficio members.
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126,000,000 Invested in Building, Equipment in 1938

INTI-BLOCK BOOKING JILL IN ILL LEGISLATURE

>tirn Assails Allowances of Claims in RKO's Reorg.
ounsel Files Notice of Ob-
jections in U. S. District

Court
Motice of objections disputing
ims of secured creditors and

i'Ckholders in the RKO reorg. was
•d yesterday in Federal Court by
in S. Stover on behalf of Ernest
Stirn of Milwaukee.

\s a stockholder, Stirn disputes

:
d objects to the allowance of the
lowing claims and interests:

:(a) as a secured claim that of
ntral Hanover Bank and Trust

(Continued on Pape 6)

j

Quebec Ready to Lift Ban on Children
Montreal—Premier Maurice Duplessis informed a delegation from the provincial

Federation of Labor that, in the near future, children may be admitted to motion
picture theaters in the Province of Quebec to view certain type of films. At presenf
no child under 16 is admitted to theaters in Quebec Province even though accom-
panied by parents. Relaxation of this ban would greatly benefit exhibitors in the
province.

B PHILLY 1ST-RUNS

UT PRICES 11 CENTS

.

Philadelphia -^ Drastic reductions
downtown first-run admissions
m 68 to 57 cents begins Feb. 24
Warner-Stanley theaters here.
Ranges bring the Earle's stage
icy into the Fox which is the
y house not to cut its price, while
Earle will pick up second-runs

hout stage shows, and the Pal-
•, subsequent-run, will play first-
is, probably of the lesser films.
lut followed a meeting attended
local heads, Warners' general

(.Continued on Pape 6)

Distribs. Studying Myers Proposals;

Allied Board May Meet in 3 Weeks
Trade practice proposals prepared

by Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, yesterday were being
studied by W. F. Rodgers and mem-
bers of the distributors' negotiating
committee and majors' attorneys.
Rodgers said that when the contents
were digested, a meeting probably
would be called so that its provi-
sions could be discussed with ex-
hibitor leaders.
These discussions will be held by

March 1, in accordance with an

agreement reached at the Allied di-

rectors meeting in Washington last
month.

In Dallas yesterday, Col. H. A.
Cole, Allied president, told The
Film Daily that he had received a
copy of Myers' proposals and that,
in all likelihood, there would be a
meeting called of the negotiating
committee and possibly the board of
directors around March 1. Locale of
the meeting will be determined
later.

Measure Sponsored by Exhib.

Modeled Upon the Neely

Proposal

Springfield, 111. — An anti-block
booking measure, similar to the
Neely Bill, has been introduced in-

to the Illinois legislature by State
Representative Arnold Lund. The
measure has been referred to the
judiciary committee, headed by Ed-
ward Saltiel.

-0 May Distribute

French Darrieux Film

jrt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lollywood—E. A. Algazy, French
-ducer who is here conferring
h RKO Radio executives regard-
distribution of "Katia," which
made in French starring Dan-

lie Darrieux, leaves for New
(Continued on Page 6)

No Paper Monday
THE FIIM DAILY will not be pub-

lished Monday, a legal holiday in New
York State in observance of L nco n's
Birthday.

Canadian Gov't to Produce Scenic, Industrial Pix

Montreal—The Dominion Govern-
ment is not going into the film busi-
ness on any Hollywood scale, nor
into film making for entertainment
purposes.

It is indicated that allegorical pic-
tures are to be made illustrating
the development of various phases
of activities in the country, such as

(Continued on Pape 6)

Remodeling Leads New Construction

in 7938, National Survey Discloses

The proposed Illinois block-book-
ing bill is the first of its kind to be
introduced into a state legislature,

it was said yesterday at the MPPDA
office. The Lund bill, in principle,

is the Neely bill in different lang-
(Continned on Pape 6)

LYDON, ROSENBERG

ED ALLIED V. P,

Dallas—Frank C. Lydon, of Dor-
chester, Mass., and M. A. Rosen-
berg, of Pittsburgh, have been ap-
pointed regional vice-presidents of
Allied, President H. A. Cole an-
nounced yesterday. Lydon will be
vice-president of the East, while

(Conjinued on Pape 6)

Metro Lines Up Five More
Pix for British Production

London (By Cable)—Next Metro
feature to go into production here
in all probability will be "Ruined
City," story of Jarrow, with Robert
Donat and Rosalind Russell again
co-starring and King Vidor direct-
ing.

Also lined up for future British
(Continued on Page 6)

Investment in theater remodeling
in 1938 ran well ahead of expendi-
tures for new theater construction,
according to preliminary estimates
made available yesterday by John
Eberson, widely known theater
architect.

Out of a total of $26,000,000 spent
for construction of new houses, re-
modeling of existing theaters and
either new equipment or improve-

(Continued on Page 6)

Erpi Prexy Sailing Today
For London, Paris Visits

T. K. Stevenson, Erpi prexy, sails

for England on the Queen Mary
today, his first trip abroad in offi-

cial capacity since his election last
(Continued on Page 6)

Medal for Sarnoff
David Sarnoff, RCA prexy, will be

presented with the Marconi Memorial
Cold Medal of Achievement at the 14th
annual cruise of the Veteran Wireless
Operators' Association tomorrow night
at the Hotel Astor. It's the first time
the award has been given.

Dr. Lee de Forest will be named as
the new Honorary President, succeeding
the late Senatore Cuglielmo Marconi.
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"Jesse James" Tops "Band"
Chicago — Twentieth Century -

Fox's exchange yesterday reported
that bookings for "Jesse James"
were ahead of those for "Alexand-
er's Ragtime Band," with runs also
longer.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

ALCNG THE

with E>HIL M. DALYi
T

• • • AMPA staged a Class Show at its Astor luncheon

with Billy Rose, Molly Picon, Jane Cowl, Russell Patterson and Jean

Rodney Billy paid glowing tribute to the fine work done by the

film publicists Molly sang a sweet home ballad and a sour

bagnio ballad, showing her versatility Russell Patterson and Jean

Rodney proved charming guests and Martin Starr, dramatic critic

of WMCA, introduced Jane Cowl, one of the theater's most gracious

ladies who made the diners realize what the motion picture has

missed in being unable to persuade her to act before the camera

Paul Lazarus, Jr. was in fine form as toastmasterTV
• * • BRILLIANT windup of smart national campaign on

20th Century-Fox's "Tail Spin" held in the grand ballroom

of the Waldorf-Astoria with a dinner in honor of the Ninety

Niners Club, followed by a preview on the dais scheduled

as speakers were D. W. "Tommy" Tomlinson, Dick Merrill, Ruth
Nichols also on the dais were the professional fliers who took

part in the air tour, and the stock glamour girls from the studio

with Charles E. McCarthy, Herman Wobber and Marc Lach-

mann representing the company

• • • GUESTS of honor at a luncheon given by the motion pic-

ture committee of the National Education Association Sylvia Sid-

ney and Dudley Murphy, star and director of ". . . one-third of a

nation . . ." at the Town Hall tomorrow. . . • Irene Kuhn's

new program goes over WOR this morn, titled "Irene Kuhn's Feature

Page"

Vermont House Standing

Firm on Blue Laws' End

Montpelier, Vt. — The Vermont
House of Representatives refused to
reconsider its vote passing the con-
troversial bill providing for local
option on commercialized Sunday
amusements. Rep. George R. Ram-
say of Lemington moved reconsid-
eration. The move was defeated
on a rising vote 80 to 136.

In view of the second endorse-
ment of the measure by the House
the conviction that it would pass
the Senate was strengthened.
On a favorable vote at special or

annual town meetings the bill will
allow Winter sports, golf and tennis
for which admission is charged at
any time on Sunday. Baseball will
be permitted after 2 p.m. and mov-
ies, lectures and concerts after
6 p.m. The fine for violations of
the law is increased from $50; to
$200.

N. J. Bandits Get $520
Passaic, N. J. — An early bank

deposit saved several hundred dol-
lars of Capitol Theater receipts
when bandit held up manager and
four employes while 1,500 patrons
watched a film. As it was, loot
amounted to $520. Bandit forced
Manager William Weiss and Assis-
tant George Birkner to open safe.

Connecticut Allied, MPTO
To Hold Meeting on Bingo

New Haven — Combined Allied

and Connecticut MPTO meeting has
been called for Tuesday noon at the

Hotel Garde for the discussion of

various bills before the State Legis-
lature, particularly the proposed
legalization of Bingo for charitable
purposes, to be heard Thursday.
Several Bingo bills have been filed,

attempting to bring back the game
when operated by charitable organi-
zations, with various proposed mod-
ifications regarding limitation of
kind and amount of prizes.

F. D. R. Names Patterson

As Manton's Successor

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—President Roosevelt

yesterday nominated Judge Robert
T. Patterson to replace Circuit
Judge Martin T. Manton, resigned,
and appointed John T. Cahill, New
York attorney, to succeed Lamar
Hardy as U. S. District Attorney for
the Southern N. Y. District. Other
judicial nominees included: Francis
Biddle, Philadelphia, Third Circuit
Court; Herschel W. Arrant, Sixth
Circuit Court; Frank A. Picard,
Michigan Eastern District Court.

comma mid coin

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, United Ar
j

chieftain, arrives Sunday morning from
Coast.

JAMES R. CRAINCER, president and gen
manager of distribution for Republic, Ic

today to conduct a sales meeting at the c

zany's Atlanta branch; returning here Wedi
day.

FRANCIS L. HARLEY. managing direct
20th-Fox in the United Kingdom, and BEj£ i,

GINS, continental director, sail today o„
Queen Mary after home office conferences
i vacation here.

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalic
also sails today on the Queen Mary.

JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ, studio representa
at the 20th-Fox home office returns to

rom the Coast.

COL. and MRS. MAX STUART return Sun
from a four-week stay in Florida.

FREDERIC STEPHANI, M-C-M produ
arrives here Sunday from the Coast.

HARRY HAM, London manager for My
Selznick, is scheduled to return to Engl

today on the Queen Mary.

T. K. STEVENSON, president of Erpi, s

for England today on the Queen Mary.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division m
ager for 20th-Fox, returned yesterday fron
South American cruise.

MPTO of W. Pa. to Call

General Exhib. Conf

Pittsburgh — M. A. Rosenbei
president of the MPTO of Weste
Pennsylvania, has announced that
general meeting of exhibitors w
be called at an early date, at 1

1

Hotel William Penn here, at whi
time a report on the national dir<

tors' meeting held in Washingtc
D. C. recently will be made a
other matters of vital interest
the trade will be discussed.

Call for 2% Sales Tax
Albany—The New York State A

sociation of Towns has issued
statement placing itself on reco
as strongly opposed to Govern
Lehman's tax program, and declai
for a state tax of two per cent
sales, services and things in u:

excepting only foods.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 10
W. C. Fields

Alan Hale
Roy D'Arcy

Harry Beaumont
John Farrow

Henry Herzbrun
Ceo. Henry Leverett

B. F. Lyon
Fay Pulsifer

FEBRUARY 12

Gabriel L. He,

William Collier,

Tom Moore
Barry Trivers

Wallace Ford

FEBRUARY 11

Joseph Mankiewicz
Dave O'Mally
Mike Mindlin

FEBRUARY 13

Tom Gerety
Howard Brethert

Kate Price

Dorothy Matheu
John Wray

George Fitzmauri



^ ^ ^ ^ AFTER A WIDE PRE-RELEASE THAT

^ ^ ^ ^ EMBRACED SITUATIONS SELECTED

^ ^T ^ ^T TO INCLUDE BIG CITY AND SMALL

TOWN AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES

WARNER BROS. ARE PLEASED TO REPORT THAT

WINGS OF THE NAVY' IS ACTUALLY OUTCROSSING

/FOUR DAUGHTERS7

. REGULAR RELEASE THIS WEEK
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THEATERS
• PROJECTION

• SEATING
• AIR CONDITIONING EOUII

NEW "MIKE" IS DEAF

TO UNWANTED SOUNDS

A uni-directional microphone
achieving new sensitiveness on its

"live" side by the use of newly de-

veloped and more powerful steel

magnets, yet capable of turning a

completely deaf ear to unwanted
sounds coming from any other quar-
ter, has been developed by RCA en-
gineers.

Precision-built to new standards
of accuracy, it has a frequency
range of from 40 to 10,000 cycles,

operated at output impedances of
either 50 or 250 ohms and is unaf-
fected by temperature or pressure
changes. It has an average cancel-
lation from the back, or "dead" side,

of minus 14 to minus 20 db., making
it deaf to all extraneous sounds. It

is unusually attractive in appear-
ance, being finished in black enamel
and chrome. Its list price is about
one-third less than the model it re-

places.

Two New Chi. Theaters
Chicago—More new • theaters are

projected for the Chicago area, bids

were taken for a new house, seating

1,000, to be erected at Austin and
West North Avenue. J. E. O. Prid-
more is architect of the new house.
Plans for building a new White
City are under way; a film theater
is included. Site is at East 63rd
and South Park Way.

Form TruTone Company
Chicago—Loeb Bros, and S. Sel-

eigman have organized the TruTone
Sound Products, Inc., with offices at
429 W. Superior St. to manufacture
and develop recording and reproduc-
ing devices.

Olson in Reed City
Reed City—James Olson of Clare,

owner of theaters in Clare, Gay-
lord and Grayling, has purchased
frontage here for a theater.

HURLEY
EVEN-LITE
Gradatlonally Perforated

SOUND SCREEN

HURLEY SCREEN CO.j
Exclusive Salea Agent*

J

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISION!
145 Valley St., Belleville, N. J.

j

Aerial Service
Richmond, Va.—William Attmore, lo-

cal RCA engineer, servicing central Vir-
ginia, purchased an airplane a short
time ago. His first emergency call by
air was to Farmville.

Pastime, Union City, Will

Be Remodeled by Doniger

Contracts have been let for the
remodeling of the Pastime Theater,
Union City, N. J., following prepa-
ration of the plans by John Eber-
son, New York architect. Harry
Doniger is owner of the house, and
National Theater Supply Co., con-
tractors.

This is an extensive remodeling
operation covering structural
changes as well as complete revi-

sion of the equipment and decora-
tive features.
House will be reopened in late

February or early March, it is in-

dicated.

UMPI Expands Activities

United Motion Picture Industries,
Ltd., is expanding its activities in

the manufacture of a standard line

of printing and developing ma-
chines, cameras, tripods and acces-
sories for both 16 and 35 mm. and
have enlarged its plant at 149
W. 48th St.

New House for Latonia

Cincinnati—Louis Wiethe, owner
of the Derby, Latonia and Bond Hill
theaters, is to erect a new $75,000
house to be called the Kentucky,
at Latonia, Ky. The new house will

seat 600. Wiethe may discontinue
his 25-year-old Latonia theater.

Crippen Leaves DeVry
Special—H. A. Crippen has re-

signed as publicity director of the
DeVry Co. and is now associated
with the Bantam Co. of South Bend,
Ind. A. P. Hollis, DeVry general
manager, assumes direction of the
publicity department.

Mi MAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

Summer and Winter Air

Conditioning for Esquire

Detroit— A combination Summer
and Winter air conditioning system
is now being installed in George
Sampson's new Esquire Theater, by
the American Refrigerating Co. The
theater will be equipped with ane-
mostats for the proper circulation
of air in the auditorium. Cost of
this system is given as $18,000.
McArthur Theater Equipment Co.
will supply booth equipment, Motio-
graph and Western Electric Sound,
for which contracts have been
signed, according to George Samp-
son, general manager of the Es-
quire. Opening is expected to be
about the middle of March.

Van-Doren Will Erect

New House in Waterbury

Waterbury, Conn.—Frederick Van
Doren, operator of the Hamilton
Theater, will build a 650-seat heater
on the west side of the city as well,
beginning work in the Spring. Suf-
ficient land has now been acquired
and plans are being drawn.

Nicholas Mascoli, of the Carroll
Theater, has acquired the lease of
the 500-seat Garden Theater, oper-
ated for the past five years by
Steve Panora. He will renovate the
house completely before reopening.

Brooks Leases Quarters
Brooks Uniform Co., has leased

through Cross & Brown, realtors,
the two-story building at 1140-1142
Sixth Ave., and the second floor iii

the connecting Rafel Building at 67
West 44th St. Space is to be for
show and salesrooms. Company has
also leased a floor in 7-11 West 44th
St. for its manufacturing depart-
ments.

Fisher in RCA Cincy Post
Cincinnati—T. M. Fisher is new

mid-east representative for RCA
with headquarters in Cincinnati.
Fisher succeeds Russ Steir who has
been transferred to Pittsburgh.

Charles Ross, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street
New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1
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RCA Photopl.

HE fundamental princi

theaters were laid do,

Rotary Stabilizer sound-he;

speakers were developed

developments were a long

of sound-on-film, but muc
fundamentals and in bringi

while not as revolutionary

portant to the progress of

RCA's electronic and aco

industrial designers applied

the result that today there

hibitors and projectionists

equipment for theaters has

THE new sound-head rec

sents the highest perfe

sound from film. Yet wit

upon it for ease of oparatioi

and for a functional design

In addition to meeting

motion picture technique

Photophone engineers have
|

in the recording art. For

ducing "push-pull" recordir

the producing studios.

The new sound-head, am
been streamlined and imprc

of operation. As an exampi
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quired the operator to ma
the booth. Other refinemti

of reproduction by easing t
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cost, emphasize quality

measure never before achie

satisfying entertainment fr<

the full impact of the drarr

the new apparatus easier ri
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acquire an increased box-o

j

Replace First Dei-J

Fort Worth, Tex. — Tr

Theater, this city's first de 1

theater, is being torn down
way for a modern pix hous

theater, formerly the Hipi
is owned by E. E. Penix, ai

ated by R. A. Healy.

Permit for New Ho
New Orleans — The II

Amusement Co. has been gi

permit to erect a $21,000 th
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if the worry over possible
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• Miami Beach House
Beach, Fla.—Construction

J-seat theater on 62nd St.

announced by E. N. Claugh-
Associates. Whether the

A'ill be operated as an inde-
or as a circuit unit l-emains
:ided, according to the own-
le theater and surrounding
! will cost in the neighbor-
$150,000 and work is ex-

i start in May with a prom-
the theater will be ready

:t season, Nov. 1.

$50,000 Improvements
For Chattanooga Theater

Chattanooga, Tenn. — The Tivoli,

Chattanooga's de luxe 2,200-seater,
will undergo extensive improve-
ments, it is announced by Emmett
R. Rogers, city manager of the
Eastern Theaters. Expenditures in-

volve approximately $50,000.
In the lobby walls will be built

large niches in which will be placed
enlargements of stills from coming
attractions. The Tivoli will be
closed March 11 and will be re-

opened on April 9, Easter Sunday.

Improvements for the Bijou, sec-
ond-run Eastern house here, are
also announced by Rogers.

Paintings on Velour Add
Novelty to Auditorium

Alliance—Mt. Union, new 1,000-

seat theater built by P. E. Essick,
Myer Fine and C. C. Deckman of
Cleveland, has opened. Novelty
Scenic Studios, under the direction
of its local representatives, sup-
plied the entire interior decorations,
including velour sidewalls shading
from rust to coral, shaded blue pros-
cenium drapes, leather wall nang-
ings in the lobby topped off by a
modernistic ceiling painting. One of
the unusual features of the auditor-
ium is the treatment on the two
areas just adjacent to the stage.
These areas are each hung with a
modernistic painting done on velour.
Special trough lights heighten the
effect.

Trane Co. Appoints Rep.

Chicago—The Trane Co. has ap-
pointed English and Lauer, Inc., Los
Angeles, as representative in that
territory. Headquarters will be
maintained at 1978 So. Los Angeles
St.

11 Theaters Cooled
Chicago— The air conditioning

division of the Commonwealth Edi-
son Co. reports 11 theaters in this

city, installed new air conditioning
systems in 1938 with a tonnage of
615 and 671 horsepower.

20,000,000
W\E* A W? TWENTY million

I Mr MA W* people in the United^" , ' States are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent ot all

the people in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York City

"Tliottfe You!"
Oklahoma City — The State Theater

has installed a neon "Thank You" sign

in its box-office to flash each time a

customer buys a ticket. Power supply
for the sign is connected to the ticket

machine so as to flash the message as

the machine is punched and delivers the
patron's ticket.

Photophone Installed in

Five Detroit Houses

Detroit— Somewhat of a record

was established bv the RCA Photo-

phone branch here during the past

month by the installation of sound

jobs in the Regal Theater, Detroit,

for Joseph Ellul; Atlas, Detroit, for

Stanley Oleszkowicz; Beechwood,
Detroit, for Clifford H. White;
Woodward-Grand, of Highland Park,

for the Sam Brown Circuit; and
White Star, Hamtramck, for Eddie

Pascoe,—five jobs in all.

R. J. Sederstrom, RCA engineer
here, has been transferred to the
home offices at Camden, N. J., and
R. E. Hardy, formerly with the
Cleveland branch, will succeed him.
A new member to the local staff is

E. V. Smith, formerly with Mc-
Arthur Theater Equipment Co.

INSULUX GLASS BLOCK

FOR METRO EXCHANGE

Milwaukee— Installation of Insu-
lux glass block on the upper floor
of the M-G-M building here has
demonstrated the high practicabil-
ity of this architectural and struc-
tural feature.
Occupants of the front offices on

the upper floor are thus protected
from the disturbing effects of bust-
ling street traffic by the insulating
panel of the glass blocks. Latter,
being translucent but not transpar-
ent, admit ample light yet assure
the utmost privacy and seclusion,
while the insulating properties
which result from their hollow,
partially-vacuum construction offer
an effective heat and sound barrier.

Insulux glass blocks are the
product of Owens-Illinois Glass Co.

To Distribute Deodorant
Detroit—New odorless theatrical

deodorant will be distributed in this

territory by the new Michigan Odono
Co., which is opening offices at
604 Film Exchange Building. W. G.
Sturgess has resigned as state sales-
man for Grand National to become
district manager for the new com-
pany.

"KING OF THE
UNDERWORLD"

"King of the Under/oof" might be an

appropriate description of Alexander

Smith Carpets, for you find them

under more movie-goers' feet than

any other kind. Beauty, long wear,

moderate price are the reasons for

their popularity.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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STIRN ASSAILS RKO

CLAIM ALLOWANCES

'Continued from Page 1)

as successor trustee under indenture
dated Dec. 1, 1931, securing the Ten
Year 6 per cent Gold Debentures of

RKO in aggregate principal amount
of $11,600,000, and such interest as

may be accrued; (b) as a secured
claim so much of that of City Bank
Farmers Trust as successor trustee

under indenture made bv RKO, dated
Jan. 29, 1931, as may cover $1,118,-

500 in aggregate principal amount of

such of the 6 per cent Gold Notes
of RKO under said indenture as

were extended in respect to prin-

cipal maturity, plus accrued inter-

est; (c) as a general unsecured
claim, so much of that described in

item (b) as represents $1,696,000

in principal amount of said 6 per

cent Gold Notes the principal amount
of which were not so extended, plus

accrued interest to Jan. 27, 1933;

(d) claims of holders of so-called

common stock of RKO, including

claims of holders of RKO Class "A,"
purported to be classified into one-

quarter of a share of common for

each share of Class "A," at

option of holder; (e) claims
in so-called "List A," contained in

bound volume of stockholders' pur-

oorted consents filed in Federal

Court Nov. 5, 1938, and amended
Dec. 14, last; (f) claims arising out

of or connected with agreement
made between RKO and J. and W.
Sehgman & Co., dated Sept. 21,

1931, described in certain affidavits;

and (g) claims made by or on be-

half of the Atlas Group and RCA
for their interest, as holders of any
or all of alleged secured claims or

stock.

Yesterday afternoon, George L.

Schein, counsel and leader of the

Independent Stockholders' Commit-
tee, confirmed the story published in

The Film Daily yesterday morning
regarding reports of his insistence

that his group be represented on the

board of the new RKO company.
Schein declared that unless the In-

dependent Stockholders' Committee
was "adequately represented" that

he would take prompt recourse to

Federal Judge Bondy.
The suggested list of directors for

RKO is exoected to be formally pre-

sented at the hearing today in Fed-

eral Court at 3:30 p.m. in Room 506.

$26,000,000 Invested in 38
En Building and Equipment

'Continued from Pane 1)

ment of existing equipment, $10,-

500,000 went for remodeling.
Investment in new theater con-

struction approximated $7,500,000.

while $8,000,000 went for equipment.

Auto Injuries Are Fatal

Detroit—Fred C. Lillibridge, 59,

musician, died at Receiving Hos-
pital from injuries suffered by being

struck by a car. Burial was in

Woodlawn Cemetery.
Two brothers, Bert C. and Cony

f;.. survive him.

Sullivan Raps Academy Nominating Com.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Tossing of brickbats at the Academy for its "best performances"
nominations, pre.ude to the annual Awards, has started. Ed Sullivan in his syn-

dicated column yesterday declared he thought the nominating committee has "com-
mitted a serious blunder" in failing to nominate Lionel Barrymore for his characteriza-

tion in "You Can't Take It With You." Others named by Sullivan as getting "a lit-

tle the worst of it in the balloting" include Lew Ayres, Frank Morgan, Alan Hale,

Herbert Marshall, Katharine Hepburn, Myrna Loy, Alice Faye, Elsa Lanchester and
Priscilla Lane.

Erpi Prexy Sailing Today
For London, Paris Visits

(Continued.from Page 1)

September. His visit is made with
the object in view of broadening
and personalizing his acquaintance-
ships with the European trade.

Stevenson will be away a month
and during his stay in London will

make his headquarters at the offices

of Western Electric, Ltd., in Bush
House.

In addition to his scheduled con-
ferences with leading English stu-
dio executives, distributors, exhibi-
tors, licensees and representatives
of U. S. film companies in England,
Stevenson will pay a visit of inspec-
tion to the Erpi warehouse and
shops at Cricklewood, near London.
A brief side trip to Paris is also
on his itinerary.

Stevenson plans to return on the
Queen Marv, arriving New York on
March 9.

RKO May Distribute

French Darrieux Film

(Continued from Pane 1)

York on Feb. 17. He will make
"Louison" in French in London as
it has an English locale.

Following "Louison," he plans to
come to Hollywood to make pic-
tures in English.

"Katia" is now in its 21st week
at the Academy Theater, London.
10th week at Marivant, Paris, and
is also playing the Moulin Rouge,
Paris.

F. C. Lydon, M. A. Rosenberg
Named Allied Vice-Prexys

(Continued from Page 1)

Rosenberg's territory will include
""he units in the East Central states.
Previous appointments included Al

Steffes for the Northwest and Jack
Kirsch for the Central region.

Butterfield Circuit

Houses Get "Honolulu"

Detroit — "Honolulu" has been
booked by M-G-M to open simul-
taneously in 12 principal houses of
the Butterfield Circuit, with spe-
cial campaign by Warren Slee, ex-
ploited-.

Current test engagement of "Four
Girls in White" is being hamdled
by Slee at Grand Rapids and Bat-
tle Creek.

Walter W. Brown Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Walter W.

Brown, 38, co-owner with his mother
of the Stocking theater died after a
brief illness. Surviving besides the
mother are the widow, two daughters
and a sister.

Canadian Gov't to Produce

Films; Nat'l Film Board

(Continued from Page 1

)

farming, mining and manufactur-
ing.

Notice was given yesterday of a
bill to create a National Film Board.
The board would review and report
on government film activities. It

would be advisory, and it is under-
stood that it would consist of nine
members. Provision is made for a
salaried executive officer known as
a commissioner.
The background of the proposal

is furnished by a report to the gov-
ernment made by John Grierson,
who was brought out from the
British film industry by the Minister
of Trade and Commerce to report
upon the best means for the gov-
ernment properly to advertise Can-
ada in motion pictures without dup-
licating the work of private com-
panies carrying on the same line.

WB-Stanley Philly First-Runs

Reduce Prices 1 1 Cts. Feb. 24

(Continued from Page 1)

theater manager, Joseph Bernhard,
Leonard Schlesinger and others.
Reason is the fact that downtown

grosses have been off considerably
as compared to last year, and that
building of modern new houses in

neighborhoods has tended to divert
nabe trade into the neighborhoods
instead of coming downtown to
higher prices.

Metro Lines Up Five More
Pix for British Production

(Continued from Page 1)

production are a new version of
"Journey's End," on which R. C.
Sheriff is now working; "And So
Victoria," "Busman's Honeymoon,"
by Dorothy L. Savers, and "Death
on the Table."
Upon the completion of "Good-

bye, Mr. Chips," Ben Goetz and
Victor Saville will leave for New
York and Hollywood.

NLRB Postpones Hearing

at Coast on SWG Charges

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — NLRB has post-

poned the SWG hearing on the West
Coast scheduled for Feb. 13 to
enable it to change its pleadings, it

was learned yesterday.
Hearings were scheduled on com-

plaint issued by the Board against
producers for alleged refusal to bar-
gain with SWG. The Board now
may revise its complaint or any
other part of its charges. A new
date for the hearing will be set
later.

ANTI-BLOCK-BOOKING

BILL UP IN ILLINOI

(Continued from Page 1)

uage. If enacted, it would ma
unlawful block-booking, blind-selli

forcing of shorts and foreign r.

tures and would require a synop
of each picture to be submitted
exhibitors.
A copy of the bill has bef""

ceived by the Hays office. Trif 1

tion dealing with block-booki
reads:

"It shall be unlawful for any d
tributor of motion picture fill

within this state to lease or offer
lease for public exhibition films
a block or group of two or mcj
ms at a designated lump-sum pr

for the entire block or group on
and to require the exhibitor to lea

all such or permit him to lease nor
or to lease for public exhibiti
films in a block or group of two
more at a designated lump-sum pri

for the entire lump or group a I

at separate and several prices i\

separate and several films, or 1

a number or numbers thereof \t

than the total number, which toi
]

or lump sum price and separate a

several prices shall bear to ea
such relation (a) as to operate
an unreasonable restraint upon t

freedom of an exhibitor to sele

and lease for use and exhibiti
only such film or films of such bio
or group as he may desire or pref
for exhibition, or (b) as tends )

require an exhibitor to lease su
entire block or forego the lease
any number or numbers thereof."

In addition to prohibiting the for

ing of shorts and foreign pictures
feature contracts, the bill won
make it unlawful for distributors
"enhance the price of features f
refusal to accept or lease" shor
or foreign pictures.

Violation of the law, if passe
calls for a penalty of a $2,000 fin

or a year in jail, or both. It wou
become a law 12 months after enac
ment.
Lund operates the Brookfield Th

ater, Brookfield, 111., and the Tivo:

Downers Grove, 111.

Nichols Leaves RCA Post

for Farnsworth Top Spo

Resignation of E. A. Nichols, RC.
vice-prexy, to become president c|

reorganized Farnsworth Televisio

& Radio Corp. was reported yestei:

day. Philo T. Farnsworth will t

vice-prexy and research director.

Farnsworth, it was learned, wi
file tomorrow with the SEC a regis

tration statement covering 600,00

shares of $1 par stock to financ

acquisition of plants of Capehar
Inc., Fort Wayne, and Geners
Household Utilities Co., Marioi
Public stock offering through E. E
Rollins & Sons, Inc., is planned.

FCC Reorg. Bill Goes In
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAV
Washington—FCC reorganizatioi

measure was introduced in the Sen
ate yesterday by Senator Wheeler

!



DO YOU CARRY A NEW SUIT TO THE WINDOW?

It is because you can see it better, of course. In

the stronger light you can see more clearly the

details of pattern and construction. In daylight

you see its true color.

This simple illustration explains the favorable

reaction of patrons to High Intensity projection,

now found in more than one third of the theaters

in this country. This stronger, snow white light

enables patrons to see all pictures more clearly

SIMPLIFIED

and color features in more accurate hues than is

possible with low intensity projection.

Simplified High Intensity projection gives two

to three times as much light on the projection

screen as low intensity. Yet it costs so little

more that one extra admission per show will

pay the difference. Ask your dealer's salesman

to show you the book, "Yes—But What Will

It Cost?"
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The ivord.t "National'" artd "SuprPx" are iraae-marks of Nutlvnai Car'oun Company, inc.

1JND MODERN (

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union. Carbide |I|M and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO j

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH SUES OFFICES: HEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICIEO SIM FRWCISCO.
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Typical Eastman
RELIABILITY

EASTMAN Plus-X for general studio work

. . . Super-XX for all difficult exposures . .

.

Background-X for backgrounds and all-

round exterior work. . . . All three of these

new negative films have special features

suited to their particular fields . . . plus the

typical Eastman reliability that has served

the industry so well in the past. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

Chicago. Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Mu$-X . .

.

Super-XX ... Baekffroumd-X

G;
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Divorcement' Repeal Measure Before N. D.'s Governor

lOY'TlNS DALLASJRUST SUITJ TO 3

\llied Arbitration Proposals Embrace Wide Latitude
ew Draft Suggests Elimina-

tion of Trade Announce-
ment Provision

Exercising a wide latitude in his

jposals for arbitration, including
wision for binding awards, Abram
Myers, Allied general counsel,

3 prepared a draft of a fair trade
actice plan, based upon, and a re-

ion of, the revised proposals sub-
tted by the distributors' commit-
B to Allied's committee on Jan. 16.

Myers recommends the elimina-
n of two proposals in the original

aft. Because Proposal No. 2
rade Announcement) makes no
ange in the existing practice and

(Continued on Page 6)

tONOGRAM PLANNING

54 PIX FOR 1939-40

tst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fifty-four features,

eluding 24 westerners, will com-
ise Monogram's 1939-40 program,
was announced yesterday by W.
ly Johnston, president, as he left

r New York. Of the 24 westerns,
(Continued on Page 11)

Dth-Fox District Mgrs.

Here For Sales Meeting

First concrete outline of the 20th-
jdx 1939-40 product lineup and the
obable budget expenditure, as well
the company's sales policy for

e coming year, are scheduled to be
vealed tomorrow when Herman

(Continued on Page 3)

39 Pix Shooting
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-nine pictures are

before Hollywood cameras with M-C-M
heading the list with seven. Warner
Bros., Paramount and 20th Century-
Fox are making six each; Universal,
five- Columbia, RKO and Republic, two
each. Selznick, Goldwyn and Roach,
one each.

UA PROGRAM
IN 2 WEEKS

Wanger to Spend 5 l/z Mil-

lions; Financing Set

Details of United Artists' 1939-40
program will be ready for announce-
ment in about two weeks, Maurice
Silverstone, general manager, stated
yesterday in New York. Silverstone
returned from studio conferences
Sunday.
United Artists has completed de-

tails relative to the financing of Wal-
ter Wanger's productions which will
entail a total budget of $5,500,000
for the new season, he said. All
financial details concerning its other
producers also have been settled, he
added.

Silverstone was optimistic over
(Continued on Page 3)

Lincoln's Birthday Biz

Is Ten Per Cent Ahead

Lincoln's Birthday biz in the Broad-
way area last night was running
ahead of the 1938 holiday, according
to late but not final returns as this
edition went to press. Estimates
placed the final aggregate gross at an
increase of close to 10 per cent.
Radio City Music Hall, which a

(Continued on Page 11)

Majors' Contracts With Interstate Held Sherman
Act Violations by Supreme Court-

Copyright Contention Fails
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—By a vote of 5 to 3, the U. S. Supreme Court
yesterday ruled in favor of the Government in the all-important
Dallas anti-trust case.
The Supreme Court upheld the decision of the lower court

that the contracts between Interstate
Circuit and the distributors were vio-
lations of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act and ruled the District Court was
right in enjoining enforcement and
renewal of the agreements.

Justice Stone wrote the majority
opinion. Those voting with the ma-
jority were Chief Justice Hughes and
Justices Stone, Reed, Black and
Brandeis.

Justice Roberts entered a minority
(Continued on Page 10)

20TH-F0X, COSMO.

IN TWO-YEAR DEAL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox and Cosmopolitan Productions
have closed a two-year deal where-
by 20th Century-Fox will make and
release from four to six pictures
annually to be known as Cosmopoli-

(Continued on Page 11)

Regents Decide Feb. 24
on "Darling Daughter"

Appeal of Warners from the de-
cision of the N. Y. State Board of
Censors rejecting "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" as failing to conform
with Article 1082 of the Education
Law will come before the Board of
Regents in Albany on Feb. 24, it

was learned yesterday.
Picture, adapted from Mark

i Continued on Page 3)

Bill Repealing N. D.'s Divorcement

Law Slips Through State Legislature

Anti-Sunday Show, Censor
Bill Near in Oklahoma

Oklahoma City — Elimination of
Sunday shows and creation of a
state board of censors will be pro-
posed in a bill to be introduced into
the legislature this week by Rep.
Charles Flanagan of Walters.
The bill, drawn by the Attorney

(Continued on Page 3)

Bismarck, N. D.—An end to the
North Dakota theater "divorcement
law" constitutionality of which is be-
ing challenged before the United
States Supreme Court, appeared in

sight today.

The law passed by the 1937 legisla-

tive assembly, prohibiting any part
of ownership in theaters by producers
or distributors of moving pictures,

(Continued on Page 9)

JACK WARNER, WALLIS

DUE IN N.Y. MARCH 1

Jack L. Warner and Hal B. Wallis
will come to New York on March 1,

and H. M. Warner in late March or
early April, to finally set the WB
1939-40 lineup, it was stated yester-
day upon the arrival here from the
Coast yesterday morning of Charlie

(Continued on Page 3)

Metro Bowing Out as Air

Show Producer on July 1

M-G-M will discontinue its parti-
cipation in the Maxwell House radio
program, "Good News," after July
1. The program featured the per-

(Continned on Page 11)

"It's On the House"
There will be no charge to exhibs.

who participated in the "Motion Pic-
tures' Grsatest Year" campaign, for
delivery of lists of winners on Monday
night, Feb. 27. All costs} will Ae tatfe*

care of by Campaign Headquarters.
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(QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

AS OF SATURDAY)
STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

V/2 VA VA

174 174 174
182 182 182 — VA
12 12 12 + Vs
4934 48 1/2 491/s + Vl

10Vz 10% ioy2

10V8 9% 9%
2% 23/8 23/8

241/g 24 24

631/2 61 63i/
2 + 21/2

53/s 51/4 53/8 + Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46. . .

95i/
2 95V2 95 Vi — Vz

Loew 6s 41 -ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/is47

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 Vi 95

V

8 95 '/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2% 2%
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 18% 183^ \Z% — 1/4

Trans-Lux 2 2 2 + Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 5 6
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 94 Vi 96 Vi
Met. Playhouse. Inc., 5s '43 69 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4 s 1st '43... 70Vi 72 Vi

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—10th week Astor
The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-GB)—8th week Globe
Gunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures)—3rd week Music Hall

Idiot's Delight (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol
Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg)—2nd week Little Carnegie
St. Louis Blues (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Tail Spin (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
one third of a nation (Paramount Pictures) Rivoli

Ambush (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
Boy Slaves (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Tough Kid (Monogram Pictures) Central
They Made Me a Criminal (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
Beauty for the Asking (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—22nd week Filmarte
Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures)—5th week Cinema 49
The Man with the Gun (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Professor Mamlock (Amkino)—3rd week (a-b) World
With a Smile (Malmark Distrib.)—2nd week 5th Ave. Playhouse
Cabiria (B. Brody)—2nd week (d) Miami
The Will of a People (F. Frank) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
Made for Each Other (United Artists)—Feb. 16 Music Hall
Mutiny of the Elsinore (Principal Film)—Feb. 16 Criterion
Off the Record (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 17 Strand
Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—Feb. 18 (b) Waldorf
Cafe Society (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 22 Paramount
Honolulu (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli
Three Musketeers— (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Renegade Ranger (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto
Cross Roads (Tri-National Pictures) (c) Filmarte
Devil's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures) (c) Globe
Jesse James (20th Century-Fox) (b) Palace
L'Alibi (Columbia Pictures) (c) 5th Ave. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Revival.

John C. Graham Planning

Dufaycolor Confabs Here

London (By Cable)—John C. Gra-
ham, vice-chairman of the board of
Dufay-Chromex, is planning to leave
here shortly for New York where
he will confer with Pierpont Morgan
Hamilton, president of Dufaycolor,
Inc., which recently acquired exclu-
sive management of Dufay affairs

from the British organization.
Graham's trip to America will be

his first in several years. He joined
Dufay-Chromex in 1938, following
his tenure of office as managing di-

rector of Paramount in Great Brit-
ain.

Boris Morros to France

For French Film Survey

Boris Morros, who sailed Friday
on the Queen Mary for Paris, plans
to review all available French pic-
tures to determine which produc-
tions would be suitable for both dis-

tribution and re-make in the U. S.

He expects to sail back to New York
on Feb. 18 aboard the same ship.

Adelphi Hearing March 7
Chicago—Federal Judge Wilker-

son has set March 7 for a hearing
in the case of the Adelphi Theater
Corp. versus Paramount Pictures,
Inc., B & K Corp. and B & K execu-
tives.

III. Anti-Games Measure
Chicago—A bill has been intro-

duced by Rep. John Pelka, of Chi-
cago, in the Illinois Legislature out-
lawing all games of chance and the
manufacture of slot machines.

20th-Fox U. K. Business

Running Ahead—Harley

Sailing Friday on the Queen Mary
after a vacation and conferences at
the home office, Francis L. Harley,
20th-Fox managing director of the
United Kingdom, told The Film
Daily that company business in
England since the first of the year
was running ahead of the compar-
able period in 1938, and he looked
forward to cracking last year's
record-breaking performance. Ben
Miggins, continental managing di-
rector, sailed on the same boat.

2% Manufacturers Tax
Hearing in III. Today

Springfield, 111. — Film interests
will be represented by James Don-
nelly, executive vice-president, and
David Clarke, counsel, of the Illinois
Manufacturers Association at to-
day's public hearing op the O'Neill
bill calling for a 2 per cent manu-
facturers' tax.

5-Day Week Bill in III.;

Theater Interests Fight

Springfield, 111. — Five-day week
bill has been introduced in the Illi-

nois Senate by Senator Thompson
and in the House by Representative
Holden.

Theater interests are rallying in
opposition.

Ned Depinet Returns
Ned Depinet, RKO's vice-president

in charge of distribution, returned
yesterday from the Coast where he
conferred with President George
J. Schaefer on next season's product.

cominc am Goinc

WILL H. HAYS, MPPDA prexy, arrives tods
from the Coast.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, president of RK
Radio Pictures, is scheduled to arrive hci
Friday from the Coast.

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, United Artists J
tain, has returned to the home office aftt
Coast conferences.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy an
general manager of distribution, returns t'.

the home office today after holding a week
end sales meeting at the company's Atlanr
branch.

NED E. DEPINET, RKO vice-prexy in charg
of distribution, arrived yesterday morning fror
the Coast.

CHARLIE EINFELD, Warners' director of ad
vertising and publicity, and MRS. EINFELD, ar
rived yesterday morning from the Coast.

COL. LESLIE R. NAFTZCER, sailed for Eng
land Saturday on the Paris.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western and Southen
sales manager for RKO, left over the week-en<
to visit several midwest branches.

BRUCE GALLUP left New York Sunday fo
'

Bradenton, Fla., to assume the post of adver
tising and publicity director for the Callui
Heater Corp.

DENSMORE A. ROSS, general manager ol

Ross Federal Service, Inc., is in Florida foi

a vacation. FRANK X. MISKE, controller, ha!
sailed for a Caribbean cruise. FRANK Mc-
KEOWN, of Ross Federal Research Corp., is ir

New York for home office confabs. HAROLD
LUND, Eastern district superintendent, and

HAROLD KEITTLE, Dallas branch manager, are,
?lso in New York.

AARON JONES, JR., Jones, Linick & Schaefer
circuit exec, has left Chicago for a three-week
stay in Miami.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram,
left the Coast yesterday for New York after
product conferences at the studio.

WALTER WANGER returned to New York
yesterday from Hanover, N. H.

MOE J. SIEGEL, president of Republic Pro-!
ductions, has returned to the Coast after prod-
uct confabs with Herbert J. Yates.

LAWRENCE CRUIKSHANK, Warner writer,
planed in from the Coast over the week-end
after completing work on the script of "The
Great Lie."

HENRI DIAMANT-BERGER, French producer,
sailed Saturday on the Paris.

ALEXANDER MARKS of Malcolm Laboratories
left Saturday for Florida, following an illness.

JOHN BALABAN, president of the B & K
circuit, leaves for the Coast in a short time for
a vacation and product checkup.

Now Available

"JUBILEE"
POPE PIUS EPIC

Full sound, six- reel feature,

late Pontiff's life from birth-

place to Vatican. English dia-

logue except that Pontiff

speaks in Latin and Italian

which is later translated.

Catholic Legion endorsement.

Never - before - shown rituals,

processions, appearances, Sis-

tine Choir.

Write — Wire — Phone

KING COLE FILM SERVICE
203 East 26th Street

New York City

LExington 2-9850
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uinfeld, advertising-publicity chief-

lain, who will hold preliminary con-

ferences at the home office pending
he executive product huddles.

: ifeld, who will remain here for
^Toximately four weeks, said that
powerful ad campaign, involving

n expenditure of $175,000 is being
dunned by the company to plug
Dark Victory," the new Bette Davis
icture, with first copy to appear in

ewspapers and magazines about
larch 25, and that the film is sched-
ule! for release April 8.

He also declared that the strongest
Vainer attractions of the current
eason are yet to come via "Juarez,"
Confessions of a Nazi Spy," "Dodge
[Sty," and "Oklahoma Kid"; that the

tudio is at work on "Family Re-
.mon," which is a sequel to "Four
)aughters," and that the latter has
aken its place as one of the biggest
uccesses in company's history.

Plans are also being speeded, he
sserted, for the new Paul Muni ve-

iele, "The Life of Beethoven."
Commenting upon "Yes, My Dar-
ng Daughter," now under scrutiny

f the New York State Board of

Censors, Einfeld expressed the con-
iction that there is nothing in bad
9ste contained in the picture, and
hat contents are in "definitely better

aste" than the stage play which had
uch a successful run on Broadway.
Mis. Einfeld accompanied her hus-
and here.

Over the week-end, the home office

aid that orders have been issued for

he Burbank studio's scenario depart-
lent to seek stories which have a
imely application to present-day po-
tical conditions, and that now in

reparation at the WB plant are such
cripts as "The Bishop Who Walked
Pith God," "Concentration Camp,"
American Cavalcade," "Panama
"anal," "The Story of the Wright
Mothers," and that also in prepara-
ion are 13 historical featurette in

'echnicolor, including "Old Hickory,"
Bill of Rights," "The Story of Ben-
arain Franklin," "Bolivar of South
unerica," "General Jose Artigas,"
Freedom of Worship," "Freedom of

Speech," "Nathan Hale," "John Paul
lones," "Lafayette," "Monroe Doc-
rine," "Remember the Alamo," and
Teddy Roosevelt and His Rough
Aiders."

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

ituart Erwin
Jack Benny
larcia Harris

FEBRUARY 14
Fred Scott

Michael D. Farley

William R. Swigart

with PHIL M. DALY;
T T T

• • • UNUSUAL group oi poster sketches for "Pygmalion"

consisting of caricatures oi Bernard Shaw and personalities from the

picture done in a free black nad white style in contrast with the

highly colored posters the keynote of the "Pygmalion" campaign

was esablished in New York by Howard Dietz with a similar caricature

campaign in the newspapers the unusual style of this campaign

was duplicated in the subsequent advertising in Los Angeles and in

the first group of test engagements throughout the country so suc-

cessfully has the picture been launched in each engagement that this

novel idea, a complete change of pace from previous film advertising

will be maintained as a policy keynote for the picture

T T
• • • IF YOU are the type that thinks exhibitors are quick

to complain you ought to know how quick they are to praise

the news of the M-G-M cancellation of its radio show was

barely off the teletype from California last Friday when
phone calls and telegrams of praise began to pour in on Bill

Rodgers and it looks as if the friendly general sales man-

ager of the friendly company has again cemented exhibitor good-

will for himself and his organization as M-G-M sacrifices

its top-ranking radio program and bows to the wishes of its cus-

tomers

T T
• • • GALA premiere of Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach" at the

Lincoln Theater in Miami Beach last Friday nite the theater was

alive with film and other celebs including Nicholas Schenck, Bar-

ney Balaban, N. L. Nathanson, Leo Spitz, Eddie Saunders, E. V. Rich-

ards, Major Albert Warner M. B. Shanberg, E. I. Sparks, Walter

Winchell, Bob Hall, Lou Holtz, Damon Runyon, Harry Richman

T T
• • • ANNUAL National Variety Artists Benefit to be

held at the Alvine Theater on Sunday eve will present a

galaxy of stars including Everett Marshall, Jack Durant,

Victor Moore, William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker, Olsen & Johnson,

Sid Gary, Nick Lucas Henny Youngman, Billy Glason, J. C.

Flippen the co-sponsors for this worthy cause are James J.

Walker and George M. Cohan

T T T
• • • NICE collaboration by Jose Schorr of Columbia pub-

licity dep't in helping Dr. William Engel write a book about eat-

ing "Sensible Dieting," published by Knopf Jose helped put

the doc's scientific reducing ideas into language that carries some humor

along with it the subject matter looks like a good idea for a series

of shorts

T T
• • • WITH the nation airminded more than ever the

biography of Marie McMillin, the world's champ parachute jump-

er, titled "Bird Without Wings," by Diana Dowty has the

material for a swell femme air drama-romance for the screen

T T T
• • • TWO lads who covered the Broadway beat as police

reporters assigned to the famous West 47th Street station Burnet

Hershey and Martin Mooney have sold to Universal the result

of their experiences in an original script called "Metropolitan Police". . .

• Walter Wanger has joined the national committee sponsoring the con-

cert tour which Mischa Elman is making for the benefit of German

refugees

« « « » » »

UA 1939-40 PROGRAM

READY IN TWO WEEKS
(.Continued from Page 1)

the coming lineup and expressed
himself as being highly pleased
with the internal operation of the
company. His contemplated trip to
England is still unsettled, with no
date set for his departure.
UA producers, Silverstone said,

will increase their use of national
magazines in their advertising. He
asserted that these media represent
a new field for the advertising and
publicity of motion pictures, even
though newspapers are the prime
channel for the dissemination of
news about pictures and picture peo-
ple. Ambitious magazine campaigns
are in preparation for "Wuthering
Heights" and "Four Feathers."

20th-Fox District Mgrs.

Here for Sales Meeting

{.Continued from Page 1)

Wobber, general manager of dis-
tribution, holds a district managers'
huddle at the Park Central Hotel.
President Sidney R. Kent is

scheduled to address the meeting
and outline the company's plans for
the year, as well as analyze its posi-
tion today. Some 28 members of the
sales forces and H.O. execs, will at-
tend the session, with a possibility
that it may be continued Thursday.
Wobber set the meeting after con-

ferences had been concluded at the
studio regarding budgets and prod-
uct, with final plans being forwarded
to him.

Anti-Sunday Show, Censor
Bill Near in Oklahoma

(Continued from Page 1)

General's office at Flanagan's re-
quest, would set up a board of cen-
sors composed of three ministers
and two educators, appointed by the
Governor, and provide a $1,000 fine

for showing a picture without its

approval.
It would prohibit exhibition of

motion pictures on Sunday anywhere
in the state, according to other pro-
visions.

Regents Decide Feb. 24
on "Darling Daughter"

(Continued from Page 1)

Reed's stage hit, will be screened in
the projection rooms of the Re-
gents' Motion Picture Division here
tomorrow in the presence of George
Ryan, Gordon Bell and Susan Bran-
deis, representing the Board of Re-
gents; Ernest E. Cole and Charles
Brind, counsel of the State Educa-
tion Department, and legal repre-
sentatives of Warners.

BBB Fights Bank Night
Pittsburgh—The Better Business

Bureau here is endeavoring to have
Bank Nights stopped, claiming this

attendance promotion stunt on the
part of local theaters is a commer-
cial lottery and a violation of the
Pennsylvania lottery law.
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Full Text of Myers* Draft of Fair Trade Practice
Cancellation is Considered a

Matter of Right by

Exhibitors

PREAMBLE
The signatories hereto, being- dis-

tributors of motion pictures, in order
to promote a more harmonious re-

lationship and to improve competi-
tive conditions in the motion picture
industry, and after consultation with
representatives of the several or-
ganized groups of motion picture
exhibitors, hereby severally bind
themselves to the observance of the
principles, policies and practices set
forth herein in the licensing and dis-

tribution of motion pictures in con-
tinental U. S.

I. CANCELLATION PRIVILEGE
(1) Cancellation as a matter of

right. Whenever an exhibitor con-
tracts for all of the feature motion
pictures offered by a distributor at
any one time, the exhibitor shall

have the right to exclude therefrom,
without payment of the film rentals
therefor, not to exceed 20 per cent
of the total number if the film rentals
for all average not more than $100
per picture, 15 per cent if the film

rentals average in excess of $100
and not in excess of $250 per picture,

and 10 per cent if the film rentals
average in excess of $250 per pic-

ture.

In determining the number of pic-

tures that may be excluded under
the foregoing percentages, fractions
of one-half or more shall be counted
as one and fractions of less than
one-half shall not be counted.
Westerns produced in groups or

series and connected by a common
star or continued story, re-issues,

and foreigns (except those produced
abroad in the English language by
an American producer or distribu-
tor, or a subsidiary thereof) shall

not be counted in determining the
number of features offered or li-

censed or the number which may be
excluded. For the purpose of this
paragraph, westerns produced as
aforesaid, re-issues, and foreigns
(except as aforesaid) shall be deem-
ed to be separate groups, and if

licensed on the same agreement as
other features, shall be separately
listed. Each such group shall be sub-
ject to exclusion by the exhibitor on
the same basis and subject to the
same terms and conditions as herein
set forth.

In computing the average film

rental per picture for the purpose
of determining the extent of the ex-
hibitor's cancellation right, the film

rentals of pictures to be played in

whole or in part on a percentage of

the gross receipts of exhibition shall

be determined as provided in the
margin.1

1 (a) Average the film rentals of al! the dis-

tributor's feature motion pictures of the pre-

ceding motion picture season exhibited for the

same run in such situation upon a percentage
basis at the exhibitor's theater(s).

(b) If none of the distributor's feature mo-
tion pictures were exhibited for the same run
in such situation upon a percentage basis at

such theater(s) during said period, then the

average film rental shall be determined by
agreement at the time of the making of the

license agreement.

Allied States Arbitration Proposals

to Distribs, Embrace Wide Latitude
( Continued

the distributor representatives

"freely admitted that under it their
announcements would be no more
binding than they are now," Allied
suggests that it be omitted.

Allied also suggests the elimina-
tion of Proposal No. 9 (non-theatri-
cal competition) because "it casts
on the exhibitor the onus of initiat-

ing an arbitration proceeding to cut
off a particular non-theatrical ac-
count" and further "is calculated to

promote rather than to discourage
non-theatricals."

Myers explains that the revision

of Proposal No. 5 (runs and existing

customei's) presented a difficult

problem and stresses the point that

the results should be carefully

scrutinized. The difficulty, he ex-

from Page 1)

plains, was in clarifying the lang-
uage.

Proposal No. 13 (coercing con-
tracts) has been reinstated in the
form originally proposed by Allied.

Myers' draft has been designed so
that the proposals are more briefly
and simply stated and it uses terms
with which the exhibitors are fam-
iliar.

In an explanatory statement pre-
ceding his suggestions, Myers points
out that the draft "has been sub-
mitted by invitation merely as a
basis for discussion, that it is bind-
ing on no one and that it does not
embody all of its proposals made
by Allied during the negotiations."
The complete draft, as recom-

mended by the Allied general coun-
sel, begins on Page 6.

1. As to each picture which the

exhibitor may choose to exclude, he
shall give the distributor written
notice of such exclusion within 10
days after the mailing by the dis-

tributor of the first notice of the
availability of that picture.

2. The exhibitor shall not at the
time of giving such written notice be
in material default under the license

agreement.
3. The exclusions shall be exer-

cised proportionately among the sev-

eral price brackets providied for in

the license agreement as outlined in

the margin; 2 but any number of ex-

clusions, up to the total allowed, may
be made out of the lowest price
bracket.

4. If any exhibitor having the
right to do so fails to eliminate one
or more pictures from the upper
brackets, he shall, for each such pic-

ture, have the right to eliminate one
picture from the lowest bracket; ex-
cept that if at the time he chooses
to make such elimination there are
no unplayed available pictures in the
lowest price bracket, he may exer-
cise such right in the next lowest
bracket.

5. Upon the exclusion of any fea-
ture motion picture under this pro-
vision the license therefor and all

rights thereunder shall terminate
and revert to the distributor and
shall be charged against the number
of exclusions to which the exhibitor
may be entitled whether or not a
new license agreement for the exhi-
bition thereof is subsequently en-
tered into by the exhibitor.

2 Example : If the agreement licenses 48
pictures and the highest price bracket includes
eight pictures, the next highest bracket in-

cludes 12 pictures, the next highest bracket
includes 16 pictures and the lowest bracket
contains the remaining 12 pictures, and if the
exhibitor has the right to exclude a total of

10 per cent (five pictures), then not more
than one picture may be eliminated from the
highest bracket, not more than one from the
next highest bracket, not more than two from
the next highest bracket and the remaining
one picture from the lowest price bracket, or
all or any part may be eliminated from the
lowest price bracket.

6. All disputes growing out of the

exercise or attempted exercise by
exnibitors of the privilege herein
granted shall be suhmutea to arbi-
tration.

(Z) Cancellation for cause. An ex-
hibitor shall have the right, in addi-
tion to the exclusion privilege pro-
vided for above, to exclude from any
license agreement any picture which
may be locally offensive on moral,
religious, or racial grounds, provided
he gives the distributor written no-
tice, within 14 days after the conclu-
sion of its first exhibition in the
exchange territory out of which the
exhibitor is served, of his desire to
exclude such picture, specifying the
reasons therefor. In the event of a
dispute as to whether or not a pic-
ture is in fact locally offensive, it

shall be submitted to arbitration.

II. TRADE ANNOUNCEMENT
(No change-elimination recom-

mended.)
III. EXHIBITOR'S LIMITED

PLAYING TIME
Whenever an exhibitor is unable

to contract for the total number of
pictures offered by a distributor be-
cause his playing time is so pre-
empted by prior commitments that
he can not, without altering the op-
erating policy of his theater, reason-
ably use that many additional pic-
tures, the distributor will then offer
to the exhibitor such lesser number
as may be agreed upon, or, lacking
such agreement, such number as may
be determined by arbitration to be
the maximum number of pictures
that can reasonably be used by
the exhibitor; provided, that the dis-
tributor shall have the right at any
time before an agreement with such
exhibitor has been approved to so-
licit a contract from or to license all

or any of its pictures to any other
exhibitor.

IV. PREFERRED PLAYING TIME
(1) Flat rentals and guarantees.

A distributor will not exercise the
right which it may have under a li-

cense agreement to designate fea-
ture pictures for preferred playing

Exhibitors' Limited Play

Time Must be Taken
Into Account

time in respect of any picture
which the film rental is either a fi

sum or is to be computed injvl
or in part upon a percentage^

J
gross receipts of exhibition wfcl

fixed minimum sum guaranteed.
(2) Unsuitable pictures. If a <

tributor shall exercise the ri.

which it may have under a lice

agreement to designate straight p I

centage pictures for preferred pi

ing time in respect of any pict

deemed by the exhibitor to be
suitable for such playing time, i

•

the exhibitor shall give the distri

tor written notice of his objectii

thereto and the reasons there
within seven days after the mail;

of notice of such designation,
question of suitability shall be
termined by agreement between 1

distributor and exhibitor, or, la<

ing such agreement, by arbitrati I

If the picture is determined to

unsuitable for preferred time, 1

distributor may, at its option, eitl

(a) designate the picture to be pk-

ed upon the same rental terms
|

other days of the week or (b) th

or thereafter substitute another p I

ture to be played on preferred tii

on the terms designated for the p
ture objected to, and in the latt

case the film rental for the pictu

originally designated shall be su

as may be designated by the d;

tributor within its right under t

license agreement. Nothing in tl

provision shall decrease or increa

the number of pictures to be ei

hibited in each bracket as provide

in the agreement.
V. RUNS AND EXISTING

CUSTOMERS
(1) Run guaranteed. To relie'

against so-called "exclusive selling

an exhibitor will be able to obta

from a distributor a run of its pi

tures in any situation, the run to 1

designated by the distributor, pn
vided (a) that the distributor ar

exhibitor can mutually agree upc

terms (the terms asked not to be sul

stantially disproportionate to tho;

asked in comparable situations), (t

that the exhibitor's theater is not (

an obsolete character, (c) is in goo

condition and (d) operates under

policy that is not destructive c

(e) which will not substantially al

feet the distributor's revenue froi

other runs in the situation, and fui

ther provided (f) that the exhibito

is of good reputation as a theate

operator and (g) is financially re

sponsible. Any dispute arising ou

of an application by an exhibitor fo

a run of pictures under this provi

sion shall be submitted to arbitra

tion.

(2) Protecting existing customei

To relieve against so-caled "sellini

away to a chain" a distributor wil

not license its product away from ai

existing customer to a new or an

other exhibitor for the sole reasoi

that the new or other exhibitor is J

customer or prospective customer cJ

(Continued on Page 8)
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Myers Drafts Arbitration Machinery and Procedur
Score Charges, if Any, to be

Added to the Film

Rental
{Continued from Page 6)

the distributor at other theaters in

the same or other situations (that

is, that the new or other exhibitor

is a circuit, a buying combine, a book-
ing combine or a co-operative), pro-
vided (a) that the existing customer
has substantially performed his pre-

vious license agreements with the
distributor, (b) that he maintains
and operates his theater in a modem
manner, and (c) is financially respon-
sible. Any dispute arising out of the
licensing away or threatened licens-

ing away of product contrary to this

provision shall be submitted to

arbitration.

VI. SHORT SUBJECTS, NEWS-
REELS, ETC.

No exhibitor shall be required as a con-
dition of licensing feature motion pictures to

license short subjects, newsreels, trailers, se-

rials, reissues, westerns and foreigns (the
westerns and foreigns being as defined in Pro-
posal I, section (1) ).

VII. SCORE CHARGES
In respect of license agreements commenc-

ing with the current (1938-1939) season,
score charges, if any, for flat rental pictures
will be added to and consolidated with the
film rental. Commencing with the 1939-1940
season there will be no separate score charge
in respect of pictures on either a flat rental

or percentage basis.

VIII. ALLOCATION OF PICTURES
Under license agreements authorizing a dis-

tributor to allocate pictures to particular price

brackets, the distributor, on giving notice of

the availability of each such picture, and in

no case later than 14 days after its national
release, shall notify the exhibitor of the price
allocation thereof ; provided, however, that

this shall not apply to first-runs in the cities

which the distributor may designate as "key
cities."

IX. NON-THEATRICAL COM-
PETITION

(No change-elimination recommended.)

X. FORM OF LICENSE
AGREEMENT

Each distributor will undertake in consul-
tation with representatives of the organized
exhibitor groups to revise its form of license

agreement so far as necessary to conform to

these fair trade practices and to simplify the
same.

XI. SELECTIVE CONTRACTS
Whenever an exhibitor has the right to

select a certain number of pictures out of a
larger number, such exhibitor shall exercise
that right by notice in writing in respect of

each picture within 21 days after the date of

mailing of the notice of availability of such
picture. Upon the exhibitor's failure to give
such written notice within said period, each
picture in respect of which notice is not given
shall be deemed to have been selected by the
exhibitor. This provision shall be included in

every selective contract.

XII. PLAYING PICTURES IN THE
ORDER OF RELEASE

If under any license agreement the exhi-

bitor is obligated to play pictures in the order
of release, the distributor will not withhold
pictures from the exhibitor for breach of that
obligation if the failure of the exhibitor to

show the prior pictures was due to the failure

of the distributor to make the same available.

Any dispute arising out of this provision shall

be submitted to arbitration.

XIII. COERCING CONTRACTS
(As originally proposed by Allied.)

No distributor nor the branch manager,
salesman or other representative of a distribu-

tor shall threaten, coerce or intimidate any ex-

hibitor to enter into a license agreement, or
to pay higher film rentals or submit to more
onerous terms or conditions, or attempt to

do so, by any statement, intimation or overt
act evidencing an intention to build or ac-

quire, or to promote the building or opening
by any other person, of a motion picture thea-

ter to be operated in competition with such
exhibitor. The facts relating to any alleged
violation of this provision may, on application
of either the exhibitor or distributor, be as-

certained and reported by an arbitration board,
but this shall not bar any other remedy that
the exhibitor may have.

XIV. BOX OFFICE STATEMENTS
(It is our understanding from articles in

the trade press that this provision has been
abandoned by the distributors. If those ac-

counts were erroneous and the distributors
propose to retain the provision, the writer sug-
gests striking out the last sentence and in-

serting, in lieu thereof, "The facts relating to
any alleged violation of this provision may, on
application of either the distributor or the ex-
hibitor, be ascertained and reported by an
arbitration board, but this shall not bar any
other remedy that the distributor may have.")

XV. PRINCIPLES OF ARBITRA-
TION

(1) Declaration of policy. It will be the
policy of each distributor, whenever the ex-
hibitors concerned therein are willing to do so,

to submit to arbitration boards as hereinafter

provided for, for the determination of issues

and the making of awards, or for the ascer-
tainment and reporting of facts, as the case
may be, all controversies which may arise

between it and its exhibitor customers or
prospective customers out of the foregoing
commitments numbered I. (1) "Cancellation
as a matter of right," I. (2) "Cancellation
for cause" ; III. "Exhibitor's limited playing
time," IV. (2) "Unsuitable pictures on pre-

ferred playing time," V. (1) "Runs guar-
anteed," V. (2) "Protecting existing cus-

tomers," IX. "Non-theatrical competition,"3

XIII. "Coercing contracts," and XIV. "Box
office statements"4

; also, all controversies con-
cerning the performance by either party of

any subsisting contract between a distributor

and an exhibitor.

In addition, the distributors will encourage,
foster and promote the settlement of contro-
versies between exhibitors of the same class,

or between exhibitors of different classes, in-

volving (a) complaints of alleged unfair or

unreasonable zoning or clearance, and (b)
complaints of unfair competition in violation
of any code of fair competition which may be
formulated and adopted in any film delivery
territory and which is legal and responsive to

local conditions and needs.
The theater-owning distributors, each for it-

self, hereby pledges the full co-operation in

this movement of its own theaters and will

undertake to obtain, so far as possible, the co-

operation of its affiliated theaters. Each dis-

tributor will also seek the co-operation of its

larger customers, whether affiliated or not.
All organized exhibitor groups in ratifying
this national code of fair trade practices will

specifically approve the arbitration system
herein provided for and will urge their mem-
bers and other exhibitors operating theaters
in their respective territories to subscribe to

the same.
(2) Balanced boards. A fundamental prin-

ciple of the arbitration system herein provided
for is that each controversy shall be deter-
mined, and each inquiry conducted, by a
board that is evenly balanced as between the
economic divisions of the industry (as dis-

tinguished from trade divisions) to which the
respective parties belong, with each party at

liberty to choose his representative or repre-
sentatives from a panel of available arbitrators
representing the economic division to which he
belongs, and with authority in the arbitrators
chosen by the respective parties to appoint a
disinterested arbitrator or arbitrators when
demanded by either party or when deemed by
the arbitrators chosen to be necessary or
desirable.

For the purposes of this provision a dis-

tributor and an "affiliated theater" (i.e. a
theater owned, operated or booked by a dis-

tributor or any subsidiary thereof, or in which
the distributor has any interest through stock
ownership or otherwise), shall be considered
to belong to the same economic division and
shall not be entitled to duplicate representa-
tion in a controversy involving an independent
exhibitor. Thus, if a controversy involves an
application by an independent exhibitor for a
run under No. V. (1) and it is opposed by an
affiliated theater, or if it involves a complaint
by an independent theater of alleged selling
away to an affiliated theater in violation of

V. (2), and the board consists of four, the
distributor may choose one arbitrator, the
affiliated theater may choose one arbitrator,

3 If retained.

1 If retained.

and the independent exhibitor may choose two
arbitrators.

In a case where more than two parties de-

mand representation on the board on the

ground that while two or more may belong
to the same economic division their interests

in the controversy are nevertheless antagonis-

tic, each party may choose one arbitrator and,

on the demand of any party, a sufficient num-
ber of disinterested arbitrators shall be added
so that the vote of any representative arbitra-

tor plus the combined votes of the disinter-

ested arbitrators shall constitute the balance of

power. Thus, if in the examples cited in the

preceding paragraph the theater opposing the

granting of a run or to which product has
been sold away from the complainant, be-

longed to an independent circuit instead of an
affiliated circuit, and the independent circuit

demanded representation on the board, the dis-

tributor, the independent circuit and the com-
plaining exhibitor would each be entitled to

name one arbitrator, and, upon demand of any
party, the board would be augmented by two
disinterested arbitrators.

Obviously, this mathematical progression
can not be pursued to a point where the
boards become too unwieldy. It is believed

that all controversies except cases involving
clearance and zoning can be accommodated by
boards containing not more than five repre-

sentative members and a total membership of

nine. This, therefore, is established as the
point beyond which individual representation
can not go. In controversies affecting a large
number of individuals, such as those involving
zoning and clearance, effort should be made
to obtain the participation of all through
group representation rather than by individual
representation.
The distributors prefer not to participate in

controversies involving clearance and zoning
beyond being heard in regard to any proposal
which might affect their revenues as distribu-

tors.6 The economic divisions in cases of this

kind, therefore, will not be as between dis-

tributor and exhibitor, or affiliated theater and
independent exhibitor, but between runs. The
principle of balanced representation, whether
by groups or individuals, will be observed
with the balance of power resting with the
disinterested members of the board.

(3) Binding awards. The forms of consent
or agreement to arbitrate shall conform to the
practice and law in the jurisdiction in which
they are to operate. In jurisdictions where
arbitration agreements are effective only as to
existing controversies, the general agreements
shall provide that the subscribers will execute
a separate agreement as to each controversy
when and if it arises. All agreements, whether
general or special, shall bind the parties not
only to arbitrate all controversies affecting
them of the kinds enumerated herein, but also
shall bind them to abide by and perform any
awards that may be entered against them. In
some jurisdictions the awards will be enforce-
able in the courts, in other jurisdictions they
may not be. In all cases the parties by their
agreement to arbitrate will pledge their good
faith to abide by and perform any award that
may be entered against them.6

4. Pre-trial or conciliation. Provision shall

be made in the panels for a limited number
of men, balanced as between the several eco-
nomic divisions, who, being readily available,
shall constitute a standing committee whose
good offices may be invoked, at the option of
the complainant, for the adjustment of con-
troversies (particularly those calling for speedy
determination) by means of conciliation. This
procedure shall not, however, be a substitute
for the formal arbitration proceeding whenever
the latter is demanded by either party ; nor
shall resort to the informal conciliation meth-
od preclude any party from thereafter demand-
ing arbitration.

XVI. ARBITRATION MACHINERY
AND PROCEDURE

(1) Location of Boards. An Arbitration
Board shall be established in each film deliv-
ery territory.

(2) Organization of Boards and creation of
panels. Promptly after the ratification of this

code of fair competition by the exhibitor asso-
ciation or associations in any film delivery
territory, a committee to be known as the
Joint Committee on Arbitration, consisting of
representative distributors and exhibitors (each
trade division naming its own representatives),

5 So stated in the conferences.
6 It should be explained that generally speak-

ing arbitration awards may be vacated (a)
where procured by corruption, fraud or undue
means; (b) where the arbitrators did not
allow a fair hearing, and (c) where the ar-
bitrators exceeded their powers.

Composition of Arbitrati

Panels; Imitation of

Proceedings
shall be formed. It shall be the duty of

Joint Committee to provide for the establ

ment of an Arbitration Board for thg-te
tory, and, in this connection

—

( \
(a) To receive from the distributor

_ Jjl \

ated exhibitors and independent exhibit'

agreements, in proper form, to arbitrate c

troversies as herein provided and to proi
for the safe-keeping thereof

;

(b) To provide for the creation of a geni
panel and a neutral panel of persons av
able and willing to serve as arbitrators;

(c) To arrange for a convenient place
the Arbitration Board to sit, preferably at

hibitor headquarters or in one of the
changes, and without expense;

(d) Publish from time to time a list of

distributors and exhibitors in the territory v

have agreed to arbitrate controversies aris

under this code.
(3) Composition of the panels. The gene

panel shall consist of 20 persons of whom
distributors shall name ten and the exhibi
association functioning in the particular te:

tory shall name the other ten. In any te:

tory where there are two or more exhibi
associations, each may appoint a panel of t

The members of the general panel may I

affiliated with distributor or exhibitor int I

ests, but their connections shall be fully c I

closed and they shall be classified according I

their affiliations. Major distributors and j

called independent distributors, first-run a 1

subsequent-run city exhibitors and small to I

exhibitors, all shall be represented on 1

1

panel.
The neutral panel shall consist of from t I

to 15 members to be proposed by the Jo 1

Committee on Arbitration, subject to ratific I

tion by the distributors and the exhibitor as: I

ciation or associations in each territory. Th< I

members shall not also be members of t \

general panel and shall not be in any mane
associated with exhibitor or distributor inti

ests, but, so far as possible, they shall ha
an understanding of the motion picture bu i

ness. It shall not be a bar that a particul

member, at the time of his selection, has h J

no previous experience in the business.
Vacancies occurring by reason of illness, n

ignation, disqualification, disability or deal

shall be filled in the same manner as is pi

vided for the original appointments.
Each party to an arbitration proceedii

may designate as his arbitrator or arbitrato

any member or members of this panel or an
one else he desires outside of the panel.
Each person upon being named a memb

of either a general or a neutral panel sh:

subscribe to an oath, in substantially the f(

lowing form, which shall be filed with ti

Joint Committe on Arbitration, viz

:

/ , having be.

duly appointed a member of the
panel of arbitrators for the .fil

,

delivery territory, solemnly szvear that I w
perform my duties diligently and upright
and that I wjll decide the controversy
brought before me in accordance uith the spi>

and intent of the provisions of the Code i

Fair Competition involved therein, witho;

fear or favor.
If general arbitrators are chosen outside tl

panel, they too shall take the oath.

(4) Proceedings, how initiated. To initia

an arbitration proceeding under this Code, tl

complainant (having previously signed a gei

eral arbitration agreement) shall send by rei

istered mail to the respondent or responden
(who must have signed such an agreement
a statement of claim, which shall set forth, i

non-technical language, the following:
(a) Name and address of the complainan

the name of his exchange or theater,, and tl

number and date of his agreement to arb

trate.

(b) Brief statement of the complaint c

claim, giving the date of the contract, if an;

involved, and/or the number and title of th

Code provision on which the proceeding i

based.
(c) A demand for arbitration and the nam

or names of the arbitrators chosen by th

complainant.
In cases involving a single respondent, th

complainant may name either one or tw
arbitrators, and the respondent can name a

equal number. In cases involving more tha

one respondent, each party shall name onl

one, as provided in XV. (2). A copy of th

statement of claim shall be sent to the Join

Committee on Arbitration for filing.

(5) The reply. The respondent or respofl

dents shall reply within six days (exclusiv

{Continued on Page 10)
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DIVORCE" REPEAL

BEFORE N. D. GOV.i

(.Continued from Page 1)

tts voted to be repealed by both
uses of the legislature in hectic

end sessions, somewhat be-

^d by questions of parliamentary
vtus of* the actions of the individ-

1 bodies.

If the parliamentary hedges are

aped, signature of Governor John
oses, is necessary for the repeal to

effective. And in that event, N. D.
:tomey General Alvin C. Strutz,

fending the state of North Dakota I

fore the U. S. Supreme Court after

lining a decision upholding consti-

tionality before a three-judge U. S.

mrt, declares the action becomes
loot," a matter of "no controversy,"

d will be thrown out, the original

aasure .voided, and the producers
d distributors left with nothing to

orry about—in North Dakota and
r the immediate moment.
"But meanwhile there were compli-
tions regarding the peculiar cir-

mstances under which the repeal
aasure flew through the N. D.

rase and Senate with claims it was
opted under misapprehensions.
R. Scholl, majority leader in the
use which is controlled by a Non-
rtisan league bloc, introduced a

solution asking the Governor to

to the measure "because the House
1 not discover the true situation

til after passing the bill under mis-
prehension of meaning and pur-
ise."

The House Judiciary Committee
sterday recommended for passage
e resolution of Scholl, asking Gov-
nor Moses to veto the divorcement
peal bill. Report was withheld,
wever, on Scholl's request.
The repeal measure was adopted
the House Friday by a vote of
to 7, transmitted to the Senate,

d there was adopted with a vote of

to 5 at 2 p.m., Saturday.
But shortly after convening Satur-
y, the house voted 67 to 37 to re-

nsider the repeal bill. It failed,

wever, to notify the Senate of its

tion in the interim before the Sen-
adopted the bill.

All of which, according to the leg-

ature's leading parliamentarians,
?ans that the repeal measure is

ssed beyond redemption and that
fate lies entirely in the hands of

3 Governor.
"This looks mighty peculiar to the
air but it looks as if we can't do
ythnig about it," was the declara-
n of Oscar Hagen, speaker of the
mse.
Scholl contended a number of mem-
jrs of the House voted for the bill

der the belief it represented a pri-

te fight between theaters in Bis-
-irck and Mandan, towns separated
the Missouri river, and that they
d no idea the divorcement act was
solved.

; When it was passed two years ago,
3 force behind the divorcement act
is the Nonpartisan League. Al-
ady the state has spent more than
,000 defending the constitutionality
the 1937 act.

Spelling Bees Drmv
Fairbury, Neb.—As a mid-week busi-

ness getter, Ted Kempkes has installed

spelling bees. Operates something like

bank-night, in that teams are lured

into the match, then the pot boosted
successively for each win by a given
team. Has proved especially attractive

to clubs anxious to raise dough. Every
week on Wednesdays.

RODNEY BUSH NAMED

20TH EXPLOIT. HEAD

Rodney Bush was named national

exploitation representative for 20th-

Fox Friday night, following the res-

ignation of Marc Lachmann from
that post. Lachmann said that he
would take a long vacation before

he made any new affiliation. He left

for the Coast Sunday night.

Bush has been with 20th-Fox for

over a year, working in several cap-

acities in the advertising and pub-
licity department under Charles E.

McCarthy, director.

Pascal Signs Vorkapich

for "Dilemma's" Montage

Gabriel Pascal has signed Slavko
Vorkapich to do the special montage
effects for "Doctor's Dilemma," Pas-
cal announced Friday as he departed
on the Queen Mary for England.
Vorkapich was the special effects
photographer for "Marie Antoin-
ette," "Boys' Town" and other M-
G-M pictures.

Pascal will spend three days in
England discussing the script of
"Doctor's Dilemma" with George
Bernard Shaw. He then plans to
return to Hollywood to complete the
cast and script which is being pre-
pared by Ian Dalrymple. He then
will go back to England to put the
picture into production. M-G-M will
release.

No distribution deal has been
closed for Pascal's proposed picture
based on the career of Amelia Ear-
hart.

Universal May Sign Office

Workers Contract Next Week

Contract between Universal and
the office workers' union, Local
20940, may be signed within the next
week, it was learned by The Film
Daily over the holiday. With the
conclusion of this contract, which
has been in the course of negotia-
tion for some time, it will mark the
first step into the film field by this
union.

Majority of Universal office work-
ers are said to be .members of the
union, with only several minor de-
tails remaining to be cleared up be-
fore the pact can be inked. Organi-
zation has been going ahead in other
offices and the Universal pact will
give the union a basis for negotia-
tions with other companies.

DAILY

CaAtr
THEIR SHADOWS BffOfif

Before making color commit-

ments for current production

schedules, it will definitely be to

your advantage to investigate

the unusual possibilities afforded

by the NEW CINECOLOR, at

present being moved to its vast

new Burbank plant.

CINECOLOR
A. L. McCORMICK, 'President
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Supreme Court Finds for U. S. in Dallas Suit, 5 to :

Majors- Interstate Contracts

Found Violating the

Sherman Act
(.Continued from Page 1)

opinion, which was joined in by
McReynolds and Butler.

Find Credulity Taxed

Holding that the agreement as to

a minimum admission price of 25
cents and the abolition of double fea-

tures was a conspiracy, the majority
opinion states, "it taxes credulity to

believe that the several distributors

would, in the circumstance have ac-

cepted and put into operation with sub-
stantial unanimity such far-reaching
changes it their business methods
without some understanding that all

were to join and we reject as beyond
the range of probability that it was
the result of mere chance."

Assailing the majors' contentions
that the restrictions were legal under
their copyright monopoly, the court
declared "appellants argue that the
distributors were free to license the
films for exhibition subject to the re-

strictions, just as a patentee in a

license to manufacture and sell the
patented article may fix the price at
which the licensee may sell. That the
parallel is not complete is obvious.
Because a patentee has power to con-
trol the price at which his licensee

may sell the patented article, it does
not follow that the owner of a copy-
right can dictate that other pictures

may not be shown with the licensed

film or the admission price which
shall be paid for an entertainment
which includes features other than
the particular picture licensed."

Restrictions Held "Harsh"

"The restrictions imposed upon the
subsequent-run exhibitors were harsh
and arbitrary," the court declared
adding "the effect was a drastic sup-
pression of competition and an op-
pressive price maintenance, of bene-
fit to Interstate and the distributors

but injurious alike to Interstate's sub-
sequent-run competitors and to the
public."

The opinion and decree of the
lower court should be reversed Jus-
tice Roberts declared in his minority
dissent.

"Separately considered, I think
these agreements are not conspiracies
contemplated by the Sherman Act
and the holding that they are goes
far beyond anything this court has
ever decided," he declared. The
minority opinion stated that Inter-
state naturally had to protect itself

and its license from the destruction
of the good-will and drawing power
of the feature films in their first-run.

Justice Roberts said: "I am of
opinion that the restrictions in the
licenses of second-run exhibitors
were not unreasonable restraints of
commerce under the Sherman Act.
There is no contention that the action
of the distributor defendants discour-
aged competition between them either

for the business of Interstate or for
that of subsequent-run licensees; the
restrictions upon the latter were not
intended to increase license fees paid

by them or those paid by Interstate:

Dallas Decision Held "Most Significant"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—U. S. Supreme Court's decision in the Dallas anti-trust suit was termed
by Solicitor Ceneral Robert H. Jackson as "one of the most significant to the enforcement
of the anti-trust laws ever handed down." Jackson saw the decision opening the way
to the application of the anti-trust statutes to numerous copyrighted and patented
articles previously held by the Supreme Court to be legal monopolies, subject to complete
control of the copyright or patent holders.

Myers' Fair Trade Practice Draft

Retains Some Exhibitor Proposals
(Continued from Page 8)

of Sunday) by registered mail, setting forthby the Arbitration Board, or, if designated by
in simple language any explanation of or
defense to the complaint or claim. And if

the proceeding is to be contested, the arbi-
trators chosen by the respondent or respon-
dents shall be named. This reply shall also
give the date and number of each respondent's
agreement to arbitrate and a copy shall be
sent to the Joint Committee. Where there is

more than one respondent, joint or separate
replies may be tendered.

(6) Hearing. The arbitrators, when named,
shall designate one of their own number to
preside, and the presiding arbitrator shall ar-
range for a hearing at the earliest conveni-
ence of the other arbitrators and the respec-
tive parties. Failing to obtain an agreement,
the presiding arbitrator will fix a date not
later than ten days after the last date on
which a reply to the complaint could be filed.

At least three days before the hearing any
party desiring that a neutral arbitrator (or
arbitrators) shall sit during the hearing shall

so notify the presiding arbitrator. In the ab-
sence of such notification the representative
arbitrators may, at their option, hear the case
with or without a neutral member or mem-
bers, calling in an umpire only in case they
find themselves evenly divided as to the award
to be made.

Neutral arbitrators shall be designated from
the neutral panel, and not otherwise, by the
representative arbitrators and not by the
parties. If the representative arbitrators are
unable to agree upon the neutral arbitrator or
arbitrators to be designated, then they shall
be chosen by lot.

No arbitrator whether representative or
neutral shall be chosen to act as an arbitrator
in any dispute in which he has a direct or
indirect personal or financial interest. The
parties may, however, waive their right to
object to any arbitrator on the ground of
interest.

At the hearings

—

(a) The parties may represent themselves
or be represented by another.

(b) Witnesses shall testify under oath.
(c) Each party shall have the right to ques-

tion the witnesses of the other party or
parties.

(d) The arbitrators may require any party
to produce whatever records and documents
they may deem necessary.

(e) Arbitrators shall be the judges of the
relevancy of the testimony or evidence offered,
but the technical rules of evidence shall not be
applied and the board may inquire into the
good faith of any claim or defense offered.

(f) Stenographic records of testimony will
not be taken unless either or both parties so
request and provide funds for the same in
which case the stenographer shall be selected

either or both parties, approved by the Board.
(7) Awards. If an award is in favor of an

exhibitor complainant under commitments Nos.
I. (1) and I. (2) it shall direct that the com-
plainant be allowed to cancel the picture or

pictures in question ; if such an award is made
under commitment No. III. it shall specify

the maximum number of pictures that the
complainant can absorb and direct that he be
allowed to license not to exceed that number
of pictures; if under No. IV. (2) it shall

direct that the complainant be relieved of the
requirement of playing the picture in question
on preferred time, leaving it to the distribu-

tor to follow either of the alternatives pro-

vided in the commitment ; if under No. V.
(1) it shall direct that the complainant be
granted a run to be designated by the dis-

tributor on terms not substantially dispropor-
tionate to those demanded in comparable situ-

ations; if under V. (2) it shall direct that the

product be not sold away from, but that it be
sold to, the complainant ; and if under IX. it

shall direct that the non-theatrical account be
no longer served.

In controversies involving clearance or zon-
ing, the award, if in favor of the complainant,
shall recite that the clearance in question has
been found to be unreasonable and shall pre-

scribe fair and reasonable clearance to be ob-
served by the parties.

In proceedings involving the performance
by either party of a license agreement, the
award shall be for specific performance, or
for relief in the nature of an injunction, ex-
cept when provisions are involved which pre-
scribe monetary damages for breach or failure

to perform.
In proceedings under commitments Nos.

XIII and XIV there shall be no award, but
the Board shall make a report setting forth
the material facts and finding specifically that
coercive steps were or were not taken, or that
the box office statements were or were not
falsified, as the case may be.

In all cases in which the decision is in

favor of the respondent or respondents, the
award shall provide merely that "the com-
plaint is dismissed for lack of merit."

Arbitration Boards shall have no power to

award counsel fees or costs in favor of one
party as against the other.

(8) Costs of arbitration machinery. Upon
the filing of a claim the complaining party
shall pay to the Joint Committee on Arbitra-
tion a filing fee in such amount as that Com-
mittee may by general rule establish, bearing
in mind the expenses to be met, but which
shall not be less than $5.00. These fees are
to cover the cost of

—

MYERS SEES WEAPON

IN DALLASTCCISIOI
While Allied would be sorry \ \

,.

the opportunity to try the r\frr

Dakota theater divorcement case
the U. S. Supreme Court, Abram ]

Myers, Allied's general counsel, b
lieves that the court probably h;

given the independent exhibitors
more effective weapon for their pr
tection in affirming the decree of tl

Dallas district court in the Intersta
Circuit case.

In a telegram to The Film Dajx
Myers pointed out that the Supren
Court, through Justice Stone, he
not only that there was a conspirac
between Interstate and the distril

utors to impose minimum admissior
on indie subsequent-runs, but ah <

that the individual contracts betwee
Interstate each distributor were i

legal as transcending the copyrigl
law.
"You will realize," Myers saij

"the consequences of this ruling a] I

plied to numerous conditions impose I

on independents at behest of chains
Myers said it was too early tj

speculate regarding the re-introdui

tion of the North Dakota bill, if th

repeal measure is signed. Ten Pan
mount theaters in North Dakota, h

said, are unimportant but "we ha
hoped the act would not be repeale
before affirmance by the Suprem
Court of the lower court decision."

7 If retained.

they were imposed to prevent de-
struction of the good-will which made
possible the continued exhibition of
first-run feature pictures and to
avoid decrease of the revenue from
those pictures then and therefore en-
joyed under licenses to Interstate and
other first-run feature exhibitors."
The reasonableness of the restric-

tions must be judged by the situation
of the industry and the propriety of
its protection from practices which
would seriously injure it, the minor-
ity opinion stated.

The Dissenting Slant
Taking the Government's point that

each of the distributors must have
acted with the knowledge of the

others, Justice Roberts stated, "But
such knowledge was merely notice to
each of them that if it was success-
fully to compete for the first-run

business in important Texas cities

it must meet the terms of competing
distributors or lose the business of
Interstate. It could compete success-
fully only by granting exclusive li-

censes to Interstate and injuring sub-
sequent-run houses by refusing them
licenses,—a course clearly lawful,

—

or by doing the less drastic thing of
agreeing to protect the good-will of
its pictures by putting necessary and
not severely burdensome restrictions
upon subsequent-run exhibitors,which
I think equally lawful."

400 Fete James Balmer
Pittsburgh — Over 400 attende

the Testimonial Dinner tendere
James R. Balmer, general manage
of the Harris Circuit of theaters, i:

the William Penn Hotel last Thurs
day, in celebration of his thirtieth

anniversary in the show business

Balmer was presented with a Buic!

sedan.

(a) Compensation of the neutral arbitratoi

whenever necessary. (No compensation sha

be paid the arbitrators on the general panel.

(b) Expenses incurred upon the initiativ

of the Arbitration Board.
(c) Expenses of the Joint Committee an

other administrative expense.
(d) Expense of a secretary if one shall b

deemed necessary by the Joint Committee.
In disputes involving principles affecting a

branches of the industry, the Arbitratio

Board (or the Joint Committee) may, of il

own motion, apportion the_ costs among a

the distributors and the exhibitor association;

(9) Waiving oral hearing. If the parties t

any controversy agree in writing to waiv

oral hearing, the complainant shall first sut

mit his sworn claim, supported by excerpt

from books of account and other relevant ev:
\

dence, together with argument to the Boar
and to the respondent ; the respondent sha

[

then file with the Board and submit to th I

complainant his sworn statement of defens I

and argument. Both parties may then submi I

in writing and under oath such further evi I

dence as they see fit within five days, afte I

which the Board will consider the file am I

enter an award.

XVII. EFFECTIVE DATE
This Code of Fair Competition shall be

j
come effective with the license agreements fo

the product to be released during the 1939

1940 season and shall remain in effect there

after unless or until modified or abrogate! ,

.

with the consent of the national exhibito

groups ratifying the same; provided, however
that the provisions of the Code shall not b>

deemed to apply to or affect so-called fran

chise agreements covering products for 6ea

sons prior to the 1939-1940 season.
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KO Confirmation Must Follow Chandler Act--Bondy
rring is Adjourned to

Feb. 21 in Federal

Court

ling by Federal Judge William
——that confirmation of the
i3T9 RKO reorg. plan will have
jmply technically with the pro-

ns of the Chandler Act, spiked

t> by proponents and other

y interests in the proceedings
immediate signing of the con-

ng order, as moved Friday by
ilton C. RickaDV, Atlas Group
sel.

tter prefaced the motion by
'iiting affidavits both concern-
the withdrawal of acceptances,
ih, he estimated covered some
shares, and attesting to the
that the total number of shares
sufficient for confirmation ac-
ng to the statute pertaining
So.
ekaby then called attention of

Court to the purported fact, at
in many instances in the coun-
experience, that "confirmation

t to immediately follow." But
e Bondy pointed to the fact that
Chandler Act specifically states

the disclosure of the identities,

fications and affiliation of the
|tors (of the new RKO com-
) is a prerequisite to confirma-
and that the Court deems it

j
y advisable, in the interest of

quity parties and the welfare
le amended plan itself, to fol-

;:he Chandler Act painstakingly,
pporting Rickaby in his conten-
that confirmation was advisable
nee were Carlos L. Israels, of

e & Case, and George L. Schein,
sel and leader of the Indepen-
Stockholders' Committee.

;kaby disclosed that the list of

tors which he has is a roster
entative names," so Judge Bon-
Mterated that it is "conservative
;afer" to comply with the Chan-
Act and suggested that at the
est possible date a memoran-
be prepared containing the

nations for directorships. Fur-
that such names, together with
e of the confirmation order be
shed according to legal prac-

' and that adjournment be taken
Feb. 27 when, in Federal Court
p. m., in Room 905, the motion
nfirm will be entertained
servers at the hearing were
rifled when Rickaby stated that
is difficult to get a board of di-

rs composed of men of proper
rtance to allow their names to

led when proponents do not in-

to consummate the plan and
over the assets of the corpora-
until after appeals have been
ed. Consequentlv, observers as-
d the belief that under any cir-

itance a delay of from four to
lonths was a possibility.

, various times, and from vari
sources, at Friday's hearing
implications that Ernest W.

i of Milwaukee, through his sol-

L John S. Stover, might carry
ppeal to the Circuit Court, but

Metro Bowing Out as Air

Show Producer on July 1

(.Continued from Page 1)

sonal appearance of M-G-M stars
and, on July 1, will have completed
16 months of operation. Original
withdrawal date was March 30.

The film company, it was an-
nounced, will accede to the opinion
of its customers that the appearance
of film stars on the air is in direct
competition to theater attendance.

In commenting on M-G-M's
decision to drop its participation in

the program, William F. Rodgers,
general sales manager, stated:
"Since our business is with exhibi-
tors, M-G-M, in fairness to them, is

taking this step to discourage radio
participation by its stars."

Metro's decision to bow out as
producer of the General Foods-spon-
sored air show for Maxwell House
coffee came unexpectedly, although
preceded by the withdrawal of Ty-
rone Power from the air by 20th-
Fox to comply with exhib. squawks.
However, friction between the film

company and the sponsor has been
reported since last Spring. Metro
is said to have received $25,000 a
week, but is represented as main-
taining there was no profit in the
arrangement.

20th Century-Fox Closes

2-Year Cosmopolitan Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

tan Productions. In return, Cosmo-
politan places at the disposal of
20th-Fox hundreds of story proper-
ties which it owns. First three pic-

tures under the deal will be "The
Hound of the Baskervilles," "Life
of Alexander Graham Bell" and.
"Lawyer of the West."

RKO to Single "James"
"Jesse James" will play the en-

tire Metropolitan RKO circuit on a
single feature basis and on six-day
engagements. The Palace will play
the picture alone for a week.

Samuel Robinson Dead
Peoria, 111.—Samuel N. Robinson,

58, prominent in film circles here
for many years, is dead from a
heart attack. His wife, daughter
and sister, survive.

Lincoln Helps B. O.
Chicago — Lincoln's Birthday

brought a good volume of biz to
local pix houses.

as yet there is no official confir-
mation of such appeal, although ob-
servers contend that such action by
Stirn is a logical move.

Stover declared during the hear-
ing that the new general orders
in Bankruptcy change procedure and
come into force on Feb. 13 (yester-
day), and went on record as ques-
tioning the good faith of the pro-
ponents in presentation of the plan.

Lincoln's Birthday Biz

Is Ten Per Cent Ahead

(Continued from Page 1)

year ago was featuring "Snow
White," declared business with cur-

rent "Gunga Din" as very big. Highly
enthusiastic over day's attendance
were the Roxy, with "Tail Spin";
Paramount with "St. Louis Blues";
the Capitol with "Idiot's Delight" and
the Strand with "Wings of the Navy."
Helping pile up the total grosses of
the Astor, Rivoli and Rialto were re-

spectively "Pygmalion," ". . . one
third of a nation . . ." and "Boy
Slaves."

Crisp, clear weather, with a hint

of Spring aid b. o. takes, manage-
ments asserted.

Univ. Signs Ben Pivar

As Associate Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ben Pivar has been

signed by Universal as an associate
producer on a group of seven pic-
tures in which Richard Arlen and
Andy Devine will be teamed. Al-
though the group will consist of out-
door action pictures, no westerns are
planned. Stories by Peter B. Kayne,
Jack London, Earl Derr Biggers and
W. R. Burnett will be used.

MONOGRAM PLANNING

54 PIX FOR 1939-40

(Continued from Page 1)

eight will be re-issued starring John
Wayne. The list of feature produc-
tions is increased by four over the
current program.
Johnston said that 18 of the fea-

tures would be in the top brackets
and that "name" stars were being
lined up for this group. The "James
Lee Wong" series starring Boris Kar-
loff, will be continued, as well as the
Frankie Darro and "Tailspin Tommy"
series.

Johnston will attend the monthly
board meeting in New York tomor-
row and will remain for the annual
stockholders' meeting March 1 be-
fore returning to Hollywood to com-
plete conferences with Scott R. Dun-
lap, production chief, regarding the
new season's product.

Mirton A. Hawkes Expires
Detroit—Mirton A. Hawkes, 45,

projectionist at the Grand Riviera
Theater, died at his home in Pleas-
ant Ridge. Burial was in Woodmere
Cemetery. Survivors are his wife,
Mary Lee; a daughter, Dorothy, and
two sons, Mirton, Jr., and Edward.
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Hollywood's Anti-Radio Stand Aimed at Commentators

OR D OF J PROBING N. D. DIVORCEMENTREPEAL

Thompson Agency Testing Ad Shorts in 600 Theaters
ncrease in Commercial Pix

Production Planned

During 1939
"Oilympic Games," first commer-
il short series produced by the J.

alter Thompson agency to plug

tell Petroleum Corp. products, af-
• what was described as a success-

.1 tryout in 150 theaters recently,

e now being tested in 600 more
>uses to determine audience reac-
3n to this type of advertising, it

as learned yesterday.

Agency has plans to make a larger
amber of shorts this year than in

(Continued on Page 6)

1AX GORDON NAMED

TELE ADVISOR BY NBC

Max Gordon, Broadway producer,
as been signed by NBC in an ad-
isory capacity in the production of

Revision programs, it was an-
ounced yesterday by President
ienox R. Lohr. Gordon will assist

ohn Royal, vice-president in charge
f programs for NBC, who is also

i charge of tele programs.
New post will not interfere with

(Continued on Page 6)

Victor Fleming to Direct

"Gone With the Wind"

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Selznick Internation-

1 has signed Victor Fleming to di-

ect "Gone With the Wind."
Fleming succeeds George Cukor,

(Continued on Page 3)

To the Colors
Springfield, III. — All State theaters

would be required to display the Ameri-
can flag under a bill introduced in the
Illinois Legislature here by Rep. John
A. Pelka.

Chicago—B & K has purchased a silk

American flag and s!-andard for all

circuit houses.

42 Students in Theater Management Course
Syracuse—Forty-two seniors in the Colleges of Business Administration and Liberal

Arts met with Harry Unterfort, manager of RKO-Schine-Keith's, organizer of the theater
management course, yesterday afternoon in Slocum Hall to form the first class. Deans
Finlay C. Crawford of Liberal Arts and Charles L. Roper of Business Administration
had previously notified the students of the course's availability. Use of the class

room was furnished by the University to the Schine organization, which will furnish
the lecturers. There is no official college connection except to help graduating
seniors fit themselves for possible employment in the Schine organization. Lectures
are given weekly on Tuesdays at 4-5 P.M.

WARNERS' 'DAUGHTER'

UNCUT BY VA. CENSOR

Virginia's State Division of Motion
Picture Censorship yesterday ap-
proved Warners' "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" without a single elimina-

tion. Division screened the pix at its

Richmond headquarters.
Virginia's formal okay came on the

even of today's New York appeal
screening before a committee of the

(Continued on Page 10)

Defeat of Anti-Ascap

Bill in Ark. Expected

Little Rock—While the Arkansas
House may vote this week on the
pending anti-Ascap measure, observ-

ers believe that there is slight chance
of its adoption.
Lukewarm attitude toward enact-

(Continued on Page 6)

STIRN IN NEW ATTACK

ON RKO REORG. PLAN

Ernest W. Stirn of Milwaukee,
through his counsel here, John S.

Stover, has filed with Federal Judge
Bondy a brief of supplemental and
renewed objections to both the pres-
ent amended RKO reorg, plan and its

confirmation, it was disclosed yester-
day. Section 4 of this brief said that,

(Continued on Page 3)

State Censorship Measure
In Michigan Legislature

Lansing, Mich.—A bill has been
introduced in the Legislature by
Sen. Clyde V. Fenner, Republican,
Detroit, which would provide a
State Board of Censorship for mo-
tion pictures and would regulate

(Continued on Page 10)

Move to Withdraw Stars from Air

Said Aimed at Radio Wisecrackers

Adoption of New Pathe

Plan Believed Certain

Realignment of Pathe Film Corp.
under the new liquidation plan, which
will be voted on tomorrow at a spe-

cial stockholders meeting, seemed vir-

tually certain last night. The neces-
sary 66 2 /3 per cent of the stock
needed to carry the plan was re-

ported to have been recorded at the
Pathe office.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Present move by

major studios to withdraw stars
from radio is understood to mask
the long-threatened industry crack-
down on air commentators who
make films and their people targets.

While exhib. opposition to compe-
titive radio appearances by film
"names" is admittedly a factor, it

is learned that the commentator
angle is no less so. Studios are said

(Continued on Page 3)

G-Men on Ground, Discloses

Speaker of North

Dakota House
Bismarck, N. D.—Federal in-

vestigation of circumstances in-

volving a vote to repeal the
North Dakota theater divorce-
ment act was indicated when
Speaker Oscar Hagen of the
House yesterday said he was
withholding his signature on
House Bill 245 after being in-

formed the Department of Jus-
(Continucd on Page 3)

OF J H'WOOD PROBE

REPORTEXPECTEDSOON

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Report on Justice

Department's lengthy investigation
of Hollywood has been held up due
to the illness of one of the De-
partment's investigators, it was said
last night at the anti-trust division.

It was explained, however, that is-

suance of the report is expected
before very long.

Justice Department was jubilant
(Continued on Page 10)

Gov't Would Examine

UA Group Before Trial

Motion of the Justice Dept. was
filed in Federal Court here on Mon-
day to examine the group of United

(Continued on Page 6)

"Nuttier"
Chicago — Howard Vincent O'Brien,

famed editorial page columnist of the

Chicago Daily News, takes a potshot
at exhib. resort to books as premiums
hereabouts. Comments O'Brien:

"If anything could be nuttier than
this latest device of salesmanship I

can't think of it at the moment. Peo-
ple are lured to the theater with a

promise of something that is guaran-
teed to keep them away from the
theater."
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Blumenstock Injured

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
publicity for Warners in the east,

suffered an ankle fracture last week-
end and has been ordered by his phy-
sician to rest the injured member be-
fore reassuming his duties at the
home office.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STOI

Storage by ,

tAGE CORP.

leel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

COmiDG fMD GOIIIG
HAMILTON C. RICKABY, counsel for the

Atlas group, proponents of the amended RKO
reorg. plan, has left the city and will return

on or about March 1.

CARLOS L. ISRAELS, of White and Case,
has left New York for New Orleans. He re-

turns here Monday.

SAM WOOD, M-C-M director, returns to

Hollywood via South America when he com-
pletes work on "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" in Eng-
land.

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH, Paramount director,

has left for the Coast after a brief vacation
here to start work on "Are Husbands Neces-
sary" at the Para, studio.

LUCIUS BEEBE has returned to the Coast
for conferences with C. B. DeMille.

WILLIAM S1STROM, producer, arrives from
the Coast tomorrow morning, en route to

England to produce RKO's first English made
film.

FREDERIC STEPHANI, M-G-M director, and
his wife, are at the Sherry Netherland.

JOHN LODGE, actor, arrives here today on
the Champlain.

WILBUR C. HALL, chairman of the Virginia
Conservation Commission, and STUART WHITE,
Commission publicity director, are in New
York attending a conference regarding a pro-
posed production of a picture on the life of

Thomas Jefferson.
'

JACK OSSERMAN, RKO exchange manager in

Chicago, is vacationing in Fla.

JOHN HIMELEIN, former Grand National
branch manager in Cleveland, has returned
there after a Florida vacation.

FRANK DREW, M-C-M branch manager in

Cleveland, and MRS. DREW, leave the end of
this week for a vacation in Florida.

CLARENCE BROWN expects to leave the
Coast in a few days for a 10-day stay in

New York.

MRS. LEWIS MILESTONE is at the Sherry
Netherland.

LEON NETTER, Paramount Theater exec, re-

turns to the home office today after attending
a directors' meeting of the North Carolina The-
aters, Inc., at Greensboro, N. C.

JOHN FREDERICS, hat designer, has returned
to New York after creating 200 hats for GWTW
for David O. Selznick.

MURRY WE1NTRAUB of the Olenick and
Weintraub Coast publicity office, planed East,

called by his father's illness.

WILLIAM DIETERLE, Warner director, plans
a New York vacation as soon as he completes
"Juarez."

E. A. ALGAZY, French producer, leaves Hol-
lywood for New York Feb. 17.

SAM DEMBOW, JR., vice-prexy of F & M,
returns to New York next month from Florida.

Mayor's Intervention

Keeps A. C. Houses Open

Atlantic City— Threatened close-
down of the resort's picture the-
aters scheduled for yesterday was
called off, due to the last minute
intervention of Mayor C. D. White,
who ironed out several labor diffi-

culties for exhibs.
William H. Glendening, represen-

tative of the Stage Hands' local,

came out of the conference with
the announcement that a suitable
agreement had been reached and
credited the Mayor with saving the
day.

Operators and stagehands granted
a 10 per cent cut in wage scales
until June 1. Theaters here have
suffered recently from bad weather
conditions.

John Cooney Planning

for Another Pix Chain

* Chicago—Adding the Princess to
the Ogden, which he has been oper-
ating, John Cooney plans to build
up a new circuit. He sold the Cooney
Bros, circuit to Warners several
years ago.

Variety Club Convention

Set Back Week to Apr. 28

Detroit—Variety Clubs' National
Convention yesterday was postponed
one week to April 28-30. Banquet
is moved from Sunday to Saturday,
April 29.

Sunday Pix Bill in Maine
Augusta, Me.—A bill permitting

the showing of motion pictures on
Sunday between the hours of 3 and
11 p.m. under local option has been
filed in the Legislature by Rep.
John R. Smith, Democrat, of West-
brook.

Warners Would Examine
Tarkington Before Trial

Application was filed yesterday in
Federal Court by Warner Bros, to
examine Booth Tarkington before
trial in the latter's action against the
company. The author-plaintiff seeks
an injunction to restrain exhibition
of the WB feature "Penrod and his
Twin Brother" on the ground that
Penrod and the other characters are
the literary rights of Tarkington.

Hearing on the motion will be held
on Friday in U. S. District Court.

Schenectady Adopts Sign

and Billboard Ordinance

Schenectady—City Council unani-
mously adopted billboard and sign
ordinance describing the types to be
permitted, manner in which they
may be erected and setting up fees
based on cost to be charged for the
permit.

$100,000 in Rogers Funds I

To Aid War Against Pol

Maj. L. E. Thompson, chairra
of Will Rogers National Thea
Week, sponsored annually by '

motion picture industry, announc
yesterday that $100,000 had be

allocated by the Will Rogers li
morial Commission as a contril

tion to the National Infantum I

ralysis Foundation.
'

Of the $100,000 donated, $50,(

will be distributed direct to com
chapters of the Foundation in va
ous states. An additional $50,(

will be allocated directly to 1

Foundation for its national reseai
work and education and will be p;

out of the proceeds of the campai
observed during Will Rogers J

toinal Theater Week, which ti]

year will be held in the latter p;

of April.

UA to Break London Rule

of "Cold Storage" Booki

London (By Cable) — Uni1|
Artists will break a long-standi
precedent of releasing pictures i

general run five to six months af
the West End, or first-run, wt
"The Duke of West Point" g<*

into a West End theater for a ta<

week engagement. This is to

followed by an immediate secoi

run in two West End houses wh«
it will play for a week simults

eously. It will then be released
about 80 theaters in North Lond
in the same week and in about
South London theaters the folio

ing week.
The plan is declared by UA (

ecutives to be a step in the rig

direction toward eventual aboliti

of the so-called "cold storage" boc

ing.

British Acoustic Trial

Opens in Wlimingt<

Wilmington — -British Acous
trial opened at noon yesterday a

was adjourned at 1:30 until tl

morning after both sides had pi

sented an outline of their ca:

Judge John Nields adjourned eai

so New York lawyers could atte:

American Bar Association meetii

in New York last night.

Rotary Stabilizer

PLUS NEW
SHOCK PROOF

DRIVE

Lead parade of features in

^Wrcaphotophone

MAGIC VOICE of

the SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.

Designed for any theatre

—

regardless of size.
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jITI-RADIO STAND IS

TAT COMMENTATORS
i Continued from Page 1)

oe definitely united in the stand

en.

; is reliably reported that Jo-

in M. Schenck, prexy of the As-
ation of Motion Picture Produc-

1

's named a committee to han-
^T situation. The committee,

Film Stars9 Air Exit Held Justified
Detroit—Detroit Free Press, in a leading editorial, discusses film company action

to rule stars off radio programs and finds "plenty of justification" for the position

and asserts that radio interests "cannot fairly complain." Free Press suggests that
legit, managers and play producers would do well to consider similar action.

Result, says the Free Press, will tend to force radio interests "to develop their

own stars more generally and there are reasons for belief that the training of genu-
inely first-class radio attraction has several important angles making for popularity

which a person specially and exclusively trained as a screen or stage actor knows-'

little about."

5 said, may approach radio sys-

heads or may elect to wait for

er's overtures.

the producers follow through,
itually there will be complete
ndrawal of all film talent from
shows until such time as the

adcasting systems "muzzle" com-
itators prone to wisecrack and
at the industry's expense,

•or several years, exhibitor or-

izations have been squawking
dnst "destructive" air commen-
.es, with Jimmy Fidler in par-

ilar a target for the showmen's
plaints. Until the present time,

ever, the Coast has not been dis-

;d to act.

. iles Trammell, NBC executive

-president, recently returned

n Hollywood where he conferred

l film studio execs, on a pix-

o entente. Trammell's Coast trip

owed an earlier meeting between
I H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, and
or Lenox R. Lohr, NBC prexy.

'illiam F. Rodgers, general sales

tager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
*d yesterday that since the an-

.ncement last week of M-G-M's
ldrawal of its players from the

Tsday night "Good News" radio

m, the company has been in re-

t of hundreds of telegrams and
sages from its exhibitor cus-

ers expressing thanks for this

ortant step. M-G-M's decision

prompted by the complaints of

bitors who maintained that the

:3arance of M-G-M's stars on the
: was competing with theater at-

.lance, Rodgers said.

J. Allied Congratulates

Zanuck on Power Decision

Ernest W. Stirn in New
Attack on RKO Reorg. Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

in the main, Stirn's objections are in

respect of six classifications:

(A) The failure of the plan to

give consideration to the validity of

the contract rights recited as pref-

erences on the Class "A" stock cer-

tificates of Stirn; (B) the compli-
ance of Stirn with the order of June
28, 1934, and the failure of the se-

cured creditors and stockholders to

comply, and the failure, by due
process of law to protect the vested
rights of Stirn with regard to said

bar order and the applicable statutes

and rules of court; (C) The invalid-

ity of the allowance to Rockefeller
Center, Inc., in whole or in excess of

three years' rent, less credits; (D)
The invalidity of the whole or 45 per
cent of the debentures, if filed; (E)
The conduct of Atlas Corp., on behalf
of the Atlas Group, RCA and other,

whereby M. H. Aylesworth, direc-

tor of the Irving Trust Co., trustee,

was promised a portion of the prof-

its of Atlas Corp. and others in

consideration of his agreed advice
and assistance to Atlas Corp., for

themselves and others, being illegal

and forbidden by the statutes of the

U. S., including the provisions of

Sections (K) and (0) of Section
77-B, Section 29(b) and Section

1(19) of the Bankruptcy Act, as
well as the several statutes of the

U. S. forbidding the obstruction of

justice and conspiracy with relation

thereto; and, (F) Various failures

to comply with the pertinent stat-

utes, general orders and rules of

court, resulting in substantial preju-
dice to Stirn or to the parties.

Victor Fleming to Direct

"Gone With the Wind"

(Continued from Page 1)

originally signed to direct the pic-
ture.

In a joint statement by David 0.
Selznick and Cukor yesterday it was
stated that the decision to engage
a new director was due to disagree-
ment over handling of individual
scenes in the film. Selznick stated
that Cukor suggested his own res-
ignation.

Louisville Exhibs. Fight

Return of "Roller Derby"

Louisville— Exhibitors here have
organized to protest to city officials

against return of a "roller derby"
which bit into boxoffice receipts last
year for several weeks.

The group plans to point out that
the theaters must pay heavy State
and city taxes while the "roller
derby" pays only a comparably light

HEAR D OF J PROBING

N.D. DIVORCE REPEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

tice agents were on the ground.
Independent motion picture the-

ater operators yesterday carried the
fight to Bismarck to have Governor
John Moses veto the measure which
was adopted by the legislature Satur-
day to repeal the theater divorce-
ment act.

A resolution introduced by the
Non-Partisan League majority leader
in the House, R. R. Scholl, asking the
Governor to veto the measure be-
cause "it was passed under a mis-
apprehension," received a favorable
report from the Judiciary Commit-
tee but was withheld at Scholl's re-

quest "pending further develop-
ments."

Minneapolis—Al Steffes, prexy of
the Allied Theaters of the North-
west and regional vice-president of
National Allied, left for Bismarck,
N. D. yesterday in connection with
the divorcement statute repeal.

assessment for the same privileges.
With Sam Switow of the Switow
Amusement Co., as chairman, the
exhibitors have drawn up a tax list

for submission to city authorities
in behalf of their case.

Hied of New Jersey yesterday
?essed its approval of the U. S.

reme Court's action in upholding
Dallas anti-trust decision. The
Jersey unit, which held a

heon meeting at the Hotel Lin-

, also passed a resolution con-
flating Darryl F. Zanuck for
withdrawal of Tyrone Power

n the radio.

ne of the Allied patriotic trail-

was screened at the meeting.
all-day meeting of the unit is

duled for March 2 in Newark.

STORKS!
|

ttsburgh—Dave Fineman, of the
ent Square Theater here, is the
|er of a IVz pound daughter.

iicago—Charles Brown, of the
leum Theater, is the father of
w daughter.

Jewel Theater Hearing

Motion Comes Up Today

A motion by Harry Kosch, at-

torney for the Jewel Theater, to

move the hearings on the lottery
charge against the house from Spe-
cial Sessions to General Sessions
and jury trial, is returnable today.
The trial is scheduled to start today
but Kosch will seek to have it ad-
journed on the strength of his mo-
tion.

The Jewel Theater case is con-
sidered important, inasmuch as the
future of money games in New
York City theaters may hinge on
the outcome. License Commissioner
Paul Moss has threatened to can
eel the theater's license if a convic-
tion is obtained.

"Turf" in Miami Debut
The world premiere of Ed Small's

"King of the Turf" will take place
at the Lincoln Theater, Miami
Beach on Feb. 21.
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"John Ford's great masterpiece,

STAGECOACH, should run in

the nation's theatres until the

horses die of old-age and all

four wheels fall off the coach!"



THE INDUSTRY'S LEA
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MR HARRY GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS CORPN=

729 SEVENTH AVE NEWYORK NY=

WE JUST FINISHED SCREENING WALTER WANGERS STAGECOACH THINK THIS

IS ONE OF FINEST PIECES OF ENTERTAINMENT WE HAVE HAD THE PLEASURE

OF VIEWING IT IS A PERFECT "MOVIE" FOR YOUNG AND OLD ALIKE FINE

PERFORMANCES BY THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE CAST PLUS THE

BIGNESS OF THE OUTDOOR SETTINGS MAKE STAGECOACH OWE OF THE YEARS

IMPORTANT FILMS KINDEST REGARDS*

JOSEPH VOGEL LOEW THEATRES.
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HARRY GOLD. UNITED ARTISTS CORP=

729 S-EVENTH AVE =

STAGECOACH HELD OUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION SPELLBOUND FOR

AN HOUR AND FORTY MINUTES". A MASTERPIECE OF FINE

CHARACTERIZATIONS. ACTION AND SUSPENSE". IS HONESTLY ONE

OF THE GREAT PICTURES AND IS BOUND TO BE A SUCCESS FOR

WANGER AND A POWERFUL ANSWER TO THE PRAYER OF THE

EXHIBITORS. REGARDS=

W G VAN SCHMUS RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL.

354P

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

BY DIRECT WIRE FROM

Class of Service
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Telegram ©r Cable
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HARRY L GOLD. UNITED ARTISTS CORP=

729 SEVENTH AVE =

CONGRATULATIONS TO WALTER WANGER PRODUCER AND UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION DISTRIBUTOR OF A GREAT MOTION PICTURE STAGECOACH

THIS WILL NOT ONLY PROVE HUNDRED PERCENT IN ENTERTAINMENT

VALUE BUT WILL BE ONE OF THE BIG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS OF

THE YEAR=

:RY GREENEERGER SECRETARY LEFKOWICH AND

GREENBERGER CIRCUIT.

254P

RECEIVED BY PRIVATE

POSTAL TELEGRAPH

Tosral Telegraph
I Hi i\I I l!N\l IO\AI \Y\

NA16 82 NL=J0 SEATTLE WASHN FEB 9 193$

L J SCHLAIFER, UNITED ARTISTS C0RPN=

729 7 AVE NYC =

DEAR JACK WE PREVIEWED STAGECOACH LAST NIGHT AND OUR ORGANIZATION

AND MYSELF WERE SO IMPRESSED WITH IT THAT I FEEL I SHOULD SHARE OUR .

ENTHUSIASM WITH YOU. IN OUR OPINION IT IS ONE OF THE FINEST PICTURES]

OF THIS TYPE TO, BE PRODUCED IN MANY YEARS. IT HAS EVERY ELEMENT

ESSENTIAL FOR OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT AND AUDIENCE APPEAL. IT IS

FULL OF ACTION THRILLS AND THE TYPE OF ENTERTAINMENT THERE IS A

CRYING NEED FOR TODAY. A BOX OFFICE NATURAL. KINDEST PERSONAL

REGARDS=

FRANK L NEWMAN H AMR I CK-EVERGREEN THEATRES.
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HARRY GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS CORPN=

72° SEVENTH AVE=

JUST SCREENED STAGE COACH. WITHOUT DOUBT THIS IS OUTSTANDING

PICTURE OF ITS TYPE THAT HAS BEEN MADE IN MANY YEARS. JOHN FORD

HAS CERTAINLY DONE GREAT JOB OF DIRECTION. EACH MEMBER OF CAST

DOES A PERFECT JOB. I LOOK FOR GREAT RESULTS AT BOX OFFICE WITH

THIS PICTURE=

VINCENT P f-CFAUL PUBLIX SHEA THEATRES.

130P
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HARRY L GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS C0RP=

729 SEVENTH AVE=

I HAD THE PLEASURE OF ATTENDING A SCREENING OF STAGECOACH AND

IN MY OPINION THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST EPIC PICTURES EVER

PRODUCED. IT HAS AN EXCELLENT CAST. FINE ATTRACTION. AND A

GREAT STORY-. PREDICT STAGECOACH TO BE ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING

BOXOFFICE ATTRACTIONS OF THE YEAR AND AM LOOKING FORWARD TO

BREAKING RECORDS IN ALL OF MY THEATRES. KINDEST REGARDS=

MIKE MANOS MANOS L IPS I E CIRCUIT-.

117P

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROXI
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HARRY GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS C0RP =

729 7 AVE=

WALTER IANGER HAS PRODUCED IN STAGE COACH ONE OF THE SEASONS

OUTSTANDING THRILLERS AND IS ENTITLED TO THE CONGRATULATIONS

OF THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY STOP IN OUR OPINION STAGE COACH IS A

PHOTOGRAPHIC GEM AND THE BRILLIANT PERFORMANCES OF THE

EXCEPTIONALLY CAPABLE CAST WILL HOLD AUDIENCES SPELLBOUND

STOP JOHN FORDS GREATEST MASTERPIECE SHOULD RUN 1N THE

NATIONS THEATRES UNTIL THE HORSES DIE OF OLD AGE AND ALL FOUR

WHEELS FALL OFF THE C0ACH=

J J OCONNOR RKO THEATRES".

Class op SERVrCR
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HARRY L GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS CORP=

729 SEVENTH AVE=

JUST HAD PLEASURE OF SEEING WHAT I PREDICT TO BE ONE OF THE

OUTSTANDING PICTURES OF 1938-39 SEASON FROM BOTH ENTERTAINMENT

AND BOX OFFICE VALUE STAGE COACH. CONGRATULATIONS ON THIS

EXCELLENT PICTURE=

J H SHULMAN PRES SHULMAN SCHWARTZ CIRCUIT.

250P
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HARRY L GOLD, UNITED ARTISTS C0RP=

?2? SEVE-TH AVE tiEWYORK N Y=

CONGRATULATIONS. THE CONSENSUS OF OPINION OF ALL OUR ORGANIZATION

,7H0 SAW STAGE COACH SCREENED TODAY IS THAT WANGER HAS GIVEN OUR

INDUSTRY ONE OF THE GREATEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR BOTH FROM THE

STANDPOINT OF PRODUCTION AND BO/ OFFICE VALUE AND WE THANK YOU =

'
-

. r"LL INTERSTATE CIPCU IT.
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HARRY L GOLD.UNITED ARTISTS CORPN=

729 SEVENTH AVE=

JUST WITNESSED STAGECOACH AND THIS UNDOUBTEDLY IS THE PICTURE

OF THE YEAR FROM EVERY INDICATION THIS PRODUCTION SHOULD BE A

SMASH SUCCESS CONGRATULATIONS JOHN FORD WALTER WANGER AND

UNITED ARTISTS WHAT THIS INDUSTRY NEEDS ARE MORE PICTURES AS

OUTSTANDING AS STAGECOACH KINDEST REGARDS*

JOHN H HARRIS HARRIS AMUSEMENT COMPANIES.

119P

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SOGCESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE i COMPAN V WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCttfcN.NO ITS SBJIVICS

SI A 10 1 21 CGTL=SI EWYORK NY ? 244P
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WULATIONS. "STAGECOACH" IS A PEAL ACTION PICTURE. THE KIND

THAT WILL BRING PEOPLE TO THE BOXOFFICE. SAVE A SEAT FOR ME=

: v.'ilTZ LOEW THEATRES.

2^5P

a WALTER WANGER production

with CLAIRE TREVOR • JOHN WAYNE • Andy Devine • John Carradine

Thomas Mjtcheli • Louise Piatt • George Bancroft • Donald Meek

Berton Churchill • Tim Holt

Directed by JOHN FORD ^£Z£Z&
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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THOMPSON AGENCY

TESTING AD SHORTS

(Continued from Page 1)

1938 with majority of clients said to

be definitely interested in screen ad-
vertising. At the present time, two
additional shorts for Shell are in

production.
Shorts already produced have been

made by Rowland Reed Productions
and Animated Cartoons. It is pos-
sible that some of the new shorts
will be produced in New York by
firms here, it was learned.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Show Your Colors,"

sponsored by Shell Petroleum Corp.,

is in production here. The picture,

which is being photographed both
in black and white and Technicolor
is being produced by Roland Reed
Productions at Selznick-Internation-
al Studios. Alf Goulding is directing

and Lon Young is handling produc-
tion.

Dr. Miller McClintock, of Yale
University, is featured. Don Wilson,
NBC commentator, is doing the nar-
ration. Included in the cast are:

Kenneth Harlan, Edward Earle,
Evelyn Mulhall, John Ince, Willis
Claire, Buster Slavin.

Defeat of Anti-Ascap

Bill in Ark. Expected

(.Continued from Page 1)

ment is due to the fact, that U. S.

Supreme Court is scheduled to hand
down decisions in the instances of

anti-Ascap laws in the states of
Washington and Florida, and such
determination will have a vital bear-
ing on the constitutionality of simi-

lar Arkansas bill.

Louis D. Frohlich, Ascap counsel,

and Herman Finkelstein, associate
counsel, appeared here last week be-

fore both the Senate and House Judi-

ciary Committees in opposition to the
enactment of the measure.

Heywood-Wakefield Loss
Heywood-Wakefield Co., in a re-

port just issued by Richard N.
Greenwood, president, to company's
stockholders,; shows a net loss for
the calendar year 1938, after pro-
viding for all charges including de-
preciation, taxes and bond interest,

amounting to $108,051 as compared
with a profit of $481,580 for the
year 1937.

Best wishes trom THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 15

John Barrymore A. H. Halprin
Howard Higgins Leo Trainor
William Janney Lou Ostrow
I. E. Chadwick Hugh Wedlock, Jr.

Benjamin Listengart

• • • NEW ANGLE for a broadcast tied directly to the box

offices of a score of first-run theaters in day-and-date openings for

Warners' "Wings of the Navy" the plan will be used co-operatively

throughout the Michigan territory in a campaign planned by Mort Blumen-

stock for Warners, working with United Detroit Theaters and E. C. Beatty

and J. Oliver Brooks of the Butterfield Circuit

T T
• • • THE PLAN is a specially prepared broadcast timed to

influence attendance simultaneously in first-run theaters in that

territory there will be a half-hour program with a cast of

more than 60 dramatic players, musicians and specialty artists in

a radio preview of "Wings" romantic action and comedy

highlights from the story will be enacted by the radio cast

with a teaser treatment used in the dialogue similar to that

employed in screen trailers. . . .the names of the theaters co-oper-

ating will be mentioned, and the opening dates a novelty will

be the use of a trailer one week in advance by each of the 16

United Detroit theaters announcing the broadcast and the

Detroit opening date the Butterfield Circuit also will run

trailers in all its theaters for a week in advance, announcing a

state-wide broadcast

• • • IT SELDOM happens among the hardboiled reviewers

watching a picture cold in a projection room Applause but it

happened at the showing of Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach" here

is a picture that marks the Triumph of Troupers over the Glamour Gal

and Pretty Boy school of acting that is putting the sleeping sickness curse

on the Box Office here is a healthy, lusty, socko type of picture

that will give the B. O. a needed shot in the arm one of the greatest

outdoor action pictures ever made with one of the most appealingly

human stories ever told on the screen and what characterizations!

handled by real troupers that characterization of the drunken

doc by Thomas Mitchell automatically becomes the best of the month

maybe many months but they're all superb Director

John Ford again proves himself a master of delineation, of strong, tense

situations, of human touches that warm the heart, and bring tears to the

eyes we've already put it on our Ten Best for next year it

can't miss for it has one of the widest audience appeals of any

picture we can recall

T T
• • • THIS REALLY great motion picture has been given

special publicity treatment in a splendid brochure prepared
by John Leroy Johnston, press representative for W anger

filled with fascinating reading matter the story of the produc-
tion description of the country where the exteriors were shot

the historical background for the frontier incident on which
the drama is based data on the Indians and renegades of the

period a chapter on stagecoaching in the post Civil War
period, and the men who piloted them

T T
• • • TOMORROW nite 40 radio listeners will view "The House
of Rothschild" and on Friday nite Sam Taylor will have these lis-

teners go on the air over WHN and state why they think this picture

should be revived at this time there seems to be a strong belief

that this pic will pack 'em in right now because of its timely political

significance in the light of recent events in Europe

« « « » » »

MAX GORDON NAMED

TELE ADVISOR BY NB

(Continued from Page 1)

Gordon's Broadway or Hollywoi
activities since he plans to divii

his time this spring between t]\

theater, television and motion pi
tures, it was said.

In a statement last night, G^V,
declared that television would jvjr<

a boon to all legitimate theatf
workers, including writers, actoi
and producers. He stated that teL
vision would create an additions
outlet for such talent and that il

furtherance and development woul
open a new field for the theater.

Gov't Would Examine
UA Group Before Tru

(Continued from Page 1)

Artists defendants in the equity su:

brought by the Government agaim
the film industry, it was disclose
vesterday.
The motion is returnable befor

Judge William Bondy on Friday. Ur
der the New Rules of Civil Procedun
examination is permissible before
defendant answer is put in, it i

pointed out.

WEDDING BELLS

Margaret Hughes, formerly in thi

script department of M-G-M anc
Universal in Hollywood, was mar
ried recently in Mamaroneck t<

John Leo Delay of Cambridge, Mass
Mrs. Delay is a sister of Mrs. E. L

J
Breen, the former Alice Helen E I

Hughes, who was secretary and £ I

director of Universal.

Pittsburgh — Mildred Kaiser, foi

the past 14 years secretary to Johr
H. Harris, head of the Harris
Amusement Company, has resigned
to become the bride of Thomas
Triggs. Grace White, secretary tc

John T. McGreevey, booker for the

Harris Circuit, has taken over Miss
Kaiser's position, and Grace Neider-
berger, an employee of Film Row
for a number of years, replaces Miss I

White.

Pittsburgh— Mary Jane Thomas,
daughter of the veteran film man,

|

Walter Thomas, owner of the Thea-
trical Sign Shop, and Leroy Hoon,
son of Dr.- and Mrs. Lewis Hoon
of Monongahela, were married.

Richmond, Va.—Banning Edding-
ton, owner of the Columbia Poster
Printing Co., was married yesterday
to Margaret Moody. They will

honeymoon in New York.

Richmond, Va.—Pete Stainback,
chief of service, Loew's, was mar
ried to Miss Myrtle Nickel.

Cincinnati—M-G-M Pep Club is

throwing a shower for Miss Ethel

Jean Shields, who will marry Chris

Liebel of the Cincinnati Post.
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"Stagecoach"
with Claire Trevor, John Wayne,

Thomas Mitchell

Jnited Artists 96 Mins.—'TEN BEST FILM THAT STANDS OUT
Al ONE OF THE GREATEST HUMAN
kCTION DRAMAS.

Mark this down as one of the grandest

lutdoor pictures ever to reach the screen,

t is a lusty, gutsey story of pioneer days,

covering the post Civil War period in the

>Vest. It has one of the strongest group-

ngs of really fine characterizations ever

o be brought together in one picture. It

nas a story shot through with great thrills

End
action scenes and breathless suspense,

nd over all a vastly moving story of human
oeings facing their individual problems with

:ourage and grim fortitude. It catches the

pirit of the pioneering west and you feel

;very minute you watch that these people

ire real, and that the things they are doing

ire happening in real life before your eyes.W that's a feeling that few pictures can

give. The theme involves the journey of

i he stagecoach on a regular run from Tonto

o Lordsburg. But this time a renegade

ind his band of Apaches are on the war-

ath, and a troop of cavalrymen convoy the

tage for a part of the journey. The rest

s made alone, and the Apaches swoop
town, and then the audience is treated to

me of the greatest running fights ever

creened. It is superb. They get through

o Lordsburg by a hair, with the timely

•rrival of a cavalry troop. The climax

«as a scene that for sheer sustained sus-

pense is in a class by itself, as John Wayne,
he outlaw, starts down the street of the

own to fight it out with three other out-

aws in a death battle. Before and during

he trip of the stagecoach, incident is piled

n incident, concerning each of the motley

ind interesting crew of passengers, each

vith his or her own appealing story. The
utcast dance-hall gal (Claire Trevor). The
'Utlaw (John Wayne). The drunken Doc-

cr, a classic portrayal (Thomas Mitchell),

"he sheriff (George Bancroft). The

rooked banker (Berton Churchill). The
ambler (John Carradine). The nice girl,

young officer's wife who has a baby en

oute, played superbly by Louise Piatt,

"he whiskey salesman (Donald Meek). The
tagecoach driver (Andy Devine). All great

haracterizations. Director John Ford has

utdone his own brilliant record. A great

bcript by Dudley Nichols. A production

vith an enormously wide appeal because

f its combination of great action drama
/th poignant and beautiful human inter-

est. Can't miss.

CAST: Claire Trevor, John Wayne,
'nomas Mitchell, Andy Devine, John Car-

fidine, George Bancroft, Berton Churchill,

juise Piatt, Chris Martin, Donald Meek,
im Holt, Cornelius Keefe, Francis Ford,

. ent Odell, Walter McGrail, Chief Big

ree, Berendo Fowler, Elvira Rios, Florence

«ake, Marga Ann Daighton, Yakima Canutt,

larry Tenbrook, Paul McVey, Jack Pen-

ick, Lou Mason.

CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wanger;
Jirector, John Ford; Author, Ernest Hay-
ox; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols; Camera-
nen, Bert Glennon, Ray Binger; Editors,

•orothy Spencer, Walter Reynolds.

DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
xcellent.
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"Yes, My Darling
Daughter"

with Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn,

Roland Young

Warners 86 Mins.

SMART COMEDY FROM BROADWAY
STAGE CHARMS WITH BREEZY STORY
AND EXCEPTIONAL CAST.

The play that kept Broadway laughing
for a long run has reached the screen with

a fine cast interpreting the various en-
gaging roles. Priscilla Lane is the daughter
of the lady (Fay Bainter) who before her

marriage was a firebrand fighting for the

freedom of action for her sex. When
daughter decides to do the unconventional
thing and go off with her sweetheart for

the week-end, mother is aghast and tries

to dissuade her. Daughter goes anyway,
leaving the house in an uproar. Roland
Young is admirable as the old sweetheart
of mother's who has dropped in for the

week-end to discuss as a publisher the

book she has written. Grandma is de-
lightfully interpreted by May Robson, whose
ideas are very much up-to-date. And there

is the meddlesome and curious Aunt Con-
nie (Genevieve Tobin) who starts all the
trouble by discovering daughter plans a

week-end alone with her sweetie. The
piece is quite conversational, but it has

been handled expertly in the script and
the direction, and moves along with plenty
of sustained interest. Only the girl's father

(Ian Hunter) remains ignorant of the
week-end trip, and finally he is won over
when daughter returns, none the worse
for her little escapade. The story has
been cleaned up for the screen, and the
naughty scenes that had the theater audi-

ences in stitches have been toned down
or eliminated. It is still an enjoyable comedy
of polite people trying to be human.

CAST: Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Ro-
land Young, Fay Bainter, May Robson,
Genevieve Tobin, Ian Hunter, Robert Ho-
mans, Edward Gargan, Spencer Charters,
Lottie Williams.

CREDITS: Producers, Jack Warner, Hal
Wallis; Assoc. Producer, Benjamin Glazer,
Director, William Keighley; Author, Mark
Reed; Screenplay, Casey Robinson; Camera-
man, Charles Rosher; Editor, Ralph Dawson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

3 New Faces on Boxoffice

Ail-American Favorites

All-American Screen Favorites of
1938, as polled by Boxoffice, are:

Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable,
Myrna Loy, Shirley Temple, Mickey
Rooney, Deanna Durbin, Paul Muni,
Gary Cooper, Tyrone Power, Clau-
dette Colbert, Ronald Colman and
Jeanette MacDonald.

Nation-wide cross section poll
was conducted by Boxoffice among
film editors of the dailies, indie ex-
hibs., and National Screen Council.
Results of the latest ballot displace
but three of the 1937 favorites

—

William Powell, Robert Taylor, Son-
ja Henie. Newcomers are Rooney,
Durbin, Power.

"Tail Spin"
with Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,

Nancy Kelly

20th Century-Fox 84 Mins.

TIMELY NOVELTY WITH FEMME FLY-

ERS FEATURED IN STORY OF HEART

THROBS AND THRILLS.

For the first time the femmes do the

thrills in the aviation field for the screen,

and they manage to make an entertaining

job of it. Alice Faye is the leader of a

group of professional air women who are

peeved when a rich society girl (Constance
Bennett) with a yen for flying enters the

race for women at a Cleveland meet. They
think she is just trying to grab sensational

publicity, but they do not know that she

is doing it to convince her sweetie who is

a professional flyer that she can do some-
thing worth while. In her fast high-pow-
ered plane the other girls realize their

hopes of winning the first prize money are

slim. But she fools them by dropping

out of the race when she has it cinched,

allowing Alice Faye to take the prize.

The result of her faking motor trouble

causes the plane to go into a tail spin

as she bails out. Her parachute catches

in the struts, and she has a narrow escape,

but is only slightly injured. Thus the pro-

fessional girls learn to realize she is a good
sport, and find out her reason for being in

the game. Some neat pathos and very

strong suspense and thrills are injected

with the sensational dive to death of an-

other pro flyer (Nancy Kelly) following

upon the fatal accident to her young hus-

band (Edward Norris) who crashes flying

the rich girl's speed plane. This produc-
tion should click with the novelty of the

femme flyers, and the thrills and suspense
that are thickly interlarded.

CAST: Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,

Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farrell,

Jane Wyman, Kane Richmond, Wally Ver-
non, Joan Valerie, Edward Norris, J. An-
thony Hughes, Harry Davenport, Mary Gor-

don, Harry Rosenthal, Irving Bacon, Sam
Hayes.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Joe Brown;
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Frank

Weed; Screenplay, same.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

Columbia's Foreign Sales

Drive Set Feb. 27-May 27

Columbia's "International Person-
al Testimonial Campaign," annual
foreign sales drive, will open Feb.
27 and continue through week end-
ing May 27.

Three separate divisional units

have been set up as follows: Eu-
ropean, headed by Joseph Friedman;
the Far Eastern, headed by Cecil

Mason and J. B. Albeck, and Latin
American, with Charles Roberts at

its head.

Home Office committee with J. A.
McConville as chairman, includes
Arnold M. Picker, Jack Segal, Joseph
Levy, Herman Golden, A. Suarez
del Rivero and Clarence J. Schneider.

"one-third of a nation"
with Sylvia Sidney, Leif Erikson

Paramount 78 Mins.
SINCERE PRESENTATION OF SOCIAL

THEME LACKS ENTERTAINMENT VAL-
UES WITH DULL TREATMENT.

This stage play that caused lots of com-
ment last season as a Federal Theater Proj-

ect production has been divested of its

political implications and in its screen ver-
sion shapes up as a rather dull and morbid
drama of the slum sections of New York.
There is no question about the sincerity

of its creators to present a forthright mes-
sage concerning the submerged third of the
population who are supposed to live in

tenements similar to the one that forms
the main background atmosphere of the
story. But the fact still remains that
something more than honesty of purpose is

needed to serve as entertainment on the
screen, for it so happens that the vast
majority of the public that attends the

j

cinema is not a bit interested in propa-
ganda or sociological subjects such as

this. Add to this a presentation of the
subject and material in writing that is far

from inspired, and is in fact in many spots
downright flat and dull, and there seems
no reasonable expectation that the exhibi-

for can anticipate hanging out the SRO
sign. There is nothing light or bright

: to relieve the deadly monotony of the
story's sombre and drab mood. If it had
been done with an occasional high note
of tragedy, or some bits of genuine pathos
that would wring your heart, there would
be a reason for shouting loudly in its

praise, for the screen can stand a few
forthright messages with a social implica-

tion. The theme is that of a fire in a

tenement on the East side of New York
near the river, with the brother of Sylvia

Sidney being crippled for life as a result.

The owner of the ramshackle structure is

Leif Erikson, the scion of one of the
wealthy New York families whose social

prestige and financial position have been
built from such tenement properties. Ro-
mance develops between the girl and
youth, resulting in his eventually tearing

down all the family tenements for new
law structures. In between this slight

framework the action moves mechanically
and without any real suspense, or a crea-
tion of a sense of the significant social

purpose in back of the proceedings. It

is just mediocre writing from a theatrical

story that doesn't stand up under the an-

alytical lens of the camera. Sidney and
Erikson do the very best possible with their

parts, and there is a grand piece of work
done by Myron McCormick as a youth
with radical ideas. Director Dudley Mur-
phy has really achieved wonders with ma-
terial that would have stumped many a

director to make it as vital and realistic

as he did.

CAST: Sylvia Sidney, Leif Erikson, Myron
McCormick, Hiram Sherman, Sidney Lu-
met, Murial Hutchison, Percy Waram, Otto
Hulitt, Horace Sinclair, Iris Adrian, Charles
Dingle, Edmonia Nolley, Hugh Cameron,
Julia Fassett, Baruch Lumet, Byron Rus-
sell, Robert George, Wayne Nunn.
CREDITS: Producer, Dudley Murphy; Di-

rector, Same; Author, Arthur Arent; Adap-
tation, Dudley Murphy; Screenplay, Oliver

H. P. Garrett; Cameraman, William Miller;

Editor, Duncan Mansfield.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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yesterday over the Dallas case Su-
preme Court decision Monday. It

was freely admitted that the deci-
sion would help the Government in
its New York anti-trust equity suit
where collateral questions occur.
However, it was pointed out that
nuestion of divorcement, which the
Government considers the crux of
i s New York suit, was not involved
in the Dallas case.

It was indicated that the Depart-
ment has yet to hear from any of
the defendants with a compromise
settlement or consent decree over-
tures following the Dallas decision,
although it was added by an in-
formed Justice Department man:
"Consent decree is always a pos-
sibility."

"We have got our hands full at
present," was this official's reply to
query if the Dallas case decision
would be used by the Justice De-
partment as a springboard for
further probes and suits against
the majors.

News Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Frank Lloyd was signed yesterday by Columbia as producer-director for

Elizabeth Page's "The Tree of Liberty" . . . Warners has signed Edmund Coulding to

direct Bette Davis in "All This, and Heaven Too" . . . Sam Goldwyn will produce
"Thirteen Co Flying." by Guy Trosper and Ben Grauman Cohen . . . David 0. Selznick
has signed John Van Druten to do the screenplay of "Intermezzi" . . . Metro has

acquired "Three Kings and a Girl" by Billy Cilbert . . . Dominion Films of Canada
is talking a deal with Buck Jones; series of Westerns is in prospect.—WILK.

Hold Hearings Tomorrow "Farthest North" Exhib

Union's Business Agent

to Be Sentenced Friday

Freehold, N. J.— George Roop,
business ageit of the Red Bank pro-
jectionists' local, is scheduled to be
sentenced Friday, following his con-
viction on a charge of conspiracy to

damage the Liberty Theater.
According to testimony brought

out at two trials, Roop hired two ac-

complices to throw sand in the Lib-
erty's projectors following a labor
controversy. Roop, it was said, had
requested Max Snider, owner of the
theater, to unionize his house. Snider,
the testimony revealed, said he was
willing to unionize provided he would
be permitted to retain his current
operator who had been with him for
several years.
Roop, according to the testimony,

refused the request, demanding that
Snider hire an operator of the union's
selection. Snider would not discharge
his operator and, it was charged,
Roop hired two men to damage the
equipment. Both accomplices pleaded
guilty, one receiving a jail sentence
and the other a suspended sentence.

When Roop was tried last July, the
jury voted 11 to one for conviction.

A second trial, recently held, resulted

in a verdict of guilty.

"Elsinore" for Loew Houses
"Mutiny of the Elsinore," filmiza-

tion of the Jack London novel, has I

been set to play the entire Loew
Metropolitan circuit, opening tomor-
row at the Criterion Theater. Prin-
cipal Film Exchange is distributor.

On Conn. Bingo Measures

Hartford, Conn.—Six Bingo bills

and a Bank Night bill are scheduled
to be heard by the Judiciary Com-
mittee tomorrow and a large attend-
ance of exhibitors is expected. The
Bingo bills all limit operation of the
game to charitable, civic, education-
al, fraternal, religious, or volunteer
fire organizations, and several limit
the kind and value of the prize, ad-
mission fee, conduct by and for the
organization itself, provide for li-

censing by the state, and assurance
of financial responsibility in case of
injury or damage.

In addition to the Bingo games,
fhis session of the Legislature has
before it an Anti-Ascap bill; two-
men-in-a-booth; a bill requiring $25
license fee for any public coin ma-
chine; a labor bill requiring an
employe who works on Sunday to
be relieved for one full regular
working day during the six days
next ensuing; a provision for regu-
lation of closing and opening hours
by Board of Selectmen; an act pro-
viding police protection for events
of all kinds requiring the same
when sponsored by an educational
institution; and bills setting up
State Racing Commissions and reg-
ulating racing for trotters and
pacers where pari-mutuel betting is

permitted.

Anna Neagle to Make Three
Costume Pix for RKO Radio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Anna Neagle will

star for RKO Radio in three cos-
tume productions, according to the
plans developed by Herbert Wilcox,
now here for confabs with George
J. Schaefer.

First plans contemplated the Brit-
ish star's appearance in modern
stories, but Wilcox feels that any
switch from the costume pieces with
which she has become identified
would be inadvisable.
Wilcox is anxious to sign Ronald

Colman and Aubrey Smith for
"Kitchener of Khartoum," tempo-
rary title, which he will send before
the cameras at Denham in April.
RKO Radio will release the pix
under the new partnership deal.

Thought fulness?
Chicago—Maybe with an eye to aid-

ing service at Sunday dinners, Dale The-
ater is offering large meat platters as

nremiums with 25-cent admissions on
Sunday.

"Baskervilles" on March 31

Release date of March 31 has
been set on the "Hound of the
Baskervilles," designated as the first

Cosmopolitan release under the new
20th-Fox-Cosmopolitan deal, "Alex-
ander Graham Bell," April 14, and
"Lawyer of the West," June 9, are
next two under the four-to-six pix
annually deal for two years.

Building Radio Station

Portland, Ore.—Capt. A. E. Lath-
rop, "Farthest North" exhib. oper-
ating houses in Anchorage, Fair-
banks and Cordova, Alaska, will
establish KFAR at Fairbanks as
the first radio station in the Alas-
kan interior. Lathrop, now paying
a semi-annual visit here, said the
station will be a 1,000-watter on
610 kilocycles.

Lathrop, who went to Alaska 43
years ago, owns two newspapers,
apartment houses in Anchorage,
Fairbanks and Cordova, a depart-
ment store, a cannery, an airplane
hangar and shop at Cordova in ad-
dition to the theaters. He is presi-
dent of the Cordova Bank and is

president and controls the Healy
River coal mine.

State Censorship Measure
In Michigan Legislature

'Continued from Page 1)

and license motion picture theaters.
Fenner proposed to have a license

fee imposed upon films exhibited in
the state at the rate of $3 for every
1,000 feet of original film and $2
for each 1,000 feet of copy of films
exhibited in the state.

A censorship board would elim-
inate any film, or parts of a film,
tending to "corrupt morals or in-
cite crime."

'Beachcomber,' 'Blues' Ahead
Paramount's "The Beachcomber"

and "St. Louis Blues" are doing bet-
ter than average business in various
key city engagements, reports yes-
terday to the Paramount home office

indicate.

IVr-t Coast Biveau. of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"The Beachcomber,"

according to present plans, will play
two days of the third week before
"St. Louis Blues" opens at the Para-
mount on Feb. 23. ,

Continue Relief Drive

Chicago — Refugee relief drive
here will continue although the or-
iginal $100,000 goal has been ex-
ceeded, it was announced by Jack
Kirsch, Allied of Illinois prexy and
drive chairman. Jack Osserman,
RKO exchange manager, has been
named chairman of the Chicago
Film Trade relief fund. He will co-
operate with Kirsch and Henri El-
man, promoter of the recent Kirsch
dinner which raised several thou-
sand dollars for the project.

RKO Re-Issuing Two
RKO will re-issue "Star of Mid-

night" nationally Friday. "Lost
1 Patrol" will also be re-issued.

WARNERS' 'DAUGHTE

UNCUT BY VA. GENS

'Continued from Page 1)

State Board of Regents. State
partment of Education's Motion
ture Division last week reje/"Yi,
Warner license application. V/ '

Censorship standards in both I

York and Virginia are essentially
same. Or are supposed to be.

Albany, N. Y.—The Board of
gents received Warner Bros.'
peal as Censor Irwin Esmond's :

sons for rejecting "Yes, My Dar
Daughter" became public. The (

sor objects to the apparent justif

tion of intimacy and says the
might encourage young couples
do likewise, according to the b
to be filed in New York today.

Albert S. Howson, in the Wai
appeal, in citing the produc
stand, seemingly welcomes a ffl

promise through eliminations
changes.

Regents to See Banned
"Le Puritan" Here To<

French production, "Le Puriti
based on the Liam O'Flaherty no
will be screened for the N. Y. Si

Board of Regents here toe

Screening results from distribut
appeal from the adverse decision
Dr. Irwin S. Esmond, director
the Motion Picture Division,
partment of Education.
At the same time, the Regc-

committee of three will see Vi

ners' "Yes, My Darling Daughti
also on appeal.
According to O'Flaherty, now

New York, "Le Puritan" is do'

well in Europe, being banned o

in Germany, Italy, Poland, Rus,
Rebel Spain and the Irish W
State. Fascist and clerical opp<
tion to the picture is blamed
O'Flaherty.

Recourse of Warners, should
Board of Regents refuse to lice

"Yes, My Darling Daughter" is

the Appellate Division, Third Ji

partment of the Supreme Court
Albany, where "Ecstasy," "Tom
row's Children" and "Whirlpo
have been argued.

"Yes, My Darling Daughter" t

scheduled to open at the Strand T
ater on Broadway Friday, but
cause of the censorship argum
will be replaced by "Off the Recor

Star's Father Dies

London (By Cable) — Schedu
sailing for the U. S. today
Anna Neagle has been cancelled c
to the death of her father, Cal
H. W. Robertson, 67.

Coal Dust and Snow |
Denver—Giant outdoor "sign'' painted It

in soft coal dust over virgin snow near

a point on the roads to Colorado's >

mountain winter playgrounds where !'

three main highways converge, drew at- I
tontion to "Gunga Din," in advance of

its showing at the Orpheum Theater.
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"Silver on the Sage"
with William Boyd, George Hayes,

Russell Hayden

amount-Sherman 66 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
-""KING ADDITION TO THE HOP-
"^S CASSIDY SERIES HAS SUSPENSE

kD ACTION.

The ingredients which have made the

opalong Cassidys" the topnotch series

Westerns are again employed in making
jood outdoor picture. The winning per-

lality of William Boyd as Hopalong, the

«iic antics of George Hayes as Windy,
i the impetuousness of Russell Hayden
Lucky, combine with an interesting story

i well chosen locations beautifully pho-

;raphed, to achieve the result. A very

sable heavy is Stanley Ridges. The plot

western formula, but the manner in

ich the situations are handled makes
i piece somewhat different. Maurice
raghty contributed the screenplay, and

;ley Selander's direction injects suspense

d action. Russell Harlan photographed
s production. Harry Sherman maintains

: high standards for which the series

noted. J. D. Trop served as his associ-
'• producer. Lucky and Windy deliver a

rd of cattle to a potential purchaser,

derick Burton. They are left on the

ter's premises, but in the morning they

: gone. Lucky suspects an inside job,

d unwittingly accuses Burton, which
kes it difficult to do much investigating,

rton's foreman (Talbot) is the brother

Earl Brennan, gambling house owner,

inley Ridges plays both roles. Hopalong
•nes along, gets a job as dealer in Bren-

b's gambling establishment, finds that

ennan impersonates Talbot whenever nec-
iary, and finally traces the rustling to

n.

CAST: Willram Boyd, George Hayes,

ssell Hayden, Stanley Ridges, Frederick

rton, Ruth Rogers, Jack Rockwell, Roy
rcroft, Ed Cassidy, Sherry Tanzey, Jim
rey, Wen Wright, Bruce Mitchell.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; As-
,:iate Producer, J. D. Trop; Director, Les-
' Selander; Based on story by Clarence
Mulford; Screenplay. Maurice Geraghty;

imeraman, Russell Harlan, ASC; Editor,

bert Warwick; Art Director, Lewis J.

ehmil; Sound, Wm. H. Wilmarth; Mu-
al director, Boris Morros.

*DIRECTION, Suspenseful. PHOTOGRA-
Y, Good.

y.'s Lottery Amendatory
Act Held Unconstitutional

Madisonville, Ky.— Circuit Judge
larles H. Wilson held unconstitu-
Dnal the Kentucky General Assem-
y's amendatory act excluding the-
rs, mercantile firms and certain
er concerns from the state lot-

law. He requested that his de-
lon be taken to the Court of
peals for review.
The ruling came in the acquittal,

i peremptory instructions, of the
P-'escent Amusement Co., Inc., which
ad been indicted on a charge of
inducting "Bank Night" at its

rlington, Ky., theater. The amen-
itory act became effective in July,
st year. The indictment was re-
rned two months later.

"Navy Secrets"
with Grant Withers, Fay Wray, Dewey

Robinson

Monogram 60 mins.

PROGRAMMER WITH SPY MELLER

STORY LACKING IN PUNCH AND CON-
VICTION.

Master spies, secret armament data and two

secret service agents, each unknown to the

other, rattle around somewhat confusingly

in this new Monogram release. The story

is poorly constructed and it lacks dramatic

punch, with one rather suspenseful se-

quence and a fist fight about the only real

action the film affords. The cast is ade-

quate to the story, with Fay Wray, an at-

tractive agent in any man's language, Grant
Withers, Dewey Robinson and Craig Rey-

nolds the principals. Reynolds has been
selling navy data to foreign agents and

Fay has been assigned to catch him. Rey-

nolds is locked up and Withers replaces

him at a date he has with Fay. From
there on there is much ado about an en-

velope until the end of the picture, with

the master spies proven to be a bunch of

fatheads as they answer phone calls from

everybody and meet everybody who says

he has an envelope. Naturally they get

caught, and Fay and Grant discover they

are in love when they meet each other

formally in the secret service office.

CAST: Grant Withers, Fay Wray, Dewey
Robinson, Andre Cheron, Robert Frazer,

Craig Reynolds, George Sorell, W. von
Brincken, Joseph Crehan, Duke York.

CREDITS: Supervisor, William Lackey;

Director, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,

Harvey Gates; Story, Steve Fisher; Cam-
eraman, Harry Neuman; Editor, Russell

Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Ploenes Succeeds Menches
As Akron Indies' Prexy

Akron, 0.—The Akron Independent
Theater Owners elected Al Ploenes,
Orpheum Theater, president to suc-
ceed Robert C. Menches, who had
held the post for seven years. Park
Belden was elected vice-president and
R. C. Wahl was elected secretary-
treasurer.

Subject up for discussion included
flexibility of the present availability
policy whereby the 20 cent and 15
cent houses shall set back their dates
in the event that the 25 cent house is

set back from the break date, disre-
garding any booking dates already
contracted for; elimination of five

cent children matinees provided the
first-runs adopt a 15 cent children
matinee admission policy; elimination
of the 10 cent early bird matinee; a
solution of the 10 cents-to-6 p.m. sit-

uation and the elimination of the in-
termediate admission price for those
under 16.

W. A. Smith, Park Belden and
Charles P. Stadler were named as an
Availability Committee to work out
a plan.

//THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY//

Is the right of privacy different for the aver-

age individual than for theman of renown?

Can a person be protected against having
his picture published in a newspaper?

Has the family of a dead man the right to

preserve his memory to themselves?

May a person publish an unauthorized
biography of a living person?

Does a corporation have a right of privacy?

Does the right protect a man's family as
well as the man individually?

If a motion picture dramatizes an historical

event, does that violate the right of privacy
of any person still living who is so por-

trayed?

May real names of living individuals be
used in a motion picture?

Can a photographer exhibit photographs
without authority?

Is a stage name protected by the doctrine
of privacy?

Does a newsreel have the same right to cir-

culate pictures as a newspaper?

May a member of an audience take a can-
did camera picture of a theatrical perform-
er?

May a commercial concern use the picture
of a screen performer for advertising pur-
poses without authority?

These and many more important questions

will be answered in a special article entitled

"THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY:
A NEW BRANCH OF LAW"

By LOUIS NIZER
of the law firm

PHILLIPS & NIZER

A SPECIAL FEATURE ARTICLE
appearing in

THE 1939 FILM YEAR BOOK
(OUT EARLY NEXT MONTH)
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Aajor Studios Show Trend to Fewer Term Contracts

DIVORCEMENT REPEAL BIT TO GOV. BY WEEK-END

Aove to Strip Entertainment Disguise From Ad Films

New Themes
. . or old essentials?= By CHESTER B. BAHN^^

'ER so often—and there's a noticeable

increase in frequency of late—this in-

try is advised to discard old formulas

cure its box-office ills by a liberal

> of new themes and new story treat-

its.

Without exactly lining up with the Hol-

ood Old Guard, who reputedly prefer

th to surrender, it's worth noting that

« of the best box-office bets of the

in supposedly sophisticated New York
the more naive hinterlands as well,

basically throwbacks to the industry's

t pants if not diaper days.

he most powerful box-office stimulant

ome from 20th Century-Fox in a period

nonths is "Jesse James," a melodramatic
Dn-crammed cops-and-robbers saga rem-
ent of another production day.

— .• —
ND certainly the best money picture

to be sent Eastward by RKO Radio in

y a moon is "Gunga Din," which last

t finished a third well-paying week at

io City Music Hall. In its instance, too,

e's a certain nostalgic quality.

i view of this state of affairs, the per-

;nt interest manifested by Hollywood
- >os in remakes is understandable and,

h marked degree, defensible. However,

I
e's this point which the captains of

iiuction would do well to keep in mind:

|ssential cinematic elements should not

confused with plot, per se.

return to old stories is not nearly so

Drtant as a return to the employment
[hose elements which gave substance to

moving picture as an art form.

— • —
a matter of business, it's okay to take

|

a successful picture of yesterday and
ake it.

Jt this commentator has a hunch it

lid be still better business to subject
lerday's successful picture to painstaking

llysis—to take it apart to see what

] e it click, as 'twere—and apply the les-

thus learned to the production of new
les.

that were done, the chances are that

e would be more "Jesse Jameses" and
"Gunga Dins," fewer X's, Y's and 2?s.

MPPDA Action Regarded as

Barrier to Ad Field

Development
As a result of action quietly tak-

en by the MPPDA board of direc-

tors in December, the screens of
theaters controlled by affiliated cir-

cuits are closed to ad films unless
they have been okayed by the Ad-
vertising Advisory Council and
plainly identified as to commercial
nature. Exceptions are so-called
minute reels under 200 feet in

length.
Reports that the Hays organiza-

(Continued on Page 10)

NEW 20TH-F0X LINEUP

TO BE SET IN MARCH

Budget and product lineup of
20th-Fox for the 1939-40 season will

be set in March when Sidney R.
Kent, president, and Herman Wob-
ber, general manager of distribu-

(Continued on Page 9)

National Screen Service

Making Shorter Trailers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Acting on sugges-

tions by exhibitors, producers and
distributors, National Screen Ser-
vice has started making much short-

(Continucd ou Page 6)

D OF J ACTS
ON PREVIEWS
Showing of Four Features

in Syracuse Blocked

Previews of new pictures on
Thursday evenings at RKO-Schine
Keith's Theater, Syracuse, have
been stopped following a number of
developments in which the Depart-
ment of Justice participated, it was
learned yesterday.

Keith's owned by RKO and oper-
ated by the Schine interests, had
been using the preview policy
whereby a patron entering the the-
ater at 6 P.M. saw four features.
Allied of New York members in
Syracuse protested to Harry Kosch,
the organization's counsel, who
wrote a letter to Thurman Arnold,

(Continued on Page 9)

ALJOLSON CANCELS

AIR SHOW CONTRACT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Jolson will with-

draw from his contract for the Life-
buoy air show on March 14, shortly
before beginning work at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox on a new picture.
Lawton Campbell of Ruthrauf &

Ryan last night made the following
(Continued on Page 6)

Coast Players, Directors, Writers

With Term Contracts Decline in '38

Copia and Fabian Take Rap
At RKO Reorg. Plan Approval

Copia Realty Co. and Fabian Oper-
ating Corp. filed notice of appeal yes-
terday from the Jan. 17 order of Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy formally

(Continued on Page 3)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Most noticeable pro-

duction trend at the present time is

that towards fewer contract people.
Applies to players, directors and

writers alike.

Checkup in this connection just
completed shows that during 1938,

(Continued on Page 10)

Veto Request Resolution Re-

ported Dead in N. D.

House Committee
Bismarck, N. D.—Before the end

of the week Governor John Moses is

expected to get the theater divorce-
ment repeal bill for signature or dis-
approval. In the meantime he is be-
ing bombarded by individuals and in-

terests on both sides of the issue.

Speaker Oscar Hagen, of the House,
said yesterday he expected to sign
the bill before Friday, and transmit
it to the Senate for signature of
President Jack Patterson.
The resolution introduced in the

(Continued on Page 3)

D OF J CONTEMPLATES

INVESTIGATION IN N.D.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Department of

Justice has not sent any agents to

North Dakota to investigate the cir-

cumstances surrounding the Legisla-
ture's repeal of the theater divorce-
ment law, The Film Daily was ad-
vised yesterday by Gordon Dean, spe-
cial executive assistant to the Attor-
ney General after a conference with

(Continued on Page 3)

Discuss N. Y. Legislative

Problems Here Tomorrow

Circuit heads, attorneys and organ-
ization leaders in New York will meet
tomorrow in Harry Brandt's office in

the Globe Theater for the purpose of

discussing state legislative problems.
It is understood that topics for dis-

(Continued on Page 9)

Name Winners of Drive's

Exploitation Competition

Fifteen winners in the competition

among theater managers for the best

exploitation campaigns in connection

with the Motion Picture's Greatest

Year were chosen by a committee of

advertising representatives from all

(Continued on Page 9)
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MIlAnCIRL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

16'/2 16'/2 16V-.Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

11 11 11

180 180 180 — 2

13 12V2 13 + Vi
49 48V2 48i/

2 — 1/2

105/s 103/8 105/8

10% 10% 10% +"'Vs
93/4 91/4 91/4 + 1/4

2V4 2V4 21/4

237/8 23% 23% + %
64 63 63 — 1/2

53/8 5V4 51/4 — Vs
39 38% 39 + 1%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww 1013/8 101 % 101% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...101 10034 101 + %
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41 70 70 70
Warner's 6s39 96 95 1/2 96

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Piers. ... 23,4 2% 2% + %
Sonotone Corp ]3/B 13/3 13/8 ,

Technicolor 19 1834 1834— 1/4

Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Picts 6'/2 61/2 6V2 + 1/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Tathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 5 6Vi
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

. . . 943/8 963/8
Met. Playhouse. Inc., 5s '43 69 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 614s 1st '43 70% 72Vi

Educational Reports to SEC
On Its Subsidiary Setup

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Educational Pictures,

Inc., yesterday filed a special report
with the SEC stating that Grand
National Pictures, Inc., became a sub-
sidiary on Sept. 31, 1938, by issuance
of 15,000 shares preferred stock and
1,100,000 shares common stock to it

pursuant to terms of an agreement
between Educational and Loyd
Wright and Edward L. Alperson. The
transaction gave Educational 81 1/3
per cent of the voting control.
Grand National Films, Ltd., of

Canada also became a subsidiary, it

was reported by purchase of stock
from Wright and Alperson. Educa-
tional owns 51 shares of common out
of 100 outstanding, it was reported.
The report stated the following

subsidiaries were merged into the
parent body on Oct. 26, 1938: Edu-
cational Productions, Inc., Atlantic
Pictures Corp., Picture Alliance
Corp., Arcadia Pictures Corp. merged
into Educational Films Corp. of
America.

New Billboard Measure
Before New York Senate

Albany—Under provisions of a Bill

introduced in the Senate by C. Tra-
cey Stagg, a committee to consist of
the Conservation Commissioner,
Highway Commissioner, Chairman
of the State Planning Council and
State Park Council, and State Police
Superintendent is named to prepare
and enforce regulations for bill-

boards and outdoor advertising signs.
Bill requires permit for individual
signs and prohibits erection within
^r°scribed distance from highway.

It is not believed any billboard leg-
islation will be enacted this year but
a legislative committee may be
named to study the subject.

Jewel Theater Games Case
Is Adjourned to March 15

Judge Morris Koenig of New York
General Sessions yesterday took un-
der advisement the motion by Harry
Kosch, counsel for the Jewel Theater,
to move the lottery hearings from
Special Sessions to General Sessions.
The trial, which was scheduled for
yesterday, was adjourned until March
15. If Judge Koenig grants the mo-
tion, the case will be heard before a
jury.
Kosch in his arguments contended

that the case involved property
rights, a decision which will be far
reaching in its effect and exceptional
circumstances of public interest.

The Jewel, charged with violating
lottery laws through the operation of
a money game, is regarded as a
"guinea pig" in the games question,
inasmuch as it has been threatened
with the loss of its license if a con-
viction is obtained, and other theaters
in the city would be correspondingly
affected.

Dinty" Moore Will Take
WB Post Under Kalmine

B. F. "Dinty" Moore, who has been
working in Oklahoma City for Stand-
ard Theaters Corp., goes to Pitts-
burgh within the next two weeks to
work under Harry Kalmine, Warner
Bros.' zone manager, it was an-
nounced by Warners yesterday.

Oklahoma City—Byron H. "Dinty"
Moore, general manager of Standard
Theaters, Inc., since Sept. 1 has re-
signed. His family will remain here
until the end of the school term.
Walter B. Shuttee, general man-

ager before Moore's assignment here,
returns to that post.

Organized Labor Fights

Billboard Restriction

Albany — Faced by the hardest
fight in the long anti-billboard cam-
paign, members of New York State
Sien, Scene and Pictorial Painters,
affiliated with A F of L, are now
petitioning members of the New
York State Legislature to oppose
proposals as mechanics "performing
this class of work could not—espe-
cially during the present period of
depression — be absorbed by any
other industry."

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Stnmgi' by RppI or Vault

729 Seventh Ave. |"

N.«U£ I
SECURITY

Anti-Trust Suit Resumed
Boston— The Morse & Rothen-

berg $2,000,000 anti-trust suit
against the eight major film com-
panies was resumed yesterday be-
fore Master Philip A. Hendrick in
Federal Court. Edward F. McClen-
nen, chief counsel for the defense,
suffered a heart attack late last
week and hearings were suspended.
McClennen has fully recovered.

Three for "Gunga Din"
Chicago— RKO Radio's "Gunga

Din" will stay three weeks at the
Palace.

Mono.'s Annual Statement

to Shockholders Tomorrow

Monogram's board of directors yes-
terday authorized the mailing of the
company's annual statement to the
stockholders tomorrow. The annual
stockholders' meeting is scheduled
for March 1.

W. Ray Johnston, president, ar-
rived from the Coast yesterday to
attend the board session.

Absence of Smith Blocks

Setting of Hearing Date

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Date for the start of

public hearings on the Neely anti-
block-booking and blind-selling bill

before a Senate Interstate Commerce
sub-committee will not be set until
after the return next Monday of Sen-
ator E. D. Smith, Dem., S. C, its

chairman.

GN English Meeting Feb. 22
Grand National's sales representa-

tives in England will hold their first
sales meeting on Feb. 22 in London,
with Jeffrey Bernerd presiding, ac-
cording to a cable received yesterday
by the New York office.

cominc rdd coin

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th-Fox, wj
leave for the Coast around March 10 to con' I

with studio execs, on next year's program.
J

CEORCE J. SCHAEFER is expected to retv

to the home office tomorrow.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy, ;

rived from the Coast yesterday.

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of d
tribution for 20th-Fox, leaves for the Co;
via Florida in about 10 days.

FREDERIC ULLMAN, JR., vice-prexy of Pat
News, has returned from a three-week stay
the Coast.

E. C. CRAINCER, general manager of t

Shea Theatrical Enterprises, is on a two weel
tour of the company's houses in Ohio a
Pennsylvania.

PAUL WIR, United Artists manager in Pa -

ama, and his wife, sailed yesterday on t

Veragua following a month's vacalion here

LOU POLLOCK, Universal advertising a
publicity manager in the East, leaves for t

Coast tomorrow.

BORIS MORROS has arrived in France to co
fer with Leon Siritzky, his associate in ne

production company.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT sails Feb. 25 on t

Queen Mary for England on business.

SI SEADLER leaves for the Coast tomorrc
for a three weeks' stay.

ARTHUR M. LOEW, M-C-M foreign chie

'

tain, and LAUDY LAWRENCE, continent
European manager, have arrived on the Coa

,

for studio huddles.

ARTHUR JACOBSON, head of Paramount
talent department, leaves the Coast Saturd,
for a cross-country talent hunt.

SAM OPPENHEIM, chief RKO projectionis
has returned from a vacation in Florida.

JACK LA RUE and his wife arrived on tl

Champlain yesterday.

JESSE J. COLDBURG sails Saturday on tl

Aquitania for Europe.

Talking Lab. Contracts
Meeting was held yesterday b<

ween Local 702, lab. workers unioi
and De Luxe and Consolidated Lai
oratories to discuss terms of a ne
contract. Next parley will be hel
Monday.

Defer Appeal Screening
Board of Regents appeal screenin

of Warners' "Yes, My Darlinj
Daughter," scheduled yesterday, wa'
deferred one week. Warners is fighl

ing New York State censors' rejec
tion of the film.

Flu Hits Chi. B. O.
Chicago— Flu outbreak here ha

depressed theater attendance.

COPYRIGHT ""MECHANICAL

RECORDING PROBLEMS

The outstanding research au- r

thority on these subjects is

available full or part time.

Box 1101

1501 Broadway

The Film Daily

New York City
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IVORGE REPEAL B1IL

GOV. BY WEEK-END

(Continued from Page 1)

nise asking the Governor to veto

repeal act has "died in commit-

a," according to its author, Rep.

i
R. Scholl.

United States District Attorney

W. Lanier of Fargo made a hur

id trip to Bismarck Tuesday where
would neither confirm nor deny

ports that Federal agents might
vestigate circumstances under which

peal bill was hurried through the

u legislative bodies.

istrib. Leaders Silent

on Inferred Myers Threat

Distributor leaders were silent

sterday on the inferred threat by
Dram F. Myers, Allied general

unsel and board chairman, to halt

.iticipation in the trade reform
gotiations as a result of the North

akota divorcement repeal develop-

ents.

William F. Rodgers, spokesman

Ijr the distributor negotiating

mmittee, was confined to his home
laryngitis, and in his absence com-

ent was withheld.

Meanwhile, in Washington, Myers
elared that he had spoken for

imself alone and without consult-

g Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas,

llied's new national prexy. Myers
ated he had been "greatly irked by
rorts of certain distributor repre-

ntatives to use our participation

negotiations to embarrass us

sewhere."

In that connection, Myers said:

3ase in point was sending distribu-

•rs' first draft of proposals to

nators and Congressmen as con-

futing an agreement dispensing

ith necessity for block-booking

gislation.
1 '

Dallas, Tex. — Col. H. A. Cole,

resident of Allied, yesterday issued

,ie following statement:

I
"I can speak for myself only and
)t for the committee. Only the

•mmittee of Allied's board of di-

ctors has the right or power to

ithdraw from such negotiations,

owever, as an individual and as

resident of Allied, I should like to

late that I deeply resent, not an
")en attempt of distributor interests

i' repeal the North Dakota statue,

But the political trickery used to
"ing that about at this critical

wne. Such a maneuver can leave
'ie independent exhibitors nothing
at a feeling of complete distrust
bd a fear that similar tactics may
"evail in all their future relations."

Exhib. at 17
Wallace, Nebr.—Robert E. Lee, 17,

joined the exhibitors' ranks here re-

cently when he took over management
of the LeRoy Theater from Harry

I Schroeder.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • DYNAMITE one of the major producers has pur-

chased a series of articles starting in next month's Cosmopolitan mag
dealing with a certain European dictator the articles pre-

dict his downfall in a couple of years and why other party

leaders are named along with the dictator, and condemned bitterly

and the articles purport to show the ultimate fate of these party

leaders at the hands of their own people purchase of the articles

for a picture production has been emphatically hushed but you

know how we trade paper mugs get around very few execs, in

the film company know about the purchase the explosive quali-

ties of the material for picture production are so great that the State

Deparment will be consulted well, mebbe controversial subjects

on the screen will kick some life into the B.O who knows?

they've tried everything else TV
• • • UNUSUAL NEWS Dep't Sa?n Jaffe, the "Gunga
Din" gent met Sidney Hillman, the labor power, after his

performance in "The Gentle People" the other nite Hillman

was eager to catch the midnite show of "Gunga Din," and Jaffe

was nothing loath to see the film for the second time there

was a big crowd at the entrance of the Music Hall, as usual

Jaffe and Hillman joined it and waited 40 minutes outside

someone asked Sam why he didn't use his obvious pull to get in

without waiting Jaffe ups and sez: "I've got the same right

to stand in line and pay my money as the next man"

• • • AN INGENIOUS ciphering machine which promises to prove

useful to our country in view of increased spy activities has been

built and patented from specifications drawn by Robert W. Doidge, of

Grand National's home office production dep't the machine, which

is capable of deciphering almost any combination of letters or figures,

is used in one of the sequences of Grand National's "Panama Patrol."

which treats of spy activities in the Canal Zone

• • • QUEEN of the Broadway Box Office has been select-

ed the contest was staged by Roy Moulton, managing direc-

tor of the Hotel Piccadilly Jerry Rogers, cashier of the

Trans-Lux at 49th St. and Broadway, and Esther Rooney, cashier

at Loew's State, each received 860 votes Ruth Spenell, cash-

ier at the Palace, was third with 847 votes a committee of

prominent Broadway characters of the screen, opera, turf and

curb will meet this afternoon secretly in the lobby of the hotel

in front of the information desk at 4 o'clock to break the tie

how they can break the tie is the trick be on hand to

see it done amazing, stupendous, impossible but there

it is

• • • STRANGER Than Fiction Dep't the Inquiring Photog

of the News asked the question: "Do you feel as does Supreme Court

Justice Cuff that a lady who said she had only seen four pictures in five

years hadn't missed much?" and three of the inquiries said posi-

tively no nunno and no pictures were swell and to prove it

each one of the three mentioned a CURRENT Warner picture each

one mentioned a DIFFERENT current Warner picture, mind you
to prove that the judge was wrong

« « « » » »

D OF J CONTEMPLATES

INVESTIGATION IN N. 0.

{Continued from Page 1)

Assistant Attorney General Thurman
Arnold.

Such a move is contemplated, how-
ever, it was stated. The Department
has received a number of complaints
from exhibitors on the legislature's
action, it was learned.

It was pointed out by Dean that the
Governor of North Dakota has not
signed the repeal action and until he
does so, it will not be law. When and
if the Governor does sign the bill, the
Department will probably send
agents to investigate the whole affair,

it was said.

Commenting on the U. S. Supreme
Court's Dallas case decision Monday,
Arnold yesterday said that the issues
involved there figure, of course, in

the New York suit and are substan-
tial part of that action. Arnold added
that no immediate steps are contem-
plated as a result of the decision.

Copia and Fabian Take Rap
At RKO Reorg. Plan Approval

(Continued from Page 1)

approving the amended RKO reorg.
plan.
Both prospective appellants are

contingent claimants and are, accord-
ing to their notice, taking appeal
from the provisions of the plan which
cover contingent claimant, and the
plan as a whole, although observer
legalists pointed out, in the wake of
the filing of the notice, that the basis

n- appeal on the whole plan is

questionable.
Judge Bondy yesterday signed an

order which instructed the Irving
Trust Co., trustee of RKO Corp., to
edvertise notice of the scheduled Feb.
27 hearing in the Daily News Record,
and that said notice must be adver-
tised no later than Feb. 17 (tomor-
ow).
The hearing will deal with question

of the confirmation of the plan and
any objection thereto.
Hamilton C. Rickaby, counsel for

the Atlas Group, proponents of the
RKO reorg. plan, although at present
out of the city, will return in time to

attend the Jan. 27 hearing, it was
learned yesterday.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 16

William Le Baron
Chester Morris

Leah Ray
H. R. Kassman



A man with

a long white

beard is writing

a new chapter

in motion picture

history

!
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More than $150,000 in

quarters and half-dollars

from delighted movie fans in

11 amazing weeks at the

Astor, and no let-up in sight!

PYGMALION" IS A PROVEN
SUCCESS NATIONWIDE and is

coming to you soon from M-G-M!
The success of this down-to-earth comedy romance is phenomenal. Its progress has been watched with keenest interest

oy the entire industry. The mass audience appeal revealed by the Astor crowds was further emphasized by the cross-

section of the public in all subsequent test engagements. Literally, its biggest business comes from the masses. It is in

ts 7th week at the Four Star Theatre, Los Angeles, and still packing them in. Dayton was chosen next as a typical

American city and it beat "Good Earth", "Marie Antoinette", "Captains Courageous" and other big shows and was

KELD OVER FOR 2nd GREAT WEEK ! Miami and Miami Beach followed to prove equally successful and now its

riumph has spread to Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Kansas City and Houston. Watch these and other

:ities as M-G-M's showmanship surprise hit continues on its record-breaking career.

M
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"Prison Without Bars" "Trapped in the Sky'
with Edna Best, Corinne Luchaire,

Barry Barnes, Mary Morris

United Artists 80 Mins.

STUDY OF FEMALE PENOLOGY PROB-

LEMS PROVES TO BE UNENTERTAINING
SCREENFARE.

Penological problems presented in insti-

tutions for erring young females may be

of interest to some people, but in this case

the study fails to hold much entertainment

value. The theme of the story is old, and

there is nothing fresh or novel in the

treatment. The direction is spotty and

the cast with the exception of Edna Best,

Corinne Luchaire. Barry Barnes and Mary
Morris, in principal roles, are slightly ama-
teurish. We are taken to a French re-

formatory. The system is brutal and cruel.

Edna Best arrives to take over the post

of superintendent. She institutes reforms

and improves conditions. She is in love

with Barry Barnes, the reformatory doctor,

who is also in love with her, but she

places her duty to the girls above her per-

sonal life. Miss Luchaire, a problem child,

is made assistant to Barry. Love comes to

Corinne and Barry after a calf is born to

the reformatory cow in a manger. Corinne

is seen kissing the doctor and she is

blackmailed by another girl into stealing

cigarettes, and finally alcohol, under threat

of being reported to the superintendent.

Comes the denouement with a drunken

spree, but the truth comes out and Miss

Best nobly signs Corinne's pardon so she

can follow Barry to India to marry him.

CAST: Corinne Luchaire, Edna Best,

Barry Barnes, Mary Morris, Martita Hunt,

Margaret Yarde, Elsie Shelton, Lorraine

Clewes, Giynis Johns, Sally Wisher, Enid

Lindsey, Phyllis Morris, Nancy Roberts.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Irving

Asher; Director, Brian Desmond Hurst;

Screenplay, Arthur Wimperis; Cameraman,

Georges Perinal.

DIRECTION, Spotty. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

National Screen Service

Making Shorter Trailers

(Continued from Pane 1)

er trailers than heretofore. Two
kinds of trailers will be made for

outstanding productions, individual

exhibitors to decide whether they

wish to use the longer or the short-

er version.
George Dembow, general sales

manager for NSS, has been con-

ferring with local exhibitors and
producers on the hearty response to

the plan for abbreviated trailers.

Jolson Withdraws from Air

March 14 to Start New Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

statement: "Al Jolson, through his

agents, William Morris and Ruthrauf
& Ryan, has reached an amicable
agreement to cancel his contract for

Lifebuoy show as of March 14 to

permit him to appear in a new type

of program he has long had under
consideration."

Jolson had nothing to add to the

statement. The Lifebuoy air pro-

gram will continue with a new cast.

with Jack Holt, C. Henry Gordon,

Ralph Morgan

Columbia-Darmour 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TIMELY SPY OFFERING PACKS PLEN-

TY OF MYSTERY AND ACTION.

This is a timely espionage offering, em-

bracing mystery and action. Jack Holt

heads a competent cast and delivers a con-

vincing performance as an army air corps

major. Katherine DeMille is decorative

and capable as a member of a spy ring,

neaded by Ivan Lebedoff, while C. Henry

Gordon and Sidney Blackmer do splendid

work as members of an opposing spy ring.

Paul Evarton, Ralph Morgan, Regis Toomey
and Holmes Herbert are among the able

principals. Lewis D. Collins turned in an

effective job of directing, while Larry Dar-

mour functioned as producer. Holmes Her-

bert invents a new type electrically driven

plane and gives the United States govern-

ment an option on it. Foreign agents offer

him three times as much as the govern-

ment and he is induced to make the ex-

periments a failure. Toomey, as army
flyer, is killed on the initial test of the

plane. Holt is courtmartialed, in order to

unearth the spies. He contacts Katherine

DeMille a spy, who is murdered by Gor-

don's men, and Lebedoff, her employer, is

also slain. Katherine's murder leaves a

clue that leads Holt to Gordon. Holt also

believes Herbert, the inventor, is wrecking
Ihe planes and his deduction proves correct

when he forces a confession from Herbert.

Eric Taylor wrote the original story and

collaborated with Gordon Rigby on the

screenplay.

CAST: Jack Holt, C. Henry Gordon,

Ralph Morgan, Katherine DeMille, Paul

Evarton, Sidney Blackmer, Ivan Lebedoff,

Regis Toomey, Holmes Herbert.

CREDITS: Producer, Larry Darmour; As-

sociate Producer, Rudolph Flothow; Direc-

tor, Lewis D. Collins; Author, Eric Taylor;

Screenplay, Gordon Rigby and Eric Taylor;

Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.; Editor,

Dwight Caldwell; Sound, Tom Lambert.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Two-Men-in-a-Booth Bill

Before Iowa Legislature

Des Moines — Two measures af-
fecting the pix industry have been
introduced in the Iowa Legislature
and both apparently have strong
support.

One bill, introduced in the House
of Representatives would require
the presence of two operators in
every theater booth in all towns
over 1,200 population.

Another bill, also entered in the
House, would repeal a state law
prohibiting the exhibiting of prize-
fight pictures. Sponsors of this
legislation point out that it is un-
fair not to show fight pictures in
Iowa theaters so that people who
cannot attend the fights may see
them on the screen.

"Woman Doctor"
with Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon

Republic 61 Mins.

FAMILY OFFERING CONCERNING

CHILD IN BETWEEN WARRING PAR-

ENTS CARRIES EMOTIONAL SLANTS.

A sentimental and highly emotional

story concerning Frieda Inescort as the

lady doctor who finds that her professional

work interferes with her family duties. In

fact, Henry Wilcoxon, the husband, is all

upset, and accuses his wife of neglecting

their child (Sybil Jason). Comes their

12th wedding anniversary, and the lady doc

is so busy she is called away to the hospi-

tal in the midst of a quiet at-home get-

together with hubby. Other upsetting in-

cidents like this all conspire to drive the

couple farther apart, and at last the hus-

band finds solace in the company of a

glamor girl who is supposed to be a friend

of the family (Claire Dodd). She pretends

great interest in the neglected child, and

thus wins her way into the affection of the

husband. Events move from bad to worse,

with hubby asking for a divorce, and the

wife fighting against it. Finally, he takes

the child to his country estate, where the

youngster meets with an accident on the

occasion of the mother's visit. Then the

big thrill climax with the rushing of the

child to the city hospital by airplane as

the mother performs an emergency opera-

tion and the father pilots the plane. All

ends well in the hospital, with a reconcilia-

tion all around. The action and direction

are undistinguished. The story carries good

emotional values that should appeal to

women with the business of the child

tossed between mother and father.

CAST: Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon,

Claire Dodd, Sybil Jason, Cora Wither-

spoon, Frank Reicher, Gus Glasmire, Dickie

Jones, Joan Howard, Spencer Charters, Vir-

ginia Brissac.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Direc-

tor, Sidney Salkow; Authors, Alice Alt-

schuler, Miriam Geiger; Screenplay, Joseph

Moncure March; Cameraman, Ernest Mil-

ler; Editor, Ernie Nims.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Allegheny Amuse. Co. toSCA;
"U" Changes Agent Bank

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—-Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc., has reported to the
SEC that Stanley Company of
America, pursuant to the terms of an
agreement of Aug. 24, 1921, became
the owner on Jan. 26, 1939, of all the
outstanding stock of the Allegheny
Amusement Co.

Universal Corp. also filed a special
report stating that appointment of
the Chase National Bank as agents
and depository of the voting trustees
of Universal was revoked and the
Commercial National Bank & Trust
Co. appointed. Appointment of the
City Bank-Farmers' Trust Co. as reg-
istrar of the common stock voting
trust certificates was revoked and
Irving Trust Co. appointed, it was
reported. Both changes were effec-

tive on Jan. 26.

"Beauty For The
Asking"

with Lucille Ball. Patric Knowles, Dor

Woods, Frieda Inescort

RKO Radio 68 nil

TRIANGLE STORY FAILS TO BE CC

VINCING DESPITE ABLE CAST.

The eternal triangle and the evils

.noney form the background for this vi

ture into secrets of society and the zi

metics business. Story fails to be conn

ing despite dressy production value

the best efforts of an able cast. Luc

is in love with Patric, who meets Frie

who has ten million dollars, which g

Patric. Lucille has perfected a new fa<

cream and she interests Donald Woo

head of an advertising agency, in her pn

ess. He puts over a clever promo

scheme that interests Frieda and she ba< I

it, not knowing that she is married to 1

man who jilted Lucille. Time marches

and the situation becomes difficult for

parties concerned. Patric keeps mak
love to Lucille who believes that he re:

loves her. She goes to Frieda and tels .

and then tells Patric that Frieda will acci

all their stock in the cosmetic comp-

and they can start life from there,

indicates his unwillingness to part with

unearned dough and after Frieda divon

him he marries another wealthy worn

Lucille mends her broken heart on a k

trip and returns to her office to find I

:trong and faithful Donald in attendan

and all indications pointed to an e;

.vedding with the fadeout.

CAST: Lucille Ball, Patric Knowles, D(

aid Woods, Frieda Inescort, Inez Courtn

Leona Maricle, Frances Mercer, Whitr

3ourne, Ann Evers, G. A. Beranger.

CREDITS: Producer, B. F. Fineman; I

rector, Glenn Tryon; Screenplay, Doris /

derson and Paul Jarrico; Story, Edmund
Hartmann; Cameraman, Frank Redm;

Editor, George Crone.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

Mark Time in Nebraska

on New Anti-Ascap Mo>

Lincoln, Neb. — Appears th

Ascap is out of the legislative wooi

here. Three-judge Federal Cou
sitting on constitutionality of 1931

anti-Ascap bill is obviously awaitii

Washington's U. S. Supreme Court
say on other anti-Ascap bills. Judj

Munger here has gone to Mexico f

a six weeks' vacation, which meai
ruling will be delayed that lor

anyway.
Senator Brady, author of the 19!

bill, intends to make no move f<

new legislation until the court's r

action is announced. The legisl;

ture is now 20 to 30 days ahea

of the previous session which ii

dicates a mid-April closing. 1

such event, the pinch for time wi

probably shut off any chances <

new harrying legislation for at lea:

two years.



THIS IS MY FIRST SIGNED ADVERTISEMENT

n a very short time the motion picture audiences

of the world will have an opportunity to view Miss

Shirley Temple in her first Technicolor production,

"THE LITTLE PRINCESS." I believe that it is the

finest motion picture with which I have ever been

associated. For four consecutive years, picture audi*

ences have voted Shirley Temple the most popular

star. Frequently I have been asked the reason for

this popularity which is so amazingly uniform in

every country where motion pictures are shown.

After you have seen "THE LITTLE PRINCESS" I

am confident you not only will agree with me that

the reason lies in the truly great artistry of its star,

but that in this picture— little Miss Templet finest

by far— you will have seen one of the most impor-

tant films turned out by the motion picture industry.

Sincerely,

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Vice-President in Charge of Production

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation

^X
This statement will appear as an advertisement in the leading newspapers of America.
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READ IT AGAIN!

!

JLhe statement on the previous

page, by the man who produced

"Alexander's Ragtime Band",

"Kentucky", "In Old Chicago"

and "Jesse James" for 20th

Century-Fox, is the surest guar-

antee of picture greatness this

industry can offer!

HIRLEY illMPLE
,n!he

{Little Frincess
with

A GREAT CLASSIC

COMES TO LIFE

IN GLORIOUS

TECHNICOLOR!

RICHARD GREENE

ANITA LOUISE
IAN HUNTER • CESAR ROMERO

ARTHUR TREACHER • MARY NASH

SYBIL JASON • MILES MANDER

MARCIA MAE JONES

Directed by Walter Lang
Associate Producer Gene Markey • Screen
Play by Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris • Based
on the novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett

Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Printed in U. S. A.
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EW 20TH-F0X LINEUP

TO BE SET IN MARCH

(Continued from Page 1)

•n, go to the Coast to confer with
irryl F. Zanuck, production head,

<d other company execs. Confer-
ees are scheduled to start March
, it was learned yesterday.

At the morning session of dis-

ict managers' meeting called hy
obber vesterdav at the Park Cen-
al Hotel, Kent, Wobber and Tru-
an Talley addressed the group of
nagers and home office execu-
es, outlining ideas for the new
son. The afternoon session was
voted to a round table discussion
company operating problems,

eeting was expected to conclude
st night.

Another problem discussed was
xt of next season's contracts, with
termination of contract clauses to

me extent, dependent upon out-

me of trade pact negotiations, it

as said.

In addition to Kent, Wobber and
alley, Charles E. McCarthy, ad.

d pub. chieftain, William J. Clark,
tort subjects manager, Felix Jen-
ns, Leslie Whalen, Roger Ferri,
litor of the company house organ.
d division managers, William
ussman, William C. Gehring and
'illiam J. Kupper, of home office

:ecutive forces attended.
District managers Tom Bailey,
ston, Harry Ballance, Atlanta,
gar Moss, Philadelphia, James P.
Loghlin, Toronto, Moe Levy, In-
anapolis, George Roberts, Cincin-
ati, and Ward Scott, Kansas City,
ere present.
Also Harry Buxbaum, New York
<change head, Jack Bloom, Martin
^oskowitz, E. H. Collins, Sam Ep-
ein, Clarence Hill, Irving Maas
nd T. A. Shaw, of the home office

L>rces.

Mrs. F. M. Callaghan Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Mrs. Flor-

|ice M. Callaghan, 68, co-owner of
le Creston Theater, died suddenly,
he is survived by her husband,
vo daughters, a father, a sister
id two brothers.

Mills Joins Newsom
A. K. Mills, formerly with The

larch of Time and Life Magazine,
as joined the staff of Earl Newsom
Co., public relations counsel.

WEDDING BELLS

Miami Beach — Gloria Brewster,
ho with her twin sister appears in
lms, was married here to Claude
troud, one of the Stroud twins, of
adio and stage.

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cecil John Arthur
oward, brother of the Earl of Suf-
)lk, and his bride, Frances Drake,
lm actress of Toronto, are honey-
looning here, following their mar-
age in Tucson, Ariz.

Penny Game Opposition In City Hall
Beaver Dam, Wis.—Penny games offer local theaters heavy competition on week-

ends here with at least four spots, including the city hall, offering such diversions

from Friday through Sunday. In many cases groceries are being given for prizes.

Defeat of Proposed N. Y.

State Sales Tax Expected

Albany—Despite the hue and cry

which preceded introduction of a

sales tax bill by Democratic Senator
John J. McNaboe in the State Leg-
islature, informed observers believe
the Republican forces in the Capitol
will eventually discard their official

off-the-record commitments for the
idea.

Before the present session closes,

the majority is expected to adopt
Governor Lehman's tax program

—

stock transfer, corporation tax, gas,
utility, franchise, motion picture
film; and the new "emergency" im-
posts of two-tenths of one per cent
on business turnover, increase on
hard liquor tax and the dollar per
thousand real estate levy.

Senator McNaboe's strategy in

bringing a sales tax bill to the floor

of the upper house some ten days
before the public hearing is regard-
ed in Capital corridors as being a
political ten-strike. Proponents of
the sales tax have had a field day
in suggesting it as an alternative

to Governor Lehman's budget taxes;
now opponents of the sales levy can
be expected to fight the bill ener-
getically and successfully.

Juvenile Admission Bill

In N. Y. State Assembly

Albany — William J. Butler, Re-
publican of Buffalo, has introduced
an Assembly bill excepting children
from the provision of the penal law
which prohibit their admission to
theaters in those cities and munici-
palities which have passed local

laws regulating admission of unac-
companied children. A similar bill

failed to pass last year.

Union Ouster Suit to Trial

St. Louis—Suit of 19 members of
the Motion Picture Operators' Union
Local No. 143 to oust International
Vice-President John P. Nick of the
IATSE; Clyde A. Weston, business
agent of the local, and International
President George E. Browne of the
IATSE from control of the affairs
of the local is set for trial today.

Bouquet for 20th-Fox
St. Louis—Twentieth Century-Fox

was highly commended for its ac-
tion in taking Tyrone Power off the
air in resolutions passed by the Mo-
tion Picture Theater Owners of
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois.

Rogers Signs Del Ruth
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles R. Rogers has

signed Roy Del Ruth to direct "The
Star Maker" which will star Bing
Crosby.

Name Winners of Drive's

Exploitation Competition

(Continued from Page 1)

major companies and trade publica-
tion representatives at a luncheon at

the Hotel Astor yesterday.
Competition for the awards was

livided into three classifications with
identical prizes being awarded the
first five winners in each group. The
groupings were: 1, Situations of

100,000 population or over; 2, Situa-
tions of 15,000 to 100,000 population;

3, Situations of less than 15,000
population.
The cash prizes for each classifica-

tion were: first, $500; second, $100;
third, $50; fourth, $25: and fifth, $25.

The winners in group one were:
first, E. V. Dinerman, RKO theaters,

Cincinnati; second, Wally Caldwell,
Loew's Valentine, Toledo; third, Wil-
liam O'Donnell, representative Inter-

state Circuit, San Antonio; fourth,
Messrs. Stallman, Glase, Peters and
Keaney, promotion committee, Read-
ing; fifth, Charles Taylor, Buffalo
theaters, Buffalo.
Winners in the second grouping

were: first, Loew's Poli Theater,
Bridgeport; second, Frank Shaffer,
Harrisonburg theater. Harrisonburg,
Va.; third, George F. Sham, Fox Wil-
son Theater, Fresno, Cal.; fourth,
J. David Jones, Kerasotes Theater,
Springfield, 111.; fifth, R. E. England,
Virginia Theater, Charleston. W. Va.
Third group winners were: first,

S. E. Schwahn, Granada Theater,
Lawrence, Kan.; second, Alvin Sloan,
Washington, N. J.; third, Robert E.
Bryant, Capitol Theater, Rock Hill,

S. C; fourth, Henry A. Brownlee,
Ritz & New Theaters, Russellville,

Ark.; fifth, Hollis Wood, Brawley
Theater, Brawley, Cal.

Among those who attended the
luncheon and participated in the
iudging were Red Kann, Box Office;

Alec Moss, Paramount; Jack Ali-

coate, Film Daily; Si Seadler;
M-G-M: Chick Lewis, Showmen's
Trade Review; Monroe W. Green-
thai, United Artists: Barret McCor-
mick, RKO; Jay Emanuel. Exhibi-
tor; Maurice Bergman, Columbia;
Lew Lifton, Monogram; Jack Har-
rower. Film Daily; Lester Thomp-
son, Hay's Office; Roy Chartier,
Variety; Arch Reeve. 20th Cen-
tury-Fox; Arthur Jeffrey, United
Artists; Sid Davidson. Universal; Sid
Singerman and Harold Franklin, Mo-
tion Pictures Greatest Year.

D of J Stops Showing 4 Pix

At Syracuse Thurs. Previews

(Continued from Page 1)

Assistant U. S. Attorney General,
asking for the aid of the D of J.

It is understood that the D of J
contacted the distributors in New
York on the matter, with the result
that the Thursday night previews
were ordered stopped, effective to-
day.

THEA. DIVORCEMENT

MOVE IN MO. HOUSE

Jefferson City, Mo.—A bill to pre-
vent motion picture producers or
distributors from owning or operat-
ing motion picture theaters in Mis-
souri has been introduced in the
House by Representatives Turner
and Smart.
Measure would require each the-

ater owner to file an annual sworn
statement, properly certified, with
the Secretary of State, setting forth
that he is not connected with any
producing or distributing company
for motion picture films. No license
would be issued without such a
sworn statement.

Producers and distributors would
be barred from owning, operating,
leasing, renting or otherwise having
an interest, direct or indirect in
any motion picture theater in the
state.

Hold Public Hearing on Mo.
Anti-Standing Room Bill

Jefferson City, Mo. — The Judici-
ary Committee of the House of
Representatives held a public hear-
ing on the bill to prohibit the sale
of standing room tickets in motion
picture theaters. The St. Louis
delegation of motion picture theater
owners from St. Louis that came
here for this hearing was headed
by Fred Wehrenberg, MPTO presi-
dent.

Discuss N. Y. Legislative

Problems Here Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

cussion will include the two-men-in-
a-booth law, the new sales tax and
the recently introduced store tax.

Invited to attend are former Sena-
tor J. Henry Walters, RKO attorney;
Bernard Barr, ITOA attorney; Harry
Kosch, Allied of New York attorney;
Melvin Albert, ITOA; Clark Brown,
Paramount attorney; Al Burns, Cen-
tury circuit; Leopold Friedman,
Loew's counsel; Louis Frisch, Rand-
force circuit; Willard Patterson,
Warner Bros.; C. C. Pettijohn,
MPPDA general counsel; Gordon
Reid, Fabian circuit; George Skouras
and his counsel, Louis Weber; Mon-
roe Stein, Cocalis circuit, and Nor-
man Steinberg, attorney for 20th
Century-Fox.
The meeting was to have been held

last Wednesday but was postponed
owing to the illness of J. H. Walters.

Richmond, Va.—A son, John Cur-
tis, Jr., was born to Mrs. J. C. Cald-
well, wife of the manager of the
Lee, Appomattox, at St. Luke's Hos-
pital.

Chicago — Oscar Brotman, mana-
ger of the Avaloe Theater, is pass-
ing out the cigars. It's a daughter.
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STRIP ENTERTAINMENT

DISGUISE FROM AD PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

tion was moving to forestall anti-

cipated further development of the
screen ad field by leading agencies
have persisted for some time, but
confirmation and disclosure of the
means adopted was not forthcoming
until yesterday.

While on the face of it, the
MPPDA course of action may ap-
pear to open the way for the ex-

hibition of sponsored films in affili-

ated circuit houses (something to

which the organized industry con-

sistently has been opposed), actual-

ly it is felt that the Hays office has
put the bars up, not down.

The "catch," so-called, is not
found in the provision that ad films

must conform with the Production
Code in order to receive the Adver-
tising Council's certificate of ap-

proval, but rather in the provision

that a title frame must affirm,

"This Is An Advertisement."

Such an identifying admission, it

is felt, will bring decidedly adverse
audience reactions in a majority of

theaters. Agencies and sponsors,

appreciative of this fact, according-

ly will be slow to submit pictures

for Council inspection, and affiliated

theaters still slower to take them.

With the new regulatory provi-

sions in effect since Jan. 1, it was
learned yesterday that thus far not

a single ad reel has been a candi-

date for Haysian approval.

Industry opinion yesterday was
largely that the MPPDA action

would restrict the commercial pix

other than the 90-second subjects

to indie theaters. Latter approxi-

mate 15,200, about half of which
are reported playing industrials and
ad films.

(Will H. Hays in his 1938 annual
report discussed advertising on the

screen, asserting: "Tendencies
toward the extension of advertising
to the entertainment program itself

invite public ill-will for the indus-

try. This is equally true whether
the effort be by direct presentation
of outright advertising films or by
some indirect effort to present ad-
vertising films under the guise of

entertainment. The possibilities in-

volved warrant serious attention").

REVIEWS Of n€W f I LfllS MAJOR STUDIOS SIGN

FEWER TERM PACT

Anderson Joins RKO
Dick Anderson, former head of the

Universal Newsreel department, has
joined RKO and will devote his time
to the physical distribution of Pathe
News. Anderson at one time was
sales manager of the Universal
Newsreel department.

Ted Tolley Down With Flu

Pittsburgh — Ted Tolley, head
shipper for M-G-M and president
of the local Film Exchange Em-
ployes Union, is confined to his
home with a severe case of intes-

tinal flu.

March of Time
RKO Radio 18 mins.

Modern Trends
Informative presentation of the

economic situation in present-day
Mexico, based on the seizures of
American and British oil properties
by the government. President Car-
denas is presented as a revolution-
ary experimental leader in a gigan-
tic effort to socialize the country
and eliminate all foreign influences.
The redistribution of land, educa-
tion programs, highway and rail-

road reconstruction, and many other
social experiments are shown. At-
tempts of the president to solve the
financial problem by barter ar-

rangements with Germany are
sketchily presented. The fault seems
to like in the vastness of the subject
and the inability of the camera to

cover it in the limited space. The
other subject concerns the Boy
Scout movement in America, con-
trasted with youth movements in

the totalitarian states and the other
democracies.

"The Nine Million"

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Refugee Compilation

A compilation of newsreel shots
of refugees of various countries
fleeing their native lands. These
start with refugee scenes from the
World War and continue up to the

present time by preventing the ex-
odus of people from various Euro-
pean countries. The finale has a
studio sequence with a group of
actors at the rail of a liner coming
up the bay and passing the Statue
of Liberty. They emotionally sing
a song composed by Irving Caesar
and Leo Edwards. Off-screen dia-

logue by Burnet Hershey, who also

collated the library shots. Roy Mack
directed the studio sequence.

"My Friend the Monkey"
(Betty Boop)

Paramount 7 mins.
Dog Antics

The adventures of Betty's pup
Pudgy when his mistress decides to
buy a little monkey from an organ
grinder, after the monk has raised
the devil and almost ruined the dog-
gie. The total misery of the pup
comes when he has Anally quieted
the monk, and thinks Betty will
soon return and get rid of it, to
learn that she has been out nego-
tiating to buy the monk from its

owner. And the pup is supposed to
act happy about his new playmate.
A Max Fleischer cartoon.

Danish Inventor Witness

in BAF vs. RCA, Erpi Suit

Wilmington, Del.—Arnold Poulsen
of Copenhagen, Denmark, one of the
joint inventors of improved mechan-
:sm to feed film through sound head
projectors, took the stand in Federal
Court yesterday in the trial of the
suit against RCA Manufacturing Co.,

Inc , and Erpi filed by British

Acoustic Films, Ltd.

Poulsen said he came to this coun-
try in 1927 and demonstrated his in-

vention to Erpi engineers. The origi-

nal projection machine which he
brought with him at that time was
in the courtroom and was admitted
in evidence. He said following the
demonstrations he left the machine
in this country with the engineers and
returned to Copenhagen.

Paul J. Larson, of New York, for-

mer research manager of RCA and
now a patent and consulting expert
for Warner Bros., pictures, also testi-

fied. He explained the functioning
of the projection mp chines manufac-
tured by Erpi and RCA and related

how they operated prior to the Poul-
sen invention.

"Always Kickin*

"

(Max Fleischer Color Classic)

Paramount 7 mins.

Donkey Tricks
An adventure of the mama and

baby donkeys, Hunky and Spunky.
Spunky tries to make friends with
some birds in a tree as they journey
through the mountains. He tries
to imitate them by flying from a
cliff, and nearly breaks his neck.
But the ridicule of the birds turns
to admiration when he rescues a
little baby bird from a hawk that
carries it off to its nest on top of
a cliff.

(Continued from Page 1)

only 554 players held term el

tracts with the majors as compa,'
with 665 for the preceding year

Directors under contract drop]
by 53, moving from 174 to 121.

Writers with term tickets tota.

293 in 1938, while in 1937, 357 h<

term contracts.

$75,000 From Theaters

In Calif, for Polio Fu

San Francisco— Independent a
Fox West Coast theaters in Norl
ein California have collected $30,Cj
in the March of Dimes drive for t{

infantile paralysis fund. A che
for this amount has been turn
over to Joseph M. Schenck, natior
vice-chairman and California stci

chairman of the Foundation, by
M. Bowles.

Bowles, who is chairman of 1

1

Foundation for this territory, Sc|

that this amount, combined wi
contributions from Southern CaJ
fornia theaters amounting to an a!

ditional $45,000, will aggrege
more than one-third of the tol

theater collections for 1939 for ti

entire nation, and represents twj
thirds of the entire collection frcj

all sources in California.

A SHORT AS TIMELY AS THIS

PEACEFUL
NEIGHBORS

Tuneful! Topical! Thrilling!
OPENING AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
AN IMPORTANT RELEASE DATE VVH 1CTH
FOR AN INPORTANT SHORT I IlDi IV
A COLUMBIA COLOR RHAPSODY
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Dathe's Realignment Plan Approved by Stockholders

•YOOLF INTERESTS ATTACK 20TH-F0X AND GB DEAL

Stirn Appeal Attacks Validity of RKO Reorg. Claims
rving Trust and W. J. Dono-

van Petition Court For

Further Allowances
Ernest W. Stirn, through his

unsel, John S. Stover, yesterday
.ed an appeal in the RKO reorg.
atter in relation to the bar order
itered by the Court on June 28,

*34, which directed all claims of
•editors to be filed within three
onths.

The order of Jan. 9, last, modified
at order to eliminate the require-

ment that the claims of stockhold-
s be filed at all, and provided that
ie claims of bondholders and de-
nture holders be regarded as filed

{.Continued on Page 4)

ARA., FOX, M-G-M

AUS. MGRS. TO U. S.

;
Managers in Australia for three
ajor companies are scheduled to

il from Sydney on March 3 for
e U. S., presumably to discuss the
•w Australian quota act with home
fice officials. Sailing on the Mon-

( Continued on Page 5)

I'

ensorship Bill in Del.

To Be Introduced Today

Wilmington, Del.—A bill will be
troduced in the state legislature
Dover today that will make cen-
lship of motion pictures in this
ate possible. The judges of the
venile Courts of the state would
authorized to pass on all films

{Continued on Page 8)

Enter, Job Night
Minneapolis—Something new in give-

aways is sprouting here, with Eddie
Ruben devising the plan for his Pan-
tages. It's Job Night, with a "job"
going to the lucky "applicant" at $90
for 30 days' "work." "Salary" will be
pyramided each week until an "appli-
cant" qualifies.

HO Consults Counsel on Ohio Ascap Bill
Columbus—Anti-Ascap bill has been introduced in the Ohio State Legislature, but

the ITO of Ohio has not yet determined whether to swing its support to the measure,
according to a bulletin released yesterday by Pete J. Wood. Bill has been referred
to counsel for an opinion. "We want to be absolutely certain that the cure is not
worse than the disease," explains Wood.

UA EXPANDS FOREIGN ANTI-ASCAP BILL UP

DISTRIBUTION LINEUP IN ILL. LEGISLATURE

United Artists has closed and is

in the process of closing distribution
deals involving 12 Spanish language
pictures, to be produced in Holly-
wood, Mexico City and Buenos Aires;
two French features, to be made in

France, and at least one Australian
oicture, it was disclosed last night
by Maurice Silverstone, general man-
ager in charge of world affairs.

The Spanish - language pictures
(Continued on Page 4)

Exhibs. Meet After Majors

Study Myers' Trade Draft

A meeting of exhibitor organiza-
tions' counsels and leaders will be
called when the majors' attorneys
have completed their study of Abram
F. Myers' draft of a fair ti-ade prac-

(Continued on Page 5)

Springfield, 111. — Representative
Robert Woodward of South Chicago
yesterday introduced a bill which
would make it unlawful to collect a
tax from theaters on any copy-
righted musical composition. The
bill is aimed against monopoly and
restraint of trade, and violation, if

it should become a law, calls for im-
prisonment or a fine, or both.

The bill was referred to the judici-

ary committee and hearings are ex-

pected shortly.

Draw Up Vode-Vision

Pact to Submit to AFM

A contract is being drafted by
the backers of Vode-Vision and will

be presented to the American Fed-
eration of Musicians for acceptance

(Continued on Page 5)

Pathe Plan Into Effect as of Today/

Favored by 70% of Outstanding Stock

Paul Baron Named "U's"

Charlotte Branch Head

Frank J. McCarthy, eastern sales

manager for Universal, announces
several promotions within his divi-

sion, effective as of next Monday.
W. M. Richardson, moves from

his post as Charlotte branch mana-
ger, to a special assignment under
District Manager Harry D. Grabam

(.Continued on Page 8)

The Pathe Film Corp. realignment
plan goes into effect as of today,

with approximately 70 per cent of

the outstanding stock voting in favor
of the plan at yesterday's special

stockholders' meeting. The meeting
developed the customary fireworks
and broke up > with legal action

threatened by several stockholders
who had opposed the plan all along
the line.

0. Henry Briggs, president of
(Continued on Page 8)

GFD Contends It Has Exclu-

sive Rights to GB Distri-

bution; Seeks Injunction

London (By Cable)—General Film
Distributors (C. M. Woolf) is start-
ing suit against Gaumont British,
Gainsborough Pictures and 20th
Century-Fox for alleged breach.
GFD maintains it has exclusive

contracts for the distribution of GB
product and will ask an injunction
to restrain the defendants.

Suit is an aftermath of the deal
closed by Gaumont British and
20th-Fox in early December by the
terms of which the American com-
pany assumed distribution of GB and

(Continued on Page 5)

VT. GOVERNOR SIGNS

BLUE LAWS REPEALER

Montpelier, Vt. — The Vermont
Legislature has passed the bill to

abolish the state's ancient blue laws
and Gov. George D. Aiken has
signed the measure which will per-

mit movies, baseball, lectures and
concerts, subject to local option.

Within an hour of the time the
Governor signed the act, five Bur-

(Continued on Page 8)

George Vallar, Paramount

Mgr. in Mex. City, Resigns

Resignation of George P. Vallar
as Paramount's branch manager in

Mexico City was reported yesterday.
Vallar had been in Mexico about two

(Continued on Page 5)

IVeu? Admish Tax
Columbia — Ohio House has a bill

soonsored by Rep. William Glass of

Mahoning County authorizing political

subdivisions to impose an additional ad-

mission tax of 2 cents per ticket on all

admissions of from 15 cents to $1 and
two cents for every additional dollar.

Bill is estimated to raise $4,000,000 an-
nually for relief purposes.
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Universal Picts
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Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43
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Conveniently Catalogued.

729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9-5600

Cisco Kid" Substituted

as Cosmopolitan Release

"The Hound of the Baskervilles"
will not be the first Cosmopolitan
Production under the producing and
releasing agreement between 20th
Century-Fox and Cosmopolitan, it-

was announced yesterday. Instead
the first picture under the new deal
will be "Alexander Graham Bell"
and "The Return of the Cisco Kid"
has been substituted for the Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle film. The third
Cosmopolitan production will be as
originally announced, "Lawyer of
the West," which has been retitled,

"Young Mr. Lincoln."

M of T's "Young America"

Gets Preview in Chicago

Chicago — A preview featuring
March of Time's current release,

"Young America," was held in the
grand ballroom of the Stevens Hotel
here yesterday under the auspices
of prominent figures of all faiths

interested in promoting American-
ism.
The preview was attended by

more than 200 persons. The audi-

ence lauded the film most enthusias-
tically, declaring that "Young
America" is a picture which should

be seen by all members of Amer-
ican families.

"Mikado" in Canadian Bow;

Broadway Premiere is Next

Toronto -- "The Mikado," which
Universal is distributing on this

side, opened at the Uptown Theater
here yesterday, its first showing.
American premiere is slated in New
York shortly, debut awaiting: the
availability of a Broadway house.
Roland Young. Globe and Mail re-

viewer, gives the pix five stars, a

distinction claimed in the oast only
bv "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs."

Graphic Circuit Plans

Expansion, Says Kurzon

Boston—The Graphic Circuit, con-
sisting of 12 theaters in Maine.
Vermont, New Hampshire and New
York, is planning: to expand, ac-
cording: to Newell Kurzon. son of
Sam Kurzon, head of the circuit.

Kurzon is in Boston to arrange the
establishment of a branch office.

Flu Continues to Keep
Down Chicago Attendance

Chicago — Theater attendance
continued down markedly yesterday
as a result of the flu outbreak.
However, the school board de-
termined to keep schools open.

Lifts Anti-Nazi Pix Ban
Chicago — Police Commissioner

Allman has raised the ban on the
anti-Nazi film, "I Was a Captive
in Nazi Germany."

Grainger on Exchange Trip

to Set "Conquest" Dates

James R. Grainger, Republic's

president and general manager in

charge of distribution, left New
York yesterday for a four weeks'
swing through Republic exchanges.
En route to the Coast, where he

will visit the studio, Grainger is

scheduled for stopovers in Chicago,
Minneapolis and Seattle, and on the

'•eturn journey will visit Dallas,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

One of the purposes of his trip,

it is stated, is to set some 30 key
"ity dates for company's new attrac-

tion, "Man of Conquest," which, it

was announced at the home office

vesterday will have its world pre-

miere at the Majestic Theater, Hous-
ton. April 6.

Maurice Rubinstein Dead;

Funeral Services Sunday

Maurice Rubinstein, 73, secretary
of the Ruby Camera Exchange and
a veteran of the motion picture in-

dustry, died yesterdav at the Park
East Hospital. He had been ill three
weeks, suffering from internal com-
plications. He is survived by four
sons, Eddie. Leon, J. Irving and
Oscar and two married daughters,
Mrs. William Magul and Mrs. Nan
Nannes. Funeral services will be
held at the Park West Memorial
Chapel Sunday with interment in

Mt Hebron Cemetery, Flushing, L.

I. Monday.

"Made for Each Other"

Attracts 18,000 at M. H.

Holding an exceptionally strong
box office pace throughout the whole
day. David O. Selznick's "Made for
Each Other" rolled up an impressive
^Deniner day's business at the Radio
City Music Hall yesterday, playing'

to 18,000 admissions for the day, of
which 8,000 were matinee patrons
before 5 p.m.

Boston Trans-Lux Will

Add Feature Feb. 24

Boston— The Trans-Lux Theater
will change its policy on Feb. 24
is the result of a poll; The theater
will add a feature to newsreels and
shorts.

M-G-M Pic at Criterion

M-G-M's "Four Girls in White"
will be the next attraction to play
the local Criterion Theater where
the Jack London sea drama, "The
Muting of the Elsinore," is current.
Run of latter ends next Wednesday.

New Pathe News Home
The RKO Pathe News branch of-

fice in Los Angeles will change loca-
tion the first of March, it was an-
nounced yesterday. New office will
be at 8611 Sunset Boulevard.

COImImG MID GOID

FARLE W. HAMMONS, Grand National pre:

leaves for the Coast today.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president and gene
i

manager of distribution for Republic, left I.

night for a four-week tour of the compa
branches that will include a stop at the Co,
studios.

ROY T. HAINES, Eastern and Canadian_s,a
'

manager for Warners, returns to thef -up
office today following a brief business i

New Haven.

FRANK DONOVAN, RKO Pathe News produ
tion manager, left for Montreal yesterday

j

complete a new Sportscope on hockey.

WILLIAM CHAMBLISS. assistant to Rodn
Bush, 20th-Fox, special exploitation manag
left for Boston last night in connection wi

J

the premiere there next week of the Shirl I

Temp'e film, "The Little Princess."

A. J. HERMAN, Universal district manage]
left for a three-day stay in Philly yesterda I

MICKEY ROONEY has returned to the Coal
by way of Florida after a brief vacation here)

BOB DONOHUE, RKO Pathe News earner
man, has returned from Hanover, N. H., whe
he filmed the Dartmouth winter carnival.

JOSEPH VOGEL, TOM CONNORS and BC
O'DONNFLL leave today for a three-week vac,

tion in Florida and Jamaica.

TONY MARTIN, 20th-Fox star, arrives he
Monday from the Coast for two weeks' p. a.

the Paramount.

SAM ECKMAN, M-G-M managing director
the United Kingdom, leaves for the Coast tod.

for studio confabs.

Paramount Signs Griffith

to Straight 2-Year Pac

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Edward H. Griffitl

has been signed by Paramount on
straight two-year directorial con

tract, it is announced by Williat

LeBaron, managing director of pre

duction.

Griffith's first assignment undei

his new contract will be the Made
leine Carroll-Fred MacMurray co

starring comedy "Are Husband
Necessary?" which will be produce'

by Jeff Lazarus. Griffith will pu

"Are Husbands Neecssary?" befor
the cameras early next month.

Dismiss Union Case
New York Supreme Court Justic

Timothy A. Leary yesterday dis

missed injunction suit brough
against Empire State M. P. Opera
tors' Union by twelve members o

that organization and its officers

Ground for dismissal was failure ti

prosecute. Plaintiffs had previous!;
obtained an injunction which re

strained union from assessing it

members.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LAHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
136 W. 48th St. Tel. Checkering 4-4200
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UA EXPANDS FOREIGN

DISTRIBUTION LINEUP

(.Continued from Page 1)

are intended for the Latin-American

market, the French features for the

French and non-English speaking'

markets, and the Australian pic-

tures for the "down under" market,
Silverstone stated.

Five of the Spanish language pro-

ductions will be made in Mexico City

by Felipe Meir, while Fortunio Bona
Nova will make one in Hollywood
and two in Mexico City. Addition-
ally, Silverstone revealed that deals
are under way with Mel Shauer for
two Rosita Moreno features, to be
made in Hollywood, and with a lead-

ing Argentine producer for two
others to be shot in Buenos Aires.

The French productions will be
made in France by Arnold Press-
burger who produced the French ver-
sion of "Prison Without Bars"; UA
is releasing an English version of

the latter, made by Alexander
Korda. The Pressburger deal, it is

understood, is set.

The Australian commitment as it

now stands is for one picture, but
in all probability UA will close deals

for additional features — possibly
four. Ken Hall will produce at the
Cine Sound Studios.

United Artists, according to Sil-

' verstone, will fulfill any reasonable
quota requirements which Australia
may specify.

\

Vi
Plan Brooklyn House

Plan calling for construction of a
one-story theater building, with
stores, at 581-595 Clinton St., were
filed yesterday with the Brooklyn di-

vision of the Dept. of Housing and
Buildings. Cost of project is approxi-
mately $150,000. Proposed building
is to be built by Mill & Clinton Corp.
of which William Yoost is president,
from plans drawn up by W. I.

Hohauser, architect.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 17

Sol Lesser

Wayne Morris

Milton Krassner

Mary Brian

FEBRUARY 18

Adolphe Menjou

Maury Ascher

Russell Hopton

Edward Arnold

• • • THEATER MAN gets Bright Idea oh, yes. they do

occasionally Eddie Pentecost of Loew's Theater in Atlanta, pulled

the bally on "Topper Takes A Trip" he had a small man, made

up to resemble Roland Young, lead an imaginary dog around the

streets on a leash the publicity stunt backfired when the man

was arrested, and it was found he could not be released legally until

he stood trial an afternoon newspaper in Atlanta printed the

story, pointing out the legal difficulties, but neglecting to mention the

name of the pic whereupon Manager Eddie yawped: "It was tough

enough when they didn't mention the theater, but they might at least

have mentioned the name of the picture" the squawk was NEWS
and all the papers carried full credits

T T T
• • • HERE IS something written by an ad man who knew

his stuff that every gent in the ad and pub dept's might well

paste on the corner of his desk for ready reference titled

Five "Musts" in Good Advertising You must make

people see it You must make people read it You must

make people understand it You must make people believe it

You must make people want it If readers do not see

it, you have wasted your time and money (that applies to

overcrowded lettering on posters that are supposed to be read by

folks on the highways traveling at 50 miles an hour) If they

do not read it, you have wasted it (that applies to news-

paper ads that are overloaded with copy) If they do not

understand it, and if they do not want it and if they do not be-

lieve it—if any of these five things happen—you have made a

failure _ _ _

• • • THE ABOVE Ad Advice is from an Old Expert which

reminds us that a lot of the boys in the film biz are still peddling the

Fancy Adjectives that went out with the turn of the century take

the advertising of prosaic products like Campbell's soups, and

Heinz's beans nothing glamorous about 'em like pictures

but how glamorous the ads! we often 'wonder what these

lads who lay out the copy for those prosaic products could do with a

glamorous product like the motion pictures if they ever went to work

on 'em and some of our present-day department store advertising

is so intriguing that it's got a lot of men reading copy meant exclusively

for lemmes and ain't that somethin'?

• • • NEW TYPE of entertainment soon to hit Times

Square that may compete seriously with the film houses if

it catches on a certain well-known doughnut manufacturing

concern hooked-up with a pop coffee blend which has been dis-

pensing along Broadway for several years is about to expand. . .

.

it is rumored they will take over the International Casino

give a pop priced afternoon lunch and a pop priced evening meal
with doughnuts to take home in a handy package thrown

in and a nice big floor for dancing to the accompani-
ment of a pop ork that will play continuously from a screen,

no less now if the idea should go big, and they should get

all the pop name bands to record a dance short each well,

you get the idea, of course

• • • REWARD for many years of service to Joe O'Connor.

manager of the State Theater at San Jose, Calif he and the missus

are being sent on a vacation tour of Europe for two months, all ex-

penses paid by Robert McNeil, general manager of the Golden
State Theaters. . . • Lester B. Isaac, director of projection for Loew's,

yesterday celebrated his twenty-third anniversary with the company.

stirnappealattack:

riots reorg. claim

(Continued from Payc 1)

by the indenture trustee filino- f (

all the public holders. It is the coi

tention of Stirn that the Court d
no thave the right to enter the la

ter order because the time ff*-a]
peal from the earlier order h{ Hi
out more than four years ago.

Order of last January, it is coi

tended, relieved those who had th

filed from giving their excuses ar
reasons why they did not comp
with the original order in time, <

within the last four years.

Claim is made in the brief fik

by Stover yesterday that his cliei

has called to the attention of RCj
Atlas and other proponents thi

their claims have not been fik

since proof was received before Sp>

cial Master Alger on June 14, 193
when the trustee reported in ev

dence that only one stockholder to

complied with the original ordf

and had filed his claim in time, ar

that the stockholder was Ernest V

Stirn.

Therefore Stirn claims to be tl

only stockholder who can object 1

the filing of the claims of otto

stockholders and bondholders.
Stover, it was reported yesterda,

may file today what observers e:

pect will constitute the "main sec

tion" of the Stirn appeal, but th

was not filed yesterday, notwitl

standing contention of certa:

sources.

Also yesterday in Federal Com
Irving Trust Co. filed a petitic

which applied for an additional ii

terim allowance of $85,000 as RK
trustee, and William J. Donova
filed for another interim allowanc
of $95,000. Previously, former to

been awarded $155,000, and the la:

ter $245,00. The new allowanc
claims are for the period covering
the 12 months pursuant to Oct.

1937.

Petition also asks Court's permis
sion for Irving Trust to pay out th

new allowances from monies in ham

Zern In Altec Post

C. J. Zern has been appointe
manager of the Kansas City distric

of the Altec Service Corp. wit

headquarters in Kansas City.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

ACENT

Wallace Beery is making an effort to

collect a print of each of the films in

which he has appeared, starting with

"Behind That Door" in 1917.—M-C-M.
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ATTACK GB DEAL

.Ki'J ft Pagi 1 i

-borough product in the U. S.

d the United Kingdom.
Coupled with the distribution fea-

re was provision for 20th-Fox fi-

nding of the GB-Gainsborough— rion program up to 50 per

it was reported at the time.

raw Up Vode-Vision

Pact to Submit to AFM
tinned from Page 1)

rejection within the near future.

If Joseph N. Weber, AFM prexy,

jects the contract and V-V is re-

sed the use of union musicians,

ey are ready to go ahead and
cord their music with non-union
?n. If this action is blocked by
eber, the case will be taken to

girt and the V-V attorneys, it is

d, will sue Weber as having ex-

eded his rights, basing their ac-

>n on the precedent set by the

oera-On-Tour decision.

V-V execs, state that they want
and hope to be able to, co-oper-

e with the AFM if it is possible,

ley contend that their presenta-

ms would prove to be competitive
len placed in theaters and would
ing about the use of musicians in

tier theaters.
Weber is expected to return from
orida this week-end.

eorge Vallar, Paramount

Mgr. in Mex. City, Resigns

(Continued from Page 1)

ars and formerly was Para-
ount's manager in Germany.
A successor to the Mexico City

st will be made by John W. Hicks,

reign department head, who is

jrw in Europe. Until a successor is

rmed, A. L. Pratchett, Latin Amer-
i district manager, will assume
liar's former duties.

No Beano Door Prizes

Somerville, Mass.—Mayor James
Lynch of Somerville has warned

erators of Beano games against
/ing door or attendance prize after

inference with District Attorney
bert F. Bradford, who had re-

ved complaints of the practice.

Acquires N. J. House
Deal was closed yesterday by

Iarles
A. Goldreyer, well known

jonx exhibitor, with the Goldbloom
"alty Corp. for the Rex Theater,
-ington, N. J. House has 1,250

ats.

ST Pool Breaking Up?
Oklahoma City — Speculation is rife

here that the resignation of Byron H.

"Dinty" Moore as Standard Theaters
general manager is a forerunner of the

previously reported breakup of Standard,

Paramount and Cooper interests pooled
in the Standard Theaters organization.

Irish Censor Rejected 29 Pix in 1938
Dublin I By Cable)—Annual report of the Irish film censor, James Montgomery,

cites rejections in 1938 as totaling 29. British films submitted numbered 269, a de-
crease of 18 from 1937. American films presented increased from 1,172 to 1,232 in

the same period. Total number of films passed on was 2,214, a drop of 50 from
1937. Passed in their entirety were 410 features; 110 were cut and 23 rejected.

One Irish and one French film were submitted, against none of either in 1937.

Paramount, Fox, M-G-M Exhibs. Meet After Majors

Australian Mgrs. to U. S. Study Myers' Trade Draft

(Continued from Page 1)

terey on that date are Harry Hunter,
Paramount; Clarance Hake, 20th
Century-Fox, and N. Bernard Free-
man, M-G-M.

Hoyts Circuit Protests

Australian Quota Law

Sydney (By Cable)—First of the
Australian circuits to offer sharp
protest to the New South Wales
quota legislation was Hoyt's which
addressed a communication on the
matter to the NSW Chief Secretary.

Twentieth Century-Fox owns a
large block of shares in Hoyt's.
The protest said in part: "Hoyt's

Theaters views with grave concern
the recommendations relating to the
setting up of an Empire quota.
Years of practical experience warn
us that any attempt to enforce it

must inevitably result in the inflic-

tion of serious hardships upon Aus-
tralian theater owners."
The communication goes on to cite

the fact that Hoyts with its associ-

ates instituted an all-British policy

in certain modern city theaters only
to suffer heavy financial loss. In

the case of the Embassy, Sydney,
opened four years ago as an exclu-

sive British and Australian film

house, the policy was abandoned in

1937 for lack of public support.
"Hoyts submits," continues the

protest, "that the Empire Quota as
recommended by certain sections of

the industry would not operate in

the best interests of either the pro-
ducer or the theater owner, but may
well result in undermining the eco-

nomic stability of the Australian
theater industry."
Other circuits have protested

against the Empire Quota idea.

Donner Technicolor Special

Technicolor in the East, the per-

manent camera unit headquartered
at the Eastern Service Studios, is

doing the color photography for the
third Vyvyan Donner special at the

Fox studios next week. Bill Steiner

is in charge of the camera work.

Somerville House Burns

Boston — A $20,000 fire of unde-
termined origin swept the Ball
Square Theater, Somerville, oper-

ated by Hilton Associates. The bal-

cony, rear orchestra and lobby were
destroyed.

B & K Jitterbug Circuit
Chicago — B & K is extending

its jitterbug circuit. Weekly con-

tests in connection with film pro-

grams are in vogue at five houses

—

Terminal, Congress, Senate, Nor-
shore and Paradise.

(Continued from Page 1)

tice plan. This draft is now being-

digested by attorneys and distribu-
tion heads and a decisison on the
next step in reaching a general
agreement with exhibitors may be
reached next week.
No date has been set for the gen-

eral exhibitor meeting, but it is un-
derstood that Allied's negotiating
committee will huddle before March
1.

Meanwhile, it is reported that
Myers is seeking the opinion of Al-
lied unit leaders as to the merits
and workability of the organiza-
tion's general counsel's draft. These
opinions and comments are being-

forwarded to Myers at his Wash-
ington office and probably will be
the basis for further discussions
when the negotiating committee
again convenes.

Allison Hospitalized

Pittsburgh — R. Allison, head of

the Allison Circuit of Theaters, is

confined to Mercy Hospital here
with a serious stomach ailment.

SEE SLIGHT CHANGE

FOR N.Y. CHAIN TAX

Albany—Pending anti-chain store

measure, hoppered by Assembly-
man L. Bennett of New York, is

regarded as having slight chance of

passage. Bill amends tax law in

relation to the operation, mainte-
nance, opening or establishment of

stores in New York State, prescrib-
ing:

Fifty dollar annual license fee for
each store in excess of two and not
over five; $100 for each store more
than six and not more than 10; $250
for each store in excess of 11 and
not more than 25; $1,000 for each
store in excess of 26.

Definition of stores now includes
theaters, which are "owned, oper-
ated, maintained or controlled by
the same person, firm, copartner-
ship, association or corporation,
either domestic or foreign."

Little Princess" World
Opening in Boston Feb. 22

Twentieth Century-Fox has set
the world premiere of Shirley Tem-
ple's first Technicolor picture, "The
Little Princess," for the Memorial
Theater in Boston on Feb. 22. The
national release date for "The Little
Princess" is March 17.

IN HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
"Home of the Start"

Convenient to motion picture

broadcasting studios.

Rates from $3.50 Single

and

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA HOTEL

"Aviation Headquarters"

Featuring "IT' Cafe, Hollywood's

Swankest Night Spot.

Rates from $3.00 Single

IN LOS ANGELES
HOTEL MAYFAIR

"In the Heart of the City
Free Garage Adjoining Hotel

Transients.

Rates from $2.50 Single

IN FRESNO
HOTEL CALIFORNIAN

Completely Air Conditioned through-

out the year Overlooking the famous Capitol Park

Rates from $2.50 Single Rates from $3.00 Single

HULL HOTELS — STARRING IN HOSPITALITY AND SERVICE

for

IN SACRAMENTO
HOTEL SENATOR
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"Fast and Loose"
with Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell

M-G-M 80 Mins.

SPRIGHTLY MURDER MYSTERY A LA
"THIN MAN" TECHNIQUE MAKES LIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT.

Bright and clever murder mystery done
in the "Thin Man" manner, with Robert

Montgomery the debonair sleuth and Rosa-

lind Russell his ever-present wife mixing

in with unwanted advice and such. The
theme concerns several murders committed

in connection with the theft of an original

Shakespeare manuscript. The owner of

the manuscript is Ralph Morgan, and the

suspects include his son, his librarian and

several others. The police inspector moves

in, along with Montgomery, who is a biblio-

phile expert. The clews involve eventually

a night club owner (Sidney Blackmer) but

he is innocent of the crimes, his sole in-

terest being in collecting a gambling debt
from the son of the owner of the manu-
script. Jo Ann Sayers, the Metro find, does

a nice part as the daughter of the family

in love with the librarian who is suspected

of the crimes, but he was only trying to

shield the son who had pawned the manu-
script to cover his gambling debt. The
story winds in and out with more or less

ingenuity, and Montgomery manages to do

a neat job of the debonair sleuth who takes

everything lightly even when his life is in

danger. Rosalind Russell is very appealing

as the wife who loves to stick her pretty

nose into everything her hubby is trying

to do. Joan Marsh as the lady friend of

the gambler with whom the sleuth hobnobs
in an effort to win her confidence, furnishes

the material for some feminine mixups

between herself, the hubby and the wife.

Cleverly directed, and smoothly acted by

a very competent cast throughout.

CAST: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind

Russell, Reginald Owen, Ralph Morgan,

Etienne Girardot, Alan Dinehart, Jo Ann
Sayers, Joan Marsh, Anthony Allan, Tom
Collins, Sidney Blackmer, Donald Douglas,

Ian Wolfe, Mary Forbes, Leonard Carey.

CREDITS: Producer, Frederick Stephani;

Director, Edwin L. Marin; Author, Harry

Kurnitz; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman,
George Folsey; Editor, Elmo Veron.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Nick Dipson Improving

Pittsburgh— Nick Dipson, presi-

dent of the West Virginia Theatri-
cal Enterprises, Inc., is reported im-
proving after undergoing an opera-
tion at the Buffalo General Hospital,

Buffalo, N. Y.

McCabe in BFR Spot

Cincinnati — Lee Goldberg an-
nounces William McCabe, former
Western Sales Mgr. for Monogram,
has taken over the Indianapolis,

Ind. Big Feature Rights' office.

Haber Replaces Williams
Cincinnati—Sam Haber is new Re-

public representative for W. Va.
territory. Ross Williams, formerly

with Republic, is now representing

RKO Radio in W. Va.

"Huckleberry Finn"
with Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly

M-G-M 92 Mins.

DISAPPOINTING PORTRAYAL OF
GREAT CLASSIC THAT MISSES MARK
TWAINS SENSITIVE TOUCH.
While the production follows closely

Mark Twain's original story of the immortal

Huck Finn, the close parallel to the printed

word only serves to emphasize how out-

dated Mark Twain has really become. It

is also no secret among the literati and the

critics of belles lettres that Mark Twain
while being a consummate humorist and

delineator of character was one of the

world's worst plot constructionists. This

is graphically attested when a too con-

scientious scripter sticks too closely to the

writings of the great humorist and the

director tries to take that script and spread

it on the harshly revealing screen that

shows up all the glaring inconsistencies of

the rambling story. The only way this anti-

quated plot could have been made really

palatable for modern movie audiences would

have been to treat each character with

fine nuances of delineation instead of giv-

ing them the broad strokes such as marks

the film throughout. Time with the treat-

ment accorded the characters, Huck Finn

for instance becomes a rough homespun
version of Mickey Rooney trying to forget

he is a sophisticate of the Hardy Family

and pretend he is just a child of the back-

woods along the Mississippi mud flats. He
certainly is not the character as portrayed

in the subtle delineation of Mark Twain.

This goes for all the other characters. And
so the bald incidents of the immortal story

with this treatment become very flat and

mechanical and uninteresting. The story

just doesn't ring true, and it certainly does

not arouse any warm sympathy for the

main character. Mickey Rooney does his

best, and his fans may accept him

as he appears and think he is great. To
the lovers of Mark Twain it can only prove

a disappointment. It is just one of those

stories that should have remained in its

book covers until a sympathetic and fine

treatment could have caught the spirit that

the great humorist injected into it. Lacking

such treatment, it becomes just another

motion picture of undistinguished charac-

ter.

CAST: Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly,

William Frawley, Rex Ingram, Lynne Car-

ver, Jo Ann Sayers, Minor Watson, Eliza-

beth Risdon, Victor Kilian, Clara Blandick.

CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Mankiewicz;
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Mark
Twain; Screenplay, Hugo Butler; Camera-
man, John Seitz; Editor, Frank E. Hull.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Censor Bill in Committee
Oklahoma City — Rep. Charles

Flanagan's bill to establish a state
censorship board and close theaters
on Sunday has been referred to the
legislature's ways and means com-
mittee for consideration.

$3,606 for Refugees
Nashville, Tenn.—Refugee benefit

day observed by the Bailey-Starr
Circuit netted $3,606.81.

"The Mutiny of the

Elsinore"
with Paul Lukas, Lyn Harding, Kathleen

Kelly

Argyle Prod. 73 Mins.

STIRRING JACK LONDON SEA YARN
BEAUTIFULLY ACTED, DIRECTED AND
PHOTOGRAPHED.
A grand sea story done with all the

gusto and salty atmosphere which dis-

tinguished Jack London at his best. And
he was at his best when he wrote about

the old brigantines and life in the fo'c'sle.

This British production is easily one of the

best sea yarns that the screen can claim.

Masterly direction by Roy Lockwood, and

he must have had a beautiful script to fol-

low, for the characterization seem as if

they stepped right out of London's book.

In fact the gents of the crew steal the

picture, as rough and lusty a crew as ever

shipped on a brigantine. The camera work
sets a standard for grand depiction of a

vessel under full sail under all sorts of

weather conditions. The angle shots are

grand. Taken aloft, shooting up from the

bow, along the deck, down in the innards

of the ship—here is realistic photography

at its finest. The sight of this grand old

brigantine with its three masts loaded down
heeling over under full sail is a sight that

will stir the soul of any lover of the sea.

The story is the typical London yarn of

a surly crew, an honest God-fearing cap-

tain, a hardboiled but loyal Scotch mate,

a scoundrelly second mate, and then the

mutiny, the fight, and the final winning

through to safe harbor. But not before the

captain has been murdered, the pretty

daughter of the skipper threatened in the

mutiny, her rescue by the single passenger

(Paul Lukas), and a member of the crew
thrown overboard by another sailor. Here
is one sea drama that rings true, for it

was written by a master who knew his

subject from actual experience in the

fo'c'sle of just such a brigantine. And it

has been beautifully directed and mar-
vellously photographed. This is a "sleep-

er" that with proper ballyhoo will bring

big returns to any showman. A welcome
relief from much of the Hollywood arti-

ficialities.

CAST: Paul Lukas, Lyn Harding, Kath-
leen Kelly, Clifford Evans, Michael Martin-
Harvey, William Devlin, Ben Soutten, Con-
way Dixon, Pat Noonan, Tony Sympson.
Hamilton Keene, Alec Fraser, Jiro Soneya.

CREDITS: Director, Roy Lockwood; Au-
thor, Jack London; Screenplay, Beaufoy
Milton; Cameraman, Bryan Langley; Edi-

tor, F. H. Bickerton.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

Hoffman With Haase
Detroit—Harry H. Hoffman, man-

ager of the Majestic Theater for
Midwest Theaters, has resigned to
become assistant to Nat Haase,
Michigan manager for Metro Prem-
ium Co. Larry Nyberg, former Ma-
jestic manager, and lately with the
Colonial, returns to the Majestic.

Bair Stricken with Flu

Indianapolis—Roy R. Bair, head
of the Bair Circuit, is confined to
his home by a severe case of flu.

"Six-Gun Rhythm"
with Tex Fletcher, Joan Barclay,

Ralph Peters

Grand National-Arcadia 55 M
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WESTERN WITH CHASES AND SOI

WILL HAVE SPECIAL APPE/"v
YOUNGSTERS. '

Tex Fletcher, recruited from radio, mi

his debut in this offering, which will h

special appeal to youngsters because of

chases and songs. Joan Barclay plays

love interest opposite Fletcher, while Ra

Peters supplies the comedy. Reed Hovtj

Bud McTaggart, Walter Shumway, (1

Mathews, Bob Fraser, Art Davis and jf

McHugh are among the principals. 9
Newfield served as producer and direc'

with Ted Richmond furnishing the origil

story and Fred Myton the screenp
(

"There's a Cabin in the Valley" is

best of the Johnny Lange-Lew Porter soil

Returning to his home state, Texas, or I

vacation, Fletcher, a pro-football star, fi
|

that his father, a sheriff, has been m
j

dered. Cattle rustlers and smugglers I

taking the law into their own hands, 1

Fletcher swings into action and uncovl

evidence. Soon he is joined by his foj

ball teammates, who aid him in round!

up the crooks.

CAST: Tex Fletcher, Joan Bare

Ralph Peters, Reed Howes, Walter Shut

way, Slim Hacker, Carl Mathews, Art l|

vis, Bob Fraser, Jack McHugh, Sherry Tl
sey, Kit Guard, Bud McTaggart, "I

Adams.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Newfield; I

rector, same; Author, Ted Richmol
Screenplay, Fred Myton; Cameraman, J
Reed; Editor, Bob Crandall; Art Direct

Fred Pebble; Sound, Hans Weeren; Son]

by Johnny Lange and Lew Porter.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPI-
Good.

Knoepfle, Krim Injured

Cincinnati—Rudy Knoepfle, repi

sentative for Republic, suffered
broken jaw in two places and mul
pie head injuries when his c

skidded into a loading platform
Dayton, 0. Fred Krim, mgr. of t

Columbia and Mayfair Theatei
who was riding with Knoepfle, w
severely bruised.

Carmichael for Short
Paramount has completed

rangements with Hoagy Carmichai
to appear in a forthcoming Par
mount Headliner short titled "Par
mount Presents Hoagy Carmichael
Lou Diamond, head of Paramounf
short subject department, announci
yesterday. Carmichael has engagi
Jack Teagarten's orchestra to i:

terpret his numbers.

Neth Seriously III

Cincinnati — J. Real Neth, tl

Neth Circuit, Columbus, Js serious
ill at a Columbus hospital, sufferir

from an embolism, following a brol

en ankle caused by a fall. Nei

operates the Lincoln, Markhar
State and Cameo Theaters.
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PATHE'S REALIGNMENT

PLAN WINS APPROVAL

(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe Films Corp., stated following

the meeting-

, that the new laboratory
operating company, to be known as

Pathe Laboratories, Inc., will be or-

ganized within the next 10 days.

Briggs forecast a successful year for

the new company, and said that a
number of deals are now in work
which will provide revenue to the

laboratories, with every indication

pointing to a dividend the first year.

Briggs said that the old company
would show a deficit for 1938, al-

though the last three months of the

year had shown improved business.

Dividends to Pathe last year on the

3,500 shares of duPont Film Manu-
facturing stock it owns amounted to

$245,000, approximately $70 per

share.

No definite offer has been made
for the duPont stock, although sev-

eral discussions have been held,

Briggs said, in answer to a ques-

tion as to whether or not the stock

would be sold. He stated that he,

and the board of directors, felt that

the duPont stock was a valuable as-

set which would be a great deal

more valuable in a few years, and
that he was definitely in favor of

holding on to the stock.

Possibility of Pathe buying a lab-

oratory on the Coast, about which
several discussions have been held,

depends on whether or not enough
business can be obtained for the

laboratory to make the venture

worthwhile, Briggs stated. He re-

vealed that deals are in work with

both the New York and San Fran-

cisco Fairs for a type of film which

will net the company a good sum for

the year 1939.

Exact tabulation of the vote at

the meeting showed 398,093 shares

for the plan with 5,869 against it.

In Brigg's address to the stock-

holders, he stated that a clear pol-

icy of future action by the company
cannot be determined until the 1939

Federal Revenue Act is written. It

may be possible that under the Act
additional benefits will be derived,

effecting a saving to the company,

and to the stockholders.

Loach Replaces Wattles

on Pathe Film's Board

Following the Pathe Film Corp.

stockholders meeting yesterday, the

board of directors elected Thomas P.

Loach, vice-president and treasurer,

as a director to replace Gurdon
Wattles, resigned.

Emil Stern III

Chicago — Emil Stern, Essaness

prexy, is confined to his home with

a severe cold. Joe Rosenberg,

Illinois Allied counsel, is recovering

from the same complaint. Phil

Dunas, Columbia branch head, has

returned to his desk after two
weeks' in Michael Reese Hospital.

iVeto Warner Contracts Handed to 26 Players
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Eurbank—Warners has renewed contracts of 26 players. They include: Stuart
Holmes, John Harron, Sidney Bracy, Frank Mayo, Cliff Saum, Tom Wilson, Al Lloyd,

Eddie Graham, Don Turner, Jack Mower, Max Blum, Leo White, Jack Richardson, Paul
Panzer, Glen Cavender, Jack Wise, Saul Corse, Marion Alden, Alice Connors, Lola
Cheaney, Dorothy Varden, Bess Meyers, Lottie Williams, Sally Sage, Paulette Evans
and Clara Horton.

Urges Closer Co-operation

By Hollywood, 16 mm. Field

Setting up of closer, more mutu-
ally profitable bonds between Holly-
wood producers and the 16 mm.
educational and related fields was
advocated yesterday by Harry A.
Kapit, president of Walter O. Gut-
lohn, Inc., producers and distributors
of 16 mm. sound and silent product.
Kapit declared that such a step will

both afford revenue boosts to Coast
studios and provide expertly-fash-
ioned footage to American colleges,
schools and institutions, and, addi-
tionally, launch on a deserved scale
an era of worth-while documentary
subjects of the caliber now success-
fully made in France.

Kapit also said that the recent
New York State Regents Inquiry
was on the right track in suggest-
ing the production-harnessing of
educational subjects to the major
and leading indie studios; that by
doing so the instructive films could
be made with the technique and
finesse of Hollywood's better fea-
tures and shorts; could be made
faster, and, since progressive edu-
cators know what they want in the
way of informative subjects, which
they themselves would suggest and
edit, expense could be probably cut,

as there would be no probing for
story material, no casting problems,
and a minimum of delay.

Losey Project Interests

Several companies are reported
interested in the possibilities of col-

or puppet films along the lines of
a two-reeler, "Pete Roleum and his
Cousins," which Joseph Losey is in
the process of shooting for the
Petroleum exhibit at the New York
World's Fair.

It is understood that these films
can be produced for considerably
less than the average cost on color
cartoons.
Losey is also director of the ex-

perimental film division of the
Progressive Education Association.

V. C. Auxiliary to Dance
Pittsburgh — The Ladies' Thea-

trical Club, an auxiliary of the
Pittsburgh Variety Club, will hold
a Farmer Dance in the William
Penn Hotel here tomorrow. Mrs.
Larry J. Katz, wife of the Inter-
national Representative of the
Operators and Film Exchange Em-
ployes Union in this city is chair-
man of the affair.

Franklin Licks Grippe
Newark, N. J.—Sidney Franklin,

managing director of the Little, has
returned to his desk at the down-
town house after a tough tussle
with the grippe.

British Acoustics Rests

Case Against RCA and Erpi

Wilmington, Del.—British Acous-
tics rested its case against RCA and
Erpi in Federal court here yester-

day with Ian Cremieu-Javal of Lon-
don, managing director of the plain-

tiff, as its final witness.

Javal was on the stand but a
short time and related the filing of
certain documents in this country
just prior to his orders directing in-

stitution of litigation.

Paul J. Larson, patent and con-
sulting expert for Warner Bros.,
and a former RCA research man-
ager, took the stand again and con-
tinued his explanation of various
patents dealing with feeding film
through sound head projectors.
Edward W. Wente of New York

Bell Telephone Laboratories, re-

search physicist in charge of re-
search investigations, was the first

witness for the defendants. He ex-
plained various United States pat-
ents involving the film feeding me-
chanism of a dozen exhibits entered
in evidence by defendants and traced
film action through various types of
projection equipment involved in
the suit in regards to tension and
distortion.

Carnival Licensing Plan

Before Tulsa's Council

Tulsa, Okla.—An ordinance dras-
tically regulating carnivals within
Tulsa's incorporated limits and
licensing such attractions under
the supervision of the city plan
commission, has been presented to
the City Council by D. H. Pratt,
Commissioner of Finance.
Commissioner Pratt, who at the

last meeting, aided in the defeat of
Mayor T. A. Penney's ordinance to
ban carnivals, said he believed that,
"the carnivals should be zoned."
Under the proposed new ordin-

ance the carnivals would be forced
to pay $100 for the first day show-
ing and $25 thereafter. The new
law would prohibit the waiving of
fees.

Dinner Dance for Union
Pittsburgh — Theater Employes

Union, Local B-12, will hold a din-
ner-dance at the Italian Gardens on
Sunday evening. There will be a
floor show and prizes. C. E. Ken-
nedy, president of the union, is

chairman of the committee in
charge.

Junior Execs to Meet
Detroit—United Detroit Circuit is

inaugurating semi-monthly meet-
ings of assistant managers and jun-
ior executives, to maintain closer
staff contact.

VT. GOVERNOR SIGNS

RLUE LAWS REPEAL!

(Continued from Page I)

lington residents petitioned for 1

first vote on the question to be h<

at the city meeting March 7. A,
city or town which desires to mj
vote. The only requirement is w{
five legal voters must petition?
poll at least 12 days befoA"/ J
March 7 town meetings. If as

proved, baseball would be legal aft!

2 p.m., the other events from 6 p.

Sunday motion pictures have h
a troubled history in Vermont, p£ I

ticularly in the southern part of tj

state where a few theaters hal
been operated openly. Attorne|
Genera] Lawrence C. Jones said
least one state's attorney refused
prosecute under the law, but se;

eral theaters paid fines and la]

Monday a theater firm in Sprinj
field pleaded guilty to showing
Sunday and was ordered to pJ
fines totalling $369.
Jones said most of the theateJ

which operated on Sundays regarl
ed the fines as license fees and ke

]
right on operating regularly.

Censorship Bill in Del.

To Be Introduced Tod;

(Continued from Page 1)

about which there might be ai

question.
No movie which is obscene, ind<

cent, unmoral, anti-religious
which might debase or corrupt tl

morals of youth could be sold, leasi

or exhibited within the state wb
disapproved by the Juvenile Cou
judges. It also provides no pr
view could be shown for more the

five minutes.
Upon application of five or mo;j

persons of any community allegir
a picture was unfit, the exhibiti'

1

would have to submit it to til

judges for study. Fines from $<

to $100 are specified for violatirt

the act.

Paul Baron Named "U's"

Charlotte Branch Hea

(Continued from Page 1)

in Atlanta. Paul Baron, forme
Philadelphia salesman who has bee
in Washington for several month
as acting branch manager, will tak
the place of Richardson as branc
manager in Charlotte.

B. B. Kreisler, salesman at Bos
5

ton, will become acting branch mar
ager of the Washington exchange
pending the return of Manage!
Nate Sauber who is away from th

office recuperating from a siege c

illness.

B & K Foreign Theater
Chicago—Balaban & Katz will ir

augurate a foreign pix policy in th

Apollo Theater starting next weel
House will show nothing but first-ru

foreigns, opening with "Grand Illu

sion."
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fKO Radio Plans 48 for 1939-40, $20,000,000 Budget

(IURPHYJNTERCEDES WITH N. D. GOV. JM REPEAL

:0th-Fox to Spend $30,000,000 on 52 Pix for *39-'40

h

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Gov't Wins Dallas Suit

By GEORGE H. MORRIS-

1MESTIC
LITIGATION: In decision on
nday last, U. S. Supreme Court,
vote of 5 to 3, ruled in favor
the Government in the all-impor-
lt Dallas anti-trust case. Jus-
es upheld lower court that con-
*cts between Interstate Circuit
d distribs. were violations of

erman Anti-Trust Act, and con-
ned District Court in enjoining
forcement and renewal of the
reements ... In New York, Ern-
; W. Stirn filed appeal which as-

,.led validity of claims in the RKO
>rg.

* * *

LEGISLATION: At week's out-
I an end to • the North Dakota
2ater "divorcement law," consti-

:ionality of which is being chal-
lged before U. S. Supreme Court,
peared in sight. On Tuesday
Jme word from Bismarck that Fed-

™al investigation of circumstances
solving a vote to repeal the act
is indicated when Speaker Hagen

]
the House said he was withhold-

'g his signature after being in-

rmed that the D of J agents were
j
the ground. As week-end neared

ivernor John Moses was expected
get the bill for signature or dis-

proval.

TRADE PRACTICES: Full text
fair trade practices draft of

lied's general counsel, Abram F.
Vers, was published in The Film
a.ily on Tuesday. The new draft,
nich featured elimination of two
oposals in the original draft, sug-
sted end of trade announcement
•ovision.

* * *

DISTRIBUTION : J. Walter
aompson agency was reported

I
sting ad shorts in some 600 the-
ers ... In wake of this news

{Continued on Page 19)

Record Budget set; 14 Series

Features, 52 Shorts

Planned
An all-time high budget of ap-

proximately $30,000,000 will be ex-
pended by 20th-Fox on its product
lineup for 1939-40, with the 52-pic-
ture program to offer a greater per-
centage of high bracketed prdouc-
tions, The Film Daily learned
over the week-end.

Record budget results from the
belief of President Sidney R. Kent,

{Continued on Page 10)

MONOGRAM IN BLACK,

STATEMENT REVEALS

While Monogram reported a loss

in 1938 of $180,861, a profit of $37,-
132 was recorded for the last two
months of the year, and the com-
pany "has every reason to look for-

(Continued on Page 3)

Sears Drive 12% Ahead;
Eastern District Leads

With the first eight weeks of
Warners' Sears Drive over, the com-
pany's annual sales contest is run-
ning 12 per cent ahead of a similar

< Continued on Page 3)

CENSORSHIP

SHOWDOWN?
N. Y. Daily News Opens

Fire on Pix Censors

Demand that the film censorship
issue in New York State be "drag-
ged into the open and brought to a
showdown" was voiced editorially
Friday by the New York Daily News
which, simultaneously in its news
columns turned the spotlight on film
censorship "from birth to screen."

Springboard for the powerful
Daily News treatment of censorship
was the action of the Motion Picture
Division of the N. Y. State Depart-
ment of Education in rejecting
license applications for Warners'

(Continued on Page 19)

STOVERflLESAPPEAL

FROM RKO REORG. PLAN

John Stover, counsel for Ernest
W. Stirn, on Saturday morning filed

what amounts to a blanket appeal
from the order signed on Jan. 17,
last, by Federal Judge Bondy, and
which modified, approved and con-

1 Continued on Page 10)

48 Features on RKO 1939-40 Lineup,-

N.Y. Sales Meeting in June Looming

Comerford's Will Names
Walker to Manage Circuit

Scranton, Pa.—Under the will of
the late M. E. Comerford, Frank
C. Walker, his nephew, is given full

power as executor to continue and
manage the Comerford circuit of
theaters. The will was filed for pro-
bate last Thursday and names his

(Continued on Page 20)

Approximately 48 features will be
produced by RKO Radio for the
1939-40 season, George J. Schaefer,
president, stated Friday upon his
arrival from studio conferences. Ex-
plaining that several specials would
be included in the 48 pictures,
Schaefer said that the season's
budget would call for the expendi-
ture of about $20,000,000.
A national convention of the com-

(Continued on Page 4)

U. S. Attorney General Asks
Moses Consider Effect

on Suit
Bismarck, N. D.—In the hands of

Gov. John Moses, after a tempestu-
ous week, is the theater divorcement
repeal bill, the chief executive hav-
ing until today to decide his action.
If he neither signs nor vetoes it by
that time, it automatically becomes
law.
Refusing to declare what his ac-

tion would be as this edition went
to press, the Governor did, however,
confirm earlier reports he had been
contacted by U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral Frank Murphy and asked "to
give serious consideration to effect

(.Continued on Page 3)

SETBACKTORGOV'T

IN CONTEMPT ACTION

Chicago—B & K and seven maj-
ors, defendants in criminal contempt
proceedings instituted by the De-
partment of Justice in U. S. District
Court here, won a preliminary vic-
tory Friday when Federal Judge
Charles Woodward:

1. Ruled the Government
(Continued on Page 10)

Expect Cole to Address

W. Va. ITO Meet Feb. 28

Col. H. A. Cole, recently elected
president of the Allied States Asso-
ciation, has been invited to address
the general meeting of the ITO of
West Virginia at the Waldo Hotel,
Clarksburg, on Tuesday, Feb. 28.
From present indications, this meet-
ing will have the largest attendance

(Continued on Page 10)

Alperson Resigns
Edward L. Alperson resigned as vice-

president and general sales manager of

Grand National over the week-end.
Alperson announced from the Coast that
he would take a brief vacation before
joining another enterprise.
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{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 17V4 17 17 + Vs

Columbia Picts. vtc. 12'/4 1214 1214
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fin. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .11 11 11

East. Kodak 1745/8 1743/8 1743/8 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13'/4 13 13 — 14

Loew's, Inc 49y2 49 49 — Vs

do pfd
Paramount 10% 10% 10%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 10% 10% 10% — Vs

Pathe Film 10 9V8 914 — %
RKO 2V4 2i/

8
2i/g — Vs

20th Cent.-Fox . . . . 24% 24 24 + i/
8

20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. 32% 32i/
2 32Vi

Univ. Pict. pfd 64 64 64 +1
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5%— Vs

do pfd 41 40y2 41 + %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww . .101 1/2 101 % 101 % — Vs

Par. B'way 3s 55.

Par. Picts. 6s 55.. .101 1003/4 101 + %
Pa. Picts. cv .3%s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s 39 96% 95% 96

Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 891/2 88l/2 89% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . . 234 2% 234
Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 1 % 1 % — Vs
Technicolor 19 1834 1834
TransLux
Universal Picts 61/2 6% 6'/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/
2 s 1st '39 5 61/2

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95% 96%
Met. Playhouse. Inc., 1st deb. '45. 69 70%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 70% 72%

® The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

•

n
ygmalion (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)— 11th week Capitol

The Lady Vanishes (20th Century-Fox-GB)—9th week Globe

Idiot's Delight (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—3rd week Capitol

St. Louis Blues (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Made for Each Other (United Artists-Selznick) Music Hall

Off the Record (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures) Rivoli

Mutiny of the Elsinore (Principal Film Exchange) Criterion

The Three Musketeers, (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Renegade Ranger (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Smiling Along (20th Century-Fox) Central

Jesse James (20th Century-Fox) (b) Palace

The Great Waltz (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (b) Little Carnegie

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—23rd week Filmarte

Heart of Paris (Tri-National Fictures)—6th week Cinema 49
Professor Mamlock (Amkino)—4th week World
With a Smile (Malmark Distrib.)—3rd week 5th Ave. Playhouse

The Will of a People (F. Frank)—2nd week Bilfmore
Soviet Border (Amkino) Cameo
Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn) (b) Waldorf

FUTURE OPENINGS
Honolulu (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Feb. 22 Capitol
Cafe Society (Paramount Pictures)— Feb. 22 Paramount
Four Girls in White (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Feb. 22 Criterion
Twelve Crowded Hours (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 23 Rialto

Devil's Island (Warner Bros. Picture 1:)—Feb. 25 Globe
Oklahoma Kid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 3 Strand
Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures)— Feb. 22 (a-b) Palace
Fisherman's Wharf (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 22 (a) • Palace
L'Alibi (Columbia Pictures) (c) 5fh Ave. Playhouse

(3) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Majors Seek Examination

In Orange Co. Thea. Suit

Application is expected to be
made to Federal Judge Edward
Conger today for examination be-

fore trial in the suit brought by
Orange County Theaters, Inc.,

against Paramount, 20th Century-
Fox, Big U, RKO Radio, UA, Netco
Theaters Corp., Eugene Levy,
George Walsh and Joseph Lee.
The application will be made by

Paramount, 20th-Fox, Netco, Lee,
Levy and Walsh, seeking to ex-

amine certain officers of Orange
County Theaters, as well as Miller

and Sherry Enterprises.
Suit is brought under Sherman

anti-trust statute for $225,000.

Plaintiffs charge unfair discrimina-
tion in distribution to them of prod-
uct.

Draft Strategy to Fight

Adverse N. Y. Legislation

Plans for combatting adverse
legislation in New York State were
discussed Friday when representa-
tives of major producers, organiza-
tion heads and lawyers met in the
Globe Theater Bldg. A campaign
to contact state legislators was sug-
gested and details are expected to

be completed at another meeting to

be called shortly.

Those attending the meeting Fri-

day were informed of two bills

which previously had not come to

their attention. One calls for a
licensed engineer to operate and re-

pair air-conditioning equipment and
the other would require an engineer
and a fireman to look after all

steam-heating equipment in build-

ings. Theaters would come under
both laws, if passed, regardless of

the size of the equipment in use.

E. W. Hammons to Hollywood

For Production Conference

Earle W. Hammons, president of
Grand National, left for the Coast
Friday night to discuss future pro-
duction plans with Jack Skirball,
production head, and Franklyn War-
ner, head of Fine Arts Pictures,
whose product is distributed by GN.
It is possible that other producers
will join the GN ranks as a result
of Hammons' visit.

Hammons plans to leave the Coast
on Friday, arriving in New York
next Monday morning.

British Acoustics' Patent

Suit Trial Resumes Today

Wilmington, Del.—Trial of Brit-
ish Acoustics' suit against RCA and
Erpi, charging patent infringement,
resumes here today in Federal
Court, following adjournment Fri-
day.

First witness for the defense, Ed-
ward W. Wente of the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, New York City,
was on the stand all day Friday. He
described various functions of dif-
ferent patents on film feed mechan-
ism in sound head projectors.

Wilson Theater, Detroit,

May Become Vaude House

Detroit — Wilson Theater, built
for legit., may become a vaude
house, it is reported. Few legit,

attractions hit Detroit.

Roach Picks "Zenobia"
"Zenobia" is the new title of the

forthcoming Hal Roach production
formerly known as "It's Spring
Again."

cominc aim Goin

JACK COHN, Columbia vice-prexy; A. MOI
TACUE, sales head; JOE McCONVILLE, foreii

sales manager, and A. SCHNEIDER, treasun
|

arrive from the Coast today.

WILLIAM SISTROM, RKO producer, sail)1

Saturday on the Aquitania to produce a pictu J
for the company in England. /Th» fl

E. K. "TED" O'SHEA, M-G-M easteV,0*drl
trict manager, has left for Florida on a vac;

tion.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Amer
can Federation of Musicians, is scheduled
arrive here this morning after attending execi
five sessions in Miami.

BARRETT KIESLING, of the M-G-M Coa:
studio publicity department, and HUGH BUI
LER, writer, left for the Coast yesterday afti

two weeks here.

HATTIE HELBORN, secretary to Nicholas
Schenck, and RITA AARONS, secretary to Dav
Bernstein, have left for a Florida vacation.

GEORGE SPOOR, Chicago theater man, h;

returned there after a business trip to Ne
York.

FRANK DONOVAN, Fathe News productio
manager, returned to the home office over th
week-end after supervising a hockey short i

Montreal.

JOHN C. WILSON has left for a 10-day sta

in Florida.

MAE WEST leaves Hollywood March 1 on
personal appearance tour of the East. Her open
ing date will be Brooklyn.

JOHN SHUBERT has returned from a Carib
bean cruise.

OLIVER UNGER, sales manager for J. H
Hoffberg, has left for a business trip througl
Pennsylvania.

House to Get New Demand
for Probe of Gov't Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Washington — A thorough-going

probe of Government activities in

the field of motion pictures will be
conducted if Rep. J. Parnell Thomas,
New Jersey Republican, has his way
on Capitol Hill.

Thomas, member of the Dies
Committee investigating un-Ameri-
can activities, served notice at the
week-end he will reintroduce the

'

resolution he introduced in the last

Congress calling for the Speaker to

appoint a special committee of the
House to investigate all types of

New Deal Government propaganda.
"I am now rewriting my resolu-

tion introduced at the last Congress
so that it may specifically mention
motion pictures and radio," said

Thomas.

COPYRIGHT andMECHANICAL

RECORDING PROBLEMS

The outstanding research au-

thority on these subjects is

available full or part time.

Box 1101

1501 Broadway

The Film Daily

New York City
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Sonogram in black,

.statement reveals

(Continued from Page 1)

tid with optimism to its future
ivities," according to a statement
Resident W. Ray Johnston in

L fl^nual report to the stockhold-
's.^The company is now opei-ating

the black, with 6,108 theater
^lals closed nationally for its cur-
at product to date.

Johnston pointed out that addi-

pnal reasons for confidence were
increase in several hundred ac-

unts for the 1938-39 program
d an improvement in dollar voi-

le of better than 30 per cent in

als covering the same situations
were sold on the 1937-38 sched-

'In explaining the year's operat-
4 loss, Johnston pointed out that
jr the greater part of the year
e country experienced a serious
siness depression which was par-
ularly severe upon the motion
.'ture industry."

"These conditions," he added,
. revented our company from over-
ming the handicap that any new
,)tion picture enterprise has to

ntend with for the first year's
•ei-ations; that is, having only that
jar's program to market, the pic-

res being released, of course, one
a time over a period.

"An overlapping from two or
lie separate programs with the

"Vrhead not increasing anywhere
proportion to increased volume

suiting therefrom creates a much
"ore favorable situation for profits.
' reason of the new program now
ing launched, Monogram for the
st time is now enjoying this ad-
Titage and together with the im-
ovement of business in the industry

'. are beginning to feel the effect

these two favorable factors."

A marked improvement in the
reign field in which distribution
als have risen from eight foreign
,antries to 34 during the last year
o was noted. The successful re-

tion of Monogram product in the
lited Kingdom has resulted in

Lthe Pictures, Ltd., exercising its

Stion to extend its distribution ar-
ngements in the U. K. through
• 1940-41 season at "much more
vorable terms."

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 20

Charles C. Moskowitz

Ed Schiller

Marian Spitzer

4LCNG THE

— with PHIL M. DAI_y=
T T T

• • • TO THOSE of you who dabble in making your own home

movies you may be interested in submitting a film for the Annual

Movie Party and International Amateur Show to be held at the

Barbizon-Plaza Theater on Friday eve, April 14 this will be the

tenth of these annual events, which have grown to international propor-

tions about twenty countries being represented in the show

a jury of people prominent in the fields of art, letters, journalism and

entertainment will view all films submitted, and from them select those

which will provide the most interesting group for the evening's screening

this annual affair demontrates graphically the excellent work

being done by serious-minded amateur moviemakers the world over

films must be received by Duncan MacD. Little, 33 West 67th St.,

New York, not later than March 10 if you are interested, a line

to this gentleman will bring full printed instructions

T T
• • • WHAT you can call An Exploitation Campaign
being done by Manager Edward H. McBride of Loew's State

Theater, Providence, R. I on "Stagecoach" Lobby: pro-

moted from prominent jeweler a miniature stagecoach, and built

a display around it Screen: advance trailer spotted three

weeks in advance, and special teaser trailers announcing play

date Newspapers: advance stories, art in roto section oj

Journal; a preview screening followed by phone interview with

Director John Ford in Hollywood Co-Op Ads: lined up with

all the big department stores Windows: all department

stores, hotels, bus terminals, railroad stations carrying special dis-

plays: "Stagecoach Is Coming!" Radio: transcription over

a couple of stations; also teaser campaign on air Ballyhoo:

a Stagecoach will come rolling all the way from Boston, sup-

posedly carrying a print of the film, with message from Boston

mayor to mayor of Providence these are just the highlights

of innumerable stunts Uiat Manager McBride planted in his

spare time he will personally snipe 250 cards with playdates just

to keep his hand in these theater fellers have a lazy time

of it, heigh-ho

T T T
• • • STARTING with a double budget and an advance review

rating it the best picture of the year "A Man to Remember" con-

tinues its unprecedented showings in Minneapolis and St. Paul at the

World theaters it is entering its sixth successive week at Minne-

apolis RKO Radio's branch manager "Nickey" Goldhammer pre-

dicts a minimum run of ten weeks there, and at least six in St. Paul

T T T
• • • CELEBRATING their 20th anniversaries this week

both Robert E. Russell, manager of the Poli in New Haven,

Conn ..and Rodney Toups, of Loew's State in New Orleans

Toups started at the old Loew's Crescent in New Orleans

and Russell started as assistant auditor with the late S. Z.

Poli

T T
• • • AS FAR as we know the only American collection

of individual theater credits that shows where the play was produced

and the part the person played which is a perfect set-up for

direct casting for those interested this collection contains the rec-

ords of ALL professional legit, stage actors and directors working in

the East compiled by Walter Ryan Colahan, 52 Barrow St., New
York Colahan has the casts of all legit, shows produced in New
York since 1909, and casts of about 1,000 shows produced off Broad-

way during the last five years Walter was in Paramount's Eastern

Talent Dep't from 1933 to 1938

MURPHY INTERCEDES

IN "DIVORCE" REPEAL

(.Continued from Page 1)

of repeal bill" in view of pending
Federal litigation in New York
along similar lines.

Speaker Oscar Hagen of the
House had kept the measure locked
in his desk since its passage last
week-end. But late Thursday signed
it. A few minutes later it was
signed by Senate President Jack
Patterson and conveyed to the Gov-
ernor.

Should repeal become effective,
the pending action before U. S. Su-
preme^ Court on appeal from the
three-judge Federal Court sustain-
ing constitutionality of the original
divorcement bill, will be dropped.

Sears Drive 12% Ahead;
Eastern District Leads

(.Continued from Page 1)

period in last year's record-setting
drive, announces Carl Leserman, as-
sistant general sales manager and
co-ordinator of the drive. Billings
and collections totals have been the
highest in the companys' history all

during the drive period.
Warners' Eastern District, cap-

tained by district manager Ed
Schnitzer is currently leading the
drive, at the conclusion of which
$25,000 in awards will be distrib-
uted. Second is Robert Smeltzer
and his Central District, with Rud
Lohrenz and the Midwestern Dis-
trict in third place.

Babb In Schine Berth
Chicago—Kroger Babb, advertis-

ing director for Filmack Trailer Co.,
Chicago, has resigned to accept a
post with Schine's Theaters, Inc., of
Gloversville, N. Y. Babb, a veteran
in advertising and publicity, has
been assigned to Northern Ohio ter-
ritory, which zone is under the
supervision of Maj. Louis Lazar.
Babb's headquarters will be at Mt.
Vernon, Ohio. He reports today.

Laskers Lease New House
Chicago — Lasker Bros, circuit

has leased the new theater to be
erected in Oak Park from plans by
J. E. O. Pridmore, architect.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Crace Davies, dancer in "Some Like
It Hot," suffered an injury to her ankle
while executing a leap to the jitterbug
music of Cene Krupa's drums. After
first aid, she continued to dance, saying

"It isn't often I get a chance to dance
to Krupa music."

—PARAMOUNT.
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Bondy to Speed Decision on Equity Suit Application
Will Concentrate on Bill of

Particulars Move, Start-

ing Today
Federal Judge William Bondy, at

a hearing on Friday afternoon on
the motion of the Government to ex-
amine UA defendants in the equity
action against the industry, declared
that, commencing today, he will de-
vote virtually all his time to ex-
amination of the voluminous ma-
terial already in hand on the de-
fense application for a hill of par-
ticulars.

Bondy's confinement to determin-
ation of the particulars bill was ar-
ranged by Federal Judge John C.

Knox, following dispatch of a note
to the latter by the Department of
Justice which pointed out that
Bondy has been fettered in reaching
a decision because of the pressure
of many cases to which he has had
to give his time of late.

At the conclusion of the hearing,
Judge Bondy reserved decision on
the examination of the UA defend-
ants, named as all officers of the
company; A. H. Giannini; George J.

Schaefer, former UA vice-president
and general manager in charge of

distribution; Harry D. Buckley,
Arthur W. Kelly, Lloyd Wright,
Harry J. Miller, Mary Pickford,
Dennis F. O'Brien, Edward C. Raft-
ery, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fair-
banks, Samuel Goldwyn; also asso-
ciate producer Walter Wanger and
officers of Walter Wanger Pro-
ductions, Inc.; David 0. Selznick,

and officers of Selznick Internation-
al Pictures, Inc.; officers of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd.; Alexander Kor-
da, and officers of London Film Pro-
ductions, Ltd.; officers of Charles
Chaplin Film Corp.; officers of

Douglas Fairbanks Pictures Corp.;

officers of Albion Films, Ltd.; Hal
E. Roach, and officers of Hal Roach
Studios, Inc.; Edward Small, and
officers of Edward Small Produc-
tions; and officers of Mary Pick-

ford Co.

Oral Examinations Asked

Government asked that all ex-

aminations before filing of the

answers be oral and before a notary
public. Paul Williams, Special As-
sistant Attorney General, represent-

ing the Government, said that sep-

arate examination is subject to dis-

cretion of the Court, and he wanted
such examination by reason of the

failure of UA to furnish informa-
tion in the questionnaire submitted
by the Government.
At this point, Benjamin Pepper of

law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll and
Raftery, UA counsel, objected to the

examination on ground that it was
too general and that no answer had
been filed.

Williams, in reply to question of

the Court, said that the major com-
panies "have been investigated for

the past 10 or 15 years."
Pepper argued that UA is in a

different position than other de-

fendant companies, and it would be
unfair to examine without an
answer being filed first. He evinced

Chi. Theaters Playing National Anthem
Chicago—As a result of an editorial suggestion by the Chicago Times, backed by

the Non-Sectarian League for Americanism, Balaban Cr Katz, Essaness and Allied pix

houses as well as all local legit, theaters will open and close performances with the
National Anthem. Warners set the precedent.

Editorially commenting upon the wide adoption of the suggestion, the Times says:

"Democracy, happily, doesn't depend upon artificial dramatics and the stage per-

formances of the dictatorships to make the people believe in it. At this time, how-
ever, when the Nazi-Fascists have the gall to assert that their governments are the

true democracies, we ought to beat them at their own game.
" 'The Star Spangled Banner' stands for liberty, equality, the right of the people

to choose their own government. If 'Horst Wessel,' 'Ciovanezza' and 'Internationale,'

symbols of tyranny and dictatorship, can rouse enthusiasm, we ought to hear our
national anthem more often to remind us of the blessings that are ours."

Metropolitan Makes Deals

for Bob Steele Westerns

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metropolitan Pictures

Corp. has sold its series of Bob
Steele Westerns and eight melo-
plays to Cameo Screen Attractions
for New England; Principal Pic-
tures for New York; Big Feature
Rights for Ohio and Kentucky; Hol-
lywood Film Company for Philadel-
phia; Adams Film Exchange for
Texas and Arkansas; Kay Lee Wil-
liams for Oklahoma; Armand Cohen
for Northern California; Sam Deck-
er for Southern California; Mon-
arch Pictures for Pittsburgh; Mike
Siegal for Washington, D. C; Elliott

Film for Minneapolis; R. D. New-
man for Salt Lake City. Deals are
now pending for the other terri-

tories. Sales were handled by Wil-
liam Steiner, co-operating with
Harry Webb, the producer of the
pictures.

Showdown on Vode-Vision

And AFM Expected Shortly

Showdown between the American
Federation of Musicians and the
backers of Vode-Vision is expected
to come about within the next week
or two, the return of Joseph N.
Weber, AFM prexy, today from
Florida paving the way for VV to re-

new negotiations for union musi-
cians to record their shows.W attorneys are convinced that
recent decision handed down in the
Opera On Tour case opens the way
for them to legally block any inter-

ference by the AFM to stop them
from going ahead with their plans.
They hope to reach an agreement
with Weber, but are determined to

go ahead regardless, it was said.

Bingo Legalization Held

Discriminatory by Exhibs.

Hartford—Six Bingo and carnival
bills seeking to legalize the game
with merchandise prizes for char-
itable, religious, fraternal, volunteer
fire and police organizations were
heard by the Judiciary Committee
at the State Capitol.
Chamber of Commerce, Federation

of Men's Bible Classes, Council on
Social and Labor Legislation, and
others opposed the bill.

Harry L. Lavietes of the Pequot
Theater, New Haven, and Walter
Lloyd of the Allyn, Hartford, cited

the unfair discrimination of the bill

against theaters which would still

be precluded from playing Bank
Night in the event Bingo was
passed.

Warners to Start 5 Big

Pix Before End of March

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank — Five important pic-

tures have been scheduled by War-
ners for shooting between now and
the end of March. Attractions with
their starting dates: "Battle of City
Hall," Feb. 25; "Old Maid," Feb.
27; "Student Nurse," Feb. 28;
"Brother Orchid," Mar. 13; and
"Knight and the Lady," Mar. 26.

Studios also plans to put a new film
in the Secret Service series before
the cameras today.

Slotnick Theater Burns
Syracuse, N. Y. — Palace The-

ater in nearby Baldwinsville was de-
stroyed by an early morning fire.

Six-hundred-seater was owned and
operated by Samuel Slotnick of this
city, who controls the Acme and
Globe here.

a willingness to submit his client,

UA, for examination after answer.
Then Williams further declared

that he wanted to examine because
the Government has been unable to

get the information necessary to

tie in the defendants as a general
part of the alleged conspiracy as
to production, and that he wants to

go into the relationship of UA and
its associated producers, and that he
may amend his bill of complaint
against UA to incorporate the
charges after examination has tak-
en place.

Louis D. Frohlich, counsel for Co-

lumbia Pictures, assailed the Gov-
ernment's stand, and asserted that
other companies would be bound by
the testimony of witnesses brought
in under the requested examination,
and, though the other companies
would have the right to cross-ex-
amine the witnesses, without an
answer having first been put in, they
couldn't intelligently cross-examine.
He charged the Government with
"bad faith" in seeking an examina-
tion at this time.

Louis Phillips, counsel for Para-
mount, also spoke against the mo-
tion.

RKO PLANS 48 PIX;

$20,000,000 BUDGE

(.Continued from Page 1) , ai

pany's sales representatives
planned for June, Schaefer adde,
with New York the probable col
vention city.

Schaefer, who is general chairnu,
of the Motion Pictures' Greatel
Year campaign, said no plans h?
been made to make the drive
permanent enterprise but that
meeting on the subject may be he
shortly.

He was accompanied by Mi
Schaefer and Herbert Wilcox.

65% of Norway's Film

Imports from Amen

Oslo (By Cable)—Of the 194 pi

tures shown in nine months of 19:

in Norway, 65 per cent were ir

ported from the United States, !

per cent from France, and sevi

and a half per cent from German
German pictures are said to ha'

been of an inferior quality, only tv

out of 14 productions having ma<
any impression.

Native studios turned out but foi

features during 1938. This numb
is expected to be increased to sev<

during 1939.

Oslo, with a population of 300,00
has 17 motion picture theaters. I
to Dec. 1, the attendance at the
17 cinemas was 4,756,968. Thrr
new theaters will be opened in Os
this year.

"Maximilian" Gets New
Financing in Mexic

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI1

Hollywood—"Maximilian," whi(
was commenced early in 1938 ai

then halted by financial difficultie

is to be completed with Mexic;
backing by its producer, Miguel '

Torres.

Carrier Reports Loss
In preliminary report to stoc

;

holders, J. I. Lyle, president of Ca
rier Corp., said 1938 operations
company resulted in net loss

about $1,061,000 after inventory a

justments, taxes and depreciatio
This compared with a profit of son

$600,000 in 1937. Lyle also a

nounced that Frederick S.- Fah
Socony-Vacuum vice-president, ai

Max McGraw, president of McGra
Electric Co., have been named
Carrier's board.

Parkinson Heads Drive

Announcement was made on tl

week-end that Thomas I. Parkinso
president of the Equitable Life A
surance Society of the U. S., h:

accepted the general campaij
chairmanship of the Greater Ne
York Fund for the 1939 drive.
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A FRONTIER EPIC
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BLASTS THROUGH THE WEST'S LAST BAD

WAY HE GUNNED HIS NAME THROUGH Gl



Think of it-and you can't

think of missing out on it!



Among the 100's in support of James Cagney

HUMPHREY BOGART
ROSEMARY LANE
(One of the lovable '4 Daughters')

DONALD CRISP
Directed by LLOYD BACON

Music by Max Steiner • Screen Play by Warren

Duff, Robt. Buckner and Edw. E. Paramore • From

Original story by Edw. E. Paramore and Wally Klein

Performance than

His Critics
7

Award

Role in 'Angels'!
Set it in now! Set it up

now! It's another Angel'

of an attraction from

WARNER BROS.
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"Let Freedom Ring'

1-U-IV1

with Nelson Eddy, Virginia Bruce,

Victor McLaglen

v(-G-M 1 hr., 40 mins.

SING DRAMA OF PIONEER WEST
PATRIOTIC SLANT AND FINE

ROUPING OF STRONG CAST.

A roistering and blustery story of the

arly west in the days of the railroad be-

ng stretched across the continent. The

ction centers in a typical western town

vhich is to be made a junction. Edward

Unold is the eastern tycoon who is per-

sonally supervising the building of his

ailroad, and his methods are pretty shady,

or he stops at nothjng to attain his ends.

He has a gang of cutthroats who burn

down the homes of ranchers if they happen

o be on the right-of-way, for under a legal

echnicality no property owner without a

oof over his head is permitted to hold his

and. Lionel Barrymore is the rancher

round whom the others rally in their

jnequal fight with the railroad king. His

son, Nelson Eddy, is coming west after

Finishing his law studies at Harvard. Eddy.

Dn his arrival, quickly sizes up the situa-

tion, and pretends to side with the rail-

road king in order to gain his confidence

nd outwit him. Virginia Bruce is pro-

prietress of a restaurant run on the same

premises with a gambler's outfit. Victor

McLaglen is the roistering head of the

construction gang of several hundred for-

eigners of all nationalities that he has

picked up back East and which gang the

railroad baron plans to to use to swing

the coming election of a crooked politician

iGuy Kibbee) as judge. The main action

centers around the clever moves of Eddy

who poses as the ally of the eastern finan-

cier while he is circulating copies of a

newspaper printed in a mountain cave to

show up the bald-faced steal of property,

and win the construction gang over to the

American idea of freedom of thought and

action. He cultivates the rough foreman

(McLaglen) in an effort to make him see

that his boss is just a swindler using him

for his selfish purpose. Eddy finds oppor-

tunity to sing frequently, and his voice is

splendid, especially at the climax when
he hits the national anthem and all the

foreigners join in, led by McLaglen, their

boss, who has at last seen the light. There

is fine characterization in splendidly acted

parts by those mentioned, also Charles

Butterworth as the hero's pal; H. B. War-
ner as the gambler; Raymond Walburn as

the crooked editor. Filled with action,

fights and suspense, and the exceptional

performances of all these great troupers,

here is a show that is crowded with lusty

entertainment values that catch the spirit

of the early western pioneers. Grand di-

rection by Jack Conway.

CAST: Nelson Eddy, Virginia Bruce, Vic-

tor McLaglen, Lionel Barrymore, Edward
Arnold, Guy Kibbee, Charles Butterworth,
H. B. Warner, Raymond Walburn, Dick
Rich, Trevor Bardette, George F. Hayes,

Louis Jean Heydt, Sarah Padden, Eddie

Dunn, C. E. Anderson.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Rapf; Direc-

tor, Jack Conway; Author, Ben Hecht;
Screen Play, Same; Cameraman, Sidney
Wagner; Editor, Frederick Y. Smith.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

"The Three
Musketeers"

with Don Ameche and The Ritz Brothers

20th-Fox 73 Mins.

ROLLICKING MUSICAL COMEDY
PACKS PLENTY OF LAUGHS, PUNCH
AND ENTERTAINMENT.

Swordplay, horseplay and outright clown-
ing provide a tasty dish of entertainment
for audiences in general in the latest, and
certainly, the most unusual version of the

noted Dumas story to be projected on the

screen to date. The various elements in

the film have been well woven together

and nobody can take the more dramatic

aspects of the film with any degree of

seriousness as the omnipresent threat of

what the Ritz boys will do next over-

shadows the drama. Don Ameche makes
a dashing D'Artagnan, singing three good

song numbers in pleasing fashion. A fine

cast of stellar players bolsters the picture

with minor roles to add to its lustre, among
them, Lionel Atwill, Binnie Barnes, Gloria

Stuart, John Carradine and Joseph Schild-

kraut. Director Allan Dwan makes the

most of the comedy sequences as well as

managing to make the dramatic scenes

realistic, a feat of no mean achievement

when the audience is waiting to laugh.

Incidentally, it is the 850th film Dwan
has directed. The three musketeers arrive

at the Coq D'or to settle their differences

with the dashing Don Ameche. The Ritz

Brothers, lackeys in the inn, get involved

in a drinking bout with the musketeers and

put them under the table. They deck

themselves out in the musketeers' uniforms

and the riot is on. No man, woman or

child is not familiar with the Dumas story,

so its telling here is not necessary. How-
ever, it must be noted that the scenes

wherein the four musketeers battle the

Cardinal's guards in the inn, and when the

Ritzes entertain in the Cardinal's castle,

are gems of slapstick comedy which will

draw laughs aplenty. All ends well when
the queen's brooch is returned and the

Cardinal is defeated in his purpose to ex-

pose her tryst with Buckingham.

CAST: Don Ameche, The Ritz Brothers,

Lionel Atwill, Gloria Stuart, Pauline Moore,

Binnie Barnes, John Carradine,. Miles

Mander, Joseph Schildkraut, Moroni Olsen,

Douglas Dumbrille, John King, Russell

Hicks, Gregory Gaye, Lester Mathews,
Georges Renavant, Montagu Shaw, Jean

Parry, Fredrik Vogeding.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Raymond
Griffith; Director, Allan Dwan; Screenplay,

M. M. Musselman, William A. Drake and

Sam Hellman; Novel, Alexandre Dumas;
Editor, Jack Dennis; Music, Samuel Pok-

rass and Walter Bullock; Cameraman, Pev-

erell Marley.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Oklahoma City Pool Split

Reports Denied by Cooper

Reports in Oklahoma City to the
effect that the Standard Theaters-
Warners-Paramount pool there was
about to end were emphatically
denied at the week-end by J. H.
Cooper, ST prexy.

"You Can t Cheat an
Honest Man"

with W. C. Fieds, Edgar Bergen,

Charlie McCarthy

Universal 76 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GOOD COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT FOR

THE MASSES SHOULD CLICK AT THE
BOX OFFICE.

W. C. Fields brings forth his bag of

comical gags and mannerisms to make an

enjoyable comedy. Edgar Bergen, with his

Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer Snerd,

too, gets his share of the laughs. The
story with its circus background is just a

layout for Fields to do his stuff and he

makes the most of the material. Although
the piece doesn't achieve the heights of

wild rollicking laughter, it still makes good

comedy entertainment that the masses

should like. George Marshall's direction

keeps things moving well. The screenplay

was the work of George Marion, Jr., Rich-

ard Mack and Everett Freeman from a

story by Charles Bogle. Lester Cowan in-

vested the piece with good all-around pro-

duction. The story finds Fields the owner
of a circus with Bergen and McCarthy his

star act. Fields is always one step ahead

of the sheriff. His daughter, Constance

Moore, doesn't love James Bush, but to

help her father, agrees to marry James.

While visiting the circus she meets Bergen

and they fall in love. However, she is al-

ready set for her wedding, and with all

guests at the ceremony, Fields gums up the

works by getting into an argument with

Bush's snobbish parents. The wedding is

called off and Constance goes to her

Bergen.

CAST: W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen, Char-

lie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd, Constance

Moore, John Arledge, James Bush, Thurston

Hall, Mary Forbes, Edward Brophy, Arthur

Hohl, Princess Baba Blacaman, Eddie An-

derson.

CREDITS: Producer, Lester Cowan; Di-

rector, George Marshall; Author, Charles

Bogle; Screenplay, George Marion, Jr.,

Richard Mack, Everett Freeman; Camera-

man, Milton Krasner, ASC; Art Director,

Jack Otterson; Associate, Charles H.

Clarke; Editor, Otto Ludwig; Musical Di-

rector, Charles Previn; Sound, Bernard B.

Brown.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGROPHY, Very

Good.

Western Electric Reports

$5,734,000 Profit for 1938

Net earnings of Western Electric

and its subsidiaries for the year
ended Dec. 31, last, amounted to

$5,734,000 as compared with net
earnings of $19,514,000 for 1937, ac-

cording to the annual report of di-

rectors to the stockholders.

During the 12 months of 1938 div-

idends amounted to $3,000,000, ag-
gregating 50c per share. After
charges of $730,000, the company's
surplus at Dec. 31, 1938, was $17,-

354,000, and increase of $2,003,000.

"Let Us Live"
with Maureen O'Sullivan, Henry Fonda,

Ralph Bellamy

Columbia 68 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FINE PRODUCTION OF DIFFICULT

SUBJECT MARKED BY SPLENDID PER-

FORMANCES.

Something very fine is this production.

Whether or not it has mass appeal re-

mains to be seen, but that it is well-made
is to be admitted. In it one sees a boy
and a girl just about to be married when
a quirk of fate steps in with circumstan-
tial evidence to convict the boy of a mur-
der charge. The district attorney must
satisfy his public with convictions, no mat-
ter who suffers, the chief-of-police must
show results by making arrests, and some-
one must die so that the books balance.

A good share of the picture's excellence

is due to the direction of John Brahm.
He tells the story simply and directly but

with gripping suspense. The players ex-

press emotions that are effective without

getting wild and hammy as is so often

the case in this type of thing. Especially

noticeable is the performance of Maureen
O'Sullivan. She proves herself a dramatic

actress of merit, and certainly this is the

best thing she has ever done. Henry Fonda
does his usual good work as the plain every

day sort of a fellow who nearly goes to

the chair. Ralph Bellamy, Alan Baxter,

Stanley Ridges and the rest of the cast all

are praiseworthy. The screenplay by An-
thony Veiller and Allen Rivkin from a story

by Joseph F. Dinneen contains sane intelli-

gent material and dialogue that is down-
to-earth stuff. Lucieh Ballard's camera
work is worthy of special mention. William

Perlberg produced this meritorious picture.

It shows sound handling of a difficult sub-

ject. As for plot, on the eve of Maureen
O'Sullivan's marriage to Henry Fonda, he is

arrested as a suspect with one hundred and
twenty other taxi drivers because a taxi

was the get-away car in a robbery in which
a man was killed. One of the onlookers

says Fonda was the killer, and everyone

who saw the robbery says Fonda is the

man. The district attorney gets a convic-

tion, although Maureen and Fonda were

in church when the robbery took place.

Fonda is about to go to the chair, when at

the last moment, Maureen aided by Ralph

Bellamy, detective, who has resigned rather

than adhere to a system that convicts just

to convict, brings in the real murderers,

which proves, without a doubt, Fonda's

innocence.

CAST: Maureen O'Sullivan, Henry Fonda,

Ralph Bellamy, Alan Baxter, Stanley Ridges,

Henry Kolker, Peter Lynn, George Douglas,

Philip Trent, Martin Spellman.

CREDITS: Producer, William Perlberg;

Director, John Brahm; Author, Joseph F.

Dinneen; Screenplay, Anthony Veiller, Al-

len Rivkin; Cameraman, Lucien Ballard,

ASC; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Editor, Al

Clark; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff;

Mus-c by Karol Rathaus; Sound, George

Cooper, Percy Townsend.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
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$30,000,000 20-FOX

BUDGET FOR 52 PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

Herman Wobber, sales chieftain, and
Darryl Zanuck, production head,
that pictures must be bigger and
must have maximum entertainment
value to satisfy the demands of a
movie-going public that becomes
more critical with each passing year.
Budget and lineup are subject to

revision if world political develop-
ments make such action necessary.
Kent, Wobber and Zanuck will con-
fer at the studio next month to set
details.

Zanuck is scheduled to personally
supervise 28 pictures and Sol Wurt-
zel 20, according to present plans.
Remaining four will be produced at

the English studios.

Short subject program calls for

52, including 26 Terrytoons. Re-
maining 26 will be made in the same
series allotments allocated this

year.
No changes are contemplated in

the series pictures made for 1938-39

by Sol Wurtzel. Four Jane Withers,
three Charlie Chans, three Mr.
Moto's, and four Jones Family films

are planned. Higher budgets will be
allocated to the series pictures, and
the remaining eight pictures Wurt-
zel has scheduled will also be in

heavier budget brackets.
A breakdown of the short subject

program reveals that 8 or 9 Terry-
toons will be in Technicolor next
year. The Lew Lehr series in its

present form has been dropped, with
Lehr to make his shorts in a new
format. He will make his commen-
taries on selected subjects from the

sidelines instead of being a prin-

cipal.

Production on the 1939-40 pro-

gram has already started at the

studio, with Zanuck scheduled to

complete his 1938-39 final releases

early in April. Four of his specials

for next season are expected to be

rolling or in the cutting room by
that time. Wurtzel starts his final

releases for. 1938-39 this week and

then starts production on his first

releases for next season.

It is estimated that the Zanuck

pictures which will be in work and

in the cutting rooms by the lat-

ter part of March will represent an
investment of approximately $9,-

000,000. "Stanley and Livingstone,"

budgeted at $2,000,000, heads the

list.

20th-Fox May Hold Sales

Convention Week Earlier

Annual sales convention set by
20th-Fox this year for April 14-17

in Chicago may be held a week
earlier, it was learned last week.
Sales execs, said that it had been
found advisable to hold the conven-

tion earlier. Decision as to whether
or not salesmen and bookers will

attend the huddles will be decided

within the next two weeks.

News Flashes Off Coast Wires
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—20th-Fox signs Sidney Lanfield to direct Sonja Henie in "When Winter
Comes" . . . William Seiter replaces Walter Lang, ill, as director of Shirley Temple's
"Susannah of the Mounties" . . . Samuel Coldwyn signs Joel McCrea, Jon Hall and
Dorothy Lamour to the leads in "Black Gold"—Hugh Branch authoring . . . Warners
plan Spring production on life of John Dillinger . . . Mono, will feature Martin Spellman
in Jackie Cooper's "Streets of New York" . . . Melvyn Douglas gets lead in M-C-M's
"A Hundred to One," with Leslie Fenton directing . . . Milton Bren's first M-C-M
producing assignment is "Five Days," with Rosalind Russell in the lead . . . Warners
cast George Brent and Geraldine Fitzgerald in top spots of "You Can't Escape Forever"
. . . Warners will film "Disraeli" in the Spring with Claude Rains starred . . . Edward
Small starts "The Man in the Iron Mask" Feb. 23 . . . Arcadia signs John King for

lead in "Everything Happens to Ann"; Al Christie directs . . . Claudette Colbert and
James Stewart get the leads in M-G-M's "It's a Wonderful World."—WILK.

EXPANDING RKO RADIO STOVER FILES APPEAL

DEAL, STATES WILCOX

Herbert Wilcox's production and
distribution deal with RKO will be
augmented and expanded, the Brit-
ish producer said Friday when he
returned from Hollywood. Details
of the new setup are expected to be
announced today.
Wilcox said he had made no se-

lection for a male star to portray
the character of Lord Kitchener on
whose life his next picture will be
based. Reports that Ronald Col-
man had been chosen were denied,
although negotiations are believed
to be pending.
Anna Neagle, who has starred in

previous Wilcox productions, will ar-
rive from England shortly to appear
in her first Hollywood picture. Wil-
cox said Miss Neagle's initial picture
had not been set, but probably
would be announced shortly. He
plans to return to England in about
10 days. .

Harry Sherman to Increase

His Schedule for Paramount

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Program of westerns

being produced by Harry Sherman
for Paramount will be expanded for
the 1939-40 season, with 10 pictures
set for his schedule, it was an-
nounced over the week-end. In ad-
dition to the Hop Along Cassidy se-
ries, Sherman will film two Zane
Grey stories, one O'Henry story, a
novel by Rex Beach and a special
on the life of Buffalo Bill.

Trade Press Pledges Help

To Will Rogers Memorial

The motion picture trade press on
Friday pledged its co-operation to
the Will Rogers Memorial drive
which starts April 20. At a lunch-
eon, Will Hays and Major L. E.
Thompson outlined to trade paper
publishers and editors the activities
and functions of the Memorial com-
mittee during the last year.
Attending Friday's luncheon at

the Rockefeller Center Luncheon
Club were Don Mersereau, The
Film Daily; Terry Ramsaye, Mo-
tion Picture Herald; Abel Green and
John C. Flinn, Variety; Chick Lew-
is, Showmen's Trade Review; Herb
Miller, Emanuel Publications; Wal-

i ter Trumbull, representing the Hays
office, and A. P. Waxman, publicity

I

director of the drive.

FROM RKO REORG. PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

firmed a proposed plan of reorgani-
zation of RKO Corp.
Notice of a hearing for the con-

sideration of the confirmation of the
RKO reorganization plan was pub-
lished in the Friday edition of the
Daily News Record. All persons in-
terested were notified that the meet-
ing would be held in Room 905 of
the Federal Court House at 3 o'clock
on Feb. 27.

Two Bills Affecting Bank
Night Introduced in Iowa

Des Moines, la.—A bill to legalize
and tax Bank Night and another to
outlaw it have been introduced in
the Iowa legislature.
The legalizing bill was introduced

by Rep. William Judd of Clinton, a
railroad man, and the "outlaw" bill

was introduced by Rep. John Heff-
ner of Webster City, a farmer.

"It appears to me that people
want Bank Night," Judd said. "The
returns from it have been terrific in
favor of the Iowa theater owners."

Judd's bill would tax theaters
using Bank Night in hopes of rais-
ing $3,000,000 annually for the
state's old age assistance fund. Ex-
hibs. would still make a profit on
the extra business they get on Bank
Nights, he said.

Heffner's bill would prove a com-
plete ban against every known type
of lottery scheme, including Bank
Night, church benefit raffles, veter-
ans' parties.

Samuel Engel Joins Selznick

As Producer; To Make Three

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel G. Engel has

been added to David Selznick's pro-
duction staff at Selznick-Interna-
tional and will assume his duties
Feb. 20. Engel, who resigned his
post as producer at Paramount,
will produce three pictures under
Selznick during the coming season.

Pathe Declares Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of

$1.75 per share on the $7 converti-
ble preferred stock of Pathe Film
Corp., payable April 1 to stockhold-
ers of record March 20, was declared
last week by the Pathe board of di-
rectors.

SETBACK FOR GOV'T

IN CONTEMPT ACTIO

--

(Continued from Page 1)

must provide a bill of particu
lars, as requested by the de
fense.

2. Voided on subpeJT's
which the Government hacrV ,

tained.

3. Denied the Government]
application to impound defense]
records and papers.
The contempt proceedings wel

instituted in November last aq
charged violation by the circuit a:|

the majors, except Columbia, of t
J

1932 consent decree.
Attorney General's office was i

presented by Robert Weight ai

Seymour Simon.

Expect Cole to Address

W. Va. ITO Meet Feb.

(Continued from Page 1)

of any ever held by the exhibito
of West Virginia. R. J. Hieh
president of the ITO of W. Va., wl
preside.

In addition to the West Virgin!
exhibitors, a large delegation of el

hibitors from western Pennsylvanij
as well as representatives of tl
various film distributing compania
will attend the Clarksburg meetinl

Legislation, including bills whil
have already been introduced aJ
others which have been threaten!
but not yet introduced, will be di

cussed.
Legislative tangle in West Vl

ginia involves licensing of projel
tionists, two-men-in-a-booth, givl
away ban, admission taxation, cei
sorship, wage-hour statute and bll
laws repealer.

Clare McWilliams Dead
Portage, Wis.—Clare McWilliam'

16, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
McWilliams, died suddenly at b
home here. McWilliams, operati
of two local theaters, has long bet

active in the affairs of the ITP
of Wisconsin. Survivors besides tl

parents are five sisters and thiv
brothers.

Hoffberg Lists Program
Catalogue of over 40 foreign pi

tures, featurettes and one and tw
reelers are being offered by J. 1

Hoffberg Co., Inc. for 1938, wif
wide diversification of subjects ar

languages presented on the pri

gram. Seven new foreigns are ah
included in the list, with one of tl

French films starring Danielle Da

"Ballerina" Trip Contest
A nationwide contest has been o

ganized by Arthur Mayer, and J<

seph Burstyn, distributor of "Ba
lerina," French picture, with a oi\\

month all-expense trip to Paris 1

go to the person who writes tn

best letter on the subject, "What
like best in 'Ballerina'—and why]
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The magnificent drama of two plain, honest

kids who wanted only to live and love,

but who found the eyes of a brutal world

turned upon them accusingly! Millions

of plain, honest Americans will weep . .

.

and laugh... with them—and love them!

¥*
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MAUREEN HENRY RALPH

O'SULLIVAN -FONDA-BELLAMY
ALAN BAXTER • STANLEY RIDGES • HENRY KOLKER
Screen play by ANTHONY VEILLER and ALLEN RIVKIN
Based upon a story by JOSEPH F. DINNEEN • Produced by William Perlberg



A HOWARD HAWKS'
PRODUCTION IN HIS

TRADITION OF BIG
MONEY PICTURES...

OMANCE..J
RILLS

N THE FOG-BOUND
AND LUSH



Qcwi&niJtia, tit GHM<H4MxU*Uf iked, fate a tesun oi ueaAA,

will produce

pictures each year,

has secured for his

first picture the new

CLARENCE BHDINGTON

KELLAMD NOVEL*

^ARIZONA will start serially in the Saturday

Evening Post February 25th and will be pub-

fished subsequently in book form. Those

familiar with Kelland !

s work feel certain

that ARIZONA is destined to be the most-

talked-of novel of the year.

A STIRRING EPIC-SWEEPING PICTURE

SURPASSING IN SCOPE RUGGLES' OWN GREAT "CIMARRON"

«
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ONE OF THE TRULY GREAT

STAGE SUCCESSES OF

RECENT YEARS

!

A Rouben Mamoulian

Production

Based Upon The

Noted Group Theatre Play-

by Clifford Odets



THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN'S

ANSWER TO MILLIONS OF READERS OF

THE GREAT "BLONDIE" COMIC STRIP!

OLUNUIt as portraved

by PENNY SINGLETON

BABY DUMPLING
as portrayed by LARRY SIMMS

DAGWOOD as

portrayed by ARTHUR LAKE

wwss
Based upon the Comic Strip

created by CHIC YOUNG
with

DAISY as portrayed by

HERSELF

SKINNAY ENNIS AND HIS BAND
Screen play by Richard Flournoy Directed by frank R. STRAYER

A Qahunfaa Picture.
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YOU have asked for this kind of a picture ... A
unique comedy-drama inspired by real showman-
ship! A story punctuated by laughs and action built

on the grand idea of a society matron who mops up
a mob! She finds out about niachtne^guiigrbnly to

turn them to her purpose!
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FAY BAINTER • IDA LUPINO • LEE BOWMAN • HENRY ARMETTA
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THE MOST IMPORTANT NEWS OF THE YEAR!
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HIRSmiTH GOES
TOUinSHRIGTOn

Screen play by Sidney Buchman

Sold exclusive from any Columbia group
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. Y. NEWS CALLS FOR

CENSOR SHOWDOWN
(Continued from Page 1)

r
es, My Darling Daughter" and

I'nauer's "The Puritan."
State Board of Regents commit-

hold an appeal screening of

e 'rywier feature here on Wed-
•sciajr A Regents committee saw
fte Puritan," French pix, last

eek. Action hy the Regents on

Pennsylvania State Board of Censors
on Friday passed Warners' "Yes, My
Darling Daughter" without a single cut,

duplicating the action of the Virginia

and Chicago boards.

ie two appeals is expected at an
many meeting Friday.
Text of the Daily News editorial

iast, captioned "Watering Down
e Pictures," follows:
"It comes out that a full-fledged

ovie censorship is operating in

«w York State, through a thing
lied the Motion Picture Division
the State Department of Educa-

te. Such an outfit would naturally
msor pictures from the point of
jew of their probable influence on
ild minds—which would naturally
ake for infantile art in the film

bid.
'"Last week the censors barred
om exhibition in New York State
film called 'Yes, My Darling

aughter,' made from a 405-per-
rmance Broadway play of a few
<ars ago. The plot hinges on a
•ung couple's pre-marital honey-
son. Excuse for the 'verboten' is

|at the movie might teach young
,'ople to go and do likewise. This
trt of reasoning would prevent the
owing of any kind of evil on the
•reen; and without conflict between
•od and evil you have no drama.
"Now, this same bunch has ban-
d a French film called 'The Puri-
n.' chief reason apparently being
iat ex-President George J. Ryan
the Board of Education inquired

iat good the picture would do.

iat is dangerous nonsense. If we're
judge art by its capacity to do

{od, we'll have progressively rot-

ler art.

r 'The Puritan' may or may not

I

a good picture. Apparently we
all have no opportunity to judge.
iat certainly other recent French
Inures

—'Grand Illusion,' 'Carnival
Flanders,' 'Mayerling'—have been
perior to a lot of Hollywood films,

.lis is largely due, we believe, to
3 fact that Hollywood producers
ie afraid of censors while French
loducers aren't.

'"Let's have this whole matter
agged into the open and brought
a showdown. If New York, the

orld's present entertainment cen-
:, is to be hobbled and hamstrung
lusementwise by censors, let us at
1st know the censor's powers and
ao they are and how they got that
ay."
Ungton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Indicating that the
ti-censorship campaign launched
the New York Daily News may

ke on a national aspect, the
ashington Times - Herald also
inted the "showdown" editorial.

THEWEEriN
REVIEW

Woolf Sues 20rh-Fox-GB

DOMESTIC
{Continued from Page 1)

issued word that, as a result of ac-
tion taken quietly by the MPPDA
board in December, screens of the-
aters controlled by circuits are
closed to ad films unless they have
been okayed by the Advertising Ad-
visory Council and plainly identified

as to commercial nature.

PRODUCTION: Current move by
major studios to withdraw stars
from radio is understood to mask
the long-threatened industry crack-
down on air commentators who
make films and their people targets,
Hollywood sources asserted . . . Also
in the film capital it was said that
most noticeable production trend at
present is that toward fewer con-
tract people.

PATHE PLAN: This realignment
plan went into effect last Friday
as a result of approximately 70 per
cent of outstanding stock voting in

favor of it at a meeting on Thurs-
day.

FOREIGN
LITIGATION: London cable ad-

vised that GFD (C. M. Woolf) is

starting suit against GB, Gains-
borough Pictures and 20th Century-
Fox for alleged breach. Plaintiff
maintains it has exclusive contracts
for the distribution of GB product
and will, it is declared, ask an in-

junction restraining the defendants.
Suit is aftermath of the deal closed
by GB and 20th-Fox early in Dec,
1938.

* * *

DISTRIBUTION: In New York,
UA was reported as about to close
distribution deals involving 12 Span-
ish language pix, to be made in

Hollywood, Mexico City and Buenos
Aires; also two French features, to
be made in France, and at least one
Australian pix.

Kenney Patriotic Shorts

Interest Three Majors

Deals for the release of 18 pa-
triotic two-reelers, announced for
production under sponsorship of
Mrs. Timothy A. Kenney, are cur-
rently in negotiation stages with
three majors, Mrs. Kenney said
Saturday. One of the subjects has
already been completed.

John C. Graham Here
John Cecil Graham, formerly

managing director for Paramount
in the United Kingdom and now
vice-president of Dufaycolor, is here
for a brief visit. Trip is said to be
for strictly personal reasons and
has no connection with business.

There is Only One .

YEAR BOOK . .

In the Motion . • .

Picture Industry • .

And That Has Been

Published by . . .

The Film Daily . . .

For the Past ....

Twenty Years . . .

And is Universally

Recognized as the •

Standard Reference

Book of

Motion Pictures . .

4

1
1
1

1

1939 EDITION
•

OUT IN FEBRUARY
•

21st EDITION
•

1260 PAGES
^fmmmmmwswmmrr
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Canadian Exhibs.Wil Ask Benefit of U. S. Reform
Extension of Concessions to

the Dominion Will be

Requested
Toronto—Canadian exhibitors will

seek the reforms embodied in the
proposed fair trade practice draft
if such a plan is put into effect in

the U. S. N. A. Taylor, who heads
the Exhibitors Booking Association
and is vice-president of the Inde-
pendent Theaters Association, stat-

ed at the last meeting of the Tor-
onto Conciliation Committee that
the major distributors in New York
should be advised that Canadian ex-
hibitors desired to benefit by the
provisions of any trade practice plan
which may be adopted.
Reforms specifically mentioned

were those dealing with license

agreement revisions, elimination of
score charges and extended cancel-

lation privileges. Obtaining of such
concessions, if granted to U. S. ex-

hibitors, will again be discussed at

the March meeting of the Concilia-

tion Committee and at the next
meeting of the ITA.

Further Steps in Agitation

for Film Quota for Ireland

Dublin (By Cable)—The agitation

for a film quota act for Ireland, dis-

cussed some months ago at the an-

nual conference of the Government
party, has received new impetus
from representatives of the film in-

dustry in Ireland. At the invita-

tion of the government, these repre-

sentatives conferred with the De-
partment of Industry and Commerce
on the scheme to establish an Irish

film industry supported by a state

subsidy and a quota for Ireland.

At this conference details were
given as to the footage of, and rev-

enue from, British and American
films shown in each area of the
country throughout the year through
circuits and independent houses.
Seat taxes were also discussed. P.

Farrell, president of the Exhibitors'

Ass'n, and other industry represen-
tatives agreed to prepare a mem-
orandum on the conference's agenda
for presentation to the Minister of

Industry and Commerce.
Representatives of the Kinema-

tograph Renters' Ass'n later con-

sulted with the Ministry, presenting
figures on the status of each Hol-
lywood and British agency in Dub-
lin and the sums sent out of the

country each week.

Ascap Hit in Arh.
Little Rock, Ark.—A bill was passed

in the Arkansas Senate Friday outlawing
Ascap in this state. The measure was
introduced by Senator Gene Higgin-

botham of Hardy. Although it passed

the Senate, it is still pending in the

House with a committee recommenda-
tion that it "Does Not Pass."

??$2,000,000 Foreign Gross for "Suez
Foreign gross for 20th-Fox from "Suez" is expected to hit the $2,000,000 mark,

it was revealed at the week-end. The company's foreign department expects the

picture to set a new overseas record.

Ohio ITO Urges Pix Industry to Rate

Products of Radio Program Sponsors

Columbus—With the withdrawal
of film stars from radio programs
reported covering an industry crack-
down on the ether's "bad boy" com-
mentators, ITO of Ohio is again
urging industry "rating" of products
turned out by sponsors of radio pro-
grams as a further retaliatory meas-
ure.

Pete J. Wood, secretary of the
Ohio Allied affiliate, in a current
bulletin after tendering "orchids to
20th Century-Fox and a gardenia
to Metro" for their radio withdraw-
als, presses the "rating" proposal.
Wood calls attention to Jimmy

Fidler's remarks of a few weeks
ago, "The industry is certainly glad
that the $250,000 Movie Quiz Con-

test is over because, during the con-

test, theater patrons examined the
pictures closely to see how bad mo-
tion pictures really are," and
charges that Fidler "Followed with
a 'two-belling' (meaning 'lousy' ac-
cording to the Fidler nomenclature)
of an unreleased Paramount pic-

ture."
Wood demands:
"Why not a similar campaign on

the part of the motion picture in-

dustry acquainting the general pub-
lic with the good and bad features
of the products manufactured and
marketed by Jimmy Fidler's spon-
sors, Procter & Gamble? Or, does
the industry lack the 'guts' to do
this?"

Comerford's Will Names
Walker to Manage Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

widow, Mrs. Margaret Comerford,
and his daughter, Mrs. Muriel Com-
erford Freiday, as principal bene-
ficiaries.

In application for letters of ad-
ministration, attorneys gave the
value of Comerford's personal prop-
erty at "over $100,000." Outright
bequest of $5,000 to be paid in cash,
the residence and one-third of the
residuary estate was provided for
in the will for Mrs. Comerford.
Mrs. Freiday receives real estate on
Wyoming Avenue and one-ninth of
the residuary estate.

Provision is made that all shares
of stock in the Penncom Corp. be
held in trust for 15 years and then
sold, proceeds to be paid into the
residuary estate and be distributed
to the residuary legatees. One-
ninth share each of the residuary
estate is devised to Comerford's
nieces and nephews.

Johnson Joins BBDO
James Johnson, who resigned last

week from the advertising depart-
ment of 20th Century-Fox, starts
his new duties today as an account
executive of the Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn advertising
agency. Freddie Zeigler replaces
Johnson at 20th-Fox.

Kennedy Joins STR
Thomas Kennedy has joined

Showmen's Trade Review as asso-
ciate editor and assistant to Pub-
lisher "Chick" Lewis. He succeeds
Hank Linet, resigned.

Astor and Rivoli Oppose
New Stagehands Contract

Possible obstacles that may pre-
vent the conclusion of the recently
negotiated contract between Local 1,

stagehands, and the New York cir-

cuits loomed over the week-end
when it became known that the As-
tor and Rivoli managements were
opposed to the contract, and a num-
ber of members of the union were
protesting a clause in the pact
which may lower their pay.

Dispute between the union and
the Astor centers over the fact that
the union holds it is a first-run
house and should be classified as
such, paying wage scales provided
for this type of theater, but the
management maintains that under
an all-day policy it is not a de luxe
house.

Despite reports recently that the
contract had been signed, sealed and
delivered, it remains very much un-
signed, it was learned. The pact was
signed by the union, but it has not
been signed by all the circuits in-

volved, with a strong possibility
that negotiations may have to be
officially reopened before it can be
terminated.

Warners and Standard

Cut In Racine, Kenosha

Milwaukee, Wis. — Warners has
dipped its matinee prices at its

Venetian and Rialto theaters in Ra-
cine from 30 to 25 cents, while the
circuit's subsidiary, Standard The-
aters Co., has done likewise at its

Gateway and Kenosha theaters in
Kenosha. All are first-run houses
in their respective cities.

PRODUGER-SDG PACT

EXPECTED SHORTL

West. Coast Bureau of THE FILMfi, 'li

Hollywood—Following a tw*'- _ioi

discussion Friday between produce
representatives and Frank Capr:
president of the Screen Directoi
Guild, Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fo
board chairman, issued a statemer
that an agreement is expected to 1

reached with the Guild within tr

next few weeks.
Schenck said, "There has been

thorough discussion of all poinl
and we expect to reach an undei
standing which will be not only fa: 1

to directors and producers, but wi
\

also be beneficial to the industry a;

a whole."
A preliminary meeting was hel I

earlier in the afternoon by the prr

ducer representatives, meeting wit
Capra following this session. In ac
dition to Schenck, Samuel Goldwyi
Harry Cohn, Louis B. Mayer, Par
dro S. Berman, Harry M. an I

Jack L. Warner and Y. Frank Free
man were also present for the met
jors. Attorneys Herbert Prestoi
Alfred Wright, Henry Herzbrui
Major Teller, Mendel Silberberg an
Edwin J. Loeb represented the prcj
ducers.
Committee representing the Guil

includes Capra, Woody Van Dyk<
Howard Hawks, Rowland V. Let
John Ford and Rouben Mamoulian.

Letty Lynton" Attorney

Seeks Fees From Loew'

Suit was filed in New York Su
preme Court on Friday by Walte
H. Pollak, attorney, against Loew's
Inc., M-G-M Pictures, M-G-M Dis
tributing Corp., and Culver Expor
Corp., in which the plaintiff ask
alleged remaining fees due him fror.

the defendants for legal service

rendered in the recent "Letty Lyn
ton" plagiarism suit brought agains
the defendants by Edward Sheldoi

and Margaret Ayer Barnes.
No details of the amount Pollal

seeks were disclosed, but plaintif

asserted he has received some par
tial remuneration.

Picks Box Office Queen
Esther Rooney, Loew's State The

ater cashier, has been selected a
the queen of the 1939 Broadway mo
tion picture box-office by Roy Moul
ton, manager of the Piccadilly Ho
tel, who stages the contest yearly

Ash Tele Station
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Crosley Corp. of Cincin-

nati has filed application with the FCC
to construct a new television station on

a frequency band of 50,000 to 56,000
kilocycles, transmitter to be located at

the corner of Vine and Fifth Sts. on

the 48th floor of Carew Tower.
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N. D. Governor Signs Theater Divorcement Repeal Bill

PA. CHAIN STORE TAX LAW RULED CONFISCATORY

40 Features, 16 Westerns for Columbia; to Jump A's
"Big Director" Policy Set at

Executives' Coast

Conferences
Columbia's 1939-40 feature lineup

will be numerically identical with
the company's 1938-39 schedule of
40 features and 16 westerns, it was
declared yesterday by Jack Cohn,
vice-president, as he arrived via the
20th Century from the Coast, ac-
companied by A. Schneider, treas-
urer; A. Montague, general sales
manager; and J. A. McConville, for-
eign sales manager.

Decision on the forthcoming prod-
(Ctiiitimted on Page 7)

COL. MAY PRODUCE

PIX IN ARGENTINA

Coincident with the arrival yes-
terday morning from the Coast of
Jack Cohn, A. Schneider, A. Mon-
tague and Joe McConville, it was
learned Columbia and undesignated
interests in the Argentine are talk-
ing a deal by the terms of which the
company will make, or participate
in the production of, a group of fea-

(Continued on Page 8)

WB Featured and Younger Players on Air
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warner Bros.' featured and younger players will appear in musical,
dramatic and comedy skits in a series of programs to go over KHJ of the Don Lee sys-
tem under sponsorship of the Ford dealers of Southern California. Exploitation will
also be given their current film releases. The half-hour program starts Friday at 8 P.M.

NINE-MEMBER CENSOR

BOARD ASKED IN IOWA

Des Moines—A nine-member Iowa
State Board of Censors to pass on
all motion pictures, slides and stere-
opticon views shown in the state
has been proposed in a bill intro-
duced in the Iowa legislature.
The board would be appointed by

the governor and would serve three-
year terms at a maximum salary of
$4,500 a year each. It would be

{Continued on Page 6)

Zukor, Hicks Due in Paris

to Start Continental Tour

Theatrical Television

in London Bow Thursday

London (By Cable) — Theatrical
television debuts here Thursday
with the BBC telecasting programs
to the Tatler Theater, Charing Cross

(Continued on Page 6)

42 Pix Shooting
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Forty-two pictures are in

production with M-G-M heading the
list with nine. Paramount, 20th Century-
Fox and Warner Bros., are making seven
each; Universal, three; RKO, Columbia
and Republic, two each. Goldwyn,
Roach and Arcadia are down for one
each.

Adolph Zukor and John W. Hicks,
Paramount's foreign department
head, arrived in Paris yesterday to
start their tour of Continental
branches. Itinerary includes Brus-
sels, Amsterdam, Oslo, Helsingfors,
a return visit to Amsterdam and back
to London.
Hicks and Zukor plan to return to

New York by March 15.

W. PA. MPTO ASKS ALL

PIX STARS OFF RADIO

Pittsburgh—Demand that all pro-
ducers withdraw film stars from ra-
dio programs is voiced in new reso-
lutions just adopted by the MPTO
of Western Pennsylvania.

Action was taken at a general
meeting and luncheon at the Wil-
liam Penn Hotel, with Prexy M. A.
Rosenberg presiding. Resolution
recites that theater operators sus-

(Continued on Page 8)

Hammons to Name Alperson

Successor on Return to N. Y.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — On his arrival here

yesterday Earle W. Hammons,
president of Grand National, said
he did not expect to name a suc-
cessor to Edward Alperson as gen-
eral sales manager until after his
return to New York.

While here Hammons will discuss
(Continued on Page 7)

Warners Win Permanent In-

junction; State Expected

to Take Appeal

Harrisburg, Pa.—Theater in-

terests were successful in the
battle to have the chain store
tax act of 1937, which in-

cludes theaters, declared illegal

yesterday when presiding
Judge William Hargest in Dau-
phin County Court handed
down permanent injunctions
prohibiting enforcement of act.
Governor Arthur H. James and

Attorney General Claude Reno yes-
(Continued on Page 7)

NEW MEXICO MAY TAX

BANK NIGHT THEATERS

Governor Moses Signs Divorcement

Repeal with Gov t Probers on Ground

Sante Fe, N. M.—Measure which
would outlaw Bank Night in this

state has been amended to provide
for imposition of a 10 per cent ad-
mission tax on the day Bank Night
operates. Proceeds would be turned
over to the Public Welfare Com-
mission to meet old age pension
payments.

Screen Directors Guild

Recognized by Producers

Name 32 Zone Chairmen
for Will Rogers Drive

The Will Rogers Memorial Com-
mission has designated a zone chair-
man in each of 32 exchange centers
through which exhibitors will be
enrolled to participate in the Will

(Continued on Page 8)

Bismarck, N. D. — Gov. John
Moses yesterday signed the bill re-
pealing the North Dakota theater
divorcement act. The Governor noti-

fied the Legislature at 4:50 P.M.
that he would sign the repeal bill,

and shortly thereafter did so.

Federal bureau investigators were
on the ground probing the circum-

(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Producer recognition

of the Screen Directors' Guild "as
now constituted" is announced by
Frank Capra, prexy, following a re-

ceipt of a letter from Joseph M.
(Continued on Page 8)

IVo FD Tomorrow
There will be no edition of The Film

Daily tomorrow, Washington's Birthday,

national holiday.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 17 16 16 — 1

Columbia Picfs. vtc. 12% 12 12 — %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 11% 11 Va 11%
East. Kodak .174% 172 172 — 2%
do pfd 180 180 180
Gen. Th. Eq 12% MVi 12% — 1

Loew's, Inc 48% 47% 47% — 1 %
do pfd
Paramount 105/8 10% 10% — s

/s

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10% — %
Pathe Film 9V4 8% 9%
RKO 2% 2% 2%
20th Century-Fox . 23 Vi 22% 23 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 32% 32% 32%
Univ. Piet. pfd 65 Vi 64 64—2
Warner Bros 5% 5 5% — %
do pfd 41% 41% 41% + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46 ... 95 95 95 — %
Loew 6s 41-ww 1013/8 101% 1013/g + %
Para. B'way 3s55 . . 55% 55% 55%
Para. Picts. 6s55 ...101 100% 100% — %
Warner's 6s39 96% 96 96% — %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 89 89 89 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . 2% 2% 2% — %
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1% 1 %
Technicolor 18% 18% 18%
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5% 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

. .. . 95% 97%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 70% 72%

Allied Meets March 13

Buffalo — New York Allied will

hold an important district meet-
ing here March 13.

Zenith, ISIeel Ash Tele Station Permits
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Zenith Radio Corp. of Chicago has filed an application for a license

to cover construction permit for a new television station.
Owen Franklin Neel of Eaton, Colo, also asked the FCC for a construction permit

for a new television broadcast station in Eaton on 42,000-42,100, 42,500 kilocycles,

50 watts power, A3 emission.

"Dinty" Moore Feted, Given

Scroll on Leaving ST Post

Oklahoma City— "To A Regular
Guy who came from the East to be-
come a real Westerner," was the head
of a scroll containing the names of
all and sundry hereabouts, presented
to "Dinty" Moore upon his resigna-
tion as Standard Theaters general
manager here to accept a Warner
post in Pittsburgh.

Morris Loewenstein, MPTOA sec.

and MPTO president, was host at a
party for Moore in the Oklahoma
Club, and Charles Clark, 20th-Fox
exchange manager here, was host at
a large stag party in "Dinty's"
honor, for which film men from all

over the southwest came in.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Avt.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Oklahoma City — A number of
changes in Standard Theaters per-
sonnel have been effected by W. B.
Shuttee, former general manager
who returned to the post following
B. H. "Dinty" Moore's resignation.
Douglas George, advertising man-

ager, turned in his resignation after
Moore's and Pat Patchen, manager
of the Midwest Theater, has been
named new advertising manager.

Spence Pierce has been moved
from managership of the Tower to

replace Patchen. Robert Busch has
been moved from the Plaza to

Pierce's place. Ben Langdon. assis-

tant manager of the Liberty, has
also turned in his resignation.

Philly Showmen's Club

Award to James Clark

Bondy Orders RKO Hearing

On Notifying Stockholders

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday signed an order which set

down for hearing on Feb. 27 at 3

p.m. in Federal Court the question
as to whether Irving Trust Co.
trustee for RKO Corp., will have tc

notify stockholders of the debtor
corporation with respect to the ob-
jections raised by Ernest W. Stirn
to the validity of the various equity
claims, and the order of Bondy mak-
ing such claims admissible.

Order was filed pursuant to a
petition by Irving Trust which
asked instruction from the Court,
since Stirn was claiming that under
the rules such notice would have to

be sent.

According to record of Feb. 6,

RKO Corp. had 2,543,122 common
shares outstanding, of which 16,-

437 were in treasury. This stock
was held by some 19,133 indenture
holders, while Class "A" shares out-
standing were held by approximate-
ly 7,711 holders with exchange pri-
vilege for common.

Philadelphia — James P. Clark,
nresident of Horlacher Delivery Ser-
vice and prominent in city and state
political affairs, as well as being a
leader in the Philadelphia film in-

dustry, last night was revealed as
the recipient of the award given by
the Showmen's Club to the indus-
tryite doing the most for Philadel-
ohia. He is the first to be honored
in what will be an annual event.

"Made for Each Other"
Draws 100,000 in 4 Days

Topping the business recorded by
any attraction to play at the Radio
City Music Hall this year, David O.
Selznick's "Made For Each Other"
played to more than 100.000 admis-
sions in the first four days of its

current engagement there, from
Thursday through Sundav nieht, and
will be held over a second week.

Pat McDermott Expires

Cincinnati—Pat McDermott. own-
er of the Lyric, Guyandot, W. Va.,
dropped dead from a heart attack.

Brooklyn Strand Will

Drop Bands, Play Films

Stage shows at the Brooklyn
Strand will be discontinued when
"Ted" Lewis and his band wind up
on Thursday night, it was learned
yesterday. Policy of house will be
all-pix.

20th-Fox Stockholders

Meeting Set for Apr. 18

Annual meeting of 20th - Fox
stockholders will be held April 18 at
the company's home office. The an-
nual financial report will be issued
some time during March.

20th-Fox Sales Conclave

May Start In Chi. Apr. 3

Annual sales convention of the
20th-Fox field forces may start in
Chicago around April 3, instead of
on the 14th, first announced date, it

was learned yesterday.

McCarthy, Bush on Coast
Charles E. McCarthy, director of

advertising and publicity for 20th-
Fox, and Rodney Bush, exploitation
manager, arrived on the Coast yes-
terday from New York for studio
huddles on a campaign for "Alex-
ander Graham Bell." Execs, will also
probably look at "The Hound of
the Baskervilles." They are expected
to return some time next week.

cominc add Goim

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, director of adve
tising and publicity for 20th-Fox, and ROC
NEY BUSH, special exploitation representativ
arrived on the Coast yesterday for a sho I

stay.

ARTHUR A. LEE. Caumont British ftaiij

is expected to return to his office t£, wee
after a business trip.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sale

manager for Warners, left yesterday to visifl

the Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo exchange:!!
He returns in about a week.

WALTER WANCER and JOHNNY JOHNSTON!
his personal press representative, leave for th M
Coast Thursday night.

ROBERT SMELTZER, Warners' central district]

manager, was in New York yesterday.

NATHAN COLDSTEIN, president of the West |
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., and MRSfl
GOLDSTEIN, have returned to Springfield afte'l
a cruise to S. A.

CENE TOWNE, writer, is at the Waldorf

ICNACE JAN PADEREWSKI. JERRY JACK
SON, managing director of Warners' Teddingtor
studios, and EMILE BOREO, actor, arrive toda)
on the lie de France.

JOHN HOUSTON, Warner writer, returnee
to the Coast over the week-end after a New
York vacation.

IRVING RAPPER, Warner dialogue director,

will vacation in New York next month after

completing work on "Family Reunion."

TONY MARTIN, 20th-Fox star, arrived from
the Coast yesterday morning.

AMANDA LEDESMA, Argentine star, who will

be featured in several productions Ramos Cobian
will produce on the Coast, arrives from Buenos |
Aires today on the Uruguay.

WILLIAM SATORI, former Universal manager
in Vienna and now a salesman at the Pitts-
burgh branch, is here for a two-week vaca-
tion and to meet his brother, Leopold, who
arrives on the lie de France from Austria
today. Leopold also was a Universal salesman |
in Austria.

A. J. HERMAN, district manager for Uni-
versal, left for Washington yesterday to install

B. B. Kreisler as acting branch manager.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of foreign
distribution for 20th-Fox, is expected to re-
turn to the home office today after a short
stay in Florida.

Terry Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held this

morning at 11 o'clock at West End
Presbyterian Church, 165 W. 105th
St., for Charles A. Terry, 80, who
died at this New York residence,
310 W. 105th St., on Saturday night.
For nearly 50 years, he was counsel
and honorary vice-president of
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Thomas H. Fike Dies

Mansfield, O.— Thomas H. Fike,
54, stage manager of the Ohio The-
ater here, died at this home after
a brief illness. He was a charter I

member of the Stage Employes' I

Union. His widow, a son and three I

daughters survive.

I'M ON THE MARKET
Young man, 27, a live wire. Ten years ex-
perience motion picture distribution. Thor-
oughly familiar every aspect foreign opera-
tion. Knowledge Spanish. Salary secondary
to opportunity. Splendid references.

BOX 1102, THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City



OLUMBIA SIGNS

mJ u mP
Distinguished Director of 'Cavalcade/' "Mutiny

On The Bounty/' "Wells Fargo/' "If I Were King".,.

TO PRODUCE AND DIRECT

II

THE
ii

i

LIBERTY
Mighty patriotic novel by Eliza-

beth Page. Vivid and intensely
dramatic story of America's
beginning ...her struggle for
independence and the early
years of THESE UNITED STATES.
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in its First

RIVOLI, NEW YORK . . . Opened at Rivoli Theatre Saturday ... By Sunday Night

on way to house record for season. Will hold over for three weeks.

KEITH'S BALTIMORE . . . Manager Schanberger of Keith's reported: "After vain

efforts for two months to awaken business, this does it. More laughs than I have

heard in ages!"

CIRCLE, INDIANAPOLIS . . "Continuous laughter of audience drowned out many I

of the gags. Business almost tops anything in theatre's history despite continuous

rain all afternoon and evening. Picture definitely box office."

at the box-office . . .where it counts . . . am
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THEAT
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SiIX Openings 1

.
I

jhe
NITED ARTISTS, PORTLAND, OREGON . . ."Honest Man actually out-

)ssed any Durbin picture. Can truthfully say 30% of Fields or Bergen gags lost

continuous laughter."

amr

PEW'S HARTFORD ... At Loew's, "You Can't Cheat An Honest Man" beats

th "IOO Men and a Girl" and "That Certain Age."

OHAWK, NORTH ADAMS, MASS "HONEST MAN opened very big.

•ating any previous gross on record. Manager reports picture had audience
ually rolling in aisles

nere the public decides!— UNIVERSAL
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NINE-MEMBER CENSOR

BOARD ASKED IN IOWA

(Continued from Page 1)

the board's duty to view "in their
entirety" all pix before they could
be exhibited.
A majority vote of the board

would be necessary for approval,
shown by a stamp which would read
"Approved by the Iowa State Board
of Censors." Violation of the act
calls for a $1,000 fine or a year im-
prisonment, cr both. Each showing
would be considered a separate of-
fense.

The bill empowers the board to
lease projection rooms and equip-
ment and hire necessary operators
and investigators.
Examination fees would be based

on lineal feet of films examined or
upon the seating capacity of thea-
ters where films are to be exhibited,
or both at the board's discretion.
Fees so collected would have to
equal twice the board's annual ex-
pense and the surplus would go to

the state's general school fun.
The board would have one mem-

ber from each of the following: Pro-
testants, Catholics, Jews, Federation
of Women's Clubs, state Parent-
Teacher Associations, Daughters of
American Revolution, American Le-
gion, WCTU, and Crime Prevention
Association.

16 MM. Association to be

Organized Here on Feb. 27

W. K. Hedwig, of Nu-Art Films,
Inc., declared yesterday that a suffi-

cient response has been received from
members of the 16 mm. field to make
formation of an association practi-

cal.

Consequently, a meeting of all in-

terested parties will be held at Ro-
soff's Restaurant, 147 West 43rd St.,

on Thursday, Feb. 27, at 7 p.m., to

formulate organization plans.

Those wishing to attend the meet-
ing and dinner are requested by Hed-
wig to signify intention by writing
him at the Nu-Art Films, 145 West
45th St.

Ralph Holme Dead
Detroit—Ralph Holme, 50, drama-

tic and music editor of the Detroit
Times, died following a paralytic
stroke. His wife and two children
survive.

•tit wiihei from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 21

Gordon S. White

Edwin L. Marin

Arline Judge

ALCING THE

with PHIL M. OALYi

• • • A LETTER from an oldtimer a film salesman. Stanley

Fisher written to lames S. Pooler, who runs his film column in the

Detroit Free Press in which Fisher discussed at length the subject

of the most important critic of the movies being the public and that

the producers were suddenly beginning to realize that this is the critic

they have to please and that there were definite signs from Holly-

wood that an intelligent effort is being made to please intelligent audi-

ences by providing pictures that were not afraid to tackle a positive stand

on subjects of vital interest in the news of the day and this letter

brought forth some good comment from columnist Pooler, to wit

# • « IN TALKS with the fans, Pooler states he has

found that they have a deep yearning for films that take a bold,

forthright stand a waffle diet gets pretty tiring after a while

the fans like something to chew on between desserts

the fans would like to feel occasionally that Hollywood is aware of

the world that it can look around at the current scene and

see something of its vitality that it should take an occasional

layoff from browsing around storybooks and come out once in a

while with a picture that was really related to LIVING

• • • THE DISTRICT managers of the Loew New York circuit

gave a birthday luncheon to Charlie Moskowitz at the Astor yesterday

the committee consisted of George Schenck. Dominic Barrecca.

Seymour Mayer. William A. Downs, Eugene Meyers, S. H. Meinhold,

Eugene Picker, Maurice Seidlitz, Harry Karasik, Charles Moss and Law-

rence Beatus the guests included Leopold Friedman, Isador Frey,

Marvin Schenck, Harry Moskowitz, Oscar Doob, Michael Rosen, Joseph

Murphy and Ernest Emerling

• • • TONIGHT there will be a birthday party at the home

of C. C. Moskowitz at Kew Gardens to celebrate the seventy-

fifth anniversary of "Mom" Moskowitz mother of the Mosko-

witz boys including Joe of 20th Century-Fox, and C. C. and

Harry of Loew's one of the features of the evening will be

the screening of a new movie so that presented a booking

problem should it be an M-G-M pic from Charlie's company

or a 20th Century-Fox from Joe's studio? "Mom" diplo-

matically refused to take sides so the toss of a coin resulted

in the selection of "Wife, Husband and Friend" as the birthday

picture

T T

• • • FOR the ninth annual dance of the Columbia Club at the

Waldorf-Astoria in the grand ballroom this Saturday nite the list of

celebs will include Sophie Tucker, Tony Martin, Robert Morley, John

Brahm. Dolly Haas and Henny Youngman

• • • MOVING of the Fleischer Studios from New York to

Miami has resulted in the formation of a Miami Power Boat

Squadron the local charter has been granted by the U. S. Power
Squadron, Inc of the charter members of the new unit, eleven

are to be found among the personnel of the Fleischer Studios,

including the new commander, John E. Burks

« « « » » »

N. 0. GOVERNOR SIGNS

DIVORCEMENT REPEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

stances under which the act was
adopted. The interest of the, ^?d-
eral government is tied up wit^.ts
anti-trust suit against the major
distributors in New York, plus the
fact that North Dakota was the
first state to adopt an act which
prohibited display of pictures by
film owners or distributors within
its borders.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Justice Depart-

ment has notified the North Dakota
governor directly of the position it

would be placed in were he to sign
the divorcement repeal measure
with the matter before the Supreme
Court, it was learned last night on
reliable departmental authority.

It was learned that Governor
Moses and Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Thurman Arnold spoke on the
telephone and that the department's
position was called to the governor's
attention. It was explained that
neither Arnold nor Attorney General
Frank Murphy had directly asked
the governor to delay his signature
in order to permit the Supreme
Court to act.

The high Justice official was care-
ful to explain that the Department
had not sought to tell the Governor
what he should do.

•'We at the Department do not
feel the Federal government has a
right to do that. We merely stated
the fact that the Supreme Court
was sitting in the case and that a
repeal at this time would be a tacit
break for us, but did not ask him
to act one way or the other."
The Governor in a telephone con-

versation failed to give indication
of his final attitude, it is understood
here.

Theatrical Television

in London Bow Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

Road, and the Marble Arch Pavilion,
Alexandra Palace.
Both theaters are fully equipped

with the most advanced Baird pro-
jectors and will throw the televised
programs on a screen 15 by 12 feet.

While the Tivoli Theater is equip-
ped for telecast reception, its equip-
ment is less modern and, for the
present, it will not present televi-

sion.

Meanwhile, official BBC figures
for 1938 disclose that over 18 per
cent of the total program time oc-
cupied by television was devoted to

pix. This represents 172 hours out
of a 957 total.

N. Y. Senate Adjourns Week
Albany, N. Y.— The legislature

recessed for one week last night
due to the death of the Senate presi-
dent pro tern, Perley A. Pitcher, 61,
of Watertown, Republican majority
leader, who died of a heart attack
at his hotel in the afternoon. Burial
will be Thursday. No bills will be
accepted this week.
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PA, CHAIN STORE TAX

RULED CONFISCATORY
(Continued from Page 1)

terday indicated the state probably
will appeal the decision.

Hargest, in his decision, held the
ant —a s confiscatory, imposes double
ta>^~~on and violates uniform tax
laws of Constitution. He found that

theaters in chains had no distinction

from those operated independently,

either in buying, advertising, man-
agement or receipts.

In case of theaters, Hargest ruled

it was impossible to determine who
is to pay tax "because of intertwin-

ing of their interests."

Warner Bros., through three Penn-
sylvania theater subsidiaries, last

August obtained injunctions staying
officials from collecting the levy,

which, once paid, could not be recov-

ered in event the law was found un-
constitutional. Legality of the law
was first contested by American
Stores. Theater and other interests

joined later, with more than 40

chains with approximately 12,000

stores challenging act.

The law imposes a graduated tax,

ranging from $1 to $500, depending
upon number of units in chain oper-

ated within Pennsylvania.

"White Banners" to be

Live Script Radio Show

For the first time in the history of

commercial broadcasting, new radio

series, to be aired on a five-time-a-

week basis, will be offered to national

advertisers with a guaranteed mini-

mum listening audience of 10,000,000

women to begin with. Program,
radio adaptation of "White Banners",
top b. o. Warner pix and best-seller,

is to be offered as a live script show,
and will be under the personal super-
vision of Dr. Lloyd C. Douglas.
Guaranteed circulation, innovation

in the radio field, has been made pos-

sible by the .written guarantee of

every major women's organization
in the U. S. to back the series.

Arrangements have already been
started to pipe the program, if a

suitable hour is found, into class-

rooms.
Program is now prepared to broad-

:ast for 26-weeks with scripts based
m the picture and book, with install-

ments from that point on already in
">reparation..

Writ Hearing Thursday
St. Louis — Hearing of the suit

lied by 19 members of Local Union
Vo. 143. Operators, for an injunc-

I ion and for the appointment of a
•eceiver to conduct the affairs of
he organization until such time as
tew officers can be elected is sched-
iled before Circuit Judge Ernest F.
^aklev Thursday.

"Stagecoach" Next at M. H.

Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach" is

cheduled for the Radio City Music
lall following "Made for Each
)ther."

Exhib. Rents Theater to Church for Bingo
Milwaukee, Wis.—A request for warrants against 10 church and fraternal groups for

the playing of Bingo has been refused the police by the district attorney and city

attorney's offices here. Among the warrants sought was one for the Ritz Theater, which
Mike Brumm has rented out two nights a week to the Holy Redeemer Catholic church

for Bingo.

Hammons to Name Alperson

Successor on Return to N. Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

deals with two or three new pro-
ducers for additional product for the
1939-40 season. He will also hold
production conferences with Jack
Skirball, his Coast productions head.
Hammons plans to remain here a
week or 10 days.

"Everything Happens to Ann" is

in production at Grand National and
will be followed by "Miracle of
Main Street," starring Anna Sten,
"Seven Miles from Alcatraz" and
the Max Baer picture.

Bank Night Ban Measure

Heads for Lorain Council

Lorain, O.—City council will be
asked to consider an ordinance de-
signed to prohibit commercial Bingo
games, theater Bank Nights and all

similar forms of trade promotion,
City Solicitor John D. Pincura has
announced. The proposed ordinance,
Pincura said, lists all such activities

as games of chance and provides
fines up to $200 and 30 days in jail

for violation.

Zanesville, O. — Theater Bank
Night insurance is illegal here fol-

lowing the passage of a city ordi-

nance designed to eliminate the sale

of "protection" on such winnings.
Meanwhile, council passed an ordi-

nance taxing the Bank Night pro-
ceeds of local movie theaters.

Loew's Aids Syracuse

Firemen's Relief Fund

Syracuse, N. Y.—Benefit show for
The Herald Fund for relief of fam-
ilies of the nine Syracuse firemen
who died as a result of the Collins
Building fire will be held in Loew's
State Friday midnight. Loew's,
through Frank Murphy, local mana-
ger, is providing the film and plac-
ing the house and staff at the dis-

posal of Fire Marshal Charles
Wilkes. Stage acts will come from
other sources. Syracuse Musicians
Protective Association will supply a
15-piece ork. Other unions are also
co-operating.

Duals Staying In Canton
Despite Stage Show Talk

Canton, O.—Despite persistent ru-
mors to the contrary, Loew's and
the Palace theaters here will not
switch to stage shows in the imme-
diate future, but will continue duals.
However, exodus of hundreds of

Canton theater patrons weekly, to
nearby Akron and Cleveland, where
stage attractions are offered regu-
larly, is said to be causing opera-
tors of the two major houses here
no little worry.

Anti-Sunday Pix Drive

to be Pressed in Maine

Winthrop, Me.—A charge of op-
erating a motion picture theater on
Sunday against Edward Desjardin,
operator of the Gem Theater here,

was continued to March 1 by Judge
Herbert E. Foster in Municipal
Court.
The continuance was granted,

Foster said, after County Attorney
Francis H. Bate and Ernest L. Mc-
Lean, counsel for Desjardin, said a

drive was to be started to have the
law enforced throughout the entire
state.

Trans-Lux Dissolves in Md,,

Forms New Mass. Company

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Trans-Lux Corp.

filed a special report with the SEC
in which it was stated that Trans-
Lux Boston Corp. was organized
June 3, 1938, with the stock held by
Trans-Lux Movies Corp.
Trans-Lux Corp. of Maryland was

dissolved on Dec. 30, 1938, it was
stated. Trans-Lux Movie Corp. held
100 per cent of the stock.

RKO Radio's "Gunga Din"

Getting Additional Time

"Gunga Din" is continuing to

break records in every key situa-

tion played so far, RKO reported
yesterday. It has been booked for
a third week at Keith Memorial,
Boston, and Keith's, Washington.
Now in its third week at the Hill-

street and Pantages, Los Angeles,
the picture will be held for a fourth
week in both houses.

In all other spots the picture is

being held for an additional week.

COL. SCHEDULES 56;

TO JUMP "A" PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

uct was arrived at during confer-

ences with Harry Cohn, Columbia's

president and production head, and

the huddles also resulted, it was an-

nounced, in a "big director" policy

being formulated, together with a

sharp stepping-up of "A" pix. Co-
lumbia recently signed Wesley Rug-
gles and Frank Lloyd, and other
deals are understood on the fire.

Allocations announced in the "big
director" move include Frank Lloyd
who will handle "The Tree of Lib-
erty," Mitchell Leisen, "Our Wife,"
and Wesley Ruggles, "Arizona."
What percentage increase in the

"A" product would be effectuated
was not stated, but Jack Cohn indi-
cated that it would be appreciable,
and that the intention is to radical-
ly reduce the "B" pix.

Montague declared that the com-
pany will maintain its shorts pro-
gram for 1939-40 at the same nu-
merical total as the current season.

Phil Dunas, Midwest district man-
ager, accompanied the quartet of
company officials from Chicago.

Indiana Bank Night Test

Case to be Tried Feb. 27

Decatur, Ind.—What is believed to

be the first Bank Night test case in

Indiana has been set for trial on Feb.
27 in Adams Circuit Court. The case
charges Isidore and Roy A. Kalver,
owners and managers of all three
Decatur theaters, with operating a
lottery.

WB Cuts Chi. Prices

Chicago—Warner Theater circuit

has cut prices at the Lexington and
Symphony theaters. New matinee
price is 15 cents, with 25 cents eve-
nings and Sundays. Dual bills con-
tinue.

There is

ONLY ONE
"FILM YEAR BOOK'

And that is published
annually by

THE FILM DAILY

The Recognized Standard Reference

Book of the Motion Picture Industry

for the Past 20 Years.

1939 Edition Ready for Dis-
tribution Early Next Month.

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway N. Y. C.
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COL. MAY PRODUCE

PIX IN ARGENTINA

(Continued from Pane 1)

tures to be produced in Buenos Aires.
Informing- sources pointed out

that it is Columbia's aim to utilize

the facilities of modern studios ex-
tant in Argentina, and by so doing
provide Spanish-language releases
for the South and Central American
market, and, further, be in a posi-
tion, should political conditions in

Spain itself be adjusted satisfac-
torily, to have product for that mar-
ket.

Report of the Argentina negotia-
tions comes on the heels of Colum-
bia's expansion in France, plus the
deal with Irving Asher to make
four features in England for Colum-
bia release.

Joseph Friedman, Columbia's
European manager, it is learned, is

currently surveying French produc-
tion with aim of recommending ac-
quisition of suitable features by the
company for its 1939-40 lineup for
release via Famous Foreign Fea-
tures, nominal Columbia subsidiary.

They'll Tune In Not Tap
in Birdwell's Tap Room

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Russell Birdwell and

Asspciates has moved to permanent
headquarters at Beverly Drive and
Charleville in Beverly Hills, first of-
fices ever to be especially designed
for the work of publicity and pub-
lic relations. The Birdwell office

contains individual private spaces
for writers, idea men, contact men
and others.

Adjoining Birdwell's office is an
English-style tap room, equipped
with radio for tuning in on pro-
gi-ams in which the organization
may have an interest.

Robbers Get $350
Two armed men robbed the How-

ard Theater, Brooklyn film house,
on Sunday night and escaped with
$350 in receipts after having bound
Sidney Blakey, the manager, and
two other members of the house's
staff.

WEDDING BELLS

Eleanor Whitney, stage and
screen dancing star, will wed Fred
Backer, prominent New York attor-
ney, on Thursday instead of next
month as originally planned.

Cincinnati — John Costello and
Helen Hart RKO Radio, were mar-
ried here, culminating an office ro-
mance.

Cincinnati — Paramount's Mar-
garet Hill was married to Jack
Spratt, local orchestra leader.

New London, Wis.— John John-
son, projectionist at the MerMac
Theater, and Dorothy Secard, cash-
ier at the Grand, were married here.

«REVI€UJS»
"The Renegade

Ranger"
with George O'Brien, Rita Hayworth

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

EXCITING WESTERN WITH GEORGE
O'BRIEN DELIVERING STRONG AND
WELL SUPPORTED.

Lively and colorful western with George
Brien as the Texas ranger doing his heroics

in a thoroughly acceptable manner to win
the approval of the fans. George is there
in his feats of sheer strength for which he
is noted, his gun-play, riding and fighting

scenes. The plot is as innocuous as most
of the horse operas. There is trouble on the

Mexican border because a scoundrelly tax

collector has been imposing on the poor

people. A series of murders is blamed on
them, and O'Brien is sent to arrest Senorita

Alvarez, and bring her back so she can get

a fair trial. So the Ranger joins up with the

lady bandit's gang, and finds out the truth,

that she is just trying to help her oppressed
people, and that the scoundrelly tax col-

lector is in back of all the skullduggery. He
kidnaps the Senorita, and then O'Brien goes
to work to rescue her in as exciting a

sequence as the fans can ask for in any
western. Good work by Rita Hayworth, Ray
Whitley, Lucio Villegas and William Royle.

In fact the entire cast is well above the

calibre of most westerns. O'Brien is his

capable and likeable self.

CAST: George O'Brien, Rita Hayworth,
Ray Whitley, Tim Hoit, Lucio Villegas, Will-

iam Royle, Cecilia Callejo, Neal Hart, Monte
Montague, Bob Kortman, Charles Stevens,

Jim Mason, Tom London, Guy Usher.

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director,

David Howard; Author, Bennett Cohen;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Harry Wild;
Editor, Frederick Knudtson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Decency Legion Gives "C"
Rating to WB's "Daughter"

Finding that the film "maintains
an attitude contrary to the funda-
mental concepts of marriage, morals
and parental authority," the Catho-
lic-sponsored National Legion of
Decency yesterday announced it had
placed Warners' "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" in the "C" classification.
Comment on the Legion's action

by Warners was withheld yesterday.
The company is appealing from a
New York State censors' decision
refusing a license, and the picture
is scheduled to be screened for a
Board of Regents committee here
tomorrow.

Form New Theater Firm
Harrisburg, 111. — The Egyptian

Theaters Co. has organized the Al-
bion Theaters, Inc., with offices at
15 W. Poplar St., to operate thea-
ters in this territory. J. T. Gaskins,
B. M. Farrar and O. L. Turner, Jr.,

are the principals.

Toronto "Mikado" Record
Toronto—Universal's "The Mika-

do" scored the biggest week-end
gross business in the history of the
Uptown Theater, following record-
breaking opening day on Feb. 16.

Name 32 Zone Chairmen
for Will Rogers Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

Rogers National Theater Week
which starts April 20. Each zone
chairman's committee will include

circuit representatives, leading inde-

pendent exhibitors, Variety Club
leaders, and newspapers editors and
trade press representatives.
The field organization is headed

by Major L. E. Thompson, chairman,
and A. P. Waxman, campaign direc-

tor.

Exhibitors will be classified in two
categories in raising money which
this year is to be devoted to the
maintenance of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake;
one group to run an all-star short
subject, furnished gratis, and take
audience collections, the other to

make contributions based on seating
capacities.

Zone chairmen and their districts

are as follows:
Albany, Philip Fox; Atlanta, John

Ezell; Boston, Morris Wolf; Buffalo,
Sydney Samson; Charlotte, Robert
J. Ingram; Chicago, Jack Osserman;
Cincinnati, Edwin Booth; Cleve-
land, Frank D. Drew; Dallas, Doak
Roberts; Denver, Wayne C. Ball;

Des Moines, Moe Levy; Detroit,
Frank Downey; Indianapolis, George
T. Landis; Kansas City, William
Warner; Los Angeles, Clayton T.

Lynch; Memphis, James Rogers;
Milwaukee, Arthur N. Schmitz;
Minneapolis, Harold Johnson; New
Haven, Lou Wechsler: New Orleans,
Harold Wilks; New York, Harry H.
Buxbaum; Oklahoma City, Ralph B.
Williams; Omaha, Al Mendenhall;
Philadelphia, Harry G. Bodkin;
Pittsburgh, Harry Seed; Portland,
Louis Amacher; St. Loius, John E.
Garrison; Salt Lake City, Charles
Walker; San Francisco, Dennis J.

McNervy; Seattle. Lawrence J. Mc-
Ginley; Sioux Falls, Sherman Fitch;
Washington, Sam Galanty.

W. PA. MPTO ASKS AL

PIX STARS OFF RADI

(Continued from Page 1)

tain heavy losses through their i

ability to compete with recent sta
studded radio programs. ^~.
MPTO authorized commL .ato*

letters to 20th-Fox for witnHt'awir
Tyrone Power and to Metro for d
cision to withdraw as producer i

the "Good News" Maxwell Hou:
Coffee show.

Screen Directors Guild

Recognized by Produce

(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck, president of Association <

Motion Picture Producers.
According to Capra, Schenck ai'

cepted all points in the SDG's orij

inal program except two. These tw
points, it was added in Schenck
letter, can be brought to a succes:
ful conclusion within three weeks

$21 Marcus Loew Dividend

Cuts Arrears in Half

Montreal—Arrears on the seven
per cent cumulative preferred stock
of Marcus Loew's Theaters, Ltd.,

have been cut in half by declaration
of a dividend of $21 per share, pay-
able March 31 to shareholders of
record, March 18, ex-dividend March
16.

In 1938, Marcus Loew's paid reg-
ular quarterlv dividends of $1.75 per
share and $3.50 towards arrears
leaving the latter $38.50 on Dec. 31.

Arrears followine the present dis-

tribution will be $19.25 per share.

Dodge City Bid to WB
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A scroll containing

the names of virtually every one of
the 10,000 citizens of Dodge City,
Kansas and a resolution adopted by
the state legislature asking for a
Dodge City premiere for "Dodge
City." were presented yesterdav to
H. M. Warner, president, and Jack
L. Warner, vice-president in charp-e
of nroduction. bv a delegation head-
ed by Lieut. Gov. Carl Friend.

Gallup Poll Shows Leigh's

Casting Okay with 35 P. C

Gallup Poll on casting of "Gor
With The Wind" reveals selection (

Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hai
satisfied 35 per cent canvassed. Som |
16 per cent were anti-Leigh and 2

per cent had not made up thei
minds. Exactly 29 per cent said the
hadn't heard who was playing Scai
lett.

Bette Davis was the leadin
choice for the role until the adver
of Miss Leigh, polling a vote of 4
per cent. Katharine Hepburn ra
a poor second at 14 per cent. Norm
Shearer, 12 per cent, and Miriai
Hopkins at 6 per cent, ran third an;
fourth. Total of 14,000,000 person'
are estimated to have read the bool
and on a proportional basis, aboi
56,500,000 will probably see th
Selznick picture, which Metro wi
distribute.

Technicolor for the picture wa
voted by 57 per cent, with 21 pe
cent in favor of black and whitt
Selection of Clark Gable at Rhe1
Butler was satisfactory, and th
role was voted the second most ir

teresting in the book.

National Television Co.

Incorporated in N. l

Albany—National Television Co
Inc., New York City, has been chai
tered at Albany with capital of $20'

000 to engage in the radio broadcasl
ing business. David H. Jackman, Ec
win E. Lindgren, R. J. Gorman, 15
Broadway, Manhattan, are listed a

directors and subscribers. Gorma
is attorney for the corporation.

STORKS!
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Edward P. Lamber

head of the Selznick Internatiom
wardrobe department, is the fathe
of a five-and-a-half pound baby gir
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Theater Limitation Bill in North Dakota Legislature

INTERSTATE, TCT TO ASK DALLAS SUIT REHEARING

Warners To Double Eng. Production Budget For '39-40

ii

..:

Will Spend $5,000,000 on

13-15 Pictures for

1939-40 Season
Warners' budget for British pro-

duction, which for the 1938-39 sea-

son amounted to just under $2,500,-

000, will be approximately doubled
for the 1939-40 season wkich com-
mences in early April, should pre-
liminary plans be crystalized, it was
asserted by Jerome Jackson, produc-
tion executive of Warners' Studios
at Teddington, when he arrived
Tuesday night on the He de France.
Purpose of Jackson's visit here

is to confer with Sam E. Morris,
(Continued on Page 3)

SNIPE'S CONVENTION

COMMITTEES NAMED

-°
j

'.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Furthering plans for

annual SMPE Spring convention to

be held at Hollywood Roosevelt Ho-
tel April 17-21, Homer Tasker,
chairman of local arrangements, an-
nounces appointments to committees
which will function for the event.

Officers and committees, composed
mainly of members of the Pacific

Coast Section of the SMPE, include:

E. A. Williford, president; Nathan
Levinson, executive vice-president;

{Continued on Page 8)

N Y. Business Turn-Over

Tax Proposal Attacked

Neely Bill Hearings May Start Next Week
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Hearings on the Neely anti-block-booking and blind selling bill may
get under way next week. Although Senator Ed Smith, chairman of the Interstate

Commerce sub-committee has not set a definite date, his office states that the hear-
ings "may begin next week."

Universal Cuts Loss by $493,820;

Gross Revenue Soars Two Millions

Universal reduced its net loss by
$493,820 for the year ended Oct. 29,
1938, as compared with the 1937
fiscal year. Annual report of the
company and subsidiaries, released
yesterday, showed a combined net
loss of $591,178 for the year ended
Oct. 29, last, after providing for
all charges, including depreciation
and amortization of fixed assets in
the sum of $269,232. This com-
pares with a net loss of $1,084,998

for the year ended Oct. 30, 1937,

after all charges were deducted in

the sum of $370,386.
In his remarks to the stockhold-

ers, J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of the board, pointed out that Uni-
versal operated at a profit of $161,-

929 in the last quarter of the fiscal

year.
Improved sales policies and

methods plus better quality product,
{Continued on Page 8)

January Admish Tax Collections Jump $210,718

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Increase of $210,-

718.65 in admissions taxes collected
in January, 1939, over January, 1938
has been registered, according to re-
port of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Bureau. The January report shows

a decrease, however, compared to

previous month of December, 1938.
January, 1939, admissions taxes

amounted to $1,564,134.28, compared
to $1,353,415.63 for same month of
1938. January, 1939, figure is $456,-

(Continued on Page 8)

:
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:
;

r-

Albany — The rapidly growing
protests, both within and without
the pix business, to the modified
manufacturers sales tax (business
turnover) and real estate taxes rec-

ommended in the 1939-40 budget
(Continued on Page 8)

Darryl Zanuck Buys Up
Alice Faye's Radio Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Radio privileges in

Alice Faye's contract with 20th-Fox
have been bought by Darryl F. Za-

{Continued on Page 3)

N. D. Measure Would Limit Theaters;

U. S. Pressing Repeal Investigation

Allied to Intensify and

Redouble Efforts—Cole

Houston—Allied States, as a re-
sult of repeal of North Dakota's di-

vorcement statute, will intensify
and redouble its efforts to "free the
motion picture industry from its

present monopolistic control," Col.
H. A. Cole, prexy, declarorl here
yesterday.

Such course of action by Allied
(Continued on Page 8)

By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Over - the - holiday developments
which followed in the wake of the
repeal of the theater divorcement
law in North Dakota were:

(1) Introduction in the N. D.
Senate of a bill which would
forbid the establishment of new
theaters in communities already
served by existing ones, unless

{Continued on Page 7)

Decision Reached, Says Mor-

oney; Majors Not
Expected to Act

Interstate Circuit and Texas
Consolidated Theaters will file

a motion for rehearing the Dal-
las anti-trust case before the
U. S. Supreme Court, The Film
Daily was informed over the
holiday by John R. Moroney,
attorney for Interstate.
Moroney pointed out that Inter-

state and Texas Consolidated would
(Continued on Page 3)

CENSORSHIP MEASURE

IN MISSOURI HOUSE

Jefferson City, Mo.—A state film

censorship bill has been presented in

the Missouri House by Representa-
tive Hayden. Known as house bill

number 390, it would create a State
Board of Censors of three to be ap-
pointed by the Governor with the
approval of the Senate and provide
for the censorship of all motion pic-

(Continued on Page 8)

Detroit Okays "Daughter";

Regents to See Film Today

Detroit— With only minor dele-

tions, Detroit's film censor, Police
Sergt. Joseph Koller, passed War-
ners' "Yes, My Darling Daughter."
Sergeant Koller saw the pix with
Police Commissioner Heinrich Pick-
ert at a special preview.

The New York State Board of
(Continued on Page 8)

Municipality's Enactment
of Booth Statute Upheld

Albany, N. Y. — The New York
Court of Appeals in the case of
Orange County Theatres, Inc.,

against the City of Newburgh sus-
{Continued on Page 3)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF TUESDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 16 16 16

Columbia Ficts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 29'/8 29 Vs 29V4 + 1

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 11 11 11 — Vs
East. Kodak 172 171 171 — 1

do pfd 181'/2 181 I8I1/2 + l'/2

Cen. Th. Eq 13 13 13 + V4
Loew's, Inc 477/8 47l/

2
47i/2

do pfd
Paramount 10y8 10 10% + 'A
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 103/8
Parhe Film ..' 9!/2

9i/4 9i/
2 + Vi

RKO - 21/s 2% 2%
20th Century-Fox . . 22% 22% 225/8 — 3/8

70th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 63i/

2 63/2 63i/
2 — </2

Warner Bros 5% 5 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46... 95 95 95
Loew 6s 41 -ww ...lOlyi 101 1/2 lOlyi + Va
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...101 100% 101 + %
Para. Ticts. cv. 3l/4s47 84 84 84 + 1/2

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 96V2 96% 96% — %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 88% 88i/

2 881/2 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2% 2% + V4
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 18% 183,4 183/4

Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 6V2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 95% 97%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45. 69 71
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 70% 72%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STO

Storage by

RAGE CORP.

Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Canadian Censor Boards

Rejected 26 Pix In 38

Ottawa—In 1938, the moving pic-
ture censor boards of the respective
Provinces condemned a total of 26
feature productions, this being an
increase of seven over the previous
year. The censor board of Quebec
accounted for the greatest number
of rejections, the total in this case
being 17 features, an increase of
seven over 1937.
The censors of British Columbia

turned down three features, as com-
pared with one in the previous year
while Manitoba and Alberta each
refused two. One feature was re-
jected outright in Ontario and New
Brunswick while Nova Scotia and
Saskatchewan did not condemn one
feature. In all Provinces not one
British feature was rejected in 1938
although alterations were frequent
in British productions.

Karol Sues for $60,000
for Setting "IT-ltaly Deal

Suit was filed in New York Su-
preme Court on Tuesday by Wil-
helm Karol against Universal Pic-
tures Co. for $60,000. Plaintiff
claims to have arranged two con-
tracts between Universal and Giu-
seppe Domenico, of Rome, Italy,
which gave to Domenico exclusive
privilege of distributing and exhib-
iting "U" product in Italy.

Details of the action were not
disclosed, but Universal obtained
from Justice Timothy A. Leary an
extension of time to answer, since
Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president
in charge of the foreign department,
is not in the city.

Kane, New World Pictures

Summons Vacated by Court

Service of a summons against
Robert T. Kane and New World
Pictures, Ltd., was vacated in New
York Supreme Court on Tuesday by
Justice Bernard L. Shientag with
respect to a suit brought by Samson
Raphaelson. Details of the action
were not available.
The Court vacated service on

ground that New World was a Brit-
ish corporation and no jurisdiction
can be obtained here.
Kane was represented as stating

that New World is inactive, and as
far as he knows is not going to re-
sume activity.

102 New Houses Opened,
75 Sold In Canada In 38

Ottawa—Trade statistics for 1938,
just reported, bring out the fact
that 102 new theaters were opened
in Canada during the year while
the sales of 75 theaters were regis-
tered in the calendar 12 months, the
most extensive activity being shown
in Alberta where 30 new houses
were recorded and 38 changed hands.
In Manitoba 19 new theaters were
reported while 16 new houses were
opened in Ontario, with 15 in the
Province of Quebec.

Hearing March 6 on RKO
Allowance Applications

Federal Judge William Bondy on
Tuesday set down for hearing on
March 6, at 3 p.m., the applica-

tion of Irving Trust and William J.

Donovan for interim allowances in

the RKO reorg.
Irving Trust is asking for $85,-

000, and Donovan for $95,000 plus
$588 disbursements. Both applica-
tions cover the period from Sept.

30, 1937, to Oct. 1, 1938.
As trustee, Irving Trust has thus

far received $155,000 and Donovan
$245,000.

Examination Before Trial

in Orange Theaters Action

Federal Judge Edward Conger on
Tuesday granted the application of
defendants Paramount, 20th-Fox,
Joseph Lee, George Walsh, Eugene
Levy and Netco Theaters Corp. for
an order directing Philip Sherry,
Isaac Miller, and Conrad Fontaine
of Miller & Sherry Enterprises, Inc.,

to appear for examination before
trial, with respect to the $225,000
suit brought by Orange County The-
aters against the above defendants
and RKO Radio and UA.

Spyros Skouras En Route

to N. Y; Due Next Week

Spyros Skouras, president of Na-
tional Theaters, left the Coast yes-
terday for New York after confer-
ences at the Los Angeles office with
home office execs, and field men re-
garding operating policies and new
product. He is expected to make
several stops en route, arriving here
early next week.

Flu Hits Detroit B. O.;

Vicksburg Houses Closed

Detroit—Flu epidemic, with 50,-

000 Detroit school children esti-

mated victims of the disease, is cut-
ting theater attendance far below
normal. Wet weather and fogs have
further hurt business. Theaters at
Vicksburg have been ordered closed
to combat flu.

cominc add Gome

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-

tribution for 20th-Fox, left for the Coast Tues-
day via Florida, where he will stay a week.

SCOTT DUNLAP, Monogram vice-prexy in

charge of production, is scheduled to arrive here

Monday from the Coast to attend the annual
stockholders meeting and confer at the/atte l

office. tv-

KAY BROWN, Eastern story editor for Selz-
nick International, returns from Europe this

week.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, arrived from
Florida over the week-end and immediately
left from Chicago; returning here today or

tomorrow.

BILL FITELSON, attorney, arrived Tuesday
night on the He de France.

JACK SCHLAIFER, Western general sales

manager for United Artists, returns to the home
office next week after a six-week tour of his

territory.

ELLIOT NUGENT, Paramount director, has
arrived from the Coast for a vacation. He
recently completed "Never Say Die," new Para,

film.

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT, producer and pub-
lisher of the March of Time, has returned from
a Florida vacation.

JOHN STONE, 20th-Fox associate producer,
is here from the Coast for a brief vacation.

ALBERT SINDLINGER, advertising and pro-
motion head of March of Time, has returned
from a week's stay in Chicago on business.

J. ROBERT RUBIN, general counsel for M-G-
M, has returned from a vacation in Florida.

MORRIS HELPRIN, Alexander Korda's press
representative here, sails for England March
3 on the Normandie.

JOSEPH I. BREEN, production code admin-
istrator, is here from the Coast.

IRVIN SHAPIRO, of World Pictures, has left

'or South America to work out deals for "Grand
Illusion" there.

GLORIA SWANSON arrives today on the
Queen Mary.

ALICE FAYE, 20th-Fox star, is scheduled to
arrive from the Coast around March 8 for a
vacation with her husband, Tony Martin, who
is here to make several p.a.'s.

Gene Murphy Promoted
Gene Murphy, who has been

handling newspaper contact work
for Loew's, has been promoted to a
place in the out-of-town division of
the Loew home office publicity de-
partment. Phil Laufer, who has
been handling publicity for Loew's
Criterion, succeeds Murphy as gen-
eral newspaper contact man, includ-
ing the handling of Loew's State
Theater.
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WILL ASK DALLAS

SUIT REHEARING

{Continued from Page 1)

file a separate motion, indicating

that the majors would not ask for

another hearing in conjunction with
jttifcheaters involved.

^Be motion for a rehearing is the

result of a 5 to 3 vote by the U. S.

[Supreme Court which upheld the
Dallas district court's decision that
the contracts between Interstate

.
and the distributors were violations

p£ the Sherman anti-trust law. The
Supreme Court also ruled that the
lower court was right in enjoining
enforcement and renewal of the
agreements.

Interstate's decision to ask for a
rehearing followed a thorough study
of both the majority and minority
opinions of the high court by Moro-
ney and George Wright, who was
the trial lawyer in the case.

Municipality's Enactment

of Booth Statute Upheld

{Continued from Page 1)

tains the validity of local laws creat-

ing a motion picture operators board
and regulating the installation, oper-

ation of motion picture machines
and providing for the licensing of

operators.

UAC Reports Profits

for 1938 at $106,404

Montreal — Annual report of

United Amusement Corp., Ltd., for

the year ended Dec. 31, 1938, shows
a net profit before income taxes of

.$106,404, equivalent to $1.31 per
share on the 80,829 outstanding
shares of the company. In 1937, net
profit amounted to $100,170, or $1.24

per share. After providing $20,936
for income taxes and $21,800 addi-

tional write-off for franchise and
appropriating $60,622 to cover divi-

dends of 75 cents per share, a sur-

plus of $241,341 was carried for-

ward, being an increase of $3,046
for the year.
As at Dec. 31, 1938, current assets

amounted to $229,104, including
$91,250 in cash and $111,023 invest-

ed in its own bonds, against cur-
rent liabilities of $84,503, leaving
net working capital of $144,601
which represents a decline of $20,-

354 during the year.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 23

Victor Fleming
Rita Weiman
Emil C. Jensen
Norman Taurog

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • THE LADY with the uplifted torch in her hand known as

Liberty is still down the bay selling the nation faith and confidence

and from the studios and home offices of Columbia Pictures, which

operates under the symbol of Liberty, the same spirit of confidence is

being strongly reflected these days shot through with a large slice

of optimism

• • • THERE is evident in the activities of Columbia at

this time a distinct note that plainly indicates that the manage-

ment is not selling the nation short that they are convinced

the public is still a movie-conscious public that they are

sure there is going to be a large and healthy demand for Im-
i

portant Pictures

• • • IN FACT this healthy showmanship attitude toward this

showman business of ours is so marked right now at Columbia

that it is breaking out in a variety of 'ways new studio policies

new plans for expansive advertising campaigns a new
surge of activity in the sales end which is all most encouraging

and heartening to a trade press mug who in the course of a day meets

so many people who think things are going to hell generally and thai

there isn't much one can do about it

T T T
• • • THIS BUNCH at Columbia seems to be moving with

one accord on a higher level of thought they have no truck

with those who are sounding the Despondent Note some-

thing significant has struck the Columbia studios something

that is vital and alive and this surge of a New Era has per-

meated the home office plainly evident wherever you go. . .

.

T T T
• • • WHAT has happened? did you see that trade press

insert announcing the Columbia Top Pictures? time was when the

organization did handsprings and cartwheels with ONE big feller coming

up NOW they have at least five Big Ones Frank Copra's

"Mr. Smith Goes To Washington" "Let Us Live," with O'Sullivan

and Fonda Howard Hawks' air epic with Cary Grant and Jean

Arthur "Arizona," a Wesley Ruggles Production "Golden

Boy." the great stage hit to be done for the screen by Mamoulian

and that's only the beginning deals are pending for some very

important properties that automatically will become Big PicturesTV
• • • THE BOYS of Columbia are a tough bunch
what we mean, hard-headed no soft sentimentalists

the management has come to the conclusion that a combo of top-

notch directors, ace properties, pop stars, is the only formula thai

will bring Important Money to the box-office so they have
signed up directors like Howard Hawks, Frank Lloyd, Wesley
Ruggles, Rouben Mamoulian, Mitchell Leisen, John Brahm
they have booked such players as Loretta Young, Cary Grant,

Maureen O'Sullivan, Henry Fonda, Jean Arthur, Joan Blondell

what we are trying to tell you girls and boys of the film

biz is Columbia is EXPANDING Going Places

spending Important Dough on Pictures with Big Na-
tional Campaigns on each important production did it take
Courage? hell, no just plain horse sense AND
Showmanship Brains they know you've got to spend dough
to make dough spend it in both produdction and advertis-
ing

WARNERS TO DOUBLE

ENGLISH PROD. BUDGET

(.Continued from Page 1)

vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, and among the im-
portant topics, aside from the bud-
get allocation, will be determina-
tion of the number of British pic-
tures to be made. This year, Jack-
son stated, the output was some 11
features, but this quantity will
doubtless be increased to 13 and
perhaps 15.

There is also to be discussed the
question of augmenting the British
players available by addition of
American stars in order to heighten
the international appeal of the pro-
gram.
Jackson said that the outlook for

strong British-made attractions,
provided that no international crisis
of a political nature is met, is very
bright for the coming season, and
he pointed to the fact that the 1938
films were, of course, fewer but the
quality decidedly better.

He intimated also that some new
construction is expected to material-
ize as far as the Teddington plant is

concerned, and added that the new
Warner Theater in London is prov-
ing, via its grosses and public en-
thusiasm, the wisdom of erecting
the house as the Warner showcase
in the British Isles.

"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
he said, is an outstanding hit
abroad and estimates that it will run
up a gross of $1,500,000, and that
"Dawn Patrol" is also a high-pow-
ered grosser.

During the new season, four story
properties at least will be in the
Teddington big pix class, namely
the history of the Cunard Line; a
story of Reuter's, world news
agency; "Holy Wedlock" and "Midas
Touch," he said.

Jackson declared he will spend
about four weeks in the U. S., but
does not expect to visit the Coast.
When asked about the present
status of the Cinematograph Film
Act 1938, he revealed the interest-
ing angle that the single quota pic-
ture has in certain instances been
received with more enthusiasm than
more costly multiple credit films.

Darryl Zanuck Buys Up
Alice Faye's Radio Contract

(.Continued from Page 1)

nuck, production head, taking her
off the air. Her contract allowed
her to make eight appearances a
year. This action follows studio's
earlier action in withdrawing Ty-
rone Power from the air.

First Conn. Drive-in
Milford, Conn.—Location across from

a Howard Johnson restaurant on the
Milford Turnpike has been selected for
a reported first drive-in theater in the
state, to be built for this summer.

n '!



The man with the whiskers wrote

it. Leslie Howard is the star.

The cast includes Wendy Hiller,

Wilfrid Lawson, Marie Lohr,

Scott Sunderland. Directed by

Anthony Asquith and Leslie

Howard. Produced by Gabriel

Pascal.

m
'' put the Sits*
LION in <JZjr^
PYGMALION!"

LON
RELEASE DATE MARCH 3rd!

Here's the most interesting situation within recent film history!

It started when M-G-M acquired this celebrated English production, the

first of Bernard Shaw's works to be personally supervised by him.

M-G-M exhibitors did not contemplate this when they signed their current

year's contracts.

Any M-G-M customer was privileged to say "I did not buy * Pygmalion'."

And then things happened!

We decided to back up our own faith in the great value of this entertain-

ment by the judgment of the public.

We set out to establish "Pygmalion" at the box-office to let it speak for

itself in the language exhibitors understand best, dollars and cents, mass

audience reaction.

The rest is history. From the very first day when police handled the crowds

at the Astor on Broadway, there was never any question but that here

was an unusual attraction. Now in its 12th packed week in New York;

and 8th record week in Los Angeles! The first "typical American city" test

at Dayton, Ohio was sensational and had to be held a second big week.

From city to city it swept like wildfire.

(Continued)



(Continued)

It's the masses who are enthusiastic for Bernard Shaw's shabby flower girl

who becomes a society glamor girl in an exciting experiment. And the critics

fan the blaze with plaudits everywhere. And showmanship does the rest.

And here's the amazing thing:

^Jot one exhibitor is obligated to book "Pygmalion" as part of his

M-G-M service and yet from every section of America they're asking:

"When do we get it?"

The answer is "RIGHT NOW WHILE IT'S HOT!"

THE RESULTS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES!

12th WEEK, N. Y. Astor Theatre continues S. R. O. In 10 weeks

"Pygmalion's" gross at popular prices was far ahead of the complete

engagement (15 weeks) of the $2 road-show "Marie Antoinette".

"Pygmalion's" tenth week was better than the ninth and eighth weeks!

Now in 12th week and BIG!

LOS ANGELES TERRIFIC! Fifty-two days of "Pygmalion" lead seventy-

seven days (complete engagement) of "Algiers" at the Four Star Theatre.

SAN DIEGO GREAT! Five days lead seven days of "Stand Up and Fight"

and full weeks of other outstanding attractions.

2nd WEEK CLEVELAND. Imagine! It's beating "Too Hot To Handle",

"Love Finds Andy Hardy", "Great Ziegfeld" and many other big hits!

Second grand week!

2nd WEEK PITTSBURGH. Same story here. Topping "Too Hot To
Handle" and other Biggies!

TWO BIG WEEKS DAYTON! Most unusual for pictures to play 2nd week

here but "Pygmalion" did it after a first week that beat "Marie An-

toinette", "Too Hot To Handle", "Crowd Roars", "Yank At Oxford",

"Double Wedding" and other Dayton money-getters.

SWELL BIZ EVERYWHERE! Box-office smiles also at Miami Beach;

Miami; Chicago; Cincinnati; Houston; Kansas City. It's absolutely un-

failing in its consistent success.

WATCH FOR MORE HIT RESULTS! Within the next two weeks you'll

see "Pygmalion" fireworks in San Francisco, Rochester, Columbus,

St. Louis, Indianapolis, Atlanta, Louisville, Reading, Philadelphia,

Washington, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Seattle, Memphis, Nashville,

Waterbury, Buffalo, Hartford, New Haven, Boston,Toledo, Wilmington,

Baltimore, Akron, Richmond, New Orleans and Worcester.

The Man With The Long White
Beard Is America's New Idol!
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'HEATER LIMITATION

IN N, D. LEGISLATURE

J

{.Continued from Page 1)

approved by the attorney gen-
eral as a licensing- agent;

t
Continuance of investiga-
" the Dept. of Justice into

ustances under which the
repeal bill was i-ushed through
the legislature;

(3) Reports that divorcement
measures would not be re-intro-

duced because the time has
; lapsed for introduction of bills;

(4) Expected motion for the

I
withdrawal of the case by Para-

: mount from the U. S. Supreme
Court—a legal formality.

Meanwhile, North Dakota theaters

ire faced with two other measures
—one calling for a five-cent admis-
ion tax and the other a gross trans-
ition tax, which would levy a two
«er cent assessment on all income.

Following the signing of the re-

peal bill by Governor Moses, P. W.
janier, U. S. District Attorney at

forgo, stated that Dept. of Justice
igents were continuing their investi-

ration of the repeal. The probe, he
aid, was not directed at the legisla-

ors but into allegations of activities

y major producers in connection
vith the action on the repeal bill.

At the same time, Gordon Dean,
;pecial asistant to Assistant Attor-
ley General Thurman Arnold, stated

n Washington that Justice Dept.
»gents were investigating the situa-

:ion with the view to determining if

:here was a conspiracy involved in

he repeal.

The fact that Governor Moses
signed the repeal bill does not
mange the situation, it was said in

Washington. No other action on the
;ase will be taken until the investi-

gation is completed, Dean asserted.

Meanwhile, reliable sources indi-

cated that the repeal was the result

of retaliation measures by the pres-

ent administration in North Dakota,
aimed at former Governor Lange's
regime. It was said that Governor
Moses' administration sought to re-

peal many of the laws passed by the
previous regime and that the di-

vorcement law was one of them.

Washington circles expect the next
step on the part of Paramount will

be a motion in the Supreme Court to

withdraw its appeal. This would be
merely a formality as the Court will

remove the case from the docket as
the law now is non-existent.

In commenting on his signature to

the repeal bill, Governor Moses said:
"Since this law already cost $2,000
in tax payers' money, and may cost
several thousands more, I can see no
apparent reason or benefit to the
State for further expenditures along
this line. While this may inconve-
nience the Federal government, it

will not end their case. So I sign
this bill after careful study."

I Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Complaints in the

N. D. divorcement repeal matter

Itinerant Excise Levy

Proposed in New Mexico

Santa Fe, N. M.—Bills to license
and regulate itinerant amusement
enterprises, with provision for im-
position of an excise tax, and to
abate endurance contests as nui-
sances have been introduced in the
New Mexico Senate and House re-
spectively.

Senate bill, introduced by W. C.

Oestreich, calls for privilege taxes
of $50 per day for first day and
$25 for every day thereafter, to

be levied in instances where admis-
sion fees are charged on scale less

than 50 cents per person; where
admission is equal to 50 cents,

$100 per day for first day and
$50 for every day additional; and
in instances where more than 50
cents is charged, there is minimum
levy of $100 per day for first day
and $50 for each succeeding day, plus

additional charge of $50 per day
for the first day and $25 per day
thereafter for every 25 cents or
fraction thereof in excess of 50
cents.

Additionally, a bond must be sup-
plied in the amount of $500.

Bill applies to itinerant film

shows, although such are not spe-
cifically named, by reason of the

clause "any other business by which
entertainment, recreation or amuse-
ment is furnished for admission
fees."
House bill, introduced by Gilbert

J. Lopez, Charles Tomich and Gil

Romero, provides for regulating
personal, physical and mental endur-
ance contests for awards, prizes or
admission fees, declaring same a nui-

sance and providing also for their

abatement. Any person violating

the act, or entering into a contract
that violates the act, is liable to a
fine not less than $100 nor more than
$500 for each offense, or impris-
onment for not more than six

months, or both.

were on the increase at the Justice
Department as Assistant Attorney
General Arnold said the Department
was awaiting the report of its in-

vestigator in the field.

Arnold declined to specify the
number of investigators at work or
to amplify details, declaring it a

"routine investigation."

Lincoln, Neb.—The North Dakota
action will have no effect on deter-
mination of Senator Neubauers to

see Nebraska's divorcement meas-
ure through. He repeatedly has said
that the distributors must "clean
house in Nebraska or else they will

have plenty to worry about." The
bill is not yet up for hearing.

Theaters to be Eliminated

from N. Y. Chain Store Bill

Albany — Assemblyman Louis
Bennett said over the holiday that
his revision of the chain levy meas-
ure will be ready for introduction
next Monday night when the Legis-
lature meets after its week's recess.
Revision will eliminate theaters
from application and control.

COdllllfivfVEflTS

Gsstr
TH€IR SHADOWS BffORf

Before making color commit-

ments for current production

schedules, it will definitely be to

your advantage to investigate

the unusual possibilities afforded

by the NEW CINECOLOR, at

present being moved to its vast

new Burbank plant.

JtouxitSI

CINECOLOR
A. L. McCORMICK, 'President
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UNIVERSAL GUTS LOSS,

GROSS REVENUE SOARS

(.Continued from Page 1)

Cowdin continued, resulted in an in-

crease of more than $2,000,000 in

gross revenue during the last fiscal

year compared with the previous
period.

Universal's revenue from Canada
has increased under the agreement
entered into a year ago with Em-
pire Films, Ltd., Cowdin stated, and
this improvement is expected to be
bettered in the future. The com-
pany's distribution agreement with
General Films Distributors, Ltd.,

for the British Isles has been modi-
fied to reduce Universal's costs,

effective Jan. 1, 1939, and the terms
of the agreement have been ex-
tended for a further period.

The consolidated balance sheet
shows that cash on hand at the close

of the fiscal year amounted to $1,-

003,566.71, of which $25,099.72 is

in foreign countries.

Detroit Okays "Daughter";

Regents to See Film Today

(Continued from Page 1)

Regents will view "Yes, My Dar-
ling Daughter" today at the State
Building, 80 Centre St. The film was
banned by the motion picture divi-

sion of the State Department of
Education and the ruling was ap-
pealed to the Regents by the film
company. The Regents may at the
same time give their decision on
the French film, "The Puritan,"
which they viewed on appeal by
Lenauer last week.

A total of 216 simultaneous book-
ings has been set on "Yes, My Dar-
ling Daughter" for this week-end,
making one of the largest totals of
key city de luxe house openings ever
set on one of the company's fea-

tures.

State Censorship Bill

Before Missouri House

(Continued from Page 1)

ture films, folders, posters, pictures,

and other advertising matter for

films exhibited in Missouri. The fees

would be $5 for films and 50 cents

each for folders or still pictures.

Censors would each be paid $4,000
annually.

"Castor Oil, 1939"
Rome—Gagging daily newspapers on

publication of movie reviews, as a means
of promoting welfare of Italian pix, is

advocated here by Vittorio Mussolini, son

of II Duce, in an article penned by him
in his film mag, "Cinema." The in-

spired Vittorio says idea came to him

"like a bolt of lightning," and avers

reviewing should be left to weekly or

bi-weekly film trade publications, which,

he feels, will treat Italian pix with

greater kindness. (Editor's Note: To
Vittorio, ENIC must mean "Every News
paper Is Cockeyed").

nfi||i j«i an /m January Admission Tax
Ci KcVlCUJ.l >> Collections Jump $210,718

"Off The Record"
with Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell,

Bobby Jordan

Warners 62 Mins.

FANCIFUL STORY OF NEWSPAPER LIFE.

HAS JUVENILE APPEAL WITH WORK OF

BOBBY JORDAN.

This is a minor effort of the Warner stu-

dio that can be chalked up as a passable

B picture with its main appeal to the juve-

nile customers of high school age or under,

who will enthusiastically go for the philoso-

phy of Bobby Jordan, who as the tough kid is

"adopted" by Pat O'Brien and Joan Blondell

when they get married. In fact Blondell

makes his adoption the condition of her mar-
rying O'Brien, he being a reporter on the

local rag, and she the brilliant columnist

who writes one article about the slot ma-
chine racket and turns the whole city up-

side down. It is a very fanciful story as far

as the newspaper atmosphere is conceined,

being Hollywood's conception of how a city

room works, which will bring smiles to any

working newspaper man. Especially the part

where O'Brien, a reporter, hands a bum a

five-dollar handout, just like that. The plot

zigzags between the social theme of Blondell

trying to reform the young tough, the news-

paper activities of the two love-birds, and

the gangster phase. When the kid is sent

to reformatory because of the expose re-

sulting from the article the girl columnist

writes, his big brother who is part of the

gang having secured him a job as spotter

of the machines, Blondell is overcome with

remorse, and has the youngster paroled in

her custody. But she has to marry O'Brien

to give the boy a home as part of the legal

procedure. From there on it is all pretty

unconvincing, with the former "Dead End"

kid acting tough and unmanageable, till

finally he sees the light when his brother

escapes from prison and is killed in a show-

down with the head of the mob. Fine per-

formances by Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien,

Alan Baxter and Bobby Jordan help to hold

up a weak offering.

CAST: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby

Jordan, Alan Baxter, William Davidson, Mor-
gan Conway, Clay Clement, Selmer Jackson,

Addison Richards, Pierre Watkin, Joe King,

Douglas Wood, Armand Kaliz.

CREDITS: Director, James Flood; Authors,

Saul Elkins, Sally Sandlin; Screenplay, Niven

Busch, Lawrence Kimble, Earl Baldwin;

Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Editor, Thomas
Richards.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

(Continued from Page 1)

242.36 less than December, 1938
collection.

Broadway figures also show in-

crease for January over same month
of previous year. Collections for

that area were reported at $447,-

839.87 for January, 1939, compared
to $339,074.05 for January, 1938.

This represents an increase of $108,-

765.82. This is a decrease, however,
of $169,881.44 from the Broadway
collection of December, 1938, which
was $617,721.31.

Of the Broadway collections $361,-

463.75 was from admissions to thea-

ters, etc., including season tickets.

N. Y. Business Turn-Over
Tax Proposal Attacked

(Continued from Page 1)

message of Governor H. H. Leh-
man last month, were aired yester-
day before the money appropriating
committees of both Assembly and
Senate. The budget for the next
fiscal year totals $411,700,000, high-
est in history, and includes some
$64,000,000 in new taxes to over-
come an anticipated deficit on June
30 of $33,000,000.
The business turnover tax has

been termed a manufacturers sales
tax of modified scale by several pix

Allied to Intensify and

Redouble Efforts—Cole

(Continued from Page 1)

was "obvious," Cole said, although
its policies are determined by the

Board of Directors.

The Allied exec, added that "dis-

trust and suspicion recently lulled to

some extent will not unfortunately
predominate in the mind of every
Allied leader when and if there are
any future negotiations."

During the next three weeks, Col-
onel Cole will meet with the region-
al board of directors in Pittsburgh,
Baltimore, New Jersey, New York
and Boston. He will also go to

Washington to confer with Abram
F. Myers, board chairman and gen-
eral counsel.

Cole has been invited to speak be-
fore the convention of Federated
Women's Clubs in Boston on March
15. He will leave here on Saturday,
Feb. 27, going first to Clarksburg,
W. Va., for the ITO of West Vir-
ginia meeting.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Whether Allied will

continue reform talks in view of the
North Dakota theater divorcement
repeal depends on the outcome of
correspondence between Abram F.
Myers, general counsel, and organi-
zation leaders. Myers said Tuesday
that the decision to call a special
board meeting to set future policies

also would depend on the opinions
and reactions of Allied's top execu-
tives.

people in that one-fifth of one per
cent is to be levied on each trans-
action from manufacturer to whole-
saler or distributor and again in the
deal with the retailer.

Real estate tax of $1 on each
$1,000 assessed property valuation
affects the pix biz only indirectly, as
many of the theaters are rented and
the levy is too small, so it is felt,

to be reflected in increased rentals.
Senator Phelps Phelps appeared

at the tax hearing to suggest his
lottery bill be passed to eliminate
necessity of new levies. Phelps also
recommends the legalization of
games now used in theaters. His
contention is that anti-gambling or-
dinances are now as unpopular as
was prohibition 10 years ago.

SWIPE'S CONVENTION

COMMITTEES NAMEl

(Continued from Page 1)

W. C. Kunzmann, convention vice

president; Loren Ryder, chairman
Pacific Coast Section; Homer Task
er, local chairman of arrangements
Papers committee: L. A. Afciriltz

chairman, West Coast; O. O. Cec
c^rini, G. Chambers, L. D. Grignon
W. A. Mueller, H. G. Tasker, W. H
Robinson, Jr.

Reception and Local Arrange-
ments: H. G. Tasker, chairman;
Nathan Levinson, K. F. Morgan,
Peter Mole, A. H. Gundelfinger, H
W. Remerschied, G. S. Mitchell, G
F. Rackett, H. W. Moyse, W. Miller,

J. A. Ball, W. A. Mueller, C. L.

Lootens, Emery Huse, L. L. Ryder.
J. O. Aalberg, R. H. McCullough.
J. M. Nickolaus, E. H. Hansen.

Registration and Information: W.
C. Kunzmann, chairman; S. Harris.
E. R. Geib, C. W. Handley, W. R.

Greene.

Hotel and Transportation: G. A.lj

Chambers, chairman; W. C. Harcus,
G. Hough, R. Kreuzer, N. W. Rem-
erschied, C. Dunning, E. C. Richard-
son, K. Struss, J. C. Brown, W. E.

Theisen, D. P. Loye, O. O. Ceccarini,

C. J. Spain.

Convention Projection: H. Griffin,

chairman; J. O. Aalberg, C. W.
Handley, W. E. Rudolph, J. M.
Nickolaus, J. K. Hilliard, H. A.
Starke, L. W. Clark, W. S. Leshing,
A. F. Edouart, I. Serrurier, J.'

Durst, R. H. McCullough, H. C. Sil-

ent, H. I. Reilskind, W. W. Lindsay,
Jr., and officers and members of

Los Angeles Projectionists Local
No. 150.
Banquet and Dance: Nathan Lev-

inson, chairman; H. T. Kalmus, Em-
ery Huse, L. L. Ryder, C. Dunning,
G. A. Mitchell, G. S. Mitchell, Peter
Mole, H. G. Tasker, W. Miller, R. H.
McCullough, G. F. Rackett, J. O.

Aalberg, K. F. Morgan, H. W.
Moyse, J. L. Courcier.

Ladies' Reception Committee:
Mrs. Nathan Levinson, hostess, as-

sisted by Mesdames E. E. Richard-
son, G. F. Rackett, H. W. Moyse,
H. G. Tasker, Peter Mole, C. W. J

Handley, K. F. Morgan, W. Miller,

Emery Huse, L. L. Ryder, J. O.

Aalberg, R. H. McCullough, A. M.
Gundelfinger.

Publicity: Julius Haber, chair-

man; L. A. Aicholtz, W. A. Mueller.
W. R. Greene, G. Chambers, S. Har-
ris, A. M. Gundelfinger.
New Equipment Exhibit: J. 6.1

Frayne, chairman; Peter Mole, J.

Durst, C. R. Daily, S. Harris, H. W.
Remerschied, C. N. Batsel.

Semi-annual banquet of the SMPE
will be held at the Hollywood Roose-
velt the evening of April 20.

Booth Toilet Bill
Lincoln, Neb. — Labor's bill in the

legislature here is a recurrence of the

appeal to law for toilets to be estab-
lished in the booths of all theaters in

Nebraska in towns of 1,000 or more
population. Sen. Sam Klaver, Omaha,
is the author.
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Dallas Decision Spurs Clearance Adjustment Demands

"YOU CANT TAKE IT WmIYOU", 1938'SIEST PIX

Holiday Grosses Up 10-20^ in Broadway's Pix Houses
New York Film Theaters Re-

port In Excess of 110,000

Admissions

In a spectacular surge of busi-

ness, Great White Way pix palaces
rolled up an aggregate total in ex-
cess of 110,000 admissions on the
Washington's Birthday holiday, a

checkup of their management
sources yesterday reveals.

Grosses ranged from as much as
10 to a maximum of 20 per cent
better than the corresponding holi-

day last year, and provided houses
(Continued on Pane 4 1

JOE BRANDT FUNERAL

IN N.Y. NEXT WED.

Funeral services for Joe Brandt.
56, former film executive and co-

founder of Columbia Pictures who
died at his Beverly Hills, Calif., res-
idence early Wednesday morning.
will be held in New York at the
West End Funeral Chapel, 200 West
91st St., next Wednesday, according
to advices received last night from
the West Coast. The message stated

(Continued on Page 4)

Third Draft Preparation

Claims Execs.' Attention

Preparation of a third and re-
vised draft of the fair trade prac-
tice plan is under way and the docu-
ment is being whipped into shape
for early submission to exhibitor or-
ganizations. Distributor heads and
attorneys yesterday held a meeting
for the purpose of discussing Abram
F. Myers' proposals and to make
further revisions. Completion of the
task is expected next week.

N. Y. Allied Asks Exhib.

Breaking Faith to Withdraw

Syracuse, N. Y. — Insisting that
all members of New York Allied
come into the organization with
clean hands and keep agreements

(Continued on Page 11)

1938 ACAW)WAWARDS
Irving Thalberg Memorial Award—Hal S. Wallis for the most consistent

high quality of production daring the preceding year.

Best Production
—

"You Can't Take It With You/' ;Columbia).

Best Performance. Actress—Bette Davie in "J«

Best Performance. Actor—Spencer Tracy. "Boye'

Best Supporting Actress—Fay Bainter is "Jeiefc

Best Supporting Actor—Walter Biennan in "i

lore

(Warner Bros.).

." {M-G-M).

(Warner Bros.),

ky." (20th-Fox).

With You." (Columbia).

Griffin, "Boys' Town.'

':

alion." (M-G-M-Pascal).

and Ian Dalrymple,

"The Cowboy and the Lady," (UA-

Best Direction—Frank Capra. "Tou Can't Take

Best Original Story—Dore Sentry and Qecnc
(M-G-M).

Best Screenplay—George Bernard Shaw, "Pygm

Best Adaptation—W. P. Lipscomb, Cecil

"Pygmalion," (M-G-M-Paical).

Best Cinematography—Joseph Ruttenberg, Jfhe Great Waltz," (M-G-M)

Best Art Direction—Carl Weil. "The Adventures cf Robin Hood," (Warner
Bros,) - \W :

Best Sound Recording—T. MoujtQnf |b
Goldwyn).

Best Musical Composition—Ralph Rainger «nd Leo Robin, "Thanks for the
Memory" from "The Big Broadcast of 1938," (Paramount).

Best Film Editing—Ralph Dawson. "The Adventures of Robin Hood," (War-
ner Bros.).

Best Original Score—Eric Wolfgang Korawld, "Adventures of Robin Hood."
(Warner Bros.).

Best Scoring—Alfred Newman, "Alexander's Ragtime Band," (20th-Fox).

Outstanding Shorts—One jeeler. "That Metier* Might Live," (M-G-Mi; Two-
reeler, "The Declaration c! Independence." (Warner Bros.); Cartoon,
Terdinand the Bull." (Walt Disney).KB B^

Special Awards—To H. M. Warner; To Oliver Marsh and Allen Davies; To
Deanna Burbin and Mickey Rooney. To Walt Disney; To Gordon Jen-
nings, Farciot Edouard and Loren Ryder, and to J. Arthur Ball.

Indie Exhibs. Press for Clearance

Adjustments, Citing Dallas Decision

Tenn. Blue Law Altered,

Enabling Sunday Films

Nashville, Tenn. — Three hours
after the Tennessee Legislature
modified its Sunday Blue Law, the

(Continued on Page 11)

Hal Wallis Wins Thalberg
Award; Capra Gets Best

Direction Honors
By RALPH WTLK

West Coast Representative of
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia Pictures
captured the award of the Motion
Picture Academy for the best pro-
duction of 1938 with "You Can't
Take it With You," directed by

t
Frank Capra. Capra won the award
for the best direction of the year
with the same picture.
The Irving Thalberg Memorial

Award went to H. B. Wallis of the
Warner Studios for the most con-
sistent high quality productions dur-
ing the year.
Winners of the awards for the

best performances of 1938 were
Bette Davis for her role in War-
ners' "Jezebel," and Spencer Tracy
for his characterization in Metro's

(Continued on Page 10)

MAJORS STILL WEIGH

DALLAS SUIT APPEAL

Who's who in production, who they are. what
they did all told in the 1939 Year Book.—Advt.

Independent exhibitors throughout
the country are reported to be seek-

ing clearance adjustments on their

product contracts with distributors

as a result of the U. S. Supreme
(Continued on Page 10)

If it is about pictures or picture people you
will find it in the Year Book.—Advt.

Major distributors are still consid-
ering the filing of a motion for a re-
hearing of the Dallas anti-trust case
before the U. S. Supreme Court.
The companies are understood to be
studying the advisability of such a

(Continued on Page 10)

Regents to Act Today
on "Daughter" Appeal

Fate of Warners' "Yes, My Dar-
ling Daughter" will be decided this
afternoon by the New York State
Board of Regents when it convenes
in Albany to hear the report of the

(Continued on Page 11)

John W. Hicks Will Sail

for New York on Mar. 18

John W. Hicks, vice-president in

charge of Paramount's foreign de-
partment, plans to sail from Eng-

(Continued on Page 4)
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Wall Street sources yesterday de-
clared that Warner Bros. Pictures
was understood to have completed
arrangements for financing retire-
ment of 6 per cent debentures which
have not been deposited with it for
exchange.
Of the $29,400,000 outstanding

such debentures, falling due next
Sept. 1, all but $10,200,000 has been
deposited for exchange for like 6

per cent debentures due in 1948.
In order for the exchange plan to

become operative 75 per cent of the
issue must be deposited, but it is

probable that bank loans can be ob-
tained to provide for the purchase
of the necessary undeposited bonds,
Wall Street points out.

St. Louis Locai-Geo. Browne
Hearing Resumes Tomorrow

St. Louis—Circuit Judge Oakley
yesterday continued until tomorrow
hearing on suit of nineteen mem-
bers of projectionists' union local
No. 143 to oust John Nick, Clyde A.
Weston and George E. Browne from
control of the union. The delay is

to permit counsel for Nick, Weston
and Browne to file application for a
writ of prohibition in the Missouri
Supreme Court to prevent the Cir-
cuit Court from proceeding with the
case on the grounds that the com-
plaining union members have not
exhausted their remedies within the

Two Industry Measures

in Indiana Legislature

Indianapolis, Ind. — Among the
measures recently introduced in the
Indiana Legislature is House Bill

532, which places with the Secre-
tary of State authority for regula-
tion of copyrights and public per-
forming rights in musical composi-
tion and dramatic-musical composi-
tions.

Another measure introduced in

the Indaina Legislature (House Bill

527) would fix a license fee of $20
a day for showing of any kind of
transient exhibition.

Universal Issues Climb
On Strength of Showing

Univefsal's stocks advanced yes-
terday on both the Big Board and
the Curb in the wake of the com-
pany's encouraging financial state-
ment. Preferred on the Exchange
went up 9 to 72% while the Curb
issue advanced 1% to 8.

First Record for "Princess"
"The Little Princess," new 20th-

Fox picture in Technicolor starring
Shirley Temple, set an opening day
record at the Keith Memorial Thea-
ter, Boston, the home office reported
yesterday. Total of persons at mid-
night preview and during opening
day was 18,632.

No Hope of Production

at Amalgamated Studios

London (By Cable)—Hope felt in

some industry quarters that sale of
Amalgamated Studios at Elstree to

J. Arthur Rank, chairman of Gen-
eral Cinema Finance Corp., and a
director of D. & P. Studios, Ltd.,

was a prelude to production activ-

ity was dashed by Ronald Cross,
Parliamentary Secretary to the
Board of Trade, speaking in Com-
mons.

Coincidentally, Oscar Deutsch of
Odeon denied reports cuii-ent that
he planned to engage in production
at Amalgamated, built but never
opened. It is estimated that an
additional $500,000 would be re-

quired to equip the plant.

With British production at low
ebb, the Denham and Pinewood stu-

dios are more than ample.
In all probability, the Amalga-

mated studios will be leased by
the Government for official pur-
poses.

Hacker, Goodman's Aide,

Resigns Republic Post

Sam Hacker, associated with Re-
public almost from its inception
four years ago, first as manager of
the contract department, and more
recently as assistant to Morris
Goodman in the foreign department,
has resigned, it was disclosed yes-
terday. This week-end he plans to

leave New York for a brief vacation,
and will announce future plans on
his return.

Jose Losada, for some time asso-
ciated with Republic's foreign de-
partment publicity staff, has re-
signed from the company.

"Cafe Society" Clicking

"Cafe Society" may go three
weeks at the N. Y. Paramount,
Para, home office reported yester-
day. Pix did the largest George
Washington's birthday biz there in

six years, it was said, while big biz
was reported at the Miami and Pat-
erson openings. Home office also
reported "St. Louis Blues" opened
strong in Los Angeles.

Talk Engineers' Pact

Meeting was held yesterday be-
tween Local 30, stationary engine-
ers, and representatives of the
major circuits to discuss terms of a
new contract. Pact is expected to
be signed within a short time as
only a few details remain to be
ironed out.

Yates On Coast Trip

Herbert J. Yates, president of
Consolidated Film Industries, has
left for the Coast to spend a month
checking up on activities at the Re-
public studios. He will spend a few
days in Tucson before arriving in

Hollywood.

Ann Rosenthal Leaves GN
Ann Rosenthal, secretary to Ed

Alperson, former Grand National
sales manager, is leaving the com-
pany, effective today.

cominG mid come

HERBERT J. YATES has left for the Coast,
stopping off for a few days at Tucson en
route.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, director of adver-
tising and publicity for 20th-Fox, and ROD-
NEY BUSH, exploitation representative, afjive

from the Coast Monday morning after a|at',,f

stay. *^J

SPYROS SKOURAS, president of National The-
aters, arrives today from the Coast.

WALTER WANCER left for the Coast last

night.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, central division man-
ager for 20th-Fox, has left for a tour of
several Midwestern cities; returning here Wed-
nesday.

SAM HACKER, former assistant to Morris
Goodman, Republic's foreign chieftain, leaves
New York over the week-end for a vacation.

WAYNE MORRIS and his wife have left for

the Coast by car. He is set to start work at

Warners in a new picture within a short time.

LEONARD M. PENN and his wife, GLADYS
GEORGE, are at the Sherry Netherland.

HERBERT WILCOX is scheduled to sail for

England tomorrow on the Queen Mary.

SAM DEMBOW, JR., has returned from a

Florida vacation.

LOU POLLOCK returned from the Coast via

air yesterday and went home to doctor a cold.

IRVING DOLLINGER is back from a southern
cruise.

SLAVKO VORKAPICH. well known montage
affects expert, leaves for Hollywood today to
start work on a new RKO-Pathe release.

New Jersey Allied Will

Meet in Newark March 2

An all-day meeting in Newark
has been scheduled for March 2 by
Allied Theaters of New Jersey. A
luncheon at the Tavern, Elizabeth
and Meeker Sts., is to be held at
1 p.m. and a business session is to
follow. A steak dinner and social
activities are planned for the eve-
ning.

Philly Biz Spurts

Philadelphia—Washington's Birth-
day brought a business spurt here,
but the cold weather hit the night
biz.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 24

Harry D. Buckley
Richard Thorpe

Nathaniel Finston

Harry Blair

FEBRUARY 25

Warren Hymer
Zeppo Marx

Helen Jerome Eddy

FEBRUARY 26

James A. FitzPatrick

E. J. Mannix
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reviews of new turns
"The Little Princess"
with Shirley Temple, Richard Greene,

Anita Louise

20th-Fox 91 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BEST OF ALL SHIRLEY TEMPLE PIX IS

SURE-FIRE BOX-OFFICE AND HEADED
FOr EXCEPTIONAL GROSSES.

v. ,der Walter Lang's skillful direction,

the children's classic has been picturized

with such excellent results that it seems

safe to predict that the picture will be

received as the best Shirley Temple offer-

ing to date. The little star is a delight

in the title role and is highly effective in

the heart-tugging scenes with her father,

a British army captain, a role ably played

by Ian Hunter. Among the standouts in

the strong supporting cast are Sybil Jason,

as a cockney slavey; Mary Nash, as the

heartless head of a snobbish London school,

and Arthur Treacher, who even does some

dancing with Shirley. Richard Greene and

Anita Louise supply the romantic interest,

while Beryl Mercer, as Queen Elizabeth,

Cesar Romero, Miles Mander and Marcia

Mae Jones are among the capable prin-

cipals. Gene Markey rates many bows

as associate producer. The picture is in

Technicolor, with Arthur Miller and Wil-

liam Skall furnishing high-grade photog-

raphy. Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris did a

splendid job of scenarizing the Frances

Hodgson Burnett classic. When Ian Hun-
ter goes off to the Boer War, he places

Shirley in the school conducted by Mary
Nash. Mary's brother, Arthur Treacher, a

former music hall performer, helps Shirley

forget the absence of her father. When
Miss Nash learns that Hunter has been

reported dead in action, she takes away
all privileges from Shirley and forces her

to work as a slavey. Miles Mander, grand-

father of Richard Greene, shows an inter-

est in Shirley and helps her cause. Shirley,

certain that her father is still alive, is

finally rewarded when he returns to Lon-

don, and is restored from shell-shock. One
of the most entertaining sequences in the

picture is a dream interlude, for which

Walter Bullock and Samuel Pokrass sup-

plied the words and music.

.

CAST: Shirley Temple, Richard Greene,

Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero,
Arthur Treacher, Mary Nash, Sybil Jason,

Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Beryl

Mercer, Deidre Gale, Ira Stevens, E. E.

Give, Eily Malyon, Clyde Cook, Keith Ken-
neth, Will Stanton, Harry Allen, Holmes
Herbert, Evan Thomas, Guy Bellis, Kenneth
Hunter, Lionel Braham.

CREDITS: Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of

Production; Associate Producer, Gene Mar-
key; Director, Walter Lang; Based on Nov-
el by Frances Hodgson Burnett, "The Fan-
tasy"; Screenplay, Ethel Hill, Walter Fer-

ris; Technicolor Photography, Arthur Miller

and William Skall; Technicolor Director,

Natalie Kalmus; Associate, Morgan Padel-

"Panama Patrol"
with Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters,

Adrienne Ames

GN-FineArts 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

INTERESTING AND ENTERTAINING
ACTION PICTURE WITH ESPIONAGE
PLOT.

The efforts of the government cipher

bureau in running down foreign espionage

and spy rings makes an interesting and en-

tertaining action picture. In the independent

field, it ranks with the better productions.

Charles Lamont directed the piece so that

suspense is well maintained, and under his

guidance the cast performs admirably. Leon

Ames, Charlotte Wynters, Adrienne Ames,
Weldon Heyburn and Abner Biberman carry

the more important parts. Arthur Hoerl's

original screenplay based upon characters by

Arthur Hoerl and Monroe Shaft is a well

worked-outaffair. This Franklyn Warner pic-

ture shows very good mounting. Charles La-

mont served as his associate producer with

Sam Berkowitz .as executive manager. Leon

Ames, head of the cipher bureau, is about

to marry his secretary when he is informed

that the state department has discovered

a message that must be decoded. With
the information given, Ames and his assis-

tant, Weldon Heyburn, investigate but

their every move seems to be known to their

alien adversaries. Miss Wynters discovers

that Abner Biberman, interpreter for the

bureau, is the real leader of the spy ring

and she falls into his hands, but is rescued

by Ames before any damage is done. The
important papers recovered make up a lay-

out of the Panama Canal defenses. Ames
and Miss Wynters have done their job and

are finally ready for wedding bells.

CAST: Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters,

Adrienne Ames, Weldon Heyburn, Abner
Biberman, Sidney Miller, John Smart, Donald

Barry, Hugh McArthur, William von

Brincken, Frank Darien, Paul McVey.

CREDITS: Producer, Franklyn Warner;
Associate producer, Charles Lamont; Direc-

tor, same; Executive Manager, J. Samuel
Berkowitz; Original Screenplay by Arthur

Hoerl, based upon characters created by

Arthur Hoerl and Monroe Shaff; Camerman,
Arthur Martinelli; Art director, Ralph

Berger; Editor, Bernard Loftus; Musical di-

rector, David Chudnow.

DIRECTION, Suspenseful. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

ford; Art Directors, Bernard Herzbrun,

Hans Peters; Editor, Louis Loeffler; Musi-

cal Director, Louis Silvers; Words and

Music by Walter Bullock, Samuel Pokrass;

Ballet staged by Ernest Belcher; Dances
staged by Nicholas Castle and Geneva
Sawyer.

DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Swell.
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What have the

CAFE SOCIETY

gals got that

I haven't

got?
By Bells Browne, Night

Club Cigarette Girl.

(SHIRLEY ROSS)

/ know Cafe Society from
the inside out. It's an exclu-

sive social set that started as

a columnist's gag and wound
up as a lifetime career. Just

what is the difference between
me and Glamour
Gal No. 1? We
both practically

live at the same
night club. Of
course, she sips

champagne, while

I peddle ciga-
rettes.

But we meet the same people . . .

fall in love with the same men. The
only difference between us is a mil-

lion dollars. But when a gal's got a

pair of shapely limbs and knows how
to fight for her man . . . things kinda'

even up.

Now take the case of Chris West,
Queen of Cafe Society.

She comes along with her million-

dollar glamour—and swipes Chick
O'Bannon (that's the guy I got a

crush on ) right from under my nose

. . . and I mean from under my nose.

But she didn't give a hoot for him
cause Chick's a plain guy who thinks

Cafe Society's a phoney.

Glamour Girl

(MADELEINE CARROLL)

A Plain Guy

(FRED MacMURRAY)

So she throws him over . . . but
no sooner do I make a play to get

him back, than she lets her hair

down and scraps just like any plain

gal in love . . . with both fists swing-
ing. I managed to get in a few right

hooks, myself. So it all goes to prove
one thing : a girl's a girl ... a heart's

a heart . . . and love is the screw-

iest thing in the world . . . even in

Cafe Society. But I still want to

know . . . what's she got that I

haven't got?
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JOE BRANDT FUNERAL

INN.Y.NEXTWED.

(Continued from Page 1)

that the body would be sent East
from the Coast tonight, and that
interment would be in Westchester
Hills Cemetery.

Because of declining health, he
retired from active duty in the in-

dustry in 1935, and last December
underwent an operation which failed

to arrest his illness.

Surviving are his widow, Mary
Seligman Brandt, whom he married
in 1907, and a son Jerrold Thurston
Brandt.

Mr. Brandt, who was a native of

Troy, N. Y., was educated in the
New York public schools and sub-
sequently entered N. Y. U. from
which he was graduated with a law
degree. In 1906, he was admitted
to the bar, and later became asso-

ciated with the amusement industry
in the advertising branch, serving
Billboard and the Dramatic Mirror.

Carl Laemmle made him his sec-

retary in 1908, at a time when the
former opposed virtually the entire

industry in the patents fight. Brandt
was afterward elevated to an ex-

ecutive position.

In partnership with Harry and
Jack Cohn, who had been with him
at Universal, Brandt foi-med the
C.B.C. Co., out of which grew Co-
lumbia Pictures. The "Hall Room
Boys Comedies" were the initial

production efforts. In 1932, Brandt
sold his one-third interest in Colum-
bia to Harry Cohn, for a price which
was reported to have been approxi-
mately $1,000,000.

Mr. Brandt then became president
of World Wide Pictures and vice-

president of Educational, but re-

signed a few months later to fill

post of president of Associated Pub-
lications, film trade press organiza-
tion.

In 1933 he resigned to form
Nouvo Mondo, Inc., which had as its

policy and purpose the distribution
of Italian-made pictures in the U. S.

Isaac Nathanson Buried

Toronto — Henry L. Nathanson,
general manager of Regal Films,
Ltd., is back in Toronto after at-

tending the burial of his elder
brother, Isaac Nathanson, at Minne-
apolis, following his sudden death
at Los Angeles. Also at the funeral
services in Minneapolis was N. L.
Nathanson, president of Famous
Players' Canadian Corp., who after-
wards returned to his Winter resi-

dence in Florida.

STORKS!
A seven and a half pound son was

born in the Swedish Hospital in
Brooklyn yesterday morning to Dol-
ly Shapiro, wife of Bob Shapiro,
one of the Paramount house man-
agers.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • IT'S OKAY for Bridgeport but not for Times Square

.... that was the satirical interpretation that the World-Telegram placed

on the Warner picture, "Yes, My Darling Daughter" after their fea-

ture writer Douglas Gilbert journeyed to the Connecticut city to attend

the opening of the feature at the Warner Theater in Bridgeport

Gilbert talked to some of the audience after the performance, and they

all seemed surprised when informed that the New York State censor

board had condemned it as indecent this New England state oper-

ates without a state censorship body local option is the rule

we recall a scene in an old Disney cartoon in which Mickey Mouse
slept in the same bed with Minnie how come those New York

censors missed that one? Priscilla Lane and leffrey Lynn in the

Warner pix sleep in separate beds and she is on the porch and

he's in the bedroom so what?

• • • WITH the present interest in British pix one of

the most discussed pictures of the year may prove to be Irving

Asher's London Films offering "Prison Without Bars"

which UA has set for March release here's a picture

to inspire sharp differences of opinion not for the mugs, cer-

tainly but for class audiences by virtue of its theme
U. S. audience reaction in any event will be decisive

but whatever it is, there's no denying the fact that London Films
has a swell b.o. bet in Corinne Luchaire young French gal

that's due to something more than looks, too her han-

dling of that hysterical scene would do credit to the screen's best

Corinne Luchaire there's a name worth remembering.

• • • LOCAL celebs will be enlisted by the RKO Theaters to

announce on Monday nite the names of the winners of the $250,000

Movie Quiz contest a sealed envelope containing the official list

will be delivered to each RKO theater and the envelope still sealed

will be opened in view of the audience by the guest of honor who
will then read the winning names

• • • FINAL announcement of the ninth annual dinner-

dance of the Columbia Club to be held Saturday evening in

the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria George Hall and
his ork will furnish the music with Dolly Dawn, and also by
Senor Juan Herrera and his Marimba Band a floor show will

feature headliners from the night clubs among those who
will attend are Sophie Tucker, Tony Martin, Robert Morley, John
Brahm, Dolly Haas, Henny Youngman, Nick Lucas, Lawrence &
Costello, Paul Deno and Vince Barnett

• • • IT AFFORDS us great pleasure to announce that Peter Paul

Devlin is organizing his own company for the production of travel

shorts he states there will be no more Screen Traveler shorts

he will soon announce his trade-mark name he will soon release

a series of shorts, featuring the celebrated operatic baritone, Nino
Carboni. as The Voice for the atmospheric close of his subjects

this lad Carboni has a voice that will make the femmes do emotional

somersaults right in their seats what we mean his voice has
what it takes to make ladies go wild

« « « » » »

BROADWAY HOLIDAY

BIZ UP 10-20 P. C.

(Continued from Page 1)

with what was generally conceded to
be the largest mid-week revenue in

several years. fet;''

Holiday prices and the policy of
seven shows were in force in the
majority of stands, and these fac-
tors were augmented by the fact
that product was obviously strong-
er.

Checkup, embracing a representa-
tive group of 10 theaters, compris-
ing the Radio City Music Hall,
Roxy, Capitol, Paramount, Strand,
Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Astor and
Globe, disclosed that even larger
attendance figures would have re-
sulted except for the cold weather
which set in after sundown. From
11 a.m. to 6 p.m., business was gen-
erally brisker than during the eve-
ning hours, especially with respect
to the smaller stands, while the
larger houses, numbering six, and
made up of the Music Hall, Roxy,
Capitol, Paramount, Strand and Ri-
voli, enjoyed more consistent busi-
ness, with standing room prevailing
the greater portion of the day.

Attractions were: "Made for Each
Other," Music Hall; "The Three
Musketeers," Roxy; "Pygmalion,"
(11th week), Astor; "Idiot's De-
light," (3rd week), Capitol; "St.
Louis Blues," (2nd week), Para-
mount; "Off the Record," Strand;
"You Can't Cheat an Honest Man,"
Rivoli; "Mutiny of the Elsinore,"
Criterion; "The Lady Vanishes,"
(9th week on Broadway), Globe;
and "Renegade Ranger," Rialto.

Waldorf Theater reported an all-

time daily high for attendance with
"Ballerina," French pix.

John W. Hicks Will Sail

for New York on Mar. 18

(Continued from Page 1)

land for the U. S. on March 18. Ac-
cording to tentative plans, Adolph
Zukor will not accompany him but
will go direct to South America,
later meeting Hicks in Los Angeles
and going with him to Australia.

Suit Dismissal Sought
Miami—Federal Judge Holland on

March 1 will hear defense motions
to dismiss the anti - trust suit
brought against the majors, Para-
mount and Wometco by the Cameo,
Surf and Drive-in Theaters.

WEDDING BELLS

Indianapolis—Audrey Karsnak of
Universal was married Feb. 11 to

Samuel Ashby, Anderson.

Omaha —
- The wedding of Ruby

Butler, Warner Bros, stenographer,
and Dwight Anderson, Omaha, took
place here recently.
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COORDINATE PROCESS

PROJECTION METHODS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Prediction that "some

day, it will be the exception, rather
than the rule, to send a cast on a
distant location" is made in a com-
prehensive report by the Academy's
Research Council on its recommen-
dations on process projection equip-
ment.

Recommendations for the first

time present the coordinated view-
point of the majority of the Holly-
wood studios on this subject, and
the information contained in the
report should be of great value to
all of the studios and to the manu-
facturers of this equipment. In pre-
senting this report to the industry,
the council is carrying out its fun-
damental purpose of assisting to
achieve new production economies
and furthering technical progress.
The report further states that

"process projection methods con-
tinue to become increasingly impor-
tant; because

"Economically, they offer oppor-
tunities for still greater savings in

production costs.

"Technically, developments in
equipment and technique continue to
expand the possibilities in their field

until, some day, it will be the ex-
ception, rather than the rule, to send
a cast on a distant location.

"Artistically, as this equipment
and technique is further developed
the extent of its use will be limited
only by the imagination of the pro-
duction personnel; whereas, up to
the present time, the equipment has
been the limiting factor and only
the ingenuity and resourcefulness of
the technicians have made its wide
use possible."
Membership of the committee pre-

paring the report, in addition to
Chairman Farciot Edouart, includes
F. R. Abbott of Bausch & Lomb; J.

A. Ball, Technicolor; Jack Burrows,
20th Century-Fox Studio; F. C.
Coates, Mole-Richardson Co., Ralph
Densmore, Paramount Studio; Ar-
thur de Stefano, National Theater

Oradatlonally Perforated

SCREEN S£

HURLEY SCREEN CO.g
Exclusive Sales Agent*

J

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISIONS
145 Valley St., Belleville, N. I. S

iVeti? Type of Seat
Detroit—A new type of theater seat

is shortly to be placed on the market
by the Detroit Spring Seating Co., ac-
cording to Henry Hosbach. The com-
pany expects to have action very soon
on its patent.

$7,000,000 Development
Will Include Theaters

St. Louis—At least one pix thea-
ter, and perhaps two, will be in-

cluded in the $7,000,000 Hampcon
Village development contemplated
by the Boulevard Frontage Co.,

Harry Brinkop, president, in the
southwestern part of the city. The
houses will have from 1,500 to 2,000
seats according to the tentative
plans prepared by C. R. Kohlmeyer,
St. Louis, architect.

Supply; Jack Durst, International
Projector; E. H. Fender, Mitchell
Camera Co.; Charles Handley, Na-
tional Carbon; Frank Harris, B. F.
Shearer Co.; Winton Hoch, Techni-
color; Stanley Horsley, Universal
Studio.

Fred Jackman, Jackman Process
Co.; Wallace Kelley, Paramount
Studio; Grover Laube, 20th Century-
Fox Studio; Robert Layton, United
Artists Studio; William Miller, Par-
amount Studio; Emil Oster, Colum-
bia Studio; H. W. Remershied, Bell
& Howell; Elmer Richardson, Mole-
Richardson Co.; W. H. Robinson, Jr.,

General Electric; William Rudolph,
M-G-M Studio; Roy Seawright, Hal
Roach Studio; W. B. Slaughter, Jr.,

M-G-M Studio; Glenn Slipper, B. F.
Shearer Co.; Otto Staplefeld, Zeiss-
Ikon Corp.; Herb Starke, RKO The-
aters.

George Teague, Universal Studio;
William Thomas, Warners Studio;
Howard R. Trissel, Trissel & Lan-
ders, Inc.; Glen Wahl, Carl Zeiss,
Inc., Vernon Walker, RKO Radio
Studio; George H. Worrall, Mitch-
ell Camera Co.; Frank Young,
Hal Roach Studio; Arthur Zaugg,
Paramount Studio; A. C. Zoulis,
Paramount Studio, and Gordon S.
Mitchell, manager of the Research
Council.

FORESTMAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

Fox Succeeding Bedell

In G-E District Post

Edward Fox, formerly with the
G-E industrial department, has been
appointed manager of district No. 2
wiring material sales, with head-
quarters in New York, to succeed
F. D. Bedell, who has been appoint-
ed supervisor of special wiring de-
vice field activities, it is announced
by J. H. Crawford, manager of the
Materials Division of G-E's Appli-
ance and Merchandising Dept.
Crawford also disclosed appoint-

ment of O. W. Cerny as manager
of district No. 4, wiring materials
sales, with headquarters in Cleve-
land, and designation of H. A. Cook
as assistant commercial engineer
wiring materials, at Bridgeport.
Cerny succeeds L. F. Kummel,

who has been appointed underfloor
duct specialist, headquartering at
Bridgeport, and Cook was formerly
manager of miscellaneous construc-
tion materials sales section which
has been discontinued.

$250,000 Theater to Be

Erected in Oak Park

Chicago — Another theater for
Oak Park, West Side suburb, will
get under way shortly. The new
house will cost $250,000 and seat
1,000. J. E. O. Pridmore is the arch-
itect.

New Pocahontas Theater
Pocahontas, la.—Jack Bouma, Ri-

alto Theater manager, will build a
$25,000 house here this Spring, with
construction starting April 1. The
house will be of brick with enamel
front and will seat 450 patrons.
Wetherell & Harrison, Des Moines
theater architects, are preparing
plans.

Land World's Fair Contract
United Motion Picture Industries,

Ltd., has landed a contract with
the World's Fair for special motion
picture equipment and has en-
larged its quarters at 149 W. 48th
St. due to capacity business.

Charles Ross, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1
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National Theater Supply

Offers New Cooling Manual

National Theater Supply Co. has
just issued a 40-page manual on
three comfort cooling methods, and
copies of this book are mailed to
film theaters and the motion picture
trade generally on request to the
New York offices of NTS or any
of the company's branches.
The 1939 NTS line features air in

motion, washed air and chilled air.

These thi-ee comfort cooling plans,
according to NTS, duplicate the
rain-washed and cooled air and the
fresh breezes of nature itself.

Included in the manual, and valu-
able to the theater owner or his
architect, are all the capacity ta-
bles and charts adopted after labor-
atory tests according to the stand-
ards of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers.

American Seating Reports

$238,308 Profit for 1938

American Seating Co., in report
just issued covering the fiscal year
ended Dec. 31 last, discloses a net
income of $238,308, as compared to

$636,746 during 1937. The 1938
earnings per share, — on 221,062
shares outstanding, which is the
same number of outstanding shares
as in 1937,—amounts to $1.08 per
share, compared with $2.88 the pre-
vious year.

Gross sales, less returns and al-

lowances, amounted in 1938 to $7,-

029,737 as against $8,418,560 for
1937.

Westinghouse Appointments
Chicago—F. H. Storr has been

appointed manager of industry sales
by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co. C. F. Lloyd has
been named manager of the central
station sales department.

Anti-Splatter Device
Detroit — Wallace Cross, of the

Cross Machine Shop, is developing
a new device designed to prevent
the splatter of hot copper on the
reflectors in Brenkert lamps.

20,000,000
|NP«P TWENTY million

I Mr Mjk'r people in the United"^" , States are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent of all

the people in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York City

Theater Strikes Gas
Detroit—Workmen drilling a well for

William Schulte's new Vandale Theater,
being erected in Van Dyke, northeastern
suburb, struck gas which ignited, caus-
ing minor damage to construction.

Ampro Uses Night Shift

To Catch Up on Orders

Chicago—A night shift has been
put on by the local Ampro Corp. to
enable company to catch up with
current orders which have been re-
ceived in volume for supply of
16 mm. projectors for home, school,
church, club or industrial use.

Incorporating features not found
formerly even in far more expen-
sive machines, the new type Ampro
sound-on-film projectors offer, firm
officials point out, in addition to low
cost, extreme compactness and port-
ability, plus great simplicity of op-
eration.

These new model projectors can
be set up in less than a minute,
ready to swing into operation. As
result, a novice can operate the in-

dividual unit as easily as a radio.
Brilliant illumination is provided
with a standard 750-watt lamps, and
provision is made for a 1,000-watt
lamp.

195 THEATERS IN GHI.

NOW AIR-CONDITIONED

Chicago—Theaters lead in num-
ber of buildings air conditioned in
this city. According to the Common-
wealth Edison Co., 195 theaters are
equipped. Forty-one theaters are
using water-washed air, while 154
theaters are using electric refrig-
eration.

Many of the smaller Chi. houses
plan to air condition this Spring,
according to a leading air condition-
ing contractor.

The Admiral Theater, 3934 Law-
rence Ave., has just installed a 150-
ton job and another big job will go
into the new Austin and North Ave.
Theater.

UMPTO-Altec In Deal
Philadelphia—Lewen Pizor, presi-

dent, and George P. Aarons, secre-
tary of the UMPTO of Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, announce they have com-
pleted a deal with Altec Service
whereby members of the organiza-
tion will save thousands of dollars
annually on their sound sevice bills.

"THE BEACHCOMBER"
Charles Laughton and Alexander Smith Carpets are

alike in one respect . . . you can always depend on both

to give superb performances. Which is why you find

these two Box Office attractions in so many of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Honses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by

Theater Closings

FLORIDA
Chipley — Manavista (1-30-39);

Owner: B. S. Donnon; Destroyed by
fire.

ILLINOIS
Avon—Avon (Feb. 1); Owner: W.

C. Thompson; Renovation.

INDIANA
Atgos—Lido (12-25-38); Owner:

Ernest Perrin; Unable to give time
to business, would like to sell.

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Blackstone No. 2 (1-25-

39); Owner: Ray Schreiber.
Unionville — Radio (12-30-38);

Owner: D. Schenk.
Mason— Mason (1-1-39); Owner:

Adams; Out of business.

NEW YORK
Pulaski — Temple (1-22-39);

Burned.
SOUTH DAKOTA

Ft. Pieire—Teton (1-1-39); Own-
er: Bloom; Poor business.

TENNESSEE
Harriman — Princess (1-25-39);

Owner: Crescent Amusement Co.;

Destroyed by fire.

TEXAS
Dallas—Rosewin (1-24-39); Own-

er: Robb & Rowley; Complete re-

modeling; Cost: $40,000.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee—Little (1-13-39); Re-

modeling.

Theater Openings
CALIFORNIA

Angles Camp—New (1-18-39).

Laguna Beach—Laguna, 350 seats
(January, 1939); Owner: South
Coast Theaters; House Manager: R.
E. Vincent; Previously closed No-
vember, 1938.

ILLINOIS
Avon—Avon (Feb. 15); Owner:

W. C. Thompson; Previously closed
Feb. 1.

Chicago—Princess, seats 1,000 (2-

17-39); Owner: J. J. Cooney; Previ-
ously closed one year.

MAINE
Frenchille—New, 500 seats, open-

ing early this Winter; Owner: Town
Hall; House Manager: James J.

Cyr; Previously closed—first time.

MICHIGAN
Mason—Fox, 400 seats (2-1-39);

Owner: H. R. Fox; House Manager:
H. R. Fox; Previously closed 1-1-39.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood—Ritz, 418 seats (2-3-

39); Owner: Greenwood Theaters,
Inc.; House Manager: Grady Beek-
er; Previously closed about three
years.

WASHINGTON
Seattle—Pix, 375 seats (2-1-39);

Owner: Harrison & Wakefield;
House Manager: C. C. Harrison;
Previously closed 1929.

WISCONSIN
Racine—Rex, 1,100 seats (Janu-

ary, 1939).
Racine— State, 800 seats (1-28-

39); Owner: Warner Bros.; Previ-
ously closed June, 1938.
Milwaukee—Little, 1,250 seats (1-

26-39); House Manager: C. Fink;
Previously closed 1-8-39.

Theaters Under
Construction

MICHIGAN
Fremont—New, on the Main St.;

Builder: Harold Hedler; Architect:
Joseph Krenek; Operator: Harold
Hedler; To be completed 3-1-39.

Chelsea—New, 600 seats; Builder:
D. Wolverton; Operator: D. Wolver-
ton.

NORTH CAROLINA
Burlington—New, 600 seats, An-

drews St.; Builder: J. Quallo; Cost:
$40,000; To be completed 4-1-39.

TENNESSEE
Union City—Ritz, 375 seats, 1st

St.; Builder: Crescent Amusement
Co.; To be completed March 1.

Union City—Roxie, 1st St.; Build-
er: Dee Henry; To be completed
March 1.

WISCONSIN
Oshkosh—New, 500 seats; Ore-

gon and 12th St.; Builder: A. E.
Kuehn and Dr. H. J. Haubrick;
Architect: J. F. Dreger; Operator:
A. E. Kuehn.

New Theater
Openings
ARKANSAS

Waldo—Wa-Kee (2-1-39).

MARYLAND
Baltimore—Centre, 1,000 seats (2-

1-39), North Ave. at Charles St.;

Builder: C. W. Schmidt; Architect:
Armand Carroll; Cost: $450,000;
House Manager: Mr. Alderson.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee—Regal, 500 seats (2-

11-39), 7th and Walnut St.; Builder:
Standard Theaters, Inc.; House
Manager: Mr. Johnson.
Baraboo—Juliar (2-10-39).

PENNSYLVANIA
Bridgeport — Broadway; Wor

Planned: New front, lobby, interic
changes, new seats; Owner: J. Eg
nal.

Theaters Planned
CALIFORNIA

Oakdale—New.

IOWA
Pocahontas—Rialto, probably, 450

seats; Architect: Wetherell & Har-
rison; Cost: $25,000; Operator: Jack
Bauma.

MICHIGAN
Flint — Burton; Operator: E.

Lyons.
Detroit— Atlas, 950 seats, Ply-

mouth Road; Builder: Stanley Ole-
szkowicz.

Marshall — Bocar; Builder: Wil-
liam Thick.

NEW YORK
Pulaski—New, 700 to 800 seats;

Builder: Kallet-Comerford Interests;
Architect: George Ketcham; Opera-
tor: Donald Blair.

OHIO
Alliance—Mount Union, 999 seats,

South Union Ave.; Builder: Owner
Group; Cost: $125,000.

TENNESSEE
Knoxville—New, 500 seats, No. 13

Market St.; Owner: Peerless Enter-
prise, Inc.

Renovations
Planned

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles — Meralta; Work

Planned: New seats, screen, sound,
marquee and box-office; To be com-
pleted 2-17-39.

MISSISSIPPI
Natchez— Star; Work Planned:

Enlarging, raising roof, extending
stage and balcony, seats; To be
completed in about six weeks.

Easton—Transit; Work Plannec
Remodel, rewire, new lights, ne^
front; Owner: Eskin; To be con
pleted about March 1.

WISCONSIN
Merrill— Cosmo; Work Plannec

New sound equipment, projector
and screen; Owner: Lucille Forbes
To be completed 2-28-39.

Change in
Ownership

CALIFORNIA
Long Beach— Brayton, transfer

red to Cabart Theaters Corp. b;

Brayton Theater, Inc.; House Mana
ger: F. W. McManus.
Long Beach—Lee, transferred t

Cabart Theaters Corp, by F. W. Mc
Manus; House Manager: F. W. Mc
Manus.

ILLINOIS
Avon—Avon, transferred to W. C

Thompson by W. R. McLaren; Hous
Manager: W. R. McLaren.
Avon—Avon, transferred to W. C

Thompson by W. R. Mc Laren.

MICHIGAN
Merrill — Merrill, transferred t'

E. Dalton by V. Barkowski.
Carleton—Carlton (formerly Tem

pie), transferred to A. D. Stanch
field by L. Sampson; House Mana
ger: A. D. Stanchfield.

Detroit—Times Square, transfer
red to Jos. Bruzy by Gus Koplan
House Manager: Jos. Bruzy.

Detroit—Amsterdam, transfers
to Douglas Brosey by David Hell
man; House Manager: D. Brosey.
Fremont — Ideal, transferred t<

Schulte Theater Circuit by Laightoi
Lee; House Manager: Walter Nich
ols.

OHIO
Columbus—Victor, transferred t<

W. C. Chesbrough by Abram Fox. i

WISCONSIN
Merrill — Cosmo, transferred U

Mrs. Lucille Forbes by A. L. Ro
barge.

Wesley Kemp Dead
Montreal — Wesley Irving Kemp,

72, who owned and operated two
theaters in Stratford, Ont., until
1923, died there.

UAC Meeting March 31

Montreal — General meeting of
shareholders of United Amusement
Corp., Ltd., will be held in the Rial-
to Theater building, March 31.

Spadro Building Theater
Ellinville, N. Y.—Jim Spadro, who

owns the Shadowland Theater here,
is building a new 600-seat house to
be named the Mitchell.

Belmont to Close
The Belmont Theater is schedulec

to close Sunday night; house's fu
ture plans will be set next week
Belmont has been playing pix.



Typical Eastman
RELIABILITY

EASTMAN Plus-X for general studio work

. . . Super-XX for all difficult exposures . .

.

Background-X for backgrounds and all-

round exterior work. . . . All three of these

new negative films have special features

suited to their particular fields . . . plus the

typical Eastman reliability that has served

the industry so well in the past. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

Chicago. Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Plus-X . .

.

Super-XX ...Background-X
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SPURS CLEARANCE

ADJUSTMENT DEMANDS

(Continued from Page 1)

Court decision in the Dallas anti-
trust case.

It is understood that letters ask-
ing for adjustments are beginning
to come into the home offices in large
quantities, and, while the Dallas case
is not mentioned specifically in some
of the correspondence, it is believed
that the Dallas decision is respons-
ible for the requests.

Party for Ruth Greenfield

Ruth Greenfield, secretary to Abe
Schneider, treasurer of Columbia
Pictures, was guest of honor last
night at a farewell party tendered
her by more than 90 of her co-work-
ers at Billy Rose's Diamond Horse-
shoe. Besides the staff practically
every Columbia executive was pres-
ent. Miss Greenfield resigned, after
13 years with the company, because
of an anticipated visit from the
stork. She is the wife of Dr. Ber-
nard Friedman.

K-A-0 to Pay $1.75

K-A-O's board has declared a div-
idend, out of operating surplus, of
$1.75 per share on the 7 per cent
cumulative convertible preferred
stock of said corporation for the
quarter ended June 30, 1936, pay-
able on April 1, to the holders of
record of said stock at the close of
business on March 15.

Bette Davis, S. Tracy Top Players;

fhalberg Award to Hal B. Wallis

(Continued from Page 1)

"Boys' Town," while best support-
ing performance citations went to
Fay Bainter for her work in "Jeze-
bel," and Walter Brennan for his
part in 20th Century-Fox's "Ken-
tucky."

In the writing end awards were
announced as follows: Best original
screen story, Dore Schary and El-
eanore Griffin for Metro's "Boys'
Town"; Best screenplay, George
Bernard Shaw for Gabriel Pascal's
production of "Pygmalion," distrib-

uted here by M-G-M; best adapta-
tion honors went to W. P. Lipscomb,
Cecil Lewis and Ian Dalrymple for
the continuity on Shaw's "Pygma-
lion."

Warner Bros.' "Adventures of
Robin Hood" captured the best art
direction citation for Carl Weil,
while T. Moulton won the best sound
recording award with Samuel Gold-
wyn's UA production of "The Cow-
boy and the Lady."

Best original score honors went to

Eric Wolfgang Korngold for his
music for Warners' "Adventures of
Robin Hood," with Alfred Newman
winning the best scoring honors for
his scoring of 20th Century-Fox's
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." Best
song was voted to be Ralph Rain-
ger and Leo Robin's "Thanks for the
Memory" from Paramount's "Big
Broadcast of 1938."
Film . editing honors for the year

was awarded to Ralph Dawson for

Who'll Give A Break-
Years ago, when motion picture palaces were known as "Nickolodeons"

and projectionists were called "Crank-turners", I got mixed up with an
enterprising Ex-Clothing Store manager, who left a small Wisconsin town to

open a Film Exchange in Chicago. In almost no time at all exhibitors far

and wide knew him as "Uncle Carl".

With him I learned about the various branches of our business . . . Dis-

tribution . . . Exhibition . . . Production and neglect. Eventually I blos-

somed forth with an idea which was to "revolutionize" the Motion Picture

Industry . . . Sixteen Millimeter Movies. . . . And then the storm broke.

"This crazy guy" they said about me, "is trying to shake the foundations

of our business." Trade Papers carried banner heads like this "Are
Home Movies A Box Office Menace". Threats were made against any
producer who dared to support this 16mm. guy.

I lived through the turbulence of trail-blazing days, encouraging those who
believed in me, keeping alive their faith. With what material gains to my-
self is a story in itself. But how this "crazy" scheme of mine has developed
and is developing!! I still have unlimited faith in 16mm. films as an
industry in itself, that can help rather than hinder the natural development
of the professional motion picture as a business and a money-maker. But
it's an old old story. The pioneer is out on a limb. Even as Daniel Boone!
Remember him?

Today I am in the unbelievable position of "either starving or going to

work". I prefer to work but I cannot get a job in the business I gave so

many years of my life to building. Thanks to a kindly providence I still

have health . . . mental and physical and energy to burn. But where is

the man or men who will give a break to a real old-timer who still has

a hop to his fast one.

JULIUS SINGER,
240 West 73rd Street,

New York City, N. Y.

Tel. SU 7-1260.

"The Adventures of Robin Hood."
M-G-M's "That Mothers Might

Live" was declared the best one-
reeler of the year; Warner Bros.
"Declaration of Independence" the
best two-reeler, and Walt Disney's
"Ferdinand the Bull," the outstand-
ing cartoon.

Special awards were made to Har-
ry M. Warner in recognition of his

patriotic service in the production
of historical short subjects present-
ing significant episodes in the early
struggles of the American people
for liberty: to Deanna Durbin and
Mickey Rooney for their significant
contribution to the screen of the
spirit and personification of youth
and as juvenile players setting a
high standard of ability and achieve-
ment; to Walt Disney for his pro-
duction of "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" which is recognized
as a significant screen innovation
which has charmed millions and pi-

oneered a great new field for the
motion picture cartoon; to the fol-

lowing for their efforts in the pro-
duction of Paramount's "Spawn of
the North": Gordon Jennings for
the special effects, Farciot Edouard
for the transparencies, and Loren
Ryder for the sound effects; and to
J. Arthur Ball for his outstanding
contribution to the advancement of
color in motion picture photography.
The eleventh annual banquet of

the Academy was a brilliant affair
and drew fans by the hundreds to
the Biltmore; lobbies and cor-
ridors were jammed with them.
Stars and executives were repre-
sented by the score. Frank Capra,
president of the Academy presided.
Shep Fields orchestra supplied the
music during the banquet and for
the dancing which followed. Mer-
vyn LeRoy headed the program com-
mittee. Miliza Korjus sang "The
Star-Spangled Banner."

Honorable Mention

The Research Council, with the
approval of the Academy Awards
Committee, yesterday bestowed hon-
orable mention for scientific, or
technical, achievement to John Aal-
berg and the RKO Radio studios'
sound department for the applica-
tion of compression to variable area
recording in motion picture produc-
tion; to Byron Haskin and the spe-
cial effects department of Warner
Bros.' studio for pioneering the de-
velopment, and for the first prac-
tical application to motion picture
production, of the triple-head back-
ground projector.

Committee of 56 Meets
First conference of the New York

Committee of Fifty-Six will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. at the Hotel Al-
gonquin. Dashiell Hammett will ad-
dress the conference, giving the
background of the Hollywood com-
mittee which drew up the "Declara-
tion of Democratic Independence."

MAJORS STILL WEIGH

DALLAS SUIT APPEA

(Continued from Page 1)

motion individually, but the motio
if filed, would be done collective!

No decision had been reacI^
?

,

i

to late yesterday. A petitft.1 f<

rehearing must be filed by March 1

5 Syracuse Theaters Raise

Juvenile Admish Price

Syracuse, N. Y.—Frank Murph;
manager of Loew's State and mai
agement of four RKO Schiri

houses, Keith's, Paramount, Eck
and Strand, advanced children
admission from 10 to 15 cent
matinee and evening, starting o
Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22.

Harrisburg House Sold

Harrisburg, Pa.—Victoria Theate
property was sold yesterday ti

Green Properties Corp. of Nc
York, for a new F. and W. Gran
store, it was announced by C. Floy
Hopkins, Harrisburg representativ
of Wilmer & Vincent. Same typ
of pictures now shown at the Vic
toria will be shown at Rio, recentl
remodeled but closed after a shoi
run. The nearby Colonial will b
remodeled.

"Double Bill" Dinner
Pittsburgh—A "double bill" testi

monial dinner will be tendered Aus
tin Interrante and Saul Gottliet
Main Line sales representatives fo
20th Century-Fox and M-G-M, re
spectively, in this territory, at th
Penn Alto Hotel, Altoona, oi

March 15.

Denies Financing to End
Reports that the Bureau of Nev

Plays, organization for young play
wrights financed by picture com
panies, has been refused new financ
ing, were denied yesterdav by Ther
esa Helburn, bureau director.

Top WB Star Salaries
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DaTd
Washington—Warners' annual re

port to the SEC discloses thai
James Cagney received $234,000 anc
Kay Francis $224,000 in 1938, tor
star salaries.

"Gunga Din" Stays On
Chicago — "Gunga Din" stays s

fourth week at the Palace. Bobbj
Breen starts a p.a. March 3 in con-
junction with "Fisherman's Wharf.'

For Bank Night Okay
Boston— Bank Night legalization

measure has been introduced in the
Massachusetts legislature.

Hobart Bosworth III

St. Louis—Hobart Bosworth is

hospitalized here for a chest ail-

ment.

I
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exican Studios Fight Proposal to Ration Electricity

% Reduction in Current

May be Necessary,

Producers Told

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
F1L*" DAILY Staff Correspondent

Ml .o City—A reduction in elec-

ical and power supply is faced by
exican studios as a result of

•strictions the Mexican Light &
over Co. is threatening to impose

"Realise of shortage of power which
ready has caused the Mexican
weinnient to decree that the clock

; put one hour ahead throughout
ie country.

The Mexican Light & Power Co.

hich alone supplies the Federal

. istrict and neighboring states with
ectricity, has advised studios that

may have to ration current and
;duce the number of kilowatt hours
lotted each of them by as much
i 33 per cent.

Local studios, now running full

ast and all their space and facili-

es booked for months ahead, are
- ghting tooth and nail against such

reduction being put into effect,

ilm plants are not being discrim-

.ated upon but all industries all

/er Mexico are facing the same
lemma.

ixth Studio for Mexico

A new motion picture studio is

jing built by Mexinema in the out-

cirts of Mexico City for the pro-

action of the company's own films,

. hich will number six in 1939, ac-

j >rding to present plans. Mexinema,
icently organized as a producing
id distributing concern with Ra-
lel Vargas Apezechea as president,

is just completed work on its in-

ial venture, "El Circo Tragico"
Tragedy at the Circus), which

i anuel R. Ojeda directed.

With the addition of the Mex-
ema studios, Mexico will have a
tal of six studios in operation.

"Union Pacific" Ballyhoo

Para, yesterday set the world pre-
iere of "Union Pacific" for the
aramount, Orpheum and Omaha

« heaters, Omaha, on April 21. Cecil

De Mille, Barbara Stanwyck,
el McCrea, Akim Tamiroff, Lynne
verman and Evelyn Keyes will at-
nd for a super-ballyhoo opening.

Charles Schafer Expires

Youngstown, 0. — Charles W.
:hafer, 70, treasurer of the State
leater Co., died after a long ill-

i
-ss. His wife, two sons, and two

A others survive.

65 Players at WB
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—New personnel list issued by

Warners indicates that more than 65
players are now under contract. Cur-
rently working for the plant are 14
directors. Fifty-three writers are un-
der contract.

Reds 9 Demands Menace Mexican Studios
Curtailment of production in Mexico because of certain demands by Communistic

labor looms as an early possibility, it was learned yesterday. According to reliable

reports, film players and technicians are demanding that every picture produced in

Mexico must contain at least 50 p.c. Communist propaganda. A showdown .on the

question is expected momentarily. Indications are that all production may be stopped
if the demands are enforced.

N. Y. Allied Asks Exhib. Regents to Act Today
Breaking Faith to Withdraw on "Daughter" Appeal

(Continued from Page 1),

made, E. Thornton Kelly, executive
secretary, returned a check for dues
and application for membership in

the Syracuse unit to a local the-
ater owner, for not keeping faith
after agreeing to maintain minimum
charge of 10 cents admission and
asked him to withdraw from Allied.

The grievance committee, elected
at the Syracuse Hotel Meeting, in-

cludes Frank Allen of the Allen
Theater, Solvay, N. Y., chairman;
Jack Karp of the Cameo, Syracuse,
and N. Pearlman of the Cameo,
Binghamton.
With the inauguration of 15-cent

admission for children at all times
in RKO-Schine downtown houses
and 10 cents for nabes, harmonious
relations were again restored be-
tween Allied members and RKO-
Schine houses.

Shortage of prints in the Buffalo
exchanges and film stars on radio
programs were discussed as well as
pending legislative bills. Future
action is expected on obtaining bet-
ter rates on insurance and purchase
of theater supplies. Plans were laid

for increasing the membership in

the Syracuse unit. Kelly returned
to New York.

Shea Managers Shrifted
Pittsburgh—"Duke" Prince, man-

ager of Shea's Orpheum Theater in

McKees Rocks, has been promoted
to manager of the Strand and Ohio
theaters in Marietta, O. Vincent
Choats has been transferred from
the Paramount Theater, Newport,
L. L, to replace Prince at the Mc-
Kees Rocks house. Jack Hynes is

moved from Bradford to Youngs-
town, 0., to succeed Joe Shagrin,
resigning to operate his own new
Youngstown house.

Goldgraber Rites Held
Fort Worth—Mrs. Ida L. Gold-

graber, who died in Hollywood while
visiting her brothers, Rufus and
Sam Lemaire, was buried here.

J. E. Schoonover Dead
Omaha—J. E. Schoonover, father

of Harold Schoonover, owner of the
Mazda Theater at Aurora and him-
self former operator of the house,
is dead.

Hutcheon Critically III

New Philadelphia, 0. — L. W.
Hutcheon, city manager for the
Shea-operated theaters here, the
Union and the Bexley, is critically

ill in a Pittsburgh hospital.

(Continued from Page 1)

Regents committee which viewed the

picture here yesterday at an appeal

screening. In the event that the

picture is not granted a license to-

day the issue will be taken to the

courts by Warners.
Gordon Knox Bell, Susan Bran-

deis and Dr. George J. Ryan, the
Regents, who saw the picture yes-
terday, declined to comment at the
conclusion of the screening. Dr.
Irwin Esmond, head of the Motion
Picture Division of the New York
State Department of Education, was
also uncommunicative.

Albert S. Howson, Warners' cen-
sorship editor, revealed that the
Regents looked at an expurgated
version of the film, but said that
only a "very little amount of foot-

age had been removed from the pic-

ture." Stanley Friedman, Warner
attorney, made a plea for the pic-

ture before -the Regents committee.
The press was excluded from the
screening.

Meanwhile, Warners' home office

reported that the pix had opened to

unusual biz in Memphis, New Hav-
en, Hartford and Bridgeport, run-
ning ahead of "Four Daughters"
and "Brother Rat."

Norma Shearer III

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Norma Shearer is

fighting a strep throat in a local

hospital.

Tenn. Blue Law Altered,

Enabling Sunday Films

(.Continued from Page 1)

Nashville city council passed on
third reading an ordinance legaliz-
ing Sunday movies. Local theaters
accordingly will open Sunday.
The new state law changes the re-

quirement on a city council or com-
mission majority from "four-fifths"
to simply a majority.

Nashville and Knoxville have been
the only cities of 100,000 population
or better in the United States with-
out Sunday movies. A try will be
made at once in the Knoxville coun-
cil, but results are doubtful, as the
question was badly defeated in a
recent referendum.
Tony Sudekum, president of Cres-

cent Amuse. Co., operators of 51 the-
aters in Nashville and middle Ten-
nessee, announces Sunday shows at
ail uptown and suburban theaters of
Nashville Sunday. The law forbids
opening before 3 p.m. but does not
fix the closing hour. Will Crull,
manager of Loew's Theater, also
stated that his house was ready to

go.
Sunday movies in most of Tennes-

see's small towns, due to thickly
populated adjacent rural sections,

will be profitable and there is cer-
tain to be a rush to get the legal
right to operate them. Most of the
councils will act favorably as small
town business men are very anxious
to please their rural constituency.

Signs Margot Stevenson
Margot Stevenson, who will be

remembered as the star in the suc-
cessful stage production of "You
Can't Take It With You," has been
signed to a long-term contract by
Samuel Goldwyn. Her first assign-
ment will be the feminine lead in

the forthcoming Goldwyn produc-
tion which wlil star Jascha Heifetz.
The film will go before the cameras
on March 15.

ADVERTISING

AGENCIES - -

Who's who and what's what
in the non-theatrical and ad-

vertising reel field will be
completely covered in the

forthcoming edition of FILM
YEAR BOOK.

The Recognized Standard Reference

Book of the Motion Picture Industry

for the Past 20 Years.

1939 Edition Ready for Dis-

tribution Early Next Month.
•

THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY. N. Y. C.

6425 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN
«. "CHARLIE

• McCarthy
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^ EDGAR

BERGEN
and "MORTIMER" • CONSTANCE MOORE -MARY FORBES • THURSTON HAIL • PRINCESS BABA

Original story by Charles Bogle

Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL Produced by LESTER COWAN
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Imperadio to Produce Both in England and Hollywood

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

"

(See Column 3 Below)
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Baird Television to Develop U. S. Pix Theater Field

SCHAEFER TO BE RKO PREXY; ODLUM, BOARD'S HEAD

'Warners to Make 36 A's. 12 B's for 1939-40—Sears

Confidence
. 20th-Fox has it

-By CHESTER B. BAHN—

PARAPHRASING the industry's legendary

epigram, "There's nothing the mattern
with this business which confidence can't

:ure."

I For which thought this Monday morn

Hlfou're indebted to the recent word that

^'20th Century-Fox proposes to again tilt

'
its production budget next year, with $30,-

000.000 mentioned as the figure expected

to be set at the coming Coast production

conferences of Sidney R. Kent, Darryl F.

Zanuck and Herman Wobber.
In these days, to authorize a production

budget of unprecedented proportions, with

provision for a greater percentage of high

bracketed features, requires no small de-

I gree of confidence all along the line.

Confidence in the studio's ability to meet
the exacting production schedule. Confi-

dence in the distributing organization to

assure an adequate return on the increased

investment. Confidence in the advertising

department's power to sparkplug the sell-

ing. And, certainly not least if last, con-

fidence in the stability of both industry

and country.

— • —
IT is a matter of record that 20th-Fox,

' collectively and divisionally, possesses

such confidence, and, further, that such

confidence has justified itself by the results

achieved. The company's performance has

. been consistently successful.(In the face of cries in some quarters

that budgets must be trimmed, the Kent-
Schenck-Zanuck-Wobber combination has

established that increased expenditures are

warranted and profitable when productive

of maximum entertainment. After all, it's

not the use of money but its misuse that

is to be criticized.

And Messrs. Kent, Schenck, Zanuck,
Wobber, McCarthy et al know how to USE
it. Witness the grosses now being rolled

up by "Jesse James." (And just around the
corner, so to speak, is Shirley Temple's
first Technicolor vehicle, "The Little Prin-

cess," among others).

— • —
AS a further instance of the executive
*» judgment inherent in the 20th -Fox
outfit, just remember it was Zanuck who

(Continued on Page 2)

Sales Meet in N. Y. Mar.

13-14; 24 Pix in

Top Brackets

First of the majors to hold its

annual national and Canadian sales

convention, Warners will stage a
t w o - d a y
meeting at
the Waldorf-
Astoria
March 13-14,

it was an-
nounced at
the week-end
by Grad L.
Sears, sales
chief. Early
conclave is

designed to
carry on the
impetus of

GRAD L. sears company ac-
tivities, now at record peak.

Production plans for 1939-40,
(Continued on Pane 7)

Hammons Is Dickering for

New Grand Nat'l Money

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Negotiations for $1,-

500,000 in new finances for Grand
National are under way and E. W.

(Continued on Page 4)

Morton A. Levy Chosen
Leader for Kent Drive

DR. GIANNINI

IN IMPERADIO
Named Board Chairman;
Wilcox, Managing Director

Imperadio Pictures, Ltd., new
RKO Radio-Herbert Wilcox partner-
ship company, will produce both in

Hollywood and in England, it was dis-

closed Saturday as the British pro-
ducer sailed for London on the Queen
Marv following conferences with
George J. Schaefer, RKO - Radio
prexy.
Marked broadening of the original

partnership plan, announced last De-
cember, was indicated. First set-up
provided for the formation of Im-
perator-Radio Pictures, Ltd., which
was to produce two to four annually

(Continued on Page 8)

MAIL CHECKS TO QUIZ

WINNERS ON MARCH 1

Leader for the 1939 Kent Drive
will be Morton A. Levy, Prairie Dis-
trict manager, it was disclosd at the

(Continued on Page 4)

Motion Pictures' Greatest Year
campaign comes to an official close

tonight when the winners in the Mo-
vie Quiz contest are announced in

theaters throughout the country.
Winners already have been noti-

fied although they have not been
told the amount of the award they
are to receive. They have been asked
to contact the exhibitors in their

(Continued on Page 4)

Baird Tele Will Develop U. 5. Field/

B*way House Sought as ShowWindow
Hilgers Succeeds Everett

as Rep. Southern Manager

H. H. (Heck) Everett, for the
past two years Republic's southern
district sales manager, has left the
organization as a result of a re-

(Continued on Pnae 4)

Baird Television Corp. of Amer-
ica, subsidiary of the British com-
pany of the same name, is now ready
to go ahead in the American field,

Ian Javal, commercial director of

the company, stated at a press in-

terview on Friday.
Javal, currently here for a sur-

(Continued on Page 8)

Proponents of RKO Reorg.

Plan Okays Schaefer

As President
Atlas Group, proponents of the

RKO reorg. plan, filed in Federal
Court on Friday notice of approval

o f directors
and officers

of the pro-
posed new
company, to-

gether with
their qualifi-

cations and
affiliations, in

conformity
with the pro-
visions of the
Chandler
Act, which
Judge Wil-
liam Bondy
had- declared

must be followed.
George J. Schaefer was approved

{Continued on Page 6)

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER

SKOURAS SEES DELAY

. IN PRODUCT BUYING

National Theaters' product deals
for the 1939-40 season will be nego-
tiated at a later date than usual,
with general industry conditions and
the outcome of trade practice pro-

(Continued on Page 6)

Regents Reverse Censor,

Okay Warners "Daughter"

Warners' "Yes, My Darling Daugh-
ter" went into the New York Strand
Saturday, replacing "Off the Rec-
ord," as a result of the Albany ac-

tion of the N. Y. Board of Regents
(Continued on Page 3)

Brandt Funeral Services

Set for 2 P. M. Wednesday

Funeral services for Joe Brandt,
former film executive who died at his

home in Beverley Hills, Cal., on Wed-
(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

STOCK MARKET
AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

121/z 12V2 12'/2 + Vi

V/i iVi IVi— Vs
11 11 11

I7iy2 171 171
180 180 180

48% 473/4 487/8 + 15/g

10% 103/g 10% + 3/8

95 95 95
107/g 101/4 10% + 1/4

91/2 9% 91/2 + 1/4

21/4 2% 2%
231/2 223/4 231/2 + 3/4

761/z
74" 76i>2 +'4"

5% 53/g 55/g + %
41% 41 1/2 41%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 -ww
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s 55
Par. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. .

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

101 100% 1003/4

101

84
100% 101

84 84

98i/4 973/4 98
92 893/4 91% + 1%
CURB MARKET
2% 2% 2% + 1/4

19 183/4 19 + Va
2% 2% 2% + %
71/4 71/4 71/4 — %

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg 1st '49

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47...

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—12th week Astor

Made for Each Other (United Artists-Selznick)—2nd week Music Hall

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

Off the Record (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

Honolulu (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Cafe Society (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Wife, Husband and Friend (20th Century-Fox) ..Roxy

Four Girls in White (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Criterion

Twelve Crowded Hours (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Devil's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures) Globe

Whispering Enemies (Columbia Pictures) Central

Wings of the Navy (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Fisherman's Wharf (RKO Radio Pictures (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Crand Illusion (World Pictures)—24th week Filmarte

Heart of Paris (Tri-National Pictures)—7th week Cinema 49
Professor Mamlock (Amkino)—5th week (a-b) World
With a Smile (French M. P. Corporation)—4th week 5th Ave. Playhouse

Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week (b) Waldorf
Soviet Border (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Champs-Elysees (Tri-National Pictures) Little Carnegie

Mothers of Today (Henry Lynn) Clinton Theater
With the People for the Country (Svensk Film Industrie) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS
Secret Service of the Air (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 1 Rialto

Huckleberry Finn (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Fictures)—March 2 Capitol

Persons in Hiding (Paramount Pictures)—March 2 Criterion

Bouquets from Nicholas (Walch Film Corp.)—March 2 Cinema 49
Oklahoma Kid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 3 Strand
The Story of a Cheat (Callic Films)—March 4 (b) Palace

Never Say Die (Paramount Pictures)—March 8 Paramount
Gunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 2 (b) Palace

Sweden, Thou Old, Thou Free (Scandinavian Film)—March 19 48th St. Theater
Stagecoach (United Artists-Wanger) (c) Music Hall

Little Princess (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
L'Alibi (Columbia Pictures) (c) 5th Ave. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

COmMG DUD Gome
HAL LLOYD arrived over the week-end from

the Coast for a two weeks' stay.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western and Southern
sales manager for RKO Radio Pictures, left

Friday for Palm Beach.
RUFUS LEMAIRE, assistant to Pandro S.

Berman at RKO Radio studios, has arrived from
the Coast and is a guest at the Sherry-Nether-
land.

H. A. ROSS, president of Ross Federal Ser-

vice and Ross Federal Research, returns to his

desk today from a trip to Miami.
ARTHUR JACOBSON, talent scout for Para-

mount, and his wife, have arrived here from
the Coast and are stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA has returned from
Hollywood to her school of dramatics here, after

appearing in RKO Radio's "Love Affair."

FRANK X. MISKE, controller of Ross Federal

Service, returns on Friday from a Caribbean
cruise.

ROY ROWLAND and his wife have arrived

from the Coast. Rowland will do a number
of Robert Benchley shorts while here.

LAURENCE OLIVIER left the Coast over the

week-end for New York to appear in Kather-
ine Cornell's new stage play, "No Time for

Comedy."
FRED BEETSON, secretary-treasurer of the

MPPA, is vacationing in Honolulu.
JOHN HEALY, assistant to Spyros Skouras

of National Theaters, returned from the Coast
Friday.

JACK SULLIVAN. National Theaters film

buyer, arrives here from the Coast on March 7.

WILLIAM CHAMBLISS, assistant to Rodney
Bush, 20th-Fox special exploitation representa-

tive, has returned from Boston where he han-
dled the premiere of "The Little Princess."

MORRIS COODMAN of Republic's foreign de-
partment leaves March 15 for a trip to Europe
and then to South America.
HARRY EDINCTON has arrived back in Hol-

lywood after his New York trip for picture con-
ference with Universal execs.

MICKEY ROONEY is due back on the Coast
today after his three-week vacation in the
East.

JACK SCHLAIFER back from a lengthy sales
trip Sunday.

PHIL REISMAN sailed for Europe Saturday
on the Queen Mary.
HERBERT WILCOX also a Queen Mary pas-

senger.

H. M. RICHEY goes to Philadelphia today.

SCOTT DUNLAP and TREM CARR arrive from
the Coast today to attend Monogram's stock-
holders' meeting Wednesday.
GEORGE W. WEEKS returns today from a

Florida vacation.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., leaves New York
tomorrow for Hollywood.

CHICK LEWIS leaves for Florida tomorrow.
LOUIS SCHINE, of Schine Enterprises, left

New York for Florida yesterday.

Confidence
. . . 20th-Fox has it

(Continued from Page 1)

first moved to withdraw film stars fro

the air. More than 1,100 exhibitors a

ready have been moved to telegraph the

thanks to Zanuck.
Good business? You said it!!!

Hold Hearing Tomorrow
on Conn. Booth Measut

Hartford—The Judiciary C^Kni
tee will hold a hearing on the perei
nial two-men-in-a-booth bill in tl

Old Senate Chamber, at 1:30 p.i

tomorrow.
Two Bingo Bills, H.B. 307 and 'A

have been rejected by the Hous
although four others remain to 11

considered. The two bills ask, 01

1

for the return of Bingo for chari
able organizations, without furth
restrictions, and the other, for i

legalization with a $25 grand pri:

limitation.

Mrs. Kalmus to Produce
London (By Cable)—Mrs. Natal

Kalmus has bought an origin:
story, "The King Over the Water
based on the life of Bonnie Print
Charlie and is forming a compar
to produce it in Technicolor. A larf
part of the filming will take plat
in Scotland. Mrs. Kalmus won
like to have Leslie Howard for tr
stellar role, with Anthony Asquit
directing.

Goodman to S. A.
Morris Goodman of Republic

foreign department, leaves Man
15 for a three-month trip throug
South and Central America. Pa:
of the journey will be made by ai

For^ Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LAHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200

PRODUCERS
ATTENTION

All the information you need
about that certain player, di-

rector, cameraman, author or

screen writer can be found in

the FILM YEAR BOOK.

The Recognized Standard Reference

Book of the Motion Picture Industry

for the Past 20 Years.

1939 Edition Ready for Dis-
tribution Early Next Month.

•

THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.

6425 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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Metro Sales Meet for Chi.

%

fhree-Day Parley to Start

March 19; Rodgers

to Preside

A three-day sales convention will

.e held in Chicago by M-G-M start-

ng March 19. While no hotel has
ieen designated, it is believed that

.he Congress will be selected.

Sr^sions will be conducted by Will-

an . Rodgers, general sales mana-
ger. ~lt is believed that a fair trade

jractice program will have been
idopted by the time the convention

s launched and Rodgers will be ex-

Dected to explain any new sales pol-

cy that may be governed by pro-

visions of the draft.

Grand National Appeals

Ban on Sally Rand Film

1

Albany—Grand National Pictures,

Inc. has protested action of Dr. Irwin
Esmond, state censorship head, in

barring a dance by Sally Rand from
its release "Sunset Murder Case"
which was once licensed and ex-

hibited as "Sunset Strip Case." Case
will come before the Board of Re-
gents, to whom appeal was taken and
be witnessed in the next few weeks
bv the sub-committee of Regents

—

G. K. Bell, Dr. George Ryan and Su-
san Brandeis.
Grand National charges Esmond

with "being influenced and preju-
diced by publicity Sally Rand has re-

ceived in connection with her fan
dance."

Goetz Sailing in March
London (By Cable)—Ben Goetz is

scheduled to sail for the United
I States in March taking with him a

print of M-G-M's English produc-
ion, "Goodbye, Mr. Chips." He will

.» . proceed directly to Hollywood. Vic-
BN

I

tor Saville is also scheduled to leave
shortly for America but will first

_
spend a few weeks consulting with

-.': R. C. Sheriff on the preparation of

"Journey's End" for the screen. Di-

_ rector Sam Wood goes to Vienna for
- a vacation and then sails for South

America.

Tele. Corp. Sues RCA
Hearing of a suit seeking an in-

junction and accounting for alleged
infringement of patent rights was
started on Friday in Federal Court
here by International Carrier Call
and Television Corp., Inc., against
RCA. Plaintiff also instituted suit
against RCA for $500,000 damages,
alleging violation of Sherman Anti-
Trust Law, under which treble dam-
ages may be collected if verdict is

for the plaintiff.

JV© Trust Legislation
We t Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senate Democratic

Leader Barkiey forecast on the week-end
here that there will be no new anti-
trust legislation and no new tax bills

passed during the present session of

Congress.

Regents Reverse Censor,

Okay Warners "Daughter"
(Continued from Page 1)

Friday in over-riding the license re-

jection decision by Dr. Irwin Es-
mond, head of the Motion Picture
Division of the State Department
of Education Pix opened big.

(Rapid fire booking switch saw
"Yes, My Darling Daughter" also

start at the Globe Saturday after-

noon, substituting for "Blackwell's
Island" which, earlier in the day, had
been substituted for the advertised
"Devil's Island."

Reports French protests had
caused "Devil's Island" withdrawal
were denied at Warners.)
The Regents, acting on the recom-

mendation of a reviewing committee
which saw the pix on appeal in

New York Thursday, held the film

"does not contravene the provisions

of Section 1082," and thus assured
licensing.

It was stated that the pix as seen
by the Regents differed from the
version rejected by Esmond's office.

Warners explained changes were
made to speed up the picture.

The Legion Of Decency, follow-
ing a review of the expurgated ver-

sion, stated that its condemnatory
rating also might be changed. "The
matter is under consideration at the

present time and a formal statement
may be made this week," a spokes-
man told The Film Daily over the
week-end.

Albany—Board of Regents, meet-
ing here on Friday, upheld the ac-

tion of the Motion Picture Division

of the State Education Department
in refusing a license to the French
pix, "The Puritan." Appeal had
been taken by Lenauer International.

Regents sub-committee reported the

pix "depicts solicitation on the

streets" and "lewd dance halls."

Buchanan Rites Held

Greenwich, Conn.— Funeral serv-

ices were held here yesterday for Col.

John L. Buchanan, 55, for many
years was an executive of General
Electric Co.

.Hoiiy*
o©<
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"IT'S NO CINCH
BEING QUEEN OF
CAFE SOCIETY!"

The Revelations of the Private Life

of Glamour Gal No. 1

by Chris West (Madeleine Carroll)

We do what the rest of the

world would like to do . . .

but doesn't dare. We go

every place ... we do every-

thing... and we get awfully

tired of the whole affair.

Even a Queen gets fed up

with being Queen.

Maybe that's why I, Chris

West, the fourth richest girl in

America, ran away and mar-

ried Chick O'Bannon, ship

news reporter, after a long,

drawn-out courtship of ex-

actly thirty minutes.

Or maybe it was because

Sonny De Witt, Cafe Soci-

ety columnist and snoop,

bet me that I couldn't

crash the headlines. Any-

way I married him at 4 A. M.
. . . ran away at 5 . . . and was

crying my heart out at 6.

But it wasn't until Bells Browne, torch

singer de luxe, decided that Chick was

built just right for her heart, that I really

went after my man. He socked me on the

jaw. . . he threw me in the river. . . he practi-

cally broke up Cafe Society single-handed

... he treated me like a brute, the brute

...but a girl in love, even if she is a Queen,

can't afford to have too much pride.
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HAMMONS DICKERING

FOR NEW 6N MONEY

{Continued from Page 1)

Hammons is optimistic over the pos-

sibilities of an early consummation
of the deal, the G.N. president stated

over the weekend. The new money,
he said, is to come from Coast and
eastern sources.
Hammons plans to leave for New

York the middle of this week, but be-

fore his departure he expects to close

at least one deal for additional prod-

ucts to be distributed on the 1939-40

program.
Following the resignation of Ed-

ward Alperson as the company's
sales head, Hammons has appointed

two sales managers. Sol Edwards
will be in charge of sales in all states

east of Chicago, and Morris Saphier

in those states in the Western area.

Morton A. Levy Chosen

Leader for Kent Drive

{Continued from Page 1)

week-end by 20th-Fox. Levy suc-

ceeds J. P. O'Loghlin. Selection was
made by a committee embracing divi-

sion managers, Martin Moskowitz
and O'Loghlin.
Under Levy's supervision, Minne-

apolis, Omaha and Des Moines in the

past two years have broken their

every territorial record. His was the

only district whose every exchange
won a prize for over-quota total de-

livery in the last Kent Drive.

Twentieth-Fox's sales convention

is definitely set for the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, April 3-5. Herman
Wobber, sales chief, will preside.

Prexy S. R. Kent will be the prin-

cipal speaker. Salesmen and bookers

will join district and branch mana-
gers and home office execs, and de-

partmental heads at the three-day

conclave.
The New York and Eastern delega-

tions will make the convention trip

via a New York Central special. All

delegations are due in Chicago on
Sunday. First session will be held

at 9 a.m. Monday.

Triples at the Woods
Chicago— Essaness circuit is try-

ing out triples in the loop Woods
Theater.

Best wishos from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 27
Joan Bennett
Franchot Tone
David Sarnoff

Ian Keith
Albert Deane

with PHIL A4. DALY;
• • • PUBLICITY build-up on Paramount's "Union Pacific"

a grand article by Frank J. Taylor in March Scribner's showing

how the build-up for a Class A like this De Mille special is no hit-or-

miss affair, but a highly organized news service

• • • THE ARTICLE shows how Unit Man Bill Heberi

went to work long before De Mille had really lined up his story

he had the studio planters sow the seed with the 300 Holly-

wood correspondents and while Hebert shadowed De Mille

in Hollywood, Bob Fender accompanied Associate Producer Bill

Pine on location at Iron Springs, Utah

• • • THEN there was the Idea Huddle with Managing

Editor Terry De Lapp of the studio's publicity sharpshooters sitting in

with the best propaganda minds and their ideas taken down in

shorthand, mimeographed and studied resulting in over 250 stunts,

gags and angles there are some 60 people in the Paramount press

division and most of them fell heir to anywhere from one to a

dozen definite jobs for plugging "Union Pacific"

• • • WITH bales of copy eventually churned out

the job then was to plant the stuff through live planters

the lads who work with tips over the phone or through personal

contacts with newspaper correspondents, press associations, mags,

columnists and radio commentators after the live planters

get through, the feature staff goes to work on the canned copy

this was built on the basis of five papers in each town

everything in sets of five five sets of "leg art," of "star

heads," "news art," "scenes in the making," 'fashions," and

"production stills" then comes the task of making sure that

no two papers in the same town get identical pictures whew
and so the article in Scribner's goes on and on show-

ing the many-sided system of propaganda that doesn't miss a

trick it's Modern News Service on Pictures at its best

• • • OVER at the 20th Century-Fox home office Advertis-

ing Chief Charles McCarthy is planning the biggest ad budget in the

history of the company he is concentrating on co-op advertising

convinced that this is a sure-fire way to promote better relations

with exhibs the plan involves pre-release engagements on all

big pictures with special campaigns handled right in the city

where the picture plays with a home office representative right on the

ground

T T T

• • • LOTS of oldtimers will remember Ted Peckham's
mother who is the general manager of the Peckham escort

service as a former movie star of the silent era she

appeared in Essanay productions under the name of Frances
Mauer she has just gone to the Coast to dicker with a studio

about a film dealing with the escort service, in which she and
her son will play their real life roles ... • The annual dinner-

dance of the Columbian Club at the Waldorf-Astoria last Satur-

day nite was an overflow success with important figures

present from the financial world, stage, radio and the screen

MAIL CHECKS TO QUIZ

WINNERS ON MARCH 1

(.Continued from Page 1)

respective neighborhoods and to b<

present in the theater at the thru

of the announcements. A total o:

2,152,930 persons entered the con
test. ^

Checks will not be presentHrto-
night. They will be mailed by th<

Chemical National Bank on Marcl
1 so that even the bank officials wh<
write the checks will not know th(

winners until the public announce-
ment has been made.

Meanwhile, the correct answers tc

the Movie Quiz have been sent to al

participating exhibitors.
Campaign headquarters in the

RKO Bldg. will remain in operatior
for a week or two to complete the

administrative details in connectior.

with the drive. Whether another
campaign will be attempted this

year will depend on an early meet-
ing of the campaign committee.
At Loew's theaters in Greater New

York, notables will read off the Quiz
winners. Loew's plans to capitalize

on the announcements call for street

parades, red-fire and bands; there'll

be approximately one band for each
Loew house.

Hilgers Succeeds Everett

As Rep. Southern Manager
(.Continued from Page 1)

alignment policy affecting the field

sales staff. Under the new set-up,

he would have been required to op-
erate out of the New York office

instead of out of Charlotte. Inas-
much as change would mean his

residing in New York, Everett ten-

dered his resignation, effective im-
mediately, since future plans neces-
sitate his presence in Charlotte.

Clair Hilgers, Republic special

sales representative in the South
for the past six months, succeeds
Everett and will cover territory
embracing Atlanta, Tampa, New
Orleans, Charlotte, Memphis, Dal-
las, Oklahoma City and Little Rock,
and will headquarter in Atlanta.

Detroit Bans Carnivals
Detroit—All carnivals are banned

in Detroit, by action of the City
Council.

« « « » » »

Schaefer to Wanger
Asserting that "it is the privilege

of any American to 'hire a hall',"

Ceorge J. Schaefer, RKO Radio prexy,

took sharp issue at the week-end with
Walter Wanger on the intrusion of

propaganda in films. Schaefer's state-

ment was inspired by Wanger's published

criticism of the industry's production

code as barring pix dealing with the

modern world. The RKO Radio prexy

commented that Wanger or any other

producer "should be permitted to make
all the controversial films he wants

but he should produce them with his

own money and exhibit them in his

own theaters." Privilege to produce

such pix, said Schaefer, "does not

include the right to smuggle propaganda

to those who have paid their admis-

sion price for entertainment."
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ATLAS SUBMITS LIST

OF NEW RKO OFFICERS

(.Continued from Page 1)

by proponents as president, Floyd
B. Odium as chairman of the board,
Ned E. Depinet as vice-prexy, and
William Wallach as secretary and
treasurer or assistant treasurer.

13 Directors Approved

List of directors comprised a total
of 13 names. These were:

Floyd B. Odium, president of At-
las Corp., and now director of At-
las Corp., American & Foreign
Power Co., Inc., Italian Superpower
Corp., United Fruit Co., Madison
Square Garden Corp., Curtiss-
Wright Corp. and Wright Aeronaut-
ical Corp.

Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., in charge
of distribution since end of 1937, and
now a director and executive of sev-
eral subsidiary companies of RKO
Corp.
Thomas P. Durell, associated with

White Weld & Co. since 1935, and
now a director of Telco Corp.

Ferdinand Eberstadt, president
and director of F. Eberstadt & Co.,

Inc., investment banking, since 1931,
now chairman of RKO Corp. Stock-
holders' Protective Committee.
Frederick L. Ehrman, associated

with Lehman Bros, since 1928.
L. Lawrence Green, engaged in in-

dependent practice of law since 1930,
in association with Morris Goodman,
formerly general counsel for RKO
Corp.

James G. Harbord, chairman of
board of RCA and RCA Communica-
tions, Inc.

Conde Nast, president and board
chairman of Conde Nast Publica-
tions, Inc.

John E. Parsons, engaged in in-

dependent practice of law since 1931,
with offices in connection with Win-
throp, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts.
N. Peter Rathvon, president of

Rathvon & Co., Inc.

George J. Schaefer, president of
K-A-0 Corp., B. F. Keith Corp. and
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., since Octo-
ber, 1938, now chairman of board of
directors and president of substan-
tially all of the principal subsidiaries
of RKO Corp.
W. G. Van Schmus, managing di-

rector of Radio City Music Hall and
president of Radio City Music Hall
Corp. since January, 1934, and now
director of Radio City Music Hall
Corp. and the Center Theater Corp.,
both wholly owned subsidiaries of
Rockefeller Center, Inc.

Lunsford P. Yandell, assistant
treasurer of RCA since 1935, and
director of RKO Corp. and certain
subsidiaries thereof.

Filing of the list of officers and di-

rectors was via Simpson, Thacher &
Bartlett, solicitors for the propo-
nents.

Floyd B. Odium, it was declared in

a press release, "on the request of
the major interests involved, has con-
sented to serve for a limited period
following reorganization, giving such
of his time as is available to general

Shut-Ins Fight Film Star Radio Ban
Aroused by the withdrawal of film stars from the air at the behest of exhibs.,

the Shut-in Radio Fans' Cuild, headed by Ben Murray, and claiming a membership of

500 hospitalized or home-confined invalids, is organizing a "movie-less Thursday"
movement.

Guild proposes to circularize 1,700 U. S. hospitals for members, who will be asked
to enlist the support of relatives and friends. Idea, says Murray, is to so cut down
Thursday film attendance nationally that the exhibs. will be glad to have the film

stars back on the air.

policy matters. He will be assisted
by N. Peter Rathvon, who will act as
chairman of a working committee of
the board."

Indie Stockholders Squawk

In the immediate wake of the filing

of the list of directors by proponents,
George L. Schein, counsel and leader
of the Independent Stockholders'
Committeee, declared that group ex-
pressed surprise at the failure to

include a representative of the mi-
nority group.

"This is most unusual," Schein as-

serted, "in the face of the fact that
the board named obviously includes
representatives of other groups who
took practically no active part in the
proceedings, as well as representa-
tives of those who did. On the pro-
posed board is a representative of a
stockholders' committee which took
no part in the hearings before the
Court on the fairness of the plan.

"This committee," Schein added,
"challenges the fairness of the pro-
posed list of directors, for the rea-
son, among others, that it accords no
representation to over 3,275 individ-

uals represented by it who in num-
bers constitute a group greater than
all those represented on the board,
and whose committee, through its

counsel, with tireless energy bore

the brunt of the evidence regarding
the fairness and unfairness of the
plan for the enlightenment of the
Court. The obvious banker and RCA
control is now a matter of special

concern to this committee as it has
been in the past and the committee
announces its purpose to present to

the court compelling reasons why the
board suggested ought not to be ap-
proved for its failure to give recogni-
tion to the minority group, who, from
past experience, have ample cause to

feel concern about their stock inter-

ests which have dwindled almost to

the vanishing point."

Hold Hearing Today

Hearing in Federal Court this

afternoon on the RKO matter before
Judge Bondy is expected to be de-
voted to the subject of the newly
proposed officers; the list of supple-
mentary objections filed by John S.

Stover, on behalf of Ernest W. Stirn,

challenging the validity of the claims
entered by equity interests in the
proceedings; and the question as to

whether or not the stockholders of

RKO Corp. will have to be notified,—
a matter raised by Stirn, through his

counsel, and with respect to which
Irving Trust Co., RKO Corp. trustee,

asked recently the advice of the
Court.

150 from Four States

in Dallas Golf Tourney

Dallas—"Duke" Evans, chairman,
reports that entries have been re-

ceived from four states for the an-
nual Variety Club Spring golf tour-
nament, to be held here March
25-27. More than 150 are expected
to enter the competition.
On March 25, a party at the Dal-

las Country Club will be the feature
event. On the following evening,
a stag and the Calcutta pool will be
staged. Tournament day will be.

March 27, with a banquet at night.
Chief Barker Bob O'Donnell will
preside. More than $1,500 in prizes
will be awarded.

"4 Feathers," N. Y. Bow
London (By Cable) — Alexander

Korda plans to give "The Four
Feathers," based upon A. E. W.
Mason's novel, a New York premi-
ere on April 7. The first London
showing is scheduled for a few days
prior to that date.

Momand Rulings Near
Oklahoma City—It is understood

that matters pending in the Momand
anti-trust suits will be settled at the
next hearing before Federal Judge
A. P. Murrah here although further
filing of motions may necessitate ex-
tending time.

Dunlap, Carr Due Today
for Monogram's Meeting

Scott Dunlap, vice-president in

charge of production for Monogram,
arrives in New York this morning
to attend the company's annual
stockholders' meeting on Wednes-
day. He will be accompanied by
Trem Carr, former Monogram pro-
ducer, who is a stockholder and a
member of the board of directors.

George W. Weeks, general sales

manager, and Mrs. Weeks return to-

day from a Florida vacation.

Kibre Peace Plan Calls

for $3,000,000 "Return"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— In a peace proposal

filed with Dr. Towne Nilander, re-
gional director of NLRB, by Jeff

Kibre, chairman of Motion Pictures
Technician Committee, Kibre de-
mands that approximately $3,000,-
000 be "returned" to the members
of the four Hollywood locals of
IATSE by international offices of
IATSE. Kibre, who has a complaint
before NLRB charging collusion be-
tween union officers and major stu-
dios, claimed that the money was
collected for the benefit of the em-
ployers, and a wage increase over
and above any normal increase
which might be secured was given
by Kibre as a possible method for
"return" of the sum.

SKOURAS SEES DELAY

IN PRODUCT BUYINf

(Continued from Page 1)

grams important factors in this de
lay, Spyros Skouras, NT prexj
stated when he arrived from th
Coast Friday.
Skouras described business *^be

ing fair, and said that he is optrwr-;ti

about an early upturn at the b.c

Elimination of giveaways where i

has been tried has proven successful
but it is still in the experimenta
stage, he said.

He lauded the stand taken bj

Darryl Zanuck in removing 20th-Foj
stars from air shows, and expressec
the opinion that business would hi

better if all other producing com-
panies took the same stand. H(
also declared himself in favor of an-

other campaign similar to the re-

cent Motion Pictures' Greatest Year
stating that he thought it had beer,

of definite value to exhibitors.

Harold Lloyd, who also arrived
Friday on the Century, said he was
here for a couple of weeks on per-
sonal business. He hinted that he
might discuss a future release with
Paramount execs, while here.

Vode-Vision Contract Goes
To Musicians' Union Today

Contract will be presented by
Vode-Vision today to Local 802 ask-
ing for musicians to start produc-
tion on their shows. If rejected, the
contract will be presented to Joseph
N. Weber, American Federation of

Musicians prexy, for his approval or

rejection, it was learned Friday.
In the event that the pact is

turned down by both the Local and
the AFM, action will immediately
be instigated in court by W back-
ers to get an injunction to restrain
the AFM from blocking them, it

was stated.

"Snow White" in French

For U. S. Film Theaters

RKO-Radio shortly will release the
French version of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" in the U. S. It's

said to be the first time a U. S. fea-
ture has been re-distributed in a for-
eign language.

"Names" for Yonkers"
New Broadway Theater, Yonkers,

will inaugurate a "name" band and
"name" attraction policy March 3.

Stage turns will appear on Friday
and Saturday only. George Hall's ork
will start the policy. Mai Hallett
is underlined. First "name" acts

may be Connie Boswell, Stepin
Fetchit.

Renew RKO Air Show
Chicago — "Gateway to Holly-

wood," the Jesse L. Lasky - RKO
Radio-Wrigley air show, has been re-

newed for 13 weeks.
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60.9% of U. S. Press Comment Favorable to Pix in '38

" )ecline of Nearly 6% From

1937 is Registered, How-
ever, Says MPPDA

An analysis of press comment on
he motion picture industry during
.938 showed that 60.9 per cent of all

.•lipoings obtained were favorable to

he Justry, as compared with 66.8
' ier -rent in 1937 and 58.2 per cent in

| L936. Charts on the trend of press

I •omment prepared by the MPPDA
•evealed that the peak of favorable
I'omment came in April, while a
;harp drop was recorded in May.
The high average in April, an ex-

planation of the charts points out,

was the result of widespread editor-

ial commendation of Will Hays' an-

i nual report stressing the success of

j self-regulation in the motion pic-

ture industry. This set a new higb
I point for the three-year period dur-
ing which the Hays organization

I has analyzed the trends of the press.

^
Critical statements from within

the industry itself were the prin-
cipal factors for the drop in May.

I Certain stars, for instance, were
['listed as "box-office poison" and this

I criticism, the report points out, was
I
circulated widely in the press. Re-
percussions continued well into June.
A rise in favorable editorial com-

ment followed the filing of the gov-
ernment's suit in July. Will Hays'

wl) \ statement on the suit was approved
generally by editors. Further editor-
ial praise resulted from the Motion

• Picture's Greatest Year drive.
Adverse comments on block-book-

i ing, censorship, criticism of news-
reels and personal affairs of certain

i film players caused a further drop
• in favorable editorial clippings in
November and December.
A detailed analysis of the press

! comment charts shows that favor-
able comment on picture quality
reached its peak in April with an
ayera.ee of about 83 per cent and

: hit a low of about 45 per cent in
March. Favorable comment on in-
dustry affairs topped 80 per cent
in August, September and October,
with adverse comment noticeable ap-
preciablv in March. The charts show
that adverse comment exceeded fa-
vorable mention on regulation most
of the year. Approximately 70 per
rent of the editorial space given to
this subject was adverse.
The type of comment recorded

was split into three classifications:
editorials, columnists and news
items. Editorials contributed 52.2
per cent of press comment, columi-
ists 23.7 per cent and news items
24.1 per cent.

Reviews of Mm nuns

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh — Abe Weiner, local
branch manager for United Artists,
and Miss Margaret Foley of Cam-
bridge, Mass., were married at the
Hotel Commander in Cambridge and
are honeymooning in the East.

"Wife, Husband and
Friend"

with Warner Baxter, Loretta Young,
Binnie Barnes

20th-Fox 80 Mins.

GAY AND SPARKLING COMEDY
SMARTLY PRODUCED SHOULD CLICK
GENERALLY AT THE B. O.

Audiences generally should be pleased

with this picture, and the exhibitors in

turn will be pleased with a merry tinkle

in the b.o. tills. Smartly produced and

well paced, the picture never lags, and it

is entertaining from beginning to end.

Produced as a comedy in a light vein, it is

just that. The comedy sequences are all

amusing, with one sequence that enters the

realm of downright slapstick to top it off.

The cast is good, with nobody overacting or

underacting, and Gregory Ratoff guides the

players deftly throughout. Warner Baxter

gives a good accounting of himself as the

husband of Loretta Young, bedeviled by her

ambitions to be a great singer. Loretta is

charming and efficient. Binnie Barnes is

temperamentally decorative as the opera

star. Cesar Romero, Helen Westley,

George Barbier, Eugene Pallette and J.

Edward Bromberg give more than adequate

support to the principals. Barbier, Bax-

ter's father-in-law, warns him that Loretta

is still yearning for a singing career despite

the fact she has given it up. Her music

teacher, Cesar, arrives on the scene and

she is off. Baxter decides that the best

policy is to let her blow off steam and she

will get over it. However, her friends

receive her so well that she thinks she

is good Baxter, in the meantime, dis-

covers that he has a good baritone voice

and sings professionally under an assumed
name with Binnie. Loretta is booed on her

first appearance in a theater and all is

well until Binnie reveals at a party that

Baxter can sing. Comes the grand explo-

sion, and it is not until Baxter flops

dismally in an opera that everything is

smoothed out. Incidentally, the opera

scene is one of the funniest pieces of

slapstick seen in many a day.

CAST: Warner Baxter, Loretta Young,

Binnie Barnes, George Barbier, Helen West-
ley, Cesar Romero, Eugene Pallette, J. Ed-

ward Bromberg, Ruth Terry, Helen Ericson,

Kay Griffith, Harry Rosenthal, Edward
Cooper, Lawrence Grant, Howard Hickman,
George Irving, Harry Hayden, Charles Wil-
liams, Rene Riano.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Nunnally

Johnson; Director, Gregory Ratoff; Screen-

play, Nunnally Johnson; Story, James M.
Cain; Editor, Walter Thompson; Camera-
man, Ernest Palmer.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Topnotch.

Adler Moves in N. Y.

Adler Sign Letter Co., of Chi-
cago, has moved its New York of-
fices to 33 W. -60th St. to permit
of expanded operations in line with
increased activities on the Adler
cast aluminum silhouette letter
equipment.

"Mystery Plane"
with John Trent, Milburn Stone,

Marjorie Reynolds

Monogram 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SENDS NEW SERIES OFF TO FLYING

START: SURE TO PLEASE FANS OF ALL
AGES.

This new series, based on the Hal For-

rest cartoon strip, "Tailspin Tommy," gets

off to a flying start (no puns intended). It

will please fans of all ages and is worthy

of exploitation. John Trent, a trained

transport flyer, is right at home in the role

of a dare-devil airman. Director George
Waggner supplied a fast tempo, while Paul

Malvern deserves many bows as the pro-

ducer. Peter George Lynn is a standout as

a barnstorming flyer, who serves as the

inspiration to "Tailspin Tommy" as a boy,

the role ably played by Tommy Bupp. Mar-
jorie Reynolds, a newcomer, shows much
promise as the love interest opposite Trent.

Milburn Stone does good work as Trent's

flyer companion, who believes he is a Don
Juan. Lucien Littlefield appears in a seri-

ous role, while Polly Ann Young and Jason

Robards are among the able principals.

Paul Schofield and Joseph West supplied

a gripping screenplay. Trent invents a

bombing device that he demonstrates to

the satisfaction of government officials.

Littlefield, Lynn, who has become a drunk

weakling, and Polly Ann Young witness the

demonstration. Littlefield, who wants to

sell the secret device to a foreign govern-

ment, has Trent, Stone and Marjorie held

prisoners at his home and tries to force

Trent to make a drawing of his device.

The captives make their escape in a plane

and are followed in another plane flown

by Lynn, with Littlefield and his gunmen.
To save Trent, who had always idolized

him, and Trent's companions, Lynn sends

his own plane crashing to a watery grave.

CAST: John Trent, Milburn Stone, Mar-
jorie Reynolds, Jason Robards, Peter George
Lynn, Lucien Littlefield, Polly Ann Young,

Sayre Deering, John Peters, Tom Bupp,

Betsy Gay.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Scott R.

Dunlap; Producer, Paul Malvern; Director,

George Waggner; Based on Hal Forrest's

cartoon strip, "Tailspin Tommy"; Screen-

play, Paul Schofield and Joseph West;
Cameraman, Archie Stout; Special Effects,

Fred Jackman; Sound, William R. Fox; Mu-
sical Score and Direction, Frank Sanucci;

Editor, Carl Pierson.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

RCA to Pay Dividends

David Sarnoff, RCA prexy, an-
nounces that a quarterly dividend
of 87% cents on the outstanding
shares of the corporation's $3.50
cumulative convertible first prefer-
red stock, and a quarterly dividend
of $1.25 on the outstanding shares
of "B" preferred stock, were de-
clared Friday by the board. Divi-
dends will be paid on April 1, to
stockholders of record at the close
of business March 8.

WB TO MAKE 36 A'S;

12 B'S FOR 1939-40

(Continued from Page 1)

Sears disclosed, called for the mak-
ing of 48 features, of which 36 will

be "A's," with 12 "B's." Of the 36
"A's," 24 will be definitely of top-
bracket status. Thus Warners will

undertake to release two outstanding
productions monthly during the sea-
son beginning in September.

Will Stress Shorts
Problem of the gradual elimina-

tion of duals, which Warners believe
to be inevitable and desirable, is be-
ing met by the production of a sub-
stantial number of shorter features
of the highest quality, running from
2,000 to 4,000 feet in length, along
the lines of the Technicolor histor-
ical shorts now being released.
The best writers, directors and

players are being and will be used
in the production of these second-
ary features. As a current example
Sears cites "Sons of Liberty," now
in production with Claude Rains
and Montagu Love, Michael Curtiz
directing. At least 12 such quality
shorts will be released in 1939-40.

These shorter features will each
entail at least as high a production
budget as the average full-length

"B" film. Sears comments that they
have already demonstrated their

value to exhibs and the public ac-

ceptance of them as an appropriate
accompaniment to "A's" confirms
the Warner belief that they will

eventually afford the answer to the
dual problem.

No Rushing Through
Warners intend to be more than

even a "company of action," Sears
adds, stating that in stressing
"bench-made" other than "assembly-
line" pix there will be no rushing
through of pictures to meet a re-

lease schedule.
Warners selling1 and merchandis-

ing plans for 1939-40 have been com-
pleted, it is stated. With reference
to the possible effect of the present
trade reform negotiations, the con-
vention announcement points out
that the company believes "in cour-

ageous and independent action" but
that it has, however, "given sym-
pathy and active encouragement" to

the conferences.
Sears pointed out that the Bur-

bank studio has completed 80 per
cent of the 1938-39 production sched-
ule.

STORKS!
St. Louis—Ray Curran, UA Office

Manager, is popping off like Dizzy
Dean, because his wife Betty had an
8% pound boy.

Racine, Wis.—Max Krofta, man-
ager of the Capitol theater here and
the Abby in Milwaukee, is the daddy
of a baby girl.
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Film Industry Is Declared Headed for "Modest Gains'

Attendance Running Ahead
5-10%, ST&S Survey

Indicates

"Modest gains over 1938" are fore-

cast for the film industry by Stand-

ard Trade and Securities in a cur-

rent survey of pix and amusement
industries.

The survey, in part, says:

"Because of expanding payrolls

and consumer income and the slight-

ly improved quality (measured in

terms of mass appeal) of recent

feature pictures, attendance at mo-
tion picture theaters throughout the

country is estimated to be running
5 per cent to 10 per cent ahead of

year-earlier totals. Comparison with

1938 attendance, moreover, is likely

to become more favorable over the

next few months, since prospective

improvement in consumer buying
power will be in contrast to the in-

fluence last year of a depressing
general business situation.

"In some localities, admission
prices are being adjusted to changes
in the character of patronage and
to obvious neighborhood trends. . . .

On the whole, however, admission
prices have remained firm. There
are no indications, as yet, of a trend
toward higher box-office scales.

"Amortization of certain high-cost

pictures produced in late 1937 and
early 1938 is largely completed.

Present costs are not materially

lower on the average, but they ap-

pear more reasonable in relation to

the appeal of the individual product
than was the case a year ago.
"Complete loss of business for-

merly done in Germany and Italy is

of limited importance because of the

small amount of gross income re-

ceived from these countries during
the past three years. Total foreign

returns have continued satisfactor-

ily. Thus, with domestic gross in-

come trending upward and over-all

costs and amortization charges in

line with receipts, larger earnings
are probable for the leading units in

the field over the next few months."

Brandt Funeral Services

Set for 2 P. M. Wednesday
(Continued from Page 1)

nesday morning last, will be held on
Wednesdav at the West End Funeral
Chapel, 200 West 91st St , at 2 p.m.

The body arrives in New York to-

day.

"Bars" Opens In Detroit

American premiere of Korda's
"Prison Without Bars," takes place
at the State Theater in Detroit Fri-
day.

Holdup Time
Pittsburgh—Theater holdups are epi-

demic in this territory. Victims to date:

Harris Alvin, downtown; Hilltop, South
Hills section; Harris Liberty and War-
ners Sheridan Square, East Liberty.

BAIRD TELE READY

TO INVADE" U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

vey, stated that the company was
now dickering for a Broadway the-

ater to be used as a showroom for

its theater receiving set, and that
there was a "strong" possibility an
exhibit might be staged at the New
York World's Fair. Theater screen

is 15 by 12 feet. Receiving equip-

ment loaned to theaters is priced at

$5,000 to $7,000.

First large-scale move by the com-
pany here would be the purchasing
of a plant to manufacture sets, Ja-

val said. He reported that Baird
sets could be manufactured here to

sell at price of less than $250, with
that figure representing the average
cost of medium-priced sets in Eng-
land today.

He was enthusiastic over cabled
reports from London regarding the

success of the theater demonstra-
tions held simultaneously in three
Gaumont British London theaters
last week when a prize fight was
televised to capacity crowds at an
admission price of $5 a seat.

Gaumont plans to equip all its

U. K. houses with receiving sets as
soon as additional telecasting sta-

tions make the move practicable,

Javal said. A new station is pro-
jected for Manchester by BBC to

cover the Midland's district, it was
learned.

Javal said he believes that the film

trade as a whole will reach an agree-
ment to pool financing of tele pro-
grams or possibly some alternative
licensing arrangement can be made
to defray costs.

Discussions are under way now
with the British government as to

the possibility of erecting an inde-

pendent station to televise only to

theaters on a range that would not
be received in home sets, he revealed.

He estimated that over $20,000,000
has been invested in television by
English companies now active, with
Baird, which is controlled by GB,
having a $7,500,000 investment.

British Acoustics suit versus RCA
and Erpi, now being tried in Wil-
mington, will have its oral hearing
on April 7, Javal said. He expects
to be here until the Fair opens late

in April.

Grants Para. Injunction

in Blumenthal's Suit

Supreme Court Justice Samuel I.

Rosenman on Friday granted a tem-
porary injunction to Paramount re-
straining Ben Blumenthal from pros-
ecuting action against the company
in England on the ground that Para-
mount Pictures, is not subject to
English jurisdiction. He directed an
early trial of Blumenthal's suit.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
1939-40 Production

By GEORGE H. MORRIS

DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION: Widespread ac-

tivity in planning 1939-40 production
schedules by majors featured seven-
day span. Returned to New York
from the Coast, George J. Schaefer,
RKO-Radio prexy disclosed a tenta-
tive line-up of 48 attractions, includ-
ing several specials, at an aggregate
cost of some $20,000,000. Coinci-
dentally, it was learned from sources
close to 20th-Fox that company is

figuring on an all-time high budget
of approximately $30,000,000 cover-
ing 52 pictures, with accent on the
high bracketed group. Jack Cohn,
Columbia v.p., arriving from Holly-
wood, indicated that the company's
new season plans call for matching
numerically the 1938-39 output with
40 features, 16 westerns, and a sharp
jump in the "A" films. Indication of
what Warners' British plan will be,

were discussed by Jerome Jackson,
production exec for WB at Tedding-
ton, incoming on the He de France
for home office confabs with Sam E.
Morris. Current proposal is for ex-
penditure of about $5,000,000 there
for 13 to 15 pix.

* * *

LEGISLATION: Events moved
rapidly in the North Dakota arena,
with Governor John Moses signing
on Monday the bill repealing the
N. D. theater divorcement act, while
Government probers were on the
ground. Before signature, it was re-

ported that U. S. Attorney General
Frank Murphy contacted the Gov-
ernor and asked latter to give seri-

ous consideration to effect of repeal
bill in light of the Federal litigation

in New York along similar lines.
* * *

DALLAS CASE: Interstate and
Texas Consolidated Theaters were
declared to be filing motion for re-
he_aring of Dallas case before the
U." S. Supreme Court, and indie ex-
hibs. throughout the nation were de-
clared seeking clearance adjustments
on their product contracts with dis-

tribs., and the majors continued con-
sidering filing an appeal.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Atlas Corp.'s re-

port showed company had increased
investment in RKO Corp. to $3,884,-

014, a boost of some $700,000 since
April 30, 1938. Paramount holdings
were listed as slightly less than a
year ago.

FOREIGN
PRODUCTION: Columbia, it was

disclosed, is planning to make a
number of pix in Argentina via a
deal afoot with undesignated inter-
ests there. Deal, it was pointed out,

would give the company valuable
feature properties for distribution in
the entire South and Central Ameri-
can fields. It was also learned that

DR. GIANNINI HEADS

BOARD OF IMPERADK

(Continued from Page 1)

in England for RKO world-wid^£is
tribution, with Wilcox making^f-ail
able Anna Neagle for Hollywooi
RKO pix.

Under the revised plans, Imperadi'
will make three to four at Denham
first of which will be the Lord Kit
chener subject, while Imperadio',

first in Hollywood will be a Techni
color feature starring Miss Neagle
Latter will sail in two weeks. Mean
while, British interests must approvi
the subject selected by Wilcox anc

Schaefer.

Kitchener film will have an all-stai

British cast of Hollywood players
while a leading U. S. male star wil
be cast opposite Miss Neagle.
The new setup also calls for an ex

change of publicity personnel, it is

stated.

Imperadio's board will embrace
seven, three directors each being
nominated by the U. S. and British
interests. Seventh and neutral mem-
ber will be chairman. Designated as
the latter is Dr. A. H. Giannini, for-
mer UA prexy. Schaefer and Wilcox
are the first nominees by the Ameri-
can and British groups. Wilcox will

function as managing director.

Reisman Inspection Trip

Abroad to Span 8 Weeks

Phil Reisman, foreign sales mana-
ger of RKO-Radio, also sailed from
New York on Saturday aboard the
Queen Mary for England and the
Continent, where he will spend about
eight weeks on what is described as
an inspection trip.

Joseph Friedman, Columbia's Euro-
pean manager, is surveying current-
ly the French market for suitable
features for organization's 1939-40
program.

* * *

TELEVISION: Theatrical televi-

sion made debuts in London with
BBC telecasting programs to the
Tatler Theater, Charing Cross Rd.,
and the Marble Arch Pavilion, Alex-
andra Palace. Last week, official

BBC figures for 1938 showed, that
over 18 per cent of total program
time occupied by television was de-
voted to pix. This represents 172
hours out of total of 957.

And iV© Wisecracks
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Following their appearance

in "Family Reunion," Warners will co-
star Priscilla Lane and Jeffrey Lynn in

"Give Me a Child," studio announces.
Same players appear in "Yes, My

Darling Daughter."
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Telecast Relay System Developed by RCA's Engineers

PENNSYLVANIA TO APPEAL CHAIN STORE TAX CASE

RKO Plan Confirmation Looms; Rockefeller Claim Cut

3*

-•'•I

1:3

:.l

Schein Group Battles for Rep-

resentation on Co.'s

New Board
Federal Judge Bondy, at the RKO

! reorg. hearing yesterday, indicated

he will confirm the plan, over-rule
technical objections to it, and sign

the order after question of represen-

tation of minority stockholders has
been considered.

Latter point was raised by Joseph
M. Cohen, associate counsel for the

Independent Stockholders' Commit-
tee championed by George L. Schein.

Judge Bondy said that the group
•hould be represented by someone

(Continued on Page 6)

RCA HAS $6,614,434

INVESTMENT IN RKO

;

j» •

RCA has an investment of $6,614,-

434.75 in RKO Corp., according to

the annual report to the stockhold-
ers released yesterday. Report shows
gross income of $99,968,109.58 and
a net of $7,412,072.42, equivalent to

30 cents a share on outstanding.
Earned surplus at Dec. 31 last was
$19,061,504.10.
Report says that the RKO invest-

i Continued on Page 3)

Mass Exhib. Found Guilty

in Bank Night Test Case

Boston — Roy E. Heffner, junior-

manager of the Key Theater, Mid-
dlesboro, was found guilty Monday
of operating Bank Night in viola-
tion of the anti-lottery laws of

(Continued on Page 6)

Pix Censorship Measure
Before Arkansas House

Little Rock, Ark.—A bill intro-

duced in the House here by Rep.
Darnell provides state censorship of
motion picture films.

Oklahoma City—The theater cen-

(Coutinued on Page 6)

Production Spurts; 49 Pix Before Cameras
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Forty-nine pictures are before Hollywood cameras, M-C-M heading
the list with 10. Paramount and Warner Bros, are making seven each; 20th Century-
Fox, six Columbia. Universal and Republic, four each; Monogram, two. RKO, Coldwyn,
Roach, Katiman and Arcadia, one each.

WOMEN WIN TWO BIG

MOVIE QUIZ PRIZES

The two big winners in the movie
quiz contest were women, it was an-
nounced last night. Mrs. Elizabeth
C. Benincasa of Los Angeles and
Mrs. Laura W. Carpenter of Barber-
ton, O., were informed that thev
would receive $50,000 and $25,000
respectively for their entries in the
contest.

Mrs. Benincasa was told of her
(Continued on Page 6)

100 Okla. Indie Exhibs.

Planning Buying Combine

Oklahoma City—Approximately a
hundred indie exhibs. from over the
state are set to gather in Oklahoma
City some time within the next two
months to formulate a group to pur-
chase equipment and product in com-
petition with circuits now operating

(Continued on Page 6)

THEMES IMPRESSING

EXHIBS.—SGHLAIFER

Exhibitors are showing a greater
interest in story, subject and theme
of a picture and are refusing to

place complete dependence on the
drawing power of a star's name, it

was observed by J. L. Schlaifer,

United Artists' general sales man-
ager for the western division, during
a six-week tour of the middle and
far west.

Schlaifer, who returned Sunday,
(Continued on Page 3)

20th-Fox Planning Three
in Technicolor Next Year

Production plans of 20th-Fox for
the 1939-40 season tentatively call

for at least three pictures to be
done in Technicolor. Shirley Tem-
ple is expected to be starred in one,
with "Drums Along The Mohawk"

(Continued on Page 6)

Automatic Stations 20 Miles Apart

Planned by RCA to Relay Telecasts

"Blackwell's Island" Gets
Censor Okay, Goes in Globe

Warners' "Blackwell's Island"
finally goes into the Globe, New
York, tomorrow.

Pix for a time Saturday was sched-
uled to sub for "Devil's Island," but
gave way to "Yes, My Darling

(Continued on Page 6)

RCA engineers have developed an
ultra-short-wave system solving
problem of "bouncing" tele pictures
from city to city, it is reported.

Plan is to relay telecasts via au-
tomatic stations located on high
towers, buildings or hills, with re-
lays located about 20 miles apart.
The first line is planned to link New
York and Washington, with Phila-

(Continued on Page 3)

Who's who in production, who they are, what If it is about pictures or picture people you
they did all told in the 1939 Year Book.—Advt. will find it in the Year Book.—Advt.

Attorney General Recommends
Fight to Uphold Right

to Tax
Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania's

right to impose a chain store and
theater tax will be fought out in the
Supreme Court, it was virtually as-
sured yesterday.
Attorney General Claude Reno has

recommended to Governor James that
an appeal be taken from the de-
cision of Dauphin County Judge
William Hargest granting perma-
nent injunctions against the en-
forcement of the 1937 statute.

Warners as well as chain store
(Continued on Page 3)

AISNER TO PRODUCE

4 FEATURES IN EAST

Plans to produce four pictures a
year at Eastern studios were an-
nounced yesterday by Robert Aisner,
French producer. Tentative budget
of $300,000 per pix is planned, with
first production scheduled to be
started in four weeks. Films will be
made at Eastern Service or Biograph
studios.

Aisner plans to draw on the stage
(Continued on Page 3)

License Needed for Stage

Shows, Moss Warns Exhibs.

Drive against all theaters in New
York City presenting stage attrac-
tions without a theatrical license
will be instigated by Paul Moss, Li-
cense Commissioner. Moss opened
his campaign by closing the Skouras-

(Continued on Page 6)

Jack L. Warner to Remain
in East for Sales Parley

Jack L. Warner, Burbank studio's
production chief, arrived in New
York yesterday for home office hud-
dles preliminary to the company's
sales convention here March 13-14.
Warner, it is understood, will re-
main for the meeting.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 % 1 % 1 Vl
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 11 11 11 — %
East. Kodak 1711/4 1703/4 1711/4— %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 13% 13V4 13%
Loew's, Inc 49% 493/8 49% + Vs

do pfd 107V4 1071/, IO71/4 + 1/4

Paramount 11 1/4 11 llVg
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 11% 1 1 % 11% + %
Pathe Film 9% 9 9 — %
RKO 23/8 2V4 23/8 + %
20th Century-Fox . . 24% 233/4 233/4 ....

20th Century-Fox pfd. 33 313/4 313/4 — 1 1/4
Univ. Pict. pfd 76 75% 75% + %
Warner Bros 57/8 53/4 5% + %
do pfd 42 42 42

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww., ..100 1/2 100% 100%— 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 .101% 101 101

Para. Picts. cv.3V4s47 84% 84% 84% + Vs
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 98'A 93 98V4 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 1/4 1 % T/4 — %
Technicolor 19% 19V4 19% + Vl
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 77/8 7?/8 77/8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

NTS Convention In Chi.

Chicago — The National Theater
Supply Co. will hold a two-day sales

meeting at the Palmer House, March
3-4 with district manager T. S.

Hunt in charge.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRvant 9-5600

SECURITY

4LCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;
T

• • • A LOT of theater circuit buyers have been passing it up

as of no importance they gave as their reason that the American

public wasn't interested in the playing of Paderewski when the

gents who control the production tried to book "Moonlight Sonata"

showing the great composer at the piano playing that masterpiece

and what has happened? on Sunday Ignace Jan Paderewski

opened his twentieth American concert tour with an hour's recital over

a national hookup on NBC with an audience conservatively esti-

mated at 50.000,000 now with the entire nation suddenly Pade-

rewski-conscious after one of the most sensational musical programs

the radio has ever known the picture is a bonanza for the

most outstanding rendition by the great master on his program was. . . .

"Moonlight Sonata" oh. well, mebbe 50 million Americans are

wrong and these theater circuit buyers are right

T T T
• • • TRIBUTE to Ray Johnston prexy of Monogram

on the occasion of his 25th anniversary in the biz to be

paid by AMPA at the luncheon Thursday at the Astor on

the dais with Ray will be Scott Dunlap and Trem Carr of the

production end entertainers will include Helen Westley and
Bert Frohmaji after the luncheon, members will elect a

nominating committee who will later select next year's officers

... • Francis Doublier, picture pioneer since the early days

of Lumiere in France, will show "Lost Reels In Movie History"

at the Keynote Forum, 201 West 52nd St on Thursday at

8:30 p.m included in the reels will be the very first movie,

first newsreel, first synchronized sound film, clips of Sarah Bern-
hard, Nazimova, Turpin, etc Merritt Crawford will preside

as chairman

Mt. Vernon Police Urge
End of Games in State

Questionnaire sent out by State
Bureau of Municipal Information to
40 New York cities elicited answers
from 13 police heads that lotto,

bingo, keno, etc., are not permitted
; n their municipalities.

Mount Vernon proferred the sug-
gestion that a movement be fos-
tered throughout the state to end
games in theaters, churches and in
private clubs.

New York City police department
said that bingo and other games are
"in violation of the provisions of the
penal law on lottery and are not
tolerated"; adding that two convic-
tions on the practice were affirmed
by the Court of Appeals.

Kingston police department said
that "bank night, bingo and the
like" should all be characterized as
gambling and in violation of the
laws" and that "interpretation of
this law by the courts is altogether
too liberal."

Suspends Dr. Towne Nylander
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The NLRB yester-

day suspended Dr. Towne Nylander
as regional director at Los Angeles.

U. S. Supreme Court Silent

on Pending Ascap Cases

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The U. S. Supreme

Court failed to hand down decisions
in the Ascap cases yesterday. The
court will hear arguments in Doug-
las Fairbanks tax case today. Ar-
thur F. Driscoll and William Stan-
ley represent Fairbanks.

Chi. Operators to Get
Partial Cut Restoration

Chicago—Members of the Chicago
Operators Union will receive 5 per
cent raise in wages on March 1.

This equals one-half of the 10 per
cent voluntary cut taken last sea-
son, to aid Chicago theaters to cope
with poor summer business.

Join M of T Staff
Appointment of James L. Wolcott

and Alan Brown to the staff of The
March of Time was announced yes-
terday by Louis de Rochemont. Wol-
cott for the past four years has been
in Coast production at the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studios, while Brown
comes from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
He was for several years West
Coast editorial representative of
Time and Life magazines.

cominc mid Goim

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th-Fo
leaves for the Coast this week.

NATE J. BLUMBERC, Universal prexy, r<

turned to the home office yesterday from tl

Coast.

W. C. MICHEL, 20th-Fox executive vie.

prexy, has returned to the home office after
brief stay in Florida.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount prP *
r(

turned to his desk yesterday after a'fToric
vacation.

JESSE L. LASKY is currently in Chicago.

W. J. HEINEMAN, Universal's Western sal.

manager, left for the Coast yesterday, an !

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Eastern sales manage
follows in a few days.

DAVE MILLER, Universal district manager i

Cleveland, and MRS. MILLER, have sailed c

a West Indies cruise.

W. C. CHESBROUCH, of the Chesbrough cii

cuit in Cincinnati, is on a West Indies cruis

SONJA HENIE, MARC CONNELLY, LEE SHU
BERT, JOHN SHUBERT and MRS. J. J. SHU
BERT, arrive on the Nomandie today after
cruise to South America.

MILTON SHUBERT has returned to the Coa
from New York.

JAMES COSTON, Warner zone manager i

Chicago, leaves for a Florida vacation th

week.

ALEX HELPERIN, Warner theater film buyc !

sails March 17 for a cruise.

BUDD SCHULBERG and MAURICE RAPF, cc

authors of "Winter Carnival," next Walt<
Wanger production, have left for the Coa;
after three weeks at Hanover, N. H.

SLAVKO VORKAPICH, montage expert, hi,

returned to the Coast.

L. W. CONROW, president of Altec, leave

^morrow for Detroit, Chicago and the Coast o

business.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sale

nanager for Warners, returned yesterday frot

the Middlewest, and left last night for

trip to branches in Pittsburgh, Washingto
^nd Ph illy ; returning here Thursday.

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' Southern an
Western sales manager, returned yesterday fror

i trip to Chicago, Denver and Kansas City.

DON AMECHE, 20th-Fox star, DOROTH'
' AMOUR. Paramount star, and BERCEN an
MCCARTHY, arrive from the Coast next wee
to conduct the Chase & Sanborn hour for tw
weeks from New York.

MARY ASTOR is here from the Coast.

Pathe Lab. Organized
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., new com

pany formed as a result of the ap
proval of the Pathe Film realign

ment plan, was organized over th<

week-end in New Jersey and wa:

licensed yesterday by New Yorl

State to do business. Officers of th<

company will be announced today.

Best wishes from
to the following

THE FILM DAILY
on their birthday:

FEBRUARY 28

William Wellman

Irving Briskin
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'A. TO APPEAL CHAIN

STORE TAX DECISION

{Continued from Page 1)

iterests had challenged the act's

institutionality.

Jo Further Pa. Film Taxes

During the Next Two Years

arrisburg, Pa.—The motion pic-

ire industry in Pennsylvania will

ot be subjected to further taxa-
on during the next two years, it

as indicated last night in the budg-
; message of Gov. Arthur H. James,
he temporary amusement tax on
aeaters ended last July 21.

CA's Investment in RKO
Reaches Total of $6,614,434

.

{Continued from Page 1)

lent is represented by 55,254 1/10
hares of common stock and $4,-

85,550.21 of 10-year debentures,

turing the year, $500,000 was re-

vived from the sales of RKO se-

urities, under the Atlas option
greement. Report cites a loss of

1101,312.25 on the sale.

It is disclosed that if the RKO
eorg. plan becomes operative RCA
rill receive and hold 44,855 shares
f new RKO preferred, 316,820
hares of new common and 555,254
ption warrants.
With reference to Photophone

ound equipment, the report states

hat the division has contracts to

ervice sound equipment in 24 per
ent more theaters than a year ago.

."?

Theme Value Impressing

Exhibs, Schlaifer Finds

' m

r

;•:

(Continued from Page 1)

stressed the fact that the "play's
he thing" insofar as exhibitors he
•ontacted were' concerned. Stars are
mportant, he said yesterday, but
i vital theme and an exciting back-
ground offer more selling punch to

in exhibitor than he can get out of
ill but a few stars.

Indications are that a decisive up-
urn in theater business will pre-
vail this Spring, Schlaifer said, bas-
ng his opinion on observations made
luring his trip.

Selling of this season's UA prod-
uct is practically complete in his
livision, Schlaifer stated, adding
hat nearly every possible situation
las been closed.

Milton Shubert Talks

Deal With Major Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Milton Shubert has

returned from a quick trip to New
York. He is now negotiating a
berth with a major studio and is also
casting for two Broadway stage
shows which he will present in the
near future. Shubert last was with
iWarners.

803 Cold to \ otU'-\ ision's Overtures
Application of Vode-Vision to Local 803, musicians' union, for the use of union

men to record its shows, was turned down yesterday. VV backers are scheduled to
meet with their attorneys this afternoon to draft a letter to Joseph N. Weber, AFM
prexy. Application will go to Weber for approval or rejection, with a time limit

of five to 10 days set for an answer. In event Weber turns it down, the case will

be taken to court.

French Producer Will

Make 4 Films in East

(Continued from Page 1)

for most of his talent and will sign
a prominent Coast director for the
first picture. Story properties are
already lined up for the four pic-

tures scheduled this year. Pix are
aimed principally at American mar-
ket, with all English dialogue and
casts. No distribution deal has been
closed yet.

Name of producing company, Her-
aut Films, has been registered in N.
Y. State.

Lampert Out of Hospital

After Stay of Five Months

Colchester, Conn.—Nathan Lam-
pert, operator of five rural theaters,

has returned to his home here after
a six months' stay in a Poughkeepsie
hospital as a result of an auto acci-

dent in which he sustained a broken
knee.
Dan Cummings, Paramount, New

Haven stage manager, is in the
Hartford Hospital following an auto
crash in which he was injured.

More Indie Exhibs. Enroll

for Rogers Memorial Drive

Enrollments of indie exhibs. to

date in the Will Rogers Memorial
drive are ahead of the number re-

corded for the same period last year,
when the total enrollment was 6,019.

The drive starts April 20.

Harold Raives Promoted
Syracuse, N. Y.—Harold Raives,

who has been managing the Para-
mount here for the RKO-Schine
pool, goes to Buffalo as booker for
the 12 Buffalo and Rochester Schine
houses. His successor here is Earl
Wright, formerly handling publicity

for the Loew-Poli circuit.

RKO Books Papal Pix

One reel featurette being distrib-

uted by Guaranteed Pictures Co.,

Inc., entitled "Pius XI, The Pope Of
Peace," has been booked for the en-
tire RKO Metropolitan circuit.

"Oh, Say Can You See—"
Starting this week, all Loew's the-

aters will open and close each day
with a screen rendition of the "Star
Spangled Banner." Audiences may
join in the singing, if they wish.

Projection Room Fire
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fire at a private pro-

jection room drove Samuel Goldwvn
and James Roosevelt from the Gold-
wyn offices yesterday.

RKO-Schine Pool Acquires

First Nabe in Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y.—RKO-Schine pool

adds a fifth house and its first nabe
theater tomorrow when it takes over
the Palace, Eastwood, on a 10-year
lease from Alfred Di Bella, owner
and operator. Di Bella expects to

acquire the Roxy, East Syracuse,
next month. Roxy is now dark.
Henry Jacobson was the last opera-
tor.

Improvements to the property will

follow an inventory, it is under-
stood.

While reports are current here
that the pool plans a first-run pol-

icy at the Palace, it is probable the
present policy will be continued.

Schines are transferring James P.

McAllister from Ogdensburg to the
Palace.

Blumberg Will Participate

in Product Talks by Phone

Discussions on Universal's next
season's program will start late this

week at the studios when W. A.
Scully, general sales manager, re-

turns from Honolulu. Attending the
huddles will be W. J. Heineman and
F. J. A. McCarthy, Western and
Eastern sales managers, respective-
ly, Cliff Work and Matty Fox.
Nate J. Blumberg, who returned

yesterday from the Coast, plans to

be in constant telephonic communi-
cation with the sessions.

Community Circuit Plans

$250,000 Cleveland House

Cleveland—Max Lefkowich, prexy
of Community Circuit Theaters, has
signed a 20-year lease with the
Fairmount Circle Co. for a 1,500-seat

de luxe house to be included in a
new Shaker Heights business devel-

opment at Fairmount and North
Park Boulevards. The theater, to

cost in the neighborhood of $350,000,
will be built during the current
year. The Community Circuit owns
and is interested in approximately
20 theaters in the Greater Cleveland
area.

Gleckler Rites Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held in North Hollywood today
for Robert P. Gleckler, 49, veteran
character actor of screen and stage
who died at his home there on Sun-
day of uremic poisoning. During
a period of 15 years he played in

pictures produced by Paramount,
Warners, UA, Pathe, and 20th-Fox.
Interment will be in Forest Lawn
Cemetery, Glendale.

Surviving are his widow, the for-

mer Adelaide Kendall, actress, and
three children.

TELE RELAY SYSTEM

DEVELOPED BY RCA

(Continued from Page 1)

delphia and Baltimore included in

circuit. With this system in opera-
tion by 1941 it is hoped that tele set
owners in the metropolitan area will

witness on tele screens the Presiden-
tial inaugural.

Option on three sites for tele aer-
ials atop Chicago buildings,—those
of the Opera, Board of Trade and
Marshall Field,—are held by NBC,
RCA subsidiary.

In connection with subject of na-
tion-wide tele expansion, C. W. Far-
rier, NBC television official, points
out that, assuming television would
be extended to the 96 principal mar-
kets of U. S. within a few years,
the science would still serve only
about 5 per cent of nation's area,
but would embrace nearly 50 per
cent of the population.

Representatives of RCA state that
public interest in television at San
Francisco's Golden Gate Exposition
is exceeding all expectations, and
that during two-day celebration
marking Fair's opening, more than
10,000 persons marched past electric

camera to be televised at rate of 15
persons per minute. Four tele re-

ceivers in reception room enabled
visitors to see daily parade of faces
on screen.

Scophony's Large-Screen

Tele For London's Odeon

London (By Cable)—Large-screen
Scophony television programs will

be shown at the London Odeon The-
ater, Leicester Square, according to

S. Sagall, Scophony president, al-

though he refused to name a defi-

nite date, but possibly in time to

televise the Derby. Pictures shown
will be 12 by 16 'feet, he said. He
also stated that efforts were being
made by his company to obtain a
permit to provide a separate tele

service to cinemas equipped for big
screen. "I confidently forecast that
the cinema industry within two
years from now will see the begin-
ning of a separate television service

for cinemas."

Bloomingdale's Will Have
Television Installation

Bloomingdale's will be the first

New York City department store to

be equipped for television, it was
confirmed yesterday.

For a 16 mm. Trade Ass'n

Some 30 representatives of com-
panies in the 16 mm. field met last

night at Rosoff's restaurant to make
plans for a 16 mm. trade associa-
tion. W. K. Hedwig of Nu-Art was
chairman of the meeting at which a
committee of five was named to

draw up by-laws and make a charter
application. Another meeting will

be held soon.
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TRUE STORIES FROM ALTEC FILES

Nat M. Williams,
General Manager of the

Interstate Enterprises

Thomasville, Ga.

Survey Prevents

Serious Blaze in

Theatre in South

THOMASVILLE, GA.—"Not satisfied with

making his regular inspections of the

sound equipment in our theatres, our

Altec inspector, L. W. McClung, took it

upon himself to make all our people 'fire-

extinguisher conscious.' He personally

made a survey of extinguishers in the

Rose, Mode and Ritz in Thomasville, the

Pine in Pelham, Ga., the Ilex, in Quit-

man, Ga., and the Shaw and Roxy in

Quincy, Fla.," said Nat. M. Williams,

General Manager, Interstate Enterprises.

"Within less than a week after Mc-
Clung made his survey, we had a fire in

the Shaw Theatre, at Quincy, Fla. The fire

was put under control with a minor loss,

but if McClung hadn't made that survey,

it could have resulted in a serious prop-

erty loss, to say nothing of the possibility

of panic among the patrons.

"What the Altec man did wasn't part

of his work, but such extra and unsolicited

service certainly makes for an exhibitor's

peace of mind."

The regular inspections of an Altec Service

inspector guard your theatre against emer-

gency breakdowns. Without obligation, let

the Altec inspector in your locality ex-

plain the advantages of an Altec Service

Agreement. Write to—

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

RKO REORG. PLAN

CONFIRMATION LOOMS

{Continued from Page 1)

of their choice. Discussion centered
around whether Ferdinand Eber-
stadt should do so or whether an-
other additional director should not
be named.

Affiliations and qualifications of
the proposed directors came before
the Court for argument, the pro-
ponent Atlas Group submitting the
following classification of those sug-
gested for the board: For Atlas,
Floyd B. Odium, N. Peter Rathvon,
and Conde Nast; for Lehman Bros.,
Frederick L. Ehrman, RCA,—James
G. Harbord, Lunsford P. Yandell;
Rockefeller Center,—John E. Par-
sons, W. G. Van Schmus; Time, Inc.
— (holders of some $750,000 of
Pathe notes, unsecured claims)
Thomas P. Durell; Management,

—

George J. Schaefer, Ned E. Depinet;
Unsecured Creditors, L. Lawrence
Green; Independent Stockholders,

—

Ferdinand Eberstadt.
Affiliation of Floyd B. Odium and

W. G. Van Schmus were also
brought up by plan's opponents.
Latter also launched attack on the
plan's provisions re Atlas underwrit-
ing the new issue, and declared At-
las should furnish definite proof that
such underwriting would be under-
taken.

Otto C. Doering, Jr., told Judge
Bondy Rockefeller Center has con-
sented to reduce the amount of stock
allotted to it, cutting the figure
down from 415,000 shares to 400,000.

Mar. 13 at 4 p.m. in Room 1506,
Federal Court, was set for next hear-
ing, to keep proceedings open.

License Needed for Stage

Shows, Moss Warns Exhibs.

(.Continued from Page 1)

operated Granada, in Corona, for a
short time over the week-end fol-

lowing presentation of a 12-scene
drama.
Moss asserted yesterday that

stage attractions in houses not
equipped and licensed for this type
of entertainment presented numerous
dangers. Fire and accident precau-
tions were prominent on his list of
objections. "The action against -the

Granada can serve as a warning that
theaters must comply with regula-
tions and we intend to see that they
are complied with," Moss said.

The Granada was closed from Fri-
day night to six o'clock Saturday
night.

Pix Censorship Measure
Before Arkansas House

(Continued from Page 1)

sorship and Sunday closing measure
introduced into the state legislature

and now in committee is being given
serious consideration by state the-
ater men. It is felt that this bill is

the only one of a number of theater
bills introduced so far that has any
chance of passing.

Yes, Indeed
Dallas—All in the spirit of good,

clean fun, Tommy Howell, manager of

the Bison Theater, is staging a diaper

changing contest in connection with
"How to Raise a Baby." Entrants in-

clude Earl Holt, Dallas city council

candidate.

"Blackwell's Island" Gets

Censor Okay, Goes in Globe

(Continued from Page 1)

Daughter" for a Broadway day-and-
date with the Strand, due to the
fact that the motion picture divis-

ion of the State Department of Edu-
cation had not acted as yet on
"Blackwell's Island." Division's re-

viewers saw the pix Saturday but
wanted further time to consider it;

second screening yesterday resulted
in an okay without a single cut.

Both the Strand and the Globe
did heavy biz with "Daughter"
again yesterday, pix benefiting from
the press build-up occasioned by the
censorial controversy.

Charlie Einfeld, Warners' ad-pub-
licity head, confirming the New
York and Washington withdrawal
of "Devil's Island," said the com-
pany's future action was undecided.
He said no official French protests
had been received.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Remaining local

bookings of "Devil's Island," have
been canceled, the company's Cap-
itol zone office announces.
The French Embassy revealed it

had received "scores of letters" from
Americans as well as Frenchmen in

America protesting the picture as
"unfair" and depicting cruelty to

"Devil Island" prisoners. However,
Embassy officials said that no "offi-

cial" protest to Warners had been
made.

While a press cable from Paris
yesterday stated that import per-
mits for Warner Bros, pictures
would be suspended for two months,
Jacques Truelle, counselor to the.

French Embassy here, denied the
report. He said "there were no
threats of any kind."

20th-Fox Planning Three

in Technicolor Next Year

(Continued from Page 1)

probably another. Third will prob-
ably also be in the action category.

Execs, point out that "Kentucky"
and "Jesse James", both in color,

are piling up tremendous grosses,

and the new Shirley Temple color

production, "The Little Princess," in

pre-release engagements gives prom-
ise of being her biggest grosser.

Oscar Dellheim Dead
Rockland, Me. — Oscar Dellheim,

53, projectionist in local theaters for
the past 25 years, was found dead
in his apartment.

Frank Pearlman Dead
Chicago—Frank Pearlman, of the

National Theater Supply Co. is dead
from a heart attack.

WOMEN WIN TWO BIG

MOVIE QUIZ PRIZE!

(Continued from Page 1)

good fortune at the Fox Theatei
San Francisco, while Mrs. Carper
ter received her good news a a

Loew's Theater, in Akron, O.
Approximately 7,200 motion pic

ture theaters in the United State
and Canada participated in tlp^n
nouncement of winners last nrgm.
Winners of the two $10,000 prize

are J. Howell Talley of Birming
ham, Ala., and Mary Hilton o
Nashville, Tenn.
The five $5,000 prizes were award

ed to Will Wayne of Los Angeles
Conrad James of Maspeth, L. I

Nellie M. King of Springfield, Mo.
Dan C. Haley of Goose Creek, Tex.*
and Miss Vera Horgan of Mobile
Ala.
The five $2,000 prizes went t<

Lucinda von Kamecke of Los An
geles, Raymond K. Visconti of De
troit, Helen Beane Faxon of Ne-v
York City, Betty Finch of Denve:
and Joe Mowatt of Toronto, Can I

ada.
Winners of the ten $1,000 prize<

are: Miss Birdie Jackson of Astoria
L. I., Helen Kyle Bernard of Syra
cuse, N. Y., Alfred D. Bishop o:

j

Bremerton, Wash., Rae Clarhai
Phillips of Philadelphia, Mrs. Jo
seph E. Spuller of Akron, O., Fran
ces E. Hotalen of Hazelton, Pa.
Henry Roemer of Kansas City, Mo.
E. R. Morrison of Cleveland Heights
O., Mrs. Edna Rock Robertson oJ

Rye, N. Y., and Mrs. William B
Mullen of Fall River, Mass.

In addition, there were 5,380 othei
winners who received awards rang-
ing from $10 to $500. There were
650 winners in Greater New York.

100 Okla. Indie Exhibs.

Planning Buying Combine

(Continued from Page 1)

in the state, Film Daily has learned
None of the backers will talk foi

publication but it is known that a

large group of independent men have
pledged their support to the move
At the same time it is understood
that a high official of the Depart-
ment of Justice has promised to come
from Washington for an address at

the meeting and private discussions
with men attending with regard to

anti-trust matters.
It is also understood that the

present efforts being expended to

organize an Allied unit in Oklahoma
will be brought to a head.

Mass Exhib. Found Guilty

in Bank Night Test Case

(Continued from Page 1)

Massachusetts in Norfolk and Ply-
mouth counties by Judge James
Hurley of Superior Court.

This test case has been pending
for some time. George S. Ryan,
defense attorney filed exceptions,
and Roy E. Heffner, New England
distributor of Bank Night, plans to

bring the case before the Supreme
Court.
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* the public will thank Harry Cohn congratulates

exhibitors who RE-BOOK IT! Frank Capra for winning again

*M the Award for Best Direction

Wife MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Sold Exclusive From Any Columbia Group



THIS IS MURDER!

CALL IN MR.WONG!
In all Frisco . . . only

one man had the

cunning to pierce the

web of intrigue that

led to the lair of an

invisible killer!

//

More tingling mystery
thrills from the new Chinese
detective sensation!

boris

Mymw op
MrMCW

WITH

GRANT WITHERS
DOROTHY TREE
CRAIG REYNOLDS

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH
Associate Producer WILLIAM LACKEY

Screenplay by Scott Darling • Based on
the "James Lee Wong" series in Collier's

Magazine written by Hugh Wiley

A MONOGRAM PICTURE
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Completion of Trade Reform Draft is Expected

769 PIXJELEASED IN U. S. IN '38; IMPORTS RISE

.oew's Directors Set to Rename N. M. Schenck Today
Board Re-elected by Stock-

holders at Shortest Meet-
ing on Record

In a meeting which probably set

a record for brevity, Loew's stock-

holders yesterday re-elected all di-

rectors of the

^P"—79IHH "omPan y- The
I board today
I is scheduled
I to re - elect

I Nicholas M.
I Schenck t o

I the presi-
^L I dency as well

^ I as the entire

I slate of of-

^k I ficers.

^k mJ In contrast

|^_ I to the stock-^^^^

—

l^^™ holders'
N. m. schenck meeting last

year when a

minority group protested against
(Continued on Page 6)

STOCKHOLDER SUING

LOEW'S AND EXECS.

Wilmington, Del.—Arnold Herr-
mann of New York, a stockholder
of Loew's, Inc., yesterday filed in

the Court of Chancery a bill of com-
plaint against Loew's and its officers

(Continued on Page 7)

Philly Clearance Reduction

Follows S-W Admish Cuts

Philadelphia—First change in in-

die clearance as the result of the
Stanley-Warner price cuts takes

{Continued on Page 6)

I

Operation Telecast
A television broadcast by wire will be

made later this week at the Israel Zion
Hospital, Brooklyn, when internes will
witness all details of an operation by
television. A camera will be installed
above the operating tables and a re-
ceiver will be located in another room.
American Television Co. arranged the
experiment.

Loew's Gross and Net Ahead—Rubin
Loew's gross and net during the current period are slightly above those for the

corresponding period last year, J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and general counsel,
stated yesterday following the annual stockholders' meeting. Rubin could not estimate
the percentage of gain, explaining that the increase was too small to set a figure.

"We are holding our own, plus a little more," Rubin said.

Rival British Television Interests

Compete for Foothold in U. S. Field

Race between rival British tele-

vision interests to gain the first

foothold in the lucrative American
market was indicated yesterday
when it was learned that Solomon
Sagall, managing director of Sco-
phony, plans to sail shortly from
London to consummate pending
deals for the manufacture of sets,

an exhibit at the New York World's
Fair and the construction of a

broadcasting station. These steps
would be taken through an Ameri-
can affiliate.

Sagall's early arrival, observers
felt, was influenced by the recent
announcement by Ian Javal, com-
mercial director of Baird Television,
that the GB-affiliated company was
ready to enter the American field.

Sagall, before he ended his first

(Continued on Page 7)

Para, to Plug Outstanding Pix with Tele Trailers

Paramount, directly tied in with
commercial television via its finan-

cial interest in DuMont, plans to

merchandise its pix through the
medium of specially produced tele

trailers, it was said yesterday by
Neil Agnew, Para, sales chief.

Not only will the trailers be
televised from the new DuMont

transmitter now being tested at
Montclair, N. J., but other televis-
ion stations will be utilized. Ex-
perimental transmission on a com-
plete scale is expected to start with-
in two weeks at Montclair.

First tele trailers in all probabil-
ity will plug "Union Pacific" and

(Continued on Page 7)

Final Trade Reform Draft Seen Near/

Myers is Reported Invited to Sit In

N. D. House Com. Reports

Out Anti-Ascap Measure

Bismarck, N. D.—A Senate meas-
ure which would require organiza-
tions controlling music copyrights to
file lists of their numbers and pay
a three per cent tax on gross earn-
ings was recommended out for pas-
sage by the House Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Completion of a final draft of a
fair trade practice plan is expected
within the next two or three days, it

was learned yesterday following a
meeting of distributors and attor-
neys at the Hotel Astor. Another
meeting is scheduled for today and
it is possible that all details relative
to the plan may be worked out.
W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for the

distributors' committee, is scheduled
(Continued on Page 12)

Total Only Nine Below 37
Figure Despite U. S.

Production Slump
Feature films released in the U.

S. during the calendar year of 1938
totaled 769, a drop of only nine pic-

tures from the 1937 level, comple-
tion of an annual survey conducted
by The Film Daily discloses.

This result is noteworthy, since
production by majors and indies re-
spectively, aimed at the supply of
product to the nation's screens, was
rather sharply curtailed, the majors
making available 346 attractions of
domestic origin as compared with
393 in 1937, while the indies' 1938

(Continued on Page 6)

MONOGRAM PLANNING

30, INCREASE OF FOUR

Monogram probably will produce
30 features, an increase of four over
the current season, for the 1939-40
program, Scott Dunlap, vice-presi-
dent in charge of production, said
yesterday in New York. However,
the company's new lineup will not
be determined before May when the

(Continued on Page 12)

Rubin Will Study Contract
Draft of Dramatists' Guild

Completed draft of a proposed
new contract between film compa-
nies and the Dramatists Guild will
be studied this week by J. Robert
Rubin, M-G-M general counsel,
clearing the way for possible final

(Continued on Page 12)

Briggs Named Prexy
O. Henry Briggs has been elected

president of the newly organized Pathe
Laboratories, Inc. A. W*. Miller, vice-
president, T. P. Loach, vice-president
and treasurer, M. M. Malone, secretary,
and K. G. Fraser, assistant-treasurer,
were other officers elected. Board of
directors will be elected later this week.
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Columbia Calls District

Managers for 2-Day Meet

Columbia's district managers will
meet here tomorrow for a two-day
conference with home office execs.
General Sales Manager A. Montague
will wield the gavel.

District managers to attend will
include: Sam Galanty, mid-eastern
division manager; Carl Shalit, Cen-
tral division manager; Jerome Saf-
ron, western division manager; Sam
Moscow, southern division manager;
Phil Dunas, midwestern division
manager; Nat Cohn, New York di-

vision manager. In addition, Harry
Weiner, Philadelphia branch mana-
ger and Harry Rogovin, Boston
branch manager, will also be pres-
ent.

Home office execs, who will take
part in the sessions are: Rube Jack-
ter, Louis Astor, Lou Weinberg,
Max Weisfeldt, Leo Jaffe, Maurice
Grad, George Josephs.

Court Confirms $500,000
Settlement in Para. Claims

Settlement of two claims against
Paramount Publix held by City Bank
Farmers Trust Co., which were ap-
proved by John E. Joyce, referee,
was confirmed yesterday by Fed-
eral Judge Alfred C. Coxe. Settle-
ment figure was $500,000. Claims
totaled $1,388,368.
Payment will be made by giving

the bank $250,000 in 20 year six
per cent sinking fund debentures
and 2500 shares of cumulative con-
vertible six per cent first preferred
Paramount stock. Claims were held
by the bank as trustee of a bond
service issued by the Prudence Co.,
Inc.

Trade Editors Will Give

Censorship Views on Air

The motion picture as mass en-
tertainment and the influence of cen-
sorship upon its constructive prog-
ress will be the subject of a panel
discussion by three trade paper edi-

tors and a theater circuit operator
over WMCA and the Intercity Net-
work at 4 p.m. today.

Martin Starr will introduce Pete
Harrison of Harrison's Reports,
Chester B. Bahn of The Film Daily,
Terry Ramsaye of Motion Picture
Herald and William Brandt, circuit
exec, and prexy of the ITOA.
Program runs 15 minutes.

Tippetts Lose Their Fight

to Dismiss Universal Suit

Supreme Court Justice Samuel. I.

Rosenman yesterday denied an ap-
plication of John D. and Eugene T.
Tippett to dismiss a $270,000 suit
brought against them by Universal
Pictures Co., Inc. Suit alleged
"fraudulent" division of commis-
sions via a conspiracy between the
Tippetts and Carl Laemmle, former
"U" prexy, on raw stock purchase
contracts.

Grainger in Portland;

Sets "Man of Conquest"

Portland, Ore.—James R. Grain-
ger, Republic's president and gen-
eral manager in charge of distribu-

tion, has arrived here from the
home office and has set "Man of
Conquest" to play on April 24 the
local Palomar Theater as one of the
30 of the pix key dates, following
the world premiere at the Majestic,
Houston, on April 6.

Republic, it is declared, will send
exploitation men into the field to

promote the key engagements.

Turgeon Coming to N. Y.

As Assistant to Cooper

Oklahoma City — Bert Turgeon,
Standard Theaters booker, will be
transferred to New York within the
next two months to become assist-

ant to J. F. Cooper, circuit head, it

was learned yesterday. Standard fc>

now booking all pictures for its cir-

cuit in New York.
A. L. Smith, Standard auditor,

has left for New York on a vacation
with M. J. Connor subbing for him
until his return.

Local 1 Approves Pact;

Circuit Signing Awaited

Terms Of a new contract between
Local 1, stagehands, and the New
York circuits, have been approved
by the Local's membership and the
pact has been signed by the Local
Executive Board. Pact is expected
to be signed by the circuits within
a short time. It runs for one year,
from Feb. 1, 1939, to Jan. 31, 1940.

Morros Returns Friday;

Deals Reported Closed

Boris Morros returns Friday on
the Aquitania from France where he
has been negotiating for product to
be distributed or remade in the
U. S. It is understood that several
deals have been closed.

cominG add come

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy, leave
for the Coast Friday with SCOTT DUNLAP, pro
ducfion chieftain.

W. F. RODGERS, general manager of dis

tribution for M-C-M, leaves for the Coa>.

Tomorrow night.

JAMES R. GRAINCER, Republic's presides
has arrived in Portland, Ore., en route to Hoi
iywood where he will visit company's sb'^ios
part of a trans-continental business trjf

WALTER BRANSON, captain of the^feorg
J. Schaefer Drive forces, and HARRY GITTLE
SON, editor of the RKO house organ, returne
yesterday from a tour of the company
branches.

GEORGE STEVENS, director of "Gunga Din,

left yesterday for the Coast after a six-we2
stay here.

BOB DONOHUE. Pathe News flying camera
man, has returned to New York after filmin

the Dartmouth Winter Carnival.

MEL BERNS, RKO makeup department heai

is en route to Hollywood after a vacatio

here.

"TIPPY" HARRISON, of the Goodman, Harri

son circuit, Chicago, and CHARLES COOPER, c

the Cooper Theater circuit, are in Florida.

"JOHNY" MEDNIKOW, Trailer-Made exec
has returned to Chicago from New York.

HAROLD LLOYD is at the Waldorf.

FRANK STORINO, manager of the Linco
Theater, Richmond. V=>.. leaves shortly for

lengthy European vacation.

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of Paramount
executive committee, leaves today for Florid

BETH HARRIS, comedienne, is in from tl

'

Coast.

GEORGE NOFFKA has returned to his duti

at the Eastern Service Studios following
three-week vacation at Miami.

EVELYN COLEMAN, assistant to Republic

publicity and advertising director, Al Adam
has returned to the home office following
two-week trip to Cuba.

E. C. MILLS, chairman of the administrate

committee of Ascap, returns to New York ne:

week from Kansas.

EMIL STERN, Essaness prexy, has left Ch
cago for the Coast to convalesce.

Tracy Gives "Oscar"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Spencer Tracy h«

sent his Academy "Oscar" to Fathc
Flanagan at Boys' Town, Neb.

DEVIL'S ISLAND NOTICE
In answer to the deluge of inquiries received from

exhibitors and buyers throughout the United States
and Latin America, we wish to assure them that the

recently-completed French production, "BACK TO
DEVIL'S ISLAND" (CHERI-BIBI) will positively

be shown immediately following completion of releas-

ing arrangements.

The recent difficulties with the French Government
reported in the press' regarding a Hollywood-made prod-
uct with a similar title, which have resulted in its

last-minute withdrawal from circulation, can have no
connection whatsoever with our own production, the
only authentic one ever made by the French themselves
on their own Guiana penal colonies.

Never before has the screen seen such stark realism
and uncompromising drama, causing European critics

and audiences to hail it as one of the truly memorable
films of our time.

NATIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Para. Bldg., Times Square, N. Y. C.

Telephone: LAckawanna 4-3544
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Twin Premiere

FRIDAY
for

CAGNEY
as the

AHOMA KID!
HUMPHREY BOGART

ROSEMARY LANE
DONALD CRISP • Directed by LLOYD BACON
Music by Mai Sterner • Screen Play by Warren Duff. Robt Buckner and
Edw E Paramore- From Original story by Edw E Paramore and Wally Klein

WARNER BROS., Producers
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LOEWS DIRECTORS

TO RENAME SCHENCK

(.Continued from Page 1)

the proposed "personal service con-
tracts," thereby creating some "fire-

works," the sessions yesterday were
without incident. Nominations were
solicited by J. Robert Rubin, chair-

man, votes were cast and the meet-
ing was over. There was no refer-

ence to the recent minority stock-
holders' suit.

Of the 1,780,215 shares of stock
outstanding, a total of 1,100,000 was
represented. Each director was re-

elected by votes in excess of one
million.

Re-elected directors were George
N. Armsby, David Bernstein, Isidor

Frey, Leopold Friedman, John R.
Hazel, Alexander Lichtman, C. C.
Mosokwitz, William A. Parker, J.

Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
David Warfield and Henry R. Win-
throp.

Harry Cleary and J. Eisenberg
were re-elected inspectors of elec-

tions for the ensuing year.

A dividend on the common stock
is expected to be declared at the
board meeting today.

Philly Clearance Reduction

Follows S-W Admish Cuts

(Continued from Page 1)

place at the Arcadia, downtown
house with a 57-cent top for evening
admission. House operated by Abe
Sablosky and associates has been
following S-W first-runs, playing 21
days after. When the S-W houses
cut to 57 cents from 68, the Arcadia
was placed on the same price level.

It was learned yesterday that the
Arcadia opens with "Honolulu"
Thursday. Pix finished its first-run
at the S-W Stanley on Feb. 23.

Thus, this means a change from 21

to six-day clearance.

Indies locally yesterday, scenting
a precedent, were wondering what
other effects there may be.

with PHIL M. DALY;
• • • NOVEL proclamation in the form of an announcement

for a land rush being issued by Mayor J. Frank Martin as an in-

vitation to a barbecue to be held in Wiley Post Park this Friday

prior to the world premiere of Warners' "Oklahoma Kid" at the Criterion

Theater in Oklahoma City

T T
• • • THIS proclamation invites socially and politically

prominent Oklahomans in cowboy costume to attend the barbe-

cue and to meet Rosemary Lane, Humphrey Bogart and Donald

Crisp the park has been turned into a pioneer encampment

as in the early land rush days following the barbecue, the

party will parade to the theater on horseback

T
• • • COLORFUL stunt being staged by Harry Shaw, divi-

sion manager of Loew's in New Haven, and Lou Brown who handles

the advertising for that territory in connection with the opening

of "Stagecoach" at the Loew Poli theaters in Bridgeport. New Haven

and Hartford they have hired Cliff Younger and his tribe of Hopi

Indians, who put on tribal dances, war whoops and stagecoach races

they will cart a message from the Governor of Connecticut to

the various mayors of Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport with an

entrie cavalcade of ceremonial dancers and chanters in costume and

war paint, visiting all three spots

T T T
• • • ATTRACTIVE mailing broadside turned out by

Andy Sharick of Universal's ad and pub dep't emphasizing

the fact that the company is putting extra money into its cur-

rent serials full color plates are used on each of the four

serials T T
• • • THEATER programs in the Times Square sector 31

legit theaters are carrying a Chesterfield page-ad tied in with "Wings

of the Navy" this is in addition to the national ad campaign this

manufacturer has been using on the Warner pic

T
• • • TENTH annual dance of the Press Photographers

Association at the Hotel Astor on April 14 practically

every prominent star of stage, screen and radio in town that eve

will drop in to do a turn for the lads who do so much for them
all year round in the public prints with their cameras Eli

Danzig's ork will play dance music till the dawning

theatre —
regardless of size

First Look at Stories

Under terms of the recently con-
cluded deal between 20th-Fox and
Cosmopolitan Productions, 20th-Fox
gets first look at all stories appearing
in the monthly magazine, Cosmopoli-
tan. However, it was reported that
the 60-day option clause in the con-
tract, in effect under Warners' deal,
had been dropped.

Circuit Tests Dishes
Chicago—Indiana and Illinois cir-

cuit is testing dishes at the Capitol,
Whiting, and the Indiana, Indiana
Harbor, Ind. If the policy clicks,

premiums will be extended to other
houses.

"Gunga Din" Chi. Record
Chicago—Breaking all attendance

records at the RKO Palace, "Gunga
Din" rolled up 114,862 admissions
during the first two weeks of its

run.

769 PIX RELEASED

IN U.S. DURING '31

(Continued from Page 1)

releases amount to only 109 dome:
tic-made pictures, as against 149 i

1937.

Answer to the question of the nc

difference of only nine films in coi

trasting the two seasons lies in th

statistics of foreign-made ffe^urt
which found their way to U.fjjth<
aters in 1938. This total was' 31'

being made up of 16 full-length rt

leases by the majors and 298 by tli

indies. In 1937, the far small*
number of 240 were imported.
Breakdown of the indie imports

tions reveals that Germany led tli

van with supply of 88, followed b

Britain with 44; Mexico, 37; Hui
gary, 29; France, 28; Italy, 20; Ru;
sia, 17; Poland, 17; China, 8; Sw<
den, 7; Ireland, 6; Greece and Fii

land, 3 each; and Spain, Australii
Ukrainia, Argentina, Japan, Czech<
Slovakia and Bali, 1 each.

Chi Loop and Nabe Houses

Cut Prices to Spur Bi

Chicago— Poor business is bring
ing price reductions in both Loop an
nabe theaters. The Oriental The£
ter of the Jones, Linick and Schaefe
circuit has set a 40 cent night admis
sion for its duals and vaude polic;

Many outlying theaters have reduce
their prices to 15 cents for matinee
and 25 for evenings. This include

a premium in many cases. The Hai
vard Theater on the south side i

pioneering an electric razor premiui
for the men.

Backer Joins Law Firm

Frederick Backer, well know
New York attorney who was mai
ried last week to Eleanore Whitnej
will become associated with the lai

firm of House, Grossman, Vorhau
& Hemley, which is headed by Judg
Moses H. Grossman, prominent fill

industry counsels.

Degree for Kennedy
London (By Cable)—The Univei

sity of Manchester will confer th
degree of Doctor of Laws on U. i

Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy o

May 17.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 1

John Loder

Lois Moran

Wells Root
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SAGALL COMING OVER

ON SGOPHONY DEALS

(Continued from Page 1)

visit, had gotten past the prelimin-

ary negotiation stage with these

three projects, interesting a large

Wall Street banking house in his

television system. It is expected

that the establishment of a factory

ti ^nanufacture sets, upon whicn
E hony has patents, will be the

fust step undertaken.
Plans for the Fair call for the

placing of large screens in several

strategic locations that would be

used to televise programs emanat-
ing from New York stations. Build-

ing of a station here by Scophony
has been discussed thoroughly, but

it is not considered likely that they

will build a station at this time.

Company which will be formed
here will probably be called Sco-

phony of America or American Sco-

phony, and will be entirely financed

by American capital, it is said.

j

-
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Television Demonstrations

in Bloomingdale's in April

Television demonstrations will be

held at Bloomingdale's Departmeni
Store after April 1, when American
Television Co. sets will be offered

at $125 to $395. In addition to the

display of sets, Bloomingdale's will

give special showings of merchan-
dise, models and demonstrations
through a central, wired television

system. Images will be broadcast
to various departments from a cen-

tral store studio.

American Television also disclosed

yesterday that stores in Chicago,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia and other

cities may be "wired for television."

A renewal of the "department
store feud" over television is anti-

cipated as other companies are also

understood to consider holding spe-

cial television demonstrations.
Macy's announced the sale of Cros-

ley facsimile receivers in a news-
paper advertisement yesterday and
other stores as well as local dealers

and distributors are watching sales

results closely.

B. S. Moss, theater operator, is

also understood to be interested in

possible television showings in the-

aters.

$1,760,000 Indian Revenue for Distribs.
Bombay (By Cable)—Indian film biz is netting foreign distribs. approximately

$1,760,000 annually, according to Sir Rahimtullah Chinoy, prexy of the Motion Picture

Society of India.

Society is urging the Indian Government to increase the assessment value of ex-

posed films coming into India and jump the import duty when the Ottawa Agreement

terminates. Society, however, wants the present duty on raw films maintained.

Para, to Plug Outstanding

Pix With Tele Trailers

Gary Theater Confab Mar. 6
Chicago—Federal Judge William

Holly set March 6 for a pre-trial

conference on the Gary Theater
case. Gavit, Smith & Hall, Gary
attorneys, represent V. U. Young,
case plaintiff in the hearing.

(Continued from Page 1)

"Midnight." The new trailers will

differ materially from the regular

theater trailers. They will utilize

the specially processed "television"

film developed by Paramount's lab-

oratory technicians and will be
somewhat longer than the trailers

now used in film houses.
"With erection of new television

transmitters at various points

throughout the country, and the

ever-increasing number of television

receiving sets going into the homes
of the nation, it is obvious that the

transmitting stations will be clamor-
ing for entertaining material," Ag-
new pointed out. "These broadcast-
ing stations are all going to pro-

duce televised programs of some
sort.

"We believe that we should take
advantage of this situation to help

our exhibitor-customers by present-

ing interesting trailers of our more
important pictures. This will ac-

complish the double purpose of satis-

fying the public curiosity on tele-

vision and whetting the same pub-
lic's appetite for the motion pic-

tures from which those trailers will

be adapted."

Hastings to Start Cartoon
Production on an animated car-

toon for theatrical purposes will be
started by Charles B. Hastings, car-
toon producer, within the next two
weeks. Short will be in color. Hast-
ings recently completed "Better
Days for Dixie," another short in a
series he is doing for the U. S., with
one-reeler scheduled to be released
by the Department of Agriculture.

Mutual Theaters Adds
Seven to Co-op Lineup

Detroit — Mutual Theaters, new
co-operative booking group, is add-
ing seven new houses, to a total of

17, General Manager Raymond E.

Moon disclosed. These include Harry
Hobolth's De Luxe at Imlay City
and Capac at Capac, making the
third small circuit booking through
Mutual. Other five new ones are
in Detroit or suburbs— Mrs. S.

Krsymanski, Zella Theater; Julius
A. London, Booth; Ray Schreiber's
Palmer Park; and Stanley Oleszko-
wicz, Atlas (under construction)
and Stanley.
The Palmer Park is the first ex-

Co-operative Theaters house to be
taken under the booking arrange-
ment of Mutual.

Movie Ball March 18

Sixth annual Movie Ball spon-
sored by the ITOA will be held at

the Hotel Astor on March 18. David
Weinstock is chairman of the gen-
eral committee. Charles Goldreyer
is heading the program arrange-
ments.

"Crisis" In Bow March 13

"Crisis," film dealing with the

technique of Nazi operations in Eu-
rope, will have its premiere at the
55th St. Playhouse March 13. Vin-
cent Sheean wrote the commentary
for the film, which is spoken by Leif
Erickson.

STOCKHOLDER SUING

LOEWS AND EXECS.

(Continued from Page 1)

and directors charging them with
conspiracy and fraud in the forma-
tion of 20th Century Pictures, Inc.,

now 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
at the expense of Loew's stockhold-
ers.

Defendants named in the bill, in
addition to Loew's, Inc., are David
Bernstein, Isadore Frey, Leopold
Friedman, William A. Phillips, J.

Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
David Warfield, David Loew, Arthur
Loew, Louis B. Mayer, Darryl F.
Zanuck, Joseph M. Schenck, William
F. Goetz, J. E. Searle, J. R. Hazel,
George N. Armsby and William A.
Parker.
The complainant alleges the de-

fendants violated their duties and
acted fraudulently and in bad faith
in forming, promoting, and aiding
in the successful establishment of a
competitor in 20th Century; in
using their best efforts and services
to induce Zanuck and Actor George
Arliss and others to enter the em-
ploy of 20th Century and in not
using efforts to induce them to en-
ter the employ of Loew's.
Herrmann asks a preliminary in-

junction restraining the defendants
from disposing of stock of 20th
Century until further notice of the
Chancellor; that a writ of sequestra-
tion be issued sequestering and
seizing all stock of Loew's in the
names of the defendants until
further determination of the suit.

Cupp Forms P R Bureau
Garrett Cupp has established a

national publicity bureau, Garrett
Cupp Associates, with offices in the
Chanin Building. Agency will con-
duct a general press service. Associ-
ated with Cupp are Lawrence Brad-
bury, Allan Ramsay and Douglas
Cupp, latter son of the bureau's
principal.

Copper for Silver
Racine, Wis.—The Rex Theater here

recently instructed its femme patrons
concerning the securing of one of its

giveaways as follows: "Due to the ex-
treme expense of Blue Belle silverware

—

we must ask all desiring silverware to

purchase a 20-cent admission ticket plus

one cent (21 cents) total—save your
pennies and get your silver."

Kassler Acquires Rights

Frank Kassler has acquired
American rights to "The Curtain
Rises," French dialogue film star-

ring Louis Jouvet. It is scheduled
to open at the 55th Street Playhouse
the latter part of March.

Audio Signs With SAG
Signed modification agreement of

Audio Productions has been re-

ceived at the New York office of the
Screen Actors Guild.

Cash Night Dropped
Santa Rosa, Calif.—Cash Night,

fixture at the California theater here
for several years, is out.

Young Presbyterians Like

Strict Sunday in Toronto

Toronto—Representatives of the
1,500 members of the Young Peo-
ple's Societies of the Presbyterian
churches in Toronto have voted to
oppose legislation for open Sundays.

Sponsored by Premiere Mitchell
Hepburn, the liberalizing amendment
is expected to be introduced in the
Spring session of the provincial As-
sembly. Adoption is anticipated,
with June 1 expected to be the ef-
fective date. Amendment would
clear the way for Sunday films.

Stage Shows for Omaha
Omaha—Jan Garber and his or-

chestra will headline the stage show
at the Orpheum starting Friday.
It will be the first stage show at
the house since the Christmas holi-

days.

Turn over for

news of a swell

TOP FEATURE
for any house..
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"MOVE OVER. YOU 1

AND JONESES'

TOP FEATURE the screens No. 1 family

...ballyhoo the Bumsteads! Get ready
to give everything youVe got to the

swellest audience comedy that ever set

a showman's box-office zooming! Big-

ger than the first "Blondie". . .better than

the best of the down-to-earth shows!
BLONDIE as played by

PENNY SINGLETON

DAGWOOD as played

h3 ARTHUR LAKE

Based upon the Comic Strip Created by CHIC YOUNG

with SKINNAY ENNIS AND HIS BAND
Screen play by Richard Flournoy • Directed by Frank R. Strayer

BABY DUMPLING *

played by LARRY SIMMS

A Qohunltia Picture,
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"Spirit of Culver"
with Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew,

Tim Holt

Universal 89 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MILITARY SCHOOL STORY WITH
FRESH ANGLES AND TIMELY PATRIOTIC
SLANT SHOULD DO RIGHT WELL AT
THE BOX OFFICE.

A younger version of West Point is the

"Spirit of Culver." All the trappings of

patriotism, traditions, uniforms, parades,

discipline, and character building are all

there, and with a story that has a lot of

fresh angles, it is a picture that should

do right well at the box office. A number
of remarks on patriotism and war are

very timely. There is a very nice emotional

quality to the piece which is very well

handled by Joseph Santley, the director.

Under his direction the cast members do

splendid work with Jackie Cooper giving

an excellent performance, closely followed

by Freddie Bartholomew. These boys have

the big parts although Andy Devine, Tim
Holt, Henry Hull, Gene Reynolds and Wal-
ter Tetley score when called upon. Sant-

ley's direction shows very good taste, the

pace that he sets is a lively one with

something interesting on the screen at all

times. The screenplay by Nathanael West
and Whitney Bolton from a story by George

Green, Tom Buckingham and Clarence

Marks is a well worked out affair. Only in

one spot does it not ring true and that is

when Jackie recognizes his father. As is,

it is implausible and something should be

planted which makes the situation more

real. It can be done and no doubt will.

Jack Otterson has given the show appro-

priate mountings that show the production

off to good advantage. Burt Kelly, as asso-

ciate producer, came through with a pic-

ture that should prove profitable to its

makers. Jackie Cooper is sent to Culver

Academy by the American Legion of his

city. An orphan, he has encountered

the sort of knocks which make him a very

embittered lad. He goes to the school

as an easier means of getting board, room,

and clothes. His father, who is supposed

to have died in battle, has been honored

with the Congressional Medal which Jackie

always carries. The boys at Culver make
him believe it is something that he must

live up to and gradually he does. His

father, Henry Hull, has actually been shell-

shocked and when his memory does return

he considers himself a deserter. Andy
Devine brings father and son together,

but the father feels he will bring dis-

grace ro his son and decides to leave with-

out the boy knowing his identity. Jackie

has a feeling, from words passed, that Hull

is his father and wants to go with him.

Things work out so that his father receives

an honorable discharge and Jackie stays on

at Culver.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholo-

mew, Tim Holt, Henry Hull, Andy Devine,

Gene Reynolds, Kathryn Kane, Jackie Mor-
an, Walter Tetley, Pierre Watkin, John

Hamilton.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kel-

ly; Director, Joseph Santley; Authors,

George Green, Tom Buckingham, Clarence

Marks; Screenplay, Nathanael West, Whit-
ney Bolton; Cameraman, Elwood Bredell;

Art Director, Jack Otterson; Associate,

Ralph M. DeLacy; Editor, Frank Gross;

"Fisherman's Wharf"
with Bobby Breen, Leo Carrillo,

Henry Armetta

RKO Radio 72 Mins.

FINE SENTIMENTAL FATHER - SON
TYPE COMEDY WITH FISHERMAN
ATMOSPHERE HAS GOOD CAST.

This one has all the ingredients of a

sentimental tear-jerker, but they wisely

put the emphasis on the comedy and

laughs, and it proves to be diverting fare

with a very unusual setting that will please

as a novelty. The locale is the San Fran-

cisco Bay among the crab fishermen. The
action revolves around the happy family of

a Sicilian fisherman (Leo Carrillo) with his

helper (Henry Armetta) his adopted son

(Bobby Breen), the Italian housekeeper

(Rosina Galli) and a trained seal. Into

this humble but happy household comes
Lee Patrick, widowed sister-in-law of Car-

rillo, with her sneaky young son, (Tommy
Bupp). Then the trouble starts, with the

scheming dame frying to marry the wellto-

do fisherman and turn him against the

adopted son, who does not know that he

has been taken from an orphan asylum.

The life of the assorted group in the lit-

tle cabin is delightfully worked out, and

done with a lot of human and laughable

touches, also some genuine pathos and

sentiment. Eventually, the poison of the

two intruders does its work on the sim-

ple fisherman, and he reprimands his boy

harshly. The kid has been told by the

other boy that he is only adopted and not

legitimate, and goes off in one of the fish-

ing skiffs. Carrillo and Armetta go after

him, the first realizes his error, and re-

nounces the interlopers and chases them
out of his home and all is well with the

little household. Carrillo and Armetta are

grand in their Italian roles, also Rosina

Galli as the outraged cook taking orders

from the intruder. Bobby Breen sings sev-

eral songs. Suggested selling angles: Play

up the father-son slant; Carrillo's comedy
role; Bobby Breen's singing.

CAST: Bobby Breen, Leo Carrillo, Henry

Armetta, Lee Patrick, Rosina Galli, Tommy
Bupp, George Humbert, Leon Belasco.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Direc-

tor, Bernard Vorhaus; Screenplay, Bernard

Schubert, Ian Hunter, Herbert Clyde Lewis;

Cameraman, Charles Schoenbaum; Editor,

Arthur Hilton.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

Chi. Warner Club Jubilee

Chicago—The tenth anniversary
ball of the Warner club of Chicago
will be held at the Drake Hotel on
March 22. Charles Ryan, assis-
tant to James Coston, zone manager,
heads the anniversary celebration

committee while Charles Wheeler,
southside theater supervisor is the
president of the club. Many visi-

tors are expected from other War-
ner clubs for the event. Wayne
King and his orchestra will play.

Musical Director, Charles Previn; Music
and Lyrics, Frank Skinner and Charles

Henderson; Sound, Bernard B. Brown.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

"The Saint Strikes

Back"
with George Sanders, Wendy Barrie

RKO Radio 67 Mins.

CLEVERLY CONTRIVED MURDER MYS-
TERY FEATURING THE FAMOUS SLEUTH-
CRIMINAL HOLDS THRILLS.

The celebrated fiction character, The
Saint, involves himself in the mysterious

case of the San Francisco crime ring headed

by an elusive character known to the police

as Waldeman. Inspector Travers has com-
mitted suicide after being discharged on

suspicion of being part of the gang, and

his daughter (Wendy Barrie) has organized

her own crime ring in order to ferret out

the mysterious leader and prove her father's

innocence. The Saint (George Sanders)

meets Inspector Fernack (Jonathan Hale)

on the way to the coast city, and the two

enemy-cronies form an alliance to help run

down this mysterious criminal, whom the

Inspector suspects may be The Saint him-

self. There are many devious plot wind-

ings in and out that stretch the credulity

to the breaking point, but the role of The
Saint has been so artfully fashioned that

he fascinates you watching his moves, and

you overlook the discrepancies in the story

structure. The Saint eventually uncovers

the fact that Cullis (Jerome Cowan), a

member of the police commissioner's staff,

is a part of the crime ring, and that he

is endeavoring with another ostensibly re-

spectable citizen to get hold of a large

sum of money that Waldeman's crowd has

stolen from a bank. Through the clever

theft of these bank notes, and their return

again, The Saint gets the information he

seeks, and pins the two cover-ups as part

of the gang, and then the surprise comes

in the killing of the girl's legal adviser who
has posed as a friend of her dead father's

as the mysterious crime ring chief. The

appeal of this whodunit is mainly in the

splendid characterization of The Saint who
is a glamorous figure different from the

ordinary criminal-sleuth type. George San-

ders handles the part with consummate skill

and gives every evidence of developing into

a big popular star.

CAST: George Sanders, Wendy Barrie,

Jonathan Hale, Jerome Cowan, Neil Hamil-

ton, Barry Fitzgerald, Robert Elliott, Russell

Hopton, Edward Gargan, Robert Strange,

Gilbert Emery, James Burke.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, John Farrow; Author, Leslie Charteris;

Screenplay, John Twist; Cameraman, Frank

Redman; Editor, Jack Hively.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

"Lone Wolf" at Central
Columbia's "Lone Wolf Spy

Hunt," first of a series of features
company is making based on the
Louis Joseph Vance character, opens
at the Central on Sunday. Satur-
day night pix will be given preview
performance there.

New Strand Stage Show
While Warners' "Yes, My Darling

Daughter" is being held over, Strand
will change its stage bill Friday.
Set to open are Will Osborne and
ork and Sheila Barrett.

"Twelve Crowded
Hours"

with Richard Dix, Lucille Ball

RKO Radio 64 Mins.

NEWSPAPER-GANGSTER DRAMA HITS
ROUTINE GROOVE IN STORY AND ACT-
ING. yL
The hectic adventures of a neww^e

reporter (Richard Dix) engaged in trying

to save the brother of his sweetheart

(Lucille Ball) from a murder rap, knowing

that the guilty part" is the leader of the

policy game racket (Cyrus W. Kendall).

Dix runs into the gang leader getting off a

train with a satchel filled with with a day's

policy receipts which he has recovered from

one of his lieutenants who was trying to

steal it. The fugitive has been murdered

by his chief, and the satchel recovered. Dix

suspects all this, but the thing is to prove

it. He manages to steal the satchel, and

then starts a game of wits between the re-

porter and the killer, with a detective ser-

geant mixing in, and sore at the reportei

who has given him the wrong steer in an

effort to save the brother of his girl. Finally

the mob spirit the reporter and girl to the

night club run by their chief, who endeavors

in every way to find out where the satchel

is hidden. Dix cleverly stalls knowing that

as soon as the mobster has that info, his

life and that of the girl won't be worth i

nickel. The climax is in Dix' apartment

where the gang has taken him and the gir

for the purported turning over of the sat-

chel. The girl wounds the gang chief, his

henchmen spirit him away, and in the ensu-

ing chase with the sergeant on their heels

the gangsters are wiped out. It is all rathe

involved and the action is not very clear-cut

nor productive of thrills carrying much ten

sion.

CAST: Richard Dix, Lucille Ball, Allar

Lane, Donald MacBride, Cyrus W. Kendall

Granville Bates, John Arledge, Bradley Page

Dorothy Lee, Addison Richards, Murra

Alper, John Gallaudet, Joseph de Stefani.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, Lew Landers; Authors, Garrett Fort

Peter Ruric; Screenplay, John Twist; Cam-
eraman, Nick Musuraca; Editor, Harry

Marker,

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

(Additional Reviews on Page 11)

Mae West Set for Dallas

April P.A. by Interstate

Dallas— Interstate has set Mae I

West for a p.a. at the Majestic
|

opening April 29. Pix star will
|

head a unit show. It's her firsl I

local date.
Interstate also has booked "Kiss I

the Boys Goodbye," legit, attrac- I

tion, for the Melba Theater April I
17-18.

Met. Opera Company of New I

York comes here April 9-12.

Nelson Eddy's concert appearance 1

attracted 4,500 on one of the worst I

nights of the Winter.

Election Hits Chi. Biz

Chicago—City election yesterday
cut into theater biz.
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"Smiling Along"
Uwith Gracie Fields, Roger Livesey

h Century-Fox 83 Mins.

FUNNY ANTICS OF GRACIE FIELDS

iOOD FOR LAUGHS IN STORY OF BRIT-

SH THEATRICAL LIFE.

A British production featuring the well

:no>^ English comedienne, Gracie Fields.

"h.OJ|,ry is of the typical music hall type,

iut Tt serves its purpose of giving Gracie

in opportunity to display her comedy antics

ind do a little singing in a voice more

trenuous than melodious. But the comic

s really good, and when she is doing her

unny business and not going through the

ierious business that the story calls for,

le is real entertainment anywhere. Partic-

ilarly hilarious is a singing scene where

;he tries to conceal a dog about her per-

son and the animal starts gnawing on a

section of Gracie's rear anatomy, causing

the singer to emit all kinds of weird

loises. Miss Fields does several of her

specialty songs, and she is good in all of
!

them. The story itself is a trifle involving

a troupe of players who walk out on a

'crooked manager in London and start to

tour the provinces on their own. Broke,

jracie finds a temporary haven for them
' with a rich uncle who owns a farm. From
' here they eventually secure a permanent

theater and completely confound the ras-

cally London manager who has been doing

his utmost to ruin them. Gracie is assisted

in her scheming to put the troupe over by
' the unexpected aid of a young and cele-
3 brated musician who throws in his lot with
1 the wandering troupe, and his name gives

'the troupe the necessary prestige to insure

success. But the plot is incidental, and

of no consequence. Gracie Fields is in ac-

tion most of the time, and whenever it is

'comedy action and not plot stuff, she is

sure-fire for the laughs. A clever dog

uiSkippy helps in the fun.

CAST: Gracie Fields, Roger Livesey,

4 I Mary Maguire. Peter Coke, Jack Donohue.

Hay Petrie, Mike Johnson, Eddie Gray,

Tommy Fields, Gladys Dehl, Nino Rossini.

Edward Rigby, Joe Mott, Philip Leaver.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert T. Kane; Di-

rector, Monty Banks; Screenplay, William

Conselman; Cameraman, Mutz Greenbaum.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Waible With Lengel
Fred Waible, former newspaper-

man and associate director of the
Elbert A. Wickes theatrical produc-
tions, has been appointed director
of the radio department of William
C. Lengel Literary Associates. Len-
gel was formerly Eastern story edi-
tor for Columbia Pictures.

"Forged Passport"
with Paul Kelly, June Lang

Republic 61 Mins.

HECTIC THRILLER INVOLVING IMMI-
GRATION PATROL AND SMUGGLING
GANG HAS THRILLS.

Lively meller concerning the U. S. Immi-
gration Patrol on the Mexican border.

They are on the trail of a gang that is

engaged in smuggling aliens into the coun-

try. Paul Kelly, a member of the Patrol,

works his way into the confidence of the

lieutenant of the mysterious gang chief,

and becomes one of the outfit. With the

help of Billy Gilbert, who plays the part

of a Greek restaurant owner, he arranges

to plant a batch of his waiters as "aliens"

to be smuggled across in an empty gaso-

line tank motor. Meanwhile his side-kick

has been murdered by the gang, and he

starts out for revenge. They discover that

he is really a member of the Immigration

Patrol, and set a trap to catch him and

wreck the truck with the phony aliens

with a time bomb. Of course the plot is

frustrated in the nick of time, and the

hero's love affair with June Lang, in the

part of a night club dancer, is brought to

a happy conclusion. The secret head of

the gang proves to be the owner of the

night spot. This is a fair action thriller

with plenty of fights and suspense to

please the fans.

CAST: Paul Kelly, June Lang, Lyle Tal-

bot, Billy Gilbert, Cliff Nazarro, Maurice

Murphy, Christian Rub, John Hamilton,

Dewey Robinson, Bruce MacFarlane, Ivan

Miller. Frank Puglia.

CREDITS: Producer, John Auer; Director,

same; Authors, James Webb, Lee Loeb;

Screenplay, Franklin Coen, Lee Loeb; Cam-
eraman. Jack Marta; Editor, Edward Mann.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Warwick Sets Deal
Warwick Pictures has completed

deals for the distribution of "Man-
hattan Shakedown," "Special Inspec-

I tor," "Murder is News," and "Death
' Goes North" with the following ex-
changes: Syndicate, for up-state
New York; "Pop" Korson; Master
Exchange, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington, Lou Lifton, Monarch Ex-
change, Pittsburgh, and Bernie New-
man for the Denver territory.

"Culver" In Wash. Debut
World premiere of Universal's

"The Spirit of Culver" has been
scheduled for Washington tomor-
row. A special preview for Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt has been ar-
ranged.

Ark. "Buck Night" Bill

Little Rock, Ark.— Rep. Smith of
Woodruff county has introduced a
bill in the House to fix a $25 maxi-
mum on theater "buck night" awards.

"Marne" Pix. to Spectrum
Spectrum has arranged with Var-

iety Film Distributors to handle the
physical distribution, in the U. S.,

of "The Heroes of the Marne,"
French pix. English titles are being
prepared.

"Smoky Trail"
with Bob Steele, Bruce Dane, Jean Carmen
Metropolitan 57 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLENTY OF ACTION ASSURES ENTER-
TAINMENT FOR THE WESTERN FANS.

This Bob Steele Western has the outdoor

action ingredients of fist fighting, hard

riding, and gun battles to make a pleas-

ing number. For variety a new boy, Bruce

Dane, sings a few western songs, and, the

comedy bits are furnished by the fellow

who plays the sheriff's deputy. Harry

Webb produced and Bernard Ray directed

the piece so that it moves well. Bob

Steele's father is killed by cattle thieves.

Bob then takes it upon hmiself to even

the score. Not only does he get his man,

but he rounds up the whole rustling out-

fit.

CAST: Bob Steele, Bruce Dane, Jean Car-

men, Carleton Young, Ted Adams.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry S. Webb; Di-

rector, Bernard B. Ray; Author, George
Plympton; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman,
Edward Kull.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Elect Doorman to PBK
Richmond, Va.—Leonard Kamsky,

doorman, Capitol Theater and stu-
dent at University of Richmond,
was elected to Epsilon Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa, last week.

Giveaway Brings Arrest
Cincinnati — A giveaway caused

the arrest of William C. Dodds, man-
ager of the Imperial, suburban
house.

Thomajan With Blackstone
P. K. Thomajan, recently affiliated

with the Motion Pictures' Greatest
Year campaign, has been appointed
copy chief of The Blackstone Co.

"Gold"
RKO Pathe News 10 mins.

Swell Human Interest

All the world is interested in gold,
and everybody will be interested in
this short as it unfolds part of the
fabulous history of our gold-laden
mountains in the West. The Sierre
Madres, fabled land of the pros-
pector and big strikes; strikes that
caused the building of cities and
their eventual end as ghost towns
when the gold was gone. Virginia
City, one of the roaring towns of the
gold boom days is shown, as well as
several well-known ghost towns that
have been uninhabited for years. The
mysterious Death Valley ranch of
Scotty, the equally mysterious pros-
pector, is shown. The modern meth-
ods of mining which are bringing
some of these towns back to life are
also seen. Reel was produced by
Frederic Ullman, Jr., and Frank
Donovan supervised.

Coulter In Cleveland
Cleveland — Coulter Premiums,

Inc., of Detroit, has opened a local
office in the Film Bldg.

IN MEMORY

OF

OUR DEAR FRIEND

JOSEPH BRANDT

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
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MONOGRAM PLANNING

30, INCREASE OF FOUR

(Continued from Page 1)

annual sales convention will
be held in New Orleans, he stated.
Dunlap said the company was en-

thusiastic over the "Tailspin Tommy"
series, first of which has been com-
pleted and well received. One of the
most important pictures on the cur-
rent season, he said, will be "Mur-
der in the Big- House," a story based
on the attempted Canon City, Colo.,
prison break in which Father Pat-
rick O'Reilly was the hero.
Monogram's budget, Dunlap as-

serted, is flexible to allow for the
best in quality and story treatment.
He said production costs in the last
two years have gone up 25 per cent.
He said the labor situation in Holly-
wood was not completely settled and
more guilds were being organized in

various branches of production.
Dunlap declared that Monogram

has no intentions of producing in
England as had been reported. He
said that he and Ray Johnston may
go over to London this Fall but that
the odds were against it.

Sid Davidson Appointed

Lou Pollock Assistant-

Sidney C. Davidson has been ap-
pointed general assistant to Lou
Pollock, eastern advertising and
publicity director of Universal.
Davidson was exploitation director
of Warner Bros, for eight years and
until recently has been with Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year.

Sack Takes Three Pix

Now nearing completion at the
Biograph Studios, Oscar Micheaux's
three forthcoming all-Negro pix will
be distributed in the South and West
by Sack Amusement Enterprises of
Dallas. Titles of the three new fea-
tures are: "Lying Lips," "Another
Woman's Husband," and "The No-
torious Elinor Lee."

Garrison Handles "People"
"The Will of a People," Spanish

war pix, will be distributed by Gar-
rison Films, Inc.

WEDDING BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Donald Ogden Stew-

art, and Lenore Winter, widow of
the late Lincoln Steffens, have filed

their intention to wed notice in Ven-
tura.

Richmond, Va.—Thomas Pitts, man-
ager, East End Theater, was married
to Margaret Jessie Hasler of Suffolk.

W. B. Fox was best man. Thomas
Pitts is nephew of Ben Pitts, Vir-
ginia circuit owner.

Dallas—Francis Barr, publicity di-

rector for the Melba theater, was
married here to Martha Ellen Peters.

Exclude Theaters in IV. Y. Chain Store Tax Bill
Albany, N. Y.—The taxation committee of the Assembly has received revision of

the Bennett multiple store and theater legislation striking out the picture business.
Prior to the amendment, however, Bennett received plenty of mail from small theaters
offering support.

RUBIN PLANS STUDY

OF DG'S PACT DRAFT

(Continued from Page 1)

negotiation. Pact was drawn up by
Sidney Fleischer, counsel to the
Guild.

Terms of the new pact are said
to allow for a disposition of the
screen rights of a play before ac-
tual production, with payment to be
made on a graduating scale regu-
lated by length of the play's run.

One of the principal bones of con-
tention under the old contract was
the fact that the play's backer had
no voice in the disposition of screen
rights.

Question of whether or not the
backers must purchase the screen
rights and whether or not such pur-
chases shall be outright or by op-
tion are expected to be ironed out
when conferences are resumed.
Jacob Wilk, Warner story editor,

who has been instrumental in insti-

tuting the confabs, will sit in at
the sessions with Rubin.

Bruce Made Producer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Bruce, who

has been under contract to Edward
Small as a writer, has been elevated
to producer-writer. Bruce, who has
been on loan to Paramount, returns
to Small immediately and will pro-
duce "Kid Carson, Avenger."

Hoffberg Sets Chi. Deal
"School for Husbands," English

film being distributed by J. H. Hoff-
berg, has been set to open at the
World Playhouse in Chicago on
April 21 for an extended first-run.
Deal was closed by Joe Vici Domini,
manager of the theater, while he
was in New York last week.

Oakland Theater Burns
Oakland, Calif. — A three-alarm

fire caused $60,000 damages to the
Granada Theater Building and equip-
ment. The fire started in the loge
section and was believed to have
been caused from a cigarette
crushed into the carpet.

Pinball Writ Reversed
Chicago—Appellate Court yester-

day reversed the injunction granted
by Judge William Brothers to pin-
ball manufacturers preventing police
interference with their operation.
The city will now proceed against
them.

WB Duals In Hammond
Hammond, Ind. — The Warner

Theater here has gone in for duals.
It's the first time in this territory.

EARLY COMPLETION

OF REFORM DRAFT

(Continued from Page 1)

to leave tomorrow for the Coast and
it is believed that he desires to have
the trade practice situation out of

the way before he departs.

It is understood that Abram F.
Myers, Allied's general counsel, has
been invited to sit in on a confer-
ence with the distributors to dis-

cuss the draft which he prepared
and submitted for consideration.

De Fuentes Back in Mexico
to Produce Three for "U"

Mexico City—Fernando de Fuen-
tes is back at his desk here follow-
ing a two-month business-and-pleas-
ure junket which took him to Los
Angeles and New York.
During his stay in New York,

de Fuentes set the final terms of
an agreement with Universal by
which the latter will distribute his
production, "La Casa del Ogro"
(Ogre's House), as well as three
others de Fuentes is to produce and
himself direct in the next 10 months.

Felipe Mier has finished camera
work on his newest production for
Cinematografica International, S.A.,
"El Signo de la Muerte" (The Death
Sign), the first of a new series of
three pictures which United Artists
is to distribute throughout the
world, outside of Mexico. With
Mario Moreno ("Cantinflas") and
Manuel Medal co-starring, it was
directed by Chano Urueta.

The title of William Rowland's
first Mexican-made production in
Spanish for RKO Radio distribution,
heretofore known as "La Mujer que
Amo en Vano" (The Woman That
Loved in Vain), has been changed
to "Pefidia" (Deception).

"Princess" on March 10
"Wife, Husband And Friend,"

20th-Fox film at the Roxy, has been
set to go a second week. "The Lit-
tle Princess," with Shirley Temple,
will open there March 10.

du Pont Meeting Mar. 13
Wilmington — Annual stockhold-

ers' meeting of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. will be held here at
company's office in the du Pont
building at noon on March 13.

Joe Stout Recovering
Chicago—Joe Stout, short subject

buyer for B & K Circuit, is recover-
ing from an operation at the Michael
Reese hospital.

QUIZ WINNER EFFECT

ON GROSSES VARYINl

Announcement of Movie Quiz wii'

ners nationally had a varying e

feet on grosses, reports from Fn.
Daily correspondents in the largi

cities indicated last night.
Summary of important city ar.

territorial checkups:
SAN FRANCISCO — &£fcrowds jammed 71 theaters' -.'e:

Monday night for announcement c

quiz winners. Mrs. Elizabeth (

Benincasa, $50,000 top money wir
ner, was presented with award b
Arch M. Bowles, FWC manager, £

Fox Theater. Prizes were won b
50 others here.
LOS ANGELES—Circuit and ir

die operators reported appreciabl
increase in business on Monda
night when quiz contesi winnei
were announced.
PHILADELPHIA—No particula

increase in business, with some e>

hibs. complaining that in instance
winners were required to travel or

of their own districts to specifie

NEW 'ORLEANS — Attendanc
Monday night so so due to ba
weather, but better than it woul
have been under existing weathe
conditions because of announcemen
of movie quiz winners.
NEW HAVEN—The usually poo

Monday was turned into a money
maker, with the Quiz announcement
credited. Nabes here definitely at

tributed good biz during the pas
six months to the Quiz.
CHICAGO — Quiz announcement

failed to increase attendance, ac
cording to both indies and circuits

RKO Palace, however, reported ;

10 per cent increase.
DETROIT — Monday night bi

about normal, with bad weathe
probably offsetting Quiz factor.

CLEVELAND — Quiz Winne
Night biz here was average; gen
eral interest in the announcement
was dulled due ot the fact that 9:

Cleveland winners had been notifiei

in advance.
BOSTON — Theater attendant

was not appreciably increased ii

this area by the Quiz winner an
nouncement.

Academy Award Trailers

To meet the needs and require I

ments of any exhibitor who has plami'l

to play or replay any or all of th< I

Academy Award pictures, National
Screen Service has prepared five spe I

cial trailers.

STORKS!
Richmond, Va.—A 10-pound baby

girl, Beverley Dale, was born tc

Mrs. A. P. Stewart, wife of projec-

tionist at Colonial.

Cleveland — John Sabot, RKC
booker, announces the birth of ar
SV2 pound son, Russell John, at

Deaconess Hospital.
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Neb. Divorcement and Pix Sales Tax Measures Killed

ITOA TOjTGHT FOR CENSORSHIP REPEAUN N. Y.

Monogram Renames Johnston;Weeks Now aVice Prexy

a

:romkess, Ritchie Elected to

Board; Davis, Assistant

Treasurer

George \V. Weeks, Monogram gen-
ial sales manager, was made a

ice-president of the company at a

Seeting o f

ie board of
: 'lirectors yes-

erday.
W. R a y

Tohnston was
1 ''e-elected
' President a t

;

:

he annual
itoc khold-
>rs' meeting
v h i c h pre-
•eded the
> o a r d ses-

sion. Other
e - elections .

were those of
Scott Dunlap,

Capital Hears 10 More Pix Suits Loom
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Report published by the Washington Post to the effect that "10 anti-
trust suits against branches of the motion picure indusry" may be expected "in the
near future" brought the statement at the Department of Justice yesterday that Thur-
man Arnold, Assistant U. S. Attorney General, had reached no decision as yet. If addi-
tional suits are instituted, it was said that they would be "pretty well scattered"
over the country.

Some industry observers expressed the belief yesterday that the report may be
inspired in an attempt to speed up action in the New York equity action. Applica-
tions by its defendants for bills of particulars are now before Federal Judge William
Bondy in New York City.

$2,220,000 EARNINGS ALLIED STILL OPEN

FOR PARA, IN QUARTER FOR TRADE REFORMS

NDUSTRY EXECUTIVES

AT BRANDT SERVICES

W. RAY JOHNSTON

vice-president
(Continued on Page 7)

3 ' Filmland paid its final respects to
:'s 'oe Brandt, former motion picture
i Executive and co-founder of Colum-
^ - da Pictures Corp., at funeral ser-

1
1 ices held at 2 p.m. yesterday in the

(Continued on Page 6)

- \|

Bismarck, N. D.—Probable pas-
age by the North Dakota House of

he Senate anti-Ascap measure looms
omorrow or Saturday, following

(Continued on Page 7)

orth Dakota House May
Pass Anti-Ascap Measure

Execs, from Both Coasts

To Attend WB Convention

Headed by Jack L. Warner, War-
lers West Coast and home office ex-
•cutives, in addition to distinct and

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount Pictures Inc. estimates
its earnings after interest and all

charges for the fourth quarter ended
De. 31, last at $2,220,000, including
$340,000 representing net capital and
non-recurring income, and $87,000
profit on purchase of company's own
debentures. These earnings do not

(Continued on Page 6)

Loew's Renames Officers;

Declares Common Dividend

Authority of Allied's trade practice
committee to carry on negotiations
with the distributors expired at mid-
night last night, but the exhibitor
organization apparently is still re-
ceptive to proposals.
At Allied's board meeting in Wash-

' Continued on Page 8)

Drive to Enlist Support of

All State Exhibitors

Planned
The ITOA yesterday authorized its

attorney, Milton C. Weisman, to
draft a bill calling for the repeal of
New York State's censorship law. It

was stated following a meeting of
the organization at the Hotel Astor
that at least 30 state legislators were
ready and anxious to introduce the
bill when it is ready.

(At a meeting of 40 New York
City members of Allied of New
York, a committee was appointed to
investigate all angles of the present
censorship situation. The committee
is composed of Abe Levy, Lou Gou-
del and Thomas D. Lorenzo.)
A resolution attacking the New

York censor board and calling for its
(Continued on Page 8)

All officers of Loew's, Inc., were re-
elected yesterday at a meeting of the
board of directors. The board also
declared a dividend of 50 cents on

(Continued on Page 3)

Plan New Film Biz Drive

But Without Quiz Angle

General committee of Motion Pic-
tures Greatest Year is expected to
convene within a week to wind up
the affairs of the drive and to con-
sider the possibilities of another cam-

(Continued on Page 7)

Sponsor of Nebraska Measures Fails

to Support Them at Senate Hearing

Amalgamation of W. Va.

Exhibitor Groups Sought

Clarksburg, W. Va.—More than
150 exhibitors, distributors and sales

representatives of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Ohio attended the
ITO of West Virginia meeting at
the Waldo Hotel. Prexv R. J. Heihle
presided. Speakers included Col. H.

(Continued on Page 3)

Lincoln, Neb. — Two legislative
threats to the film industry were
eliminated yesterday when the Neu-
bauer theater divorcement and sales
regulation measures were killed in
committee.

Their sponsor, Sen. E. M. Neu-
bauer, failed to appear at the hear-
ing. Opposition speaker was Far-
ley Young, deputy county attorney.
Young told the committee that

(Continued on Page 3)

COLE TO CONFER HERE

WITH ALLIED OF N. Y.

Col. H. A. Cole, president of
national Allied, will meet with the
state officers of Allied Theaters of
New York here next week. National
activities of the association are ex-
pected to be discussed by Cole with
the New York leaders.

The New York City unit of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Omaha Rejects "Daughter";

Stage Version in Rehearsal

Omaha—The City Welfare Board
has voted unanimously to ban "Yes,
My Darling Daughter" here. The

(Continued on Page 7)

Springfield Police Order
End of All Cash Giveaways

Springfield, Mass.—Managers of

six theaters in this city which have
been giving away cash prizes on

(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. 2i/

2 f

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd 1

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

High
17i/

2

12%

MARKET
Net

Close Chg.

171/t — '/»

12% — Vs

Low

17V2
12 1/2

1%
11

74

13/8 1% — %
11 11 — Vs
73 174 + 21/4

133/4

501/2

071/2 1

ll'/s

131/4 131/4 — Vz
493/4 493/4 — 3/4

071/2 1071/2 + 1/4

103/4 11 — Vs

IH/4
9

21/4

24%

76 1/2

5%

Hi/4 111/4— Vs

8% 9 + Vs
21/4 21/4

24% 241/4 + %
751/2 751/2 — l'vi

5% 5%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46. ... 97 96 97 +2
Loew 6s 41 -ww 1003/4 1003,4 1003/4 — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 101 1/4 101 101

Para. Picts. cv.3l/4s47 85 85 85

RKO 6s41 70 693/4 693/4 + 1%
Warner's 6s39 98V4 97V2 98V4
Warner's 6s39 cffs... 94 1/4 93 Vi 94% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 2% 2% 2% — %
Sonotone Corp 1 3

/fc 1
3/fc 1% + Vs

Technicolor 193/8 19l/
4 193/8

Trans-Lux 2 2 2 + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 6V2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 96i/

2 98l/
2

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 1st deb. '45.. 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 72 74

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

New RCA "Tele Eye" Uses
Double-Barreled Electrons

RCA execs, yesterday, in wake of
disclosure of assignment to com-
pany of a patent covering a double-
barreled tele transmitting tube or
"tele eye" that uses two electron
guns,—one to scan and the other
to spray image being televised, told

The Film Daily that the new tube
is now being tested and has "very
interesting possibilities" with re-

spect to practical application in the
television field.

New tube, similar in certain re-

spects to the Iconoscope or "tele

eye" now generally used for picking
up scenes and objects and convert-
ing them into electrical impulses
that can be broadcast through
space, is the invention of Arthur
W. Vance and Harry Branson of
Philadelphia and holds out the
promise that television pictures can
both be shot with less light and thai
dark spots can be eliminated.
The Vance-Bronson tube, RCA

states, bears no relationship to the
television system which is covered
by patent No. 2,146,876 developed
recently by Dr. Vladimir Zworykin
of Philadelphia. This system broad-
casts both the visual images and ac-
companying sound signals upon a
single carrier, the sight and sound
transmission being so interlocked
that the presence of one type of
signal substantially assures the
presence of the other.

Goldwyn Signs Gary Cooper
to Exclusive Star Termer

West Coast Biveau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn an-

nounced yesterday that he has
signed a new contract with Gary
Cooper calling for the star's exclu-
sive services. The new deal runs
for a number of years and puts at

rest reports that Cooper will appear
under the banner of another pro-
ducer for one film. The first Gold-
wyn film in which Gary Cooper will

be the star under the new contract
will be "The Real Glory" with An-
drea Leeds opposite in the leading
feminine role.

Another contractual elevation that
took place at the Goldwyn Studio yes-
terday concerns David Niven. Niven's
current contract was superseded by
a new one running for seven years.
Niven's first big part under the new
contract will be in the forthcoming
Goldwyn production of "Raffles."

Para. Signs Anthony Veiller
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Anthony Veiller,

scenarist, who is being groomed for
a producer's berth at Paramount,
has been signed to a long-term con-
tract to serve in an editorial capa-
city.

"Blackwell's Island" Big

On the basis of its big opening
vesterday, Warners' "Blackwell's
Island" is expected to stay at least
two weeks at the Globe, the home
office said last night. Extended run
is a possibility, it was added.

Stage Protest Parade Over

Proposed Billboard Taxing

Albany—Some 200 marching sign

painters appeared at the State Capi-
tol here yesterday for scheduled

housing hearing and protested

against any legislation including tax
on billboard advertising in connec-

tion with slum clearance plans.

Spokesmen for the demonstrators
ur^ed Senate committee to eliminate

billboards from taxation, as other-

wise more than 20,000 workers would
be legislated out of jobs.

Albany—New Employment Agency
Bill was hoppered here yesterday by
Assemblyman E. H. Ostertag, Wyom-
ing Co. Republican, in accordance
with the plea voiced by Governor
Lehman in his annual message for

regulation.

Five-Day Week Measure
In Illinois Legislature

Springfield, 111. — Five-day week
measure has been introduced in the
Illinois House by Rep. Holten. En-
forcement suprevision would rest

with the State Labor Department.
Violations would be deemed mis-
demeanors, subject to fines from
$25 to $100. State and municipal
employes and persons employed in

executive or supervisory capacities

would be exempt.

French M. P. Co. Reorg.

Plan Filed in Fed. Court

Reorganization plan for French
Motion Picture Co., Inc., now under
77B, was filed yesterday in Federal
Court.

Plan provides for (1) full pay-
ment of monies due wage claim-
ants; (2) payment of taxes; (3) 15
per cent to general creditors on ap-
proval of the plan, and (4) confir-

mation of contracts.
Stockholder interests will not be

affected, it is pointed out.

Orders Pre-Trial Testimony
In Action Over Chaplin Pix

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe, in

the action instituted by Film Sonores
Tobis Societe Anonyme against
Charles Chaplin, Charles Chaplin
Film Corp., and UA, yesterday or-
dered the plaintiff's president and
secretary to testify before trial.

Action alleges that the film "Mod-
ern Times" plagiarized the plaintiff's

production, "A Nous La Liberte."

Hold Rogers Drive Meeting
First meeting of the New York

branch managers who will handle
the Will Rogers Memorial Drive was
held yesterday at the office of Harry
Buxbaum, 20th-Fox branch manager.
Contact assignments were given to
each manager on a zone basis to
cover all exhibitors in this area.

cominc riid Gome

SIDNEY R. KENT, 20th-Fox prexy, is sched
uled to leave for the Coast tomorrow night.

W. F. RODCERS, M-C-M general manage
of distribution, leaves for the Coast tomorro
night, having delayed his departure one da'

AL WILKIE, Paramount publicity manage
left for Florida yesterday.

HARRY BUXBAUM, 20th-Fox New Yor
branch manager, leaves for Florida today

tof. IELLIOT NUGENT, Paramount directo*) n;

left for the Coast to start work on his nex
assignment. He recently completed "Nev(
Say Die" for Para.

LEO ROBIN, songwriter, has arrived in Ne<
York from Miami.

SONJA HENIE is at the Waldorf.

CHARLES SKOURAS, FWC chieftain, arrive

here March 9 on the Queen Mary after a tri

to Greece.

STEVE HANNAGAN arrives in Los Angele
today.

C. L. CARRINGTON, vice-president and gen
eral manager of Altec, has left New York o

a business trip to Detroit and Chicago.

MRS. RAY ROWLAND (Ruth Cummings) i

at the Sherry Netherland.

LEONARD PENN and his wife, GLADY
GEORGE, have left for Hollywood after severa
weeks here.

EDWARD ARNOLD arrives here tomorrow fo

a short vacation after completing his role ii

"Man About Town" at Paramount.

GEORGE SANDERS, 20th-Fox star, arrive

here this week-end from the Coast, en rout<

to England to star in the next RKO "Saint'
story which will be made there.

JEROME JACKSON, Warners' British produc
tion chief, returns to New York this week-em
from a brief visit to Florida.

Montreal 'Change to Remove
Famous Players Canadian Vtc

Montreal—The Montreal stock ex

change has announced that the vot-

ing trust certificates of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., wil

be removed from the list at the

close of business Saturday, due tc

the fact that the voting trust agree-
ment expires on March 6, and the

depositary will distribute the shares
held by it on and after that date.

Wingart Fights Cold
Earl Wingart, 20th-Fox publicity

manager, has been confined to his

home for the past two days with a

bad cold. He is expected back at

his desk today.

WihkSu
tRTHV

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 2

N. L. Manheim

Jack White
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EB, KILLS PIX SALES

TAX, DIVORCEMENT

»l i

(Continued from Page 1)

06 exhibitors in Nebraska were op-

osed to the divorcement measure's
nactment on the theory that a

istributor can be better dealt with
.•hen having an interest in the

tate. Young reminded that North
)akfita had recently repealed its

i'
r

jSement statute, first to be en-

Attacking the sales regulation bill

.hich provided a $1,000 exchange
ax and a levy of $1 per reel on
lms, Young said the measure would
et about $20,000 annually and that

he costs would be passed along to

re
exhibitor.

Additionally, Young contended
hat fewer prints of each picture

Eould be sent to Nebraska to dodge
le tax, thus working a hardship on
xhibs.

Nebraska indies meanwhile have
een urging Neubauer to press anti-

uals legislation. The indies claim
: would serve a three-fold purpose:
unswer the public's yammer against
uals, appeal to the PTA which
ampaigned in 1938 against duals
s injurious to child health, and
iore important, crack distributor,

r chain operations, control of film

uying.
1 Independents believe a non-dual
rrangement would immediately re-

>>ase half the films now being con-
umed on open market, where the
idependent would have a better
uying chance.

/Ij

Report on N. D. Probe May
Go to Arnold by Week-end

'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— G-men's report on

le Department of Justice investiga-
on of the circumstances surround-
ig the repeal of North Dakota's di-

orcement law is expected to be in

ne hands of Thurman Arnold, Assis-
int U. S. Attorney General, before
le end of the week.
Harold Collins, special Assistant

T. S. Attorney General, and Albert J.

aw, Justice Department agent, are
Dncluding their extended probe of

fox West Coast in Los Angeles and
" nortly are returning here to prepare

ieir report.

\

.oew's Renames Officers;

Declares Common Dividend

(Continued from Page 1)

ie common stock, payable March 31
) stockholders of record on March
4.

Re-elected officers were Nicholas
[. Schenck, president; David Bern-
:ein, vice-president and treasurer;
rthur M. Loew, first vice-president;

. Robert Rubin, Al Lichtman, Edgar

. Mannix, Sam Katz, Edward A.
chiller, vice-presidents; Leopold
riedman, secretary; Jesse T. Mills,

jmptroller and assistant secretary;
enjamin Thau, Isidor Frey, H. Hel-
3in, assistant secretaries; Charles
. Moskowitz, Charles K. Stern,
icholas Nayfack, Len Cohen and
. Lazarus, assistant treasurers.

ALONG THE

with DHIL M. DALYi
T

• • • GREAT excitement at the Paramount Theater in Nashville

on Monday nite according to Tony Sudekum. theater operator

when Mary E. Hilton was notiiied irom the stage that she had won one

of the four major cash prizes in the movie quiz contest Mary is

a S50 a month employe of the local Y.W.C.A before the amount

of the award was revealed, the girl was asked what she would do

with a prize of S10 the questioner finally built the query up

through hundreds to thousands, and finally asked her what she would

do with an actual prize of SI 0.000 when the audience realized

that the girl on the stage had really won that much dough, there was

as much excitement in the theater as on a Bank Night

T T T
• • • MUCH hullaballoo according to a reporter for

the N. Y. Sun. .. .whose assignment was to travel from Newark
airport in a stagecoach which carried a message from the mayor

of San Francisco to the mayor of New York, along with a print

of Wanger's "Stagecoach" the reporter said it was a rather

uneventful trip no Indians, no holdup the only un-

toward incident was that a lot of citizens from Newark to New
York kept yelling "Hiyo, Silver!" so the UA pub dep't is

gonna send the bill for the stunt to Herb Yates, seeing that his

serial got most of the publicity the public acts so dumb
about these publicity stunts

T T T
• • • ADDED starter for the AMPA luncheon today at the Astor

is Adrienne Ames the luncheon is a tribute to Ray Johnston of

Monogram on his twenty-fifth anniversary in the industry on the

dais will be Ray Johnston, Scott R. Dunlap, Trem Carr, Bert Frohman

and Helen Westley

T
• • • YARN from R. E. Russell, manager of Loew's Poli

in New Haven the theater phone number is 7-2239 a

Mr. Kiernan of New Haven has a similar phone number, 6-2239

Mr. Kiernan phoned Russell explaining that on Sundays he

is constantly worried by phone calls asking him "what picture

is playing," "when does the next show start," etc so he

asked Russell to provide him each week with his schedule and

program Russell protested that he did not want to bother

this kindly person "Oh, what the hell," replied Mr. K., "it

doesn't take any longer to say 'Jesse James' or 'Idiot's Delight'

than to say 'you have the wrong number,' so I might just as well

tell 'em what they want to know" so now Poli's New Hav-
en has two phones instead of one

T T
• • • GOOD exploitation idea behind Paramount's "Sudden

Money" it will be released March 31 the Grand National

Sweepstakes will be run on March 24th the pic's story is about

a goofy family that wins the grand sweepstakes prize it has good

possibilities for the exhib., particularly if there are sweeps winners in

his town and he can tie them in

T T T
• • • HOLLYWOOD premiere on the East Side of New
York Delancey Street will never be the same they

rolled out the red carpet in true Hollywood style for "Mothers

of Today" at the Clinton Theater for the world premiere

of Henry Lynn's production starring Esther Field and Max Rosen-

blatt kleig lights and kibitzers ballyhoo and blintzes

hoopla and herring

« « « » » »

COLE TO CONFER HERE

WITH ALLIED OF N. Y.

(.Continued from Page 1)

state organization met yesterday and
moved to take immediate action on
legislation problems. A course of ac-
tion is to be mapped out by the legis-

lative committee so that everything
will be in readiness by the time Max
Cohen, unit president, returns from
the Coast next week.

In the absence of Cohen, yester-
day's meeting was conducted by
E. Thornton Kelly.

Amalgamation of W. Va.

Exhibitor Groups Sought

(Continued from Page 1)

A. Cole, president of Allied States As-
sociation, who was introduced by M.
A. Rosenberg, president of the
MPTO of Western Pennsylvania.
Cole spoke on trade practice re-

forms and legislation.

Resolution was adopted authoriz-
ing President Heihle to appoint a
committee to meet with representa-
tives of the West Virginia manag-
ers association, of which Sol Hy-
man of Huntington is president, to

endeavor to amalgamate the two as-
sociations. This committee will be
appointed within the next two weeks.
A second resolution was adopted

to accept theater managers who are
not owners as associate members.
The business session consisted

principally of reports from the
treasurer and legislative committee
on pending legislation affecting the
theater business, particularly in

West Virginia.

Following the business session, a
testimonial dinner was held in the
Waldo Hotel for Charles Dortic,

now branch manager for Grand Na-
tional in Pittsburgh, and Robert
Dunbar, now office manager for War-
ners' Pittsburgh exchange, and both
former West Virginia sales represen-
tatives. C. C. Kellenberg, sales man-
ager of 20th Century-Fox, was mas-
ter of ceremonies. At the speakers'
table were Colonel Cole, Roy T.

Haines, Robert Smeltzer, Harry
Seed, Jules Lapidus, R. J. Heihle
and M. A. Rosenberg.

Richard D. Marks, state vice-pres-

ident of the ITO of West Virginia
and chairman of the banquet com-
mittee, presented Dortic with a set

of golf clubs and Dunbar with a
wrist watch.

Chakeres Acquires Three
Springfield, O. — Chakeres Thea-

ters, Inc., has acquired the 1,000-

seat Virginia and the newly built

Louvee, with 600 seats, at Wellston,
O., from the Guilfoyle Amusement
Co. there, and also the 750-seat

Bell's opera house at Hillsboro, for-

merly operated by Donald Evans.

Kirsch to be Renamed
Chicago — Re-election of Jack

Kirsch as prexy is anticipated at

today's annual meeting of Illinois

Allied.



5 BLUE RIBBONS
for M^G-M's Production

LET FREEDOM
RING//



T FOR NELSON EDDY!
His performance as

uThe

Wasp" is the most exciting

on the screen today!

' 1* FOR THE ALL-STAR CAST!
Imagine these great personalities in one picture : NELSON EDDY,

VIRGINIA BRUCE, VICTOR McLAGLEN, LIONEL BARRY-

MORE, EDWARD ARNOLD, Guy Kibbee, Charles Butterworth.

6* FOR THE GREAT STORY!
It is the most rousing patriotic musical romance that ever set

your pulse beating. The original story and screen play is by Ben

Hecht. (He gave you "Viva Villa" !) Directed by JACK CONWAY.
Harry Rapf, producer.

"* FOR THE MUSICAL THRILLS!
Crammed with soul - stirring fervor is its music. Never such a

wealth of love songs, of patriotic songs as Nelson Eddy pours from

his singing heart!

FOR THE BIG PRODUCTION!
M-G-M has again given the screen a mighty entertainment. One

after another they come, the Big Attractions of the screen, winning

the public anew for the hits of the Friendly Company!
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$2,220,000 EARNINGS

FOR PARA. IN QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

include $445,000 representing the
amount of dividends received by the
corporation and its consolidated sub-
sidiaries from non-consolidated sub-
sidiaries in excess of Paramount's
direct and indirect net interest as
a stockholder in the combined earn-
ings for the quarter, such excess
representing a partial distribution
of shares of earnings of previous
quarters.

Estimated earnings for the year
ended Dec. 31, last are $4,096,000 in-

cluding $260,000 representing net
capital and non-recurring income and
$332,000 profit on purchase of de-
bentures of Paramount Pictures Inc.

These earnings also include $1,215,-

000, representing Paramount's di-

rect and indirect net interest as a
stockholder in the combined undis-
tributed earnings for the year of
partially owned non-consolidated
subsidiaries.

There were outstanding as of Dec.

31, last, 142,172 shares of cumula-
tive convertible $100 par value 6

per cent First Preferred Stock, and
555,071 shares of cumulative con-
vertible $10 par value 6 per cent
Second Preferred Stock. After de-

ducting $1,186,074 of dividends ac-

crued for the year on these Pre-
ferred shares, the remaining $2,909,-

926 of estimated combined consoli-

dated and share of undistributed
earnings for the year represent $1.18
per share on the 2,465,927 shares of

Common Stock outstanding at De-
cember 31, 1938.

Earnings for the quarter ended
Jan. 1, 1938 after interest and all

charges resulted in a loss of $26,000.

This amount is after deducting
$795,000, representing the amount
of dividends received by the corpora-
tion and its consolidated subsidiaries
from non-consolidated subsidiaries in
excess of Paramount's direct and in-

direct net interest as a stockholder
in the combined earnings for the
quarter, such excess representing a
partial distribution of share of earn-
ings of previous quarters.
Earnings for the year ended Jan.

1, 1938 amounted to $6,670,103, in-

cluding $625,000 representing Para-
mount's direct and indirect net in-

terest as a stockholder in the com-
bined undistributed earnings for the
year of partially owned non-consoli-
dated subsidiaries.

Weinthal Rites Today
East Orange, N. J.—Funeral ser-

vices will be held today for Solomon
S. Weinthal, 81, who operated one
of the first movie houses in New-
ark and also the first in Oranee. He
died Feb. 27 at his home here aftez

a long illness. Weinthal for many
years operated a music hall in Ho-
boken. About 1905 he opened a
theater known as "The Model" in

Orange, and a little later opened an-
other at Newark. He retired in

1913.

reviews of ncuj fums
"Blackwell's Island"
with John Garfield, Rosemary Lane

Warners 71 Mins.

GANGSTER MELLER FILLED WITH
HECTIC INCIDENTS AND JOHN GAR-

FIELD FEATURED.

A hectic and meller drama of gangster-

ism, being a highly colored version of the

upheaval that occurred in the administra-

tion of the penal colony of New York City

located at Blackwell's Island, and the re-

sultant political scandal. John Garfied

as a newspaper reporter sets out to get

the goods on the big shot racketeer behind

the political boss who seems to run the

rackets in New York about the way he

pleases. His particular racket is along the

waterfront, shaking down the steamboat
and tugboat captains. One of these cap-

tains is killed, and later a police officer

(Dick Purcell), who is the brother of Rose-

mary Lane, a nurse. The copper is on the

trail of the gangsters who got the cap-

tain, when they rub him out, too. So Gar-

field gets himself sent to Blackwell's Island

after a new police commissioner sends the

gangster (Stanley Fields) to the island for

a stretch with his three lieutenants. The
manner in which the gangster takes over

the prison, and orders the warden and all

the guards around, runs a "protective"

association for the prisoners, and installs

a private club with all conveniences for

himself and pals, is pretty far-fetched. They
even have a direct wire to the racetrack

apparently, for they are making book every

day. The finale has its thrills, with Gar-

field engineering a raid by the new com-
missioner, disclosing the conditions at the

island, and resulting in the gangster and his

mob being sent to jail. Suggested selling

angles: Sell John Garfield in a strong hero

role fighting gangsters in a thrill racketeer

film.

CAST: John Garfield, Rosemary Lane,

Dick Purcell, Victor Jory, Stanley Fields,

Morgan Conway, Granville Bates, Anthony
Averill, Peggy Shannon, Charles Foy, Nor-
man Willis, Joe Cunningham.

CREDITS: Director, William McGann;
Authors, Crane Wilbur, Lee Katz; Screen-

play, Crane Wilbur.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

St. Louis Midnight Show
for Refugee Relief Fund

St. Louis, Mo.—Johnny Perkins,
national ringmaster of the Variety
Clubs of America, will emcee at the
benefit midnight show Saturday at
Fanchon & Marco's Fox Theater. The
show will feature Paul Whiteman
and band plus seven vaudeville acts
and a "sneak preview" of a new
pix. Proceeds of the benefit will go
to the aid of refugee children from
Germany.

Earlier in the evening Whiteman
and his aggregation will perform at
a dinner dance to be given under
the auspices of the Variety Club at
the Coronado Hotel. Profits from
this affair goes to a local charity,
sponsored by the Variety Club.

* FORCIGR *

"Champs-Elysees"
with Sacha Guitry, Arianne Pathe, Lucien

Baroux, Raymond Galle

Tri-National 89 Mins.

HISTORY OF FAMOUS FRENCH STREET
AS BASIS FOR FIVE-GENERATION STORY
PRESENTS GUITRY AT HIS BEST.

When Sacha Guitry appears in a film,

it is an almost certainty that he will dom-
inate it at all times, and this release is

no exception. He is interesting and en-

tertaining at all times, and it is only when
he speaks for other characters in the story

that he loses his own personality. The
story, which was written by Guitry, tells

the history of the famous French avenue
from 1617 to present times, in a half his-

torical and half fictional fashion. Guitry

also directed the film. The historical

events are presented mostly through the

events affecting a fictional family group
that produces a son in each generation
from the time of Louis XV to date. M.
Guitry makes some of his five characteriza-

tions satiric, adds a smattering of mali-

cious and biting wit and winds up the film

in a sort of patriotic huzzah. However,
it proves to be diverting and entertaining

screenfare. M. Guitry has surrounded his

own five roles with a highly capable cast,

and the picture is well dressed and pro-

jected from a production standpoint.

CAST: Sacha Guitry, Raymond Galle,

Arianne Pathe, Lucien Baroux, Jacqueline

Delubac, Lisette Lanvin, Pierre Minguand,
Jeanne Boitel, Rene Fauchois, Nila Parely,

Claude Martin, Emile Drain, Josseline Gael,

Robert Pizani.

CREDITS: Pathe-Cinema Production; Di

rector and Author, Sacha Guitry. Presented

at the Little Carnegie Playhouse with
French dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Soviet Border"
with E. Tiapkina, N. Vinogradov

Amkino 94 Mins.

PROPAGANDA FILM SHOWS SOVIETS
DEFEATING JAPS ON BORDER.

Almost strictly a propaganda film to show
the invincibility of the Soviet army and air

force, this new Russ release falls below the

standard of pictures recently imported from
Moscow. The characterization of E. Tiap-

kina, N. Vinogradov and E. Fedorova are

good, and the rest of the cast is adequate.
For some mysterious reason the Japanese
attack on the border after much spying and
what not. The plight of the defending
Russians is a sorry one, outnumbered badly.

But we knew the army would arrive in time

and it did. Waves of infantry and squad-
rons of planes dash to the rescue and the

last seen of the Japs is a rapid retreat in a

hail of lead and steel.

CAST: E. Tiapkina, E. Fedorova, N. Vino-

gradov, S. Krilov, N. Kriuchkov, E. Garin,

Y. Lavrov.

CREDITS: Produced by Mosfilms; Direc-

tor, A. G. Ivanov. Presented at the Cameo
Theater with Russian dialogue and English

titles.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
O.K.

INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES;

AT BRANDT SERVIGEii

(.Continued from Page 1)

West End Funeral Chapel, 200 Wei
91st St., prior to interment in Wesi
Chester Hills Cemetery, Mour
Hope.
Rabbi Louis I. Newman delivere

the eulogy at the initial service
which was followed by Masonic rite

conducted by Peter Siebel, Fra»\ c
.

%Cooley and Paul Gulick on beh
Pacific Lodge, No. 233, F. and A. M
whose Brunswick Choir also parti
cipated.

Mourners, who packed the Wesi
End Funeral Chapel to capacity am
overflowed into the ante-chamber

|

as well as the staircase leading t<

the chapel, attested to the esteem hi
which the film industry held the de'
ceased. Assemblage was in excess
of 500.

Executives of major and indi<

producing companies, circuit heads
]

and exhibitor officials, together with
representatives of the film tradfl
press were present.

Columbia's home office was repre
sented by Jack Cohn, A. Montague
Joseph McConville, Rube Jackter
Louis Weinberg, Lou Astor, Maj !

Weisfeldt, Hal Hode, Max Seligman
Al Seligman, Leo Jaffe, Mortimei
Wormser, Dave O'Malley, Hortenst i

Schorr, Sam Liggett, George Jo-

sephs, B. Birnbaum, Milton Han-
nock, John Kane, R. Philpott, Ber
Morris, F. Deitsch, Hanna Kass.
Rose Slaten, Ruth Greenfield, Mimi
Levenson, Rose Hand, Catherine
Phelan, Betty Stearns, Etta Levoff.

Fan Melman, Fay Rothman, Fred
Izzo and Henry Straus.
Among others at services were

Jules Levy, Pat Powers, Harold B.
Franklin, Joseph Cohn, Charles
Zenker, Morris Levy, Jeanne Dress-
ier, Charles Schwartz, Harold Rod-
ner, Abe Waxman, Joseph H. Gal-
lagher, J. Kerner, M. A. Schlessing-
er, John C. Flynn, Lou Rydell,
George H. Morris, Sam Sax, Dave
Chatkin, Bill Ornstein, Marvin
Kirsch, Sam Stern, Frank Spicker,
and Julius Singer.

Linet Appointed Assistant

to Pollock at Universal

Hank Linet, former associate edi-

tor of Showmen's Trade Review,
yesterday was appointed assistant

to Lou Pollock, Eastern advertising
and publicity director of Universal.
Linet will be active in all branches
of the department, devoting time to

advertising, publicity and exploita-
tion.

Sid Davidson, who recently joined

Pollock's staff, will spend most of

his time on the road.
Linet, before joining STR two

years ago, practiced law but has
been associated with the motion pic-

ture business since 1921.

Oakie s Mother Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Mrs. Evelyn Offield,

mother of film actor Jack Oakie, is

dead here, following a paralytic
stroke.
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eorge weeks named

Sonogram vice prexy

tinned from Page 11

arge of production; Edward Gol-

r.. vice-president in charge of ex-

anges; Leon Fromkess, treasurer,

id Ben Agren, comptroller. A new
?ction was that of Hugh Davis as

>:^iant treasurer.

^jjotion was ratified and approved
:~tockholders representing 234,-

shares to add Leon Fromkess
and Norton
Ritchie to

the board of
direc tors.

Ritchie is

foreign sales

manager o f

the company.
It was also

voted to
amend the
by-laws so as
to change the
fiscal year
from the cal-

endar year,
making June

J) the fiscal year's termination.

: The date of the annual stockhold-
s' meeting was changed to the first

Wednesday in October.

A move on the part of the stock-
olders to increase the salaries of
ohnston and Dunlap by $200 a week
as halted before a motion could be
lade. Both Dunlap and Johnston
,eclined to accept the offer before it

as advanced and therefore no action
1 s taken.

All members of the board were re-

jected. They were W. Ray John-
:on. Scott Dunlap, 0. Henry Briggs,
ol Rosenblatt, William R. Stewart,
. A. Sisto and Trem Carr.

GEORGE W WEEKS

)maha Rejects "Daughter";

Stage Version in Rehearsal

(Continued from Page 1)

lm was scheduled to open tomor-
jw at the Brandeis.

Action of the board followed a
review of the picture. Members
sported there was a general objec-
on to the theme of the movie. A
nail group of women representing
lurch and other organizations at-
jnded the meeting.

The theatrical version of the film
now in rehearsal at the Omaha

immunity playhouse. Scheduled to
pen March 6. The board will view
March 2. Reports from the Play-

ouse are to the effect that the play
as been considerably altered.

To Alter Juve Admish Bills

Albany—Assembly bill amending
le penal law in relation to the ad-
lission of children to theaters with-
Jt their parents, guardians or
:her authorized persons, is to be
itered to change Sec. 121-B of the
eneral municipal law and Section
3-B of the business law, to elim-
iate confusion in existing statutes.

DuPont Air Show Will Include Film History
The history of the film industry will be included in a dramatization of Marie

Dressler's life on DuPonfs "Cavalcade of America." March 13, CBS, 8-8:30 P. M.
Norma Shearer, Wallace Beery and other film stars will be impersonated on the program.

North Dakota House May
|

Plan New Film Biz Drive

Pass Anti-Ascap Measure, But Without Quiz Angle

(Continued from Page 1)

action yesterday by the House Ju-
diciary Committee in reporting
unanimously to pass the bill w7hich

the committee already had approved.

Final 60th legislative day begins
tomorrow at 2 p.m. and continues
until the work is completed.

The measure seeks to require or-

ganizations controlling music copy-
rights to file lists of their numbers
together with lists of prices for the
numbers which may be played com-
mercially, at the office of the secre-

tai-y of state, and assesses a three
per cent tax on the gross earnings
of the organizations.

An identical bill was killed in the
house Feb. 20 but later was intro-

duced in the senate where it passed.
Charles G. Bangert, Enderlin at-

torney, appearing in support of
the bill, estimated Ascap "took near-
ly $50,000 out of the state in 1938,
by requiring license fees for play-

ins its numbers."

D. M. Ewing of Minneapolis, coun-
sel for Ascap, told the com-
mittee the bill's "sole purpose is to

destroy the society" and contended
that the measure "wouldn't do the
people of this state any good."

Emasculation of N. M.'s

Ascap Measure Expected

Sante Fe, N. M.—Anti-Ascap mea-
sure, introduced in the Senate re-
cently by Senators G. T. Harris and
J. H. Mullis and passed by that body
on Feb. 13, is currently being consid-
ered by the committee of the House
to which it was recommitted on Feb.
20.

Sources here declared yesterday
that major changes are expected to

be made in the bill, with virtually the
entire proposed Act due for emascu-
lation, leaving only the tax provision
which calls for five per cent of
Ascap's gross receipts, hereafter col-

lected in New Mexico, going to the
State.

Disposition of the bill is antici-

pated this month.

Resume Prod'n on "GWTW"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production resumes

tomorrow at Selznick International
on "Gone With the Wind," with Vic-
tor Fleming directing. There are
no changes in the cast.

Micheaux Starts Second
Oscar Micheaux has started on

the second of three All-Negro fea-
tures being produced at Biograph
Studios. Nelson H. Minnerly is in
charge of recording and sound.

(Continued from Page 1)

paign. Headquarters in the RKO
Bldg. will be closed in about a week
unless the committee decides on a
new plan.

It is reported reliably that another
drive is being considered but that the
Movie Quiz will not be included in

any proposed campaign. An entirely
new approach to business stimulation
will be submitted, it is said.

Winchell Tip-Off Blamed
for Weak Quiz B. O. Draw

New Orleans—Repercussions from
the failure of the Movie Quiz an-
nouncements to help the b. o. here
continued yesterday, with Henry
Lazarus, operator of the Center and
Coliseum, and prexy of Louisiana
Allied, and Saenger's Robert Blair

especially critical.

Blair, who said the three Saenger
Canal St. houses had below average
biz Monday, said:

"I think Walter Winchell's radio
announcement Sunday night of the
two top prize winners and the state-

ment that 10 p. c. of the winners were
in the Manhattan area was to blame
for biz being bad in general. You
can't expect anybody to break their

necks getting to a show when they
know they are not the big prize
winner."
Lazarus charged the indies had

been "left out," and that as far as
they were concerned, it was "just the
same old 76."

WB Dodge City Junket
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Warners has chartered

a special train to transport a party
of 150 execs., stars and newspaper
writers to Dodge City, Kan. early in
May for the world premier-e of the
$1,500,000 Technicolor production,
"Dodge City." The premiere will be
a feature of the Frontier Days cele-
bration.

Games Out by Police Edict
Troy, O.—Three giveaways which

have been operated here for several
months by local movie theaters
have been hit by a general ban on
gambling ordered by Police Chief
E. J. Smick.

NT Books "Sonata"
"Moonlight Sonata" has been

booked by National Theaters for its

entire circuit, it was announced yes-
terday by Select Attractions, Inc.,
distributors of the film.

Exchange Bicycling
Chicago—To meet the demand for

prints of 20th-Fox's "In Old Ken-
tucky" the local exchange in some
instances has been forced to resort
to bicycling.

A FULL YEAR
IN THE MAKING!

THE 1939 FILM

DAILY Year Book

out this month will

carry more valu-

able information

and more adver-

tising than any of

i t s predecessors

carried during the

past twenty years.
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Allied Still Receptive to Trade Practice Proposal

Negotiating Committee's Au-
thority Expired at Midnight

Last Night
(Continued from Page 1)

ington in January, a resolution was
passed requiring its negotiating

committee to make a final report to

the board of directors by March 1 on

the distributors' fair trade practice

draft which was expected to be sub-

mitted by that time.

However, in a bulletin released

yesterday by Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, it was pointed out
that "no further proposals were re-
ceived in time to permit the commit-
tee to make a final report" and for
that reason the board would not con-
vene.
"The distributors are free to sub-

mit any further proposals to the gen-
eral counsel who will forward them
by mail to the directors for such ac-
tion as they may see fit to take," the
bulletin read.
The distributors' committee was in

session yesterday but it was reliably
reported that Myers had not received
a copy of their draft up to late last

night.

Myers to Act for Exhibs.

at Hopkins Census Parley

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Secretary of Com-

merce Harry I. Hopkins yesterday in-

vited Abram F. Myers, Allied gen-
eral counsel, to represent theater ex-
hibitors at a conference on census
of distribution for business at the
Commerce Department auditorium
on March 14-15.

Several conferences will be held in

preparation for the 16th decennial
census of 1940, Hopkins said. Myers
was invited to participate in the
meeting concerned with census of
distribution, including wholesale, re-

tail trade, etc. Theaters were placed
in this class for pui'poses of the cen-
sus.

Washington Officials to See

"Spirit of Culver" Premiere

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—High officials of the

U. S. Army, Navy and National
Youth Administration and Members
of Congress will attend the opening
of Universal's "Spirit Of Culver"
tonight at the Keith Theater. The
Washington Police Boys' Band will

play. General Peyton C. March,
Admiral Hugh Rodman and National
Youth Administration head Aubrey
Williams, will attend.

French Taxes Soar
Paris 'By Cable)—French amusement

rax receipts for 1938 advanced to 100,-

958 000 francs, an increase of 14,073,-

000 over 1937.

French Film Exports Doubled During 1938
Paris (By Cable)—During the past year exports of French pictures doubled the

number sent abroad in 1937. Canada was France's best customer, importing 100 pic-

tures. England bought 31, the United States 24, Germany 9, Belgium 65, Switzerland

15, Mexico 45, Spain 10, the Scandinavian countries 40, Italy 50 and the South and

Central American republics between 30 and 40. No French pictures were exported to

Russia, India or Australia.

ITOA Prexy and Trade Editors Blast

Film Censorship on Network Program

Criticism of film censorship in gen-

eral and film censorship in New York
State in particular was aired over

WMCA and the entire Inter-City

Network at 4 p.m. yesterday when
"Martin Starr's Motion Picture

Forum" presented the views of Harry
Brandt, ITOA prexy; Chester B.

Bj hn, editor of The Film Daily, and
Pete Harrison, editor and publisher

of Harirson's Reports.

Program was set on Monday, and
was made doubly timely by the ITOA
exhibitor rally against censorship
yesterday and fresh editorial attacks

on pix censorship by the powerful
New York Daily News. Added ele-

ment of timeliness was supplied by
the FCC's promulgation of a new list

of radio programs "contrary to the

public interest." Film industry's in-

terest in the latter results from the
assumption the FCC would apply the
same restrictions to television pro-
grams, theatrical and otherwise.

Starr, who introduced the speak-
ers, said that the Legion of Decency,
the Board of Regents and the Hays
Office had been invited to participate
in the symposium, but had been un-
able to join. Terry Ramsaye, editor

of Motion Picture Herald, also had
been announced to appear, but was
unable to keep the engagement.

Brandt, who dashed to WMCA
from the Hotel Astor censorship pro-
test meeting, singled out the Motion
Picture Division of the State Depart-
ment of Education for attack, and,
without mentioning the films by title,

discussed the division's rejection of

"Yes, My Darling Daughter" and the

delay in issuing a permit for "Black-
well's Island." "Evidently," com-
mented Brandt, "the board is not
sure when a picture is or is not cen-

sorable."

Harrison assailed censorship as "a
hindrance to the producers of enter-

tainment," declared that producers in

failing to fight censorship legislation

were responsible for the fact that
state censorship exists in six states,

and added, "The fact that a censor
remains a censor is the best proof
that he does not understand drama."

Bahn charged:

"Fundamentally, there is some-
thing essentially foreign in film cen-
sorship to American precepts. By its

very nature, film censorship must be
political. Which is to say that it

must be partisan and factional, and
as such mirror the infinite prejudices
of partisans and factions. For the
perpetuation of a free America, a
free screen is as vital today as a free
press.

"The censor who deletes today,
given the authority, is apt to insert
tomorrow. It has happened abroad;
there are unofficial if not official cen-
sors here who would like to see it

happen here.
"If the American motion picture is

to fulfill its mass entertainment mis-
sion, it must have the same freedom
for constructive progress as the
world of books and newspaperdom.
Denied it, there can be neither ad-
vance in simple entertainment nor in

a complex art."

Execs, from Both Coasts

To Attend WB Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

branch managers, will attend the an-

nual convention of the company and

its affiliates on March 13-14 at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Expected in from the Coast is Hal

B. Wallis, who will aid Jack War-
ner in outlining the product for next
year. Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager, will preside. Other
executives who will attend the meet
are Major Albert Warner, Charles
Einfeld, Carl Leserman, Joseph
Bernhard, Sam E. Morris, Joseph
Hummel, Jacob Wilk, Norman H.
Moray, Sam Sax, Roy Haines, Ben
Kalmenson, Mort Blumenstock, A.

W. Schwalberg, Arthur Sachson, H.

M. Doherty, Stanley Hatch, I. F.
Dolid.

District and Branch Managers who
will attend the convention are:

Eastern—Ed Schnitzel- and branch
managers—Paul S. Krumenacker, N.
J. Ayres, Chas. Rich, John Pavone,
Harry Decker, Harry Hummell.

Central—R. Smeltzer and branch
managers—A. Shmitken, H. J. Ochs,
F. E. North, W. G. Mansell, Harry
Seed, F. W. Beiersdorf.

Midwest—Rud Lohrenz and branch
managers—T. R. Gilliam, A. W. An-
derson, Fred Greenberg, R. T. Smith,
C. K. Olson, E. D. Perkins, Hall
Walsh.

Southern—Fred M. Jack and
branch managers—R. L. McCoy,
John A. Bachman, Doak Roberts,

CENSORSHIP REPEAL

AIM OF ITOA DRIVI

(Continued from Page 1)

elimination was passed at the J^Q.
meeting. The resolution as^'e
that the board was "unreasonaoI<
arbitrary and capricious" in recer
censoring actions, adding that th
"financial burden imposed upon th
exhibitor and the public generall
does not justify the maintenance an
existence" of the board.

The resolution further states tha
the board has "demonstrated to th
satisfaction of the members of this or
ganization that its maintenance an.
existence produces no benefit to th
public at large and that its function
are wholly unnecessary for the ex
hibition of motion pictures" in Ne^,

York.

It was resolved that the ITOA leg
islative committee should communi
cate with every exhibitor in the stat
and to solicit his support in a mov
to abolish the censor board.

Springfield Police Order
End of All Cash Giveaway:

(Continued from Page 1)

Bank Night or similar nights hav
been notified by Capt. George W
Bicknell of the vice squad that th
practice must be discontinued. I:

fairness to both the theaters an'

their patrons they will be allowe*
to hold the last of such events thi

week in order to clean up accounts

Capt. Bicknell said his move
which he had discussed with Polic
Chief John L. Maloney, originate!
with a complaint made to the Po
lice Department by a man who toll

police he had won $65 and hai

not received it.

The police order applies to al,

forms of cash giveaways, regardles
of the name or system under whicl
they are made, Capt. Bicknell said
In some theaters they are known a;

sweepstakes or parley nights.

Wm. Warner, W. O. Williamson, Jr.

L. Conner, J. O. Rohde.

West Coast—W. E. Callaway anc

branch managers—E. A. Bell, N. H
Brower, V. Stewart, Wm. F. Gor
don, Henry Herbel, Al Oxtoby.

Canadian — Wolfe Cohen anc
branch managers—L. Geller, M. J
Isman, L. McKenzie, Jos. Plottel, I
Coval, G. A. Simmons.

Emergency Ride
St. John, N. B. — Stricken suddenly

with stomach ulcers, J. M. Franklin,

local circuit operator, was rushed to

the hospital for emergency treatment
in a police patrol because the ambulance
was out of commission.

Franklin has left for Florida to re-

cuperate.
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Argentina Moving to Induce U. S. Majors to Produce

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

{See Column 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper
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Export Only As to Keep Foreign Markets, U. S. Tip

G0LDWy¥S SUIT WON'TAFFECT ua-silverstone

Col. to Spend 5 Millions to Increase A Pix—Montague
Company to Seek More Ace

Directors, Montague
Discloses

Further slash in industry's "B"
*)i \ P'x in *ne 1939-40 season was as-

sured yesterday via declaration by A.
Montague, Columbia's general sales

i manager, at a special meeting of

|
company's district managers in the

j home office, that nearly $5,000,000
would be expended on increasing the
number of its "A" films for the new

, , season. No announcement was made
{Continued on Page 3)

PRODS.-SAGAGREE;

80 P. G. GUILD SHOP

t West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — An agreement has
been reached between the Screen
Directors' Guild and the producers
providing for 80 per cent Guild
shop. Attorneys for the Guild and
the producers have been authorized
to draft details of the pact.
The agreement will provide addi-

tional time for directors to prepare
(Continued on Page 3)

• To Set Policy on Release

of Pix Publicity in Italy

M In an effort to establish a uniform
policy in the releasing of American
motion picture publicity in Italy, the
foreign publicity directors of the
major companies will meet Monday
at the offices of the MPPDA.
At present, some companies are

(Continued on Page 7)

Missouri 2% Sales Tax Law
to be Extended Two Years

Jefferson City, Mo.—The House of
Representatives has perfected the
bill continuing the present 2 per
cent sales tax law for another two
years. Numerous attempts to make
important changes in the bill were

(Continued on Page 3)

ARGENTINA
BIDS MAJORS

Proposed Legislation Would
Offer Five Advantages

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Pres-
sure is being brought to bear on na-
tional legislators here to drop their
well-meaning but dilatory attitude
and to buckle down to passage of
laws which would both strengthen
the native film industry and en-
courage U. S. majors to produce
features in native studios.

Principal need, it is argued, is for
generous Government subsidies to
step up production generally in the
Argentine, not merely from the
standpoint of quantity but quality
attractions.

(Columbia and UA are giving
careful attention to the possi-

(Continued on Page 6)

Wash. House Com. Holds
Hearing on Divorcement

Olympia, Wash.—House Commit-
tee on Commerce and Manufactur-
ing yesterday held a hearing on the
recently introduced theater divorce-
ment measure sponsored by Rep.
Cecil A. Gholson of Yakima. Meas-

( Continued on Page 6)

Producer, Claiming Contract Breached, Wants Old
Non-Exclusive Agreement Reinstated — Com-

pany Says "No Merit" in Action
Samuel Goldwyn's action for a declaratory judgment against

United Artists, seeking cancellation of his exclusive contract
with the company, will have no effect on UA or its operations,
Maurice Silverstone, general manager, declared yesterday.

Silverstone's statement was made
in behalf of the company and four
of its five owners—Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin
and Alexander Korda — following
the service of a summons and com-
plaint on Edward C. Raftery, secre-
tary of UA.
The action was brought by Sam-

uel Goldwyn, Inc., and Goldwyn,
himself, as plaintiffs and UA as de-
fendants in an effort to reinstate

(Continued on Page 7)

TRADE DRAFTRESTS

WITH MAJOR ATTYS.

STIRN FILES SQUAWK

ON 3 RKO DIRECTORS

Ernest W. Stirn, through his

counsel, John S. Stover, filed objec-
tions in Federal Court yesterday to

the pending confirmation of the re-

org. plan, and also to Floyd B. Od-
ium, Conde Nast and N. Peter
Rathvon as directors.

Other contentions of Stirn are

(Continued on Page 7)

Mae West May Make One
Feature for Universal

Deal between Universal and Mae
West for one picture to be made
this Summer depends on whether or
not a suitable story can be found,
Louis Epstein, her business man-

(Continued on Page 3)

U. S. Grip on Foreign Market 0(f5%;

B's Hurt Abroad, Washington s View
Bill to Give Wilmington

Sunday Pix in Delaware

Dover, Del. — A Sunday motion
picture bill designed for Wilmington
was introduced in the Legislature
yesterday by Sen. Paul R. Rinard.
Tf would legalize the showing of
motion pictures after 2 p.m. on Sun-

(Continued on Page 6)

With intensification of difficulties

abroad causing a 5 per cent drop
in the U. S. domination of the world's
motion picture screens in last year,
the Federal Government yesterday
recommended to Amreican distribu-
tors that exports to the foreign
market be restricted to their "choice
Grade A films."
The recommendation was the high-

(Continued on Page 3)

Completion of the final draft of
the distributors' trade practice plan
has been left entirely in the hands
of the majors' attorneys, it was in-

dicated yesterday. Discussions by
the sales heads have been termin-

(Continued on Page 6)

Decency Legion Removes
"Daughter" from 'C List

National Legion of Decency yes-
terday advised its members that,

due to "the many and important cuts

which were made in the original

version of the film," it had changed
(Continued on Page 6)

Illinois Allied's Prexy

Wants Pix Stars Off Air

Chicago—Jack Kirsch, re-elected

prexy of Illinois Allied at yester-

day's annual meeting, called^ anew
for the removal fromthe air of film

L S
(Continued on Page 31 . _
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 1

do pfd 1

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Taramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
70th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

Net

High Low Close Chg.

11 11 11

72 172 172
81 Vi 181 Vi 181 Vi + 3
13i/

2 13V2 13V2 + y4
50 493A 49% + %
11 103/4 11

11 1/4 11 Va 11 Vi
91/4 9 91/4 + 1/4

2V4
24 23% 23%

2% — %
%

Wolfson Urges Increase

in Admish Tax Exemption

Miami—Suggestion that the 10
per cent amusement tax exemption
be raised to all tickets above 50
cents, or that it be raised to some
figure even higher than this so that
the profits from the amusement in-

terests could be substantially in-

creased, and. as a result, the Gov-
ernment receive substantial increases
in revenue, is made in a letter sent
to Secretary of the Treasury Mor-
eenthau by Mitchell Wolfson, co-
owner of the Wometco Theater cir-

cuit, operating houses in this State
and the Bahamas.
Wolfson points out that, in his

belief, "present moment is an un-
usually favorable opportunity for
the motion picture exhibitors of the
"ountry to get the exemption on
amusement taxes raised from 40
"ents to 50 cents."

Court Orders Production

of Agreement by Metro

In action for $44,250 brought by
each of two plaintiffs, Leo Feist Es-
tate and Edgar F. Bitner, and based
on last installment allegedly due
plaintiffs for sale of controlling-
stock of Leo Feist, Inc., to M-G-M,
defendants in the suit, Justice Fer-
dinand Pecora in Supreme Court yes-
terday directed M-G-M to submit
for inspection the agreement refer-
ring to acquisition of musical rights
fo "Rio Rita" and "Kid Boots" by
Leo Feist, Inc., and disposition of
those rights. Application was made
bv plaintiff.

M-G-M has counter-claim for
$128,000, claiming breach of war-
ranty.

75 V, 75 75—1
5% 5V2 5% ..

41 41 41—1
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41 -ww .. 100% 100% 100% — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 101 101 101
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41 68 68 68 — 1%
Warner's 6s39 91

V

4 93 98% — %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs. 94 93 Vi 93 Vi — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . 2% 2% 2Vi — %
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor 183/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 7%

I8I/2 I8I/2 —
71/2 7% —

N. Y. OVER-TH^-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5V4 7
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 96V, 98V,
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb '45 69V2 71 Vi
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 72 74

International Projector

Completes Distrib. Setup

Erpi has been appointed exclusive
distributors in Brazil, Malay States.
Straits Settlements, Siam, French
Tndo China, Borneo, Sarawak, Neth-
erland East Indies, Australia, China
and New Zealand for Simplex E-7
and Super Simplex Projectors, it is

announced by Herbert Griffin, vice-
m-esident of International Projector
Corn.
Move completes company's dis-

tribution arrangements in world
market.

Griffin savs U. S. has internation-
al leadership in production of mo-
tion picture equipment which is just
as definite a standing as this country
enjoys in production of films.

SAFETY| LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP

Storage by RppI or Vmill

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

National Sign Ass'n Meet
to be Held In Chicago

Chicago—The 1939 convention of
the National Sign Association will
be held in this city this summer
day and date with the Internation-
al Sign Exposition.

Quincy Bans Games
Quincy, 111. — Police here have

banned all cash and merchandise
games.

DuMont Seeks N. J. Okay
of New Tele Transmitter

Passaic, N. J.—Approval of a new
experimental television station was
sought yesterday from the Public

Utilities Commission by DuMont
Laboratories, Paramount affiliate,

following granting of construction
permit and license to operate by
FCC, and the okay of local city of-

ficials for erection of antennae
tower.
DuMont, it is declared, may de-

velop the new station into a com-
mercial unit, which will be an even-
tual aim since command to go-ahead
must come at some future time from
FCC.

Station, located at 2 Main St. here,

is applied for as 50-watt transmit-
ter dual system to operate for re-

search purposes within 42,000 and
56,000 cycle belt, with transmitting
time from midnight to 9 a.m.

New Omaha, Seattle Branch

Managers Named by Sears

Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager, announces two promotions
from salesmen to branch managers
in the Warner force. Sid Rose, Chi-
cago salesman, becomes branch man-
ager in Omaha, replacing Earl Perk-
ins, who joins the company's ex-
change in Minneapolis.

William Shartin, Minneapolis
salesman, is upped to the head of
the Warner office in Seattle. He re-
places Al Oxtoby, who resigned.

Lopert and Witkin Buy Out
Pax Partners, Firm Stays

I. E. Lopert, president of Pax
Films. Inc., and B. Witkin have
bought out their partners in Pax
and will continue the firm under
existing name. Lopert is also pres-
ident of newly-organized Juno Films,
Inc., which has just purchased the
American rights to "There Comes A
Day" starring Louis Jouvet and
Michael Simon.

20th-Fox Sets Dividends
Twentieth-Fox board yesterday

declared a cash dividend of STV2
*"ents per share for the first quar-
ter of 1939 on the outstanding pre-
ferred stock of the corporation, pay-
able March 31, to stockholders of
record at the close of businses March
15. Board also declared a cash divi-

dend of 50c per share on the out-
standing common stock.

Mono. Re-Elects Miss White
Madeleine White was re-elected

secretary of Monogram at the meet-
ing of the board on Wednesday. Her
name was omitted unintentionally in
listing the re-elected officers of the
company in yesterday's issue of
The Film Daily.

Jacobs Succeeds Weiner
Columbia has appointed J. H.

Jacobs, former salesman in the Min-
neapolis Exchange, as branch man-
ager of the company's Omaha office,

to succeed I. M. Weiner, resigned.

COfllMG MID G0MG

WILL HOLLANDER, Balaban & Katz publicity
head, is in Florida for a vacation.

TREM CARR, producer, left for the Coast
yesterday following the Monogram board meet-
ing.

BORIS MORROS arrives today on the Aqui-
tania.

MAE WEST arrived frcm the Coast yester-
day and is stopping at the Sherry Nether^i f
EDWARD SILVERMAN, president of raw

Essaness Circuit in Chicago, returns there this
week-end from California.

E. C. CAHILL, manager of the National
Service and Installation Division of RCA Manu-
facturing Co., in Camden, returns to his head-
quarters there from Hollywood next week.

CILBERT MILLER, producer, MRS. MILLER,
GEORCE WHITE and CLAIRE LUCE, sail today
for Europe on the Normandie.

JOHN HUSTON, Warner writer, has returned
to the Coast after a vacation here.

BINNIE BARNES, 20th-Fox star, arrives here
today from the Coast.

CENE FOWLER, writer, arrives in New York
shortly from Hollywood.

BENNETT CERF, publisher, goes fo Nassau
within a short time for a vacation.

SYLVIA SANDERS arrives today on the Man-
hattan after completing several deals in Europa
for the distribution of English and French pix
here.

RAMOS COBIAN, producer of Spanish pic-
tures, is here from the Coast.

DAN HALPIN of Dictograph Products, accom-
panied by MRS. HALPIN, leaves for the Coast
today on a three weeks' business trip.

6 RKO March Releases
RKO Radio announces six pic-

tures for March release: "Love
Affair," March 10 (pre-release);
"The Flying Irishman," March 17
(pre-release); "Twelve Crowded
Hours," March 3; "The Saint Strikes
Back," March 10; "Trouble in Sun-
down," March 24, and "Almost a
Gentleman," March 31. Dates on
the four last named are for na-
tional release.

Paul Hoffman Dies at Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Paul Hoffman, 25, son ,;

of M. H. Hoffman, Republic produc-
er, died here yesterday after a ling-
ering illness.

Best wishes from
to the following

MARCH 3

Edmund Lowe

Larry Kent

Charlotte Henry

THE FILM DAILY
on their birthday:

Harry Hornick
Charles E. Moyer
Pierre Gendron

MARCH 4

J. Robert Rubin
Dorothy Mackaill

David Bader
Judith Ellen Bilt

MARCH 5

Edwin Carewe
Houston Branch
Jules Furthman
D. A. Doran
Renee Carroll

Samuel Zierler
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'Export A's, Keep B's to Home, U. S. to Distribs.

NATHAN 0. GOLDEN

American Firms' Grip on For-

eign Market Off

5% to 65%
{.Continued from Page 1)

light of the annual review of for-

eign film markets during 1938 pre-

pared by Nathan D. Golden, chief,

motion pic-

tjijx division,

I _\ e a u of

Foreign and
D o m e s t ic

C o m m erce,

and released
by the U. S.

Depart-
ment of
Commerce.
P o i n ting

out that
A m e r i c an
films today
hold 65 per
cent of the
available world screen time whereas a

year ago the figure was 70 per cent

and that the industry faces the prob-

lem of "checking trends which we
must acknowledge to be adverse,"
Golden says pointedly:

"Plainly, before all else, we
must emphasize to the utmost
the contrast in quality between
our good American pictures and
the typical product of local pro-

ducing industries abroad

"It is unwise for us to try to

export mediocre films. Foreign
audiences, in numerous coun-
tries, get an abundance of that
kind of pictures from their own
studios. American distributors

should send only their choice
Grade A films to the foreign
market.

"If the choice is between our
B type of films and a picture

from a native studio, the latter

(one need hardly say) is almost
invariably preferred. An ex-
amination, over the past few
years of our best revenue-pro-
ducers in the foreign market
discloses that those films listed

among the best pictures shown
here in the U. S. have also been
the best revenue-remitters."

Golden concludes that "the fac-
tors to be relied upon, in maintain-
ing our position in foreign markets,
may still be defined as the simple,
basic elements of our unmatched
scientific skill in motion picture pro-
duction—our amazing capacity for
devising new and really wonderful
methods—our determination to
achieve artistic and enthralling
camera-effects — the incomparable
richness of our material facilities

and resources—and our unequalled
variety and range of every type of
acting talent."

Summarizing the world market
problems of the U. S. pix industry,
Golden says:

"Foreign restrictions on Amer-
ican pictures in 1938 assumed
varied but generally vexatious
and embarrassing forms. In

I . S. Films Foreign-Exchange Status
Foreign-exchange situation for pix companies now is "restricted" in 13 countries,

according to the Department ot Commerce annual review of foreign markets, released
yesterday. In 57 of 94 countries, it is liberal and easy, in nine countries it is "tight
and normal," in 15, "tight and slow."

Feature Production Abroad Declines

in 1938 to 1,706; Japan in the Lead
Foreign motion picture production

dropped from a world-total of 1,809
features in 1937 to 1,706 in 1938,
according to figures 1'eleased yester-
day by the Motion Picture Division
of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce.
The countries of the Far and Near

East led in production, with a total

of 967 features in 1938, as com-
pared with 959 in 1937. Japan with
575 features was again the leading
producer, followed by India with 200
features. The Philippine Islands ac-
count for 67 films, Hong Kong, 53;
China, 33; Egypt, 16; Siam, 10;
Australia, eight; Chosen and For-
mosa, two each, and New Zealand,
one.

Production in Europe fell off

sharply in 1938, primarily as a re-

sult of England's decline in produc-
tion. For the year 1938, all coun-
tries of Europe produced a total of
609 features. The following coun-
tries were producers of feature films
during 1938: Germany, 137; France,
122; England, 85; Russia, 51; Italy,

47; Czechoslovakia, 41; Sweden, 30;
Hungary, 26; Poland, 25; Finland,
20; Denmark, nine; Norway, four;
Turkey, Belgium and Portugal, three
each; Netherlands, two, and Switz-
erland, one.

Latin American feature-produc-

certain countries, quota systems
are entrenched, and that trou-

blous system shows a tendency
to spread. Taxes on motion pic-

ture business abroad are un-
usually high, and the trend is

unmistakably upward. 'Racial'

theories and campaigns continue
here and there to bring difficul-

ties, which are not easy to deal

with. Foreign exchange controls

and censorship were continuing
problems in 1938, though there
have been few startling altera-

tions in those fields.

"It may well be noted, at this

point, that certain foreign gov-
ernments have been resorting
somewhat oftener, and with
more vigorous insistence, to the

method of diplomatic interven-
tion with neutral governments
in order "to prevent the local

showing of American feature

'

pictures which authoritarian
states choose to regard as ob-
jectionable. The number of such
interventions have not been par-
ticularly large—but the activity,

in itself, deserves to be noted."
Golden finds hope, however, in the

tion during 1938 took an upward
jump of 40 films. During 1938,
130 full-length features were pro-
duced as compared with 90 in 1937.
Mexico was the largest producer,
turning out 60 features. Argentina
jumped its production to 50 features
from 30 in 1937. Peru increased
from 2 in 1937 to 11 in 1938. Brazil
produced 4, Cuba and Uruguay 2
each, and Venezuela 1.

"Increased production in Latin
America substantiates the fact of
the Latin Americans' desire to see
and hear their own stars speaking
their native tongue. In many mark-
ets these native pictures, regard-
less of their quality, have far out-
distanced some of the biggest Amer-
ican productions. This especially
is true in the rural communities of
Latin America. Films produced in

Mexico and Argentina have scored
notable box-office successes in near-
ly every Latin American country in

which they have been shown. This
is true also of those Spanish-dia-
logue films produced in Hollywood
employing actors brought from
Latin American countries, speaking
Spanish, and placed in stories hav-
ing a Latin American atmosphere,"
the Motion Picture Division of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce points out.

New Orleans Circuit Cuts
Ad Space by New Format

New Orleans— United Theaters,
Inc., operating 18 nabe theaters in

New Oileans, has adopted a new
calendar form for its newspaper ad-
vertisements which saves about 50
per cent in space costs.

Example of space saved is com-
parison between ads of last Fri-
day, and Monday, when new type
took effect. Friday's ad took % lA
inches while Monday's space was
only 4M> inches.

Meantime 17 independent thea-
ters, members of Allied Theater
Owners of Louisiana, are using 11%
inches daily with program listing.

fact, dsepite restrictive barriers, the
European market for U. S. pix is

"far from being lost." He points
out, "Countries such as England and
France (even with their legislative
barriers), Belgium, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Finland, Norway, Po-
land and Sweden, still remain im-
portant outlets."

COL. UPS BUDGET

FOR "A" PICTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

as to the number of "B" pix con-
templated.

,

This decision, Montague asserted,
is outgrowth of a careful nation-
wide survey of theater business
which discloses that, although "B"
product drawing power may be
spotty, "the public seemed very anx-
ious and willing to support to the
utmost theaters running outstand-
ing 'A' pictures."
He revealed that acquisition of

Frank Lloyd, Wesley Ruggles and
Mitchell Leisen, who join Frank
Capra, Howard Hawks and Rouben
Mamoulian, will be followed by deals
to obtain additional outstanding di-

rectors and screen properties.

Missouri 2% Sales Tax Law
to be Extended Two Years

(Continued from Page 1)

voted down. The bill would continue
the 2 per cent rate to December 31,
1941.

Rep. Frank J. Iffrig of St. Charles
County was defeated in an attempt
to levy the sales tax on newspaper,
magazine, billboard and motion pic-
ture theater advertising now ex-
empt.

Producers-SAG in Agreement;
80% Guild Shop Granted

(Continued from Page 1.)

scripts before starting shooting and
a voice in casting.
Average wage scale of first as-

sistant directors will be $165 a week.
A wage scale carrying a substantial
salary increase will also be pro-
vided for unit managers. Separate
contracts will be drawn—one for di-
rectors' assistants and a second one
for unit managers.

linois Allied's Prexy

Wants Pix Stars Off Air

(Continued from Page ])

stars, charging their radio appear-
ances was hurting theater attend-
ance here.

Allied unit renamed Van Nomikos
vice-prexy, Joseph Stern, treasurer,
and Ben Barthelstein, secretary.

Mae West May Make One
Feature for Universal

(Continued from Page 1)

ager, said yesterday. He said that
money terms had been satisfactor-
ily straightened out, with only hitch
being the right story. Miss West
starts a p.a. tour through the East
and South when she goes into a
Brooklyn theater March 17.
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ARGENTINA WANTS

U. S. PRODUCERS

(Continued from Page 1)

bilities of producing in Argen-
tina. The recent departure from
New York for South America of

Phil Reisman, RKO-Radio for-

eign department official, is also

said to be linked with the sur-

vey of possibilities of film pro-

duction in Argentina.)
Further, it is held that if ample

inducements are extended to U. S.

companies, latter will likely be lured

to make some features here, espe-

cially in view of economic advan-

tages. Some of these advantages
are currently shackled in a bill in-

troduced in the Argentine Congress

in 1938, but not as vet passed.

If aims of this proposed legisla-

tion succeed, in addition to laws now
in force, any U. S. company mak-
ing a feature here instead of in Hol-

lywood would' gain (1) relief from
paying the "free market" import

rate which on American-made pix

averages some 20 per cent higher

than "official" rate paid by a Eu-
ropean film; (2) exemption from
import duties on raw film imported
for a production, as well as on other

accessories; (3) use of highly im-
proved studio technical equipment;
(4^ exemption possibly of the so-

called "royalty" tax on remittance
to home office; (5) distribution ad-

vantage in that the native-made fea-

ture would come under provision for

a scale of municipal tax reductions
to Buenos Aires theaters exhibiting

Argentine films.

U. S. Commerce Dept. Sees

Argentine Quota Danger

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Admitting in a bul-

letin issued yesterday that the Latin
American market at present "ap-
pears to be the market our Amer-
ican distributors are seeking to off-

set the restricted markets in other

parts of the world," the U. S. De-
partment of Commerce nevertheless

points to the possibility that the

bill, introduced into the Argentine
Congress in 1938 and due for de-

termination at the next session,

"may be the forerunner of a quota
law" there.

The bulletin concedes that "with
5,239 potential theater outlets, and
with new theater construction, in-

creasing each year, American com-
panies are coming to the realiza-

tion that here (Latin America) is

a geographical area that should re-

ceive closer attention," but adds
that "economically it would be un-
wise for our companies to encourage
production in South American coun-
tries," and suggests that U. S.

outfits "should produce in Hollywood
Spanish-dialogue films employing
stage favorites brought from South
American countries and placed in a

Hollywood setting, with the use of

reconstructed sets and Hollywood
technique."

4L€NG THE

with P^ILM. DALYi

• • • BIG DOINGS for the world premiere of Paramount's "Union

Pacific" at Omaha on April 21 execs, and stars, and officials of

the railroad will travel from Los Angeles to Omaha on a special

historic train consisting of an 1860 locomotive and cars hauled by the

Union Pacific's latest turbine locomotive

• • • THIRTY-THREE cities are scheduled for visits by the

train and previews of the DeMille production the train

will be a traveling museum of historical relics after the

world premiere at Omaha, the arrival of the train at the other

cities will serve to launch showings of "Union Pacific" the

train tour will wind up in Hollywood around May 10 Cliff

Lewis, Jack Dailey, Alec Moss and Carl Kreuger of Robert Gill-

ham's ad and pub dep't will go out ahead of the train to set news-

paper advertising and make arrangements for its arrival

T T T
• • • GRAND tribute to Ray Johnston of Monogram honoring

his twenty-fifth anniversary in the industry tendered by AMPA
at its weekly luncheon at the Astor the pop leader of the in-

dependents was on the dais with Scott Dunlap, Eddie Golden, with

Paul Lazarus, Jr., acting as toastmaster Bert Frohman entertained

with chat and songs Helen Westley paid her kidding respects to

the film biz, and was roundly applauded

T T T
• • • OAT the occasion of the notification to George Bernard
Shaw in London of his receiving the citation from the M. P.

Academy for the best screenplay

.

. ... .the man with the beard

granted an interview to the press in which he said among
other things "Some directors are so illiterate that they can-

not conceive of anyone being interested in anything but very

crudely presented police and divorce court news, and adventures

out of boys' journals." "I don't think 'Pygmalion' will bring

about anything but the confusion of the idiots who maintain that

a good play must make a bad film, and that the musical Eng-
lish of a dramatic poet must be converted into the slang of a

Californian bar-tender or it will not be understood in Seattle- -

where, by the way, they do not speak Californian"

T T T
• • • NEAT ad tie-up planted by Warners' ad dep't with Saks-

Fifth Avenue store which is featuring big ads in the local news-
papers plugging its Young Elite Shop the ad is captioned ap-

propriately: "Yes, My Darling Daughter" the department store has

also devoted five of its windows to displays featuring copy and stills

on the pic

T T T
• • • LAUDING a great patriot the motion picture
dep't of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae in its

current bulletin pays tribute to Harry Warner for his patriotic

services in connection with the company's historical series of
shorts such as "Declaration of Independence" it has this

to say: "Mr. Harry Warner seems to be one of those modern
Patrick Henrys who believe that it is time to do something about
Americanism and liberty, and certainly no amount of oratory
could possibly achieve what these stirring pictures do."

« « « y^ » »

TRADE DRAFT RESTS

WITH MAJOR ATTY

(Continued from Page 1)

ated and the draft now rests w
the counsels.
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M gene

sales manager, who has been act
all week in conferring on the pi
leaves tonight for the Coast. It

believed that copies of the plan v
have been submitted to orf* \n

tion leaders before he rettMIs
New York later in the month. Roc
ers has been the spokesman :

the distributors during the
pact deliberations.

trt

Decency Legion Removes
"Daughter" from 'C Li

(Continued from Page 1)

the classification of Warners' "Y
My Darling Daughter" from "cc

demned" to "partly objectionable.'
Latter classification results, s<

the Legion, "because it still cc •

tains indications of a light tre:

ment of marriage and parental e

thority, and allusions that func
mental moral standards are chanj
able."

Legion said it had been advis
by Jack L. Warner that the revis!
version, passed by the Board of J
gents in New York, "will be t

version which we will show throug
out the United States."

Wash. House Com. Holds

Hearing on Divorcemei

(Continued from Page 1)

ure duplicates the repealed Nor
Dakota statute.

Present for the hearing were
0. Lukan of Seattle, prexy of 1

1

MPTO of the Northwest; J. ]

Hone, executive secretary, and L
Roy Johnson, Fred Mercy, Jr., B.
Shearer, Mike Barovic and
Rosenberg.

Bill to Give Wilmington
Sunday Pix in Delawai

(Continued from Page 1)

days "in cities of more than 25,01
population," providing the vote
ratify such a proposal at a refer.e:

dum after passage of the measui
Wilmington would be the on

city in the state affected by the bi
under its population provision.

WEDDING BELLS

Geraldine Kuykendall, daughter (

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presiden
will be married next Tuesday to E<
win M. Keeton. Ceremony will tal

place at the Presbyterian Church i

Columbus, Miss.

Omaha— Bill Ruthhart, assistai
booker at M-G-M, and Viola Ricl
ardson, Omaha, formerly M-G-M as

sistant cashier, were married here.
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it Won't Affect UA, Says Silverstone
f

I Idwyn Claims Contract

Breached; "No Merit,"

Company Says
(Continued from Page 1)

Iwyn's previous non-exclusive

xract.

oldwyn's action had been con-

V-sjsd for some time. It had
! ported that the recent stock-

eriT meeting in Hollywood had
i marked by disputes over policy,

i Goldwyn standing alone on

t of the issues in question.

Expect 3 From Goldwyn

is believed that if Goldwyn
pld withdraw entirely from the

j-pany that he could not do so for

"least a year, as it is reported
:. he will deliver three pictures

which he has contracted this

ir . The first, "Wuthering
ghts," probably will be released
mid-April, and will be followed
'Restless Age" and "Real Glory."

iddwyn's present contract has
»n years to run and under its

.isions he is not permitted to re-

J
s any of his pictures outside the

fold. Under the old pact, he
required to deliver only two a

r and could make outside deals

other product if he so desired.

oldwyn's attitude towards the

er-members' profit-sharing plan
irtedly has not been favorable.

able sources disclosed following
last stockholders' meeting that

iwyn asked for a revised plan,

retry his share would be larger
' *i those of the others, claiming

; his pictures were the "back-
i" of UA's program.

Goldwyn Is Silent

efusing to comment on the ac-

, Goldwyn yesterday referred
questions to his counsel, Max

;ier, in New York. Steuer, how-
•, is on vacation and could not
eached.
oldwyn, according to the com-
nt, clarified by Silverstone, bases
claim on three grounds. First,

UA breached its contract with
*fl|Blwyn by consenting to the form-

n of separate producing com-
ies by Korda and Fairbanks to

litate production of pictures by
n for release through UA. Goid-
claims this consent constitutes

'each of his contract since such
;ent was given over his objec-

Dntinuing, Silverstone said:

—i- Silverstone's Statement

.The second ground is that under
Jda's contract with our company,
da must render his services ex-
ively to us. Goldwyn claims that
da has become interested in
r pictures in England with our

iiiescence and that this consti-
s a breach of Goldwyn's con-
t.

lie third ground is the claim of
Iwyn that this company permit-
Korda to dispose of certain of
pictures in war-stricken Spain
2tly, instead of through our
oany.
'here is no foundation whatso-

I imit TNEC Funds
Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — TNEC will be granted

only sutticient funds to continue its

monopoly studies during the calendar
year, according to Capitol Hill report.

Administration, it is understood, desires

to keep a check-rein on the probers lest

its business appeasement efforts be
stymied by the inquiry group.

"Ice Follies" Premiere

In Superior Tomorrow

Superior, Wis. — World premiere
showing of M-G-M's "Ice Follies of
1939" is slated for tomorrow at the

Palace Theater here.

ever in any of Goldwyn's conten-
tions.

"At the last meeting of our stock-
holders, Goldwyn demanded a vot-
ing trust of which he or his de-
signee would be the sole trustee,
thereby giving him control of the
company.

"The remaining stockholders of
the company considered this demand
ridiculous and they unanimously and
promptly turned down Goldwyn's
proposal.

"The stockholders thereupon
offered to cancel Goldwyn's contract
and to release him from all further
obligations thereunder, if he would
turn back to the company his stock
interest therein for which he had
made no monetary payment. This
proposal Goldwyn turned down.

"In the opinion of the company
the suit has no merit whatsoever
and will be vigorously resisted.
"The suit will not have the slight-

est effect on the company or its

operations, or on the important pro-
gram of pictures which it is now
releasing and will release in the
coming 1939-40 season.
"The company will adhere to its

established policy of keeping its

doors wide open to all producers of
merit whose pictures will be given
the same effort and opportunity as
given to its present producers. Such
pictures will be distributed on the
merit plan of distribution now in

effect."

West Loot Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—David 0. Selznick had
nothing to say when asked if Selz-
nick International would be inter-
ested in buying Samuel Goldwyn's
stock in United Artists in the event
that Goldwyn should leave that or-
ganization.
Frank Capra could not be reached

for comment on the current report
that he had been approached to re-
place Goldwyn in UA if Goldwyn
withdraws from the company.

Charley Chaplin was not in his
studio yesterday but his representa-
tives said that Chaplin never issued
statements of any kind. Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford could
not be reached for statement on the
Goldwyn-UA suit.

STIRN FILES SQUAWK

ON 3 RKO DIRECTORS

(.Continued from Page 1)

that (1) Atlas has large interests

in Paramount (about $600,000 of

latter's securities according to an-

nual report of Atlas which is in

evidence) and therefore Atlas
couldn't properly serve both RKO
and Paramount as an interlocking

directorate would result; (2) plan

fails to require interlocking direc-

tors to indemnify stockholders who
dc not participate in the interlock

against the cost of defending' those

interlocking directors and the cor-

poration against prosecution of the

Government on account of acts out-

side lawful purpose of the corpora-
tion and contrary to law; (3) there
hasn't been proper approval of the
plan; (4) there has been no pro-

vision made that the plan be prop-
eilv carried through, and that in

absence of such a provision, there
should be a proviso that Atlas put
up $1,500,000 as security for its ob-
taining an underwriting agreement
to be issued or caused to have issued
the new company's securities.

Stirn argues, with respect to lat-

ter point, that Atlas committed it-

self to do so at series of hearings
before Special Master George W.
Alger, and that the Master's decis-

ion was conditioned upon Atlas be-

ing so bound.
Stirn also contends that Atlas,

in its last financial statement did

not list as obligation this under-
writing1 agreement, and this indi-

cates bad faith.

To Set Policy on Release

of Pix Publicity in Italy

(Continued from Page 1)

sending press material to Italy while
others are not. in line with the Amer-
ican companies' withdrawal from
Ttalian operation.
There appears to be two schools

of thought as to how the situation
should be handled. It is the opinion
of some that all publicity should be
stopped, while others believe that a
flow of news and pictures on Amer-
ican product will stimulate interest
in American films and may result in

tempering the effects of the Italian
film monopoly.

Pathe's Papal Extra

Special newsreel clip dealing with
the election of Cardinal Pacelli as
the new Pope was issued yesterday
by Pathe News, with the reel show-
ing in New York houses last night.

New DeVry Projector

Chicago—Herman DeVry, Inc., is

introducing a new super 35 mm.
projector using Strong lamps.

BIGGER
AND
BETTER!

> Impossible

—

Not at all

> The coming 1939

FILM DAILY

) Year Book

Will be BIGGER

> And BETTER

Than ever before.

(for release in two weeks)
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:O VVQSh. L/IVOrC6m©nt--0lympia, Wash.—With the Legislature's session nearing an end and a legislative jam taking

hape, there is slight chance for enactment of the Gholson theater divorcement bill, even if finally reported out by the House committee.
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UA Attorneys To Study Goldwyn's Complaint Today

KANSAS DIVORCEMENT BILL PASSAGE RECOMMENDED

Bil to fax Circuit heaters and Seats in Wisconsin

TliCWEEI\IN
REVIEW
RKO Officers Filed

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=L
DOMESTIC
ADMINISTRATIVE: Notice of

approval filed by proponents of RKO
reorg. plan regarding officers aiid

iirectors of the new company named
George J. Schaefer to be prexy, and
Floyd B. Odium to head board. Other
officers designated were Ned E. De-
pinet, v.p., and William Mallard as

secretary - treasurer or assistant

treasurer, and other directors were
Depinet, Durell, Eberstadt, Ehrman,
Green, Harbord, Nast, Parsons,
Rathvon, Schaefer, Van Schmus, and
Yandell . . . AH officers of Loew's,
Inc., were re-elected at board ses-

sion on Wednesday, and Monogram's
directorate renamed W. Ray John-

ston president, and other incumbent
officials, adding George W. Weeks
as a v.-p., and Hugh Davis as assis-

tant treasurer.

LITIGATION - LEGISLATION:
Maurice Silverstone, UA's general
manager, said Samuel Goldwyn's ac-

tion for a declaratory judgment
against UA, seeking cancellation of

his exclusive contract with com-
pany, will have no effect on UA or

its operations . . . RKO plan con-

rmation loomed, as Federal Judge
Bondy indicated his intention to

sign order pursuant to adjusting
matter of minority stockholders'

representation on board . . . Nebras-
ka divorcement and pix sales tax
measures were killed in committee
. . . and Pennsylvania's right to im-
pose a chain store and theater tax
will be fought out in the Supreme
Court, it was assured at week's out-
set.

£

Tax of $5-$100 Per Theater,

Depending on Number
in Circuit

Milwaukee—Bill introduced in the

Senate by Senator Connors pro-
vides for two schedules of taxes
on theaters in chains or more than
two houses.
The first schedule provides a

graduated tax of $5 per theater up
to five houses, to $100 per theater
in chains of 800 or more.
The second schedule is a seat tax

scaled from one cent to 15 cents
depending- on number in chain.

Revenues from former schedule
would go toward reduction of real
estate taxes and from latter to-
wards old age pensions.

TRADE PACT CLIMAX

EXPECTED THIS WEEK

A climax to the entire trade prac-
tice plan situation is expected to be
reached this week when industry at-
torneys present the distributors'

(Continued on Page 4)

Will SSafis' 17th
Will H. Hays quietly celebrated yes-

terday his 17th anniversary as adminis-

trator of the film industry. On March
5, 1922, he began his tenure of office

as MPPDA's president.

S. R. KENT TO STUDY

SOUTH AMER. MARKET

Off for the Coast Friday night to

huddle with studio execs, on next
year's program, Sidney R. Kent,

president of 20th-Fox, stated that

he was looking to South America
as an increasingly important mar-
ket, and was going to Rio to attend

the company's S. A. sales conven-

tion expressly for the purpose of

(Continued on Page 15)

FINANCIAL: Paramount esti-
mated fourth quarter earnings as of
Dec. 31 last, which ended period,
at $2,200,000, and 1938 fiscal year

(Continued on Page 16)

Pathe Laboratories Names
Board, Votes Stock Divvy

Directors of Pathe Laboratories.
Inc., were elected at a meeting last
week and a stock dividend of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Options on 115,152 Shares

of Loew's Com. Outstanding

Loew's, Inc., has reported to the

SEC that options on 115,152 of its

common stock at $40 a share are

outstanding.
Nicholas M. Schenck holds op-

tions at that price for 48,492 shares,

becoming exercisable in groups at

the end of each year from 1937 to

1941.

David Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin
(Continued on Page 3)

Kansas Senate Expected To
Receive Divorce Bill

Late This Week
Topeka, Kans.—After a three-day

deliberation, the Kansas Senate Ju-
diciary Committee on Friday re-
ported out the Williamson Theater-
divorcement bill with a recommen-
dation for passage.
The bill, already passed by the

House, would prohibit any motion
picture producing company from
owning any interest in theaters in
Kansas.
Due to the crowded condition of

the senate calendar, the measure
(Continued on Page 3)

FILMS COUNCIL COLD

TO INCREASED QUOTAS
London (By Cable)—British Films

Council has definitely decided here
not to boost either the renter or
exhibitor quotas beyond schedules
stipulated in the Cinematograph
Films Act, 1938, despite squawks
for increase which have emanated
from Labor and small producers in

the U. K.
Consequently, on April 1, next,

(Continued on Page 16)

Theater Bills Defeated and
Passed in North Dakota

Complaint Charges Stockholders

Out-Voted Goldwyn on Policies

Paramount Gets American
Rights to "Jamaica Inn"

Paramount has acquired the
American rights to "Jamaica Inn,"
which was produced by Alfred
Hitchcock in England. Picture stars
Charles Laughton and will be re-

(Continued on Page 4)

Attorneys for the owner-members
of United Artists are scheduled to

meet today for' the purpose of study-
ing Samuel Goldwyn's action for a

declaratory judgment against the
company and which asks for cancel-

lation of his exclusive contract. A
statement as to their findings is

expected to be made by Edward C.
(Continued on Page 4)

Bismarck, N. D.—In a last minute
"hurly burly" before the adjourn-
ment of the legislature, bills affect-
ing theaters were both passed and
defeated.
A theater admission tax measure

(Continued on Page 3)

Independents in Milwaukee
Seeking to End Dual Bills

Milwaukee—Milwaukee county in-

die exhibitors have instituted a
move to bring a return of single
features and eliminate the policy of
charging matinee admission prices

(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDA Y)
Net
Chg.

vtc.
pfd.

13

VA
UVa

123/4 13 + Vs

VA
11

VA
11 14

+ Va
+ Va

11%
9V2
2V4

24

10%
94
11%
9%
2%

233/4

Hl/4
94
11 3/8
91/4

2V4
24

+ 1/4— Vi

+ %

+ %
+ %

— %
+ V2

High Low Close

Amer. Seat. .

.

Columbia Picts.

Columbia Picts

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East Kodak ••• •••• •:;
do pfd 180 1/4 180 180 — VA
Gen. Th. Eq MVi 13% 1416 + 1

Loew's, Inc 49% 493/8 49%
do pfd
Paramount 11 Va

Paramount 1st pfd.. 94
Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent. -Fox . . .

20th Cent-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd 75 75 75
Warner Bros 5% 53/8 5Vi
do pfd 4iy2 4U/2 41V2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 -ww 1003,4 IOOV2 100%
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s 55.... 101% 101 101%
Par. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 86% 86 86%
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 98% 98% 98% + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 94 93% 94 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 185/a 18% 18%
Trans-Lux 2% 2% 2% + %
Universal Picts 8 8 8 + %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5% 7
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 965/8 98%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb '45. 6934 71%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 72% 74%

+ %
+ 1%

H The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor

Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-PascaD—13th week. _ Astor

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures)—3rd week ." Kl™
Cafe Society (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Ka £„"„
Wife, Husband and Friend (20th Cenutry-Fox)—2nd week

r'jlftJfi
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) . .

.tapito

Stagecoach ( United Artists-Wanger) Music Mali

Yes, My Darling Daughter (Warner Bros. Picturse) J.?"3
.

Persons in Hiding (Paramount Pictures)
n*

r,

,?
n

Secret Service of the Air (Warner Bros. Pictures) Rial™

Blackwell's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures) r ? ,

Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (Columbia Pictures) Central

Cunga Din (RKO Radio Pictures) (b) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Grand Illusion (World Pictures)—25th week Fil

,

m
,

ar
tj

Professor Mamlock (Amkino)—6th week (a-b) .World

With a Smile (French M. P. Corporation)—5th week 5th Ave. Playhouse

Soviet Border (Amkino)—3rd week
,i,,

me
<

Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—3rd week (b) Waldort

Champs-Elysees (Tri-National Pictures)—2nd week Little Carnegie

With the People for the Country (Svensk Film)—2nd week 48th St. Theater

Bouquets from Nicholas (Walch Film Corp.) Cinema 49

FUTURE OPENINGS
Spirit of Culver (Universal Pictures)—March 8 Rivoli

Never Say Die (Paramount Pictures)—March 8 Paramount

Fast and Loose (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—March 8 Criterion

The Saint Strikes Back (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 8 Rialto

The 400 Million (Garrison Films)—March 8 Cameo
Let Freedom Ring (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—March 9 Capitol

Oklahoma Kid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 10 Strand

Little Princess (20th Century-Fox)—March 10 Roxy
Crisis (Mayer-Burstyn)—March 13 55th St. Playhouse

Crossroads (Tri-National Pictures)—March 14 Filmarte

Sweden, Thou Old, Thou Free (Scandinavian Talk. Picts.)—March 19. . . 48th St. Theater

Alibi (Columbia Pictures)— (French film) (c) 5th Ave. Playhouse

Love Affair (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Music Hall

L'Alibi (Columbia Pictures) (c) 5th Ave. Playhouse

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Wage-Hour Amendment
Affects "White Collars"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Possibility that ap-

plication of the Wages-Hours Act
may be governed by legislative ac-

tion instead of administratively

loomed last week when an amend-
ment was introduced in Congress
which would exempt all clerical

workers and writers making over

$1,200 per year. Elmer Andrews,
administrator of the Act, stated that

he favored settlement of the appli-

cation problem by legislative action.

Anti-Giveaway Measure
In Wisconsin Legislature

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600

SECURITY

Madison, Wis.—A bill making it

illegal to offer any money, check,
credit merchandise or article of
value where the prize is drawn by
lot or chance as "an inducement for
attracting people to theaters, stores,

auctions and taverns, or halls con-
nected therewith," has been intro-
duced in the legislature here by Sen.
Oscar Paulson, La Crosse, the only
minister in the legislature.

Para., Railroad Will Spend
$100,000 on "Union Pacific"

cominG mid com

SIDNEY R. KENT, WILLIAM F. RODGE
HERMAN WOBBER, W. RAY JOHNSTON ;

SCOTT R. DUNLAP arrive on the Coast tod

SONJA HENIE left New York Saturday
Hollywood to start work in her new 20th-l

picture, "When Winter Comes." ^
EDWARD ARNOLD arrived in nA Y

from the Coast over the week-end for*a '

cation trip here and in New England,
was accompanied by his wife.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK and ROBERT STEVE
SON are en route to New York on board
Queen Mary from London.

TRUMAN H. TALLEY, Movietone News he
is vacationing in Florida.

ARTHUR LOEW, Metro foreign head, S/

ECKMAN, U. K. manager, and LUDV
"LAUDY" LAWRENCE are expected back fr

the Coast shortly.

BINNIE BARNES, having completed her r

in Paramount's "Man About Town," is in N
York for a vacation.

ROBERT FLOREY will go to his native Frai

for a vacation after completing direction

Paramount's "Magnificent Fraud."

BOB DONOHUE, RKO Pathe News camei
man, is in Charleston to photograph Preside

Roosevelt's arrival from his sea trip.

E. A. ALGAZY, French producer, sailed F

day on the Normandie for Europe.

ABEL GREEN, of Variety's editorial sta

sailed Saturday on the Champlain for a 17-d
Caribbean cruise.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio foreign c

partment exec, arrived in London from Ni

York over the week-end.

JACK CHERTOK, M-G-M short subjects d

partment head, has arrived from the Coast a

is at the Sherry-Netherland.

LLOYD LIND, assistant to Sales Manas
Ceorge Weeks of Monogram, left Saturday I

a 10-day swing of the midwestern exchangi

World premiere date of Para.'s
"Union Pacific" has been switched
to April 28, home office announced
over the week-end. Pix starts that
date in three Omaha first-runs of
the Tri- State circuit.

Para, will back the premiere with
a $50,000 ad campaign and Union
Pacific Railroad, cashing in, will

spend another $50,000. Ten com-
mercial companies are also co-oper-
ating, it is stated.

Fox Movietone News Sets

Territorial Conventior

Moore, District Manager
Pittsburgh—Harry M. Kalmine,

zone manager for Warner Brothers
theaters in the Pittsburgh Zone, has
announced the appointment of B.
P. "Dinty" Moore as district man-
ager of the Main Line theaters,
which are situated in the towns of
State College, Johnstown, Greens-
burg, Tyrone, Wilkinsburg and Am-
bridge, Pa.

Dismissal Confirmed
Appellate Division on Friday af-

firmed dismissal of a complaint
brought by Robert S. Levy against
Paramount Publix, Chase National
Bank, CBS, Film Productions Corp.,
officers of Paramount Publix and
eight other banks. Affirmation up-
held prior decision of Supreme
Court Justice Salvator A. Cotillo.

Engle In Tele Berth
Francis H. Engle, who has been

with RCA in various engineering
and development capacities for 16
years, has been placed in charge
of co-ordinating and planning of
company's television receivers. 1

Would Legalize Betting
Albany — Constitutional amend-

ment has been presented in the New
York State Assembly providing for
the legalization and taxing of pari-
mutuel betting before 1940.

Territorial conventions of 20tl

Fox Movietone News field fore
have been planned for this sprin

and summer in all quarters of tl

world where the company has me
it was learned over the week-en
Truman H. Talley, Movietone chie

tain, set the plans before he le:

for a vacation in Florida.
Movietone convention in Englar

will be held in London concurrent]
with the 20th-Fox English convei
tion. Meets are also planned f(

the continent, Latin America, Aui
tralasia and the Far East. A larg

delegation of Movietone execs, wi
attend the domestic organization
Chicago sales convention ne?
month. Talley leaves for Euror
shortly after the Chicago huddle.

Borris Morros Returns
Boris Morros, who returned Fr;

day night on the Aquitania fror

Europe, announced that he ha
closed deals for the remake right
to 22 French films. He is current!;

'

negotiating with companies here.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LaHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200
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ISCAP VICTOR IN TWO

STATES, LOSES IN ONE

Varying fortunes attended anti-

^cap legislation on the week-end

Oregon's Senate defeated a meas-

e resigned to curtail Ascap opera-

te ) that state, and the Judiciary

am Committee of Connecticut's

ouse and Senate held a hearing in

artford at which the proposed

!ti-Ascap statute was denounced
• the Secretary of State, as well

roundly criticized by Louis D.

-ohlich, Ascap counsel, who also

oke against adoption.

Observers declare that there ap-

:ars to be little hope that the Con-

cticut Legislature will get the

11, and, in the event it does, pas-

g'e is highly doubtful.

As against above favorable devel-

>ments to Ascap cause, North Da-

te's House passed Senate Bill No.

4 an anti-Ascap and anti-Society

'European Stage Authors and

)mposers measure, after clarifying

ording so that the Secretary of

ate's office would not have to

ar costs of individuals wanting

pyright music lists. Senate was

ported set to concur on clanfica-

m of bill, with measure expected

go this week to the Governor for

gnature.

dependents in Milwaukee

Seeking to End Dual Bills

(Continued f om Page 1)

r evening performances that start

5:45 p.m.
: Reports are that Fox is stringing

ong with the independents in an

'tempt to effect the reforms but

at Warner-Saxe Theaters, which

ong with Harold Mirisch's two

>uses, control the first subsequent-

in house situation in the county,

us fare are showing no desire to

-operate.

Milwaukee— Theaters here and

ound the state have been offering

iee admissions on tie-ups with mer-

tants. Several local houses, for

:ample, admit youngsters on Sat-

•days presenting a cracker box

ilp. At Sheboygan, the Warner
eaters are admitting both kids and
lults armed with a certain number
bread wrappers or sausage tags,

bile also in the latter city 30 ad-

ission tickets were given free for

ie week to the Van Der Vaart

leater -with the purchase of a liv-

i g room suite at a local store.
r
Detroit Leads RKO Drive

' The Detroit RKO Radio exchange,
iere J. Sharkey is branch manager,
leading in the standings of the

eorge Schaefer Drive at the close

the fourth week. The Albany
xhange, managed by Bernard
ranze, holds second place and the
ds Angeles branch, N. P. Jacobs
anager, is in third position. Harry
men's Western District has taken

„ie lead in the billings' race be-
reen the seven districts, including
mada.

1

with PHIL M. DALyi
T T T

• • • THERE HAS been a lot of loose talk in the industry about

Latin-American markets and a lot of poorly 'informed opinion on

the subject has trickled into print there are a few fundamental

facts that should be kept in mind when discussing this subject

which will help all hands to reach a better understanding of what

it's all about

T T T
• • • FOR the past decade Hollywood has had a practical

monopoly of the Latin-American field to the exclusion of the

film, product of all other countries then some producers in

Mexico City discovered quite by accident that pictures with

Latin-American stories and locales and native players made for

peanuts could gross a barrel of dough ... .by any Hollywood

standard they were lousy pictures BUT they were talking

to the Latin-American audiences like home folks, which they

were and the audiences of 22 Spanish-speaking countries

took them to their hearts these modest pictures made for

a few thousands outgrossed the best Hollywood product in a big

percentage of the 5,000-odd theaters below the Panama Canal.

T T T
• • • HOW was this possible, you ask because a large

percentage of the native populations ore barely literate, and have to

spell out the Spanish superimposed titles on the Hollywood pictures

slowly and stumblingly like children do who are learning to read

by the time they are half-way through a superimposed line the line

disappears and they are confronting another title while they are

trying hard to read the superimposed title in their own language they

aren't seeing much of the actions of Park Avenue Dolly Dawn flirting

with Monty Bankroll, the big oil millionaire in the nite club scene

and anyhow they don't give a damn about nite clubs and such

down in those South American towns where their idea of a good time

is something far closer to nature.

T T T
• • • SO IT all gets back to the old wheeze of giving the

customer what he wants which the Mexico City producers

have been doing and cleaning up sooner or later the

Hollywood boys have got to face the facts of life as they are

in South America it's an entirely different life from the

Hollywood conception far more simple, direct, close to na-

ture and the elemental passions and now the South Amer-
ican studios are springing up all over the modest little

films made for peanuts are being welcomed by the South Amer-
ican peoples and the Hollywood films are being crowded

out except in the theaters frequented by English-speaking people

you've got to give the customer what he wants not

what you think he ought to have

T T T
• • • FOURTH birthday for the March of Time ..with the

March issue it swings into its fiftieth release with an exclusive pic-

torial story titled "The Mediterranean; Background for War."

T T
• • • NATIONAL airplane building contest is being

launched for Columbia's new serial, "Flying G-Men" a

manufacturer is offering exhibitors a specially prepared con-

test kit for the kids the kit contains ten prize awards

the setup looks like something the youngsters will go for in a

big way. . . • World premiere of Warners' "Oklahoma Kid"

at the Criterion theater in Oklahoma City and at the Orpheum
in Tulsa last Friday big civic celebration and merchants

and officials all co-operating in both cities for bang-up openings.

KANS. DIVORCE BILL

PASSAGE APPROVED

(Continued from Page 1)

probably will not receive the con-
sideration of the entire senate earl-

ier than Thursday or Friday of this

week.
The Williamson bill is patterned

after the one recently repealed by
the North Dakota legislature and,
if passed, would go into effect on
Jan. 1. 1940.

Fox-Midwest Theaters owns an
interest in approximately 45 the-
aters in the state.

Options on 115,152 Shares

of Loew's Com. Outstanding

(Continued from Page 1)

and Louis B. Mayer have options
on 22,220 shares each, exercisable
this year.
The Columbia Pictures Corpora-

tion has reported 26,266 common
shares under option at $13.20638 a
share, the original total of 25,000
shares having been altered by a
stock dividend. Originally, Samuel
J. Briskin had an option on 10,000
shares, exercisable on 7,500 before
Aug. 10, 1943, and on 2,500 between
June 10, 1940, and Aug. 10, 1943.
Abraham Schneider and Abraham
Montague had options on 7,500 shares
each, the first good up to Aug. 10,
1943, and the second good up to
the same date in 1941.

Theater Bills Defeated and
Passed in North Dakota

(Continued from Page 1)

was killed, as well as a bill which
would have assessed a two per cent
tax on all theaters' incomes.
An anti-Ascap bill calling for a

three per cent assessment on Ascap's
gross earnings was passed and now
only requires the governor's signa-
ture. The bill also requires the list-

ing of all individual copyrights.
The Senate passed a measure now

before the House prohibiting the es-
tablishment of new theaters unless
approved by the licensing board and
the attorney-general.

Albany Allied Meets
Albany—Regional monthly meet-

ing of New York Allied, with terri-
tory running from Poughkeepsie to
the Canadian border, will be held at
1 p.m. today at the Ten Eyck Hotel.

Grievance committee, elected last
month, will tell the members what
action they have secured in the in-
terim.

Would End Daylight Time
Ottawa—Abetted by theater and

women's organizations, the Ontario
Association of Rural Municipalities,
through H. L. Muir, reeve of South
Plantagenet, has unanimously adopt-
ed a resolution calling on the Do-
minion Government to abolish
daylight saving throughout Canada.
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UA Attorneys To Study Goldwyn's Complaint Today
Goldwyn, Outvoted on Three

Resolutions, Charges

Contract Breach
(Continued from Page 1)

Raftery, attorney and secretary of

UA, following the meeting. United
Artists has 20 days in which to

answer the complaint.
A study of the complaint reveals

that Goldwyn was out-voted on three

resolutions presented and adopted

at the annual stockholders' meeting
in Hollywood last January and that

he bases his charges of breach of

contract on the adoption of those

resolutions. In each case, the reso-

lutions were passed by a vote of

four in favor and one against, Gold-

wyn being the dissenting voter.

The first resolution authorized

Alexander Korda to form a new
company, to be known as Korda
Productions, or some other name to

be selected. Presumably, this com-
pany was to be formed for the pro-

London (By Cable)—Alexander Korda

over the week-end withheld comment on

the action instituted in the U. S. against

United Artists by Samuel Goldwyn and

Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.

20th-Fox Re-establishing Spanish Distribution
Anticipating the end of the Spanish war, the 20th-Fox foreign department has

instructed its European leader, Ben Miggins, to proceed to reorganize and re-establish

the company's distributing organization in Spain, it was learned last week. Other

companies are expected to follow suit shortly, with a marked lack of product making

the Spanish market a fertile field for distributing companies.

Top-Ranking Publishing House Tests

Book Giveaway Plan in Chi. Theater

duction of pictures in Hollywood.
However, the authorization was not
to relieve Korda or London Films of

obligations to UA. Goldwyn con-

tended that passage of the resolu-

tion would constitute an amendment
to Korda's original contract and
therefore would be a violation of a
previously made agreement relative

to amendments to producers' pacts.

The second resolution concerned
Douglas Fairbanks and authorized

him to form a new company under
the same provisions applicable to

Korda.
The final resolution modified the

so-called "nation clause," which is

now in the producers' contracts, so

that the right was given to UA to

take on local pictures for local dis-

tribution in territories outside the
United States on terms more favor-
able to producers of the local pic-

tures than terms accorded to stock-

holding producers. The reduced
terms, however, applied only to pic-

tures distributed in the country of

origin.

Objection also was expressed in

the complaint to the inclusion of the
new Fairbanks and Korda companies
in the so-called "Silverstone Plan"
which calls for a refund to produc-
ers based on the earnings of their

pictures.

At a board meeting held in New
York on Feb. 13, the complaint
points out, James Roosevelt, vice-

president of Samuel Goldwvn, Inc.

made a protest in behalf of Gold-
wyn against the adoption of ' the
resolutions. The directors, with the
exception of Roosevelt, voted against
consideration of the protest and
adopted the measures.

The Silverstone plan of returning
additional sums to producers was
revealed in Goldwyn's complaint and

In the first move by top ranking

,

publishing houses to invade the

theater field as a medium for dis-

tribution of surplus "class" books,

Doubleday Doran, publishers, and
the Literary Guild, book club, have
made a tieup with a Chicago the-

ater whereby books are given away
to patrons holding theater "book
money" coupons.
Theater pioneering the book give-

away plan is the Adelphi, operated
by Ludwig Sussman, member of

the Board of Directors of Illinois

Allied. Plan is operative on Fri-

days and Saturdays, and "Book
money," equal in amount to the
admission price, is presented all

patrons. Adelphi has a dime admish
for children, and gets 15 cents from
adults until 6:30 p.m.
"Book money" to the amount of

"one dollar" is required for each
volume under the plan. Total num-
ber of titles available is 128; books
are from the lists of both Double-

day Doran and the Literary Guild.

Many of the books were published
at $2, $2.50 and $3. Authors in-

clude Daphne du Maurier, Hugh
Walpole, Clemence Dane, Liam
O'Flaherty, Stephen Vincent Benet,

Gilbert Gabriel and Robert Hichens.
M. J. Sutliff, vice-president of

the Literary Guild, said that the

organization had given its complete
endorsement to the plan. He pointed
out that this plan would give the-

ater patrons an opportunity to build
up a first class library cheaply, it

would stimulate theater business
and provide an outlet for publishers.

Limited editions of novels which
are published for groups or sub-
scribers cannot be handled on book-
stands, and with no possibility of
absorbing the surplus books after
subscribers have received theirs by
making surplus books part of a re-
issue printing, this medium provides
a fine outlet that is mutually bene-
ficial, Sutliff said.

TRADE PACT CLIMAX

EXPECTED THIS WEEI
. ft

(Continued from Page 1) ^^
proposals to Abram F. Myers, ger)
eral counsel of Allied. It is believe!
that Myers will discuss the dra;
personally with the counsels eithe

in New York or Washington.
Sidney R. Kent and W. F. Roc

gers, who have been key men in th
trade plan deliberations, left for th 1

Coast Friday with the statement
that all drafting conferences insq
far as they were concerned wei
finished and that the matter no1

rested with the attorneys.
Kent, in commenting on the drafi

said that it not only represented thtj

maximum of concessions whicj
could be granted by 20th Century 3

Fox but even went beyond origins!]

intentions. He added that if a]
parties reached an agreement, hi
hoped that arbitration boards coull
be set up and in operation by SurJ
mer. Kent stated that another ger
eral exhibitor meeting to discuss th'
plan was unlikely and unnecessarjj
Rodgers pointed out that a nurrl

ber of proposals made by Myers il

the latter's draft were included ij

the final set of proposals, but hi
indicated that there were little o]

no changes from the original doer
ment except in wordage.

Production at Year's Top
Mark at 20th-Fox Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With 10 now filming

or soon to start, Darryl F. Zanuck
has brought production at the
Twentieth Century-Fox studios to

the highest peak of the year. In
work or preparation are: "Story
of Alexander Graham Bell,"

"Stanley and Livingstone," "Rose
of Washington Square," "Susannah
of the Mounties," "When Winter
Comes," "Young Mr. Lincoln," "The
Return of the Cisco Kid," "The Go-
rilla," "Shooting High," and "The
Hound of the Baskervilles."

H. B. Fish Joins GN
San Francisco—H. Bradley Fish

has been appointed Grand National
branch manager here.

in substance embodies the following:

AMERICAN
A 2 per cent refund on pictures

grossing from $750,000 to $1,000,-
000; 3 per cent refund from $1,000,-
000 to $1,250,000; 5 per cent refund
from $1,250,000 to $1,500,000, and
7% per cent refund from $1,500,000
to $1,750,000.

ENGLISH
A 2 per cent refund from $300,000

to $400,000; 3 per cent from $400,-
000 to $500,000; 5 per cent from
$500,000 to $600,000; 7V2 per cent
from $600,000 to $700,000, and 10
per cent over $700,000.

Pathe Laboratories Names
Board, Votes Stock Divvy

(Continued from Page 1)

new stock was also voted. O. Henry
Briggs, T. P. Loach. R. M. McKin-
ney, A. W. Miller and Robert R.
Young are the directors.

Distribution of 50 per cent of the
common capital stock of Pathe Lab-
oratories, Inc., a wholly owned sub-
sidiary company, will be paid to
Pathe Film Corp. stockholders, of
record March 13, on the 29th on the
basis of one share of Pathe Lab-
oratories, Inc., for each 100 shares
of Pathe Film Corp. common held.

Further, common stock scrip of
the Laboratories company will be
issued to Pathe Film Corp. stock-
holders for any fractional part of
100 shares of Pathe Film that may
be held.

Warwick-Goldberg Deal
Lee Goldberg, of Big Feature

Rights Exchange, has closed a deal
with Warwick Pictures for distri-
bution rights to "Manhattan Shake-
down," "Murder Is News," "Special
Inspector" and "Death Goes North,"
for the Cincinnati, Louisville and
Cleveland territories.

Miss Barrett in Hospital
Carolyn Barrett, 14th floor recep-

tionist at United Artists, is recover-
ing from an operation in St. Luke's
Hospital.

Paramount Gets American
Rights to "Jamaica Inn I

(Continued from Page 1)

leased on Paramount's 1939-40 pro
gram. "Jamaica Inn" is the las
picture Hitchcock will make in Eng
land before producing two picture
in Hollywood, one for M-G-M am
one for David O. Selznick.

Hitchcock arrives here this wee!
on the Queen Mary.

Major Devlin to Produce
Travel Series on His Owr !

Major Peter Paul Devlin has sev
ered his partnership with Andre d>

La Varre in "The Screen Traveler'
and is planning to produce a serie:

of travel shorts on his own to b(

known as "The World Traveler."
He has three shorts ready for fm I

mediate release and in May will
journey to India, Australia. Ne\w
Zealand and South Africa to superl
vise production on additional shortsl
He expects to be gone about twdj
months.

Masters' Mother Killed
The mother of Haskell Masters!

Canadian manager of United Art-

J

ists, was killed when struck by aj

motor car in Miami, Fla., last Wed-J
nesday, it was learned Friday. Only;
meager information could be ob-

i

tained, although it was learned that

burial will take place in Brookline,
Mass., this week.
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"CAFE SOCIETY"
It's new . . . it's news . . . it's the screen's

first story of the glamorous "400" of

the night clubs. With a big-name cast

headed by MADELEINE CARROLL,
FRED MacMURRAY, SHIRLEY ROSS.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

"THE BEACHCOMBER"
CHARLES LAUGHTON'S triumphant

comedy of romance in the South Seas

—

now blazing a box-office trail from coast

to coast. A Mayflower picture with

Elsa Lanchester, produced and directed

by Erich Pommer.

"MIDNIGHT"
. . . CLAUDETTE COLBERT and

DON AM ECHE head the prize cast of

the season in "Midnight," the prize

romantic comedy of the year. With

JOHN BARRYMORE, Francis Lederer,

Mary Astor, Elaine Barrie. Directed by

Mitchell Leisen.

"SUDDEN MONEY"
Hilarious story ofsweepstakes winners, sure

to get big money. With a hand-picked

comedy cast, built for laughs, including

Charlie Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau,

Charles Grapewin, William Frawley.

Directed by Nick Grinde.

"KING OF CHINATOWN"
AKIM TAMIROFF, whose roles have

made screen history, delivers his best

performance as Frank Baturin, strong man

of a city of sin. With Anna May Wong,

J. Carrol Naish. Directed by Nick Grinde.
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SAYDIE

BACK DOOR TO HERVEN

<«

I'M FROM MISSOURI" "BACK DOOR TO HEAVEN"
. . . Starring the one and only

BOB BURNS ... and topping

"The Arkansas Traveler" in every

department. With GLADYS
GEORGE, Gene Lockhart and

Samson, the only mule ever to

spend a night in a Turkish bath.

Directed by Theodore Reed.

The first of the much -heralded, long-

awaited Bernard Steele eastern presenta-

tions . . . already winning the plaudits of

the critics. "Hit as box-office melodrama.

A triumph!" says Hollywood Reporter.

With Wallace Ford, Stuart Erwin,

Patricia Ellis, Aline McMahon. Produced

and directed by William K. Howard.

"NEVER SAV DIE"
The laughs come fast and furious

when MARTHA RAYE and

BOB HOPE go on a funny-honey-

moon...withANDY DEVINEalong

as chaperon, and Alan Mowbray as

jealous lover. Gale Sondergaard and

Ernest Cossart round out a perfect

cast. Directed by Elliott Nugent.
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CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

"UNION PACIFIC"
. . . The BIG picture you've been waiting

for, with a cast of thousands, headed
by BARBARA STANWYCK and
JOEL McCREA...and an exploitation and

advertising campaign that will blanket every

town in America. Paramount gives you

Cecil B. DeMille's "UNION PACIFIC"!

"ssjs*wote

RIVE «B*



"THE LADY'S FROM

KENTUCKY"
. . . GEORGE RAFT and

ELLEN DREW, beautiful

star of "Sing You Sinners"

and "If I Were King" in a

heart -pounding, pulse -racing

story of the turf . . . with

Hugh Herbert and ZaSu Pitts

in support. It's one for the

money... sure to lead the field.

Directed by Alexander Hall.

"UNMARRIED"
. . . Paramount showmanship

stars BUCK JONES, most

popular of cowboy stars, in

his first dramatic role. A
hard-hitting action drama
of down-to-earth folks, with

HELEN TWELVETREES
and DONALD O'CONNOR,
kid star of "Sing You Sinners."

Directed by Kurt Neumann.

"HOTEL IMPERIAL"
Glamorous, exciting

ISA MIRANDA, in her first

American screen role ... co-

starred with RAY MILLAND
in a powerful drama of strange

adventure and strange people

behind the gates of Hotel

Imperial. With Reginald
Owen, Gene Lockhart and

J. Carrol Naish. Directed by

Robert Florey.

"STOLEN LIFE"
ELISABETH BERGNER,
the magnificent ... the incom-

parable . . . the first dramatic

actress of our time— in her

greatest triumph ... a picture

for every woman in America,

and the men they bring with

them to your theatre! A
Paramount release, produced

and directed by Paul Czinner.
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Max Fleischer's Popeyes,

Betty Boops • Paramount

Paragraphics, Pictorials,

Unusual Occupations (in full

color), Popular Science (in

full color), Headliners, Color

Classics, Color Cruises

Grantland Rice Sportlights

Paramount News
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By RALPH WILE
HOLLYWOOD

Cukor Directs Shearer

'TUDIO news flashes at the week-
George Cukor will direct

Shearer in M-G-M's "The
Walter Wanger has

igned Charles Riesner to direct

•Winter Carnival" Arthur Horn-
low, Jr., will direct "Triumph Over
lin" for Para Warners has

signed Vera Zorina for "On Your
Toes" Para, has signed Vaughn
Jlaser for his stage role in "What

it Life" Warners starts "The
Did Maid," co-starring Miriam Hop-
hrins and Bette Davis today . . .

|Rotgoldicine wants Para, to make
;.sa Miranda available for the French

I vix. "Dame De L'Quest," possibly

opposite Ramon Novarro.AAA
Flynn as Don Juan

This, that and t'other: Michael
3urtiz will direct Errol Flynn in

^'Adventures of Don Juan" for War-
in the early Summer . . . Fan-
Royer will be adviser for

lonogram's four pix co-starring
larcia Mae James and Jackie
toran . . . Bette Davis will portray
Irs. Leslie Carter in "The Lady

Red Hair" for Warners . . .

I Marc Lawrence winds up his Co-
1 umbia pact with "Blind Alley" . . .

|?ara. will start "The Cat and the
Canary" with Paulette Goddard op-

Bob Hope on April 1 . . .josite

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 208 • •

Hollywood's youngest director and most recent recruit

Born in Rochester, N. Y., on Nov. 24, 1914. Studied

jazz orchestra and later ap-

study acting as a profession

GARSON KANAN.
from the theater

music as a young boy, played with a New York

peared in several Broadway shows. Decided to

and enrolled in the American Academy of Dra-

matic Arts. Upon graduation became a member
of the faculty. From there he became associ-

ated with George Abbott, New York producer,

and was production assistant on such plays as

"Three Men on a Horse," "Brother Rat" and

"Room Service." Still later he directed "Hitch

Your Wagon" and "Too Many Heroes." Came
to Hollywood in 1937 to join Samuel Goldwyn's

production staff. Spent ten months learning

every phase of the picture business. Goldwyn

never assigned him to a picture and he finally

signed with RKO Radio Pictures to direct "A
Man to Remember." On a budget of $119,000,

the film was an outstanding hit. Single. Quiet

spoken. Gentle. Charming. Worshipped by

his staff.

Atlas will star Fred Scott in "Two-
Gun Troubadour" . . . Warners will

make "Rose of Monterey" in Techni-

color as a historical musical featur-

ette . . . Walter Lantz has started

a school for screen cartoon anima-
tors; Myrna Myling is in charge.

Story Rights

Story purchases:

Acquired

Paramount

"World on Parade," by Endre
Bohem; "Honorable Uncle Lancy,"
by Ethel Houston; M-G-M—"Music
Is My Faith," by David Mannes;
"Mme. Pompadour," by Rudolph
Schanzer, Ernest Welisch and Leo
Fall; Republic—"Big Town," by
Paul Schofield; "Bowery Boy," by
Sammy Fuller; Edward Finney—
"Red Man," by John Rathmell; Fred

W. Kane—"Include Me Out," by
Ralph Passer and Lyford Moore.AAA

New Termer for Lundigan
Heard around: Universal has

given William Lundigan a new
termer . . . Pinky Tomlin has or-
ganized a 12-piece band with girl
vocalist . . . Ralph Block and Fred-
erick Kohner will write "It's a Date"
for Deanna Durbin . . Warners will
make "Moon and Sixpence" with
Edward G. Robinson this Spring . . .

Same studio plans to use Bonita
Granville and Frankie Thomas in
"Five Little Peppers Midway" . . .

James Cagney will play Melvin Pur-
vis, G-Man, to George Raft's outlaw
in "John Dillinger, Outlaw" . . .

Universal starts "The Sun Never
Sets" an March 13 . . . Anna Sten
may make "Miracle on Main Street"
for "Grand National" . . . Bobby
Breen's "Way Down South" will
have Victor Young as musical direc-
tor . . . Cinecolor has moved into its
new Burbank plant.AAA

As "Flying Cadets"
Did you know that: Jackie Cooper

and Freddie Bartholomew will make
"Flying Cadets" for Universal? . . .

Alfred Hitchcock arrives March 30
to start preparations for S-I's "In-
termezzo"? . . . David A. Bader has
acquired re-make rights to "Black-
mail," England's first talkie, di-
rected by Hitchcock?

Japan's Currency Policy

Will Cut Revenues in China

Latest move of the Japanese-con-
I rolled North China Provisional Gov-
ernment in substituting Federal
notes for the old currency will dras-

tically reduce revenues of all com-
panies operating there, a major for-

eign exec, pointed out Friday. Law
l.vas passed by the government last

Iveek.

Substitution of the Federal notes
l.vas refused by all companies doing
business there until the new law
Inade it mandatory. Despite the fact

|
hat several majors' circulation and

playtime representation in China
I luring the past year has been in-
creased to new record highs, this
|nove will mean a further drop in
evenues due to the exchange.

121 "Kid" Pre-releases
With 17 additional special key

J-ity engagements set, Warners'
B'The Oklahoma Kid" starring James
pagney, will open in 121 keys this
Iveek.

Big "Noose" Story
Boris Demitroff, a wrestler, brought

suit against Universal Pictures Co. in
Supreme Court Friday. Plaintiff al-
leges he appeared in a hanging scene
for the newsreel, but the rope infected
tiis neck. He asks $25,000

Columbia's British Sales

Force Meeting in London

London (By Cable)—Columbia's
British sales forces today continue
series on conclaves called by Jos-
eph Friedman, managing director,
and Max Thorpe, company's sales
manager for England, to discuss
details and co-ordination of the an-
nual foreign sales campaign.
The three-day huddles commenced

Saturday.

RCA Signs Prudential
The Prudential circuit, which op-

erates 25 houses in Brooklyn and
Long Island, has renewed its sound
service contracts with RCA Photo-
phone for all theaters, it is an-
nounced by Edward C. Cahill, RCA
seivice manager.

Plaza Theater Sold
The Plaza Theater has been con-

veyed to Margaret L. Browning.
Sale price was reported to be $300,-
000. Gertrude V. Whitney was the
former owner.

F b M-SAG Pact Signed
Signed modification agreement of

Fanchon & Marco stage shows has
been received at the SAG's New
York office.

Algazy Sails; Deal Closed
with RKO on "Blue Devil"

E. A. Algazy, producer of "Katia"
(The Blue Devil), sailed Friday on
the Normandie for France, follow-
ing two months in this country.
While here he negotiated a deal
with RKO for foreign release of his
pix, while Arthur Mayer, distributor
of "Ballerina," will handle the
American rights. Pix was directed
by Maurice Tourneur and stars
Danielle Darrieux.

MAC Books "Sonata"
"Moonlight Sonata," being dis-

tributed in this country by Select
Attractions, Inc., has been booked
by the Minnesota Amusement Co.
for its entire circuit.

"Husbands" Into World
J. H. Hoffberg, distributor of

"School for Husbands," has booked
the picture into the World Theater,
following its premiere at the Little
Carnegie.

Burns Pix Bow in K. C.
Premiere of Bob Burns' "I'm from

Missouri" has been set by Para, for
the Newman Theater, Kansas City,
March 16. Pix is nationally re-
leased April 7.

Two New Chicago Exchange
Buildings Ready in Summer

Chicago—New 20th Century-Fox
Exchange building at Wabash and
East 13th St., will be completed in
early Summer. Fox will occupy the
two-story air conditioned unit on
the Northwest corner and Mono-
gram Films will take a one-story
building, also air conditioned on
the North. The land and building
will represent an investment of
more than $200,000. Fox will have
a preview theater in the building,
sales offices will be on the second
floor and a separate reinforced con-
crete unit will house the shipping
and storage departments.
The 1250 South Wabash Building

Corporation, of which A. M. Brown
and M. A. Rosenthal are managers,
is erecting the two structures, which
will be leased to the film companies.

Cromwell House Opening
Bedford, Pa.—New Pitt Theater,

owned by H. R. Cromwell, opens to-
night.

Jurors Ohay Bingo
Trenton, N.J.—Presentment by the

Mercer County Grand Jury holds that
there should be no police interference
in bingo game operation provided the
prizes are merchandise and the opera-
tors are persons "of repute and re-
sponsibility." It's regarded as killing
the anti-bingo drive here.
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"I Was a Convict"
with Barton MacLane, Beverly Roberts

Republic 61 Mins.

FAR-FETCHED CROOK DRAMA HAS ITS

THRILL MOMENTS AND GOOD SUS-

PENSE.

The glorification of the crook is carried

out with a new slant, this time the ex-

convict being taken into a partnership

with the big business man. It is all

very improbable and far-fetched, and lack-

ing in the essentials of reality it fails

to carry much weight. It is a nice fairy

story done in the thrill motif, for those

who like this sort of thing. Clarence

Kolb is a wealthy president of a food

products concern who is sent to jail for

income tax evasion. On his release he takes

into the concern a former cell mate (Bar-

ton MacLane) who is later paroled. Two
killers escape from the jail and having

a grudge against MacLane, attempt to

kill him. He stalls them with the promise

of turning over a big wad of currency in

the company safe, but beats them to the

punch and saves the money. But the

police burst in and catch him apparently

in the act of looting the safe of his

benefactor. Then into the business of the

boss defending his pal against the police

and his family. All except daughter

(Beverly Roberts) who also believes the

crook is now on the level. And so into

a series of incidents, including the kid-

naping of the head of the concern by

the two killers, and his rescue by his ex-

convict pal. MacLane makes a hefty hero

of the rugged football type. Suggested

selling angles: Play up thrills and sus-

pense in fast crook drama.

CAST: Barton MacLane, Beverly Rob-

erts, Clarence Kolb, Janet Beecher, Horace

MacMahon, Ben Welden, Leon Ames, Clara

Blandick, Russell Hicks, John Harmon,

Chester Clute, Craufurd Kent, Edwin Stan-

ley, Harry Holman.

CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;

Director, Aubrey Scotto; Author, Robert D.

Andrews; Screenplay, Ben Markson, Rob-

ert Andrews; Cameraman, Edward Sny-

der; Editor, Gene Milford.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Arkansas ITO to Convene
In Little Rock April 2-3

Little Rock, Ark.—Board of direc-

tors of Arkansas ITO has set the
annual convention for Little Rock
April 2-3. J. F. Norman, Little

Rock, is president, and R. V. Mc-
Ginnis, Hope, secretary. A substan-
tial increase in membership during
past few months is reported.

Set for Shrine Show
Oklahoma City — Frances Lang-

ford, Bobby Breen and Rufe Davis of

the movies will be featured in a six-

day show to be put on March 16-21

here by the local Shrine organiza-
tion. Shep Fields' orchestra will

provide the music for the affair.

"Society Smugglers"
with Preston Foster, Irene Hervey, Walter

Woolf King

Universal 65 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FRESH, FAST-MOVING STORY WITH
NOVEL ANGLE TO THE SMUGGLING

RACKET.

A fresh, fast-moving piece with a lot

of action is this novel angle to the smug-

gling racket. Arthur T. Horman and

Earl Felton have whipped up a very

smartly constructed story that jells well

and is ever interesting. Joe May directed

so that the affair proceeds with a lot of

zip and cleverness, and always there is

the air of suspense. Under his guidance

the cast members do splendid work. Ken

Goldsmith, the associate producer, has

provided a production, which all audiences

will find good entertainment. Every now

and then a laugh relieves the anxiety

which goes with wondering what will

happen next which this number reveals

only at the proper time. Preston Foster

and Irene Hervey are very good in the

title roles. Walter Woolf King makes a

likeable heavy, and Frank Jenks provides

most of the comedy. Fred Keating, Regis

Toomey and Clay Clement all do nicely in

the other roles of importance. There is a

lot more picture in this production than

one would expect from its budget classi-

fication. Foster, an investigator for the

Treasury department, has reason to be-

lieve that the men in the Luggage Goods

outfit, which is holding a travel contest,

are only using the business as a cover up

for their smuggling activities. His assis-

tant, Irene Hervey, gets a job with the

concern. Besides being his assistant, Fos-

ter and Irene are in love. Five winners

are chosen to make a European trip, the

purpose of which turns out to be another

means of bringing in valuable jewelry.

Foster's man, Regis Toomey, manages to

take the place of one of the regulars on

the trip, but his identity is discovered

and he is lost at sea. Irene's purpose is

found out too, but Preston is able to

rescue her before any damage is done and

at the same time get the gang. Although

it sounds like just another smuggling

yarn, its handling and development are so

much different from the usual thing that

surprise twists turn up time and again.

CAST: Preston Foster, Irene Hervey,

Walter Woolf King, Frank Jenks, Fred

Keating, Regis Toomey, Clay Clement,

Frances Robinson, Raymond Parker, Mil-

burn Stone, Doris Rankin, Harry Hayden.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Gold-

smith; Director, Joe May; Screenplay, Arthur

T. Horman and Earl Felton; Cameraman,
Jchn W. Boyle, ASC; Art Director, Jack Ot-
terson; Associate, Charles H. Clarke; Edi-

tor, Philip Cahn; Musical Director, Charles

Previn; Sound, Bernard B. Brown.

DIRECTION, Suspenseful. PHOTOG-
GRAPHY, Good.

"Secret Service of the

Air"
with Ronald Reagan, John Litel, lla Rhodes

Warners 60 mins.

BANG-UP AIR THRILLER WITH PLEN-

TY OF FIGHTS TO PLEASE THE FANS.

Exciting meller of the smuggling of

aliens across the Mexican border, and the

efforts of the Secret Service to break up

the racket. It's a rip-roaring thriller of

bare-fisted walloping action, and it has

the red meat that the thrill fans go for.

The romantic interest doesn't amount to

much, but it is not that kind of a story.

The plot is formularized stuff, with the

here being a transport pilot hired by the

government to get the goods on the

racketeers by joining the gang. This is

accomplished by having him thrown in the

clink and thus getting the confidence of

a member of the gang. Then later as a

full-fledged member of the outfit, he be-

comes a pilot, and in a thrilling sequence

gets the goods on the entire scheme. Plenty

of fist fights and roustabout action keeps

this keyed to an exciting pitch. Ronald

Reagan is the flying ace who gets the

inside track on the smugglers, and does a

neat job. Good performances are turned

in by John Litel as a government agent;

James Stephenson as the head criminal;

Eddie Foy, Jr., as the comedy relief, lla

Rhodes is very decorative and looks to be

set in for more important glamour roles.

Suggested selling angles: This is an out-

and-out thriller and should be ballyhooed

for the excitement and air stuff, with the

fighting stressed for the thrill fans.

CAST: Ronald Reagan, John Litel, lla

Rhodes, James Stephenson, Eddie Foy, Jr.,

Rosella Towne, Larry Williams, John Ridge-

ley, Antony Averill, Bernard Nedell, Joe

Cunningham, Morgan Conway, Raymond
Bailey, John Harron.

CREDITS: Noel Smith; Author, Raymond
Schrock; Material source, H. W. Moran;
Cameraman, Tel McCord; Editor, Doug
Gould.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Toilet Bill Hearing Mar. 13
Lincoln, Neb.—Hearing date for

the labor bill to provide toilets in
all theaters in towns of more than
1,000 population is March 13. Bill
is offered by Sen. Sam Klaver,
Omaha. Was submitted at request
of Omaha's nabe theater operators.
It's the first strictly movie house
bill to be heard.

* fORCIGII --

"Bouquets fromA
Nicholas"

with Noel Noel, Jacques Varenne,

Paul Amiot
Walch Film Corp. 75 Mins
WOULD-BE LAMPOON OF AMERICAh

GANGSTERS FAILS TO BE EFFECTIVI
AS FARCE OR DRAMA.

Although there are some very fine se-

quences in this new French film it fail:

as a satire on American gangsters, anc

does not have any dramatic high spots tc

counteract the faltering comedy. Tht
melodramatic scenes are not grim enougr

to intrigue American audiences. How-
ever, the cast is excellent throughout, with

the engaging Noel Noel very fine as the

innocent flower vendor who becomes mixed

up with a gang of assorted assassins, dope

peddlers and kidnappers. Noel can't make
a living by selling his violets outside i

particular cafe for a small sum. When
he suddenly finds himself inside, and able

to sell the violets provided by the gang
for a tremendous sum, he does not ques-

tion his good luck. The story brings Noel
time and again to the point where he is

just about to discover something about his

cutthroat companions, but each time he

is prevented from learning anything. There
is some good suspense at times and the

film will probably please the French fans.

CAST: Noel Noel, Jacques Varenne,
Paul Amiot, Henri Nassiet, Georges Jamin,

Madeleine Robinson, Jean-Pierre Thisse,

Janine Noel Noel.

CREDITS: Produced by Le Films Despa;
Director, Maurice Cammage. Presented

at the Cinema 49 with French dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Two New Houses Open
Omaha—Two new houses in the

Omaha trade territory have been
opened. They are the Joyo at Fair-
field, opened by F. W. Anderson,
and the Strand at Walnut, la.,

opened by Roy S. Werky.

"Borcsa Amerikaban"
(Barbara In America)

with Margit Dayka, Maly Gero, Imre Hamory
Hungarian Talking Pictures 92 Mins.

LIGHT COMEDY WITH AMERICAN
BACKGROUND IS AMUSING.
The Hungarian audiences at home will

enjoy this film more than the Magyars here

as it proves to be a good travelogue for

people who have not visited New York. A
technical crew and players made most of

the picture here last year, and costs on the

film must be well above the average Hun-
garian feature budget. The cast, headed

by Margit Dayka, Maly Gero and Imre

Hamory, perform pleasingly. The story

deals with the love of Margit for Imre. His

parents frown on the match, and it is not

until Margit is signed by an American pro-

ducer who sees her dance, that she and her

lover have a chance to get away from their

native village and the influence of his

parents.

CAST: Maly Gero, Margit Dayka, Imre

Hamory, Joseph Kurthy, Piroska Vaszary,

Sandor Goth, Julius Gozon, Zsoka Olvady,

Maresa Simon.

CREDITS: Produced by Reflektor Films;

Director, Martin Keleti. Presented at the

Modern Playhouse with Hungarian dialogue

and no English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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S. American Market Increasing In Importance—Kent

British production plans of 20th-
Fox for the 1939-40 season call for
at least 10 pictures, with a possi-
bility that this figure may reach 13.

Definitely scheduled for production
are two pictures with Gracie Fields,

S^wo with Annabella, and one to
hree "Inspector Hornleigh" stories.

"So This Is London," "Handley
Cross," "Hangman's House," "Hus-
bands Beware," "Old Folks At
Home" and "The Dancers" are
Dthers set by Robert T. Kane, Eng-
lish production head, for his pro-
gram.

20th-Fox President To Go To
Rio to Attend S. A. Sales

Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

sur - ~ving the entire Pan American
tei -ry.

He pointed out that with markets
being curtailed throughout the world

by restrictions and unfavorable ex-

change rates, it was to the interest

of every large American company
doing world-wide business to give

the S. A. market increasing consid-

eration.

Kent said that the company plan-

ned to make 52 pictures on the do-

mestic program for 1939-40 and ex-

pected this figure would be bolstered

by about four productions from
England which will be distributed

here. He expects to return here the
end of the month for a few days
before going to Chicago for the na-
tional sales convention; returning
here from Chicago, he will sail for
Europe April 20, going from the
European meetings to South Amer-
ica for the companv's first large-
-cale convention in that territory.

Herman Wobber, general manager
of distribution met Kent iln Chicago
and they went directly to the Coast,
arriving in L. A. this morning.

Anti-Walkathon Measure
In Nebraska Seen Passing

Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska's pro-
oosed anti-walkathon bill, offered by
3en. Dick Johnson, was advanced
from select file to final reading.
Measure seems almost a cinch to
oass.

_
It is being backed by movie

nen, in order to kill out any chances
)f endurance shows in the state
.vhich might compete with theaters
)n a 24-hour basis.

"400 Million" Ready
"The 400 Million," new film de-

picting the life struggle of China,
.vhich is based on a script by Dud-
ey Nichols, is ready for release by
History Today, Inc.

Opera Interests Majors
Dallas—Two major studios have
hown interest in "Cynthia Parker,"
fulia Smith's Texas opera, which
iad its premiere at North Texas
State Teachers College, Denton.

Reviews of nem nuns

* SHORTS *

"A Dream of Love"
(A Musical)

M-G-M 17 mins.
Musical Romance

An episode in the life of the com-
poser, Franz Liszt, showing his
early struggles teaching music in
order to live and give him oppor-
tunity to work on his compositions.
The romance of Liszt with Caroline,
daughter of an aristocratic Hun-
garian who opposed the affair. The
influence of this romance in in-

spiring his immortal "Dream of
Love" is presented dramatically.
The story was written and directed
by James A. FitzPatrick.

"High Peril"

(Floyd Gibbons' "True Adventure")
Vitaphone 12 mins.

Plenty Thrilling
A very thrilling yarn concerning

a young man who is one of three
men delegated to repair a smoke-
stack on a very hot Summer's day.
He becomes dizzy and the heat final-

ly drives him temporarily insane.
He is finally overcome by one of the
other men, after the crazed man
imperils their lives by throwing ob-
jects down at them as they work
below on the scaffold. At the risk
of his life, this man climbs up and
grapples with the other, knocks him
unconscious and thus saves the lives

of all three. Gibbons presents the
hero with the customary check, he
of course being in the group to
whom the adventure is related years
after it happened. Directed by Joe
Henabery.

"The Magic Bean"
(Walter Lantz Cartune)

Universal 7 !/2 mins.
Mildly Amusing

This is a travesty on "Jack and
the Beanstalk," wherein Jack's
well-known role is essayed by a
small mouse. Latter sells the fam-
ily cow for a handful of Mexican
jumping beans; is upbraided by his
mother, who, as in the fairy tale,

tosses the medium of exchanges
out the window; and a great bean-
stalk transports the mouse to fanci-
ful realms in the sky. On a cloud
island lives the giant,—in this in-

stance a huge bloodthirsty cat. The
latter's castle is invaded by the
mouse who tries to make off with
the hen that lays the golden eggs.
Yarn ends on a silly angle. It's

mildly amusing.

"Snow Falls"

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.
Winter Sports

Skiing, as exemplified by the ex-
perts in this new addition to the

Sportscope series, is fascinating to

watch, but there is an over-abundance
of would-be comedy injected into the
film by shots of numerous falls, which
are not amusing to any great extent
when you watch a good skiier delib-

erately fall down. The photographer
is good and the shots of the Tyrolean
Alps are magnificent to look at. Reel
is instructive for the novice skiier

and has thrills for the accomplished
skiier as the experts do their stuff at

breack-neck speed. Frederic Ullman,
Jr. was the producer and Frank Don-
ovan the supervisor.

"The Story of Alfred Nobel"
(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Life Drama

The career of Alfred Nobel, who
invented dynamite as a constructive
scientific force, and lived to see it

diverted as a weapon of war to main
and kill. The action of a mother
whose son was mained in war in

bringing the inventor to the bedside
of the boy resulted in his realiza-

tion of the terrible use to which his
invention had been put. Thus came
to be born the Nobel Awards, for
the outstanding annual achieve-
ments in the cause of world peace.

"Robin Hood Makes Good"
(Merrie Melody)

Vitaphone 7 mins.
Funny Squirrels

The adventures of three squirrels
who find a book all about the career
of Robin Hood. So they decide to

emulate the ancient hero, and as
merry outlaws of the woods start
on adventure bent. A fox reads the
book they have discarded, and starts

to take advantage of their make-
believe game. He lures the two
older squirrels into a log cabin,

locks them in and prepares to make
a nice meal. The younger squirrel

rescues them and as his reward in-

sists on being Robin Hood.

"New Roadways"
(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Modern Science

Interesting industrial discoveries
very entertainingly presented, with
commentary by John Nesbitt. The
first treats of synthetic products
developed from coal, glass, wood,
etc. The next subject shows white
mice being given psychological tests

to show their memory capacity, in

winding in and out of mazes of run-
ways, tunnels and bridges to final-

ly reach their objective—food. The
final subject is plastic surgery as
used in the physical and psycholog-
ical development of man.

"Bank Notes"
(Mentone Brevity)

Universal 19 '/i mins.
Novel Entertainment

Producer Milton Schwarzwald has

VODE-VISION TO FIGHT

MUSICIANS REJECTION

Petition of Vode-Vision to Local
802, musicians union, and directly
to the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, for the use of union music-
ians to make recordings, has been
flatly rejected by both bodies, with
V-V set to take court action this
week.
V-V attorneys will ask that Jos-

eph N. Weber, AFM prexy, be re-

strained from preventing the use of
AFM musicians by ordering them
not to work for V-V. It will be
claimed that Weber exceeds his con-
stitutional rights in preventing the
hiring of union musicians by V-V.

fashioned here a swift-moving and
novel two-reeler which starts out on
the amusing note that if pix thea-
ters go in for bank nights, banks
might well adopt the same prac-
tice. Accordingly the action takes
place in such a financial institution,
with the president, Gus Van, acting
as m.c. and warbling two songs to
contribute to the gaiety. The other
entertainment specialists are Minor
& Root, skilled dancers; the Barton
Harp Quintet; Bernice Parks, pop
songstress; the Five Ames Sisters,
acrobatic dancers; Ruth Daye, tap
dancer; and, finally, a swell routine
based on "Dance of the Wooden
Soldiers" by the Three Wiles. It's

all-around entertainment.

Mechanix Illustrated No. 3
(The Color Parade)

Vitaphone 10 mins.
Lively Arts

The manufacture of shotgun shells
is followed through the various proc-
esses. Then the use of the shells by
the skeeshooters, with none other
than Grad Sears himself being fea-
tured as one of the champs. Looks
like a plug for Sears' annual sales
drive. The second subject shows the
creation of artificial flowers from
pulp, which bear a remarkable re-
semblance to real flowers. The final

subject shows the processing of gold
leaf, from gold ingots beaten till

they are as thin as tissue.

"Heroes At Leisure"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Undersea Excitement

The adventures of a group of life

guards of the California coast, who
spend their winter in the South Sea
islands. Here they manage to lead
a very thrilling life and at the same
time make enough to keep them till

they return to their regular jobs.

They are seen diving for undersea
shell fish which they bring up from
the bottom of the ocean and sell to
visiting tourists and yachtsmen.
They have some exciting undersea
encounters, one with a giant octo-

pus.
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Brit. Films Council Opposes Quota Jump
Labor and Small Producers

Fail to Influence With
Squawks

(Continued from Page 1)

the renters' quota on features will

jump from 15 per cent to 20 per

cent, while there will be no change

in the schedules regulating shorts,

the 1938 and 1939 figure of 15 per

cent being identical for the respec-

tive years.

The exhib. quota on Oct. 1, next,

will, as result of the Council's de-

cision, take a pre-determined hop

from 12% per cent to 15 per cent

on features, while shorts will stay

at 12% per cent.

Council's action is hailed here as

a warranted rebuff to demands of

Labor for a stepping-up of quotas

to as high as 50 per cent, accord-

ing to the suggestions of some of

the more aroused leaders. It has
been Labor's contention that the

quota schedules, as provided in the

Films Act, deprive artisans of op-

portunity to gain steady and satis-

factorily remunerative employment
in the British studios, and have
pointed to the shortage of domes-
tic product since the Films Act be-

came law.
The small, or quickie producers,

have in recent months been co-

squawkers with Labor. This wing
of the industry here has resented the

quota machinery because it has put
the breaks on the making of low-

cost pix which once brought them
revenue.
Both Labor and the quickie pro-

ducers have tried to bring such
pressure on Parliament as would
cause the legislators to radically

advance the quota percentages.
Exhibitors at large have fought

the Labor-small producer demands
because they are much more inter-

ested in getting strong product to

fill theaters, and don't care very
much where the product comes from
as long as it means profitable busi-
ness. The exhibs. feel that the half
empty house is a far more serious
matter than the half empty studio.
Further, they are convinced that,
despite any evils attending the
Films Act and its quota schedules,
that long films, since the Act's en-
forcement on April 1, 1938, have
been more satisfactory b.o. magnets
and are for keeping them that way.

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
RKO Officers Filed—Export Only A's, U. S. Tip

(Continued from Page 1)

earnings at $4,096,000 . . . Repub-
lic's $7,373,972 gross in '38 showed
increase of $1,089,981 over '37

world gross, and Consolidated's 1938
earnings for same period were
$616,696.94, equivalent to $1.54 per
share on 400,000 preferred shares

outstanding.
* * *

PRODUCTION: Gradwell L.

Sears, WB sales chief, announced
company will make 36 "A" and 12

"B" pix for 1939-40 . . . Columbia,
said A. Montague, sales head, will

spend '$5,000,000 to increase "A"
product in new season.

DISTRIBUTION: An annual sur-

vey by The Film Daily disclosed

that feature films released in U. S.

in calendar year '38 totaled 769, a

drop of only 9 pix from '37 level.
* # *

OTHER FLASHES: Baird Tele-

vision Corp. of America, subsid. of

British company of same name, was
declared ready to go ahead in U. S.

field . . . RCA engineers were re-

ported as having developed an
ultra - short - wave system solving
problem of "bouncing" tele pix
from city to city . . . Early comple-
tion of new trade reform draft was
signified . . . the two big winners

of the movie quiz contest were wo-
men,—it being announced on Mon-
day night that Mrs. Elizabeth C.

Benincasa of San Francisco, and
Mrs. L. W. Carpenter of Barberton,

O., would receive $50,000 and $25,-

000, respectively . . . and ITOA to

fight for repeal of censorship law in

New York State.

FOREIGN
DISTRIBUTION: With intensifi-

cation of difficulties abroad causing
a 5 per cent drop in U. S. domina-
tion of the world's motion picture

screens in last year, the Federal
Govt, recommended to American
distribs. that exports to foreign
countries be restricted to their

"choice of Grade A films."
* * *

PRODUCTION: Argentina's leg-

islators were reported as having
pressure brought upon them to pass
legislation which would strengthen
native film industry and lure U. S.

majors to make pix in studios there
. . . Imperadio Pictures, Ltd., new
RKO - Herbert Wilcox partnership,
will produce in both Hollywood and
England, it was revealed, as Wilcox
sailed from New York for London,
following conferences with George
J. Schaefer.

New French Talking Pix

Reduced from 35 to 16 mm.

Hoffberg Has "Ultimatum"
"Ultimatum," French film starring

Erich von Stroheim and Dita Parlo,
will be released jn the near future
by J. H. Hoffberg, distributor. Pic-
ture deals with crisis over 24-hour
period before the World War
started.

Noble's Roadshow Firm
Oklahoma City—Joe Noble, for-

merly operator of the Crescent Film
Co., has announced he will shortly
form a roadshow firm.

Paris (By Cable)—Among recent-
ly issued 16 mm. talking pictures,
reduced from 35 mm., released by
French companies are the following
American pictures dubbed in French:
"Le Recordman," a Tim McCoy

western; "Aimez-moi toujours,"
with Grace Moore and Leo Carrillo;
"Mon Mari, le Patron," with Clau-
dette Colbert and Melvyn Douglas;
"L'Orphelin," with Jack Holt; "Mys-
tere in Plein Vol," with Conrad Na-
gel; "Plein Gas," directed by Monty
Banks; "New Adventures of Tar-
zan," and "Les Deux Alantics."
Among the new French 16 mm.

films, reduced from 35 mm. are:
Sacha Guitry's "Pasteur"; "Le
Maitre de Forges"; Julien Duvivier's
religious film, "Golgotha"; "Le Pe-
tite de Montparnasse"; "Manolesco,
le Roi des Voleurs"; the religious
drama, "La Merveilleuse Tragedie
de Lourdes."
These films, in each instance, are

accompanied by assorted 16 mm.
short subjects completing a bill run-
ning two hours and 15 minutes.

GN Sales Heads Huddle
In Chicago on New Plans

Earle W. Hammons, Grand Na-
tional president, Jack Skirball, pro-
duction head, en route from the
Coast, held sales conferences yes-
terday in Chicago. Sol Edwards,
Eastern sales manager, Morris
Safier, Western sales head, and Jack
Winn, Chicago branch manager, at-
tended the conferences.
Edwards will make a swing of

several Eastern branches before re-
turning to New York.

$298,345, Dictaphone Net
Report of Dictaphone Corp. and

subsidiaries for year ended Dec. 31,

1938, shows net profit of $298,345,
after usual deductions, equivalent,
after eight per cent preferred divi-

dends, to $1.83 a share on 128,265
non-par shares of common, exclud-
ing 21,735 treasury shares.

This compares with $895,974 or
$6.50 a common share in 1937.

Breen Cancels P. A.

Chicago—Bobby Breen, who was
taken sick in Cleveland, had to can-
cel his p. a. engagement at the RKO
here. His place is being taken by
Sammy Appelbaum of "Boys Town"
fame.

Hedy Lamarr Weds Markey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hedy Lamarr and

Gene_ Markey, 20th Century-Fcx
associate producer, were married
Saturday in Calexico, Cal.

New Foreign Pix House
San Francisco—New foreign lan-

guage pix house, the Vogue, has
opened here.

In the forthcoming

Film Year Book you will

find a gold mine of

valuable information

about motion pictures,

motion picture produc-

tion, distribution and

exhibition.

The 1939 edition will soon be

distributed to all Film Daily

subscribers.
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GUVs Head En Route for Australian 'Peace" Confabs

m COMPLETE $6,000,000 BANK CREDIT AGREEMENT

Cole Predicts Revolutionary System of Clearance
J.S. Supreme Court Has Given

Exhibitors the Weapons,
Says Allied Prexy

The present system of clearance
s likely to be entirely revolutionized

as a result
of the U. S.

Supreme
court deci-

sion on the
Inter-
state case,
Col. H. A.
Cole, Allied

p r e s i dent,
predicted in
New York
yester-
day. Col.
Cole will be
in the East

COL. H. A. COLE for the next
days huddling with Allied Units.
The clearance situation is a mess,

{Continued on Page 13)

NDIAN PIX INDUSTRY

TALKS U. S. BOYCOTT

Bombay (By Cable) — Further
roduction by American studios of

ictures regarded here as adversely
sflecting upon Indian prestige and

(Continued on Page 14)

Kansas Senate Passes

Denious Anti-Ascap Bill

Topeka, Kans.—The Kansas Sen-
te yesterday passed the anti-Ascap
ill by Senator Jess Denious. A

(Continued on Page 3)

43 Pix In Work
West Coast Bu,., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Forty-three pictures are

in production with Warner Bros., head-
ing the list with eight. M-G-M, seven;
20th Century-Fox, six- Paramount, five;

Columbia, Universal and Republic, four
each; RKO. two. Selznick, Goldwyn
and Monogram, one each.

II inning Quiz Essay on "Four Daughters"
Winning essay that brought Mrs. Elizabeth C. Benincasa of San Francisco, $50,000

first prize in the industry's Movie Quiz contest was based on Warners' "Four Daughters,"
it was disclosed last night during the Eddie Cantor broadcast. Mrs. Benincasa appeared
on the program, heard in the East over WABC at 7:30 p.m.

SMITH CHECKS TELE METRO DROPS 2-REEL

STATUS FOR MPPDA MUSICALS NEXT YEAR

With commercial television's de-

but scheduled to coincide with the
opening of the New York World's
Fair in late April, the MPPDA has
retained Courtland Smith to make
a quick survey of today's status of
television, it was learned yesterday.

Smith, former MPPDA secretary
and later president of Pathe News,
has been engaged in making the

(Continued on Page 3)

M-G-M's two-reel musicals will be

dropped on the 1939-40 program,,
Jack Chertok, head of short subject

production, said yesterday in New
York. Whether any other series will

be added to replace the musicals
will be determined during the cur-
rent sessions between studio offic-

ials and W. F. Rodders, genei-al

(Continued on Page 4)

Goldwyn Drops Flying Pix

at State Dept.'s Request

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Fearful of results to

the transatlantic service of the Pan-
American "Yankee Clipper," $950,-
000 Boeing plane which will start
New York-Southampton runs short-
ply, the State Department "re-

(Continued on Page 14)

Gary Theater Anti-Trust

Case Off Court Calendar

Chicago—The Gary Theater anti-
trust case before Federal Judge
William Holley has been dropped
from the court calendar with leave
for reinstatement at some future
date. It is expected depositions will

(Continued on Page 4)

Norman Bede Rydge Coming to Discuss

Australian Peace With U. S. Majors

orWill be Used to Retire

Purchase Debentures,

Company Discloses

Warners has completed arrange-
ments for a bank credit agreement
covering a secured loan in the max-
imum amount of $6,000,000 in vary-
ing amounts each six months be-
ginning April 1, 1940 and ending
April 1, 1944 if the maximum
amount is borrowed, the company
disclosed yesterday.
Copy of the agreement coincident-

ally was filed with the SEC, hold-
ers of the company's optional 6 per
cent convertible debentures, due this
year, were advised. Proceeds from

(Continued on Page 4)

UA BOARD TO STUDY

GOLDWYN SUIT TODAY

United Artists' board of directors
is scheduled to meet today to dis-

cuss Samuel Goldwyn's action for a
declaratory judgment against the
company. The meeting slated for
yesterday was postponed.
Edward Raftery, secretary and

(Continued on Page 3)

GN Stepping Up Program,

Declares Jack Skirball

Grand National is stepping up its

production program and prospects
are bright for a substantial flow of
product, Jack Skirball, production
head, said yesterday. Skirball ar-
rived yesterday from the Coast.
GN has signed Margo to star in

"Miracle on Main Street" which is

(Continued on Page 4)

A peaceful settlement of existing
difficulties between distributors and
exhibitors in Australia and a prob-
able halting of restrictive govern-
mental legislation if such a settle-

ment is effected was seen here
yesterday when it became known
that Norman Bede Rydge, chair-

man of the board of Greater Union
Theaters and a number of affiliated

film interests, would arrive in Los
Angeles March 20 to confer w,ith

(Continued on Page -SB) -»- -* '

Morros Talks Remake Deal

With Major on 8 French Pix

Negotiations with a major com-
pany to remake at least eight of the
French pictures he looked at in
Paris are expected to be concluded
within the next few weeks, Boris
Morros said yesterday. Morros
plans to make the films on the Coast

(Continued on Page 3)

$173,578 RKO Net
Net consolidated profit of RKO for

1938 was $173,578, it was disclosed yes-
terday at an RKO hearing. This figure

compares against $1,821,165 for 1937.
Earnings since the first of the year were
reported yesterday to be higher than
during the comparable period last year.
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East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd
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Va
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2% 2% + Va
Sonctone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 1st deb '45

Roxy Thea Bldg. 4s 1st '57
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Grainger in Hollywood

for Republic Conferences

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James R. Grainger,

Republic's president and general
manager of distribution, has arrived
at company's studio here for con-
ferences and inspection of the plant.

Following dates have already been
arranged by him for key city runs
of "Man of Conquest": Houston
(world premiere), Majestic Theater,
Apr. 6; Pittsburgh, Alvin, Apr. 20;
Richmond, Colonial, Apr. 21; Louis-
ville, Rialto, Apr. 21; Indianapolis,
Circle or Indiana, Apr. 21; Atlanta,
Fox, Apr. 21; Oklahoma City, State,
Apr. 21; St. Louis, Fox or Ambass-
ador, Apr. 21, and Seattle, Palomar,
Apr. 24.

Remaining 21 key city bookings
for the attraction will be set by
Grainger during his eastward swing
from the Coast.

Four CFI Directors Seek

Re-election on March 23

Notice of annual meeting of Con-
solidated Film Industries has been
sent to preferred and common stock-
holders advising them that among
business to be transacted will be
election of four directors, each to

serve for term of three years. Ed-
ward C. Dearstyne, Herbert J.

Yates, Jr., Joseph L. Aller and Rich-
ard W. Altschuler are candidates to
succeed themselves.
Meeting is set for March 23, at

11 a.m., on 14th floor of 1776 Broad-
way.

20th-Fox Convention Now
Set for March 30-April 1

Herman Wobber, general manager
of distribution for 20th Century-Fox
announced yesterday that the date
of the film company's annual inter-
national sales convention to be held
at the Congress Hotel in Chicago
has been advanced to avoid conflict

with the Jewish Holidays. The con-
vention will meet March 30-April 1.

instead of April 3-5 as originally
scheduled.

"U's" AFBSA Employes Vote
to Strike for a Closed Shop

Universal employes who are mem-
bers of the American Federation of
Book-keepers, Stenographers and
Accountants Local 20940 voted last

night to strike unless the company
recognized the closed shon policy.

All other issues, including salar-
ies and working conditions, have
been agreed upon, it was said. The
demand for a closed shon is expected
to be presented to Universal ex-
ecutives today.

Bernerd Coming in April

London (Bv Cable)—Jeffrey Ber-
nerd sails for America in early
April in connection with GN's plans
to produce "Newmarket Heath."
turf storv, co-starring two English-
born Hollywood players.

Hold Funeral Services

Today for A. S. Krellberg

Funeral services for Alfred S.

Krellberg, member of the law firm

of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons, will

be held today at the Riverside Me-
morial Chapel at 10 a.m. Krellberg,

who was an expert on motion pic-

ture law and a tax consultant, died

Sunday at Mt. Sinai Hospital at the

age of 36.

He was a graduate of Columbia
Law School and a member of the

American Bar Association, Tam-
many Central Association and the

Grand Street Boys Association. He
is survived by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Krellberg, a brother,

Sherman S. Krellberg, president of

Amusement Securities Corp. and
Principal Film Exchange, and two
sisters, Mary J. and Florence Krell-

berg.
Interment will take place at

Mount Hebron Cemetery, Flushing.

Moray Plans Coast Trip

to Set WB Shorts Lineup

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone
sales manager, plans a trip to the
Coast in about four weeks to con-

fer with studio executives on the
Warners shorts program for 1939-
40.

An important phase of the War-
ner lineup to be discussed will be
nlans for a minimum of 12 short
features, dealing with historical sub-
iects and running from 2,000 to 4,-

000 feet in length. As in the in-

stance of "Sons of Liberty," which
was directed bv Michael Curtiz with
a cast headed by Claude Rains, these
Dictures will be given top-flight

casts and directors. They are de-
signed to help effect the gradual
elimination of double features.

Hanbury and White Named
to Board of Imperadio

London (By Cable)—Ralph Han-
bury, managing director of RKO
Radio Pictures, Ltd., and Merrill
White have been added to the board
of Imperadio Pictures, Ltd., new
RKO-Herbert Wilcox partnership
company, according to Wilcox.

F. C. Walker as Sponsor
Frank C. Walker, head of the

Comerford circuit, has been named
as sponsor of the advance ticket sale
now being made to film industry
organizations, it was announced
yesterday. These tickets represent
a substantial saving from the cost
of the regular admissions, it was
stated.

Stern Heads Bank Com.
Chicago — Lawrence Stern, of

Stern Wanrpler & Co., brokers, who
have been prominent in the finan-
cial affairs of Balaban & Katz and
other theater circuits, has been
named chairman of the executive
committee of the American National
Bank and Trust Co.

cominc mid com
JACK SKIRBALL, Grand National proc

tion head, arrived from the Coast yestei

or 10-day stay.

COL. H. A. COLE, Allied president, le.

loday for Philadelphia.

JOHN W. HICKS, Paramount foreign hi
is in Copenhagen, Denmark, and leaves re

or Helsingfors, Finland.

E. C. MILLS, chairman of Ascap's admi
rative committee, returns to New YJ~~~
next week, following a prolonged sta

Midwest.

JOE PINCUS, Eastern talent scout for 2(

Fox, is in Miami for a two weeks' vacat

HARRY G. PRICE, president of Supc
Films, Ltd., franchise holder for Astor Fict
n Toronto, is in New York and leaves tc

for a three-week stay in Miami.

CECIL F. MASON, Columbia's general rr

ager, in Australia, and J. BERGHER, man
in Japan, arrive at the Columbia home of

within the next month for confeiences ^ i

J. A. McConville, manager jf foreign
tribution.

JACK CHERTOK, M-G-M short subjects h
eaves today for Atlanta.

BERT LAHR has arrived from the Coast.

AMANDA LEDESMA and ALBERTO VI
Argentine stars, arrived yesterday on the Arf
tina en route to the Coast to star in the i

Ramos Cobian film.

HARRY RAPF, M-G-M producer, and
wife, are in New Orleans, going from t

'o Florida for a vacation.

ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount producer, has
rived from Europe. He plans to remain
New York for about a month Before returi

to the Coast.

JAMES ROOSEVELT, vice-president of Sarrf

Goldwyn, Inc., has arrived from the Coas

N. D. Gets 10 Days to File

Divorcement Dismissal Br

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAi\

Washington — Motion of Pa
mount to dismiss the pending app
in the North Dakota divorcem
case was formally presented to .

Supreme Court yesterday. 1

clerk of the Court submitted |

motion of Judge Thomas
Thacher, who declared the law r

been repealed and the appeal i

necessary. The Court granted
days to North Dakota to file a
plv brief if it wished to do so.

N. M. Senate to Further

Consider Ascap Measu

Sante Fe, N. M.—Senate Bill

calling for protection of musi
copyright, has been called by
Senate for further consideration a

has also been returned to the Hoi
without further action.

On the week-end, the ' Hoi
passed its bill No. 290 which p I

vides for the taxing of Bank Nigl

j

for old age pensions. Vote v
unanimous.
The Senate bill 93, calling

levying of excise tax on itinera

amusement enterprises, has be
passed by that body.

To Talk Lab. Contract
Meeting will be held tomorrow 1

tween Local 702, lab. techniciai
union, and Consolidated to disci
terms of a new contract.
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MITH CHECKS TELE

STATUS FOR MPPDA

{Continued from Page 1)

irvey for about a week, it is

idevstood. Survey will bring up
. date an earlier checkup made for

le Hays organization in 1937.

Smith's findings are expected to

> )v shape for presentation to the

P\ )A. board at the annual meet-
gTm March 27.

ansas Senate Passes

Denious Anti-Ascap Bill

(Continued from Pane 1 )

milar bill is now in the House
immittee on state affairs.

The bill provides that any copy-

ght owner or association of copy-

ght owners, shall file with the Sec-

tary of State a list of all copy-

ghted musical compositions or

L-amatico-musicals in which they

I \&\e sold performing rights. A
tree per cent gross tax on all sale

E performing rights shall be col-

cted.

It provides for blanket licensing,

at prohibits any discrimination

ithin any individual classification
' licenses.

Ca >

3f.

lovernor to Hold Hearing

on N. D. Ascap Law Mar. 13

Bismarck, N. D.—Governor John
bses will call a public hearing
arch 13 on the anti-Ascap meas-
re, before deciding whether he will

k ;gn it. The act would require Ascap
i file a list of all compositions cov-

ered by their copyrights, also would
vy a 3 per cent gross income tax

'

i Ascap.
; Moses said the hearing was re-

aested by D. M. Ewing of Minne-
|
oolis and Scott Cameron of Bis-

;
arck, attorneys for Ascap.
Relative to constitutionality of the

11, challenged in an opinion writ-
r\ by Attorney General Alvin C.

:rutz, the chief executive said that
ias a matter for the coarts to
cide.

(351 11 "However, this state is not going
spend one red cent to uphold con-

«, itutionality of any bill aimed to

d special interests," he declared.
Most tempestuous sessions of either
•anch to date was precipitated re-

* irding this measure when Rep. L.
Twichell, veteran member from

argo, charged the junior member
om the same delegation, A. R.
ergesen, with lobbying against the
easure from the house floor, and
aintained, that as an attorney,
argesen had special interest in dc-
at of the bill. Bergesen demanded

"\\ apology, which was not forth-
ming.

E:

: I

Castorelli In Canfield
'Youngstown, 0. — Joe Castorelli,
ho for some time has been operat-
g the Plaza Theater here, has ac-
lired the Canfield, at nearby Can-
sld.

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL M. DALYi
T

• • • RECENTLY the upstate city of Rochester went Hollywood

for one nite as Manager Lester Pollock of Loew's Theater staged

a reserved seat preview of "Pygmalion" the regular current attrac-

tion closed the house at 6:15 to reopen, at 7:30 with a Gala Hollywood

opening atmosphere prevailing throughout

T T T
• • • THERE were special arc lamps illuminating the front

carpet paved the way for patrons from the street curb to

the portals of the inner lobby a liveried footman serviced the

curb patrons palms and flowers bedecked the lobby the

entire service staff was in formal attire, including the girl ushers

a special broadcast was staged over WSAY for half an hour

from 8 to 8:30, with a setup in inner lobby socialites in eve-

ning clothes, newspaper crits and prominent city officials were

interviewed as they entered

T T T
• • • NOTHING was overlooked by Manager Pollock for this gala

affair he even had incidental light classic piano selections played

on a loaned Wurlitzer for the lobby atmosphere two small girls

in page outfits stood at each of the front and rear aisle entrances and

distributed souvenir programs a special organist was engaged to

open the program, rendering a classic and featuring a vocal number

two small boys in bellhop uniforms, shining brass buttons and all.

were picked up by spotlight in the center of the stage, as they slowly

drew back a silver drape curtain heralding the main feature presenta-

tion of "Pygmalion" to a delighted audience

• • • PARTY for an Oldtimer "Governor" Oscar F.

Gould who has been in show biz 44 years eleven of them

as manager of the Majestic theater in Fort Worth, Texas, until

Interstate retired him in 1926 and whose children and grand-

children are also identified with Fort Worth theaters was
given a party on his 80th birthday by local showmen one of

his sons, Harry, is manager of the Palace in this city while a

grandson, Dan, Jr., is manager of the Tivoli, nabe house Dan,

Sr., is chief projectionist at the Worth while Oscar, Jr., is

artist at the Palace so the Goulds seem to be doin' all right in

Fort Worth

T T
• • • UNABLE to locate in Cleveland a stage coach to exploit

"Stagecoach" Milt Harris, publicity director for Loew's Theaters

in the territory, got the United Press to issue a search or a genuine stage

coach in all of its 26 Ohio newspapers Harris offered to pay the

expenses of anyone who would drive such a vehicle from his home to

Cleveland, with three hotels co-operating by donating bed and board

one response came from a gent named losiah Lyrick. 79 years, of

Ashtabula Josiah said the coach that he would personally drive

to Cleveland on the appointed day belonged to his grandpappy

and was actually used to bring the family to Ohio

T T T
• • • THE WINNER of the Ten Best film contest run by the

Sunday Journal and Star of Lincoln, Nebraska, in conjunction with

the FILM DAILY poll has just completed taking advantage

of her prize. .... .a week with all expenses paid to Hollywood
she is Mrs. Marvin Jackson, wife of a farmer of Naponee,

Neb it was her first train ride first time she ever rode

in an auto with a chauffeur first time to see a movie star in

person and the first time to stay in a hotel suite it took

this farmer's wife exactly five minutes, she said, to write out the

winning list

DAT6 BOOK

Today: Warner Bros. South American sales
convention, Rio de Janeiro.

March 11: Warner club dinner dance, Waldorf-
Astoria grand ballroom.

March 13: New York ITOA Movie Ball, Hotel
Astor.

March 13-H: Warners sales convention, Wal-
dorf-Astoria.

March 15: Testimonial for Austin Interrante
and Saul Gottlieb, Penn Alto Hotel, Altoona, Pa.

March 18: ITOA Movie Ball, Hotel Astor.

March 19: Metro sales convention, Chicago.

Mar. 19: Boston Cinema Club dinner dance,
Cocoanut Crove.

March 22: Chicago Warner Club anniversary
ball, Drake Hotel.

March 23: CFI stockholders meeting.

March 24: Actors' Equity quarterly meeting.

March 27: MPPDA annual meeting.

March 27: Dallas Variety Club spring golf
tournament, Dallas Country Club.

Mar. 30-Apr. 1 : 20th-Fox sales convention,
Congress Hotel, Chicago.

April 2-3: Arkansas ITO convention, Little Rock.

April 13: Ampa elections.

April 17-21: SMPE Spring convention, Roose-
velt Hotel, Hollywood.

April 18: 20th Century-Fox stockholders meet-
ing.

April 18: B & K stockholders' meeting, Chi-
cago.

April 23-29: National Photographic Dealers
Association convention, Hotel Astor.

April 26: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays con-
vention, Spink Arms Hotel, Indianapolis.

April 28-30: Variety Clubs convention, Book-
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

May 2: RCA stockholders' meeting.

May 4-6: 20th Century-Fox European conven-
tion, London.

May 11-13: 20th Century-Fox European con-
vention, Paris.

June 1-3: 20th Century-Fox South American
convention Rio de Janeiro.

June 21: 20th-Fox sales convention, Port-of-
Spain, Trinidad.

UA BOARD TO STUDY

GOLDWYN SUIT TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

counsel for UA, will present the
complaint with which he was served
last week. The company has 20
days in which to answer the charges.

Goldwyn is seeking to cancel his
exclusive contract with UA.

Morros Talks Remake Deal

With Major on 8 French Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

at a cost ranging between $200,000
and $250,000. He stated that h.e did
not plan to bring over any foreign
players.

He returned last week from
Prance with remake rights to 22
French films. He plans to be here
about four weeks, but may make a
quick trip to the Coast and back
during that time.
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METRO DROPS 2-REEL

MUSICALS NEXT YEAR

(.Continued from Page 1)

sales manager, who is now on the
Coast.
Two Robert Benchley subjects will

go into production shortly at the
Astoria studios, Chertok said. These
were to have been made on the
Coast.
Chertok leaves today for Atlanta,

his former home, stopping off en
route in Washington. After a brief

stay in the South, he will return to

Hollywood.

Gary Theater Anti-Trust

Case Off Court Calendar

(Continued from Page 1)

be taken by plaintiffs' attorneys at
an early date.

It is reported that attorneys in
the Adelphi vs. Paramount et al

case before Federal Judge Wilker-
son today will seek continuance of
case by mutual agreement.

Irving Trust Asks $85,000
Donovan, $95,000 for Work

Decision was reserved yesterday
by Judge William O. Bondy on ap-
plications of the Irving Trust Co.,

as trustee of RKO, for an ad interim
allowance for its services as trustee
of $85,000, and by William J. Don-
ovan, attorney for the Irving Trust
Co. for $95,000, these allowances to
cover the year from October, 1937
to October, 1938.

O. C. Doering Jr., and Hamilton
C. Riekaby both spoke in favor of
the applications and there was no
opposition. Doering stated that dur-
ing 1938 RKO made a net consoli-
dated profit of $173,578 compared to

$1,821,165 in 1937.

Gregory Sale Reports Lack
Foundation, Doerr Asserts

Chicago — John Doerr, Gregory
theater circuit executive, denies the
reported sale of the chain to Law-
rence Stern interests. No change is

contemplated, Doerr declares. The
circuit is continuing expansion, add-
ing a new theater at Logansport,
Ind. House is a $100,000 invest-
ment.

Chi. "Culver" Trade Show
Chicago — Universal will trade

show "Spirit of Culver" at the Es-
quire Theater tomorrow.

Coincidence! ! ! !

New Orleans—With Ceorge Bernard
Shaw's name plastered over the front
of Loew's State Theater and in news-
paper advertisements heralding the
forthcoming "Pygmalion," who should
be arrested for operating a motor
vehicle without a license and get his
name over the front pages of local

papers but,—Ceorge Bernard Shaw.

Omaha Censors Okay "Daughter" on Stage
Omaha—Presentation of the stage version of "Yes, My Darling Daughter" by the

Community Playhouse was approved by the city welfare board which had banned the
film version, scheduled to open at the Brandeis.

Members of the board, who saw the stage version said their approval was given
because the play will not be shown to minors and because the Community Playhouse
restricts its plays to season ticket holders.

Holders of FPC's VTC Three Majors Meet Demands
Asked to Take Common of British Columbia Indies

Toronto — Following the expira-
tion yesterday of the 10-year trust
agreement, holders of 189,000 non-
voting common shares of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. were re-
quested to exchange certificates for
voting shares on an even trade at
the office of the Montreal Trust Co.
as transfer agent.
A majority of the non-voting com-

mon is held by Paramount. Total
of 419,524 common shares are listed

as outstanding.
The annual meeting of the Cana-

dian company is scheduled late this
month. N. L. Nathanson, prexy, is

returning from Miami, Fla., in 10
days when announcement of future
plans is expected. There have been
reports that full control of FPC may
revert to Canadian interests.

One of the features of the five-

year Nathanson contract with the
company was the granting of op-
tions to him to take up shares of
FPC stock in blocks of 11,000 at a
time. Earlier this year, he exer-
cised his option to buy 11,000 shares
at $13.65 per share, It is reported
a block of similar size will be avail-

able for him to purchase, in July,
at $15 per share and he also holds
the right to buy 11,000 in 1940 at

$16 per share and another 11,000 in

1941 at $17 per share.

2 Equal Accommodation
Bills In N. Y Legislature

Albany—Two equal accommoda-
tion bills, introduced last week,
again raise the issue of discrimina-
tion if and when practiced in places
of public amusements, including ho-
tels, restaurants, theaters, etc. The
more important and wide-sweeping
bill, by Sen. Walter Mahoney of Buf-
falo, would add a new section to the
already existing civil rights law,
while the other, by Assemblyman
William T. Andrews, colored New
York legislator, merely extends ap-
plication of the statutes further.
The Mahoney bill would add a new

Section 41-A to the Civil Rights
Law, permitting the forfeiture or
revocation of any existing license
or permit for the operation of places
of public accommodation when any
person is discriminated against and
proves the case by "verified peti-
tion."

Ralph M. Smith Dead
Butler, Pa.—Stricken as he was

operating a projection machine,
Ralph Mark Smith, 54, collapsed as
he stepped from the booth and died
after a few minutes in a hospital.
He came here eight years ago from
Clarksburg, W. Va.

Vancouver, B. C.—Major film ex-
changes have begun to meet the de-
mand of the Independent Buying
and Booking Club, Ltd., for lower
rentals. The group has been able to

obtain Warners, Paramount, and
Fox films at reduced terms. Regal
Films, Ltd., distributing M-G-M in

Canada, is holding firm for per-
centages.

Canadian pix industry is watch-
ing with interest the progress of
this group which is composed en-
tirely of locally owned independent
theaters.

The Independent Buying and
Booking Club, Ltd., was formed by
local indies in an effort to obtain
more reasonable rentals and better
clearance and protection. Nabes
have complained that they have to
wait from eight months to a year
for product, and that rentals de-
manded by distributors are too steep.
The group has had great diffi-

culty, not only in securing films
through its authorized agent, but in
persuading exchanges to recognize
the organization as such. Indepen-
dent exchanges, of which there are
a few in Canada, were willing to
co-operate but lacked a sufficient
number of products to tide over the
IBBC during the fight.

Warners Win Assessment
Cuts on Albany Houses

Albany—Reductions totaling near-
ly $400,000 for each of the past two
years were gained by Warners on
the Strand, Ritz and Albany com-
bined. Official referees Harold Hin-
man and Gilbert D. Hasbrouck
handed down the opinions, which
were recorded at the Albany County
Clerk's office.

For both 1937 and 1938, the first-
run Strand assessment was recom-
mended downward frQm $430,000 to
$238,514.32, while the Ritz report
will result in a drop from $325,500
to $211,200 each year and the Al-
bany from $170,000 to $105,000 each
year.

$6,000,000 BANK

CREDIT FOR WARNEI

(Continued from Page 1)

the borrowings are to be used soL
for the purchase or retirement
debentures.

"Therefore," says the compan
letter, "the greater the number
debentures deposited the less^K\c
sity there will be for the cofB a
to avail itself of the maxmn
amount of the bank credit."

Reporting on the progress to d<

in connection with the compan
plan of exchange, announced li

July, the company's letter says:
"$19,266,000 principal amount

Debentures have been deposit
under the Plan of Exchange, J

which Certificates of Deposit ha
been issued. The company h
purchased in the open market $47
000 principal amount of certificat
of deposit which are to be used i

sinking fund purposes for the pi

posed new debentures. Since Se;

1, 1938, the company has also pi
chased in the open market $3,10
000 principal amount of debentui
of which $1,700,000 have been l

tired and the remaining $1,402,0(
which are held in the treasury, w
be retired in due course.

"After allowing for the foregoii,
purchases, there remain outstandii
an aggregate of $25,827,000 prj
cipal amount of certificates of d

posit and debentures.
"It is estimated that the earnin;

for the quarter ending Feb. 25, 19
will be in excess of those for ti

quarter ending Feb. 26, 1938, wh
the eaimings were $1,139,018.1
after all charges other than pro^
sion for Federal surtaxes on undi
tributed profits."

GN Stepping Up Program,

Declares Jack Skirba

G. P. Montgomery Dead
Harrisburg, Pa.—George P. Mont-

gomery, 68, who recently retired as
a theater manager in Anniston, Ala.,
after spending a score of years in
the business, died here from a heart
attack while attending a card party.

Para. Brit. Appoints Jarratt
London (By Cable)—John Jarratt

has been appointed by Paramount
theaters to the control department.
He is charged with the general in-
spection of the company's London
theaters.

(Continued from Page 1)

to be directed by Stephen Szekel
noted Hungarian director. Produ
tion is to start shortly after Ski
ball returns to the Coast in aboi
10 days. A Spanish version will 1

made of the picture.
Earle W. Hammons, president,

due to return from Hollywood c

Thursday.

The Castles" to Be RKO
Pre-release for East*

RKO Radio has set Easter as tl

starting date for pre-release rur
of "The Castles." "Love Affaii
will be the regular RKO Radio Eas
ter release and is set for pre-releas
runs starting March 17. Latter dat

is set for the general release c

"The Flying Irishman."

Free Show, Free Beer!
Manchester, Eng. — Meeting of the

Manchester and District CEA Executive
committee considered, among other items
on the agenda, instance of a free show
in Manchester at which free beer was
served.
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COLE PREDICTS NEW REVIEWS Of Sl€lO FILfHS
CLEARANCE SYSTEM

(Continued from Page 1)

Col. Cole asserted. The Supreme
Court, he added, ruled that first-

runs cannot dictate to second-runs

how they should run their business

and that, in itself, is something to

think about.
^ Allied president then made a

suggestion which, he admitted, was
I fantastic and yet he believes it is

1 plausible. "Why have any clear-

ance rules?" he asked. "That may
sound silly but the more I think of

it the more I feel that the idea

has merit."
Cole said he believed the distribu-

tors could increase their revenue

33 1 3 p.c. if subsequent runs could

i

play pictures while they're "hot."

Such a plan probably would be op-

posed bitterly by the circuits, he
said, but under the present system
the first-runs are doing more to de-

crease the grosses of the subse-

quent runs than they are in inereas-

iing their own.
He cited an example of an exhibi-

tor in Texas who, because of an
unforeseen booking situation in the

20th Century-Fox exchange, was
permitted to book "Jesse James" a

month or more before he was sched-

uled to play it. The result was that

the exhibitor enjoyed a heavy gross

and 20th-Fox received almost double

the revenue that it would have re-

ceived if the picture had played that

town a month later.

Cole said he could see no reason
why the same would not be true
everywhere. He pointed to other
cities where clearance regulations
ue less strict and declared that
everybody was benefiting.

In regard to clearance boards.
Cole said such bodies would be
dangerous in light of the U. S.

Supreme Court ruling. If each
board was given the authority
by all exhibitors affected to set

up rules, the system would be
legal, but if the boards laid

down rules without the author-
ity of all exhibitors, they would
be operating illegally, Cole as-

Iserted.
It used to be, Cole continued, "that

natters of clearance and other
problems were nothing more than a
bellyache,' but the Supreme Court
las taken the role of a doctor who
ias prescribed the right remedy."
Cole will meet with the new

Philadelphia unit today and with
he Baltimore unit on Thursday.
Text Tuesday he is to huddle with
he New England Allied members
in Boston and with New Jersey Al-
lied on Monday. A meeting with
Jew York Allied leaders is sched-
led for Thursday, March 16.

» Herbert Mundin Dead
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Body of Herbert

Iundin, 40, well-known screen char-
cter actor, is being held in a local
lortuary pending completion of
jneral arrangements. He died of
fractured skull sustained in an

uto accident in Van Nuys.

"The Ice Follies

of 1939"

with Joan Crawford, James Stewart,

Lew Ayres

M-G-M 83 Mins.

SMASHES OVER AS GORGEOUS SPEC-

TACULAR ICE EXTRAVAGANZA WITH
POP CINDERELLA LOVE STORY.

Gorgeous spectacular production with a

Cinderella story of the movie studios built

around an ice carnival atmosphere. This one

will go over big just on the ice skating

ensembles, of which there are two lengthy

sequences, one in Technicolor that is the

last word in breathtaking beauty as the

various numbers follow each other, one more
resplendent than the other. The story itself

is highly formularized, and what saves it

from falling into a mechanized routine is

the exceedingly clever acting of the prin-

cipals, and smart directorial touches. Joan

Crawford and James Stewart suddenly decide

to marry, although they have no money,

Stewart and his partner, Lew Ayres, form

an ice-skating team, being down on their

luck. Crawford gets herself a job in the

studio of a big Hollywood outfit, selling the

producer (Lewis Stone) on a trick, and

making good overnight, being advanced to

the part of leading player without any ex-

perience whatsoever but purely on her amaz-
ing natural ability. Hubby lights out for

New York, for he will not have a wife sup-

port him. Also just like that hubby makes

good with a spectacular ice follies, which

cleans up from the start. The ice sequence

is the excuse for the picture, and it is good,

done in black-and-white, presenting all sorts

of ensembles, specialties, etc. Wifie comes
to New York on a publicity tour, meets

hubby for a brief half-hour, and then over

the radio on the anniversary of her first

year in pictures, tells the world that she is

through and going back like Cinderella to

her own fireside, meaning hubby. Of course,

the big surprise is that the smart producer

hooks the two love-birds together so that

wifie gets both her career and husband in

the production of a smash screen ice ex-

travaganza in Technicolor. This is the rea-

son for the entire production, a gorgeous

spectacular series of dazzling numbers done

mainly in the Cinderella motif with nursery

rhymes transferred to the ice technique

brilliantly and with class. Main credit goes

to the creators of this ice spectacle, which

will leave the customers breathless. The
skating choreography, the costumes, the en-

sembles, the scenic effects, the breath-

taking beauty of the Technicolor composi-

tions, and the amazing skill and grace of

the "International Ice Follies" members,
these outshine the mere stars and featured

players of the story itself. But that is not

detracting from the smooth performances of

Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres,

Lewis Stone and Lionel Stander, who all

deliver impressively. The musical numbers
also are deserving of special acclaim. Alto-

gether, a sure-fire pop spectacle that can't

miss anywhere, for it has too much of all

the showman elements skillfully compounded.
Suggested selling angles: More than enough,

with pop ice spectacles, strong names,

glamour of the studio atmosphere, and

Cinderella motif.

CAST: Joan Crawforl, James Stewart,

Lew Ayres, Lewis Stone, Bess Ehrhardt,

"Never Say Die"
with Martha Raye and Bob Hope

Paramount 80 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GOOD LAUGH ENTERTAINMENT PRO-

VIDED BY PROCESSION OF HILARIOUS

GAGS.

A comedy which depends on gags for its

hilarity, this show is very funny when gags

are being worked, however, there are spasms

when the piece must carry through on story,

and then it lags. Fortunately the gags take

up most of the footage and some of them

bring forth rollicking belly-laughs, with the

result that the picture proves good laugh

entertainment. For Bob Hope, it is great

stuff, for the type of humor projected, is

just his style. Subtle and clever, he handles

this sort of comedy splendidly. However,

for Martha Raye, it keeps her in check.

The material is too refined for her wild

boisterous antics which make her so enjoy-

able. Andy Devine does nobly by a good

role, as do Alan Mowbray, Gale Sondergaard

and Ernest Cossart in other important parts.

Elliott Nugent's direction gets the full value

of the gag material, which was supplied in

the screenplay by Don Hartman, Frank Butler

and Preston Sturges from a play by William

H. Post. Paul Jones produced a show that

should prove enjoyable. Bob Hope believes

himself a very sick man. In addition, his

twenty million dollars cause Gale Sonder-

gaard, a fortune hunter and expert pistol

shot, to be after him. Martha Raye's father

wants her to marry Alan Mowbray, a prince,

so as to acquire a title, but Martha wants to

marry her Texas boy friend, Andy Devine.

A health test of Bob's has been mixed up

with a dog's, and the doctor tells Bob he has

enly thirty days to live. Bob meets Martha

in Switzerland and marries her, so that she

will not have to marry Mowbray and he will

not have to marry Gale. There is a lot of

funny business while Bob is married to

Martha for Andy's benefit, but the married

couple find they are really in love. When
Bob's thirty days are up, it is learned that

he is perfectly well and everything is worked

out nicely for all.

CAST: Martha Raye. Bob Hope, Andy
Devine, Alan Mowbray, Gale Sondergaard,

Sig Rumann, Ernest Cossart, Paul Harvey,

i
Frances Arms, Ivan Simpson, Monty Woolley,

Foy Van Dolsen, Christian Rub.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Direc-

tor, Elliott Nugent; Based on a Play by Wil-
' liam H. Post; Screenplay, Don Hartman,

j
Frank Butler, Preston Sturges; Cameraman,

Leo Tover, ASC; Special photographic effects

|
by Farciot Edouart, ASC; Art Directors,

Hans Dreier, Ernst Fegte; Editor, James

Smith; Sound, Phil Wisdom, Walter Oberst;

Musical Director, Boris Morros; Song by
; Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

AUSTRALIAN "PEACE"

CONFABS SCHEDULED

(Continued from Pane 1)

major company heads and foreign

managers.
Rydge, who is reported to be

largely responsible for the enact-

ment of the New South Wales Quota
Law, is reputed to be the most pow-
erful individual interest in the Aus-
tralian film filed today, with wide-
spread governmental influence

through his vast chain of enter-

prises which include publications,

banks and large real estate holdings

in addition to his film interests.

Greater Union Theaters, it has
been charged by company execs., has
been the victim of a "freezeout"
by American majors, having- theater

interests in Australia, with the re-

sult that for some time their only

product came from Universal, Mon-
ogram and Republic, with some
Metro pictures now added to the

list. It is asserted that the move
by Rydge in pushing restrictive

legislation was the only protection

he could get for his theater inter-

ests.

Importance of pending confer-

ences which Rydge is expected to

hold with Sidney R. Kent, prexies
of several other majors, and for-

eign managers, is stressed by the

fact that this is the first trip the

Australian exec, has ever made out-

side of the Aussie territory. Rydge
assumed control of his theater in-

terests in 1937 and his affiliated or-

ganizations are expected to show a

general profit for 1939, with Cine-
sound Productions and British Em-
nire Films showing the first profit

in the history of either company at

the end of 1938.

Rydge, who arrives on the Coast
March 20 on the Monterey, is ex-
pected to arrive in New York about
March 27. Captain Harold Auten,
American rep. of GUT, will meet
Rydge in L. A. and accompany him
to New York.

Lionel Stander, Charles D. Brown, Roy Ship-

stad, Eddie Shipstad, Oscar Johnson.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Rapf; Director,

Reinhold Schunzel; Author, Leonard Pras-

kins; Screenplay, Leonard Praskins, Florence

Ryerson, Edgar Allan Woolf; Musical Score,

Roger Edens; Scenic Effects, Merrill Pye;

Cameraman, Joseph Ruttenberg, Oliver T.

Marsh; Editor, W. Donn Hayes.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Gorgeous.

Clarence Hake, of 20th-Fox, Ber-
nard Freeman, M-G-M, and Harry
Hunter, Paramount, managing di-

rectors in Australia for their re-

spective companies, and Dan Car-
roll, Australian theater man, also
are arriving on the Monterey, as
nublished exclusively in The Film
Daily on Feb. 17.

Arnstein Suit on Trial

Trial was started yesterday be-
fore Federal Judge Edward A. Con-
ger in the case of Ira B. Arnstein,
songwriter, plaintiff, versus Ascap,
NBC, CBS, Warners and other de-

fendants, charging plagiarism.
Arnstein charges that the defen-

dants have plagiarized some 47
songs and have claimed they pub-
lished these songs and have also
broadcast them.

More 5-Cent Matinees
Milwaukee, Wis.—An increase is

being noted here in five-cent mati-
nees for kids.
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$400,000 PIX HOUSE

FOR NORTHWEST CHI.

Chicago—Another l.OOO-seat mod-
ernistic film theater is projected for

the northwest district of the city.

To be known as the Galewood, it will

be erected at North and Nagle Ave.,
from plans by architect John K.
Neebe. J. C. Jensen Company will

erect the building which will rep-
resent an investment of $400,000.
Work will start next month. An-
other thousand seat house was an-
nounced for Austin and North Ave.
from plans by J. E. O. Pridmore,
architect.

From the reports of equipment
dealers and builders in the Chicago
area, several more film houses, in

combination with business blocks
are projected for the 1939 season.

New Little Rock House
Little Rock, Ark.—A new 600-

seat theater, to be known as The
Tower, will be erected here by the
Ax'kansas Amusement Corp., con-
trolled by Robb & Rowley. The
building will be of glass brick and
tile construction.

Hefferan to Build
Coopersville, Mich.—Hefferan The-

aters, Inc., of Grand Rapids, has
purchased property for immediate
construction of a new 300-seat the-
ater, the Century.

New Carley Project
Allegan, Mich. — The Carley

Amusement Co., an affiliate of But-
terfield Theaters, has purchased the
First State bank building and will
remodel it as a theater.

Ellanee Will Build
Bryan, O.—Ellanee Corp. plans

to erect a new theater on the site
now occupied by Bryan's oldest
business building, erected in 1848
on the west side of the square.

Buys Site In Durant
Durant, Okla.—Shipman Bullard

has purchased the Old Metro the-
ater building here and will remodel
as a new theater to compete with its

former owners, Robb & Rowley.

Plans $60,000 Theater
Canton, O.—Erection of a $60,-

000 theater building in North Can-
ton, near here, has been announced
b" M. M. and J. B. Mohler, who
said that A. G. Constant, of Steu-
benville, will equip, lease, and op-
erate the new unit. Constant now
operates theaters in Steubenville,
Canton, East Liverpool, Portsmouth,
and Mansfield.

To Build In Bethany
Yukon, Okla.—Cecil Davis, local

theater owner, has announced plans
for construction of a new 400-seat
theater at nearby Bethany.

New House for Lubbock
Oklahoma City • The Griffith

Amusement Co. will construct a new
700-seat theater at Lubbock, Tex.
Circuit now operates three theaters
in Lubbock.

Ground Glass Theater Screen
Sydney (By Cable)—World patents on a ground glass theater screen, through which

Ihe light is filtered onto a beveled mirror, are being taken out here by L. G. Pimblett,
its inventor. By placing the ground glass at an angle to the mirror, correct perspective
of depth is obtained without any loss of focus. Pictures may also be shown in broad
daylight with the new screen. At recent demonstration at Sydney University, a spot-
light WuS directed on the screen without affecting clarity of picture.

Goldwyn Drops Flying Pix

at State Dept.'s Request

(.Continued from Page 1)

quested" Samuel Goldwyn to forego
production of "Thirteen Go Flying"
a picture based on the crash of the
flying boat "Cavalier" recently, it

was revealed here.

State Department officials denied
there was any censorship motive in
the move. George S. Messersmith,
Assistant Secretary of State, wrote
a "personal and informal" note to

Will Hays, MPPDA prexy, suggest-
ing that the proposed picture would
be harmful to development of over-
seas regular runs, which the Gov-
ernment feels are helpful to the de-
velopment of commerce and good-
will.

Messersmith said James Roosevelt,
Goldwyn's vice-prexy had not en-
tered the situation and that his in-

fluence was not sought. The Hays
office was free to exercise its own
judgement in the matter, Messer-
smith said.

NLRB Hearing in Producer,

SWG Dispute Resumes Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAIL.Y

Hollywood—Following a brief ses-

sion yesterday, hearing on the NLRB
complaint charging producers with
unfair labor practices and refusal
to abide by a ruling of the board to

recognize the Screen Writers Guild
as exclusive bargaining agency for
all screen writers was adjourned un-
til this afternoon, inasmuch as the
trial examiner James C. Batten, who
had just arrived from Washington,
desired more time to familiarize
himself with the issues in the case.

Counsel for the producers filed

motions for dismissal and a motion
for a bill of particulars. President
Charles Brackett of the Guild, Don-
ald Ogden Stewart, Dalton Trumbo,
Julius Epstein and Phillip Dunne
are among the writers who have
been subpoenaed to testify.

Would Close Pix Publicity

Doors to Italian Writers

Meeting of major company foreign
publicity managers was held yester-
day afternoon at the Hays office
to discuss the question of whether
or not Italian correspondents should
be permitted to continue getting
publicity material. General consen-
sus of opinion favored a complete
shutdown of this source of infor-
mation.

It is expected that a huddle of
the foreign distribution managers
will be held within a short time to
make a final decision in the matter.
Nothing else was discussed at the
session.

Maine Safety Shutter Bill

Opposed by Theater Owners

Augusta, Me.—A bill to require
installation of a safety shutter be-

tween the inflammable film and the
light on commercial motion picture
projectors to prevent fires was
termed by proponents at a hearing
here "an attempt to legislate a cost-

ly, untried and unnecessary device
mto Maine theaters."
Robert W. Williamson, represent-

ing Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont theater owners, told the
legislative Mercantile Affairs and
Insurance Committee the proposed
device had not been offered to the-
ater owners in this region.
The proponent of the bill, Harold

W. Hurley, Boothbay Harbor, rep-
resenting Saul W. Hays, Boothbay
Harbor theater owner, said the de-
vice would stop instantly hot light
rays in a projector when breaks or
other stoppages occurred, doing
away with fire hazards.

Richard W. Gustin and Benjamin
J. Dorsky, both of the Bangor Mov-
ing Picture Operators' Union, op-
posed the installation of the device
on the ground it would not "banish
the flame-flash on the screen causing
panic, nor materially aid in cutting
down hazards of operation."
Opponents presented the commit-

tee several telegrams from numer-
ous theater interests which regis-
tered objections to the proposal.

Cinema Lab. Purchases

International Properties

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM >DAILY
Hollywood—Cinema Laboratories,

Inc., has purchased the properties
and operation of International Cin-
ema Laboratories in Hollywood. The
new concern is headed by C. Mer-
win Travis, president, and J. G.
Moser, is secretary and treasurer.
The operating personnel of Inter-
national Cinema remains intact, with
Jack Snyder in charge of sales and
service, and Mark Guerrine, labora-
tory superintendent.

INDIAN PIX INDUSTRY

TALKS U.S.B0YG0T

Shoup Rites Today
Mrs. Eleanor A. Shoup, mother of

Hiller Innes, assistant manager of
Paramount's New York production
department, died yesterday. Mrs.
Shoup, a resident of New York City,
was the widow of Captain Aubrey
K. Shoup, U. S. Navy. Funeral ser-
vices will be held today at 4 p.m.
at Campbell's Funeral Parlors. In-
terment will be at Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery, Washington, D. C,
tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Lou Abramson Named
Chicago—New Bookers' Club of

Chicago has named Lou Abramson,
of Allied as public relations direc-
tor.

(Continued from Page 1)

nationalism will bring a boycott
all pictures distributed here by t]

offending companies.
Warning to this effect has be

voiced here by the "Will Hays ,

India," Sardah Chandulah J. £?*
leading native producer, chsft|
of the Reception Committee of t

Indian Motion Picture Congress a
president of the Indian Motion P
ture Producers' Association.

Declaring that he does not "i*

derstand how a friendly people li

the Americans stoop so much i

their commercial instincts as
trade in a nation's prestige and :

vile its patriotism, merely to ea
some dollars." Sardah Shah asse:<

"pictures that offend our natioi
pride should straightaway be hi
ned.

"If these foreign producers bl

given an ultimatum to withdr;
such pictures from the world mi
kets on the pain of all their pJ
tures being banned in our count:
thev will soon come to their sense

Pictures which have stirred pi

tests here include "Charge of t

Light Brigade," "Bengal Lancer
"The Drum" and "Gunga Din." Li'

ter has not been shown here, \

has drawn blasts from Khwaja A
mad Abbas, Bombay Chronicle fi

critic, who saw it in the making
Hollywood. Native trade papers
well as dailies are caustic in th
criticism of handling of Indi
themes and stories in U S. filr

with Baburato Patel, editor
Filmindia leading the crusade.

Adverse Industry Measures
Opposed by Albany's Alli<

Albany— Legislative meeting
Eastern New York Allied at t

Hotel Ten Eyck yesterday went
record against bills affecting £

conditioning building and repai
imposition of a state sales lev
Phelps-Crews projectionists bill i\

quiring two operators, and outdo
advertising regulation. F i g h
against enacting adverse legislate
will be centered in exhibs. districi

Action on any Ascap bill was d
ferred until the U. S. Supreme Cou
decides pending cases, regarded
tests.

Dozen indies claiming represent
tion of 37 theaters attended the se
sion. The unit will handle prote
tion date matter at the next mee
ing. No specific action was taki
by the grievance board.

E. Thornton Kelly, state seer
tary, and Mitchell Conery, region
chairman, claim 90 indie membe
with 150 houses.

All-Negro Pix Under Waj
Meteor Productions has starti

the first of a series of All-Neg
pictures at the Meteor studios
Jersey City. Edgar Ulmer is d|

recting, with Burgi Contner and E
die Hyland at the camera.
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1 laboratory in '.

£SL

Research workers in ERPI's

Light Valve Department.

... to assure ever-finer

entertainment in your theatre

Since the introduction of sound

in motion pictures, ERPI and Bell

Telephone Laboratories — which

developed the first practical ap-

paratus—have pioneered in sound

recording and reproduction re-

search.

These developments have been

made available to the industry in

Western Electric Sound Systems

—used by leading producers and

thousands of theatres throughout

the world.

In introducing sound pictures,

ERPI accepted a definite respon-

sibility to the industry . Now,ERPI
reaffirms its acceptance of that

responsibility.

Conscious that the future prog-

ress and prosperity of the industry

depend upon continued improve-

ment of sound pictures through

research, ERPI—backed by Bell

Telephone Laboratories—will
continue to devote its efforts to

meeting the problems of today

and anticipating and solving those

of tomorrow.

The Projection Room in ERPI's new
Holly-wood laboratory, where sound

problems are studied dailyand solved

under actual working conditions.

Electrical Research Products Inc.

A SUBSIDIARY OF

Western Electric



TORONTO : "The Little Princess"

triples weekend business of pre-

ceding Shirley Temple hit!

SAN ANTONIO : Weekend figures

prove "Little Princess" 20th's

TOP grosser in over TWO YEARS

at Aztec Theatre! Audience

reaction "best of the season"!

BOSTON : "Temple Torrid in Hub!"

says Variety..."Smash!" headlines

M. P. Daily... as "Little Princess"

rolls on in second big week!
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Details of Warners

9

Bank Loan Filed With the SEC

HEAR WHITNEY MAY ACQUIRE ATLAS RKO INTEREST

Admission and Bank Night Tax Bills in Pennsylvania
Ways-Means Com. Head Of-

fers Measure to Revive

Amusement Levy
Harrisburg, Pa.—Despite the fact

that Governor Arthur H. James in

his budget message last week to the
legislature said that he favored no
•iew taxes, a bill has been introduced
in the House by Rep. Edward Winner,
Montgomery County, chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, re-

viving the amusement tax, which
expired about eight months ago.

While the Governor had knowl-
(Continued on Page 7)

JUDGE TESTS

BANK NIGHTS
La Crosse Jurist Files As

a Private Citizen

PUBLICITY STAFF WILL

AID UMPTO'S MEMBERS

Philadelphia — UMPTO disclosed
yesterday that it will engage pub-
licity men to aid all members whose
theaters need building up or who
need assistance in putting over their
product. It's one of five additional
membership services announced.

Others include a survey which
may lead to lower realty assess-

(Continued on Page 7)

Jewel Theater Games Test

Case to be Heard by Jury

Judge Morris Koenig of New
York General Sessions yesterday
granted a motion by Harry Kosch,
general counsel for New York
Allied and attorney for the Jewel
Theater, to remove the action
against the house from Special Ses-

(Continued on Page 7)

"Bodge City" Apr. 8
Warners' "Dodge City," Technicolor

top-bracket pix starring Errol Flynn
and Olivia De Havilland, will be re-
leased April 8, home office execs, de-
cided yesterday following a screen-
ing. Release is being advanced from
May and will be supported by a big
campaign as a result of the impression
made.

La Crosse, Wis. — Circuit Judge
Robert S. Cowie, acting as a private
citizen, has filed a complaint in cir-

cuit court here to test the legality
of Bank Night. Named as defend-
ant in the action is the LaCrosse
Theaters Co., operators of the Ri-
voli, Wisconsin, Riviera, Strand and
Bijou Theaters and the Welworth
Theaters of Wisconsin, Inc., oper-
ators of the Fifth Avenue and Hol-
lywood Theaters. In two separate
similar actions against the theater
companies last year, county court
juries returned verdicts of not
guilty, while similar actions in Ken-
osha and Fort Atkinson have also

resulted in acquittals. The present
case is expected to be heard at the
spring term of cricuit court here.

Three Regional, No National,

Sales Meet for Monogram

National sales convention an-
nounced recently by Monogram will

be eliminated in favor of three
(Continued on Page 7)

Deal, If Consummated, Would See S-l Releasing

Through RKO—Wall St. Understands Whitney
Allied With Rockefeller Interests

By GEORGE H. MORRIS and HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writers

Persistent financial circle reports yesterday asserted that
holdings of Atlas Corp. in RKO will pass to John Hay Whitney
if a deal said to be currently under discussion is consummated.

Floyd B. Odium, Atlas president, could not be reached for
verification, nor could N. Peter
Rathvon, of Rathvon & Co., whose
offices declared he is now on a trip
to South America and is not expect-
ed to arrive in New York until the
week-end. Whitney was also out of
the city and could not be reached.

Deal, it is reported, would auto-
matically bring Selznick Interna-

Hairisburg, Pa.—John Y. Scott, tional product to RKO for release,

counsel for the state, has told The with further possibility that both
Film Daily that an appeal to the Whitney and Selznick would assume
Pennsylvania Supreme Court from posts as RKO directors,

the Dauphin County Court decision Whitney is understood in Wall St.

outlawing the chain Store tax, (.Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

PA. TO CITE "ERRORS"

IN CHAIN TAX APPEAL

State Censorship Measure
in New Jersey's Assembly

Trenton, N. J.—A bill for the cre-

ation of a state censorship board
has been introduced by Assembly-
man Kerner of Union City. A

(Continued on Page 7)

Capital of Three Circuits Goes

As Pledge on First Warner Loan

D of J Gets Confidential

N. D. Divorcement Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A confidential pre-

liminary report has been received
at the Department of Justice on the
North Dakota theater divorcement
investigation, The Film Daily
learned last night.

Assistant Attorney General Thur-
( Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Details of Warner

Brothers' $6,000,000 bank loan
agreement with the New York Trust
Company, Guaranty Trust Company
of New York, and Continental Illi-

nois National Bank and Trust Com-
pany were filed late yesterday af-

ternoon with SEC.
The agreement provides for

credit not to exceed $6,000,000,
available to and including Sept. 1,

(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. GETS RIGHTS

TO 3 LAUGHTON PIX

Sole distribution rights for the
world, except in the United King-
dom, to the next three Erich Pom-
mer-Charles Laughton productions
have been acquired by Paramount,

(Continued on Page 7)

Schwartz and Raftery Named
Co-Counsels in Goldwyn Suit

Charles Schwartz and Edward
Raftery will be co-counsels for
United Artists in defending Samuel
Goldwyn's action against the com-

(Continued on. Page 7)

Second Censor Bill
Oklahoma City — Representative

Cooper has introduced into the state

legislature a bill which would create a

board of film inspection. This is the
second censorship bill introduced during
the present session.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Lew Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Ficts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

1V2 IVi T/2

11% 11% 11% + Vs

180 180 180

14V8 14 14 — 1/2

50 49V2 491/2

11 10% 10% + %

11 11 11 — Vs
93/s 9% 91/4 + %
21/4 2% 21/4

24 233/4 23%
32 32 32

51/2 51/2 51/2 + Vs
421/4 421/4 421/4 + 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww 101 100% 10034
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts 6s55. . . . 101Vi 101% 101% + V4
Para. Picts. cv. 3 I4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 99% 99V4 99% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Hers. . . 2% 2% 2l/

2 — Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 19V4 19 19 — 1/4

Trans-Lux ."

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bide. 1st '49 5V4 7
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 973/, 993/,

Met. Playhouse. Inc., 1st d»b '45. 69

V

4 71

V

4
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 72% 74%

SAFETY
| LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City SECURITY
BRyant 9-5600 •»*-%**** I

• • • EXHIBITORS will have a chance to go after cash prizes

with the national release of Warners' "The Adventures of Jane Arden"

offered by the Ward Baking Company, which is sponsoring a dis-

play contest for theaters East of the Mississippi prizes go to the

best displays tying in the company's Jane Arden radio program and the

picture

T T T

• • • A FEATURE of the tie-up on this picture is that the

Ward radio program on Jane Arden will herald the release of the

film with spot announcements daily over the NBC network

in some cities it will be possible to insert a plug for the local

showing the company's trucks will carry posters announcing

the playing of the feature at the local theater available for

the tie-up are autographed fan fotos of Rosella Towne, who plays

the title role in the pic and Ruth Yorke, who plays a sim-

ilar role in the radio program heralds have been prepared

for distribution on the tie-up

T T
• • • ELIMINATION session of Jesse Lasky's "Gateway to Holly-

wood" talent quest will be held for the New York regional at the Hotel

Roosevelt tomorrow marking the end of the first 13 weeks of the

nationwide talent search, and the finals for all major cities East of

the Mississippi one girl and one boy will be chosen to represent

the territory in the finals to be held in Hollywood from which will

emerge "Alice Eden" and "John Archer" to receive RKO Radio picture

contracts, and appear in featured roles in "Career," the Phil Stong

story a luncheon for the press will be given before the tryouts

SMPE Conventioneers Will

Visit Two Coast Studios

Additional activities programmed
for forthcoming Spring convention
of SMPE at the Hollywood Roose-
velt Hotel, April 17-21, inclusive, in-
clude Paramount's studios acting as
host to delegates on the morning of
April 18, and program of entei'tain-
ment at Warners' Burbank studios
on the afternoon of April 20.
An exhibit of newly developed

motion picture equipment will be
held in the Bombay and Singapore
Rooms on the mezzanine of the ho-
tel.

Schaefer to Aid Drive

of Greater New York Fund

George J. Schaefer, RKO Radio
chief, has been selected as a mem-
ber of the general committee of the
Greater New York Fund for the
1939 drive. C. A. Tattersall is the
drive leader this year. Paul Felix
Warburg, vice-president of the New
York Federation of Jewish Chari-
ties, is one of the vice-chairmen.

Adelphi Hearing Apr. 18
Chicago—Federal Judge Wilker-

son yesterday postponed the Adel-
phi Theater anti-trust case hearing
to April 18, attorneys all concur-
ring.

N. Y. City Projectionist

License Bill in Assembly

Albany-—Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Assembly
by Robert J. Crews, Republican of
Brooklyn and referred to New York
City Committee, provision is made
for licensing persons who operate
or thread up for operation any mo-
tion picture projecting apparatus in

New York City. Examination fee
of $5 is to be applied on license fee
of $15 if applicant qualifies.

Goldman Drops Matinee
Price for Philly's News

Philadelphia—William Goldman's
News, all day grind, cut the after-
noon price to 15 cents yesterday, a
result of Stanley-Warner running
four newsreels first-run, as part of
the three-hour show at the Palace,
only half block away. It was the
first direct price effect of indepen-
dent competition anywhere in city.

Abraham Steifel Dead
Philadelphia — Abraham Steifel,

70, father of Sam, Nate and Milton
Stiefel, prominent in theaters in
Newark, Philly, Baltimore, Wash-
ington, died here. He had been in
film business for 25 years, but had
retired.

cominc mid coin

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, board chairman
Selznick International, is here from the Co.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales ch
left the Coast for the East yesterday.

DON AMECHE. DOROTHY LAMOUR, EDG
BERGEN, CHARLIE McCARTHY and Mr~~Jfc
SNERD, arrive here tomorrow from tr. o.,

T. K. STEVENSON, Erpi president, arrives

New York from Europe tomorrow on the Qu
Mary.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect,
turns to New York from Chicago on Monc

WALTER BRANSON, captain of the Geo
J. Schaefer Drive forces, leaves New York
night on second tour of U. S. and Canad
exchanges.

AL ALTMAN, M-C-M's Eastern talent exe
'

five, has returned to New York following tal

confabs on the Coast.

OCDEN NASH, writer; MARGARET RAWLI

,

and GODFREY TEARLE, coming from the L
don run of "The Flashing Stream," arrive

New York today from Europe on the Paris.

D of J Gets Confidential

N. D. Divorcement Repo

(.Continued from Page 1)

man Arnold and his associates a

now checking the report and are €

pected to decide shortly whether
not a summary will be made pub'
or whether it will be used as ps
of the government's New York an
trust suit against the film industi
An authoritative source at t

Justice Department pointed out tr.

Arnold has not yet made up 1
mind whether or not to institi

other suits against the industry.
is believed that his decison will
based largely on whether or not t

anti-trust division personnel is l)

creased to allow for further inves
gations.
The Department's West Coast i

vestigators are still there, but a

expected to report to headquarte
here within the next two weeks,
cording to this authority.

Golder, on S-W Staff,

Handling Indie Squaw

Philadelphia — Ben Golder, fi:

counsel, formerly bucking the mi
ors, is now part of the local Il-

legal staff here on annual retaim
Squawks by indies against the coi

pany are being directed to him. ]

is an intermediary, although 1

duties have not been defined de |
nitely.

ATTENTION SALESMAN
Sensational, dignified theatre promo-

tion. Something new, revolutionary

and a money-maker.

If you are lookins for chance to make

big money, send application with full

information as to age, experience, terri-

tory in which you are most familiar

with exhibitors and references to

Box 1103

1501 Broadway

THE FILM DAILY

New York City
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the screen's No. 1 family
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THE BOSS
BASED UPON THE COMIC STRIP CREATED BT CHIC YOUNG
PENNY SINGLETON ^d.. • ARTHUR LAKE uoKk*
SKINNAT ENNIS and his BAND * Screen play by Richard Flournoy * Directed by Frank R. Strayer
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A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Withering Heights
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« MERLE OBERON LAURENCE OLIVIER DAVID NIVEN

LIFE
Circulation 1,900,000
April 10th issue; on stands

April 7th

COSMOPOLITAN
Circulation 1,900,000
May issue; on stands

April 1st

The finest entertainment achievement of

the producer and director who gave you

THESE THREE, DODSWORTH & DEAD END

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents:

WitheringHeights
From the great novel by Emily Bronte

c,,arrint MERLE OBERON • LAURENCE OLIVIER • DAVID NIVEN
with Flora Robson • Donald Crisp • Geraldine Fitzgerald • Screenplay by Ben Hecht& Charles MacArthur

Directed by WILLIAM WYLER • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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WHITNEY MAY ACQUIRE

ATLAS RKO INTEREST

(Continued from Page 1)

circles to be allied with the Rocke-

feller interests in effecting the deal.

Whitney came here from the Coast

a fortnight ago to work on the pro-

posed deal at this end and confer

with interests affiliated with him, it

is said.

Should Atlas sell, the sale of the

common stock and debentures held

by the investment company would
mean the eventual removal from the
suggested RKO board of at least
three directors, Peter Rathvon,
Floyd B. Odium and Conde Nast, it

is reported.
Selznick is only interested in get-

ting a fair distribution for his pic-
tures, and with the Whitney-Rocke-
feller interests dominating RKO his

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick yes-

terday refused to make any comment
on the report that he and John Hay
Whitney are in a deal to acquire Atlas
Corporaticn's holdings in RKO.

terms would certainly be met, even
though he was not active in RKO
production itself. This move, it is

pointed out, would give RKO Radio
an additional top bracket group of
pictures and the RKO theater inter-
ests would in turn assure Selznick
of a first-run for his product in
every key city.

Report, coming as it did in the
wake of previous rumors that Selz-
nick-International might align with
RKO, brought only mild surprise in
local film circles, but did create in-
teresting conjectures as to the re-
sults a purchase by Whitney of the
more than $3,884,000 value "of hold-
ings by Atlas of the securities of
RKO would have on the reorganiza-
tion proceedings of the latter.

Recently, the Atlas Group, plan's
proponents, approved Floyd B. Od-
ium to temporarily head the board
of directors of the new RKO com-
pany which is slated to be incor-
porated in Delaware pursuant to

confirmation of the plan by Federal
Judge William Bondy, and also ap-
proved N. Peter Rathvon as a di-

rector.

Odium, it was stated, on the re-

quest of major interests, consented
to serve for a limited period follow-
ing the reorganization and would
give such of his time as would be
available to general industry mat-
ters, and that he would be assisted
by Rathvon who would act as chair-
man of a working committee of the
board.

NMPRC Raps Duals
San Francisco — "Because diversified

programs make if unlikely fhaf both
features of a double bill would be of

'family suitability'," the National Motion
Picture Research Council has gone on
record as opposed to duals.

SHORT SHOTS fROfll EAST6RII STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

QUR own "Who's Who" Dep't. . .

Arthur Dreifuss, currently pro-
ducing and directing a series of Co-
lumbia musical one-reelers, com-
prising screen versions of Fanchon
& Marco stage ideas. . .Born in

Frankfurt-on-Main, Germany, March
25, 1908. . .Came to U. S. in 1928
as piano-player to the late Jack
Donahue and his hoofing associate,

John Boyle. . .Has written music
and lyrics for over 200
stage units. . .Produced two legit

shows in 1934: "Allure" and "Baby
Pompadour". . .Joined Fanchon &
Marco as dance director and asso-
ciate producer in Hollywood. . .In

1937 he produced and directed a
series of musical shorts for RKO. . .

Produced the first Cowgirl Western
for Grand National in 1938 setting

off a new trend in Westerns. . .

After making two one-reelers for

Columbia on the Coast, he switched
production to New York preferring
the East for production of this type
. . . Is married to a Boston society

girl, Ruth Eliza Cross and has two
children, Nancy, 4, and a boy 10
months old. . .Has had an extensive
musical education abroad and speaks
four languages in addition to Latin
and Greek. . .His hobbies are piano
playing (classical only), concerts
and foreign pictures. . .

Milton Schwarzwald has completed
seven shorts at the Eastern Service
studios—five for Universal and two
for RKO. . Joe Gershenson was
musical director, Jack Schaindlin did
the arrangements, and the camera was
in the hands of Larry Williams and
Bill Kelly. . .Johnny Hans, who does
some of the finest still work around
these parts, was a new addition to

the Schwarzwald unit. . .Among the

"names" used in the shorts were

George Jessel, Lillian Roth, Roscoe
Ates, Frazee Sisters, East & Dumke,
Jan Peerce, RitaRio, Collins and Stone,

Three Marshalls and Gilrone and
Starr.

* * *

On and off the sets. . .Harold Or-
lob, producer of ". . .one third of a
nation. . .", is looking over scripts

for his next which he'll also do at
Astoria. . .He's got two musicals
lined up, one possibly with Tommy
Dorsey's ork. . .Meanwhile, Roy Wil-
son has already arrived in Holly-
wood as a representative of Orlob
in the signing of Hollywood talent
. . . Tommy Riggs is set for one of
the roles. . .

* * *

Shooting date for Arthur Dreifuss'

first production of one-reel Music Hall
Vanities for Columbia has been set

for week of March 20th, with Nick
Lucas, Vince Barnett, Mazzone Troupe
and Fanchon & Marco line. . .Arthur
Dreifuss will direct and Nathaniel
Shilkret will score and supervise
music. . .Dreifuss recently flew to the
Coast to transfer contracts, etc., for
his Eastern company. . .

* * *

Major Peter Paul Devlin, who
split with Andre de La Varre in
partnership in "The Screen Travel-
er," is plotting to go ahead with his
own production, and has organized
a new company tagged "The World
Traveler". . .He intends to release 15
travel shorts this year, three of
which have been completed. . .The
rest he will make in India, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa,
leaving on a tour in May. . .The
Major has signed the celebrated
opera basso-baritone, Nino Carboni,
to do atmospheric and background
singing for the shorts, a fact which
alone should insure their success. . .

Portable Tele Transmitter

Is Demonstrated by Philco

Philco Radio and Television Corp.
demonstrated at its current conven-
tion at the Savoy Plaza a new port-
able tele transmitter, weighing 450
pounds, which can be rolled about
by two or three men indoors or out
and is able to televise any sort of

studio program, news or athletic

event. New receiving sets, which
will be placed on market about May
1, were also shown. Cheapest of
latter, containing a five-inch screen,

will sell for about $150 and $175.
The portable transmitter, recently

perfected by Bernard Schnitzer and
Charles Stec, is said by them to be
first of its kind.

"Susan and God" to Metro
Metro has purchased pix rights

to the Broadway stage success, "Su-
san and God," by Rachel Crothers,
which was produced bv John Gol-
den and ran for a full season in
New York.

Krims to Single Feature

Big Films in Two Houses

Detroit — Single bill policy has
been adopted by the Krim Brothers
Circuit for their Harmony and Las-
ky Theaters, for all outstanding
films. Policy is result of experi-
ment with "Boys Town" and "An-
gels with Dirty Faces," both of
which drew big houses although on
single bills contrary to former house
policy. Dual bills are universal in
Detroit.

Writ Enjoins Bank Night

of Fox Missoula Theaters

Missoula, Mont. — Fox Missoula
Theaters were ordered to discon-
tinue Bank Nights in a tempor-
ary injunction issued by District
Judge Albert Besancon. Edward
Dussault made the request for a
restraining order.
The company has been given un-

til March 15 to appear and show
cause why injunction should not be
made permanent.

WARNER BANK LOAN

DETAILS REVEALEI

(Continued from Page 1)

1939, and to be applied to the pu
chase or to reimburse for the ,nu
chase of and/or the paymei i

maturity of its optional 6 per ceil

convertible debentures, series dt

1939, as printed in The Film Daii
yesterday.
Warners will pledge at the tin

of the first borrowing all the ca]
ital stock of Stanley Company <«

America, Northeastern Theater;
Inc., and First National Theatei
Corp., which it owns, together wit
all the indebtedness of those thre
companies. When the borrowing
amount to $3,000,000, Warners wi'
execute and deliver a mortgage 0:

the Burbank, Calif., studio, in tr.

principal amount of $3,000,000. A
the option of the banks, on or b*

fore Sept. 1, 1939, such mortgag
may be increased to the tot;

amount borrowed under the ban
credit agreement. Loans are to bea
interest at the rate of 5 per cent. j

Wants $100,000, Claiming

Movie Quiz Was His Ide

Edward J. Pfeiffer filed suit ye;

terday in Supreme Court agains
Donahue & Coe, Inc., and Edwar
J. Churchill of that company, i

which plaintiff asks $100,000 o

claim that he originated the idea cj

the Movie Quiz in June, 1938, an
took idea to defendants who a
legedly agreed, if it were used, ths
he would be compensated. Plainti
states the idea was presented by de

fendants to major producers wh
retained Donahue & Coe to handl
the advertising on nation-wide Mc
vie Quiz contest.

(In December, last, Milton Spit
instituted suit against Motion Pic

tures' Greatest Year contending tha
Movie Quiz infringed on a copy
righted game known as "U-Spot-It
which he owns.)

Lewis Funeral In Philly

Philadelphia — Funeral service
for Henry Lewis, 63, for severa
years with Metro as censor contad
and before that Pathe manage!
were held yesterday. Lewis was ;

state censor in 1915.

WEDDING BELLS

Chicago — David Zook, Warne
Theater circuit chief engineer, wa"l
married to Miss Amelia Rak of th<«

Warner picture department.

Omaha—The marriage of Charle
Lieb, M-G-M salesman, and Lilliai

Koom, took place at the Fontenelh
hotel here. They left for New Or
leans for an extended trip follow
ing the ceremony.

Indianapolis—Klaska Tacoma, M
G-M office staff, will marry Willian
Jackson March 17.
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•A, TO CITE "ERRORS"

IN CHAIN TAX APPEAL

:.

a|
j

(Continued from Page 1)

hich applied to theaters, will be

ady by the end of the week.
Scott said he will first file excep-

io
—» to the decision of President

. «*! William H. H. Hargest, show-
ig"\vhat he thinks are "errors" in

he judge's ruling which declared

he act a violation of the constitu-

ional requirement that taxes be
niform on all taxes. The lawyer
aid he expected his exceptions to

e overruled by Judge Hargest, and
hus the way for the appeal to be

aken to the higher court would be
aved.

The chain store and theater levy

•as based on a graduated scale of

1 to $500 depending on the num-
er of units in the chain operated
ithin the state.

Governor Arthur H. James and
attorney General Claude T. Reno
ecided to appeal the case to settle

finally.

Warner Brothers, through three
'ennsylvania subsidiaries, joined in

suit attacking the act started by
le American Stores Company.

="hree Regional, No National,

Sales Meet for Monogram

(Continued from Page 1)

2gional conventions, it was learned
esterday. Eastern meet will be
eld May 4-5 at the Ambassador

I
jfotel, Atlantic City, midwestern
^ieet, May 8-9 at the Drake Hotel,
hicago, and the western meet will

Te held May 12-13 in Hollywood.

rotests Kill Sunday Pix

Bill in Delaware House
i

Dover, Del.—Hundreds of pro-
mts against Sunday movies in Dela-
are have resulted in abandonment
! the proposal in the House. Rep.
enry M. Canby yesterday had
aricken from the house calendar his

11 which would permit the showing
: moving pictures in Delaware af-
r 2 P.M. on Sundays.
Senator Rinard's bill which would
ermit citizens of Wilmington to

Did a referendum on Sunday mov-
s is before a Senate committee
id has not been reported out.

Irtappy-.,!
\RTH v

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
;

ro the following on their birthday:

MARCH 8

Claire Trevor
Hal Hode

Edgar B. Hatrick
Jerome J. Cohen

"JWamlocfc" As Riot Cause Sundays Only
Boston—"Professor MamlocW recently banned in Providence, R. I., has been

banned for Sunday showings by the Massachusetts Bureau of Sunday Censorship as

"tending to incite to riot." Commissioner Eugene McSweeney is head of the Bureau.
City Censor John J. Spencer of the Boston Censorship Board has passed the film

as suitable for week-day showing, according to Manager George Kraska of the Fine
Arts Theater. "Professor Mamlock" will accordingly be exhibited at the Fine Arts
Theater shortly on week-days only.

Jewel Theater Games Test UMPTO to Engage Publicity

Case to be Heard by Jury Staff to Aid Its Members

(Continued from Page 1)

sions to General Sessions, thereby
obtaining a trial by jury.
Kosch contended that the Jewel,

which would be the "guinea pig" is

determining the legality of games
in New York City theaters, should
be tried before a jury and not before
three judges on the grounds that
the case involved (1) valuable prop-
erty rights; (2) a decision which
would be far-reaching in its effect,

and (3) exceptional circumstances
of public interest.

License Commissioner Paul Moss
previously stated that the Jewel
Theater case would be used as a
test and, in the event of a convic-
tion, a drive would be started
against every other theater playing
money games. Moss further threat-
ened to revoke the license of every
other theater under the same man-
agement.
Judge Koenig applied the prin-

ciple that in any case involving
great public interest, the solution
should be accomplished by a verdict
of a jury rather than by the decision

of a judge or a board of judges.
It is not likely that the case will

come to a trial before Fall. Mean-
while, it is believed that the cam-
paign against games launched in

Staten Island will be postponed
until the Jewel case is determined.

State Censorship Measure
in New Jersey's Assembly

(Continued from Page 1)

similar measure was offered last

vear but died in committee.
Under the provisions of the new

bill, a board of three members, each
to receive $4,500 a year, would be
established to pass on motion pic-

tures and stereopticon slides. Ker-
ner stated that the measure has the
support of a croup of citizens who
believe that immoral pictures are
being shown in the state. He added
that at present Questionable pictures
may be shown in some municipali-
ties but are barred in nearby com-
munities.
The bill has been referred to the

ways and means committee which
is headed by Kerner.

(Continued from Page 1)

ments on theaters, clarification of

court decisions, state and Federal,

affecting territorial theaters, legis-

lative contact campaign and co-op-

eration in the United Campaign
with member exhibs.

A luncheon meeting of the

UMPTO Board of Managers, will be

held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,

tomorrow, at which a careful an-

alysis and consideration of product,

current and future; sales terms;
modification of unreasonable clear-

ance; and other matters of im-
portance will be discussed.

Chain Store Tax Bills

in Illinois Legislature

Springfield. 111.—Senator Hecken-
kamp yesterday introduced a chain
store tax bill in the Illinois Senate.
Representatives Retlak and Warfield
offered similar bills in the House.
Bills were referred to committees
for hearing. Bills concern retail out-
lets only but industry fears theater
circuits may be added at the hear-
ings.

Paramount Acquires Rights

To Three Laughton Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

it was announced yesterday. Deal
was signed yesterday by Paramount
in New York and Mayflower Pic-
tures Corp., Ltd., in London.

Pictures included in the pact are
"St. Martin's Lane" and Alfred
Hitchcock's "Jamaica Inn." Sched-
uled for summer production is "The
Admirable Crichton." Vivien Leigh
co-stars with Laughton in "St.
Martin's Lane" and Maureen O'Hara
has the feminine lead in "Jamaica
Inn." Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Laugh-
ton) co-stars in "Admirable Crich-
ton."

Paramount reported yesterday
that London comments stress the
fact that this "first important re-
ciprocity deal under the new British
film quota act proves America's
willingness to absorb meritorious
British productions and sets at rest
rumors of jealousy between the two
film worlds."

ADMISH, BANK NIGHT

TEST BILLS IN PENNA.

(Continued from Page 1)

edge of the measure, he neither
sanctioned nor disapproved the bill.

It was offered by Winner to test
reaction to revival of the amuse-
ment tax.

The bill provides for a $1 permit
fee and a tax of one cent on every
25 cents or fractional part thereof
on the price of tickets for admis-
sion to any place of amusement,
entertainment or recreation, includ-
ing theaters and movies. Reports
must be made by the managements
to the Revenue Department month-
ly by the tenth day of the month.
Penalties for violations range from
$100 to $1,000. Funds raised by
the tax are to be used for unemploy-
ment relief.

Two bills to tax Bank Nights also

made their appearance this week
in the Pennsylvania House.

Rep. Reuben E. Cohen, Phila., of-
fered a bill requiring permits to be
obtained from county treasurers who
would fix the fees for a month or

a single night. Fifteen per cent of
the value of th<; prizes would have
to be paid monthly to the treas-
urers who monthly would have to

turn the money over to the Revenue
Department.
A bank night tax bill requiring a

$100 fee to be paid to the Revenue
Department by the theaters or $15
if the bank night is a feature of a
church, club, society or lodge was
offered by Rep. Samuel L. Rosenfeld,
Phila.

Schwartz and Raftery Named
Co-Counsels in Goldwyn Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

pany, it was learned here yesterday.
A board of directors meeting held

yesterday was described as routine,
except for the formal presentation
of Goldwyn's action to the board.

GE Restores Salaries

General Electric is restoring in

full salary cuts made a year ago,
effective April 1.

Ask your Photophone representative about the sensational

i %UU RCA PHOTOPHONE

I MAGIC VOICE of the SCREEN
\ with Rotary Stabilizer PLUS SHOCK PROOF DRIVE!

Designed for any theatre-

regardless of size
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General Industry Conference Urged by Allied Prexy

MAJORS, GOV'T SPLIT VICTORY IN SUITjjECISION

Circuit Review Board for Advertising Pix Proposed
$20,000,000 to be Expended

for Commercial Films

During 1938-39
In the wake of MPPDA action

providing for Advertising Advisory
Council approval of advertising
films 200 feet or more in length,
agencies interested in opening the de
luxe theater field to commercial films

are suggesting that major circuits

establish a board of review to select

industrials of benefit to the public.

Proponents of the plan point out
that in 1938-39 more than $20,000,-
1000 will be spent by various national

(Continued on Page 4)

GRIFFITHS' DICKINSON

DEAL NEARS CLOSING

Schaefer-Berman Huddle on Production
Bringing a master print of "The Castles," Pandro Berman, RKO's vice-president

in charge of production, arrived here yesterday from the Coast. He spent most of the
day discussing production plans with Ceorge J. Schaefer and other top executives.

Berman plans to see a number of Broadway plays on which RKO has its eyes as

possible picture material. He will be in New York several days.

GORDON-GOETZ SIGN TALKING RKO DISTRIB.

RKO DEAL TOMORROW PACT, SAYS WHITNEY

Oklahoma City—Negotiations by
H. J. Griffith and R. E. Griffith for
acquisition of the Glen Dickinson
circuit of 30 theaters in Missouri
and Kansas are reported near the
closing stages. The two Griffiths

with Rip Payne and Lynn Stocker
(Continued on Page 7)

1939 Sears Drive Running

25% Ahead of 38 Campaign

With six weeks remaining before
the conclusion of what is shaping up
as Warners greatest sales drive,

(Continued on Page 6)

Surprise! Surprise!!
San Francisco—Because Paramount was

unable to complete a contract. Herman
Wobber and his wife are $150,000 richer

today. Paramount dickered for a piece
of property on Market St., and Wobber,
who was then the company's Pacific
Coast representative, personally endorsed
a note on the deal, pending its comple-
tion. After some delay Paramount was
unable to complete the deal, leaving
Wobber "holding the sack." Wobber
thought he was stuck for $350,000, but
a few days ago the property was sold
for $500,000 cash, giving Wobber a
surprise profit of $150,000.

Papers are expected to be signed
tomorrow whereby RKO will ac-
quire for release "The American
Way" and "Abe Lincoln in Illinois."

The pictures will be made by Max
Gordon Plays and Players, Inc., of
which Harry Goetz is president, and
will be produced in the RKO studios
in Hollywood.

"Lincoln" is tentatively scheduled
to go into production in July, while
"The American Way" probably will

(Continued on Page 5)

N. J. Subsidiary Merged
With Para. Del. Company

A new wholly owned subsidiary
called Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. has been formed by Para-
mount Pictures, Inc. New company

(Continued on Page 7)

John Hay Whitney, Selznick-In-
ternational board chairman, return-
ing to New York yesterday, con-
firmed reports that S-I again was
discussing a distribution deal with
RKO.
Whitney at the same time, com-

menting upon Wall St. reports that
he might acquire Atlas Corp. hold-
ings in RKO either wholly or in

(Continued on Pagr 7)

Brit. Gov't Finance Corp.

for Film Production Urged

London (By Cable) — Continued
pressure by Labor upon members
of the House of Lords, designed to

make a loud issue of the deprivation
of studio jobs resulting from the
virtual blotting out of quickies at

(Continued on Page 6)

Industry Conference to Smoothe Out

Distrib. Wrinkles Advanced by Cole

Cole Sees Slight Chance
for Ga. Divorcement Bill

While in sympathy with the pro-
visions of the proposed divorcement
and anti-monopoly bill in Georgia,
introduced in Atlanta Mar. 2, Al-
lied does not believe that it has a
chance of passing in its present
form.

Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president,
(Continued on Page 5)

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Believing that the distributors

realize that theater divorcement
and the abolition of compulsory
block-booking are inevitable, Col.

H. A. Cole, Allied president, yes-

terday advocated a general indus-

try conference for the purpose of

smoothing out present-day distri-

bution wrinkles.
"I cannot speak for the Govern-

(Continued on Page 4)

Edge Seen Going to D of J

in Bill of Particulars

Rulings

Federal Judge William
Bondy yesterday handed down
the long-awaited determination
in matter of bill of particulars
motions submitted by film in-

dustry defendants in the Gov-
ernment's equity suit.

Court's opinion was generally in-

terpreted as a divided victory, al-

though analysts declared that,
everything considered, the D of J
had scored more importantly.
Wherever the complaint referred to
specific acts of violation, Bondy
granted the bill, but wherever the
bill pleaded broad and generalized

(Continued on Page 7)

SLATE RAYMOND BILL

FOR NEW RKO BOARD

At a meeting yesterday of the In-
dependent Stockholders' Committee,
championed by George L. Schein, its

counsel, members of the body voted
favorably upon Raymond Bill to re-
present the group on the board of

(Continued on Page 5)

Kuykendall Will Address

St. Louis MPTO March 20

St. Louis — Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy, will be the principal
speaker at the annual meeting of
the Motion Picture Theater Owners

(Continued on Page 4)

Ofc, Yeah????
Denver—Stockman coming into Den-

ver by auto from the North rubbed
their eyes when they spied the Federal

Theater marquee. Their astonishment
was caused by the sign: "Ferdinand the

Bull" "Just Around the Corner" "Ser-
vice De Luxe" $3.50. The manager,
Clyde Anderson, claims the order of

the billing was just a coincidence.
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High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

30'/2 30y2 301/2

l'/i l'/2 m
lH/2 ll'A 111/2 + Vs
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501/g 491/4 501/g %
11% 107/8 11% + 1/2

96 1/2 96 96 — 1/2

11V4 11 IH/4 + V*
93/s 91/8 9% + Vs
23/8 2V4 23/3 + Vs
24 23% 23%
321/2 32V4 321/4 + 1/4

'534 '51/2 '5% +"i/4
42% 421/2 421/2 + 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46...100 98% 100 +3
Loew 6s 41 -ww 101% 10034 101% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. 102 101 102 + 1/2

Para. Picts. cv. 3 I4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 100% 99% 100 + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 94% 94 94

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2% 2% 2Vi
Sonotone Corp 13,4 13^ \3/s
Technicolor 193/8 191/4 19% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
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729 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
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Pygmalion" Seattle Biz

Runs 263% Above Normal

Reports from 32 key cities show
that "Pygmalion" has broken box-
office records in its first national re-

lease engagements, M-G-M an-
nounced yesterday.
The Shaw picture exceeded nor-

mal business in every situation,

ranging up to 263 per cent over
normal as recorded in Seattle. In
Chicago, "Pygmalion" registered
150 per cent above average; in Buf-
falo, 136 per cent; Minneapolis, 124
per cent; Albany, 87 per cent; Day-
ton, 85 per cent; San Francisco, 80
tier cent; Pittsburgh, 78 per cent;
Philadelphia, 76 per cent; Rochester,
70 per cent; Memphis and Harris-
burg, 69 per cent.

Similar heavy business was re-

ported from other cities. The pic-

ture is now in its 15th week at the
Astor, Broadway, where more than
500,000 persons already have seen
it. -

Coast Production Value

Was $171,943,349 in 37
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Commerce Depart-

ment today released a series of re-
ports on California industries, in-

cluding motion pictures. The report
stated that the motion picture in-

dustry in 1937 consisted of 35 es-
tablishments in Los Angeles indus-
trial area with an average of 16,398
wage earners for the year, who were
paid $31,532,555 for the year. Cost
of materials was $30,504,633 and
value of production $171,943,349.
Los Angeles proper in 1937 had

24 establishments with 8,558 wage
earners as an average during the
year. They received $16,499,874, it

was reported. Cost of materials
was $18,481,657 and value of prod-
uct, $87,765,452.

6 Mos. Apprenticeship

Required in Operator Bill

Albany, N. Y. — Requiring six
months' apprenticeship and regis-
tration with New York City licens-
ing authority, Assemblyman Bob
Crews' measure, hoppered Tuesday,
imposes strict regulation on exhibi-
tors, prohibiting them from employ-
ing more than one apprentice at a
time.
The bill's most potent clause

would make it illegal to employ un-
licensed operations in any theater
or building where motion pictures
are exhibited and the public ad-
mitted, "with or without a charge
for admission," the latter apparent-
ly striking at use of unlicensed oper-
ators even before groups, organi-
zations, etc.

It would also be unlawful to make
projectionists leave the booth.

French "Snow White" Will

Open at Waldorf April 8

French version of Walt Disney's
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" will have its U. S. premiere
at the Waldorf April 8, prior to
U. S. and Canadian release, RKO
said yesterday.

Sleeping Sickness Fatal

to Brother of Warners

Boston—David Warner, 45, brother
of Harry M. Warner, president of

Warner Bros. Pictures, Jack L. War-
ner, vice-president in charge of pro-

duction, and Major Albert Warner,
vice-president, died here on Tuesday
night from sleeping sickness from
which he had suffered since the World
War, in which he is believed to have
contracted the ailment.

Deceased has never been a mem-
ber of the Warner organization, but
with his brothers, was donor of the
Warner Memorial Gymnasium which
in 1928 was presented to the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum in New York.

Surviving also are his daughter,
Mrs. Rodney Upright, at present in

Cleveland, and three sisters, Mrs.
Harry Charnas, Mrs. Lewis Halper
and Mrs. David Robbins.

Burial will probably be in Youngs-
town, Ohio.

National Film Board of 8

Proposed in Dominion Bill

Montreal — Co-ordination of the
film activities of all Federal gov-
ernment departments under one
board is provided for in a bill spon-
sored by W. D. Euler, Minister of
Trade and Commerce, discussed in

preliminary resolution stage in the
House of Commons yesterday. Euler
explained the bill would set up a
national film board of eight, com-
posed of two Cabinet members, three
civil servants and three other per-
sons, none of whom would be paid.
An executive officer would be the
only paid official. The Minister of
Trade and Commerce would be
Chairman.
Euler said it might be possible to

make some films of a national na-
ture for domestic and foreign ex-
hibition.

Restrictions' Withdrawal
Asked by V-V's Sponsors

Letter has been sent by the back-
ers of Vode-Vision to Joseph N.
Weber, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, asking that
he withdraw certain restrictions and
orders to the musicians' union which
prevent V-V from hiring union men
for recording purposes.

It was stated that every effort
possible was being made to bring
about an understanding with the
AFM, but that V-V is now prepared
to go to court in the event that no
reply from Weber is received in a
reasonable length of time. In the
letter to Weber, it was pointed out
that the V-V situation is similar to
the Opera On Tour case, decision
in which is referred to.

"Flesh" for Flatbush"
The Flatbush Theater, Brooklyn,

has announced plans to reintroduce
stage shows. House inaugurates
stage policy on March 17 after being
closed a week for extensive altera-
tions. House is now operated by
Brandt Theaters.

cominc mid GoinG

T. K. STEVENSON, president of Erpi, ALFRED
HITCHCOCK, director and producer, MRS.
ARTHUR KELLY, MILTON KRIMS, producer, and
C. P. SKOURAS, head of Fox West Coast, arrive

today on the Queen Mary.

LEON NETTER, Paramount Theaters exec,
and MRS. NETTER, are en route to K uda
for a vacation.

HOMER TASKER, Paramount studio's chief
recording engineer, arrives here from the Coast
tomorrow.

S. J. GREGORY, of the Gregory circuit in Chi-
cago, is in Florida for a vacation.

WALLACE BEERY is at the Waldorf.

FLORA ROBSON, English actress, arrives here
tomorrow from the Coast after completing her
role in Samuel Coldwyn's "Wuthering Heights."
She sails for England Saturday on the Queen
Mary.

PANDRO S. BERMAN, RKO production chief,
is here from the Coast for confabs at the home
office.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic president
and general manager of distribution, is on the
Coast for a 10-day stay.

AL WILKIE, Paramount publicity manager,
returns Monday from a Florida vacation.

LYNN FARNOL, United Artists advertising
and publicity manager, goes to Hollywood next
Wednesday.

MAURY HELPRIN, press representative of
Alexander Korda, sails for England Saturday
on the Queen Mary.

MEL HYMAN, of Metro, and MRS. HYMAN,
and LEONARD PICKER, of Columbia, and his
wife, leave tomorrow for Florida.

N. PETER RATHVON, proposed RKO director,
arrives in New York this week-end from South
America via Miami.

BUDD ROGERS, U. S. general manager for
Pommer-Laughton-Mayflower Productions, is en
route to New York from London on the lie

de France.

EARLE W. HAMMONS, Grand National presi-
dent, leaves Hollywood for New York tomorrow,
arriving here Monday.

Rep, Renews In P. I.

A one-year renewal deal for dis-

tribution of Republic's current prod-
uct in the Philippine Islands was
closed yesterday, home office an-
nounced, as result of negotiations
between Morris Goodman, company's
foreign department head, and W.
H. Berger, representing Acme
Films, Inc.

Stevens Stricken With Flu

Indianapolis—J. H. Stevens, man-
ager, Paramount, is confined to his

home by influenza.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 9

Jimmy Durante

Margaret Lee

Jess Smith

Bobby Vernon



HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW VERDICT-A
THRILLING "GREAT ZIEGFELD" ON ICE!

FOR YOU -MARCH 10!

\

starring

I

with

JAMES STE
LEW AYRE
LEWIS STON

.nd "THE INTERNATIONAL ICE FOLLIES" IN TECHNICC
with Bess Ehrhardt • Roy Shipstad • Eddie Shspsfad and Oscar Johnson • Scree;

Leonard Praskins, Florence Ryerson and Edgar Alian^Woolf • A Metro- 1

Directed by Reinhold Schunzel / Produced by Harry Rapf
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COLE URGES GENERAL

INDUSTRY CONFERENCE

(.Continued from Page 1)

merit," Col. Cole said, "but I am of

the opinion that if the distributors
would voluntarily bring about di-

vorcement and abolish compulsory
block-booking, it is possible that the
equity suit would be withdrawn."

Col. Cole asserted that it would
be more advantageous to the dis-

tributors if they would agree to stop
compulsory block-booking than to

have the government come along
and say, "You can't sell in blocks at
all." Col. Cole pointed out that
many exhibitors preferred to block-
book but objected to the compulsory
angle.

If the top executives of the ma-
jor companies would call a confer-
ence of industry leaders, both ex-
hibition and distribution, and come
to an agreement on divorcement and
block-booking, it probably would
not be necessary for the law to take
its course, the Allied president con-
tended. He added that he was con-
fident that producer-controlled chains
were doomed and that the sooner the
distributors realized it the better

it would be.

Allied could not take the initiative

in launching such a conference, Cole
said, but he indicated that the or-

ganization would support it.

He meets today with Allied lead-

ers of the Baltimore unit in Balti-

Kuykendall Will Address

St. Louis MPTO March 20

{Continued from Piuie 1)

of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, at the Coronado
Hotel here on March 20. Fred Weh-
renberg, president of the local or-

ganization, will preside.

Howard and Futter to Make
2 Pictures for RKO Radio

Leslie Howard will star, co-direct
and co-produce two pictures for
RKO Radio under a deal just closed
between the studio and Walter Fut-
ter, according to an announcement
last night from RKO.

Futter will co-produce with How-
ard. Both pictures will be made in

England. Howard will sail for home
after completing his role in "Gone
With the Wind," to start production
on the first of the two films, "The
Man Who Lost Himself."

ifforoney, Scenarist
Dallas—John Moroney, counsel for In-

terstate Circuit, has written a short,

which will soon find its way to the
screens of the circuit's 150 theaters and
possibly upon the screens of the nation.

Interstate some time ago produced a

short, "Texas Marches On." Moroney'?
scenario calls for action shots of the
immortals of early American history and
other scenes that exemplify the provi-

sions of the Bill of Rights. A narrator,

unseen, will discuss the Bill of Rights.

ALONG THE

with PHIL A4. DALYi
T

• • • COME-ON Title for A Picture "ZENOBIA" a

teaser and United Artists thinks so well of it that it is putting

a $100,000 advertising campaign in back of this Hal Roach production

and the Hal Roach organization in addition will hand out some

substantial prizes to exhibitors for the most imaginative and inventive

campaigns it's all in fun, for it's a comedy picture

• • • THE IDEA is to make the appeal of the picture to the

public something provocative intriguing mysterious . . .

.

getting folks interested in a pic with such a cryptic title as

"Zenobia" the intent is to create a new and added value to a

production that has all the other essentials of entertainment in

cast and story in the cast are Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon,

Billie Burke, Alice Brady, June Lang, Jean Parker

• • • SUBJECT of Alfred Hitchcock's lecture at Yale tomorrow

will be "The Making of Melodrama and the Creation of Suspense"

he will talk before the students at the School of Drama, the branch of

the University that grew out of the original famous "47 Workshop" that

produced so many famous playwrights Hitchcock arrives today on

the Queen Mary en route to Hollywood to direct his first American

assignment, for David Selznick

T T
• • • COMMEMORATING the sixty-third anniversary of

the invention of the telephone Don Ameche, star of the 20th

Century-Fox film, "Alexander Graham Bell," will give an inter-

view by telephone tomorrow to leading newspapers in 15

key cities on a special hookup speaking from No 5 Exeter

Place, Boston the house in which Bell held his first conver-

sation on his invention which was successfully launched on

March 10, 1876

T T T
• • • MANAGERS' Week Drive has been started by the

Great States circuit from the Chicago headquarters the theme is:

"The Value of the Theater to the Community" they have secured

the co-operation of merchants and various civic organizations spe-

cial tickets have been printed for the Drive, which runs for one week
newspaper advertising, tieing up the value of the theater to

various localities, is being featured heavily Americanism and
the educational value of the theater to the community is another feature

ads carrying personal stories of success of leading business men
who received their training while working in theaters on part time

while they attended schools or colleges are also featured

in the newspaper ads both the Chi. headquarters staff and the men
in the field are out to break house records in spite of bad weather
and a flu epidemic in certain spots

• • • NATIONAL headquarters of the American Legion
went to town in backing up Universal's "The Spirit of Culver"
because of its patriotic appeal National Adjutant Frank E.

Samuel sent a special wire to the commander of every post be-
speaking utmost co-operation when a Universal representative
calls in a few weeks about the production At opening of
"Spirit of Culver" at the Rivoli on Broadway the patriotic

theme was emphasized by a presentation by the John Purroy
Mitchel Post of the American Legion of a plaque on Americanism
to "Big Brother" Bob Emery for his patriotic programs over
WOR Rear Admiral Clark H. Woodard made the presenta-
tion

URGE REVIEW BOARD

FOR ADVERTISING PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

advertisers and manufacturers in the
production and distribution of in-

dustrial pictures. It is added- that
approximately 7,600 U. S. ti ers

now exhibit them.
Firms experimenting with indus-

trials are listed as American Tobac-
co, General Electric, Singer Sewing
Machine, Miles Laboratories, Proc-
ter & Gamble, Sanka Coffee, Coty,
National Carbide, Pillsbury, Col-
gate, Alka-Seltzer, General Motors,
U. S. Steel, Westinghouse, Pepso-
dent, Purina, Hubinger Starch, Car-
ter's Medicines, White Laboratories
and Blue Coal.

It is claimed that of the $20,000,-
000, 25 per cent will be expended for
production, the remainder for dis-

tribution. Most costly commercial
venture in 1938 was U. S. Steel's

Technicolor "Men Make Steel" which
received theater playing time in sev-
eral cities.

As to favorable audience reaction
to commercials, proponents cite the
results of the distribution test last

year in New England, Pennsylvania
and Indiana with the American To-
bacco Co.'s "Screen Snapshots" plug-
ging Lucky Strikes. Commercials
were used in 400 houses, which re-

ceived an aggregate of $35,000 for
playing them, it is stated.
The Lucky Strike series of seven

pix, supervised by Terry Turner,
had James Dunn, Patricia Ellis, Ge-
nevieve Tobin, Walter Woolfe King,
Paula Stone, Doris Kenyon and Bud-
dy Rogers as stars.

It is the contention of the ad
shorts' proponents that the commer-
cial pix industry could be quickly
expanded into a $100,000,000 annual
proposition if Hollywood would set
up an organization to advise and
serve national advertisers and man-
ufacturers.

Lenten Interlude
Denver— The Rev. Nortarel of

San Luis, Colo., is closing his five-

town portable circuit until after
Lent, and Fox is doing the same
with its Coronado, Las Vegas,
N. M. Fox plans to reopen the Ri-
alto, Durango, Colo., after Easter.
This house has been closed for
years, and will give it two
houses there.

Use Acts in Columbus
Columbus, O.—The RKO Majestic,

for the first time in nearly 15 years,
is using acts. Current is "Waxo, the

|

Mechanical Man," with Texas Tom
my and his pony due Sunday.

Swing "Mikado" Pix
Chicago — Harry Rogers, W. A. Leo

and H. P. Munns have organized the
Dearborn Productions Co., with offices
at 109 N. Dearborn St., to produce a
swing version of "The Mikado," both
in films and on the stage. Harry Rogers
heads the new company. H. P. Munns
handled the legal details.
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GORDON-GOETZ SIGN

RKO DEAL TOMORROW
(Continued from Page 1)

lot go before the cameras until

arly in 1940.

The Max Gordon company has
ui-^'sed the motion picture rights
j 'Lincoln" from Robert Sherwood,
iuthor of the stage play, currently
i hit at the Plymouth, New York.
Fhe Gordon organization, which held
in interest in "The American Way,"
iow is the sole owner of the picture
ights.

Cole Sees Slight Chance
for Ga. Divorcement Bill

: .

(Continued from Page 1)

' said yesterday in New York that
the Georgia measure, introduced by
Senator Arthur Nix of Gainesville,
called for virtually state control of

; the industry, a function which the
state cannot legally execute.
The measure involves so many

principles, Cole said, that the legis-

lators would have difficulty in digest-

,
ing its contents and passing intelli-

gent opinions. He said it would be
better if a separate bill were pro-
posed covering each point.

Under Senator Nix's bill, the State
Public Service Commission would be
empowered to regulate the industry.
Provisions prohibit distributors from
owning or controlling 51 per cent
of a theater's stock, overbuying,
discrimination against independent
•exhibitors, dictation as to admission
prices by distributors and the de-

priving a theater of sufficient prod-
uct without just cause.
The commission would be author-

ized to regulate clearance and hear
complaints.

National Theaters Execs.

To Start Huddle Tomorrow

Two-day huddle of National The-
aters division managers and home
office execs, gets under way tomor-
row at the NT New York office with

]
Sypros Skouras, prexy, presiding.
Charles Skouras, FWC chieftain, ar-
rives today on the Queen Mary after
a trip to Greece.

Operating policies and buying will

be taken up at the meeting as well
as holding a round table discussion
of all company problems. Arch
Bowles, Rick Ricketson, Elmer
Rhoden, Harold J. Fitzgerald and
Frank Newman, division managers,
will be here for the huddles.

REVIEWS Of nCUJ flLfllS SLATE RAYMOND BILL

FOR NEW RKO BOARD

Ford Sues for $150,000
Chicago—Attorney Louis Jacob-

son filed suit in Cook County Cir-
• cuit Court for Frank Ford, stadium
theater, Evanston, against Leo Solo-
mon and Lemar Building Corp. for
$150,000 damages, resulting from
theater deal.

Chi. BFC to Meet
Chicago—Annual meeting of the

Better Films Council of Chicago will
oe held tomorrow.

"The 400 Million"
Garrison Films 60 Mins.

WAR IN CHINA PRESENTED IMPRES-
SIVELY AS A PEOPLE'S STRUGGLE IN
FINE DOCUMENTARY FILM.

An impressive documentary film which is

frankly pro-Chinese and which attempts to

show through the camera the struggle of

400 million to fight off the aggressor and
maintain their ancient land intact. The
production is the work mainly of Joris

Ivens, who will be remembered for his col-

laboration with Ernest Hemingway on
"Spanish Earth." In this instance his col-

laborator was John Ferno. The photographs

were taken with the full co-operation of

the Chinese army and government leaders.

The principle sequence covers the South
Shantung front last April, showing the cap-

ture of Taierhchwang from the Japanese.

Then comes a trip north to Inner Mongol-
ia border. The camera covers the course

of the Yellow River and shows the build-

ing of the road to the Soviet Union. Back
in Hankow in the Summer, the narrators

secured historical photographs of China's

National Military Council with General

Chiang Kai-shek. The final trip is to Can-
ton just before it was captured by the

Japanese. There are many war scenes of

bombing planes, of attacks on towns and

cities by air, of burning buildings, ruins of

towns, and some rather gruesome photo-

graphs of dead and maimed civilian Chi-

nese, including children. The objective was
evidently to emphasize the courageous fight

of the Chinese population as well as the

army everywhere. The job has been impres-

sively done, and in all departments it ranks

high. Dudley Nichols wrote the commen-
tary. Hanns Eisler wrote the musical score.

Fredric March does the narration. Such
well known actors as Morris Carnovsky,

Robert Lewis, Alfred Ryder contributed

their voices for dramatic building up of

certain scenes where the words of Chinese

soldiers, orators, etc., are interpreted. Its

adaptability to the regular motion picture

theater is dubious because of its propagan-
dist^ tone, and its documentary nature,

for to many undiscriminating customers it

would appear as but a glorified newsreel.

CREDITS: Producers, Joris Ivens, John
Ferno; Editor, Helen Van Dongen; Com-
mentary, Dudley Nichols; Narrator, Fredric

March; Music Conductor, Dr. Fritz Stiedy.

Court Upholds N. Y. Regents'

Ban on French Pix, "Remous"

Albany, N. Y.—Censorship won
again in the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court in the matter of
"Remous" on certiorari by distribu-
tors Burstyn & Mayer. Judges
Bliss, McNamee, Heffernan and Hiil
upheld the Board of Regents in two
separate majority opinions with
Rhodes writing dissenting opinion.

Uncertainty exists as to whether
Garfield Hays will appeal. This
course is open through the dissent-
ing opinion. Court costs went
against Burstyn & Mayer.

McNamee, Rogers Drive Head
Philadelphia — Frank McNamee,

RKO branch head, takes Harry
Bodkin UA's place as Will Rogers
memorial drive chieftain here.

"I'll Tell the World"
MacFadden Publications 40 mins.

Smart Sponsored Reel

This is a very pretentious spon-
sored short done with all the Holly-
wood technique, an entertaining
story and fine cast. It is essentially

a plug for Liberty magazine, one of

the MacFadden group, and tells the
story of advertising in publications,
and what it has done for industry.
Jed Prouty plays the role of the
head of a typical American family
with growing boys and girls whose
ideas are strictly modern. Dad is

a little bit of a mossbaek and Ma is

also satisfied to go along with the
old ways of doing things. The ac-

tion opens up at the breakfast table,

and by the time the day is over the
family has been followed through
its various activities and the story
of the part advertising has played
in making their lives enjoyable is

cleverly developed. Dad's conserva-
tive business methods are supplant-
ed by modern methods through ad-
vertising. Frank Albertson, Pa-
tricia Murray, Billy and Bobby
Mauch are members of a competent
cast. Story and production super-
vision by Herbert Crooker. Directed
by Lynn Shores.

"North Sea"

Lenauer Films 24 mins.
Fishermen's Life

This falls in the class of a docu-
mentary film in that it is a story
of real fishermen going about their

hazardous tasks in the North Sea
fisheries off the British coast. The
fishing boat starts out from a Scot-
tish city, and the crew is seen at

routine tasks, and on arriving at
the fishing grounds they hit into a
storm that disables the boat. Then
the business of radio messages, and
the manner in which the govern-
ment coastal radio supeiwises the
rescue of the little craft. However,
the damage is repaired, and the boat
chugs back to port under its own
team. Produced by Alberto Caval-
canti. Directed by Harry Watts.
Cameraman, Jonah Jones.

"Porky's Movie Mystery"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)

Vitaphone 7 mins.
Thrills

Mystery thriller in a movie stu-
dio, with Porky as Mr. Motto the
great Oriental detective in search
of the Invisible Man who has been
standing the studio on its ear. Final-
ly, Porky overcomes the phantom
with jiu jitsu. The villain turns out
to be a famous comedian of the
screen. Produced by Leon Schles-
inger.

MPA to Meet Friday
Motion Picture Associates will

hold a luncheon and business meet-
ing at the Astor tomorrow.

(Continued from Page 1)

directors of the new RKO company.
It was also learned that the choice

of Bill had met with the assurance
that he will be satisfactory to the
Atlas Group, RKO reorg. plan pro-
ponents and their allies in the pro-
ceedings now before Judge Bondy
relative to the plan's confirmation.

Bill will, it is expected, soon be
formally designated as the substi-
tute on the proposed board for Ferd-
inand Eberstadt.
The new suggested director for

the Independent Stockholders' Com-
mittee is chairman of the board,
treasurer and director of Bill

Brothers, publishers; president and
director of Sales Management, Inc.;

editor-in-chief of Sales Management
Magazine published by that com-
pany; treasurer and director of
Grocer Graphic, Inc.; director of
Waynesboro Publishing Co.; direc-
tor of Congressional Intelligence,
Inc., of Washington, D. C; director
of the Trust Co. of Larchmont;
member of the executive committee
of Associated Business Papers,
Inc.; member of the executive board
of the National Conference of Busi-
ness Papers, which he served in

1937 and 1938 as president; and
vice-chairman and a director of Na-
tional Federation of Sales Execu-
tives, of which organization he was
the first president.

Cobian to Start His Second
For 20th-Fox in Three Weeks

Cobian Productions will start its

second Spanish language picture for
20th Century-Fox release in about
three weeks, Ramos Cobian, presi-
dent, said yesterday at a press re-
ception at the Hotel Astor. Cobian
has brought from Buenos Aires two
well known Argentinian film players
to star in the picture, as yet un-
titled. They are Alberto Vila and
Amenda Ledesma, the latter known
as Miss Radio of the Argentine for
1938. Cobian and his players leave
Tuesday for the Coast.

Cobian's first picture, "Los Hijos
Mandan," will be released next
month. Although budgeted at $75,-

000, this picture went $26,000 over
the commitment, Cobian said. He
has three more Spanish language
pictures, each to cost a minimum of

$75,000, to deliver under his present
contract, with options for four
more.

Postpone Prod.-SWG Hearing

to Allow Agreement Attempt

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Trial Examiner

James C. Batten yesterday con-
tinued until March 23 the hearing
on the NLRB complaint that pro-
ducers have been guilty of unfair
labor practices in relation to the
Screen Writers' Guild. Hearing was
continued so that committees repre-
senting Guild and producers could
attempt to reach an agreement.
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Gov't Funds for Production, Theaters Asked in India

Native Industry Leaders
Would Revive 1928

Recommendations
Bombay (By Cable) — Demand

that the Indian Government revive

and adopt the 1928 recommenda-
tions of the Indian Cinematograph
Committee is being pressed by na-

tive industry leaders.

Program advanced provides:

1. Central Government financing
of production for a 10-year period

on the security of the produced
films.

2. Local (municipal) construction
of theaters with loans specially
made for that purpose by the Gov-
ernment.

3. Direct loans from public funds
to approved individuals and compa-
nies for theater construction in any
appreciable number.

4. Abolition of the import duties
on raw film stock and cinemato-
graph machinery and chemicals.

5. Exemption of seats priced less
than one rupee (62 cents).

It is estimated that the many di-

rect taxes and levies imposed upon
the industry in the aggregate are
the equivalent of 33 1/3 per cent of
the total annual industry income,
estimated at 30,000,000 rupees. Gen-
eral taxes, it is estimated, increase
the figure to 50 per cent.

Ram L. Gogtay, secretary of the
Indian Producers Association and
editor of Motion Picture Magazine,
is advancing two courses of action.

The first is that the Central
Government, agreeable to the rec-
omendation of the Indian Cinema-
tograph Committee, abolish all

import duties on the raw materials
and machinery required for film
production or exhibition purposes,
which will not amount to more than
a sacrifice of 5 lakhs of rupees per
year. The Provincial Governments,
likewise would abolish the enter-
tainment tax from seats costing less
than Re. 1, remove the electricity
duty and remove other license fees
and charges which are not levied
for services rendered.

As an alternative, Gogtay sug-
gests direct loans for production and
exhibition, the former by the Cen-
tral Government and the latter by
the Provincial Governments. The

WEDDING BELLS

Chicago—Aaron Jones, Jr., Jones,
Linick & Schaefer executive, mar-
ried Miss Dorothy Busch, his secre-
tary, it was disclosed on their re-
turn from a Florida honeymoon.

Newark—Dick Merrill, ocean flier

and regular passenger pilot of East-
ern Air Lines, revealed here that he
and film actress Toby Wing had
been married last summer in Mex-
ico.

Flashes Off Coast Studio Wires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warners buy screen rights to Clements Ripley's Satevepost story, "John

Paul Jones," as source material for a James Cagney pix . . . 20th-Fox borrows M-C-M's
Clarence Brown to direct "The Rains Came," Louis Bromfield novel . . . Para, casts

Gene Lockhart to play the renegade white role in "Ceronimo" . . . RKO buys Daniel

Fuchs' "The Day the Bookies Wept" as a Joe Penner vehicle . . . Darryl F. Zanuck

announces 20th-Fox will produce a film about Brigham Young . . . Lothar Mendes

flies East soon to arrange major release on "Gutenberg, the Printer" . . . Para, signs

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for stellar role in Frank Lloyd's "Ruler of the Seas" . . . War-

ners sign Boris Karloff for "Enemy Agent," opposite Margaret Lindsay . . . Deal is

pending with a major studio to produce Zane Grey's Australian story, "Wild Mustang,"

a screen original, with Buck Jones starred . . . Victor Jory gets "GWTW role originally

assigned to the late Robert Gieckler . . . Gabriel Pascal, in London, closes cable and

'phone deal for Howard Estabrook to write screen version of G. B. Shaw's "Doctor's

Dilemma" . . . David O. Selznick signs Martin Berkeley and David Lamson to write

an original for S-l, "Justice Ran Last."—WILK.

Brit. Gov't Finance Corp.

for Film Production Urged

(Continued from Page 1)

the hands of the now nearly 12-

month-in-force Cinematograph Films

Act, produced here yesterday a de-

bate in Lords during which Viscount
Bridgeman called attention to the

serious decline in British produc-

tion.

Lord Strabolgi suggested the for-

mation of a Government finance cor-

poration as a means of stimulating

film production activity, but ob-

servers read into the idea an effort

to give balm to the feelings of La-
bor which would benefit should such

a step come to pass. No hope was
held out by these political observ-

ers that the suggestion would go
beyond mere expression.

Replying to Labor's proponents,

Lord Templemore described the

workings of the Films Act and
claimed disappearance of quota
quickies has been attended by im-
proved British product. He added
that in 1938 there wree 228 British

films, and this year would find only

90 but that these would be incom-
parably better than the whole for-

mer quickie crop.

Most of the agitation against the

Films Act's provisions, including

schedules affecting U. S. imports, is

being fostered by Labor personnel

which poured into studios in the so-

called "Gold Rush" period when
ready money rocketed numerically

the crop of quickies. Such labor,

opponents claim, is not representa-

tive of the true British film studio

personnel.

financing may be done directly by

the Reserve Bank of India or by
floating a separate film industrial

bank under the auspices of Govern-

ment.

The nucleus of the initial funds

so far as the Central Government is

concerned would be the revenues re-

ceived by Government from taxa-

tion of the industry. Provincial

Government financing of theater

construction would have as a nucleus

the proceeds of entertainment and
electricity taxes.

1939 Sears Drive Running

25% Ahead of 38 Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

company executives and sales force

are getting ready for the annual

sales convention, which takes place

at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York City next Monday and
Tuesday.

The company repor-ts a 25 per

cent increase in collections and

billings over the same period in last

season's drive. Warner releases to

come during the drive period in-

clude "The Oklahoma Kid," "Ad-
ventures of Jane Arden," "Black-
well's Island," "On Trial" and
"Dodge City." "Kid" broke the
house record at the Arcadia, Bay-
town, Tex., Grad Sears was advised
by wire yesterday.

Booth Fire Fatal to One,
Second Operator Burned

Phoenix, N. Y.— Hollis Haskell,
22, projectionist, was fatally burned
and Joseph Gardner, 17, assistant
operator, was critically burned in a
booth fire at the Strand Theater.
Film, breaking, ignited, according to
Robert W. Case, Smith Chain Thea-
ters, Inc., general manager.
Edson Wilcox, relief operator,

dragged Haskell's unconscious form
from the booth. He died in Stowell
Sanitarium here yesterday. Gard-
ner, burned about the face and
head, jumped from the booth to the
lobby.
Equipment was entirely de-

stroyed. Auditorium damage was
small. Patrons made an orderly
exit.

Funeral services for Haskell will
be held Saturday. His mother sur-
vives.

"Back to Devil's Island"

Okayed by N. Y. Censors

"Back to Devil's Island," French-
made, has been passed by the New
York State Board of Censors with
no cuts, according to Edwin Fadi-
man of National Pictures Corpora-
tion, owners of the American rights.

MEXICAN PRODUCTION

FACILITIES EXPANDED

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINi-o
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City—Expansion of stu-

dio facilities for native producers
is under way here.

Cinematografica Latino Ameri-
sana, S.A., is building two more
stages and importing additional
equipment. CLASA now has three
available.

Additional facilities have been
made available by an adjustment
of labor difficulties, existing for the
last year, which kept the new Gab-
riel Garcis Moreno studios at Mix-
coac idle. Moreno studios technical
personnel finally has been admitted
to membership in the Union of M.
P. Studio Workers of Mexico.

i

"Citadel" at Teatro Alameda
Metro's "The Citadel" opened at

the Teatro Alameda, the first M-G-J
M picture to play Mexico's biggest
de luxe house in more than two
years.

Starts First for Columbia
Producciones Jose Luis Bueno has

started camera work on "Luces de

la Barriada" (Lights of .the Tene-
ment), with Leopoldo ("El Chato")
Ortin, Leopoldo Ortin, Jr., and Es-
ther Fernandez topping the cast un-
der the direction of Robert O'Quig-
ley. This is the first of a series of

three pictures which Jose Luis
Bueno will produce for Columbia
Pictures to distribute throughout the

world outside of Mexico.

UA Mexican Release Opens
Cinematografica Internacional S

A's "El Capitan Aventurero" (The
Adventurous Captain), a musical
romance laid in the XVII century in

what was then New Spain, has
opened at the Teatro Alameda. With
Jose Mojica starring and Manolita
Saval, Carlos Orellana, Sara Garcia,

Margarita Mora and Alberto Marti ir

support, CISA's fourth picture ir

14 months, is a well staged, richly

costumed piece.

Rated the most expensive produc-
tion ever to come out of native pic-

ture factories, it cost more thai]

400,000 pesos. Adapted by Salva-
dor Novo and Jose Benavides, Jr.

;

from Manuel Penella's comic opera
"Don Gile Alcala," it was directed

by Arcady Boytler.
"El Capitan Aventurero" is the

first in a new series of three pic-

tures which Cinematografica Inter-

nacional, S.A., is to produce foi

world distribution by United Artists.

Mt. Carmel Theater Burns
Mt. Carmel, 111.—American The-

ater was destroyed by fire with loss

of $75,000.

:
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Majors, U. S. Split Victory in Equity Suit Decision
Edge Seen Going to D of J

in Bondy's Particulars

Bill Rulings
(Continued from Page 1)

allegations, the Government was
sust^ted.

IiSJal motion made by Para-
mount, 20th-Fox, RKO, Loew's,

I
Chase National, Warner Bros., K-
A-O, and Courtland Smith had com-
prised a total of 159 items referring
1 1 34 different paragraphs of the
: >mplaint, and of these Judge Bondy
allowed to the industry 51 entirely
and 33 in part.

The consolidated defendants were
rallowed in full requests 2-A, 3-B,

D, 3-F, 3-G, 4-A, 4-C, 5-A, 6-A,
E, 7-A, 8, 9-B, 10-A sub. 4, 10-C,

10-F, 10-H, 12-A, 13-A, 13-C, 13-D,
14-B, 14-D, 15-A, 15-B, 16-B, 17,
18-A, 20-A, 20-B, 20-C, 20-E, 21-A,
21-B, 21-D, 21-F, 24-A, 25-A, 25-B,
27-A, 27-B, 28, 29, 30-A, 30-B, 30-C,
30-D, 34-A, 34-C and 35.

These were such points as (1)
:hat "for many years last past" de-
fendants have been engaged in mo-
lopolistic violations; (2) charges
hat the five producer-exhibitors
lave integrated the principal pro-
duction and exhibition facilities of
he business; (3) defendants ask
whether the Government bases its

:harge of monopolization of the
netropolitan de luxe market solely
ipon the first-run theaters op-
erated by defendants; (4) whether
lefendants entered into agreements
o exclude indie product; (5) Defen-
lants ask definition of "preferred-
-un" and if this applies to all films
egardless of quality; (6) charge

I
ihat defendants have compelled in-

lie exhibitors to dispose of their
heaters to them as a result of
oercive methods.
On Columbia's motion, 46 requests

*ere granted this defendant out of
total of 189, and in the instance

J

f UA, 33 were fully granted and
;
?. partly.

Bondy's ruling said that if Gov-
:rnment is unable to furnish par-
;iculars at this time, it shall so state
nd shall furnish further particulars
vhen it obtains the necessary in-

ormation,—in no event later than
days before trial. Defendants

hall serve their answers within 20
avs after service by plaintiff of its

ill of particulars.

Also stated was that in consider-
ig this motion for a bill of par-
culars, the Court has taken into
ccount that this is a suit in equity
nd that the trial court can take
ppropriate action if any of the evi-

ence introduced by the Government
auses surprise to any of the defen-
ants, and that the Court is also
lindful that the Federal Rules of
ivil Procedure encourages short
nd concise pleadings and a bill of
articulars becomes a part of the
leading which it supplements.
On motion of Government to ex-
mine UA before filing of UA's
nswer, Bondy said that the Court is

sposed to grant leave quite freely

U. S. DISTRIBS. FAVOR DUALS
But It's for France and Not Over Here

Paris (By Cable)—U. S. film dis-
tributors and their representatives
are waging here a determined fight
to have single-feature programs
curtailed in France in favor of dou-
ble bills.

Paradoxical as the situation may
appear, — in light of these same
American interests warring in their
own country against duals,—there is

being advocated the extension of

program time to permit U. S. at-
tractions to find satisfactory outlet.

Currently, the French public
shows such preference for native
features, as a result of studios here
having turned out films of unusual
high quality and appeal during the
past year that potential bookings
for many of the even top-flight Hol-
lywood productions have sagged
considerably.

N. J. Subsidiary Merged
With Para. Del. Company

(Continued from Page 1)

has been incorporated under the laws
of Delaware.

It was explained yesterday that
Paramount Pictures Distributing
Company, Inc., its wholly owned
New Jersey subsidiary which dis-

tributes Paramount product in cer-

tain states, was merged on Tuesday
into the new corporation which here-
after will carry on the same func-
tions under the name of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp.

Talking RKO Distribution

Contract, J. H. Whitney Says

(Continued from Page 1)

part, told The Film Daily that he
"had not been approached" by the
Floyd B. Odium-controlled company.
The S-I exec, is expected to return

to the Coast today by plane. He has
been in the East for a fortnight
largely devoted to business confer-
ences.

In Hollywood, he is expected to
confer with David 0. Selznick re-
garding the RKO proposals.

Lab. Pact Progresses
Meeting was held yesterday be-

tween Local 702, lab. workers union,
and Consolidated. Following the
meeting, it was reported that a con-
siderable amount of progress had
been made in ironing out details of
a proposed new contract.

Wadkins Under Knife
New London, Wis.—Claude Wad-

kins, manager of the MerMac The-
ater here, underwent a major op-
eration in a local hospital.

to take testimony of persons after
jurisdiction has been obtained and
before an answer has been served
where it does not appear that the
opposing party or witness will be
subjected to unnecessary annoyance
or embarrassment. Also that it ap-
pears that UA contemplates moving
for an order dismissing the com-
plaint and that the Government de-
sires to simplify its allegations with
respect to these defendants.

Cue Asking Its Readers

About Stars and Films

Cue magazine is querying its

readers on the film stars "who real-

ly 'ring the bell' " in their house-
holds. Readers who dislike particu-

lar stars are invited to "simply draw
a line through their names, and we
will understand."

Stars listed include Charles Boyer,
Ronald Colman, Gary Cooper, Don-
ald Duck, Errol Flynn, Clark Gable,
Cary Grant, Leslie Howard, Charles
Laughton, "Mr. Aster" (the aire-

daleV Popeye, Basil Rathbone,
Madeleine Carroll, Claudette Col-
bert, Bette Davis, Minnie Dupree,
Greta Garbo, Wendy Hiller, Hedy
Lamarr, Dorothy Lamour, Myrna
Loy, Rosalind Russell, Norma
Shearer, Margaret Sullavan.

Additionally, Cue asks its read-
ers to grade these pix: "Adventures
of Robin Hood," "A Man to Remem-
ber," "Boys' Town," "The Citadel,"
"Grand Illusion," "Holiday," "Love
Finds Andy Hardy," "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs," "The Young
in Heart," "You Can't Take It With
You."

Lebreton Aide to Lange
Paris (By Cable) — Fred W.

Lange, director of Films Paramount
in France and Belgium, has appoint-
ed Rene Lebreton, for many years
director of the Paramount Theater
here, to the post of assistant gen-
eral manager of Films Paramount
in the two countries.

England May See "Baby"
"The Birth Of A Baby," distrib-

uted by Special Pictures Corp., has
been shipped to England to be shown
to the English Medical Association,
and if approved, it will be shown
to the English censors. Picture has
played in 26 states to date and is

scheduled to open in Chicago soon
if the Illinois censors pass it.

Juno Gets French Pix

Juno Films, Inc., has purchased
the American rights to "There
Comes a Day," French dialogue pro-
duction directed by Julien Duvivier
and starring Louis Jouvet and Mich-
ael Simon. Pix won't be released
here until the Fall.

GRIFFITHS' DICKINSON

DEAL NEARS CLOSING

(.Continued from Page 1)

have been in Kansas City confer-
ring with Dickinson officials for
several weeks.

It is understood that the local
set-up of the Griffith Amusement
Co. will not be affected by such a
purchase on the part of H. J. and
R. E. whose activities have been
confined to operating subsidiary and
affiliated companies in Texas and
New Mexico while L. C. Griffith and
H. J. Griffith, Jr., together with theii
partners and associates, have been
operating the circuits' 90 houses in

Oklahoma.
Should the Dickinson deals go

through it is understood that H. J.

and R. E. with certain other Grif-
fith officials will resign from the op-
erating set-up as it now exists to

devote all of their time to manage-
ment of the new properties. R. E.
Griffith withdrew sometime ago and
is now doing his own buying for his
organization in Texas and New
Mexico.
Home offices of the Griffith Amuse-

ment Co. are in Oklahoma City un-
der L. C. and H. J., Jr., while home
offices of cei-tain subsidiary and af-

filiated companies are in Dallas,
Texas under H. J. and R. E. Grif-
fith.

It is understood that the local

offices will take care of the entire
circuit's properties should the two
brothers resign to take over the
Dickinson set-up and that the lat-

ter organization will operate out of

Kansas City, Missouri along the
same set-up now used by Dickinson.

Hacker Opens Offices
Offices have been opened by Sam

Hacker at 723 Seventh Ave. for the
export of motion pictures. Hacker
was formerly connected with Repub-
lic as assistant to Morris Goodman,
foreign chieftain.

"Grand Illusion's" Record
"Grand Illusion" sets a 10-year

record for the Filmarte Theater
when it goes into its 27th week
there this week.

STORKS!
New Haven—The Oscar Shankens

are parents of a new baby girl,

Elaine Gail. Shanken is assistant
at the Dixwell Playhouse here, and
Mrs. Shanken the daughter of Selig
Fishman, of Fishman Theaters.

Chicago—Harry Mandel, Warner
booker, is the father of a six pound
boy, who has been named Michael
Dennis.
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Arkansas Seat and Circuit Tax Measures Voted Down

activeFs. pix theaters show DECLJNEJF 550

Baird Television to Get $2,000,000 in New Financing

Vill Be Used to Discharge Old

Indebtedness, Finance

Research
London (By Cable)—New financi-

ng to the extent of $2,000,000 for
iaird television was announced yes-
srday.
Proceeds of the 400,000 pounds

=?ue will be used to discharge ex-
sting indebtedness of approximate-

f $1,250,000 and to finance further
esearch in the fields of home and
neatrical television, deemed desir-

ble in view of the company's deci-

'ion to enter the American field

'ithout delay.
Rapid expansion of theatrical

(Continued on Page 7)

PRESSURE CAMPAIGN"

TO BACK NEELY BILL

San Francisco— "Pressure cam-
aign" in behalf of the Neely anti-
ock - booking and blind - selling

easure is being launched immedi-
:ely by the National Motion Pic-
ire Research Council, headed by
r. Ray Lyman Wilbur.
Instructions issued by Mary T.
annerman, national legislative
lairman, declare that while it is

(Continued on Page 7)

"IcConville Off for Mexico,

Cuba, Puerto Rico, Jamaica

Joseph A. McConville, Columbia's
reign manager, leaves New York
day for Mexico to confer with
aarles Roberts, home office super-
sor for Latin America, and S.

uisel, company's Mexico manager.
Specific purposes of trip are to

(Continued on Page 7)

uMont Note Issue Sales

Underwritten by Bankers

Lehman Bros, and Hemphill,
Dyes & Co. yesterday were report-
to have closed an agreement with

'len B. DuMont Laboratories
lereby the banking houses will

(Continued on Page 7)

Roach to Spend $5,000,000 on 6 Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Hal Roach for 1939-40 plans six pictures budgeted at $5,000,000,
it was disclosed yesterday in the wake of the announcement that Frank Ross had been
elected vice-prexy of the Roach corporation, succeeding Milton H. Bren, resigned.

Ross, for two years associated with Roach as an exec, will assist the producer
in shaping the production schedule. First of the six to be made for UA release will
be "Water Gypsies." set to go into work on May 22. Brian Aherne will have the male
lead and Margaret Sullavan may be opposite.

Television on Strictly Commercial

Basis Five Years Distant, Says Lohr
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—While NBC will start

telecasting in New York coincident-
ally with the opening of the World's
Fair, television on a strictly com-
mercial basis still is about five years
distant.

That's the expressed opinion of

Lenox R. Lohr, NBC prexy, now
visiting the West Coast.
NBC, according to Lohr, contem-

plates no separate setup for tele-
vision at the present time. It is be-
ing developed with the company's
regular broadcast programs so as to

(Continued on Page 2)

Einfeld Sets Record WB Dodge City ' Ballyhoo

Warners will go to town with the
biggest ballyhoo in the company's
history for the world premiere of
"Dodge City" at Dodge City, Kans.,
on April 1, Charlie Enfield, WB ad-
publicity chief disclosed yesterday.

Tied in with the Dodge City

Round-up and the city's 60th anni-
versary, and enlisting the co-opera-
tion of the Dodge City Chamber of
Commerce, municipality and state,

pix's premiere will be staged sim-
ultaneously in four theaters at noon,

(Continued on Page 7)

Seat and Circuit Tax Bills Defeated

Before Arkansas Assembly Adjourns

Free Film Shows for Kids

Chi. Campaign Innovation

Chicago — Municipal campaign
here has brought a new develop-
ment in the guise of free morning
shows for juveniles in some ward
theaters, with aldermanic candidates
as hosts. Exhibs. donate the shows,
and juveniles, departing, also get
souvenirs with the alderman's com-
pliments.
Alderman Keenan of the 49th

(Continued on Page 7)

Little Rock — Arkansas' General
Assembly adjourned sine die at noon
yesterday after defeating by 39 to
26 vote the bill seeking to tax each
seat in film houses for benefit of
music copyright owners.
House earlier was thrown into up-

roar when Ward of Lee County and
Brickhouse of Pulaski County en-
gaged in a fist' fight after discus-
sion of the measure. Both later
apologized for their actions and
were reconciled.

Representative Tackett of Pike
(Continued on Page 7)

Operating Houses Total

15,701, With Aggregate
of 9,996,830 Seats

Operating theaters in the U. S.
on Jan. 1 totaled 15,701, represent-
ing a drop of 550 active theaters in
the preceding 12 months, according
to a nation-wide survey completed
yesterday by The Film Daily.

Total number of seats in the 15,-
701 film theaters is 9,996,830, as
compared with 9,855,325 in the 16,-
251 active houses on Jan. 1, 1938.
Figures indicate a high mortality
among the smaller theaters.

U. S. theaters closed as of Jan.
1 last numbered 2,128, with an
aggregate seating capacity of 826,-
910. Comparable figures for Jan. 1.

1938 were 1,931 and 801,981.

U. S. NEEDS 2 MONTHS

TO REPLY TO MAJORS

Sources close to the D of J de-
clare, in the wake of the decision by
Federal Judge Bondy on the issue of
a bill of particulars in the Govern-
ment's equity action against film-
land, that it will take one to two
months for the Department to get
out a bill on those requests granted
to the defendants by the Court.
The Government, a canvass yes-

terday revealed, appears to be satis-
(Continued on Page 7)

Erpi Cuts British Service

Charges $180,000 for 39

Following a conference with the
CEA a reduction in service charges
to British exhibs. amounting to
$180,000 has been made for 1939,

(Continued on Page 7)

Lasky to Launch New Talent

Hunt for Second Production

RKO, Jesse Lasky and Wrigley
Co., have already selected the sec-
ond picture for which a talent quest
will be held throughout the country

(Continued on Page 7)
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Bert Adler in Hospital

Bert Adler, former motion pic-

ture publicist and now Deputy Com-
missioner of Sanitation, is in Mt.
Sinai Hospital suffering from pneu-
monia. His condition last night was
reported unchanged and that he is

still seriously ill.

SAFETY
| LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

Wi Seventh Ave. "' ______

,

N
D
9W V&SS SECURITY

BRyant 9-5600
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• • • JUDGING of the New York candidates to select the boy

and girl to compete in the finals of the Jesse L. Lasky "Gateway to

Hollywood" talent quest took place at the Roosevelt Hotel

with the auditions proceeding all afternoon under supervision of Arthur

Willi and Rufus Le Maire six boys and six girls were competing

in the selection of the couple to represent the New York territory in

the finals the winners will receive contracts as Alice Eden and

John Archer, to be co-featured in an RKO Radio production based on

Phil Stong's novel, "Career" a luncheon for the press preceded

the tryouts on the dais were Edward Arnold, Sam Jaffe. Mme.

Maria Ouspenskaya, Bryant Washburn, Ned Depinet, Arthur Willi,

Rufus Le Maire, S. Barret McCormick, J. J. O'Connor, Max Tellerman,

Fred Meyers, Marion Robertson the toastmaster was Ralph Rolan.

T T
• • • ANNUAL Ball and Banquet of the Warner Club at

the Waldorf-A.storia tomorrow nite will bring out 1500 celebrants

the host of sales execs attending the company's sales con-

vention from branches throughout the country will build the

affair to capacity Artie Shaw and his ork and a gala show
of stars will provide the entertainment prominent industry

guests will include Neil Agnew, Nate Blumberg, Ned Depinet,

F. J. A. McCarthy, L. J. Schlaifer, Jules Levy, E. L. McEvoy,
Ed Saunders, William Sussman, Joe Unger, Fred Meyers, John
O'Connor, John Shea, William Powers, Spyros Skouras, Walter

Reade, Fred Schwartz, Sam Rinzler, Louis Frisch

• • • ASSORTED group of Hollywood players arriving on the

20th Century Limited were met at Harmon by a score of newspaper
reporters and cameramen they rode on the club car to the Grand
Central and got plenty of material from the vacationing stars

Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Edgar Bergen. Donald Dixon, Robert

Armbruster so great was the crowd of fans at the station that the

police platoon had to escort them out through rear exits at the depot.

Germany Seeks Export

Market for Tele Sets

German television interests, it is
learned, having met with a poor
public reception at home, are now
seeking an export market for their
receiving sets, priced at from $175
to $1,000, mainly in the United
States, England and France. Sets
are considered the best in the Euro-
pean television field.

Poor reception to the television
programs in Germany is laid to lack
of money and the unstable political
situation.
Germany is using the new high-

speed camera developed for televi-
sion use which takes 1,000 feet of
film, develops, dries and readies it

for telecasting in 80 seconds.

Harry Weber Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Weber, 59, for

many years one of the active heads
of B. F. Keith vaudeville circuit, and
father-in-law of screen actor Ray
Milland, died here on Wednesday
from a heart attack.

Bernhard to Hold Warner
Zone Meet Here Next Week

Joseph Bernhard, General Man-
ager of Warners theaters returned
yesterday on the De Grasse from a
short vacation at Montego Bay,
B.W.I. He was accompanied by
Moe Silver, Albany Zone Manager.
Bernhard is presiding over the

regular quarterly meeting of his
zone managers and Home Office ex-
ecutives on Monday and Tuesday.
He is scheduled to address the War-
ner Convention at the Waldorf Mon-
day. Those attending the Zone
Managers' meeting will also be pres-
ent at sessions of the Convention.

Farewell for Herbel
San Francisco — Henry Herbel,

San Francisco manager for War-
ners, was honor guest at a fare-
well luncheon at the Empire Hotel
yesterday, attended by 30 San Fran-
cisco exchange men and exhibitors.
He is leaving for Chicago to be-
come district manager for Warners.
At the dinner he was presented with
a portable typewriter.

cominc a no come

JOHN HAY WHITNEY. Selznick Internationa
board chairman, was scheduled to fly to the

Coast last night unless delayed by weather con-
ditions.

W. A. SCULLY, Universal general sales man-
ager, arrives this morning on the Century.

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT leaves W the

Coast Sunday to get material for a n,.. azin(
article on "Wuthering Heights," new Samue
Goldwyn production.

J. A. McCONVILLE, Columbia foreign man-
ager, leaves New York today for Mexico, re

turning next month.

WILLIAM SOMERSET MAUCHAM, author
sails tomorrow on the Queen Mary.

GEORGE SANDERS, actor, arrives here todai
from the Coast, en route to England to sta

in the RKO production, "The Saint In London.'

ARTHUR W. KELLY, United Artists foreigi

chieftain, arrives here March 23 on the Queei
Mary.

BERT LAHR is scheduled to leave for th<

Coast today.

JOSEPH BERNHARD and MOE SILVER re

turned from a British West Indies vacation yes
terday on the De Grasse.

JORIS IVENS planed to the Coast yesterday

Tele on Commercial Basis

5 Years Distant—Lohi

(Continued from Page 1)

absorb the much greater costs, Lohi
stated.

Devising new types of show:
looms as one of the biggest prob
lems for television interests, th
NBC prexy feels.

Turning to the films vs. radio con
troversy, Lohr said the air audience:
have a greater interest in Wes
Coast shows than those transmittal
from New York, and followed wit!
the statement that he felt radio hai
done a lot for pictures, with play
ers benefiting from radio publicit;

and monetary returns.

Asserting he had made no attemp
to contact film company executive
while here, Lohr said there was n
reason for friction between the "tw
mediums of greatest entertainment.
Should radio lose film talent, how
ever, Lohr asserted it would not b
hurt.

Lohr disclosed that two Coast stu

dios were working on a new typ
of film with television utilizatio:

in view.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 10
Gregory LaCava
Stuart Holmes
Floyd E. Stone

William Jaffee
Don M. Alexander
Ralph A. Kohn

MARCH 11

Raoul Walsh

MARCH 12

Ceorge W. Harvey



Many theater patrons prefer the back seats.

They enjoy the added eye comfort which distance

gives when viewing rapid action on the screen.

However, they desire sufficient screen illumina-

tion for easy vision. They are critical but, for

this very reason, are likely to become regular

patrons of the theater that provides the type of

projection they enjoy.

With old style, low intensity projection there

SIMPLIFIED

WujhW\9nl&nsttu

is often insufficient screen light for ease of vision

much beyond the center of the auditorium.

Patrons in the rear find vision an effort, and may

seek their screen entertainment elsewhere in the

future. Simplified High Intensity projection

provides screen illumination that insures com-

fortable vision to every patron in the house.

Ask your
J

dealer's salesman to show you how

little it costs to satisfy the "back seat patrons."

PROJECTION
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The words '^Nationar'' and "Suprex" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

TIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide IMM and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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;NOVACHORD IS NEW

HAMMOND DEVICE

Chicago—A new piano type in-

strument, the Novachord, which can
reproduce not only the sounds of
stringed instruments, but most of
the brasses as well, was completed
here recently by its inventor, Laur-
ens Hammond.
Instrument has 72-note single

manual keyboard, is played exactly
like a piano, but contains no pipes,
reeds or strings. Variations of tone
are effected by controls mounted on
a panel above the keyboard, and
left side controls tone color by vary-
ing the harmonics, while the right
side controls type of sound given off.

By varying the two sets, the
player can reproduce the sounds of
piano, violin, guitar, harpsichord,
trumpet or French horn.
The device has already elicited

considerable interest from amuse-
ment world, and is said to be adapt-
ed admirably to novelty presentation
in film houses.

Form Sales Film Prod.

Cleveland—Myron Bodman, A. H.
Golden and M. L. Golden, all for-
merly connected with Sound Films,
have organized Sales Film Produc-
tions with office in 703 Film Bldg.,
for the purpose of making 16 mm.
commercials and sound film slides.

Manos in Jeannette
Pittsburgh—It is reported that

the Manos Amusement Co., which
operates a chain of theaters
throughout this territory, will build
a 900-seat theater in Jeannette.
House is expected to be completed
by August.

New Dillingham Firm
Oklahoma City — N. Dillingham

has opened the Standard Sales &
Manufacturing Co. at 14 S. Walker
St. here. Firm will produce and
distribute novelties for theatrical
exploitation and promotion stunts.

HURLEY fA

EVEN-LITE
|

Gradatlonally Perforated

SOUND SCREEN S£

HURLEY SCREEN CO *

Exclusive Sales Agents
J

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISIONS
145 Valley St., Belleville, N. J. S

Selling Via Films
Oklahoma City—J. Eldon Peak, presi-

dent of Oklahoma Theater Supply Co.,
has announced that he will begin pro-
duction of 16 mm. color films to use
in promoting biz. Peak, an amateur
motion picture enthusiast, will do ail

of the production work which will show
company headquarters, offices, shops and
display rooms in action as well as the
full lines handled in actual new instal-

lations. A portable projection outfit
will be carried by salesmen on promo-
tional work.

$250,000 Film Theater

To Be Built in Chicago

Chicago — Pix theater to cost
$250,000 will be erected at North
Ave. and Nagle St. House will seat
1.000 and will be erected by the
North Nagle Building Corp. John
K. Neebe is architect and J. C. Jen-
sen Co. will build.

STANLEY BUSINESS

OUTLOOK EXCELLENT

14 Theaters in Cleveland

With Cooling Equipment

Cleveland, O. — Survey just re-
leased by the Cleveland Air-Condi-
tioning Association, Inc., reveals
that 14 theaters, with a seating ca-
pacity of 31,922 persons, have been
fitted with mechanical refrigeration
for Summer cooling.

New $100,000 Negro House
St. Louis, Mo.—Plans for erection

of the Comet, new Negro theater on
Sarah St., at Finney Ave., to cost
about $100,000 have been announced
by Thomas James, who is the owner
of the Strand and Douglass theaters,
which also cater to the Negro trade.

Plans were prepared by Wirts &
Shawcross. The theater exterior
will employ face brick, glass blocks,

terra cotta and structural glass.

Renovate Whalley Theater
New Haven—Bailey Brothers are

renovating the Whalley Theater, in-

stalling new RCA sound, American
Seating chairs, and booth equipment
and stage drapes by Modern Thea-
ter Equipment Corp.

FORESTMAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

Chicago—Officials of the Stanley
Theater Supply Co. here report bus-
iness outlook for the coming months
as excellent, and that among the
recent jobs completed are the re-
seating of the Stadium Theater at
18th St. and Blue Island Ave., under
John Manta management; building
of a modern front for the Lyric of
the Gregory Circuit; and complete
installation of lamps, sound recti-

fiers and Hurley Evenlite screen for
the Rialto Theater, Edgerton, Wis.,
under P. W. Palmer management.
STS will build a 350-seat house

at Bluffton, Ohio, to be named the
Ritz, for George Carmack, and fin-

ish the new Miami Theater, South
Bend, Ind., for Bruce Godshaw,
which house will seat 600.

RCA Biz in Chi. Ahead
Chicago—A. E. Klein of the RCA

sound department, reports the Feb-
ruary business in this territory as
the best in years. Among the re-

cent jobs completed are the Fox
Strand and Parkway theaters at
Madison, Wis., and the Anderson
circuit's Miller Theater at Wood-
stock. Work will start shortly on a
new Magic Voice job for the Up-
town Theater of the Balaban &
Katz circuit and for the Great
States circuit's Rialto Theater, Jol-

iet.

Smith House for Hyannis
Hyannis, Mass.—Work is expected

to start in the spring for a new
1,200 seat theater and three stores on
Main Street, here, for Philip Smith.
Plans have been drawn by Architects
Krokyn & Browne.

New Projector Near
Detroit—Detroit Projector Corp.

reports that dies for its new projec-
tor are practically completed. Louis
S. Uhler, manager, states the ma-
chine will be on the market within
the next 60 days.

Charles Ross, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

GLORIFY
New Mater I

By G
Equipment I.\

WITH many film houses >

it is interesting to obsi

and architects,—particularly

—to effectuate structural cli

too costly but yet result in

facade.

Whenever this problem

once minimized via the reali

teriais market a wealth of i

admirably, practically and e

terior.
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ous exhibitors and their i

pressed conviction that thisi

steel embodies many striking i

its strength; (2) its procui

which can never fade; (3) it:

element of showmanship,—A
prominent neatness, without

high factor of non-deterior

cleaned, of lowering mainter

Construction of Lustron ui

insulation qualities as well a
feature for building interiors

Fluted or reeded Lustron

greatly to the beauty and d<

the fused porcelain is emplc

A trio of Chicago houses a

achieved,—the Hegewisch, t.

INCREASINGLY popular in

I recently-perfected structu

ernity the important quality

cent "dressing up" job on thij

is a good example of the

brilliance, and shunning gau<

The Liberty's new front ii

glass which is coming into i

light-transmitting properties

time lighting conditions. 1

exposed light bulbs are gone;

of translucent glass, which

and glows with uniform illui

It would be interesting to:

by the combination of Vitro

!':

Walsh Will Renova nj
{

Windsor Locks, Conn. —
Walsh of Hartford, recent pu

of the Colonial Theater, Sc

ton, has acquired the 650-sea

Theater and building, f'!1

)

owned by Alfano & Tambucc
Magliora will be retained a

manager. Renovation will

reseating, redecorating aniji

marquee.
( j a
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. nic, Rochester Open
ster, N. H.—Scenic Theater
= reopened its doors, follow-
.pletion of $50,000 moderni-
Improvements include 40-

Idition to house's length,
of auditorium floor, adding
seats bringing capacity to
tage re-rigged and redeco-
ew marquee, interior reno-

1'md new air-conditioning and
•n apparatus.

PORTABLE TELEPHONE

INTRODUCED BY ERPI

Erpi announces to the motion pic-
ture trade a portable telephone
which gets its power solely from
the speaker's voice and requires no
external source of electrical energy.

Concept of new instrument's ef-
fectiveness is gained from fact that
it will, with an efficient wire line,

transmit speech over distances in
excess of 200 miles.
The "magnetic" telephone, as de-

vice is known, is made by Western
Electric for use in studios, on loca-
tion, for newsreel work, in theaters,
and similar locations where the need
exists for highly portable, simple,
and reliable communication facili-

ties.

In size and appearance the instru-
ment resembles a child's building
block which is covered with rubber.
The rubber coating serves as a pro-
tection against weather and me-
chanical injury.

Promote Harold Winters
Chicago—Harold Winters of the

Minneapolis staff of the RCA sound
department has been named district
manager at Kansas City, Mo., suc-
ceeding Dale Neiswander, who re-
signed to go with the Interstate
Supply Co. at St. Louis.

Sumner in Supply Biz

Oklahoma City—George Sumner
has opened the Sumner Theater
Supply Co. here at 704 West Grand.
First products include Gardner Pro-
jectors, Ballantine Sound Equip-
ment, Buffalo Cooling Systems, and
Brinkert Lamps.

Coal Dealers as Exhibs.

Pittsburgh—Rocco & Warren, coal
dealers of Trafford City, Pa., are
building a 600-seat picture theater
here.

James Shannon to Build

Woodsfield, O.— James Shannon,
owner of the Swissland Theater, will
build a new 500-seat theater here.

20,000,000
ivpip TWENTY million

lt.il P people in the United^™^" States are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent of all

the peoole in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

5S0 Fifth Are., New York City

Pittsburgh Spends
Pittsburgh—A survey of the U. S.

and Canada for the year 1938 shows
that more money was expended for new
theaters and the remodeling of theaters
in the Pittsburgh territory than any
other, with the exception of the State
of New York. New theaters erected
in western Pennsylvania during the past
year cost almost $1,500,000, while al-
most $500 000 was spent in remodeling
and modernizing others.

Celotex Planning Drive

For Theatrical Business

Chicago—The Celotex Corp. has
acquired all of the capital stock of

the American Gypsum Co. and will
exchange Celotex stock for the
American Gypsum stock. The com-
pany will have a stronger position
in the gypsum wall board industry
and plans a drive for theater trade.

Altec Signs W & V
Wilmer & Vincent Corporation

has signed a contract to have Altec
Service Corporation service the
sound equipment in Wilmer & Vin-
cent theaters in Allentown, Easton,
Johnstown and Reading, Pa., and
Richmond, Va. A. J. Rademacher
negotiated for Altec.

F&M TO MODERNIZE

AT COST OF $200,000

St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco inter-

ests plan a $200,000 modernization
program for theater here during
the Spring and Summer, according
to Harry C. Arthur, Jr.

Union Theater, on which $40,000
is being spent, will open April 1

when the Mikado will go dark for
extensive overhauling. Other houses
scheduled for changes include the
Pageant, Grand-Florissant, Maffitt,
Shenandoah and Tivoli.
Finney Theater Corp., F&M

subsidiary, will build a new $250,-
000 Negro house at Finney and Pen-
dleton Aves. Theater will play pix
and Negro stage shows.

New Film Processing Co.
Cincinnati, O.— Color Base Film

Processing Co., this city, has been
incorporated with $50,000 author-
ized capital, principals named being
H. A. Wark, Willard J. Dixon, Rog-
er Francis, and Vincent M. Beck-
man, First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati.

"CAFE SOCIETY"

There are few differences of opinion

about Alexander Smith Carpet. Most

theatre owners are unanimous in agree-

ing that it has plenty of Box Office

appeal. Which is why you will find it

in most of the country's most success-

ful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET



THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Houses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively lor THE FILM DAILY by

ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC.

Theater Closings

CALIFORNIA
Laguna Beach—Laguna (2-6-39);

Owner: South Coast Theaters; Sea-
sonal closing, will open in Summer.

MICHIGAN
Lansing—Gladmer (4-2-39); Own-

er: Butterfield; Renovation.

NORTH CAROLINA
Wendell—Wendell (2-13-39); Own-

er: Carolina Playhouse; Fire partly
destroyed.
Plymouth—New (2-14-39); Own-

er: Shep Brinkley; Burned.

NORTH DAKOTA
Hazen— State (2-18-39); Owner:

McCarthy Bros.; Insufficient pat-

ronage.

OKLAHOMA
Tishomingo—Thompson ( 1-4-39 )

;

Owner: Glen Thompson; Destroyed
by fire, building and fixtures com-
pletely destroyed.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Fort Mill — Majestic (2-14-39);

Owner: D. C. Patterson; Moving in-

to new building.

TENNESSEE
Harriman — Princess (1-9-39);

Owner: Crescent Amusement Co.;

Fire, completely destroyed.

Theater Openings

ALABAMA
Columbiana — Dixie, 350 seats

(about Jan. 15); Owner: Mrs. Knox
Wooley; House Manager: Eddie
Watson.

FLORIDA
Chipley—Manavista, 200 seats (2-

18-39); Owner: B. S. Donnon;
House Manager: B. S. Donnon; Pre-
viously closed 1-30-39.

INDIANA
Portland—Princess, 400 seats (3-

12-39); Owner: Mailers Enterprise

Corp.; House Manager: Geo. Mai-

lers; Previously closed 1-16-39.

MINNESOTA
Winthrop—Sibley, 330 seats (Feb.

18); Owner: James Anderson;
House Manager: James Anderson;
Previously closed in December.

NEBRASKA
McCook— The Temple, 550 seats

(Feb. 17); House Manager: Elwood
Vorhees; Previously closed several

years.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Gary—New (2-24-39) ;House Man-

ager: Otis Rule.

TENNESSEE
Harriman—Prince, 400 seats (2-

9-39); Owner: Crescent Amusement
Co.; House Manager: L. W. Bevel.

WISCONSIN
Beaver Dam—Davidson, 687 seats

(March, 1939); Owner: Fox-Wiscon-
sin Corp.

Pt. Washington — Ozaukee, 500

seats (March, 1939); Owner: Fox-
Wisconsin Corp.; Previously closed

November, 1938.

Xew Theater
Openings

CALIFORNIA
Eureka—Eureka, 1,700 seats (3-

4-39), Sixth and F Sts.; Builder:
Redwood Theaters, Inc.; Architect:
Wm. David; Cost: $100,000; House
Manager: Al Fourmet.

MICHIGAN
Marshall—Bo Gar, 525 seats (3-2-

39); Builder: Albert Johnson Con-
struction Co.; Cost: $60,000; House
Manager: W. G. Thick.

Flint— Burton, 600 seats (2-17-

39), one mile south of Flint Ave.;
Builder: Perry-Root Co.; House
Manager: W. E. Lyon.

NORTH CAROLINA
Manhall—Nadiron, 250 seats (2-

6-39), Main St.

TENNESSEE
Harriman — Palace, 597 seats

(about 1-15-39); House Manager: O.
L. Byrd.

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Rapids—Wisconsin, 800

seats (2-1-39); Builder: Mr. and
Mrs. F. Eckhardt; Cost: $125,000;
House Manager: Mr. Eckhardt.

Theaters Under
Construction

KENTUCKY
Owenton — New; Builder: Mrs.

Bertha Wolfe.
MISSOURI

St. Louis—New, 700 seats, 3118
Laclede; Builder: Schur Miller Con-
struction Co.; Architect: O. W.
Stregemeyer; Cost: $35,000; Opera-
tor: Anastaseas Poppas.

St. Louis—New, 1,000 seats, 5562
64-66 Riverview; Architect: Wm. J.

Schlesinger; Cost: $60,000; Opera-
tor: Riverview Theater Corp.

TEXAS
Irving— Irving, 500 seats; Cost:

$20,000; Operator: Hans Smith; To
be completed 5-1-39.

Theaters Planned
ARKANSAS

Siloam Springs—Grand, 527 seats;

Builder: Killabrew: Architect: Kil-

labrew.

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles—New, 800 seats, 113

N. Western; Builder: Floyd R. Fish-

er; Architect: S. Chas. Lee; Opera-
tor: Louis Berkoff.

Salinas—Salinas, 700 seats, South
Main St.; Architect: Vincent G.

Raney; Cost: $75,000.

DELAWARE
Seaford—New; High St.; Opera-

tor: Schine's.

ILLINOIS
Creve Coeur—New.
Carme—New, 750 seats, 100 Block

W. Main St.; Builder: Jett Bros.;

Architect: O. W. Stregemeyer;
Cost: $15,000; Operator: Frank
Barnes.

Fairfield—New, 430 seats; N. E.
corner of Square; Builder: Strand,
Inc.; Expects to be completed in the
middle of Summer or Fall.

KENTUCKY
Irvine—New; Builder: M. Gold-

berg; Operator: M. Goldberg.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans — New (Colored)

2432-36 St. Andrew St.; Builder:
Jack Dicharry; Cost: $30,000; Op-
erator: Jack Dicharry.

MISSOURI
St. Louis — New, West side of

Sarah St., between Finney and Fair-
fax Aves.; Operator: Thomas James.

NORTH CAROLINA
Burlington—State; Andrews St.;

Builder: Quail's.

OHIO
Cleveland—New, 1,500 seats, Fair-

mont and N. Park; Architect: Geo.
H. Burrows; Cost: $350,000 with
land; Operator: Community Theater
Circuit.

OKLAHOMA
Tishomingo—Thompson; Next to

Post Office; Builder: T. B. Cox.

OREGON
Arlington— Arlington, 275 seats,

Main St.; Builder: L. L. Moore;
Cost: $5,000; Expected to be open
in April.

TENNESSEE
Madisonville—Hollywood; Builder:

R. L. Duncan.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Washington—New; 820 4th St.,

S.W.; Architect: L. W. Giles; Cost:
$30,000.

WISCONSIN
Tomahawk — New, 500 seats;

Builder: H. W. Robarge.

Renovations
Planned

DELAWARE
Delmar—Delmar; Work Planned:

Interior painting and decorating and
rearranging of seats, installing mar-
quee, adding lights; Owner: Ul-
mans; To be completed 3-31-39.

GEORGIA
Thomaston—Ritz; Work Planned:

Remodeling the entire front of the-
ater building at cost of $3,000; Own-
er: J. B. Hardy and W. A. Odom
Thomaston; To be completed about
3-1-39.

ILLINOIS
Beardstown—New; Work Planned:

Moving Presedeum wall, 160 addi-
tional seats, new ticket booth, post-
er frames; Owner: S. E. Pertle.

INDIANA
Portland— Princess; Work Plan-

ned: Remodeled new front, etc.;

Owner: Mailers Enterprise Corp.;
To be completed 3-12-39.
Union City—Grand; Work Plan-

ned: Complete redecorating of the

interior, a new lobby and box-( h,
new signboards, stage drops, new
lighting fixtures and complete re-
modeling from the sidewalk to and
including the stage; Owner: R. S.

Wenger.
LOUISIANA

New Orleans—Lincoln (Colored);
Work Planned: Remodeling balcony,
new toilets, candy booth and gener-
al repairs; Owner: J. A. Dicharry;
To be completed as soon as possible.

MICHIGAN
Lansing — Gladmer; Work Plan-

ned: Complete renovating and re-

building; Owner: Butterfield; To be
completed 8-1-39.

NORTH CAROLINA
Lenoir — Avon; Work Planned:

New decorations, new carpet, new
sound; Owner: F. C. Hanks; To be
completed 3-1-39.

OHIO
Marion—Marion; Work Planned:

New seats, marquee, complete re-
decoration of interior and more
seats; Owner: Palace, Paramount;
To be completed in May.
Akron—Five Points; Work Plan-

ned: Extension of front wall 50 ft.,

to increase seating capacity from
397 to 650; Owner: Lorenzo Buzzel-
li; To be completed as soon as pos-
sible; (Air conditioning equipment
to be installed, entire theater to be
redecorated).

OKLAHOMA
Atoka — .Atoka; Work Planned:

About 50 new seats, and redecora-
tion; Owner: Glen Thompson; To be
completed about March 1.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia — New Majestic;

Work Planned: Enlarging to accom-
modate more people about 400 seats;

To be completed about three more
months.

TENNESSEE
Union City—Capitol; Work Plan-

ned: New glass front, new seats,

new screen, air condition; Owner:
Crescent Amusement Co.; To be
completed 3-30-39.

Change in
Ownership

ILLINOIS
Breese — Grand, transferred tc

Bernard Temborius by Victor J. Ur-
bane.

KANSAS
Coffeeville— Ismo, transferred tc I

Fox Midwest Theaters by South-^
west Theaters; House Manager ;.

Thornhill; Assistant Manager: Eak
ins.

OHIO
Akron—Five Points, transferrec

[

to Lorenzo Buzzelli by R. C. Wah

)

& David Collen; House Manager
j

Arthur Buzzelli.
Wellston — Louvee & Virginia

transferred to Chakeres Theaters jl

Inc., by Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Guil
•|j

foile; House Manager: L. P. Guil
|

foile.
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BAIRD TELE TO GET

2 MILLION FINANCING

(Continued from Page 1)

television here seems assured. Ac-
cording to Isidore Ostrer, approxi-
mately 30 GB key theaters in Lon-
don^vill be immediately equipped by
B^ht' with plans fully formulated
by xJaird to keep in step with BBC's
establishment of a network of tele-

vision relay stations throughout
Great Britain. Ostrer has been
maintaining close contact with the

GPO. Television Advisory Commit-
tee, which advises both the PO and
the BBC.

First Scottish theater to be wired
for television will be the Dominion
Circuit's new 2,000-seat Glasgow
house which will replace the Scenic.

Television in Scotland, however, is

regarded as a future rather than
immediate development.
Scophony equipment is expected

to go into Odeon theaters and the
Monseigneur newsreel group at an
early date. Theaters in Birmingham
and Sheffield also are interested in

Baird installations.

McConville Off for Mexico,

Cuba, Puerto Rico, Jamaica

(Continued from Page 1)

consult on sales plans for new sea-

son in conjunction with current In-

ternational Personal Testimonial
drive, and provide McConville with
close range inspection of production
activities of Jose Luis Bueno and
Jesus Grovas, native producers, who
are under contract to Columbia to

make respectively three and four
attractions.

On return trip, McConville will

visit Havana, Puerto Rico and Ja-
maica, returning to New York in

April.

U. S. Needs Two Months
To Prepare Reply to Majors

:J]

(Continued from Page 1)

fied by and large that its position
is not weakened materially by those
points acceded to the consolidated
defendants, Columbia and UA.

Asked regarding the probable
|

:ime of trial, it was stated that case
prill reach that stage by the autumn,
especially if expedited by both sides
Irawing up stipulations of those
;
acts upon which they can agree.
Speeding of the equity suit is pos-

sible, it was added, in contrast to
he long drawn out processes neces-
sitated in the action brought by the
Government against the Aluminum
'rust.

Chicago Palmer House for Metro Meet
Chicago—M-G-M's sales convention, scheduled for March 19, will be held at

the Palmer House instead of the Congress Hotel which had been tentatively designated.

Einfeld Sets Record WB
Ballyhoo for "Dodge City"

open

\

(Continued from Page 1)

with houses continuing
throughout the night.

Two special trains will be used
to carry guests to Dodge City, one
leaving Hollywood on the morning
of March 31 and the other depart-
ing from Chicago. Former will have
some 40-odd players' groups of stu-
dio execs, and 40 newspaper men
aboard, while the latter will take
Eastern execs, and newspaper men.

Critics and representatives of 150
dailies and trade papers will be
Warner guests at the premiere. Two
cars, leaving New York March 30,

will take the Eastern delegation to
Chicago. Southern scribes will oc-
cupy two cars out of Memphis and
two more cars will be added there to
accommodate the midwestern con-
tingent.
Warner execs, to participate in the

Dodge City junket include Jack
Warner, Hal Wallis, Grad Sears,

Einfeld, Mort Blumenstock, Bob
Taplinger and Mitchell Rawson.
Players definitley set include Errol
Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Pris-

cilla Lane, Marlene Dietrich, Ann
Sheridan, Bruce Cabot, Anita Louise,

Margaret Lindsay, Victor Jory,
George Brent, James Cagney, Jane
Wyman, Rosmary Lane, Gale Paige,
William S. Hart, Glenda Farrell,

Big Boy Williams, Leo Carrillo,

George Bancroft, Buddy Rogers,
Claire Windsor, Dorothy Mackaill,
Richard Dix and Hugh Herbert.
Some 20-odd more are expected to

be added.
Governor of Kansas is sending

special invitations to the newspaper
contingent's members, all of whom
will be commissioned in the state's

militia. Chamber of Commerce has
engaged a New York decorator to

transform Dodge City into the pic-

ture's period, and city proposes to

maintain the motif throughout the
year to catch transcontinental
World's Fair traffic.

Warners now have six men in

Dodge City to whoop it up and three
others will travel one day ahead of

the West Coast special to ballyhoo
it along the line, Einfeld said yes-
terday. Extensive radio coverage
also has been arranged, with both
Jimmy Fidler and George Fischer
expected to broadcast either from
the train en route or at the pre-
miere.

Cashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Justice Depart-

; :;} -rent's anti-trust division attorneys,
?. under the immediate direction of

. 'aul Williams, who has charge of
he New York equity suit court
aaneuvers, started yesterday an-
lyzing Judge Bondy's decision on
he defendants' motion for a bill of
articulars in the New York anti-
rust case.

DuMont Note Issue Sales

Underwritten by Bankers

(Continued from Page 1)

underwrite the sale of an issue of
notes to stockholders. It is believed
the proceeds will be used to finance
an expansion program to be launched
by the television company, affiliated

with Paramount. Special stockhold-
ers' meeting will be called shortly.

'Pressure Campaign' to Back

Neely Block-Booking Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

important to begin writing letters

"and to exert continual pressure" on
all Congressmen, attention should
be centered on the Senate Interstate
Commerce subcommittee "for the
next few weeks."
The instructions continue:
"1. Have state organizations write

to the chairman of the subcommit-
tee, Senator Ellison D. Smith, stat-

ing their opposition to compulsory
block-booking and blind-selling and
asking for a prompt and favorable
report on the Neely bill.

"2. Arrange for the greatest pos-
sible number of letters and tele-

grams from organizations and influ-

ential citizens in their home state

to be sent to Senators Smith (S. C),
Barkley (Ky.), White (Maine) and
Tobey (N. H.). Additional letters

spaced about two weeks apart
should inquire what action has been
taken, when a report may be ex-
pected; and should ask the Senator
to lend his utmost assistance in ob-
taining prompt action.

"3. Send copies of significant re-
plies from Senators to Motion Pic-
ture Research Council, Committee
on Legislation, 1201 16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
"A veteran Senator one said, '12

letters carry more weight than 100
signatures on a petition.' The indi-

vidually written letter is the key-
stone of activity in the drive for
enactment of the Neely Bill."

Erpi Cuts British Service

Charges $180,000 for 39
(Continued from Page 1)

effective as of Jan. 1, T. Kennedy
Stevenson, president of Erpi, stated
yesterday when he arrived on the
Queen Mary after a four-week trip.

Stevenson said that any further
reductions will have to be deter-
mined by business conditions. He
stated that company business abroad
was better during the first two
months of this year than in 1938.
No appreciable inroads into the

equipment business are being made
by Nazi firms, except in territories

where their sphere of influence is

strong, he said.

Charles Skouras, Fox West Coast
chieftain, laso arrived on the Queen
Mary. Skouras will remain here
about a week, attending the spring
meeting of NT execs, today and
tomorrow at the New York office.

Spyros and Geoi-ge Skouras, Ned E.
Depinet and number of friends met
him at the pier.

"Rebecca," which he will direct

for David O. Selznick, is the only
picture to which Alfred Hitchcock
is committed at this time, the Eng-
lish director said yesterday, arriv-
ing on the Queen Mary. A second
picture for Selznick is being dis-

cussed. Director and his wife will

go to Florida for a few days, re-

turn here, and then go to the Coast.

ARK. SEAT, CIRCUIT

TAX BILLS KILLED

(Continued from Page 1)

County declared that only opposi-
tion to bill had come from Pulaski
County (Little Rock locale) delega-
tion, while Brickhouse stated the-
aters already operate under Fed-
eral statutes and that State legisla-
tion would conflict with such sta-
tutes.

Bill to tax chain theaters in
Arkansas also was defeated, 50 to
19. Opponents contended that the-
ater owners already are paying 32
separate levies. Although several
measures were introduced in both
the Senate and House during the
recent session, calling for special
taxes on chain stores, none passed.

Free Film Shows for Kids

Chi. Campaign Innovation

(Continued from Page 1)

Ward and Alderman Quinn of the
50th Ward are responsible for the
innovation, former using Ludwig
Sussman's Adelphi Theater on the
North Side and the latter using
B & K's Nortown and Cine theaters.
Mayor Edward Kelly, renomin-

ated in the recent primary, also has
effectively used a 1,400-foot film in

his campaign. More than 100 the-
aters have played the film; houses
include the RKO Palace, B & K
Roosevelt and State Lake.

Lasky to Launch New Talent

Hunt for Second Production

(Continued from Page 1)

during the second 13-week term ot
the series. Program, heard over a
65-station hookup of CBS Sundays,
6:30-7 p.m., will feature singers dur-
ing the next talent quest it was
stated, with the ultimate goal for
the winners being a role in an RKO
musical. An additional person, mak-
ing a total of three units, will be m
charge of the second quest it was
learned, with the hunt due to start
April 3.

Frank V. Storrs Funeral

Rites to be Held Tomorrow

Funeral services will be held to-
morrow at 10:30 a.m. in Church
of Heavenly Rest, Fifth Ave. and
90th St., for Frank V. Storrs, 76,
who died in West Palm Beach on
Wednesday. He was founder of New
York Theater Program Corp. and
built film theaters in upper New
York State and New Jersey and at
one time owned 25 houses.

Surviving are his widow, the
former Amanda Mayer, of Colum-
bus, and two daughters, Mrs. Daniel
S. Sickles, of Paris, and Mrs. Carl
E. Schuster, of New York.

Mrs. Gladys Banks Killed
Mrs. Gladys Frazin Banks, 38, re-

tired actress and former wife of
Monte Banks, 20th-Fox associate
prdoucer, died yesterday in a plunge
from sixth floor apartment of her
parents at 562 West End Ave.



THREE
NEW STARS

EASTMAN'S new motion picture negative

films . . . general-purpose Plus-X, high-

speed Super-XX, ultra-fine-grain Back-

ground-X . . . add highly dependable per-

formance to extraordinary special abili-

ties. Their instant acceptance and con-

stantly wider use by the industry mark

them as today's outstanding raw-film stars.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Plus-X . .

.

Super-XX ... Bachground-X



FIQ *" OO NOT RCMOVi.
rGnCn KOStriCTIOnS LOOIH-" Paris (By Cable)—Cabinet's approval of proposed cinema bill was obtained on the week end by

Jean Zay, Minister of Education. Measure, if passed, would seriously affect U. S. films status via dubbing tax and elimination of duals.

American films form now 80 per cent of dubbed features.
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Hear WB Shifting Eastern Production/ Sax for Brit

WARNERTSET 33 OF 3FA" TITLES F0RT939-40

Trade Pact Delay May Have Drastic Effect—Kuykendall

THCWEEI\IN
REVIEW
Equity Suit Rulings= By GEORGE H. MORRIS=

DOMESTIC
LITIGATION: Federal Judge

tondy on Wednesday gave decision
n bill of particulars in Govern-
ment's equity suit vs. filmland,
^hile result gave edge to D of J,

atter's "victory" was held hollow
ince defendants gained many im-
portant points, and a bill on these
llowed contentions must be submit-
ed by the Government ... At
eek's outset UA attorneys began
:udy of the complaint of Samuel
oldwyn in his action for a declara-
>ry judgment against the company
) compel it to cancel his contract.

* * *

FINANCIAL: John Hay Whit-
ey was reported considering deal
•r acquisition by him of Atlas
orp.'s holdings in RKO . . . War-
ire completed $6,000,000 bank
•edit agreement covering retire-
ent or purchase of outstanding de-
ntures. Details subsequently were
ed with SEC.

* * r

TELEVISION: Courtland Smith
as designated to make a survey of
levision's present status by
PPDA. J. Robert Rubin was re-
jorted as chairmaning committee
r the purpose.

* * *

LEGISLATION: Passage of Kan-
s divorcement bill was recom-
ended by State's Senate Judiciary
•mmittee after three days' deliber-
ion . . . With State of Washing-
n's legislative session nearing end,
tie chance was seen of action re
/orcement bill there . . . Bill was
Troduced in Wisconsin Senate to
x circuit theaters and seats . . .

lmission and bank night tax bills
re introduced in Pennsylvania's
•use, despite Governor's prior dec-
•ation of nixing new levies . . .

Arkansas the seat and circuit
E was voted down in General As-
;nbly just before adjournment sine
)'• (Continued on Page 11)

MPTOA Prexy Hints Situation

May Be "Entirely Out
Of Hand"

Delay by the distributors in
adopting a fair trade practice pro-
gram may result in government
regulation before anything can be
done about it, Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, hints in a bul-
letin issued over the week-end. In
fact, he adds, it may be too late al-

ready.
Commenting on the avalanche of

I ( ontinued on Page 11)

REPUBLIC WILL DROP

LOW-COST FEATURES

METRO INVITES

ALLIED 'S PREXY
Col. H. A. Cole May Address

Chi. Sales Parley

Col. H. A. Cole, president of
Allied, has been invited to address
M-G-M's sales representatives at the
company's convention in Chicago,
March 19-21. While Cole had not
accepted the invitation officially, he
said Friday that if he could arrange
his plans he would accept the bid
which was extended by W. F. Rodg-
ers, general sales manager, and
would speak either March 20 or 21.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Republic will discon-

tinue its low-cost pictures and bud-
get restrictions will be eliminated
for the 1939-40 program, Herbert J.

Yates announced over the week-end.
Yates declared that Republic will
definitely compete in price, quality
and star value with any other com-

I Continued on Pane 8)

SIX MAJORS ACCUSED

IN CONSPIRACY ACTION

12 "B's" to be Series Pix;

Eight Biographical Sub-

jects Planned
With 33 titles of the planned 36

"A's" listed as set, Warners' pro-
posed program for the 1939-40 sea-

son was an-
nounced to-

day as the
company's
annual two-
day sales
con vention
opened at the
Waldorf-As-
toria. Jack L,
Warner, vice-

pr exy in
charge of
production,
will detail
the seasonal
plans to the

GRADWELL L SEARS

UA's "Fifth of Century"

Fete Will Start Apr. 17

A "fifth-of-a-century" celebration
observing United Artists' 20 years
of existence will get under way
April 17. Three of the original

(Continued on Page 8)

Indianapolis — An $180,000 civil

damage suit against six motion pic-
ture distribs. and two East Side
theater operators was filed in Fed-
eral Court here.
The suit was brought by Herman

L. and Sonia M. Golden, operators
of two East Side theaters. The suit
named as defendants the following
distributing companies : Vitagraph,
Inc., 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., United Artists

(Continued on Page 10)

Report Warners Shifting Vitaphone

Production to West/ Sax to Britain

SDG and Producers Reach
Full Agreement on Terms

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Following a meet-

ing of committees representing the
Screen Directors' Guild and Associ-
ation of Motion Picture Producers,

(Continued on Page S)

Warners have, determined to vir-
tually suspend Eastern production,
transferring the Vitaphone program
now made at the Brooklyn studios
to the West Coast, it was reported
over the week-end. Move is said to
be in line with a material cut in the
number of shorts for 1939-40.
Coupled with the report was an-

(Continued on Page S)

convention.
The 36 "A's" will be supplemented

(Continued on Page 5)

KANS. DIVORCEMENT

BILL SEEN KILLED

Topeka, Kans. — The House-ap-
proved bill to prohibit motion pic-
ture producers or distributors from
owning any interest in theaters in
Kansas lost its place on the Senate
calendar Friday when it was re-

( Continued on Page 8)

U" Weighing 43 Features,

14 Westerns and 81 Shorts

Universal, planning 43 features
exclusive of 14 westerns for next
season, will stress "A's", it was said
last week-end by William A. Scully.

(Continued on Page 8)

Trop Leaving Sherman;
Two Majors Offer Deals

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Because of plans

which conflict with his present as-
sociations, J. D. Trop has disposed

(Continued on Page 8)
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(QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK

vtc.

pfd.

Am. Seat.
Columbia Picts.

Columbia Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK
B. F. 6s46 ...1
6s 41 -ww . . 1

B'way 3s55. .

.

Picts. 6s55 . ..

Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 1

Warner's 6s39 ctfs.

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y.

AS OF FRIDAY)
STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

17'/2 17l/2 \n Vl — y2
13 13 13

1% iVi i% -i-'Va
i2y2 in/, 121/2 + y4
78 176!/2 178 + l'/2

15 15
493/4 501/2 + 1%

Keith
Loew
Para.

Para.

115/g 113^ 113/8
98 971/2 97l/2 4. l/4
113/4 H% H 3

/4 + Vs

'21/2 '2% 'ivi + "Vs
241/g 24 24 — i/s

77' '

75 77" +2"
65/s 6% 63/e

4834 48 48i/
2 + Vz

BOND MARKET
00 997/8 100 -I- 3/8
01 Vs 101 Vs 101%

873/4 87 873/4 + %
731/4 7iy2 73 + 1

OOV4 100 lOO'/s + Vs
93 93 93

CURB MARKET
21/2 21/2 21/2

1% u/2 1% + Vs
19% 191/2 191/2 — 1/4

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc., 1st deb '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

S The Broadway Parade E
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—14th week Astor
Stagecoach (United Artists-Wanger)—2nd week Music Hall

Blackwell's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Globe
Let Freedom Ring (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Oklahoma Kid (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Never Say Die (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
The Little Princess (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Spirit of Culver (Universal Pictures) Rivoli

Fast and Loose ( Metro-Goldwyn-Myaer) Criterion
The Saint Strikes Back (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

My Son is a Criminal (Columbia Pictures) Central
Tail Spin (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Falace
Son of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures) (a-b) Palace
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg) (a-b) World
The 400,000,000 (Garrison Films) Cameo
Crisis ( Mayer-Burstyn) 55th St. Playhouse

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
With a Smile (French M. P. Corporation)—6th week 5th Ave. Playhouse
Champs-Elysees (Tri-National Pictures)—3rd week Little Carnegie
Crossroads (Tri-National Pictures) Filmarte
Foolish Virgin, The (Walch Film Co.) (a-b) World
The Story of a Cheat (Gallic Films) (b) Waldorf

FUTURE OPENINGS
King of Chinatown (Paramount Pictnres)—March 15 Paramount
Lost Patrol (RKO Radio Pictures) March 15 (a-b) Rialto

Star of Midnight (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 15 (a-b) Rialto
Love Affair (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 16 Music Hall
I Was a Convict (Republic Pictures)—March 16 Criterion
Mystery of the White Room (Universal Pictures)—March 18 Central
You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures)—March 16 (a-b) Palace
Grand Illusion (World Pictures) (in French)—March 16 (a-b).... Palace
Three Smart Girls Crow Up (Universal Pictures)—March 17 Rialto
Du Hamla, Du Fria (Scandinavian Talk. Pict.)—March 19 48th St. Theater
Ice Follies of 1939 (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Prison Without Bars (United Artists-Korda) (c) Globe
You Can't Get Away with Murder (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Mar. 24 Strand
Blanche Neige ef les Sept Nains (RKO Radio)—April 8 Waldorf

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

O'Connor Names Pix Com. 10 Vermont Cities, Towns
for Catholic Campaign Vote for Films on Sunday

The Motion Picture Committee of
the 1939 Catholic Charities Drive
was announced today by its chair-
man, John J. O'Connor, general
manager of RKO Theaters. It em-
braces Harry D. Buckley, Pat Casey,
H. M. Doherty, E. C. Grainger, J.

R. Grainger, Austin C. Keough, E.
L. McEvoy, Charles E. McCarthy,
Joseph McConville, C. B. McDonald,
John Murphy, William J. Neary,
Dennis F. O'Brien, Charles L.
O'Reilly, P. A. Powers, Wm. T.
Power, Martin J. Quigley, William
P. Rodgers, George J. Schaefer,
William Scully, Gradwell L. Sears,
George Skouras, W. G. Van Schmus,
Frank C. Walker, treasurer, George
C. Walsh and George W. Weeks.
This year's campaign will be

known as the Cardinal Hayes Me-
morial Appeal.

Funeral Rites Held for

Father of John Payette

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Funeral services

were held here on Saturday morn-
ing for Dr. George N. Payette, 80,
father of John J. Payette, Warners'
general zone manager.

Besides John J. Payette, he is sur-
vived by another son, George N.
Payette, Jr.; two daughters, Mrs.
George A. Degnan, of Washington,
and Mrs. William Schwalm, of
Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.; and 11
grandchildren.

Interment was in Mt. Olivet Cem-
etery.

Montpelier, Vt.—Seven more cit-

ies and towns, making a total thus
far of 10, have voted in favor of
Sunday movies, banned under the
old blue laws. Springfield piled up
the biggest majority of any place
in Vermont, by favoring Sunday
shows, lectures, concerts and base-
ball by a vote of 10 to 1. Other
places where it will be legal to
stage picture shows after 6 p.m. on
Sunday, are: Burlington, Pownal,
Readsboro, Whitingham, Wilming-
ton, and Bennington. Previously re-
ported were: St. Albans, Brattle-
boro and St. Johnsbury.

Detroit Leads in Schaefer

Drive; New Haven Second

RKO's Detroit exchange, J. Shar-
key, manager, continues to hold the
lead in the George Schaefer Drive
which has just rounded out its fifth
week. In second place is Barney
Pitkin's New Haven staff, while B.
G. Kranze and his Albany staff are
in third spot. The western district,

headed by Harry Cohen, leads the
seven districts. E. L. McEvoy's
Eastern district currently is topping
the Western district.

Pathe Stockholders Meet
Annual stockholders' meeting of

Pathe Film Corp. will be held April
25. The company's annual financial
statement is expected to be ready
the end of this month or the first

part of April.

mmmawTiM

commG AFtD going

JULES BRULATOUR and MRS. BRULATOUR,
the former Hope Hampton, left Saturday for

Miami Beach.

LUDWIC "LAUDY" LAURENCE, Metro con-
tinental chieftain in Europe, and MRS. '-AUR-
ENCE, sailed Saturday on the Paris 'r a

combined business and pleasure trip heK, ICKI
BAUM, writer, also sailed on the Paris?

HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of
Altec, has returned here after a five weeks'
trip to the Coast.

RODNEY BUSH, national exploitation manager
for 20th-Fox, and his assistant, WILLIAM
CHAMBLISS, were in Boston over the week-
end on the "Alexander Graham Bell" campaign.

LINCOLN BURROWS, Eastman Kodak exec,
and MRS. BURROWS, sailed Friday on the Santa
Paula for a West Indies cruise.

WILLIAM KEICHLEY, Warner director, leaves

the Coast around April 15 for a round-the-
world vacation. He is currently winding up
his directorial chores at the studio on "Each
Dawn I Die."

ANTHONY MUTO, Fox Movietone News head
in Washington, F. E. DELGADO, cameraman,
and B. E. BOX, soundman, arrive here Wed-
nesday on the Northern Prince after covering
the Pan-American conference in South Amer-
ica.

PHILIP HUSTON, NORMA TERRIS, HELEN
FORD and JUNE WALKER, sailed Saturday on
the De Grasse for a Caribbean cruise.

EDGAR BERGEN is at the Waldorf.

FLORA ROBSON, English actress, sailed Sat-
urday on the Queen Mary after completing
a role in "Wuthering Heights," new Samuel
Gcldwyn production.

AL MAYO is in New York.

RAMOS COBIAN, producer of Spanish pic-

tures, is scheduled to leave for the Coast
this week with AMANDA LEDESMA and AL-
BERTO VIAL, Argentine players here to star

in his next production.

MILTON KRIMS, Warner writer, left for

the Coast over the week-end. arriving here
Thursday on the Queen Mary.

ARTHUR RUSCICA, manager for 20th-Fox in

Chile, arrives today for conferences at the

home office.

MAX A. COHEN, head of the Cinema cir-

cuit, arrived from the Coast Friday after look-
ing at some new product.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division man-
ager for 20th-Fox, visited the Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land and Cincinnati branches last week, re-

turning to the home office over the week-end.

NATALIE VISART, costume designer for Cecil

B. DeMille's production of "Union Pacific,"
has returned from Europe.

WILLIAM J. KUPPER, Western division man-
ager for 20th-Fox, is on the Coast to visit

several branches in his territory.

ALBERT WARNER, WB vice-president, has

arrived in New York from Florida and is stopping
at the Towers of the Waldorf-Astoria.

Charles Porter Interred

Detroit — Funeral services were
held Saturday for Charles Porter,
former president of Allied Theaters
of Michigan and a veteran exhibitor,
who died here Thursday night. Port-
er, who was about 70 years old,

|

operated the Forest Theater and at

one time owned the Majestic.

Charles Porter Dead'
Detroit—Charles William Porter,

71, long identified with Detroit the-

aters, is dead here.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LaHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. Checkering 4-4200
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BANK NIGHT TICKET

TAX LOOMS IN IOWA

Des Moines, la. — A bill in the

Iowa legislature to legalize Bank
Night has been recommended for

passage and another measure to

outlaw Bank Night has been killed.

The ways and means committee
of the Iowa House recommended
passage of the bill licensing Bank
Night and other chance games. The
bill assesses a 10-cent tax on every
ticket sold on days when patrons
are participating in Bank Night.
The tax must be paid by exhibs. and
not patrons.

Sponsors of the proposal hope to

garner votes for it by providing that

the $3,000,000 thus raised shall go
to old age assistance. All tickets

on chance games, even church bene-
fits, would be required to pay the

10-cent tax.

The House police regulations com-
mittee killed a bill outlawing Bank
Night by recommending indefinite

postponement. The proposal would
have made illegal all chance games
by redefining the state lottery laws.

Representative Heffner, sponsor
of the "outlaw" bill, said he would
not oppose the committee's action.

The bill legalizing Bank Night
now goes to the powerful House
steering committee, which must
pass on it favorably before it is

brought on the floor for action.

RKO Hearing Today Centers

On Confirming Bill to Board

Scheduled hearing on the RKO
reorg. is certain to be held at 4
o'clock this afternoon in Federal
Court, according to opinion ex-
pressed on the week-end by sources
close to the proceedings. It was
added confirmation of the plan can-
not come until the hearing has been
held.

Today's session is expected to

center chiefly on the substitution
of Raymond Bill on the new RKO
company's board for Ferdinand
Eberstadt. Post is for representa-
tion of the independent interests
holding RKO securities.

Proponents formally notified
Judge Bondy on Thursday that Bill

is approved.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 13

Charles L. Glett

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • IN OUR capacity as official reporter of the screen colony's

'"littlest known" social organization the Pamperers Club we
now make our annual report we were unanimously elected as

the official reporter because we have never been to Hollywood

never attended any meeting of the Club and so the charter mem-

bers thought we were the ideal reporter for such an exclusive organi-

zation

T
• • • WE ARE glad to report that the Club after three

years is still actively pursuing its program of doing nothing

recently Si Seadler of M-G-M arrived for his annual visit

it seems that three years ago Si and M. Lincoln Shuster who
dabbles in book publications, organized the Pamperers Club at

Lucien Hubbard's B-Bar-H Ranch near Palm Springs the

one Club rule is to do nothing that requires any exertion what-

soever when a member is confronted with any proposition

entailing labor of any sort, he must give within three days his

definite answer which can be "maybe," "perhaps," or just a

nod of the head, which is quickly turned to a shake meaning

"no" charter members include some of the most celebrated

do-nothings in Hollywood, who have in their organization people

who do all the work, so they don't have to bother

T
• O • THIS YEAR Si Seadler arrived on schedule, but Schustei

was detained in New York but true to the tradition of the Pam-

perers, Schuster sent Seadler a package it contained two dozen

postcards, all self-addressed to Schuster, and each with a message

purportedly written by Seadler all Si had to do was send for a

boy to drop one in the mailbox daily to Schuster but Mister Sead-

ler realized he would be breaking the Club's rule of non-exertion by
sending for the boy so he returned to his siesta, using the post-

cards for a pillow this item will serve notice to Schuster that his

trick to get Seadler to break his Club oath by doing something came

to naught ......

T T T

• • • FLIP slogan used by Francis Deering at Loeio's

State in Houston, to plug a "breakfast matinee" to open M-G-M's
"Let Freedom Ring" the slogan goes: "Oh, girls, can you see

by the dawn's early light?" the business girls are invited

to have breakfast on Nelson Eddy coffee and doughnuts ...

• BIG time was had by all at the Warner Club annual dance
and supper at the Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday nite over-

flow crowd, with all the Warner conventioneers in town

T T T
• • • CELEBRATING his 20th anniversary in the film biz today

Sam Cohen, head of United Artists' foreign publicity dep't

Sam was hired on March 13, 1919, as an assistant shipping clerk for

Paramount Morris Wilcox, then Paramount office manager and

now head of personnel at UA, was the man who hired him

according to Sam this office was unable to reach Wilcox to per-

mit him to affirm or deny the accusation

T T
• • • FIRST offenders who appear before Judge J. Weiner

of the City Court of New Haven this week will receive a novel

sentence they will be ordered to see Columbia's "First

Offenders" showing at the College Theater in that city

the feature was adapted from a radio series by the same name,
dramatized from County Jail records by Sheriff Slavin, who will

be present at the premiere

20TH-F0X SALES MEET

WILL CALL TOP EXECS

Attendance at the 20th-Fox na
tional sales convention, which wil
be held in Chicago at the Congres
Hotel March 30-31 and Apr j-wil

be larger than any convention* h\ re
cent years.

Attending from the New Yorl
offices will be Sidney R. Kent, prexy
who speaks on Apr. 1; Hermai
Wobber, general manager of distri

bution, who will preside, Spyro
Skouras, National Theaters head
and Felix A. Jenkins, William Suss
man, William C. Gehring and Wil
liam J. Kupper, division managers
William J. Clark, short subject
sales manager, Martin Moskowitz
Jack Sichelman, Edwin H. Collins
Jack Bloom, Clarence A. Hill, Theo
dore A. Shaw, and Harry Mersa;
will attend from the home offic

sales department.
Movietone News will be represent

ed by Truman Talley, Edmund Reel*
Vyvyan Donner, Lowell Thomas
Lew Lehr and Ed Thorgersen. Rog
er Ferri, editor of New Dynamc
the company's domestic house orgar
I. Lincer, traffic manager, Miss E
G. Baker, censorship departmenl
and Percy Heiliger, legal depart
ment, will also attend.

Charles E. McCarthy, director o
advertising and publicity, Arc
Reeve, advertising manager, Rod
ney Bush, Christy Wilbert and Moi
ris Kinzler will go from the adver
tising and publicity department. Th
adsales department will be repre
sented by Lee Balsly, national mar
ager, Edward Hollander, Jerry Nc
vat, Don Reed and W. W. Caldwel
Paul Terry, producer of Terrytoons
and Harvey Day, his business mar
ager, will attend.
Walter J. Hutchinson, director o

foreign distribution, Irving A. Maai
his assistant, Leslie F. Whalen, edi

tor of the company's foreign hous
organ, Clay V. Hake, managing di

rector of Australia, Arthur Ruscics
manager of Chile, and Arthur C

Doyle, manager of Japan, will at

tend from the foreign department.
Studio contingent has not bee

I

announced as yet.

Billboard Bill Stalled
Oklahoma City — Action on a

anti-billboard measure has been de

ferred by the House roads an
highways committee after labo

representatives testified it woul
harm 3,000 skilled workers in th

billboard business.

Iwedding bells;:

Miami—Jack Mercer, who speak
for Popeye the Sailor in film cai

toons, and Margie Hines, wb
speaks the words for Olive Oy
were married some 10 days ago i

Fort Lauderdale, it was announce
on the week-end by the Fleische

Studios, where the animated film

are produced.
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Company Lists Six Re-Makes

and Three Sequels

for 1939-40
(Continued from Page 1)

ty^^"B's", presumably all in the
ferret category and including four
tach of the "Torchy Blane," "Nancy
Drew" and "Secret Service" stories.

Breakdown of the program, de-

tjribed by Gradwell L. Sears, gen-
eral sales manager and convention
chairman, as "the most ambitious in

trie history of the firm, and the

most comprehensive of all forms of

screen entertainment," discloses

these highlights:

5 Stars Down for 3 Pix Each
Three starring vehicles each

for Bette Davis, James Cagney,
Edward G. Robinson, Errol
Flynn and John Garfield.

Stellar appearances by these
borrowed players : Zorina,
George Raft, James Stewart,
Fred MacMurray, Jean Arthur
and Miriam Hopkins.

Eight biographical features,

embracing "Life of Beethoven"
(Paul Muni), "Knight and the
Lady" (Bette Davis and Errol
Flynn), "Life of Knute Rockne,"
"John Dillinger, Outlaw," "Dis-
raeli" (Claude Rains), "Story of

Dr. Ehrlich" (Edward G. Robin-
son), "Story of John Paul
Jones" (James Cagney) and
"The Bishop Who Walked With
God."

Six re-makes of previous film

successes: "Sea Hawk" (1934),
"20,000 Years in Sing Sing"
(1933), "Disraeli" (1929), "The
Desert Song" (1929), "Don
Juan" (1926) and "Burning Day-
light" (1928).

Three sequels to current sea-
sonal hits: "Four Wives" ("Four
Daughters"), "Dead End Kids
at College" ("Dead End Kids")
and an untitled sequel to

"Brother Rat."

Five features based on stage
plays.

Sixteen features based on
novels and magazine stories.

Ten costume and period pro-
ductions.
A minimum of musicals.
Pix and Players Assignments
Titles (authors in parenthe-

sis) with stars assigned are:

"Life of Beethoven," Paul Muni;
'Sea Hawk" (Rafael Sabatini), Er-
rol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland;
"Knight and the Lady" (Maxwell
Anderson), Bette Davis and Errol
Flynn; "All This and Heaven Too"
{Rachel Field), Bette Davis and

Eyeing the Gov't
Warner pix in 1939-40 will spotlight

four arms of Government service. In

addition to the four "Secret Service"

features, Warners will make "Eyes of

the Army" and "The Tanks are Com-
ing," both Army stories; "Story of John
Paul Jones," biography of the naval

hero, and "Career Man," State Depart-
ment story.

In the Spotlight as Warner Sales Cohorts Convene

CARL LESERMANJACK L.WARNER MAJ. ALBERT WARNER CHARLIE EINFELD

These file executives, among others, will be seen and heard at the Warner sales convention,

opening today at the Waldorf-Astoria.

JOSEPH BERNHARD

George Brent; "The Old Maid"
(Edith Wharton), Bette Davis, Mir-
iam Hopkins, Humphrey Bogart;
"Brother Orchid" (Richard Connell),
Edward G. Robinson; "Moon and
Sixpence" (W. Somerset Maugham),
Edward G. Robinson; "Four Wives"
(Fannie Hurst), Lane Sisters, Gale
Page, Jeffrey Lynn, Claude Rains,
May Robson, Frank McHugh, Dick
Foran; "20,000 Years in Sing Sing"
(Warden Lewis E. Lawes), John
Garfield, Ann Sheridan; "Battle of
City Hall," Dead End Kids, Bonita
Granville, Frankie Thomas, Jane
Wyman, Ronald Reagan, Ann Sher-
idan.

"Episode," Priscilla Lane and Jef-
frey Lynn; "On Your Toes" (Rod-
gers and Hart), Zorina; "And It All
Came True" (Louis Bromfield),
James Stewart, Ann Sheridan,
Humphrey7 Bogart; "Dust Be My
Destiny" (Jerome Odium), John
Garfield; "Disraeli," Claude Rains;
"Story of Dr. Ehrlich," Edward G.
Robinson; "Adventures of Don
Juan," Errol Flynn; "Forgive Us
Our Trespasses" (Lloyd C. Doug-
las), John Garfield; "Three Cheers
for the Irish," Pat O'Brien, Fred
MacMurray, Ann Sheridan, Allen
Jenkins, Frank McHugh; "Dead End
Kids at College," Dead End Kids;
"Story of John Paul Jones" (Clem-
ents Ripley), James Cagney; "Ca-
reer Man" (Warren Duff), Ann
Sheridan, Jeffrey Lynn; "The World
Moves On" (Mark Hellinger), James
Cagney; sequel to "Brother Rat,"
Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane, Jane
Bryan, Eddie Albert.

Titles for which no players are
announced include:

"Life of Knute Rockne," "John
Dillinger, Outlaw," "You Can't Es-
cape Forever" (Thelma Strabel),
"The Desert Song" (Harbach-Ham-
merstein-Mandel- Romberg), "Eyes
of the Army," "We Are Not Alone"
(James Hilton), "Give Me a Child"
(announced for an all-star cast),

"Burning Daylight" (Jack London),
"The Bishop Who Walked With
God" (Quentin Reynolds), "The
Tanks Are Coming."

Announces Shorts Tomorrow
Vitaphone shorts lineup will be

announced at tomorrow's convention

Looking in at Warners Meeting

(~HARLIE EINFELD, talking
^ nothing but "Dodge City" which
makes its debut in Dodge City,

Kans., an April 1 accompanied by
a gala celebration.

* * *

Mort Blumenstock still on crutches

with that broken ankle. It's well

on the mend, though.
* * *

Harry Seed of the Pittsburgh

Seeds fought to get a spot in the

show at the Warner Club affair last

night. He used to be a hoofer, of

sorts, when vaudeville was in its

Hev-Hey day.
* * *

Silent John Bachman is one of

the comparatively new members of

the branch manager congregation,

having stepped into Ralph McCoy's
shoes in Charlotte when the latter

moved further south.

Chef Bill Warner of the Kansas
City Warners is continually on the
lookout for some new dish, being
one of the followers of the late and
great Brillat-Savarin. In other
words, he cooks.

Side Rose, the "baby" of the War-
ner convention, was recently ap-
pointed to the branch managership
in Omaha and this is his first con-
vention as a branch head—as it is

also Bill Shartin's who was just
promoted from salesman to branch
manager in Seattle.

When you hear Ben Kalmenson
yelling for "Reilly" in the corridors,
you'll know he's calling for two-
fisted Hall Walsh who comes from
a long time of shillelah wielders.

session by Norman Moray, sales

manager.

Others slated to address the ses-

sions include: Major Albert Warner,
vice-prexy and treasurer; Charlie

Einfeld, ad-publicity chief; Joseph

Bernhard, WB theater chief; Carl

Leserman, Roy Haines and Ben Kal-

menson.

Jack Warner in a statement re-

leased last night paid tribute to Hal
VVallis and company's top talent, de-

clared that the company would con-

tinue "to be terrorized by precedents"

and asserted that "the same resolve
to face facts on the screen that in-

spired us to make "Confessions of

a Nazi Spy" . . . will actuate our
activities in the season of 1939-40.

For we believe that the screen has
grown up."

Morning session today will be
devoted to a discussion of merchan-
dising plans for this season's un-
released product. Jack Warner and
Einfeld will take up 1939-40 plans
this afternoori.

SWG Withdraws SP Contract
as Issue in Producer Confabs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Screen Writers'

Guild has agreed not to include the
present contract between producers
and Screen Playwrights, Inc., as an
issue in the negotiations for an
agreement between the Guild and
producers.

Producers have agreed to recog-
nize the Guild as the exclusive bar-
gaining agency for all screen writ-
ers and have indicated that they will
terminate contract with Screen
Playwrights when contract is made
with the Guild.

'Oklahoma Kid" Tops
Biggest week-end at the New York

Strand since the stage-screen show
policy was inaugurated was claimed by

Warners for the current program, em-
biacing James Cagney in "The Okla-
homa Kid" and Will Osborne's ork and
Sheila Barrett. Pix opened to SRO Fri-

day, beating "Angels With Dirty Faces."
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Jack London*! 'The Mutiny of the Elsinore' Makes a

Routing Adventure Film at the Criterion

from every vantage point, irom in

decks up through her rigging, frorBy FRANK i. NUGENT d,ck, up through he
The Criterion opened a eurprlee the 1

package yesterday, "The Mutiny or through a
the Elsinore," and found Haalf— ai she hove-to for
paokajre yesterday, "The Mutiny of

the Elsinore," and found Itself—

somewhat to Ha own aatontebment,
no doubt—with aa trim an adven-
ture film ai aver croaaed the aaaa

n astonishment, board; there ar
trim an advan- ashore or afloa

e plunges I

a lifeboat

any things,
richly de-

ny so thrlll-

from England. Written in Jack ing to see.

London's beat pulpwood style, with The yarn they're spinning is like
Lyn Harding playing the bucko most tales of mutiny: the captain
mata, Paul Lukaa as the aupar- murdered, the first mate shot down,
cargo and a beautifully chosen (ne eecond office- '» i»»»n» «>»>>

crew of cutthroats aboard, tha aaga the trouble-r
of tha Elainore makes bully 'screen supercargo b„u .^

reading, especially If you've a taata ter left to fight it out. But there
for a bluaterlna»yarn. It haa paoa, j, nothing formular about the rest
suspense, excitement—that galore— f it, with its shrewd interplay pf

but, beyond all these, it haa grand
photography.
Mutiny la always exciting. The

very word 1a exciting. But tha
moat exciting part of tha mutiny
on the Elainore ia the way tha
camera has seen a fine old three-
master under a full head of sail.

There isn't much praoaaa work
here. Tha Elsinore Is a real ahlp,

well-told Incident, its richness of

characterization. Messrs. Harding
and Lukas do wall enough aa the
heroes of the occasion, but the rei

'

eroea of tha piece are its vlllains-

Lel Martin-Harvey as the aea

oond mate, Willlai
i„ad O'Sullivah.

here. Tha Elainore Is a real ahlp, :,*""*. ,r"„ L~
l.,.j i.

* hava atudled har could -innc

Lag
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DAILY NEWS— -^r -fc £ "Exciting and interesting picture

of the sea . . . tense with melodrama."

PAU
LYN HARDING - KATHll
Directed by ROY LOCKWC

First Newj

LOEWS CRITJ
Bo]

ENTIRE LOEWS Mil

WORLD-TELEGRAM—"Gripping ... a film that grows on
you as it goes along."

BOX OFFICE—"Tingling adventure, colorful narrative, su-

perlative casting, characterizations and photography, every-
thing in the way of realism and thrills . . . taut . . . exciting . .

."

EXHIBITOR—"Rough, tough as the sea, this should be box '

office . . . high-rating sea-thriller."

NEW YORK POST—"Full of red, raw meat of elemental

conflict . . . outstanding examples of sea and ship photog-

raphy."

i n

If

DIRECT BOOKINGS
THROUGH REGAL DISTRIBUT
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UK AS
HIILY - CLIFFORD EVANS
WON ARGYLE PRODUCTION*

let owing

UN THEATRE
III

)LITAN CIRCUIT

3-ilm daily:
STIRRING JACK LONDON SEA YARN BEAUTI-

FULLY ACTED, DIRECTED AND PHOTOGRAPHED.
A grand sea story done with all the gusto and salty

atmosphere which distinguished Jack London at his

best. And he was at his best when he wrote about the
old brigantines and life in the fo'c'sle. This British production
is easily one of the best sea yarns that the screen can claim.
Masterly direction by Roy Loclcwood, and he must have had
a beautiful script to follow, for the characterization seem as if they
stepped right out of London's book. In fact the gents of the crew
steal the picture, as rough and lusty a crew as ever shipped on a
brigantine. The camera work sets a standard for grand depiction of a
vessel untfer full sail under all sorts of weather conditions. The angle
shots are grand. Taken aloft, shooting up from the bow, along the deck,
down in the innards of the ship— here is realistic photography at its finest.
The sight of this grand old brigantine with its three masts loaded down
heeling over under full sail is a sight that will stir the soul of any lover of the sea.

The story is the typical London yarn of a surly crew, an honest God-fearing
captain, a hardboiled but loyal Scotch mate, a scoundrelly second mate, and
then the mutiny, the fight, and the final winning through to safe harbor. But not
before the captain has been murdered, the pretty daughter of the skipper
threatened in the mutiny, her rescue by the single passenger (Paul Lukas), and
a member of the crew thrown overboard by another sailor. Here is one sea
drama that rings true, for it was written by a master who knew his subject from
actual experience in the fo'c'sle of just such a brigantine. And it has been
beautifully directed and marvellously photographed. This is a "sleeper" that
with proper ballyhoo will bring big returns to any showman. A welcome relief
from much of the Hollywood artificialities.

DIRECTION. Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Tops.

»

DAILY MIRROR — "Extravagant thrills and uproar, lusty

character types, potent suspense, generous pools of blood."

,|
MOTION PICTURE DAILY—"Magnificent shots of a wind-

ammer' . . . plenty of episode . . . popular material."

BROOKLYN EAGLE—"The sea-going atmosphere is re-

markable ... a welcome arrival and well worth seeing."

1 4EW YORK SUN—"A roaring melodrama of blood and bul-

ts . . . excellent performances in character roles."

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW—"Exciting sea story done
in true Jack London style . . . characterizations are excellent

. . . drama and suspense every minute."

P CORPORATION 729 SEVENTH AYE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
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Republic Drops Low- Cost Pix; Tilts Budget a Million

Four $750,000 Features to

Be Included Among 50
for 1939-40

(Continued from Page 1)

pany and that next season's budget
will be boosted by more than a mil-

lion dollars. Fifty pictures are
planned.

Yates is here for program confer-
ences with M. J. Siegel, head of the

studio, and James R. Grainger.

In keeping with the revised pro-
gram, Yates has designated groups
of pictures to be made as follows:

Four Anniversary Specials, each of

which to cost a minimum of $750,-

000; six De Luxe Jubilee Specials,

16 Jubilee Productions, eight Roy
Rogers westerns, eight Gene Autry
Musical Westerns, eight Mesquiteer
westerns and four special serials.

The low priced pictures known
last year as the Showman's Group,
have been entirely eliminated.

UA's "Fifth of Century"

Fete Will Start Apr. 17

(Continued from Page 1

)

founder-members, Mary Pickford,

Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fair-

banks, will participate in the cele-

bration, plans for which are being
completed by Maurice Silverstone,

general manager.
United Artists was formed in the

office of William G. McAdoo on
April 17, 1919, when Miss Pickford,

Chaplin, Fairbanks and D. W. Grif-

fith joined forces to create their

own company.

Will Hold Hearing Today

on N. D. Anti-Ascap Bill

Bismarck, N. D.—Hearing on the

anti-Ascap measure (Senate Bill

284), which has passed both houses
here, will be held today before Gov-
ernor John Moses.

Latter, in view of an opinion is-

sued by Attorney General Alvin C.

Strutz that the bill is unconstitu-

tional, is not expected to sign the
measure.

The Attorney General stated that

"the proposed legislation embodied
in Senate Bill 284 clearly attempts
to impose conditions and limit the
privileges granted by the Federal
copvright law, and, in so far as it

attempts to do so, is void."

Edwin Mills, chairman of Ascap's
administrative committee, is expect-
ed to attend the hearing today in

opposition to signature.

Conn. Amuse. Tax
Hartford—An act concerning taxa-

tion of amusements, H. B. 1252, has

been filed by title alone, text to follow

at a later date. The Finance Commit-
tee will hear the act, but no date has

yet been set.

Nazis to Fight U. S. With Pix in L-A
Berlin (By Cable)—With American films to be used to further democratic ideology

in Latin-America, the Nazi government proposes to counter with pix assailing Pan-
Americanism and stressing instead Latin-Americanism. Keynote was sounded by Cen.

Wlhelm Faubel, addressing the German Academy.

"U" Weighing 43 Features,

14 Western and 81 Shorts

(Continued from Page 1

)

general sales manager, following
his return from Honolulu and Holly-
wood.

Feature lineup for 1939-40 repre-
sents an increase of three, to be
made by Harry Edington under the
deal recently closed. Edington's first

will be "Atlantic Cable," going into

production shortly.

Universal contemplates 81 shorts,
or approximately the same number
for the present season. Westerns
will include seven with Johnny
Mack Brown and as many with
Richard Arlen, it is said.

Scully will huddle this week with
Prexy Nate Blumberg on plans for
the "U" sales convention. It's ex-
pected to take the guise of regionals
next month.

Three branch managerial appoint-
ments for "U" were disclosed by
Scully. G. C. Craddock is transfer-
red from Portland, Ore., to replace
Floyd Brown, resigned, at Indianap-
olis. R. O. Wilson, salesman, is

promoted to the Portland berth. W.
M. Richardson becomes branch man-
ager in New Orleans; he has been
on special assignment in Atlanta.

Maine Clergy and WCTU
Oppose Sunday Pix Move

Augusta, Me.—Ministers, church
laymen and WCTU representatives
opposed a local option bill legalizing
Sunday pix and a measure propos-
ing repeal of Maine's Sunday laws
at a hearing here:

Simultaneously, the same group
urged the legislative legal affairs

committee to report favorably on
another bill which the proponents
contended would put "teeth" in the
state's Sunday law and increase
from $10 to $100 the penalty for
its violation.

Phil. Allied Committee
To Make Survey on Duals

Philadelphia—Allied unit here has
appointed a committee to sound out
members on the question of duals in

an effort to effect some arrange-
ment so that double billing of A or
B pictures will not become a prac-
tice. It is said that the organiza-
tion is leaning towards the regula-
tion of double features, and the ap-
pointment of the committee fol-

lowed reports that Stanley-Warner
might turn to duals. There has
been confirmation, however, of such
a rumor.

Trop Leaving Sherman;
Two Majors Offer Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

of his interest to Harry Sherman
Productions. For many years Trop
has been vice-president of the Sher-
man organization and has been act-
ing as associate producer on the
"Hop Along Cassidy" series and the
recent Zane Grey specials, latest

of which is "Heritage of the Des-
ert."

Trop, who has been approached
by two major companies, has felt

that he should sever his ties of
long standing with Sherman before
entering into negotiation for the fu-
ture. He has acquired for his person-
al account Octavus Roy Cohen's first

original for the screen "Lostling,"
which Cohen plans to novelize for
Collier's.

SDG and Producers Reach
Full Agreement on Terms

(Continued from Page 1)

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
producers' committee, announced
that all details for the agreement
between Guild and Producers had
been ironed out and amicably
agreed upon, and that ratification

by both organizations will be a mere
formality.

Local 1 and Major Circuits

Sign Agreement to Jan. 31

Contract between Local 1, stage-
hands, and the major New York cir-

cuits has been signed and wage
scales have been put into effect as

of Feb. 1, with pact running to Jan.

31, 1940. It covers members of the
union employed in first class and
second class picture houses.

For first class houses scales are
as follows: Head carpenter, head
property man and head electrician,

receive $85.49 per week for a week
of six days, covering a work day of
any eight hours between the hours
of 12 noon and midnight. Head
equipment man, $80.34 per week and
assistants in all departments get
$76.22 per week.
Soundman, $82.60 and portable

board man not less than $82.60 per
week. Swingmen receive a salary
of one-sixth of the wage paid the
man they replace. Overtime scales
have been set at $2.57 per hour for
broken time and overtime. In sec-

ond class houses the electricians

receive $66.60 per week.

Certain further conditions have
been written into the contract, but
wage scales are based on work week
of six days, with law providing for
one day off.

HEAR W.B. SHIFTING

EASTERN PRODUCTION
O

(Continued from Page 1)

other to the effect that Sam Sax,
Eastern Vitaphone production head,
would be assigned to Teddington as
top exec, there.

Efforts to confirm the reports at
the Warner home office were una-
vailing.

Sam E. Morris, company's foreign
sales head, said that he had no in-

formation bearing upon the selec-

tion of Sax to assume the Tedding-
ton post. Morris said that the ar-
rangement just made with Jack L.
Warner the Hollywood production
forces in the future would assume
responsibility for the English pro-
gram.

According to report, tentative
date for the termination of activity
at the Vitaphone studios in the East
is April 26. Sax presumably would
leave for London in early May.

It is understood that Wajrners
might do some production at the
Brooklyn plant from time to time,
but it is reported that it undoubt-
edly will be offered for lease. Dur-
ing 1938, some 90 shorts were made
there by Sax for Vitaphone.

Teddington activities at present
are headed by Jerome Jackson, who
arrived on this side in late Febru-
ary for conferences at the home of-

fice. Jackson forecast a $5,000,000
Warner production budget in Eng-
land for 1939-40, with from 13 to 15
pictures comprising the program.

Theater Divorcement Bill

Appears Doomed in Kansas

(Continued from Page 1)

ferred to the committee on judi-

ciary.

Since the Kansas legislature ex-

pects to adjourn within two weeks,
sending the bill back to committee
is the equivalent of killing the
measure, according to administra-
tion leaders.

Billie Burke Hurt
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Billie Burke, widow

of Florenz Ziegfeld, is expected to

remain in the hospital for several

weeks as a result of a fractured
ankle sustained last week-end while
working on the final scene of a fea-

j

ture on the M-G-M lot.

"AH Aboard! ! !"

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Replica of the six-car

special train over the Sante Fe which
will carry Warner studio delegation to

the "Dodge City" world premiere at

Dodge City, Kans., has been painted

one one side of a Burbank sound stage.

As players signify they'll make the

trip, their names are painted on the

car windows. Hollywood is plastered

with signs reading, "1,096 Miles to

Dodge City—Are You Going?"



JOHN TRENT
MARJORIE REYNOLDS • MILBURN STONE

A MONOGRAM PICTURE

"Realistic, fast-moving, wholesome
picture... a cinch to please thousands

of youngsters." JfMM/E FIDLER.

Product by PAUL MALVERN
Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
Screenplay by PAUL SCHOFIELO and

JOSEPH WEST

Original story by HAL FORREST
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-V REVIEWS OF THE IKUJ ALIUS ^Y
'Love Affair'

with Charles Boyer, Irene Dunne
RKO Radio 87 Mins.

ONE OF THE FINEST AND TENDER-
EST OF LOVE STORIES— GORGEOUSLY
ACTED AND EXPERTLY DIRECTED.

This ranks as one of the most poignant

and beautiful love stories to reach the

screen. The performances of Charles Boy-

er and Irene Dunne stand out as among
the best of many months. The directorial

touches of Leo McCarey lift this produc-

tion into a really memorable screen experi-

ence for any theater-goer. The story opens

in a very light vein, and as the romance

becomes serious, it takes on a tender note

and a delicate handling of the acting as

well as directing that sets it apart among
all the great love stories of the screen.

It will prove delightful for class audiences,

but the story is so human and down to

earth, that it should attain universal ac-

claim among all types of femmes. Boyer

is the celebrated Parisian playboy and

romancer who is on his way to marry an

American heiress in New York. On board

ship he meets Irene Dunne, who is return-

ing from a trip abroad to marry her em-
ployer. As the days on board ship pass,

these two gradually realize they are

meant for each other. Then comes the

problem of breaking witn the ones they

had agreed to marry. They decide to meet
six months from the time the boat docks,

in the observation tower of the Empire

State building, which is the "nearest to

heaven" they can be to rejoin each other.

The fact that they are thus meeting will

indicate their desire to marry, convinced

that after this separation it is right. But

Dunne is hit by a taxi on her way to

the rendezvous, and crippled. He keeps

the tryst, and when she fails to appear,

is convinced she has decided against him.

The denouement is beautifully worked out,

and they meet each other at Christmas

time, and then he realizes that it was
her fear to impose herself on him as a

cripple that kept her away. The picture

closes on the expressed hope that she will

completely recover from her injury. Besides

the gorgeous performances of the two

principals, Maria Ouspenskaya contributes

a part as Boyer's grandmother that is

charming. The dialogue is sparkling,

clever and altogether delightful. The pic-

ture is really a treat.

CAST: Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer,

Maria Ouspenskaya, Lee Bowman, Astrid

Allwyn, Maurice Moscovich.

CREDITS: Producer, Leo McCarey; Di-

rector, Same; Authors, Mildred Cram, Leo

McCarey; Screenplay, Delmar Daves, Don-

ald Ogden Stewart; Cameraman, Rudolph

Mate; Editors, Edward Dmytryk, George

Hively.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Plan Using Same Stars

Film version of "The American
Way," if pending deal of Max Gor-
don and Harry Goetz with RKO
goes through, will have Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge in

their present stage starring roles,

and George S. Kaufman directing,

it is reported.

"My Wife's Relatives"
with James Gleason, Lucille Gleason,

Russell Gleason
Republic 65 Mins.

GOOD FAMILY PICTURE CARRIES
PLENTY OF LAUGHS WITH ANTICS OF
HIGGINS FAMILY.
Another in the family series of the Hig-

ginses. Jimmy Gleason on his 25th wed-
ding anniversary buys his wife an expensive
ring on the installment plan. The same
day he loses his job with a candy company
owned by Purnell Pratt. The latter's son

announces his intentions of marrying Glea-
sort's daughter (Mary Hart). Pratt and his

snooty wife oppose it, but the boy is de-
termined to go ahead. The complications

come thick and fast, with the emphasis
on comedy. Gleason starts a rival candy
factory. The fun begins when his dumb
son, a plumber (Russell Gleason), inserts

an ad in the paper offering a big reward
for the return of the lost ring, which all

hands suspect has found its way into a

nickel candy bar that the company is

pushing. The ad starts a boon in the

candy factory. There is a lot of funny
side-play with grandpa (Harry Davenport),

who has been pursued for years by the

Widow Jones (Maude Eburne). To straight-

en out the financial affairs of the Higgins

family grandpa decides to sacrifice himself

and marry the widow. The climax has a

funny chase sequence as the family lights

out to catch grandpa before he gets hooked
to the widow, for now they have recovered

the ring, which wasn't really lost, and
the candy factory is going great.

CAST: James Gleason, Lucille Gleason,

Russell Gleason, Harry Davenport, Mary
Hart, Purnell Pratt, Maude Eburne, Mar-
jorie Gateson, Tommy Ryan, Henry Arthur.

Sally Payne, Edward Keene.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Di-

rector, Gus Meins; Authors, Dorrell and
Stuart MacGowan; Screenplay, Jack Town-
ley; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Editor,

Ernest Nims.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

NT Sets Skouras Spring

Drive to Open on April 1

Final plans for National Theaters
Spyros Skouras Spring Showman-
ship Drive were set at the two-day
meeting held by Skouras at NT New
York office over the week-end. Drive
starts officially on April 1 and runs
for 13 weeks, with an aggregate of
$15,000 in cash prizes to be distribu-
ted to the district and theater man-
agers who attain the highest per-
centage of business increase for the
13-week period.

Division managers representing
the 20 districts that the NT circuit
embraces came here from their ter-
ritories for the meeting. This is

the first time that prexy Skouras
has had his name used in connection
with one of the company's business
drives.

Benchley Shorts to Start
Roy Rowland will start production

on three Bob Benchley shorts for
M-G-M on March 22 at the Eastern
Service studios.

* SHORTS *

"Airwaves"

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.

Interesting Radio History

Starting with the days of the cry-
stal sets and earphones, this short
shows the development of radio to

the position it occupies today in the
life of the American nation, a form
of entertainment, a constant news
source and a new phase in education.
The material is smartly presented
and a montage sequence by Slavko
Vorkapich adds a fine effect. Al-
though no names are mentioned,
NBC symbok and the RKO build-
ing leave no doubt that we are look-
ing at the vast National Broadcast-
ing Company plant. Of particular
interest is a sequence of shots show-
ing various phases of broadcasting.
Producer was Frederic Ullman Jr.,

commentator, Andre Baruch, and
Frank Donovan was the supervisor.

"That's Africa"

(Paragraphic)

Paramount 10 mins.

Unusual Travel

Adventures of two world travel-
ers, Margaret and Lawrence Thaw,
who have filmed some unusual shots
of the Sahara, and nomadic tribes
in very interesting scenes. The par-
ticular tribe they feature with their
camera are a warlike race, equipped
with steel armor that is authentical-
ly from the middle ages. The sight
of these aborigines wearing1 chain
mail used many centuries ago by
the dominant white races of that
era raises an historical mystery
that has never been satisfactorily
solved. The camera work is splen-
did, with grand views of sandy
stretches, oases and walled cities.

"Ice Antics"

(Miniature)
M-G-M 9 mins.

Skating Art
The art of ice skating presented

with an instructor showing a pupil
the intricate figures. Then follows
the exhibitions of various ice
champs from three years up, doing
some phenomenal skating. The
finale shows a group of girls in
ice follies routines.

Russ Morgan and His Orchestra

(Melody Master)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Nice Harmony
Nicely presented orchestra num-

ber, with Russ Morgan and his band
in a night club atmosphere dispens-
ing some neat harmonies. Gloria
Whitney and Carolyn Clarke are the
specialty performers. Morgan shows
his versatility by performing with
various instruments.

SIX MAJORS ACCUSED

IN CONSPIRACY ACTION

(.Continued from Page 1

)

Corp., and Columbia Pictures, Inc.
all of New York.

Also named as defendants, -^ere
Charles M. and Alonzo E. W

i ;r

operators of the Irving Theater^and
Joseph Cantor, operator of the,
Rivoli and Emerson Theaters.
The plaintiffs contend that the!

distributors and the operators "con-
spired to deprive them of their right
to use certain motion pictures under
the terms of a contract with the dis-
tributors." They also claim the;
plaintiffs were discriminated
against.

Charles M. Walker and Joe Can-
tor could not be reached for com-
ment. Local managers of the dis-
tributing companies said statement?
from them would have to come from
their New York offices.

"No Further Negotiations"

Statement Denied by CoU

In a formal statement issued bj
Col. H. A. Cole on Friday, the Alliec
president denied printed reportf
(not in The Film Daily) to the
effect that Allied's position in re
gard to trade practices was "rv
further negotiations."

In clarifying remarks made ai

press conferences, Col. Cole said:
"I did state that, since the dis

tributor representatives had said a'

various times of late that they coulc
go no farther in the matter of con
cessions, there was no further neec
at this time for further conversa
tions between our committee anc
theirs; also that the authority of ou]
committee lapsed as of March 1 bv
resolution of our board.

"I did not state that our counsel
Mr. Myers, would not visit Nev
York to confer with the distributors
attorneys regarding the wording o
the proposals made, but I did stab
that I knew of no specific date se
for such a meeting."

Cole added that Allied was read;
at any time to negotiate with thos
in authority if substantial result
were apparent.

Pair Charged With Making
Prints of "Cat and Canary

Chicago — Charged with makin;
prints of "The Cat and the Canary
and selling them abroad, R. I
Gregg and Barney Gold were indict

ed Friday by a Federal Grand Juri

for conspiracy to violate the copy
right laws. Van Beuren Corp. file

the charges. Federal Judge Holl
set bail at $25,000 each.

"U" Labor Pact Pends
Universal employes affiliated wit

Local No. 20,940, American Feders
tion of Bookkeepers, Stenographei
and Accountants, have voted to aij

cept a modified form of closed sho]

and the contract is expected to t

signed this week.
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ED KUYKENDALL SEES

PERIL IN PACT DELAY

i ( ontinucd from Page 1

)

aw suits against the industry, Kuy-
kendall states:

^_' have warned all along that
:h^^itigation, legislation and in-

vestigation was bound to develop if

:he industry failed or refused to put
ts own house in order, modify the
practices complained of and estab-
ish some practical means and
aethods of adjusting disputes. The

; suspicion now arises that it may be
oo late, that the situation may be
ntirely out of hand, and that dras-

tic regulations will be imposed upon
a...]

our industry by the agencies for
olitical action in spite of the be-
ated promises of the producers and
istributors to put the modified
rade practice proposals into effect

some time after next August, or be-
fore they are put into effect."

Kuykendall bemoans the fact that
"very little has been actually ac-

I

complished to date to bring about™ reasonable self-regulation of our in-

dustry."
"On the contrary," he continues,
we have more legislation intro-

'' duced against motion pictures than
ver before, a record amount of liti-

gation on trade practice complaints
' that imposes a tremendous burden
of entirely unproductive expense
pon our business and increasingly

disrupts our business operations; a
hreatened sweeping investigation
f the entire industry by the anti-

"-< monopoly committee; a plague of
i ut-throat competition between the-
ters entirely out of control that

ij; has spread across the country and
ntrenched the use of double and

! triple feature programs; premiums,
# lotteries, cut-rate admissions and

I giveaways and now the prospect of
omplete regulation of more and

T more of our business operations by
urt decree."
Adoption of a program of fair

^ade practice with local agencies to
I- adjust complaints, as presented by
(MPTOA, would have prevented most
: of these law suits from being filed.

Kuykendall asserts.
Comparing arbitration with con-

ciliation, Kuykendall contends that
"arbitration at best will be limited
'in its usefulness in actual practice,
and can be resorted to under stand-

13" lard procedure without any special
rules. But conciliation," he adds,
"has a much wider application and
there is no valid reason why it

should not be established with ade-
quate facilities right away. The
snly thing that holds this up is the
iistributors withholding active sup-
port. That could be changed over-

' Tight—by them."
KuykendalFs bulletin additionally

iiscusses the Interstate anti-trust

THEWEEr IN

REVIEW
(Continued from Page 1)

DOMESTIC
EXHIBITION: Col. H. T. Cole,

j

Allied's prexy, predicted a revolu-
! tionizing of present clearance sys-
tem, and organization's directors

I were asked to okay convention place
I and dates, Minneapolis, June 12-14.

j

Cole, in belief that distribs. realize

I

that divorcement and compulsory
I
block-booking abolition are inevit-
able advocated general industry con-
ference to iron out problems . . .

Agencies interested in opening de
luxe theater field to commercial

j

films suggested major circuits estab-
| lish board of review to select indus-

j

trials of benefit to public ... A
l
Film Daily survey revealed active
U. S. pix houses on Jan. 1 totaled
15,701, a drop of 550 in preceding
12 mos.

•':

Ohia. Aims at Ascap
Olkahoma City—Senate Bill 207, regu-

lating copyrights and public performing
rights of musical compositions, has been
introduced in the Legislature here by
Senator Hearne.

FOREIGN
TELEVISION: New financing to

extent of $2,000,000 for Baird tele-

vision was reported by London
cable. Proceeds of the 400,000
pounds issue will be used to dis-

charge existing indebtedness of ap-
proximately $1,250,000 and to fin-

ance further research in fields of
home and theatrical television,

deemed desirable in view of com-
pany's decision to enter U. S. field

without delay.
* * *

AUSTRALIAN SITUATION:
Norman Bede Rydge, board chair-
man of Greater Union Theaters, was
en route to Hollywood, indicating a
peaceful settlement of existing diffi-

culties 'twist distribs. and exhibs.
in Australia and a probable halting
of restrictive governmental legisla-

tion if such a settlement is effected.

suit decision, the Neely bill and
radio competition and radio gossip
commentators. Pertinent comments:
On the Interstate decision: "There

seems to be an inference in this
opinion that the Federal Courts are

I
going to assume jurisdiction over
the question of clearance and run."
On the Neely bill: "That it would

completely disrupt the motion pic-

ture business, arbitrarily double film
rentals to small exhibitors, and put
the smaller producing companies
under a severe handicap is not seri-

ously questioned."
On radio competition: "Withdraw-

ing motion picture talent from radio
broadcasting may compel radio to
develop its own talent, so that ulti-

mately there can be a genuine ex-
change of talent, instead of an
entirely one-way trade."
On radio's gossip commentators:

"We can see no excuse whatever for
sponsored programs on the air to
advertise dubious products that use
radio commentators who try to build
up a listening audience for their
own advertisement by panning new
pictures and smearing screen per-
sonalities."

THE MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY IN ONE

VOLUME-
Production

Distribution

Exhibition

Television

Studio Personnel

Theaters

Organizations

Directors Work

Players Work

Cameramen

Equipment

Financial

Foreign
..— —

AND EVERY OTHER PHASE OF
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Completely Covered In

THE 1939
FILM YEAR BOOK
—Out This Month
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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American Arbitration Ass'n Studying Myers Proposal

REPORT WARNERS TO ROOST 1939-40 BUDGET 30%

Eastman Kodak to Report $17,339,408 Profit for Year
Earnings Equal to $7.54 Per

Share of Common; Biz

Volume Off
Eastman Kodak's net profits for

:he fiscal year ended Dec. 31 last

vere $17,339,408 as compared with
122,347,345 for the preceding year,

he directors will report to the stock-
jiolders today.

Net profits are equal, after divi-

dends on the outstanding preferred
' o $7.54 per share of common stock,

ts against $9.76 a year ago.
Directors' report calls attention

o the fact that the volume of busi-
tess transacted in 1938 was approxi-
nately $3,350,000 less than in 1937,
ompany's peak year. "A consid-

( Continued on Page 11)

I0LUMBIA 6-MONTH

NET PROFIT $34,596

Columbia yesterday reported a net
rofit of $34,596.79 for the six
lonths ended Dec. 31 last without
rovision for the undistributed profit
ax. Figure compares with $451,-
61.20 for the six months ended
•ec. 25, 1937.
Company's net for the three

(.Continued on Page 3)

)hio Legislature Expected
d Doom Newsreel Censorship

Columbus, O.—ITO of Ohio is

)onsoring a bill in drafting stage
hich is designed to doom newsreel
nsorship in this state.

A bill now pending before com-
(Continued on Page 7)

Mikado" Set to Follow

"Pygmalion" at the Astor

"The Mikado" goes into the Astor
leater, Broadway, following the
n of "Pygmalion," now in its 16th
eek, Universal announced yester-

(Continued on Page 10)

•l " in the Black With $157,990 Net
Universal yesterday reported a quarterly net of $157,990 after all charges but

before providing for Federal income taxes. Period ended Jan. 28 last.

Earnings, while slightly behind the $161,929 reported for the final quarter of the
company's last fiscal year, compared with a $388,797 net loss for the comparable 13

weeks a year ago.

DUMONT TELE STATION

GOES ON AIR APRIL 1

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
which last Saturday received the
first permit for an experimental
television station in New Jersey,
yesterday announced that the sta-

tion will begin operation April 1,

transmitting sound films. Stage
productions and outdoor events will

follow it was stated.

Installation of the new station,

which has been assigned the call
(Continued on Pane 11)

Iowa House Com. Okays
Bank Night Tax Measure

Des Moines, la.—The Ways and
Means Committee of the Iowa
House has reduced the per-ticket tax
on a proposal to legalize Bank Night
from 10 cents to five cents.

As originally introduced, the bill

(Continued on Pane 71

TT0MAKE17PIX

IN TOP-BRACKET RANK

Seventeen of Universal's 40 pic-
tures planned for the 1939-40 pro-
gram will be in the top-bracket "A"
class, William A. Scully, general
sales manager, said yesterday at a
nress conference. Scully returned
Friday from studio conferences and
a combined business and pleasure
trin to Honolulu.

Scully said that Universal's bud-
get for the new season had not been

(Continued on Pane 3)

Pennsylvania Files Exceptions

to Chain Store Tax Ruling

Harrisburg, Pa.—Paving the way
for an appeal from the decision of
Dauphin County Court invalidating
the state's chain store tax measure,
John Y. Scott, counsel for the State,

(Continued on Page 31

Myers Coming Here Thurs. to Discuss

Arbitration, Other Trade Proposals

R. M. Savini Quits GN Post;

Home Office Staff Trimmed

R. M. Savini, assistant to E. W.
Hammons, Grand National presi-
dent, is leaving the company at the
end of this week and will devote his
entire time to Astor Pictures Corp.
of which he is president.
Meanwhile, owing to delays in re-

(Continued on Page 10)

The American Arbitration Asso-
ciation is expected to render an
opinion on the merits of Abraham F.
Myers' proposal for a system of ar-
bitration in the motion picture busi-
ness, it was learned yesterday. J.

N. Braden, chief counsel for the
AAA, has been studying Myers' ar-
bitration plan as incorporated in
the latter's draft, and other attor-
neys of the association, also ex-

(Continued on Page 10)

Decision Said Tied to 36 'AY-
'BY Exit Certain, Says

Jack Warner
Warner sales convention's open-

ing sessions at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday, with Grad L. Sears pre-
siding, were highlighted by these
developments:

1. Disclosure by Jack L. War-
ner, production chief, that the
company's record production
budget for the current season
will be exceeded despite the re-
duction in number of features
from the present 52 to 48. Un-
officially, it was reported War-
ners plan to step out with a
30 per cent jump. It was point-
ed out that the scheduling of
36 "A's" made a stiff advance
logical.

2. Flat statement by Warner
(Continued on Page 7)

PARA. TORELEASE 4

AISNERU.S. FILMS

World-wide distribution deal with
Paramount has been set bv Robert
Aisner, French producer, for the
first four productions he will make
in America. Aisner announced yes-
terday that he will start work in six

(Continued on Page 10)

Bondy Says He'll "Announce
Approval" of RKO Reorg. Plan

Declaration in Federal Court yes-
terday by Judge William Bondy that
he will "announce approval of con-
firmation of the plan," gave rise to

(Continued on Page 10)

Bingo Is Ruled a Lottery

by N. J., Ind. Prosecutors

Paterson, N. J.—Prosecutor Dunn
has ordered police chiefs throughout
Passaic County to see that no more
Bingo games are held in. county, be-
ginning this week. Stating" inves-

(Continued on Page 103 . _
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20th-Fox Planning Own
Cincy Exchange Building

20th-Fox is to build its own home
in Cincinnati, having under con-
sideration plans for a fireproof mod-
ern structure at Central Parkway
and Elder Sts., in the film section.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Expect Children's Admish.
Measure to Pass In N. Y.

Albany—Passage of the Butler
children's admission bill in the As-
sembly and the dumping of all con-
troversial legislation into Rules Com-
mittee in that house today, is sched-
uled to highlight this week's legis-

lative activities. Butler bill, spon-
sored by a Buffalo Republican at the
behest of Children's Aid Society
there, simply removes all present
doubt as to the legality of admitting
children under 16 years of age,
which is presently legal under one
statute and a penal offense under
another. Enactment is indicated.

Rules Committee, which in past
years has functioned only in the
last few weeks of the session, is

taking consideration of all bills af-

ter today. Rules Committee has
power to report bills out on the
calendar or to kill pending legisla-

tion by keeping measures from the
floor.

Assemblyman Robert J. Crews,
Brooklyn Republican, as one of the
few GOP members in Greater New
York, is hopeful of keeping alive his
two projectionists measures and the
Crews-Phelps bill calling for a ref-

erendum on gambling next fall. If

they are sent to Rules Committee.
Crews feels they have a chance of
later passage.
Last ditch fight against enactment

of outdoor billboard legislation is

being waged by the Mutual Welfare
Association of Outdoor Advertising
Employes, who claim representa-
tion of 25,000 workers engaged in

that business.

Ohio to Move on Capital

With Biz Compromise Plan

Columbus. O. — Ohio executives,
including pix-theater industrv reps,
will march on Washington to pre-
sent a five-billion dollar compromise
to the national deadlock between
government and private enternrise.
Thousands of these "marchers" will

arrive simultaneouslv at the na-
tional capital March 31 in the great-
est mass pilgrimage in the history
of business.
A two-point legislative urogram

will be outlined und^r which the
government would make concessions
on taxation and labor policy. These
guarantees on the part of the nation-
al government would be CI) Passage
of the Burke bill, or similar amend-
ments to the NLR act giving indus-
try and employers eoual represen-
tation with organized labor in all

labor controversies. (2) Gradual re-

duction of existing tax laws to in-

sure capital and private enterprise

a more eauitable share of the tax
burden, and provisions to specify no
new taxation measures.

2 Weeks for "Little Princess"

"The Little Princess" will go at
least two weeks at the Roxy. New
20th-Fox film in Technicolor star-
ring- Shirley Temple nlayed to total
of 55,991 in its first three days, with
attendance yesterday well above
average.

Kleckner Biz Aid Program

Adopted by Secy Hopkins

Chicago—Recovery legislation en-

abling small business to procure
governmental aid through the plan
offered by J. B. Kleckner, president
of Motiograph, Inc., during the
small business men's conference in

Washington a year ago, has been
adopted, according to an announce-
ment by Harry Hopkins, secretary
of commerce.

In commenting on this accept-
ance of his plan, Kleckner said yes-
terday: "Now that adequate capi-

tal is available to America's thou-
sands of small enterprises I predict
an unprecedented return of private
funds to the capital markets. Mo-
tiograph will immediately launch a
program of expansion in anticipa-
tion of the upturn which this en-
lightened legislation presages."

West. N. Y. Allied Considers

Hostile Legislation Moves

Buffalo—Legislation proposed or
suggested in Albany and regarded
as inimical to exhibitor interests
occupied most of yesterday's month-
ly session of the Western New York
unit, Allied Theater Owners of New
York, Inc.

All exhibitors present, represent-
ing 70 theatres, the largest number
yet attending a gathering here,
were instructed to advise their re-
spective Senator and Assemblymen
to oppose proposals for taxes on
admissions, the two operators in a
booth measure, and the proposal for
taxes on chain stores which could be
interpreted as applying to theaters.

First steps were taken toward the
establishment of a Buffalo office for
the unit. Seven new members were
admitted.

4 Per Cent Admission Tax
Looms as Pa. Possibility

Harrisburg, Pa—Governor James
yesterday asserted that it "may be
necessary to assess new taxes" to
carry on the government He com-
mented on the proposal introduced
in the House last week by Edwin
Winner for a state amusement tax
taking one cent out of every 25-
cent admission; "As it stands now,
we don't know what new taxes
might be needed This might be the
tax we would want to put on later."
The tax would be in effect a 4

per cent tax estimated to yield $7,-

000,000 a biennium.

New Kansas City Exchange

Building for Universal

Negotiations have been completed
for the construction of a new Film
Row building in Kansas City, Mo.,
to house the Universal exchange.
Present plans call for construction
to be completed by July 1 on the
two-story, fully air conditioned
building which will cost approxi-
mately $60,000. Of modernistic de-
sign, the structure was planned by
Clarence Kivett, Kansas City archi-
tect.

cominc add gom<

AL WILKIE, Paramount publicity manage
has returned from a Florida vacation.

"SI" SEADLER returned from the Coast ye
terday.

JAMES P. OLOGHLIN, Canadian distrii

manager for 20th-Fox, is here from his To
onto headquarters for home office confe
ences.

WALTER BRANSON, captain of the Geor:

Schaefer RKO drive forces, is in Kansas Ci .

today to confer with branch heads. A.RP.

MICHALSON, short subjects sales m ,ar, I

accompanying Branson on his tour of rhe ei

cuit.

FRANK P. DONOVAN left for Hollywood ye
terday to complete work on "Moonlight ar

Sunshine," first of six releases he is makir
for Imperial Pictures, Inc.

JOE STERN, of the Colony Theater in Ch
cago, has returned there after a trip to Cal
fornia.

SAUL BRACIN, booker for Warner theate
in the Cleveland zone, sails this week on
South American cruise.

ALEX HALPRIN, Warner theater film buy
in Chicago, sails Friday for a cruise to tl

West Indies.

E. C. GRAINCER is in Columbus, O.

Bader Closes Story Agency,

Joins MCA Artists, Lt(

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—David A. Bader he

closed his story agency (Literal
Corporation of America) to mo\
over to MCA Artists, Ltd., to b<

come executive assistant to Davi
Diamond, head of MCA story d(

partment. Bader will bring wit
him his complete library of pla>
and books, totalling over 100, i

well as a number of importar
American and English writers.

IATSE Suspends Officers

of Local 37, Studio Unio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—The IATSE yesterde

suspended the officers of Local 3
According to Frank Strickling, re]

resentative of George E. Brown :

IA prexy, "sinister influences" hav
been at work in Local 37.

President Joe Carpenter of Loc?
37, under suspension, charged th;

the International is trying to dom
nate the 6,000 studio workers in tl

union.
Records of the union are und<

police guard at the request i

Strickling.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 14

Joseph I. Schnitzer

Charles F. Reisner

Maitland Rice
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COLUMBIA 6-MONTH

. NET PROFIT $34,596

(Continued from Page 1)

months ended Dec. 31, last, after all

charges and provisions for Federal
income and other taxes, was $268,-

209.29.

Gross income for the six months
period is reported at $10,379,858.75.
Amortization of production costs is

Jfed at S6.219.465.22, share to

producers and participants at $446,-

434.65 and cost of accessories and
prints at $209,339.04. General, ad-

ministrative and selling expenses are

listed at $3,420,597.10.

Earned surplus at Dec. 31 is given

at $3,884,320.43. Balance sheet

shows current assets of $12,656,-

898.94 and current liabilities of $1,-

610,131.40. Working capital is re-

ported at approximately $11,000,000.

Col. Files for Registration

of New Common Stock Issues

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Harry Cohn and the
voting trustees of Columbia Pictures
Corp. yesterday filed application

: with the SEC for registration of

l voting trust certificates for 9,644
- shares of no par value common
I i stock of Columbia Pictures Corp.
and 9,644 shares of no par value
common stock to cover the certifi-

cates, both to be registered upon
;f notice of issuance Listing will be
on the New York Stock Exchange

Columbia also filed an applica-

tion for registration of 11,554 shares
of no par value common stock on
the New York Curb Exchange

'Pennsylvania Files Exceptions

to Chain Store Tax Ruling

(Continued from Page 1)

ias filed exceptions to Judge Har-
vest's ruling.

Stanley Company of America,
tVarner Brothers Pictures, Inc., and
.Yarner Brothers Theaters were
imong the chain interests attacking
i.he statute.

Spitz Returns to Chi.
Chicago—Leo Spitz, former RKO

'adio prexy, and now special counsel
or the company and member of the
^ell-known Chicago law firm of
Ipitz & Adcock, has returned from
is Florida vacation.

t
Victor Baravelle Dead

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Victor Baraville, 53,

msical director, is dead here.

Production at 34
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Thirty-four pictures are

in production with Warner Bros, head-
ing the list with seven. Paramount,
five; M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox and
RKO. four each. Columbia and Uni-
versal, three each; Republic two. Selz-
nick and Small are making one each.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • THEY SOLD the sales convention delegates strong at the

Warner annual get-together as it opened yesterday at the Waldorf-

Astoria perhaps it would be more accurate to say that they

just added to their enthusiasm and conviction because from all

we could gather in looking over the assembled theater zone managers,

distribution key men and salesmen, they were already sold strong on

the Warner brand of motion pictures and why not? look at

the lineup they've been working with the past season with promise

of even a stronger program for the coming year

T T
• • • AND SO the three leaders lined it out to the boys

Jack Warner on Production Grad Sears on Sales

Charles Einfeld on Advertising Plans he talks at length

again today it was about the most businesslike sales con-

vention we've ever attended gone was the hoorah and the

ballyhoo of the sales meeting of former years these men
were right down to earth it was all Sanity and Sincerity

wherever you mingled with the different groups, they were
all discussing the Warner Outlook with a quiet and confident

assurance of men who know they've Got Something

• • • A WIRE from Harry Warner addressed to Grad Sears

was read to the convention by Charlie Einfeld in which the chief

assured the men they can start right on their selling next season

"with the knowledge that you will be handling the finest line of pic-

tures that this industry can show with no exception whatever"

"we have the properties, stars, writers, directors, and technical staffs

to lead the entire industry, and that is just what we are going to do"

and then Harry Warner finished his wire with a tribute to Grad

Sears, which 'was a swell gesture he said: "To you, Grad, per-

sonally, I want to say that I know you fully share the spirit that has

led my brothers and myself to build up this business. You have done a

magnificent job and you have our entire and enthusiastic confidence"

boy, with a sendoff like that from the Boss right out loud in

front of his Gang, isn't that enough to make a feller go out and tear

things wide open?

T T
• • • ON THE dais were Grad Sears, who presided

Jack L. Warner, Major Albert Warner, Carl Leserman, Charles

Einfeld Sam Morris, Joseph Bernhard, Sam Schneider, Rob-
ert Perkins, Mort Blumenstock Ben Kalmenson, Roy T.

Haines, Norman Moray and Joe Hummel

• • • AMONG those present H. M. "Doc" Doherty. audi-

tor of exchanges, who handles the Sears Drive figures "Fighting"

Luke Conner of New Orleans, one of the top men in this year's Drive

Rud 'The Great" Lohrenz of Chi, the good-looking personality

guy "Homburg" Willie Mansell of Philly sporting his feather hat

"Honest Tom" Gilliam of Chi "Swede" Anderson of Des

Moines who looks like the Secretary of Agriculture Fred "Paper"

Greenberg of Indianapolis sporting a green suit Bob "Boiler

Maker" Smith from Milwaukee Ralph McCoy of Atlanta, a smoothie

Doak Roberts of Dallas, who would like to skee-shoot it out with

Grad Sears, two experts by the way and if space would permit,

we would like to name 'em all but we'll try to cover 'em later.

« « r »

"ITT0MAKE17PIX

IN TOP-BRACKET RANK

(Continued from Page 1)

set but that more money will be
spent on production than was ex-
pended during the current season.
He was particularly jubilant over
the new Deanna Durbin picture.
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up,"
which he believes is the best, pro-
duction the company has ever made.
He also was enthusiastic over "East
Side of Heaven," the Bing Crosby
picture, which will be released
April 7.

While it has been announced that
Universal would make 14 westerns,
seven of them are more of the out-
door class and will be given high
production value. These are the
Richard Arlen-Andy Devine pictures
and will cost an average of $100,-
000 each. The other seven will star
Johnny Mack Brown, and while they
will be quality westerns, they will
not be in the higher brackets.

Scully contended that the surprise
picture of the season is "You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man." This fea-
ture, he said, was received mildly
when first released and yet it is
holding over in practically every
spot and rolling up terrific grosses.

Universal's short subject program
for the new season consists of 52
one-reelers, 13 two-reelers and a
three-reel subject, "The March of
Freedom." The latter, Scully said,
has an Americanism theme.
The matter of sales conventions

has not been definitely determined,
Scully stated, but he indicated that
there would he three regionals, one
for the East, one for the Middle
West and another for the West.
The Eastern city has not been de-
cided, but the other two probably
will be held in Chicago and San
Francisco.

Chicago to Make Shorts

for Use in City Schools

Chicago—The Chicago Board of

Education is planning a series of

short subjects to be produced under
the supervision of the Bureau of

Visual Education of the Board of

Education.

Paul G. Edwards, director, says

the series will be based on results

of a survey of primary teachers of

the Chicago schools, to ascertain

what type of stories are the favor-

ites of children, under their direc-

tion. It is proposed to have the

films run from six to 12 minutes.

Why Not Nursemaids?
Milwaukee, Wis.—The committee of

five citizens named in January by Aid.

Harry Devine, president of the common
council, to determine any connection

between public health and the length

and subject matter of programs, has

had another problem tossed in its lap

—that of determining whether theaters

should be equipped with lighted clocks

so that youngsters will know when it is

time to go home.
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Spectacular Ballyhoo Ever Put B

Train leaves Hollywood on March 30 with the most

celebrated cargo of all time! Over 50 stars! Favorite

Hollywood commentators and columnists!A complete

broadcasting studio and newsroom! Two newsreel

crews! To be covered by 3 radio networks, 185 news-

paper critics from Washington, Memphis, Boston,

New York, Chicago, Philly and other key points!

._



[ind an Attraction - -March 31-April 1

It's all happen-

ing because of

the simultane-

ous premieres
in every theatre

in Dodge City of

°h
."Utel.

CABOT r
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The kind of sensa-

tional sendoff only

Warners can give-

for the kind of box-

office sensation only

Warners deliver!

WE'RE

ALL GOING TO

DODGE CITY!

MARLEME DIETRICH

JAMES CAGHEY
PRISCILLA LANE

ANN SHERIDAN

BRUCE CABOT
ANITA LOUISE

george rafj

John payne
VICTOR JORT

PAT O'BRIEN

jane wyman

fteoRGE BRENT

iUDDY ROGERS

HUGH HERBERT

MARRAM? UNDSAY
STk? WILLIAMS

LEO CARRILLO
6EORGE BANCROFT
cSlRE WINDSOR
DOROTHY MACKAILL
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"Zenobia"
with Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon,

Billie Burke, Alice Brady

UA-Hal Roach 71 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ENJOYABLE COMEDY PACKED WITH

HILARIOUS GAGS SHOULD RING THE
B. 0. BELL.

Because an elephant never forgets, an
enjoyable comedy was created. A new
Oliver Hardy is introduced. His work is

a cross between the slap-stick, for which
he is noted, and a straighter sort of role.

It should appeal to grown-ups as well as

to children. Teamed with him is Harry

Langdon, who, too, supplies a lot of laughs

and Billie Burke whose type of scatter-

brained humor is always entertaining. The
affair depends on gags for its hilarity,

and since they are present in most of the

footage, the piece should be well liked.

Jimmy Ellison does right well with the love

interest, the object of his affections being

Jean Parker. Others who do well are

Alice Brady, June Lang, Olin Howland and

J. Farrell MacDonald. Stepin Fetchit sup-

plies his quota of laughter, as does Hat-
tie McDaniels. A little negro boy, Phillip

Hurlic, recites the Declaration of Inde-

pendence in a manner that everyone will

understand. To a great number of people,

this will be their first association with the

contents of the notable document which

they know only by name and spirit. A
hand to Hal Roach for presenting it in a

most significant fashion. Gordon Douglas

did a splendid job on the direction making
the gags count for their full worth and de-

livering them in good taste. He maintains

an ever-moving tempo throughout and gains

some excellent performances. Corey Ford

contributed the screenplay from an original

by Walter DeLeon and Arnold Belgard.

Marvin Hatley's musical score is note-

worthy. A. Edward Sutherland produced

this amusing comedy which Hal Roach

presents. The plot finds the wealthy and

snobbish Alice Brady trying to prevent her

son, Jimmy Ellison, from marrying Jean

Parker, daughter of the proud but poor

village doctor, Oliver Hardy, and his wife,

Billie Burke. Harry Langdon's elephant

Zenobia takes sick and in gratitude for

curing her, she follows Hardy everywhere.

To embarrass Hardy, Miss Brady gets Lang-

don to sue Hardy for alienating the affec-

tions of his animal. At the trial, Miss

Brady hears the Declaration of Independ-

ence read, and it brings to her the realiza-

tion of her selfishness and she heartily

consents to her son marrying the girl he

loves.

CAST: Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon,

Billie Burke, Alice Brady, James Ellison,

Jean Parker, June Lang, Olin Howland, J.

Farrell MacDonald, Stepin Fetchit, Hattie

McDaniels, Phillip Hurlic, Hobart Cavan-

augh, Clem Bevans, Chester Conklin,

Tommy Mack, Robert Dudley, The Hall

Johnson Choir and "Miss Zenobia."

CREDITS: Producer, A. Edward Suther-

land; Director, Gordon Douglas; Authors,

Walter DeLeon, Arnold Belgard; Screen-

play, Corey Ford; Cameraman, Karl Struss,

ASC; Photographic Effects, Roy Seawright;

Editor, Bert Jordan; Art Director, Charles

D. Hall; Sound, William Randall and W. B.

Delaplain; Musical Score, Marvin Hatley;

Choral Arrangements, Hall Johnson.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Swell.

* SHORTS *

"The Sporting Irish"

(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.

Sport Thrills

Opens with some typical shots of
rural Ireland, and the novel sight
of the ancient game of street bowl-
ing, with the two contestants bowl-
ing right through the village street,
out into the country lane, and so to
the finish in an adjoining town.
Then come shots of the famous Irish
jumpers, and also the crack cavalry
horses in the high jumps. The cli-

max has the thrills, with the rough
and fast game of hurling. The scene
is the Irish championships at Croke
Park before an audience of 75,000
that goes wild. Close-up shots of
the players taking some tough
treatment in this he-man game
shows the Irish at their fighting
best.

"A Small Town Idol"

(Broadway Brevity)

Vitaphone 20 mins.

Old Classic

Revival of an old silent Ben Tur-
pin comedy, which is hopped up with
lively dialogue and sound effects. It

is a thriller done with a comedy
slant, and employs the acting ser-
vices of such oldtimers as Marie
Prevost, Phyllis Haver, Ramon No-
varro, Charlie Murray, Louise Fa-
zenda, Jim Finlayson, Dot Farley,
Andy Clyde, Bill Bevan, Bert Roach,
Al Cooke, Eddie Gribbon, Jack Rich-
ardson. And also the Mack Sennett
Beauties.

* fOREIGR *

"Circus Co-Ed"
(Paragraphic)

Paramount 10 mins.
Circus Stunts

Timely subject showing the training
of a young girl for a circus career.

The manner in which trapeze artists

and equestriennes are put through
an arduous course of training is cov-
ered with this pupil, till finally she
graduates and takes her place in the
troupe on the high trapeze. The
Clarkonians, famous daredevil per-
formers, do their act in the finale.

There is a kidding narration by
Budd Hulick, the radio comic.

Paramount Pictorial

Paramount 10 mins.
Novelty

The processing of gold leaf, show-
ing the operations from its original
gold bar till it is pounded by hand
to the tissue thinness necessary for
use in art and industry. Alois
Havrilla does the narration. The
rest of the reel is devoted to an in-

teresting account of the Montana
sheep grazing industry, showing the
flocks being driven over the Great
Divide in the Summer to the fine

"Mothers of Today"
with Esther Field, Max Rosenblatt, Gertie

Krause

Apex 95 mins.

YIDDISH DRAMA WITH HEAVY AC-
CENT ON TRAGEDY WILL PLEASE IN

ITS OWN SPHERE.

Heavy tragedy, which seems to be an

essential basis of all Yiddish dramas, is

done to a turn in this new film and it

should please the dyed in the wool Yiddish

fans. Produced on a small budget with a

hurried shooting schedule, the film has

considerable merit. Cast members, with the

exception of the talented Esther Field,

were recruited from the stage for their

initial appearance on the screen, and they

give Miss Field adequate support. Henry

Lynn directs the film feelingly. The story

deals with the tragedies which beset Miss

Field as her children get in trouble.

CAST: Esther Field, Max Rosenblatt,

Gertie Krause, Simon Wolf, Leon Seiden-

berg, Paula Lubelska, Vera Lubov, Arthur
Winters, Louis Goldstein, Jack Shargel.

CREDITS: Apex Production; Direction,

Henry Lynn. Presented at the Clinton

Theater with Yiddish dialogue and Eng-
lish titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Med Folket For
Fosterlandet"

(With The People For The Fatherland)

with Sigurd Wallen, Linnea Hilberg

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 105 Mins.

FINE DOCUMENTARY FILM DEPICTS
SWEDEN'S PROGRESS FROM 1907 TO THE
PRESENT.

An excellent documentary film, this new
Swedish release depicts every noteworthy
event in the country's history from the

death of King Oscar II, in 1907, to the

celebration of the 80th birthday of King
Gustave V last June in Stockholm. Of spe-

cial significance is the showing of the de-

grazing country on the other side
of the high ridge. Narrated by Ar-
tella Dixon.

"The Champagne Music of

Lawrence Welk"
(Headliner)

Paramount 10 mins.

Smart Band Number
Well balanced orchestral number,

featuring some nifty dance music
with Lawrence Welk and his band.
A novelty note is introduced with
an electric organ, and emphasis is

placed on the accordion. Featured
singers are Lois Best and Parnell
Grina. The band leader opens up
with "Bubbles in the Wine," and
other smart numbers are "Ain't She
Sweet," "Linda Lonesome," "I Go
for That," and "When Paw Was
Courtin' Maw."

velopment of the present form of social-

democratic government prevalent in Sweden.
The film is comprised largely of newsreel
clips and there is only a slender story to I

hold it together, but it is interesting ma- I

terial in itself without any story. The |

story shows the effects on the family lives

of a well-to-do editor and a working man,
through two generations. The addition of

English titles makes the film an interesting |

history lesson, and a striking object '«sson

in the benefits of the Swedish type ,ov-

ernment.

CAST: Sigurd Wallen, Linnea Hilberg,

Ake Johansson, Hasse Ekman, Fun Kjell-

strom, Eleonor de Floar, Gosta Cederlund,

Marianne Lofgren, Kotti Chave, Bjorn Berg-

lund, Maritta Marke, Gosta Gustafson, An-
ders Henrikson.

CREDITS: Svensk Film Production; Direc- |

tor and Author, Sigurd Wallen. Presented

at the 48th St. Theater with Swedish dia-

logue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Eravamo Sette
Sorella"

(We Were Seven Sisters)

with Nino Besozzi, Paola Barbara

Esteria Film Company 90 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY WITH SLIGHTLY
RISQUE STORY IS ENTERTAINING.

The Italian fans will be highly amused
and entertained with this new importa-

tion. The story is slightly risque, and a

comedy situation has been built up that is

good for plenty of laughs. The cast is

adequate to the film. Seven girls show
up at the home of an aging count and

claim they are his daughters, bringing suf-

ficient evidence to make him believe them.

Besozzi, the count's son, returns from an

African trip and starts a checkup on the

girls. He falls in love with Barbara who
confesses all, but all is forgiven.

CAST: Nino Besozzi, Paola Barbara, An-
tonio Gandusio, Sergio Tofano.

CREDITS: Produced by Romulus-Lupa

Films; Director, Nunzio Malasomma. Pre-

sented at the Cine Roma with Italian dia-

logue and no English titles.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.

Kosch Bringing Over 55
Chinese, Players for Fairs

Albany — Harry G. Kosch and
Harry Lewis, of New York City,

and Gin Ling Chong, of San Fran-
cisco, are directors of the Canton
Theatrical Corp., recently granted
charter papers here.

Kosch, who is general counsel for

Allied Theaters of New York, said

yesterday that a troupe of 55 Chi-
nese players would be brought from
Hongkong to appear at both the
San Francisco and New York World
Fairs.

"Karia" to B & M
American distribution rights to

"Katia," French film starring Dan-
ielle Darrieux, have been acquired
by Burstyn and Mayer.
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Making 12 Bs |Only for Duals Spots—J. L. Warner
Company Revenue up 17.45%

Since Jan. 1, Sears

Tells Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

that "We don't like to make
'B' pix. . .We are turning out
... 12 'B' productions to accom-
modate certain theater situa-

tions where, for one cause or

ajuither, the double feature sys-

'\f§ is so deeply rooted that it

cannot be done away with im-
mediately. But the system is

definitely on its way out; and
our general production struc-

ture is being planned so as to

facilitate that desirable proc-

ess."

3. Announcement by Sears
that the Warner sales statistics

show an increase of 17.45 per
cent in revenue since the first

of the year, as compared with
a corresponding period last year.

Sears, hailing this as "a valu-
able barometer of general condi-
tions," said, "I think we can
anticipate a continual improve-
ment."

Pix and Public "Grown Up"
Warner, who detailed the produc-

> tion schedule as published yester-
day in The Film Daily, told the
sales convention that "motion pic-

tures and the public that supports
them have both come of age." Said

| Warner emphatically:
"As I look back on the prog-

ress made in a decade, only one
thing impresses me more than
the progress itself, and that is

the blindness, deafness and
dumbness of certain showmen
who don't realize what has been
happening.
"They used to say with great

self-satisfaction that thev were
deliberately making pictures for
fourteen-year-old minds. I'm
afraid some of them are still

doing that. That is why they
have fallen far behind the pro-
cession in this era of such pic-

tures as 'Pasteur,' 'Zola,' 'Dark
Victory' and 'Juarez.'

"

Warner predicted that "Juarez"
•vould "mark an epoch in the de-
velopment of American motion pic-

;ures," cited "The Story of Dr.
5hrlich" as instancing "the aston-
shing development amid which we
ire living" and saw in "The Story
•f John Paul Jones" a medium for
impressing foreign nations with the
•eal nature of Americanism."
Warner told the convention that

mportant 1938-39 company product

:i ,vas still to come and that two big-

WB Sales Contracts
Warner contracts for the new selling

season will be along the same lines as

last year, but if and when the trade
reforms being currently discussed are

effectuated, the reforms will immediate-
ly be recognized and made retroactive,

Grad Sears, Warner sales chieftain, said

yesterday.

//

NAZI SPY" IN HOLLYWOOD?
Two-Part Release for "Juarez" Looms;

Would Go Out Two Weeks Apart

Warners in all probability will re-
open the Hollywood Theater here
with "Confessions of a Nazi Spy,"
playing the pix on a continuous
policy throughout the New York
World's Fair, it was learned yester-
day. Definite decision, however, is

yet to be made. There is a possibil-
ity the film may go into the Strand
first; the Radio City Music Hall also

has made overtures, it is understood.
Warners yesterday were reported

to have virtually decided to send
out "Juarez" in two parts, to be re-
leased about two weeks' apart.
Execs, are said to feel that the story
cannot be told adequately in less
than 14 to 16 reels, and are disin-
clined to make further cuts because
the footage is that good.

Iowa House Com. Okays
Bank Night Tax Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

would license Bank Night and all

other chance games by placing a
10-cent tax on all tickets sold for
chance purposes. Exhibs. have to
pay the tax, if the bill is enacted,
not patrons.
The committee decided the 10-cent

tax was too high and recommended
passage of the bill, provided the tax
should be five cents. Estimated
revenue of $1,500,000 per year would
go to old age assistance.

Ohio Okays "Daughter"

Ohio will see the same version of
Warners' "Yes My Darling Daugh-
ter" as is being shown in New York.
The Ohio Censor Board passed the
print as finally approved in New
York.

Sears Appoints Kinsler

Branch Chief at Cincy

Ralph Kinsler has been appointed
branch manager of the Cincinnati
exchange, it was announced yester-
day by Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager, for Warners at the
company's annual sales convention
in session at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Cincinnati—Al Schmitkin, War-
ners' present Cincinnati branch man-
ager, is scheduled to be transferred
to San Francisco, succeeding Henry
Herbel who becomes midwest dis-

trict manager, it is understood.
Kinsler has been Trailer-Made's
franchise holder here. It is reported
that the franchise will pass to Mau-
rice Chase of Chase Pictures.

Michael J. Gann III

Michael J. Gann, president of
Musart Films, Inc., is bedded with
the flu.

money pix would be delivered month-
ly until the current season ended.
He did not finish his address until
6:30 p.m. Preceding him were Jos-
eph Bernhard, Sam E. Morris and
Joe Hummel.
Telegrams were read to the con-

vention from H. M. Warner, Hal
Wallis and Bryan Foy.

Sees Bright Outlook

Warner asserted that the U. S.

industry outlook is bright "in spite
of the unfortunate conditions exist-
ing in many parts of the world." In
this connection, Sears asserted,
"Democracy and the reasonable life

of free peoples have been threatened
from various quarters, as we all

know; but we believe the situation
will be met and handled satisfac-
torily."

With five weeks to go to Apr.
15, which will see termination of
the third annual Grad Sears Drive,
standings (as of Mar. 11) were an-
nounced to the delegates. Midwest
was in lead, followed by Central,
East, West Coast, South and Can-
ada in that order. It was also an-
nounced that this competition is so
close that only a few points sep-
arate the first and last positions.

Sears during yesterday's sessions

also introduced Major Albeit War-
ner, Sam E. Morris, Robert W. Per-
kins, Joseph Bernhard, Charlie Ein-

feld, Sam Schneider, Carl Leserman,
Norman H. Moray, Joe Hummel and
Mort Blumenstock.

Einfeld today will outline sales

campaigns before not only the sales

convention delegates but Warner
theater publicity men who are also

in attendance.

Company's "Dodge City" was pre-

viewed for the conventioneers at

the home office last night. Pix starts

in Dodge City April 1.

Windup sessions today will be
featured by announcement of the
Vitaphone shorts lineup by Moray
while Perkins, WB legal light, will

go into the trade practice reform
subject and possibilities.

Tomorrow and Thursday a num-
ber of individual meetings of dis-

trict and branch managers will be
held in the Waldorf-Astoria, with
Roy T. Haines huddling with his

group, comprising the Central, East-
ern and Canadian chieftains, while
Ben Kalmenson will preside at a
confab of the West, Midwest and
South delegates.

WB QUART. EARNINGS

MAYHIT1 1/2MILU0NS

Earnings of Warners for the sec-
ond quarter will run between $1,-

250,000 and $1,500,000, which rep-
resents a substantial increase over
earnings for the same period last
year. A Warner exec, yesterday said
the company was extremely optimis-
tic and that earnings definitely
would be well above last year's cor-
responding period, when they
showed $1,139,019, or 28 cents a
share.

Possibility of 20th-Fox earning
$1,750,000 for the March quarter was
seen yesterday in financial circles,

which would be an increase over last

year. Earnings for Loew's are ex-
pected to run around two dollars a
share for the quarter and RKO is

also expected to show a profit for
the period in place of last year's
deficit.

Wall Street circles have recently
expressed their optimism about film
earnings by an increased buying of
picture stocks which has sent their
values up appreciably from levels of
a few weeks ago.

Ohio Legislature Expected

to Doom Newsreel Censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee, House Bill number 83 (Bix-
ler Bill), would abolish the entire
censor board organization, now op-
erated as a division of the Depart-
ment of Education. This measure
has little chance of reaching a vote
on the floor, principally because of
the loss of state revenue which
would result.

Soon to be introduced, the news
reel exemption measure will be a
substitute and is conceded favorable
action in the legislature. March of
Time would not be included for ex-
emption.
Only Ohio and Maryland censor

newsreels. Last year the Ohio
board made only two slices in the
4,000 clips reviewed.

Move to End Censorship

Board in Kansas Killed

Topeka, Kans.—A bill to abolish
the State Board of Review (censor-
ship board) was killed yesterday in

the Kansas House when a commit-
tee reported it out with the recom-
mendation that it be not passed.

Fidler . . "Jeremiah"
San Francisco—Jimmy Fidler is the

favorite columnist of the National Mo-
tion Picture Research Council. At least,

the current NMPRC bulletin chronicles
"we should like to dub this syndicated
expert 'the Jeremiah of Hollywood' for

some of the neat hits he has made
lately" (at the industry's expense).
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1939 . . . and, more im-

* satisfactory movie evenings'

says The Associated Press

LOVE AFFAIR
starring

iJrene Uhanes

, DUNNE BOYER
* PRODUCED and DIRECTED by LEO MCCAREY

with Maria Ouspenskaya, Lee Bowman, Astrid Allwyn, Maurice Moscovich

Screen play by Delmer Daves and Donald Ogden Stewart
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Allied Arbitration Plan Before American Association

Myers
Acting at Cole's Request;

to Meet Distribs.

Here Thursday
(Continued from Page 1)

perts on arbitration, have been asked
to do likewise.

It is reliably reported that Bra-
den looks favorably on the Myers
plan but will make a few sugges-
tions to make the system more
workable. However, the AAA's
opinion is not being rendered as an
official service, but is being offered
merely as a courtesy. It is learned
that Col. H. A. Cole, Allied presi-
dent, conferred with Braden last

Saturday and that the latter, at the
request of Cole, consented to pass
an opinion.

Meanwhile, Myers plans to come
to New York on Thursday for the
purpose of discussing the latest, and
probable final, draft of the distribu-
tors fair trade practice proposals.
It is believed that arbitration will

be one of the chief topics for dis-

cussions.
Cole meets with the New England

Allied leaders today in Boston and
with the New York unit on Thurs-
day.

Paramount Will Release 4
Aisner American-Made Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

weeks at Eastern Service Studios
on the first film, "Bricks Without
Straw," a novel by Charles G. Nor-
ris.

Budget for film will be $300,000,
with Aisner providing the financing
himself. Distribution deal with
Para, is on a straight percentage
basis. Picture will be directed by
Marion Gering and will star Sylvia
Sidney, with other players to be re-

cruited from New York stage to as
great an extent as possible.

Irwin Shaw, author of the stage
play "The Gentle People," will do
the screenplay of the film. Para-
mount deal expires when the fourth
picture is delivered. Aisner has
budgeted all four pictures at $300,-
000 each. He recently received a
license from New York State for
his production company, Heraut
Films Productions.

R. M. Savini Quits GN Post;

Home Office Staff Trimmed

(Continued from Page 1)

leasing product, Grand National is

reducing its home office staff. Ap-
proximately 15 members of the per-
sonnel yesterday were given two-
weeks' notice, following orders to

cut the payroll by $2,000 a week.
William J. Neary, assistant comp-
troller. Frank Ferris, cashier, and
13 clerks are among those who are
leaving.

Mrs. Will Briscoe Dies
Chicago — Mrs. Pauline Briscoe,

wife of Will Briscoe, B & K execu-
tive, is dead here. Two daughters
and four brothers survive.

German Studios to Make 196 in 1939
Berlin (By Cable)—A total of 196 pictures are scheduled to be produced by German

studios during the current year. Fifteen M-G-M pictures are slated for dubbing. Para-
mount plans to dub 12 and 20th Century-Fox will dub 10.

Bingo is Ruled a Lottery

by N. J, Ind. Prosecutors

(Continued from Page 1)

tigation showed proceeds of 80 per
cent of games do not go to a char-
ity, Dunn said

:

"In view of situation I request
you notify all operators of Bingo
games in your municipality they
will not be permitted to continue."
Those who fail to heed warnings

this week will be taken before grand
jury, Dunn stated. Move is the first

of countywide proportions in the
state.

Indianapolis — Members of the
Board of Safety will take immed-
iate steps to halt Bingo in Indian-
apolis.

J. L. Keach, president of the
board, previously announced that
the board and police department
would draw up regulations and rules

for operation of games under super-
vision of the police department.
The change in plans came after

David M. Lewis, Marion county
prosecutor, ruled Bingo is a form
of lottery.

The board, it was learned, is study-
ing regulations in Cincinnati where
permits are required and where to-

tal prizes are limited to a maximum
of $100 and not more than 25 per
cent of the receipts.

"Job Night" Is Outlawed
By Neb. Attorney General

Lincoln, Neb.—Attorney General
Walter Johnson this week ruled that
"job night," off-spring of Bank Night
which was ruled out over a year
ago, was also a lottery. Job night
as used in some Nebraska theaters,

consisted in offering $10 "salary"
to some person whose name was
called in the theater on a given
night. If the person was not pres-

ent, the $10 was carried over and
applied on the next week's salary.

Johnson, in his ruling, said that

it was a "thinly-veiled attempt to

get around the Bank Night lottery
decision but was essentially the same
kind of lottery." Winner in the job

night drawing was usually given

the job of takinsr tickets for five

minutes to "earn" his way.

Stanwyck for "Golden Boy"
Columbia's home office announces

that Barbara Stanwyck has been
signed to plav role of Lorna, fem-
inine lead, in its production of

"Golden Bov" which Rouben Ma-
'noulian will direct.

B & K Restores Ballet
Chicago—B & K, ace Chicago the-

ater is restoring the ballet under
Harriet Hoctor.

Stockholder Suing PFCC
on Stock Switch Loses

Montreal—An action brought by
H. W. Phelan, manager of the Rail-
way News Co., against Famous
Players Canadian Corp., claiming
$25,625 damages was dismissed by
Justice Urquhart in Toronto High
Court.
Phelan claimed that, through let-

ters sent out by the directors of the
Famous Players Canadian Corp. in

1930, he was induced to change his
stock in the company for stock in

Paramount Publix Corp., a U. S.

concern, and that through failure of
the American company, he sustained
the loss mentioned.

In giving judgment Justice Urqu-
hart ruled that there were no
grounds for the plaintiff's allega-
tion of misrepresentation, fraud or
deceit on which he based his case,
and that, even if his action could
be sustained the loss would not have
exceeded $4,500. He dismissed the
action.

Montreal—Directors of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. have de-
clared a dividend of 25 cents a share
on the outstanding common stock,
payable on March 31, to sharehold-
ers of record March 21.

Previous payments included 30
cents on June 15 of last year, 15
cents on October 1 and 15 cents plus
20 cents on December 22, making a
total of 80 cents per share for 1938.

Mayer to Address 'Frisco

Shriners on St. Patrick

San Francisco—Annual St. Pat-
rick's Day celebration by the Islam
Temple and San Francisco Shrine
Clubs, will feature an address by
Louis B. Mayer, and will be broad-
cast over the NBC-Blue Network
next Saturday, from 5:00 to 6:00
p.m., EST. Mayer will speak on "St.
Patrick and his Relation to the
World Today." Robert Young, ra-
dio and film star, will be master of
ceremonies.

"Smart Girls" for Rivoli
Universal's sequel to "Three

Smart Girls," "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up" will open on March 17
at the Rivoli, and not the Rialto
Theater as was inadvertently
printed under The Broadwav Pa-
rade in yesterday's issue of The
Film Daily.

Glenn Wallace, Sr.. Dead
Detroit — Glenn Wallace. Sr.,

owner with his son, Glenn Wallace,
of the Star Theater at Scottville.

and the Family at Baldwin, died
suddenly. Business will be carried
on by his son.

DUMONT TELE STATION

GOES ON AIR APRIL 1

(Continued from Page 1)

letters of W2XVT has already been
started, and when actual transmis-
sion starts it is not expected- that
there will be any interferencf } '.th

regular broadcasting stations \u the
state it was said.

Tests to date have been promis-
ing, and DuMont has had consider-
able success with color, but that
type of transmission will not be
undertaken in the immediate future
due to the cost. Station will oper-
ate on video frequency of 46.5 megs.,
and audio frequency of 49.75 megs.

Bondy Says He'll "Announce
Approval" of RKO Reorg. Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

the expectation that formal hand-
ing down of his opinion in the RKO
proceedings is immediately pending.
At the brief hearing, during which

no opposition arose to Raymond Bill

as a director to supplant Ferdinand
Eberstadt as the board representa-
tive of the minoritv stockholders,
Hamilton C. Rickaby, counsel for
the Atlas Group, plan's proponents,
told the Court that he is preparing
the order of settlement.

Proponent sources expressed the
belief that Judge Bondy's opinion
might be formally filed today.

Should the opinion be forthcom-
ing at once, it was pointed out that
signature of the order of settlement
could be effectuated before the
week-end.
Rickaby suggested to the Court

that hearings be kept open so that
from time to time matters could be
brought up for adjudication. Ac-
cordingly, a four weeks' adjournment
was taken to April 11, at four p.m.,

in Room 905.

"

"Mikado" Set to Follow

"Pygmalion" at the Astor

(Continued from Page 1)

day. Date is not set but the picture
probably will open during Easter
week. "The Mikado" will play the
Astor under the same policy as the \

"Pygmalion" engagement, continu-
ous run at popular prices.

Neb. Toilet-in-Booth Bill

Killed; Walkathon Passed

Lincoln, Neb.—Labor's perennial
favorite, the bill providing for a
toilet-in-booths in all theaters in

towns of more than 1,000 popula-
tion, was killed in committee. This
means that films, legislatively
speaking, are all clear in Nebraska,
the divorcement and sales regulation
bills having previously been killed.

The walkathon bill, backed by the *«

film business, was passed yesterday •

by the Unicameral Chamber and -

goes to the Governor for signing.
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EASTMAN TO REPORT

$17,339,408 PROFIT

(Continued from Page 1)

erable portion of the decrease in

sales was attributable to the de-
cline in the value of currencies of
certain foreign countries," the re-

port says.

Net sales for the 53-week period
of 1938 totalled $132,766,452.13 as
a~/*st $136,114,878.42 the preced-
ill Jyear. Income from operations
for 1938 was $20,713,991.29 as com-
pared with $27,486,097.73 in 1937.

Depreciation charged to operations
last year was $7,463,959 and in

1937, $6,760,147.

Earned surplus at the end of
1938 was $50,784,786.24 as com-
pared with $48,976,266.49. Com-
pany's cash position on Dec. 31 last

was $11,893,583.81; on the same
date a year ago, it was $10,198,-

568.65.

Company will pay a $2,144,334.32
wage dividend (bonus) to employes
on March 27.

Eastman Kodak will inform hold-
ers of its common stock by letter

today of its intention to offer them
225,092 shares of authorized but un-
issued common stock for subscrip-
tion on the basis of one additional
share for each 10 held. Proceeds
would be added to general funds
and would be available for extension
and improvement of plant and
equipment, among other things.

Plan, it is stated, is subject to fur-

ther board consideration. Negotia-
tions with Morgan Stanley & Co.,

Inc. for an underwriting agreement
have been authorized.

Two "A" Plan Up Tomorrow;
Also Music Fee Agreement

London (By Cable) — Meeting
of the General Council of the
CEA tomorrow is expected to dis-
cuss the two "A" proposal recently
made at a meeting of the Leeds
branch: that should a picture be ad-
vertised or played as a second fea-

|J) ture prior to date mentioned in ex-
" hibitor's contract, the exhibitor
should thereupon be entitled to can-

s;cel the contract with no further
:. i claim upon him. Distributor opposi-

tion is expected, as well as from
j = some exhibitors.

The General Council meeting

I

also will consider the statement of
agreement on music fees reached by
the CEA with the PRS. Details of
the proposed pact will be disclosed
at that time. The session will also
be urged to act on television in film
theaters.

»

The "No" Was Dropped
Philadelphia—Typographical error

in Monday's Film Daily, to the ef-
fect that "there has been confirma-
tion" of the reports that Stanley-

I
,
Warner might turn to duals, should

"have read "there has been no con-
firmation."
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"HEY, MUMMY, IF ALL THOSE

NICE EXHIBITORS LIKED OUR

FIRST PICTURE SO MUCH, WAIT

'Tit THEY SEE YOU, POP. ME

AND DAISY IN OUR SECOND! ft

BASED UPON

THE COMIC
STRIP CREATED

BY CHIC
YOUNG

PENNY SINGLETON * ARTHUR LAKE * LARRY SIMMS
as Blondie

AND SK1NNAY ENNIS
AND HIS BAND

as Dogwood

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE

as Baby Dumpling

SCREEN PLAY BY RICHARD FLOURNOY

DIRECTED BY FRANK R. STRAYER
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N. D. Divorcement Again?--Bismarck, N. D— In all probability, special sessiotfflKh^«ICDHfDal»«^1ISaV ntext Fall

II see re-introduction of the controversial theater divorcement measure. Legislature prior to adjournment last week adopted a concurrent resolu-

fan requesting Governor Moses to call the special session. Proponents will ask that the divorcement question be included in the call, it is understood.
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v't Moves to Examine UA Execs, in Equity Action

ETRO BIDS EXHIBITOR LEADERS TO SALES PARLEY

arners Planning 86 Shorts, With 44 Set for Color
ogram Markedly Cut, But

Budgets Up; Gibbons

Series Out
|Vitaphone is reducing its produc-
•n schedule for 1939-40 from the

|4 shorts announced for the cur-

lat season to 86, embracing 18 two-
piers and 68 singles, of which 44
more than 50 per cent will be

lade in color; budgets generally
111 be upped.
iNorman H. Moray, Vitaphone
lies manager, and Sam Sax, Vita-

lone production chief, so informed
Warner sales convention at the

(Continued on Page 9)

YERS MEETS 2 DAYS

WITH DISTRIBS. HERE

|A.bram F. Myers' conferences
Ith distributor heads, starting to-

Itrrow, are expected to last through
liday, it was learned yesterday,
pile the trade practice draft in

Ineral probably will be the chief
pic for discussion between the Al-
|d general counsel and the distribu-
•s, the arbitration angles are ex-
|:ted to highlight the sessions.

\

r
.t is also reported that Myers may

(Continued on Page 12)

|earance Situation 'A Mess,'

Cole Tells Boston Exhibs.

|3oston—Col. H. A. Cole addressed
incheon meeting of 70 exhibitors
distributors at the Towne Club

literday afternoon. Max Leven-
|i, vice-president of Independent

(Continued on Page 9)

Sign N. D. Ascap Bill

But Not Cent for Defense

ISismarck, N. D.—D. M. Ewing,
| resenting Gov. John Moses, ex-
Issed conviction, following an
| i-Ascap bill hearing here, that

(Continued on Page 3)

Sax Sails for British Post March 21
Sam Sax, who is being shifted from his post as Eastern Vitaphone production

head to become top exec, at Warners' Teddington studios, will leave New York on
March 21 tor England on the Queen Mary. Selection of Sax for the Teddington post
was exclusively announced in THE FILM DAILY Monday.

London (By Cable)—Jerome Jackson has resigned as Warner production head on
this side, it was learned yesterday.

NewspapersWill Get98% of Warners

Peak Ad Budget, Says Charlie Einfeld

Warners will parallel a record
1939-40 production budget with a
peak advertising budget, 98 per cent
of which will go for newspaper
white space, Charlie Einfeld, com-
pany's publicity-ad chief, informed
the Warner sales convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.
Next season's expenditures will be

guided, Einfeld declared, by the

policy of flexibility so effectively
used this year. Sufficient incre-
ments of the total budget can be
allocated to individual pictures at
the proper time, and in keeping
with particular situations, he point-
ed out.

Einfeld told his audience that the
screen and press "have mutually in-

(Continued on Page 9)

Rep. Regionals for Houston, Chiv N. Y., 'Frisco

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eepublic will hold

four regional sales conventions, it

was announced last night as James
R. Grainger, prexy, trained out for
New York by way of Dallas and St.

Louis.

Regionals are set as follows:
Houston, April 7-8; Chicago, 11-12;
New York, 18-19, and San Francis-
co, 27-28.

Arrangements for the meetings at
which the program of 26 features,

(Continued on Page 3)

Justice Dept. Would Quiz Muller and

Raftery in Connection With U. S. Suit

16 mm. Pix in Britain

Clashing with Reissues

London (By Cable)—Instances in

Sussex where 16 mm. free shows
clashed with distributors' reissues
of motion pictures on standard
width film, is increasing the fear
that British film theaters may soon
experience direct competition in

(Continued on Page 9)

Department of Justice yesterday
submitted an order for the examina-
tion of Harry J. Muller and Edward
C. Raftery, UA treasurer and secre-
tary, respectively, in connection with
the Government's pending equity
suit. In the order presented to Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy, exam.
is set for 2 p.m. March 21 before
W. G. Briggs, notary.
The order was submitted on no-

(Continued on Page 3)

Kuykendall, Cole, Brandt
Asked to Address Chi.

Convention
Three exhibitor organization lead-

ers have been invited to attend and
address the 15th anniversary sales
convention of M-G-M at the Palmer
House, Chicago, March 19-22. Chosen
to represent the exhibitors were Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president; H.
A. Cole, president of Allied, and
Harry Brandt, ITOA chief who is to
represent nine unaffiliated units.
Brandt already has accepted the

bid. Cole has indicated that he would
attend if he could arrange his en-
gagements, while Kuykendall, up to

(Continued on Page 13)

DEAL WillO NEAR

CLOSING, SAYS LLOYD

A deal whereby Harold Lloyd will
become a producer and star for RKO
is close to consummation, the com-
edian told The Film Daily last
night as he departed on the Cen-
tury for the Coast. Lloyd said that
he had come East for the purpose
of discussing the subject with RKO
executives and while no deal was

(Continued on Page 3)

Five Exchange Centers
in New WB Sales Dist.

_
To step-up effectiveness of na-

tional sales, Warners have created
a new selling district, raising the
number of such divisions from six
to seven, it was learned yesterday.
The new district, formation of

(Continued on Page 12)

Schwarzwald to Produce
on Coast for Universal

Milton Schwarzwald, who has
been signed by Universal to pro-
duce pictures on the.-West Cpjist,
will direct a series of Two-reel mus-

(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

17 17 17 — %
123/4 12i/

2 i2i/2 _ y2
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
70th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

1% 1% 1% + Vs
111/2 11% ilVi — Vs
1771/2 1771/2 1771/2 — iy2

iji/a iji/s 15% +"%
49 483,4 49

1071/2 1071/2 1071/2 — i/4
II1/4 11 IIV4 + 1/4

9V8 87/8 8% — Vs
23/8 2V4 21/4 — Vs

231/2 227/a 227/B — 1/2

321/2 321/2 321/2 — 1

75 75 75
6 1/4

6i/g 6i/
8

473/4 47 4734 + 3/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww....1013/3 101 1/4 101

V

8 + V4
Para. B'way 3s55 .... 57V2 57V2 57l/

2 + 1/8

Para. Picts. 6s55. . .101 1/4 IOII/4 IOIV4 — 3A
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41 701/2 701/2 701/2 — 1/2

Warner's 6s39 100V2 100V8 IOOV2 + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 925/8 925/8 92S/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 */4 1 V4 1% + Vs
Technicolor 19% 19% 193/8 — V4
Trans-Lux 2 2 2 — Vs
Universal Picts 8V2 8i/

2 8V2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 7
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 99V8 99%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45.. 69% 71

V

8
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 72V4 74V4

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Local 306's Membership
Votes Strike Authority

Authorization to call a strike in

all film exchanges, studios, distrib-

utors' offices and projection rooms
at the discretion of the union lead-
ers within the jurisdictional terri-
tory of Local 306, operators' union,
was unanimously voted at a special
membership meeting late Monday
night at the Manhattan Center, it

was learned yesterday.

Move is expected to be the Local's
opening gun in a finish drive to com-
pletely unionize the Metropolitan
area. Although no intimation was
given that any strikes are planned,
approval of the IATSE is only nec-
essary step left to be taken before
a strike can be called. The IATSE
is not expected to withhold such
approval.

Local 306 has won several legal
skirmishes with rival unions and
the Empire State Motion Picture
Operators Union is the only other
operators' union left in this area.

N.Y. Operators Bill Amended;
Anti-Discrimination Hearing

Albany, N. Y.—The film industry
was not officially represented at the
hearing on four anti-discrimination
bills in the Senate chamber. None
of the bills contained specific men-
tion of public places of amusement,
though such measures have been
hoppered.

Assemblyman Bob Crews has
conformed with the State Health
Department's objection to his mo-
tion picture operators bill through
an amendment. However, labor now
is working for the New York City
booth bill which may pass within a
fortnight.

Arbitration Move by SAG
Now Scheduled for Apr. 1

With eight producers still to sign
SAG modification agreements in this
area, April 1 has been set as the
date when the agreements will be
turned over to the arbitration
boards for further action, it was
learned yesterday.

Original deadline for return of
the modification agreements was
Jan. 1, but an extension was granted
at that time by Mrs. Florence Mars-
ton, Eastern head of the SAG. The
arbitration action is provided for
in terms of the original contracts
signed with all producers by the
SAG.

Mrs. Fred Hall Dead
Mrs. Fred M. Hall, wife of F. M.

Hall, vice-president of Bell &
Howell, died yesterday at the Hall
home in Port Washington, L. I.,

after an illness of several weeks.
In addition to her husband, she is

survived by her mother and a daugh-
ter, Marjorie. Interment will take
place in Port Washington.

Bergen Clarifies Reports

On Formation of Own Unit

Printed reports to the effect that
that Edgar Bergen planned to or-

ganize his own producing company
were clarified by the Universal
player yesterday. Bergen told The
Film Daily that the day may come
when his radio or screen popularity
may wane and that when, and if,

that occurs he hoped to be able to

step into a new enterprise.

Bergen said that he might acquire
an interest in a producing company
or go into production himself, but he
stressed the fact that such a time
was a long way off.

The comedian's next picture will

be for Universal, he said, pointing
out that he was under a long term
contract to that company but could
make a picture for another company
if he wished. However, he has no
plans to appear in another feature
for at least seven or eight months.

Goldberg's $250,000 Suit

Against Time, Inc., Opens

Trial started yesterday before Su-
preme Court Justice Ferdinand Pe-
cora of the action for $250,000 in-

stituted against Time, Inc., by Lou
Goldberg, formerly of Warners' pub-
licity department.

Plaintiff claims that he originated
in 1933 the idea of presenting in

films dramatizations similar to
those of the defendant's radio pro-
grams, and that in 1934 Time, Inc.,

launched his idea as "The March of

Time."

20th-Fox British Execs.

Due Mar. 23 for Talks

R. Sutton Dawes, director of sales

for 20th-Fox in Great Britain, and
Sir Gordon Craig, general manager
of British Movietone News, arrive

here on the Queen Mary Mar. 23
for home office conferences with
Walter J. Hutchinson, director of
foreign distribution. They will also

attend the company's national sales

convention in Chicago.

Theaters Not Affected

by Me. Chain Tax Bill

Augusta, Me. — Pending chain
stre tax measure in the Maine Leg-
islature does not affect circuit the-
aters.

Supreme Court Recesses
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Impending decisions

by the U. S. Supreme Court on ac-
tions involving film industry will
await reconvening of the high tri-

bunal on March 27, date set for end
of recess.

Felix Young to Produce
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Felix Young will pro-

duce the Kressman Taylor book,
"Address Unknown" independently.

cominG mid Gome

CHARLIE EINFELD, WB advertising-publicit
head, leaves New York today for the Coast.

JACK L. WARNER, Warners' vice-presider,
in charge of production, is scheduled to leav<

New York for Burbank today.

LAURENCE OLIVIER, British actor appearini
in "Wuthering Heights," has arrived here fron

Hollywood and will appear on the CBS Orso
Welles program Friday night.

MISCHA AUER arrives from the C"»st Frl

day and will make a p.a. with Dorotf 3mot
at the Paramount Theater starting n\ - Wed
nesday.

JAMES R. CRAINCER left Hollywood las

night for New York, with stops at Dallas an
St. Louis planned.

R. SUTTON DAWES, director of sales fo

20th-Fox in Great Britain, and SIR CORDO
CRAIC, general manager for British Movieton
News, arrive here on the Queen Mary March 23

JAMES CORNER left for the Coast yester
"ay to enact his stage role in Paramount's filr

version of "What a Life."

HARRY F. SHAW, Loew-Poli division man
ager. and MRS. SHAW will sail on the S. !

Nerissa for St. Thomas, Trinidad and othe
Caribbean ports, returning April 1.

BUDD ROCERS arrives today from Europ
on the He de France. Other passengers on th

same ship are GLORIA SWANSON, J. J. SHU
P-PRT. theatrical producer, and MME. DEYERS
ZEISLER, film player.

EARLE W. HAMMONS, president of Gran
National, is due here from the Coast at th

=nd of the week.

JOHNNY WEISMULLER and the rest of th

"Tarzan" cast are due back in Hollywoo
'rom Florida on Friday.

HAROLD LLOYD left on the Century las

night for Hollywood.

DON AMECHE, EDGAR BERGEN and othc

Mayers on the Chase & Sanborn radio houi

save Monday, returning to Hollywood.

EDWARD C. CAHILL, RCA service manage
returned yesterday from a 10-day trip to th

'Vest Coast.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Tech
nicolor, has arrived in Hollywood from Ne'

York.

GEORGE L. DAVID, pix critic of the Rochest
?r Democrat Or Chronicle, is in New Yor
for the week.

Butler to Amend Bill

Albany — Assemblyman Williar

Butler's bill governing admission o.I

children under 16 to theaters no^ i-

on third reading will be amended i

the sponsor told THE Film Daiia *

Bill in all likelihood will now pas

late this week or early next.

Best wishes from" THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 15

Howard Higgin

E. H. Allen

Lorraine Eddy

Eddie White

Frances Grant
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DEAL WITH RKO NEAR

CLOSING, SAYS LLOYD

(Continued from Page 1)

t-losed, he described the plan as be-

ing "workable."
Indications are that the papers

\vill be signed within the next few
lays. Details, term of the contract

and the number of pictures he would
rakefor RKO will be forthcoming

twhen. the deal is closed.

fd said that his first picture

.vould go into production in April

Jand that he would not appear in it,

Jut would act solelv in a producer

Rapacity. However, he said he would
rtar in the second picture he would
i ake for RKO.

To Sign N. D. Ascap Bill

But Not Cent for Defense

(Continued from Page 1)

he bill will be signed, but declared

hat North Dakota will not spend a

:ent defending the measure's con-

;titutionality.

About two weeks ago, the State's

attorney General rendered an opin-

on that the bill is unconstitutional.

Jefferson City—An anti-Ascap bill

las been introduced into the Mis-
souri Legislature here.

lustoms Dept. Holds Up
iecond Print of "The Puritan"

Second print of "The Puritan."
rrench film banned by the New
'ork censors, to reach this country
s being held by the Customs De-
triment. What action the Customs
)ept. will take could not be learned
ist night, although it was reported

rev would have an appraiser look

it it. At Lenauer International Film
Co., distributors of the picture, it

as stated yesterday that it

ould appeal in the courts if the

Ji Customs does not release the film,

nd that bookings are now being
lade in other states.

French Pix In Ziegfeld

"The Heart of Paris," French film

ith English titles, released by Tri-

I ational, has been booked into

(oew's Ziegfeld March 28-29. Pic-

ire, which stars Ramu and Mi-
lelle Morgan, recently completed a

?ven-week American premiere at

inema 49.

"Antoinette" Records
Mexico City—Metro's "Marie Antoin-

ette" has just established a dual record
by playing six consecutive weeks at the
Teatro Iris, the longest run any picture
ever had in this country since the in-

ception of sound, and grossing about 50
per cent more than the same company's
production of "Conquest," which held
the house record, in a five-week period.

• • • WITH the withdrawing of the Warner "Devil's Island"

picture from distribution interest has been directed toward the

foreign production concerning the French penal colony the only

one ever produced in France involving Devil's Island the original

colony was suppressed by Leon Blum's administration and later

restored by Daladier the picture shows the convict ship. La

Martiniere, and a realistic rendering of the mutiny that occurred on this

prison ship all combining to make a natural for the ballyhoo and

publicity Edwin Fadiman of National Pictures Corp. will soon re-

lease the production

T T

• •••-! BATTERY of masters of ceremonies will be

on hand to handle the gigantic show to be staged at the New
York Press Photographers' annual dance and entertainment

to be held at the Hotel Astor on Friday, April 14 the em-

cees will be: James J. Walker, Henny Youngman, Milton Berle,

William Gaxton, Harry Hershfield and Jay C. Flippen and

if you can top that for a lineup, we'd like to hear about it

T T
• • O FOLLOWING the recent proclamation of Governor Payne

Ratner of Kansas urging all citizens to wear beards during the

"Dodge City" world premiere celebration planned for April 1

Perc Westmore, head of Warner's makeup dep't, is offering a silver

shaving cup for the best hirsute adornment Westmore will have a

complete makeup car on the "Dodge City Special'" which will bring

the Hollywood stars and newspapermen and mag writers to Dodge

City for the gala opening

T
• • • EXHIBITORS can cash in on that fictionization of

RKO's Astaire-Rogers production "The Story of Vernon and

Irene Castle" which will run in the May issue of Screen

Romances mag which has prepared a special promotional

campaign for this issue with ten thousand car cards in key

cities, and twenty-five hundred truck posters on American News
Co. delivery trucks throughout the nation the fact that

Screen Romances is reducing its price from a quarter to ten cents,

and inaugurating a gigantic chain store distribution with this

Astaire-Rogers issue gives the theater man an unusual oppor-

tunity to tie his playdate right in with these chain stores in Tiis

locality

v

• • • A LOT of interest has been created among U. S. Army
officials, who are naturally curious to see a film which shows for the

first time hitherto unphotographed sections of the great French defense

system of underground fortifications the picture, "Double Crime

In the Maginot Line" will soon be released here by Tower Pictures ....

T
• • • FOLLOWING a special screening in New York of

Paramount's second English-made film, "Stolen Life" ... .starring

Elisabeth Bergner with Michael Redgrave the studio officials

and distribution execs, present agreed unanimously on a special

advertising campaign on a grand national scale

T T
• • • HOME TOWN boy makes good William K. Howard

showed his current production, "Back Door To Heaven"

to the home folks back in the little town of St. Marys, near Dayton.

Ohio the town went wild and the Sunday mag of the Day-

ton Daily News gave it a double spread story with photos

GOV'T TO EXAMINE UA

EXECS. IN EQUITY SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

tice to defendant who can, in turn,
submit a counter order if it so de-
sires, it was revealed by the D of J.
As to scope of the examination,

the order is silent, but if UA does
not move to limit examination this
can be sufficiently broad as to cover
any aspect of the charges made by
the Government against UA and its

sub-defendants.
Although D of J sources stated

that UA has taken to date no steps
to limit the examination, The Film
Daily learned last night that the
company will submit such counter
order to the Court today,—at 10:30
a.m. the time specified for submis-
sion in Federal Court, — together
with a memorandum as to why UA
thinks the Government order is not
in keeping with Judge Bondy's re-'

cent bill of particulars decision.
It was also disclosed yesterday

that the U. S. is preparing papers
to apply to the Court for the pur-
pose of substituting defendants in
the equity action. Purpose is to
drop those who were in the filn.

business at the time the suit was.
instituted but who are not now con-
nected with filmland and, conversely,
to include those who have joined
the defendant companies since ac-
tion began.

Schwarzwald to Produce

On Coast for Universal

{Continued from Page 1)

icals, it was announced last night.
Joe Gershenson, who was his assis-
tant in New York when he produced
shorts for Universal and RKO. leaves
for the Coast shortly where he will

rejoin Schwarzwald in the same ca-
pacity.

Rep. Regionals for Houston,

Chicago, New York, 'Frisco

(Continued from Page 1)

24 westerns and four serials will be
outlined will be set upon Grainger's
arrival in New York.

Entire Southern sales organiza-
tion of the company will arrive in
Houston on April 6 to attend world
premiere of "Man of Conquest" at
the Majestic.

ST
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mrs. William A.

Wellman, wife of the director, be-
came the mother of a daughter, her
third child. Mrs. Wellman is the
former Dorothy Coonan, actress.

Indianapolis, Ind. — Frank San-
ders, Jr., assisting his father in the
operation of the Stratford, Mecca
and Garrick theaters, is the father
of a baby boy born in the Methodist
Hospital here.

i.
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U. S. Pix Lacking, Italian Exhibitors Take It on Chin
143 Theaters Forced to Close

Since Jan. 1, Advices

Disclose

Italian film theaters have been
suffering severe losses since the
abandonment of the market by U. S.

distribs., with 143 houses shuttered
during the past two months, it was
learned authoritatively yesterday.
Newest plan being discussed by

II Duce's Government is an exhib-

itor subsidy. A number of Italian

theaters have been taken over as

cultural centers, although still ad-

vertised as film theaters.

There are approximately 2,700

privately-owned theaters throughout
Italy today, but this figure is ex-

pected to be sharply cut by the end
of the year.

Italian production is reported to

be practically at a standstill. Pri-

vate capital is said to be non-
existent as far as film financing

goes, with any money going into

production being provided by the

Government in an effort to keep the

studios open.

FASCISTS, NAZIS FACE

DOMESTIC PIX WOES

Paris (By Cable)—Exhib. and fan

adverse reactions to the "squeeze

plays" by the Italian and German
governments which forced American
distributors to leave Italy altogether

and cut down their business in Ger-

many, have both totalitarian gov-

ernments considerably worried over

their domestic pix situation.

It is understood here that Ger-

man agents will shortly try to buy

independent American product on a

'arge scale for distribution in Ger-

many. They already have dickered

with a number of English producers,

but with scant success. An Italian

mission is now in New York on a

similar errand, it is known.
Meanwhile, both the German and

Italian governments are taking all

the French pictures they can buy.

Germany recently concluded a pact

which enables French nroducers to

take money from Naziland as long

as there is a favorable trade bal-

ance. . . .

An easing of Italian restrictions

is predicted before the year ends,

with some quarters predicting the

abolishment of the Fascist ENIC
picture monopoly.
German audiences are said to be

staying away from the Italian and

Japanese imports, with the pictures

losing money both for the distribu-

tors and exhibitors at an alarming

rate.

Kassler Sets "Symphony"

Frank Kassler has booked "Sym-

phony In the Mountains/' in Los

Angeles, Buffalo and Rochester,

opening Friday. Pix features Vien-

na Choir Boys.

Republic Purchases North Hollywood Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Republic, which has been renting from the Guarantee Liquidating Trust
Co., has purchased the studio at a sum close to $500,000, with a substantial cash
down payment, the rest to be paid within a short period. The lot consists of 19'/2
acres. In addition, Republic owns 30 acres which surrounds the studio. Republic
will launch a vast program of building expansion, including a new executive building.
The deal was closed by Herbert J. Yates and M. J. Siegel.

John Grierson Proposes

"Proportional Quota"

London (By Cable)—John Grier-
son has proposed to the British film
industry a new principle in British
picture production and a modifica-
tion of the present quota. He calls
it "proportional quota" and its main
purpose is to make films costing 10
and 15 shilling per foot to count as
"half quota" and "three-quarters
quota," respectively.
Further objects of his proposal

are to encourage a large number of
British productions; to make a defi-
nite place under the quota for sec-
ond features; to stimulate a freer
investment of money in film produc-
tion here, and to make feature-
length documentaries a practical
proposition.

All British films, no mattter what
the cost, count as single quota for
exhibitors; these "half and three-
quarters" cost productions would
also count as full quota for exhibi-
tors.

Ottawa—Objection to the "impor-
tation" of John Grierson of the British
Film Advisory Council by the Do-
minion Government for a study of
the Canadian pix situation was
voiced in the House of Commons by
J. Earl Lawson, M. P., who declared
that competent men were available
in Canada for the purpose. Refer-
ring to the increased appropriation
for the making of Government
films, Mr. Lawson declared that the
Provinces should provide their own
motion pictures if they desired them
and that the Federal Government
should drop the production of 35mm.
films in the interests of economy,
restricting its output to 16mm. pic-
tures which were suitable to halls
and schools.

408 U. S. Features to 93
Others Shown in N. Z., 1938

Wellington, N. Z. (By Cable)—Of
the feature pictures passed by the
censor board in 1938, U. S. films
were in the lead by 408 against 97
other importations (which included
93 British, three Australian and one
Canadian production).
But six pictures were rejected

during the year, three American and
three British. Thirty-two were ap-
proved after cuts.

Para, to Test at Astoria
Paramount's Eastern Talent divi-

sion, under Borros Kaplan, has
signed an agreement with the East-
ern Service studios to use their fa-
cilities for all screen-testing done
in the East.

Mexican Studio Building

Plant to Supply Own Power

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City — Faced with the
threat of a curtailment of its power
supply which would require a shut-
down of part of its studios. CLASA
has started construction of its own
power plant to provide sufficient
current for its labs, and five stages.

Mexican Health Films
A series of short pictures with

dramatic themes will be produced
by the Mexican Government's De-
partment of Public Health. Writers
have been invited to submit stories
and production is to start by the
middle of this year, according to
present plans.

Native Industry Spurts
Camera work was completed on

three pictures, and four others have
been sent on the floor in the past
two weeks, to mark a fresh spurt on
the part of the native industry.

Finished were Productora y Dis-
tribuidora de Peliculas Mexicanas'
"Repatriados" (Homecoming), which
Rene Cardona directed, and "Heren-
cia Macabra" (Macabre Heritage),
megaphoned by Jose Bohr, Raul de
Anda's "Con los Dorados de Villa"
(With Pancho Villa's Doradoes),
which De Anda himself directed,
with Pedro Armendariz, Emilio Fer-
nandez, Susana Cora and Lucha
Reyes in the main roles, also was
finished last week.

Australian Censors Use
Scissors on British Films

Sydney (By Cable) — Cuts were
made in 10 per cent of feature films
during 1938 in Australia by the
Commonwealth's Film Censors, as
against 17 per cent in 1937, accord-
ing to a report just issued.
Nearly twice as many cuts were

made to British films than to Holly-
wood's output. British attractions
submitted in 1938 numbered 61, a
decline from previous years.
Of 467 features submitted, U. S.

provided 403. Of three Continental
films submitted, two were rejected.

Second O'Flaherty in French
Paris (By Cable)—Another stoi-y

by the Irish novelist, Liam O'Fla-
herty, whose "Le Puritain" was
filmed here, will also be produced in

French, with dialogue by O'Flaherty.
Raimu has been engaged to play
the stellar role. Filming will start

March 25.

FRENCH PIX MEASURE

GIVEN SLIGHT CHANCE

French films bill for reorganiza
tion of the native industry has littl

chance of passing unless consider
ably revised and modified, ^J?.ober

Aisner, French producer a{ > filr

industry association exec, tola Th
Film Daily yesterday.

Should a modified version of th
bill pass, Aisner expressed the opir
ion that there would be a cut i

French imports. This, howevei
would not necessarilv reduce reve
nue of U. S. distribs. Aisner be
lieves that American companie
would meet the problem by imporl
ing only top flight product whic

.

would demand greater playing tim
and hence earn greater revenue.

Aisner predicts that French pre
duction will drop this year to aboi;

110 pictures. He pointed out ths
French theaters absorbed a total c

427 films last year.
Aisner stated that his move t

produce here was caused by risin
production costs in France, the ui
limited distribution possibilities <

American-made pictures and tr

greater facilities offered herii

"Bricks Without Straw," will I

Aisner's first picture to be made i

Eastern Service Studios. It will t

followed by "Made in France" an
"Marie of the Ports." Fourth stor
is to be selected.

u. S. Distribs. Confident

of No French Restriction

Paris (By Cable)—Despite poi
ing of the "Statute du Cinema" f<

action by the Chamber of Deputie
U. S. film interests here are coi

fident that no legislation serious
affecting their status will be enacte
Although there has been agitatic

in favor of provisos which wou
lead to control of receipts and ir

position of a tax on dubbing, tl

former is possible, but the latter ir

probable.
Greatest barrier toward anv legi

lative overt act is held to be Franc
U. S. trade treaty signed in M:
1936. A salient clause contained
the document provides that the
S. cannot be put in a less favorat
position than at the time the trea
was consummated. At that tir

j

the U. S. was rceeiving some 75
||

the dubbing: permits out of a toil

of 94. This situation will natural;!

continue to prevail as a minimi) J

because of the treaty.
France, it is pointed out, wor

scarcely be disposed to jeopardi
its commercial position with the
S. by passing legislation of an a

tagonistic nature.

"Concentrat'n Camp" Mar.
"Concentration Camp," Russil

picture being released by Amkh

'

will open at the Waldorf Theat
March 18.
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NOW IS THE SILLY

SEASON WHEN YOU
MUST KEEP YOUR
WEATHER-EYE PEELED!



i

5 i

Those annual sales

conventions are on* The boys are

getting pepped up. The announce-

ment books are being gilded.

Take my advice:

Demand
1-That the company

delivered its past promises.

2 -That the salesman's

statements have a basis in fact, not merely

in enthusiasm.

3 -That the company is helping you

making money.

4 -That its stars and pictures mean some-

thing-Summer, Winter, Spring and Fall-

and Summer again.

Mt.



AND KEEP YOUR EAR
CLOSE TO THE GROUND!
Remember: Most companies can only

shout before they deliver. The sale is one

thing to them, the product another.

THE OLD RELIABLE IS
[There's no suspense in this gag. You know the answer.)



6-27-28-29-30-31-32-33-34

35-36-37-38-39-40 and till eternity

The Friendly Company

THE ONLY A PRODUCT ON
THE MARKET- that's a fact!

STARS-STARS-HITS-HITS-RECORDS
BROKEN-BIG THEMES-ACTION
DRAMAS-BEST SELLING BOOKS AND
PLAYS-GREAT PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS,

AUTHORS-SUPERB TECHNICAL
STUDIOS, GREAT PRINTS-DYNAMIC
ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY-
NOTHING SMALL TIME -Absolutely

ON THE LEVEL!
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NEWSPAPERS WILL GET

98% OF WB AD BUDGET

(.Continued from Page 1)

enced each other much more than
nerally realized" and added, "ad-
rtising today has a tempo, an
mph' all its own, and I believe

that it derives straight from mo-
tion picture technique."
Next film year, Einfeld asserted,

w 11 ' ^notable for promotional cam-

Kaig..* He cited the ballyhoo
lapped for "Dodge City's premiere

April 1 at Dodge City, Kan., stated
that "The Kid from Kokomo" sim-
ilarly would debut in Kokomo, Ind.,

and that Warners will give "Juarez"
a world premiere in Mexico City.

Latter opening, said Einfeld,
would attract pix industry leaders
and political and social notables for

a "hands-across-the-Rio" demon-
stration.

Both Einfeld and Jack L. Warner
plan to leave for the Coast tomor-
row. Einfeld will return to New
York following the opening of

"Dodge City."

Para. Sets Up New License

Department for "Gulliver"

Formation of a new license de-

partment headed by Harry Royster
was announced yesterday by Lou
Diamond, Paramount shorts chief.

New department will arrange
merchandising tieups with novelty
and toy manufacturers for exclusive

use of Gulliver character items in

connection with the forthcoming
"Gulliver's Travels," Max Fleischer
Technicolor feature cartoon sched-
uled for release next December.
Royster for many years has been

associated with the Paramount the-

ater division at the home office han-
dling exploitation on feature attrac-

tions.

Garbose Drops Appeal
Athol, Mass.—Counsel for Abra-

ham Garbose, Athol theater opera-
tor, has withdrawn an appeal to

State Supreme Court from a Wor-
cester Superior Court decree which
dismissed Garbose's suit to compel
Athol selectmen to "refrain from

i canceling:" his theater license. Gar-
bose's license was canceled when he
refused to stop Bank Nights.

Frisco Fair Hurts Pix

San Francisco—Managers of lo-

cal theaters are complaining that the
' Golden Gate International Exposi-

tion is putting a crimp in the box-
office receipts. Local people are go-
ing to the Fair for their amuse-
ment.

Thru Dutch Eyes
M. Sluyser, film commentator of the

Dutch radio station VARA, will discuss
American pix from the Dutch viewpoint
in a special short wave broadcast at
2:30 a.m. (Holland time) March 21.
Broadcast is one of a series to be
beamed on America by Dutch stations
in connection with the New York
World's Fair.

WB Cutting Shorts from 134 ThisYear

to 86 for 1939-40; Color Freely Used
(Continued f

closing sessions at the Waldorf-As-
toria yesterday.

Decisions reflected in the an-
nouncement were the result of
Moray's recent swing through the
U. S. to contact exhibs. and subse-
quent confabs with Jack L. Warner,
WB production chief, and Sax.
The two-reelers will be grouped

as "Broadway Brevities," with eight
in Technicolor. Breakdown of the
1939-40 "Brevities" shows provis-
ion for four "Cavalcade of Amer-
ica" Technicolor featurettes, "Na-
than Hale." "The Father of His
Country," "The Monroe Doctrine"
and "Frsfedom of the Press." Jack
L. Warner personally will supervise
the four.

Also in the "Brevities" lineup
will be four "All-Star Musicals,"
two with Charley Foy and Fritz
Feld, one a musical with a Western
background and a fourth with a
sports atmosphere. Additionally
there will be four "All-Star Com-
edies," to be made at Burbank in

black and white, and six black and
white two reel musicals to be made
here by Sax.

Latter will embrace "Ice Gaieties,"

a musical on ice; "Minstrel Show,"
old-time black-face revue; "Holly-
wood Doubles," featuring a group
of pix look-a-likes: one starring Hal
Le Rov; a Kiddie Revue, and an All-

Girl Revue.

rom Page 1)

Of the 68 one-reelers, 42 will be
produced by Leon Schlesinger; they
will include 26 Merrie Melodies in

Technicolor and 16 Looney Tunes in

black and white. Remaining 26 one-
reelers will be produced here by Sax;
the lineup calls for 10 "Melody Mas-
ter" Bands, six Vitaphone Varieties,
and 10 "Color Parades."
Band series will have Artie Shaw,

Larry Clinton, Eddie de Lange, Ru-
binoff, Clyde McCoy and Saturday
Night Swing Club; "Varieties" will

present the FFWB "Grouch Club,"
the Jesse Crawfords, the Radio
Rogues and a di'amatic novelty by
Ed Sullivan, columnist. The "Color
Parades" will include six "Mechanix
Illustrated" shorts in color and four
"Roaming Cameraman" specialties
in color.

Announcements of 18 "Broadway
Brevities" for 1939-40 marks a drop
from 30 listed for the current sea-
son; similarly. "Melody Masters"
are cut from 18 to 10," "Color Pa-
rades" from 13 to 10, "Vitaphone
Varieties" from 12 to six. Uncut
are "Merrie Melody" and "Looney
Tune" series.

Series apparently discarded for
1939-40 include the Floyd Gibbons
"Your True Adventures" and "Tech-
nical Specials." For 1938-39, 13 of
the former and six of the latter
were announced. Both of the drop-
ped series were one-reelers.

16 mm. Pix in Britain

Clashing with Reissues

(Continued from Page 1)

their showing of reissued pictures.
Reissues are a result of the short-
age of films held due primarily to

the Films Act.
Sussex branch of the Cinemato-

graph Exhibitors' Ass'n has given
time to consideration of this ano-
malous situation and has communi-
cated with the Home Office.

K. A. Nyman, president of the
CEA, has also made urgent repre-
sentations to the Home Office. He
has expressed the hope that local

authorities would be given authority
to license all film shows, whether
16 mm. non-flam or not. Some form
of licensing conditions, he holds, are
absolutely necessary to safeguard
legitimate interests of exhibitors.
He would except from licensing,
however, educational films shown in

bona fide educational institutions.

Exhibitors make the point that
they cannot get a return on a re-

issued picture comparable to the
gross on a new production, and that
the growing list of sub-standard
versions of these' standard reissues
is woi'king a hardship on them.
Shortage of new product forces them
to book reissues. They instance the
recent showing of 90 free shows in

a single week in Bristol.

The London County Council has
the plight of exhibitors in the situa-
tion under consideration.

Clearance Situation 'A Mess/
Cole Tells Boston Exhibs.

(Continued from Page 1)

Exhibitors, Inc., was toastmaster.
Appointment of Frank Lydon also
local vice-president, as regional
vice-president, was announced.

Cole described the clearance situ-

ation in this country as "a mess."
He said the present structure, in his

belief, couldn't be repaired. "I don't
think it's even worth catching up.
The industry can produce a plan
that will beat all hollow what we
had before."

Cole said that small theater own-
ers had proportionally as great per-

sonal investments in the industry
and were as much a part of it as

millionaire operators. Claiming
nride in Allied's part in the present
industry "modernization," Cole
prophesied that out of the present
unrest "will come a healthv rebuild-

ing of a house that at the best has
been sadly out of date."

Executive session of Independent
Exhibitors. Inc., followed. Arthur
K. Howard was in charge of the
day's arrangements and will ac-

company Cole today when the latter

addresses the Massachusetts Feder-
ation of Women's Clubs.

10-15 and Giveaways, Too
Albuqueroue. N. M.—Mesa Thea-

ter is running giveaways three
nights a week, with admish 10-15

cents.

SEARS DEFINES

WARNER ACTION
It's a "Definite Dynamic

Quality," Convention Told

The Warner slant on action was
given to the company's sales con-
vention at the Waldorf-Astoria yes-
terday by Grad L. Sears, sales chief,

who told the assemblage that action
again would be the production key-
note for 1939-40. Said Sears:

"By action we don't mean
necessarily gun-fire, battle,

murder and sudden death. Em-
phatically we don't mean the
old-fashioned chase. But we do
mean a definite dynamic quality
which is of the essence of life

itself. Too perfect an equilib-

rium means a dead motion pic-

ture—as it means a dead man.
"Passivity and subtlety are

by no means the same thing.
Passivity and artistic quality
are by no means the same thing.
Some excellent directors and
actors have been shipwrecked
on that misunderstanding."
Sears at a closed session yester-

day outlined the Warner sales policy
for 1939-40.

Post-convention parleys today will

be held by divisional, district and
branch managers.

Mary Pickford, Martha Raye

Among Stars on AL Program

Martha Raye and Shirley Ross
have been added to the film stars
to appear on the Hollywood portions
of the special NBC program com-
memorating the 20th anniversary of
the American Legion tonight. They
replace Rosemary Lane and Gale
Page. The broadcast will be heard
over the NBC-Blue Network from
11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., EST, with
Bob Hope as master of ceremonies.
Mary Pickford, Gene Autry, Joe

E. Brown and Fibber McGee will ap-
pear on the program. Music will be
by the Paul Taylor Chorus and
Frank Hodek's orchestra. New
York's contribution will include a
comedy sketch by Olsen and John-
son, and a violin solo by Rubinoff.

Gov'ts File Tokyo Protests

on Outlawing Chinese Money

Tokyo (By Cable)—Formal pro-
tests of the United States, Great
Britain and France against the out-
lawing of the Central Chinese gov-
ernment's money have been lodged
with the Japanese government, it

was confirmed here yesterday by the
foreign office.

Benefits Helpful
Oklahoma City—State Theater here is

finding benefit shows put on in co-
operation with local school clubs late

at night after regular dav's runs are a

big help in boosting pictures that ap-
peal to the younger generation. Films

shown are generally those scheduled for

runs two or three weeks following.

m.^J
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MYERS MEETS 2 DAYS

WITH DISTRIBS. HERE

{Continued from Page 1)

confer with J. N. Braden, chief coun-
sel of the American Arbitration
Association, in regard to the tech-
nical points in the Allied leader's
proposals for arbitration.

Five Exchange Centers

in New WB Sales Dist.

(Continued from Page 1)

which is effective immediately, will
comprise five exchange centers,
made up of Memphis and Kansas
City, both of which were formerly
incorporated in the Southern Dis-
trict,—plus St. Louis, Omaha and
Des Moines, which were formerly in

the Midwest District.

New district will be under Rud
Lohrenz, formerly Midwest district
manager, who, prior to the current
arrangement, headquartered in Chi-
cago. He will now headquarter in
Kansas City.

Move leaves the Southern District
with five exchanges, and the Mid-
west with four. Former is under
supervision of Fred Jack, headquar-
tering in Dallas, and the latter un-
der Henry Herbel, former San Fran-
cisco branch manager, whose promo-
tion to the new post was announced
earlier in the week.

Other WB district managers, in

addition to Lohrenz, Jack and Her-
bel, are Ed Schnitzer, Eastern dis-

trict, with headquarters in New
York; Robert Smeltzer, Central di-

vision, Washington, D. C; W. E.
Callaway, West Coast district, Los
Angeles; and Wolfe Cohen, Canad-
ian district, Toronto.

WE Declares Dividend
At a meeting of the directors of

the Western Electric Co. held yes-
terday, a dividend of 25 cents per
share on its common stock was de-
clared. The dividend is payable on
March 31 to stock of record at the
close of business on March 24.

reviews of new turns
"Midnight"

with Claudetfe Colbert, Don Ameche,
John Barrymore

Paramount 94 Mins.

GAY AND CLEVER PARISIAN SOPHIS-
TICATED ROMANCE DISTINGUISHED
WITH FINE ACTING.

Here is a typically gay and clever French
sophisticated story handled lightly, with its

cleverness and comedy certain to carry it

to box-office success. Claudette Colbert
does a Cinderella role throughout, being

a stranded American chorus gal in Paris,

who meets up with a taxi driver (Don
Ameche). He falls hard, and when she
runs away from him realizing she also is

falling for him, he organizes the taxi

drivers of Paris to find her. Meanwhile,
her Cinderella adventures have begun. She
meets John Barrymore at a musical wh°re
his wife (Mary Astor) is bored along with

her sweetie (Francis Lederer), and they
are playing bridge in a side room. Colbert
is brought in to make a foursome, and
Lederer starts to fall hard for the new-
comer, to the irritation of Astor. Then
the hubby (Barrymore), gets in his fine

work, hiring the adventuress to piay

around with the playboy and drag him
away from his wife. There are clever com-
plications at a week-end party at the Barry-

more estate, with the taxi driver (Ameche)
having located her and barging in to claim

his almost-bride. There is a far-fetched

scene in the Paris divorce court, in which
Ameche wins over his "wife" and prevents

a divorce where there has not even been
a marriage. The brilliant work of Colbert,

Ameche, Lederer, Barrymore and Astor

form as grand a grouping of fine acting

as any picture of the year affords. The
dialogue is clever, the situations and repar-

tee are funny, and altogether the produc-

tion is sparkling and grown-up, and should

please all intelligent audiences. Director

Leisen did superbly with a very difficult

story to translate to the screen.

CAST: Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche,
Francis Lederer, John Barrymore, Mary
Astor, Elaine Barrie, Hedda Hopper.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Hornblow;

Director, Mitchell Leisen; Authors, Edwin

Justus Mayer, Franz Schulz; Screenplay,

Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder; Camera
nan, Charles Lang.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

Rotary Stabilizer

PLUS NEW
SHOCK PROOF

DRIVE

Lead parade of features in

^Wrcaphotophone

MAGIC VOICE of

the SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.

Designed for any theatre

—

regardless of size.

"The Oklahoma Kid"
with James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart

Warners 85 Mins.

GUSTY WESTERN EPIC OF PIONEER
DAYS WITH CAGNEY GLAMOROUS AS
TWO-GUN MAN.

A new type of role for James Cagney
as a western bad man, and he does all right

by it, too. They are selling it as a

"frontier epic," and if you put it down as

a glorified western, with the added zip

of a name like Cagney's, that will be about
the right classification. It is full of ex-

citing action with fights and gun-play
crowding the footage. The theme covers

the opening up of the Oklahoma territory

by the government in 1893. The characters

include Judge Hardwicke (Donald Crisp),

his daughter (Rosemary Lane), and Kin-

caid (Hugh Sothern) and his son (Harvey

Stephens), who stand for law and order

against the gambling crowd led by Whip
McCord (Humphrey Bogart). As the boom
town starts to grow, the lawless gang takes

things over, and when Kincaid starts to

interfere, the gambler chief frames him
on a murder charge and has him hanged.

The Oklahoma Kid turns out to be the

black sheep of the Kincaid family, and

when law and order has shown it is power-
less to suppress the lawless element, he

appoint himself a Vigilante Committee of

one, and goes out and cleans up the gang
one by one. Finally he has the showdown
with Bogart, the chief, and after his

brother has been mortally wounded by the

killer, the latter meets his bullet fate.

The production is full of gusty scenes and
plenty of thrills and excitement. But it

is Cagney and his famous acting style that

put it over strong. For his fans, this will

prove a wow. The western atmosphere
and pioneering spirit has been finely

handled throughout.

CAST: James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart,

Rosemary Lane, Donald Crisp, Harvey
Stephens, Hugh Sothern, Charles Middle-
ton, Edward Pawley, Ward Bond, Lew Har-
vey, Trevor Bardette, John Miljan, Arthur
Aylesworth.

CREDITS: Director, Lloyd Bacon; Au-
thors, Edward Paramore. Wally Kline;

Screenplay, Warren Duff, Robert Buckner;
Edward Paramore; Cameraman. James
Wong Howe; Editor, Owen Marks.

DU PONT PLANT BRINGS

SEAFORT 2 THEATERS

DIRECTION, Fine.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

"La Bandera" to Hoffberg
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has ac-

quired American distribution rights
to "La Bandera," French film star-
ring- Annabella and Jean Gabin.
Picture, which has been an out-
standing box-office draw in Europe,
was directed by Julien Duvivier.
Joseph Auerbach was the producer.
Hoffberg plans to release the pic-
ture immediately, probably under
the title of "Escape From Yester-
day."

702-Consolidated Huddle
Meeting was held yesterday be-

tween Local 702, lab. technicians
union, and Consolidated. Negotia-
tion will continue later in the week.

Seafort, Del.—This town is getting
two new houses, because of duPont's
$10,000,000 plant to be erected there.
Fred Ayres and Reese Harrington,
who have the Palace here, are to
build one while the Schines are to
build the other.

Plan Two for Millbury (

Millbury, Mass.—Two new thea-
ters are planned here this Spring.
Barnard Feldman of Winchendon is

seeking a license to erect an 800-
seat theater to cost $50,000. Dom-
inic Turturro of Worcester will start
work in a few days on a 500-seat
house to cost $20,000. Turturro's
theater will be on the site of the old
Methodist-Episcopal Church. Feld-
man has an option on the Gilbert
property opposite the new post of-
fice.

6th First-Run for Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb.—With the re-light-

ing of the Orpheum (Nebraska),
today, the 1,250-seater becomes
an ace house, after $24,000 has been
spent trimming it up. With its

opening, the town starts on a rec-
ord sprint for film consumption, tak-
ing on 12 first-runs per week in 6
houses.

Mrs. Rasley to Operate
O'Neill, Neb.—Mrs. Georgia O.

Rasley will operate a new theater
here, being built by Mr. and Mrs.
Sumner Downey. Mrs. Rasley also

operates the Royal, owned by the
Downeys.

Third House for Griffith

Oklahoma City—Construction is

nearing completion on the new Grif-
fith Amusement Co. 500-seat house
at Stillwater. Griffith now operate
the Aggie and Mecca at Stillwater
while C. H. Russ operates the Cam-
era.

Allan Leases in Denver
Denver—Robert E. Allan, former-

ly with the Superior Film exchange
of St. Louis, has leased the Jewel,
South Side neighborhood house,
from C. U. Yaeger (Bank Night),
head of the Atoz Amusement com-
pany. Allan is retaining E. J. Ward
as manager.

Plans Conn. Drive-ins
Milford, Conn.—A new drive-in

theater, Connecticut's first, is prom-
ised by M. DeMario, operator of the
Drive-In, Weymouth, Mass. De-
Mario has secured a site and permit
opposite a popular eatery on the
Milford Turnpike, and reports he is

fonsidering the environs of Hart-
ford and Greenwich for similar
drive-ins.

New Jewett City House
Jewett City, Conn.—-Joseph Quitt-

ner and Peter Perakos will break
ground next week for a new thea-
ter to replace the Finn's Theater,
only Connecticut house to be demol-
ished beyond repair in the recent
hurricane.
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Kuykendall, Cole, Brandt Invited to Metro's Meeting
Rodgers to Announce 1939-40

Lineup at Chi. Next
Tuesday

{Continued from Page 1)

late last night, had not yet made an
announcement.

It is believed to be the first time
that a major company has asked
outstanding representative exhibitor

trs to attend a sales conven-
:k' w All three exhib. leaders have
played vital roles in the current
trade reform negotiations.
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general

sales manager, is slated to preside
at the sessions where he will an-
nounce the 1939-40 program on Tues-
day, the 21st. Rodgers has been a
key figure for the distribs. in the
reform talks. Howard Dietz, direc-

tor of advertising and publicity, is

to announce a complete new promo-
tional plan for the coming year and
will outline in detail the services ex-
hibitors may expect. A banquet will

wind up the convention Tuesday
night.

The tentative list of those who
will attend from the home office and
studio includes, among many others,
Nicholas M. Schenck, William F.
Rodgers, Arthur Loew, Al Lichtman,
Thomas J. Connors, Edward M.
Saunders, Joseph Vogel. Howard
Dietz, J. A. Gove. Silas F. Seadler,
W. R. Ferguson, Howard Strickling,
Frank Whitbeck, Barrett C. Ries-
ling, J. S. MacLeod. Alan Cummings,
William D. Kelly, Edwin W. Aaron.
Charles F. Deesen, I. Leonard
Hirsch, Harold Postman, Joel Bezah-
ler, Irving Helfont, M. L. Simons,
Arthur Lacks, Herb Morgan and
Charles J. Sonin.
Samuel Eckman, British Manager,

will also attend, as will Walter
Hayner, representing Canada.

Bronx Jurist Upholds Fine

Against Empire State Union

Justice Aaron J. Levy in Supreme
Court, Bronx County, confirmed re-
port of Hon. John Ford, official

referee, fining the Empire State Mo-
tion Picture Operators Union $712.50
for contempt of court.

Petitioner, Joseph L. Kimmel, was
wrongfully removed from his em-
ployment at the Marble Hill The-
ater, Bronx, by the union in viola-
tion of an injunction that he ob-
tained May 13, 1938. The Marble
Hill is operated by the Cocalis cir-

cuit.

SMPE Sectional Officers
Recently elected officers of the

Mid-West and Pacific Coast sections
of SMPE are, for the former, S. A.
Lukes, chairman; C. H. Stone, past-
chairman; G. W. Baker, secretary-
treasurer; and O. B. Denue and J.

A. Dubray, managers, and for the
latter Loren Ryder, chairman; J. 0.
Aalberg, part-chairman; A. F.
Edouart, secretarv-treasurer; and C.
W. Handley and W. Miller, manag-

\ en- French Third Dimensional Pix
Paris (By Cable)—A new process of third dimensional pictures, said to differ

entirely from all previous attempts to obtain films in relief, has been invented by M.
Barraud and his associates. They call their system Neo-Relief. M. Barraud claims that
Neo-Relief necessitates no modification in either projector or screen, nor does it re-

quire the wearing of special spectacles by the spectators. It does require a change in

camera, however. An early demonstration of Neo-Relief is promised.

Oklahoma Exhibitors See Providence Union Backing

Better Grosses In Sight Demands by Walkout Threat

Oklahoma City—An outlook for
better b.o. grosses during the next
90 days is expressed by most the-
ater men in the state, with the past
two months having seen only two
or three closings and several reopen-
ings of dark houses.
The death of giveaways and a

resultant slump in some communi-
ties has been felt, but these theater
men inform Film Daily that a
trend back to their houses has been
noted during the last few weeks.
In some instances double-bills have
been abandoned without any great
drop of patronage at the box-office.

Most closed situations that attempt-
ed duals have gone back to single
features and extended shorts pro-
grams.

Small town theater men say that
withdrawal of pix stars from radio
will do more to build up weak spots
than any return of giveaways or

prize contests.

Providence — Demanding a 40-

hour, six-day week, and increase in

pay dating from recognition date of
union, Nov. 1, last year, theater
employes' union here is threatening
a walkout of ushers, janitors, cash
iers and other members Friday un-
less theater managements agree to
terms before that date. Although
union fight is said to be largely
against a couple of first-run thea-
ters and one independent chain, all

principal theaters of city will be
affected if walkout order comes.

AD FILMS STIR NEW

OKLAHOMA INTEREST

Plan Wilkinson Dinner
New Haven — Meadow Streeters

are planning a dinner for George
Wilkinson, operator of the Wilkin-
son, Wallingford, and one of the
oldest exhibitors in the state.

Oklahoma City—Screen advertis-
ing, on the wane in this state for
the past two years, is being con-
sidered again by theater men who
have been opposed to its use in the
past, it is understood.
However, metropolitan houses will

run only the shortest announce-
ments, it is understood. A kindly
ear may be given institutional ma-
terial that stacks up against the
standards of the other short product
being shown in the houses.
Over the state in medium sized

locations screen advertising has
been slowly building prestige as
rates have been scaled slightly. But
even here the copy that goes past
a half or full minute is rejected.
Tests have revealed audiences are
not amiss to advertising as long as
it is not given in the heavy doses
nor too many ads presented in
one continuation.

Tests of reception locally have
been based on swaps of radio time
for screen advertising or with other
organizations for co-operative copy
in local newspapers.

Gustave Nachaty to Make
Sequel to the Film, "Ecstacy"

If 'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gustave Nachaty,

producer and director of "Ecstacy"
and discoverer of Hedy Lamarr,

j

will make a sequel to her picture,

'

"The Girl of Ecstacy." The film will

be made either in Hollywood or Lon-
don. Nachaty has closed a financing

j

deal for the picture with Julius
I

Aussenberg.
Nachaty will collaborate with Al-

I

brecht Joseph on the story. The
j

new "Ecstacy" will be laid in Vienna
|

before and after the Nazi regime. .

Picture will conform with the Hays
code.

AMERICA -FIRST, LAST- ALWAYS!

Health Dep't Short May
Go Into Loew Theaters

Enjoying widespread popularity in

its 100 upstate runs, the State
Health Department-produced nine-
minute short "Serum to Windham"
is scheduled for release in New
York City this week. Based upon
actual work of the Health Depart-
ment in rushing anti-pneumonia
serum to victims and similar corre-
lated work, short will be screened
by Loew's this week and may play
that circuit.

Altec Moves in Scranton
Scranton, Pa. — Needing larger

quarters, Altec Service Corp. has
moved its local office to the Coal Ex-
change Building, 130 Wyoming Ave.

"But there are things Americans have always

been afraid of — things they've hated worse

than gun-fire an' one of them's dictatorship."

* MAN OF CONQUEST.*

RICHARD DIX • Gail Patrick • Joan Fontaine

Edward Ellis • Cast of thousands! • A Republic Picture



A CdUhdah, of feature JleUaws
An alphabetical list oi English-speaking ieatures released since Nov. 15, 1938. together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few

_ months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates: FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts "™~~

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews. * Indicates Technicolor production.

Title. Dist., Running Time Release Date

Adventure in Sahara (Col.), 57 mins.. .11-15-38
FD: 12-23-38; Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gordon

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The (M-G-M),
92 mins 2-10-39
FD: 2-17-39: Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly

Adventures of Jane Arden, The (WB) 3-4-39
Rosella Towne. William Gargan

Air Raid (Para.) In Prod.

Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray

Almost a Gentleman (RKO) 3-31-39
James Ellison, Helen Wood

Ambush (Para.). 62 mins 1-20-39

FD: 1-18-39; Gladys Swarthout, Richard Stanley

Angels with Dirty Faces (WB), 97 mins.. .11-24-38
FD: 10-24-38; James Cagney, Pat O'Brien

Arizona Legion (RKO) 1-20-39
George O'Brien, Laraine Johnson

Arizona Wildcat (20th-Fox), 69 mins 2-3-39

FD: 11-8-38; Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo

Arrest Bulldon Drummond (Para.), 57 mins.
11-25-38

FD: 1-17-39; John Howard, Heather Angel

Artists and Models Abroad (Para),

90 mins 12-30-38
FD: 11-2-38; Jack Benny, Joan Bennett, Yacht

Club Boys

Asking for Trouble (GB) 12-1-38
Jessie Matthews, Michael Redgrave

Back Door to Heaven (Para.) 4-14-39
Wallace Ford, Arline McMahon

Battle of City Hall (WB) In Prod.

Humphrey Bogart, B. Granville, "Dead End"
Kids

Beachcomber, The (Para.), 80 mins 3-10-39
FD: 12-1-38; Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchester

Beau Geste (Para.) In Prod.

Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, Brian Donlevy

Beauty and the Beach (Para.) In Prod.

Charles Butterworth, Betty Grable

Beauty for the Asking (RKO), 68 mins 2-24-39

FD: 2-16-39; Lucille Ball, Patric Knowles

Big Town Czar (U) 4-21-39

B. MacLane, T. Brown, Ed. Sullivan

Blackwell's Island (WB). 71 mins

FD: 3-2-39; John Garfield, Rosemary Lane

Blind Alley (Col.) In Prod.

C. Morris, R. Bellamy, Joan Perry

Blondie (Col.), 69 mins 11-30-38
FD: 11-7-38; Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake

Blondie Meets the Boss (Col.) 3-8-39

Penny Singleton. Arthur Lake

Bloom on the Sage (Rep.) In Prod.

Gene Autry, Jean Rouverol

Boy Slaves (RKO). 72 mins 2-10-39

FD: 1-18-39; Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel

Boy Trouble (Para.)' 2-24-39

Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland

Boys' Reformatory (Mono.) 4-5-39

Frankie Darro

Bronze Buckaroo, The (Sack), 60 mins

FD: 1-23-39; Herbert Jeffrey, Rellie Hardin

Broadway Serenade (M-G-M) 4-7-39

Jeanette MacDonald, William Gargan

Brother Orchid (WB) In Prod.

Edward G. Robinson, Gale Page, Wayne Morris

Bulldog Drummond's Secret Police (Para.) .4-21-39

John Howard, Heather Angel

Burn 'Em Up O'Connor (M-G-M), 67 mini.

1-13-39

FD: 1-12-39; Dennis O'Keefe, Cecilia Parker

By the Dawn's Early Light (20th-Fox) .. .11-25-38
Alice Faye, Warner Baxter, C. Winninger

Cafe Society (Para.). 83 mins 3-3-39

FD: 2-8-39; Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray
California Frontier (Col.), 55 mins 12-15-38

FD: 12-13-38; Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey

Calling Dr. Kildare (MGM) 4-14-39

Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Lynne Carver

Captain Fury (UA) In Prod.

Brian Aherne, V. McLaglen, June Lang

Charlie Chan in Honolulu (20th-Fox),
65 mins 1-13-39

FD: 12-20-38; Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks

Charlie Chan in Reno (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks, Slim Summerville,

R. Cortez

Chasing Danger (20th-Fox) 5-5-39

Lynn Bari. Preston Foster

Christmas Carol, A. (MGM), 69 mins.. .12-16-38

FD: 12-12-38; Reginald Owen, Terry Kilburn,

Gene Lockhart

Code of the Cactus (Vic.) 2-25-39

Tim McCoy

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Code of the Fearless (Spec), 56 mins 1-5-39
FD: 1-16-39; Fred Scott, Claire Rochelle

Code of the Secret Service (WB) In Prod.

Ronald Reagan, R. Towne, J. Litel

Code of the Streets (U) 5-5-39
Frankie Thomas. "Little Tough Guys"

Come On, Rangers (Rep.), 56 mins 11-25-38
FD: 11-28-38; Roy Rogers, Mary Hart

Comet Over Broadway (WB) 69 mins 12-3-38
FD: 12-23-38; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John
Litel

ionfess.ons of a Nazi Spy (WB) In Prod.

Edward G. Robinson, Dorothy Tree. Geo. Rraft

Conv.ct's Code (Mono.) In Prod.

Sidney Blackmer, Anne Nagel

Cowboy and the Lady (UA), 91 mins 11-17-38
FD: 11-11-38; Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon

Crash, ng Through ( G N

)

1-20-39
James Newill

Curtain Call (WB) In Prod.

Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John Litel

Dark Victory (WB) 4-8-39

Bette Davis, George Brent

Dawn Patrol, The (WB), 103 mins.. . .12-24-38
FD: 12-14-38; Errol Flynn, Basil Rathbone,

David Niven

Destry Rides Again (U) In Prod.

James Stewart

Devils Island (WB) 1-7-39
Boris Karloff, Nedda Harrigan

Disbarred (Para.), 58 mins 1-6-39

FD: 1-10-39; Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger

Dodge City (WB) 4-8-39
tnol riynii, Geo. Bancroft, H. Bogart, C. Bick-

ford

Dramatic School (MGM) 12-9-38
FD: 12-6-38; Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard,

Alan Marshal

Drifting Westward (Mono.) 1-25-39
Jack Randall

Drug King, The (WB) In Prod.

Claude Rains, Fay banner
Duke of West Point, The (UA), 97 mins. 12-29-38

FD: 12-16-38; Louis Hayward, Joan Fontaine

Each Dawn I Die (WB) In Prod.

Jamts Cagney, Geo. Raft, Jane Bryan
East Side of Heaven (U) 4-7-39

Bing Crosby, Joan Blondell, Mischa Auer
Empire of the West (GN) In Prod.

George Houston
Empty World (GB) In Prod.

Nova Pillbeam

Everything Happens to Ann (GN) In Prod.

iicainer Angel

Exile Express (GN), 60 mins 3-1-39

FD: 2-8-39; Anna Sten, Alan Marshal

Family Next Door (U) 3-31-39

Hugh Herbert, Joy Hodges
Family Reunion (WB) In Prod.

John Garfield, P. Lane, Claude Rains

Fast and Loose (MGM). 80 mins 2-17-39
FD: 2-17-39; Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Rus-

sell

Father O'Flynn (Hoff.), 67 mins
FD: 1-3-39; Tom Burke, Jean Adrienne

Federal Man-Hunt (Rep.), 64 mins 12-26-38
FD: 1-10-39; Robert Livingston, June Travis

Federal Offense (Para.) In Prod.

Lloyd Nolan, Janice Logan
Fighting Thoroughbreds (Rep.), 63 mins. .1-6-39

FD: 1-16-39; Ralph Byrd, Mary Carlisle

First Offender (Col.) 4-12-39
Walter Abel, Beverly Roberts

Fisherman's Wharf (RKO), 72 mins 2-3-39

FD: 3-1-39; Bobby Breen. Leo Carrillo

Fixer Dugan (RKO) In Prod.

Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon, Virginia Weidler

Flight at Midnight (Rep.) In Prod.

Col. Roscoe Turner
Flirting With Fate (MGM), 69 mins 12-2-38

FD: 12-16-38; Joe E. Brown, Leo Carrillo

Flying Irishman, The (RKO) 3-17-39
(pre-release)

Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly, Robt. Armstrong
Forbidden Music (World), 54 mins

FD: 12-28-38; Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Forbidden Territory (Hoffberg), 74 mins. . .2-15-39

FD: 11-21-38; Gregory Ratoff, Binnie Barnes
Forged Passport (Rep.), 61 mins 2-15-39

FD: 3-1-39; Paul Kelly, June Lang
-Four Feathers (UA) 4-7-39
John Clements, R. Richardson, June Dupres

Four Girls in White (M-G-M), 70 mins.. .1-27-39
FD: 1-24-39; Florence Rice, Una Merkel, Ann
Rutherford

400 Million (Gar.)

FD: 3-9-39; Documentary on China

Release Date

....11-15-38

Title, Dist., Running Time

Frog, The (GB)
Noah Beery, Gordon Harker

Frontiers of '49 (Col.) 1-19-39
Bill Elliott, Luana de Alcaniz

Frontiersman (Para.), 74 mins 12-16-38
FD: 11-25-38; William Boyd, George Hayes

Gambling Ship (U), 60 mins 1-20-39
FD: 12-20-38; Robert Wilcox, Helen Mack

Gang Bullets (Mono.) 11-23-38
FD: 12-7-38; Anne Nagel, Robert Kent

Gang, The (Record)
Gin,.: Malo, Ralph Reader

Gantry the Great (WB) In Prod.

Edith Fellowes, James McCallion, G. Bates

Girl Downstairs, The (MGM), 76 mns 12-23-38
FD: 1-31-39; Frar.ciska Gaal, Franchot Tone

Ghost Town Riders (U) 12-16-38
Bob Baker, Fay Shannon

Girl from Brooklyn, The (20th-Fox) 11-25-38
Alice Faye, Warner Baxter

Girl Must Live, A (GB) In Prod.

Lilli Palmer, Margaret Lockwood

Going Places (WB), 85 mins 1-30-39
FD: 12-28-38; Dick Powell, Anita Louise

Gone with the Wind (M-G-M-SI) In Prod.

Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard

Goodbye. Mr. Chips (MGM) 6-2-39
Robert Donat, Greer Garson

Gorilla, The (20th-Fox) 5-26-39
Ritz Bros., Bela Lugosi, Anita Louise, Patsy

Kelly

Gracie Allen Murder Case, The (Para.) . . . . In Prod.

Gracie Allen, Warren William

Grand Jury Secrets (Para.) In Prod.
Gail Patrick, John Howard

Great Man Votes, The (RKO), 70 mins.. .1-13-39
FD: 1-11-39; John Barrymore, Peter Holden

Guerillas, The (Col.) In Prod.
Bill Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver

Gun Packer (Mono.), 51 mins 11-16-38
rD: 11-9-38; Jack Randall, Louise Stanley

Gunga Din (RKO), 117 mins 2-17-39
FD: 1-25-39; C. Grant, V. McLaglen, D. Fair-

banks, Jr.

Hardys Ride High, The (MGM) 5-5-39
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney

Headleys at Home, The (Strand), 60 mins
FD: 12-1-38; Grant Mitchell, Evelyn Venable

*Heart of the North (WB), 85 mins.. . .12-10-38
FD: 12-22-38; Dick Foran, Margaret Lindsay

Hell's Kitchen (WB) In Prod.

Margaret Lindsay, Stanley Fields, "Dead End"
Kids

Heritage of the Desert (Para.) In Prod.

Evalyn Venable, Donald Woods
Hero for a Day (WB) In Prod.

Jane Bryan, Charlie Grapewin
Higgins Family No. 2 (Rep.) In Prod.

Jimmie, Lucille and Russell Gleason
Home on the Prairie (Rep.), 58 mins 2-3-39
FD: 2-6-39; Gene Autry, June Storey

Home Town (Para.) In Prod.
Wallace Ford, Patricia Ellis

Homicide Bureau (Col.), 58 mins 2-15-39
FD: 2-2-39; Bruce Cabot, Rita Heyworth

Honolulu (MGM), 84 mins 2-3-39
FD: 2-3-39; Eleanor Powell, Robert Young

Honor of the West (U) 1-13-39
Bob Baker, Marjorie Bell

Hotel Imperial (Para.) 3-24-39
Isa Miranda, Ray Milland

Hound of the Baskervilles (20th-Fox) 3-31-39
Richard Greene, Basil Rathbone, Wendy Barrie

I Am a Criminal (Mono.), 73 mins 12-14-38
FD: 12-2-38; John Carroll, Kay Linaker

I Demand Payment (Imp.), 55 mins 1-2-39
FD: 12-13-38; Jack La Rue, Betty Burgess

I Take This Woman (M-G-M) 4-7-39
Ina Claire, Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr

I Was a Convict (Rep.), 61 mins 3-6-39
FD: 3-6-39; Barton MacLane, Beverly Roberts

Ice Follies of 1939, The (MGM), 83 mins.. 3-10-39
FD: 3-7-39; J. Crawford, J. Stewart, L. Ayres

Idiot's Delight (MGM), 1 hr. 45 mins 1-27-39
FD: 1-31-39; Clark Gable, Norma Shearer

Illegal Traffic (Para.), 67 mins 11-4-38
FD: 11-2-38: J. Carroll Naish, Mary Carlisle

I'm from Missouri (Para.) 4-7-39
Bob Burns, Gladys George

In Old Montana (Spec.) 2-5-39

Fred Scott

Inside Story (20th-Fox), 60 mins 3-10-39
FD: 10-20-38; Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers

Inspector Hornleigh (20th-Fox) 4-21-39
Gordon Harker, Alastair Sim, Miki Hood

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

International Spy (Col.) 12-29-38
Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy

Invitation to Happiness (Para.) In Prod.
Irene Dunne, Fred MacMurray

It's a Wonderful World (MGM) 5-19-39
Claudette Colbert, James Stewart

*Jesse James (20th-Fox), 105 mins ( 3S
FD: 1-13-39; T. Power-H. Fonda-W. BrV ..

Jones Family in Down on the Farm
(20th-Fox), 54 mins 12-16-39
FD: 1-6-39; Jed Prouty, Spring Byington

Jones Family in "Everybody's Baby"
(20th-Fox) 3-24-39
Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring Byington

Jones Family in Hollywood (20th-Fox) . . . In Prod.
Jed Prouty, S. Deane, S. Byington

Juarez (WB) In Prod.
Paul Muni, Bette Davis

Kentucky (20th-Fox), 95 mins 12-30-38
FD: 12-20-38; Loretta Young, Richard Greene

Key Woman (U) 2-24-39
Preston Foster, Irene Hervey

Kid from Kokomo, The (WB) In Prod.

W. Morris, P. Obrien, Joan Blondell

Kid from Texas, The (MGM) 3-31-39
Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice

King of Chinatown (Para.) 3-17-39
Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff

King of the Turf (UA), 88 mins 2-17-39
FD: 1-9-39; Adolphe Menjou, Dolores Costello

King of the Underworld (WB). 69 mins.. 1-28-39
FD: 1-13-39; Kay Francis, Humphrey Bogart

Knight and the Lady, The (WB) In Prod.
Bette Davis, Errol Flynn

Lady and the Mob, The (Col.) 4-3-39
F. Ba inter. I. Lupino, L. Bowman

Lady in the News (Rep.) In Prod.

Frieda Inescort

Lady of Windsor, The (RKO) 90 mins
FD: 11-17-38; Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook

Lady's from Kentucky (Para.) 4-12-39
George Raft, Ellen Drew, H. Herbert

Last Frontier (UA) In Prod.
Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds

Last Outlaw (Mono.) 12-21-38
Jack Randall

Last Warning, The (U) 1-6-39
FD: 12-7-38; Preston Foster, Francis Robinson

Law Comes to Texas, The (Col.) In Prod.

Bill Elliott, Veda Ann Borg
Law West of Tombstone (RKO), 72 mins.. 11-18-38
FD: 11-15-38; Harry Carey, Evelyn Brent

Lawless Valley (RKO) In Prod.

George O'Brien, Kay Sutton
Let Freedom Ring (MGM), 1 hr. 40 mins. .2-24-39

FD: 2-20-39; Nelson Eddy, Virginia Bruce, L.

Barrymore
Let Us Live (Col.), 68 mins 2-28-39

FD: 2-20-39; Maureen O'Sullivan, Henry Fonda,

R. Bellamy

Little Orphan Annie (Para.), 57 mins 12-2-38
FD: 11-30-38; Ann Gillis, Robert Kent

*Little Princess, The (20th-Fox), 91 mins.. 3-17-39

FD: 2-24-39; Shrley Temple, Richard Greene,

Anita Louise

Little Tough Guys in Society (U), 70 mini.. 12-23-38
FD: 11-25-38; The Little Tough Guys-M. Bo-

land-M. Auer
Lone Star Bullets (Rep.) In Prod.

Max Terhune, Ray Corrigan

Lone Star Pioneers (Col.) 3-16-39
Bill Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt, The (Col.), 67 mins.. !U 27-39

FD: 1-24-39; Warren William, Ida Lupino

Long Shot (GN), 69 mins 1-6-39
FD: 12-28-38; Gordon Jones, Marsha Hunt

Look Out for Love (GB) 1-15-39
FD: 5-27-38: Anna Neagle, Tullio Carminati

Love Affair (RKO), 87 mins. .3-10-39 (pre-release)

FD: 3-13-39; Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer
Lucky Night (M-G-M) 4-21-39

Robert Taylor, Myrna Loy
Made for Each Other (UA), 85 mins 1-26-39

FD: 2-6-39; Carole Lombard, James Stewart
Magnificent Fraud, The (Para.) In Prod.

L. Nolan, A. Tamiroff, P. Morrison
Maiden Voyage (MGM) 4-28-39

Robert Young. Annabella
Man About Town (Para.) 5-26-39

Jack Benny, Dorothy Lamour
Man from Texas (Mono.) 4-19-39

Tex Ritter

Man of Conquest (Rep.) In Prod.

Richard Dix, Gail Patrick

(Continued on Next Pagt)
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(.Continued from Preceding Page)
Man in the Iron Mask (UA) In Prod.

Joan Bennett, Louis Hayward

Mars Attacks the World (U), 70 mins 11-18-38

FD: 11-9-38; Larry Crabbe, Jean Rogers

Mexicali Rose (Rep.) In Prod.

G. Autry. S. Burnette, L. Walters

Midnight (Para.), 94 mns 5-19-39

FD: 3-14-39; Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche,

Mary Astor, J. Barrymore

MhV *t Patrol (Mono.) 12-28-38

, /Trent

Mother o' Mine (Mono.) 12-14-38
Frankie Darro

Mrs. Leonard Misbehaves (Col.) In Prod.

Fay Bainter, Ida Lupino, Lee Bowman

Mr. Moto in Danger Island (20th-Fox) 4-7-39

Peter Lorre, Jean Hersholt

Mr. Moto's Last Warning (20th-Fox) 2-20-39

FD: 1-31-39; Peter Lorre, Ricardo Cortez

Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th-Fox) . .In Prod.

Peter Lorre, Virginia Field

Mr. Wong at Headquarters (Mono.) In Prod.

Boris Karloff

Murder on Sunset Boulevard (GN) In Prod.

Sally Rand, Vince Barnett

Murder Plane (WB) In Prod.

Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes
Mutiny of the Elsimore (Argyle), 73 mins

FD: 2-17-39; Paul Lukas, Lyn Harding

My Son Is a Criminal (Col.) 2-22-39

Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells

My Wife's Relatives (Rep.), 65 mns.. . .3-17-39

FD: 3-13-39; Lucille, James and Russell Gleason

Mysterious Miss X (Rep.), 62 mins 1-10-39

FO: 1-23-39; Michael Whalen, Mary Hart

Mystery of Mr. Wong (Mono.) 3-22-39

Boris Karloff, Dorothy Tree

Mystery of the White Room (U) 3-17-39

Bruce Cabot, Helen Mack
Mystery Plane (Mono.), 60 mins 3-8-39

FD: 2-27-39: John Trent, Polly Ann Younq

Nancy Drew, Detective (WB) 11-19-38
FD: 12-7-38; Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas,

John Litel

Nancy Drew. Reporter (WB) 2-18-39

Bonita Granville. John Litel

Nancy Drew, Trouble-Shooter (WB) In Prod

Bonita Granville, F. Thomas, J. Litel

Nauohty But Nice (WB) In Prod

Dick Powell, Gale Page, Ann Sheridan

Navy Secrets (Mono.). 60 mins 2-8-39

FD: 2-15-39: Grant Withers, Fay Wray
News Is Made at Night (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Preston Foster, Lynn Bari

Never Say Die (Para.), 80 mins 4-21-39

FB: 3-7-39; Martha Raye, Bob Hope
Newsboys' Home (U), 72 mins 12-23-39

FD: 1-24-39; Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe
Next Time I Marry (RKO), 64 mins 12-2-38

FD: 12-9-38; Lucille Ball, Lee Bowman, James
Ellison

North of Shanghai (Col.) 1-5-39
James Craig, Betty Furness

North of the Yukon (Col.) 3-23-39
Charles Starrett, Linda Winters

Northern Flight (RKO) In Prod.

Richard Dix. Chester Morris, Joan Fontaine
•Northwest Passage (MGM) In Prod.

Spencer Tracy. Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery
Not for Glory (Col.) In Prod.

Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts

Off the Record (WB), 62 mins 1-21-39
FD: 2-23-39; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Oklahoma Kid (WB), 85 mins 3-10-39
FD: 3-14-39; James Cagney, R. Lane, H. Bogart

Old Maid. The (WB) In Prod.

Bette Davis. M. Hopkins, H. Bogart
On Trial (WB) In Prod.

John Litel, Margaret Lindsay
One Hundred to One (MGM) 5-12-39

Melvyn Douglas, H. B. Warner. Jean Fenwick
... one third of a nation . . . (Para.), 78 mins.

2-17-39
Only Angels Have Wings (Col.) 4-30-39

C. Grant. J. Arthur, R. Barthelmess
FD: 2-15-39; Sylvia Sidney, Leif Erikson

Orphans of the Street (Rep.) 64 mins.. .12-5-38
FD: 12-9-38. Tommy Ryan, Robert Livingston

Our Wife (Col.) In Prod.

Cary Grant, Loretta Young
Out West With the Hardys (MGM),
90 mins 11-25-38
FD: 12-12-38; Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,
Cecilia Parker

Outside These Walls (Col.) In Prod.

Dolores Costello, Michael Whalen
'Over the Moon (UA) Not Set

Merle Oberon. Rex Harrison

Pacific Liner (RKO), 76 mins 1-6-39
FD: 1-6-39; Victor MeLaglen, Chester Morris

Panama Patrol (GN), 67 mins
FD: 2-24-39; Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters

Panamint's Bad Man (20th-Fox), 58 mins
FD: 11-10-38; Smith Ballew, Evelyn Daw

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Pardon Our Nerve (20th-Fox) 2-24-39
Lynn Bari, June Gale, Guinn Williams

Paris Honeymoon (Para.). 92 mins 1-27-39
FD: 1-26-39; Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal

Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus (RKO),
78 mins 12-25-38
FD: 12-1-38: Tommy Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar

Kennedy

Penthouse (MGM) 5-26-39
Walter Pidgeon, Virginia Bruce

Persons in Hiding (Para.), 69 mins 2-10-39

FD: 1-24-39; Lynne Overman, Patricia Morrison

Phantom Stage (U) 2-10-39
Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds

Pirates of the Skies (U) 2-3-39

Kent Taylor, Rochelle Hudson

Police School (20th-Fox) 5-19,39
Jane Withers, George Ernest, Robert Kellard

Prairie Nights (Col.) In Prod.

Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith

Pride of the Navy (Rep.), 63 mins 1-26-39

FD: 1-24-39; James Dunn, Rochelle Hudson

Prison Without Bars (UA), 80 mins 3-15-39

FD: 2-16-39; Edna Best, Barry Barnes

Pygmalion (MGM). 85 mins 3-3-39

FD: 11-25-38; Leslie Howard, Wendy Hiller

Red River Range (Rep.) 12-23-38
Three Mesquiteers

Renegade Trail (Para.) In Prod.

W. Boyd, R. Hayden, G. Hayes

Restless Age (UA) In Prod.

Jascha Heifetz, Si grid Gurie

Return of the Cisco Kid (20th-Fox) 4-28-39
Warner Baxter, Lynn Bari, Cesar Romero

Return of the Fox (Para.) In Prod.

William Boyd, Geo. Hayes, R. Hayden

Rhythm of the Saddle (Rep.), 57 mins
FD: 11-8-38; Gene Autry. Pert Kelton

Rhythm Rides the Range (GN) In Prod.

Tex Fletcher, Joan Barclay

Ride Em Cowgirl (GN). 52 mins 1-20-39
FD: 1-19-39; Dorothy Page

Riders of the Rio Grande (Mono.) 4-30-39
Jack Randall

Rio Grande (Col.) 12-8-38
Charles Starrett, Ann Doran

Risky Business (U) 3-3-39
George Murphy. Dorothea Kent. Eduardo Cianelli

Road Demon (20th-Fox), 65 mins 12-2-38
FD: 8-23-38; Henry Arthur. Joan Valerie

FD: 8-31-38: Randolph Scott, Hope Hampton
Roaring Road, The (WB) In Prod.

Pat O'Brien. Ann Sheridan, Gale Page
Rodeo Buster (Rep.) In Prod.

Gene Autrey, Carroll Hughes
Rolling Westward (Mono.) 3-1-39

Tex Ritter

Romance of the Redwoods (Col.) 3-2-39
Charles Bickford, Jean Parker

Rose of Washington Square (20th-Fox) . .5-12-39
Tyrone Power, Alice Faye. Al Jolson

Rough Riders Roundup (Rep.) In Prod.

Lou Rogers, Mary Hart

St Louis Blues (Para.), 92 mins 2-3-39
FD: 1-27-39: Dorothy Lamour, Lloyd Nolan

Saint Strikes Back. The (RKO), 67 mins.. 3-10-39
FD: 3-1-39; George Sanders, Wendy Barrie

Saints Without Wings (RKO) 12-16-38
Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel

Santa Fe Bound (Mono.) In Prod.
Jack Randall, Edna Duran

Santa Fe Stampede (Rep.) 11-19-38
FD: 12-8-38; John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune

Say It in French (Para.). 70 mins 11-25-38
FD: 11-25-38: Olympe Branda, Ray Milland

Second Shot (RKO) In Prod.

Lucille Ball

Secret Service of the Air (WB). 60 mins 3-3-39

FD: 3-6-39: Ronald Reanan, lla Rhodes
Secrets of a Nurse (U), 69 mins 12-9-38

FD: 11-21-38; Edmund Lowe, Helen Mack
Sergeant Madden (M-G-M) 3-17-39

Wallace Beery. Tom Brown
Sharnshooters (20th-Fox) 11-18-38

FD: 12-7-38; Brian Donlevy, Lynn Bari

Shine On, Harvest Moon-, (Rep.),

55 mins 12-30-31
FD: 12-15-38; Roy Rogers. Mary Hart

Shining Hour. The (M-G-M). 80 mins 11-18-38
FD: 11-28-33: Crawford-Young-Sullivan-Douglas

Shooting High (20th-Fox) . In Prod.

Tony Martin. Joan Davis, Binnie Barnes

Silver on the Sage (Para.). 66 mins 3-31-39
FD: 2-15-39; Wm. Boyd, Geo. Hayes. Russell

Hayden
Six-Gun Rhythm (GN). 55 mins 2-18-39
FD: 2-17-39; Tex Fletcher, Joan Barclay

Singing Cop, The (WB) In Prod.

Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Singin' Cow-Girl (GN)'. In Prod.

Dorothy Page

Smashing the Spy Ring (Col.). 59 mins.. .12-29-38

FD: 1-19-39; Fay Wray. Ralph Bellamy

Smiling Along (20th-Fox), 83 mins 1-20-39

FD: 3-1-39; Grade Fields, Roger Livesey

Smoky Trail (Met.), 57 mins
FD: 3-1-39; Bob Steele, Jean Carmen

Society Smuggler (U), 65 mins 2-24-39
FD: 3-6-39; Preston Foster, Irene Hervey

Some Like It Hot (Para.) In Prod.

Bob Hope, Shirley Ross

Son of Frankenstein (U), 95 mins 1-13-39
FD: 1-31-39; B. Karloff, B. Lugosi, B. Rathbone

Song of the Buckaroo (Mono.), 58 mins.. 12-7-38

FD: 1-12-39; Tex Ritter, Mary Ruth

Song of the West (M-G-M) In Prod.

N. Eddy-V. Bruce-L. Barrymore-V. McLaglen-E.

Arnold

Sorority House (RKO) In Prod.

Anne Shirley, James Ellison

Spirit of Culver (U), 89 mins 3-10-39
FD: 3-1-39; Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew

Stagecoach (UA), 96 mins 3-3-39
FD: 2-15-39; Claire Trevor, John Wayne, T.

Mitchell

Stand Up and Fight (MGM), 105 mins. 1-6-39
FD: 1-4-39; R. Taylor, W. Beery, F. Rice

Stanley and Livingstone (20th-Fox) In Prod.

S. Tracy, C. Hardwicke, R. Greene, Nancy Kelly

Star Reporter (Mono.) 2-22-39
Warren Hull, Marsha Hunt

Stolen Honeymoon (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Ginger Rogers. Charles Boyer
Stolen Life (Para.) 5-5-39

Elisabeth Bergner, Michael Redgrave

Story of Alexander Graham Bell (20th-Fox)
4-14-39

Don Ameche. Loretta Young
Story of Irene and Vernon Castle (RKO) .. .4-7-39

Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers

Strange Case of Dr. Meade, The (Col.) . .12-15-38
FD: 10-26-38; under title "Outside the Law":
Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts

Strange Faces (U) 12-2-38
Dorothea Kent. Frank Jenks, Andy Deviue

Street of Missing Men (Rep.) In Prod.

Charles Bickford

Streets of New York (Mono.) 3-29-39
Jackie Cooper

Student Nurse (WB) In Prod.

Rosella Towne, Margaret Lindsay. Marie Wilson

Submarine Patrol (20th-Fox), 95 mins 11-25-38
FD: 11-1-38; Richard Greene. Nancy Kelly

Sudden Money (Para.) 3-31-39
Charlie Ruggles, Marjorie Rambeau

Sundown on the Prairie (Mono.) 2-8-39

Tex Ritter

Sunset Strip Case (GN) 11-18-38
Sally Rand, Henry King & Orchestra

Sunset Trail (Para.), 60 mins 2-24-39
FD: 10-26-38; William Boyd. Charlotte Wynters

Susannah of the Mounties (20th-Fox) . . . . In Prod.

Shirley Temple, R. Scott. M. Lockwood

Sweepstake Millionaire (Para.) 3-31-39
Lee M. Rambeau, Charlie Ruggles

Sweepstakes Winner (WB) In Prod.

Marie Wilson, J. Davis, A. Jenkins

Sweethearts (MGM), 2 hours 12-30-38

FD: 12-19-38: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

Swing, Sister, Swing (U), 63 mins 12-16-38

FD: 12-13-38: Ken Murray, Kathryn Kane
Tail Spin (20th-Fox), 84 mins 2-10-39

FD: 2-15-39; Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,

Nancy Kelly

Taken for a Ride (GN) In Prod.

John King, Heather Angel

Tarzan (M-G-M) 6-16-39

Johnnie Weismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan

Terror of Tiny Town (Col.), 62 mins 12-1-38

Cast of Lilliputians

Texas Stampede (Col.) 12-8-38

Charles Starrett. Irene Meredith

Thanks for Everything (20th-Fox),

70 mins 12-23-38

FD: 12-9-38; Adolphe Menjou, Jack Oakie, Ar-

leen Whelan
Thanks for the Memory (Para.), 77 mins.. .11-18-38

FD: 11-8-38; Bob Hope, Shirley Ross

There's That Woman Again (Col.),

70 mins 12-24-38

FD: 12-13-38; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce

They Made Me a Criminal (WB). 92 mins.. 1-28-39

FD: 1-18-39; John Garfield. Gloria Dickson

They Made Her a Spy (RKO) In Prod.

Sally Eilers, Allan Lane

This Time It's Love (UA) ...In Prod.

Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (U) 3-24-39

Deanna Durhin, Nan Grey. Helen Parrish

Three Musketeers, The (20th-Fox), 73 mms.
2-17-39

FD: 2-20-39; Don Ameche and the Ritz Broth-

ers

Three Texas Steers (Rep.) In Prod.

Three Mesquiteers

Title, Dist., Running Time Release Date

Thundering West (Col.) 1-12-39
Charles Starrett. Iris Meredith

To the Rescue (GN) 2-10-39
James Newill

Today is Tomorrow (M-G-M) In Prod.
Jeanette MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Walter Pidgeon

Tom Sawyer, Detective (Para.) 12-23-38
Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook

Topper Takes a Trip (UA), 85 mins 1-12-39
FD: 1-5-39; Constance Bennett, Roland Young

Torchy Blane in Chinatown (WB), 59 mins.. 2-4-39
FD: 2-6-39; Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Torchy Blane Runs for Mayor (WB) In Prod.
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Tough Kid (Mono.), 61 mins 12-21-39
FD: 1-4-39; Frankie Darro, Judith Allen

Trade Winds (UA), 90 mins 12-22-38
FD: 12-28-38: Fredric March, Joan Bennett

Trail of the Tumbleweed (Col.) In Prod.

Charles Starrett

Trailer Romance (RKO) 12-2-38
Lucille Ball, James Ellison

Trails West (GN) In Prod

Glen Strange, Dick Kramer
Trapped in the Sky (Col.), 60 mins

FD: 2-16-39; Jack Holt, C. Henry Gordon
Trigger Pals (GN) 60 mins 1-14-39

FD: 1-16-39; Art Jarrett, Lee Powell

Trigger Smith (Mono.) 3-18-39

Jack Randall

Trouble in Sundown (RKO) 3-24-39
George O'Brien, Rosalind Keith

Twelve Crowded Hours (RKO), 64 mins 3-3-39

FD: 3-1-39; Richard Dix, Lucille Ball

Two-Gun Troubadour (Spec.) 3-5-39

Fred Scott

Unconquered Woman (GB) In Prod.

Anna Lee
Union Pacific (Para.) 4-28-39

Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
Unmarried (Para.) 5-26-39

Buck Jones, Helen Twelvetrees

Up the River (20th-Fox), 75 mins 12-9-38
FD: 11-11-38: Tony Martin, Phyllis Brooks

Very Practical Joke. A ( 20th-Fox) In Prod.

Michael Whalen. Jean Rogers
Wagons Westward (Rep.) In Prod.

Richard Dix, Gail Patrick, Edward Ellis

Wanted by Scotland Yard (Mono.) 4-16-39

James Stevenson, Betty Lynne

Water Rustlers (GN) 1-6-39

Dorothy Page, Dave O'Brien

Waterfront (WB) In Prod.

Humphrey Bogart, Gloria Dickson

Wayward Daughters ( Pro.

)

Not Sel

Marjorie Reynolds, Dennis Moore
We Are Not Alone (WB) In Prod.

Miriam Hopkins
Wedding Dream (GB) In Prod.

Nova Pilbeam
Western Jamboree (Rep.), 60 mins 12-28-38

FD: 12-21-38; Gene Autry, Jean Rouverol

White Fury (Rep.) In Prod.

Barton MacLane, Beverly Roberts

While New York Sleeps (20th-Fox) 1-6-39

Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers

Whispering Enemies (Col.), 62 mins 3-24-39

FD: 1-4-39; Jack Holt, Dolores Costello

Wife, Husband and Friend (20th-Fox), 80 mins.
3-3-39

FO: 2-27-39; Warner Baxter, Loretta Young

Wild Horse Canyon (Mono.), 56 mins 12-21-38

FD: 1-3-39; Jack Randall, Dorothy Short

Wings of the Navy (WB), 89 mins 2-11-39

FD: 1-19-39; J. Payne-0. deHavilland-G. Brent

Winner Take All (20th-Fox) 4-21-39

Gloria Stuart, Tony Martin

Winter Garden (20th-Fox) In Prod.

Peter Lorre, Virginia Bruce

Within the Law (MGM) 3-24-39

Ruth Hussey, Paul Cavanaugh, Rita Johnson

Wizard of Oz, The (MGM) In Prod.

Frank Morgan, Bert Lahr, Judy Garland

Wolf Call (Mono.) 4-12-39

Movita. John Carroll

Woman Doctor (Rep.), 65 mins 2-6-39

FD: 1-31-39; Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon

Women in the Wind (WB) 4-15-39

Kay Francis, William Gargan

Wuthering Heights (UA) In Prod.

Merele Oberon, Lawrence Olivier

Yes, My Daring Dughter (WB), 86 mins.. .2-25-30

FD: 2-15-39; Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, R.

Young
You Can't Get Away With Murder (WB)..

Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page, John Litel

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (U), 76 mins.
2-17-39

FD: 2-20-39; W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen,

Charlie McCarthy

Zaza (Para.), 70 mins i"
1*"3?

FD: 1-4-39; Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall

Zenobia (UA) 4-21-39

FD: 3-14-39; 0. Hardy, H. Langdon. Billie

BurVe, Alice Brady





W ithholCi IN« L'. KGDOrt . --Washington— It is extremely doubtful that the prCTmfnary North Dakota divorcement report

received at the Justice Department will be made public, it was stated here yesterday by a Justice Dept. spokesman. This is interpreted by observers

i as meaning the report will probably be used in connection with the presentation of the government's case in the New York equity suit.
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Prutzman, "U" Vice-Prexy, Counsel/ Board Renamed

SCORE CHARGES OUT UNDER WARNER SAM POLICY

Crime -in -Films Resolutions Codified by Hays Office
MPPDA's Production Code

Implemented by Special

Regulations
Resolutions relative to the treat-

ment of crime in films adopted by
the MPPDA and the AMPP at var-

ious times confirming interpreta-

tions of the Production Code and
practices thereunder have been
codified by the Hays office, and were
made public yesterday.
Designed to implement the Code,

Lthe resolutions were adopted at var-

lious times to meet specific situa-

tions, it is understood. While they
(Continued on Page 3)

'HILLY ALLIED UNIT

TO CONSIDER DUALS

ffKO-Max Gordon Corp. Sign 2-Year Deal
Signing of the two-year producing and distributing agreement between RKO Radio

and Max Cordon Plays and Pictures Corp. was announced yesterday by George J.

Schaeter and Harry M. Goetz. Deal calls for production by the Max Cordon Plays and
Pictures Corp. of two pictures annually for the next two years, and for the production
services of Max Gordon and Coetz.

AAG-SUBMITTED ADS

SHOW MARKED DROP

Philadelphia—Allied's Philly unit

I will concentrate on consideration of

lthe double feature problem at a

nass meeting of all members on
larch 21, it was announced yester-

day
. . ,

All Philly indies have been invited

Ito sit in.

Marked decline of 4,203 in the
number of industry advertisements
submitted to the Advertising Ad-
visory Council of the MPPDA dur-
ing 1938 features the AAC's yearly
statistical breakdown, made avail-
able yesterdav.

In 1937, the AAC, through its

New York and Hollywood offices,

passed upon 14,033 ads, rejecting
or revising 397. Comparable figures

(Continued on Page 3)

>,187 United States Towns
Now Have Picture Theaters

U. S. towns with theaters equip-

ped for operation now total 9,187,

|according to an MPPDA checkup.

With the five affiliated circuits in-

terested in 2,300 houses, it is dis-

Iclosed that this figure has remained
[approximately stationary during the

|last five years. Unaffiliated circuits

(Continued on Page 6)

Rubin Again to Head Pix

Section of GNYF Campaign

J. Robert Rubin, vice-president
and general counsel of Loew's, Inc.,

again has been named chairman of
the motion picture section for the
1939 campaign of the Greater New
York Fund. Others in the amuse-

(Continued on Page 6)

UA CONVENTION WAITS

ON COMPLETE LINEUP

United Artists will not set a date
for its annual sales convention until

the company's 1939-40 program has
been determined. Lineups of Walter
Wanger and one or two of the other
UA producers have not been set

but these programs are now being
discussed in huddles on the Coast
between the producers and Maurice

(Continued on Page 3)

Genet Unit to Continue
at East Vitaphone Plant

Warners' Brooklyn Vitaphone
Studios will continue to produce the
series of 10 "Mechanix Illustrated"
shorts despite the shut-down sched-
uled for April 26, it was learned
yesterday. Production will be con-
tinued through the summer with

(Continued on Page 6)

Exhibs. Also Given Right to

Cancel Pix Deemed
Unsuitable

Warners sales policy for 1939-40,
it was learned yesterday, already
definitely provides for:

1. Elimination of score
charges.

2. Cancellation by exhibitors
of pictures deemed unsuitable
for their individual situations
after "proper consultation" with
Warner representatives.
Both have been cardinal points in

exhibitor demands for a record of
years.

Additionally, it was reiterated
(Continued on Paae 6)

KUYKENDALlACCEPTS

METRO'S PARLEY BID

Prutzman Joins U as Vice-Prexy;

Charles R. Rogers Off Directorate

Mister Gibbs' Idea
Springfield, III.—Rep. William Gibbs

of Quincy has introduced a bill in the

Illinois Legislature, barring from the

state, films featuring stars who have

been divorced two or more times. Gibbs

says the bill is designed to combat the

divorce evil. Measure has been re-

ferred to the Judiciary Committee.

N. Y. Booth Bill on Rules

Committee Calendar Today

Albany, N. Y. — The New York
City two-men-in-a-booth bill has
been reported out of Assemblyman
Crews' committee and his general
bill sent to the Rules Committee.
The first, far more stringent in its

application, now goes on today's
calendar and may come to a vote

(Continued on Page 3)

Election of Charles Prutzman as
vice-president and general counsel
of Universal Pictures a few weeks
ago was revealed yesterday follow-

ing the annual meetinsr of stock-

holders in Wilmington, Del. Prutz-
man also was elected a director.^

Charles R. Rogers, formerly vice-

president in charge of production
who remained on the board after his

withdrawal from the company last

year, was not re-elected at yester-

day's meeting. Rogers, who holds
(Continued on Page 3)

Ed Kuykendall has accepted
M-G-M's invitation to address the
company's sales representatives at
their annual convention next week,
the MPTOA president informed The
Film Daily yesterday. Kuykendall
said he would speak on the subject
of exhibitor-distributor relations at
Tuesday's sessions.
Harry Brandt, who is to represent

(Continued on Page 6)

Plans for Second Industry

Biz Drive in the Making

Plans for another motion picture
business drive are said to be in the
making, with the present Motion
Pictures' Greatest Year general
committee reportedly considering

(Continued on Page 6)

358 Pix Serihes
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—There are 358 pix scribes

working locally, representing various
publications, and including radio com-
mentators, film administrative sources
assert. Of these 190 are newspaper
correspondents; 29 fan magazine .repre-
sentatives: 35 free-wncing^ for nta

and 33 radio news gatherers.
hags.
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd
NEW YORK

Keith B. F. 6s46 ...

6s 41 -ww ; . .

B'way 3s55 ...

Picts. 6s55 . . .

Para. Picts. cv. 3l4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. . . .

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

12V2 12V2 121/2

291/4 291/g 291/4 — IV4
1 1/2

1 1/2
1

1/2 — Vs
H1/2 IH/2 "1/2

1753/4 175 175 — 21/2

15'"
141/2 141/2—"%

48% 471/4 47% — 1%

11 IOV4 101/z %

101/2 IOI/4 IOV4 — 1%
8% 8V4 83/s — 1/2

21/4 21/4 21/4

221/4 211/2 213/4 — 1%

6% 5% 5% — 1/4

Loew
Para.

Para.

48% 471/4 471/4

BOND MARKET
99% 99% 99%
IOIV4 IOII/4 IOII/4

101 101 101 — I/4

88 88 88 + %
70% 68% 69V4 — 11/4

100% 100% 100%
92V4 91 91 1/4 — 1%
CURB MARKET
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Donovan to Make Six

"Moonlight and Moonshine" has
been set as title of first of six pic-

tures Frank P. Donovan will pro-
duce this year for release through
Imperial Pictures, Inc.
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FILM LIBRARYR
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of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued.

T19 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9S600

• • • BIG DOINGS at the AMPA luncheon today at the Hotel

Astor Baron Carl von Ripper will be the honored guest and speak-

er he is the Austrian nobleman who spent three and a half months

as a prisoner in a Nazi concentration camp he will recount his

experiences while confined at this luncheon there will be the

drawing for the 180 prizes donated by world-famous artists and illus-

trators to the. Motion Picture Art Fund for German Refugees

V V V
• • • A TRIBE of Sioux and Cheyenne Indians will attend

the premiere of Paramount's "Union Pacific" in Omaha on April

28 the parking space of the Union Station will be converted

into an Indian stockade living, cooking and working about

their fort and tepees will be these genuine Sioux and Cheyenne
redmen who appeared in the film and we do hope those wild

Omaha white settlers don't attack the stockade and massacre the

nice Indians

T V V
• • • TWELVE additional screen stars have been added to the

new lists of fictionized biographies now in preparation for Stephen

Slesinger's Big Little books for children those newly named by

the publisher include Clark Gable. George Raft, John Miljan, Irene

Dunne and Sonja Henie

V
• • • COCKTAIL party at the Music Hall studio given by
W. G. Van Schmus for Laurence Olivier, star of Goldwyn's
"Wuthering Heights," was attended by such celebs as Colvin

Brown, Terry Ramsaye, Lynn Farnol, Monroe Greenthal, James
Mulvey, Dee Lowrence, Miriam Howell and John Parsons. . .

• A Pink Champagne Cocktail Party will also be given by Mr.
Van Schmus for Irene Dunne in honor of "Love Affair," tomor-
row afternoon at the Studio

Only 11 Fires in Major (Stephen H. Eller Dead;
Exchanges in 13 Years! Funeral in Milwaukee

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Only 11 fires have

occurred in MPPDA member com-
pany exchanges from 1926 to 1939,
with an aggregate loss of only $4,-

447.50, it is stated here. It is es-
timated that 27,000 miles of motion
picture film are handled daily.

Ross Federal Appoints

Kraker Branch Manager

Ross Federal Service, Inc., an-
nounces appointment of J. A. Kra-
ker as company's branch manager
of the Washington, Baltimore and
Philadelphia territories. He joined
the organization some ten years ago
when offices were in Chicago.

No Notice Held Needed
Federal Judge William Bondy

ruled yesterday that the Irving
Trust, RKO trustee, need not send
notification regarding filed claims to

RKO's 20,000-odd stockholders.
Court directed notice be sent only
to RCA, Lehman Bros, and Lehman
Corp.

Stephen H. Eller, a founder and
executive of H.E.R. Laboratories,
Inc., died yesterday. Eller was re-
ported to have been in failing health
for many months. Burial and fun-
eral services will be held in Mil-
waukee. He is survived by his

widow, Mrs. Joziena Eller; a
brother, George Eller, and a sister.

306-World's Fair Agree
Agreement has been reached be-

tween Local 306, operators' union,
and the World's Fair on the number
of projectionists to be used at ma-
chines in exhibits and a wage scale
has been worked out, it was report-
ed yesterday. Pact is expected to be
inked shortly.

Aid Fight on Pneumonia
Buffalo—MPTO of Western New

York is co-operating with the State
Department of Health in placing
the short, "New Day," in local the-
aters. Short deals with serum
treatment for pneumonia, now prev-
alent here.

.

cominc mid Gom<

LYNN FARNOL, director of advertising an
publicity for United Artists, goes to the Coa<
today or tomorrow.

JAMES P. O'LOCHLIN, Canadian district man
ager for 20th-Fox, returns to his Toronto head
quarters tonight after a brief stay here.

EARL WINCART, 20th-Fox publicity man
ager, returns today from Washington.

DAVE BALABAN, supervisor of the B 6 r,

circuit in Chicago, has returned there afte
a vacation cruise. MORRIS LEONARD.y-.-Gr i

counsel, has also returned to Chicago I \i
Southern vacation. V,

WILLIAM DIETERLE, director, is en route tcj
New York for a two-week vacation.

JAMES D. PRESTON, assistant administrative
secretary of the national archives in Washing- -

ton, has arrived on the Coast to serve as a

technical adviser on the Frank Capra produc-
tion, "Mr. Deeds Goes to Washington."

QUENTIN REYNOLDS, Collier's writer, leaves
for the Coast today to join the Warner party I

leaving from Hollywood for the opening of
"Dodge City" in Dodge City.

HERBERT STARKE, of the RKO theaters divi-
sion in Hollywood, has arrived in New York
on a vacation trip.

JOHN O. AALBERG, director of the RKO j

sound department at the Coast studios, is in]
New York on a vacation trip.

MILTON R. WEINBERGER, attorney for the
League of New York Theaters, has gone to]
Florida for a vacation.

EDDIE ALBERT, actor, goes to the Coast the
first part of April to start work at Warners.

IRENE DUNNE is here for a vacation.

SAM SAX sails for his new Teddington as-
|

signment April 21 instead of March 21, as'
earlier reported.

Report B & K Plan Lump
Donation to Rogers Fund

Chicago— Instead of taking up
collections during the Will Rogers
Memorial Week drive, it is expected
that B & K will make a lump dona-
tion for circuit theaters.

New Film Carrier
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Tacme Film

Service, Inc., of New York City, has
been granted an application as a
common carrier by motor vehicle of

motion picture films, theater acces-
sories, and advertising display ma-
terial, it is announced by the ICC.
The company is granted permission
to serve between New York and
Sussex, N. J.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 16

Harrison Ford

Conrad Nagel
Gus Schlesinger
Junior Coghlan
Marian Byron
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Industry Ads Submitted to AAC Show Marked Decline
fewer Trailers and Stills Also;

Exploitation Ideas,

Posters Up
p (Continued from Page 1)

'or the past year are 9,830 and 210.

Drop of 156 in the number of
lailers is also reflected by the AAC
Lures. In 1938, there were 747
.jailers submitted with three dele-

ions, while in 1937, there were 903
lai' \ and five deletions.

Dt^rease in the number of stills

• submitted to the AAC is also noted.
:n 1937, there were 129,456 stills,

, vith 824 discarded or retouched to
; iiialify. Still total was down to

r
.03,357 last year; stills discarded
•r retouched to meet Code standards
otaled 387.

*'. Gains were recorded in the num-
>er of exploitation ideas and post-
rs. Exploitation ideas submitted in

,- 938 number 9,388 as against 8,365
n 1937; three were ruled unsuit-
ble in 1938, nine in 1937. Posters

Submitted in 1938 totaled 1,937, and
ii 1937, 1,647. It was necessary to

hange 12 posters last year, 16 in
* a 937.

In 1938, only five publicity stories

.ere revised out of a total of 15,044,

effecting a minimum of unsuitable
laterial submitted.

vlore Novels, Fewer Screen

Originals Used Last Year

Hollywood's leaning to the novel
s the source of attractive film story
roperties in 1938, and a corres-
onding shift away from original
creen yarns, was disclosed yestei'-

ay through a tabulation by PCA.
otal 1938 stories was 545; in pre-
ious year, 608.

Figures show that in 1937, only
32 novels were made into features,

ut a sharp jump to 140 occurred in

938. On the other hand, original

iUreen stories used in 1937 produc-
- on enjoyed the impressive total of

Jl, but sluffed off some 20 per cent

nip only 316.

A\ Other story sources recorded by
J.CA for 1938 were stage plays 30,

-j. Li- nine less than in 1937; biogra-

; hies, two, or 10 less than in 1937;
1 lort stories (including magazine)

• I'J, a gain of eight over 1937; source

[
nknown, none, as against 11 in

H37; and miscellaneous, 3, com-
tfared with 7 in 1937.

t\

Altering Cinema 49
inema 49, first-run foreign house,

as closed for alterations with
pril 20 announced as the reopening
lite.

Sailor Rogers
Budd Rogers returned from Europe,

where he set the Mayflower-Para, deal,

yesterday on the lie de France contend-
ing that he must be a pretty good
sailor. The ship experienced one of the
roughest crossings in its career but
Rogers said he escaped sickness. Mrs.
Rogers, he said, was confined to her bed
for three days, while 24 others were
injured during the ship's antics.

94% of Capital Investment in Theaters
Film theaters represent 94 per cent of the estimated total capital investment in

the motion picture industry in the U. S., employ 86 per cent of the total number
regularly employed in the business, and carry 68 per cent of the industry's annual
payroll, according to MPPDA.

Forthcoming 1939 FILM DAILY Year Book of Motion Pictures places the capital
investment in the U. S. industry at $2,050,000,000.

MPPDA Codifies Resolutions

Covering Treatment of Crime in Pix

i ( ontinued from Page 1)

have been applicable for varying

periods, this is the first release of

the full text:

1. Details of crime must never
be shown and care should be
exercised at all times in dis-

cussing such details.

2. Action suggestive of whole-
sale slaughter of human beings,
either by criminals, in conflict

with police, or as between war-
ring factions of criminals, or in

public disorder of any kind, will

not be allowed.

3. There must be no sugges-
tion, at any time, of excessive
brutality.

4. Because of the increase in

the number of films in which
murder is frequently committed,
action showing the taking of
human life, even in the mystery
stories, is to be cut to the mini-
mum. These frequent presen-
tations of murder tend to lessen
regard for the sacredness of

life.

5. Suicide, as a solution of

problems occurring in the de-
velopment of screen drama, is

to be discouraged as morally
questionable and as bad theater
—unless absolutely necessary
for the development of the plot.

6. There must be no display,

at any time, of machine guns,
sub-machine guns or other wea-
pons generally classified as il-

legal weapons in the hands of

gangsters, or other criminals,

and there are to be no off-

stage sounds of the repercus-
sion of these guns. This means
that even where the machine
guns, or other prohibited wea-
pons, are not shown, the effect

of shots coming from these guns
must be cut to a minimum.

7. There must be no new,
unique or trick methods for con-
cealing of guns shown at any
time.

8. The flaunting of weapons
by gangsters, or other criminals,
will not be allowed.

9. All discussions and dialogue
on the part of gangsters re-

garding guns should be cut to

the minimum.
10. There must be no scenes,

at any time, showing law-en-
forcing officers dying at the
hands of criminals. This in-

cludes private detectives and
guards for banks, motor trucks,

etc.

11. With special reference to

the crime of kidnapping—or il-

legal abduction—such stories

are acceptable under the Code
only when the kidnapping or ab-
duction is (a) not the main
theme of the story; (b) the per-

son kidnapped is not a child;

(c) there are no details of the
crime of kidnapping; (d) no
profit accrues to the abductors
or kidnappers; and (e) where
the kidnappers are punished.

It is understood, and agreed,

that the word kidnapping, as

used in paragraph 11 of these
Regulations, is intended to mean
abduction, or illegal detention,

in modern times, by criminals

for ransom.

12. Pictures dealing with
criminal activities, in which
minors participate or to which
minors are related, shall not

be approved if they incite de-

moralizing imitation on the part

of youth.

United Artists Convention

Waits on Complete Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

Silverstone, general manager. The

convention, when announced, will be

held in Chicago.

Lynn Farnol, director of publicity

and advertising, plans to leave to-

day or tomorrow for Hollywood in

connection with campaigns on fu-

ture releases.

N. Y. Booth Bill on Rules

Committee Calendar Today

(Continued from Page 1)

within a week in the Assembly.
This is the first time an IATSE
bill has gotten out of committee.
Assemblyman Charles Breitbart

hoppered his theatrical agency bill,

setting up licensing under the De-
partment of Labor and including
"engagements, appearances, exhibi-

tions and services in any branch of"
the motion picture field.

PRUTZMAN NAMED "IT

VICE-PREXY, COUNSEL
(Continued from Page 1)

stock in Universal, will be repre-
sented on the board by his brother,
Budd Rogers, who was re-elected as
a director.

All other directors were re-named.
They were Nate J. Blumberg, Paul
G. Brown, Daniel C. Collins, J.

Cheever Cowdin, Preston Davie,
William Preidav. John Dabney Pen-
ick, Samuel I. Posen, Ottavio Pro-
chet, Budd Rogers, Daniel H.
Sheaffer and W. H. Taylor, Jr.
Board will meet to organize in

New York on Monday. Re-election
of present officers, headed by Cow-
din, board chairman, and Blumberg,
prexy, is anticipated.
Annual meeting of Universal Cor-

poration is slated for Wilmington
on Friday. Trustees of the latter
under a 10-year voting trust agree-
ment are Paul G. Brown, J. Chee-
ver Cowdin, Preston Davie, Ottavio
Prochet, J. Arthur Rank, Charles
R. Rogers and Daniel M. Sheaffer.
Prutzman for many years has

been an attorney working closely
with the motion picture industry.
He severed his post with the firm
of Chadbourne, Hunt, Jaeckel &
Brown to devote all his time to Uni-
versal for which he has handled
legal matters for the last three
years.

Board Chairman Cowdin told

stockholders he anticipated the com-
pany's volume of business would be
increased for the first four months
of the present fiscal year, based on
reports and pictures completed and
awaiting release. He pointed out
that as a result of changes in the
past year the company had operated
at a profit for the past six months
and the outlook was encouraging.
Cowdin said that an increasing num-
ber of major pictures were scheduled
for production and release during
the balance of the year.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington— Universal Pictures

Co., Inc., yesterday filed its annual
report with the SEC for the year
ending Oct. 29, 1938, reporting a
net loss of $591,178 for the period,
as reported in The Film Daily
of Feb. 23.

John M. Stahl, director, received
$208,000 for the period, it was re-
ported, while George de Sylva re-

ceived $159,416.68 and Deanna Dur-
bin received $129,675.
The Standard Capital Co. was

paid $91,000 for the services of J.

Cheever Cowdin as chief financial
executive.

Strand Left Stranded
Springfield, Mass.—Local police were

notified here by Strand Theater offi-

cials that somebody reached in through
the box office window and stole . . .

the telephone.



EVERYB *]» Y'S

ENTITLED TO
BLOW HIS OWN
HORN!
And Everybody's Doing It!

(But listen catefully fot the sour notes!)



//PICTURES TALK(It's still true!)-**

LOUDER THAN WORDS! //

(It's truer than ever!)- M-G-M IS the BredCl CHICI

Butter of the Film Industry!
This season as in every past season M*G*M has delivered the

back-bone product of motion picture business! For instance:

He's looking for

a bigger word than

COLOSSAL to

describe the hit

record this year of

M-G-M
The

Friendly

Company

"BOYS TOWN", Spencer Tracy, Mickey

Rooney.

"THREE LOVES HAS NANCY", Robert

Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone.

"TOO HOTTO HANDLE", Clark Gable,

Myrna Loy.

"STABLEMATES",Wallace Beery, Mickey

Rooney.

"YOUNG DR. KILDARE", Lew Ayres,

Lionel Barrymore.

"THE CITADEL", Robert Donat,
Rosalind Russell.

"THE GREAT WALTZ", Luise Rainer,

Fernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus.

"THE SHINING HOUR", Joan
Crawford, Margaret Sullavan, Robert

Young, Melvyn Douglas.

"OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS",
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone.

"SWEETHEARTS", Jeanette MacDonald,

Nelson Eddy.

"STAND UP AND FIGHT", Wallace

Beery, Robert Taylor.

"IDIOT'S DELIGHT", Norma Shearer,

Clark Gable.

"FOUR GIRLS IN WHITE", Alan

Marshal, Florence Rice.

"HONOLULU", Eleanor Powell, Robert

Young, George Burns, Gracie Allen.

"The Adventures of HUCKLEBERRY
FINN", Mickey Rooney.

"PYGMALION", Leslie Howard, Wendy
Hiller.

"THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1939", Joan
Crawford,James Stewart, Ice Follies Troupe.

"SERGEANTMADDEN",Wallace Beery.

"BROADWAY SERENADE", Jeanette

MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter, Frank

Morgan.

—And watch for these:

"CALLING DR. KILDARE", "LUCKY
NIGHT", "MAIDEN VOYAGE", "THE
HARDYS RIDE HIGH", "IT'S A
WONDERFUL WORLD", "GOODBYE
MR. CHIPS", "TARZAN", "RETURN OF
THE THIN MAN", Etc.
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KUYKENDALL ACCEPTS

METRO'S PARLEY BID

(Continued from Page 1)

unaffiliated units, already has ac-

cepted the bid while Co. H. A. Cole,

Allied president, has indicated that

he would attend.

Billy Ferguson, M-G-M's director
of exploitation, and J. S. McCloud,
manager of exchange maintenance,
left yesterday for Chicago in ad-
vance of the home office contingent
which will attend the annual sales

convention, opening Sunday at the
Palmer House. Ferguson and Mc-
Cloud will meet with the company's
exploiteers and press representa-
tives today.

Rubin Again to Head Pix

Section of GNYF Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

ment field who will head various
sections of the campaign are Mar-
cus Heiman, president of United
Booking Office, who heads the en-
tertainment division, and William S.

Paley, CBS president, and Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC president, who will
serve as co-chairman of the broad-
casting committee.

Charles A. Tattersall, secretary of
the Niagara Hudson Power Corp.,
heads the utilities and amusements
division of the drive.

Two Weehs9 Vacation by Statute in III.?
Springfield, III.—Illinois House has a measure sponsored by Rep. Saltiel providing

for compulsory annual two weeks' vacation. Hearings will be conducted by the
Industry Affairs Committee.

Plans for Second Industry

Biz Drive in the Making

(Continued from Page 1)

several proposals, including one for
the Golden Jubilee of pix.

Meanwhile, campaign headquar-
ters in the RKO Bldg. will close
tomorrow, all administrative details
in connection with the drive having
been completed.

If another campaign is launched,
a new corporation to handle it will

have to be formed, it was said yes-
terday. Harold B. Franklin, busi-
ness manager, will remain in New
York for an indefinite period before
returning to his home in Califor-
nia.

Genet Unit to Continue

at East Vitaphone Plant

(Continued from Page 1)

Ira Genet handling the writing and
direction. This makes Genet's unit
the only one to be retained at the
Brooklyn plant. Genet has been
with Vitaphone four years.

Sam Sax sails for his new British
berth at Teddington on April 21
instead of a month earlier, as
printed.

Come to the

A. M. P. A. LUNCHEON
for the awarding of the

180 PRIZES OF ART WORK
by the

MOTION PICTURE ART FUND
for GERMAN REFUGEES

(non-sectarian)

You bought tickets . . . contributed your
money, time and effort to this worthy
cause . . . Now join with fellow associates

of the MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY in a
gala conclusion of this successful drive

for REFUGEE FUNDS ... See who the win-

ners are . . . Listen to Baron Carl Von
Ripper, Austrian nobleman who spent

three and a half months as a prisoner in

a Nazi concentration camp, and who will

draw the first ticket ... A distinguished

audience will be present. . .

REMEMBER—A.M.P.A.—TODAY
THURSDAY, MARCH 16

HOTEL ASTOR—12:45

9,187 United States Towns
Now Have Picture Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

have increased in that time from
233 to 379.

Circuit theaters now operate in

2,084 towns, with house total at 3,-

829. Comparable 1933 figures are

1,016 and 1,968.

Akron Manager Arrested

Second Time for Lottery

Akron, 0.—Sealed envelopes con-
taining amounts of cash varying
from one cent to $50 were seized
in a raid at the Highland Theater
here. For the second time within
a week, Harry Brown, Jr., manager
of the theater, was arrested on a
charge of promoting a lottery. The
envelopes supposedly containing a
total of $100, were allegedly being
handed to every patron paying for a
ticket. Police also arrested Robert
Hassick, an usher on a charge ol
operating a lottery.

20th-Fox Denies Report It

Will Make 4-Reelers in Color

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox officials yesterday denied the
report that the company is to make
a series of four-reelers in color to
replace "B" pix.

They also stated that there has
never been any discussion of a plan
to disallow allowances to exhibitors
for second features and giveaways,
nor has there been any thought
about such a policy.

French Minister Pressing

for Vote on Pix Statute

Paris (By Cable)—Jean Zay, Min-
ister of Education, is pressing here
for early vote on the "Statute du
Cinema" by the Chamber of Dep-
uties. Measure, which puts at stake
the interests of U. S. distributors,
is regarded as unlikely to be
adopted, unless it is, at least, with
sweeping revisions.

GN Head Booker Quits
Etta V. Segall, office manager and

head booker of Grand National ex-
change, has resigned to accept a sim-
ilar post with Harry Thomas' Merit
Pictures Corp., distributors for Tri-
National product. She takes over
her new duties Monday.

50 "Love Affair" Dates
RKO has set 50 pre-release en-

gagements in key cities for "Love
Affair" which opens today at the
Music Hall. National release date
is April 7.

SCORE CHARGE OUT

IN WB SALES POLICY

(Continued from Page 1)

that all distributor concessions re-
sulting from the trade reform nego-
tiations now nearing a climax will

be made retroactive in Warner con-
tracts. This earlier had been in-

dicated by Grad L. Sears, company's
sales chief, a member of the dis-
tributors' negotiating committee.

€
Myers and Majors Counsel
Huddling on Third Draft
Abram F. Myers will confer with

attorneys representing the distribu-
j

tors' drafting committee today. At
a later date, the results of these
sessions will be submitted to the
sales managers for final disposition
of the trade practice draft and other
proposals relative to distribution
policies.

Today's meeting, which is sched-
uled to continue through tomorrow,
is expected to be devoted to a study
and discussion of the third draft
prepared by the distributors. W. F.
Rodgers and Sidney R. Kent, key
men in the trade practice parleys,
stated before their departures re-
centlv for the Coast that several of

the proposals made by Myers in the
Allied leader's own memorandum
would be incorporated in the dis-

tributors' draft. However, it was
stressed that . the final draft dif-

fered only slightly from the orig-

inal document, the principal differ-

ence being in the wordage and man-
ner of presentation.
The subject of arbitration and its

mechanics probably will occupy a

major portion of Myers' huddles
with the attorneys. It is believed
that Myers' own proposals on this

issue will be given serious consid-

eration.

Fred Edwards Dead
Ashland, O.—Fred Edwards, 71,

for many years identified with op-
eration of theaters here and for
years a part owner of one of this
city's movie houses, died at his
home here.

WEDDING BELLS

Announcement was made yester-
day of the forthcoming marriage of

Sam H. Harris, Broadway producer,
and Mrs. Kathleen Watson, widow
of Victor Watson and sister of

George Brent.

Little Rock, Ark. — Miss Mary
Beth Wofford, of the Arkansas
Amusement Corp. office staff, was
married to Troy Reed.

Omaha—The engagement of Hil-
ton Fonda, Jr., 20th-Fox employe
here, to Doris Schloud, Omaha, has
been announced. Fonda is a cousin
to Henry Fonda. The wedding will
take place in May.
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II* N'T BELIEVE /<&.

WHAT
WARNER BROS.
ARE TELLING
YOU!
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(They're too fresh.)

Make them

prove it

by their record

for 1938^39!

(over!)



Warners can't

i

make the Best!

THE RECORD for 1938-39

Four Daughters Dodge City

he Sisters Wings of the Navy

Brother Rat Confessions of a Nazi Sp

Angels With Dirty Faces Juarez

Devil's island Each Dawn I Die

Dawn Patrol Yes, My Darling Daught<

They Made Me A Criminal Family Reunion

Blackweli's Island The Kid From Kokomo

I Am Not Afraid Dark Victory

The Oklahoma Kid Hell's Kitchen

You Can't Get AWay wit* Murder he Devil on Wheels



N©W /\fltl" I rUSt f OHCy"Washingron—D of J is evolving a general anti-trust policy for announcement witHin a week which

is designed to end industry-Government friction, prevent conditions necessitating prosecution and possibly set up an advisory body to consult with

business, Attorney General Murphy disclosed yesterday. Murphy denied reports Thurman Arnold would resign.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Twenty Years Old
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Censorship Fees to Promote School Pix, Okla. Idea

PROGRESS REPORTED IN MYERSATT0RNEY1PARLEY

N. D. Anti-Ascap Bill Signed; New Measure in Okla.

Warner Action
. . . begets action

y CHESTER B. BAHN :

YEAR ago, Warners announced that

action would be the keynote of the

rompan/s production policy for 1938-39.

Perhaps deliberately, perhaps otherwise,

-here was no move at that time to define

iction. That was left for the recent sales

_ meeting here at which continuance of ac-

ion as the dominating quality for 1939-40

was announced by Grad Sears, sales chief.

Sears' definition bears repetition; said

e:

"By action we don't mean necessarily

> gun-fire, battle, murder and sudden death.

klU
m Pnat 'ca "y we don't mean tne old-fash-

'FMned chase. But we do mean a definite

_ ynamic quality which is of the essence of

fe itself. Too perfect an equilibrium

leans a dead motion picture—as it means

dead man.

"Passivity and subtlety are by no means

ne same thing. Passivity and artistic

uality are by no means the same thing.

sme excellent directors and actors have

een shipwrecked on that misunderstand -

"g-"

Former Effective on July 1

;

Challenge in Courts is

Forecast
Bismarck, N. D.—Gov. John Mo-

ses yesterday signed the anti-Ascap
measure, but what steps will be
taken to enforce the new sta-

tute, effective July 1 next, are
uncertain. A court challenge is re-

garded as certain. The Governor
has indicated the state will not
spend a penny for that purpose; the
Attorney General has expressed the
formal opinion that the law is un-

(Continued on Page i)

ENOUGH GN PRODUCT

FOR REST OF SEASON

PACTED STARS

STAND AT 150
MPPDA 'Census' Shows 246

Directors, 700 Writers

\\H

' n

OT the usual sort of words to come

from the sales exec, addressing a

mpany convention, certainly. But, then,

. Jack Warner has succinctly stated, War-
rs are inclined to leave precedent to

e other fellow. What does matter—and

Uat
pointedly—is that the brilliant sea-

nal record of Warners stems from the

ion formula as phrased by Sears.

Analyze the ace product that has been

nt Eastward from the Burbank studio,

id you will quickly find that regardless

theme or story, whether the pix was
our Daughters," "Angels with Dirty

ces," "Brother Rat" or the sensational

3ark Victory" (to name a variety of

pes), present as "a definite dynamic

ality which is of the essence of life

elf."

— • —
JO need to point out that such action

begets action. The record speaks for

elf. Selling action is instanced by such

nouncements as Sears' convention dis-

(Continued w. Page 2)

W.-.st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The product on

hand, plus pictures to come will
more than carry Grand National the
balance of this season," Earle W.

(Continued on Page 3)

Quebec Censorship Cost
Shifted to Film Industry

Montreal—A measure to require
the moving picture exchange and
theater operators to pay for the ad-

(Continued on Page 22)

Vital statistics, released yester-
day by MPPDA, reveal that in the
20 larger film studios in the U. S.

there are approximately 150 con-
tract stars and 400 feature players.

Additionally, there are 40 or more
better-known stars and feature
players working on a free-lance ba-
sis, moving from studio to studio.

Active directors in the film col-

{Continued on Page 21)

METRO EXECS. LEAVE

FOR CHI. TOMORROW

M-G-M's New York contingent to

the 15th anniversary sales conclave
in Chicago leaves tomorrow on the
"convention special" at 5 p.m. Dele
gates from New Jersey, Philadel-
phia, Washington, and New Haven
will accompany the New York party.
Stops are to be made at Albany and

(Continued on Page 22)

Trade Practice Conference To
Be Continued Today at

University Club
While Abram F. Myers yesterday

refused to comment on yesterday's
conference with attorneys for ma-
jor companies, reliable sources in-
dicated last night that progress had
been made towards an understand-
ing on many of the points involved
in the trade practice drafts.
The meeting held at the Univer-

sity Club will be resumed today.
Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president,

in speaking for the Allied general
counsel, said that Myers was reluc-

tant to discuss the "meat" of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Okla. Measure Would Finance School

Films With Fees Received by Censors

Profits from U. S.-Made Pix

Of Imperadio to Brit. Co.

RKO's deal with Herbert Wilcox's
Imperadio organization calls for not
only substantial financing of English
product by RKO but the transfer-
ring of all profits of Hollywood-
produced pix to the British compa-
ny. This was learned yesterday
following reports from London that

(Continued on Page 18)

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City— Censorship bill

which includes provisions for a Di-
vision of Visual Education in the
State Department of Education a
state-owned film library, an intri-

cate system of censorship and heavy
fines for violations, has been intro-

duced in the Oklahoma legislature
b Representative Cooper of the

(Continued on Page 4)

NAZIS' GRAB SPELLS

$350,000 U. S. LOSS

American distribs will suffer a
revenue loss of approximately $350,-

000 per year through the annexa-
tion of the Czechoslovakian territory

by Germany, a foreign department
exec, told The Film Daily yester-
day. He stated that information
had been received which leaves no

(Continued on Page 4)

Court Files Findings

in Suit Against Loew's

Supreme Court Justice Louis A.
Valente yesterday handed down find-

ings of fact and conclusions of law
in the 11 consolidated suits brought
against Loew's, Inc., its officers and
directors, by stockholders, trial of

(Continued on Page 18)

Expect N. Y. Assembly Will

Pass Booth Bill on Monday

Albany—Theater booth operators

are only a step from victory in the

Assembly since Assemblyman Rob-
ert Crews, Repiblic&n, NKings

(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

161/2 161/2 I6I/2 — l/
2

121/4 12 12i/4 — 1/4

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

1743/4 174i/
2 1743/4

141/2 143/8 14% — i/
8

471/2 47 471/4 — y8

IOI/2 103/8 IOI/2

951/2 95V4 95i/4 — 21/4

107/g 101/2 10% + 5/s

83/4 8 1/2 83/4 + 3/3

21/4 21/g 2V8 — 1/8

22 2IV4 22 + 1/4

63/8 53/4 63/8 + 1/2

501/2 471/2 501/2 + 31/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46 . . . . 99Vi 99 99 Vi
Loew 6s 41 -ww.. 101 1/2 101 Vs 101 Vi + Vi

Para. B'way 3s55 . ... 56 56 56 — T/2
Para. Ficts. 6s55. 101 Vi 101 1/4 101 1/4 + Vi
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 88 88 88

RKO 6s41 69 68 Vi 69 — V4
Warner's 6s39 1005/8 lOOVi 100% + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs. . 913/4 91 Vi 91 ¥4 + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 183/4 18 183,4

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

Vi

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued.

729 SEVENTH AVE; N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9 5600

Warner Action
. . . begets action

{Continued from Page 1)

closure that company revenue since Jan. 1

showed a jump of nearly 18 per cent over

a year ago. And box-office action is dem-
onstrated by increase in grosses, extended
runs.

No need, too, to remark that the con-

fident up-and-at-'em Warner tempo so

noticeable at the convention was and is

aided and abetted by an exceedingly alert

advertising - publicity - exploitation depart-

ment which, with Charlie Einfeld in the

driver's seat, is in action — literally — 24
hours a day.

Einfeld Leaves for Coast;

Plans Return on April 4

Charlie Einfeld, WB advertising-
publicity head, left New York last

evening- on the 20th-century Limit-
ed for Chicago. Subsequently, he
leaves for the Coast and is scheduled
to return to the home office on April
4 via Dodge City, Kansas, where
the company's feature, "Dodge City"
will have its world premiere on
Apr. 1.

Mitchell Rawson, company's East-
ern publicity director; Allen S.

Glenn, in charge of Dallas territory
publicity; and Sam Clark, Chicago
area publicist, accompanied Einfeld
to Chicago.

Para. Reports $4,417,983

6% Debentures Outstanding

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Reports filed yester-

day with SEC by film companies,
covering changes effectuated since
their last annual reports, disclosed
$4,417,983.31 of Paramount Pictures
20 years six per cent sinking fund
debentures, due Jan. 1, 1955, as out-
standing at Feb. 28. 1939. Para,
also reported it had acquired 100
ner cent of the stock of Paramount
Film Distributing: Corp.

B. F. Keith Corp. stated it has
retired a uromissorv note to Bank-
ers Trust Co. for $125,000 and $750,-
000 of the notes is now outstanding.

Philly Allied Registers

Squawk With WB and U. S.

Philadelphia—Allied's local unit
not only has protested to the War-
ner exchange here, but is forward-
ing a copy of the protest to the
D of J, contending' that the exchange
is only one which will not permit
exhibitors using premiums to take
out costs of premiums before paying
for percentag-e pictures.
The Allied unit asserts that War-

ner exehanee allows WB theaters
to follow the practice, and that lo-

cal exhibs. should not be faced with
discrimination.

Fight Billboard Bill

Pittsburgh—The Pittsburgh Cen-
tral Labor Union is opposing a bill
pending in the state legislature
which would tax billboards five
cents per square foot.

"I'm From Missouri" Bows
With Gala K.C. Premiere

Kansas City, Mo.—Before a packed
midwest audience, Paramount world-
premiered the new Bob Burns picture

"I'm From Missouri" at the New-
man Theater last night. Studio sent
Lynne Overman, Shirley Ross and
Judith Barrett for two evening per-
formances, both of which turned
away thousands. Bob Burns made
a special trailer greeting the audi-

ence.
Players had a crowded day of at-

tending American Royal Stockmen's
Club and stockyards which fur-
nished the picture background, mak-
ing four broadcasts, accepting
scrolls of city from Mayor Bryce
Smith and guesting at Hotel Muehle-
bach.
The Mayor headed a contingent

of civic officials and Roy Roberts,
Kansas City Star managing editor
and Orville McPherson, publisher of
Journal.

Guests included Everett Cum-
mings, Omaha district manager of
Tri-State theaters and his publicity
chief. Ted Emerson; Ken Clayton of
Des Moines Register; Jack Moffitt,
Star drama editor and author of
screenplay; and Paramount District
Sales Manager Allen Usher, Chi-
caeo; George A. Smith, Los An-
geles; Ralph Li Beau, Kansas City.

=

20th-Fox to Show "Bell"

in Washington March 29

Special preview showing of "Alex-
ander Graham Bell," new 20th-Fox
film, will be held in Washington in
Constitution Hall on March 29, the
same date the picture will be shown
at the San Francisco Fair. Capital
showing will be held under the aus-
nices of the National Geographic
Society, with Cabinet officers, mem-
bers of the diplomatic corps and
Washington executives being in-
vited. Earl Wingart, 20th-Fox, pub-
licity manager, arranged the show-
ing:.

Warner Branch Managers
Off for Local Meetings

Concluding- individual meetings
with their district manag-ers Wed-
nesday and Thursday, following- the
close of the Warners sales conven-
tion, branch manag-ers leave today
for their respective territories where
they will hold local meetings with
their individual sales forces to dis-
cuss the company's sales plans for
the remainder of this year's prod-
uct as well as the new lineup for
1939-40.

Schenck to Attend Sales

Meeting of 20th Cent.-Fox

Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox
board chairman, will attend the com-
pany's sales convention in Chicago
the end of this month with a pos-
sibilitv that Darryl F. Zanuck. vice-
nresident and production head, may
»lso attend. Schenck will leave from
the Coast with President Sidney R.
Kent and Herman Wobber, distri-

bution head, who are currently at
the studio for conference.

cominc add GoinG

HERBERT J. YATES, CFI president, arrives ir

New York on Monday from the Coast.

CHARLIE EINFELD, Warners' publicity-adver
tising head, left New York last evening fo

Chicago, accompanied by MITCHELL RAWSON
company's Eastern publicity director, and ALLEN
S. GLENN and SAM CLARK, publicists respec-
tively for the Dallas and Chicago territories.

T. K. STEVENSON, president, and T. BROOKI
PRICE, general counsel of Erpi, leave toda'
for a brief business trip to Hollywood._.,

WILL HOLLANDER, B & K ad. andf~ di

rector, is back in Chicago from his v^latioi
in the South.

VAUGHN CLASER leaves Sunday for the Para
mount Coast studio to play his stage role i i

the film version of "What a Life."

HAROLD RODNER, of Warner Bros., is e
route to the Coast in connection with the Wi
Rogers Memorial Hospital and to check o

,

preparation for an all-star short for Will Roger
National Theater Week.

JOHN BALABAN, B & K prexy, leaves th
week-end for a two-week trip to the Coast.

W. G. VORPE, Sunday editor of the Clevc
land Plain-Dealer, is a New York visitor.

HARRY SHAW, Loew-Poli district manage
is in New York for conferences prior to leavir

on a vacation trip to the Windward Islands.

G. L. CARRINGTON, v.-p. and general mar
ager to Altec, has returned from a trip to Bo:

ton.

Warner district managers, ED SCHNITZE
BOB SMELTZER, RUD LOHRENZ, HENRY HE!
BEL, FRED JACK, W. E. CALLAWAY
WOLFE COHEN have left for their respecti
headquarters after attending the New Yo >

sales meeting.

E. C. GRAINGER, general manager of t

Fieber & Shea circuit, has returned to Nt
York after holding a huddle of theater ma
agers in Ohio.

Who Said "Fighting" Irish?

All five newsreel compani'
halted long enough yesterday in the i

feverish compilation of footage pe
taining to Nazi occupation of Czech
and Slovakia, and Carpatho-Ukraii

,

by Hungary's soldiery, to assij

camera crews to "shoot" the cor!
paratively peaceful legions of Auj
Erin as they march along Fifth Avj
nue today in honor of St. Patrick

]

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 17

Edward Golden

Sid Grauman

Sonny Barkas

Marie Quillan

Robert W. McCrath
Ida Scottland

MARCH 18

Edward Everett Horton

Betty Compson

Bartlett Cormack

Rosita Morena

MARCH 19

William Sistrom
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ENOUGH GN PRODUCT

FOR REST OF SEASON

{Continued from Page 1)

Hammons, president of that com-
pany, stated here yesterday. "Im-

|
portant plans for fothcoming pic-

tures," he continued, "are heing
formulated; these plans include not
only product but man-power. Their
completion will start Grand Nation-
al t'.-terds achievement of its logical

pos. ^ri in this great industry."

Hammons admitted there had been
a staff reduction, but stated that

• that was done to favor the majority
still employed.

"We have had to take an inven-
tory of our personnel, and this could

ibest be accomplished under reduced
activities. Also, we are not alone in

^retrenching: steel mills, other stu-
dios and many leading industries

...have done the same recently."

Expect N. Y. Assembly Will

Pass Booth Bill on Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

jnCounty, moved his bill to third read-
'' ng yesterday. Endorsed by the

Federation of labor, its pass-
ive Monday night is freely predict-
(1. Legislation will require two men

T n each booth, strict licensing and
of licensed operators.

The double-barreled victory of the
ATSE in the favorable reporting

urjut of its New York City operators
' ill and transfer of the perennial
A v.'o-men-in-a-booth measui'e to Rules

mmittee seems to presage passage
i the Assembly.

Wholesale slaughter of hundreds
assembly bills included extermin-

* tion of Assemblyman Louis Ben-
levy on theater circuits. One

utdoor advertising control bill by
""Jj_Iiss Jane Todd was sent to rules,

lother of hers killed, but the bulk

5 as voted down in ways and means
nd labor committees.

Theater tax on tickets, contained
Mi the low cost housing measure,
kj| still alive.

wo-Men-in-Booth Bill

In Iowa Is Withdrawn

Des Moines, la. — A bill in the
wa legislature requiring two op-

ators in the booths of all theaters
Iowa towns over 1,200 population
s been withdrawn by its author,
i'presentative Judd.

Exhibs. who opposed the measure
clared it would have created too
ach of a financial burden for
iall-town exhibs.

Siioie White Easter!
Jules Levy, RKO Radio's general sales

manager, yesterday declared that all

available prints of Disney's "Snow
White" in the 38 exchanges of U. S.

and Canada would be booked solid for

Easter Week.

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL M» DALYi

• • • ANY SORT oi a campaign that can raise SI 0.000 by sell-

ing tickets at two bits automatically becomes an achievement

and that's what the boys did who handled the vast amount oi work

entailed in putting over the Motion Picture Art Fund for German

Refugees

T T
• • • THE COMMITTEE who performed this miracle had

their reward at the AMPA luncheon at the Astor yesterday

the pressagent association handled the drawing for the 186 prizes

consisting of paintings, drawings and illustrations contrib-

uted by the nation's foremost artists

T
• • • THE FIRST ten were drawn by Herman Rittenberg, treas-

urer of the National Academy, a well-known portrait painter Al

Margolies, as chairman of the Drive, made a swell talk outlining the

work and its objectives on behalf of AMPA, the guest speaker.

Baron Carl von Ripper, was introduced by Paul Lazarus, Jr

among the prize winners were A. J. Powers, Hap Hadley, Walter

Wanger and J. H. Phillipson of the J. H. Cooper Enterprises copped

no less than six prizes but the Cooper office had bought $250 in

coupons, so they earned 'em

T T
• • • THAT TALK by the guest speaker Baron Carl

von Ripper, an Austrian nobleman who spent three and a half

months in a Nazi concentration camp was a great human
interest story he told of his experiences in a simple, straight-

forward manner with utter sincerity that was enormously effec-

tive and after he finished, everyone present realized that

the work of the Committee of the Art Fund had not been in vain.

T
• • • BUBBLING AFFAIR that Pink Champagne Cocktail

Party given by W. G. Van Schmus at the Music Hall studio for Irene

Dunne in honor of the lady's grand performance in "Love Affair"

and that pink champagne was the McCoy or rather, Pom-

mery, 1928 Miss Dunne phoned Director Leo McCarey clear across

the continent to Santa Monica Beach they called him in from

sunning himself to answer the phone the star told her director

he should be here in New York at a grand party and he said

huh, why should I and probably he was right, huh? why
should he when he could be sunning himself on Santa Monica Beach?

T T T
• • • AFTER eavesdropping on this trans-continental con-

versation we partook ourself to the sideboard where the pink

liquid was being poured out of green bottles wrapped in white

napkins along about the fifth pink drink they shoved a list

of Prominent Names that were present in our hand and we
scrammed back to the office to tear the damned column apart

so's we could get those names in here they are Irene

Dunne (we mentioned her before) Pandro Berman, a Hollywood
producer Ned Depinet, a New York business man W.
G. Van Schmus, George Schaefer, Fred Meyer, John O'Connor,

Merlin Aylesworth, Jules Levy, William Mallard W. J. Mer-
rill of Atlas S. Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson, Jim
Crayhon, A. H. McCausland, Joan Tuttle, Charles Nicholls

Ken McCaleb, Bill Boehnel, Frank Farrell (remind us to tell you
how he put over that Great Gag of kidnapping Charlie Mc-
Carthy)

« « « » » »

1 N. D. ANTI-ASCAP

MEASURE IS SIGNED

(Continued from Page 1)

constitutional. Statute levies a 3

per cent earnings tax against Ascap
and requires lists of copyrights be
available at all times.

Oklahoma Legislative Com.
Considers Anti-Ascap Bill
Oklahoma City—Anti-Ascap bill

setting up a department to register
copyrights or musical compositions or
dramatic-musical compositions, in-

troduced into the State Legislature
by Senators Taylor and Hearne and
Representative Porta, is now in com-
mittee for consideration. It is un-
derstood that the bill has the back-
ing of theater and radio interests.

"It shall be unlawful for any per-
son licensing the use of, in this state,

the performing rights in or to any
musical composition or dramatic-
musical composition, to make any
charge, or to contract for or collect,

any compensation, as a condition of
using said performing rights based
in whole or in part, on any program
not containing any such composi-
tion," a section of the bill provides,
continuing, "Any such charge or
contract for compensation shall be
valid and enforceable only to the ex-
tent that it is based and computed
upon a program in which such com-
position is rendered."

It classifies any violation of the
bill as a misdemeanor punishable un-
der the Oklahoma state law.
The bill provides that every mus-

ical composition shall be registered
with the Secretary of State upon
procurance of U. S. copyright.
A fee of two cents for each com-

position is assessed under the bill.

"No person shall be entitled to

maintain any proceeding in any
court with respect to such perform-
ing rights," the bill provides, "Or
to collect any compensation on ac-
count of any sale, license or other
disposition of such performing
rights in this state except upon
pleading and providing compliance
with the provisions of this Act."
The measure carries an emergency

clause which would make the bill

effective 30 days after its passage
by the legislature.

Sully, Architect, Dead
New Orleans—Thomas Sully, 83,

well-known architect, is dead here
of pneumonia. He designed numer-
ous buildings here and in other
sections of the South, including the
Crescent and Tulane theaters.

WEDDING BELLS

Parkersburg, W. Va. — Charles
Hiehle, son of R. J. Hiehle, presi-

dent of the ITO of West Virginia,

and Claudalee Newlon, will be mar-
ried on Easter Sunday. The bride-
groom-to-be is manager of his

father's new Burwell Theater in

Parkersburg.
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Nazi Grab Spells $350,000 Loss to American Majors

Pragi

Distributors Expected to Quit

jue—German Laws

to be Applied
{Continued from Page 1)

doubt that German laws will be ap-

plied immediately to the annexed
territory.

It was pointed out that Germany
does not allow any currency to be

taken from the country and these

laws would now govern the former

democracy. In Washington yester-

day, it was admitted that all trade

pacts are automatically dead. The
Department of Commerce yesterday

advised all U. S. exporters to stop

shipments to the former republic

until the situation is clarified.

M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Paramount,
Universal, RKO and United Artists,

major companies with offices in

Prague, are expected to either aban-

don the offices completely in the case

where these companies do not dis-

tribute pictures in Germany, or in-

vest the authoritv in the Berlin of-

fices. Columbia deals through a dis-

tributor and Warners are not active

in the market at this time. Repub-
lic and Monogram did not distribute

in the territory.

American pictures comprised ap-

proximately 60 per cent of the total

films shown in Czechoslovakia last

year, about 180 in number. About
100 German, 35 French and others,

and 45 Czech pictures completed the

total. There is said to be a definite

feeling against the German films

with attendance where a German pic-

ture showed always below normal.

In places, it is reported, German
pictures have been openly boycotted.

Further developments that are ex-

pected to take place immediately are

the revocation of all theater li-

censes where German propaganda
pictures are not favored and a re-

placement of theater management
where antipathy to Germany is

shown. To offset the dislike of the

Czech people as a whole against

Germany, it is reliably reported that

an extensive program of dubbed

pictures in the native language will

be shown. The Czech government

had denied German distributors the

right to sell dubbed pictures.

Total of houses in operation in Bo-

hemia and Moravia, is 1,140, with

140 houses in Slovakia and Ruthe-

nia.

9,000 World Theaters to Play VA Pix
An estimated list of 9,000 theaters in various parts of the world will play

United Artists pfctures in conjunction with the company's Fifth-of-a-Centu,y celebration

on April 17 It will be the most widespread showings of UA product for a single

period in the history of the company, it was stated yesterday.

Okla. MeasureWould Finance School

Films With Fees Received by Censors

PROGRESS REPORTED

IN MYERS' PARLEYS

(Continued fi

House and Senator Chambers of the

Senate.

The bill would create a State

Board of Film Inspection of three

members appointed by the Governor

to serve at his pleasure and receive

$8 a day plus expenses for their

services. It would, "examine and
inspect as herein provided all mo-
tion picture films to be publicly ex-

hibited and displayed for an admis-

sion fee in the State of Oklahoma"
before delivery to exhibitors and
would require a fee of $3 for each

thousand feet of film or fraction

thereof.

"Only such films as are in the

judgment and discretion of the State

Board of Film Inspection of a moral,

educational, or amusing and harm-
less character shall be passed and
approved by said Board," the bill

provides. The bill provides award of

certificates and rules that at least

three feet of leader film certifying

approval by the board must be at-

tached to each print. It places re-

sponsibility for following its orders

and provisions of the law in the

hands of exchanges.
Monies collected are to go into a

State Visual Education Fund which
shall:

"1. Prepare, publish, and dis-

tribute to educational institu-

tions and the public schools of

the State a bulletin containing

information and instruction re-

lating to the most effective use

of visual education in the educa-

tional program.
"2. Purchase films of distinc-

tive educational value in the

various courses of instruction

offered in the institutions and
public schools of the State and
to lend said films to said insti-

tutions and schools.

"Midnight" in Chi. Bow
Chicago — World premiere of

Para.'s "Midnight" is set for the

B & K Chicago theater today.

om Page 1)

"3. Maintain a properly in-

dexed library of all films ob-

tained under the provisions of

this Act and keep the institu-

tions and public schools of the

State informed concerning the

films available."

It provides for a State Supervisor

of Visual Education at $3,600 a

year; a State Librarian of Visual

Education at $2,400 and three

stenographers at $1,500 each per

year.

Fines for exhibition of non-ap-

proved films are set at not less than

$25 nor more than $300 for the first

offense and not less than $300 nor

more than $500 for each separate of-

fense. Distributors would be fined

not less than $300 nor more than

$500 for the first offense and not

less than $500 nor more than $1,000

for additional violations. The same

fines stand for delivery of non-ap-

proved films. Fine for exhibiting

pictures without the official approved

leader attached to the film are set

at $25 to $300 for exhibitors; for

showing films from which parts

ordered deleted have not been clip-

ped, from $25 to $300 on first of-

fense and $300 to $500 on following

offenses; for distributors, $300 to

$500 and $500 to $1,000. Similar

fines stand for showing pictures

without possession of the proper

certificate of approval from the

board.

A fine of $100 to $300 is assessed

for counterfeiting the leader film

stamp of approval or certificates of

approval with additional possible

imprisonment of 30 days to one

year.

It, if passed by the legislature,

becomes effective July 1, and carries

an emergency clause.

(Continued from Page 1)

huddles until something concrete

could be released for publication.

Myers met yesterday withA.-ustir.

Keough, Paramount's genera^ Jun-

sel, and other attorneys foi- tru

major companies.
Col. Cole said that he probablj

would attend the M-G-M sales con

vention in Chicago.

Equity Attacks Plays' Sale

to Screen Before End of Rur

In an editorial attack on the sab

of stage plays to film companie;

before the shows have complete!

their runs and road show possibili

ties, the current Actors Equity mag
azine asks that some compensatioi

be given to actors in the plays dur

ing the time that they are be

ing made into pictures to take th

place of wages that would have bee)

earned if the play was still running

An attempt is being made by Rob
ert E. Sherwood to compensate th

players in his play "Abe Lincoln I:

Illinois" while the play is bein.

filmed, but nothing concrete ha
been worked out yet. Equity cor

tends that the shows should be a.

lowed to run their duration o

Broadway and as road shows befor

any picture be made from the pla

unless some provision is made fc

the actors thrown out of work.
Settlement of differences betwee

the Dramatists Guild and the fill

producing companies appeared r

nearer to solution yesterday when
became known that several ne

snags have cropped up in the neg<

tiations. However, several majoi

are reported to be discussing final

cing of plays next season under tl

old contract.

Ptomaine Epidemic
St. Louis—An epidemic of ptomaine

poisoning cases has hit Film Row during

the past week or so. Among those

stricken were Hal Walsh, manager for

Warners; Russell Mortensen of Colum-

bia; Jack Hines of Universal; Florence

Patke of 20th Century-Fox; Clift Burt,

film delivery route operator, and Ber-

nard Temborius of Lebanon and Breese,

III.

Wis. Theater Electrician

Exempt from License Bill

Madison, Wis.—Work involved in

the operation, maintenance, servic-

ing or repairing of theatrical equip-

ment such as motion picture projec-

tors, stereopticans, public address

systems, spotlights, floodlights or

other electrical stage equipment is

exempt from the provisions of the

Ludvigsen bill introduced in the

State Assembly here to license elec-

tricians and provide for the inspec-

tion of electrical installations.

Fifth Premium Co. Opens
Cleveland Sales Rooms

Cleveland—Dick Deutsch, L. T

Cook and Harry Germaine will be

in charge of the local sales rooms

of the Price Premium Co., located

on the 21st St. side of the Film
Bldg. This is the fifth premium
company handling dishes, dresser-

ware and glassware, to open a lo-

cal salesroom within the past year.

Others are Metro, Quality, Coulter

an Lake Shore Sales.

Moss Empires Net $869,24

London (By Cable)—Moss' Er.

pires, of Edinburgh, reports a 191

net of 173,849 pounds (approximat

ly $869,245). Final dividend of

per cent was declared on the cor

mon, making total of 10 per cer

Five per cent had previously be>

paid on the preferred.

49'ers Party March 25
TAC's Film Division here w

hold a 49'ers party March 25.

Anti-Sunday Pix Bill?
Harrisburg, Pa.—Plans are under way

to introduce a new bill in the Legisla-

ture which would ban Sunday movies,

according to the Rev. W. B. Forney

secretary of the Lord's Day Alliance of

Pennsylvania, during a conference held

here this week attended by 500 dele-

gates representing 14 reform groups.

[in a
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The industry is cheering its "Stella

Dallas" appeal. "Clicks as thriller

and heart-tugger," says Hollywood
Reporter. "Box-office without ques-

tion," raves Motion Picture Daily.
"Strong emotional punch/' com-
ments Film Daily. "Swell climax "

asserts Box-Office.
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V '< REVIEWS Of THE HEW flLfilS :< >
"Dark Victory"

with Bette Davis, George Brent

Warners 106 Mins.

SUPERBLY BEAUTIFUL AND POIG-

NANT LOVE STORY WITH BRILLIANT

PERFORMANCE BY BETTE DAVIS.

One of the most poignant and beautiful

love -^ories that has ever come to the

sc. — Here is a drama of tender emo-
tions, a deeply touching story of a man's

devotion and a woman's affection that

stands out like a mountain above the taw-

dry and shallow love stories that form so

large a part of the romances of the motion

picture world. It is our considered opinion

that here is a sure Academy Award win-

ner. The story and its masterly directorial

presentation offer a challenge for an

Award, and the consummate artistry of

Bette Davis place her as a contender for

the best acting award among the femmes.
She has never done anything that approach-

ed her present role in its deeply moving

emotional quality, nor created a part that

flashes so brilliantly with its many facets

of subtly shaded transitions. It definitely

places her among the really great act-

resses the screen has known. She fascin-

ates you and holds you spellbound. Of
course she has a great part, but that does

not detract from the fact that she endowed
It with the living and breathing qualities

of a brilliantly sensitive interpretation. She
plays the part of a young woman of the

Long Island set that is devoted to

thoroughbred horses, with a stable of her

own. Into her life comes a serious worker,

George Brent, as a brilliant young surgeon.

He performs a delicate brain operation

upon her to relieve her from a rare disease

that threatens blindness. He realizes after

the operation that her malady is so deep
rooted that death is only a matter of

months. Love has come to both of them.
The girl turns from her frivolities to a

realization that life holds far more. He
realizes that he cannot go on without her.

They plan marriage, he still concealing

from her that death hovers not far off to

part them forever. She discovers this

truth. The shock. Then her reconciliation

to fate, and determination to live to the

full measure of the happiness that she can
extract from these few brief months with

the man she worships. They carry on to-

gether as if a full life stretched ahead of

them, tacitly ignoring the shadow of death
that is ever present. And so to the tragic

end, that comes with beauty, and exquisite

sweetness. One of the greatest endings to

a picture, one that will send audiences out

stirred to the depths of their emotions.

The amazing thing is that although tragic,

it is so delicately and tenderly handled

that the girl's death becomes a thing of

beauty that carries a feeling of inspira-

|

tion. Very few great pictures have ended
en a deeply inspirational note. That's

what makes this a rare spiritual document
of the theater, added to its intrinsic qual-

ity of a superb love story with universal

appeal. George Brent is a perfect foil for

the outstanding performance of the motion

picture's current Number One Artist—Bette

Davis. For Director Edmund Goulding and

Scenarist Casey Robinson, the highest ac-

claim for the perfect blending of their

creative talents. To offer to exhibitors

suggestions on selling this production would
be silly. How would you sell one of the

"Rough Riders'

Round-Up"
with Roy Rogers, Raymond Hatton, Mary

Hart

Republic 58 Mins.

BULLETS, FISTS AND SONGS BY ROG-
ERS WILL PLEASE THE COWBOY
TICKET BUYERS.

The customary formula of ail westerns

is meticulously observed in this new Re-

public release, but it has been made into

pleasing screenfare for the western fans.

There is plenty of action, fast riding and

gun fighting, and a couple of bang-up fist

fights for good measure. Rogers sings

pleasingly and Mary Hart is attractive as

the feminine interest. Raymond Hatton is

good as Rogers' sidekick and the villains

are first class. With the end of the Span-

ish American War the rough riders return

home and a group of them joins the border

patrol, including Rogers, Hatton and Eddie

Acuff. They are assigned to guard a

gold shipment, but are tricked into a fight

by a gang of outlaws. The gold is stolen,

Mary is kidnapped from the stage and

several people are killed. Rogers is sus-

pended by his superior officer and with

Hatton he sets out to track down the

outlaws. Plenty of action ensues with the

border patrol rounding up their men after

a good free for all.

CAST: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, Raymond
Hatton, Eddie Acuff, William Pawley, Dor-

othy Sebastian, George Meeker, Jack Rock-
well, Guy Usher, George Chesbro, Glenn
Strange, Duncan Renaldo, Jack Kirk, Hank
Bell, Dorothy Christie, Fred Kelsey.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and Direc-

tor, Joe Kane; Original Screenplay, Jack
Natteford; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Edi-

tor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

I hird British Feature Pix

Set for Telecast on Apr. 1

London (By Cable)—Third Brit-
ish film to be televised, "The Edge
of the World," is set for a BBC
telecast on April 1.

Dowden on Sick List

Eddie Dowden, Loew's publicity
department, laid up with a bum
foot.

greatest emotional heart dramas ever pro-

duced? Of course!

CAST: Bette Davis, George Brent, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ronald
Reagan, Henry Travers, Cora Witherspoon,
Dorothy Peterson, Virginia Brissac, Charles

Richman, Herbert Rawlinson, Leonard

Mudie, Fay Helm, Lottie Williams.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, David

Lewis; Director, Edmund Goulding; Au-
thors, George Brewer, Jr., Bertram Bloch;

Screenplay, Casey Robinson; Cameraman,
Ernie Haller; Editor, William Holmes.

DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"The Flying Irishman"
with Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly

RKO Radio 72 Mins.

PLEASING DRAMATIZATION OF THE
LIFE AND HISTORIC FLIGHT OF

"WRONG-WAY" CORRIGAN.

This production will have to be sold on

the popularity that accrued to Douglas

Corrigan, the wrong-way flyer who flew

to Ireland. The narration follows his career

in all essential details, and nothing has

been done to make of it a sensational

story nor to inject some silly love story.

It is the straight recital of this young
fellow's hard and laborious struggles to

reach the point where he could make the

grade as a regularly licensed pilot. The
story has been presented with a lot of

sincerity, and Doug himself proves to be a

very likeable and personable chap with a

contagious smile that will appeal to the

fans. There has been no attempt made to

present him as an actor. He is extremely

natural, and the material has been skill-

fully built around him to keep him in this

natural light. Paul Kelly helps to carry

the picture in the earlier reels as an ex-

perienced pilot and a pal of Corrigan's whom
the latter locks up to and tries to emulate.

But Kelly is ruled out as a pilot of the

war days with a weak heart, and he jumps

in the plane that he and Corrigan had

bought for barnstorming purposes and takes

it aloft for a power dive just to prove that

he is all right. He crashes, and the plane

is destroyed. Then Corrigan starts his

long and laborious effort to save enough
money by overtime work as an airplane

mechanic to buy and renovate a second-

hand plane. This is the one in which he

crosses to Ireland. Eddie Quillan does a

fine bit as his kid brother who helps

him in his foolhardy effort. Here and there

runs a commentary that serves to empha-
size the struggles and ambitions of the

young flyer.

CAST: Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly, Rob-

ert Armstrong, Gene Reynolds, Donald

MacBride, Eddie Quillan, J. M. Kerrigan,

Dorothy Peterson, Scotty Beckett, Joyce

Compton, Dorothy Appleby, Minor Watson,
Spencer Charters, Peggy Ryan.

CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman;

Director, Leigh Jason; Screenplay, Ernest

Pagano, Dalton Trumbo; Cameraman, J. Roy

Hunt; Editor, Arthur E. Roberts.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Plan Chi. Funeral Rites

For Mrs. Edward Doherty

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills—Body of Mrs. Mil-

dred Frisbie Doherty, former motion
picture critic on the New York Daily
News under the name of Mildred
Spain, who died here on Tuesday
apparently from a heart attack, will

be interred in Chicago where fun-
eral services will be held.

Deceased is wife of Edward Do-
herty, film and magazine writer.

Also surviving are two sons, Ed-
ward, Jr., 21, of Newark, N. J., and
Jack, 19, a student at Washington
and Lee University.

"Heritage of the
Desert

with Donald Woods, Evelyn Venable,

Russell Hayden

Para. -Sherman 73 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUPERIOR OUTDOOR PIX PRAISE-
WORTHY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
SHOULD SCORE DECISIVELY AT B. 0.

Here Harry Sherman has delivered a

Zane Grey offering that is praiseworthy in

every department. It is far superior to

the usual outdoor picture in acting, di;

rection and photography. It has been given
vigorous, astute supervision by J. D. Trop
as associate producer. Lesley Selander sup-

plied the direction, blending the action,

romance and comedy effectively. An out-
standing performance is given by Sidney
Toler, who supplies most of the comedy,
while Willard Robertson scores as the only

one of C. Henry Gordon's henchmen, who
believes in fair play. Robert Barrat is con-
vincing as the desert ranches, who has been
oppressed by Gordon, and Donald Woods
is the stalwart hero, who wins Evelyn Ven-
able, Barrat's daughter, in the end. Rus-
sell Hayden is good as Barrat's son, while

Paul Guilfoyle is effective as a Gordon fol-

lower who gets Barrat to promise the hand
of Evelyn in marriage. Paul Fix is able

as Gordon's ready gunman, Reginald Bar-

low and John "Skins" Miller complete the

cast. Norman Houston fashioned an ex-

cellent screenplay, and Harrison Jacobs
contributed additional dialogue. As is usual

in a Harry Sherman production there are

many eye-filling backgrounds photographed
by Russell Harlan's camera. Woods makes
a quiet visit to the desert land he owns
and after being wounded by Fix, is be-

friended by Barrat. Evelyn, who falls in

love with Woods, is about to marry Guil-

foyle to keep the promise made by Barrat.

On her wedding day she runs away and is

held hostage by Gordon. Woods, Barrat,

Toler and fellow ranchers rush to her rescue

and make short work of Gordon and his

gang.

CAST: Donald Woods, Evelyn Venable,

Russell Hayden, Robert Barrat, Sidney

Toler, C. Henry Gordon, Willard Robertson,

Paul Guilfoyle, Paul Fix, John Miller, Reg-
inald Barlow.

CREDITS: Harry Sherman Production;

Associate Producer, J. D. Trop; Director,

Lesley Selander; Author, Zane Grey;

Screenplay, Norman Houston; Additional

Dialogue, Harrison Jacobs; Cameraman,
Russell Harlan; Art Director, Lewis J.

Rachmil; Musical Director, Louis R. Lip-

stone; Musical Score, Victor Young; Song,

"Here's A Heart," by Victor Young and

Frank Loesser; Sound, William H. Wii-

marth; Editor, Sherman Rose.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

Mednikow Adds Teritory

Chicago — Johnny Mednikow of

Trailer-Made has returned from
New York where he closed the deal

for the Michigan territory. This
will give the Chicago office, the
states of Illinois, Missouri, Michi-
gan, Wisconsin and northern part

of Indiana. Johnny will add several

salesmen to the Chicago staff.
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Vidor Direct "Northwest Passage"

CTUDIO News flashes at the week-
end: King Vidor will direct

"Northwest Passage" for M-G-M,
with Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy
and Wallace Beery as the stellar

triumvirate . . . Walter Wanger
states that there will be four stars
in his "House Across the Bay" set

for summer production . . . Warners
will stage a roundup and wild west
show at Dodge City prior to the
premiere there of "Dodge City" on
April 1 . . . Paramount has selected
Alfred Newman as musical director
on the new Bing Crosby picture,

"The Star-Maker." Roy Del Ruth
starts filming on March 27 . . .

Cissie Loftus has been engaged by
Warners for a featured role in "The
Old Maid."

T T T

Metro Buys "Yank at Eton"
Story purchases: Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer has bought screen rights to

George Oppenheimer's story, "A
Yank at Eton" . . . RKO Radio has

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No,

J.
SAMUEL BERK0W1TZ. Fine Arts executive manager,

industry, his experience has embraced every branch of

since Sol Lesser gave him his first job way back in 1914.

standing achievements are included the produc-

tion of the first two-color films ever made by

an indie producer, while for years he operated

his own exchanges in Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, Portland and Seattle. The task of "sell-

ing" the trade on a new independent producing

organization in a year supposedly glutted with

independent product was all in the day's work

to Berkowitz, and the fact that Franklyn War-

ner Productions are known and sold on two

continents, is due in great measure to his tire-

less efforts in Fine Arts' behalf.

207 • • •

A veteran in the

the film business,

Among his out-

bought L. M. Montgomery's "Anne
of Windy Poplars" as a starring

vehicle for Anne Shirley . . . Deal is

on the fire with the Edward Small
unit of United Artists for purchase

of "Mr. Doakes for President," an
original synopsis by Claude Binyon
capitalizing on public interest in the

next presidential election . . . Mono-
gram has bought Matt Taylor's

American Magazine short story

"First Performance," as a vehicl

for the 12-year-old Martin Spellmai

whom it is grooming for stardom .

.

Warner Bros, has purchased "Fo
the Benefit of Mankind," by Malvi:

Wald, and "Crimson Alibi," Georg
Broadhurst play produced 2:- th

early 'twenties. f

T T T

"Rip Van Winkle" for Monogram
Heard around: W. Ray Johnstoi

Monogram prexy, announces tha i

the company will film Washingto I

Irving's "Rip Van Winkle" for th

'

1939-40 program . . . Roy Del Rut
has bought screen rights to Howar
Estabrook's original story, "Th
Lone Survivor," and is submitting

to Darryl F. Zanuck as a possibilit

for his next 20th-Fox directorial as

signment . . . Fred Niblo, Jr., i

writing the screenplay for Warner;
football story, "Lighthorse Harry,
a spring production.

Griffith-Dickinson Deal

Reported As Completed

Oklahoma City — Deal between
Griffith and Dickinson interests by
which the former acquires a report-
ed 50 per cent of the latter's Kansas
and Missouri operations has been
completed.

H. J. Griffith will leave shortly to
make his headquarters in Kansas
City for the next few months estab-
lishing and supervising a new
operations setup in the Dickinson
circuit which includes some 24 loca-
tions, most of them smaller towns.

Contrary to earlier reports, H. J.

Griffith will not sever his connec-
tions with the Griffith Amusement
Co. and affiliated set-up—but will

only take a leave of absence.

The original deal was negotiated
by H. J. Griffith, R. E. Griffith, Rip
Payne and Lynn Stocker of the
Griffith organization.

Levys' Mother Dead
Pittsburgh—The mother of Ar-

thur J. Levy, local branch manager
for Columbia Pictures, and Morton
A. Levy, Prairie district manager
and new drive leader for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, died at her home in

Hamilton, Ont.

Phineas Riley Dead
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Phineas W.

(Slim) Riley, 52, stagehand at the
Paramount Theater, died as a result

of hurts received in a fall down a
stairway.

Karasik Back on Job
Harry Karasik, Loew's Bronx dis-

trict manager, back on the jod after
several weeks' illness.

U. S. Argentinian Exports

Show Marked Drop for 38

Washington Bureau of THE FILM tDAILY

Washington—A decrease in both
quantity and value of film exports
to Argentina in 1938 compared to

1937, was reported yesterday by the
Department of Commerce. Motion
picture film exports dropped from
26,663,000 linear feet in 1937 to

21,970,000 linear feet in 1938, for a
decrease of 4,693,000, it was re-

ported.

Value likewise dropped from $470,-
000 in 1937 to $341,000 in 1938 for
a decrease of $129,000, the depart-
ment stated.

Other sensitized films, not exposed
showed an increase in quantity and
a decrease in value, in 1937 the U.
S. exported 1,746,000 linear feet of
this class compared to 2,141,000
linear feet in 1938. Value of these
exports was reported as $338,000 for
the 1937 shipments and $277,000 for
the 1938 exports.

Haynes in U. K. Para. Post;

Harold Walker Quits Para.

London (By Cable) — Stanley
Haynes, formerly an associate pro-
ducer for M-G-M here, has been
appointed to a similar post for Par-
amount by David Rose. Haynes for
several years has been associated
with Victor Saville.

London (By Cable) — Harold
Walker, assistant sales manager for
Paramount, has resigned. He was
with the company 26 years. His
new plans will be announced short-
ly.

Court Files Findings

In Suit Against Loew's

(Continued from Page 1)

which took place in December, and
decision handed down in January.

Nicholas M. Schenck is to repay
$69,447; David Bernstein, $41,668;
Louis B. Mayer, $167,447; J. Robert
Rubin, $112,505; Estate of Irving
Thalberg, $136,985; and Arthur M.
Loew, $14,754. Repayments directed
total $542,806. Sums represent er-
rors made in computing profits on
profit-sharing contracts, and amounts
will be deducted from these personal
accounts.
A decree will be signed pursuant

to the findings which will provide
for fees and expenses to be paid to
plaintiffs' attorneys and accountants.

Findings provide that except for
these repayments all other charges
are dismissed against all defendants,
including those of mismanagement
and waste.

Profits from U. S.-Made Pix

Of Imperadio to Brit. Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

Anna Neagle's first picture to be
made in Hollywood, "Marie Lloyd,"
will be directed by Wilcox. Cary
Grant may be opposite the British
star as Alec Hurley.

The new RKO-Imperadio deal
provides for three or four pictures
to be made in England annually as
well as several to be made at RKO's
Hollywood studios. RKO will pro-
vide backing for the latter.

The Wilcox pact, it was learned,
called for full interchange of per-
sonnel. An important part of the
financing will be handled by the
Bank of America, represented in
Imperadio by Dr. A. H. Giannini as
board chairman.

Product Shortage to Give

Britain Re-issue Record

London (By Cable)—Record nun
ber of re-issues in Great Britain :

anticipated next Summer as a resu
of the product shortage, striking]
instanced by the annual report <

the CEA which shows a drop i

British-produced features from 2£

to 100 during the first year und«
the new Films Act and a decline i

American imports.

British distribs. already are lii

ing up re-issues to fill the antic
pated serious gap. GFD has s<

"The 39 Steps" for a July 10 r<

issue and will follow it with "I Wa
a Spy" on July 31.

Meanwhile, the city continues di;

inclined to invest in film productio
despite the trade prominence give
the assurance by R. E. Dorton (

the Bank of America here that ove

a period of years Dr. A. H. Giai
nini has loaned $200,000,000 on fib

negatives as sole security withot
a cent's loss.

Para. Publicists to Bally

De Mille Pix Train Stun

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL

Hollywood — Carl Kreuger, c

Paramount's h.o. staff, and Cli

Lewis and Jack Dailey, of con
pany's West Coast ad staff, will g
out in advance of the special trai

which will ballyhoo Cecil B. D<
Mille's "Union Pacific."

Trio will be equipped with specii

theater trailer, handbills, one sheei

and window cards, all in circv

style.

Train, will bring cast members t

30 key cities to promote pix.
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Pre - release
MARCH 24

Regular Release
APRIL 7

3 SMART GIRLS
GROW
UP"

Robert CUMMINGS
Charles WINNINGER
William LUNDIGAN
Original screenplay by Bruce Manning and Felix Jackson

Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A HENRY KOSTER production

Directed by Henry Roster

AND BY FAR THE GR
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OF MOTION PICTURES
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branch of the Motion Picture Industry.
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UNIFORM CLEARANCE

ENFORCEMENT SOUGHT

Toronto—Distributors in Canada
have been asked by the Conciliation

Committee to enforce more uniform-

ly Clearance Rule No. 7 which de-

fines clearance procedure. A letter

to the distributors asking more
stri

v<£ observance of the rule also

int^r reted the word "priority,"

which, according to a committee

resolution, was construed to mean
"not more than seven days clear-

ance."

Rule No. 7 reads: "All clearances
mentioned in this schedule are maxi-
mum clearances and shall represent
the maximum length of time which
shall elapse before the subsequent
run theaters shall be entitled to
play the picture after the previous
run. The clearance given each house
in each exhibition area or group
runs from the date each picture be-
comes available in that area. When
a second or subsequent-run theater
fails to take the picture on the first

available date, such delay, if ex-
ceeding one week, automatically re-
duces the maximum clearance it is

entitled to receive against subse-
quent runs in that area by the length
of the delay."
The interpretation of the word

"priority" by the committee was the
result of a reported lack of unifoim-
ity in understanding its meaning.
The committee pointed out that un-
der its interpretation no subsequent
run exhibitor need be held up in-
definitely for pictures because of
delays by prior houses in taking up
their available dates. Further,
dates charging equal admission
prices in the same zone can play
pictures seven days after their prior-
run houses.
The Conciliation Committee, which

functions under the Motion Picture
Branch of the Toronto Board of
Trade, is scheduled to meet today
for further discussions of clearance.
Efforts also will be made to bring
about the same reforms now being
sought by U. S. exhibitors and to
have the same concessions granted
to Canadian exhibitors in a uniform
pact as is agreed upon in the U. S.

"Die" Clicks In Phoenix
With receipts running one-third

above norma] weekly biz at the
Rialto Theater in Phoenix, Ariz.,
"Never Say Die" has been given
additional playing time, according
to word received at the Paramount
home office. Martha Raye made a
p.a. at the Sunday opening.

Lobby Record Shop
Columbus, 0.—Bert Williams, mana-

ger of the Bexley Theater, has opened
a Record Shop in the lobby. Recordings
from films will be featured, with discs
from Victor, Bluebird and Decca sold.

'Little Princess* Plays to 100,000 in Roxy Weeh
Roxy business for the first week of "The Little Princess" had a total attendance

over the 100,000 mark, about 25 per cent better than average. Pix goes one more
week starting today with a possibility of a third week if business holds up.

FTC Finds Restraint Used
In Vending Machine Field

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Naming two of the

largest chocolate candy bar manu-
facturers, a sales corporation and
the three largest vending machine
operators, the FTC has issued an
order barring restraint of trade
agreements in the sale of candy
bars to the vending machine trade.
Those named in the order are

Hershey Chocolate Corp., Hershey,
Pa.; Peter Cailler Kohler Swiss
Chocolates Co., Inc., Fulton, N. Y.;
Lamont, Corliss & Co., New York,
selling agent for Kohler; Sanitary
Automatic Candy Corp., New York;
Berlo Vending Co., Philadelphia, and
Confection Cabinet Co., Newark,
N. J.

Commission findings are that the
Hershey and Kohler corporations
entered into exclusive distributor ar-
rangements with the three vending
machine corporations for the sale oi
Hershey and Nestle candy bars
manufactured especially for use in
theater vending machines, and that
this resulted in closing the sources
of supply of those products to the
vending machine trade other than
the Sanitary, Berlo and Cabinet
companies. There are 25 vending
machine operators in the country.
The FTC found that during the

tenure of the restrictive arrange-
ments, vending machine operators
competing with the Sanitary, Berlo
and Cabinet companies had difficul-

ty negotiating for and actually lost
theater locations for their machines
because of inability to obtain Her-
shey and Nestle bars at a price in-
suring enough profit to grant the
theater managements sufficient per-
centage of the gross "take" to ob-
tain the locations.

Eastern Theaters Lists

$94,733 Operating Profit

Montreal — Operating profit of
$94,733 before depreciation and in-
come tax is shown in the annual
report of Eastern Theaters, Ltd.,
for the fiscal year ended Dec. 29
last. Other income brought this up
to $100,054. Deducting $45,416 de-
preciation and $8,880 income taxes
there remained net earnings of $45,-
757, which compares with $44,056
in 1937.

After payment of $35,000 prefer-
red dividends and $16,000 common
dividends, and some minor adjust-
ments, earned surplus was lower at
$76,783 compare with $78,586. Cur-
rent assets of $273,758 and current
liabilities $12,246 leave working cap-
ital $261,562 compared with $219,-
253. Total assets are recorded as
$621,030 compared with $1,405,653.
The sharp decrease in the year

being mainly due to writing off

$768,000 through reduction of capi-
tal stock.

Westinghouse 1938 Net
Reported at $9,052,773

Pittsburgh—Despite a decline of

35 per cent in volume of orders as

compared with 1937, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. operated at profit

every month in 1938, the net income

for last year being $9,052,773, ac-

cording to annual report to stock-

holders.

Net is equivalent, after preferred

dividends, to $3.38 a share on 2,-

592,155 common stock outstanding
In 1937 net was $20,126,408, equal

after preferred dividends to $7.66
a share on the common.

Westinghouse Net Up
Pittsburgh— Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Mfg. Co. reports net income
rise to $815,833 in February from
January figure of $618,129. Upswing
resulted in increase in company's
profit-sharing bonus to workers to
two per cent for March, compared
with one per cent paid in February.

CONTRACTPIXPLAYERS

150; DIRECTORS, 246

(Continued from Page 1J

ony total 246, and there are 400
assistant directors. Figure on film
writers is placed at 700.

Other production personnel is an-
nounced as follows: trained motion
picture cameramen, 650; music com-
posers, lyricists and supervisors,
210; and experienced dance directors
available for musical pictures, from
37 to 40.

Report Lachman Will Co-star

Laurel, Simon in French Pix

Paris (By Cable)—While no offi-

cial confirmation has been forth-
coming, it is stated here on good
authority that Harry Lachman will

bring Stan Laurel to Paris to be
co-starred in one or more pictures
with Michel Simon. The pictures, ac-
cording to this information, will not
be of the slapstick character of the
Laurel-Hardy U.S. productions, but
will be "comedies spirituelles" after
"the French fashion."

Lachman directed the Laurel-
Hardy picture, "Our Relations" in
Hollywood and is a close personal
friend of Laurel's.

AMERICA -FIRST, LAST- ALWAYS!

["rmquiltingTennesseethisevemng

-and I leave one final message

with you all-if any wretch dares^

uiler a word against Ihe conduct,

characterorpurityofMrs.Housion

I shall return and write the libel

j

in his heart's blood.'

* MAN OF CONQUEST *

RICHARD DIX • Gail Patrick • Joan Fontaine

Edward Ellis • Cast of thousands! • A Republic "Picture
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British Home Office to Tackle Tele Problems Today
Licensing of Public Shows

Among Subjects to be

Considered
London (By Cable)—The Home

Office through its Ginematogjraph Ad-
visory Committee today will take up
a number of problems affecting tele-

vision, among them the matter of

licensing public television shows
and a move to bring television un-
der the 1909 Act, which has no pro-
vision that would cover the licens-
ing of big screen television in mo-
tion picture theaters. Alterations in

theaters to prepare for showing
television would, however, require
approval of the local licensing au-
thority.

Another subject, which promises
to attain outstanding importance, is

the showing of telecasts in taverns
and public houses. Brewing inter-
ests have recently had their atten-
tion forcibly drawn to this means
of attracting customers to licensed
taverns, instances having been ad-
duced where telecasts drew 150
new patrons to the premises show-
ing them.

Gaumont British will put up a
fight for the rights of public tele-

vision, as against a BBC and gov-
ernment monopoly, according to a
statement bv Isidore Ostrer. He
stated at a press conference that
neither the BBC nor the government
could deny facilities for the public
to see "rediffused" versions of events
of major importance.

Neither should the government,
Ostrer continued, discourage the
BBC from erecting further stations
so that television might reach the
entire country. The matter will, he
said, undoubtedly be taken up by
the Television Advisory Committee
within a week or two and he did not
expect any opposition from it to
the showing of certain tele programs
in cinemas.

GB, according to Ostrer, has al-

ready placed orders for Baird in-

stallations in from 70 to 80 London
theaters in time for the Derby. He
estimated that average cost of al-

tering a theater for receiving
telecasts would be approximately
$5,000, and that showing of tele-

casts in theaters would prove a
strong box-office stimulant.

On the matter of whether the pub
lie would pay to see television pro-
grams on large screens in theaters
in preference to seeing them on
home sets, Ostrer said the question
arose of whether, if cinemas pay
big fees for the tele rights, the BBC

And Tryouts, Too
Chicago—Not content with fighting it

out with films and stage acts, the
Oriental (Jones, Linick and Schaefer)
and the State Lake (B & K) are book-
ing tryouts to supplement the vaude
shows. Former is using eight, latter,

five.

Detroit Suburb Plots Pix Restrictions
Detroit—Proposed restrictive theater legislation in Dearborn, West Side suburb of

50,000, is being fought by Cooperative Theaters, which book the Calvin, Midway,
Alden, and Circle there. Local censorship, with an ordinance based on the Detroit

censorship law; raising of annual license of flat $50 to a per-seat basis, running as

high as $1,000; and curfew regulations restricting attendance of children at certain

hours, are the proposals.

Quake-Damaged Chilean

Theaters Being Rebuilt

Work of rebuilding damaged the-

aters in Chile already has been
started, but it will be some time
before the totally destroyed houses
can be replaced, Arthur Ruscica,
manager for 20th-Fox in Chile, told

The Film Daily yesterday. Rus-
cica estimated that some 20 houses
were seriously affected, with 15 to-

tally destroyed.

Two Chilean companies are now
producing pictures, it was learned,
with one film recently completed, a
second in work, and a third pro-
jected. They are being produced in

a small studio outside of Santiago.
Ruscica said that a German com-
pany is making a picture on the
left of Robinson Crusoe at Juan
Fernandez Island, the scene of the
Dafoe novel.

About 90 per cent of all American
pictures are shown in Chile and the
total shown holds about 60 per cent
of the market, he said, with Mex-
ican and Argentinian pictures get-
ting the majority of rest of the play-
ing time.

Ruscica, who was aboard a train
in the city of Chilian at the time
of the quake, saw the entire city
leveled to the ground with the ex-
ception of a half a dozen buildings,
and spent considerable time doing
first aid work before he left for
Santiago. He expects to remain
here for about six weeks.

would be entitled to offer such pro-
grams for home reception.
He foresaw, if the government co-

operates, the way opened for an ex-
port business running into the mil-
lions of pounds for tele equipment.

Baird Tele Increasing

Factory Floor Space

London (By Cable)—Baird Tele-
vision Co. is adding 17,000 square
feet of floor space to its factory at
Sydenham for the rapid production
of cinema television apparatus, it

is announced by Isidore Ostrer. The
screens, 15 by 12 feet, eventually
will be installed in the 350 Gau-
mont British theaters, Ostrer stated.

Ostrer also said that he proposes
to arrange in the immediate future
for top line artists and sporting per-
sonalities to visit England and ap-
pear in television programs.
Next events to be presented in

cinema television are expected to be
the Boat Race and the Cup Final.

Quebec Censorship Cost

Shifted to Film Industry

(.Continued from Page 1)

ministration of the Province of Que-
bec Censor Board was approved by
the Quebec Legislative assembly
over vigorous objection from the
opposition ranks.

The bill which Premier Duplessis
explained would bring the province
"just reimbursement for the work
of assuring Quebec people of films

in conformity with our traditions,

mentality and morality" carried on
a 43-8 division.

There was long discussion of the
bill as liberal members charged it

was "bad and pernicious in forc-

ing special parties to support a Gov-
ernment board" and that it per-
mitted the Government to "make po-
litical appointments to offices it does
not support."

When the bill was presented, the
Premier, in reply to a question by
Oscar Drouin (National-Quebec
East) announced no amendments
would be made "this year" to Que-
bec's law barring children under 16
from moving picture theaters. He
said maintenance of the law was
recommended by "Catholic and Prot-
estant" religious authorities.

Pa. Censor Board Exits;

State Police Eyeing Pix

Philadelphia—Present State Board
of Censors become just a memory
yesterday as Mrs. A. Mitchell Pal-
mer, chairman, resigned and Pat-
rick J. Duffy and Mrs. Fye were
dismissed by the governor. New
Board's appointment is expected
soon but meanwhile no one knows
how pictures are going to be passed.
Old board cleaned up its work and
if a new board comes in, subject to
okay by the Senate, things will go
on as usual.

Meanwhile, Florence McCreesh is

acting as Vice-Chairman, but no one

knows for how long. State police

will do inspector's work pending new
inspector appointments.

Daylight Saving Looms
as Threat in Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y.—With night base-
ball already a problem here for ex-
hibs., possibility of daylight saving
time looms as another threat. Cham-
ber of Commerce poll shows day-
light saving favored, 2 to 1.

METRO EXECS. LEAVE

FOR CHI, TOMORROW

(Continued from Page 1)

Buffalo where other Metroites will

board the train.

The Chicago convention is/ be
held at the Palmer House an| v'ill

last from Sunday to Wednesday.
Tentative list of those entraining

from New York includes Nicholas.
M. Schenck, Arthur Loew, Joseph)
Vogel, Howard Dietz, J. A. Gove.
Silas F. Seadler, William D. Kelly.;

Charles F. Deesen, I. Leonard

;

Hirsch, Harold Postman, Joel Bezah-
ler, Irving Helfont, M. L. Simons
Arthur Lacks, Herb Morgan anc
Charles J. Sonin, all of the home of-

fice, and Samuel Eckman, Britis?

manager.

William F. Rodgers, general sales

manager, who will preside, will corns

on to the convention from the Wesi
Coast. William R. Ferguson ano
J. S. MacLeod, of the home offic^

contingent, left for Chicago Wed;
nesday.

Ed Saunders left for Chicago yesl
terday. Tom Connors, Alan Cum)
mings and Ed Aaron leave today. I

Representatives from M-G-M
branches leaving from Grand Cenr
tral include the following:
New York: E. K. O'Shea, John J)

Bowen, Howard M. Levy, Harry W
Miller. New Jersey: David A. Levy
Benjamin Abner, Louis Allerhand
Philadelphia: Robert Lynch, Salen
E. Applegate, Frank ,M. Jelenkc,

Nicholas P. Lloyd, Joseph F. Mor:
row, Clarence C. Pippin. Washing
ton, D. C: Rudolph Berger, Phi
Bobys, Harry Cohen, Jacob M. Gold:

berg, Frank J. Scully. New Haven
Thomas J. Donaldson, Milton Hyams
Morton L. Katz.

Scheduled to board the train a|

Albany are: From Boston: M. K;

Wolf, John P. Byrne, Benjamia
Bebchick, Raymond J. Curran, Mau
rice Goldstein, J. Edward Renicli
Harry Rosenblatt, Harry O. Worj
den; from Albany: Ralph Pielovyi

Arthur Horn, Herman L. Ripps'
Eugene Vogel.
At Buffalo, local delegates slate]

to join the group include Ralph "W

Maw, Abraham T. Harris, Alex W
Weissman, Emanuel M. Woronov.

Repels Air Raids
Louisville — Local theater manager

W. B. McCoy didn't have to look in

Webster's dictionary to know that the
bird known as the starling "is sociable
and builds around houses,"—for there
they were around his film house, mo-
lesting patrons. When the resourceful
manager's research disclosed the owl to

be the starling's arch-enemy, he had
an artist paint some ferocious-looking
owls which he hung on the theater's
facade. Result: house now offers only
pix stars and no starlings, the latter

having been frightened away. And it's

the McCoy!

j i,L ';



THAT CHICAGO BLAZE

WAS JUST A
BONFIRE COMPARED
TO THE FIREWORKS
YOU'LL SEE NOW!

All aboard—
Next page!
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WAIT TILLYOU
READ THAT 1939-40
LINE-UP!

Each year of M-G-M has been greater than the previous

one. Now comes our 15th Anniversary Year. It will even

surpass the current crop of box-office record-breakers!

$MONEY $MONEY $MONEY

Q

•tLiL ivJt W~ °^yi
'

)r MJU^

V*
"BOYS TOWN", Spencer Tracy, Mickey

Rooney.

"THREE LOVES HAS NANCY", Robert

Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, FranchotTone.

"TOO HOTTO HANDLE",Clark Gable,

Myrna Loy.

"STABLEMATES",Wallace Beery, Mickey

Rooney.

"YOUNG DR. KILDARE", Lew Ayres,

Lionel Barrymore.

"THE CITADEL", Robert Donat,
Rosalind Russell.

"THE GREAT WALTZ", Luise Rainer,

Fernand Gravet, Miliza Korjus.

"THE SHINING HOUR", Joan
Crawford, Margaret Sullavan, Robert
Young, Melvyn Douglas.

"OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS",
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone.

"SWEETHEARTS", Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson Eddy.

"STAND UP AND FIGHT", Wallace

Beery, Robert Taylor.

"IDIOT'S DELIGHT", Norma Shearer,

Clark Gable.

"FOUR GIRLS IN WHITE", Alan

Marshal, Florence Rice.

"HONOLULU", Eleanor Powell, Robert

Young, George Burns, Gracie Allen.

"The Adventures of HUCKLEBERRY
FINN", Mickey Rooney.

"PYGMALION", Leslie Howard, Wendy
Hiller.

"THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1939", Joan
Crawford,James Stewart, Ice Follies Troupe.

"SERGEANT MADDEN",Wallace Beery,

"BROADWAY SERENADE", Jeanette

MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter, Frank

Morgan.

—And watch for these:

"CALLING DR. KILDARE", "LUCKY
NIGHT", "MAIDEN VOYAGE", "THE
HARDYS RIDE HIGH", "IT'S A
WONDERFUL WORLD", "GOODBYE
MR. CHIPS", "TARZAN", "RETURN OF
THE THIN MAN", Etc.

THE FRIENDLYCOMPANY
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QflCl lO rNflZI ImPOrtS ( Washington—The 25 p.c. increase in duties against imports from Germany is expected to curtail or end

i the importation of German pictures into the U. S., reliable sources indicated over the weekend. It is believed American film importers will cease

90 Not MMkMovk

lportation of German pictur

doing business with Germany after April 23.
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Report D of J Preparing for Crackdown in Southwest

M-G-M BOOSTS AD BUDGET TO RECORD 1% MILLIONS

Consider Golden Jubilee Motion Picture Exposition
Publishers Service Co. Plan

Before Major Company
Presidents

Golden Jubilee Motion Picture Ex-
position, to be staged in Grand Cen-
tral Palace here, may be the next
all-industry promotional project, it

was learned over the week-end.
Plan, formulated by Publishers

Service Co., Inc., headed by Ralph
E. Neitsitz, has been presented to

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, who,
in turn, has submitted it to the pres-

idents of the affiliated companies, it

is understood.
Representing- the l-esult of eight

months' research and preparatory
work, the plan is designed to stimu-

< Continued on Pane <S)

To Appeal Pa. Chain Tax Ruling
Harrisburg, Pa.—Appeal from the Dauphin County court decision invalidating chain

store tax will be made to State Supreme Court today, John Scott, state counsel, an-
nounced over the week-end.

WB PROMISES EARLY ALLIED PREXY GALLS

RELEASE OF TOP PIX STATE INDIE RALLY

MORE THAN 500 PIX

TO BE SHOWN AT FAIR

Because "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy" is expected to play for a
record number of weeks at Warners'
first-run Broadway theater, the
Strand, the company is compelled
to sell its product to outside the-
aters so that exhibitors will not be
delayed in playing available prod-
uct, Grad Sears, general sales man-
ager, announced over the week-end.
World premiere of "Dark Victory"

(Continued on Page 11 )

A state-wide meeting of inde-
pendent exhibitors has been called

by Max Cohen, president of New
York Allied, for next Thursday at
the Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse. All
exhibitors, whether members of Al-
lied or not, are being urged to at-

tend the sessions.
The clearance situation in the

(Continued on Page 8)

The U. S. film biz, although not
directly represented at the New
York World's Fair, will play a larger
part in the exposition than any other
single industry. More than 500
films, ranging from one-releers to

feature-length productions, are
scheduled to be shown at the various
exhibits, a survey disclosed at the
week-end.
More than 50 theaters have been

(Continued on Page 9)

Bert Adler, Veteran Film

Publicist, Died Saturday

IT Board Slated to Re-Elect

Blumberg and Cowdin Today

Bert Adler, veteran motion pic-
ture press representative and ex-
ecutive secretary of the old Cinema
Club, died at Mt. Sinai Hospital
Saturday of pneumonia. He had

j

been in the hospital for two weeks
(Continued on Page 2)

Re-election of Nate J. Blumberg
as president and J. Cheever Cow-
din as chairman of the board is

scheduled at today's organization
meeting of the new board of Uni-
versal Pictures Corp.

Others slated to be re-elected are:
William Scully, vice-president and

(Continued on Page 9)

Ford to Ask for Triple

Damages in Suit vs. Majors

Chicago—An anti-trust suit for
triple damages against the major
companies has been prepared by
Lewis Jacobson, attorney for Frank

(Continued on Page 12)

Justice Dept. Seeking Oklahoma City

Quarters as Prelude to Trust Moves

Brandt, Wachsberger Form
Film Alliance of the U. S.

Organization of Film Alliance of
the United States, Inc., by Harry
Brandt, ITOA prexy and head of

( Continued on Page 12)

Bank Night Ruled Lottery

And Illegal in Delaware

Wilmington, Del.—Chief Justice
Daniel J. Laton Friday declared
Bank Night illegal—a lottery where-
by "the theater prospers and greed,
envy and other evils, inherent in lot-

teries, are encouraged."
In a scathing opinion, touching on

the psychology of lotteries the chief
(Continued on Pane 12)

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Oklahoma City— Department of

Justice crackdown here is reported
definitely in the offing", with the the-
ater situation' in Oklahoma and the
Southwest said to be included with-
in its scope.

It was learned over the week-end
that the Department of Justice has
asked Postmaster Joe S. Morris,
Federal custodian, to make a survey

(Continued on Page 1 1

)

Dietz Tells M-G-M Convention

Of Extensive Plans For

Promoting Pix

Chicago—M-G-M has appropriated
the largest budget for advertising in

the history of the company, Howard
Dietz, director of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation, announced
yesterday at
the opening
of the 15th |
anniversary
sales conven-
tion.

The offi-
cial product
announce-
ment for the :

1939-40. sea-
son will be
made today
by W. F.
Rod ger s,
general sales

manager.
D i e t z

pointed out that more than $2,500,-
(Continucd on Page 12)

.Jf . J

HOWARD DIETZ

MYERS, ATTORNEYS

TO RESUME PARLEYS

Industry attorneys and Abram F.
Myers, Allied's general counsel, are
expected to resume their trade prac-
tice parleys in New York later this

(Continued on Page 11)

Grand Jury Fails to Indict

In Jewel Theater Game Case

The Jewel Theater case in New
York came to a close on Friday
when the Grand Jury failed to in-

(Continiied on Page 11)

Report Sol Lesser to Join

UA; Silversfone is Silent

We.'t Coast Bu-eau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser may join

United Artists, according to reports
circulating here. Maurice Silver-

< Continued on Page 11)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 16Vi 15Vi 15'/2 — 1

%Columbia Tiers, vtc. 12 11 Vi llVi
28 28 — 11/4Columbia Picts. pfd. . 29

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10T8 W% 103/4 — 3 4
East. Kodak 173Vi 172 172 —2%
do pfd 180y2 I8OV2 180'/2 — I/4

Gen. Th. Eq 14 135/8 135/g — %
Loew's, Inc 46}4 4614 46V4 — 1

do pfd
Paramount 10V8 9% 9% — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10V2 IOV4 IOV4 — 5

/a

Pathe Film 8V2 7Vi 73£ — 1

RKO 2Vb 2'/8 2'/g

20th Century-Fox . . 21 Vi 21 1/4 21 >/4 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 6V4 5% 6 — Va
do pfd 55 53V2 55 -f 4Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46... 99 99 99 — Vi
Loew 6s 41-ww....101Vi 101Vi 101Vi
Para. B'way 3s55... 553/4 55Vi 55 Vi — Vi
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Ticts. cv.3'/4s47 88 87V2 87 Vi — Vi
RKO 6s41 683/8 67Vi 68 —1
Warner's 6s39 .... 100V, 1003/, 101 V, — V*
Warner's 6-39 ctfs.. 917/, 917/, 91% 4- 1/8

N*W YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 2'/2 2'/2 2'/2 — Va
S'-notone Corp
Technicolor 18Vi 1734 18 — %
Universal Picts

Para. Redeeming Debentures
Para, is notifying- holders of its

25-year 6 per cent sinking fund de-
bentures, due Jan. 1. 1955, that
$2,750,000 of these debentures has
been drawn by lot for redemption
on April 17.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York Citv
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

SI The Broadway Parade 13

Picture and Distributor Theater
Pygmalion (Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer-Pascall—15th week Astor
Blackwell's Is and (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Globe
Oklahoma Kid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Little Princess, The (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Fast and Loose (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Criterion

Ice Follies of 1939 (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Love Affair (RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall

King of Chinatown (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (Universal Tictures) Rivoli

Lost Patrol (RKO Radio Pictures)

—

(a-b) Rialto

Star of Midnight (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) Rialto

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man (Universal Pictures! (a-b) Palace

Grand Illusion (World Pictures) in French (a-b) Palace
Crisis (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week 55th St. Plavhouse
Mr. Moto in Danger Island (20th Century-Fox) Central
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg)—2nd week (a-b) World

FOREtGJS LANGUAGE FEATURES
Champs-Elysees (Tri-National Pictures)—4th week Little Carnegie
Concentration Camp (Amkino) Waldorf
Du Hamla, du Fria (Scandinavian Talking Pictures) 48th St. Theater
Bizarre, Bizarre (Lenauer international) Filmarte
The Foolish Virgin (Walch Film Co.)—2nd week (a-b) World
Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week (b) 5th Ave. Theater

FUTURE ©PE/VIMiS
I'm From Missouri (Paramount Pictures)—March 22 Paramount
I Was a Convict (Republic Pictures)—March 22 Criterion
Risky Business (Universal)—March 22 Rialto

Sergeant Msdden (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—March 23 Capitol
You Can't Get Away With Murder (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Mar. 24 Strand
Prison Without Bars (United Artists—Korda) (c) Globe
East Side of Heaven (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli

The Hound of the Baskervilles (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Wife, Husband and Friend (20th Century-Fox)—Mar. 22 (a-b) Palace
Woman Doctor (Republic Pictures)—Mar. 22 (a) Palace
Alexander Nevsky (Amkino)—Mar. 21 Cameo

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Ontario Gov't Shelves

Sunday Films Proposal'

Toronto—Shelving for one year of
the proposal to introduce legislation

by the Ontario government to so
amend the statutes as to permit
commercial amusements on Sun-
days, which would include the Sun-
day operation of motion picture
shows, is announced by Attorney-
General Gordon Conant.
There is some possibility of the

Ontario government legislating at
the present session of the House to
restore, in some degree, the amuse-
ment tax in Ontario.

It is stated, also, that the gov-
ernment at this session plans legis-

lation to further restrict the law
respecting the showing of 16 mm.
films in Ontario, especially in re-

gard to the licensing of traveling
shows and the insistence that shows
only be given in buildings in which
safety for the public can be assured.

Reports Erpi Two-Month Biz

Up 25 Per Cent Over 1938

Leaving for the Coast Friday
night for conferences with Erpi
Coast execs., T. Kennedy Steven-
son, prexy, said that business for
the company during January and
February was about 25 per cent
ahead of the same period last year.
Stevenson looks for a continuation
of the current upward trend in

business unless some unforseen de-
velopment occurs.

He was accompanied by T. Brooke
Price, general counsel of Erpi. The
execs, plan to be gone several weeks
before they return to the New York
office.

Bert Adler, Veteran Film

Publicist, Died Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)

and his condition remained un-
changed from the time he entered.

Adler had a long career in the
picture business, although at the
time of his death he was Deputy
Commissioner of Sanitation. He had
held executive publicity posts with
the Thanhouser Co., Realart and
other companies, and at one time
operated his own agency. He also
was interested financially in inde-
pendent production.

W. Hammons to Appoint

New Sales Head for G.N.

cominc MID GOIHG

WILL HAYS, MPPDA prexy and MRS. HAYS
have been in Miami Beach for a few day
before taking off for a visit in Nassau.

HERBERT J. YATES, CFI prexy, arrived from
j

the Coast yesterday morning by plane.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick Internation-
al board chairman, left for the Coast Friday

via TWA after a short stay in New York.

A. MONTAGUE, general sales man. foi

Columbia, and RUBE JACKTER, assistant 'sales

manager, leave New York tomorrow for Nev»

Orleans to attend a branch manager's meeting
there.

LELAND HAYWARD, agent, returned to the

Coast over the week-end.

HOWARD STRICKLING, M-G-M Coast pub-
j

licity chieftain, flew to the company's conven-
tion in Chicago over the week-end from

San Francisco.

MAJOR L. E. THOMPSON left Saturday for
;|

a two-week stay in Palm Beach.

BERT CUNNINGHAM, Pathe News director

and LARRY O'REILLY, cameraman, returnee

from Canada last week after filming a short

on winter sports.

CHARLES SKOURA5, Fox West Coast The-

aters head, and ARCH M. BOWLES, a Coasl

division manager, arrive in Los Angeles todaj

after conferences in New York with Spyro;

Skouras, National Theaters prexy.

SAM KATZMAN, producer, is here from th«

Coast.

C. MELNITZ, European and South Americar

representative of Herbert Wilcox, sailed for

England Saturday on the lie de France.

A. C. BERMAN, former European represen-

tative for Selznick International, arrives or

the Coast today and will make his headquart-

ers at the Ambassador Hotel.

A. E. MEYER, general sales manager foi

International Proiector, is on a tour of Hk
branches of National Theater Supply in tin

South and Southwest.

JEROME JACKSON, former head of Warnei

production in England, sailed Saturday on the

lie de France.

I. CREMIEU JAVAL, Baird Television exec,

sailed for England Saturday on the lie de France

after a visit here on business.

FRED STONE is in Florida.

EARLE W. HAMMONS, Crand National prexy

arrives this morning from Hollywood.

BINNIE BARNES, 20th-Fox star, left Ne»
York Saturday for a visit to Havana. SIk

goes from there to the Coast.

LEO SPITZ is here from Chicago.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. W. Hammons, pres-

ident of Grand National, will appoint
a new sales manager in New York
this week to rebuild the sales or-

ganization.

A majority of G.N. local creditors

were paid off last week with cash

receipts from New York. Hammons
said Saturday that he expected to

consummate shortly new financing

for the company.
Hammons left here yesterday for

Chicago where he will meet Jack

Skirball, production executive, who
is en route from New York to the

Coast. Skirball will continue on to

Hollywood where he will place "Mir-

acle on Main Street" into production.

Hammons is due in New York on

Wednesday.

Jack Gross Quits RKO Post

To Join Cliff Work at "IT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILl
Hollywood—Jack Gross has re

signed as western division manage]
for RKO theaters to become assis

tant to Cliff Work at Universal
Charles Koerner, RKO's New Eng
land chief, is slated to replace Gross
A successor to Koerner is to be an
nounced this week in New York.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LaHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200

aa



A FRIENDLY GREETING to the
entire motion picture industry! May success

come to all of us!

TO OUR CUSTOMERS whose faith

has enabled us to go ever forward we pledge

another year of great M-G-M attractions and
of sincere effort to be worthy of our name,

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY!
Now in Convention at Chicago on the 15th Anniversary of Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer



BAINTER LUPINO
(Academy Award Winner)

LEE BOWMAN * HENRY ARMETTA

WARREN HYMER

SCREEN PLAY BY RICHARD MAIBAUM AND
GERTRUDE PURCEIL • DIRECTED BY BEN STOLOFF

UM
•• -— •
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here's one that's outstanding! THE LADY AND THE MOB
is a swell audience picture ... It's different . . . It's fascina-

ting... It's made for word-of-mouth advertising...A society

woman muscles in on a mob— to clean up her city's

underworld. She learns about machine guns— only to

turn them to a surprising purpose

!

1

-
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GOLDEN JUBILEE EXPO.

PLAN BEFORE MAJORS

(Continued from Page 1)

late the national box office, build in-

dustry good will, prestige and dig-
nity, and spur publicity nationally,
with emphasis on the nation's edu-
cational, cultural and scientific bene-
fits stemming from films.

While originally proposed for an
April premiere, tying in with the de-
but of the New York World's Fair,
a later opening is now advanced by
the proponents. Additionally, there
is the suggestion that the exposi-
tion have a road tour through the
country.
The exposition, as contemplated

by Publishers Service, would occupy
two or three floors of the Grand
Central Palace. General exhibits
suggested range from a complete
studio in action, presented through
a continuity of 18 sections, a "lot,"

to such features as Cartoon Town,
replica of the First Motion Picture
Theater, screen tests, and a Thomas
A. Edison Memorial.

Provision is made in the plan as
well for a special exhibit to stimu-
late box-office receipts at New York
theaters, exhibits of industries with
pix affiliations, and a "Fashion Pa-
vilion."

Plan, it is understood, calls for

financing by participating film com-
panies, with the average said to be
approximately $50,000. Company
investment would be returned out
of gate receipts before profit divis-

ion, with the probability that there
would be a neat melon to cut.

Publishers Service group was re-

sponsible for the handling of the
"Old Gold" contest for P. Lorillard

Co., Inc., and has been active in stag-
ing spectacles in both Grand Cen-
tral Palace and Madison Square
Garden.

Col, Branch Managers' Meet
Opens In N. O. Thursday

Columbia will hold a branch man-
agers' meeting Thursday and Fri-
day in New Orleans, with A. Mon-
tague, company's general sales
manager, presiding.
Both Montague and Rube Jackter,

assistant sales manager, leave New
York on Tuesday to attend the con-
clave.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 20
Edmund Coulding
M. H. Hoffman

Joseph H. Seidelman

funwTTTTgrrn'n wssTn PHIL M. DALY;
T T T

• • • A TEST of a great motion picture can it hold you in

its spell forty-eight hours after you have seen it? we submitted

ourself to this test in the case of Warners' "Dark Victory" and are

here to state that it is even BIGGER than we at first appraised it in

our review in fact we go on record by staking our reputation as a

reviewer of many years' experience on this bald statement: "Dark Vic-

tory" ranks as one of the Really Great motion pictures ever produced.

T T

• • HERE is a picture that has "Academy Award"
stamped all over it seems impossible to miss a great

love story of haunting beauty a great performance by Bette

Davis that lifts her into the charmed circle of the motion pic-

ture's elect—Helen Hayes, Elisabeth Bergner, Luise Rainer . . . . .

.

the three great dramatic performers of the screen

T T
• • • THE WORLD is in for a rare treat when they sit

under the spell of Bette Davis in "Dark Victory" as she builds

an unforgettable characterization of a woman falling in love

into a great love the love of a woman who knows that she has

but a few short weeks to clutch that dear passion to her to make
it part of herself as she desperately, pitifully, endeavors to wring

every last sweet drop of tenderness and beauty from this tragic and
ironic gift of a mocking fate as death closes in

T

• • • INSPIRED is the word for the story, the direc-

tion and the performance and how gloriously Bette Davis

rises to her opportunity! culminating her inspired perform-

ance in a poignant parting from her love from life

with a quality of faith and courage that lifts it to a plane of

spiritual beauty that makes of this superb ending a sort of

benediction falling upon the audienceTV
• • • STARS of the pioneering days to the present will be the

guests of the Radio Film Critics Circle and Nathan M. Ohrbach, head
of the department store in Union Square at a cocktail party to-

morrow nite at the store the occasion marks the 35th anniversary

of the opening of the Penny Arcade and the Comedy Theater, where

Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew began their careers, and which is the

site of the present store close by is the site of the old Biograph

studio where Mary Pickford and others began their picture careers....

among the stars of the past and present who are expected to attend

the party are Sylvia Sidney, Mae Murray, Franchot Tone, Carlyle

Blackwell, Jimmy Durante, June Elvidge, Bert Lytell, Nancy CarrolL Jean

Muir, Kenneth Case, Lillian Walker

T
• • • REISSUE of M-G-M's "San Francisco" will take place

at the request of officials of the Golden Gate International Ex-
position the film will be given a pre-release preview on the

fair grounds April 13, and then a re-release date will be set for

national distribution. . . # Testimonial dinner was given last

week in Altoona, Pa, for Austin Interrante, sales representative

for 20th Century-Fox, and Saul Gottlieb, sales representative for

M-G-M, and the speakers were John J. Moloney, Metro district

manager; Edgar Moss, Fox district manager; Bert Bishop, local

Metro branch manager, and Ira H. Cohn, Fox branch manager.

« « « » » »

ALLIED PREXY CALLS j

STATE INDIE RALLY

(Continued from Page 1)

state will be discussed and action is

to be taken on it. Legislative meas-
ures now pending in Albany also
will be studied, as well as other
problems confronting the industry
as a whole and independents in par-
ticular. ^~\

New York Allied's "World Vair
Convention" is scheduled for May
23-25 at the Hotel Astor in New
York City. Manufacturers of the-
ater equipment will have exhibit
booths and a heavy attendance is

expected. At this meeting, too, all

independents are invited.

Membership in the new unit has
been raised to about 350 exhibitors
representing 400 theaters.

Melnitz Sails, After Talks

on a Wilcox Two-Pix Deal

Sailing- on the He de France Sat-
urday after some time here and in
Hollywood, C. Melnitz, representa-
tive for Herbert Wilcox in Europe,
South America and Australia, told
The Film Daily that he was nego-
tiating with a New York syndicate
for the distribution of two Wilcox
pictures, but no deal had been
closed.

Melnitz said the two pictures
would be distributed by the syndi-
cate in the U. S. and Canada if the
deal goes through. He hopes to
complete negotiations when he
reaches London. Two pictures being
dickered for are "Royal Divorce"
and "The Frog."

"Kid" Clicks on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Warners "The Okla-

homa Kid" opened at the Hollywood
and Downtown Theaters here top-
ping everything since "Angels with
Dirty Faces" which played tc

Thanksgiving Holiday prices. Pix
continued to big business over the
week-end.

Warner Pfd. Up 4 1/2

Warner preferred went up A\'z

points on the stock market Friday,
following a jump of 3% points on
Thursday, on a generally falling
market. Stock closed on Friday at
55, a jump of 8 points in two days.;

J

Detroit—Leona Stoia, daughter of
Joseph Stoia, operator of a chain of
theaters here, was married to
Joseph Dikoff, of Dearborn.

Salt Lake City—Ina Claire, screen
and stage actress, and William R.
Wallace, Jr., San Francisco steam-
ship company attorney, were mar-
ried here.
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N. Y. Fair's 50 Theaters to Show More Than 500 Pix

:;

31

.Griffiths Take Over 50%
of Dickinson Circuit Apr. 2

Wide Variety of Films Set

Ifor Presentation at

Exposition
(.Continued from Page 1)

built or are in the course of con-
struction, ranging in capacity from
50 seats to the 2,500-seat Fair music
ha^ Air conditioning is being used
in- yiumber of the theaters and the
film industry equipment companies
have filled a vast variety of orders
for seats and theater equipment of
miscellaneous types.

Technicolor is being used exten-
sively in the films to be shown and
majority of the pictures will be with
sound. Most interesting feature-
length pix will be the industry-
sponsored "These United States,"
which will be shown by the Federal
government in the United States
government building.

Serious dramas, lighter features,
animated cartoons, travelogues,
educational pictures, industrial films,
scenic films and outright comedies
are others to be shown without ad-
mission charge. Most ambitious
state production will be a feature-
length film produced professionally
for Texas.

A specially produced Disney Mick-
ey Mouse cartoon will be shown at
the National Biscuit Co. exhibit.
The Petroleum industry exhibit will
feature a cartoon made with rubber
puppets. Macfadden Publications
will have a four-reeler, "I'll Tell the
World," with Jed Prouty, the Mauch
Twins, Frank Albertson and a num-
ber of other Hollywood players.

The General Cigar company has
installed a Trans-Lux projector to
screen world events and sports news
and another company will install
about 20 screens throughout the Fan-
grounds to show newsreel events.

Screen sizes range from a 180-
foot screen the Eastman Kodak Co.
will use to miniature size screens
in smaller exhibs. Soviet Russia
has built two theaters, one indoors
seating 300 people and a second out-
doors with 400 seats, which will
show the best of the Russian films
and special pictures produced for
the Fair.

Majority of films being shown will
be exhibited continually throughout
the duration of the Fair with each
exhibit arranging its own schedule
of screenings. The Fair Corpora-
tion itself has produced a picture
which will be shown in the Peris-
phere.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Production Plans—Nazi Grab

;By GEORGE H. MORRIS;

Oklahoma City -- Deal, whereby
the Griffith interests take over 50 per
cent in the Dickinson circuit, and

jf-j
which was reported exclusively in

" ;Thb Film Daily on March 17, will
he put in force on April 2. Pact
calls for joint operation of the cir-
cuit.

DOMESTIC
WARNER PLANS: At company's

annual two-day sales conclave in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria, high-
lights were: (1) setting of 33 of
36 "A" titles for 1939-40, plus 12
"B's"; (2) revelation that Vitaphone
production in East would be virtu-
ally suspended and transferred to
Coast; (3) announcement that Jer-
ome Jackson had resigned as Ted-
dington production chief, and Sam
Sax named as successor; (4) report
that WB will boost U. S. budget by
30 per cent for 1939-40; (5) shorts
program set at 86 subjects, of which
44 are scheduled for color; and (6)
that score charges are out undei
WB sales policy.

* * *

PRODUCTION: Universal, it was
disclosed, is planning 17 top-bracket
pix for 1939-40, while at stockhold-
ers' meeting in Wilmington, Charles
Prutzman was named v.-p. and gen-
eral counsel, and Budd Rogers was
set to represent his brother, Charles
R. Rogers, who was not re-elected
to board, hut remaining members of
directorate were . . . Resolutions re
treatment of crime in pix adopted
by MPPDA and AMPP at various
times confirming interpretation of
Production Code and practices
thereunder were codified by Hays
Office.

FINANCIAL: Eastman Kodak
reported 1938 net profit at $17,339,-
408 as against $22,347,345 in 1937
. . . Annual report of Trans-Lux
Corp. disclosed net profit of $133,-

717 for 1938, compared to $349,382
the year before.

* * *

LEGISLATION : Re-introduction
of North Dakota theater divorce-
ment bill loomed, but D of J said
report on measure would not be
made public . . . Also from N. D.
came word that Gov. John Moses
had sig-ned anti-Ascap bill there . . .

Oklahoma advanced idea of censor-
ship fees to promote school pix;
. . . and in Washington, D. C, At-
torney General Murphy revealed
formulation of new anti-trust policy
Loward U. S. industry generally.

FOREIGN
NAZI GRAB: German coup in

Czechia and Slovakia was appraised
as costing U. S. distribs. some $350,-
000 loss in annual gross revenue
previously obtained there.

* * *

FRENCH BILL: Measure for re-

organization of the native industry
was poised for introduction into the
Chamber of Deputies, under spon-
sorship of Minister of Education
Jean Zay. Observers held bill's pas-
sage extremely unlikely.

f BOARD TO RENAME

BLUMBERGANDCOWDIN

(.Continued from Page 1)

general sales manager; Matty Fox,
vice-president; Sam Machnovitch,
treasurer and assistant secretary;
Peyton Gibson, secretary; J. Lud-
wig, assistant treasurer, and Charles
D. Prutzman, vice-president and
general counsel.

40 Foreign Correspondents
to Phone "Bell" Reviews

Booth-No-Workshop Ruling

Stands, Okla. Court Decrees

Oklahoma City— The State Su-
preme Court has ruled that its pre-
vious decision in the case of Oscar
Berry, owner of the Fox Theater at
Ardmore vs. Albert George Johnson
must stand. Suit carried through
the lower courts sought damages
for a booth accident. In its original
opinion the court ruled the theater
not liable as action was brought
under provisions for compensation
and damages resulting from a
"workshop" injury. Court held a
theater booth could not properly be
considered a workshop.

Drives for Chi. Circuits

Chicago—It's circuit drive time
again. Great States drive is under
way, with goal a 20 per cent biz in-

crease. B & K is completing plans
for a drive to start shortly, with
Walter Immerman and Dave Wal-
lenstein in charge.

Moore on Time's Board

Maurice Thompson Moore, part-
ner in the law firm of Cravath, de
Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood, has been
elected to Time, Inc., board of di-

rectors. Since 1927 he has been
company's general counsel.

Variety Enterprises Will

Form Circuit in Michigan

Detroit — Variety Enterprises,

Inc., has established offices at 2440

Union Guardian Bldg. and plans to

operate a chain of theaters. Person-

nel of the corporation consists of

C. A. Simms, formerly with Associ-

ated Theaters of Michigan, presi-

dent; F. G. Carpenter, vice-presi-

dent; Edward H. Yost, secretary;

Don C. McHenry, treasurer.
Arc Theater, formerly the Em-

pire, is now being operated by Vari-
ety, and the Granada Theater is to
be taken over April 1, according to
McHenry.

Maryland MPTO Re-elects

Directorate and Officers

Baltimore—Maryland MPTO met
here and re-elected officers and
board of directors.

Officers re-elected were: Frank A.
Hornig, president; Arthur B. Price,
vice-president, and Herman A.
Blum, treasurer. Renamed to the
board were: Walter Pacy, Samuel
Stoltz, J. Louis Rome, Jacob Levin,
L. Garman, Max Cluster, William
Hicks and J. L. Whittle.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Press preview of

"Alexander Graham Bell" which
20th-Fox is staging at the San Fran-
cisco Fair will have reviews phoned
directly to newspapers all over the
world by some 40 foreign corre-
spondents who will attend. Special
phones are being hooked up also
along route of the train that will
take the delegation from Hollywood
to San Francisco to enable scribes
to shoot out doings of special 16-car
train.

It is expected that over 200 news-
papermen will be on the train when
it pulls out from Hollywood with a
delegation of studio execs, and stars.
One car will be converted into a
pressroom.

Smith Wants $5,000,000
as Balm for M of T Film

Suit was filed Friday in Supreme
Court by Gerald L. K. Smith for $5,-
000,000 on basis of libel and under
Civil Rights law naming as defend-
ants March of Time, Inc., Time, Inc.,
Newsreel Theaters, Inc., Rockefeller
Center, Inc., RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., RKO Film Booking Corp., RKO
Distributing Corp., Westbrook Van
Vooris, Roy K. Larsen, and Jack
Glenn.
Smith claims that the March of

Time film "The Lunatic Fringe"
compared him to Hitler and Musso-
lini and called the plaintiff the
American Hitler, and described him
as a Fascist leader, plus showing
him in various ridiculous poses.

20 Chi. Nabe Theaters

Playing Triple Features

Chicago—While Loop houses are
substituting vaude for a third fea-
ture, triples are making new gains
in the nabes. Week-end checkup
shows 20 using them.

Oakland House Bows In

Oakland—The $100,000 New Lau-
rel Theater has opened. A. C. Kar-
ski, a veteran of the exhibition
field, is the builder and owner, and
Leroy Scott has been named local
manager.
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V :< REVIEWS Of TH€ n€UI FILMS .V A
"Three Smart Girls

Grow Up"
with Deanna Durbin, Charles Winninger

Universal 90 Mins.

WILL PLEASE THE HIGH SCHOOL
TRADE WITH DEANNA IN HER FIRST

LOVE.

A nice concoction of young puppy love

that will please the high school kiddies
no end, with Deanna Durbin almost grown
up and into her first love affair. She
meets the lad (Robert Cummings) at a

singing school where he plays in the or-

chestra, falls violently in love, and invites

him to come to her fashionable home that
evening for dinner. When he arrives, the
fun begins, for she has two sisters (Nan
Grey and Helen Parrish) who are a few
years older than Deanna and who do not
approve of some of the things she does.
Especially falling in love at her tender
age. Her mother (Nella Walker) is a

wise lady, and handles the situation very
diplomatically, making the lad feel right
at home when he calls, but determined
nevertheless to break up the affair. But
it turns out to be all on Deanna's side,

for he falls hard for Nan. The latter is

also intrigued by the boy, but happens to

be engaged. Deanna flies into a rage when
she sees her beau paying all his attention
to her blonde sister. It remains for the
girl's dad (Charles Winninger) to straight-
en everything out eventually. After devious
windings, Deanna realizes that her parents
are right and that she must stand aside
and wait till she is a little older. At the
finale, it looks like her sister is going
through wih her marriage to her fiance, but
dad cleverly switches the bride into the
waiting arms of Deanna's almost-beau and
Deanna has been doing a little work for
Cupid also, and helps to bring the jilted
youth into the arms of her other sister,

for they find they are really in love with
one another. It is all pretty mixed up and
highschoolish, but the picture was mads
to appeal to the younger crowds, and they
will no doubt go for the mixed love affairs
in a big way. Deanna sings four songs very
acceptably. Selling Angles: Deanna in
her first love, and her singing.

CAST: Deanna Durbin, Charles Winning-
er, Nan Grey, Helen Parrish, Robert Cum-
mings, William Lundigan, Ernest Cossart
Nella Walker.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak; Di-
rector, Henry Koster; Authors, Bruce Man-
ning, Felix Jackson; Cameraman, Joe Val-
entine; Editor, Ted Kent.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine.

Court Reserves Decision
on Goldberg- M of T Suit

Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora, following three-day trial, on
* riday reserved decision in the ac-
tion brought by Lou Goldberg
against Time, Inc. Plaintiff claimed
he originated the idea of adapting
to the screen the dramatized radio
programs presented as "The March
of Time," and that the defendant
used the idea without compensation
to him, and instituted the films
known as The March of Time.

"The Mystery of

Mr. Wong"
with Boris Karloff, Grant Withers

Monogram 67 Mins.

SUSPENSE WELL SUSTAINED IN CLEV-

ER MURDER MYSTERY WITH BORIS

KARLOFF AS THE SLEUTH.

A murder mystery that winds a devious

path, with Boris Karloff in the role of Mr.

Wong, the private investigator. The crime

Involves the Eye of the Daughter of the

Moon, a famous Chinese stone that has

been stolen by an American art collector

(Morgan Wallace). He gives a party at

I
his home, attended by the Chinese detec-

I
tive, an art collector (Holmes Herbert) and

|

other guests. The suspense is built up

with mysterious goings and comings of

Oriental figures and the fact that the

owner of the jewel has received a threat

of death. Wallace shows Mr. Wong the

jewel, and a letter in which he has writ-

ten the name of the person he suspects

may do away with him according to the

threat. He is murdered in the course of a

game that the guests play, and then Wong
takes charge and starts with the help of

the police to run down the clues. There
are the usual number of suspects, involving

the dead man's own wife, his secretary

who is in love with the wife, and a Russian

(Ivan Lebedeff). Then comes another mur-
der as an Oriental maid is killed. After

some clever deductions, Wong assembles

them all in his home, tells them he has the

missing letter that gives the name of the

murderer, and finally pins the crime on
' Holmes Herbert, the other collector, who
killed in order to possess the jewel and be-

;
cause he was in love with the victim's wife.

j
Boris Karloff is convincing in his role, and

I the supporting cast is adequate. Selling

i

angle: The name of Karloff in the role of

the famous Chinese detective, and the

! strong murder mystery suspense.

CAST: Boris Karloff, Dorothy Tree, Grant
Withers, Lotus Long, Morgan Wallace,
Holmes Herbert, Craig Reynolds, Ivan

Lebedeff, Hooper Atchley.

CREDITS: Producer, William T. Lackey;
Director, William Nigh; Author, Hugh
Wiley; Screenplay, Scott Darling; Editor,

Russell Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

U. S. Films Draw Criticism

of Ex-Australian Official

Melbourne (By Cable)—American
films were criticized sharply here on
the week-end by the recently-re-
signed Commonwealth Attorney
General R. G. Menzies.
He said U. S. features gave Aus-

tralians a wrong impression of
American life since footage sug-
gested that Americans either lived
in slums or in a state of "splendid
immorality," and added that there
is little wonder the Australians fail

to understand that majority of
Americans are honest, hard-working
people like themselves.

'Crisis'

Mayer-Burstyn 95 Mins.

IMPRESSIVE DOCUMENTARY FILM OF
THE SUDETEN CRISIS FINELY PHOTO-
GRAPHED.

A very fine and workmanlike job in the

camera reporting of the crisis in the Sude-

tenland up to the time when the Nazi

army moved in and occupied the Czech

territory. The producer and director, Herb-

ert Kline, worked with his crew for many

months in close co-operation with the

Czech authorities, who gave him every

facility to get any material desired. And
so the camera report is very detailed and
complete, covering all phases of the life of

the people, their hopes and fears, and the
final overturn as the Munich treaty left

the Czechs without the support of their

former allies, and helpless to stop the tak-

ing over of the Sudeten territory by the

Nazis. The commentary by Vincent Sheean
is very well done, with Leif Erickson do-
ing the narration. The photography is

excellent. Here is a really excellent docu-
mentary film that should prove of great

historical importance, for it contains phases
of the world-stirring crisis that have not

been caught by the newsreels. The propa-

ganda is of course all on the side of the

Czechs, but it strikes the observer as hon-
est propaganda that tries to truthfully re-

port the facts as the producer saw them.
A least the camera cannot lie, and here are

many scenes that will serve to give the

intelligent historical student a clearer grasp

of many phases that may have escaped his

attention, or which the newspaper accounts
have not covered. With the present new
crisis now occurring in the Czech territory,

this film takes no a new importance and
interest.

CREDITS: Producer, Herbert Kline; Di-

rector, same; Commentator, Vincent Shee-
an; Co-directors, Hans Burger, A. Hack-
enschmid; Narrator, Leif Erickson; Camera-
man, Alexander Hackenschmid.

Met. M. P. Council Flays

N. Y. State's Censorship

"The Farce of New York State
Censorship of Motion Pictures" is

highlight of most recent issue of the
monthly Bulletin published by the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Coun-
cil, affiliate of the National Board
of Review.

The 10-page symposium, attacking
legal censorship of motion pictures
in practice as essentially un-Amer-
ican, brands it an aspersion upon
public morality; an insult to Amer-
ican intelligence; an excuse for in-

direct taxation of the film industry;
an opportunity for dispensing of po-
litical patronage; an obstacle to the
production of truly entertaining
adult films; a violation of the Amer-
ican Bill of Rights by means of im-
pairment of freedom and artistic

expression and public communica-
tion; and an ideal instrument for
the promotion of bigotry and intol-

erence, and a possible implementing
of the agents of Communism, Fas-
cism and Nazism.

;

"The Puritan"
with Jean Louis Barrault, Viviane Roma
Lenauer Films ( V,M

FINE DRAMATIC PSYCHOLOGIC
FILM BEAUTIFULLY ACTED BUT THE!
IS CONTROVERSIAL.

This French production from the st

by the Irish playwright, Liam O'Flahe
is a beautifully produced and acted p

chological study of a religious fanatic vj

finds his entire life and philosophy tur

topsy-turvy as he falls madly in love w
girl and kills in jealousy. The actingg

Barrault is superb, and you almost feel

workings of his distraught mind as

gropes around trying to rationalize his

tions as his world falls to pieces arc

him. His search is for peace of mind
a desire to justify the murder of the

to himself. The police inspector patie

and tirelessly keeps on his trail, with

putting him under arrest, convinced

he is the murderer, and waiting for

moment when he feels the man will br

under the strain of his own religious f

aticism. The work of the entire casl

exceptionally fine, the direction notewor

but the theme is only suitable for hi;

sophisticated audiences, and could n

be shown to mixed audiences of the a

age motion picture type. It is a pity,

here is grown-up fare, beautifully done'

story, directing and acting. Pix isP
French with superimposed English titl

CAST: Jean Louis Barrault, Pierre F

nay, Viviane Romance, Alia Donell, L

milla Pitoeff, Frehel, Rosita Montene
Marcel Vallee, Genevieve Sorya, Boucol

CREDITS: Director, Jeff Musso; Aut
Liam O'Flaherty; Produced by Derby Fill

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAP
\

The Best.

1

Shapiro Hints Pa. Senate

May Not Confirm Cens

Harrisburg, Pa.—Possibility t

Pennsylvania may not have a r

censor board for some time vfl

foreshadowed here Friday wl
Sen. Harry Shapiro, Democrat"
leader, asserted that the Sen
would not confirm appointments
a new board if the dismissal of
old board was a "wholesale remo
for political purposes."

Office staff of the board in Ph:i|«

delphia meanwhile is awaiting
appointment of a new board.
As an average of 45 reels are \|v

viewed daily by the board, exhibit

feel that the pictures awaiting
view will pile up so rapidly that

hibitors will be unable to obtain
releases.

Patrick A. Duffy, vice-chair

of the board, who, with Mrs. Hes
Frye, secretary, refused to resig:

the Governor's request, stated:

just couldn't walk out. The bo
is a necessity for the motion pict'

industry and we couldn't leave

board without censors." They w|

then dismissed bv the Gove:

Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer, chairm
resigned as demanded.
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(.Continued from Page 1)

of space for a district office and
rooms in which to hold hearings.
D of J wants a minimum of 2,000
square feet of space.

Charles Dierker, U. S. District

Attorney, returned from Washing-
ton a few weeks ago when it is

understood that he reported at
length on the charges set forth in

the A. B. Momand $4,500,000 dam-
age suits against the majors charg-
ing anti-trust law violations.

As earlier reported in The Film
Daily, plans are underfoot for hold-
ing a mass meeting of independent
theater operators of the state here
this Spring at which time D of J
investigators will hear evidence

—

and discuss independents' griev-
ances.

It is also understood that at these
same meetings an effort will be
made to organize a picture and
equipment buying pool among the
major independent theater owners.

Grand Jury Fails to Indict

In Jewel Theater Game Case

(Continued from Page 1)

diet the Belle Circuit, operators of
the house, on a lottery charge. The
case was an important one inas-

much as the fate of money games
in New York City theaters hinged
on the outcome.
Harry Kosch, attorney for the

Jewel, had the case moved from
Special Sessions to General Sessions
a few weeks ago. Kosch stated over
the week-end that it is obvious that
the various money games as now
played in New York theaters are
legal and do not violate the state's

lottery laws.
Kosch also pointed out that in

the case of People vs. Benjamin
Seigi (Lido Theater, Brooklyn), an-
other prosecution under the same
provisions of the lottery law, the
Court of Special Sessions in New
York County on March 15, dismissed
a similar complaint and held that
giveaways in theaters, if conducted
in accordance with the rules laid

down in the case of People vs.

Shafer, were legal.

Trade Practice Conference
To Be Continued This Week

(Continued from Page 1)

week, it was learned over the week-
end.

No agreement on some of the
points in the drafts was reached,
but it is reported that proposals
were made and these will be put
into writing so that they may be
the subject for further study.

Jack Figaro Buried

Detroit — Jack Figaro, 49, well
known booking agent, was buried
in Grand Lawn Cemetery. Figaro
was with United Booking Associa-
tion in Detroit for 18 years. He
leaves two children, Jack and Elaine.

"Extreme Cruelty'*
Elizabeth, N. J.—East Orange matron

sued for and was granted a divorce the

other day by Advisory Master Stanton
of this city. Charge was extreme cru-

elty. In seven years of married life

her husband took her to the movies
only three times, and then to see "B"
pictures, suing matron said.

Warners Promise No Delay

In Releasing Top Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

has been set for April 20 at Radio
City Music Hall, while "Juarez"
goes into the Hollywood on a two-
a-day road show policy on May 28.

"Confessions of a Nazi Spy" will

open at the Strand as soon as a
print is obtained, which means the
picture will start about April 7.

"You Can't Get Away With Murder"
and "Dodge City" will play the
house before "Nazi Spy."

Sears pointed out that "never in

the history of the company have
there been so many important pic-

tures waiting release," adding that
Warner Bros, does not want to with-
hold availability of such product as
"Each Dawn I Die," "Family Re-
union," "Dodge City," "Naughty
But Nice," "Hell's Kitchen" and
"Kid from Kokomo."

Report Sol Lesser to Join

UA; Silverstone is Silent

(Continued from Page 1)

stone, UA general manager, when
questioned about the report said
that he did not care to make any
statement on any UA moves for a
few days.

Famous Players Canadian

Reports Greater Earnings

Montreal—Increased earnings and
an improved liquid position are re-

vealed in the annual financial state-

ment of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. for the year ended Dec. 31,
last. Operating profit for the year
is reported at $2,231,659 against $2,-

184,523 a year ago. Addition of
other income at $219,570 brought
the total to $2,451,229 against $2,-

336,425.
After all expenses, net profit was

$974,788, equal to $2.38 per share
on the 408,524 no par value com-
mon outstanding. This compares
with $869,197, or $2.12 a share, in

the preceding period.
After deduction of dividends at

$326,819, there was a surplus of

$647,969 carried forward to profit

and loss account which now stands
at $3,364,686.

Current assets at Dec. 31, last,

totalled $2,038,268 against $1,776,-

874, with current liabilities $562,-

302, compared with $537,749, leav-
ing net working capital of $1,475,-

966 against $1,239,125.
Cash is reduced to $436,465 from

$676,323 while call loans are higher
at $856,000 against $315,000. Ac-
counts receivable at $80,330 com-
pare with $56,990 a year ago. Ac-
counts payable are down to $176,-

106 from $216,080.
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M-G-M Boosts its Advertising Budget to $2,500,000
Every City to be Benefitted

By Ad Campaigns, Dietz

Tells Convention
{Continued from Page 1)

000 will be spent on advertising, and
every city in the U. S., independent
and affiliated, will be benefitted.

Newspapers will receive greater em-
phasis than last year when more
than a million dollars was spent in

that medium. There will also be
campaigns through magazines, di-

rect-by-mail, billboards and trade
papers. Thirty million copies of a

special publication to be called "The
Screen Forecast" will be distributed
through the theaters directly to the
public.

"We have inaugurated," said Mr.
Dietz, "a series of cross-question
surveys to determine the proper ap-
peals based on public sentiment.
While we do not pretend to have
found absolute scientific basis for
these surveys, due to the variability
of interest depending on styles of
releases, we have found out that M-
G-M has 24 out of the first fifty

stars with drawing power. We also
learned that 98 people out of a hun-
dred know that the appearance of
the lion signifies an M-G-M picture
and also that they like the lion.

We think it too.

"The day of wildcat publicity bal-

lyhoo is over and nothing designed
to cheapen motion pictures or to

vulgarize aspects of American life

should be encouraged. Selling en-
tertainment is a matter of providing
a good information service to satisfy

the already existing appetite for mo-
tion picture news. We used to put
lions in hotels and have human
spiders climb skyscrapers, but those
stunts passed out when the movies
emerged from the mere novelty
stage, felt their oats, until now they
are adult and worthy of serious dis-

cussion in all critical circles. This
doesn't mean that there is no room
for amusing: innovation or imagina-
tive publicity. A stunt like the Ma-
rie Antoinette Museum Exhibit at
the Astor Theater prior to the open-
ing, or the tenor of the campaign
on 'Pvgmalion' express positively
what I mean."
Other members of the M-G-M

promotional stiff to address the con-
vention were Silas F. Seadler, Wil-
liam Ferg-uson, Herbert Morg-an. of
New York, and Howard Strickling,
Frank Whitbeck, and Barrett Kies-
ling of Los Angreles.

MORE TRADE REFORM PROPOSALS
New Jersey Finer Films Federation Would

Change Pix Audience Behavior

Ford to Ask for Triple

Damages in Suit vs. Majors

(Continued from Page 1)

Ford of the Stadium Theater, Evan-
ston. Jacobson said Friday that he
would file the suit in Federal Court
this week, pointing: out that the case
was based on allesred blind-booking
and double features.

In addition to the distributors,

others named in the suit will be
B & K, Sam Mvers and the S-C-M
Theater Corp., Jacobson announced.

Manners of pix patrons, and par-
ticularly those of the younger gen-
eration of filmgoers, are target for
the Finer Films Federation of New
Jersey, which body has adopted
unanimously a resolution presented
by Dr. William Lewin, chairman of
the English Dept. at Newark's Wee-
quahic High School, urging that
"fair play in public conduct" be en-
couraged.
Lewin included in his resolution

10 suggested commandments aimed
at reforming audiences' bad behav-
ior:

1. He who cheers and jeers
shall not be.

2. He who masticates his can-
dy or gum aloud shall chew no
more.

3. He who foretells the com-

ing events shall be muzzled.
4. He who disturbs his neigh-

bor unduly by walking in and
out shall walk his last mile.

5. He who squirms in his
seat shall squirm no longer.

6. He who gossips shall be
silent evermore.

7. He who rattles candy pa-
per shall be annihilated.

8. She who bears excess plu-
mage shall be decapitated.

9. She who brings her whin-
ing child to the movies shall

know there is no place like

home.
10. They who exhibit their

affections publicly shall find a
more suitable place.
(Editor's Note—How's 'bout build-

ing single-seaters?)

Bank Night Ruled Lottery

And Illegal in Delaware

{Continued from Page 1)

Justice characterized Bank Night as

a "cold-blooded device."
The opinion was handed down in

the suit of Affiliated Enterprises,
Inc., a Colorado corporation, against
Roland H. Waller, trading as the
new Waller Theater in Laurel.
Judges Charles S. Richards and
Frank L. Speakman concurred in the
opinion. Judge Richard S. Rodney
wrote a separate opinion, also agree-
ing.

The action was brought to recover
damages for an alleged breach of

license agreement whereby Affiliated

Enterprises, Inc., in consideration of

a weekly payment of $5, agreed to

allow the defendant to make use of

an advertising,- plan designed to pro-
mote public interest in motion pic-

tures and known as Bank Night.

Brandt, Wachsberger Form
Film Alliance of the U. S.

{Continued from Page 1)

the Brandt circuit, and Nat Wachs-
berger, of Paris, France, for the
purpose of distributing French and
English pictures in this country was
announced over the week-end.

Temporary offices have been taken
by the new company in the RKO
building. Three pictures have al-

ready been acquired by the com-
pany for distribution here and they
are now negotiating for additional
product, it was learned. Pictures set
are: "Quai des Brumes," French,
starring Jean Gabin; "Le Roi,"
French and "The Challenge," Eng-
lish.

SUB. DEFENDANTS

NAMED BY D OF J

Para. Seeks Further Exams.

In Orange Anti-Trust Suit

Further depositions from the
plaintiffs in the Orange County
Theaters anti-trust case against the
majors are being sought by Para-
mount. Louis Phillips, of Para-
mount's legal department, tomorrow
will present arguments to Federal
Judge Edward Conger as to why
further examinations before trial

should be held.
Named in the $225,000 suit are

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO
Radio, United Artists, Joseph Lee.
George Walsh, Eugene Levy and
Netco Theaters Corp.

RKO Dance Tonight
Sixth annual dance of RKO thea-

ter and film company employes will
be held tonight at the Astor, with
Larry Clinton and his ork playing.

N. Y. Kid Admish Bill Vote
Tonight; Ticket Sale Bill In

Albany, N. Y. — Assemblyman
William Butler's amended children's
admission to theaters bill is sched-
uled for vote tonight. It bears the
approval of exhibitor groups.

A bill regulating the sale and re-
sale of theater tickets was hoppered
Friday by Manhattan Senator Fred-
erick Coudert, Jr., who declares it a
matter of public interest on price
charged for admissions to theaters
and provides for supervision for the
purpose of safeguarding the public
against fraud, extortion, exorbitant
rates and similar abuses.

The measure puts ticket agencies
under mayors and license commis-
sioners, calls for a yearly license fee
of $200 with $50 for each additional
office or sub-agency, and records of
commissions and sales, with convic-
tion for violation not exceeding $250
fine or one year imprisonment or
both.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY}
Washington—In a formal state-

ment Friday night, the Department
of Justice revealed that it isf < o-

ceeding to move for substitution - of
certain defendants in the govern-"!
ment's equity suit pending in the-j

New York Southern district court.
James Roosevelt will now be a de- i

fendant since the government asks
that persons who have joined the

:

picture business since institution of
the suit be designated as defend-

1

ants, while those who have with-

1

drawn from defendant companies
}

since the start of the suit are being
j

dropped as defendants.

Changes to be made in defend-
ants, as cited by the Justice De- i

partment, are as follows:
Paramount defendants: Edwin L.

Weisl in place of Charles A. McCul-
]

lough, resigned; George L. Bagnall
in place of Henry Herzbrun. The J

action is to be dismissed as to Har-
old Fortington and Harry O. King,
who are no longer connected with
Paramount.

United Artists defendants: Charles
Schwartz, Emanuel Silverstone,
James Roosevelt and Theodore Ca-
ruso are to substitute as parties de- !

fendant in place of Douglas Fair-
banks, Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin and Samuel Goldwyn.
The action is also to dismiss Dr.

A. H. Giannini, George Schaefer r

and Loyd Wright, each of whom
has severed relations with United
Artists.

For Loew's, Inc., Henry Rogers
Winthrop is to be substituted as a

j

defendant in place of William A.
Phillips.

Department of Justice is expected;
to apply to Judge William Bondy at

10:30 a.m. March 24 for an order
approving the substitutions offered

by the defendants. It is said that 1

the reason no other substitutions
j

were listed was because other fives

majors have not yet submitted a J

list.

Newsreel House for Frisco;

New York Coin as Backing?

San Francisco—New York finan-

cial interests, reported to be the
Warburg, Duke, Reeves and Scheftel
group, have closed a deal here for
a newsreel theater location on Mar-'
ket Street. Deal is said to be for a

long-term lease with $100,000 ex-

pected to be spent in alterations on^i:

building that was leased.
Organization will go under the

name of the Pacific Newsreel Com-
pany, and it is asserted that they
expect to put up to $1,000,000 into a
chain of newsreel houses on the
Coast. Policy of house will be to

show only newsreels and selected .

shorts.
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la. /XppGQlS I QX I ©$i"--Harrisburg, Pa.—Appeal from Dauphin County Court decision holding the Pennsylvania chain store

tax unconstitutional was filed with the State Supreme Court yesterday by John Y. Scott, counsel for state. Three Warner companies were among

those attacking the statute in the court test. W%\ Kf aamv
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736 Indie Producers Driven Ouf, Momand Bill Affirms

6 TITLESPLANNED, 1 9J0NTEMPLATEDJY METRO

Standard Contract Being Drafted For Australia—Rydge
ecomes Effective in N.S.W.

Aug. 1 ; Applicable in

Other States
oast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Upon their arrival
?re yesterday from Australia,
embers of the party of film men
dared that both Australian dis-

.tbutors and exhibitors desire a
andard contract and that one is

ing drafted that will become effec-

'e on Aug. 1 in New South Wales
d will be applicable to all states

(Continued on Page 21)

!.AY FINANCING PACT

fOULD SPAN ONE YEAR

'Three-way pacts,—between play-
•ight, Broadway producer and mo-
il picture backer,—now being dis-

ssed as the cornerstone of a re-

ruption of Hollywood financing of

oadway plays would be on a one
ar basis, with pix concerns giving
itten assurances to Dramatists

(Continued on Page 3)

"i

ourt Grants Stover Time
To File RKO Appeal Record

Federal Judge William Bondy
sterday signed an order grant-

j k to Ernest W. Stirn, through his
ansel John S. Stover, an exten-
n of time to file the record of

(Continued on Page 21)

"It Can't Happen Here" Can and Will
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Stiffening of Hollywood's stand against pressure exerted unofficially

if not officially by foreign governments is seen further indicated by Metro's decision

to film Sinclair Lewis' arraignment of Fascism, "It Can't Happen Here," for 1939-40.

No cast is listed.

Scheduling of the pix was announced at the Chicago sales convention yesterday.

Rights to the Lewis novel were acquired more than three years ago. When the pic-
ture was taken off the production schedule in 1936, Lewis charged foreign pressure
was responsible. Metro's official explanation cited the high production cost. Originally
announced to appear in it were Lionel Barrymore, Walter Connolly, Virginia Bruce and
Basil Rathbone.

K-A-O Reports Profit of $996,995/

B. F. Keith Corporation $752,011
A net profit of $996,995.90 after

all charges was reported yesterday
by Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., and
subsidiary companies for the year
ended Dec. 31, 1938. The year's net
is equal to $15.50 per share on the

64,304 shares of 7 per cent cumula-
tive preferred stock now outstand-
ing.

Profit for the corresponding per-

iod for 1937 was $1,300,887.71 after

all charges, equivalent to $20.23 per

share on the preferred stock.

K-A-O's cash balance on Dec. 31,

1938, was $7,868,888.05.

B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiaries

yesterday also issued its annual

statement in which a net profit for

1938 was reported at $752,011.05
after all charges. This compares
with $1,042,628.37 for 1937.

Wehrenberg Re-elected Prexy of St. Louis MPTO
St. Louis—Fred Wehrenberg was

unanimously re-elected president of

the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Mis-
souri and Southern Illinois at the

Coronado Hotel here yesterday af-

ternoon. Other officers elected were:
vice-presidents: S. F. Pertle of Jer-

seyville, 111.; I. W. Rodgers of

Cairo, 111.; Robert Cluster of Salem,
(Continued on Page 22)

Plaque for Warner
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Presentation of a bronze

plaque to Harry M. Warner, Warner
prexy by the All-American Women's Or-
ganization, comprising more than 3,000
members of Women's Clubs in Cali-
fornia, will be made tomorrow at a mass
meeting in the local Warner Theater.
Award is in recognition of his patriotic
contributions to America through pro-
duction of pictures of historical signi-
ficance.

Momand's Bill of Particulars Lists

136 Indie Producers as Forced Out

Wanger's Para. Suit Off

Via Pix Purchase Route

Suit brought by Walter Wanger
Productions, Inc., against Para-
mount was dropped yesterday when
it was announced that Paramount
had purchased all of Wanger's in-

(Continued on Page 21)

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City—A complete bill

of particulars has been filed in U. S.

District Court here by A. B. Mo-
mand in his two $4,500,000 suits

directed against 22 major producers,

distributors and circuits. Judge A.
P. Murrah had ordered that all

(Continued on Page 17)

:

Rodgers Lists Five Features as

Outstanding for Next
Season

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago—With 36 titles announced

as definitely planned and 19 others
listed as contemplated, Metro's
1939-40 line-

up calls for
52 strict-
ly large-scale
pix, necessi-
tating a fur-

ther increase
in the bud-
get, William
F. Rodgers,
general man-
ager of sales,

told the com-
pany's 15t h
anniver-
sary conven-
tion at the

Palmer house here yesterday.

Today's session is scheduled to be
(Continued on Page 20)

W. F. RODGERS

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS

ON METRO'S SCHEDULE

Chicago — Metro's short subject

lineup for 1939-40, to be announced

at the sales convention today, will

(Continued on Page 3)

Gov't Exam, of UA Execs.

Scheduled for March 27

Harry J. Muller, UA treasurer,

and Edward C. Raftery, as com-

pany's secretary, will be examined
(Continued on Page 17)

Fifth in a Row
Universal home office crowd was jubi-

lant yesterday. And with reason. Deanna

Durbin's newest starrer, "Three Smart

Girls Crow Up," looks ahead for a $50,

000 week at the New York Rivoli, while

reports from down Miami way are as

cheering, indicating a fifth smash hit

for the star in a row.
} >, Ni
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East. Kodak
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Kansas City, Mo.—Carleton Dick-
inson, 20, son of Glen W. Dickin-

son, operator of the Dickinson cir-

cuit in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa,
died Sunday in Lawrence Memorial
Hospital, of injuries received when
the motor car he was driving turned
over and crashed into a roadside
filling station just outside of Law-
rence, Kans., on U. S. Highway No.
40.

Young Dickinson, a law school

student at the University of Kan-
sas, was returning from a legal fra-

ternity party and was accompanied
by six school mates, two of whom
were killed instantly in the crash,

Young Dickinson, for the past three

years has spent his summer vaca-
tions as manager of one or another
of the houses operated by his father

and was at the time of his death
employed as supervisor of the cir-

cuit's two Lawrence houses while

continuing his school work.
He is survived by his father and

mother, whose home is in Lawrnece,
Kans., and an older brother, Glen
W. Dickinson, Jr. Tentative funeral
arrangements call for burial today
at Lawrence.

Prudential Providing

Million for Korda Co.

London (By Cable) — Prudential
Assurance Co. is providing $1,000,-

000 of the $2,750,000 capitalization
of Alexander Korda Productions,
new company formed by Korda, ac-
cording to reliable information here.
Prudential's money is said to be in

the form of a loan.
Formation of the new company is

in line with a resolution passed by
the stockholders at their annual
meeting authorizing Korda to or-
ganize a new unit. Four pictures
to be made at the Denham studios
are planned for this year. One pro-
duction is to be made in Hollywood.

Dieterle Here to Give 0-0
to 2 Plays Optioned by WB

William Dieterle, WB film direc-
tor, has arrived in New York from
Burbank, accompanied by his wife.
During his approximately two-

weeks' stay locally, he will view
Broadway stage productions, two of
which are said to be optioned to

Warners.
Warners' home office declared that

Dieterle will also attend while here
a preview of his latest production,
'Juarez," but that a print has not
yet arrived in New York, but is ex-

pected shortly.

The Dieterles are at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

Alexander Korda retains his pres-
ent position as chairman and man-
aging director for London Films, the
United Artists home office announced
yesterday.

Garrett Named Monogram
Foreign Exchange Chief

Appointment of Charles Garrett
as manager of foreign exchange
operations for Monogram was an-
nounced yesterday by Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign export manager.

Garrett formerly was associated
with RKO and Gaumont British. He
is now actively engaged in super-
vising the internal operation of all

foreign exchanges now operated on
a franchise basis.

Elliott Rites Today
Minneapolis — Funeral services

will be held today for F. York El-
liott, head of Elliott Film Co. and
a veteran distributor in this terri-
tory, who died Saturday. Elliott
held the Astor Pictures franchise in
Minneapolis.

Maurice Goodman Rites

Will be Held Tomorrow

Funeral services for Maurice
Goodman, 55, member of the board
of RKO Corp. and RKO Midwest
Corp., and former vice-president
and general counsel of RKO Corp.,
who died at his apartment in the
Hotel Pierre on Sunday, will be held
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. at Temple
Emanu-El, 65th St. and Fifth Ave.

Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Adele Flato Goodman, two sons and
a daughter.

All Universal Officers

Renamed as Board Meets

Universal's board of directors yes-
terday re-elected Nate Blumberg,
prexy, J. Cheever Cowdin, board
chairman, and all other officers of
the company at the scheduled board
meeting. In listing the slated offi-

cers in yesterday's Film Daily,
the name of E. Walsh should have
been listed for assistant treasurer
instead of J. Ludwig.

22Vi P. C. Dividend by PCT
London (By Cable) — Provincial

Cinematograph Theaters yester-
day reported a profit of 516,350
pounds for 1938. A 22y2 p.c. divi-
dend was declared.

cominc mid Gome

DON AMECHE, 20th-Fox star and radio lum
inary, arrived in Hollywood yesterday by plant

from New York.

EDGAR BERCEN and CHARLEY McCARTHY
are en route to the Coast from New York b

train.

CHARLES L. CASANAVE, vice-president am'
general manager of National Screen Accessories

left New York on Saturday for Chicago t

address the M-C-M convention there on adver
tising at invitation of William F. RojV "s -

WILLIAM DIETERLE, film director, -ve i ar

rived in New York from the Coast, accom
panied by MRS. DIETERLE. They are stoppin

at the Waldorf-Astoria.

JAMES R. CRAINCER, Republic's presiden
and general manager in charge of distribution,

returned to the home office yesterday, fol

lowing an extended trip to the Coast and in

rermediate key cities.

JACK PARTINGTON, F & M producer, an.l

JESSE KAYE, of company's staff, leave Ne\
York on April 10 for St. Louis to produc
the Police Relief Circus there.

CEORGE E. TRAINER, general manager c

Standard Fictures Distrib. Co., has returned t

Hollywood, having completed a tour of com
pany's 31 exchanges.

A. L. SMITH, treasurer of Standard The
aters Corp., has returned to Oklahoma Cit

from a New York City vacation, and M. .

O'CONNOR, who temporarily took over former
duties during the period, has returned to Ne
York.

EARLE W. HAMMONS, GN president, arrive

in New York from the Coast tomorrow.

JACK SKIRBALL, Grand National productic

executive, left New York for Chicago yestei

day to confer with E. W. Hammons, and wi

then continue to the Coast.

HARRY BRANDT, ITOA head, left New Yoi

yesterday for Chicago to address the M-G-l
convention there.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales mar
ager, was in Indianapolis yesterday on first Ic

of his annual swing around the country to vis

Warner exchanges.

BERT CUNNINGHAM, RKO Pathe Sportscof

director, and LARRY O'REILLY, staff earner;

man, have returned to New York from Mot I

treal where they have been filming wint
sports.

FRANK J. MCCARTHY, Eastern sales mai
ager for Universal, sailed Saturday on a 14-d,

vacation cruise to the West Indies.

I

Re-Sign Cliff Reid
New one year contract has bee

signed by Cliff Reid to produce foi
RKO. Reid has been on the RK^

,

lot five years.

LUCKY COLORS
IT'S NEW—IT'S NOVEL—ITS DIFFERENT

NO CARDS—NO TICKETS—NO NUMBERS

It's the Simplest and Most Amusing

Game Ever Played in Any Theater

"Lucky Colors"

Copyrighted 1939

by

Ralph B. Staub
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DOCUMENTARY SHORTS

ON METRO'S SCHEDULE

(Continued from Page 1)

elude documentaries and patriotic

I as well as the established series

.1 curing Pete Smith, Robert Bench-
ay. Carey Wilson, "Our Gang,"

J >hn Nesbitt's "Passing- Parade,"
•- FitzPatrick Traveltalks in Techni-

.i>lor, the widely successful "Crime
Doesn^t Pay" series, M-G-M Techni-
;olc ^artoons, the third-dimensional

^.(Metruscopix and the "News of the

rDay" newsreel.

New Group Plans National

Newsreel Theater Circuit

San Francisco—Launching- of 13
Ijiewsreel theater enterprises in var-
ous pai-ts of the U. S. are declared
jeing- planned by the financial group
vhich recently formed the Pacific

N'ewsreel Co. and closed a million
lollar deal for the new local news-
eel house at 928 Market St.

Officers of the project here, and
ivho are aiming at the nation-wide
xpansion program, are Herbert
Seheftel, New York broker, presi-

dent; Edward J. Reeves, grocery
hain store head, vice-president;
Angier Biddle Duke, treasurer; and
Alfred G. Burger, secretary.

Directors, in addition to above
tficers, are Paul Felix Warburg,
%ew York banker, and Abraham L.
3ienstock, attorney.

II

•>Jew French Film Act Won't
Bar Duals in Small Houses

Paris, (By Cable) — Following
lemorandum protest to Minister of
Education Jean Zay by U. S. film

istributors here, it is declared by
ources close to the Government
hat any passage of the current
inema Bill, now before the Cham-
er of Deputies, will not suppress

I "uble feature programs in any of

ne smaller houses, but will prob-
bly affect those cinemas using or-

hestras.

U. S. interests have bitterly con-
?sted from the beginning any move
nat will suppress duals.

<QIL
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 21

W. S. Van Dyke

Sidney Franklin

Edward Cronjager

Minna Stieglitz

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;
T

• • • ZOOMING to a greater popularity than ever Deanna

Durbin a li'l girl they originally picked for the pictures because

she had a remarkable voice for her tender years and now in

her current production, "Three Smart Girls Grow Up." she suddenly

blossoms out into a really amazing little trouper she still has that

remarkable voice but she had added to it an acting ability that

is phenomenal for one so young and above all she possesses

an indubitable charm of personality that is marked by extreme natural-

ness altogether delightful

T

• • • THIS YOUNGSTER comes like a breath of Spring to

the screen she is that refreshing at the Rivoli Theater

on Broadway the audiences are in a constant ripple of delight

over the escapades and arch maneuverings of this little fixer for

Cupid Director Henry Koster has handled her with rare

sympathy and understanding in an original story that pre-

sents Deanna in that in-between age when she is to young for

even puppy love yet old enough to take the romances of her

"grown-up" sisters very seriously and this is a fleeting

period in a yonng girl's life that every mother understands, and
it will therefore afford sheer joy to thousands of women who have

watched their little girls grow through this comi-tragic period

for they once grew through it themselves

• • • FOR the first time in history the United States Post-

office department granted a theater permission to install a regulation

official mailbox in the lobby of a theater the permission was given

to Milton A. Harris, Loew publicity director in the Cleveland territory,

by the local postmaster who secured authorization direct from Post-

master Farley for a campaign on "Huckleberry Finn"

• • • THE MAILBOX is attached to a regulation street lamp
which is part of a "street scene" set up in a section of the Loew
State Theater lobby in Cleveland the lamp post carries street

signs labeled "Mickey Rooney Road" and "Huckleberry Finn Blvd."

two girls are seated at desks in the lobby, addressing post-

cards to a large mailing list two other desks are for the use

of patrons who wish to send postcards to their friends these

postcards are placed in the Loew mail-box, where regular mail

collections are made five times a day

• • • THE MANY friends of Sam Kestenbaum will be glad to

know that he is now permanently located as manager of the Gramercy
Park Theater at 23rd St. and Lexington Ave it is one of the

bon-ton theaters of our town

• • • NOTHING new under the sun? don't believe it

says Sam Gilman, manager of Loew's at Harrisburg, Pa
who reports as follows a few days ago he heard a humming
noise as he sat in his office of the mezzanine stepping out
to investigate, he came upon a gent sitting in an aisle seat con-
tentedly shaving himself the guy had plugged his electric

razor into a convenient outlet!

« « « » » »

PLAY FINANCING PACT

WOULD SPAN ONE YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

Guild that they would obey terms of

Guild's individual contracts, it is

understood. In return, latter would
enforce contracts via power to sus-
pend a member found guilty of a
breach or to "blacklist" a film con-
cern or a Broadway manager.

Pact terms provide:
(1) film rights would be fixed

on a percentage, yet to be de-
termined, of weekly gross of
play; (2) royalty to be paid by
film backer to author and Broad-
way producer, former getting
60 per cent and latter 40; (3)
film backer would make advance
payment on motion picture
rights which would be forfeited

if play did not ran three weeks;
(4) in event of successful play
advance payment would be re-

turned ot hacker before addi-
tional pix royalties were paid,

and (5) film royalties would be
in addition to usual royalties
which playwright receives from
a Broadway producer.

Amateur Movie Enthusiasts

Protest Crews Bill in N. Y.

A storm of protest by amateur
movie enthusiasts against the Crews
Bill, pending in the New Yoi'k State
Assembly, is expected to result in

the measure being amended.

In its present form, a licensed

operator would be required to op-
erate any type of projector, but the
sponsors forgot to make an excep-
tion to users of 16 mm. projectors

to homes, clubs, schools, churches,
etc. A vigilant campaign was waged
by the Amateur Cinema League
which threatened to make a polit-

ical issue of the proposal.

Adler Funeral Held
Funeral services for Bert Adler,

secretary to the Dept. of Public
Works and former deputy sanitation
commissioner, were held on Sunday
at Riverside Memorial Chapel, and
interment was in Riverside Ceme-
tery, Rochelle Park, N. J. Deceased
was for many years a film industry
publicist.

WEDDING BELLS

Philadelphia — Sam H. Harris,

New York theatrical producer, and
Mrs. Kathleen Nolan Watson, also

of New York, were married on Sun-
day in nearby Germantown. Cere-
mony was attended by manv notables

in the world of screen and stage.

Albuquerque, N. M.—Miles Gor-
man and Miss Myra Cauble were
married here. Bride has been cash-

ier at the Mission Theater. Gorman
is on the office staff of the U. S.

Veterans' hospital.
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"My Son is a Criminal"
with Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells

Columbia 59 Mins.

STRONG GANGSTER MELLER WITH
GOOD ACTION PLOT AND FATHER-SON
ANGLE.

This gangster meller has as its big punch
the fact that a police officer is compelled
to shoot his own son in the line of duty.

The action moves along with swiftness and
plenty of suspense, and the thrills are also

there in generous quantity. Alan Baxter
is the black sheep son who has grown up
through boyhood with Gordon Oliver and
Jacqueline Wells. The other lad goes

straight and works in the police laboratory

detecting crime. The girl of course teeters

between her two boy friends, but nobody
suspects that Baxter is not really what
he seems to be, the proprietor of a

garage. But that is just a blind to work
with his mob. With his police contacts

through his father who retires as chief,

and being in on all the lab developments
with his chum, he knows exactly what is

going on. The racket is hijacking trucks,

and driving them into the garage, where
they are camouflaged so that nobody can
trace them. But they slip up by leaving

fingerprints on a truck, and the lab ex-

pert gets busy, and finally brings the guilt

to the door of Baxter. The new chief

doesn't want to believe it, and the father

doesn't know about it, for he is off the

force, but fooling around on this new gang-
ster case just for excitement. He inde-

pendently acts on a tip, and surprises his

own son in a robbery before a getaway,
and kills him. Baxter and Willard Robert-
son as son and father respectively prac-

tically carry the action between them, and
both make a good job of it. Selling angles:

Crime does not pay; the modern crime-de-
tection methods of the police lab; the

father-killing-son angle.

CAST: Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells,
Gordon Oliver, Willard Robertson, Joseph
King, Eddie Laughton, John Tyrrell.

CREDITS: Director, C. C. Coleman, Jr.;

Author, Arthur T. Horman; Screenplay,
Same; Cameraman, Allen G. Siegler; Edi-

tor, Gene Havlick.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Court Throws Out Studio

Local's Fight on IATSE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Application of officers

of Studio Mechanics Local 37 for a
permanent order restraining inter-
national officers of IATSE from tak-
ing over the affairs of Local 37 was
thrown out of court by United
States District Judge Paul J Mc-
Cormick, who also dissolved the tem-
porary order that had been granted
recently.

He ruled that the dispute is in
fact purely a labor controversv which
should be passed upon bv the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board.

Deny Bland Sale Reports
Chicago—Current reports to the

effect that the Bland circuit had
been sold were officially denied.

"King of Chinatown"
with Akim Tamiroff, Anna May Wong

Paramount 60 Mins.

LUKEWARM GANGSTER FILM LACKS
THRILLS IN ROUTINE STORY WITH
TAMIROFF IN WEAK PART.

A rather weak and formularized story

of racketeers, with the locale placed in

San Francisco's Chinatown. Anna May
Wong has the novelty role of a Chinese
doctor who nurses Akim Tamiroff, who
plays the part of the gangster overlord

exacting tribute from the Chinese mer-
chants. He is shot down by one of his

henchmen, and then his lieutenant (J. Car-
rol Naish) takes over the racket along

with Tamiroff's rival (Anthony Quinn.) The
fact that Tamiroff is confined through

his wound to his home and a chair most of

the time eliminates much chance for his

colorful and actionful proclivities. Then
he falls in love with his Chinese nurse,

who is trying hard to remember her duty,

as a doctor even though she is the daughter
of a Chinese dealer (Sidney Toler) who
runs a pharmacy and is fighting Tamiroff
and his gangsters tooth and nail. It all

works out nicely for the little doctor girl,

for the double-crossing lieutenant bumps
him off, and before he dies, Tamiroff tells

the girl that his wealth will be hers to

send that ambulance to China, the objec-

tive toward which she has been working
all the time. Selling angles: The name of

Tamiroff, and Anna May Wong, is about

all there is to ballyhoo, for the gangster

story is tame and stereotyped.

CAST: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff,

J. Carrol Naish, Sidney Toler, Philip Ahn,
Anthony Quinn, Bernadene Hayes, Roscoe
Karns, Ray Mayer, Richard Denning, Archie

Twitchell, Edward Marr, George Anderson,
Charles B. Wood, George Magrill, Charles

Trowbridge, Lily King, Pat West, Guy
Usher.

CREDITS: Director, Nick Grinde; Au-
thor, Herbert Biberman; Screenplay, Lillie

Hayward, Irving Reis; Cameraman, Leo
Tover; Editor, Edna Warren.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Start First Dreifuss Short

for Columbia on Thursday

Eastern production shooting of
the first Arthur Dreifuss shorts
series for Columbia release, under
title of Music Hall Vanities, will
take place on Thursday and Friday
of this week at Eastern Service
Studios in Long Island City.

Title of first to get under way is

"The Great American Family," with
Nick Lucas, Vince Barnett and Jean.
Second, "Hotel Apache," will star
the Mazzone Troupe and feature a
bevy of Roxyettes.

Dreifuss has engaged Bud Burt-
son and Harry Cohen, respectively,
for lyrics and music, and Nat Shil-

kret and His Orchestra to score both
shorts.

* SHORTS *

Crowther's Father Dies
E. A. Crowther, father of Ted

Crowther, manager of Warner Bros.
Opera House Theater, Frederick,

Md., died in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Background for War—the

Mediterranean
(March of Tme)

RKO Radio 18 mins.
Timely Drama

One of the best of the March of
Time series, presenting some hither-
to unphotographed phases of the
struggle between Italy and France
for domination of the Mediterranean
countries of the North African
coast. The work of Mussolini among
the Moslems of British and French
colonies in stirring up unrest is

shown. The reasons for the Italian
activity are disclosed because of the
strategic importance of Tunisia and
the rich rewards in natural wealth
and agricultural crops. The steps
taken by France to counteract the
Italian encroachment are seen in

the tremendous preparations in

fortifications and armaments at
strategic points. The film has the
feeling of drama running through
it, and manages to create the atmos-
phere of tenseness that makes this

situation a potential earthquake in

world politics.

* fORCIGR *

"Duel Personalities"

(Our Gang)
M-G-M 10 mins.

Good Gag
The reel concerns the rivalry be-

tween Alfalfa and Butch for the
affections of Darla. This little flirt

turns Alfalfa down and makes a
date with Butch. Alfalfa and the
Gang encounter a hypnotist, who
uses Alfalfa as a subject, and hyp-
notizes him into thinking he is the
great romantic fighter D'Artagnan
of the Three Musketeers. Thus
coked up, he challenges Butch to a
mortal duel for the favor of Darla.
Later Alfalfa comes out of the hyp-
nosis, and is scared stiff at the
thought of fighting his rival. But
Butch also has been scared by Al-
falfa's amazing ferocious attitude,

and they agree to fake the duel with
cap pistols, so that both can claim
honors as they fall wounded. Darla
overhears the plot, and when they
drop on the field of combat, she
walks off with a nice boy in the
neighborhood, leaving the rivals
lyng on the ground feeling pretty
silly.

"An Hour for Lunch"
(Robert Benchley)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Good Satire

In which Bob Benchley demon-
strates how to employ a lunch hour
when you have several things to do
besides eat lunch. First he starts
out to get a haircut, and finds his
favorite barber busy. He had
planned to exchange a shirt that
was the wrong size, but when he
gets to the shop he finds he has left

the shirt in his office. Then comes
an attempt to grab a quick lunch

"Crossroads"
with Charles Vanel, Suzy Prim, Jules Berr

Tri-National 77 Mins

DOUBLE IDENTITY ANGL&tf^RO
VIDES BASIS FOR GOOD DRAMATIC
STORY.

Although the double identity theme ha:

been used many times before in stories

there is a novel twist added in this nev

French film that gives suspense and dram;

to the story. The characterizations art

well drawn by the actors and the per-

formance of Charles Vanel in the lead role

is excellent. Suzy Prim, Jules Berry, Mar-

celle Geniat and Tania Fedor provide fine

support. Vanel, a soldier during the Worlc

War, is a wealthy and respected business

man in Paris. He finds himself publich

accused of being a criminal wanted by the

police who was reported to have died dur-

ing the war. Majority of the film is taker

up with the identity problem and the

effect of the accusations on Vanel's mine

when he begins to doubt his identity a;
|

evidence is piled up to prove he is the

other man. There is a climactic ending
|

which has been cleverly devised.

CAST: Charles Vanel, Suzy Prim, Jule:

Berry, Marcelle Geniat, Tania Fedor, Bov-

erio, Jean Claudio, Jean Tissier, Edd

,

Debrai.

CREDITS: Produced by Eugene Tuscher

er; Director, Kurt Bernhardt. Presentee

at the Filmarte Theater with French dia-

logue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

at a counter, but a gent waiting be-

hind him for his seat makes him sc

nervous that he leaves half his fooc

untouched. He has a variety oJ

other upsetting experiences, so that

when he gets back to the office al.

he has is indigestion, proving thai

it is hopeless to try and plan whal
you are going to do with a lunct

hour.

"Money to Loan"

(Crime Does Not Pay)
M-G-M 20 mins

Strong Drama
A dramatic expose of the loai

shark racket, showing how the dis-

trict attorney in a big city broke

up a powerful gang that was oper-

ating just within the law. The dif-

ferent persecutions practiced on the

victims of usurious interest art

shown, causing all sorts of humilia-
tion and actual suffering. But th<

gang overstep the bounds when thej

kill an old man after holding hirr.

up for his pay envelope to take theii

usurious money. With this wedge
the d.a. steps in and rounds up the

gang behind bars. Then the loar

victims are not afraid to testifj

against ther persecutors, and the

law gets the necessary evidence tc

put the gang and its clever leadei

out "of business for good. 3^
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Four Daughters

The Sisters

Brother Ra

Angels With Dirty Faces

Devil's Island

Dawn Patrol

Valley of the Giants

They Made Me A Criminal

Blackwell's Island

Naughty But Nice

Hero for a Day

The Oklahoma Kid
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Dodge City

Wings of the Navy

You Can't GetAway With Murder

Confessions of a Nazi Spy

Juarez

Each Dawn I Die

Yes, My Darling Daughter

Family Reunion

The Kid From Kokomo

Dark Victory

Hell's Kitchen

The Roaring Crowd
-*
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Warner Bros; Proposed Program

of Productions for the Season

1939 AND 1940

•

"QUALITY IS NOT A PASSING FASHION"

1 he foremost thought in Warner Bros.' minds at ail times is to make good S^

pictures, to present these pictures with the strongest showmanship and mer-

chandising possible, and to offer them on a fair "live-and-let-live" basis. This,

we believe, is the type of fair practice which has given Warner Bros, their

enviable position in the industry today.

The success of Warner Bros, pictures this season, their success in the new

season to come —• and in the seasons that will come after it— represents a good

deal more than is apparent to the appraising eye. The reason for our present

position lies deep beneath the surface of an edifice which 29 years of careful

construction has at last brought to completion. Development was sure, the

goal inevitable, because an unswerving sincerity of purpose was its foundation!

That purpose— not merely to make motion pictures but to make motion

pictures as fine as they can be made— has now matured to its fulfilment.

This we believe is clearly apparent in the productions we have listed as an

indication of the material which, allowing for the exigencies of production, we

contemplate producing for 1939-40.

Yes, these are great attractions, unquestionably the greatest we have put

forth in one season, but to us of Warner Bros, they are the materialization

of our company's motivating thought, "Quality Is Not a Passing Fashion."

Now that the quality we have built toward and planned for has been

attained, it is inevitable that it will continue.

General Sales Manager

PAUL MUNI ERROL FLYNN
& THE LIFE OF BEETHOVEN * * THE SEA HAWK *

A distinguished addition to Paul Muni's memorable charac- with OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
terizations. The genius of the most revered figure in music ... ~, , r ir^ . D1 ,, ,

.
1 r\ u- 1 J& ° The author of Captain Blood and its star! Dashing leader

his defiance of Napoleon in an age when liberalism was heresy
<•

1 r- -rt j

,
. ....... of Rafael Sabatini s saga of the Beggars of the Sea. 1 he days

... the women who resented his passionate intensity and eccen-

trie manners ... the tragedy of deafness in his later life . . .

when England's only navy was a colorful clan of adventurers

and the solace he found in music as immortal as his own who swept the Atlantic. Produced on a scale more spectacular

soul ... A stirring life none but Muni could re-create! than 'Captain Blood'!



BETTE DAVIS

* THE OLD MAID *

WITH MIRIAM HOPKINS

AND HUMPHREY BOGART
The Pulitzer prize-winner and 2-year stage success. To be

directed by Edmund Goulding who directed Bette Davis in

her Academy Award picture, 'Dark Victory'.

JAMES CAGNEY AND GEORGE RAFT

Q ft INVISIBLE STRIPES *

Adapted from Warden Lawes' flaming best-seller. The most

powerful theme since Angels'! Not a prison story . . . but

the tortured drama of 'after prison' . . . the invisible stripes

a 'timer' wears forever. A tremendous opportunity for this

dynamic new team.

BETTE DAVIS

*ALL THIS AND HEAVEN TOO *

Biggest book-scoop in 5 years! Apace with 'Gone with the

Wind' in all quarters! The soul-stirring story of the girl who

became the world's most notorious name, brings another

'Victory' to the screen's greatest actress.

JOHN GARFIELD

* DUST BE MY DESTINY *

As timely as it is real. Garfield, sentenced to vagrancy in a

penal workhouse, escapes to marry the girl he loves—and

is forced to live a fugitive life. The amazing manner in

which he wins a new trial and freedom will awaken every

citizen to the needs of victims of narrow-minded 'justice'.

* JOHN DILLINGER, OUTLAW *

The newspapers' Dillinger headlines in themselves make as

exciting a story as could be fictionized. But add to this the

human story of an average boy sent to the penitentiary— by

mistake— before he was 20 . . . and the 9-year lesson behind

bars that turned him into a ruthless animal, fascinating to

women but feared by friend and foe until death— and you

have some idea of the impact you can expect in the show.

JAMES CAGNEY
* THE STORY OF JOHN PAUL JONES *

The stranger-than-fiction biography of the Scotch pirate who

became the 'Father of the American Navy'! Mighty armadas,

great sea battles, tender romance . . . produced on a scale in

keeping with its spectacular setting. Picture Cagney as that fiery

scourge of the seas whose daring conquest led America through

the stormiest naval encounters of the revolutionary war!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
* THE MOON AND SIXPENCE *

BY W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM
A story with the world for its background and the creator of

'Of Human Bondage' for its author! The :\ost dynamic role

yet brought to the screen by Robinson!

* THE LIFE OF KNUTE ROCKNE *

There are 80,000,000 football tickets bought every year—and

every one is a herald for this show. Based on the autobiog-

raphy of the immortal coach. Screen's first document of this

great American, his background, his work, his rich humor,

the unforgettable heritage he left. To be produced with the

cooperation of Notre Dame University.

*THE BISHOP WHO WALKED WITH GOD*
BY QUENTIN REYNOLDS

Based on the life of Martin Niemoeller, the fighting minister

called the greatest enemy of the totalitarian states. Every

newspaper in the country has headlined his great struggle . . .

now Warners will have it screaming on celluloid!

ACADEMY AWARDS

WON BY

WARNER BROS.

THIS YEAR

The long list continues on the next page



ERROL FLYNN
* THE ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN *

The title tells all! Expect more adventure than 'Robin Hood'.

The story of the world's most famous lover will be filmed on

a matchless scale by the artisans who have given you such

epics as 'Robin Hood', 'Anthony Adverse' and 'Juarez'.

JAMES CAGNEY
* THE WORLD MOVES ON *

From the pen of world-syndicated Mark Hellinger comes

this stirring kaleidoscopic view of America's most dangerous

days! The pre-war teens, the lush twenties, the jittery thirties

all woven into a thundering cavalcade of adventure!

* BATTLE OF CITY HALL *

THE DEAD END KIDS

The 'Kids' come off the streets and reform! So picture what

goes on when they take over City Hall! Here's comedy and

drama— and a story to top 'Crime School' for suspense-filled

action!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
* BROTHER ORCHID *

The nation's orchids went to Colliers for this unusual mag*

zine serial. An entirely new and different Robinson portrayal!

The hilarious story of a mobster who hides out in a monastery

and learns to like it.

& DISRAELI *

CLAUDE RAINS

The 'Zola' of England. More stirring now than ever because

of its up-to-the-minute theme of dictators, land grabs, per-

secution. A really important screen document.

^ EPISODE *
with

PRISCILLA LANE AND JEFFREY LYNN
The sweethearts of 'Four Daughters' and 'Darling Daughter'

are set for big things this year and this is one of them. Priscilla

plays a music student and Jeff just plays— but how!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

* THE STORY OF DR. EHRLICH *

Another 'Pasteur' . . . and another great life that triumphed

over ignorance and persecution to give the world the cure for

its most dread disease! Another big 'first' for Warners and

another great biographical drama for the screen.

* WE ARE NOT ALONE *

Another best-seller scoop from the pen of celebrated James

Hilton! We are not alone when we say this is one of the

most important stories to be filmed.

* CAREER MAN *

JEFFREY LYNN AND ANN SHERIDAN

A brand new entertainment angle— the first story of the

U. S. Diplomatic Corps! The Spanish revolt, European

intrigue, the armament race, international espionage, pack

it with 1939's most original brand of screen dynamite!

JOHN GARFIELD

& FORGIVE US OUR TRESPASSES *

The success of 'Magnificent Obsession' and 'Green Light'

assures the latest Lloyd C. Douglas novel instantaneous

approval! Its heart-gripping theme is timed to perfection to

further this great new star's ever-increasing following.

* FOUR WIVES *

A SEQUEL TO FOUR DAUGHTERS
with the same cast

The long-awaited follow-up to 'Four Daughters' written by

the same author, Fannie Hurst, and filmed by the same di-

rector with the same lovable stars. The girls have become

women but the same rich drama and heart-warming appeal

assure it of the same universal acceptance!

* GIVE ME A CHILD *

We earnestly believe this to be one of the most human

themes that it has been our privilege to offer. Two prominent

stars now being selected will portray the stirring leading roles.

* EYES OF THE ARMY *

Each year Warner Bros, dedicates part of its program to

America's great Services and Military Institutions. 'Eyes of

the Army' takes its important place besides 'Wings of the

Navy', 'Submarine D-l', 'Devil Dogs' and the others.

* THE TANKS ARE COMING *

First and only film of Uncle Sam's mechanized cavalry! In

keeping with Warners' authentic 'service' policy, it will be

produced on the actual scenes of operations with the full

cooperation of the United States Army.



A .4 SEQUEL TO BROTHER RAT *

Same stars, same author, same setting, same director collab-

orate to bring in another lightning-paced picture big enough

to top its predecessor!

* BURNING DAYLIGHT ^

BY JACK LONDON
Unquestionably London's most gripping adventure story . . .

with all the roaring action of America's fiercest era! Mighty

jdays of the Klondike, wicked nights of the Barbary Coast

live again in a magnificent red-blooded romance.

FRED MacMURRAY and PAT O'BRIEN

* THREE CHEERS FOR THE IRISH *

with ANN SHERIDAN, RONALD REAGAN,

FRANK McHUGH and ALLEN JENKINS

You can't beat the Irish and you can't beat the heart appeal

Warners have put into this one! Get set for a new high in

hilarity when these harps start swinging!

* ON YOUR TOES &

WITH ZOR1NA AND AN IMPORTANT
MALE STAR

Rodgers and Hart wrote it—N. Y. held it for 2 years—now

it zings to the screen with the most sensationally publicized

dancing star in years—the talk of the country, star of the legit

season's musical hit, 'I Married an Angel'.

tt THE DESERT SONG * .

A mass smash on two continents, it boasts Sigmund Rom-

berg's world-remembered music, an action-crammed story,

hundreds of daredevil horsemen, the most spectacular desert

scenes ever filmed! To be produced in Technicolor with a

great singing star.

BETTE DAVIS AND ERROL FLYNN
* THE KNIGHT AND THE LADY *

Maxwell Anderson's memorable Theatre Guild production

brings Bette Davis to the screen in the famous love story, with

Errol Flynn as the hero who defied the world for a queen's love!

Warner Bros. Pictures

» Are "Bench-Made"

Because It's Fair to You!

Lhere is no
"
'Assembly Line" at Warner Bros.

No properties this important can be "rushed

through" to meet release dates. Only because we

are prepared as is no other company—with our background of high-

quality production, and the vast resources of our studios, the world's

largest, is this policy possible. Our current program definitely demon-

strates that this exclusive method—and this method solely—assures the

consistent delivery ofsuccessful motionpicturesfor thefuture, as in thepast.

The list goes on



^r AND IT ALL CAME TRUE *
with

JAMES STEWART, ANN SHERIDAN and

HUMPHREY BOGART

The prize-winning novel by Louis Bromiield becomes a major

addition to the record number of prize novels on the Warner

story list!

* DEAD END KIDS AT COLLEGE *

From 'Crime School' to college and are they a pain in the

seat of higher education! Fans called their basketball game

in 'Angels' one of the year's funniest episodes—so you know

what to expect when they take up football . . . and every-

thing else in sight.

* YOU CAN'T ESCAPE FOREVER *

BY THELMA STRABEL

One of the most important Cosmopolitan Magazine stories

of the past 3 years. Played against a background of Paris,

Cannes, Switzerland and the U. S., this is one of the most

extraordinary romantic dramas on our program.

JOHN GARFIELD AND ANN SHERIDAN
* TWENTY THOUSAND YEARS

IN SING SING *

'Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing' and twenty thousand

thrills on the screen! From the pen of Warden Lewis E.

Lawes! A behind-the-scenes story mighty with the clash of

men, to be advertised and publicized as sensationally as it

will be filmed!

*r 4 SECRET SERVICE STORIES*

BY W. H. MORAN, EX-CHIEF U. S. SECRET

SERVICE, WITH RONALD REAGAN

This series is building every second. Headline scoops and

straight-frorn-the-files stories of espionage will inspire four

more action-packed shows for the coming season!

ir 4 NANCY DREW STORIES *

BONITA GRANVILLE— FRANKIE THOMAS

The first releases of this swell series met with such instan-

taneous approval that Warners will follow it with four more

in 1939 . . . all with new action, new adventures, new laughs.

* 4 TORCHY BLANE ADVENTURES *

More and merrier stories for this popular series about the

smartest female newspaper man that ever scooped to conquer!

All These

Great Warner Bros.

Pictures

Insured By

All These

Great Warner Bros.

NAMES!

TiL



PAUL MUNI * BETTE DAVIS
ERROL FLYNN*JAMES CAGNEY

EDWG.ROBINSON*JOHN GARFIELD
PRISCILLA LANE *JEFFREY LYNN

OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
'Dead End'KIDS *HUMPHREY BOGART

JAMES STEWARTS' * FRED MacMURRAY ,;

JEAN ARTHUR 23. * VERA ZORINA ,J:;

Courtesy

ramount

Courtesy

Goldwyn

PAT O'BRIEN * GEORGE BRENT * ANN SHERIDAN

GERALDINE FITZGERALD * WAYNE MORRIS - MIRIAM HOPKINS

CLAUDE RAINS * ROSEMARY LANE * JOHN PAYNE * GALE PAGE

Fay Bainter * Eddie Albert * Jane Bryan • Donald Crisp * Margaret Lindsay

Frank McHugh • Allen Jenkins * May Robson * Bonita Granville

Jane Wyman * John Litel • Ronald Reagan * Johnnie Davis

JACK L.WARNER, Vice-President in Charge of Production

HAL B. WALLIS, Associate Executive in Charge of Production

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS

Bryan Foy • Henry Blanke • Robert Lord . Sam Bischoff • Lou Edelman

David Lewis • Max Siegel • Mark Hellinger

DIRECTORS

Lloyd Bacon • Edmund Goulding • Michael Curtiz • William Dieterle • William Keighley

Anatole Litvak • Ray Enright • Lewis Seiler • William Clemens • Terry Morse

William McGann • Noel Smith • Crane Wilbur
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NAT'L ADMISH TAXES Momand's Bill of Particulars Lists

OFF: BROADWAY'S UP

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington —• Admissions taxes

collected in February, 1939, were

below those of February, 1938, and

the previous month of January, 1939,

i: was reported yesterday by the

E=?au of Internal Revenue.

j. axes collected for February,

1939, amounted to $1,503,127.31
compared to $1,659,640.83 for the
same month of last year. This is a
decrease of $156,513.52 from the
February, 1938, collections and a
decrease of $61,006.97 from the fig-

ure of Januarv, 1939, which was
$1,564,134.28.
In contrast to this, however, were

the Broadway collection figures
which showed an increase over Feb-
ruary, 1938. Admissions taxes from
the Broadway area for February,
1939, were $514,746.21 compared to

$506,240.25 for February, 1938, rep-
resenting an increase of $8,505.96.
This is also a substantial increase
over the January Broadway collec-

tions, which totalled $447,839.87
making an increase of $66,906.34.

136 Indie Producers as Forced Out
(Continued from Page 1)

Vote on N. Y. Juvenile

Admission Bill Delayed

Albany, N. Y.—The Butler chil-

dren's theater admission bill has
been put over to Tuesday for vote,
but it is expected to pass without
amendment.
The Webb bill for petitioning for

a referendum on Sunday movies was
stricken from the calendar by its

introducer.
Censor repeal bill has not been

introduced up to time of filing this
message.

Theater Trailer Corp.

Creditors Split $2,547

Federal Judge Vincent Leibell
yesterday ordered distribution of
the estate of Theater Trailer Corp.,
with $2,547 going to general credi-
tors whose claims total some $46,-
000, and payment of fees and dis-
busements in amount of $1,018.
Company went into voluntary bank-
ruptcy some time ago.

Boston — William Cuddy, RKO
booker and first vice-president of
the Cinema Club, is a father for
the fourth time. It's a girl.

A son was born on Saturday to
Capt. Henry T. (Dick) Merrill,
trans-Atlantic flier and regular East-
ern Air Lines pilot, and his wife,
Toby Wing, film actress, at Hark-
ness Pavilion of the Columbia-Pres-
byterian Medical Center.

names and locations alleged in the
"conspiracy" be specifically indi-

cated and that facts with regard to
alleged construction by the defen-
dants of protection schedules for the
benefit of their controlled theaters
be stated.

A complete list of indie produc-
ers driven out of business or forced
to merge due to their inability "to
procure the exhibition of their films
in producer-controlled theaters";
names of "producer-controlled the-
aters in which said indie producers
have been unable to procure the ex-
hibition of their films"; names of
indie producers who have been
obliged to convey their "assets to
the major producers or distributors,
or to merge with them"; names of
producers "compelled to retire from
business due to their inability to
place films in producer-distributor
controlled circuits"; list of circuits
designated as comprising those to
which protection was granted; a de-
tailed list of contracts calling for
specific protection coverage against
independents, and details of corre-
spondence between Film Board of
Trades in various cities and attor-
neys for or officials of the defen-
dants with regard to protection
schedules, and all presented in the
detailed Bill of Particulars.

136 Indie Producers Listed

The list of 136 indie producers
alleged either forced to merge or go
out of business were given as fol-

lows :

Action Pictures, Inc.; Aeolian Pic-
tures, Inc.; Associated Producers,
Inc.; William Alexander; All Art
Pictures Corp.; Allied Distributors;
American Cinema Associates; Amer-
ican General Film; Aristocrat Pic-
tures; Arkay Film Exchange; Art-
class Pictures Corp.; Artlee Pic-
tures; Associated Cinemas of Amer-
ica, Inc.; Astor Pictures; Audible
Pictures; Aurora Film Corp.; Har-
old Austin; Aywon Film Corp., and
Beekman Film Corp.; Big Four;

Biltmore Pictures; J. Stuart Black-
ton; Richard G. Block; Bottonelli
Film Co.; Bowes Productions; Bray
Pictures Corp.; Broadway Holly-
wood Productions; Ernest Bru; Cap-
itol Film Exchanges; Century Pro-
ductions; Chadwick Pictures Corp.;
Clois Phyllis Productions; Celebrity
Pictures; Cosmos Pictures; J. V.
Crenonin; Eagle Films; Elbee Pic-
tures Corp.; Enrico Cutali; Bruno
Duday; Equitable Pictures; Ernest
Mattson; Excellent Pictures; Ex-
hibitors Film Exchange; Exploita-
tion Pictures, Inc., and

Faith Pictures Corp.; Famous At-
tractions; Fanchon Royer; Film Ex-
change, Inc., Filmchoice, Inc.; First
National Productions Corp.; James
A. FitzPatrick; Freuler Film Asso-
ciates, Inc.; Goldie Films; Goodwill
Pictures, Inc.; Symon Gould; Al
Griffith Grey: Arthur Greenblatt;
Headline Pictures Corp.; Heller

Pictures; High Art Pictures; M. H.
Hoffman; Invincible Pictures; F. B.

Isaac, and
Jafa; Henry Kaufman; Kowo

Tonofilm; Sherman S. Krellberg;
John Krimsky and Gifford Cochran;
Lee-Bradford; Nat Levine; Liberty
Productions; Lumas Film Corp.;

Jack Lustberg; Madison Pictures;

Master Art Products, Inc.; Ex-nest

Mattson, Inc.; Maxim Productions,
Inc.; Mayflower; Mercury Pictures;

Monopoly Film Corp.; Motion Pic-

ture Guild; Moviegraphs, Inc., and

National Plays, Ltd.; New Era
Pictures; Olympia Macre-Excelsior
Pictures Corp.; Osso Productions;
Peerless Pictures; Picture Classics,

Inc.; William Pizor; Adolph Pollak
Productions; Budd Pollard Produc-
tions; Portali Pictures; Powers Pic-

tures, Inc.; Preferred Pictures; Ray-
art Pictures Corp.; Regal Talking
Pictures; Regent Pictures; Reliance
Pictures; Remington Pictures; Rex
Pictures; Roadshow Productions;
Herman Ross Enterprises, Inc.; Wil-
liam Rowland-Monte Brice Produc-
tions, Inc.; George Schneider; Les-
ter F. Scott; Screencraft; Select Pic-

tures Corp., and

Sierra Pictures Corp.; Dr. Alex-
ander Singelow; Sono-Art World-
Wide; Sidney A. Snow; Stanley Dis-

tributing Corp.; Sterling Pictures

Corp.; Sunset Productions; Superb
Pictures; Superior Talking Pictures,

Inc.; Syncro Art; Talking Picture

Epics; Thalia Amusement Corp.;

Tiffany Productions, Inc.; Otto Trip-

pie; Charles Unger; Unique Foto
Film; Unusual Photoplays; Van Beu-
ren Corporation; Bruno Vallety;

Vitullo Films; Carveth Wells; J. R.

Whitney; J. D. Williams Associates;
Windsor Picture Plays; Worldart
Film Corp.; World-Wide Pictures;

Worldkino Corp.

6 Producers Forced to Merge?

Producers who were forced to

merge with the defendant majors
were listed as six: First National
Producing Corporation; Tiffany Pro-
ductions, Inc.; Sono-Art World-Wide
Corp.; Select Pictures Corp.; W. W.
Hodkinson Corp.; Van Beuren Corp.

Sixteen Circuits in which indie

producers were unable to procure
exhibition of their films were Bala-
ban & Katz Corp.; W. S. Butterfield

Theaters Inc.; Century Circuit, Inc.;

Comerford Theaters, Inc.; Dent The-
aters, Inc.; Fox Theaters Corp.; Fox
West Coast Theaters; Loew's, Inc.;

Publix-Salt Lake, Inc.; Publix The-
aters Corp.; Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp.; RKO Southern Corp.; United
Artists Theaters Circuit; Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.;

Wilby Theaters Enterprises; Wil-
mer & Vincent Theaters.

This list of circuits was designated
as those to which protection was
granted "against substantially all

of the independent theaters operat-
ing in the same localities and using
the films of the same distributors as

GOV'T EXAM OF UA

EXECUTIVES, MAR, 27

(Continued from Page 1)

on March 27 at 2 p.m. in Federal
Court before W. J. Briggs, notary,
it was revealed yesterday by the
D of J which has served notice of
examination on UA counsel, O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery.
Examination will be held under

the blanket order signed last week
by Federal Judge William Bondy,
which authorized the Government
to examine all UA defendants in the
equity action brought against film-
land.

It was also disclosed that Judge
Bondy has before him an order sub-
mitted by UA which requires ser-
vice of a bill of particulars by the
Government within 60 days, and also

20 days thereafter for service of

answers by UA defendants.
The Government, it is declared,

will not oppose this order and in-

dicated that 60 days will be suffi-

cient time in which to prepare the
bill.

Introducing "Kwiznite"
Atlanta, Ga.—Educational Enter-

prises, Inc., is introducing a copy-
righted feature, "Kwiznite," de-

scribed as a theater biz stimulant
that is not a lottery.

those exhibited by the said producer-
controlled theaters."

Cite Franchises, Contracts
Franchises and contracts cited in-

clude the following list: Between
Universal Film Exchange, Inc. and
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. dated
Sept. 29, 1930; between Universal
Pictures Corp. and RKO Corp., dated
July 30, 1930; between Fox Film
Corp. and Publix Theaters Corp.,

dated Aug. 17, 1931; between Fox
and Skouras Theaters Corp., Nov. 2,

1931; between Fox and Publix, June
30, 1930; between Warner Bros.
Pictures Inc. and Publix, Aug. 8,

1929; between Paramount Famous-
Lasky Corp. and Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, June 25, 1937; be-j

tween Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dis-

tributing Corp. and Publix, June 25, \

1937; between United Artists Cor-j

poration and Loew's, Inc., Feb. 3.1

1928; between United Artists anc.

Publix, Feb. 3, 1928; between Unij
versal and Fox Metropolitan Playi:

houses, Inc., Aug. 12, 1929.

Listed as circuits owned by pro
J

ducers or distributors operating h
|

Oklahoma on or prior to January 1|
1931 were the Griffith Amusemen J

Co. (Universal Chain Theaters!^

Inc.); Regal Theaters, Inc. (Pubii

lix Theaters Corp. and Paramoun
Pictures, Inc.); Warner Brother!
Theaters, Inc. (Warner Bros. Pic{

tures, Inc.).

Patriotic Cartoon
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger will per-

sonally supervise the production of

"Old Glory," a Merry Melodie cartoon

in Technicolor, starring Porky the Pig,

a patriotic one-reeler which will be di-

rected by Charles M. Jones. Pix is for

Easter release.
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seph L. Myers, Calgary branch manager for Regal Films and Detroit sales-

men Floyd W. Chrysler and Howard J. Beck.

Branch Managers Tom Donaldson, New Haven; Ben Rosenwald, Charlotte

Lou Amacher, Portland; Sales Manager Salem E. Applegate, Philadelphia;

and David A. Levy, branch manager of New Jersey. — — — and here L\

shots of some of the b<i

ing from Chicago, sen

annual sales convention

for announcement of .

policies, important as i

tion signalizes a new c

tice welcoming as it dV

senting exhibitor organi

in trade relations gives

three words which, Le

synonymous with M-G-
Company."

iraioGc
Sam Shurman, Milwaukee branch manager. Frank Ishmael, Chicago salesman.



(That Will
ft 'Round

Alex Weissman and Manny Woronow, Buffalo salesmen, and Branch
Manager Ralph Maw on Metro special train.

am F. Rodgers, company's general sales manager,
B lard Dietz and Al Lichtman.

resents candid camera

:| 'ho will do the shout-

:| of Metro's fifteenth

iore than just a setting

linal product and sales

may be, the conven-

: ture in industry prac-

:ihe titular heads repre-

»ns. This forward step

-ked emphasis to these

i.els, long since became

"The Friendly

Salesmen Sam Gardner, Indianapolis; Lee Hulling, Frisco; Wallace Rucker,
Seattle; Mike Simons, editor of The Distributor.

Howard Dietz and Al Lichtman.

Harry Cohen, Washington salesman.

Ben Rosenwald, branch manager, Charlotte, and Brutus Bishop of <

Pittsburgh branch.

'V^lffl
Wade W. Willman, Indianapolis branch manager, receiving credentials. Jack Kennedy, Des Moines branch manager, and Salesman Gerry McGlynr
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Eight Musicals Among Metro's 52, Chi. Parley Hears
Budget Goes Up — Rodgers;

Exhibs. Leaders at Con-
vention Today

{Continued from Page 1)

attended by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexy; Col. H. A. Cole, Allied States'
president, and Harry Brandt, prexy
of the New York ITOA. It is a de-
parture in trade practice and inas-
much as all three have been prom-
inent in the present reform negotia-
tions, their remarks are being
awaited with keenest interest.

Metro's 1939-40 lineup will be
topped by five outstanding produc-
tions, Rodgers disclosed. He sin-

gled out:
"It Can't Happen Here," by Sin-

clair Lewis; "The Wizard of Oz,"
by L. Frank Baum; "Northwest
Passage," by Kenneth Roberts; "Quo
Vadis," by Henry Sienkiewicz, and
the previously announced Selznick
International production of "Gone
With the Wind," by Margaret Mit-
chell.

Analysis of the 1939-40 Metro
titles shows:

Planned Productions
Eleven based on plays.
Fifteen based on novels and pub-

lished stories. (In three instances,
lovels also have been dramatized
for the stage).
Thirteen based on originals.

Contemplated Productions
Two based on plays.

Eleven based on novels and pub-
ished stories.

Five based on originals.

Breakdown further shows:
Eight productions will be in

the musical category: "Broad-
way Melody of 1940"; "Lover
Come Back to Me"; "Ziegfeld
Follies"; "Balalaika"; "Babes
in Arms"; "Ziegfeld Girl"; "Day
at the Circus" and "Go West."
Three classify as biograph-

ical: "Thomas Edison" (Spen-
cer Tracy), "Madame Currie"
(Greta Garbo), and "Beau
Brummel" (Robert Donat).

Five will be re-makes: "Quo
Vadis" (1921-1925-1929); "Beau
Brummel" (1924); "Journey's
End" (1930); "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea" (1916); "The
Rosary" (1922).

Continuation of four series

is planned: "Thin Man," "Broad-
way Melody," "Judge Hardy
Family" and "Dr. Kildare."

Two productions will be in

Technicolor: "Gone With the

Wind" and "Wizard of Oz."

Two features will be made in

England; "Beau Brummel" and
"Journey's End"; both will star

Robert Donat.
Titles With Stars Assigned

Titles (authors in parenthesis)

ith stars assigned are:

Metro Stellar Roster Has 24 Names
Chicago—Metro now has 24 first-rank stars and 62 featured players under con-

tract, the sales convention here was advised yesterday. With 24 directors on the list

and more than 83 writers under contract, Metro's equipment for the fulfillment of
its seasonal plans reaches the highest total in company's history, it was said.

Happy Days
Skowhegan, Me.—Biz is so good here

that Somerset Theaters, Inc., has re-

opened the old Opera House to accom-
modate overflow from the Strand. Opera

House had been dark for years.

"The Wizard of Oz" (L. Frank
Baum), Frank Morgan, Judy Gar-
land, Ray Bolger, Jack Haley;

"Northwest Passage" (Kenneth Rob-
erts), Wallace Beery, Spencer Tracy,

Robert Taylor; "Gone with the

Wind" (Margaret Mitchell), Clark

Gable; "The Women" (Claire

Boothe), Norma Shearer; "Guns and
Fiddles" (from "Czardas" by Wal-
ter Reisch and Samuel Hoffenstein),

Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr, Miliza

Korjus; "Return of the Thin Man"
(Dashiell Hammett), William Powell

and Myrna Loy; "Lover Come Back
to Me" (Sigmund Romberg), Jean-
ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy;
"Ninotchka" (Melchior Langyel),
Greta Garbo; "Broadway Melody of
1940" (Jack McGowan), Eleanor
Powell; "Not Too Narrow, Not Too
Deep (Richard Sale), Joan Craw-
ford and Spencer Tracy; "After
Dark" (Graeme Lorimer and Sarah
H. Lorimer), Ina Claire; "The Great
Canadian" (Robert Hopkins and Vicki
Baum), Clark Gable and Myrna Loy;
"A Day at the Circus", Marx
Brothers.
"Ladv of the Tropics", Robert

Taylor and Hedy Lamarr; "House of

Glass (Max Marcin), Joan Crawford;
"Yank at Eton" (George Oppen-
heimer and Thomas Phipps), Mick-
ey Rooney; "Thomas Edison" (Dore
Schary and Hugo Butler), Spencer
Tracy; "Madame Curie" (Eve Cu-
rie), Greta Garbo; "Beau Brum-
mel" (Clyde Fitch), Robert Donat;
"Sea of Grass" (Conrad Richter),
Spencer Tracy; "Balalaika" (Eric
Maschwitz), Nelson Eddy, Ilona
Massey; "I Love You Again" (Oc-
tavus Roy Cohen and Maurine Wat-
kins), William Powell and Myrna
Loy; "Hands Across the Border"
(Gene Towne and Graham Baker),
Robert Taylor; "A Lady Comes to

Town" (Clements Ripley), Joan
Crawford.
"Dancing Co-Ed" (Arthur Trey-

nor), Eleanor Powell; "Wings on His
Back" (Myles Connolly), James
Stewart; "Journey's End" (R. C.

Sheriff), Robert Donat; "Go West"
(Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby),
Marx Brothers; "On Borrowed Time"
(Lawrence Edward Watkins), Frank
Morgan and Sir Cedric Hardwicke;
"Babes in Arms" (Rodgers and
Hart), Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland,
June Preisser and Douglas Mac-
Phail; "Thunder Afloat" (Ralph
Wheelwright and Com. Harvey Hais-
lip), Wallace Beery.

Titles Unassigned

Titles for which no players are
announced include:

"It Can't Happen Here" (Sin-

clair Lewis), "Quo Vadis" (Henry
Sienkiewicz), "The Ziegfeld Follies",

"Witch in the Wilderness" (Desmond
Holdridge), "Ziegfeld Girl" (Wil-
liam Anthony McGuire), "Susan and
God" (Rachel Crothers), "The Lady
and the Waiter" (Dorothy Milhau),
"War Eagles" (James A. Creelman
and Harold Lamb),. "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea" (Jules Verne), "The
Yearling" (Marjorie Kinan Rawl-
ings), "Wings Over the Desert"
(Harold Buckley), "Kim" and "Sol-
diers Three" (Rudyard Kipling),
"Spur of Pride" (Percival Wren),
"I Had a Comrade" (Viscount Costle-
ross), "May Flavin" (Myron Brinig),
"Florian" CFleix Salten), "Alaska"
(Edison Marshall), "These Glamour
Girls" (Jane Hall and Marion Par-
sonnet), "Escape to Prison" (Wal-
ter E. Burns), "Nickel Show" (Vera
Caspary), "Ruined City" (Nevil
Shute, "The Rosary" (Edward E.
Rose), "Great Laughter" (Fannie
Hurst) and new productions in the

Judge Hardy Family" and "Dr. Kil-

dare" series.

Harry Brandt Praises M-G-M
For Inviting Exhib Leaders

Inviting exhibitor leaders to ad-
dress the M-G-M convention is "the
most constructive move made by the
industry in years," Harry Brandt,
ITOA chief, stated as he departed
last night for Chicago. President
H. A. Cole of Allied, Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, and Brandt are
slated to speak before the conven-
tionites today.

"Exhibitors and producers' inter-

ests are so closely allied under mod-
ern merchandising of films that the
time is ripe for some company to

show the public just what those mu-
tual interests mean," Brandt said.

"Makers and sellers of pictures have
no reason for shying away from
each other."

B & K Welcomes Metro
Chicago—B & K yesterday used

newspaper advertising space to wel-

come M-G-M's conventioneers to the

city.

Philly GOP Woman Leader

Heads New Penn, Censors

Hiarrisburg, Pa.—Mrs. Edna R.
Carroll, vice-chairman, Republican
City committee of Philadelphia, yes-
terday was appointed by Gov. James
as chairman of Pennsylvania Board
of Motion Picture Censors succeed-
ing Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer, who
resigned last week at the Governor's
request. Post pays $4800.
Two vacancies on board created

by dismissals by James remain.
Mrs. Carroll will "carry on alone"

until May 1 or June 1 when James
said he will name two others to
board.

METRO CONVENTION

HONORS SALES CHIEF

Chicago—The Metro sales staff ac-
knowledged Wm. F. Rodgers, sales

leadership with appropriate cejp-
monies at the opening of its fifteev^.,

-'

annual convention yesterday. West-
erners in cowboy hats, accompanied
by band, played and sang "Happy
Birthday to You, Leo," which is the
theme of the convention. Tom Con-
nors read many congratulatory mes-
sages, while Rodgers spoke on the
present sales outlook and plans for
new year.

Al Lichtman described the new
product in detail, telling the boys ihe
lineup was greatest in the company's
history. Arthur Loew outlined the
difficulties of foreign business, said
the international organization had to

face 26 languages and customs in the
drive for business. Ed Hatrick, News
of Day editor; Bill Stern, sports;
John Kennedy, voice of Loew The-
aters, spoke on operations.

Fred Quimby opened the afternoon
session and introduced James A.
FitzPatrick, who outlined his travel

talk program. Sam Eckman, Jr., told

boys about the Metro British organ-
ization, how they pushed for business
under various conditions that con-
front them. Marty Spring, Loew
assistant, was introduced. Frank
Whitbeck, West Coast advertising
manager, took Howard Strickling's

place, the latter being detained by
illness, and gave an interesting talk.

Charles Casanave spoke on advertis-

ing accessories supplied by the
American Display Co. Tom Connors
and Eddie Saunders, followed with
booster talk on Metro progress in

their districts.

Rodgers closed the session with a

pep talk, telling the conventioneers

they had the best product in the

business. Fourteen new star men
were given awards at convention.

Phil Bobbys of Washington, Clar-

ence Pippin of Philadelphia, Dave
McElhinney of Salt Lake City, are

two-star men; Rudolph Berger of

Washington, John Bowen of New
York, Gordon Lightstone of Toronto,

Jack Shumow of Chicago, Jerome
Adams of Indianapolis, John Allen

of Cincinnati, Robert Cain of Denver,

Samuel Gardner of Indianapolis,

Jacob Goldberg of Washington,
Charles Lyne of Dallas and Henry
Wolper of Boston were awarded one

star.

37 Before Cameras
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-seven pictures are

in production with Warner Bros, head-

ing the list with eight. Paramount, six.

M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox, RKO and

Universal, four each. Columbia and

Republic, two each. Selznick, Coldwyn
and Small, one each.

I
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DRAFTING STANDARD

AUSTRALIAN CONTRACT

(Continued from Page 1)

if Australia. Any point in dispute
will be passed upon by the Film
Commission of N.S.W. which con-
sists of a chairman and two com-
mitteemen, all laymen appointed by
the Government.
Arriving Australians were Nor-

ma "sJBede Rydge, managing direc-
;o—m_ Greater Union Theaters, who
was met by Capt. Harold Auten, his
American representative; Bernard
Freeman of M-G-M, and Clarence
Hake of 20th Century-Fox. Harry
Hunter of Paramount is due here
April 17 as is Charles Munro of
Hoyts Theaters.
Freeman's trip was not prompted,

he said, by problems raised by the
Film Act in N.S.W. which provides
for 25 per cent cancellation and a
production quota.

Y. Frank Freeman of Paramount
will be host to Rydge at a luncheon
on Thursday. Rydge leaves Friday
for New York and from there will
go to London to study television. He
said that his theaters had never ex-
ercised the rejection privilege and
are short of product.
He declared that grosses on im-

portant pictures at his theaters have
pleasantly surprised American dis-

tributors and that his circuit has
friendly relations with the distribu-
tors.

He expects that "Pygmalion," now
in its 14th week at the New Vic-
tory, Sydney, will play 20 weeks
at that house. It will be followed
by "The Mikado." "Son of Frank-
enstein" had a record opening at
the State Theater, Sydney.
Rydge expects that his company,

Cinesound Productions, and other
producers will make 12 pictures in

Australia this year. He declares
that attendance in Australia has
shown a big improvement over a
year ago.

N. M. Legislature Quits;

Bank Night Bill Tabled

Sante Fe— Adjournment of the
New Mexico Legislature on Satur-
day found Senate Bill 85 killed by
pocket veto, it being one of six to
fail in receiving okay of Governor
Miles who approved 238 measures in
all.

Bill required filing of copyrighted
musical compositions used by radio
stations with the Secretary of State.
House Bill 290, providing a tax

on Bank Nights, was tabled.

Providence Theater Strike

Is Set Back Pending Talks

Providence—Threatened strike of
ushers, doormen, cleaners and cash-
iers in Providence theaters, set for
Friday was postponed by union of-

ficers after a meeting held at Car-
penter's Hall here. A committee
from the local will meet with chain
executives in New York Thursday
to discuss terms.

Crosley, Don Lee Tele Applications REP. SHIFTS DATES

Referred to Three FCC Commissioners FOR THREE REGIONALS
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — FCC has referred

the television applications of Cros-
ley Corp. and Don Lee broadcasting
system to a committee composed of
Commissioners Craven, Brown and
Case, the Commission announced
yesterday.

Crosley and Don Lee have applied
for construction permits for new
television broadcast stations to op-
erate on an experimental basis with
Crosley asking for 50,000-56,000 kc.
with aural and visual power of 1,000

watts unlimited time and Don Lee
requesting 42,000-56,000 kilocycles

with aural and visual power of 1,-

000 watts unlimited time.
The applications are for the pur-

pose of developing television broad-
casting as a service to the public in
distinction to other authorizations
which permit a development of tech-
nical systems with public reaction
secondary. The proposed stations
will try to develop a program for
the general public.

Equity Nominating Com.
to be Appointed Friday

Reports of dissension in Actors
Equity emerged yesterday with
membership meeting set to form a
nominating committee on Friday at
the Hotel Astor. Opposition to
Philip Loeb, liberal councilor, de-
spite opposition expressed in some
quarters is expected to run as an
independent if not named as a can-
didate.

Factions by and large, are seek-
ing to perpetuate the recent spirit
of harmony in the organization.
An Equity committee will report

today on question of Sunday shows,
and subject is probable topic to
come before Friday's membership
huddle.

Kansas City Jubilesta Set

for June; to Run 5 Days

Kansas City, Mo.—Plans made to
present Kansas City's Jubilesta,
early in June instead of September
as before, were favored generally
by local exhibs. whose business has
suffered considerably in the past.

The executive committee also
made tentative arrangements to cut
the usual 10-day program of acts
featuring pix-radio stars. Side at-
tractions such as trade exhibits and
musical shows will be eliminated.

"Missouri" Clicking
Kansas City — Paramount's Bob

Burns starring vehicle "I'm From
Missouri" in its first three days at
the Newman Theater here grossed
106 per cent of an average week's
business. Judging on this week-end
take it is estimated that "I'm From
Missouri" will close its first week
with 160 per cent or 60 per cent
better than an average week's busi-
ness.

Kraker, District Manager
J. A. Kraker has been appointed

by Ross Federal Service, Inc., as
company's district manager of
Washington, Baltimore and Phila-
delphia territories. Through error

in The Film Daily's issue of Thurs-
day, last, Kraker's appointment was
mentioned as branch manager.

Court Grants Stover Time
To File RKO Appeal Record

(Continued from Page 1)

appeal in the matter of the RKO
reorganization.
Time of expiration was March 30

but Bondy's order extends period
to April 20.

The court's order covers an order
signed on Jan. 9 in which the court
modified a previous order of June
28, 1934, thus permitting claims to
be filed. Court's order also extend-
ed the time for filing- appeal record
from the order of approval of the
plan which the court signed Jan. 17.

Wanger's Para. Suit Off
Via Pix Purchase Route

(Continued from Page 1)

terest in "The Trail of the Lone-
some Pine" and other pictures made
by Wanger for Paramount release.
The product involved was made

by Wanger's company under an
agreement which gave the producer
an interest in the profits derived
from distribution of the pictures
and from any re-issues.

Arrival in New York, virtually

simultaneously on the week-end, of

Herbert J. Yates, CFI president, and
James R. Grainger, Republic's pres-
ident and general manager in charge
of distribution, led to huddles yes-
terday at which it was decided to

advance the dates for Republic's New
York regional meet from Apr. 11-12
to Apr. 12-13.

Also advanced were date of the
Chicago regional from Apr. 18-19 to

Apr. 20-21, while the Frisco dates
were set back from Apr. 27-28 to

Apr. 25-26.

Dates of the first regional at

Houston on Apr. 7-8 stand.
Grainger, on returning from an

extended swing of nation's key cit-

ies which took him as far as the
Coast where he spent several days
at the company's newly-purchased
studios, declared that organization's
resolve to concentrate on numerous
big pictures, abetted by a budget
boost of some million dollars, will

make Republic's 1939-40 program
by far the best in its history.

Nationwide business conditions
and exhibitor responsiveness to this

year's line-up warrants expansion of

quality-pix in the new season.

Lincoln Considers Limiting

Film Shows to 214 Hours

Taxation Still Muddled
In New York Legislature

Albany — Entering the twelfth
week of the session, New York's
1939 joint session of the Senate and
Assembly still has not formulated a
definite program for defraying the
emergency $64,000,000 taxation plan
over and above the ordinarv revenue.
Thus far, it appears that the only
one of Governor Herbert H. Leh-
man suggested emergency taxes, the
real estate $1 per $1,000 assessed
valuation, will be eliminated when
the budget is finally approved.
Though sales tax proponents have

considerable strength among upstate
Republicans, New York City, Bing-
hamton and Buffalo lawmakers are

decidedly less than enthusiastic

2 bout voting for any levy which
will work a hardship on low-brack-
eted incomes.

RKO's "Love Affair" Held
"Love Affair" has been held over

for second weeks in all its pre-re-

lease engagements. Holdovers re-

ported by RKO are in New Haven,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, New Orleans and Omaha.

Lincoln—An ordinance was sug-
gested to the City Council yesterday
making illegal any film performance
in excess of two and a quarter
hours, violation subject to $100 fine.

This would practically abolish duals
except in action houses.
Bob Livingston, capital indie ex-

hib., and Howard Federer, general
manager of Nebraska Theaters,
Inc., (four houses) presented the
arguments for the bill along with
Mrs. Lawrence Wentz, president of

the Better Films Council, and three
city physicians who claim excessive-
length programs are injurious to a
child's eyes and nervous system.

Sole dissenter was Bob Huffman,
city manager for Lincoln Theaters
Corp. (three houses) who said two
poor features often times gross bet-

ter than one good one, so patrons
evidently prefer duals. The Council
referred it to the city attorney for
determination of its constitutional-
ity. Bill will have two more hear-
ings.

Sparks Florida Circuit

Will Discontinue Screeno

Miami. Fla.—E. J. Sparks, presi-

dent of the Sparks chain of motion
picture theaters in Florida, has an-
nounced Screeno will be discontinued
in his houses. "Since the recent

State Supreme Court decision hold-

ing Bank Night illegal," Sparks said,

"there has been some doubt in our
minds whether Screeno is in keeping
with the law. We don't know that

it is illegal, but simply as good citi-

zens we are discontinuing it."
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WEHRENBERG RENAMED

ST. LOUIS MPTO PREXY

(Continued from Page 1)

111., and Sam Konn of St. Louis;
secretary and treasurer, L. C.
Hehl of St. Louis, and Sergeant-
at-Arms, Walter Thimmig of St.

Louis.
Members of the board of directors

are: Harold W. Evans, Maury Davis,
Victor Thein, D. M. Pappas, Frank
Speros, Tommy James and Fred
Sutter, all of St. Louis; Lou Menges
of East St. Louis, L. A. Mercier of
Fredericktown, Mo., Harry Miller of
Festus, Mo.; Noah Bloomer of Bel-
leville, 111.; Jake Siepker of Webster
Groves, Mo.
Ed Kuykendall, national prexy of

the MPTOA, declaring that the indus-
try today is in one of the most uncer-
tain stages of its entire history,
warned against the menace of gov-
ernmental regulations through pro-
fessional meddlers and self-ap-
pointed reformers that have swooped
down on the industrv since the pass-
ing of national prohibition.

In this connection he stated that
the industry was well on the way
toward the elimination of various
trade evils through self-regulation
before the Department of Justice
suits were ever aimed, saying that
65 per cent of Uncle Sam's sugges-
tions for trade practice reform were
included in the MPTOA 10-point
program four years ago.
Touching on the recent Supreme

Court decision in the Dallas case,

he said it would have very little ef-

fect on the industy, adding that one
of the most foolish statements he
ever heard was one by a so-called
leader in the industry that the de-
cision avoided clearancse of all kinds
and that the industry needs no clear-

ance.
Contending that the industrv must

have reasonable clearance and fair

admission scales if it is to survive,
he also stated that he can see no bene-
fit in the so-called theater divorce-
ment bill and that he would rather
have opposition from a producer-
owned chain than an independently
operated chain. He also repeated
his opposition to the Neely Bill.

Atimisli Tax to Be "Last Resort" in Pa.
Hamsburg, Pa.—Proposal for an amusement tax, estimated to yield $7,000,000 a

biennium, will not be pushed through the Legislature "unless we really have to do it,"

it is announced by Rep. Edwin Winner, chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee.

The Winner-sponsored measure would place a one-cent tax on every 25 cents spent
for amusement.

Anti-Bank Night Campaign
Brings Threats, Says Judge

Madison, Wis. — Circuit Judge

Robert S. Cowie, La Crosse, testi-

fied before the Senate Judiciary

Committee here at a hearing on the

Paulson bills to prohibit giving of

prizes by lot, chance or drawing

as an inducement to attract people

to theaters, stores, taverns and auc-

hions, that he had been "threatened

with blackmail and bodily assault"

as a result of his campaign against

Bank Night in theaters.

Besides Judge Cowie and Sen. Os-
car H. Paulson, Deputy Inspector
Hugo Goehlen of the Milwaukee
police department appeared for the
measure, while F. Clinton McCarthy,
Milwaukee, Bank Night counsel, and
Charles F. Puis, Jr., representing
Standard Theaters, Milwaukee,
spoke against the bill.

Conn. Two-Men-in-Booth
Measure Again Rejected

Hartford, Conn.—The two-men-in-
a-booth bill masquerading under
Senate Bill 250 Judiciary and House
Bill 596 Public Health and Safety,
was rejected by the Senate and
House respectively.

Senate Bill 277, the Bingo bill

sponsored by Senator Cole CD-
Bridgeport) was recalled by the
judiciary committee for reconsider-
ation. This is the last Bingo bill to

be acted upon at this session, all

others having already been rejected.

The judiciary committee gave the bill

an unfavorable report but Senator-

Cole rallied enough support in the

Senate to upset the committee's
report. It is expected however, that

the bill will be rejected in the House.

Theater Inspection Bill

Before Maine Legislature

Augusta, Me.—Back-stage condi-

tions in some Maine theaters were
described as "simply terrible," by
William Gladstone of Raymond be-

fore the Legislative Mercantile Af-
fairs and Insurance Committee.

Gladstone favored passage of

legislation, providing annual inspec-
tion of all theaters by the State
Insurance Department, with a pen-
alty for failure to provide sufficient

fire exits.

Ernest L. Goodspeed, represent-
ing the Maine and New Hampshire
Theaters Company, opposed the
measure as being "hastily and loose-

ly drawn." He said another meas-
ure dealing with the granting of
cinema licenses would cover the
matter.

Blank-Para. Partnership

In Hotel Business, Too

Hastings, Neb.—Tri- States The-
aters, the A. H. Blank-Paramount
partnership, is in the hotel business
hree. The Alexander Hotel, ac-

quired along with the Rivoli some
time ago, is being renovated to be
rented to the Carter Hotel Co.

Dismisses Goldberg Suit

Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora on Friday dismissed the
$250,000 action brought by Lou
Goldberg against Time, Inc., in

which plaintiff alleged he originated
idea of adapting the dramatized ra-
dio programs of "The March of
Tme" to films.

Indiana Supreme Court
to Get Bank Night Test

Decatur, Ind.—Bank Night test

case here is headed for the Indiana
Supreme Court as a result of Prose-
cutor A. E. Voglewede's motion to

appeal, sustained by Circuit Judge
J. F. Fruchte.

Jury, after 17 hours' deliberation,

returned a verdict of acquittal in

the lottery action brought against
I. A. and Roy Kalver, owners of

three local theaters.
Deputy Attorney General Glen S.

Steckley was assigned to assist in

the prosecution.
Voklewede was given 60 days to

file bills of exception and perfect

the State's appeal.

Vermont Billboard Law
Revision Will be Sought

Montpelier, Vt.—A bill drastically

revising Vermont's billboard regula-

tion law has been withdrawn by its

author, Rep. Horace Brown of

Springfield, in favor of a substitute

measure to be reported by the con-

servation and development commit-
tee.

Features of the new measure will

include a flat rate of two and one-

half cents a square foot of billboard;

signs of persons not in outdoor ad-
vertising business would remain at

present limit of 500 feet from busi-

ness advertised. A 200-foot limit

had been proposed in the Brown
measure.

SAMSON PLANS NEW

$200,000 PIX HOUSE

Detroit — Plans are disclosed by
George W. Sampson, general man-
ger of the new Esquire Theater now
under construction in Grosse Pointe
Park, suburb, for the construction
of a theater to cost $200,000, at
Mack Ave. and the Nine Mile Road.
Joy Theater Co., which is headed
by Sampson, is to be the own*- of
the Mack Avenue Theater. Ex[, " *-

tion work will be started as early
as possible in April.

RKO, Warner and Goldwyn
Pix on Music Hall's Card

Announcement was made yester-
day by W. G. Van Schmus, manag-
ing director of the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall, of film attractions set for

presentation at that playhouse
through the Easter holiday season
and the inauguration of the World's
Fair.

Following "Love Affair," current
RKO attraction, will be successfully
shown "The Story of Vernon and
Irene Castle," RKO; "Dark Victory,"
Warners'; and "Wuthering Heights,"
Goldwyn-UA.
Easter stage spectacle will be

"The Glory of Easter."

St. Louis Union Asks Weber
to Okay USM Band's Date

St. Louis—The St. Louis Music-
ians Union has requested Joseph
N. Weber, A F of M prexy, to with-
draw his objection to the appear-
ance here of the U. S. Marine Band
at the national convention of the
Elks to be held on July 10.

Alpine Circuit Adds Two
Cincinnati — The Alpine Circuit,

Uhrling & Davis, will construct two
new theaters, one at Rupert. W. Va.,
and one at Wayne, W. Va., for
mid-Summer opening.

Manos to Build Theater
Minerva, O.— Construction of a

new 900-seat pix theater on a down-
town site here will be started within
30 days by the Manos Amusements
Co. of Toronto. The Manos company
operates seven other theaters in
eastern Ohio.

Nesro House for Wometco
Miami — Wometco Theaters has

started a $50,000 remodeling pro-
gram for a 1,500-seat Negro theater.
The building was originally de-
signed for movies and stage enter-
tainments, but the former owners
did not complete the plans.

New Chi. South Side House
Chicago—Another new theater for

the South Side of Chicago will soon
be under way at 63rd and Califor-
nia Ave. with Ernest Geisller in
charge of the job.

From Bank Into Theater
Detroit—A new theater for Alle-

gan is reported bv Henry Carstens,
co-owner in the Carley Amusement
Co., affiliate of the Butterfield The-
aters of Michigan. The First State
Bank has been acquired and will be
completely remodeled as a 300-

seater.

The Regent at Allegan, an affili-

ate of the Butterfield Circuit, is also
to be redecorated and modernized.

$250,000 House for Augusta
Augusta, Ga.— H. S. Baird, of

Jacksonville, Fla., is low bidder on
the general contract for the con-
struction of the new theater for
Lucas & Jenkins on Broad St. here.

The bid was $163,000. When com-
pleted, the theater will cost approx-
imately $250,000.

To Rebuild at Lansing
Detroit — Butterfield Circuit is

closine the Gladmer Theater—dat-
ing from 1872—at Lansing, on April
2 for complete rebuilding.

New Theater for Crestline
Crestline, O.—R. T. Kemper, of

nearby Shelby, who represents the

Kemper Theaters, Inc., has an-
nounced that a new 550-seat theater
will be erected on a downtown site

here.
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switch in its new $250,000 Burbank plant!

As motors hum, vats swish and pulleys

begin their ceaseless chores... a vital new mile*

stone is passed.

Now equipped to add a million feet each

week to the 40,000,000 feet of its film being

shown throughout the world . . . CINECOLOR

is destined to push on to greater heights in

co/or accuracy, flexibility, speed and economy.
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NBC Talking Film Deals for Television With Majors

METRO CONCLAVE HEARS DIVERGENT EXHIB. VIEWS

Percentage on Metro Pix to be Based on B. O. Returns

Pictures in Balanced Group
of 16 to Cost up to

$500,000
Chicago — Percentage on Metro's

mew season pictures will be based
upon their returns at the box-office,

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales
manager, told the conventioneers in

bis address yesterday, whether it is

25 per cent or 50 per cent.
The company, he stated, must ob-

tain more revenue for the 16 pic-

tures which will make up the Bal-
anced Group in the new season's
product, which is the name of all

pictures not in the "A" classifica-

tion, the term "B" picture having
been abandoned by the company.
Some of the Balanced Group will

(Continued on Page 31

METRO WILL REDUCE

NUMBER OF SHORTS

/*

Chicago — Metro's 1939-40 shorts
lineup will embrace 79 subjects, a
drop of 13 from the current season's
total, plus 102 semi-weekly issues
of "News of the Day." the sales con-
vention here was informed yester-
day.

Decision to make "fewer but bet-
ter shorts" results from a growing
interest in the one and two-reel sub-
jects, plus the battle against duals

I Continued on Page 9)

\

Monogram Stock Options

Acquired by O. H. Briggs

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—O. Henry Briggs has

acquired 6,194 options for common
'tock of Monogram Pictures Corp.,
it was reported today by the SEC,

(Continued on Page 4)

Children Admish Measure
Sent to New York Senate

Albany—The Assembly has passed
and sent to the Senate the Butler
oill to amend the penal law in rela-

(Continued on Page 9)

W Exhib. Leaders Speak Out

Kuykendall: "We have more harmful legislation directed at this in-

dustry than ever before. This could have been avoided had those re-

sponsible accepted their responsibility. Are we to continue to show
weakness in our ability to govern ourselves?" t

•
Cole: "I think that the cause of the independent exhibitor is a worthy
one; that when our objectives are achieved, regardless of the means, the

industry as a whole will be the beneficiary."

SMPE PARLEY TO HEAR POLLARD COMPLAINT

TELEVISION ENGINEERS DISMISSAL IS ASKED

Discussions of television studio
technique and lighting, a new mag-
netic recorder and its adaptations,
a "time telescope," and a review of
foreign film markets are a few of
the widely varied subjects to be
presented at the SMPE Spring con-
vention in Hollywood April 17-21.

Television symposium includes pa-
pers by representatives of RCA,
NBC, CBS, DuMont, Don Lee
Broadcasting, and a report by Dr.

{Continued on Page 3)

Boston—Defendant distributors in

the $100,000 anti-trust suit insti-

tuted by attorney George S. Ryan
for Edmund G. Pollard, Rumford,
Me., exhibitor, have filed motions in

U. S. district court here to dismiss
the complaint, to strike out certain
portions of complaint as irrelevant
and redundant, and for a bill of
particulars. Also asked is leave to

extend the time in which defendant
may file answer to suit to 20 days
after decision on motion is made.

Day and Night Telecasting Periods

Planned by NBC to Push Introduction

Kuykendall, Cole, Brandt Ad-
dress Chicago Sales

Meeting
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago — Divergent view-
points as to industry regulation,
policies and operation were ex-
pressed by exhibitor leaders
in addresses before M-G-M sales
representatives at their annual
convention at the Palmer House
here yesterday.

Speakers were Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president; Col. H. A. Cole,
president of Allied, and Harry
Brandt, head of the ITOA and rep-
resenting the unaffiliated exhibitor
units.

While not mentioning personali-
(Continued on Page 4)

PHILLY ALLIEDSEES

DUALS REAL PROBLEM

Wald to Market $50 Tele
Receiver Radio Attachment

First $50 tele receiver, utilizing a
five inch cathode tube and 3 by 5
inch screen, will hit the American
market on May 1, it was announced
yesterday by the Wald Radio & Tele-
vision Laboratories, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way.
Wald company, according to Rob-

< Continued on Page 9)

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Deals between NBC and major
film companies, by terms of which
latter are to supply features and
shorts for television programs at
the New York, World's Fair, are in
process of negotiation, The Film
Daily is informed.

Offers of pacts for supply of foot-
age have already been accepted in
some instances, but NBC declined

(Continued on Page 9)

Philadelphia — Philly Allied unit
yesterday was empowered to handle
the duals situation "with good judg-
ment and sense" by individual vote
of all exhibs. present at a member-
ship mass meeting.

Allied members agreed that the
(Continued on Page 11)

Ohio Allied Unit and UA
Patch Up Misunderstanding

Columbus, O. — Pete Wood
Ohio ITO executive secretary, yes-
terday said that its differences with
UA had been settled. Disagreements
came as result of a price changing

(Continued on Page 3)

Jules Lapidus Joins "U" in

Shift of Branch Managers

Pittsburgh — Joseph Kauffman,
branch manager here for Universal,
will be transferred to the Cleveland

(Continued on Paipe 11} ^
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am; Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 107/8 105/8 107/8 + %
East. Kodak 175 174l/2 174i/

2 + 2y2
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 46% 4S'/2 46% + yB
do pfd
Paramount 9% 9'/2 9y2 + Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10 10 + '/8
Pathe Film 83/4 8 S% + %
RKO 2% 2i/

8 ZVs + Vs
20th Century-Fox .. 21% 21 1/4 21% + Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70 + Vi
Warner Bros 6% 5% 534 + Vs
do pfd 56 52 55 +4%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46 . . 99 99 99
Loew 6s 41-ww 101% 1 01 V2 101l/2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . .101

V

4 101% 101% + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 87 86 87 -f-IVi
RKO 6s41 66V, 66 66+1
Warner's 6s39 100% 1003/8 100% + %
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 92 92 92 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 18 17% 17V2
Trans-Lux 2 2 2 + %

A. W. Hackel Recovers
Wert Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A. W. Hackel, head

of Supreme Pictures Corp., has re-
turned to his desk after an eight
months' illness. He will soon an-
nounce a program for the indepen-
dent market.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Dictator Pix Not Dropped,

Declares Charlie Chaplin

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Chaplin de-

nies that he has abandoned his plan
to make a picture concerning dicta-

tors. In commenting on reports in

newspapers indicating that he had
given up the idea, Chaplin declares
that he has never wavered in his

determination to produce such a
story and that "any report, past,

present or future to the effect" that
he has given up the idea is delib-

erately false.

In a formal statement, the com-
edian said: "I am making a comedy
picture on the lives of dictators

which I hope will create much heal-

thy laughter throughout the world."

Metropolitan M. P. Council

Annual Conference April 20

In connection with celebration of
National Motion Picture Week, the
fourth annual conference of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Council
will be held on April 20 at 8 p.m.
in the N. Y. TJ. School of Educa-
tion's auditorium.
Speaker will be Fanning Hearon,

former director of the Motion Pic-
ture Division of the U. S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, and now direc-
tor of the Association of School
Film Libraries.

Dickinson in Wilmington
for Truck Trans. Parley

Wilmington, Del.—Meeting of the
Truck Transportation Committee of
the National Fire Protection Assn.,
will be held here today at the Hotel
DuPont, and will be attended by Ar-
thur S. Dickinson, director of the
conservation department of MPPDA,
who arrived here last night from
New York.

Committee, of which Dickinson is

a member, is drafting set of recom-
mended practices covering safety of
sroods in transit, and a subsequent
report will be submitted to the an-
nual convention of NFPA in May
at Chicago.

Expect 600 at Chi. Ball

Chicago—Charles Ryan, chairman
of the committee in charge of the
Warner Club tenth anniversary din-
ner and ball at the Drake Hotel
tonieht, says 600 will attend. Rufe
Weisberg is expected from the New
York headquarters.

20-IFnx %*{** Mgr. in Poland
A. Jesiotr, branch manager for

20th-Fox in Lemberg, Poland, has
been appointed to the nost of sales
manager of Poland, with headauar-
ters in Warsaw. Jesiotr has been
branch manager in Lemberg for five
years.

NCVE to Meet June 19-22
Chicae-o—National Conference on

Visual Education and Film Exhibi-
tion will be held here June 19-22,
inclusive, according" to an announce-
ment by A. P. Hollis, director. This
is body's ninth annual session.

Dallas Tent to Seek 1940
Variety Club Convention

Dallas—Seeking the 1940 Variety
Club convention for this city, Dal-
las Tent No. 17 has delegated 17
representatives to attend the na-
tional convention in Detroit April
28-30. Delegates will be: R. J.

O'Donnell, J. B. Underwood, Lloyd
Rust, Meyer Rachofsky, Elmer
Zrenner, Vurt King, Duke Evans,
Ed Solon, Buddy Harris, James O.
Cherry, Paul Short, George
O'Rourke, B. C. Gibson, Frank O.
Starz, Wallace Walthall, Harry
Sachs and Robert Jones.

Berry Heads Program Com.
for Carolina Exhib. Parley

Charlotte, N. C.—The midsummer
convention of the MPTO of North
and South Carolina will be held at

the Ocean Forest hotel at Myrtle
Beach, S. C, June 4-6.

The program committee is com-
posed of Henry Berry, chairman,
Hartsville, S. C. ; Roy L. Smart, Char-
lotte; George W. Parr, Lancaster,
S. C; B. B. Benfield, Myrtle Beach,
S. C, and Ben Strozier, Rock Hill,

S. C.

Repeal of Prize-Fight Pix

Ban In Iowa Forecast

Des Moines, la.—The Iowa Legis-
lature apparently is favorable to the
repealing of a present state law
prohibiting the exhibition of prize-
fight pix in the state. The Senate
sifting committee has placed the
bill on the calendar of the upper
house and sponsors believe passage
is almost assured. The proposal al-

ready has passed the Iowa House.

Kaliski Appointed Boston

Manager for Grand Nat'l

Joseph Kaliski has been appointed
Boston branch manager for Grand
National by Sol Edwards, eastern
division sales manager. He replaces
Sig Wittman who recently resigned.
Kaliski, who formerly was GB and
Educational branch manager, takes
over his new post today.

commG nrm Gome

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of M-
G-M. has arrived from Florida and leaves for
the Coast in about two weeks for studio con-
ferences.

EARLE W. HAMMONS, Grand National prexy,
arrives today from the Coast.

WILLIAM DIETERLE, director, here from the
Coast, will spend the week-end with Albert
Einstein in Princeton, N. J.

ARTHUR S. DICKINSON, director of
£
'^"Con-

servation department of MPPDA, lefr New
York yesterday for Wilmington, Del.

W. WARD MARSH, Cleveland Plain Dealer
critic, is in New York.

FRANK PHELPS, Warner theater department
labor representative, has left for a vacation in

Florida.

MISCHA AUER, Universal player, is here from
the Coast.

JOHN W. HICKS, Paramount foreign man-
ager, sails from England Saturday on the Nor-
mandie.

ARTHUR W. KELLY, foreign manager for
United Artists, arrives tomorrow on the Queen
Mary.

R. SUTTON DAWES, 20th-Fox director of sales
in Great Britain, SIR GORDON CRAIG, general
manager of British Movietone News, and LES
LIE HOWARD, also arrive tomorrow on the
Queen Mary.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal board chair-
man, left for the Coast last night.

BETTY FIELD, stage player, has arrived on
the Coast to star in Paramount's "What A
Life."

DOROTHY STICKNEY has arrived on the .

Coast.

BELA LUGOSI is en route here from Holly-
wood with plans to sail Saturday for England
on the Queen Mary.

WB Assessment Cuts Stand
Albany — Assessment reductions

recently recommended by official Su-

preme Court referees for the Strand,

Ritz and Albany theaters, operated
by Warner Brothers, were confirmed

|

by Supreme Court Justice Pierce
Russell.

The public auction ol the leasehold

on three theatres in Middletown,

Connecticut set for April 11, 1939,

is cancelled. There will be no sale.
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SMPE PARLEY TO HEAR

TELEVISION ENGINEERS

(Continued from Page 1)

A. N. Goldsmith, chairman of the
SMPE Television Committee.
An important paper on a direct

positive system of sound recording,
prepared by G. L. Dimmick and A.
C. Blaney, of RCA, will be pre-

sented, as will a paper on RCA
alu-3^)ate developers, by J. R. Al-
burgCT.
"The Polyrhetor— a 150-Channel

Film Reproducer" will be presented
by G. T. Stanton, of Erpi, and F. R.
Marion and D. V. Water, Western
Electric, at a demonstration. A dis-

cussion of lens making in the U. S.

will be presented by W. B. Rayton,
of Bausch & Lomb. A. A. Mercey,
of the U. S. Film Service of the
National Emergency Council, will

present a paper on the documentary
' film's new frontiers. A light-weight
sound recording system will be dis-

cussed in a paper by F. L. Hopper,
E. C. Menderfeld and R. R. Scoville,

- of Erpi.
C. M. Mugler, of the Acoustical

Engineering Co., will present a pa-
per on "Controlled Sound Reflec-

tion.'' A discussion of a new mobile
film recording system will be pre-

1 sented by C. L. Lootens, of Republic
Productions, and B. Kreuzer, of

! 3 RCA.
Problems in film developing will

: be the subject of papers by J. F. Van
" Leuven, of the Fonda Machinery
Co., and A. Goetz, W. 0. Gould, and
A. Dember, of the California Insti-

tute of Technology.
As already announced, visits to

the Paramount and Warner studios
will be highlights of the convention.
Loren L. Ryder, director of record-
ing for Paramount, has arranged a

j 5 tour which will include visits to the
projection background shooting
stages, the sound and dubbing de-

. - partments, production stages, and
the stages where special effects and
miniature work are carried out.

At the Warner studio, Maj. Na-
than Levinson, director of recording,
has arranged for the engineers to

visit the wardrobe and property de-
partments, the ultra-modern labora-
tory, the Crafts building, and a gen-
eral sight-seeing tour.

Spencer Under Knife
Cincinnati—Ross Spencer, Para-

mount, underwent an appendectomy.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 22
Joseph Schildkraut

Henry Hobart
Carmelita Geraghty

Bernice Claire

AL€N6 THE

with PHIL M. DALYi
• • • IT SEEMS thai the proprietor of the Ohrbach department

store at Union Square has just discovered that their emporium is built

on the site of the Penny Arcade that started Adolph Zukor and Marcus

Loew in the film biz from all we could gather, Nick Kenny must

have imparted this info to his pal, Jerry Ohrbach, the son of the pro-

prietor so they decided to throw a cocktail party in honor of the

event T T
• • • AND SO it came to pass that we got an invite to the

party in the form of a telegram signed "Radio Film Critics'

Circle" of which we understand that Mr. Kenny is a charter

member the party was held in the sumptuous private offices

of Nathan M. Ohrbach, president of the company dealing in ladies

and misses apparel at most popular prices

T T T
• • • WE ENTERED into an inner office where there was a tiny

bar completely hidden by customers who had parked there in-

definitely we made several efforts to reach the bar and snag our-

self a drink but all we encountered was a solid array of gents

talking dry goods trade and advertising we heard a lot about

"mark-up," "leaders," "specials," and a lot of talk about newspaper ad-

vertising in the dep't store trade

• • • NOBODY paid any attention to us at last we
grabbed ourself a scotch-and-soda and retired to an empty room
alongside the bar-room and sat in a big leather chair enjoying

ourself no end pretty soon a dame rushed in and said

whazzamatter whfy'r sittin' here all alone for? and we said

we were doin' fine and she said no we wazzn't and come
right along inside and meet the folks and be sociable she

introduced herself as the newspaper ad writer for Ohrbach's spe-

cial mark-down items in ladies' undies and whatnot she

yanked us back to the liquor-inhaling dep'i and introduced

us to a guy on one of the dailies ah, we felt right at home
at last we had met a fellow-journalist a guy whose

language we could understand

T
• • • OUR new pal led off with a statement that Ohrbach's had

made marvellous progress in the six years they had been in business

they had gone from 24 thousand square feet of floor space to

almost a quarter million or was it a half million? a polite

inquiry from us elicited the info that our new pal was handling the

Ohrbach ad account for his paper we asked him who these other

strange faces were all around us they were the ad guys on the

other newspapers

T T
• • • THEN a great commotion a fanfare of horns

and a beating of drums and Nick Kenny was in our midst

pretty soon we saw the camera boys had lined up Mae Murray,

Vic Moore and Nancy Carroll peeping into a penny arcade peep-

show with first Mr. Orbach, Sr., hovering benignly over

them, and then Mr. Ohrbach, Jr touched to the deeps of our

emotions, we tiptoed out what sentimental memories the

founding of the picture biz by Zukor and Loew on Fourteenth

Street evokes! at any rate, "man bites dog" has a parallel

after all these years mebbe film biz had it coming

T T
• • • IT SEEMS like sacrilege almost now to mention that a cock-

tail party was given for Mischa Auer, the Universal player, at the Astor

yesterday for the press. . . • Emergency publicity service inaugurated

by Warners, covering 2,000 newspapers with spot news concerning

the world premiere of "Dodge City" directly from Dodge City in Kansas.

M-G-M PERCENTAGES

BASED ON RETURNS

(Continued from Page 1)

cost up to $500,000, he said, and
their revenue should exceed that re-
ceived from the old "B" pictures.

Clearance, he stated, will not have
to wait for the adoption of new
trade practice plans as clearance is
a company right.

Company terms, Rodgers said,
were flexible for all theaters, both
independent and circuit. Cost of the
company's product for the new year
will be staggering and he told the
salesmen that the company did not
want to reject any contracts, and
that they should make certain that
the good faith of the company is
upheld at all times. Short subjects
and trailers, he said, should be sold
on their merit.
He stated that "The Wizard of

Oz" was the most expensive film
Metro had made to date.

District managers and Sam Eck-
man, director of the company's Eng-
lish production, were called upon for
remarks at the close of the after-
noon session. They were unanimous
in asserting that the sales conven-
tion this year was the best in the
company's history.
A banquet was held in the eve-

ning at which the star salesmen of
the company were honored. They
were seated at the speakers' table
while the company executives sat
at tables with the other diners. The
salesmen thus honored were the
Messrs. Boulet, Saffle, Amacher, B.
Bishop, H. R. Brauer, Hulling, Shu-
mow, Lyne, Goldberg, Cain, Berg-
er, Pippin, Bobys, McElhinney, Bow-
en, Allen, Gardner, Lightstone,
Adams, Ingram, Jacobs, K. Lipson,
Rosenblatt, Warren and Wildman.
Ruby Berger, one of the group, act-
ed as master of ceremonies.

Ohio Allied Unit and UA
Patch Up Misunderstanding

(Continued from Page 1)

clause rubber stamped on their new
contracts. Bert Stearn, UA district
manager, was in town last week,
and the misunderstandings ironed
out.

Stearn stated that his office had
nothing to do with the omission of
the stamp on the exhibitors' copies,
and that "it was an error."

Exhibitors were assured that in
no case would total rentals be more
than the amount shown on their
copy of contract.

Said Wood, who was instrumental
in the settlement, "UA should be
given a pat on the back for so
promptly acting on this matter."

Author! Author! !

Omaha—Eddie Forester, Omaha the-
ater manager, is the author of a short,
short story appearing in the current
issue of Liberty Magazine. The story,

"The Pied Piper's Autograph," is based
on the theater.
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Varying Exhib. Viewpoints Aired BeforeJvWro Meet
]

Chicago Sales Convention

Brings Kuykendall, Cole,

Brandt Together

(.Continued from Page 1)

ties, Kuykendall and Cole each de-

fended his own organization's plat-

form on legislation and took veiled

jabs at the other's policies.

Brandt, on the other hand, at-

tacked personally Abram F. Myers,
Allied's general counsel.
On one subject, all apparently were

in accord: that was the feeling that

the present avalanche of law suits

against the industry, plus waves of

proposed legislation could have been
avoided if the distributors had cor-

rected alleged evils and had granted
requested concessions.

Raps Neely Measure

Kuykendall directed an attack
against the Dallas anti-trust de-
cision, the Neely Bill and theater di-

vorcement measures. He made a
plea for quick completion of a fair
trade practice code and to make it

ettective "without further stalling."

Col. Cole defended those policies

which Kuykendall attacked, assert-
ing that they were necessary for
the preservation of the independent
exhibitor. In meeting attacks on
Allied's methods of approach, Col.

Cole said: "I challenge anyone to

cite an instance where we have ad-
vocated measures that were not nec-
essary to jar the producer-distrib-
utors out of their isolation and in-

difference in order that admitted
abuses might be remedied, or where
Allied has not had a constructive
program to offer."

Expressing disappointment over
the lack of progress to date in com-
pleting a trade practice plan, Kuy-
kendall declared that an agreement
could be reached if all parties in-

volved would stick to what is fair

and good for everybody. He asserted
that certain interests in distribution

had refused to discuss complex prob-
lems of exhibition and in so doing
had invited the threat of regulation

by legislation.

Kuykendall Is Critical

"There were so-called exhibitor

leaders," Kuykendall said, "who
threw every possible obstacle in

the way of constructive under-
standing by inspiring law suits and
government interference. It seemed
to me they wanted to maintain
strife and hatreds in this industry."

Although he admitted that "some
of them were justified in any method
because of the way they had been
treated," Kuykendall contended that

inviting government interference

had confused the issues instead of

helping.

"The power to correct these mis-
takes," he continued, "lies almost
entirely in the hands of distribution,

and while exhibition may have
played its part in the mistakes, it is

* KEY SENTENCES FROM EXHIBITOR

LEADERS' TALKS
*

Kuykendall-
"... I am sure there are enough brains jn

this industry to bring about quick accord if

the parties in-

volved stick to
r

,,„ .....

what is fair and fe

good for all of §
us."

"I still insist^

that some of the I
methods used,!
such as inviting g
governmental in-i
terference, have §
confused the I
issues instead of |
helping."

"Th e invest-

I

ment of the so- I
called small ex-

1

hibitor must be
protected for the
very selfish rea-

son that it will

be good for the
industry as a whole, and particularly will be

good for you gentlemen representing distribu-

tion."

"I say let's complete the fair trade practice

program immediately, make it effective with-

out further stalling, make it available for all

alike, administer it fairly."

"May I remind you gentlemen that whatever
comes out of the trade practice parleys, what-
ever becomes effective, much will still depend
upon you out in the field as to its effective-

ness."

ED KUYKENDALL

Cole-
'The mere fact that I as the president of

Allied am here today is in itself cogent evidence

that the foolish

barriers that
were erected in

1929 are being
broken down."

"I want to say
to you with all

the force I can
command that
Allied has not
been a radical

or a destructive
element in this

business."

"In spite of
all the names
that have been
hurled at our
heads, 1 chal-
lenge anyone to

cite an instance
where we have
advocated measures that were not necessary to
jar the producer-distributors out of their isola-

tion and indifference in order that admitted
abuses might be remedied, or where Allied
has not had a constructive program to offer

in lieu of the policies and practices attacked."
"A monopolized industry is never a healthy

one, and it knows no peace."
"The motion picture industry .... must

not only repent and mend its ways, but it

must also do a certain amount of penance."
"I, for one, am not selling the motion pic-

ture business short."

COL. H. A. COLE

still in the power of those charged
with responsibility of prevailing
sales policies to bring about correc-
tions."

In commenting on the Interstate-
Dallas Supreme Court decision, the
MPTOA president said, "I cannot
see how this industry can prosper
without maintaining reasonable ad-
mission price schedules and clear-

ance. The profitable production of
good pictures depends on that."

The Neely Bill, Kuykendall said,

is just a step in governmental regu-
lation, adding that it cannot "be pro-
ductive of good for anyone." The-
ater divorcement bills were likewise
attacked. The theaters, he said, will

still be there and "I cannot see how
the bills as offered in some states
can be of benefit."

Cole Sees Attitude Changed
Col. Cole traced the change in at-

titude towards Allied since the
founding of the organization 10
years ago when its leaders were
classed as "reds," "radicals" and
"soap box orators," according to the
Allied chief. He bemoaned the fact
that the 10 years were "frittered
away—ten years during which team
work and co-operation would have
saved the industry from its present
precarious situation."

However, Cole appeared to be
pleased over the fact that the "fool-

ish barriers that were erected in

1929 are being broken down." His
own presence at a distributor's con-
vention was offered as proof of the
situation.

"Let authors of the old order, the
promoters of hatred and distrust,

sulk in their tents," Cole said. "They
cannot prevent the new era of con-

fidence, mutual respect and co-opera-
tion which will come, sooner or
later, whether they like it or not."

In regard to Allied's agitation for
certain reforms, Cole pointed out
that it is "no small satisfaction and
comfort to us that our cause has
been championed by the government
which we all love and which we all

agree is the noblest that ever has
been devised."
Attacking monopolistic tendencies,

Cole said distributors must preserve
the right of the exhibitor to bargain
in respect to terms and conditions
that greatly affect his earning
power.

"Buyer Must Be Free"

"The buyer must be free," he
said, "to make contract with the
seller unhindered by terms and con-
ditions imposed by third persons
who are not parties to the transac-
tion. And now the highest court in

the land has laid down that very
principle for the guidance of this

industry."
After pointing out that "the un-

due extension of protection cripples
the theaters burdened by it," Cole
asserted that "when the present out-
rageous schedules imposed by cir-

cuits in some territories are mod-
erated, I am confident that theater
attendance will increase and that the
distributors will not suffer, but on
the contrary will prosper as a re-
sult thereof."
Readjustments must be made, Cole

concluded, and new trade practices
must be put into effect. However,
he added, all these must be enduring,
not transitory.

"If the lesson has been learned,"
he said, "if there is a sincere desire

MONO. STOCK OPTIONS

ACQUIRED BY BR1GGSI

(Continued from Page 1)

in its semi-monthly report of secur-

ity transactions and holding&f . Thu
amount represents all the '^;iont|

for common held by Briggs.

Report of Trans Lux Corporatiorl
stated in an August, 1938 reporli

that Robert L. Daine received 2,50CJ

shares of common stock as compen-j
sation, making his total holdings all

that time 2,551 shares. In a re-a

port for December, 1938, Daine]
stated he disposed of 51 shares as

a gift, leaving his total holdings all

the end of 1938 at 2,500 shares oil
Trans Lux common.

Bergen-McCarthy Strip

Edgar Bergen and his dummies
j

Charlie McCarthy and Mortime:
Snerd, have been signed by thd
McNaught Syndicate, Inc., for s

:

daily comic strip to start arounc.

June 1.

to accommodate the industry to the!
new order, all will be well."

In furthering his attack on the
J

Allied leader, Brandt said thai]

Myers never would be a part of the!

industry because he had no stake
|

invested in it.

Brandt expressed himself as be-

ing opposed to theater divorcement
elimination of block-booking and the
enactment of laws stifling the indus-

try. Unfair legislation, he declared.

was sapping the industry's vitality i

and advocated the adjusting of prob-

;

lems through arbitration.

Although he condemned the ap-

pearance of film stars on the radio.

Brandt said the problem might be

solved by co-operative programs
planned by the film companies. Hf-

congratulated M-G-M and others foi

withdrawing players from the air.

'Gone With the Wind" Not
in Metro's 1939-40 Program

Chicago — The Selznick Interna-
tional production of "Gone With the

Wind" will not be included in M-
G-M's 1939-40 regular schedule,
William F. Rodgers, sales head, told

the convention yesterday as the

company cannot sell it before it is

completed.

10,600 M-G-M Contracts
Chicago—Better than 10,600 con-

tracts have been closed by Metro
with exhibitors, William F. Rodgers,
sales manager, stated yesterday. He
pointed to this figure as evidence

of the exhibitor faith in the com-
pany's product, and said that it was
the largest number of contracts

closed in 15 years.
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This picture is going to make more money

for you than any other we have ever pro-

duced. Magazines and newspapers the

country over are going to call it the "Picture

of the Year." Critics will drum their desks

trying to beat out new adjectives of super-

delight. Theatre operators will call each

other up and cry with envy or chirp with joy

(depending whether they have it coming or

not). People will talk about it— especially

women, who will double-talk, in their

enthusiasm. It will definitely be held over

indefinitely—and give you the most pro-

longed date with profit you have ever had!

*
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3 SMART RLS
and Robert Charles

CUMMINGS WINNINGER
William

LUNDIGAN

Original Screenplay by Bruce Manning
and Felix Jackson

PRODUCED BY JOE PASTERNAK
A HENRY KOSTER PRODUCTION

Directed by Henry Koster
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Joe Pasternak Henry Koster

Made by Koster, who refuses to let a screen-

second slip by without twisting unique entertain

I ment from it . . . and Pasternak, whose sense of

what does, and what doesn't deserve presenta-

ion, contributes a note of genius rare in screendom

FRO UNIVERSAL
Printed in U. S. A.
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100,000 Ft. of Film Needed for Tele Demonstrations
All Companies Check Vaults

With Eye to Television

Reissues
(.Continued from Page 1)

yesterday to specify names of pix

firms, but made it clear, in view of

the corporate association between
NR£L and RKO, that RKO Radio at-

tr-^-vOns will be given no exclusive
status in the World's Fair telecasts.

On the contrary, all film companies,
whether majors or indies, whose
product is of acceptable quality both
in the matter of entertainment value
and adaptability as concerns public

taste, will be extended the oppor-
tunity to supply footage.

In addition to telecasts in connec-
tion with the Fair, special evening
performances two hours each week
will be given so that tele, receiving

set owners can witness programs in

the home. Tentatively, NBC is fig-

uring on the time of evening tele-

casts from 8 to 9 o'clock on two
days per week yet to be selected.

Furthermore, five hours per day on
a five days per week basis are ex-

pected by the company to be devoted
to telecasts of films so that dealers

can demonstrate sets, and some 100,-

000 feet of film, it is estimated, will

be required for such demonstration
periods.

Following estimates by NBC that

if it had the total output of all the

reels made in America in a 12-

months' span that there would only
be sufficient footage for telecasting

three hours per day for 365 days, a

check-up by The Film Daily estab-

lished that:

1. Virtually every feature and
short made since sound is a po-
tential possibility for television

programs.

2. Available features of suit-

able quality and content, made
by majors, total in excess of

4,000.

3. Shorts total is close to 10,-

000.

4. Indie features approximate-
ly 1,500.

5. Foreign full-length films in

U. S. vaults exceed 1,000.

In addition to this vast reservoir

of sound pictures, there are numer-
ous other films which would doubt-
less be enjoyed by television audi-
ences, such as those drawn from a

large supply of educational pictures
and commercial productions, plus
newsreels.

Total sound footage would mean

Omaha, Here I Come!
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Having trouble financing

that Easter finery, what with income
taxes, cost of Scotch, etc.? Well,
maybe there's a solution via Para.'s

announcement yesterday that Omaha
merchants, as a balylhoo for "Union
Facific," have ordered 20,000 costumes
of the 1860 period to be retailed at

approximately $1.30 an outfit. Union
Pacific additionally is costuming 5,000
employes.

$10,000,000 for V. K. Tele Sets in 1939
London (By Cable)—Sale of television sets here is reported to be hitting a 500

per week clip, with manufacturers predicting that in the U. K. sales for 1939 will be
conservatively about 40,000 sets. Since average price of such units is about $250, the
public will invest, if boom continues, some $10,000,000 this year.

Wald to Market $50 Tele
Receiver Radio Attachment

(Continued from Page 1)

ert Robins, secretary, has developed
a simple receiver for picture receiv-
ers to be attached to any radio set,

chus making possible, it is claimed,
the rapid conversion of the present
radio audience into a tele audience.

Public demonstration of the Wald
company is to be held shortly, it is

stated. Corporation is described as
a closed one and will not make any
public stock offering. Headed by
George Wald, it has Ralph Vatner
as vice-prexy and general counsel.

Wald corporation is said to hold
essential tele patents, including one
on a system which permits sending
of programs over hundreds of miles
by means of "mixed frequencies"
without any necessity for relay sta-
tions. Wald will manufacture, dis-

tribute and license the use of equip-
ment based on its patents, according
to Robins.

Reed Signs SAG Pact
Signed modification agreement

has been received at the Eastern of-
fice of the Screen Actors Guild from
Luther Reed, producer of industrial
and commercial films.

Children Admish Measure
Sent to New York Senate

(Continued from Page 1)

tion to the admission of children to

motion picture theaters.
Substitute tax proposal to obviate

necessity of a real estate impost was
introduced yesterday by Sen. John
T. McCall. It calls for a tax on
tobacco, and is expected to yield

$27,000,000.

The Crews' bill was amended yes-
terday to exempt amateur movie
projection machine operators in pri-

vate dwellings from a provision
which would have called for a
licensed operator to run them. Ac-
tion was taken following wide-
spread protest.

RKO Squad at Denver
Denver—The touring squad of Cap-

tain Walter Branson and Harry
Michalson covering RKO Radio's ex-

changes in the interest of the George
Schaefer Drive reached here yester-

day. From here the head of the
Drive forces and RKO's short sub-

ject sales manager go to Salt Lake
City, to Portland, to Seattle, San
Francisco and Los Angeles, then
back to New York via the southern
branch offices.

several years of programs to tele-
vision.

Survey of producer - distributor
channels yesterday divulged that
careful inventory has been taken of
product in vaults, since all sound
films are regarded as reissues to
television.

NBC officials point out that there
is yet to be demonstrated just how
suitable features will be for televis-

ing. Only one feature film has been
televised here, and less than a dozen
abroad. However, at NBC it was
asserted that the public will see all

film productions aired if sales of

sets reach a sufficient volume.

No British Tele Extension
in Near Future, Says P.M.G.
London (By Cable)—Replying to

a question in the House of Com-
mons, the Assistant Postmaster
General stated that no decision as
to the extension of television service
beyond its present range to other
parts of the country could be
reached in the near future, and that
research work is likely to occupy
considerable time.
The BBC has made the statement

that it is not contemplating giving
more permissions for its programs
to be shown in places of public en-
tertainment, either in cinemas or
elsewhere, and that the televising

of the Boon-Danahar fight "was no
precedent."
The British Boxing Board of Con-

trol has passed a resolution that its

members must not give permission
or arrange for a professional boxing
match to be televised, broadcast or
photographer for motion picture
purposes (apart from still pictures)
without first having obtained sanc-
tion of the board, nor can any mem-
ber take part in any such contest
which is being televised, broadcast
or photographed for films without
the board's sanction.

Operation Televised

in Brooklyn Hospital

Medical students witnessed an ab-
dominal operation by means of tele-

vision at the Israel Zion Hospital,
Brooklyn, N. Y., yesterday when
American Television Corp. engineers
installed equipment to transmit
images to receivers. The receivers

were located more than 500 feet

away from the operating room, and
pictures were transmitted by wire
to them.

Dr. Boris Fingerhood, hospital su-

perintendent, and Samuel M. Saltz-

man, president of the television firm,

supervised the installation and actual

televising of the operation.

METRO WILL REDUCE

NUMBER OF SHORTS

(Continued from Page 1)

Waged by women's clubs and motion
picture councils, it was stated.

Shorts program was outlined by
Fred C. Quimby, Metro's short sub-
ject manager. It calls for docu-
mentaries, patriotic subjects, six
dramatic two-reelers continuing the
two-year- old Crime Does Not Pay
series and 13 Pete Smith specialties,
among others.

Carey Wilson will deliver nine
Miniatures. Passing Parade series
will be continued with eight re-
leases narrated by John Nesbitt. Rob-
ert Benchley will be represented with
four humorous one-reelers. The
Our Gang Kids will deliver eight.
James A. FitzPatrick will offer

12 Traveltalks, in Technicolor, all of
which will be devoted to the Ameri-
cas, North and South.

There will also be a series of 18
M-G-M cartoons produced in Tech-
nicolor by Hugh Harman and Ru-
dolph Ising and a "Metroscopix"
third dimensional subject which
completes the schedule.

Ferguson, Seadler Speak
A diversified program of discus-

sions occupied the attention of the
conventioneers yesterday. The morn-
ing session was highlighted with
addresses bv Billy Ferguson, who
discussed 67 methods of exploita-
tion which are created and designed
to help exhibitors make profits; Herb
Morgan, director of short subject
publicity, outlined ways in which
shorts could aid in selling features,
his talk being preceded by a discus-

sion on the value of shorts to a
theater program.

Other speakers included Si Sead-
er, who spoke on co-operation be-

tween exhibitors and producers, and
Barrett Kiesling, of the studio pub-
licity department, who described his

projected tour to solidify the studio

with the exhibitors, bringing out
M-G-M's method of personal con-

tacts.

J. E. Flynn, district manager, pre-

sided at last night's banquet which
was embellished by a big vaudeville

show. Conferences conclude the

meetings today.

"Ugly Duckling" In Demand
Easter week will find every avail-

able print on Walt Disney's "The
Ugly Duckling" booked solid, accord-

ing to predictions by Short Subjects

Sales Manager Harry Michalson of

RKO Radio Pictures.

Hear Ye, Hear Ye,
Dallas—Federal Judge William Haw-

ley Atwell spoke before the Variety

Club this year. This is not the first

lime the judge addressed a gathering

of theater men. The last time was
"in chambers" where he handed down
a decision in the Interstate anti-trust

case, which was later upheld by the

Supreme Court.

Mm
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"THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY"

Is the right of privacy different for the average

individual than for the man of renown?

Can a person be protected against having his

picture published in a newspaper?

Has the family of a dead man the right to pre-

serve his memory to themselves?

May a person publish an unauthorized bio-

graphy of a living person?

Does a corporation have a right of privacy?

Does the right protect a man's family as well

as the man individually?

If a motion picture dramatizes an historical

event, does that violate the right of privacy

of any person still living who is so por-

trayed?

May real names of living individuals be used

in a motion picture?

Can a photographer exhibit photographs with-

out authority?

Is a stage name protected by the doctrine of

privacy?

Does a newsreel have the same right to circu-

late pictures as a newspaper?

May a member of an audience take a candid

camera picture of a theatrical performer?

May a commercial concern use the picture of

a screen performer for advertising pur-

poses without authority?

These and many more important questions

will be answered in a special article entitled

"THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY:
A iVEW BRANCH OF LAW"

By LOUIS NIZER
of the law firm

PHILLIPS & NIZER

A SPECIAL FEATURE ARTICLE
appearing in

THE 1939 FILM YEAR BOOK

reviews of new turns
"Sergeant Madden"

with Wallace Beery, Tom Brown,

Alan Curtis

M-G-M 82 Mins.

STRONG EMOTIONAL DRAMA OF
FATHER-SON THEME WITH WALLACE
BEERY SCORING.
A swell cops-and-robbers film, with New

York's "finest" holding the spotlight as

Wallace Beery in the role of Sergeant

Madden upholds the traditions of the uni-

formed force. It is a new type of gangster

film, for his son, (Alan Curtis) starts off

as a young rookie, but develops into a cop
with killer instincts, and winds up with a

gangster's death. Beery is in his element

as the proud father trying to hold his son

to the traditions of the force, and forced

to see him disgrace the proud name of

Madden and he can do nothing about it.

There is a very charming young actress

named Laraine Johnson who gives promise

of developing into a popular name on the

screen. She simulates a beautiful Irish

brogue as a young colleen just over from

the old country, who marries Beery s son.

The lad is soon in trouble after joining the

force, for he shoots and kills a young hood-

lum when killing was hardly called for.

This also brings him the enmity of the

gang leader in the district, for the kid was
the brother of his moll. He is out to get

the young copper, and has him framed
and sent up the river. The cop escapes en
route, and embittered by his treatment,

turns gangster. He kills the gangster chief,

and the whole force is out to get him when
he later kills a cop in escaping the drag-

net. The finale has him cornered in a

hospital where he goes on the birth of his

son. His own father attempts to capture

him at the risk of his life, but the young
killer is shot down by the police barrage.

Tom Brown plays a neat role as the young-
er brother also ready to join the force in

the footsteps of his dad. Alan Curtis does
splendidly by his part of an officer turned

killer. But it is easily Beery's picture, for

he scores in an impressive father-son role.

CAST: Wallace Beery, Tom Brown, Alan
Curtis, Laraine Johnson, Fay Holden, Marc
Lawrence, Marion Martin, David Gorcey,
Donald Haines, Ben Welden, Etta Mc-
Daniell, John Kelly, Horace McMahon, Neil

Fitzgerald, Dickie Jones.

CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben;
Director, Josef Von Sternberg; Author,
William A. Ullman; Screenplay, Wells Root;

Cameraman, John Seitz.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
The Best.

And All Because Theater

Operates a Parking Lot!

Omaha—The R. D. Goldberg The-
aters Corp., operators of the Ave-
nue and Arbor theaters here, has
been sued in district court by a
neighbor, Mrs. Rose I. Robinson, for
$20,200.

She alleges the theaters are op-
erating a parking lot adjacent to
her home and that the theaters' pat-
rons' cars leave large clouds of dust,
lights from cars shine in her bed-
room and that honking of cars kept
her awake.

She claims as a result her health
was impaired, she lost her job as a
result of that the parking lot has
depreciated value of her home.

"Sons of Liberty"

(Historical Technicolor Featurette)

Warners 20 Mins.
A Superb Short (•,

As solidly American as the 48
stars and 13 stripes in the nation's
flag is this transcendingly magni-
ficent story filmed in Technicolor of
the vital and sacrificial part which
Haym Salomon, the great Jewish-
American patriot, played m making
triumphant our cause of freedom
at a time when it appeared all but
impossible of achievement. So over-
whelming are the emotional quali-
ties of the footage; so inspiring the
events depicted, and so outstanding
the skill with which the happenings
are recounted, that Warners, already
proven past-masters at the fine art
of historical narration, have here
attained what must be a climax in
their brilliant patriotic film series,

regardless of what future scripts
may be chosen. With isms running
amuck in a troubled world, this
short is like a beacon light in the
darkness. Every U. S. exhibitor who
calls himself a showman will find

in booking "Sons of Liberty" a rare
gem of human interest, drama and
thrills. What an apostle of the
American credo this two-reeler
would be on the screens of the world
at large! The screenplay by Crane
Wilbur is directed by Michael Cur-
tiz and interpreted by a splendid
cast including Gale Sondergaard,
Donald Crisp, Montagu Love,
Henry O'Neill and James Stephen-
son, with the lead gloriously de-
lineated by Claude Rains as Haym-
Salomon. The latter joins the
American Revolutionary society
"Sons of Liberty" and is arrested
for treason when Lord Howe oc-
cupies New York. Escaping from
prison, he makes his way to Phila-
delphia where he is responsible for
financing the fight for independence
from the Crown at a critical point
when Washington's militia are on
the verge of laying down their arms.
The funds which the heroic Salomon
raises by subscriptions from all

creeds are nearly seized by the raid-

ing Hessians. The collected monies,
—including those given by Salomon
himself, whose generosity impover-
ishes him,—pave the way for vic-

tory via the defeat of Cornwallis.
Two of the many indescribably 'stir-

ring scenes are Salomon's recital of

the 23rd Psalm to the condemned
Nathan Hale when both are in

prison, and the arrival of Washing-
ton's plea to Salomon during the
services in the synagogue. "Sons of

Liberty" is a remarkable short, a

credit to Warners, indeed,—but also

to the industry and the nation.

Lewis' Father Dead
Death of David Lewis, father of

Dave Lewis, manager for Metro in

Argentina, was learned here this

week.
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LEGISLATIVE THREAT

PERSISTING IN OKLA.

Oklahoma City—Leaders of the

Oklahoma legislature have expres-

sed hope of adjournment by the first

week of April but veteran legisla-

tors say that it will be impossible

ro secure adjournment before the

end ^af next month.

.r-^wo-day recess has been de-

clared by the House to enable the

committees to catch up on their

work, particularly the appropria-
tions committee.

If an early adjournment is forth-

coming, the various bills affecting

the theater business will probably
never be reported out of committee
for consideration on the House floor.

Observers believe, however, that if

the session continues throughout the

month of April there will be argu-
ments on the floor with possible

chance of enactment of some meas-
ures.

Bills with the best chance of

enactment are the recently intro-

duced Censorship bill which also es-

tablished a state Bureau of Visual
Education with funds raised by cen-

sor fees and the anti-Ascap bill in-

troduced last week. The latter has
considerable backing both from film

and radio interests and though last

introduced into committee may be

one of the first brought out.

Other bills still in committee and
unreported upon are a carnival law,

a Sunday Closing Law, another cen-

sorship bill and a proposed measure
which would require posting of no-

tices of SRO by theaters and heavy
fines for selling tickets after all

seats in the house had been taken.

ITO'S TRAILER

WILL STAR GOV.
Reel Will Explain New Ohio

Tax Legislation

Columbus, 0.—A trailer featuring
Gov. John W. Bricker is to be pre-
pared by the ITO of Ohio for April
release to indie theaters throughout
state. Purpose is to acquaint public
with purpose of Ward Bill, recently
enacted tax legislation. The measure
provides for redemption of used
sales tax receipts by non-profit
groups at 3 per cent face value.

Given proper public co-operation
the bill will realize a 40 per cent
return on sales tax money not col-

lected under old setup because aver-
age consumer does not insist on
receipt. The Governor will say, "In
Ohio we can balance the budget
without any new taxes if everyone
will do their part to see that tax
money they pay is actually turned
into the state treasury."

In addition to Governor's message
there will be a running commentary
on the Ward Bill and the tax com-
mission, illustrated by a series of
photomontages. The Ohio Council
of Retail Merchants as well as other
state groups are working with ITO
in sponsoring trailers. Although the
chains have been asked to co-operate
no definite word has been an-
nounced.

Gov't Propaganda Probe

Resolution May Include Pix

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Representative J.

Parnell Thomas, New Jersey Repub-

lican, announced yesterday that his
resolution for a congressional inves-
tigation of propaganda dissemina-
tion by the government is broad
enough to cover both government,
film and radio publicity. Thomas
introduced his resolution Monday.
The measure would empower the

Speaker to appoint a special commit-
tee of seven congressmen to conduct
the publicity-propaganda investiga-

tion. Thomas in his resolution
charges violation of a federal law
in government publicity dissemina-
tion by "squandering millions of

dollars of the taxpayers' funds each
year through pernicious use of pro-

paganda to further the existence of
our costly bureaucratic agencies."

Concession to Theater Men
In Okla. Sales Tax Measure

Oklahoma City — The Oklahoma
State Legislature is nearing com-
pletion of consideration of a new
sales tax bill which will establish

the present 2 per cent state sales

tax for another two years and make
it applicable to theater ticket sales

as it exists now.
However, a provision, which has

the endorsement of Governor Leon
C. Phillips, will be welcomed by the-

ater men who have been clamoring
for some method of helping them
to cover added costs in collecting

and keeping account of sales tax
collections.

The new bill provides that theater
owners and other business firms

«may deduct three per cent of their

monthly collections for keeping
»sales tax records, filing reports and

remitting the tax on time. If they
nallow the tax to become delinquent

: they will lose this discount, how-
sever.

Voicing approval of the measure
Governor Phillips also announced:
"As soon as this bill is enacted we
are going to put on a program of
strict enforcement and try to get
public sentiment behind collecting
the tax." In many instances over
the state theaters have not de-:

Elliott Funeral Today;
Burial in Indianapolis

Detroit — William M. Elliott, 63,
manager of Palms state theater, died
from influenza. Elliott had been
producer, exchange manager, ex-
ploiteer and exhibitor during 47 years
in show business. He established
all time record film run for Detroit
with "Neptune's Daughter." Wife
and daughter survive. Services will

be held today with burial in In-
dianapolis.

Middletown Sale Off
Middletown, Conn.—An interlocu-

tory decree was entered in the Su-
perior Court for Middlesex County
in the matter of Ruth Lockwood vs.

Middletown Enterprises, Inc., call-

ing off the sale advertised for April
11, of the Captiol, Palace and Mid-
dlesex Theaters, Middletown. Mor-
ris Pouzzner of Boston, has acquired
the interest of Arthur Lockwood
and Sol Adorno in Middletown En-
terprises, Inc.

Bingo Is Outlawed
Indianapolis— Bingo games have

been declared illegal here and the
Board of Safety .has ordered police
to halt all such games at once.

manded payment of the tax by
patrons.

Attempts to make the tax a per-
manent one were defeated while the
bill was in committee.

Edward Paulton Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Antonio

Paulton, film and drama writer, died
in local General Hospital on Mon-
day. He was a member of the Cath-
olic Actors Guild and the Lambs
Club, and is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Jessie Storey Paulton, a daugh-
ter and two sons.

PHILLY ALLIED SEES

DUALS REAL PROBLEM

(Continued from Page 1)

situation presented real problems.
Follow-up to yesterday's rally is ex-
pected to be individual meetings of
exhibitors regarding proper use of

C's and D's in doubling, avoiding
use of A's and B's. By this, it ap-
pears, the unit hopes to avoid pos-
sibility of Stanley-Warner adopt-
ing the practice.

Routine business was also dis-

cussed. Membership represented
most city indie exhibitors.

Jules Lapidus Joins "U" in

Shift of Branch Managers

(Continued from Page 1)

branch effective April 3. He re-
places Joseph Engel who is being
transferred to Albany to take the
place of Gerry Leary who is taking
a prolonged vacation because of ill

health. Jules Lapidus, Grand Na-
tional manager here, will succeed
Kauffman.

Biz Men Reopen Theater
Snyder, Neb.—The business men

here have reopened the Mars The-
ater, shuttered for the past year.

* MAN OF CONQUEST*
RICHARD DIX as Sam Houston -Gail Patrick

as Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson

Joan Fontaine as Eliza Allen • A Republic Picture
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M-G-M's 1939-1940
PRODUCT ANNOUNCE-
MENT BURNED UP THE
WIRES!
Even the linesmen listened in as the

greatest array of stars and productions

in film history was flashed to beam-

ins box-offices the world over! The
sales representatives of M-G-M are on

their way home from their 15th Anni-

versary Convention. They bring you

M-G-M's assurance of the biggest year

in all your showmanship career

!

ON
EVERY
FILM ROW!
THE HIGH SIGN
OF THE

FRIENDLY
COMPANY

*
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e S'10U '<' start even now ^ *''m an *'-*rus* suits," Thurman Arnold, Assistant At-
IU l^6W VJOV I «JUIT5 ""torney General, told the House Appropriations Deficiency Committee when he appeared to testify in

support of a request for a deficiency appropriation. He declined to elaborate on the prospective cases, definite selection noi haMBgvJ»een made.

&Q MOT REMOVE

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Twenty Years Old
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D of J Agents Are Seeking Data for Bill of Particulars

M-G-M'S PRODUCTION BUDGET SET AT $1500,000

Hearings on Neely Block-Booking Bill Begin NextWeek
Three Cheers

. . anil a lion to Metro
;By CHESTER B. BAHN=

WITH the motion picture industry today

more than ever before everybody's

business— a condition which bids fair to

increase rather than shrink in the years

immediately ahead—Metro's unprecedented

action in inviting three representative ex-

hibitor leaders to its Chicago sales conven-

tion, just adjourned, merits, and here gets,

the traditional three cheers and a tiger.

Or perhaps more appropriately, three

cheers and a lion.

When the record of 1939 is written nine

months hence, Metro's invitations to Ed

Kuykendall, Col. H. A. Cole and Harry

Brandt, their ready acceptances and subse-

quent convention appearances easily must

rate as a trade development of the first

magnitude.

— • —
A SIGNAL demonstration that, to Metro,
*» the words, "the friendly company,''

are something more than a pretty phrase,

nevertheless it is the industry generally

no less than Leo that must benefit from

the "open covenant" course chartered by

William F. Rodgers and his executive asso-

ciates.

As Brandt observed, "Exhibitors and pro-

ducers' interests are so closely allied under

modern merchandising of films that the

time is ripe for some company to show the

public just what those mutual interests

mean. Makers and sellers of pictures have

no reason for shying away from each other."

Metro, in bringing together the spokes-

men of MPTOA, Allied States and the un-

affiliated groups and in enunciating,

through Rodgers, the "open covenant" sales

policy in their presence, would appear to

have done just that.

A ND note, please, Brandt's happy choice

** of the word, "public." For Metro's

convention action was not only a forward

and needed step in exhibitor relations, but

an equally forward and needed step in pub-
lic relations as well.

Remember that it is the exhibitor, this

trade's retailer, who maintains closest con-
tact with the public and who, maintaining

(Continued on Page 2)

Neely Predicts Passage of Bill
j

By the Senate by

Three to One
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Senate Inter-

state Commerce sub-committee hear-
ings on the moot Neely block-book-
ing bill will open next week on Cap-
ital Hill, Senator Neely, the meas-
ure's sponsor, told The Film Daily
last night he had been assured by
majority leader Barkley.
The pledge of Barkley, also a

member of the sub-committee han-
(Conlinucd on Page 8)

GN SETS MANPOWER

DEALS,SAYSHAMM0NS

WOULD TAX PIX

RIGHTS INCOME
Five Per Cent Levy Provided

in N. Y. Measure

Albany—Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Senate by
William F. Condon, Republican of

Yonkers, and in the Assembly by
Robert J. Crews, Republican of

Brooklyn, a five per cent tax is im-
posed on gross income from sale of
broadcasting and motion picture
lights, as well as admissions of box-
ing and wrestling exhibitions.

A widely-known producer and a
prominent "name" in the distribution

field are set to join Grand National
when current negotiations for financ-

(Continued on Page 3)

Ad Valorem Duty on Pix

Earnings, Aussie Proposal

Sydney (By Cable)—New South
Wales Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Ass'n has proposed to the Govern-

(Continued on Page 7)

DISTRIBUTORS ATTACK

MILLINOGKET PETITION

Boston—Motions to dismiss the

petition, to strike parts of the bill

of complaint as being irrelevant and
redundant and. for a bill of particu-

lars have been filed in U. S. District

Court at Bangor, Me., by defendant
distributors in the Millinocket The-
aters, Inc., $100,000 anti-monopoly

(Continued on Page 7)

Nation-Wide Probeby Gov'tAttorneys

Starts/ To Speed up N. Y. Equity Suit

Anti-Trust Suit is Filed

Against Majors in Chicago

Chicago—Attorney Lewis Jackob-
son yesterday filed suit in Federal
Court for Frank Ford, Stadium The-
ater, Evanston, for triple damages
and injunction under anti-trust laws
against eight major film companies.
B & K, Sam Myers, SCM Theater
Corporation. Suit challenges valid-

ity of clearance, block-booking, ad-
(Continued on Page 3)

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

That the Government plans to

speed the trial of the equity suit

against major distributors was indi-

cated yesterday by information
learned in Washington and New
York. Developments included:

(1) Ten D of J agents have been
sent to various parts of the country

to get facts for the bill of particu-

lars.

(2) It was reliably reported that
(Continued on Page 3)

Total Budget of $42,500,000
Set for 1939-40, Says

Al Lichtman
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago—Metro's 1939-40 produc-

tion budget will approximate $42,-

500,000, Al Lichtman, vice-president
of L o e w ' s,

told Metro
|

c o n v e ntion
1 u n c h e o n
guests here'
yesterday.
More than :

$1, 0,0

will be spent
j

for ecah of

36 produc-;
tions during
the year,;
Lichtman as-
serted.

Metro's an-
nounced 52
pix embrace four in top brackets,

(Continued on Page 7)

AL LICHTMAN

UA HAS CLOSED NEW

PRODUCING UNIT DEAL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maurice Silverstone

of United Artists has closed a re-

leasing deal with a new producing

unit, involving big names. The
names cannot be disclosed at this

(Continued on Page 8)

What TSext ? •> «» v

Band clearance has reared its ugly

head in the Metropolitan area. It's all

pretty confusing too. Larry Clinton

and his band were booked by the

Brandts for their Flatbush Theater to

open Mav 5. Paramount had previously

booked Clinton for the New York Para^

mount in September, and added a clause

in the pact prohibiting Clinton from

playing in any other house within 50

miles of the Paramount for 10 months

before he appeared there. The Brandts

plan to take the newest clearance dis-

pute to court and see about it follow-

ing an objection from Paramount.
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East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

rathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
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NEW YORK

Monogram Picts. . . .

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

CURB MARKET
21/4 21/4 21/4 +
173/4 l53/8 153/g _ 21/

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. riayhouse. Inc., 1st deb. '45.

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

IV) Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Three Cheers
, . and a lion to Metro

(Continued from Paae 1)

such contact, has much to do with the

moulding of public opinion.

Unfortunately, public opinion has been
moulded in the past to further the conten-
tion that the interests of producer-distribu-

tor and exhibitor were as far apart as New
York and Ankara at least.

Canada Will Engage British

Producer for Documentaries

Montreal—A British film producer,
Stuart Legg, is to be engaged by
the Dominion Government to direct

production of two "documentary mo-
tion picture films" in connection with
promotion of the Dominion-Provin-
cial youth training projects, accord-
ing to an Order-in-Council tabled
in the House of Commons by Nor-
man Rogers, Minister of Labor.
The Order-in-Council authorized

engagement of Legg, who is pro-
duction manager of the Strand Film
Co. of London, at a fee of $3,000
for four months, which is to include
expenses to and from Canada.

Vitaphone Studio Labs.

to Continue to Function

Warners' Vitaphone studio lab-

oratories in Brooklyn will continue
to function via the making of prints
of feature pictures for release in and
about the New York territory from
master negatives shipped from Bur-
bank, even though shorts production
is transferred to the Coast, it is as-
serted at the home office here.

It is estimated that 200 salaried
employes of the Brooklyn studio will

be affected by the shift. These in-

clude carpenters, electricians and
office workers. Notice was given to

such employes some 10 days ago.

New Agency Regulation

Measure in N. Y. Senate

Albany — Newest employment
agency regulation by Senator A.
Spencer Feld, New York, puts agen-
cies under the State Industrial Com-
missioner, with fee collectable only
where rate is minimum $2,500 year-
ly.

Crews two-men-in-a-booth meas-
ure comes up today in the Assembly
but will be deferred for revision to

exclude use of minnies. Author ex-
pects passage of the amended bill.

"Alexander Graham Bell"

Bows In at Roxy Mar. 31

"Alexander Graham Bell" has been
set by 20th-Fox to open March 31
at the Roxy. Company's picturiza-
tion of the Conan Doyle story, "The
Hound Of The Baskervilles" will go
into Roxy tomorrow when "The Lit-

tle Princess" closes its run.

ZUKOR, HICKS PLAN

TRIP TO AUSTRALIA

Second phase of Adolph Zukor's
good will tour for Paramount will

be a visit to Australia early this

summer, Barney Balaban, president,
announced yesterday. Zukor will be
accompanied by John W. Hicks, head
of the foreign department, who sails

from England Saturday on the Nor-
mandie. Zukor will return to the
U. S. next month.

Following the Australian tour,

Zukor and Hicks will cover South
America, Balaban said.

Zukor's European trek has been
of great value to Paramount and the
entire industry, Balaban stated,

adding that definite results have been
shown. Greater benefits are ex-
pected to result from the Australian
and South American tour, he said.

While in London, Balaban said,

Zukor devoted himself to production
problems in conferences with David
Rose and the discussion resulted in

Paramount's decision to make "The
Admirable Crichton," "French With-
out Tears" and "The Silent Battle"
in England.

It was pointed out that Zukor
received "royal welcomes" in all

countries and cities in which he
visited.

Otto A. Siegel to be
U
U"

Branch Manager in Omaha

Buffalo, N. Y.—Otto A. Siegel,

one of the most widely known film

salesmen in the Buffalo territory,

has been promoted to the manager-
ship of the Omaha branch office of

Universal Films replacing R. M.
Talmquist. Siegel has been with
Universal here for the past 12 years.

RKO Buys Cronin Story

as Carole Lombard Vehicle

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pandro S. Berman an-

nounces that RKO has bought
"Vigil of the Night" by A. J. Cro-
nin. The picture will star Carole
Lombard under direction of George
Stevens, RKO producer-director.

Pratt Quits Epri
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Retirement of George

K. Pratt, vice-president in charge of

Erpi's western division, becomes
effective April 1. Pratt has been
with Western Electric and Erpi for

33 years. It is expected that T. K.

Stevenson, Erpi prexy, currently

here on business, will announce a
successor to Pratt before he returns

to New York. Clifford Smith, gen-
eral manager of the division, has
been reported as Pratt's successor.

The public auction ol the leasehold

on three theatres in Middletown,

Connecticut, set for April 11, 1939,

is cancelled. There will be no sale.

cominc rod goidg

HOWARD DIETZ, SI SEADLER, JOSEPH
VOCEL, and PETE SMITH, shorts producer, ar-
rived in New York yesterday by plane from
M-G-M's Chicago convention. Smith, during
his stay before returning to the Coast, will
be at the Sherry Netherland.

TRUMAN H. TALLEY, head of Fox Movie-
tone News, returns to the home office today
from Europe.

CEORGE JESSEL, accompanied by hi* ife,

NORMA TALMADCE, has. arrived in New fork
from Florida. They are stopping at the Sherry
Netherland.

MERLE OBERON, her role in Samuel Gold-
wyn's "Wuthering Heights" completed, leaves
the Coast for New York on Saturday, continuing
to Europe on the Normandie the following Wed-
nesday.

CRESSON E. SMITH, RKO Radio's Western
and Southern sales manager, leaves New York
Sunday night via St. Louis on a tour of Mid-
west exchanges.

EARLE G. HINES, president of General The-
aters Equipment Corp. and International Pro-
jector Corp.; WALTER E. GREEN, president of
National Theater Supply Co. and vice-presi-
dent of GTE; and M. V. CARROLL, treasurer
of both the latter companies, have returned
to New York following a three weeks' trip
attending district meets of NTS branch man-
agers.

HAROLD LUND, WALTER I. BROWN WAL-
TER ANDERSON, J. A. KRAKER, executive dis-
trict managers of Ross Federal Research Corp.,
have arrived in New York to attend meetings
at the home office.

NAT COLDSTONE, agent, returns to the Coast
today by train.

PANDRO BERMAN, RKO production head, has
returned to the Coast after conferences at the
home office.

NAT WOLF, Cleveland zone manager for
Warners, and his wife, are in Houston today to
attend there the funeral of Mr. Wolf's mother.
SAM KURSON, head of the Graphic circuit

in New England, is on the Coast for a vaca-
tion.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

"There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,
but this is by all odds the most bril-
liant of the lot." — Watts, Herald-
Tribune
George Abbott Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddv

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN Thea., 52nd St., W. of B'way.
Evgs. 8:40. Mats. Wed., SI to S2.50

and Sat., $1 to S3 plus tax.

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-
derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-
tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season." — George
.lean Nathan, Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By ROBERT L. BUCKNER and

WALTER HART
with Helen Betty Mary Russel

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE
BILTMORE, West 47th St. Evgs. 8T45.
CI. 6-9353. Pop. Price Mats. WED.

and SAT., 2:45

WHAT A LIFE

"ROARS OF PLEASURE."

—

Atkinson,
Times.

12th
Month

with EZRA STONE as

HENRY ALDR1CH
MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Evgs. 8.40

—

55c to S3.30. MATS., WED. at 3 and
SAT. 2.40 55c to S2.20.

o
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iO OF J SEEKS DATA

ON GOVERNMENT SUIT
1

1

tinned from Page 1)

tFrank Murphy, U. S. Attorney Gen-
1

eral, had asked Senior Judge Knox
I

<>f the Southern District Court of
New York to assign a judge to take
care of all details in connection with

. the government suit so that the trial

can he expedited.

( —i-ZA special attorney for the D
of j is due in New York tomorrow
to begin the task of obtaining facts

for the bill of particulars and prep-
aration for trial.

The special attorney assigned to

the New York area is reported to be
Seymour Krieger who currently is

working in Philadelphia. Following
his stay in New York he is sched-
uled to continue his fact-finding in

Boston. Each of the other nine spe-

cial attorneys has been assigned
three territories in which to work.
Krieger is expected to gather in-

formation for the case from ex-

nibitors in New York City and the

trade territory. Data obtained will

be forwarded to the D of J to be
compiled in the bill of particulars.

Canadian Film Board Bill

Assailed by Conservatives

Montreal—The bill creating a Na-
:ional Film Board ran into opposi-
:ion in the Senate on its first ap-
pearance there last night and what
lad promised to be easy passage
esulting in a full-dress debate. The
measure contemplates setting up a
ooard of eight persons, whose job
vill be to co-ordinate the motion
picture activities of the various Gov-
ernment departments.
Fears that the setting up of an-

ither board would result merely in

^creasing the number of civil ser-

'ants in Ottawa and add to the ex-
lense of government was voiced by
he Conservative Leader, Arthur
tleighen. The government should
.ssign the taking of pictures to the

ommercial companies, he said.

Leon Mercier Dead
Montreal—-Leon Mercier, 74, pro-

irietor of the Electra Cinema, is

ead here. His wife, son and daugh-
er survive.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 23

Joan Crawford

Winf ield Andrus

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • OPENING up the West for the second time

Warners with their "Dodge City" roundup while in certain

publicity and advertising quarters the film biz has settled back into

a smug and seli-satisiied routine oi it-was-good-enough-in-the-days-of-

Essanay-Triangle-Biograph-and-it's-good-enough-for-us there is no

such mossback attitude visible in the way these Warner fellers are

setting the Publicity Pace on this big Western epic

T T
• • • THE BOYS in Charlie Einfeld's department have

been saying that this Dodge City Jamboree will be the biggest

exploitation fanfare ever put in back of a picture that

sounded slightly exaggerated at the time we first heard it

now we're beginning to think there might be something to it....

T
• • • WHEN the li'l western town holds its first Round-Up in

years on April 1 fo celebrate the premiere of the Technicolor

super, "Dodge City" this famous cattle town of early Kansas

will entertain about 100.000 visitors, it is estimated the Santa Fe

railroad will run special excursion trains from all parts of the South-

west Governor Ratner of Kansas has invited the governors of

Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nebraska and Missouri the event is

rapidly assuming the proportions of a Gala Holiday for the entire West.

T
• • • FROM Hollywood will come the "Dodge City Special"

bringing carloads of screen celebs, execs., newspaper and
mag writers this special will join up with the Eastern con-

tingents from New York and Eastern cities at Syracuse, Kansas

and forming a 16-car train, the Gang will arrive in Dodge
City on that eventful Saturday morn there will be a rodeo

of the old-time Western type a musical jamboree with 45

native bands competing a street parade premieres in

the evening at the city's four theaters and a national radio

program over the NBC network

T T T
• • • THE CUSTOMERS are making it very easy for us

now they write their own personal plugs lookit "Irving

Dashkin, who recently returned from his annual vacation is back

on the job beginning his tenth year as film buyer, booker, theater man-

ager and advertising and publicity head of the Savoy Theater in

Jamaica, Long Island a four-man job wrapped in one" (what,

Irv, the theater has no janitor? must get terribly dirty)

• • • THAT Memphis Cotton Carnival will have as its

theme, "King Cotton Goes Hollywood" the big event is a

gigantic parade filled with gorgeous floats, electrically animated

and lighted each depicting a scene from some well-known
picture such as "The Firefly" "Snow White"

"Covered Wagon" "Gold Diggers" "Sweethearts"

"Gone With the Wind" "Robin Hood" "Good Earth"

an estimated one million people will witness this annual

pageant

T T T
• • • CELEBRATING their thirty-second year in the amuse-

ment biz ,the H. Schoenstadt & Sons theater circuit in Chi

began with one house, and now has 17. . . • Vyvyan Donner, fash-

ion editor of Fox Movietone News, will be the guest speaker on the

Film Forum program of the National Board of Review this eve over

WYNC

« « * ** ** »

GN SETS MANPOWER

DEALS,SAYSHAMMONS

(.Continued from Page 1)

ing are completed, E. W. Hammons,
president, stated yesterday upon his

return from conferences on the
Coast. While he would not disclose
the names of the persons involved,
he said he was optimistic over the
possibilities of obtaining their ser-
vices and of closing the money deal
within two weeks.
Hammons said that before he left

the Coast all current creditors of
the new Grand National company
were paid in full and that the dead-
line for paying off the bills on the
old GN company was Aug. 11.

If and when current money nego-
tiations are completed, Hammons
said, the company will be financed
amply to carry on and deliver all

product scheduled.
Delivery of the Anna Sten pic-

ture, "Exile Express," is expected
this week. Hammons explained that
delivery of the negative was held
up pending the payment of $25,000
advance. This money, he said, is

now ready for the producers and
will be handed to them when the
negative is delivered.

No shorts will be made for the
current season's program, Hammons
said, but the schedule for next sea-

son calls for 18 two-ieelers and 26
one-reelers. These, he added, will

be sold separately and will not be
included in the feature contracts.

Hammons said he saw no neces-

sity for further reduction of the
company's personnel and asserted

that the sales organization would
be rebuilt when a sales head is

appointed.
"Everything Happens to Ann" has

just been completed by Arcadia Pic-

tures. This unit will start produc-

tion immediately on "Miracle on
Main Street."

Anti-Trust Suit is Filed

Against Majors in Chicago

(Continued from Page 1)

mission price limitations, double fea-

tures and unlawful favors to circuit

theaters. It asks jury trial. De-
fendants have twenty days to file

answer.

Shift Convention Dates

Little Rock—Arkansas ITO has
shifted its convention dates from
April 2-3 to April 23-24, it was an-

nounced yesterday.

Like Father, Like Son
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bill Lasky, Jesse L.

Lasky's younger son has just got his

first job as office boy in the Sam
Goldwyn cutting department. This is

rather a coincidence, since Lasky first

started in the business as partner with
Cecil B. DeMille and Sam Goldwyn.
Lasky's older son is a writer with
DeMille and his younger son is now
with Goldwyn.



'MIDNIGHT
. , /'Bound to get off to a flying start and do pros-

perous business. One of the best entertainment offerings to come

out of Paramount in a long time!" —Daily Variety

MIDNIGr
. . ."A honey of a picture. Audiences will love Miss

Colbert. One of the prize entertainments of the year . . . sure-fire

audience and word of mouth appeal!*
5

—National Boxojfice Digest

MIDNIGHT .. /'Plenty of boxoffice strength in the powerhouse

cast. Will turn in a good account of itself at the b.o. ! "—Weekly Variety

"MIDNIGHT".
. ,«A sprightly comedy. You'll like Miss Colbert

and Don Ameche. Barrymore a real hit. Amusing, fast, brightly

played and adroitly directed
!"

—Liberty

. . ."Will head into and hold heavy gro\

i .u



"MIDNIGHT". . ."Claudette Colbert's best comedy since It

Happened One Night'. Just about the best light comedy ever

caught by a camera
!" —M. P. Daily

"MIDNIGHT". . /The It Happened One Night' of the current

season. A riotous comedy, it is one of the finest pictures turned out

by Paramount in many a moon and is definitely geared for the

masses!" —Showmen's Trade Review

"MIDNIGHT". . /The slogan If it's a Paramount picture, it's the

best show in town' is meaningful as a recommendation for 'Midnight'.

It's screen merchandise the like of which is made available to

exhibitors only rarely!" —M. P. Herald

USineSS —Hollywood Reporter
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By RALPH WILK
Nick Carter Rights to M-G-M

CTUDIO news flashes at the week-
end: M-G-M has acquired screen

rights to the famous Nick Carter
detective stories that boys used to
read in secret, and will produce a
series of films based on them for
1939-40 .... Samuel Goldwyn will
co-star Dorothy Lamour and Jon
Hall again in "Canal Zone." Wil-
son Collison will write the story . . .

Radio telephone deal has just been
closed by Paramount with Frank
Borzage on board his yacht in Mex-
ican waters, to direct Dorothy La-
mour, Akim Tamiroff and Robert
Preston in "Disputed Passage,"
from the Lloyd Douglas novel.

T T T
New William Powell Pact

Players contracted and signed:
M-G-M has signed a new long-term
contract with William Powell. He
will soon appear in a new "Thin
Man" story .... Darryl F. Zanuck
has added Cesar Romero, Joseph
Schildkraut, Maria Ouspenskaya and
Henry Travers to the "Rains Came"
cast in which George Brent, Myrna
Loy and Tyrone Power will be
starred .... RKO Radio has signed
Edward Ellis (of "A Man to Re-
member" fame) for three new pic-
tures, first of which will be "Career"
from Phil Stong and Chester
Erskine's play, with Robert Sisk
producing .... Warners will star
Ann Sheridan in "Oomph Girl" . . .

Edward Small has engaged Doris

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 209 • • •

D ICHARD HARLAN. Director. Born in Lima, Peru. His father was an attache
' * at the American Embassy in Lima. At the age of 3 was taken to Havana,

Cuba. Received part of his education at the La Salle School in that city. At
15 attended the Clason Point Military Academy in New York City and when
he reached 17 he studied medicine at the Pennsylvania University. Did this for

three years. At 20, studied sculptoring under such famous artists as Gutzon
Borglum and Paul Manship. At the age of 22, on a trip to Havana, met Dick
Barthelmess, who interested him in the movies.

So much so that Barthelmess got him a job as

first assistant director on "The Bright Shawl."

Since then has been connected with the motion

picture industry. From 1919 to 1923 was first

assistant director; 1924 to 1926, producer-

director. 1927, gag-man and assistant. 1928 and

1929, first assistant director. 1930, directed

"Friendship," "Man Who Came Sack," "The
Valiant" and "East Lynne" in Spanish for Fox,

and "East of Borneo" in Spanish for Universal.

Continued on from 1930 to 1938 as Technical

Director, First Assistant Director and Literary

Collaborator on a number of pictures. Now direct-

ing Spanish pictures for Dario Productions,

releasing through Paramount.

Kenyon for the role of Queen Anne
in "The Man With the Iron Mask"
. . . . Spring Byington has been en-
gaged by Warners for "Give Me a
Child," nearly ready for the cam-
eras.

T T
McLeod—M-G-M Termer

This, that and t'other: Norman
McLeod has been given a new long-

term contract by M-G-M .... Same
firm has signed Irv S. Brecher as a
writer and Sam Messenheimer for
work in the music department . . .

Columbia has assigned Jean Arthur
to the heroine's role in Clarence
Budington Kelland's "Arizona."

T T
M-G-M Buys "Florian"

Story purchases: Felix Salten's

novel, "Florian, the Emperor's Stall-
ion" has been bought by M-G-M . . .

RKO Radio has obtained the screen
rights to "The Outlaw of Three Cor-
ners," an original screen story by
Bernard McConville as a starring
vehicle for George O'Brien . . .

Stephen Slesinger, here on story
deals, is negotiating with M^f-M
for the purchase of Hendrik "WT Sm
Van Loon's original, "Peg-L<eg
Stuyvesant."

T T T

Garfield's Stellar Vehicle

Heard Around: Warners will star
John Garfield in "For the Benefit of
Mankind," Malvin Wald's legal
racketeering original .... Henry
Hathaway will direct Samuel Gold-
wyn's "The Real Glory," soon to go
before the cameras . . . John Payne
has a new Warner contract and will
soon be seen in "The Devil on
Wheels" which Lloyd Bacon directed
. . . 20th-Fox has engaged Lyle Tal-
bot for the Sonja Henie picture,
"Second Fiddle" . . . Lew Seiler will
direct Warners' "Dust Be My Des-
tiny" from the Jerome Odium novel
. . . . 20th-Fox will place "It
Couldn't Happen to You" before the
cameras on Monday .... Louise
Fazenda and James Stephenson
have been added to the cast of "The
Old Maid" by Warner Bros
Buck Jones will take a complete
wild west show and rodeo to Aus-
tralia for the filming of Zane Grey's
"Wild Mustang."

Televise Chaplin's Early

Pix as Birthday Tribute

London (By Cable)—British tele-

vision will pay a tribute to Charles
Chaplin, April 16, on the occasion
of his fiftieth birthday, by telecast-

ing a number of his early pictures,

accompanied by a commentary. A
piano will be used to build up the
pre-war "atmosphere" of the cinema
of that day.

Pictures named specifically for
inclusion are "The Champion" and
"The Bank." The British Film In-

stitute is loaning the films from the
National Film Library.

WEDDING BELLS

Rose Stevens, American mezzo-
soprano of the Metropolitan Opera,
and Walter Szurowy, Hungarian
screen and stage actor, have been
married for three months, it was re-

vealed yesterday. Marriage took
place at City Hall.

Pittsburgh — Chris Velas, who
operates theaters in Bellaire, York-
ville, Bridgeport and Powhatten
Point, Ohio, and Elm Grove, W. Va.,
and his bride, the former Rose De-
Leretto, will make their home in St.

Clairsville, O., upon their return
from a Florida honeymoon.

Baird Tele for London's

Three Largest Pix Theaters?

London (By Cable)—Baird Tele-
vision Company's circular to share-
holders relative to its $2,000,000
stock issue, explains that as a re-
sult of the success of the telecast
of the Boon-Danahar fight in two
London theaters, negotiations
are in progress for installing Baird
television equipment in several
other London houses, including the
three largest picture theaters in the
city. Developments outside of Lon-
don are pending also.

Directors believe that additional
funds should be raised for the pur-
pose of discharging existing in-

debtedness of approximately $1,250,-
000 and for financing the manufac-
ture of television receiving sets for
the theater and the home.

Altec Signs Service Pacts

With 250 Houses In Month

Mule Team Shorts

Lou Diamond, Para, shorts head,
said yesterday that mule team of
Hunky and Spunky will be featured
in five forthcoming Color Classics,

to be made in Technicol by Max
Fleischer.

Tucson Singles Test
Tucson, Ariz.—First single feature

to play the State theater here will

be Para.'s "Never Say Die."

Simultaneously with his return by
airplane from a three weeks' trip to

the Middle West and the Coast, L.

W. Conrow, Altec president, an-
nounced that a deal has been
signed by Bob Hilton, Chicago dis-

trict manager, to service Minnesota
Amusement theaters in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and Wis-
consin.
With this deal, in addition to those

already made with Randforce, Wil-
mer & Vincent, and Griffith Amuse-
ment circuits, a total of over 250
theaters have signed with Altec dur-
ing the past month, Conrow stated.

Nat Wolf's Mother Dead;
Rites in Houston Today

Houston—Federal services will be
held here today for Mrs. Esther
Fanny Wolf, mother of Nat Wolf,
Cleveland zone manager for War-
ners. She died on Tuesday follow-
ing a brief illness at the home of her
daughter in San Antonio.

In addition to Nat Wolf, who ar-
rived here yesterday from Cleve-
land by plane, accompanied by his
wife, the deceased is survived by
two sons, two daughters, and sev-
eral grandchildren and great grand-
children.

Beulah Livingston Joins

Film Alliance of U.

Beulah Livingston has been ap-
pointed publicity director of Film j

Alliance of the U. S., the company
j

recently formed by Harry Brandt :}

and Nat Wachsberger. Miss Liv- 1

ingston formerly was with Universal
where she headed the feature pub-
licity department for three years,
and more recently was with the Mo- -j

tion Pictures' Greatest Year cam-
paign.
Film Alliance plans to distribute

a minimum of 12 British and French
productions in the U. S.

STO
An eight-pound baby girl ,was

born to Mrs. Emanuel Silverstone,
wife of Alexander Korda's American
representative, at Lenox Hill Hos-
pital yesterday morning. Mother
and child doing well, Silverstone re-
ports. No name selected yet.

Pittsburgh—A 7% pound son was
born to Mr. and Mrs. James Gross
at the North Side Hospital, Youngs-
town, O. Mrs. Gross is the daughter
of Joseph Weiss, who operates the
Liberty and Capitol Theaters in Mc-
Keesport.
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Metro to Spend More Than Million Apiece on 36 Pix
36 Pictures to Cost More

Than a Million Dol-

lars Each
(Continued from Page 1)

J>2 in other brackets and 16 so-
called balanced films, it is under-
stood.

Chicago area exhibs., guests at
Che ^ cheon, were welcomed by Wil-
lianTT. Rodgers, Metro's sales chief.

E. M. Saunders, Western sales man-
ager, thanked the exhibs. for their
co-operation.
Rodgers stated that exhibitors

would not have to buy the Metro
shorts, newsreels and trailers in or-
der to get its features this season

—

that those short reels would be sold
:>n their merit alone.
Jack Kirsch, prexy of Allied of

Illinois, told the assemblage that
35 per cent of theaters affiliated with
his organization would drop duals
for single features if the circuits

>vould do the same.
Walter E. Banford, as chairman

of the convention reception commit-
tee, introduced all Chi. sales execs.

to the assembled theater owners.
Jack Flynn and Charles Whitbeck

spoke briefly. There was no speak-
er's table.

While the convention proper has
adjourned, conferences are to con-
inue today.

Distributors Attack Petition

in Millinocket Thea. Case

I t ontinued from Page 1

)

;uit attorney George S. Ryan is

.vaging against eight majors and
ndependent Graphic Theater Circuit.

Twenty-day extension, starting
vvhen the present motions are ruled
Dn, is asked by the defendants in

-vhich to file answers to the original

lill of complaint. Move is similar

o that in the Edmund G. Pollard
itigation involving Rumford, Me.
Plaintiff company in which Frank

'-.ePage has substantial interest op-
rates Millinocket theater in Mil-

inocket.

Copyright Infringement

Charge Confronts Goldin

Fort Worth—Federal Grand Jury
j:ere has indicted Howard Goldin for
Copyright infringement of film,

Lash of the Penitentes," copyright
If which is owned by Mienael J.

i^evinson.

Indictment also charges Goldin
vith having made a print or duped
egative of the copyrighted picture
nd exhibiting same in various U. S.

ities.

BCT's "Worst Year"
London (By Cable)—Annual re-

ort of board of directors of Brit-

Bh Cinematograph Theaters, Ltd.,

tated that 1938 was the worst year

b the company's history. Profit for

he year is given as $6,035.

Educational Film Expo. In Argentine
Buenos Aires (By Cable)—La Sociedad Educine is organizing the first South

American exposition of educational motion pictures which will be held here some
time in May.

Ad Valorem Duty on Pix

Earnings, Aussie Proposal

(Continued from Page 1)

ment that, in place of the present
8 pence per foot duty on imported
films, that an ad valorem duty based
on the picture's earnings at the box-
office be adopted. This is the sys-

tem that has prevailed in New Zea-
land for some years. British films

would be exempt from the tariff un-
der the proposal.
Under footage duty a film that

grosses $500,000 pays no more duty
than one of similar length that

may gross only $5,000. A negative
6,500 feet in length is subject to a

duty of approximately $1,080 no
matter how successful or what a
flop.

The ad valorem duty, proponents
point out, would make rejected pic-

tures (under the law permitting can-

cellation of American pictures up to

25 per cent) less expensive to han-
dle. In this sense, it is urged, ad
/alorem duty would actually benefit

big American importers.

St. Louis MPTO Planning

Special Welfare Committees

St. Louis—To facilitate the han-
dling of local issues and problems,
the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois will

establish special welfare committees
to function in this city, St. Louis
County, Eastern Missouri and South-
Illinois. Committees will embrace
five exhibs., to be picked from the
respective sections.

Newly elected officers of the

MPTO will be installed May 8 at a
meeting to be held at the Coronado
Hotel.
The Better Films Council of

Greater St. Louis has requested the

MPTO to restrict "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" to mid-week playdates
and bar children unless accompanied
by parents or guardians. Theaters
of this city and St. Louis County
will co-operate with the Council, it

is indicated.
MPTO has been advised by the

IATSE that it is prepared to pro-

ceed with its demand that all the-

aters in this city must engage union
maintenance men. Under one plan
suggested, in some instances a

maintenance man may look after

two or three small houses.

Weisner, Schecter Named
Chicago — Johnny Mednikow an-

nounces the appointments of Max
Weisner as manager for the Wis-
consin territory for Trailer-Made,
and of Leonard Schecter for the
Michigan territory, with headquar-
ters in the Film Building, Detroit.

Union Relief Held No Bar

to Unemployment Benefits

Albany—An actress is held en-

titled to Unemployment Insurance

benefits even though she receives

union relief fund payments of $7.50

per week during periods of unem-
ployment. This is the decision of the
Unemployment Insurance Appeal
Board reversing a referee who stop-
ped payments on the ground that
the union payments represented
earnings. Under the law a claim-
ant's benefits are stopped during
any week in which he earns more
than $2.

Hines, Execs. Return
Following district meetings of

branch managers of National The-
ater Supply, held in New York, San
Francisco and Chicago, Earle G.
Hines, president of General The-
aters Equipment Corp. and Interna-
tional Projector, Walter E. Green,
president of National Theater Sup-
ply and vice-president of GTEC, and
M. V. Carroll, treasurer of both com-
panies, have returned to their home
offices. Herbert Griffin, IP vice-

prexy, returned to New York prior

to the other execs.

Tony Ryan Recovering
Albany— Tony Ryan, Universal

salesman and formerly Monogram
branch manager here, has been dis-

charged from the hospital at Gouv-
erneur, N. Y., where he was taken
after a recent automobile accident,

and is now convalescing at his home
here. Ryan's auto hit a road rut,

got out of control and was com-
pletely demolished. The "U" sales-

man injured his chest and back, but
expects to be back on the job
April 1.

Knoxvilie Theater Robbed
Knoxville, Tenn.—Thieves enter-

ing the office of the Broadway The-
ater took $597.80 in cash and "sev-

eral hundred dollars in checks," ac-

cording to statements made to po-

lice by George L. Denton, manager.
This represented box-office receipts

for one day from four Denton-owned
theaters. The State, a Denton the-

ater, was robbed of $100 just before

Christmas. s0

S-l In New Quarters

Selznick International Pictures,

Inc., has signed a lease for office

space in the International Building
at Rockefeller Center, and will move
from its present quartres at 230

Park Ave. around May 1.

«REVI6UJS»
"I'm From Missouri"
with Bob Burns, Gladys George, Gene

Lockhart

Paramount 80 Mins.

WILL PLEASE THE BOB BURNS FANS
WITH TYPICAL COMEDY MATERIAL IN
HOMESPUN THEME.
A typical and hilarious vehicle for Bob

Burns, who has his troubles as a mule
fancier down in Missouri. Bob is a pop-
ular gent with all the home folks, for he
is the state champion of the great native
product, the mule. He has one prize sam-
ple called Sampson, which he enters in

the annual contest at Kansas City, with
laughable results. There is a big deal on
with the British Government, which is buy-
ing a supply of tractors for its colonial
troops, if it does not finally decide to buy
mules instead. So Bob hops over to Lon-
don with his prize mule as a sample of all

the other Missouri mules. Along with him
goes his ritzy wife (Gladys George) with
society ideas. She opens up a big town
house and starts to entertain lavishly.

Among other innovations which upset the
mule fancier, she provides him with a per-
sonal manservant, who insists on giving
him a bath. This crisis Burns sidesteps
neatly, along with many others of like na-
ture. There is a lot of maneuvering around
trying to outsmart his business rival (Gene
Lockhart) who is trying to sell the British

Government tractors, and keeps knocking
the qualities of the Missouri mule. A ritzy

party is given by his wife, who hopes to

marry her young sister (Judith Barrett) to

a British diplomat (George Huntley), who
is frying to help Burns sell his mules to the
government. This party is a wow that will

goal the cash customers, with Burns intro-

ducing a phoney American army officer and
almost wrecking everything. The climax
results in a last-minute victory as Burns
sells his mules with the help of an old

British pal who turns out to be a real

Duke with all kinds of political influence.

Burns will score with his big following of

fans in a down-to-earth role as the sim-
ple American trying to please his ritzy

wife. Selling angles: Bob Burns in a

homespun role, with his original comedy
and gags. E. E. Clive as the English duke
scores laughs every time he appears.

CAST: Bob Burns, Gladys George, Gene
Lockhart, William Henry, George P. Hunt-
ley, Judith Barrett, Patricia Morrison, Tom
Dugan, E. E. Clive, Doris Lloyd, Lawrence
Grossmith, Melville Cooper, Dennis Moore,
Ethel Griffies, James Burke, Spencer Chart-
ers, Raymond Hatton, Eddy Waller, Wil-
liam Collier, Sr., Charles Halton, Richard
Denning.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Director,

Theodore Reed; Authors, Homer Croy,
Julian Street; Screenplay, John C Moffitt,

Duke Atterberry; Cameraman, Merritt Ger-
stad; Editor, Archie Marshek.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

To Contribute Lump Sum
Chicago — Gregory Circuit will

contribute a lump sum to the Will
Rogers Memorial Fund instead of
collecting in the houses of the cir-

cuit.
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Slump in British Production Shutters Pinewood Studios

British Production Seen as

Very Seriously

Disintegrating

London (By Cable)—Instance of
the low state of British film produc-
tion was manifest yesterday when
it was announced that Pinewood
Studios with five stages and 48-acre
"lot" are closing down completely
as result of lack of demand for
their facilities. In 1938, a total of
15 features were made at Pinewood,
including such outstanding attrac-

tions as "Pygmalion" and "The
Mikado."

Critics of conditions which have
been outgrowths or at least after-

maths of the Films Act now point to

suspension of Pinewood operations,

to the extreme where not even the
maintenance of a skeleton staff or
the occasional utilization of a sound
stage is considered feasible, as an
indication that British production
is very seriously disintegrating.

Since the Films Act was insti-

tuted, the more optimistic channels
of the trade have looked in vain for

a production spurt which might make
possible the use of a saitsfactory

percentage of British studio facili-

ties, which are geared to handle
ore than 300 features annually.

However, only one-third of capacity
has been in use, and now even this

is threatened, it is asserted.

British apprehension is currently
high because of reports that Alfred
Hitchcock may prolong his U. S.

stay to possibly make more than
three pictures in Hollywood for Da-
vid O. Selznick. Also viewed with
concern here is the recent wooing by
RKO Radio of Herbert Wilcox who is

becoming more and more Hollywood-
conscious from standpoint of prac-

ticability of making films in the U.
S. Imperadio will make several

there this year. Alexander Korda,
too, is scheduled to make at least

one in Hollywood during 1939.

EXPECT U. K. FIRMS

TO MAKE 150 IN 1939

London (By Cable)—British pro-

duction during 1939, it is indicated,

may not total 150 features.

There was a sharp drop of some
20 per cent in British feature re-

leases last year, total of 160 going
out as compared with 200 in 1937.

Following are the 1938 distribu-

Fair Exchange
RKO Radio ruled yesterday that it's

okay for customers attending the Amer-
ican premiere of the French version of

"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
'"Blanche-Neige et les Sept Nains")
at the Waldorf Theater on Apr. 8 to

walk right up to the box office with
either French francs or U. S. coin. Both
will be acceDted. L'argent est I'argent.

n'est ce pas?

UP Board in "Union Pacific" Bally
Omaha—The board of directors of the Union Pacific Railroad will hold its annual

meeting here April 27 in honor of the world premiere of "Union Pacific," the first

time in the 75-year history of the railroad that the board has met outside of

New York. A special train will bring members here headed by W. A. Harriman and

including many internationally known industrialist? and financiers.

Installation of CBS Tele

Transmitter Nearly Finished

Installation of the new CBS tele-

vision transmitter on top of the
Chrysler Building is practically com-
pleted, Dr. Peter Goldmark stated

yesterday. Power tests are sched-

uled for April 1.

Cost of the transmitter is given
as $400,000 with installation costs

running to about $200,000. The
transmitter will utilize a vertical

antenna located in the spiral atop
the building. CBS believes this

equipment will give more clearly de-

fined pictures than any tele trans-

mitter now in operation.

"Mikado" Big In Canada
"The Mikado" continues to roll up

records in Canada, Universal re-

ported yesterday. After a big three-

week run in Toronto, the picture has
surpassed in four days the weekly
gross turned in by two of the big-

gest box-office attractions of the

year in Vancouver and Winnipeg,
according to Universal.

tion statistics for individual Brit-

ish companies: General Film Dis-

tributors, Ltd., 23; Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures, Ltd., 16; 20th-Fox
Film Co., Ltd., 16; Associated Brit-

ish Picture Corp., Ltd., 13; Butch-
er's Film Service, Ltd., 12; Para-
mount Film Service, Ltd., 12; Brit-

ish Lion Film Corp., Ltd., 10; United
Artists Corp., Ltd., 10; Columbia
Pictures, Ltd., 9; First National
Film Distributors, Ltd., 8; Warner
Bros. Pictures, Ltd., 8; RKO Radio
Pictures, Ltd., 7; Associated Brit-

ish Film Distributors, Ltd., 6; Pathe
Pictures, Ltd., 5; and one each by
British Screen Service; Colmore
Distributors, Ltd.; Exclusive Films,
Ltd.; Independent Film Distribu-
tors, Ltd., and Viking Films, Ltd.

Feature Releases in U. K.
Decline 139 from '37 Figure

London (By Cable) — Figures
issued by the BBFC following a
checkup on features receiving a cer-

tificate during 1938 reveal the total

passed to be 690, which is 139 fewer
than in 1937. In that year 829 fea-
tures were approved.

In 1937 58 per cent of the figures
were approved in the "U" category;
in 1938 the percentage had risen to

63. In short subjects those in the
"A" classification rose from 19 to

28 and in the "U" from 378 to 519.

But four films were rejected in

their entirety in 1938 as against
nine the previous year. In the past
three years but four films were
placed in the "horrific" category.

United Artists Closes Deal

with New Producing Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

time because of the present connec-
tions they are leaving.
However, Silverstone expects to

be able to reveal the names after
his return to New York next week
at which time he will also announce
the United Artists 1939-40 program
in detail.

Alliance Biz Running

25% Ahead of Year Ago

Alliance, O. — Ray S. Wallace,
managing director of Tri-Theaters,
Inc., operating the Columbia, Mor-
rison and Strand theaters here, re-

ports business is approximately 25
per cent better than a year ago.

Houses are all playing duals, with
an occasional single run on an out-

standing film.

NEELY BILL HEARINGS

BEGIN NEXT WEEK:

(Continued from Page 1)

dling the bill, was obtained by,

Neely after the latter indula^" in

unusual parliamentary prot^Jare'

through a motion to discharge the?

Senate committee from considera-l

tion of his measure, thus bringing it

to Senate direct for vote.
After conferring with Neely, Bark-

ley summoned Chairman Smith of
sub-committee and then gave the
West Virginia Senator his assur-^
ance, Neely said last night. Neely,
it was learned, had threatened that
today, when his motion is slated*!

for action, he would bring on the
Senate floor copies of reports of all*

block-booking hearings ever held
before a House or Senate committee.
Due to the agreement, he said,

today he will simply ask that his

motion go over without action.

Neely forecasts a hearing lasting
"not more than five or six days, if

(

that, followed by Senate passage of

my bill by at least three to one."

AMERICA -FIRST, LAST- ALWAYS!

> t

\

i:iv

: ;

• MAN OF CONQUEST*
RICHARD DIX as Sam Houston • Gail Patrick

as Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson

Joan Fontaine as Eliza Allen • A Republic Picture
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Theater Divorcement Bill Up in Minnesota Legislature

EXPECTlTALY WILL EASTU. S. PIX RESTRICTIONS

CFI Recapitalization Plan is Seen as Near by Yates
Directors, Officers Renamed;

$257,980 First Quarter

Profit Seen

ia

-

Herbert J. Yates, prexy, told the
FI stockholders meeting yesterday
hat "the near future" will see a

•-• ecapitalizar
;ion plan for
,he company
n a t erialize.

Those s u b-

iiitted thus
' a r, how-
ver, he de-
clared, have
l o t merited
»cceptance.
Yates was

•e-named to

oth the pres-
dency and
ward chair-
nanship a t .

directors' meeting which followed
he stcokholders meeting at which

(Continued on Page 3)

HERBERT J. YATES

1EP. SEEN CLEARING

$150,000 IN QUARTER

Republic will record a net profit

f approximately $150,000 for the
rst quarter of 1939, it was esti-

lated yesterday by Herbert J.
(Continued on Page 4)

ive UA Particulars in 60
Days, Court Tells D of J

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
2rday signed the order which re-

uires the Government, in its equity
ction against filmland, to serve its

(.Continued on Page 4)

LRB Recesses Hearing

of SWG-Producer Squabble

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Trial examiner James

. Batten yesterday recessed until

[onday the NLRB hearing on
(Continued on Page 4)

CFI Extends "I/" Loan; Small Loan Set
CFI loan to Universal, recently due, has been extended for another year, and pro-

visions for further extension have been formulated, it was disclosed by Herbert J.

Yates, Prexy, at yesterday's annual CFI stockholders meeting.
Edward Small, releasing via UA, is expected to receive a loan of $150,000 for

his company from CFI, Yates stated, and an exclusive printing contract for CFI is

looked for. Although Yates used the word "expected," film industry sources have
understood that this deal had actually been closed.

N. Y. ALLIED TO ASK BILL OF PARTICULARS

CLEARANCE WAIVERS

Syracuse, N. Y.—"New York Al-
lied will demand all clearances be
waived in cases where chain-con-
trolled second-runs compete with
subsequent runs, where boosted
prices were used to secure more rev-

enue than in the first showings,"
Max A. Cohen, president of New
York Allied told the representatives

of 100 theaters in up-state New
(Continued on Page 4)

U. S. Pix Exit from Rumania

Feared Under German Treaty

News breaking yesterday that
Rumania had signed a treaty with
Germany giving to the latter vast
trade rights caused eyes of U. S.

(Continued on Page 7)

FILED IN BK ACTION

Chicago—Department of Justice,

acceding1 to the mid-February rul-

ing by Federal Judge Charles Wood-
ward, has filed here its bill of par-
ticulars in the contempt action

brought by the Government against
B & K and seven major film com-
panies, which had been charged in

the criminal proceedings with hav-
ing violated, with the exception of

(Continued on Page 3)

Admish Tax Measure Looms
as New Threat at Albany

Albany — Two - men - in - a-booth
measure was finally re-amended yes-
terday to meet objections of ama-
teur eight and 16 mm fans and will

(Continued on Page 3)

Bill to Force Theater Divorcement

Hoppered in Minnesota Legislature

Anti-Bank Night Measure

Before Minnesota Solons

Minneapolis—A bill defining Bank
Night as a lottery if it contained any
element of advantage to the pro-

moter or inconvenience to any per-

son resulting from a scheme of

chance was presented to the legisla-

ture by Rep. Walter Roth. Lotteries

are outlawed in Minnesota.

Minneapolis—A bill which
_
would

prohibit producer ownership in the-

aters has been introduced in the
state legislature.

Under the terms of the measure it

would be unlawful for any motion
picture theater to be operated in

Minnesota if owned in whole or part

by any producer or distributor of

motion pictures, or through stock

ownership.
Bill further requires each theater

(Continued on Page 4)

UA Exec, Home, Brings Re-

port Monopolistic Law
to be Altered
By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in
charge of United Artists' foreign
depart-
ment, re-
turned yes-
t e r d a y on
the Queen
Mary from a
five - month
tour of
Africa and
Europe and
stated that:

(1) Anew
Italian de-
cree in re-
gar d to
motion
pictures is

expected but

ARTHUR W. KELLY

the provisions
(Continued on Page 3)

LOURIE HERE TO SET

AFRICAN HOUSE DEAL

Here to set final details of a deal
with 20th-Fox whereby the Ameri-
can company will participate in the
building of a new theater in Johan-

(Continued on Page 3)

Resumption of Financing

for British Pix Foreseen

Possibility of a resumption of

financing by the City for British

producers if product there continues

to improve in quality as rapidly as
(Continued on Page 4)

Levy Off for Hollywood

to Confer on Production

Jules Levy, RKO's general sales

manager, left yesterday for the

Coast to confer with studio ex-
(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

15 15 15
ioi/2 ioi/2 ioy2 — 3/3

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

13/8 1% 1%
101/2 10V4 103/s

173 170y4 17T/2

12% 12% 12% + V4
46 44S/

8 45 + Vi

10
90
9%
8 1/4

2i/
fi

91/4 91/2 + %
90 90 — 1/4

9% 9% — %
7% 77/a _ l/8

2V8 2% + Vi
211/4 203/4 203/4 + l/4

5% 5% 5%
52 51 51 1/2 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46
Loew 6s 41-ww... .101% 101% 1013,4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 102 1013/, 102 + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3

V

4s47 87 86V2 86V2
RKO 6s41 65 65 65 + 1

Warner's 6s39 100 V, 100V2 10OV2
Warner's 6s39 ctfs.. 91% 91% 91 % — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 34 1% 1% + Va
Technicolor 16% 16 16% + 11/5

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99 102
Fox Thea. Bids. 1st '49 4% 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 95V2 97%
Met. Playhouse. Inc.. 1st deb. '45 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 68 70

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;
T

• • • A DINNER will be given by sponsors representing the film

industry at the Hotel Astor on Sunday, April 2 to raise a scholar-

ship fund for refugee students at Yeshiva College, devoted to liberal

arts and sciences the speakers will be James Roosevelt, Louis

Nizer, Dr. Nelson P. Mead and Dr. Bernard Revel, president of Yeshiva.

T T T
• • • THE COMMITTEE consists of William G. Van

Schmus, chairman Neil Agnew, Jack Alicoate, Jack Cohn,

Ned E. Depinet, Maurice Kann, Sidney R. Kent, Abe Montague,

Charles C. Moskowitz, Louis Nizer, John J. O'Connor, Martin

Quigley, William F. Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, George J. Schaefer

Gradwell Sears, Maurice Silverstone, George P. Skouras.

Spyros Skouras

T T
• • • WE THINK that is a grand idea being used on the premiere

of "Dodge City" in that town, with local residents picking visiting Hol-

lywood players in a raffle, to be their week-end guests in fact

this plan should become part of the contracts of all Hollywood stars

that they spend so many week-ends a year in the homes of

the folks who make up the movie audiences the plan should also

include writers and directors in this way some of those pix pur-

porting to reflect the domestic scene might eventually bear some

resemblance to the lives of the Average American At Home
T

• • • BEG PARDON DEP'T that contract with Larry
Clinton signed with the N. Y. Paramount contained the usual

restrictive clause protecting the house against an earlier

competitive engagement in the area there was no specially

added clause nor was 10 months specified

Separate Shorts Selling

Seen Improving Quality

M-G-M's decision to sell short sub-
jects apart from features will re-
sult in a higher quality of shorts,
Herb Morgan, shorts publicity di-
rector, said yesterday following his
return from the company's sales
convention in Chicago.

While M-G-M has always aimed to
make the best shorts possible, Mor-
gan said, the quality of the new
lineup must be raised still higher
because it will be sold strictly on its

merits. Exhibitors next season, he
pointed out, will not have to con-
tract for the short subjects in order
to get M-G-M features. That means
M-G-M is out to make the best sub-
jects on the market, he added.

McConviile In Mexico
Mexico City—Here for a 10-day

vacation, Joseph A. McConviile, Co-
lumbia's foreign sales manager, is

taking advantage of his stay to ex-
amine "Lights of the Tenement," the
first of series of three pictures which
Jose Luis Bueno is producing local-
ly for world distribution by Colum-
bia. Shooting has been going on
in studios of Cinematograph Latino
Americana.

Crites' Patent Action

Trial Before Judge Byers

Trial started yesterday in Federal
Court before Judge Mortimer Byers
of a suit brought by Virgil C. Crites
against Warners, Radtke Patents
Corp., United Research Corp., Albert
A. Radtke, Thomas J. Martin and
Leonard Day.

Plaintiff, seeking injunction, dam-
ages and accounting, charges patent
infringements of a patent called

"Methods of and Means for Optical-
lv Recording and Reproducing
Sound."

Lichtman In New York
Al Lichtman, M-G-M vice-presi-

dent, arrived in New York yesterday
for a brief stay following the sales

convention in Chicago. He was ac-

companied bv Jay A. Gold, Sam
Eckman and Herb Morgan. W. F.

Rodgers and Tom Connors are due
tomorrow.

The public auction ol the leasehold

on three theatres in Middletown,

Connecticut, set for April 11, 1939,

is cancelled. There will be no sale.

comma mid gomg

HERBERT WILCOX and JOHN w\ HICKS
sail from England tomorrow on the Normandie.

AL LICHTMAN, JAY COLD, SAM ECKMAN
and HERB MORGAN in from the M-C-M
convention in Chicago. W. F. RODGERS and
TOM CONNORS arrive tomorrow.

ARTHUR W. KELLY returned from Europe
yesterday on the Queen Mary.

JULES LEVY, RKO sales chief, off Ai the
Coast yesterday. .j»

HARRY LOURIE, of the firm of Lou'rie &
Katz, Johanesburg, South Africa, arrived yester-

^y on the Queen Mary.

NORMAN MORAY, Vitaphone sales manager,
is in Milwaukee today and will spend the
week-end in Minneapolis on his current sales
tour.

SIR ADRIAN BAILLIE, associate of Douglas
Fairbanks, LADY BAILLIE, NOEL COWARD and

; LA LUGOSI, sail today for England on the
Queen Mary.

TULLIO CARMINATI has returned to New
.'ork after six weeks in Fla.

JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE, Columbia foreign
chieftain, is in Mexico City.

Dismissal Motions Denied
Florida Trust Actionin

Miami—Dismissal motions filed by
Wometco and Paramount circuits

;

and the eight majors, defendants
in the anti-trust suit instituted by I
the Washington and Garden Oper-

j

ating Co.'s, were denied by Federal !

Judge John W. Holland.

Ben Schwalb Resigns
Ben Schwalb, producer and direc-

tor of Columbia's short subjects in

the East for several years, has re-

signed effective today. New plans
are to be announced following a

brief vacation.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

"There have been a number of good
gir] and music shows in town of late,

but this is by all odds the most bril-

liant of the lot." Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott—Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

I

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-

derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-

tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season." — George
Jean Nathan, Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
with Helen Betty Mary Russell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure"—Atkinson, Times*

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.
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United Artists Adding British Producers, Says Kelly

Pacts Closed With Aldrich

Co., Also Hilton and

Buchanan
{Continued from Page 1)

have not been divulged, al-

though the belief is that the
present restrictions will be
e-°-?d;
=T
3) UA's activities in South

Africa will get under way this

year with A. A. Lowe, former
manager in Tokyo, in charge;

(3) The Czecho - Slovakia
market probably will be lost to
American distributors if, and
when, the reichmark replaces
the present currency;

(4) UA is adding British
producers, first of which is the
Aldrich Company, to make
product for the English mar-
ket;

(5) UA also is building up
its Paris office to handle more
French pictures.

While Kelly said that he had
nothing tangible on which to base
his belief that Italy would modify
its film monopoly decree, he assert-
ed that reports are in circulation to

the effect that a new decree is to

be issued whereby American com-
panies will be permitted to resume
business. Announcement of the de-
cree is expected momentarily.
As to recent developments in

Czecho-Slovakia, Kelly said that he
was in Prague a few days before
Hitler began his invasion and that
business has been going on as usual
since the occupation by the Ger-
mans. There has been no effect on
business, he stated, but the economic
effects are yet to come. When Ger-
man money dominates the present
Czech currency, it probably will

mean that no cash will be permitted
to leave the country, making the
situation just as it is in Germany.
The Czech market has been a good
one, Kelly said, and that all UA

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 24

Herbert Bressler

MARCH 25

Ray Enright

El Brendel

Edward F. Hurley

Bertram Millhauser

David T. Katz

MARCH 26

Alfred A. Cohn

Arnold Van Leer

Trevor Faulkner

"Hunchback" Rights Brought $150,000
That you can't keep a good pix story down, no matter how long it collects dust

in script archives, is demonstrated by the sensational resurrection of "Hunchback of
Notre Dame." It was revealed yesterday by authoritative channels that Universal
handed over to M-C-M the screen rights, and latter promptly sold to RKO .... for
a reported $150,000.

Bill of Particulars Filed

By D of J in B & K Action

(Continued from Page 1)

Columbia, the 1932 consent decree.
Receipt of the bill of particulars,

signatured by U. S. Attorney Wil-
liam J. Campbell, Assistant Attor-
ney General Thurman Arnold, Spe-
cial Assistant Robert L. Wright and
Special Attorney Seymour Simon,
and detailing charges in 47 pages of
text, was hailed by defendant coun-
sel as furnishing a great deal of
information which ought to be of
distinct aid to them in adequately
preparing for trial.

The bill set forth particulars re-

garding restriction which occurred
with respect to the Apollo, Chicago,
Garrick, Roosevelt and United Ar-
tists theaters for the entire period
from Nov. 9, 1935, to Nov. 9, 1938
(at which time the action was insti-

tuted), and with respect to the
Oriental Theater from Nov. 9, 1935,
until May 26, 1938, when the defen-
dant exhibitors ceased to operate
such theater. The means by which
such restriction was effected were also

amplified by the Government, which
additionally delineated in the bill

certain details of violation which
have occurred since the contempt
proceedings began.
Defense counsel have until April

3 to file their answers.

product up to "Stagecoach" is be-
ing released.

Aside from UA's deal with the
Aldrich Company, another pact has
been closed with Jack Hilton and
Jack Buchanan as co-producers of a
musical to be called "The Band
Wagon." The Aldrich unit's first

picture is to be "An Englishman's
Home," based on a well-known play
which had a successful run in 1909
and dealing with a German invasion
of England by Kaiser Wilhelm. The
picture version will be modernized
and an option has been taken for
distribution in the U. S. Negotia-
tions for two more producers are
pending.
The importance of French pic-

tures has increased, Kelly said, and
UA will acquire several for distribu-

tion in France and its territories.

Detals regarding UA's participa-

tion with 20th Century-Fox in South
Africa were not revealed, but it was
pointed out that groups of independ-
ent exhibitors in key cities had ob-

tained franchises for both com-
panies' product. A. A. Lowe, who
recently returned from Tokyo where
he served as UA manager, has been
appointed to represent the com-
pany's interests in South Africa.
His departure for his new post re-

mains indefinite.

Lourie Here to Set 20th-Fox

Deal for So. African House

{Continued from Page 1)

nesburg, South Africa, Harry Lou-
rie, of the firm of Lourie & Katz
of that city, said that construction
of the $1,500,000 house would start

April 1 and it would be completed
next January.

Building will be eight stories high,
with offices on the upper floors and
stores in the street level. House
will seat 2,100, will have a tea
room and latest types of equipment.
The building management concern
which will operate the building will

be known as the Twentieth Century
Co.

Directors will be Lourie or his

son, Norman, Otto W. Bolle, man-
aging director for 20th-Fox in

South Africa, A. V. Lindberg, S.

Potter and A. Sumner, all promi-
nent Johannesburg business men.

Theater will serve as the "show
window" for 20th-Fox product in

this territory, with distributing

company putting up about one-fifth

of the construction costs. Lourie
said that approximately 40 houses
were now in the course of construc-

tion or completion by private South
African interests following negotia-

tions with 20th-Fox and UA which
resulted in the American companies
giving the theaters 10-year product
franchises.

He described business as "good"
and said that American pictures

were preferred in the territory, with
English pictures in second place. He
said that there was no market there

for German, Italian or French films.

Lourie, who arrived on the Queen
Mary, expects to be here about two
weeks attending to numerous busi-

ness deals apart from his affiliation

with 20th-Fox.

Admish Tax Measure Looms
as New Threat at Albany

(Continued from Page 1)

come up again for Assembly vote in

few days.

Still hopelessly deadlocked on
fiscal measures, legislature will re-

cess next Friday until Easter Mon-
day night, hoping for adoption of

definite party policy bv Republicans
meanwhile. The strong opposition

to a general sales tax has so far

blocked its decision as party policy

in both houses.

Move for a tax on luxuries, includ-

ing one on all admission tickest, is

understood to' be rapidly gaining

strength.

GFI RECAPITALIZATION

PLAN SEEN AS NEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

J. Aller, E. C. Dearstyne, R. W.
Altschuler and H. J. Yates, Jr.,

were re-elected to the board. Latter
also re-elected all officers.

CFI figures for March estimated,
will show a net, before taxes are
deducted, of $257,980.94 for the first

quarter of 1939, compared with
$166,125.62 for corresponding period
of 1938, it was disclosed by Ralph
I. Poucher, vice-president.

Poucher also asserted that sales
for the current quarter are $1,834,-
995.36 as against $1,639,491.56 for
corresponding span last year, and
placed excess profits at $91,000.

Shares outstanding amount to
924,973, comprised of 400,000 pre-
ferred and 524,973 common. At
yesterday's meeting 491,581 were
represented, consisting of 201,695
preferred and 289,886 common.
Responding freely to queries of

stockholders, Yates declared that the
present month will be the largest
in point of volume for the company
since 1933; that sale price of Amer-
ican Record Corp., former subsidiary,
to Columbia Broadcasting System,
was $700,000, and that CFI still

retains Consolidated Moulded Prod-
ucts, but would be willing also to
part with this subsidiary; and that
when ARC and CMP were acquired
originally, 124,973 shares of CFI
common stock was cost of transac-
tion.

CFI, he added, owns one-third of
CAJO, another nominal subsidiary,
and that, since 1937, CFI has re-

duced its footage price by .002 cents.
Asked by a stockholder as to his

salary, Yates replied that it is $75,-

000 a year; that he receives no sal-

ary from the other associated com-
panies; that he has no interest in

the building which houses the par-
ent corporation, 1776 Broadway, and
that Consolidated has no interest in

the building beyond a lease.

At termination of the meeting,
Yates was accorded a unanimous
vote of confidence by stockholders
present, although one tried to intro-

duce a resolution for a salary slash.

This suggestion was received with
ill-temper by other stockholders.
Among other statements forth-

coming at the CFI stockholders'
meeting were: (1) approximately 48
per cent of Republic is owned by
CFI directly, and indirectly via

CAJO; (2) all gross receipts of Re-
public are assigned to CFI and pay-
ments are made weekly; (3^ when-
ever Republic has needed financing

for any approvable purpose, CFI
has advanced it; (4) Republic owes
CFI $2,500,000; and (5) that Repub-
lic has been virtually unaffected by
trade cataclysms in the foreign dis-

tribution field, chieffv for the reason
that the company has never really

obtained a solid foothold there.
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N.Y. ALLIED TO ASK

CLEARANCE WAIVERS

(.Continued from Page 1)

York at its meeting here yesterday
at the Syracuse Hotel.

"All Allied members," Cohen
stated, "should study the U. S. Su-
preme Court's decision in the Texas
clearance case. It established that
independent exhibitors have a right
to live. A weapon for bringing
marvelous results lies in this de-
cision.

"New York Allied has fought to

keep negotiations under way to

bring producers and exhibitors into

harmony. It doesn't expect to rem-
edy in 20 days what it has taken 20
years to grow, but let's make a
start by the combined strength of

Allied."

H. M. Richey, RKO director of

theater operations, told the exhibs.

that "the time has come for ex-

hibitors to become vocal in getting
arbitration boards in effect immed-
iately. I don't believe the recent

decision outlaws clearance but it will

regulate outlaw situations.

"The importance of discussion of

ways and means to eliminate inter-

nal friction existent in the industry
over such problems as clearance, ar-

bitration, eliminations, etc., cannot
be minimized, and while eventual
solution will not please everyone,
they will be solved, but, pending
that time, some enthusiastic selling

of the great entertainment in store

for the American public will not
come amiss.

"In an industry that writes 4,-

000,000 individual deals for feature
pictures, it certainly wouldn't seem
unusual if there were differences of

opinion that crept into these trans-

actions. Yet, even today, with ex-

hibitors being encouraged to dig up
any complaint that might furnish

background for court action, 99.99

per cent of these transactions are
completed to the satisfaction of the
two parties to the contract without
litigation. Less than one-tenth of

one per cent involves sufficient dif-

ference of opinion to necessitate

legal action.

"Eventually clearance will be the

result of a scientific study of all

the controlling factors in the situa-

tion that justifies the clearance,

either as the result of an impartial

survey or through the activities of

an arbitration or zoning and clear-

ance board."

The meeting discussed the two-
men-in-a-booth measures in Albany,
and all present advised using their

influence to kill the legislation.

Committees headed by Mitchell

Connery of Albany, Rap Merriman
of Syracuse and H. Lorence of Buf-
falo, were named to boost N. Y. Al-

lied's coming New York City

"World's Fair" convention at the

Hotel Astor, May 23-25.

E. Thornton Kelly, secretary of

New York Allied is starting on a

five-day tour of the state to take up
matter of individual exhibitor griev-

ances.

Maine Sun. Movies Get Favorable Com. Report
Augusta, Me.—Theater owners had increased hopes yesterday that the recent

Vermont example would be followed in Maine, as the latter's Legislature accepted
favorable committee report on Sunday movie legalization. Also given majority committee
support was bill to spot every holiday but Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's on
Monday. The committee blacklisted the proposal for a state lottery. The Sunday film

bill will probably carry a joker. Action is under way to amend the measure to provide
for five cents tax on all Sunday admissions. This is designed to raise $225,000 annually
for the Maine old age fund.

Republic Will Have $150,000
Net in Quarter, Says Yates

(Continued from Page 1)

Yates at the CFI stockholders'
meeting.
Announcement was indicative of

the astonishing forward strides Re-
public has made of late, commenc-
ing with upswing well into the black
which was registered during the lat-

ter part of 1938.
Industry observers also read into

the announcement a business tri-

umph for James R. Grainger, who
took over the presidency of the com-
pany just 11 months ago as well as
the post of general manager in

charge of distribution.

Republic's increase in x'evenue
during the present quarter was
placed at $332,000 over the corre-
sponding initial three months of
1938. Company's domestic unplayed
contracts were put at $7,037,000, and
unliquidated product at $4,742,173.
Expressing high enthusiasm over

Republic's present excellent position

and what the future, barring con-
tingencies, will hold, Yates declared:
"The day is not far off when Re-
public will make more for CFI than
CFI itself can make." He explained
this by the fact that Republic's pos-
sibilities are unlimited, while CFI
has an economic "ceiling" in the
film industry.
CFI sales to Republic approxi-

mated $1,081,000 in 1938, said Yates,
and had suggested that Republic get
50 playdates per print so that Re-
public would be economizing on
prints ordered.

Mysterious Ledger Figures

in Local 37-IATSE Squabble

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — District Attorney

Buron Fitts, who is investigating
the row between officers of IATSE
and Studio Mechanics Local 37 to

determine whether a county grand
jury should open an inquiry into

the case, said that the 2 per cent
assessment by the international or-

ganization on members of Local 37
had run into an enormous sum of

money and that a mysterious black
ledger containing entries in which a
balance of more than $1,000,000 was
carried forward was holding his at-

tention.

Ed Heim, former Local 37 secre-
tary-treasurer and cashier, who col-

lected the 2 per cent assessment,
told about the ledger when IA
officers recently took over the affairs

of Local 37.

SAG-AMG Reach Agreement
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is reported that

the Artists Managers Guild and the
Screen Actors Guild have agreed
upon a five-year contract.

Give UA Particulars in 60
Days, Court Tells D of J

(Continued from Page 1)

bill of particulars as far as UA is

concerned within 60 days, and UA
to file its response 20 days there-
after.

Order also contained a provision
which denied the application of UA
to strike out paragraphs of the
complaint which UA had represented
as not applicable to itself.

Further, the order states that the
Government, if it did not have suffi-

cient information as to portions of
the bill of particulars could say so,

and reserve the details until D of
J obtained the information, in no
event later than 30 days before trial.

Application of the Government to

include new defendants in the ac-
tion,—including James Roosevelt,

—

in the place of persons who have,
since action was instituted, with-
drawn from the industry, will be
heard today in Federal Court before
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum, in ref-

erence to defendants associated with
three of the majors—UA, Paramount
and Loew's.

Resumption of Financing

for British Pix Foreseen

(Continued from Page 1)

it did last year was foreseen yester-
day by R. Sutton Dawes, director of
sales in the U. K. for 20th-Fox,
when he arrived on the Queen Mary
for a visit here.
Dawes said that company business

was ahead of last year at the same
time. Sir Gordon Craig, general
manager of British Movietone News,
who also arrived on the boat, said
that newsreel circulation was well
ahead of last year.
Both men expressed the opinion

that television was making rapid
strides as an entertainment medium,
and it was stated that the sales of

television sets have jumped to be-
tween 400 and 500 sets per week with
approximately 12,000 sets now in

homes in the London area.
Neither of the visiting execs, fore-

saw any immediate change in the
present quota setup. They expect
to attend the 20th-Fox sales con-
vention in Chicago next week-end
and will probably stay here about
three to four weeks all told.

Levy Off for Hollywood

to Confer on Production

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutives regarding new product. En
route West he will stop off in Chi-
cago and will visit other exchanges
on his return trip to New York.
The field force is now concentrat-

ing on the George Sehaefer Drive,
which Levy heads. The campaign
ends June 2.

THEATER DIVORCEMENT

BILL IN MINNESOTA

(Continued from Page 1)

operator to file an annual statement

of ownership and management, along

with an affidavit stating that no

producer has any interest in his

theater. ^.

Violation of the law. if e*<p, ted,

would be punishable by a fine of

$10,000 or a year in jail, or both.

The bill has been referred to com-

mittee on general legislation with-

out comment from the floor.

NLRB Recesses Hearing

of SWG-Producer Squabble

(Continued from Page 1)

charges that producers violated the

Wagner Labor Act by asserted fail-

ure to bargain with the Screen
Writers Guild as the sole agency for
all writers, after attorneys for pro-
ducers declared they were willing
to continue efforts to reach an agree-
ment with the Guild.
Attorney Leonard Janofsky, rep-

resenting the Guild, said: "We're
not willing to continue any nego-
tiations when we are called 'pro-

ducers' slaves." Janofsky declared
that Joseph M. Schenck had said

that if the Guild got any contract at

all it would be a 10-year contract.

The Guild insists on a three-year
contract with a six months' option-

clause.

On motion of Attorney Homer
Mitchell, of producers' counsel,

Janofsky's remarks about "produc-
ers' slaves" were stricken from the
record.

"Well, it isn't struck from our
records," was Janofsky's rejoinder
"It is in the record of the meeting
last night."

"Maginot Line" May Debut
In Broadway First-Run

Negotiations for the U. S. pre-

miere of "Double Crime in the Magi-
not Line" in a first-run Broadway
theater are under way, it was
learned yesterday. The picture was
produced and directed by Felix Gan-
dera. It is being distributed in the

United States by Tower Pictures,

Inc.

Billboard Bill Doomed
Concord, N. H.—A bill to legalize

Beano games and two other meas-
ures which proposed regulation of

billboards and advertising signs
have been doomed in the Legislature
by unfavorable committee reports.

B & K Drive to Start

Chicago—B & K starts a 13-week
Managers Business Drive here next
week, with large cash prizes for top

results.

i
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MORE ROMANTIC, MORE THRILLING, MORE EXCITIffli

THAN ANY FICTION . .

.

Taken from the

flaming personal history of the couple

who started the whole world dancing!

Brought to the screen in the blaze of

excitement and glamour of a yester-

day just passed! . . . Recreating the

dances that took the universe by

storm—The Castle Walk, The Tango,

The Maxixe, The Texas Tommy! . .

.

Giving the screen a love-story bi-

ography almost too beautiful to have

been real; too true to have existed

without heartbreak! . . . SHOW VALUE
TO DRAW THE BIGGEST CROWDS
YOU CAN PLAY TO!

A great story told

to the strains of

dozens of songs

the world will

never forget!

!1 aA<J
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DNA LIVER

RADIO
pIPTureT

v
LITHO USA

WALTER BRENNAN
LEW FIELDS . JANET BEECHER

• ETIENNE GIRARDOT •

PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
Directed by H. C. Potter Associate Producer— George Haight

Screen Play by Richard Sherman

Adaptation by Oscar Hammerstein II and Dorothy Yost
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THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-l\ew Houses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Surrey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DALLY by======== ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC. =================================

Theater Closings

ALABAMA
Riverview — Riverview (3-7-39);

Owner: Al-Dun Amusement Co.;

Destroyed by fire.

ILLINOIS
Mt. Carmel—American (3-6-39);

Owner: Theo. Coleman; Fire.

MISSISSIPPI
Magnolia—Nolia (3-1-39).

NORTH CAROLINA
China Grove — Grove (3-4-39);

Owner: Mrs. Saunders; Destroyed
by fire.

OKLAHOMA
Barthsville — Crown (3-4-39);

Owner: Pete Crown; Unable to ob-

tain product.

PENNSYLVANIA
Mercer—Liberty (2-11-39); Own-

er: Blatt Bros.; Destroyed by fire.

TEXAS
Dallas—Haskell (3-11-39); Own-

er: D. A. Dickson; Burned.
Ingleside—Studio (3-8-39); Own-

er: F. I. Newbury; Burned.

WISCONSIN
Monroe — Goetz, Jr. (2-22-39);

Owner: C. J. Goetz.

Theater Openings

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Arc (formerly Empire),

320 seats (3-10-39); Owner: Variety
Enterprises, Inc.; House Manager:
Don C. McHenry; Previously closed
about one year ago.

OHIO
Ironton—Southside, approximate-

ly 350 seats (3-3-39); Owner: Clay-
ton Sheffield; House Manager:

|
Clayton Sheffield; Previously closed
January, 1937.

New Theater
Openings

ARKANSAS
Morrilton—Ritz, 332 seats (1-14-

139), Drilling Building; Builder: W.
D. Metcalf; House Manager: W. D.
JMetcalf.

CALIFORNIA
Eureka—Eureka, 1,700 seats (3-4-

1 39 ) ; Builder: Redwood Theaters;
Architect: Wm. David; Cost: $100,-

JOOO; House Manager: Leo Hender-
|.son.

MICHIGAN
Fremont—Oz, 468 seats (3-2-39);

iBuilder: H. E. Hedler; Cost: $30,-

lOOO; House Manager: Wm, Hacken.

OHIO
Canfield — Community, 200 seats

(2-17-39); Community Building;
Builder: WPA; House Manager:
Costarello.

Theaters Planned
ALABAMA

Mobile—New; Cost: $25,000; Op-
erator: J. H. King.

ILLINOIS
Carmi—New, 750 seats, about two

blocks from part of town; Operator:
Mr. Bains.

NEW YORK
Goshen—Goshen, 832 seats, South

Church St.; Architect: Thos. W.
Lamb; Cost: $80,000; Operator:
Walter & Carlisle Neithold.

NORTH CAROLINA
Shelby—Caroliana; Cost: $25,000;

Operator: Reynolds.

OREGON
Portland—New, 1,000 seats; Hol-

lywood District; Architect: B. Mar-
cus Priteca; Cost: $100,000; Opera-
tor: Hollywood Investment Co.

Theaters Under
Construction

ALABAMA
Mobile—New; Cost: $35,000; Op-

erator: Alex Gounares.
CALIFORNIA

Torrance—Elite, 880 seats; Build-
er: Samuel Levy; Cost: $30,000;
Operator: Gore Bros.; To be com-
pleted 4-10-39.

ILLINOIS
Greenville—Bond, 600 seats, West

side of square; Builder: Roy Ken-
nedy & Sons; Cost: $30,000; Opera-
tor: Fristna Amusement Co.; To be
completed 5-15-39.

NEW JERSEY
Frenchtown — New, 550 seats;

Cost: $15,000 to $18,000; Operator:
Hugo Kent; To be completed 5-15-

39.

NORTH CAROLINA
Blowing Rock — Carolina, 445

seats; Operator: Grover Robbins;
To be completed 6-1-39.

OHIO
Woodsfield—New; Builder: C. J.

Vogel; Operator: J. J. Shannon.
SOUTH DAKOTA

Carthage — New; Builder: Dana
D. Jones; To be completed week of
June 7.

Renovations
Planned

KANSAS
Topeka—Ritz; Work Planned: Re-

decorate interior; Owner: J. E. Pen-
nington; To be completed in two or
three weeks.

MICHIGAN
Harbor Beach—Community; Work

Planned: Installation of new seats;
Manager: C. C. Shipley; To be com-
pleted 4-1-39.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbia—Columbia; Work Plan-

ned: New rugs, new screen, new
seats and repainting; Owner: Sala-
mon Bros.; To be completed April,
1939.

U. S. Pix Exit from Rumania
Feared Under German Treaty

(.Continued from Page 1)

major distributors to turn anxious-

ly to the threatened spectacle of

American product being forced out

of the Rumanian market entirely.
During 1938, some 70 per cent of

the total feature films shown in
Rumania were U. S.-made, while
newsreels and shorts of American
origin enjoyed an even greater per-
centage. French attractions were
in second place, with Germany next.
However, both French and German
product offered stiff competition to
U. S. leadership.

Regrettable to American interests,

aside from the almost certain total
ascendency which is in the offing
for German pictures, were the facts
that Amercan product, up to the
treaty signing yesterday, was gain-
ing steadily in popularity in Ruma-
nia, and U. S. distrib. channels were

Foe of Canadian Film Bill

Branded a Hater of Movies

Montreal — Reproving Arthur
Meighen, Opposition leader in the
Senate, for his strictures on the Do-
minion government's bill to create
a National Film Board, Senator J.

W. Arris, of British Columbia, said
the Conservative leader's statements
were aggravated, by the fact he had
said he knew nothing about motion
picture films. He had seen only
four in his life and had "almost a
positive hatred for this form of ac-

tivity."

The bill received second reading
and was referred to the Senate's
Banking and Commerce Committee.

being enabled to get revenue out of
the country despite unbalanced ex-
change conditions.
Even prior to the new treaty, Ger-

many was accorded benefit of a re-

duction in import duties over the
U. S.

NEW JERSEY
Newton — Old Building; Work

Planned: General going over; Own-
er: David Weiderhaver; To be com-
pleted May, 1939.

PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg—Colonial; Work Plan-

ned: Remodeling front lobby and
building store room in lobby; Own-
er: Wilmer & Vincent Theaters
Corp.; To be completed about 4-15-

39.

TEXAS
Childress — Monogram; Work

Planned: Modern Theater; Owner:
Phipps & Layton; To be completed
about June 1, 1939.
Cameron—Cameron; Work Plan-

ned; Repainting, redecorating, neon
sign; Owner: Swift Theaters, Inc.;

To be completed 3-31-39.

WISCONSIN
De Pere—DePere; Work Planned -

New canopy and sign; Owner: W.
R. Vincent; To be completed soon.
Milwaukee—Murray; Work Plan-

ned: New canopy; Owner: W. D.
Young; To be completed soon.

Change in
Ownership

CALIFORNIA
Long Beach— Belmont, transfer-

red to Fox West Coast by William
C. Woodworth.
La Habra—Garden, transferred to

Robert Gumm by Max Shapiro;
House Manager: Charles Schroder.

KANSAS
Topeka—Ritz, transferred to J. E.

Pennington by W. G. McKinney.

MICHIGAN
Detroit — Loyal, transferred to

Edward Benrock by Samuel and
Ruth Ackerman; House Manager:
E. Benrock.

MISSISSIPPI
Calhoun City— Star, transferred

to J. F. Woffard by G. C. Cooper.

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville— Liberty, transfer-

red to St. Cloud Amusement Co. by
Segar Amusement Co.; House Man-
ager: Henry Segar.

OHIO
Cambridge— Ohio, transferred to

John C. White by Harry A. Lashin-
sky.

TEXAS
Miolothian— Key, transferred to

Buddy Harris by A. M. Morgan.

WISCONSIN
Princeton—Princeton, transferred

to Dennett Barrett by W. Ladwig.
Montello—Montello, transferred to

Dennett Barrett by W. Ladwig.
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THREE-WAY "MIKE"

INTRODUCED BY RCA

One microphone which combines

in its compact, streamlined case all

the characteristics of three different

type microphones, making it ideal

for film, radio or any public ad-

dress use, has been announced by

the RCA Manufacturing Co. A han-

dy switch at the base makes the new
unit uni-directional, bi-directional or

non-directional instantly.

Perfected in the same RCA re-

search laboratories which developed

the first ribbon type velocity micro-

phone and the first uni-directional

cardiod pattern microphone, the new
unit finds limitless applications in

radio studios, on movie sets, in audi-
toriums, night clubs, and any other
indoor or outdoor location where an
ordinary velocity, pressure or uni-
directional microphone proves insuf-

ficient for eveiy application. It is

designated as Model 77-C.

With the control switch in the

uni-directional position, the instru-

ment picks up only sounds reaching
the front, or live side—turning a

deaf ear to those emanating from
any other angle. As a bi-directional

microphone, it performs like an or-

dinary velocity instrument, being
responsive on only two sides. In

the third position, the control switch
permits sounds coming from any an-
gle to be picked up.

The microphone is actually two
mikes in one—a bi-directional vel-

ocity microphone and a non-direc-
tional pressure instrument. The out-

put of each comes down to the con-

trol switch, which cuts in one or the

other, or both. When the two are
connected in series, they give the
uni-directional response.

Because of its small size (2% in.

x 8^ in.), the three-way unit is

ideal for use by speakers or singers

before an audience. It is not large

enough to act as a barrier, and can
be adjusted in an instant to pick

up or "ignore" audience reaction.

HURLEY SCREEN DIVISIONL
145 Valley St., Beli«ville, N. J. g

Ita itk Into Theater
Campbell, Calif.—Campbell will have

a new theater May 1. Building which
formerly housed the local branch of
the American Trust Co. wil Ibe remod-
eled for pix purposes.

Erpi May Introduce New
Sound Recording Methods

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arrival here from

New York of Erpi's president T. K.
Stevenson, accompanied by T. Brooke
Price, company's general counsel,
was attended by reports that Erpi
will introduce new methods of sound
recording during the next year to

greatly increase quality of sound
both in studios and theaters.
Erpi is known to have had a con-

siderable number of research men
working for some time on record-
ing and equipment problems as they
concern the film industry. Further,
it is known that the company has
developed a new modulator unit,

solely a recording device.

Impending advance is declared of

vital consequence, since high per-

fection has been attained in micro-
phones and speakers, but the third

member of this triumvirate,—the
modulator unit,—has been the "weak
sister." Its improvement to the

stages reached by microphones and
speakers will, it is stated, be a great
studio boon.

CINECOLOR'S BURBANK

PLANT ULTRA-MODERN

Randforce-Altec Pact

Randforce Amusement Corp. has
appointed Altec Service Corporation

to service the 41 Randforce theaters

in Brooklyn and Queens. Bert San-
ford Jr. negotiated for Altec.

Will Build at Bryan
Cincinnati—Maurice White, Prexy

United Theaters, announces a site

for a new theater has been purchased
at Bryan.

Walker Forms Firm

Detroit — American Film Indus-
tries Co. is being organized by Cam-
eron B. Walker, at 7461 West Grand
River Ave.

finest
FORESTMAGNESIUM-COPPER SULPHIDE

RECTIFIERS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cinecolor's new $250,-

000 Burbank plant, which recently
opened here, is an ultra-modern con-
crete reinforced structure, consist-
ing of one story and basement and
covering 45,000 sq. ft. of a three-
acre site. Robert V. Derrah is archi-
tect.

Equipment cost $125,000, with
building approximately same figure.

Specially-designed machinery is in-

corporated to enable company to
immediately process film at rate of
1,000,000 ft. per week. Future out-
put can attain 5,000,000 per week
mark before taxing present set-up.

Structure contains executive of-

fices, film handling department, pro-
duction department and projection
facilities. Basement has been de-
signed to accommodate 50 vats used
in mixing chemicals for develop-
ment. Latest type of fireproof film
vaults are located outside the plant
but adjacent to it. Special air con-
ditioning equipment has been in-

stalled on plant's roof.

RCA Promotes Ewald
Appointment of George Ewald,

former RCA district manager in
Dallas, as sales manager of the
company's newly expanded Commer-
cial Sound Products Section, is an-
nounced.

Four Celotex Installations

Chicago— The Celotex Corp. re-

ports recent installations in the
Park Theater, Fargo, N. D.; Egyp-
tian Theater, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Vogue Theater, Arcadia, Wis., and
the Carolina Theater, Bennettsville,
S. C.

B & H Diagonal Splice

Chicago — Bell & Howell has
adopted a diagonal splice to over-
come "bloop" sound, commonly oc-
casioned by square splices in 16mm.
films.

Charles Ross, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

We Furnish
Electrical Lighting and Lighting

Equipment of Any Kind

244-250 West 49th Street

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

TODAY'S F

And a Pp oh

By JOHN

IN SURVEYING filmland as one c

• nation's and world's most irr'

portant industries, it is always grat

tying to note that in no sing:

field of commerce is the retailin

of any manufactured product cai

ried on quite as effectively as i

the field of motion pictures. Mot:
than this, the organization of n
tailing in our industry is unique i

that the establishments carrying o

the retailing are also the physic,

grounds upon which the product

consumed by the purchaser.

Thus the exhibitor, who is th

retailer, is keenly conscious both c

providing the best of available prod'

uct within the economic limits c

his theater, in keeping with publi

taste, and offering to his patror

the most comfortable, pleasing an

scientifically correct surrounding

possible for the fullest enjoymerv
of that entertainment for whicj,

they pay.

Currently, the most significar*.

of the innovations and develop

ments in film theaters have bee;

suggested by the exhibitors then-

selves, who, in the service of th
:

:

critical filmgoing public, sense"
^

their patrons' likes and dislikes.
r

.

*
a is

OUT of this exhibitor astuteness

has come many a highly im

portant suggestion to the theate

architect. Hence, theater arch ;

tects, by and large throughout th

country, have been and are enable

to strike upon successful formula '.

for design and equipment <
ft

houses. I
A great deal of credit is certain-

ly due the many skillful theaft

architects who have, in the pa

few years, provided film housr

which have met handsomely the til':

New House for Thick
Detroit— Bogar Theater will 1

the name of the new theater no
under construction for W. G. Thic'

at Marshall. Thick is the owner <

the Garden Theater, which is no
the sole Marshall theater. The ne
theater is named after Thick's tv

sons, Bob and Garland. Nation
Theater Supply Co. is to equip tl

house with Simplex Four Star soui
and projectors, with E7 mechanisms

~
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MENT STUDIOS
• FURNISHINGS

• CARPETING
• RECORDING

rj THEATER
hi Fu^re Houses

s'
I

»N, Architect

•

jiremenrs of the modern, discrim-

taring picruregoer and the corn-

unities in which they reside. Prin-

pally the new trend in style fol-

wed a recipe for proper and sound

uilding costs. Designers also

Jopred successfully a different

ale of color schemes and values,

nd, correctly, the trend toward

roper oral and acoustical proper-

es of a film theater, plus concen-

ating upon the consideration of

atron comfort.

One could scarcely behold the

svelopment of public taste, or the

;tonishing advances along scienti-

c lines with respect to film ex-

bition without weighing carefully

te question of design best suited

•r permanency and satisfaction to

j, ,ie exhibitor and his audiences.

* * * #

AREFUL consideration, follow-

—' ing the probing of many ques-

ons involved in relation to the

uery as to what will and should

e the theater of tomorrow, has,

uite frankly, led me to the con-

ction that the masses of filmgoers

re somewhat fed up with the

traight-laced, machine-like, mod-
rn style, and the best solution to

lis is the incorporation of modest
mament for the light and pleasing

bellishment of hard streamlines

at 'f design.

Personally, it is my intention to

\ -lodify the phrase "off with the old

|nd on with the new" by retaining

i practice the best features of the

ew and also the best features of

e old, believing as I do that there

lould be modification of the ma-
' nine age architecture.

Editor's Note—John Eberson will discuss

{ a subsequent article the advisability of wed-
ng the classic and modem in designing the
m theater of tomorrow.)

rtl

:.

Form Equipment Firm
Albany— American Stage Equip-

ent, Inc., has been chartered to

Derate general machine, movie stu-

o and stage equipment biz with

.pital stock of $10,000. Subscribers

;e Joseph Cohn and Sidney Haupt-
<an, 60 E. 42nd St., New York, and
'illiam Otterbein, 1 Doremus Place,

>rth Bergen, N. J.

NEW INTERESTS EYE

FIELD IN OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City—A slight boom in

theater building, opening of dark
houses and sale of present proper-
ties may appear in Oklahoma dur-
ing the next few months as interests

outside the industry are giving it

close attention as a possible source
of investment.

One individual has already made
a considerable partnership invest-

ment in properties in this area fol-

lowing his withdrawal from the field

of installment financing. Profits

there have grown too meager, he
explained, to continue investment of

his capital in that field.

It is also known that consider-
able interest has been expressed by
other individuals in the theater
field. Most such money is conser-
vative money and is either buying
properties at bargain prices or look-
ing for good spots for competitive
houses. In few instances are indi-

viduals themselves entering the in-

dustry.

New Erpi-Metro Recording

Equipment Light in Weight

A "super-portable" sound record-
ing channel for location work which
weighs 84 per cent less than equip-
ment now in use but whose per-
formance approximates the finest

studio installations, has been de-
signed by Erpi in collaboration with
the sound department of M-G-M.
Extreme portability characterizes

every feature of the new design. In
contrast with earlier "location"
equipment, which was housed in nine
separate cases and weighed 900
pounds complete, the two units of
new apparatus weigh only 150
pounds. The larger cabinet contains
the recording machine and associ-
ated controls including those for the
camera motors. This unit weighs
102 pounds. The smaller case,
weighing 42. pounds, contains all

mixer, amplifier and noise reduction
equipment.

iMTS Claims Record
Detroit—National Theater Supply set

at least an organization record when it

transformed the fire-gutted and water-
soaked mass of ruined equipment into a

brand new projection room in less than
24 hours, when fire destroyed recently

the booth of the local Delray Theater.

New $150,000 Pix House
Debuts in Eureka, Calif.

Eureka, Cal. — The new Eureka
Theater has opened here. House
cost $150,000, is equipped with lat-

est Super Simplex projectors; latest

push-pull RCA rotary stabilizer

sound, and York ventilating and air

conditioning.

New House for Santa Fe
Santa Fe, N. M. — Construction

has begun on the new theater being
erected by Col. Nathan Salmon and
Col. E. John Greer of the Lensic
and Paris Theaters, on West San
Francisco St., opposite the Lensic.

S. L. Kh'k, is the contractor. The
new theater will be known as the

"Burro Alley Theater" and will have
a seating capacity of 750, and will

be of Spanish architecture.

REFRIGERATION ADDED

TO TRANE CO.'S LINE

Chicago—The Trane Co. has add-
ed refrigeration to its air condition-

ing division. The new line ranges
in capacity, from three to eight tons
and soon larger units up to 200 ton
installation, will be available. The
line will be known as Trane Turbo-
vac, entirely sealed, so that air can-
not enter and decrease capacity.
Reciprocating water chillers in many
sizes have also been added to the
Trane line. The third addition to the
line is the Reciprocating compres-
sors which are simple to install and
only requires water and power con-
nections to complete the job. The
Trane direct expansion cooling coil,

has been re-designed to include new
features.

New Photoflood Lamp
Chicago — Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co. is introducing
a new radical photoflood lamp,
which includes within its bulb, both
light source and reflector. The new
lamp, produces a cone of light,

covering about 60 degrees.

20 f OOO,000
|\FMF TWENTY million

IJE.AI1 people in the United^" states are hard-of-
hearing. This includes 10 per cent of all

the people in your town. They patronize
houses equipped with ACOUSTICON THEA-
TREPHONES. You want these loyal, re-
peat customers—and this welcome extra
income. Ask your local National Theater
Supply or R.C.A. representative for free
exploitation booklet or write Dept. F.

ACOUSTICONTHEATREPHONES
Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Are., New York City

"YOU CAN'T CHEAT

AN HONEST MAN"

You're cheating yourself out of poten-

tial profits when you skimp on fur-

nishings ... a luxurious atmosphere

is one reason people prefer one theatre

to another . . . which is why you find

Alexander Smith Carpet in most of

the country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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THREE
NEW STARS

EASTMAN'S new motion picture negative

films . . . general-purpose Plus-X, high-

speed Super-XX, ultra-fine-grain Back-

ground-X . . . add highly dependable per-

formance to extraordinary special abili-

ties. Their instant acceptance and con-

stantly wider use by the industry mark

them as today's outstanding raw-film stars.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

e

EASTMAN Plus-X . .

.

Super-XX ... Baehground-X



UA, Selznick in New Pact.
Selznick, John H. Whitney and Henry Ginsburg. S-

of the Press."

Hollywood—Selznick International has signed a new one-year contract with United Artists,

it was announced over the week-end. Deal was executed by Maurice Siiverstone, David 0.

will produce "Intermezzo," "Rebecca," "Splashing Stream," "Ordeal," "Titanic," "Freedom

FIL« COPY
OO NOT RCMOVft

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Twenty Years Old
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Odium Denies Atlas to Talk Film Deal with Mussolini

306 CALLS; STRIKE; "COERCION", ASSERTJpTRIBS.

Senate Committee Starts Neely Bill Hearings April 3

REVIEW
Metro's Plans

= By GEORGE H. MORRIS =
DOMESTIC
METRO'S PLANS: At 15th an-

niversary sales convention in Chi-
cago, M-G-M announced 1939-40
line-up calls for 52 strictly large-
scale pix, 36 titles being definite

and 19 others being contemplated.
Production budget was set at $42,-

500,000, and ad budget boosted to

record $2,500,000. Percentage on
pix would be based on b.o. returns,

and conclave, in further proof that
organization slogan, "The Friendly
Company," is literal, invited prom-
inent exhib. spokesmen to address
convention, and divergent views
presented were sympathetically re-
ceived and heeded.

* * *

ON LEGAL FRONTS: D of J
activity was widespread. Crackdown
by it in Oklahoma was reported im-
minent. Its agents also were said
to be invading various sections for
collection of data in the New York
equity action, while, in Washington,
Assistant Attorney General Thur-
man Arnold said: "We should start
even now 10 film anti-trust suits."

. . . Launching of hearings on Neely
Bill was set for this week in the
national capital; theater divorce-
ment bill was up in Minnesota Leg-
islature; and in Pennsylvania appeal
was filed in Supreme Court holding
State's chain store tax unconstitu-
tional. Additionally, a bill of par-
ticulars was filed in U. S. Supreme
Court in Oklahoma by A. B. Mo-
mand in his two $4,500,000 suits
against 22 major producers, distrib-

utors and circuits, and a bill of par-
ticulars was also submitted in the
Government's Chicago contempt
suit vs. B & K and seven major
companies.

* # *

TRADE REFORMS: In Chicago,
W. F. Rodgers, Metro's general sales
manager, predicted success for trade

(Continued on Page 6)

Imposing Array of Industry

Execs, to Appear at

the Sessions
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senator "Cotton

Ed" Smith of South Carolina, Dem-
ocratic Senate Dean and Chairman
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Subcommittee considering the Neely
block-booking bill, has set Monday,
April 3, as the date when hearings
will open on the long contested
measure that passed Lhe Senate at
the last Congress to be blocked in

the House.
It was announced at Smith's office

(Continued on Page 3)

"UA MONTH" TO OPEN

APR. 23, END MAY 20

The period from April 23 to May
20 has been designated as "United
Artists Month" by Harry L. Gold
and Jack Schlaifer, Eastern and
Western general sales managers,

(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount Broadway Corp.

Reports $537,364 Deficit

A deficit of $537,364.94 for the
year ended Dec. 31, 1938, was re-
ported by the Paramount Broadway
Corp., Friday. The company oper-

(Continued on Page 7)

ALLIED PARLEY
ON JUNE J3-I5

Minn's Convention Dates Set

by Cole, Steffes

Minneapolis — Dates for Allied's

annual national convention have
been set officially for June 13-15

at the Nicollet Hotel here. The con-

vention opens with a meeting of

the board of directors on the morn-
ing of June 13 and closes with a
banquet on the night of June 15.

Dates were determined at a con-
ference between Col. H. A. Cole,
national president, and Al Steffes,

president of Northwest Allied, in
Chicago last week.

M-G-M ARBITRATION

SETUP HELD ADEQUATE

Published trade report that M-G-
M plans to set up new arbitration
system that will concern disputes on
its own pictures was spiked on Sat-
urday by William F. Rodgers, gen-
eral manager of sales and distribu-

tion, upon his return to New York
on the 20th Century Limited from

(Continued on Page 7)

Atlas Corp. Without Italian Pix Deal

Plans, Odium Declares in Hollywood

20th-Fox Chi. Sales Meet
To Attract More Than 280

Twentieth Century-Fox's Eastern
delegates to the company's annual
convention in Chicago leave tomor-
row night on the Century, while the
Western contingents are slated to

(Continued on Page 7)

By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood '— Persistent reports,

current in the East, to the effect

that Atlas Corp. might play a ma-
jor role in the reopening of the

Italian film market to American
distribs., were emphatically denied

(Continued on Page 7)

Compliance With Demands
Would Violate Law,

Majors' View
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN and

GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writers

Faced with a strike at 8 a.m. to-
day of projection room operators in
New York home offices and ex-
changes, persuant to authority voted
by Local 306's membership on March
13, major distribs.. met in two ses-
sions at the Hays' Office yesterday.
At the conclusion of the three-

hour second parley at 4:30 p.m.,
George J. Schaefer, prexy of RKO
Radio, acting as spokesman for the
distribs. released the text of notices
to be posted in all New York City
exchanges which charged the strike
was an attempt to "coerce" the
majors to refuse delivery of films
to Greater New York houses employ-
ing projectionists unaffiliated with
Local 306.
"To comply with the demand of

Local 306," the text asserted, "would
require us to breach a large number
of contracts with independent the-
aters which do not employ members
of that Local.
"We have been advised that to join

Local 306 in taking action which
(Continued on Page 7)

Switch Exchange Managers
In M-G-M's Western Division

Chicago—Shifts in exchange per-
sonnel were announced by E. M.
Saunders, M-G-M's western sales
manager, at the close of the com-
pany's sales convention here Friday.
' Lawrence Wingham, Seattle ex-

(Continued on Page 2)

Para, to Set New Season's

Ad Plans; Gillham Arrives

Paramount's advertising, exploi-
tation and publicity plans for the
1939-40 season will be discussed this
week in conferences between Robert
M. Gillham, director of the depart-
ment, and home office executives.

Gillham arrives in New York to-
(Continued on Page 7)
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f innnciAL
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 15% 15*4 15% + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. liy2 liy2 ll'/i + 1

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 Vz 1% 1 Vz + Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10% lO'/i lO'/g + Vz
East. Kodak 171 Vz 170Vi 170% — 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13 13 13 + %
Loew's, Ine 46% 45 Vl «% + Vz
do pfd
Paramount 9% 95/s 9% + Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10% + Vz
Pathe Film 83/8 77/8 83/8 + Vz
RKO 2 2 2 — %
20th Century-Fox . 21 % 21 21

V

4 + Vz
20th Century-Fox pfd. 303,4 303,4 3034 — %
Univ. Pict. pfd 67 67 67—3
Warner Bros 6 5% 5% + %
do pfd 53 52 53 + V/z

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46. . . . 98% 98% 98%
Loew 6s 41-ww....l01l/2 101l/

2 101% — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 101 Vz 101 Vz 101 Vz — Vz
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 87 87 87 + Vz
RKO 6s41 65% 6514 65% + %
Warner's 6s39 10034 100% 10034 + y4
Warner's 6s39 ctfs. . . 91 % 91 91 %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 3,4 1 3/^

Technicolor 17% 16% 17% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99 102
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 6%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st *47 94% 96%
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45. 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 68% 70%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

H The Broadway Parade 1
Picture and Distributor Theater

Pygmalion (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Pascal)—16th week Astor
Blackwell's Island (Warner Bros. Pictures)—4th week Globe
Love Affair (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall

Three Smart Girls Grow Up (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

Sergeant Madden (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
I'm from Missouri (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
You Can't Get Away With Murder (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
I Was a Convict (Republic Pictures) Criterion
Risky Business (Universal Pictures) Rialto

Mystery of the White Room (Universal Pictures) Central
Wife, Husband and Friend (20fh Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Woman Doctor (Republic Pictures) (a) Palace
Hound of the Baskervilles (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Crisis (Mayer-Burstyn)—3rd week 55th St. Playhouse
The Girl Was Young (Gaumont British) (a-b) World

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Concentration Camp (Amkino)—2nd week Waldorf
Bizarre Bizarre (Lenauer International)—2nd week Filmarte
Du Hamla, Du Fria (Scand. Talking Pictures)—2nd week 48th St. Playhouse
Alexander Nevsky (Amkino) Cameo
Un Homme et sa Femme (French Film Exchange) Little Carnegie
Ballerina (Mayer-Burstyn)—3rd week (b) 5th Ave. Theater
Abus de Confiance (Columbia Pictures) (a-b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
They Made Her a Spy (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 29 Rialto

Let us Live (Columbia Pictures)—March 29 Globe
Society Lawyer (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—March 30 Capitol
The Story of Alexander Graham Bell (20th Century-Fox)—Mar. 31 Roxy
Midnight (Paramount Pictures)—April 4 Paramount
Dodge City (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 7 Strand
The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Music Hall

East Side of Heaven (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Bulldog Drummond's Secret Police (Paramount Pictures)—Mar. 30 Criterion
Yes, My Darling Daughter (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Mar. 30 (a-b) Palace
Winner Take All (20th Century-Fox)—Mar. 30 (a) Palace
The Oppenheim Family (Amkino) (c) Cameo
The Curtain Rises (Frank Kassler) (c) 55th St. Theater
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" (in French) (RKO Radio)—Apr. 4 Waldorf
Skanor Falsterbo (Scand. Talking Pictures)—April 16 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

RKO New York Exchange

First in Schaefer Drive

EKO's New York exchange, man-
aged by Bob Wolff, has climbed to

third place in the George Schaefer

Drive. However, J. Sharkey's De-
troit branch and Barney Pitkin's

New Haven office retained the first

and second spots, respectively.

Nat Levy's East central district

is leading the others, while the

Eastern division, headed by E. L.

McEvoy, retains its lead over the

Western division.

Columbia Tests Hampden
for Role in "Golden Boy"

Walter Hampden was screen-

tested by Columbia at the Eastern
Service studios for a featured rote

in "Golden Boy." Harold Winston
directed the tests, with Bill Steiner

at the camera.

Ohio Anti-Billboard Bill

Hearing Slated Tomorrow

Columbus—Ohio House Judiciary
Committee holds a hearing tomor-
row on the anti-billboard measure
which provides for establishment of

control areas along highways.

$154,000 In B-K Dividends

Chicago—Balaban & Katz will pay
in excess of $154,000 in dividends on
13,061 shares of seven per cent pre-
ferred stock and 264,206 shares of
common stock on April 1. Stock-
holders' annual meeting will be held
April 18.

Switch Exchange Managers
In M-G-M's Western Division

(Continued from Page 1)

change manager, goes to San Fran-
cisco to manage the branch during
the illness of Manager Ira Furman.
Maurice Saffle, Salt Lake City man-
ager, moves to Seattle and Sam
Gardner, Indianapolis salesman, be-
comes Salt Lake manager.

Florence Hume In East
Florence M. Hume, president of

Cinema Casting Agency, Hollywood,
is here from the Coast to cast two
productions that Arthur Dreifuss
will make at Eastern Service for
Columbia. Harold E. Murphy, form-
erly general manager of National
Screen Service, is heading the
agency in her absence.

"Mikado" in U. S. Bow
Hartford, Conn.—American premi-

ere of UniversaFs Technicolor re-
lease, "The Mikado," packed the
3,300-seat Bushnell Memorial Hall
here Friday night. Pix started a
three-day run at $1 top.

Weiner With Universal
Omaha — Iz Weiner, Columbia

branch manager here until recently,
has joined the Universal staff in
Des Moines.

For Lunch, Dinner or Supper

LaHIFF'S TAVERN
The Industry's

MEETING and EATING PLACE
156 W. 48th St. Tel. CHickering 4-4200

commG pfid Gome

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, general manager of
United Artists, returns tomorrow from the
Coast.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN. Universal board chair-
man, is vacationing on the Coast, and will be
there for two or three weeks.

RUSSEL HOLMAN, Eastern production head
for Paramount, left over the week-end for a

two-week vacation.

HARRY KOSCH, attorney for Allied of New
|

York, flew to Havana over the week-end.

JOSEF ZIMANICH, Eastern studio «r"ageri
and musical director for National Screei ice,

left over the week-end for a brief Vocation
in Hollywood, his first trip to the Coast in

j

15 years.

"CHICK" LEWIS, trade paper publisher, and,j
MRS. LEWIS return today from a vacation in

Miami Beach.

BOB GILLHAM, Paramount's advertising head,
arrives today from Hollywood.

O. K. BOURGEOIS, sales manager of Astor
Pictures, spent the week-end with John Sir-
terley, franchise holder in Buffalo, and returns
to New York today.

PETE SMITH flew to the Coast Friday.

FLORENCE M. HUME, president of Cinema
Casting Agency, is here from Hollywood.

HARRY BUXBAUM, manager of the 20th-
Fox New York exchange, returned Saturday from
a Florida vacation.

NORMAN BEDE RYDCE, Greater Union The-'
aters exec, in Australia, and CAPTAIN HAROLD t
AUTEN, CUT representative here, are scheduled!
to arrive this morning on the Century from the
Coast.

JACK BARRETT, actor and singer, is here'
from the Coast.

MERLE OBERON, Samuel Goldwyn star, ar- :'

rives from Hollywood tomorrow and sails Satur-
day for England on the Normandie.

CHARLES MUNRO, head of the Hoyt circuit
in Australia, arrives on the Coast April 17
from Sydney. HARRY HUNTER, manager for
Paramount in Australia, arrives on the same
boat.

KARL KRUCER, of the Paramount publicity
department, left for the Coast over the week-
end.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

"There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,

bnt this is by all odds the most bril-
liant of the lot." Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, tcn-

derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-

tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season." — George
Jean Nathan , Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
with Helen Betty Mary Russell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure,,---,4(femson, Times.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

;
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START NEELY BILL

HEARINGS APRIL 3

(Continued from Page 1)

t the week-end that witnesses have
ot as yet been scheduled for ap-

pearance. An imposing array of in-

dustry execs, at the hearings is £s-
sured.
Mary T. Bannerman, Washington

egislative representative of the Na-
tional Motion Picture Research
"""

"i said Saturday she did not

i

<no\. -whether or not President Ray
i Lyman Wilbur would come to Wash-
ngton to be the star witness of the

• Jill's proponents. She said her group
and other civic organization would
>e "well represented" at the hear-

Jigs. The Council recently an-
ounced a "pressure campaign" in

•ehalf of the measure.

:1 ,000,000 IA Assessment
Fund Branded 'Ridiculous'

iest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Frank Stickling, in-

trnational representative of IATSE,
branded as "utterly ridiculous" re-

ports that the IA had collected

1,000,000 from a two per cent as-

tssment on wages of less than
,000 members of Local 37 for the
criod of 43 weeks that the assess-
nent was in force. He said he be-
eved assessments for 43 weeks'
eriod could not have exceeded
,110,000. He asserted that interna-
=ional union has provisions for spe-
ial assessments when money is

•ceded for expansion or when times
're poor and that assessment in

uestion was placed upon every one
•f 700 IA locals in U. S. and Can-
da at the same time.

Meet Today on Lab. Pact
Possibility of a contract between
ocal 702, lab. technicians' union,
rid De Luxe Laboratory being
gned within the next 10 days
omed last Friday when meetings
st week were reported to have
oned out all but a few details of

le pact. Another meeting will be
Id today.

RKO Books "Illusion"
World Pictures Corp. announces
iat "Grand Illusion" has been
)oked by the entire RKO circuit

Greater New York.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 27

Cioria Swanson
Andre Beranger
Charles Ross

T
• • • GALA preview of the 20th Century-Fox production. "The

Story of Alexander Graham Bell" will be held Wednesday in the

new Federal Theater on Treasure Island at the San Francisco World's

Fair it will be known as "20th Century-Fox Day" at the Fair

T T T
• • • A SPECIAL 16-car train will leave the rate before

with the Hollywood contingent of stars, execs, and newspaper

writers it will be about the finest luxury train ever assem-

bled a ritz hotel on wheels telephone hookups along

the 500-mile route to San Francisco for the working press car

will enable them to send star interviews and other stories as they

ride in style

T T T
• • • A NOVEL feature will be that of Elsa Maxwell, the famous

party hostess, presiding over train activities and at the Fair functions

in connection with the preview she will spring some of her

celebrated novelty surprises more than 100 press guests from

San Francisco and other cities will augment the filmdom contingent

T
• • • THE FAIR officials co-operating with Federal and

state authorities are out to make this gala day one of the great-

est celebrations in Bay region history they expect a record-

breaking crowd of 200,000 at Treasure Island that day there

will be an official tour of the Fair grounds prior to the luncheon

and preview so that as many people as possible can see the Hol-

lywood stars a public address system will blanket Treasure

Island to carry the celebrities voices to the crowds which will be

unable to get near enough to the Federal theater to witness the

outdoor program Mayor Rossi of San Francisco with his

committee will personally welcome the visitors at the station

the Hollywood party will be escorted down Market Street en route

to Treasure Island after ceremonies at the Civic Center

the final event in the evening will be a monster civic dinner with

San Francisco leaders as hosts, at the Palace hotel besides

the stars and press representatives, the studio execs, will be
represented by Joseph Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, William Goetz,

Gene Markey, Sol Wurtzel, William Koenig, Kenneth Macgowan
and many others

T
• • • ALL in a day's work at Loew's the publicity dep't

is using 5,000 miniature diapers as part of "Made for Each Other" ex-

ploitation 100,000 perfumed paper handkerchiefs to dry the laugh-

tears among "Pygmalion" audiences 25,000 leis to plug "Hono-

lulu" 40,000 "Lone Ranger" neckties, pistols, ice cream cones, etc.

20 stage coaches for "Stagecoach" 100.000 samples of

caramels advertising "Huckleberry Finn" 50,000 chocolate sam-

ples for "Topper"

T
• • • A BIG batch of Federal Army costumes of the period

of 1860 have been shipped to Omaha from the Paramount studio

wardrobe dep't to be worn by members of national guard
units who will do patrol duty during the three-day civic celebra-

tion of the world premiere of DeMille's "Union Pacific" a

contingent of regular Army cavalrymen and infantrymen will

also be in costume of the period doing regular duty throughout
the celebration. . . • George C. Pratt, vice-president of Erpi,

retires A.pril 1 after a ZZ-year career with the Bell System
he was in charge of the company's West Coast operations in

Hollywood he is succeeded by Clifford W. Smith, who has

been general manager there

"UA MONTH" TO OPEN

APR. 23, END MAY 20

(Continued from Page 1)

respectively, as a part of the com-
pany's 20th anniversary celebration.
A feature of the celebration will

be a special "20 Golden Years Reg-
ister" to which exhibitors will sign
their names and the register placed
among the permanent archives of
United Artists.
A solid gold Badge of Merit is to

be awarded to each of the company's
men who achieve a 100 per cent
record in sales for the year ending
June 30.

Maurice Silverstone, UA general
manager, returns today from studio
conferences where he conferred with
producers on next season's schedule.

Equity Names Six Members
To Its Nominating Body

With 455 votes cast, 29 of which
were ruled void for varying reasons,
results of the elections to Equity's
nominating committee were an-
nounced Saturday.
Named to the committee were:

Raymond Massey, 223; Whitford
King, 215; Percy Moore, 207; Fred-
ric March, 201; Calvin Thomas, 196;
George Coulouris, 194.

Six alternates were named as fol-

lows: Katherine Locke, 174; Peggy
Conklin, 172; Jimmy Savo, 160;
Helen Westley, 158; Thomas Chal-
mers, 149; and Helen Brooks, 146.
Announcement was made by

George Leach, chairman of the
tellers.

The six named to the committee
will serve with three other members
named by Equity's council.

V. C. to Induct Governor
Columbus, O. — Gov. John W.

Bricker will be inducted as an hon-
orary member of the Variety Club,
Tent Two, on April 4. National
chief barker, John H. Harris, Pitts-
burgh, will be in charge of the cere-
monies. Chief barkers of the other
Ohio Tents will be guests.

STORKS!
Pittsburgh— Mrs. Andrew Sheri-

dan, wife of the attorney for the
Harris Amusement Co., gave birth to
a six-pound son in Mercy Hospital
here. Mrs. Sheridan is a daughter
of the late Senator J. P. Harris,
founder of the Harris organization,
and a sister of John H. Harris, the
present head of the company.

Chicago — Charley Burrus, vice-
president of the B & K Employes'
Association and manager of the
Nortown Theater, is the father of
a baby girl, born at the Michael
Reese Hospital.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Bob McKay, as-
sistant manager of the Senate The-
ater, is passing around cigars. It's

an eight-pound boy.

* , '->!•' ..,
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Out This Week!

CKiU U the, Hu>o&, ev-eAyone,

U uuuUttg, §o-fi!}

THE 1939 Film Year Book has

gone to press and will soon

be ready for distribution to

Film Daily subscribers the world

over. This important volume has

more information about motion

picture production, distribution

and exhibition than any other

volume ever published and is being

eagerly awaited by a great in-

dustry.

THE 21st EDITION
This will be the 21st edition of the
Recognized Standard Reference Book
of the Motion Picture Industry, a

compendium of valuable data for

producer, distributor and exhibitor.

1939 FILM

YEAR BOOK
published by

TH E Fl LM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Metro's Plans

{Continued from Page 1)

DOMESTIC
practice plan . . . Meeting in Syra-
cuse of New York Allied brought
development that group would ask
clearance waivers in certain cases.

$ 4t ifp

OTHER SPOT NEWS: Herbert
J. Yates, CFI prexy, predicted an
acceptable recapitulation plan soon
for company. Present directors and
officers were renamed at stockhold-
ers' meeting, and profit for CFI in
first quarter of 1939 was estimated
at over $257,000 and Republic's at

$150,000 . . . Golden Jubilee M. P.
Exposition, to be staged at Grand
Central Palace, may, it was re-
ported, be next industry promotional
step . . . and NBC was declared
framing pacts with major producers
for film footage to be used in tele-

vision programs coincident with
World's Fair.

FOREIGN
MORE CATACLYSMS: Nazi

putsch in southeast Europe, latest

of which was effectuating of a
sweeping trade accord with Ruman-
ia, virtually giving Germany a mon-
opoly there economically, heralded
loss of Rumanian market to previ-
ously ascendant U. S. pix . . .

Boosting of U. S. import duties on
all German-made goods by 25 per
cent, however, was held to be obsta-
cle against importers here of Ger-
man features . . . Arthur W. Kelly,

UA's foreign dept. chief, returning
from Europe expressed expectation
that Italy will ease restrictions on
U. S. pix,—a bright spot in other-
wise depressing foreign news.

O. C. Houses Switch Policies

Oklahoma City—The Tower The-
ater, Standard de luxe nabe house
has changed to a first-run policy

following several months of playing
pictures on moveovers from the Cri-

terion and Midwest Theaters. The
suburban Plaza Theater which ran
two and three changes a week on
subsequent run at 25 cent top has
been changed to a moveover house
with a 40 cent top.

Ask $79,000 for Farm Pix

Washington Bureau of THE FILM iDAILY
Washington — U. S. Agriculture

Department today in the appropria-
tions bill, now under consideration

by the House of Representatives,
asks for $79,000 for pix activities

during 1940.

Billboard Measure Up
Oklahoma City—The bill to out-

law billboards along highways has
been brought out of the House
Roads and Highways Committee
without recommendation. Labor is

against it.

«REVI6UJS»
"The Hound of the

Baskervilles"
with Richard Greene, Basil Rathbone,

Wendy Barrie

20th Century-Fox 80 Mins.

IMPRESSIVE PRODUCTION OF FAM-
OUS SHERLOCK HOLMES THRILLER
SPLENDIDLY ACTED.
A really impressive achievement in bring-

ing the famous Conan Doyle spine-eb'iler

to the screen, the story wherein the i-

ly and ferocious hound bounds over the

bleak English moor in Devonshire to perpe-

trate its ghastly work. Perhaps no other

detective murder thriller has been so wide-
ly read in this country, so it should prove

easy for the exhibitor to get them in,

especially with the distinguished cast that

play the principal roles. Richard Greene
has the part of Sir Henry Baskerville, the

heir to the ancestral Hall on the forbidding

moor, who comes from Canada to open the

place after the mysterious death of his

uncle. Lionel Atwill as Dr. Mortimer sus-

pects that murder has been done, and that

other crimes will be perpetrated, so he

sends for Sherlock Holmes to come from

London. The part of the great sleuth is

impressively handled by Basil Rathbone.

His friend and companion, the famous Dr

Watson, is in the hands of Nigel Bruce.

The thriller works up to the celebrated

scene on the moor the night of the at-

tempted murder of the heir to the Baskerville

estate by the loosing of the vicious hound.

Sherlock Holmes practically stages the set-

ting for the attempted murder, for that

is the only way he can get the evidence

to prove who the criminal is. The moor

in the fog with the moon shining through,

the onrushing figure of the great hound,

baying bloodcurlingly, has been thrillingly

staged, and will send delightful shivers

along the spine of any normal person. Of

course Homes and Watson are on hand to

kill the brute and save the intended victim.

Later at the Hall they expose the murderer,

who had attempted to do away with the

great detective a few minutes before by

locking him in the dead hound's prison box.

Exceptionally fine performances by a prac-

tically all-English cast, in keeping with the

story. Selling angles: The famous Sher-

lock Holmes thriller come to the screen,

with a great English cast.

CAST: Richard Greene, Basil Rathbone,

Wendy Barrie, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill,

John Carradine, Barlowe Borland, Beryl

Mercer, Morton Lowry, Ralph Forbes, E.

E. Clive, Eily Malyon, Nigel De Brulier,

Mary Gordon, Peter Willes, Ivan Simpson,

Ian MacLaren, John Burton, Dennis Green,

Evan Thomas.

CREDITS: Producer, Gene Markey; Di-

rector, Sidney Lanfield; Author, Conan

Doyle; Screenplay, Ernest Pascal; Camera-

man, Peverell Marley; Editor, Robert Simp-

son.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

Davidson Suit Hearing Set

Oklahoma City — The $100,000
damage suit of Sol J. Davidson
against the National Theater Sup-
ply Co. and C. P. Anderson, former
local manager for National, has
been set for hearing again in Dis-

trict Court here within the next
two weeks.
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306 WOULD
H
G0ERGE"

DISTRIBS. IS CLAIM

(Continued from Page 1)

would shut off our film from these
theaters would be a violation of the
law. We have, therefore, been com-
pelled to refuse the demand of Local
306."

Counsel for the majors met yester-
day at the Bar Association Building,
and it was understood that they
supplied the guidance for the action

Present at the Hays' Office sessions
were: George J. Schaefer, Ned E.
Depinet, Gradwell L. Sears, Carl
Leserman, Robert W. Perkins, Jack
Cohn, William F. Rodgers, Thomas
J. Connors, Harry D. Buckley, Wil-
liam Scully, Harry Buxbaum, Wil-
liam Sussman, W. C. Michel, Joe
Lee, Nat Cohn, Milton Kusell, Joseph
J. linger, Frederic Ullman, Jr., and
S. Barret McCormick.
The strike is regarded by Local

306 as strictly a move to establish

100 f
f jurisdiction within the five

boroughs, and a union spokesman
last night asserted he saw "no pros-
pect" for its spread beyond the area
now affected.

The non-IATSE houses involved
approximate 75, and are principally
those of the Century Circuit and the
Springer & Cocalis string. These
houses now employ members of the
Empire State Motion Picture Opera-
tors Union, state-incorporated but
without international affiliation.

Periodically, attempts have been
made by Local 306 to absorb Empire,
and it is the contention of the for-

mer that members of Empire would
ratify amalgamation if the question
was put to a vote. Local 306 has
2,250 members at the present time.
The strike, it was indicated last

night, will also involve 150 mem-
bers of Film Exchange Workers
Union No. 52-B of the IA. It is re-

garded as dubious that they would
cross Local 306 picket lines. In-

evitably, with both 306 and 52-B out,

theaters in the area would face
severe product difficulties, while the
newsreels would be hard hit. It was
reported last night that 306 had
issued a "road call."

Another looming probability was
that picket lines, additionally would
keep members of Local 702, em-
ployed in certain buildings, from
reporting.
20th-Fox last night was reported

having requested police headquarters
to provide protection against possible

disorder. Similar requests, it was
learned, were made by a number of

other film companies.
Meanwhile, George E. Browne,

IATSE prexy, left for Chicago last

night, but plans to return here later

in the week.

WEDDING BELLS

Omaha — The marriage of Bob
Hansen, 20th-Fox booker, and Doro-
thy Pearson, Omaha, took place at
Kountze Memorial Church.

Oftto Farmers Would lip Admish Tax
Columbus, O.—Ohio Legislature lobbyists for the Farm Bureau Federation

leading a determined fight to up admissions tax from 3 to 10 per cent.

M-G-M Arbitration Setup
Held Adequate by Rodgers

(Continued from Page 1)

Metro's 15th anniversary sales con-
clave held in Chicago.

Rodgers declared that the com-
pany has always had an arbitration
clause in its exhibitor contracts, to-
gether with established machinery
to justly handle any disputes, and
therefore setting up of any new
board is unessential.
Responding to query as to wheth-

er Metro has worked out a plan
whereby percentages will be based
on test runs in key cities, Rodgers
asserted that this has been the pol-
icy for years.
He said that his concentration on

business, attendant upon the com-
pany's sales meet, had prevented
him temporarily from devoting him-
self to the urgent matter of trade
practice reforms.

Odium Says Atlas Without
Plans for Deal in Italy

(Continued from Page 1)

here at the week-end by Floyd Od-
ium.

Reports, which had received some
credence in trade circles in New
York, were to the effect that Odium
had designated a new Italian repre-
sentative for Atlas who was taking
to Rome prints of pix in which Od-
ium was interested and that, fur-
ther, the new Atlas agent would
talk a film deal, regarded as an
opening wedge for a resumption of
normal film trade relations.
Odium told The Film Daily that

Atlas has never been interested in
negotiating a film deal with the
Fascist government. He stated that
Atlas has a "very small stock in-

terest in the Italian Super Power
Co. which a year ago was interested
in making a film deal with U Duce's
administration.
However, according to Odium,

there has been no progress in that
direction, and insofar as Atlas is

concerned, the corporation does not
plan to name a representative to
discuss a deal in Rome. Odium
stressed that Atlas's Italian inter-
ests are confined to Super Power,
organized 20 years ago with $30,-
000,000 capitalization.
Odium plans to leave for New

York Thursday.

Para, to Set New Season's

Ad Plans; Gillham Arrives

(Continued from Page 1)

day from the Coast and will remain
until the first week in April when
he will return to the studios with
President Barney Balaban and Neil
F. Agnew, general sales manager,
for product conferences.

Final details of Paramount's new
season lineup will be worked out
with William Le Baron, production
chief, and other studio officials.

20th-Fox Chi. Sales Meet
To Attract More Than 280

(Continued from Page 1)

start their trek to the convention
city to day. The sales sessions get
under way Thursday and will last

through Saturday.
More than 280 delegates, repre-

senting domestic and foreign staffs,

advertising, publicity and newsreel
forces will attend the conferences
which will be conducted by Herman
Wobber, general sales manager.
Prexy Sidney R. Kent and Wob-

ber, who have been in Hollywood
for the last three weeks discussing
the schedule of pictures for the
forthcoming year with Joseph M.
Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck will

go direct from the studio to Chi-
cago.

Baird Meeting Saturday
City Bank Farmers Trust Co. an-

nounced over the week-end that
holders of U. S. units in Baird Tele-
vision, Ltd., will meet in London
next Saturday to consider proposals
to issue a $2,000,000 5% loan due
on June 30, 1944, at a 5% premium.

N. Y. ALLIED, D OF J

WILL SEEK SUIT DATA

Seymour Kreiger, special agent
for the Department of Justice, and
Thornton Kelly, of Allied of New
York, leave today on a five-day tour
of the state to collect supporting
data for the Government's bill of
particulars in the equity suit
against major companies. At the
same time, other D of J represen-
tatives will press similar canvasses
in other parts of the country.

Kreiger arrived here Friday from
Philadelphia where he has been re-
portedly collecting exhibitors' com-
plaints, and is scheduled to invade
New England when his work in New
York State is completed.

It is understood that Kriegcr and
Max Cohen, head of New York Al-
lied, conferred over the week-end on
written complaints received from
the unit's members.

Paramount Broadway Corp.

Reports $537,364 Deficit

(Continued from Page 1)

ates and manages the Paramount
Bldg., which houses the Paramount
Theater and the home office of Para-
mount Pictures and subsidiaries.

AMERICA -FIRST, LAST- ALWAYS!

"My orders for tomorrow, like my

orders for the past two weeks are

continue to retreat. Remember,

there are two military diseases

for which hanging is the only

JL cure— spying and mutiny.
"

* MAN OF CONQUEST *
RICHARD DIX as Sam Houston • Gail Patrick

as Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson

Joan Fontaine as Eliza Allen • A Republic Picture

L
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2 H W 44TH ST
NYC

BIG-U FILM EXCHANGE, INC.

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
LOEWS, INCORPORATED

PARAMOUNT PICTURES, INC.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX CORPORATION
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

VITAGRAPH, INC.

have posted the following notice in their New
York City Exchanges:

"The projection room operators in our New York

Exchange and Home Office have been called out

on strike by Local 306.

"There is no dispute between Local 306 and the com-
pany over wages, hours or working conditions.

"The strike has been called solely to coerce your

company to refuse delivery of its films to any theatre

in Greater New York which employs a projection

room operator who is not a member of Local 306.

"All projectionists in our New York Exchange, Home
Office and theatres within the jurisdiction of Local

306 have been for a long time and are now members
of that local. To comply with the demand of Local
306 would require us to breach a large number of

contracts with independent theatres which do not

employ members of that Local.

"We have been advised that to join with Local 306

in taking action which would shut off our film from
these theatres, would be in violation of law. We
have, therefore, been compelled to refuse the de-

mand of Local 306."

(Advertisement)

a



Wis. Divorcement Bill-
Madison, Wis.—A bill to bar motion picture distributors or producers from owning or operating

'motion picture theaters has been introduced in the legislature here by Assemblyman Alex Nicol,

Sparta. No companion bill as yet has appeared in the Senate. Violations would be punishable by fines up to $10,000 and up to one year imprison-

ment. Similar measure was lost in the 1937 state legislature. With the present legislature even more conservative in complexion, adoption of a

divorcement statute at this time is regarded as unlikely. fBTII Q OODV

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Twenty Years Old

VOL. 75, NO. 59 NEW YORK, TUESDAY, MARCH 28, 1939 TEN CENTS

Completion of Trade Draft Issue Is Expected This Week

DISTRIBOO try to keep pix shipments going

Hays Defines Industry Policy in Gov't Relationship
Special Significance and Dif-

ficult Problems Held

Solution Factors

The film industry in all problems
to which the Government is a party
"has dealt with government, not on

the theory
that it en-
joys immun-
ity as dis-

t i n guished
from other
indus-
tries, but
rather that
i t s special

si gn ificance

and peculiar-

! y difficult

problems
s h o u 1 d be

will hays factors in

reaching the

proper solution."

This definition of industry policy
(Continued on Page 6)

MPPDA'S TELE REPORT

IN: NO ACTION TAKEN

Foreign situation and television
were major subjects of discussion at
the annual MPPDA meeting at the

' Hays office yesterday. In the in-
(Continued on Page 3)

Grand National's British

Program to Cost $2,500,000

London (By Cable)—Jeffrey Ber-
nerd, managing director of Grand
National Films, Ltd., yesterday an-

(Continued on Page 10)

Kansas House Committee
Amends Anti-Ascap Bill

Topeka, Kans. — The Senate-ap-
proved anti-Ascap bill was reported
out of committee in the Kansas

(Continued on Page 6)

20th'Fox and WOR in Facsimile Deal
Deal closed yesterday with WOR gives 20th-Fox exclusive use of the station's

facsimile broadcasting setup for the metropolitan area. First of the regular daily pro-
grams of pix news and photos starts today, with "Alexander Graham Bell" benefiting.

Facsimile broadcasts are timed for 2 p.m. and 1:40 a.m. on an ultra high fre-
quency band via the 50,000 watts WOR Times Square transmitter. It is estimated
that there are from 500 to 1,000 facsimile receivers in the metropolitan area.

Deal was negotiated by Charles McCarthy for 20fh-Fox, Alfred J. McCosker for
WOR.

MPTOA EXPO. PLANS LESSER CLOSES 5-YEAR

NEARING COMPLETION UNITED ARTISTS DEAL

Plans for a motion picture equip-
ment exposition as a tieup with the
MPTOA are nearing completion, Ed
Kuykendall, president, said yester-
day. Kuykendall arrived here yes-
terday and will remain for several
days.

Manufacturers and SMPE offic-

(Continued on Page 6)

Tax on Sunday Admissions
Urged in Me. Legislature

Augusta, Me.—Rep. Robert C. Mc-
Namara has introduced a proposal
designed to produce approximately
$200,000 annually for state old age

(.Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser has closed

a five-year deal with United Artists
whereby he will supply UA with a

minimum of three pictures a year.
Lesser will be associated with

Ernst Lubitsch whom he will fi-
f Continued on Page 9)

'Last Rites" Performed
for N. D. Divorcement

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday granted the motion of
Paramount to dismiss the North Da-
kota divorcement case and reversed

(Continued on Page 9)

Sales Heads and Attorneys to Meet

Today for Trade Pact Discussions

Okla. Buying Pool Will

be Organized in April

Oklahoma City—Meeting of state

indie exhibs to organize a buying
pool has been set for next month, it

was learned here. Exact date de-

pends upon the availability of a cer-

tain high official in the Department
of Justice who has promised to at-
tend the meeting, address them and

(Continued on Page 6)

Sales heads and attorneys for the
major companies are scheduled to

meet today for the purpose of dis-

cussing the final details relative to

the trade practice draft. W. F.
Rodgers, M-G-M sales head and
spokesman for the distributors' nego-
tiating committee, said yesterday
that the wording of the plan re-
mained the principal issue and that
the original draft was substantially
the same.
The conferences held by attorneys

(Continued on Page 3)

Map Strike Strategy; Spread
Feared; Early Settlement

Deemed Unlikely

By HOLUS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Strike of home office, exchange
and newsreel projectionists called
yesterday by Local 306, projection-
ists union, brought these develop-
ments up to a late hour last night:

1. Announcement following a
Hays office conference by
George J. Schaefer, producer-
distrib. spokesman, that "every
effort would be made to keep
film shipments going."

2. No visible possibility of an
early settlement.

3. Application by the Irving
Trust Co., as RKO trustee, to
Federal Judge William Bondy

(Continued on Page 10)

SIX TOP-BUDGET PIX

FOR UA FROM SMALL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Small will

produce six top-budget pictures for
release through United Artists for
the 1939-40 season.
The pictures are: "My Son, My

Son," "South of Pago-Pago," "Food
for the Gods," "The Life of Rudolph
Valentino," "Two Years Before the

Mast" and "Quantrille, the Raider."

Hear Roosevelt to Confer

With Korda on Goldwyn Suit

James Roosevelt, vice-president of

Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., plans to sail

for Europe either April 1 or 8, it

(Continued on Page 10)

St. Louis Local's Action

Against Browne et a!, Starts

St. Louis — Ouster suit against

John P. Nick, Clyde A. Weston and
George A. Browne, brought recent-

(Continued on Page 6)
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Net
High Low Close Chg.
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Columbia Picts. vtc
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Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 169 169 169
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13V2 13>/2 13V2
Loew's, Inc 45 43% 43% — 1%
do pfd
Faramount 9% 9'/2 9% -f Va
Paramount 1 st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
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NEW YORK
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Picts. 6s55..
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101 i/i 101 101
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2

101
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1003/4 100% + %
91 91 — 1/4

CURB MARKET
23/4 21/2 23/4 +

1% 1%
171/2 163/4 163/4 +
2 2 2..

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99 102
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 6 1/4

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 1st deb. '45

. 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 70 72

PROGRESS
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-
STOCK SHOTS

of Every Possible Description 1
Conveniently Catalogued.

729 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.CJ
BRYANT 9-5600

"Follies de Femmes" Set

by B & K for State Lake

Chicago—B & K has set Leon Mil-
ler's "Follies de Femmes" for the
State Lake April 7, 70-people stage
show to augment duals.

State Lake's Saturday b.o. scale

has been advanced to 25-35-55 and
the Sunday scale to 40-55.

Two other loop houses have ad-
vanced prices. Oriental (Jones, Lin-
ick & Schaefer) has set 40 cents for
week-end matinees, 55 cents for
week-end nights.
Monroe (Trinz) now gets 20 cents

for matinees, 30 cents at night.

Expect 400 Day-and-Date

Openings for "Dodge City"

With the addition of 90 special
simultaneous dates over the week-
end, Warners' "Dodge City" will
open in 327 key city situations dur-
ing Easter Week immediately fol-

lowing its world premiere in Dodge
City, Kans. on April 1. Warner
home office reports that bookings
are still pouring in, with a total of
400 expected by April 8, national
release date of the film.

Two-Men-ln-Booth Bill

Stirs Upstate Opposition

Albany — Assemblyman Bob
Crews' highly controversial two-
men-in-a-booth bill is scheduled for
final action before the Assembly
takes a 10-day recess Friday for the
Easter holidays.

In the last few days, upstate op-
position has marshalled on the
grounds that a bill affecting New
York City might, in a few years, be
extended upstate.

Fox to Use Cash Giveaway
In Milwaukee's Palace

Milwaukee, Wis. — Fox's Palace,
downtown first-run house, is offer-

ing $1,000 in cash each Wednesday
night to patrons, starting April 12.

Recommend no Legalization

for Bank Nights in Mass.

Springfield. Mass. — The Massa-
chusetts Legislature's Legal Affairs
Committee has recommended re-
jection of a measure to legalize
Bank Night.

Movie Quiz Suit Dismissed
Supreme Court Justice Cotillo yes-

terday dismissed the $100,000 suit
filed by Edward J. Pfeifer against
Donahue & Coe, advertising agency.
Plaintiff alleged he had originated
idea of the Movie Ouiz. and had sub-
mitted it to the defendant last June.

Upstate Mich. Biz Gains
Detroit—Upstate theater business

has shown a decided upturn in the
last couple of weeks, according to
reports of salesmen and service com-
panies contacting exhibitors.

Eastern Producers Name
Glett Vice-President

Eastern producers have appointed
Charles Glett, vice-president of
Eastern Service Studios, to replace
Milton Schwarzwald on the Eastern
standing committee to study prob-
lems of production and contracts in

the relationship between Eastern
producers and the Screen Actors'
Guild.
William E. Barry has been ap-

pointed as the SAG representative
on the three-man committee and
the two men on the committee will

appoint the third man this week.
Schwarzwald resigned from the
committee when he gave up his

Eastern production activities.

Nylander Suspension Ends;

Probe Report Clears Him

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Suspension of Dr.

Towne Nylander, regional director

of the NLRB at Los Angeles, has
been lifted, it is announced by the

NLRB. Nylander was suspended on
Feb. 27, for allegedly expressing
views contrary to the NLRB policy.

Prof. James E. Brenner, Lt. Com-
mander, U. S. N. (retired) profes-

sor of law at Stanford University
was asked by the NLRB to make an
investigation, His report, clears Dr.

Nylander.

Eliot Keen, Fan Magazine

Editor, Dead; III a Week

Eliot Keen, 60, editor of Silver

Screen, fan magazine, died suddenly
yesterday morning in Long Island

College Hospital, Brooklyn, follow-

ing a week's illness.

He became associated with Silver

Screen in 1930, prior to which time

he was editor of Film Fun and The
Passing Show. He was born in Sea
View, Mass., and resided in Falls

Village, Conn.
Surviving is his widow, Ruth, the

daughter of the late Harold Fred-
erick, London correspondent of the

New York Times.

Under New UA Pact, S-l

to Deliver 3 Pix First Yr.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Defining of his re-

newed releasing deal with United
Artists, David O. Selznick, president
of Selznick International, last night
stated the new deal with UA is flex-

ible as to the time and number of
pictures and that S-I will deliver at
least three pictures during the first

year of the contract.

Defers UA Examinations
Examination before trial of Harry

P. Muller and Edward J. Raftery
of UA, scheduled yesterday, was
postponed by Paul Williams, spe-
cial assistant to U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral Frank Murphy, until April 5.

Raftery's absence in Hollywood
necessitated shift.

cominc phd GoinG

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, UA head, has post-
poned his return from Hollywood and is now
scheduled to arrive here at the end of the
week.

ROBERT CILLHAM, Paramount's ad a ub-
licity chief, returned yesterday from the -oast.

LYNN FARNOL, head of UA's ad and pub-
licity department, arrives today from Holly-
wood.

JOAN CRAWFORD is stopping at the Sherry-
Netherland.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK returned yesterday from
a holiday in the West Indies and leaves the
end of the week for the Coast to direct his

first picture in the U. S., "Rebecca," for S-l.

MERLE OBERON arrives in New York Thurs-
day from Hollywood and will sail for England
Saturday on the Normandie.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales man-
ager, is in Omaha today and will be in Denver
tomorrow and Wednesday on his annual tour
of Warner exchanges.

LOTHAR MENDES is scheduled to arrive in

New Ycrk this week from the Coast.

NAT WACHSBERCER of the newly formed
Film A'liance of the U. S., is on board the
Normandie en route here.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, WILLIAM KUPPER and
WILLIAM CEHRING. division sales managers,
headed the Eastern delegation of 87 which left

for Chicago yesterday on the 20th Century
Limited for the 20th-Fox sales convention,
March 30- April 1.

STEfHEN SLESINCER is in Hollywood to sign
up film stars for fictionization in his Big Lit-
tle Books for children.

HARRY REINERS, of the RKO ad and pub-
licity department, is in Cleveland in connec-
tion with the "Love Affair" opening there.

WILL FYFFE, Scotch star, signed by Para,
for "Rulers of the Sea," sails from London
April 8 on the Aquitania.

FAY BAINTER arrives in New York today
from Hollywood, en route to Europe.

THE THEATRE :

George Abbott
Productions

""There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,

but this is by all odds the most bril-

liant of the lot."

—

Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott—Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-
derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-

tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season." — George
Jean Nathan, Newsweek,

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
with Helen Betty Mary Russell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure"---y4ffcinson, Times.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrick

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

«
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MPPDA'S TELE REPORT

IN: NO ACTION TAKEN
'!

{Continued from Page 1)

stance of neither, however, was def-

init^fcction taken.

K ,-brt on the development and
present status of television was sub-
mitted by Courtland Smith, who
made no recommendations.

The MPPDA board, which met
following the general meeting, is

expected to meet again this week,
possibly tomorrow, to complete
business left unfinished yesterday.
Italian situation, it is understood,
will come in for further attention
at that time.

Haysian meeting yesterday was
attended by the following in addi-
tion to MPPDA's prexy: Jack Cohn,
E. B. Hatrick, E. W. Hammons,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Barney Bal-
aban, L. V. Calvert, proxy for M.
C. Cooper of Pioneer Pictures;
George J. Schaefer, Nate Blumberg,
Major F. L. Herron, T. Ken-
nedy Stevenson and H. L. Som-
merer.

ENIC Announces 9 American
Films for Early Release

Rome (By Cable)—ENIC, Italian
film distribution monopoly, an-
nounces for its second group of re-

leases nine Hollywood productions,
despite the fact that American pro-
ducers have withdrawn entirely
from the Italian market. Pix pre-
sumably were acquired prior to U.
S. firms' withdrawal Dec. 31.

The nine American pictures
named are: "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer" (United Artists-Selznick),
"La Joyeuse Suicidee" (credited to
United Artists-Selznick), "Goldwyn
Follies" (United Artists-Goldwyn),
"The Californian" (20th-Fox-Les-
ser), "Western Gold" (20th-Fox-
Lesser), "Secret Valley" (20th-Fox),
"Young and Beautiful" (Mascot,
1934), "Behind the Green Lights"
(Mascot, 1935), and "II Cronista
Lampo" (Bernard B. Ray).
One British film, "The Divorce of

Lady X" (London Films), four
French productions, "Les Rois du
Sport," "Barnabe," "Bar Du Sud"
and "Retour a l'Aube," and four
German features are included in the
list.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 28

Pandro S. Berman

William Laidlaw, Jr.

Lester S. Tobias

4LCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • WORLD premiere of Pcrramount's "Union Pacific" is all set

for simultaneous showings in three first-run theaters in Omaha on

April 28 the citizens of that town will hold a three-day civic cele-

bration

T
• • • THE main thoroughfares will look like they did in the

pioneer days, with false fronts on all the stores. . . .National Guards

from Council Bluffs will act as escort for the old-time vehicle that

will haul Cecil B. DeMille and a group of Hollywood stars from the

train to the theater for the premiere DeMille will present

replicas of the original golden spike used to mark the completion

of the first transcontinental railroad to officials and newspaper

editors of the various cities that the special train will visit after

the premiere

• • • THE STAFF of the Union Pacific from its president

down to the humblest of the 5.000 employes in the Nebraska city, will

return to the dress and manners of seventy years ago for the gala day

the special train which will bring members of the cast to thirty-

three key cities will consist of the Union Pacific's new steam electric

turbine, a locomotive, box car, flat car and coaches, all of the period

of 1860 which were used in the production there will be

modern cars and accommodations for those traveling on the train

a short wave radio transmitter will be installed to ballyhoo the open-

ings in the various key cities

T
• • • AMPA luncheon at the Astor on Thursday will have

Herbert S. Klein as the featured guest he produced "Crisis,"

the Czechoslovak documentary film the nominating commit-
tee is expected to submit its recommendations for the new officers'

slate

• • • OVER eighty correspondents of the nation's most important

magazines and newspapers will leave Hollywood with the Warner stars

and execs for the. premiere of the production "Dodge City" in the

Kansas town so named on Saturday a large delegation of news-

paper and magazine people will also leave from Eastern cities

• • • VALUE of the motion picture as a public relations

medium is brought out graphically in "Public Relations for Busi-

ness" Milton Wright's book just published by Whittlesey

House one of the author's interesting comments is: "The film

is the only medium which permits you to present a complete,

interesting and visual series of facts and impressions before groups

of persons gathered for the purpose of being entertained or

instructed or both"

T T T
• • • TESTIMONIAL dinner will be given tomorrow nite by the

Indiana-Illinois Theater Circuit at the Blackstone Hotel to John F.

Burhorn, booker at Chi headquarters, who has been promoted to man-

ager of the Capitol at Whiting Al Rayner succeeds him as booker

at the Chi offices

T T T
• • • TONITE on the "We, the People" program over WABC
will appear Jimmy Sileo's li'l dotter Gloria age 11 who
went through the exciting and dangerous days of the opening of

the Spanish civil war

« « « » y> »

TRADE PACT WINDUP

EXPECTED THIS WEEK

(Continued from Page 1)

and Abram F. Myers, Allied's gen-
eral counsel, on March 15 and 16 in

New York concerned "language" and
did not result in any changes in the
provisions of the proposals, it was
said.

Other sources indicated that an
official and final decision on the en-
tire trade practice issue would be
forthcoming before the end of the
week.

Tax on Sunday Admissions

Urged in Me. Legislature

(Continued from Page 1)

assistance by taxing each Sunday
movie ticket five cents.

He would amend the Sunday mo-
tion picture measure to provide for
the levy, provided the Legislature
enacts the bill permitting cities and
towns to have Sunday motion pic-

tures.

Program Limitation Move
in Lincoln Marks Time

Lincoln—The City Council yester-
day laid over consideration of the
proposed ordinance limiting film pro-
grams to 2 hours, 15 minutes and
'esigned to kill duals. Draft was
handed last week to City Attorney
Clarence Miles, who is not ready to
hand down his legality decision.
Some attorneys say the council
lacks power to pass such regulatory
measure. Five theaters favor the
move here, three are against.

High Court Rules Against

Fairbanks In Tax Action

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday ruled against Douglas
Fairbanks in his tax case, involving
taxes on redemption of bonds. Jus-
tice McReynolds, delivering opinion
of court, said Ninth Circuit court
was right in applying income tax at
normal and surtax rate instead of

rate of net capital gains.

Cline Seriously III

George Cline, vice-president and
business manager of Assistant Di-
rectors' Union, is seriously ill at the
Flower Hospital, undergoing two op-
erations for mastoids and tumor.

Walker with Filmack
Chicago—-Filmack Trailer has ap-

pointed Tommy S. Walker as South-
ern rep. with Miami headquarters.

O'Donnell in Oils
Dallas—John Doctoroff, Chicago art-

ist, has been commissioned to paint the

portrait of R. J. O'Donnell, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Inter-

state Circuit, by the local chapter of

the Variety Club. Canvas will hang in

the Variety Club headquarters in the
Adolphus Hotel.
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provided a highlight of the annual
report of Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, delivered to the Hays organi-
zation at the annual meeting here
yesterday.

All MPPDA directors and officers

were renamed at the annual meet-
ing; with his re-election, Hays starts

his 18th year as the industry's No.
1 man.
Hays touched upon a variety of

subjects in his report, among them
public opinion and the screen, the
foreign field, trade issues and Hol-
lywood. The statement of industry
policy was contained in that section

devoted to trade issues.

Referring to the current trade
reform parleys, Hays declared that
"developments during the year in

the field of motion picture trade
practices, which are quite outside
the authority of this Association,
indicate the possibility of construc-
tive adjustment highly important to

the future of the industry."

If such a program is to be achieved
to best serve the interests both of
public and industry, it will not, con-
tinued Hays, be one of "mere nega-
tive prohibition by court injunction,

nor of inflexible statutes heedlessly
imposed on the industry's trade
structure."

"The objectives— economic, legal

and artistic—must be to provide the
people with good and necessary rec-

reation at a moderate cost," Hays
added. "For this purpose, there is

constantly being impressed upon the
industry the importance of develop-
ing within itself those methods and
relationships best calculated to en-
able it to produce the best pictures
at proper cost and to market this

entertainment service in the fairest

and most efficient manner. Studies
now being made of the economic
structure of the industry indicate

many problems which only future
developments can resolve."

Additionally, the Hays report

—

Stressed that among the out-
standing b.o. hits during the past
year were pix that had the highest
social as well as entertainment sig-

nificance.

Group public opinion calls for,

among other things, pix which em-
phasize "mankind's long struggle
for freedom and the hopes and as-

pirations of free men everywhere."

Pointed out that "American pic-

tures, even when censored by for-

eign agencies, necessarily carry
their own refutations of the alleged
failures of our ideals, our policies,

our efforts and our system."
Declared pointedly that public in-

terest has a major stake in "the
maintenance of foreign markets for

the American motion picture indus-

try."

Urged that some of the current
misrepresentations of Hollywood
should be corrected

_
by enlarged

services of authentic information.

WILL HAYS CITES EUDEMONISM
And Here's the Low-down, as Solemnly Set

Down by Noah Webster, et al.

Press release covering annual re-

port of Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, to the Haysian directorate
had the trade scurrying for dic-

tionaries yesterday. Pointing out
that "Snow White," b.o. record
smasher, discussed no "isms," the
General observed, "It seems there
are still a number of eudemonists
left in the world."

In Webster's New International,

the curious found eudemonism
summed up as "that system of

ethics which defines and enforces

moral obligation by its relation to

happiness or personal well being."
Further, it was said "Eudemonism
is often used for the Aristotelian
conception of happiness, in contrast
to hedonism, which identified hap-
piness with pleasure."

Kansas House Committee
Amends Anti-Ascap Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

House. However, the committee
amended the bill to strike out the
provision which prohibited any copy-
right owners or association of copy-
right owners from acting in con-
cert when establishing a price for
the performing rights to any copy-
righted musical or dramatic mus-
ical composition.

Anti-Ascap Companion Bill

Sponsored in Okla. House

Oklahoma City — Rep. Myers,
Duncan, McVicker and Porta have
introduced another anti-Ascap bill

into the Oklahoma state legislature
as HB 583. Previously Senators
Hearne and Taylor and Rep. Porta
had introduced an anti-Ascap bill

in the Senate.
Text is similar to that of the

pending Senate bill.

Billboard Tax Measure
Killed in Nebraska Com.

Lincoln, Neb.—Committee killed

legislature's bill here to tax all bill-

board ad space 25c per square foot.

Billboarders claimed normal annual
rental would have hauled up short
of tax demand by $10. Committee
claimed it was too discriminatory,
even when Senator Doyle agreed to
lop off 15c per square foot. Would
have amounted to doubling space
rental rate, plants claimed, which
would have been of picture interest,

since they, M-G-M especially, use a
lot of boards.

English Version for GN,
Spanish for 20th-Fox

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arcadia Pictures

starts "The Miracle of Main Street"
on April 3 for Grand National re-

lease. Picture will star Margo,
under the direction of Steve Sekely,
with Jack Skirball producing. Grand
National has consented to the mak-
ing of the picture in Spanish as
well for 20th Century-Fox release.

Both the English and the Spanish
versions will be made at the same
time.

St. Louis Local's Action

Against Browne et al, Starts

(.Continued from Page 1)

ly by 19 members of IATSE, Local
No. 143, got under way yesterday
before Circuit Judge Ernest F. Oak-
ley with Louis Landau, former ex-
hibitor, testifying he contributed to

the "defense" fund raised by ex-
hibitors in 1936 during negotiations
for renewal of the operators' wage
contract.
Landau was a reluctant witness

and several times parried questions
by declaring "I don't want to in-

criminate myself." Judge Oakley
insisted that he answer and Landau
finally admitted contributing to the
fund. Landau, a member of the ex-
hibitors' negotiating committee in

1936 when a $15,000 fund was
raised and paid during negotiations
for a renewal contract in which the
operators demanded, but did not
get, an increase of $10 a week,
named Fred Wehrenberg, president
of MPTO, Clarence Kaimann, Louis
Ansell and Thomas James as his
conferees.
Landau admitted that Nick had

frequently visited him at his the-

ater and said that Weston had
worked for him as an operator in

Granite City, 111., from 1910 to 1915.

50 Detroit Theaters Set

for "Film Fumbles" Debut

Detroit — "Film Fumbles," new
game reel produced by Lloyd Ham-
mond Studios here will have the na-
tional preview here on April 23 with
50 Detroit houses playing it day
and date for a full week each. Con-
test is based on patrons picking out
the biggest number of film "boners"
deliberately put into a four-minute
comedy.
"Film Fumbles" will be produced

in series of 13, each to play a full

week in each house, encouraging
contestants to repeat on each change
of bill, to see the "Fumbles" reel

again for closer scrutiny for boners.
In addition, the day-and-date billing
is expected to build attendance in
all co-operating theaters, as con-
testants can see different shows but
the same "Fumbles" in any of the
houses that week.

State-wide day and date release
will follow two weeks later, with
national release on the same basis
following.

MPTOA EXPO. PLANS

NEARING COMPLETION

(Continued from Page 1)

ials are in accord with the MPTOA
exposition proposal, he said, a' '^de-
tails will be announced befl J he
departs for Washington late" this
week.
Kuykendall said that he also ex-

pected to announce today the names
of MPTOA leaders who will testify
at the Neely Bill hearings in Wash-
ington next week. While the exact
number of MPTOA witnesses has
not been determined, he indicated
that between seven and 12 members
would be called.

Locale of the annual convention
has not been decided, Kuykendall
said, but admitted that San Fran-
cisco was being given strong consid-
eration even though there was some
objection to a city in which there
were too many outside interests.
This issue will be decided in the

Okla. Buying Pool Will

be Organized in April

(Continued from Page 1)

listen to any monopolistic charges
they may have to offer.

A skeleton set-up of eight dis-

tricts has been drawn up, it is un-
derstood. These districts have been
set-up on a basis of population and
number of theaters in each. Ac-
cording to plans a district manager
will be named by the members of
each district from among their own
number to handle all of their affairs

with regard to playdating pictures
and similar moves.
An office will be established in

Oklahoma City with a general man-
ager in charge. He will negotiate
contracts for purchase of product
and equipment under present plans
but will not actually sign these con-
tracts. Each individual contract will

be signed by each independent ex-
hibitor as at present after this of-

ficial has completed negotiations for
the entire group.

Fox-Midwest's Managers
Will Meet In K. C. Friday

Kansas City, Mo. — One hundred
managers of the Fox-Midwest The-
aters chain will meet here Friday,
for a one-day business sessioh at
the Hotel President. Meeting, which
is for the purpose of discussing
product and merchandising plans,
will be conducted by Elmer Rhoden,
general manager of the circuit, and
will close with a banquet and enter-
tainment in the evening.

IE Board Meets Today
Boston—A special directors meet-

ing of Independent Exhibitors Inc.,

is called for this afternoon at 20
Shawmut Street by Arthur K. How-
ard, business manager.

U





A cavalcade of

the dance . . . re-

creating such
famous sensations

as The Tango, The

Castle Walk, The
Maxixe, The
Texas Tommy,
and many more!
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WORLD'S GREATEST DANCERS
More romantic, more thrilling than any fiction!

... The biography of two who set the world

afire! . . . Irene, the fashion plate, whose bobbed
hair set a new world fashion; Vernon, the

debonair, whose rhythmic feet were stilled in

war-torn skies! . . . Soaring joy! . . . Blinding

heartbreak! ... All the drama and excitement

of a warmly-near yesterday brought to the

screen in a pageant of glamour and glory! . .

.

SENSATIONALLY DIFFERENT from anything

Fred and Ginger ever did before! — AND THE
BIGGEST BOX OFFICE SHOW THEY EVER MADE!

Backgrounded by

the haunting strains

of more than a score

of memory's most-

loved songs!
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PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PROOUCTI
Directed by H. C. Potter Associate Producer— G«orge Haigfit

Screen Play by Richard Sherman
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LESSER CLOSES 5-YEAR

UNITED ARTISTS DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

nance to the extent of $1,000,000
'or ^^ first production.

Li ^r's financial associates will

be Louis Lurie of the San Francisco
Principal Theaters and his partner,

Mike Rosenberg. Charles Chaplin is

a stockholder in the circuit.

Lesser will go after big Broadway
plays, picture stars and directors.

He is to complete two Bobby Breen
pictures for RKO and is expected
later to turn Breen over to RKO.

Portland Censors to Get
Public Squawks on Pix

Portland, Ore.—Theater patrons
who object to pictures which have
been passed by the municipal Board
of Review or who have any com-
plaint against the operations of the

board will be invited to make their

complaints direct to the boai-d here-
after.

Depositions to be Sought
Boston—A petition for permission

to take depositions of defendant
eight majors and Main & New
Hampshire Theaters Co. was filed

yesterday by George S. Ryan, at-

tornev for Kenneth Gorham in the

Middlebury, Vt., exhibitor's $100,000
anti-trust action. Suit is before
the Federal court at Burlington, Vt.

Share in $2,144,334 Split

Rochester—Eastman Kodak em-
ployes, including 23,100 in the U. S.

and Canada received checks totaling

$2,144,334 in payment of the 27th

wage dividend since company started

profit-sharing in 1912.

Payment brings total to moi-e than
$43,000,000 since plan's inaugura-
tion.

Lee to Make Para. Study
Reports that Claude Lee, formerly

of the Sparks Circuit in Florida,

would undertake a study of theater

public relations for Paramount and
its theater partners were confirmed
yesterday by Barney Balaban, Para-
mount president.

"Nevsky" Sets Cameo Mark
First four days of run of Am-

kino's "Alexander Nevsky" is cred-

ited by the Cameo management with
giving the house an all-time biz

i record.

Exports Show Decline
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exports of photo-

graphic and projection goods
slumped from $1,616,000 in Febru-
ary, 1938, to $1,522,000 last month.

Minder Replaces Kelly

New Orleans—William O. Minder
I has replaced Bob Kelly as Grand
National branch manager here.

I Uman Denies Report
Frederick J. Ullman, Jr., vice-presi-

dent of Pathe News, yesterday ridiculed

reports that Pathe News might be shut
down in the near future and branded
them as being "utterly unfounded with
no basis of truth whatsoever."

"Last Rites" Performed

for N. D. Divorcement

(Continued from Page 1)

the decision of the District Court
which held the law constitutional
and dismissed the complaint of Par-
amount at the time. The court
granted the motion to dismiss with-
out cost to either party declaring
"the cause has become moot." Due
to repeal of the law by reversing
the District Court's decision the
high tribunal did not pass on the
legality of the divorcement law.

Crews-Condon Amendment
Would Tighten Film Tax

Albany — Instead of adding a
new provision to the law of 1920,
which regulates boxing and spar-
ring matches, wrestling, etc., the
proposed Crews-Condon amendment
changes the mode of paying the
state for film and broadcasting
rights.

At present promoters include film

rights in their gross receipts on
which they pay a tax, but if the bill

of Westchester Senator Condon and
Brooklyn Assemblyman Crews is

adopted, a flat five per cent will be
paid to the Department of State.

Okla. Wage-Hours Statute

Constitutional, Says Court

Oklahoma City—The state wage-
and-hour act has been held consti-
tutional by the State Supreme
Court as it relates to maximum
hours of all wage earners and to
minimum hours for women woi'kers.
Because of a faulty title to the act,

the court held that minimum wage
provisions applying to men and
minors are not valid.

Under the act a commission cre-
ated by it was to determine wages
and hours and salaries in each in-

dustry. The theater biz had not
been called for hearing when the
court first ruled on the act.

Reserved Seat Premiere

for "Castles" in Texas

Ft. Worth—World premiere of
"The Castles" has been set by RKO
Radio for the Worth theater here
Friday. Pix will debut to a re-
served seat audience.

GE Station Will Start

Tele Programs July 1

Albany—GE's Helderberg station
will start telecasting daily programs
starting July 1. Station plans to use
pix extensively, it is understood.

«REVI€WS»
"Wuthering Heights"
with Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier,

David Niven

UA-Goldwyn 103 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRILLIANT SCREEN VERSION OF
BRONTE NOVEL SHOULD HAVE SPECIAL
APPEAL TO FEMMES.

Emily Bronte's classic novel has been pic-

turized with telling effect and should have

especial appeal to femme fans. William

Wyler has given the love story warm, sym-

pathetic direction, gaining fine performances

from his cast. Merle Oberon has never done

better work than as the girl, "Cathy," who
has a deep, overpowering love for "Heath-
cliff" (Laurence Olivier), who is outstand-

ing as a moody stable boy, determined to

make good and turn on the people who have

oppressed him. David Niven is excellent as

a wealthy, young Englishman who falls in

love with "Cathy" and marries her. Gerald-

ine Fitzgerald scores decisively as Niven's

sister, whom "Heathcliff" marries to spite

"Cathy." Flora Robson is very good as

"Cathy's" faithful housekeeper, while Hugh
Williams is effective as "Cathy's" dissolute

brother, who always opposes "Heathcliff."

Donald Crisp, Leo G. Carroll, Miles Mander
and the children, Sarita Wooten, Douglas

Scott and Rex Downing, do praiseworthy

work. Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
supplied an excellent screenplay for the

Samuel Goldwyn production. Gregg Toland's

photography is high grade. "Heathcliff," a

homeless gypsy boy, is taken from the

streets of Liverpool and brought to "Wuth-
ering Heights," "Cathy's," home, and

although "Cathy's" brother bullies him,

"Cathy" falls in love with him. As "Cathy"

grows older, she desires gayety and fine

clothes. "Edgar" (Niven) who has money
and position, falls in love with her and they

marry. "Heathcliff" goes to America to

make his fortune and on his return buys

"Wuthering Heights." "Isabella" (Geraidine

Fitzgerald) falls in love with him and he

marries her to spite "Cathy." On her death-

bed, "Cathy" tells "Heathcliff that she has

always loved him, and she dies in his arms.

CAST: Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier,

David Niven, Flora Robson, Donald Crisp,

Geraidine Fitzgerald, Hugh Williams, Leo G.

Carroll, Cecil Humphries, Miles Mander,

Romaine Callender, Cecil Kellaway, Rex

Downing, Sarita Wooten, Douglas Scott.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Goldwyn;

Director, William Wyler; Author, Emily

Bronte; Screenplay, Ben Hecht and Charles

MacArthur; Cameraman, Gregg Toland;

Editor, Daniel Mandel; Musical Director,

Alfred Newman.

DIRECTION, Sympathetic. PHOTOG-
RAPHY, High Grade.

Charlotte Blue Law Will

be Attacked by Exhibitor

Charlotte, N. C.—Charlotte's Sun-
day blue law and its enforcement
will be attacked by counsel for the

defense in the trial of Neill McGill,
manager of the Imperial theater,

which has been scheduled for Thurs-
day after two postponements.

McGill was cited to court by the

police because he permitted a show
at his theater to run 16 minutes past
midnight Sunday morning.

TRUE STORIES FROM ALTEC FILES

EDWARD M. FAY,

Owner,

Fays-Majestic-Carlton

Theatres,

Providence, R. I.

System Restored

Day After Flood

Hits N. E. Theatre

PROVIDENCE, R. l.-"When the flood

and tidal wave of last September hit

Providence, doing untold damage to

theatres here in Providence, our Fays

Theatre was flooded to an average of

twelve feet in the auditorium," de-

clared Edward M. Fay, prominent
owner-exhibitor.

"I notified A. W. Hyde, our local

Altec service inspector, that some DC
power would be available. Although

die flood was still raging, Altec rushed

equipment by truck from Boston and

from New York by plane, and the very

next day, Altec had set up temporary

apparatus and notified me that the sys-

tem was ready to operate.

"Since the flood, other services that

Altec has performed have paid for my
service agreements for some time to

come."

Let the Altec service inspector tell you,

without obligation to yourself, what Altec

service means in greater protection to your

equipment, greater freedom from worry
for yourself. Write to

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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Bookers, Exhibs. Picking up Films to Keep Houses Open
Affiliated Unions Awaiting

Instructions from

the IATSE
(Continued from Page 1)

for instructions as to whether
it would be lawful to comply
with the union's demands, and
if lawful, to accede to them, and
if unlawful, what steps should
be taken. The Court ruled that
the legality of the union's ac-
tion was not before him for de-
cision and instructed the Irving
Trust to take whatever legal
proceedings were necessary to
test the validity of the union's
actions. He also instructed the
Irving Trust Co. as trustee of
RKO to carry out, as far as
practicable, all the contracts for
service of films.

4. Secondary strike of Local
51 B, film exchange employes'
union, removing some 400 ship-
pers, inspectresses and B "back
room" workers from their jobs.

5. Possibility that all 306
operators in metropolitan area
houses might be called out with-
in a week if strike is not quick-
ly settled.

6. Certain confusion was
foreseen by end of the week for
film delivery departments as
scores of exhibs. hurriedly
moved film themselves.

7. Placing of picket lines in

front of all offices where 306
men are out on strike.

8. Agreement generally that
there would be a further crip-

pling of film industry's Eastern
nerve center if affiliated IATSE
unions are called out.

Exchanges Open All Night
With exchanges open again last

night after opening hurriedly on
Sunday and working straight
through the night, distrib. commit-
tee yesterday through Schaefer,
stated that they would make every
effort to expedite and continue film
deliveries. All exchange employes
not affected by the strike stood sub-
ject to draft today to assist in the
shipment of films, and late last

night there was a possibility that
at least some exchanges might re-
main open again tonight.

Exhibitors in the Metropolitan
area were still pouring into the ex-
changes late last night in an effort

to get shows that would carry them
through this week-end before new
film was necessary. Bookers for the
large circuits as well as the inde-
pendent exhibs. were understood to

be picking up film themselves yes-
terday in many cases and the car-

rier services have been operating

Meet Queen Mary
Adolph Zukor and David E. Rose, the

latter Paramount's managing director in

Creat Britain, were presented to
Dowager Queen Mary at the Denham
studios last week when Her Majesty
visited a set on which scenes trom
"This Man in Paris" were being shot,

Paramount reported yesterday.

Two-Character-Plus-Dog Pix for Metro
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A picture with only two characters and a dog is being written by
Jane Hall for Sam Zimbalist, M-C-M producer. The story, entitled "Two People," is

intended for James Stewart and Margaret Sullavan. Story is Zimbalist's own idea and
if produced it will be the first time that a two-person cast has been tried in pictures.
There will be no bits, no extras nor any other roles.

steadily since Sunday morning to
fill shipment orders.

Exhib. Pickups the Rule

Although M-G-M and Columbia
exchanges yesterday refused to al-
low these unorthodox pickups, they
let film go out through regular car-
rier channels. Both companies wired
exhibitors to return prints to ex-
changes immediately after their
final showings. All other exchanges,
it was reported were allowing pick-
ups by exhibs. in person and many
exchanges were giving exhibs. let-
ters authorizing them to pick up
shows from other houses when they
had the next booking.

With approximately 100 projec-
tionists out on strike yesterday, and
some 400 members of Local 51B,
film exchange workers' union, going
out last night, possibility of af-
filiated unions being called out
loomed with these unions reporting
that they were waiting for official

instructions from the IATSE as to
their future course of action. It
was also reported that all projec-
tionists might be called out of the
theaters if the strike is not settled
within a week.

With Holy Week, when business
usually

_
slumps, coming on, some

houses in the metropolitan area may
be forced to close through lack both
of business and of films.

Action by the distributors was
prompt yesterday, with two meetings
at the Hays office called. George J.
Schaefer, spokesman for the majors,
stated, following the afternoon ses-
sion, that they would do everything
possible to keep films moving and
that a committee had been formed
to co-operate and co-ordinate their
activities.

Irving Trust Petitions Court

Irving Trust Co. as trustee for
RKO presented a petition before
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday asking for instructions as to
whether the demands of the union
not to service houses employing
non-union men were legal, and what
course of action they could take.
Judge Bondy ruled that the legality
of 306 action could not be decided by
the court and instructed the Irving
Trust as trustee of RKO to take
whatever legal proceedings were
necessary to test the validity of the
action. He further instructed them
to carry out all contracts to service
houses with film as far as practicable
and that entering into new contracts
was up to their own discretion.

In the petition presented it was
stated that failure to fulfill con-
tracts made with non-union houses
as defined by Local 306 would

"greatly disrupt and hamper the
business of the company." It was
further stated that such action
might make the company liable to

damage suits over service contracts
and that under existing anti-trust
laws compliance with the union de-
mands might be characterized in any
one of several unfavorable defini-

tions.

The petition also said that RKO
might be subject to losses in rentals
up to $120,000 per day if it could
not deliver films to its own and in-

dependent houses that it services.

Delivery Confusion Feared

Exchange heads were worried last

night over almost certain confusion
that will result from exhibitors pick-
ing up film themselves from other
houses in the area, and with little

chance for films to be properly ex-
amined upon return it was believed
a certain amount of damage to

prints would occur.

No statements were made yester-

day by Local 306 regarding its course
of action beyond a routine announce-
ment that the strike was in effect

and that it was picketing the places

where the strike had been called.

At Century and Springer-Cocalis
circuits yesterday, principal users
of Empire State Motion Picture Op-
erators union projectionists, which
Local 306 is trying to absorb into

its own union, it was stated that
they believed their deals with Em-
pire were legal and that they ex-

pected to live up to their contracts

if it meant taking the matter to

court.

Survey of newsreels yesterday dis-

closed that all reels would deliver

though there might be some slow-
ing up. Newsreel execs, foresaw
no great difficulties aside from incon-

venience from lack of projectionists

unless laboratory workers and cam-
eramen might also be called out.

Plans were being laid to make up
newsreels from out of town film de-
liveries and libraries in that event.

GN BRITISH PROGRAM

TO COST $2,500,000— G
(Continued from Page 1)

nounced a $2,500,000 British produc-
tion program and the acquisition of
Twickenham Studios as a production
base.
Two of the pix on the program

will be budgeted at $1,000,000 each,
according to Bernerd. They are
"Stars Look Down" and "Alibi."
GNF has signed contracts with

Michael Redgrave and Margaret
Lockwood, according to Bernerd,
who expects to sign Hollywood
players on his American trip. He
sails for New York Friday.

Strike May Close All N. Y.

Theaters, Says Schaefer

That the strike of motion picture
operators of Local 306 at New York
City film exchanges and home offices

and the blockade by picket lines pre-
venting essential employes from
performing their normal duties has
seriously handicapped operations of
the New York film exchanges in

their function of supplying their
customer theaters with their con-
tracted films and may lead to the
closing of all theaters in Greater
New York, was stated by George J.

Hear Roosevelt to Confer
With Korda on Goldwyn Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

was learned yesterday. While the
trip was described as being on "gen-
eral business," reports yesterday
linked his sailing with more impor-
tant issues. While none of the ru-
mors was confirmed, it was said that
Roosevelt would confer with Alexan-
der Korda on phases of Goldwyn's
suit against United Artists.

We* Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Goldwyn officials de-

clared that James Roosevelt's trip
abroad will be confined to his show-
ing of "Wuthering Heights" at
English trade gatherings and that it

is not linked with the Goldwyn suit
nor does it mean that there will be
a resumption of the Goldwyn-Korda
deal.

Roosevelt left last night by plane
for the East and will sail Saturday
on the Normandie.

Schaefer, president of RKO Radio
Pictures, acting as spokesman for
the motion picture distributing com-
panies.
"To comply with the demand of

Local 306 would require us to breach
a large number of contracts within-
dividual theaters which do not em-
ploy members of that Local," said
Schaefer last night. "We have been
advised that to join with Local 306
in taking action which would shut
off our film from these theaters,
would be in violation of law. We
have, therefore, been compelled to
refuse the demand of Local 306."

It's Fare For Some, . .

St. Louis—New Comet Theater to be
built here shortly will have a glass-
enclosed "parlor" in the auditorium
from whose confines 20 to 30 of the
patrons can view pix performances. How
come? Well, it's planned to serve
sandwiches therein, enabling contained
patrons to enjoy the show while eating.
Special loud speakers will carry screen
sound to enclosure. Class partitions
will also keep overtones caused by the
mass munching and swallowing of the
tidbits from disturbing other non-feed-
ing folk. House seats about 1,000.
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20th Century-Fox Reports 1938 Profit of $7,252,466

MEDIATION AND INJUNCTION MOVES IN NT STRIKE

MPPDA Completing Detailed Setup for School Shorts

Interests of Exhibs. and Class-

room Pix Producers to

be Protected
MPPDA's Advisory Committee on

the Use of Motion Pictures in Edu-
cation shortly will propose "a de-
tailed plan for making non-current
theatrical short subjects available
to schools for classroom instruc-

tion," full report of Will Hays,
made available yesterday, discloses.

Hays states that "this plan will

fully safeguard the interest of ex-
hibitors and will avoid injustice to

the present producers of classroom
films."

Discussing the kindred subjects of
community service and motion pic-

1 Continued on Page 10)

DIVORCEMENT-
HAYS' VIEWS
Sees Affiliated Theaters

Factor in Pix Growth

KUYKENDALL ASSAILS

BLOCK-BOOKING BILL

Declaring that the enactment of
the Neely Bill would tend to stop
the trade practice program, Ed Kuy-
kendall, MPTOA president, lashed
out against the proponents of the
measure in a formal statement
issued yesterday.

Kuykendall asserted that it was
' Continued from Page 31

Universale South American
Business Shows 25% Advance

Universal's gross business in

South America so far this year is

up 25 per cent over the same per-
iod in 1938, Joseph Seidelman, head
of the foreign department, declared
yesterday upon his return from a
tour of the key cities. Arriving on

(Continued on Page 7)

Distribs. in All-Day Meeting

on Trade Practice Plan

Sales heads were reported last

night to be working feverishly to

wind up all the details relative to
the trade practice plan. Following

(Continued on Page 7)

Without mentioning- divorcement
by name, Will Hays in his annual
report as MPPDA prexy pointedly
says:

"It is in the realm of theory,
not fact, whether the great in-

vestments involved in making,
distributing and exploiting pro-
gressively finer and more suc-
cessful! feature pictures could
have been found rf the risk had
not been at least partially met
by the fact of assured exhibi-
tion, at paying rentals, in the-
aters owned, controlled by or
affiliated with producers or dis-
tributors who accepted this
risk. . . .

"What is indubitable is the
(Continued on Page 7)

Lenrose Corp., Newark,
Starts Anti-Trust Suit

An anti-trust suit, seeking triple

damages of $150,000 under the Sher-
man Act, and charging conspiracy
and restraint of trade, was filed in

(Continued on Page 8)

Extension of Theater Walkout Deadline, Reported
Set for Closing Time Tonight, is Sought;

Film Emergency Bureau
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN, FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Moving rapidly yesterday on all fronts the major distribs. and
the leading Metropolitan area circuits and the ITOA took
recourse to every action open to them in an effort to end the
projectionists' strike, keep film shipments moving and prevent

aii npnA<FAiiii mi aavim ' tne strike from spreading as reliable

Sll VFRST INF I NXF\ s U1> es reP°rted a general walkout

DAVID L. LOEW DEAL

By RALPH WILK
lift Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David L. Loew joins

the roster of producers distributing
through United Artists next season
as a result of a long-term deal
signed yesterday with Maurice Sil-

verstone.
It is understood that the Loew

(Continued on Page 7)

29 Execs. Will Address

20th-Fox Sales Parleys

As the Eastern contingent of 87
left for Chicago on a special sec-
tion of the 20th Century Limited
last night, 20th Century-Fox re-

leased the program for its sales
(Continued on Page 7)

$7,252,466 Net in '38 for 20th-Fox,-

4th Quarter Earnings Rise Sharply

Appeal from "Letty Lynton"
Verdict Filed by Metro

By order of Federal Judge Sam-
uel Mandelbaum, appeal was taken
by M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M
Distributing Corp., Loew's, Inc., and
Culver Export Corp. yesterday to
the Circuit Court of Appeals from
the verdict of Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell and the determination of

(Continued on Page 7)

Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
reported a net profit of $7,252,466
for the 53-week period ended Dec.
31 last as compared with $8,617,-

114 for 1937.
After deducting dividends paid

during the' year on the 938,745
shares of preferred, the balance of

earnings for 1938 amounted to $3.35
per share on the 1,741,984 shares
of outstanding common.

Report states that the net in-

(Continued on Page 3)

of all Local 306 members was sched-
uled to go into effect when houses
closed tonight.
Major developments yesterday and

up to presstime early this morning
were as follows:

1. Attorneys for the distribs.
huddled through the night pre-
paring petition asking for a

(Continued on Page 4)

PARAMOUNT NEWS HIT

BY PICKET LINE ORDER

Late last night laboratory techni-
cians at the Paramount News, who
are members of Local 702, Labora-
tory Technicians' Union, which is an
IATSE affiliate, were instructed not
to pass Local 306 picket lines at the
Paramount News, which is equiv-

(Continued on Page 9)

Close Co-op Between U. S.,

Mexican Interests Seen

Anxiety of Mexican film circles,

attending the competitive rise of
Argentine studio activity, and the
specter of further inroads via the
expected renaissance of Spanish

(Continued on Page 7)

"U" Sets First Regional

Meet for Cincy Apr. 15-16

First of Universal's regional sales
meeting's will be held in Cincinnati
April 15 and 16. Details regarding
subsequent meetings are expectec
to be announced today.
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-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked
99 102

Jeffrey on Vacation
George Jeffrey, who has been with

United Artists for the last three
years in the Columbus territory, is

here for a brief vacation and expects
to announce a new affiliation shortly.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Nick Ouster Trial Nets
Contradictory Testimony

St. Louis — Clarence Kaimann,
owner of a string of movie houses
and member of exhibitors' commit-
tee that raised a $15,000 "defense"
fund when a wage increase for
members of Local No. 143, IATSE,
was under discussion in 1936, testi-

fied yesterday in Judge Oakley's
court that after $10,000 had been
paid to State Rep. Edward M. Brady
in 1936 the projectionists did not
get the increase.

This was in contradiction to tes-

timony given by Louis Landau, first

witness in suit to oust John P. Nick,

Clyde A. Weston and George
Browne, from control of the Local.

Landau, also a member of "defense"
committee, testified he thought an
increase of $10 per week was
granted.
Robert Thomsen, former business

agent of the local, testified that all

Nick did to earn his $125 weekly sal-

ary was to "attend to wage negotia-
tions." Thomsen said Nick had
placed several men, some of whom
were police characters, in good pay-
ing jobs without having the union
vote them membership. He also

testified that when Browne placed

Nick in control of the Local in 1935
he told members that Nick's word
was law and final and those who op-

posed him might be expelled.

Nick and Browne are absent from
trial which is expected to last all

week.

Two-Men-in-Booth Measure

to be Debated in Assembly

Albany—Expected debate on the

two-men-in-a-booth bill in the As-
sembly and public hearing on labor

bills in the Senate will spotlight

today's legislative action. Assem-
blyman Robert Crews, Brooklyn Re-
publican, is ready to pass his twice-

amended bill with the support of

labor and including motion picture

operators union.
Senate hearing at 2 p.m. will in-

clude discussion of the Kleinfeld-

Garcia-Rivera bill for minimum
wage and hours in conformance with
Federal laws. Also docketed for

discussion are proposed amendments
for regulation of employment agen-
cies, theatrical and otherwise.

Union Recognition Issue

Before Loew's In Boston

Boston—Return of John Devlin,

local circuit attorney, to town
from a West Indies cruise opens the
way for determination of recogni-
tion by Loew's, Inc., of the new
Theatrical Managers and Treas-
urers' union local. The Massachu-
setts Labor Commission will pass
on the subject under Baby Wagner
Law specifications that 51 per cent
or better, of employes may vote for
the whole.

Foreign Language Films

Show Increase in Detroit

Columbia Signs Rains

Claude Rains has been signed for
a role in a forthcoming Columbia
picture, it was learned at the home
office yesterday.

Detroit—A drop of about 5 per
cent in total footage reviewed by
Police Censor Charles Snyder for
1938 was shown in the annual re-
port, just released. Foreign films,
however, showed an increase of 40
per cent, while Hollywood films (in-
cluding English productions) drop-
ped about 20 per cent.

Rejected films totaled seven
against four in 1937, while elimin-
ated footage rose from 2,790 in
1937 to 8,915. Censor reviewed to-
tal of 495 features, 400 shorts.

Chiefly responsible for the in-
crease to 177 in foreign films was
the adoption of a Mexican picture
policy by the Latin Theater, bring-
ing 242,000 feet of a new class into
the city. Egyptian and Spanish pic-
tures additionally were reviewed,
while none was shown in 1937.
Syrian films disappeared entirely.
Russian films dropped about 40 per
cent. Italian and German films
both showed notable increases. The
censor reviewed films in 16 language
groups.

The increase in cuts was explained
largely by a flood of childbirth films,

Snyder said, following "The Birth of
a Baby."

Billboard Restriction

Bill Passes Vt. House

Montpelier, Vt.—The controversial
billboard restriction bill, a substitute
for a more drastic measure intro-
duced several weeks ago, has been
passed by the House on a 112-87
rising vote. The move, which met
strong opposition, culminated a
state-wide outdoor advertising re-
striction campaign.

The bill removes from fee exemp-
tion signs of six square feet and
establishes a minimum fee of $1;
requires tagging of signs for con-
venience of state inspectors; neces-
sitates moving big signs back from
the highway, and increases the tax
by establishing a flat rate of two
and one-half cents a square foot.

Persons would still advertise their
own business within certain limits
of their property tax free.

Joseph Kauffman Will Be
Tendered Dinner April 24

Pittsburgh—A farewell dinner for
Joseph Kauffman, Universal branch
manager who is being transferred
to the Cleveland exchange for that
company, will be given by the local

Variety Club and the exhibitors of
Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia at the William Penn Hotel
here on Monday, April 24.

Seat Tax Replaces License
Montreal — Verdun theaters will

no longer pay an annual $400 li-

cense, but will pay 85 cents a seat
to the municipality. The City Coun-
cil ratified a by-law to that effect

at a special meeting.

COfllMG ROD G0MG

SIDNEY R. KENT, 20th-Fox prexy, and HER-
MAN WOBBER, sales head, are en route from
the Coast to the company's Chicago sales con-
vention.

HOWARD DIETZ, M-C-M ad and publicity
chieftain, has gone to Bermuda for a vacation.

AL LICHTMAN, Loew vice-prexy, is en route
to the Coast from New York.

JOHN JOSEPH, Universal ad and nj^rfify
head, and MATTY FOX, assistant to Pre?,

uc
!ate

B!umberg, arrived from the Coast on Friday.

.'•OSEPH McCONVILLE, Columbia's foreign
sales manager, returned to the home office
yesterday morning following a visit to Mexico
City.

H. M. RICHEY, RKO director of exhibitor
relations left yesterday for Indianapolis and
Cincinnati.

WILLIAM ROLAND, film producer, arrived in

New York yesterday by plane from Mexico City,
bringing with him a print of "Profidia," fea-
ture which he made for RKO distribution.

CAPT. WALTER BRANSON of Schaefer Drive
force reaches Dallas tomorrow for Friday's
kcal exchange drive conference.

WILLIAM WYLER, director, arrives from the
Coast by plane today.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, v.-p., and foreign
manager for Universal, has returned from a trip

to South America.

JAMES ROOSEVELT, Goldwyn v.-p., arrives
here from Hollywood tomorrow and sails for
England Saturday on the Normandie.

MERLE OBERON, who arrives from the Coast
tomorrow, will be a guest star on the Kate
Smith radio program over station WABC at
8 p.m.

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' Southern and
Western sales chief, is visiting exchanges in

his territory.

VYVYAN DONNER is in Chicago where she
will address the 20th-Fox sales convention to-
morrow on "Fashions in the Newsreels."

PAUL GUSDANOVIC, Cleveland circuit head,
and his wife return home tomorrow from a two-
month vacation trip to Arizona, Louisiana and
F'orida.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

"There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,
but this is by all odds the most bril-
liant of the lot." Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott—-Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

'"'The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-
derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-
tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season." — George
Jean Nathan, Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
nith Helen Betty Mary Russell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure"™^4t&msonJ Times.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.
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KUYKENDALL ASSAILS

BLOCK-BOOKING BILL

{Continued from Page 1)

"very regrettable that we are forced

into another fight for our existence

which the Neely Bill brings about"

at a time when many of the prob-

lems between exhibitor and distribu-

j e so near to solution.

Pointing out that the MPTOA has

been on record against the Neely
measure and government control of

the industry, Kuykendall stated that

the organization is "convinced that

90 p.c. of the exhibitors in this

country are opposed to the bill."

"MPTOA cannot conceive the

sincerity of purpose of those who
would drag outsiders in to attack

the business from which they de-

rive a livelihood," the statement
read. "MPTOA will be well repre-
sented at the hearing set for April
3 and invites any constructive per-
son in this business to work with
us or let us work with him in the
defeat of this unfair measure."

Two Motions to Dismiss

Momand Suit are Filed

Oklahoma City—Two motions to
dismiss the A. B. Momand $4,500,-

000 anti-trust suit against major
distributors, producers and circuits

have been filed in federal district

court here.

Defendants in the two suits in-

clude the Griffith Amusement Com-
pany, Consolidated Amusement
Com., Paramount Pictures, Inc., Con-
solidated Theaters, Inc., Publix The-
aters Corp., Regal Theaters, Inc.,

Vitaphone Corporation, Warner
Brothers Theaters, Inc., Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., Educational Film Ex-
change, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corp., Loew's, Inc., Vitagraph,
Inc., RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,

United Artists Corp., Universal Film
Exchanges, Inc., Columbia Pictures
Corp. and RKO Distributing Cor-
poration.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 29

Carl Nielsen

Warner Baxter

Robert Sisk

J. E. Otterson

Arthur Caesar

ALCNG THE

— miii PHIL M. rALYiTV
• • • HOT competition for theaters in Oklahoma with the

forthcoming Golden Jubilee Anniversary of the state set for the week

of April 22 it has the theater exchange managers tearing their

hair as promotion events are set in almost every city and town of

the state most of these are civic celebrations and will compete

with theaters and so exhibs. are checking the film possibilities

to find suitable productions to tie in with the event trouble is

that most of the ideal pictures have already been shown such as

"Oklahoma Kid," "Stagecoach," etc but set for some choice and

heavy bookings is "Man of Conquest," the Republic forthcoming epic

of Sam Houston's life

• • • SUPER TIE-UP almost 2,000 stores throughout

the United States in principal cities everywhere these

have been lined up before the picture is distributed refer-

ring to the 20th Century-Fox Fashion Forecast for Spring and
Summer a ritzy fashion show created by Vyvyan Donner
with her beautiful mannequins Truman Talley had the idea

Dan Doherty worked it out with Charles McCarthy's ap-

proval and the assistance of his capable department the

merchandise carried by the shops is all featured in the Donner
fashion special in Technicolor a pressbook has been issued

listing the co-operating stores from Coast to Coast

• • • AT the AMPA luncheon tomorrow at the Asfor the

lineup of guest-speakers so far includes Herbert Kline, producer

and director of the celebrated film, "Crisis," covering the Czechoslo-

vakian developments Frank Fay Nancy Hamilton of the cast

of "One for the Money" Mrs. Timothy A. Kenny, producer of the

series of shorts on the American Constitution the Nominating Com-

mittee will submit its report on the new officers slate

• • • INDUSTRY leaders are interested in plans for

launching the largest campaign for refugees thus far undertaken
according to an announcement from the headquarters of

the New York United Jewish Appeal for Refugees and Overseas
Needs located at 200 Madison Ave Harry Ittleson, the

financial leader, has accepted chairmanship of the campaign
which will unite the principal Jewish groups organized for the

relief of homeless Jewish refugees scattered throughout the world
..the main groups to be supported in the campaign are the

Joint Distribution Committee, the United Palestine Appeal, and
the National Co-ordinating Committee Fund

T
• • • TESTIMONIAL dinner tonite at the Benson Hotel in Port-

land, Oregon for Gordon C. Craddock, recently promoted to branch

manager for Universal at Indianapolis he is the company's former

Portland head

T

• • • "VARIETY SPIELER," the official publication of the

Dallas Variety Club, came out with a special 16-page golf edition

in honor of the Club's fourth annual spring tournament
which was held at the Dallas Country Club last Monday

« « « » » »

20TH-F0X REPORTS '38

PROFIT OF $7,252,466

(Continued from Page 1)

eludes $882,000 in dividends from
National Theaters Corporation; NT
dividends in 1937 brought 20th-Fox
$1,134,000. These dividends were
received in the fourth quarters of
the respective years.

The 20th-Fox profits for the
fourth quarter of 1938 were $2,-

630,374 compared with $1,202,433
for the third quarter of 1938 and
$3,718,000 for the 1937 fourth quar-
ter.

National Theaters and its voting
controlled domestic subsidiaries had
consolidated net income of $2,617,-
653 for 1938 compared with $2,988,-
228 for 1937. Twentieth-Fox's 42
per cent interest in NT indicates an
interest in these earnings of $1,-

099,414.

Twentieth-Fox paid dividends on
the Preferred stock in 1938 of $1.50
per share and on the Common stock
$2 per share. Total dividends paid
amounted to $4,899,218.

During the year 1938, 237 shares
of Preferred and scrip certificates

for four shares were exchanged for
300 shares of Common.

Consolidated balance sheet as of
Dec. 21 shows current assets of $31,-

275,908, including cash of $6,502,-

168 as against current liabilities of

$6,211,515. Inventories increased
during the year by the sum of $2,-

223,927 due to higher production
costs. Report points out there was
no change in the method of amor-
tizing pix costs.

Twentieth-Fox sales increased
during 1938 by $2,029,000, it is

stated in the report. Gross income
from sales and rentals of film and
accessories is given as $58,201,-

314.19.

Net assets in countries where
currency is either "frozen" or re-

stricted aggregate $1,106,797, it is

stated.

Earned surplus since April 1,

1933 is listed at $13,969,280.73.

Report discloses that Roxy The-
ater, Inc. from company's inception

to Aug. 25 last had a net operating
profit before interest, depreciation,

federal income taxes, of $411,874.46.

Income totalled $2,192,470.05, op-

erating expenses, $1,780,595.59.

Cash dividends paid included $23,220
on the cumulative preferred and $75,-

000 on common. Company's earned
surplus as of Aug. 25 was $55,578.

Record Pix HooUup
Most extensive radio coverage ever

accorded a pix premiere is assured for

debut of Warners' "Dodge City" in

Dodge City, Kans. Saturday night as a

result of arrangements completed yes-
terday which added Mutual's 103 sta-

tions to NBC's 90. Ceorge Fischer will

take the air for Mutual at 9 p.m., EST,
while the NBC networks will carry a

program from 8 to 8:30 p.m., EST. Both
Jack L. Warner and Hal B. Wallis will

be among those on the air.
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Distributors to Ask Blanket Injunction to Restrain Union
Distribs. Formulate Emergency

Program and Publicity

Committee
{Continued from Page 1)

blanket injunction to restrain
the union, which it is expected,
will be presented in Federal
Court this morning.

2. Exhib. group, following a
conference with Mayor La
Guardia, met for two hours in

the afternoon with the New York
State Mediation Board, asking
that an attempt be made to

settle the strike or seek an ex-
tension of the reported theater
strike deadline if no settlement
can be effected.

3. Distribs.' New York branch
heads set up a seven-point emer-
gency program to meet difficul-

ties arising from the strike and
established a central emergency
bureau in the former Warner
office in the Ninth Avenue Film
Center building for reports of all

mishaps.
4. George J. Schaefer ap-

pointed a four-man division man-
ager committee to assist in co-

ordinating activities.

5. Deadline for a general
walkout of all Local 306 mem-
bers was reported to have been
set for tonight when theaters
close unless intervening action

settles the strike or an extension
of the deadline is made.

6. Local 306 was reported to

have asked several transporta-
tion and taxi organizations to

refrain from moving any film to

and from exchanges.
At a meeting held Saturday in the

Essex House which was attended by
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's prexy,
Leo Spitz, George E. Browne, IATSE
head, and Joseph Basson, president

of Local 306, the union disclosed its

intention to call a general strike

unless film shipments were halted to

houses not employing 306 men, it

was learned yesterday. It was also

stated at the meeting that other
unions would be asked to not cross

306 picket lines when they were
established, but no agreement could

be reached at that time, it was said,

with subsequent developments tak-

ing place.

Mediation Board Asks Confab
Only possible avenue apparently

left open last night for a settlement
of the strike or a delay before a gen-

eral walkout takes places was in the

fact that the New York State Media-
tion Board has asked representatives

of Local 306 to meet with them this

morning to discuss the situation.

No reply had been received by the

Board at a late hour last night as

to whether or not they would meet

I isInn' Season? ? ?
Call to the IATSE and Local 306

offices yesterday disclosed that all top

execs, were out of town. Their where-

abouts were unknown and the time of

their return was also unknown.

Helping Hand—Across the Picket Line
Exhib. in exchange yesterday could not find the print he was supposed to get.

Combined efforts of the whole office including branch head failed to disclose the

whereabouts of the missing film. The manager suggested that the handler might
know. The exhib. went outside, discovered the handler across from the picket lines

and learned where the print was. Net result, everybody happy but handler.

with Board, but it was expected that
they would.

Jules S. Freund, secretary of the
Board, told The Film Daily last

j

night, following the meeting he and
Commissioner Arthur S. Mayer held
with the exhib. group, that "every
effort will be made by the Board to

prevent a general strike, to effect a
speedy settlement, and in the event
no settlement can be immediately
reached, an extension of the reported
strike deadline will be sought."

To Ask Blanket Injunction

Attorneys for the major distribs.

worked far into the night preparing
a request for a blanket injunction to

restrain the union which is expected
to be presented when Federal Court
opens this morning. Circuit repre-
sentatives and ITOA prexy, Harry
Brandt, conferred with Mayor La
Guardia yesterday morning at his

office. The Mayor arranged for a
meeting in the afternoon with the
New York State Mediation Board
and a two-hour session was held
which broke up at a quarter after
six.

In addition to Brandt, there were
seven other circuit representatives
present at both huddles, including
Marvin Schenck, Loew's, Samuel
Rinzler and Emanuel Frisch, Rand-
force, William F. Githens, Newsreel
Theaters, and Lawrence Bolognino,
Consolidated.
These men are on call for an emer-

gency meeting with the Mediation
Board if such a meeting is necessary.
The Board hopes to arrange a round
table conference to iron out the whole
situation, if possible.

Formulate Emergency Program
An emergency program to meet all

difficulties was formulated yesterday
afternoon by branch heads at a meet-
ing with Louis Nizer, prominent film

attorney, at the Nizer & Philips of-

fice. A seven-point program was set
up and an emergency bureau estab-
lished at the former Warner office in

the Film Center building on Ninth
Avenue.
Emergency program which will be

posted in all exchanges is as follows:

(1) You will obtain informa-
tion from our exchange whether
to obtain the print at the ex-
change or at the theater which
is in possession of the print
which you are subsequently to

exhibit at your theater.

(2) At the time that you pay
the license fee at our exchange,
you will receive a written order
directed to the theater from
which you are to receive the
print authorizing the delivery of

the print to you.

(3) You will, through your
agent or personally, present this

written order to the theater
holding such print, and at the

termination of the exhibition at
said theater and upon the sur-
render of the written order to it,

you will receive the print for
exhibition at your theater.

(4) You will deliver to your
booth only such film as is neces-
sary for current exhibition.

(5) Upon the termination of
your exhibition, the print should
be returned from the booth to

your own theater manager who
shall, so far as he is able, exam-
ine to see that the film is in the
same condition as when deliv-

ered.

(6) You will then hold the
print until there is presented to

you by the subsequent run ex-
hibitor, a written order signed
by the branch manager of our
exchange, authorizing delivery
to such exhibitor. The written
order shall be kept by you as
your receipt.

(7) You will immediately re-

port to our exchange or to a
central emergency bureau which
is being organized for this pur-
pose, any mishaps.
These instructions are to remain

in force during the duration of the
strike.

To Establish Central Committee
Further developments yesterday

were plans to establish a central
committee to handle publicity dur-
ing the duration of the strike. A
number of exchanges were calling
on out of town exhibitors and ex-
changes to deliver any prints they
did not need to the New York
branches.
Members of the committee ap-

pointed by George J. Schaefer were
Milton Kusel, Paramount, chairman,
Harry Buxbaum, 20th-Fox N. Y.
branch head, Charles Stern United
Artists, and E. K. "Ted" O'Shea,
Metro Eastern district manager.
The duties of the committee were
said to be to co-ordinate activities

during the strike. No statement
was issued yesterday by Schaefer.
Film shipments were moving yes-

terday at a more normal rate and
mostly through regular carrier
channels, although exhibitors were
still picking up shows at the ex-
changes. Large circuit heads and
independent exhibs. reported that
they had sufficient film lined up to
carry them through the week-end
in all but a few isolated instances
where exhibs. had been caught nap-
ping.

Prints at All-Time High
The number of prints shipped by

exchanges since Sunday morning
was said to be unprecedented and
an all time high for that space of
time. Newsreel deliveries Monday
night and yesterday were normal
and no delays were reported.

Picketing at the exchanges and

Number of Prints Shipped at

An All-Time High for

Space of Time
at Paramount News, the only news-
reel picketed yesterday, was order-
ly, and no disturbances were re-
ported as special details of police
and private detectives patrolled«^the
picketed spots. All newsreel hido-
jectionists were out except at
Pathe News, where a separate union
contract prevented the operators
from walking out.

Principal complaint from exhibi-
tors was that cost of picking up
films themselves was boosting their
operation expenses and certain con-
fusion would result by the begin-
ning of next week as more and
more exhibs. will be forced to pick
up their own shows from other
houses if no settlement is reached.
All handlers in the film exchanges
were out yesterday and in some
cases home office employes had been
drafted to help out the exchange
men working at the unaccustomed
job of handling the film shipments.

Assignments by 'Phone

Local 644 cameramen were tak-
ing their assignments from Para-
mount News by 'phone as they could
not cross the picket lines. They de-
livered film across the street and
employes inside the building picked
it up. Lab. workers at the Para-
mount News building were working
yesterday as they had not received
instructions to stop at the picket
lines. Studio mechanics also re-

mained unaffected yesterday.

Original plans to picket all home
offices were abandoned by the union
yesterday morning. No reason was
given for this change of plan and
no explanation was forthcoming as
to why Paramount News was the
only newsreel picketed. All IATSE
executives were said to be out of
town yesterday and Joseph Basson,
306 prexy, was likewise reported
out of town when The Film Daily
called these offices.

Newsreels were reported last

night to be starting their makeup
for tomorrow's delivery in order to

get shipments out as hurriedly as

possible before shipments from New
York might possibly be curtailed by
a spread of the strike to affiliated

unions.

Donovan in Washington
Colonel William J. Donovan was

'Continued on Page 9)

Hare Conditioned
Rochester — Pix patrons are enthu-

siastic over the unusual Easter atmos-
phere created for them by Lester Pol-

lock in the lobby of Loew's Rochester

Theater. Six live, white bunnies caper

about in a display four feet wide and
10 feet long. Space is replica of the

World's Fair Crounds, structures, streets,

and all. Entrances to buildings are

large enough to provide access for the

bunnies. Via tunnels, they go from one
building to another, and it's a rare test

of sobriety when one of the rabbits

enters the Theme Center and rapidly

emerges from the Parisian village.
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SILVERSTONE CLOSES

DAVID L. LOEW DEAL

{Continued from Page 1)

commitment is for a minimum of

three years and a minimum of two
jpix annually. Loew will do his own
;
financing-. First story is yet to be

' selected, but Loew expects to go
into production in the summer or
fall.—

Lc*"^, it is understood, will de-
liver two million dollar pix for 1939-

40, with production expected at the
Selznick studio in Culver City.

Space is now being negotiated.
Loew, it is reported, has three

stellar "names" lined up and pacts
with outstanding directors also are
in work. Disclosure of their identi-

ties is expected within a few days.
It is learned that Silverstone ad-

ditionally expects to close with an-
other leading Coast producer for
UA distribution before he treks
Eastward. Thus far, his stay here
has brought a new deal with David
0. Selznick and a five-year deal with
Sol Lesser-Ernst Lubitsch. Latter's
closing was exclusively disclosed in

The Film Daily yesterday.
Lesser and Lubitsch have formed

a $3,000,000 production company.
The combined Sol Lesser Produc-
tions and Ernst Lubitsch Corp., both
headed by Lesser, will make three
major pictures a year, each, with a

budget of approximately $1,000,000.

Two of the three pictures each
year will be directed and produced
by Lubitsch. The new association
will not become effective for
Lubitsch until January 1, 1940 as he
is now under contract to Metro to

make "Ninotchka" the forthcoming
Greta Garbo picture, and the Mar-
garet Sullavan-James Stewart star-

ring picture "The Shop Around the
Corner," with which he will not be
through until the end of the year.

Lesser's contract with UA will be
effective Sept. 1 next. In the mean-
time he will complete three pictures
for which he is committed to RKO
Radio.

Distribs. in All-Day Meeting

on Trade Practice Plan

' Continued from Page 1)

an all-day meeting yesterday, a
committee was appointed to confer
on certain angles of the proposals
and to report back to the general
negotiating committee later in the
evening. At last reports, the dis-

tributors were still in session.

Test Flesh in Indiana
Chicago—Indiana and Illinois Cir-

cuit is testing flesh in Elkhart and
Goshen, Ind., houses at a slight

admish increase.

..Giveaway »s

Chattanooga, Tenn. — The Liberty

Theater, Ninth Ave., is to have a new,
modern front constructed at a cost of

$15,000 and the city of Chattanooga is

paying the bill. The reason is that

Ninth Ave. is being widened for several

blocks and the theater front must be

set back 20 feet.

Sudekum Commended by Tenn. Legislature
Nashville, Tenn.—Tony Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement Co., is in

receipt of the official copy of a joint resolution passed by the Tennessee State Legis-
lature, thanking him for his service in furnishing "practically free of charge" movie
films and necessary equipment to show to inmates of state institutions, in the reso-
lution he is characterized as a "public-spirited citizen, a true Southerner, a genuine
American, and a most progressive and forward-looking business man."

29 Execs. Will Address Close Co-op Between U. S.,

20th-Fox Sales Parleys Mexican Interests Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

convention which opens at the Con-
gress Hotel in the Windy City to-

morrow and continues through Sat-
urday.

Sessions are slated for 1Q a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. tomorrow and Friday,
with screening of "Alexander Gra-
ham Bell" at a yet unannounced time
and place tomorrow night.

Initial session the first day will

be in the Gold Room, under chair-
manship of Herman Wobber, gen-
eral manager of distribution, who
will also deliver the address of wel-
come, following roll call by Jack
Sichelman. Five addresses are
scheduled by Spyros Skouras, pres-
ident of National Theaters; J. J.

Sullivan; William T. Powers; Felix
A. Jenkins, company's general coun-
sel; and William J. Kupper, western
division manager.

Afternoon session opening day will

be featured by speeches by Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
distribution; Sir Gordon Craig; R.
Sutton Dawes; C. V. Hake; A. Rus-
cica; L. Brandfeld; H. Rosenfeld;
William J. Clark, general sales man-
ager short subjects and news; Mor-
ton A. Levy, K-7 drive leader; Wil-
liam Sussman, eastern division man-
ager; and William C. Gehring, cen-
tral division manager. J. P. O'Logh-
lin, Canadian district manager, will
distribute 6th S. R. Kent Drive
prizes.

Morning session on second day
will be addressed by Truman H.
Talley, producer of Movietone News
and snorts; Edmund Reek, general
manager; Lowell Thomas, chief
commentator; Ed Thorgersen,
sports; Lew Lehr, humor; Vyvyan
Donner, fashion editor; Paul Terry,
president Terrytoons, Inc.; Charles
E. McCarthy, publicity-ad director;

and climax talks by Joseph M.
Schenck, 20th-Fox board chairman,
and Sidney R. Kent, president.

Wobber will announce 1939-40 fea-
ture product at the p.m. session,

and on the following and final day,
individual meets will start at 10
a.m., with time and place of these
meets to be announced at conclave.

Hays Indirectly Expresses

Views on Thea. Divorcement

{Continued from Page 1)

production since the civil war is re-
garded as virtually at an end, is

likely to develop into a rapproach-
ment and close future co-operation
between Mexican pix interests and
the U. S., it was asserted yesterday
by Joseph McConville, Columbai's
fc reign manager, in the wake of his
New York arrival by train from
Mexico City.

McConville foresees such an oc-
currence not merely because of the
competitive production angle, but
also because Mexico's studios need
immediate stepping-up of their
equipment, which lacks currently
the modernity of that which is be-
ing used in Argentina, and certain-
ly will be installed in Spain's stu-
dios during the forthcoming per-
iod of rehabilitation.
American equipment manufactu-

rers, therefore, he points out, can
banish most of their fears that Mex-
ico will accord much trade pref-
erence to German-made equipment,
which of late is said to be invading
Mexico, abetted by barter deals on
the part of Nazi agencies.
U. S. pix, he added, together with

native and other Spanish-language
product, are dominant in the market
~nd in public favor, with the better
French films next in line.

While in Mexico City, he viewed
"Cada Loco Con Su Teme," first of
four pictures Produccion Grovas is

making for Columbia world-release
with the exception of Mexico itself

and a portion of the U. S. south-
west. He also saw rushes on "Luces
de Barriada," tentatively titled fea-
ture which is the first of three be-
ing made for Columbia bv Jose Luis
Bueno. Latter group of films will

set world-wide distribution via Co-
lumbia.

{Continued from Page 1)

fact, in countries where a pro-
duction - distribution - exhibi-
tion structure comparable to
ours does not exist, that domes-
tic film industries remain milk-
fed by government subsidies,

quotas, kontingents and other
protective measures. . .

."

12 First-Runs Weekly Now
Needed to Supply Lincoln

Lincoln, Neb.—Takes 12 first-runs

to keep business on the present
weekly keel here as result of the
opening of the Nebraska. New
house and the Varsity are sole sin-

gle feature spots.

Stuart uses two, Lincoln four, Co-
lonial two, and Liberty two, every
seven days.

Film Rights to Herbert

Operettas with Lengel

Motion picture and radio rights
to many of Victor Herbert's more

i
popular operettas have been placed

j
in the hands of William C. Lengel

, Literary Associates.
Among the operettas included in

the contract are "Eileen," "Princess
Pat" and "The Only Girl."

METRO FILES APPEAL

OF "LYNTON" VERDICT

(Continued from Page 1)

Special Master Gordon Auchincloss
in the "Letty Lynton" plagiarism
suit brought by Edward Sheldon and
Margaret Ayer Barnes.

Appellants claim court committed
error in not allowing for the draw-
ing power value of the Metro stars,
Joan Crawfrod and Robert Mont-
gomery, in granting all the net prof-
its to the plaintiffs.

Judge Leibell's award, based on
findings of the Special Master, was
$532,000 plus counsel fees of $55,-
000, and an allowance of $15,000 to
the Special Master.
Appeal set forth 62 alleged errors

on the part of Judge Leibell in
granting the verdict; claimed error
in the computation of the profits;
and that various studio and pro-
duction expenses were not credited
to the defendants.

Universale South American
Business Shows 25% Advance

(Continued from Page 1)

the Gripsholm, on which he held a
series of screenings of "The Mikado"
and a general product trailer for
the company's South American man-
agers, Seidelman said that the im-
portance of the Latin market was
increasing and that American com-
panies must look to it "for their

salvation" in obtaining foreign reve-
nues.

While 75 to 80 per cent of the pic-

tures shown in the Argentine are
American, product made in Buenos
Aires is gaining in importance, Sei-

delman said. That situation, he
added, is becoming a real obstacle
for American distributors to hurdle.
The only solution, he explained,
would be to make American pic-

tures still more acceptable to Latin
patrons and to inject as much appeal
for that market as possible. Ar-
gentinian producers turned out be-
tween 40 and 50 pictures last year,
representing the peak in native pro-

duction.
Seidelman visited all of the com-

pany's branches and held sales meet-
ings in Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro. He said he believed the

trip would result in a 35 per cent
increase in business for Universal.

The noveltv of the stunt, which
turned the Gripsholm into a floating

projection room made a big hit

with the local managers, he said.

Seventh for "Pygmalion"
Chicago — Metro's "Pygmalion"

stays for a seventh week at the B &
K Apollo; it's pix's third extension

of loop playing time.

"Request" Feature
North Platte, Neb.—Just double fea-

tures aren't enough for Mike Zalesny,

manager rf th= Paramount. Every Sat-

ur
J
*y. twice daily, he throws in a sec-

ond-run along with his regular twin

bil
,<H first-runs.

Calls it a "request" feature.
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"You Can't Get Away
With Murder"

Warners 78 Mins.

POWERFUL AND EMOTIONAL PRISON
DRAMA WITH SPLENDID ACTING BY
BOGART AND YOUNG BILLY HALOP.

A tense and suspenseful prison drama
adapted from a play by Lewis E. Lawes,
the Sing Sing prison warden, has the ring

of authenticity because it is constructed

from data collected over many years. The
story carries a strong human angle with the

efforts of Gale Page as the sister of her

kid brother (Billy Halop), to save him
from the influence of a gangster (Hum-
phrey Bogart) who has taken the boy under

his tutelage. The former "Dead End"
kid does a very fine job throughout a dif-

ficult role, really a remarkable performance
for his years. Bogart of course is the

perfect type for the hardened criminal.

First the boy goes out with his mentor
on a job of stealing a car, and then robbing

a filling station. The next job is the

holdup of a pawnshop, resulting in the kill-

ing by Bogart of the proprietor. He uses a

gun that the kid has stolen from his sister's

fiance, and this innocent man is convicted.

Meanwhile Bogart and the boy have been
sent up for the car theft. Then the drama
gets going when the innocent man comes
to Sing Sing and is placed in the death

house awaiting an appeal. The boy begins

to break as he realizes his silence is help-

ing to send an innocent man to the chair.

Bogart uses every wile and threat to keep

the boy from breaking, and thus disclosing

to the prison officials the truth. The
tenseness and tempo of the drama increases

as the boy starts to weaken under his sis-

ter's pleas and a cross-examination by the

condemned man's attorney after the appeal

has been denied. Then into the climax,

with Bogart staging a prison break as an

excuse to shoot the kid and seal his lips.

But the youngster lives to tell the truth

and save the innocent man. Between

Bogart and Billy Halop, here is a tense

prison drama that will hold any audience

taut. Lewis Seiler has done a strong direc-

torial job that impresses with its realism.

Selling angles: The grand work of the

young player, Billy Halop, along with the

veteran, Humphrey Bogart, in a realistic

prison drama written by an authority.

CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Billy Halop,

Gale Page, John Litel, Henry Travers, Har-

vey Stephens, Harold Huber, Joe Sawyer,

Joe Downing, George E. Stone, Joseph King,

Joseph Crehan, John Ridgely, Herbert Raw-
linson.

CREDITS: Director, Lewis Seiler; Au-
thors, Warden Lewis Lawes, Jonathan Finn;

Screenplay, Robert Buckner, Don Ryan,

Kenneth Garnet; Cameraman, Sol Polito;

Editor, James Gibbon.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

Sunday Pix Ruled Legal

Little Rock, Ark. — Act 175 of
1939 legalized Sunday movies in all

cities and towns in this state, irre-

spective of local elections, Assistant
Attorney General J. P. Streepy
states. The act repealed an old law
permitting Sunday movies only af-

ter they had been approved in local

communities at an election.

"Mr. Moto in Danger
Island"

with Peter Lorre, Jean Hersholt

20th Century-Fox 62 Mins.

STRONG MURDER THRILLER WITH
PETER LORRE IN SMUGGLING ADVEN-
TURE.

The suave work of Peter Lorre as the
international detective lifts this meller out
of the routine. This time he goes to Porto

Rico on the trail of a diamond smuggling
gang. He has with him as a stooge War-
ren Hymer, who plays the part of a dumb
wrestler for the laughs. A secret service

agent is murdered, and the trail eventually

leads Moto to a swamp that has a very

sinister history. Then the governor of the

island is killed as was the secret agent.

Arrived at the swamp, Moto and his stooge
are captured by the gang who are there in

hiding. The detective establishes proof of

the diamond smuggling, and they manage
to make their escape to the mainland. Re-
turning with the island commissioner and
police in a fast launch, they are in time
to see the supposed head of the gang
escaping in another boat. Jean Hersholt,

in the role of a diamond dealer, shoots the
criminal, and the wounded man is brought
to the hospital. That night an attempt is

made to murder the smuggler so he cannot
disclose anything. Then the great detec-
tice, upon the capture of the attempted
murderer, who is Hersholt, shows that the

latter's bullet had killed the man in the

escape from the swamp. His ruse of having
made an attempt on the life of a dead man
was successful in disclosing the real head
of the gang, as the dead man was only

his hired tool. The work of Peter Lorre

is smooth and carries the suspense easily,

with some strong directorial touches for

thrills. Selling angles: Peter Lorre as the

famous Mr. Moto gets his man by using a

corpse for a "double" murder.

CAST: Peter Lorre, Jean Hersholt,

Amanda Duff, Warren Hymer, Richard
Lane, Leon Ames, Douglas Dumbrille,

Charles D. Brown, Paul Harvey, Robert
Lowery, Eddie Marr, Harry Woods.

CREDITS: Producer, John Stone; Direc-

tor, Herbert Leeds; Authors, J. P. Mar-
quand, John W. Vandercook, John Rein-
hardt, George Bricker; Screenplay, Peter
Milne; Cameraman, Lucien Androif; Ed-
itor, Harry Reynolds.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Northwest Allied to Act
Tonight on Legislation

Minneapolis — Prexy Al Steffes
has called an emergency of North-
west Allied's membership here to-
night to discuss the legislative situ-

ation and take a stand on the di-

vorcement measure pending in the
Minnesota Legislature.

Steffes declares that the measure
was introduced without Allied's

knowledge and that Allied had drop-
ped plans to introduce a bill.

Heated discussion is indicated.
Pending anti-Bank Night measure

will also be discussed.

"Mystery of the
White Room"

with Bruce Cabot, Helen Mack
Universal 58 Mins.

CRIME CLUB MURDER MYSTERY
THRILLER HAS GOOD ATMOSPHERE IN
HOSPITAL SETTING.

Another of the Crime Club productions,

with a double murder mystery taking place

in a hospital. Bruce Cabot plays the

part of a young surgeon as well as doing
the sleuthing that eventually uncovers the
murderer. The first murder takes place

in the operating room, with the lights go-
ing out and the murder victim, one of the
surgeons, found dead on the floor with
a scalpel in his back. Tommy Jackson is

the detective who comes in with his men
and tries to solve the crime, only to be
confronted by another one. Cabot is among
the suspects, and the action is nicely

paced and the twists and surprises come
along at a good rate to keep the interest

and suspense taut to the end. An attempt
has been made on the life of a hospital

attendant who came upon the criminal,

and the latter blinded him with a liquid.

The cornea from one of the dead men's
eyes are transferred to the eyes of the
blinded man in order to enable him to pick
out the person who did the deed. It

proves to be one of the nurses who killed

the house surgeon when he refused to
marry her. The mystery carries good thrill

situations and holds the attention nicely
to the final disclosure. The cast does
competent work, with Tom Dugan and
Mabel Todd supplying comedy relief. Sell-
ing angles: strong Crime Club mystery;
modern hospital technique in crime.
CAST: Bruce Cabot, Helen Mack, Con-

stance Worth, Joan Woodbury, Mabel
Todd, Tom Dugan, Roland Drew, Addison
Richards, Tommy Jackson, Frank Reicher.
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr; Direc-

tor, Otis Garrett; Author, James G. Ed-
wards; Screenplay, Alex Gottlieb; Camera-
man, John Boyle.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Lenrose Corp., Newark,
Starts Anti-Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

Federal Court yesterday by Lenrose
Amusement Corp., naming as defen-
dants M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M
Distributing Corp., Columbia,
Loew's, Inc., Paramount Pictures,
Inc., Paramount Productions, Para-
mount Pictures Distributing Corp.,
UA, Universal, Big "U" Film Ex-
change, Warners, Vitagraph, RKO
Radio Pictures, RKO Distributing
Corp., 20th-Fox and MPPDA.

Latter, it was alleged, is domi-
nated by the majors, and carries out
majors' policies.

Action was instituted on behalf
of a theater located at 127-9 North
7th St., Newark, which, it is con-
tended, is deprived of facility to ob-
tain product because of affiliated

theaters of defendants being given
preference; must subscribe unwil-
lingly to block and blind-booking;
is compelled to accept shorts in or-
der to get features; and is subjected
to clearance difficulties.

"Risky Business"
with George Murphy, Dorothea Kent,

Eduardo Ciannelli

Universal €7 Mins.

GANGSTER MELLER OF KIDNAPPING
PACKED WITH THRILLS AND SURPRISES.

Made to order for the thrill far"'- with'-

George Murphy playing a dangenuel role

where he is on the spot with a killer a

good part of the time, and manages to

weave his way in and out in a manner to

keep the spectator in taut suspense. Mur-
phy is a radio commentator. A pal gives

him a hot tip on the identity of the kid-

nappers of a prominent society girl. He
moves in on the supposed gang chief, and

makes a proposition to act as go-between
in getting the ransom money to the mob
on condition that the girl is returned un-

harmed. Then his troubles begin with the

police chief, who watches his every move,

but finally he gets the ransom money
safely delivered. The gang leader crosses

him up. The girl is not freed. But he is

spirited to the gangster's headquarters,

and then let in on the real plan in back

of the kidnapping. Leon Ames as the sup-

posed chief reveals that the brains of the

outfit is Eduardo Ciannelli. He is ushered

into the latter's presence, and the crime

czar tells him he is bargaining the girl's

life for a pardon from the governor for

himself from previous crimes that would

send him up for years. The radio com-
mentator then goes back to negotiate with

the governor through the girl's father for

the promise of pardon for the crime lord.

The governor says no, that the state can-

not be intimidated by a gangster even if

it costs the girl's life. Then the hero

plays a desperate game, tells the gang

chief that the governor has agreed, and

when the girl has been released, he tells

the gangster of his trick, and kills him
as the other starts to draw. The finale

has the radio commentator shot down as

he broadcasts the inside story. Well di-

rected, with taut suspense and plenty of

thrills. Selling angles: the new twist in

a kidnap-gangster thriller; the radio com-
mentator creating his own scoop sensation

by working with a mob.

CAST: George Murphy, Dorothea Kent,

Eduardo Ciannelli, Leon Ames, El Brendel,

Richard Tucker, Frances Robinson, John

Wray, Arthur Loft, Pierre Watkin, Grant

Richards, Charles Trowbridge, Mary Forbes.

CREDITS: Producer, Burt Kelly; Direc-

tor, Arthur Lubin; Author, William A. Mc-
Guire; Screenplay, Charles Grayson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Court Admits Broder
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — I. Robert Broder,

New York theatrical and motion pic-

ture lawyer, was admitted Monday
as Member of the Bar of the Su- f
preme Court of the United States.

"Marseillaise" to World
"Marseillaise," new French film .f

directed by Jean Renoir, will be re- f:

leased in this country by World Pic- i

tures. World also distributes "Grand
;

Illusion."
k

Jb
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STRIKE MEDIATION,

INJUNCTION MOVES
(Continued from Page 4)

in Washington yesterday on a hur-
ried trip, with reports placing him

'

s there to seek advice on the neces-
sary legal steps in dealing with the

;Sj
^unprecedented legal situation the
strike_Jias caused. He returned to

n 'Nev——ork late last night hut could
snot * ^ reached for a statement.

Matthew Levy, counsel for Local
306, is reported to have justified

the union's position on the ground
that the supply of films to theaters
whose operators are members of a
rival union, in turn incompatible
with the interests of Local 306,

:comes under the heading of working
conditions.

Legal channels unassociated with
the present strike point to the fact
that there is no substantial pre-
cedent in law with respect to the
situation which Local 306 had
created. Union strategists, it is

pointed out, are well aware of this.

The Legal Question
Reduced to simple form, the legal

question is: Has a union the right
jto compel a company, with which it

jhas no dispute, to refuse to service
its customers, because the union has
a dispute with those customers?

In order for such a point to be
determined, a great amount of time
would be involved, passage of which
uvould tend to force capitulation of
the distribs. to the union's demands,
or lead to those film companies'
breaching their contracts with the-
iaters employing members of the
sEmpire State union.

iOrder Para. News Workers
Not to Pass Picket Line

|

(Continued from Page 1)

,alent to calling a strike in that situa-

tion.

I The Paramount News release for
tomorrow, which was practically
completed, faces considerable diffi-

culty and the possibility that the
[release will not be able to go out un-
less it is printed in some other lab-
oratory.

It was also reported late last night
:hat lab. workers at the De Luxe
Laboratory, where the Fox Movie-

I
tone newsreel is printed, might be
:alled out today.

::-

Burgess Meredith for V.-P.

on Actors' Equity Slate

Regular slate which will be voted
bn at the annual meeting of Actors'
Equity Association this summer has
:een selected by the nominating
:ommittee. It lists Burgess Mede-
lith as candidate for third vice-
president and Augustin Duncan,
Philip Loeb, John Lorenz, Dudley
Digges, Hiram Sherman, Muriel
rCirkland, Harold Vermilyea, Jack
iVhiting, Patricia Collinge and
VIervin Williams are candidates for
he Council.

REVIEWS Of H€UJ flLfilS

"Mexicali Rose"
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Noah Beery

Republic 60 Mins.

LIVELY GENE AUTRY THRILLER WITH
NOAH BEERY ADDING STRENGTH AS
COLORFUL BANDIT.

An unusual amount of plot goes into this

Autry thriller of the outdoors, and it is

suspenseful and holds the interest to the

climax easily. Autry and his pal Smiley
get into the affairs of a crooked oil pro-

moter down in Mexico when Gene is hired

to sing on a radio program for the com-
pany. He quits on learning that there is

no oil on the property, which is part of

an orphanage being run by a kindly old

padre. Gene makes friends with Valdez
(Noah Beery) a Mexican bandit, who with

his band plays the role of a sort of modern
Robin Hood to the poor Mexicans in the ter-

ritory. Gene frames a deal whereby he gets

the crooked promoter to go ahead with the

drilling of the oil well, for a friendly en-

gineer whose life he has saved tells him
there is a strong possibility that there

really is oil. They get the crook to sell

his holdings, and then bring in the gusher,

with the help of the Mexican bandit. The
latter sacrifices his life to save two Mex-
ican kids who have been caught in the

hideout of the crook, from whence the

gang has been trying to sabotage the oil

well after being kicked out. There is

plenty of lively action and suspense, and

Gene Autry contributes a number of songs

in a way to please his fans. The cast

is strengthened considerably by the good
characterization of the bandit by Noah
Beery. Selling angles: Gene Autry and

his singing; Noah Beery as the colorful

bandit.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Noah Beery, Luana Walters, William Far-

num, William Royle, LeRoy Mason, Wally
Albright, Kathryn Frye, Roy Barcroft, Dick

Botiller, Vic Demourelle, John Beach, Henry
Ortho.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Grey; Direc-

tor, George Sherman; Authors, Lucy Ward,
Connie Lee; Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty;

Cameraman, William Nobles; Editor, Tony
Martinelli.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Geo. Hirliman's Difficulties

with GN Are Ironed Out

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Hirliman re-

turned yesterday from New York
and stated that all difficulties be-

tween Grand National and himself

had been ironed out and that he
would allow Grand National to con-

tinue distributing the Sally Rand
picture, "Sunset Murder Case," on
both roadshow and regular basis.

He also stated ' that he was con-
vinced of Grand National's ability
to continue and Saturday morning
he will put the first of the Judith
Allen westerns into production in
Yuma, Ariz. He also said he will
make five other male singing west-
erns to replace the Tex Fletcher
series.

* FORCIGII *

"Alexander Nevsky"
with Nikolai Cherkassov, N. P. Okhlopkov

Amkino 92 Mins.

EXPERTLY PROJECTED HISTORICAL
DRAMA MAKES PIX ONE OF FINEST
SEASONAL FOREIGNS.

Expertly projected on the screen, this

new Russian film is an outstanding picture

among recently imported foreigns, and it

takes rank as one of the best pictures

ever produced by the Soviet industry. The
direction is good, the cast is excellent and
the production value is lavish for Soviet

standards. Film deals with the defeat of

Russia's enemies in the 13th Century by

Alexander Nevsky, portrayed by Nikolai

Cherkassov. Despite the fact that an

analogy is drawn in the film when the Rus-
sian forces defeat the Teutonic knights,

it must be noted that the picture is his-

torically accurate in every detail at the

cost of pushing certain front rank Soviet

propaganda themes. The battle scenes

highlight the picture which, all in all, has

been made into a fine piece of exciting

and entertaining screenfare.

CAST: Nikolai Cherkassov, N. P. Okhlop-
kov, A. L. Abrikossov, D. N. Orlov, V. K.

Novikov, N. N. Arski, V. 0. Massalitinova,

V. S. Ivasheva, A. S. Danilova, V. L. Ershov,

S. K. Blinnikov, I. I. Lagutin, L. A. Fenin,

N. A. Rogozhin.

CREDITS: Mosfilm Production; Director,

Sergei Eisenstein and D. I. Vassiliev. Pre-

sented at the Cameo Theater with Russian

dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Detroit Vaude Test

Detroit — The Broadway-Capitol,

downtown house, switches to a

vaude tryout policy for first time

since United Detroit Circuit took

it over, for week of April 7 only.

Major Bowes' World Fair Revue
unit will be presented, together with

a single-bill policy.

EARNINGS RUN AHEAD

WITH ATTENDANCE OFF

While theater attendance is cur-
rently below average, earnings for
film companies are running ahead
of the same period last year, ac-
cording to estimates by the Wall
Street Journal.

The financial newspaper yesterday
asserted that "currently released
film inventories cost a good deal
less than those made for 1938 re-
lease with the result that profit mar-
gins are better even though there is

no gain in box-office revenues."

Although earnings of the amuse-
ment companies in the first quarter
of 1938 were very poor, the Wall
Street Journal continued, attendance
ran well ahead of the 1937 period
which "was one of the best seasons
the industry has had. With attend-
ance now running about even with
1938, it means it also is ahead of
1937."

It was estimated that Loew's
earnings in the current 16 weeks
were ahead of the 1938 period. The
Journal predicted substantial earn-
ings for Paramount during this per-

iod. Warners' current quarter earn-
ings were predicted at $1,000,000 or

more, while 20th Century-Fox is ex-

pected to report about 73 cents a
share for the March quarter, or ap-
proximately the same as turned in

for the 1938 period. Full year earn-
ings for 1938 were estimated at

about $3.25 to $3.30 a share.

Wallace to Direct One for 'U'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Wallace will

produce and direct "Victoria Docks
at Eight" for Universal. This is an
original story by Rufus King.

Fete Koerner April 2
Boston—Charles W. Koerner will

be given a farewell party April 2

at the Cocoanut Grove. He leaves

for the West Coast soon to take

over the RKO divisional manager
assignment there.

theatre —
regardless of size
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Offer Film Courses in 53 U. S. Colleges and Universities'

200 Others Offering Partial

Instruction, Hays Report

Reveals
(Continued from- Page 1)

tures in education, the report dis-

closes that

—

At least 53 major institutions of
learning have either added or are
planning to install in the near fu-
ture regular courses in motion pic-

tures; more than 200 offer partial
instruction in connection with other
departmental work. Seven New
York City colleges and unversities
offer pix courses.
MPPDA regular Hollywood ser-

vice stressing pix appreciation has
been extended to cover 300 local
broadcasting stations.
By July 1, the Commission on

Human Relations of the Progressive
Education Association expects to
have completed 75 human relations
shorts in the form of excerpts from
existing non-current films.

Laboratory evaluation of these
shorts has been proceeding steadily
in 20 or more school systems, and
monographs will be published by
the Commission "within the next
few months."
A Haysian recommendation that

the MPPDA company members con-
tinue Commission co-operation for
two years beyond July 1 next.
The Advisory Committee is now

listing selected shorts; the catalog
will contain brief appraisals show-
ing the educational usefulness of
each subject and its place in the
school curriculum.

March of Time to Release
Subjects for School Use

March of Time will make avail-

able in 16 mm. sound prints a se-

lected series of subjects for use in

schools and colleges, according to

Fanning Hearon, executive director

of the Association of School Film
Libraries.

It is understood 30 pix which al-

ready have completed theatrical
showings in this country, have been
selected on the basis of a preference
vote by authorities on educational
values of films for release in 16 mm.
prints.

Pouncefort Rites Held
We't Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held here yesterday for Mrs. Marion
Ballou Pouncefort, 68, veteran
screen and stage actress who died
last Saturday.

Hints for Scenarists
Hollywood studios in exploiting his-

torical subjects have missed at least two
bets, according to the current annual
report of Will Hays, MPTDA prexy.
Enumerating the wealth of historical

material found in Coast vaults in con-
nection with the preparation of the

industry feature for the New York and
Frisco fairs, Hays adds, "The stories of

Drake and his exploration that just

missed the Golden Gate, and the Lewis
and Clark Expedition still wait to be

made."

Hays on the State of the Industry

Full report of Will Hays' annual report on the state of the industry was

made public yesterday, in the wake of the MPPDA's yearly meeting on Monday.
Filling 26 printed pages, the report spotlighted a wide variety of topics. Key
sentences follow:

ON THEMES AND B.O.: "The increasing number of pictures pro-

duced by the industry which treat honestly and dramatically many current
themes proves that there is nothing incompatible between the best inter-

ests of the box-office and the kind of entertainment that raises the level

of audience appreciation, whatever the subject treated."
* # # *

ON INDUSTRY CRITICS: "It is inevitable in an art to which many
are called but few are chosen, that there will be those who cry out there
is no room on the screen for their ideas, their artistry or their talents;

that controversial subjects are taboo or that they cannot express their

creative instincts within the limits of the moral code established and
enforced by the industry. These are matters for pictures, not words,
to answer."

* * * *

ON FAMILY PIX: "One of the truly significant box-office demonstra-
tions in the past year, was the growing popularity of family entertain-
ment films. It is interesting to note that the essence of these pictures
was their topical, human and commonplace treatment of the day-by-day
problems of the average American family."

* * * *

ON MISREPRESENTATION : "There can be no shutters to the glass
house which is Hollywood, but any misrepresentation may well be cor-
rected by enlarged services of authentic information which will satisfy
news needs, develop the best possible press relations and project Holly-
wood as it is."

* * * *

ON STUDIO RELATIONS: "The current efforts to consummate the
fullest understandings among and with all branches, therefore, deserve
every possible co-operation."

ON CENSORSHIP ABROAD: "In many foreign countries political
censorship is the wasting disease of the film industry. Orders, taboos
and restrictions are throttling the possibilities of better domestic enter-
tainment there."

ON FOREIGN RESTRICTIONS: "... there are no indications of
the lessening of restrictions in the way of quotas, external or internal
taxes, or exchange control."

* * * *

ON FOREIGN RETURNS: "Some of our pictures secure as high as
60 per cent of their gross from foreign fields."

* # * *

ON TRADE REFORM MOVES: "... responsible factors in the
industry are to be commended, with all the difficulties involved, for initiat-
ing a series of conferences in which practical men of all branches are
partcipating, looking toward a program which will eliminate many of
the problems now current in distribution and exhibition."

* * * *

ON VIOLENT CHANGES: "The vital elements of this great enter-
tainment structure cannot be easily destroyed. However, the effect of
violent, heedless changes on the form of the structure is quite a different
matter."

Open-Air Opposition
New Haven— Joseph Adorno of

Middletown, foi-mer associate of
Arthur Lockwood, in Middletown
Enterprises, Inc., has begun con-
struction of an open air theater,
near the Middlesex Theater, Middle-
town, and expects to open about
June 1.

RFCC Meeting on Air
Radio Film Critics Circle will

broadcast a part of its meeting over
WHOM Friday from 3:30 to 3:45
p.m. Problems of film critics as to
motion pictures and radio will be
discussed.

Hamburg Attack on U. S.

Pix Just "Local Temper"

Paris (By Cable) — Dispatches

from Hamburg, Germany, to the

effect that the official Nazi party
organ, the Hamburger Tageblatt,

will henceforth refuse to review or

advertise U. S. pictures in its

columns, was held by film circles

here to be merely indicative of

"local temper" on the part of the

newspaper, and not presaging any
widespread Nazi ban on American
pictures.

CEA CHARTS COURSE !

ON BRIT. TELEVISION:

London (By Cable) — Pix indus

try's course on television inv Grea
Britain will be charted by (uc^ewlj

appointed permanent committee o

the CEA.
Committee personnel embrace:

Sidney Bernstein, A. S. Moss, Maj
C. H. Bell, Ralph Bromhead, C. P
Metcalfe, C. S. Joseph, A. Cansfield

S. K. Lewis, H. Newbould, W. Carr
L. Dickson, R. P. Rutherford, F
Norman-Wright, H. P. E. Mears, H
F. Wren and the newly elected CE^
officers.

Committee will tackle such point.'

as cost and servicing, licensing

problems, approach to organizers oJ

public events likely to be televisec

and overtures to the BBC with i

view to obtaining a clean-cut policy

statement.

CEA's General Council meet;
April 19, and the committee is ex
pected to submit a report at thai
time.

Despite professions by the Gov
ernment that no expansion of tele
vision facilities is immediately plan
ned by the BBC, it is reported ii

film circles that tele transmitters ii

two large provincial cities are ii

prospect.
CEA's Technical Department ha:

reported that a system employing
both the cathode tube and an ex
ternal source of illumination wouh
enable a screen 25 feet wide to b(

illuminated to the same brightness
as an ordinary film theater screen
The department further has report
ed that many technicians considei
Scophony's mechanical means of re
production "have reached their up
per limit as far as large viewing
screen projection is concerned."

Scophony's Solomon Sagall char
acterizes the technical committee':
report insofar as it refers to thi

possible limitation of the company':
system as "sheer nonsense."

Radio Act in Oriental
u

Chicago — Don Norman's radii i V

program, "Battle of Wits,"' goe: p

into the Jones, Linick & Schaefe; t

Oriental Theater as a weekly fea "

ture, augmenting duals and vaude

Fashions a Problem
Increase in the number of stills re-

jected during 1938 by the Advertising

Code Administration has a dual ex-
planation, according to Will Hays' an-
nual MPPDA report. Factors cited are

"the growth of more daring feminine
fashions, necessarily emphasized by
photography" and "the candid-camera
craze playing up gore and horror wher-
ever possible."
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UC Pr^l^flkC ^trilso Distributors affected by the strike learned yesterday that U. S. Attorney General Tranl^Murpri^iadir^
^» rrODcS ^11 IKe"" SfruC fe(j u $ District Attorney McGovern to subpoena officials of the various unions involved,—Local 306,

51 -B and Empire State M. P. Operators,—the purpose being to investigate the situation to see whether there has been a violation of the law and

interference with inter-state commerce. (For legal significance, see box on page 10). _ f>/"\©V
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MPPDA Plans Industry-Wide Relief, Security Program

306 DECISION ON "STATUTQUO" ARMISfjCE TODAY

Kent Sees Industry Fully Developed Within 15 Years

UA Steps Along
. . . under Silverstone

iBy CHESTER B. BAHN=

THE hullabaloo incident to the New York

projectionists' strike may be news-

worthy, but so are a few other develop-

ments of the week.

Certainly, the strike should not be per-

mitted to dwarf either the importance or

significance of the accomplishments of

Maurice Silverstone, United Artists' No. One

exec, on his Hollywood visit which ends

today.

In less than seven days, Silverstone signed

Selznick-lnternational to a new distribution

pact, concluded releasing arrangements

with the Sol Lesser-Ernst Lubitsch-Louis

Lurie threesome and brought David L. Loew

into the UA fold. And as if that was not

enough, he found time to further negotia-

tions with another important Hollywood

producer whose pictures also will aug-

ment the 1939-40 UA lineup, if, as and

when.
Which sizes up as a corking way to

commemorate a 20th anniversary, to say

the least. * —
INCIDENTALLY, it had been Silverstone's

I confident contention all along that when

David 0. Selznick and John Hay Whitney

finally made up their minds, the decision

would be in UA's favor. And this in spite

of the fact that, for a time, Selznick-

Whitney seriously were interested in other

proposals. Silverstone's confidence, predi-

cated on keen business judgment, was not

misplaced.

That keen business judgment, further, is

being manifested otherwise than in the

enlargement of the UA "family circle" in

the United States. As well informed a stu-

dent of the international film market as

you'd turn up in a month of Sundays, what

Silverstone has accomplished, and is ac-

complishing, overseas is scarcely less im-

portant, both to his own company and the

American industry collectively.

— • —
IT

would be well and wise to keep a

weather eye on UA's activities in such

widely separated territories as South Amer-
ica, Australia and South Africa in particu-

lar.

It's no secret that Silverstone's view-
(Continued on Page 2)

Unappreciated by Many In

and Out of Trade,

He Declares
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago—Pix industry should at-

tain its fullest development within
the next 15 years, Sidney R. Kent,
20th - Fox
p r e x y, de-
clared here
y e s t erday,
following his
arrival from
the Coast to
participate in

the c o m-
pany's sales

con vention
opening t o-

day at the
Congress Ho-
tel.

Kent ex-
pressed the
view that the industry was not ap-

1 Continued on Page 6)

WAGE ACT AMENDMENT

WOULD AFFECT FILMS

SIDNEY R. KENT

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Amendment to the

wage-hour act which would exempt
the film industry's "white collar"

{Continued on Page 6)

TRADE DRAFT
TEXT TODAY?

Rodgers Expects to Announce
Plan's Completion

W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for the
distributors' trade pact committee,
stated last night that he expected
to announce today the completion
of all details relative to the trade
practice plan.

Meetings among the sales heads
continued yesterday and finishing
touches to the plan were set down.
It is understood that the provisions
of the plan will become effective on
all new contracts.

CANADIAN DISTRIBS.

AGAIN NAME COOPER

Toronto—Col. John Cooper, con-
nected with the Canadian Motion
Picture Distributors Association for

18 years, was re-elected president
at the annual meeting.

Other directors elected were:
Henry Nathanson, Maurice Milli-

(Continued on Page 6)

Will Hays Names Board Committee

to Co-operate With M. P. Relief Fund

Members of Mich. Co-op.

Permitted to Join Allied

Detroit—Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan's Board of Directors has
approved new contracts permitting
members to affiliate with other in-

dustry associations, specifically Al-
lied Theaters of Michigan. This re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Establishment of an industry-
wide relief and security program
will result from studies now in prog-
ress at the instigation of Will Hays,
MPPDA prexy.

Hays, following an adjourned
meeting of the MPPDA board yes-
terday, announced the appointment
of George J. Schaefer of RKO Ra-
dio, Barney Balaban of Paramount

(Continued on Page 3)

State Mediation Board Makes
Request; Injunction

Papers Prepared
By HOLJJS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

With distribs. and exhib.
groups yesterday fully prepared
to seek restraining injunctions
immediately in the courts if a
general walkout of Local 306
projectionists is called in the
Metropolitan area, threat of an
immediate strike was eased last

night following a meeting of the
New York State Mediation
Board and Judge Mathew Levy,
306 attorney.
A "status quo" armistice of sev-

eral weeks duration was asked by
the Board, with Levy expected to

(Continued on Page 10)

RYDGE OPPOSES U.S.

QUOTA PIX IN AUSSIE

"I am definitely opposed to any
legislation which would force Amer-
ican distribs. to produce quota pic-
tures in Australia, and I am also op-
posed to high cancellation percent-
ages as being bad for the business

(Continued on Page 3)

Universal Makes Extensive

Changes in Its Sales Staff

Extensive shifts in Universal's
sales personnel during the last few
weeks have resulted in the following
appointments, some of which already

(Continued on Page 9)

Harmony in the Saddle

Ascap Membersas Meet

Ascap's annual membership meet-
ing will be held tonight at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel. Indications point to

(Continued on Page 10)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10V4 10 10V4 + V4
East. Kodak 168 168 168
do pfd 180 180 180 — >/g

Cen. Th. Eq 13V8 13 13'/g

Loew's, Inc 44 42V2 43%
do pfd
Paramount 93/8 9 9% + V\
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10V4 10V4 — Va
Pathe Film 8% $% 8% + %
RKO 2Vg 21/s 2V8 + Va
20th Century-Fox . 21 % 203,4 21% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5V2 5V2
do pfd 50i/

2 50V2 50'/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. 6s46... 98

V

2 98 98 — %
Loew 6s 41 -ww... 101 34 101% 101 3^ + %
Para. B'way 3s55 . . 54V2 54V2 54V2 — Vi
Para. Picts. 6s55....101% 1013/4 10134 + 1/4

Para. Picts. cv. 3

y

4s47
RKO 6s41 65 64'/2 65 + %
Warner's 6s39 101 101 101

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 23/8 23/8 23/8
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 17 17 17
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

Universal Picts

Vl

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99 102
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '49 5 6y4
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 933^ 95y4
Met. P'ayhouse, Inc. 1st deb. '45.. 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 68 70

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Iflass. PiX'Vatide Commission Nixed
Springfield, Mass.—Heeding the advice of its state administration committee, the

Massachusetts House has killed a bill to establish a motion pictures and vaudeville
commission. The measure had been attacked in committee hearings as an attempt
to set up a censorship agency.

UA Steps Along
. . . under Silverstone

(Continued from Page 1)

point on the encouragement of native pro-

duction is at variance with that held by

some U. S. industry execs. That's another

reason why UA's year ahead promises to

be intriguing, even exciting.

Counsel Fees in Loew's

Action to be Determined

Within the next day or two, Su-
preme Court Justice Louis A. Va-
lente will hand down decision in

the Loew's stockholders' suit in

which the Court will set forth
amounts to be allowed to attorneys
for the stockholders, and to Ber-
nard Reis, accountant, it was indi-

cated yesterday.
Justice Valente now has applica-

tion before him in which eight at-

torneys, plus Reis, are asking for
reasonable allowances, no amounts
being stipulated.
Sums will be paid bv Loew's and

based on amount of repayments to

that company which Court ordered
to be made by Nicholas M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin,
Arthur M. Loew, and the estate of
the late Irving Thalberg. These
repayments are in excess of $500,-
000.

Muzak, Warner Subsidiary,

Will Enter Philly Field

Philadelphia—Muzak, Warner sub-
sidiary in the wired music field, in

preparation of an invasion of this

territory, has offered an agreement
to Local 77, AF of M, similar to
that in force with Local 802 in New
York.

Certain aspects of the proposed
pact differ from recent agreements
signed with two other local wired
music. The Muzak draft beina: with-
out a penalty clause for violations,

as well as an arbitration clause. It

agrees to non-service of any place
where there is a labor disnute. but
looks to courts to define what is or
is not a labor dispute. Union is

said to find latter provision unsatis-
factory, wishing to be invested with
power of determination.

Safety Control Device

Bill In Mass. Opposed

Boston — MPTOA, Allied and
IATSE jointly opposed the safety
device bill at a hearing before the
legislative committee on public

safety. Bill called for making
"safety control device" involving
automatic opaque heat-resisting
shutter, standard equipment on all

Massachusetts 35 mm. projectors.
Nobody supported the bill at hear-
ing.

264-Seater Bucking 2,000,

3,000-Seat Detroit Houses

Detroit—The new 264-seat Rain-
bow Theater, operated by Jack
Broder, is being closely watched by
other area exhibitors, because of its

unique combination of small total
cost and high per-capita investment.
House opened on a dual bill pol-

icy, will switch to singles, playing
older films as available.
The Rainbow is the first "opposi-

tion" built within a mile of the
2,000-seat Annex and 3,000-seat
Riviera in 10 years.

Fifteen-cent matinees—with give-
aways of dishes at matinees only, to
build daytime trade—and 20-cent
night shows form the house policy.
Edward Jacobson is manager.

Pan American Films Will

Make Three Pix in Mexico

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Mexico City —

• With ambitious
plans which include the production
of three Spanish language pictures
before Jan. 1 next, Pan American
Films has been organized here.
Under the general managership of

Jesus Valdes Cepeda, Pan American
Films plans to make this year "El
Monstruo que Quiso Ser Dios" (The
Monster Who Would be God), "La
Casa de Orates" (Madhouse), and
"El Hombre Doble" (The Double
Man), the first of which is ready
for the cameras.

Joaquin Pina has been appointed
general production manager.

Court Reserves Decision

in Arnstein Balm Action

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
reserved decision yesterday in the
action of Ira B. Arnstein against
Ascap, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

and a number of music publishing
houses.

Plaintiff claimed plagiarism of 57
songs b" defendants, and also that
Ascap had wrongfully denied him
membership in the organization. He
asked for $2,000,000, an injunction

and accounting.

Silverstone Returning

to New York on Sunday

Maurice Silverstone, general man-
ager of United Artists, arrives in

New York Sunday from Hollywood
where he formulated plans for the
UA 1939-40 releasing schedule. Sil-

verstone also completed distribution

deals with Selznick-International,
David Loew and Sol Lesser Produc-
tions and the Ernst Lubitsch Corp.

corn i no add come

SIDNEY KINGSLEY, playwright, arrives in

Hollywood tomorrow to write the screenplay
for Paramount's "Every Day is Sunday."

IRENE CASTLE McLAUCHLIN, former danc-
er, is in New York from Chicago for the
opening of the RKO picture, "The Story of
Vernon and Irene Castle" at the Music Hall.

LEW LEHR flies back to New York tomorrow
for his broadcast rehearsal.

SHERIDAN CIBNEY, stage and screerwr^ay-
wright, arrives in Hollywood today undr in-

fract to Paramount. +e c

MAC RUBENFELD of M-G-M's Hollywood
sales office, is visiting his brothers in Brook-
lyn for a few days.

CHARLES STERN, Eastern district manager
for United Artists, has returned to New York
from a Miami vacation.

HERBERT WILCOX, British producer, JOHN
W. HICKS, foreign manager for Paramount,
BEN COETZ. M-G-M's British production man-
ager, and MRS. COETZ. SAM WOOD, director,
and his wife, HENRI BERNSTEIN, French play-
wright, GABRIEL PASCAL, British producer,
GREER GARSON, film actress, and NAT
WACHSBERCER arrive from Europe today on
the Normandie.

CLIFFORD B. ROSS, of Ross Federal Service,
is vacationing in Miami.

SAM ECKMAN, in charge of distribution in

England for M-G-M, sails for London Saturday
on the Normandie.

JUDY GARLAND, and her mother, arrive
from the Coast tomorrow for a week's stay in

New York.

DAVE BERSTEIN, vice-president and treasurer
of Loew's, arrived from Europe yesterday on
the Nieuw Amsterdam.

ROBERT SMELTZER, WB's Canadian district

manager is here from Washington for home
office confabs.

I. F. DOLID, assistant Vitaphone sales man-
ager, is on a swing of Western New York,
Michigan and Ohio branch offices.

LEON NETTER of the Paramount Theater
department, is back from a West Indies cruise.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

"There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,

but this is by all odds the most bril-
liant of the lot."—Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott—Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIIV, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-
derest, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-

tainly funniest play for your money
put on sale this season.** ^— George
Jean Nathan, Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
with Helen Betty Mary Russell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HABDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure"—-,4f&mson, Times,

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.
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MPPDA PLANS RELIEF,

SECURITY PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

and Joseph H. Hazen of Warners to
co-operate in the studies.

In developing the program for
the industry, Hays and the commit-
tee will work with the officers of
the Motion Picture Relief Fund in

Hollywood. These officers are Jean
He:'~holt, president, Motion Picture
R«. 1 Fund; Ralph Morgan, chair-
maiTof the Executive Committee of
the Fund, and president of the
Screen Actors Guild; and Ralph
Block, treasurer of the Fund.
Hays, in his annual report,

praised the efforts of those who in

1938 raised $268,266.19 for the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund and said:

"Yet so wide and varied is the
field to be covered and so numerous
the demands, that it is evident that
expectation of securing annually
the money needed to carry on this

work must be based on a system ac-

tuarily sound. This means an ex-
haustive study of the entire subject
of relief and security in the indus-
try with all the complexities in-

volved. This is being undertaken
with the co-operaiton of those who
are so effectively carrying on the
current service."

Members of Mich. Co-op.

Permitted to Join Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

verses former agreement signed by
all members, and formally ends the
now practically extinct feud between
Allied and Co-op dating from the
switch of H. M. Richey, with some
fifty members, from Allied to Co-op,
two years ago. Allied is expected
to get considerable strengthening in

Detroit membership accordingly.
Co-op members may not, of course,
be also members of competing
groups, such as Mutual Theaters,
booking combine.

III. Senate Would Abolish

Commission Headed by Spitz

Chicago—The Illinois Senate has
voted to abolish the State Racing
Commission, headed by Leo Spitz,

RKO prexy and counsel.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 30

Anna Q. Nilsson

Gladys Spicer

Martin George Smith

ALONG THE

with rUBLM. DALY;
• • • IT CAN'T be topped that's what the M-G-M delegates

say after every annual convention and now, looking back on that

Fifteenth Anniversary convention at the Palmer House in Chicago.

every man present admitted that tops had been topped Billy

Ferguson and his Gang working under Howard Dietz, had put on' the

greatest convention show of 'em all

T
• • • KEYNOTE was the convention slogan: "Fifteen Years

of Progress, Fairness, Security" and that was blazoned forth

on an enormous Neon sign that spread above the heroic figure of

a lion in gold relief, 24 feet long and 15 feet high weighing

over a ton

T
• • • THE LION dominated the convention hall set under

an immense arch with a background of twinkling stars in front

of the lion was a triple dais set on different levels so that all could

see and be seen

T
• • • THIS fifteenth sales birthday party had 15 enormous
candles over 20 feet high set around the hall like Roman columns

each candle a different color, representing one of the 15

years in Metro's selling history starting with 1924, the out-

standing productions of each year were lettered on the different

candles y y
• • • TWO enormous birthday cakes, one on each end of the

triple dais featuring a novelty with a frieze in constant motion

circling the cakes, showing lions carrying banners, with the name of

some production on the coming program around the walls of the

hall were large art photos of the Metro stars over the main en-

trance was a great blowup photo of the Hardy Family in full colors

24 feet by 10 feet said to be the largest photo ever used

in the biz

• • • THE CONVENTION opened with a tableau of

soldiers, sailors and two girl buglers at attention as a singer

rendered "The Star Spangled Banner" with a kleig machine

effect of waving flags and flashing bulbs throughout the hall to

simulate the star spangled effect

• • • AT the dais General Sales Manager W. F. Rodgers opened

the convention after a group of singers trooped from the gigantic

candles singing "Happy Birthday To You" and an orator crowned

him as King of Sales and handed him a scepter

T T
• • • ON THE second day, Howard Dietz ran a four-hour

program presenting the activities of his advertising, publicity and

exploitation departments the highlight was Leo the Lion

himself in the form of a Marionette Show this three-foot

lion was 15 feet above the floor level working in a spotlight

Leo's voice sounded supiciously like that of Billy Ferguson

Leo gave a monologue for fifteen minutes, reviewing his work
told about no less than 70 Services that the Dietz depart-

ments gave to the exhibitors and did it all with a kidding

air that went over big for an encore, Billy Ferguson was re-

vealed as the puppeteer manipulating the strings on Leo
We have insufficient space to tell about the knockout Birthday

Banquet with birthday gifts for everybody and the Star

Men 25 leaders of sales on a dais, conducting the show
Bill Rodgers' idea and the Four Horsemen (Al Licht-

man, Howard Dietz, Pete Smith, Joe Vogel) giving every speaker

the dignified bum's rush if he talked over two minutes A
GRAND SHOW

RYOGE OPPOSES U.S.

QUOTA PIX IN AUSSIE

(Continued from Page 1)

and making the position of the dis-
tribs. inequitable," Norman Bede
Rydge, chieftain of Greater Union
Theaters in Australia, stated at a
press conference yesterday.

Rydge frankly admitted that the
principal purpose of his American
visit, his first trip outside of Aus-
tralasia, was for the purpose of ne-
gotiating deals for additional prod-
uct for his theater chain. At the
present time GUT is served by Uni-
versal, some M-G-M pictures, Repub-
lic and Monogram. He expects to
meet with major company heads
here and expressed confidence that
he would be able to negotiate con-
tracts which would give GUT addi-
tional major product.

Operations of Cinesound Studios,
production organization, and British
Empire Films, distributing setup,
both of which are GUT subsidiaries,
were reported by Rydge to be mak-
ing profits and he expects GUT to
show a profit this year. He said
Cinesound would produce five pic-
tures this year with substantial bud-
gets and total Australian produc-
tion would probably amount to 12
films.

He cited the New South Wales
government financing program for
producers as being able to offset any
forced production bv distributors.
The public can only absorb a certain
number of Australian pictures each
vear, and to attempt to increase pro-
duction beyond the absorption point
would be foolish, he said. He looks
to a repeal of the clause in the Brit-
ish Films Act which prevents Aus-
tralian pix from showing in the
dominions and serving as quota pic-

tures.

Rydge expects to stay here until
he has completed his negotiations.

GTE Declares Dividend
Directors of General Theaters

Equipment Corp. have declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share on
the capital stock, payable April 17
to stockholders of record April 7.

Dividends of the same amount were
declared three months ago and at
this time a year ago.

Mono. Plans 250 Prints

Monogram will issue immediately
more than 250 prints of "Streets of
New York," which stars Jackie
Cooper with Martin Spellman.

STORKS
Boston—Eugene Gross, Monogram

city salesman, is the father of a
baby girl.

Chicago — Elmer Balaban, presi-
dent of the Balaban circuit, is the
father of twin girls, born in Michael
Reese Hospital.



That M-G-M Lion

has a positive

genius for delivering

big shows for big

holiday crowds

—

Thanksgiving it was

Out West With The Hardys"

New Year's it was

"Sweethearts" and now

it's"BroadwaySerenade"L
I ir



GILDING THE
EASTER LILY!
We're happy to give your patrons "BROADWAY SERENADE", as sweet

a holiday gold-getter as ever packed in the lads and lassies with their new

Easter bonnets!

"BROADWAY SERENADE" has heart appeal, eye appeal and ear appeal

—romance, spectacle and music to lift the spectator from wintry doldrums

to Springtime cheer! Hear! Hear!

And speaking of M-Q*M's Springtime hits:

"IT'S HEY MONEY, MONEY AND
A HA-CHA-CHA!"

We have seen the new DR. KILDARE picture ("Calling Dr. Kildare") and it's a

thrilling fulfillment of this series' promise!

We have seen the new HARDY FAMILY picture ("The Hardys Ride High") and

when you see it you'll agree with us that it's their best yet! A riot of fun!

We have seen "GOODBYE MR. CHIPS" from our production unit that made

"Yank at Oxford" and "The Citadel", which won the N. Y. critics' Best Picture of

The Year award! It is sensational!

And there's Robert Taylor and Myrna Loy in "Lucky Night"— Claudette Colbert

and James Stewart in "It's A Wonderful World"— Johnny Weissmuller in "Tarzan"

and a flock more.

LOTS OF TALK in the papers about 1939-40 and M-G-M has big things

in store for that, BUT before Sept. 1st rolls around you're going to enjoy

a merry Springtime and a Summer of gala M-G-M shows!

SUMMER, WINTER, SPRING AND FALL—AND SUMMER AGAIN
—EVERY SEASON IS FRIENDLY TO YOUR BOXOFFICE WHEN
YOU DEPEND ON THE FRIENDLY COMPANY!
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Television Too Far Distant to Hurt Films—S- R. Kent
Radio-Pix Co-op. Should be

Worked Out, Says

20th- Fox Prexy
(Continued from Page 1)

predated by many, both in and out

of the trade. For himself, he com-

mented that with 20 years behind

him, he hoped to be identified with

the industry for 20 years more.

The 20th-Fox exec, had no com-
ment to make on the progress of

the trade reform conferences. His
own company's sales policies, Kent
said, would be ready for disclosure
tomorrow.

Kent, who appeared by invitation

at the last IATSE convention, de-
clined to comment on the situation
arising from the New York projec-

tionist strike.

Touching upon the relationship of

pix and radio, Kent expressed the
opinion that co-operation should be
worked out, but at the same time he
declared that he fully sympathized
with exhibs. in their protests against
competing with film stars on the air.

Television, Kent asserted, was "too
far away" to hurt the film industry
at this time.

Approximately 280 delegates, led
by Kent and General Sales Manager
Herman Wobber, gathered here yes-
terday for the three-day convention
which starts today at the Congress
Hotel.

Joseph M. Schenck, board chair-

man, who was scheduled to attend
the convention, yesterday advised
that he would be unable to make
the trip.

Wobber will open the convention
this morning with a brief address of

welcome, following which the dele-

gates will hear talks by Spyros
Skouras, J. J. Sullivan and William
Powers of National Theaters, Felix

A. Jenkins, general counsel and sec-

retary to the company and William
J. Kupper, western division man-
ager.

Afternoon session will feature ad-

dresses by Walter J. Hutchinson,

Sir Gordon Craig and R. Sutton
Dawes, of England, C. V. Hake, of

Australia, Arthur Ruscica, of Chili,

Leo Brandfeld, former Czechoslo-

vakia manager and Harold Rosen-
feld, former Vienna manager, of the

foreign distribution and sales forces,

William J. Clark, general sales man-
ager for short subjects and news-
reels, Morton A. Levy, Kent Drive

leader for the coming year, William
Sussman, eastern division manager

With 20th -Fox in Old Chicago
By JOSEPH ESLER

CHICAGO
TT was 20th-Fox's treat last night,

the company entertaining the as-
sembled conventioneers at the Gold-
en Gloves tournament at the Chica-
go Stadium.

Delegate to travel the greatest dis-

tance to attend the convention is

Clarence V. Hake, managing director

of the Australasian organization,
who arrived in San Francisco on
Saturday from Sidney and came di-

rect to Chi. Later, he goes to New
York for conferences with Sidney R.
Kent and Walter J. Hutchinson on
the Australasian situation.

District Manager Morton A. Levy
of the Prairie District, who will lead
the 1939 annual S. R. Kent Drive,
is busy receiving the congrats of
his colleagues from all parts of the
country.

That Advertising-Publicity-Exploi-
tation exhibit of Charles McCarthy
is attracting much favorable delegate
comment.

Kipling Influence
Pix exhibition has taken on a truly

poetical hue, judging from a lyricaj

barker outside the little Stanley Theater

on Seventh Avenue, near Times Square.

The barker, garbed in a British Colonial

military uniform which made him quite

ill at ease, mumbles shyly the exhorta-

tion in rhyme:

"Come right up, and step right in,—
Step right in to 'Gunga Din'."

It's a proud convention for the
Canadian branch managers. Five
of the six Canadian managers will
step up to the rostrum and receive
from their own district manager,
Jim O'Loghlin, who led the 1938
Drive, checks representing cash
prizes their offices won in the last
Kent Drive. Quintet embraces Win-
nipeg's J. H. Huber, whose branch
was first; Montreal's Edward Eng-
lish; St. John's Reginald G. March;

Toronto's Harry J. Bailey and Cal-
gary's Verne M. Skorey.

Femme delegation includes Hettie
Grey Baker of the Home Office; Rae
Telfers, Coast secretary to Herman
Wobber; Mrs. Sarah Young, Wash-
ington, D. C. booker; Florence Patke,
St. Louis booker and Miss A. Le-
Gendre, secretary to Branch Manager
R. J. Morrison of Denver.

British Sales Director R. Sutton
Dawes is attending a domestic sales
convention for the third time.

Arthur Ruscica, manager at San-
tiago, Chile, is being congratulated
left and right. Reason: He is sup-
posed to be on a honeymoon, having
recently taken the matrimonial dive.

I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland branch
manager, is the delegate with the
longest years of service. He start-
ed as an office boy in the New York
exchange, originally known as Box
Office Attractions, Inc.

Largest branch delegation came
not from Harry Buxbaum's New
York office, but from Joe Podoloff's
Minneapolis exchange, which has
more salesmen than any other ter-
ritorial organization, outnumbering
the Metropolitan force by two.

More grandfathers make their
bow at the convention. In the past
year the following became grand-
daddies: Chicago's Manager Clyde
Eckhardt and Salesman Ernie
Grohe; Jack Sichelman and Edgar
Moss.

Huffman Funeral Held
Memphis — Burial of Winifred

Huffman, sister-in-law of C. E. Wal-
lace, local branch manager for Ross
Federal Service, took place here yes-
terday, following transporting of
the body from Los Angeles, where
she died on Friday, last. Mrs. Wal-
lace's father also died yesterday
morning.

Herb Mclntyre Recovers
Boston—Herbert Mclntyre, RKO

district manager who has been con-
fined with heart trouble, is again
fit.

and William C. Gehring, central di-

vision manager. An important por-
tion of this session will be devoted
to the awarding of prizes for the
1938 Kent Drive by J. P. O'Loghlin,
drive leader.

Tonight the delegates will see a
showing of "The Story of Alexan-
der Graham Bell," first Cosmopolitan
Production to be released by Twen-
tieth Century-Fox under the terms
of an agreement reached a short
while ago.

Lorentz Producing U. S.

Documentary on Jobless

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Pare Lorentz, direc-

tor of the United States Film Ser-

vice, is engaged in making another

documentary film along the pattern

of "The River" and "The Plow That
Broke The Plains." The new Gov-
ernment-produced picture will deal

with the unemployment situation.

Besides Lorentz's activity in pro-

ducing new films the U. S. Film
Service performs such tasks as, dis-

tributing previous reels, acts as a

central information office on Fed-
eral film activities, operates a relay
system for Government films on be-
half of schools, churches, etc., pro-
vides motion picture educational
material for schools, acts as a con-
sultative agency for Federal agen-
cies on all motion picture produc-
tion, distribution and use, acts in a
consultative capacity to business
organizations, foundations, state
agencies, conservation groups, etc.

WAGE ACT AMENDMENT

WOULD AFFECT FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

workers paid $200 a month or more
from the 44-hour week provision was
introduced in the House yesterday
by Rep. Norton, New Jersey r fc

, 10-

crat, and chairman of the iS'ouse

Labor Committee.
Measure had been advocated by

Elmer Andrews, wage-hour admin-
istrator. Chairman Thomas (D.,

Utah) of the Senate Labor Commit-
tee will introduce similar amend-
ment in the Senate today.
Under other Norton-sponsored

amendments, Andrews would have
increased powers to define the ap-
plication of the law, to define tech-

nical and trade terms, and to make
special provisions regarding indus-
trial home work and "constant"
wage plans.

Canadian Distributors Again

Name Cooper as President

(Continued from Page 1)

gan, James P. O'Loghlin, Haskell
Masters, Leo Devaney and Claire

Hague.
E. H. Wells was named secretary.

Reports from six film boards
showed gratifying growth in num-
ber of theaters and steady improve-
ment in general trade conditions.

Triple Premiere Tomorrow
"Without a Home," a new Yiddish

film produced in Poland by Adolph
Mann, will have its U. S. premiere
at three New York theaters, open-
ing simultaneously at the Clinton
Theater on the East Side, the Ascot
Theater in the Bronx and the Peo-
ple's Cinema in Brooklyn tomor-
row. Foreign Cinema Arts, Inc., dis-

tributes.

"Aladdin" In Miami Bow
Miami, Fla.—"Aladdin and His

Wonderful Lamp," a two-reel Tech-
nicolor Cartoon and the first car-

toon to be completed in its entirety

at the newly acquired Miami home
of the Fleischer Studios, will have
its world premiere at the Sheridan
Theater next Tuesday.

WEDDING BELLS

London (By Cable)—Clyde Pang-
born, round-the-world flyer, was
married in Southampton to Swana
Beaucaire, French film actress, ac-

cording to word received here.

Pangborn has been supervising
construction of military airplanes
for the British Government at
Southampton.
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EXTENSIVE CHANGES

IN T SALES STAFF

(Continued from Page 1)

have been announced while others
are new:
Joseph Engel, former manager in

Cleveland, has replaced A. G. Leary
as manager in Albany. J. L. Kauf-
mann, former manager in Pitts-

burgh, replaces Engel in Cleveland,
wh ; * 'Jules Lapidus, former district

mafiwger for Grand National, suc-
ceeds Kaufmann in Pittsburgh.

0. A. Siegel, Buffalo salesman,
becomes manager in Omaha, suc-
ceeding R. H. Palmquist who goes
to Kansas City as a salesman.
W. M. "Snake" Richardson, for-

mer manager in Charlotte, has been
appointed manager in New Orleans.
Paul Tessier, who was manager in

New Orleans, remains on the sales

staff. Edgar O'Neil, New Orleans
salesman, has been transferred to

the sales staff in Atlanta.
J. S. Hommel, salesman in San

Francisco, has been shifted to Port-

land, Ore., to replace R. 0. Wilson
who has been promoted to branch
manager. Hommel was replaced in

San Francisco by Al Oxtoby.
Harry Martin, Boston booker, has

been made a salesman. James Mur-
phy, Philadelphia salesman, goes to

Boston to replace Martin as booker.

Pete Rosian, former Grand Na-
tional manager in New York, has
been made a special representative

in Cleveland.

Griffith Said Investing

$500,000 With Dickinson

Oklahoma City—Formal announce-
ment of purchase of a half interest

in the $1,000,000 firm of Glen W.
Dickinson Theaters, Inc., Kansas
City, has been announced bv H. J.

Griffith and his brother. R. E. Grif-

fith, from offices of the Griffith

Amusement Co.
H. J. Griffith has been secretary

of the Griffith Amusement Company
here, and has announced that he will

maintain his financial interest in

the Griffith organization, but will

leave for Kansas City immediately
to take active charge of a newly
organized set-up. Griffith-Dickinson

Theaters, Inc. Dickinson houses are

scrattered through Kansas, Missouri
and Iowa.

L. C. Griffith, now president of

the Griffith Amusement Co., will con-
tinue in active charge of Oklahoma
and Texas properties of the organi-

zation.

R. E. Griffith's interest in the new
set-up is purely financial. He will

continue to look after his interests

in Texas. New Mexico and Arizona.

Miss Cleo Moudy, secretary in the

offices of the Griffith Amusement
Co. here, has resigned her position

to become secretary to H. J. Griffith

in Kansas City.

Harry Schaffner Dead
Chicago— Harry Schaffner, chief

nrojectionist for B & K's Garrick
Theater, died from a heart attack.

"Art

«REVieWS»

DAILY

"They Made Her a
Spy"

with Sally Eilers, Allan Lane

RKO Radio 69 Mins.

FAST MOVING SPY DRAMA GIVES
SALLY EILERS GOOD ROLE AS UNDER-
COVER AGENT.

Lively spy story with Sally Eilers working
as an undercover agent, who manages to

ingratiate herself with the spy ring oper-
ating in Washington. On her first as-

signment, she is sent to meet Allan Lane,
another member of the ring, and bring him
back to headquarters as he completes a

dangerous mission. It later develops that

he also is working for the government, but
both the man and the girl assume that the

other is loyal to the spy ring. This causes

a lot of sparring between them as they
warily watch their different moves, and all

the time they are falling in love with each
other. The head of the ring is after cer-

tain plans of a bomber, and when he fails

to obtain the key drawings, has an officer

of the military intelligence service kid-

napped, and taken for a ride. Lane and
the girl go along with the spy agent who
is to kill the officer, and Lane succeeds in

maneuvering an escape for the condemned
officer. Later when the girl returns, the

spy chief has learned of her complicity in

the escape, and is ready to do away with

her when the government agents arrive

to rescue her. The brains in back of the

ring proves to be a politician who is close

to the military intelligence department.

Adequate performances by Sally Eilers and
Allan Lane, with fine support from Frank

M. Thomas as the officer; Fritz Leiber as

the spy chief, and Larry Blake, his assist-

ant. Selling angles: the current interest in

the spy theme.

CAST: Sally Eilers, Allan Lane, Frank

M. Thomas, Fritz Lieber, Larry Blake,

Charles Halton, Theodore Von Eltz, Pierre

Watkin, Addison Richards, Louis J. Heydt,

Spencer Charters, Alec Craig, Roger Hunt.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, Jack Hively; Authors, Lionel Houser,

George Bricker; Screenplay, Garson Kanin,

Joe Pagano.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Airline's 100,000-Mile

Club Has 26 Film Members

Twenty-six members of the film

industry are members of United Air
Lines 100,000-Mile Club, it is an-
nounced by W. A. Patterson, presi-
dent. Only requirement for mem-
bership is to have flown 100,000
miles as an air-passenger.
The 26 representatives of the pic-

ture industry are: Neil F. Agnew,
C. B. Austin, Wallace Beery, C. J.

"Chet" Bell, Nathan Blumberg, B.
D. Cockrill, Harry Cohn, J. C. Cow-
din, Bert Cunningham, C. B. De-
Mille, Ned E. Depinet, Frank Don-
ovan, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., Errol
Flynn, Mathew Fox, R. M. Gillham,
William Keighley, Gail Patrick, Lily

Pons, Luise Rainer, Charles M. Ree-
gan, "Rick" Ricketson, David Rose,
Will Steege, Howard Strickling,

Jock Whitney,

Expect 40 Stars to Make
"Dodge City" Pilgrimage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Largest group of

stars which ever has left Hollywood
together will be aboard the Santa

Fe's "Dodge City Special" when it

leaves here tonight for Dodge City,

Kan., for the world premiere of

Warners' $2,000,000 Technicolor

production of the same name Satur-

day.

Warners announce 30 names defi-

nitely, and estimate by train time
about 10 more will join them. Set to

go are: Errol Flynn, Olivia de
Havilland, Ann Sheridan, Frank Mc-
Hugh and Victor Jory, who appear
in the pix; Constance Bennett,

Humphrey Bogart, Jackie Coogan,
Gloria Dickson, Eddie Foy, Jr., John
Garfield, Betty Grable, Hoot Gibson,

Irene Hervey, Allan Jones, Buck
Jones, Priscilla Lane, Rosemary
Lane, Anita Louise, Jeffrey Lynn,
Lya Lys, Wayne Morris, Jean Park-
er, John Payne, Francis Robinson,
Gilbert Roland, Marie Wilson, Claire
Windsor and Jane Wyman.
Bruce Cabot, also featured in

"Dodge City," will join the party
in Dodge City, being accompanied
by Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.

N. Y. BOOTH MEASURE

VOTE IS DEFERRED

Albany—Vote on the two-men-in-
a-booth bill was deferred yesterday
until April 11 by Assemblyman Bob
Crews. Opposition is now apparent-
ly confined to Allied and indie ex-
hibs.

Assemblyman Mitchell, (Rep.,
New York) introduced a bill inten-
ded to give Paul Moss and upstate
license commissioners power to en-
force laws on sale and resale of the-
ater tickets, especially legits. Meas-
ure allows enforcing officials to
question theater people in any place
of public amusement regarding busi-
ness or business methods of licensee.

It is understood the Coudert bill,

which differs from Mitchell meas-
ure, and is now on general orders
in Senate, may be amended to con-
form.

Philco Demonstrates Tele
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Three demonstra-

tions of television were given at the
Raleigh Hotel here yesterday by Ar-
thur Murray, television chief for
Philco.

This exhibition follows one given
several months ago by RCA.

AMERICA -FIRST, LAST- ALWAYS!
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* MAN OF CONQUES
RICHARD DIX as Sam Houston • Gail Patrick

as Margaret Lea • Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackson

Joan Fontaine as Eliza Allen A, Republic Picture
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Mediation Board Asks Local 306 Agree to Armistice
Move Would Halt Spread of

Strike to Theaters;

Writ is Drafted
(Continued from Page 1)

give the union's reply this morning,
indicating no strike will be called

at least until further meetings are
held. Board asked for time to seek
a peaceful and equitable solution to

the three-day-old strike which
entered its fourth day without any
further moves by the unions to

spread it.

Union Won't Retreat

Spokesman for the union asserted
that his group is naturally agree-
able to meet in conferences, but
their outcome "depends on the dis-

tributors." It was further stated
that the position of Local 306 is

clear to the point where any giving
of ground appears unwarranted, in-

dicating that the union will not re-

treat one step.

Preparations have been made
by the ITOA to combat any
general strike vigorously, with
Harry Brandt, prexy, disclosing

at a meeting of the organiza-
tion yesterday that ITOA at-

torneys have drawn up injunc-

tion papers which can be pre-

sented in court immediately, if

necessary. He also stated that

the ITOA members would have
operators made available if the
306 men walked out.

Paramount News, which was ex-

pected to have difficulties yesterday
in getting out its week-end release,

completed the reel and shipments
moved out as usual, but all lab.

workers and studio technicians in

the Paramount Newsreel building

who remained working until yester-

day afternoon will not return to

work as they will not cross the picket

lines in front of the building, it was
understood.
Paramount release scheduled to

go out next Monday will have to be

made up elsewhere unless the strike

is settled before the week-end. Other
newsreels were not as hard hit, as

all lab. work is done in buildings

which have not been affected. Local

702 members, working in DeLuxe
Laboratory, have received instruc-

tions not to cross picket lines if

thev are established there. Pickets

at DeLuxe would affect the Fox Mo-
vietone release which is printed

there.

Quiet Worries Exchanges

All was quiet on the exchange
front yesterday, with branch heads

frankly worried because it was so

quiet. Film shipments moved nor-

mally and the newly created emer-
gency bureau started functioning to

DeMillc Bids FDR
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—President Roosevelt has

been asked by Cecil B. DeMille to write

a foreword to the producer's "Union
Pacific." Cecil B. thinks it would be
"a gesture of friendliness toward the
railroads," among other things.

V. S. Strike Probe Based on Sherman Act
Instructions by U. S. Attorney General Frank Murphy to Federal District Attorney

McGovern here to subpoena officials of Local 306, 51 -B, and Empire State to determine
if law violations or interference in current strike has occurred, is a proper step under
the Sherman Act, legal channels told THE FILM DAILY last night. If two or
more persons combine to restrain trade (and sale and delivery of film is interstate
commerce), the Act can be invoked. Under it, only limited immunity is accorded to
labor unions, in recognition of the principle that human labor is not a commodity.
Courts have held in several precedents cases that this immunity does not permit unions
or members thereof to violate the Sherman Act, as provided in Sections 1 and 2.

handle complaints and mishaps. Cir-
cuits and indie exhibs. yesterday
generally agreed that they had
enough film to keep them going
through the week-end. Picketing
was orderly and no disturbances
occurred.
Emergency committees created to

function until the strike ends re-
ported last night that a status quo
basis was being maintained. No
move was made yesterday by the
distrib. or exhib. body to seek an
injunction, although papers were
completed and ready to be presented
in Federal court.
Union spokesman yesterday ridic-

uled newspaper reports of a mid-
night mass meeting at the Local
headquarters to discuss the strike
situation, branding the report as the
figment of somebody's imagina-
tion. Reports of a strike deadline
having been set for last night were
neither confirmed or denied, but it

was asserted that no strike notices

had been dispatched to the mem-
bers.

Success of the strike now in prog-
ress was believed to be the key as
to whether or not it may be ex-

tended. Meeting of members of
Local B 51 will be held this after-

noon, with no indication as to what
may take place. One possibility

presented was that the film ex-
change employes' union members,
who are now off the payrolls in a
sympathy move, might in some way
complicate the current strike.

Meetings of attorney groups and
special committees were held yes-

terday, but all sessions were de-

scribed as routine. Next move by
the union will be the signal for dis-

trib.-exhib. action in whatever form
it may take.

Four Settlement Avenues
Should the union stand its ground,

it was believed that only four ave-

nues are open to settle the strike

peaceably. They are: Amalgamation
of Empire Operators union and Lo-
cal 306, with houses hiring Empire
men granting higher wage scales

received by 306 men. Some plan
whereby circuits affected could get

some concessions in order to meet
higher payrolls without boosting
their operating costs too much. Set-

tlement of the strike bv mediation
or compromise. Or a finish battle

in the courts.

From the union standpoint, the
most disturbing possibility was that

there might be discord within the
ranks, arising through the fact that
the IA, in hitting at non-union
houses through the majors, might
be attacked as "biting the hand
that feeds it."

Harmony in Saddle

As Ascap Members Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

a quiet conclave, with harmony
among members and the organiza-
tion at a higher point than has pre-
vailed in any similar gathering in

a number of years.

Questions of availability and re-

classification are not expected to be
broached, and check-up yesterday re-
vealed that squawks will be conspicu-
ous by their absence.

Yesterday's meeting of the Ascap
board was described as merely rou-
tine.

E. C. Mills, chairman of Ascap's
administrative committee, may not
attend tonight's membership meet-
ing, due to organization business
out of town, but other execs, are
slated to be present.

19 of Mexico's 60 Films

in 1938 Fail of Release

Mexico City—A record number of
60 pictures was made in Mexican
studios by more than 40 different
producers during 1938. This was an
increase of 18 pictures over 1937's
42 pictures. Only 41 of the 60 were
released during the past year, how-
ever. The remaining 19 failed to
find an outlet because of a lack of
playing dates or because of the poor
quality of the product itself.

Cinematografica Internacional, S.

A. was the most active of producers,
having released two pictures during
the year and starting work on a
third. United Artists is distribut-
ing these throughout the world out-

side of Mexico.

Iracheta y Elvira, S. de R. L., and
Producciones Alfonso Sanchez Tello

y Cia. were represented with two
pictures each in 1938.

Outstanding Mexican-made pic-

tures of last year were Films de
Artistas Mexicanos Asociados'
(FAMA) first feature, "Refugiados
en Madrid" (Refugees in Madrid),
which United Artists is distributing
outside of Mexico, and "Perjura"
(Perjured Woman), produced by
Felipe Mier for Cinematografica In-

ternacional, S. A.

Number of technical workers in-

creased from 316 in 1937 to 410 in

1938. Space and laboratory facili-

ties are also growing year by year,

there being now five studios, four
of them fairly well equipped, and
one more now in construction.

SIX $160,000 HOUSES

PROJECTED FOR COAST

Santa Rosa, Cal.—A new $160,000
1,200-seat theater will be erectec
here and leased for 20 years to Inter
coastal Amusements, Inc., of Los
Angeles. House will be tVc >-.

<
irsl

of a new chain of six theater&pi/o be
built on the Coast on sites alreadj
secured. All are expected to be ir

the same price class. Constructor
work will start within 30 days.

$100,000 Warsaw Project
Warsaw Ind.— Mailers Brothers

Inc., has announced plans to con-
struct a $100,000 theater building
here, the structure to be ready foi
occupancy July 1. The company has
purchased two adjoining building:
on W. Center St., which will b<

razed.

$100,000 Fall River House
Fall River, Mass.—Permit fo]

construction of a new 1,500-sea
$100,000 theater here has been is

sued. The structure, to be of con
crete, brick and steel, fireproof, wil
have a main floor 44 x 143 feet, anc
balcony. Two stores will be located
one on each side of the lobby. Th<
building will take the place of i

block of wooden stores at Soutl
Main and Spring Streets, on lam
owned by Herman Rocklin and Sam
uel Robinson. Rocklin, declining t<

name the tenant, said the theatei
will be leased to a New Englanc
circuit. Opening by Labor Day is

expected.

Fleischer Studio Cafeteria
Miami, Fla.—Plans have been an

nounced for the immediate erection
of a 250-seat air-conditioned cafe

|

teria by the Fleischer Studios.

Anderson Will Build
Lumberton, N. C.—B. B. Ander

son, South Carolina banker and the
ater owner has announced plans fo;

the construction of a theater in Lum
berton. Anderson and his brother
H. H. Anderson, are operating th<

Carolina and Pastime theaters h
Lumberton.

Fay Plans Vaude Circuit

Frank Fay, whose vaudeville shov
is in its fourth week at the 44tl

St. Theater, with Eva LaGallienni
and Elsie Janis as headliners, wa:
reported yesterday to be negotiating

for leases in Boston, Philadelphi!

and Washington as nucleus of ai

eastern vaude chain.

Stage Shows Battle
Chicago — Stage shows as contrasted

with straight vaude are epidemic in the
Loop. With "Follies de Femmes" booked
into the State Lake, the Jones, Linick

& Schaefer Oriental has set "Follies

Continental" and the B & K Chicago,
Harry Rogers' swing version of "The
Mikado."
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Distributors Plan to Ask Blanket Injunction in Strike

TRADE REFORM DRAFT IS FINALIZED; UA WITHDRAWS

"No Chiseling on Trade Reforms, Pledge of Wobber
20th-Fox Sales Chief Says

Program Will Have
Full Support
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—Trade reforms resulting

from the distributor-exhibitor nego-
tiations will have the whole-hearted

support of
20th Century-
Fox, Herman
Wobber, gen-
eral manager
o f distribu-
tion, told the
c o m p any's
annual sales
convention at
the Congress
Hotel here
vesterday.
"There

will be no
c h i s eling,"

was Wobber's
forthright statement. "This com

(Continued on Page 8)

HERMAN WOBBER

20TH-F0X WILL SPEND

TWO MILLIONS ON ADS
in I

d

'i i

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago— Twentieth Century-Fox
has set a record $2,000,000 advertis-

1

ing budget for 1939-40, the bulk to
(Continued on Page 8)

14 Shorts in Color Among
20th-Fox's 52 Next Year

Chicago—Twentieth-Fox plans 52

single-reel shorts, 14 in color, in

addition to the semi-weekly issue of
(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. TO MAKE
ITALIAN SURVEY
Lange to Report on Situ-

ation, Says Hicks

Back from an extensive survey of

the European film market, John W.
Hicks, vice-president in charge of

Paramount's foreign department,
yesterday reported the following de-

velopments and observations when
he arrived on the Normandie:

(1) While there has been no
change in the Italian situation,

Paramount's European manager,
was due to arrive in Rome ves-

terday to make a survey and re-

port back his findings;

(2) Prospects for continuation

of business in old Czechoslova-
(Continued on Page 7)

ALLIED WILL IGNORE

MINN. DIVORCEMENT

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied

will ignore the multiple-sponsored
theater divorcement bill which was
slipped into the Minnesota Legisla-

( Continued on Page 8)

Distrib. Committee Submits Revised Memorandum to

Exhib. Units—Provisions for Arbitration Incom-
plete—D of J Conference Proposed

By AL STEEN FILM DAILY Staff Writer

A code of fair trade practices for the motion picture industry,
embodying proposals by both the distribution and exhibition
branches of the business, yesterday was sent to organization
leaders of the Department of Justice.

The draft, which was completed
by the majors' attorneys on Wed-
nesday, represents suggestions and
proposals made at the numerous
conferences between exhibitor lead-
ers and the distributors' negotiating
committee. Placing of its provis-
ions into effect depends on approval
by the exhibitor units.

In letters sent to Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, and Col. A. H.
Cole, Allied head, W. F. Rodgers,

(Continued on Page 4)

METRO PLANS $10,000

CONTEST FOR INDIES

Indie exhibs. in the U. S. and
Canada will be awarded cash prizes
totaling $10,000 for the best cam-
paigns on Metro's pix to be re-

leased between Sept. 1 and Jan. 1

next, Howard Dietz, ad-publicity
director, announced yesterday. Ex-

(Continued on Page 6)

O'Connor Names McDonald
to RKO New England Post

Harry McDonald, manager of the
RKO Albee Theater, Providence,
Rhode Island, was appointed New
England division manager yester-

day by John J. O'Connor, general
(Continued on Page 6)

Ampa Nominates Lazarus

to Succeed Ralph Rolan

Choices of Ampa's Nominating
Committee for four executive posts

and a trusteeship were announced
(Continued on Page 8)

May Ask Strike Injunction Today/

Union Ignores Status Quo Request

Second Mass. Censorship

Measure in Wastebasket

Boston — Second Massachusetts
film censorship bill has been given
to the wastebasket. It would have
set up a motion picture division in

state education department "with
authority to review and license,"

and would have had jurisdiction

over advertising as well.

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Blanket injunction to restrain Lo-
cal 306 from interfering or in any
way preventing major distribs. from
fulfilling existing contracts to de-

liver films to theaters in the Met-
ropolitan area will be sought in a

show cause order that will be pre-

sented in Federal Court this morn-
ing unless the strike is settled be-

(Continued on Page 7)

GOETZ HERE TO SET

BRITISH PRODUCTION

M-G-M's British production plans
for the 1939-40 season will be set
during the next few weeks in con-
ferences between Ben Goetz, head
of the company's English studios,

(Continued on Page 6)

"Marie Lloyd" Now Hinges

on Grant, Wilcox Asserts

Production of Herbert Wilcox's
first Hollywood picture, "Marie
Lloyd" depends on whether he can
obtain Gary Grant for the male lead

(Continued on Page 8)

All Kansas Theater Bills

Die As Legislature Adjourns

Topeka, Kans. — All major bills

applying to theaters in Kansas were
killed yesterday as the legislature

adjourned.
Bills pending at adjournment

(Continued on Page 7)
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• • • ALL SET for the big doings at Dodge City with War-

ners' "Dodge City Special" half way to the gala world premiere of

their big Technicolor production at that Kansas city one section

comes from Hollywood, and the other from New York, bearing stars,

execs., and newspaper and magazine writers it marks the most

lavish ballyhoo that Warners have ever put in back of a production.

T
• • • THE OPENING takes place tomorrow nite a

simultaneous showing in Dodge City's three leading theaters

the event has been tied in with the annual roundup and the city's

60th anniversary celebration the press guests will participate

in a reception of visiting stars and dignitaries when their train

pulls in tomorrow morn the Western Parade at 2 p.m

Rodeo and Pageant of Early West at 4 p.m broadcast from
stadium over NBC chain at 7 p.m the premiere of "Dodge
City" with personal appearance of Warners' stars a

star dance on old Front Street at 10

• • • PERSONALITY very sweet very charming

and very unconscious of the fact that she is a sensation wherever she

goes speaking of Dorothy Lamour flashed in her dressing

room at the N. Y. Paramount Theater a Regla'r Feller now
don't get us wrong we weren't swept away by a sarong

she was all wrapped up in a heavy white dressing gown but

Dorothy's Personality needs no sarong and they should give

THAT a chance to register on the screen she's got plenty more

than just a figure to show off in a red sarong

• • • VERY charming applies no less to a second celeb....

who met the press, trade and otherwise, yesterday 'twas

Irene Castle McLaughlin who received at the Gotham
her New York visit of course timed to coincide with the Music
Hall's premiere of "The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle". . .

• Today's social calendar features an informal reception at the

Ritz Carlton Merle Oberon, William Wyler and James
Roosevelt will serve tea among other things at 5 p. m.

to celebrate the completion of Goldwyn's "Wuthering
Heights"

"Westward Ho" for "U"
With Three Regionals

W. A. Scully, sales manager of
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., has set
a series of three regional sales con-
ventions beginning April 15 in Cin-
cinnati. After three days at Cincy's
Netheiiand Plaza, convention will
move to the Palmer House, Chicago,
for sessions April 18, 19 and 20,

and then on to San Francisco's

St. Francis Hotel, April 22, 23

and 24.

Attending from the Home Office,

according to Scully, will be Nate
Blumberg, president; F. J. A. Mc-
Carthy, Eastern sales manager; W.
J. Heineman, western sales mana-
ger. Also F. T. Murray, James Jor-
dan, O. C. Binder, Andrew J. Shar-
ick, Morris Alin and Louis Pollock.

The return this week of Joseph
H. Seidelman, Universal foreign

{Continued on Page 7)

Yates and Grainger Leave

Sunday for "Conquest" Bow

Herbert J. Yates, James R. Grain-
ger and Al Adams leave home office

on Sunday for world premiere of
Republic's "Man of Conquest" at
Majestic in Houston on Thursday,
and to attend regional convention
sessions at Rice Hotel there on fol-

lowing Friday and Saturday.

M. J. Siegel, prexy of Republic
Productions, will represent the stu-
dio.

Clair Hilgers, Southern district
sales manager, will preside as chair-
man of the Houston regional.

Canaday, Chief Aide
Chicago — Warren Canaday, in

charge of various film cases in the
U. S. District attorney's office, has
been named chief assistant for Dis-
trict attorney W. P. Campbell in
all civil and anti-trust cases.

cominG nno come

HERBERT J. YATES, JAMES R. CRAINCER
and AL ADAMS leave New York on Sunday
evening for Houston to attend world premiere
of "Man of Conquest" at Majestic there on
Thursday, and the regional Republic cc ve
at Rice Hotel on Friday and Saturday folls - ;g-

JAMES HOGAN, Para, director, and MRS.
HOGAN left Hollywood Isat night for an eight-
week trip to England, Ireland and France -

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales'^.. .ef.

is in Salt Lake City today and tomorrow. ' He
leaves Sunday for Seattle.

MERLE OBERON sails for England tomorrow
on the Normandie.

JOSEFH E. BRILL, Assist. U. S. Attorney Cen-
eral in anti-trust division, arrived here yester-
day from Washington as an observer of the
strike situation.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK leaves today for Hol-
lywood to begin work on his first American pic-
ture, "Rebecca" for Selznick.

JANE BRYAN will leave for a New York
vacation upon completing her role in WB's
new Cagney picture, "Each Dawn I Die."

CUSTAVE SCHAEFFER of the RKO Export
Corp.. and MRS. SCHAEFFER sail tomorrow on
the Santa Clara, Central and South America-
bound.

MRS. RAYMOND MASSEY, wife of the star
of the stage play, "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"

arrives from London today on the Aquitania.

New M-P Boston House
Boston—Expansion of Paramount-

Affiliated M & P Theaters Corp. in

New England despite anti-trust

suits is seen in announcement by the

circuit that it will build a new the-

ater in the Cleveland Circle section

of Boston. Building will also house

offices and stores.

THE THEATRE
George Abbott
Productions

**There have been a number of good
girl and music shows in town of late,

but this is by all odds the most bril-
liant of the lot." Watts, Her.-Trib.

George Abbott—Rodgers and Hart

The Boys from Syracuse
with Jimmy Wynn Eddie Teddy

SAVO MURRAY ALBERT HART
ALVIN, W. 52d St. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

"The lowest, roughest, toughest, ten-
deresl, dirtiest, most decent, and cer-
tainly funniest play for your money
nut on sale this season." ^— George
Jean Nathan, Newsweek.

PRIMROSE PATH
By Rob't L. Buckner and Walter Hart
with Helen Betty Mary Rnssell

WESTLEY GARDE MASON HARDIE

BILTMORE, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
& Sat.

"Roars of Pleasure"—Atkinson. Times.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.
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Full Text of Seven Majors' Fair Trade Practice Draft
Exclusion Up to 20 Per Cent

Granted as Exhibitor

Right
TRADE PRACTICE CODE
(Revision of March 30, 1939)

PREAMBLE
The signatories hereto, being distributors,

exhibitors and organized groups of exhibitors

of motion pictures, hereby severally adopt the
following as a code of fair practice, hereby
severally binding themselves to the observance
of the principles, policies and practices set

forth herein in the licensing, distribution and
exhibition of motion pictures in continental

United States.

I. Exclusion Privilege

(1) Exclusion as a matter of right. When-
ever an exhibitor shall have entered into a
license agreement for all of the feature motion
pictures ("features") offered1 at any one time
by a distributor for a run in any situation2

,

such exhibitor shall have the right to exclude
therefrom, without payment of the license fee

therefor, not to exceed twenty per cent of the
total number of features contracted for, if the
average of the license fees for all features con-
tracted for shall not exceed $100 per picture;
fifteen per cent, if such average is in excess of

$100 and not in excess of $250; and ten per
cent, if such average is in excess of $250.

In determining the number of features that

may be excluded, fractions of one-half or more
shall be counted as one and fractions of less

than one-half shall not be counted.
In computing the average of the license fees

for all features contracted for the license fees

of features based in whole or in part on a
perecentage of the gross receipts of exhibition
shall be included at the average of the license

fees of all the distributor's features of the

preceding motion picture season which were
exhibited upon a percentage basis for the same
run in such situation. If none of the distribu-

tor's features was so exhibited during the pre-

ceding season, then such average of license

fees shall be agreed upon by the distributor

and the exhibitor and included in the license

agreement.
For the purpose of determining the rights of

exclusion of an exhibitor hereunder, so-called

"Westerns" (as such term is understood in

the motion picture industry3
), reissues and

foreigns (except such as may have been pro-

duced outside of the United States in the
English language by an American producer or
distributor or subsidiary thereof) shall not be
included in the number of features offered or
contracted for as above provided, but shall

be deemed to have been offered in separate
groups and, if contracted for, the features in

each such group shall be subject to exclusion
on the basis set forth above and, if included
with other features. in the same license agree-

ment, shall be separately listed.

The right of an exhibitor to exercise his

exclusion privilege herein provided for shall

be subject to the following terms and condi-

tions :

(a) a first-run exhibitor shall give the dis-

tributor written notice with respect to each
feature he elects to exclude within fourteen
days after the mailing by distributor of the

first notice of availability thereof ; any other

exhibitor shall give such notice within fourteen

days after the close of the first exhibition of

such feature in the city or town in which his

theater is located or the mailing' of the notice

of availability thereof, whichever is later, pro-

vided that if such feature is not exhibited on
a prior run in such city or town and notice

of availability shall have been previously mailed
to such exhibitor, the distributor shall mail to

1 An exhibitor contracting for a portion of

distributor's features shall be deemed to have
contracted for "all of the feature motion pic-

tures offered" if the distributor shall have
offered only such portion to exhibitor.

2 An exhibitor shall be deemed to have con-

tracted "for a run in any situation" if he
contracts for the right to exhibit each feature

for a particular run either at a specified the-

ater or upon an "or" basis, i.e., at one of two
or more specified theaters.

3 Only "Westerns" which are not of the

usual character and type of, and are inexpen-
sively produced as compared with, the distribu-

tor's general line of features for the particular

season in question.

Finalized Trade Reform Draft Sent

to Exhib. Groups; UA Withdraws
(Continued from Page 1)

spokesman for the distributors, sug-
gests that if, and when, the draft
is approved that a joint conference
be held with the Department of Jus-
tice "at the earliest possible date"
for the purpose of obtaining its ap-
proval and of considering methods
of putting the proposals into effect.

United Artists, it was learned, has
withdrawn from participation in the
conferences and the code, in general.
The reason is reported to be the in-
ability of the seven producers with-
in the company to agree on certain
points contained in the draft. There-
fore, the code represents the poli-

cies to which seven of the eight
majors are willing to adhere.
The sections of the code relative

to arbitration are still open for dis-

cussion. Rodgers' letter to Cole

stated that the draft prepared by
Abram F. Myers, Allied general

counsel, contained counter sugges-
tions to the arbitration proposals
made by the distributors.

Rodgers pointed out that "we
have not yet completed a revision
of the provisions with respect to

arbitration machinery," so that the
present arbitration suggestions are
the same as those originally offered.

It is obvious, he continued, that
this is not complete and further
elaboration will be necessary in the
light of discussions and of Myers'
suggestions, "but we believe that the
statements in principle contained in

it and the revised memorandum. . . .

will furnish the foundation for the
arbitration machinery desired."

such exhibitor a new notice of availability

thereof and notice of exhibitor's election to

exclude such feature shall be given within
fourteen days after the mailing of such new
notice

;

(b) the exhibitor shall not, at the time of

giving such written notice, be in material
default under the license agreement'

;

(c) exclusions shall be made proportionately
among the several price brackets provided for

in the license agreement 5
; but any number of

exclusions to which an exhibitor is entitled

may be made from the lowest price bracket;

(d) if any exhibitor, having the right to do
so, fails to exclude one or more features from
higher brackets, he shall, for each such fea-

ture, have the right to exclude one feature
from the lowest bracket ; provided, however,
that if at the time there are no unplayed avail-

able features in the lowest bracket, he may
exclude a feature from the next lowest bracket.

Upon the exclusion of any feature under
this Section (1), the license therefor shall

terminate and all rights thereto shall revert to

the distributor and such exclusion shall be
charged against the number of exclusions to

which the exhibitor may be entitled, whether
or not a new license agreement for the exhibi-

tion of such feature is subsequently entered
into by such exhibitor.

All disputes growing out of the exercise or
attempted exercise by an exhibitor of the
exclusion privilege provided for in this Sec-
tion (1) shall be subject to arbitration.

(2) Exclusion for cause. An exhibitor shall

have the right, in addition to the exclusion
privilege provided for in Section (1) above,
to exclude from any license agreement any
feature which may be locally offensive on

4 Without limiting the generality of the

term "material default," an exhibitor shall in

any event be deemed so to be in material
default if, at the time of giving notice of ex-

clusion, he has failed to pay the license fee

due for any feature theretofore exhibited by
him or if, at such time, he has failed reason-
ably to perform the license agreement with
respect to the playing of features theretofore

made available to him thereunder.
5 Example: If the agreement licenses forty-

eight features, of which eight are in the high-
est bracket, twelve are in the next to highest
bracket, sixteen in the next to lowest bracket,
and the remaining twelve in the lowest bracket,
and, if the exhibitor has the right to exclude
ten per cent (five features), then not more
than one feature may be eliminated from the
highest bracket, not more than one from the
next to highest bracket, not more than two
from the next to lowest bracket, and the re-

maining one feature from the lowest bracket

;

or all five or any lesser number may be elimi-

nated from the lowest bracket.

moral, religious or racial grounds, provided
he shall give the distributor written notice,

not later than fourteen days after the conclu-
sion of its first exhibition in the exchange ter-

ritory in which the exhibitor is served, of his

desire to exclude such feature, specifying the
reasons therefor. Upon the exclusion of any
feature under this provision, the license there-

for shall terminate and all rights thereto shall

revert to the distributor. Any dispute as to

whether or not a feature is in fact so locally

offensive shall be subject to arbitration. The
arbitrators shall not, in deciding such ques-
tion, take into consideration the decision of any
arbitrators with respect to the same feature

except only that they may do so if such deci-

sion concerns the same feature in the same
local area in which exhibitor's theater is

located.

II. Trade Announcement

Each distributor shall make a general trade
announcement at or prior to the beginning of

each of its seasons, containing such informa-
tion as it may be practicable to give of all

features completed or actually in production
then intended for release during such season,
it being understood that the completion of such
features actually in production and the making
of such other features which it is intended to

produce are subject to the hazards and uncer-
tainties of the business and they may not be
completed or produced, as planned.

III. Public Demand for Exceptional Feature

If in any town or in any city, or section of

a metropolitan city, an exhibitor shall request
of a distributor the license for a run in any
situation8 of a feature, having such an excep-
tional and outstanding appeal as to create a

natural and spontaneous national public de-

mand and for which there is a spontaneous and
natural public demand in the town, city or
section of the metropolitan city in which his
theater (s) is located, and which would not be
shown in such town, city or section unless
licensed for exhibition to exhibitor, and the dis-

tributor offers to exhibitor a greater number
of features than exhibitor because his playing
time will be so absorbed by previous commit-
ments for features can without altering his
operating policy reasonably exhibit in such
situation, the distributor will then offer to

such exhibitor such lesser number of features,

including such requested feature, as may be
agreed upon or, lacking such agreement, such
number as may be determined by arbitration
to be the maximum number of features which
can reasonably be exhibited by exhibitor in

such situation ; provided that the distributor
shall have the right at any time before the
arbitrators shall have made their award to
offer or license all or any of its features to any
other exhibitor.

6 "For a run in any situation" as defined in
Section (1) of Article 1, footnote 2.

Arbitration Provided For
Preferred Playing Time

Disputes
_
An exhibitor who has been a customer \a

distributor and who has refused to co ct
for such distributor's features for the situation
involved shall have no right to attempt to use
this Article to compel such distributor to
license to him from time to time its out- -nd-
ing features. of
Any dispute as to whether such reqt£='ted

feature is an "Exceptional Feature" as above
described or as to the number of features
which can reasonably be exhibited by exhibitor
in such situation or as to whether exhibitor is

so attempting to use this Article, shall be
submitted to arbitration by exhibitor within
fourteen days after the refusal by distributor
to license to exhibitor the number of features
requested by the exhibitor.

IV. Preferred Playing Time

(1) Flat rentals and guarantees. A distrib-
utor will not exercise the right to designate
features for preferred playing time which it

may have under a license agreement with re-
spect to any features; the license fee for which
is either a fixed sum or is computed in whole
or in part upon a percentage of the gross
receipts of exhibition with a fixed minimum
sum guaranteed.

(2) Features Unsuitable for Preferred Play-
ing Time. If a distributor shall exercise the
right to designate features for preferred play-
ing time which it may have under a license
agreement with respect to any feature licensed
solely on a percentage basis, which is claimed
by exhibitor to be unsuitable for such playing
time and if exhibitor shall give distributor
written notice of his objections thereto and
the reasons therefor within seven days after
the mailing of notice of such designation in
case of a first-run in a city in which an
exchange is located or in any other case within
seven days after the close of its first exhibi-
tion in the exchange city from which exhibitor
is served or the mailing of the notice of desig-
nation, whichever is later, the question of
such suitability shall be determined by agree-
ment between distributor and exhibitor or,
lacking such agreement, by arbitration. Unless
distributor rejects the claim of exhibitor by
mailing notice to exhibitor within seven days
after the mailing by exhibitor of such notice of
objections as above provided, distributor shall
be deemed to have withdrawn such designa-
tion. Should distributor, however, reject such
claim, exhibitor shall commence arbitration
proceedings to determine the dispute within
seven days after the mailing of such notice
of rejection.

If the feature is determined, by agreement
or arbitration, to be unsuitable for the desig-
nated preferred playing time, or the designa-
tion thereof be deemed withdrawn as above
provided, distributor may, at its option, either

(a) designate the feature to be exhibited upon
the same license terms on other days of the
week or (b) then or thereafter substitute an-
other feature to be exhibited on preferred play-
ing time upon the terms designated for the
feature objected to ; in the latter case the
license fee for the feature originally designated
shall be such as may be designated by the
distributor within its right under the license

agreement.
Nothing in this Section (2) shall decrease or

increase the number of features in each bracket
as set forth in the license agreement.

V. Some Run Available

To meet objections of certain exhibitors to

so-called "exclusive selling," an exhibitor shall

be able to obtain from a distributor a run of

its features in any situation, the run to be
designated by the distributor, provided (a)

distributor and exhibitor can mutually agree
upon the number of features to be licensed and
other terms and conditions; (b) the exhibitor's

theater(s) (i) is not of an obsolete character,

(ii) is in good condition and (iii) is operated
under a policy that is not destructive and
(iv) is operated under a policy which will not

(Continued on Following Page)

7 A policy shall not be deemed destructive or
one which will substantially reduce such reve-
nue if it is a policy established under methods
of competition normal and fair in such situa-

tion.
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Shorts, Newsreels, Westerns,

Foreigns Excluded From
"Feature" Lists
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Kabs, Jally reduce the distributor's revenue
m uny other run 7

; and (c) exhibitor is of

fc.ood reputation as a theater operator and
customer or, if he has not been an exhibitor

thereto c
^re, is of good reputation and finan-

cially ponsible. Any dispute arising under

l
rovis. . (b) or (c) hereof shall be subject to

arbitration. No dispute under proviso (a)

f shall be subject to arbitration; but each
distributor states that it will be its policy not

to request unreasonable license fees or other

terms or conditions from an exhibitor for the

! urpose of defeating this Article V.

VI. Regular Customer

To meet objections of certain exhibitors to

-o-called "selling away to a circuit," a dis-

iributor will not refuse to license its features

•o its regular customer who is not a "circuit

customer,

"

s in order to license them, for the

-ame run in the same competitive area, to

.mother exhibitor for the sole reason that such

ither exhibitor is a circuit customer, provided

-uch regular customer (a) has substantially

; erfonned his previous license agreements with

the distributor, (b) maintains and operates

His theater in a modern manner, and (c) is

financially responsible. Any dispute as to

whether a distributor has so refused to license

.s features to such regular customer shall be

subject to arbitration. Should distributor elect

to license its features to an exhibitor (other

han its then current customer) who is a cir

cuit customer, distributor shall, if its then cur-

rent customer is not a circuit customer, give

him notice by telegraph of its election so to

do. Should such current customer fail to

commence arbitration proceedings within five

days after the sending of such notice, he shall

be deemed to have waived all claims, if any,

in connection with such features under this

Article VI.

VII. Short Subjects, Newsreels, etc.

No exhibitor shall be required to license

short subjects, newsreels, trailers, serials, re-

issues, "Westerns" or foreigns9 , (hereinafter

cellectively referred to in this Article as

"Shorts"), as a condition of licensing other

features.

An exhibitor shall have no right to assert

any claim that the licensing of such features

was so conditioned unless he shall have mailed

to the distributor at its Home Office notice

in writing of such claim and the grounds

therefor within forty-eight hours after delivery

by exhibitor of his signed application for such

"Shorts." Any dispute as to whether the

licensing of such features was so conditioned

shall be subject to arbitration. The powers

of arbitrators in' any such dispute shall be

limited to :

(a) a finding as to whether or not the

licensing of such features was so condi-

tioned ; and, if the finding be in the affirma-

tive, then,

(b) an award cancelling the license agree-

ment or agreements for (or to the extent

that they relate to) such "Shorts."

VIII. Score Charges

Score charges, if any, for flat rental fea-

tures for the 1938-39 exhibition season shall

be added to and consolidated with the license

tees therefor. Commencing with the 1939-1940

exhibition season there shall be no separate

score charge for features licensed on either a

flat rental or a percentage basis.

IX. Allocation of Features

Under license agreements authorizing a dis-

tributor to allocate features to particular price

brackets, distributor, on giving notice of the

availability of each future, shall notify exhibitor

of the price allocation thereof, except that

such notice of price allocation shall be given

not later than fourteen days after the national

release date thereof to first-run exhibitors in

those cities which the distributor may desig-

nate as "Key Cities."

X. Form of License Agreement
Each distributor will use its best efforts to

simplify its form of license agreement.

Harry Brandt Promises Immediate

Study of Trade Draft Text By ITOA
Immediately in the wake of re-

lease of trade reform draft's text,

Harry Brandt, ITOA president, told

The Film Daily last night that his
organization will take prompt course
of action involving study of the pro-
posals, passing judgment on con-
tent, and sending out the draft to

indie exhib. organizations directly

linked with ITOA in the trade re-

form drive.

These indie groups,—representing,
according to Brandt, some 3,000 the-

aters,—include MPTO of Kentucky;
Intermountain Theaters Assn.;

MPTO of Virginia; ITO of South-

ern California and Arizona; Theater

Owners and Managers of the Rocky
Mountain Region; and Allied ITO
of Iowa and Nebraska.

Subsequent to ITOA's determina-
tion on draft, organization's opinion
will be conveyed at once to its "al-

lies," Brandt intimated, and added:
"If the proposals are constructive,

and eliminate the restraints which
are now existing, we will go for
them. If they are not satisfactory,

we won't."

8 A "circuit customer," as that term is used

in Article VI, is a customer who is, or is a

part of, a circuit, a buying combine, a booking

combine or a cooperative.
9 "Westerns" and foreigns as defined in

Article I, Section (1).

XI. Selective License Agreements

Whenever an exhibitor shall have the right

under a license agreement to select a number
of features out of a larger number, he shall

exercise such right by written notice of selec-

tion or rejection of each feature to which he
may be entitled under such agreement within

twenty-one days after the mailing of the notice

of availability thereof. Failure of exhibitor to

give such written notice with respect to any
feature within such period shall constitute a

selection thereof by exhibitor.

XII. Playing Features in the Order
of Release

If under any license agreement an exhibitor

is obligated to play features in the order of

their release, the distributor will not withhold

features from exhibitor because features pre-

viously released have not been exhibited by
him if his failure to exhibit them was due to

the failure of distributor to make them avail-

able. Any dispute hereunder shall be subject

to arbitration.

XIII. Coercing Contracts

No distributor shall coerce or intimidate

an exhibitor to enter into any license agree-

ment by threatening to build or otherwise

acquire, or by falsely representing that any
other person will build or acquire, a motion
picture theater for operation in competition

with such exhibitor.

An exhibitor shall have no right to assert

any claim that he has been so coerced or in-

timidated unless he shall have mailed to the

distributor at its Home Office notice in writ-

ing of such claim and the grounds therefor

within forty-eight hours after delivery by ex-

hibitor of his signed application for such

license agreement.
Any dispute as to whether exhibitor was

so coerced or intimidated shall be subject to

arbitration. The powers of arbitrators in any
such dispute shall be limited to:

(a) a finding as to whether or not the ex-

hibitor was so coerced or intimidated; and,

if the finding be in the affirmative, then,

(b) an award cancelling such license

agreement.

XIV. Other Subjects of Arbitration

(1) Performance of License Agreements.
Any claim by either party to a license agree-

ment that the other party has breached any
provision thereof shall be subject to arbitra-

tion.

The arbitrators shall have power to make
the following awards only:

(a) To find that the provision involved

has been breached;
(b) to direct specific performance of the

provision involved;
(c) to award actual damages with respect

to each feature involved, which award shall

not exceed the liquidated damages provided

therefor in the license agreement.

(2) Clearance. The parties hereto recog-

nize: that clearance, reasonable as to time and
area, is essential in the distribution and ex-

hibition of motion pictures; that an exhibitor

has the right without restriction to license

for any theater any run for which he is able

to negotiate with any distributor; and that,

subject to Article VI hereof, a distributor has

the right without restriction to license for

any theater any run for which it is able to

negotiate with any exhibitor.

Any dispute as to whether or not the exist-

ing clearance, under the conditions involved in

the particular instance, is unreasonable shall

be subject to arbitration.

The powers of arbitrators in any dispute
relating to clearance shall be limited to:

(a) a finding as to whether or not the
theater or theaters whose clearance is com-
plained of, or any of them, is entitled to

clearance; and, if so, then,

(b) an award of the reasonable maximum
clearance to which such theater or theaters

is entitled.

(3) Over-buying. Any complaint by an ex-

hibitor that another exhibitor has contracted

for the license for exhibition of a greater
number of features than the latter reasonably
requires for exhibition in his theater or the-

aters, with the intent and effect of depriving
the complaining exhibitor of sufficient features

to operate his theater or theaters, shall be

subject to arbitration.

In considering such complaint, the arbitra-

tors shall, among other things, make due al-

lowance for a sufficient number of features

reasonably to protect the responding exhibitor

against non-delivery of features and failure

to make features available and give due regard
to the type and operating policy of the theater

or theaters operated by the responding ex-

hibitor. In no event shall an exhibitor be

deemed to be "over-bought" if his minimum
commitments do not exceed by more than
fifteen (15%) per cent his maximum require-

ments. If the arbitrators shall find that over-

buying exists as herein provided, they shall

specifically find by what number, if any, the

responding exhibitor shall have over-bought

and the responding exhibitor shall then be

permitted a period of fourteen days from the

date of the arbitrators' decision to obtain the

release of such excess number, if any, from
his license agreement (s) ; if the exhibitor does

not obtain such release, in whole or in part,

then the arbitrators shall make an award
apportioning among the distributors, with

which responding exhibitor has entered into

license agreements, the number of features

to be released by them, respectively (being

in the aggregate the number of features "over-

bought" less such number, if any, the release

of which the responding exhibitor shall have
obtained) to the complaining exhibitor10 ,

pro-

vided that no such award shall be made unless

adequate assurance shall be given to each dis-

tributor that it will receive from the com-

plaining exhibitor, in respect of its features

to be so released, no less in license fees and
no less favorable other terms than were pro-

vided for in its license agreement with the

responding exhibitor.

(4) License Fees, Other Terms and Con-

ditions. Neither license fees, nor (except in

the respects and to the extent specifically pro-

vided in this code) other terms or conditions

upon which motion pictures may be licensed

10 The rights of exclusion, if any, under

Article I, Section (1) hereof, of a responding

exhibitor found by the arbitrators to have

over-bought, shall be determined and computed

on the basis of his license agreement (s) as

modified in consequence of such finding.

Method Suggested For
Selection of Boards

of Arbitration
by a distributor to an exhibitor, shall be the
subject of arbitration for any purpose under
any Article hereof, each of the parties hereto
recognizing that such matters are to be de-
termined only by mutual agreement between
distributor and exhibitor.

XV. Effective Date

The provisions of this code shall apply to
all contracts made after January 1, 1939 for
1939-1940 product and the product of subse-
quent years so long as this agreement shall

be in effect.

XVI. Term
The term of this code shall be for two ex-

hibition seasons", commencing with the sea-
son 1939-40, and thereafter indefinitely.
Any signatory hereto may withdraw here-

from at the end of the second exhibition sea-

son or at the end of any subsequent exhibi-
tion season by giving written notice of such
withdrawal to the other signatories at least

six months prior to the end of such ex-
hibition season.

[Provision should be made giving the signa-
tories the right of withdrawal in the event of
substantial withdrawals by other signatories
and in the event of legislation or judicial

decisions declaring any part of the code in-

valid or illegal, requiring a material change
in the method under which distributors or ex-
hibitors do business or making the code im-
practicable because of added burdens. While
this has been discussed with representatives
of exhibitors no definitive language has yet

been worked out but will be supplied shortly.]

[Provision should also be made enabling
other distributors and exhibitors to become
parties to the code.]

Arbitration Machinery

1. Location of Board. An Arbitration Board
shall be established in each exchange territory.

2. Method of selection of arbitrators. There
shall be created in each exchange territory a
general panel and a neutral panel. The gen-
eral panel shall consist of about 20 members
of whom the distributors will appoint 10 and
the exhibitor association functioning in that

particular exchange territory the other 10.

Where there are 2 or more exhibitor asso-

ciations, each association may appoint a panel
of 10 of their own. The members of the gen-
eral panel may be affiliated with exhibitor or

distributor interests.

Each party to a dispute may designate as

his arbitrator any member of this general
panel or any one else he desires outside of

the panel.

The neutral panel shall consist of 10 mem-
bers to be mutually agreed upon by the ex-

hibitor and distributor interests in each ex-

change territory. These members shall not be
members of the general panel and shall not

be associated with exhibitor or distributor

interests but shall have an understanding
and knowledge of the motion picture industry.

The two arbitrators chosen by the above
method shall designate the third arbitrator

from the neutral panel and if they are unable
to agree the third arbitrator shall be drawn
from the neutral panel by lot.

No compensation shall be paid to any arbi-

trator from the general panel, but compensa-
tion wherever necessary may be paid to the

neutral arbitrator.

3. The cost of arbitration machinery. Upon
the filing of a claim the complaining party

shall pay a filing fee of $5. These fees are

to cover the cost of:

(a) compensation to the neutral, wherever
necessary,

(b) expenses incurred upon the initiative

of the arbitration board,

(c) administration.

In disputes involving principles, affecting

the entire industry the arbitration board may-

assess the cost incurred upon the initiative of

the arbitration board upon all distributors

and exhibitors associations.

The arbitration board shall have no power
to award counsel fees.

Except as here provided each party shall

stand its own costs and expenses. .

The board shall be empowered in its dis-

(Continnei on Page 8)

11 An exhibition season for the purpose of

this Article shall be deemed to commence
September first and end August thirty-first

next following.
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METRO PLANS $10,000

CONTEST FOR INDIES

(Continued from Page 1)

hibs. may submit campaigns on one
or more features.

Dietz stated there will be identi-

cal prizes for first-run and subse-
quent-run showmen, with first place

in each category winning $2,500;
second, $750, and third, $500. There
will also be 100 additional prizes of

$25 each for runners-up in both sec-

tions. It's the largest cash competi-
tion in Metro's history.

"We want to convince every indie

theater owner that there exists for

him ticket-selling possibilities not

yet fully exploited," commented
Dietz. "A thorough survey of the-

aters has proved that efficient the-

ater advertising cannot be done on
a lower basis than eight per cent

of the average gross. The purpose
of our contest is frankly to stimu-
late business to the mutual interest

of our customers and ourselves."

M-G-M is now preparing a spe-

cial campaign book for the $10,000
contest which will be made avail-

able to indie exhibs. at all of the
company's exchanges. Book will be
distributed gratis and is the only
scrap book acceptable in the con-
test, a departure from previous in-

dustry contests. The campaign book
will include an entry blank and all

contest details as well as sufficient

blank pages for complete itemiza-
tion and inclusion of promotion data,

thus eliminating the likelihood of

the entries being judged on presen-
tation rather than content.

Contest's closing date is March 1

next, giving subsequent-run exhibs.

equal opportunity with first-run

showmen to prepare and submit
their campaigns.
Other arrangements will be made

with individual affiliated circuits

for further contests, Dietz disclosed.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthday:

MARCH 31

Victor Varconi
Clifford Brooke
Eddie Quillan

John Harron
Marvin L. Bressler

APRIL 1

Wallace Beery
Ciceley Courtneidge
Jack Cunningham
Hugh P. Donlon

Harry Creen
Leon Janney
Lester Smith

APRIL 2
Jack Buchannan
Joseph Girard

James M. Jerauld
Charles B. Paine

«REV[€UJS»
"The Story of Vernon
and Irene Castle"
with Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

RKO Radio 93 Mins.

BOX OFFICE NATURAL AND A GRAND
SHOW OF ASTAIRE-ROGERS' BRILLIANT
DANCING. OLDTIME MELODIES, IN
WARM HUMAN STORY.

One of the most satisfying and whole-

some entertainments that the screen has

offered in a long time. The warm human
story follows closely the lives of the

Castles, famous dance team of an earlier

era. Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers play

the roles of the celebrated couple, and

score brilliantly. The story opens at the

time Vernon Castle started his career do-

ing a slapstick part in a barber shop scene

with Lew Fields in a New York musical

comedy. He meets Irene Foote, a girl from

New Rochelle who likes to dance. She

rouses his ambition to become a great

dancer, and weans him away from the slap-

stick. They take a chance and get mar-

ried. Soon after an opportunity presents

itself to go to Paris. Under a misappre-

hension they think they are going to do

dance specialties. But the Parisian man-

agers only want Vernon to do his slapstick

barber shop act. Discouraged, and down to

their last franc, they meet Maggie Sut-

ton (Edna May Oliver) an English talent

agent. She gets them a chance to exhibit

their dance, the Castle Walk, at the Cafe

de Paris. It is an immediate and sensa-

tional success. Then starts the remarkable

skyrocket career of the dancing couple, as

they become not only a dancing fad but

the Castle name is used for all sorts of

popular articles. Then comes the Castle

Bob. inaugurated by Irene Castle, which

started the short-hair vogue for femmes.

Back to the United States, and successful

tours, till they are ready to retire and

spend quiet and happy hours together. Then

the War breaks, and Castle, an Englishman,

enlists for the British flying service. He is

sent back to the United States from the

Canadian unit to teach flying to the Amer-
ican aviators. Separated for a long time

by the war, they arrange a romantic and
sentimental meeting at a quiet hotel near

the flying field. As his wife waits for his

arrival at the anniversary-decorated table,

he crashes in a student flight, and is killed.

The various old-time dance numbers are

beautifully staged—the Fox Trot, Maxixe,
Castle Walk, Tango, and a dozen others.

The brilliant technique of Astaire is as

marvellous as ever, and he is ably seconded
by Rogers. The list of old-time musical

numbers would cover a page, such as "Keep
the Home Fires Burning;," "Tipperary,"

"Darktown Strutters Ball," "Take Me Back
to New York Town." The show is a push-

over to sell to the oldtimers. The new
generation will go for it, for it has the

grand dance numbers all the way through,

and some very delightful comedy and tend-

er romance. The story of the love and life

of the Castles has been done with a warm
and sympathetic understanding, and it is

very natural and down-to-earth. Selling

angles: The Astaire-Rogers dances; the

glamour of the Castle names; the patriotic

wartime atmosphere; the marvellous melo-

dies of an earlier period, to get the old-

timers. Fine support from Edna May Oliver,

14 Shorts in Color Among
20th Fox's 52 Next Year

(Continued from Page 1)

Movietone News but "due provision
has been made for expansion or
contraction for reasons either of
unusual interest in subject matter
or company policy," the company's
sales convention here was informed
yesterday.

Herman Wobber, sales chief, said
the company will hold to the "few-
and-better-shorts" policy enunciated
last year by Prexy Sidney R. Kent.
Plans for 1939-40 were discussed in

detail by Truman Talley, producer,
and his staff, Lew Lehr, Lowell
Thomas, Ed Thorgersen and Vyvyan
Donner.

Paul Terry, producer of Terry-
Toons, told the convention that he
would deliver 26 cartoons, 10 in

Technicolor. Cartoon characters,
Captain McDoodle, the two-headed
giant, and Gandy Goose, will be
continued.

Shorts schedule calls for six in
the series of "The Magic Carpet of
Movietone"; four Fashion Forecasts,
filmed in Technicolor under the di-

rection of Vyvyan Donner, with Ilka
Chase as narrator; six "Sports Re-
views" by Thorgersen; four "Ad-
ventures of a Newsreel Camera-
man," and six "Dribblepuss Parade
Comedies," documentary comedies,
with Lew Lehr.

First of the "Adventures of a
Newsreel Cameraman" series en-
titled "Sand-Hogs," is ready; a sec-
ond, recounting the adventures of

the man who sailed alone through
the Grand Canyon, is in preparation.
Two "Sports Reviews," one on "In-
side Baseball" and one on "Big
Game Fishing," are also already in

production. "Muscle Maulers" will

be the first of the Dribblepuss Pa-
rade Comedies.

GOETZ HERE TO SET !

BRITISH PRODUCTION

O'Connor Names McDonald
to RKO New England Post

(Continued from Page 1)

manger of RKO Theaters. This be-

comes effective April 7, when
Charles Koerner, the present di-

vision manager leaves Boston to as-

sume charge of RKO Theaters on the

West Coast. The New England di-

vision is comprised of theaters in

Boston, Providence and Lowell.

Walter Brennan, Lew Fields, Etienne

Girardot, Janet Beecher.

CAST: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Edna
May Oliver, Walter Brennan, Lew Fields,

Etienne Girardot, Janet Beecher, Rolfe

Sedan, Leonid Kinskey, Robert Strange,

Douglas Walton, Clarence Derwent, Sonny
Lamont, Frances Mercer, Victor Varconi,

Donald McBride.

CREDITS: Producers, George Haight, Pan-

dro Berman; Director, H. C. Potter; Author,

based on stories by Irene Castle; Screen-

play, Richard Sherman; Adaptation, Oscar

Hammerstein II, Dorothy Yost; Cameraman,
Robert de Grasse; Editor, William Hamil-

ton.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

(Continued from Page I)

and Hollywood executives. Goetz
|

arrived yesterday on the Norn- die

and planned to leave immecn ely

;

for the Coast. He was accompanied i

by Mrs. Goetz.

Four stories are now undfof ion-

1

sideration. They are "^icuned
City," "Journey's End," "Busman's
Honeymoon" and "National Velvet."^

Robert Donat, Goetz said, has four
pictures to make under his present
contract with M-G-M.
Sam Wood, director of M-G-M's

latest English picture, "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips," and Mrs. Wood also ar-

rived with Goetz. He brought with
him a print of the picture which will

be released over here in mid-April.;

"Goodbye, Mr. Chips" received high-
praise from preview audiences in

England, Wood said. He will re-

main in New York for three or four,

days before returning to Hollywood.,

Another Normandie passenger was
Gabriel Pascal, producer of "Pyg-
malion," who declared that he had
obtained the rights to all of George
Bernard Shaw's plays. He said he
planned to make "The Doctor's Di-

lemma" at a cost of $850,000 in

England, with production scheduled!

to start in June. Pascal also said

that he was considering a picture

based on the life of Amelia Ear-;

hart under the title of "Lady Lindy.
He will be in New York for a few
days before leaving for Hollywood.

Pascal will sign a new contract

with M-G-M for the distribution of

"Doctor's Dilemma" and it is un-
derstood that the pact permits him
to draw on M-G-M talent for the

picture.

Other arrivals on the same ship;

were Sol Rosenblatt and Geroge
White, the latter announcing that

he would produce a new musical on
Broadway in May.
Greer Garson, English star, also;

was a passenger.

:l

Mono, and Hoffberg Deals

Closed, Curry Will Sail

Deal for 16 Monogram westerns

and two features has been closed by
Harry Curry, managing director of

Provincial Picture Productions, Ltd.,

for distribution in the United King-!

dom. Curry started negotiations 1

with Mono, on his last trip here. :

He sails today on the Scythia after

a three-day stay, having arrived last,

Monday on the same boat.

Curry also negotiated a deal with
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., for a num-;

ber of shorts for U. K. distribution.

Victor Film Distributors, Ltd.,

subsidiary of Provincial, expects to

start production in the near future,

Curry said.

Curry expects to return here early

in the summer.
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BLANKET INJUNCTION

LIKELY IN STRIKE

(.Continued from Page 1)

. fore court opens, counsel for the
dis+ "\s. stated last night.

1. . New York State Mediation
Board reported that no word had
been received from attorneys for
:he ion as to whether or not a
'sta. ^ quo armistice" will be
granted for a period of several
weeks to give the Board time to at-

tempt to mediate the strike, but
the Board expects a reply this morn-
ing.

U. S. Attorney Observing

Apart from the arrival here of
Joseph E. Brill, assistant attorney
general assigned to the anti-trust

division in Washington, few new de-
velopments occurred as the strike

moved into its fifth day. Brill's po-
sition was said to be as an observer
to investigate the possibility of any
anti-trust law violations by the
strike. No subpoenas were issued
yesterday for union officials by as-

sistant U. S. District Attorney Mc-
Govern. Brill met with McGovern
briefly, but no statement was made
regarding any action McGovern's of-

fice would or might take.

Along the actual strike front all

was quiet. Pickets plodded peace-
ably through the rain and film ship-

ments moved normally.
It was learned late last night that

Local 306 pickets were being with-
drawn from in front of the Para-
mount News laboratory and that
the members of Laboratory Techni-
cians Local 702 had been notified

to return to work this morning.
Paramount News had been strike-

bound since Wednesday evening
when 100 laboratory workers and
about 10 studio mechanics refused
to pass the Local 306 picket line in

front of the building. Preparations
had been made by Paramount to

print and make up the newsreel at
another plant, but the idea was
scrapped since this phase of the
trouble is ended.

No Film Shortage

No shortage of film was reported
by exhibitors any place and it was
expected that last night's pickup
arrangements would go off smooth-
ly. Exhib. group spoke briefly yes-
terday to the Mediation Board, but
its position remained unchanged.

Mediation Board spokesman told

The Film Daily that a published
report to the effect that the Board
might rule on the validity of Em-
pire State MPO union contracts
with theaters was ridiculous. He
stated that anybody familiar with
the Board would know that they
were not empowered to rule on the
legality of contracts. Board is only
authorized to mediate or attempt to

avert, intervene or conciliate a

strike, it was said.

U. S. Intervention Unlikely

In Washington it was learned that
it was extremely improbable that

any Federal Government labor
agency might officially become in-

Ont. Censors Want "Daughter" Uncut
Montreal—Ontario board of censors has rejected the censored version of "Yes, My

Darling Daughter" and accepted the original version. O. J. Silverthorne, chairman of
the Ontario motion picture censor board commented: "The picture has quite a moral
theme so long as it is told carefully and in detail but the way it was cut, essential
facts had been removed which left much to the imagination, suggesting immoral im-
plications."

terested in the strike. The Na-
tional Labor Relations Board will
certainly not intervene in any fash-
ion unless the dispute affects inter-
state commerce. Department of La-
bor Conciliation Service in Wash-
ington is following developments in
the strike, but will not enter the dis-
pute unless invited, or a sufficient
degree of public interest is involved.
Closing of all houses in N. Y. might
cause the department to interest it-

self, it was said. The Conciliation
Service might also enter the scene
if asked by the New York Mediation
Board, it was stated, but this pos-
sibility was not looked for.

Unofficial opinion at the Justice
Department held that Thurman Ar-
nold would not enter the scene as
the strike does not involve anti-
trust activities, and consequently is

a little out of his province.

Union Attorney to Washington
Mathew Levy, attorney for the

Local, was called to Washington yes-
terday but purpose of his trip was
undisclosed. Visit of Brill is said
to be linked to visit Colonel Wil-
,;am J. Donovan and J. Robert Ru-
bin made to Washington on Mon-
day, at which time they conferred
with D of J men and A F of L chief-
tains.

Meeting was held yesterday of

Local 51 B members, with Lou John-
son, prexy, telling the members that
the men with hardships will be
taken care of, and Local apparently
was unanimously behind Local 306.

Local 702, lab. workers, also held a
meeting last night to discuss strike

situation and contract negotiations.
Grad Sears, Warner sales chief-

tain, cancelled his Dodge City trip

at the last minute because of the
strike situation.

Theatrical Trades Council
Sends Ultimatum to Fair
The New York Theatrical Trades

Council, composed of all affiliated

labor unions in the theatrical trades
that are working at the New York
World's Fair, were reported yester-

day to have sent a letter to the
Fair asking for an immediate meet-
ing to sign pending contracts with
the unions or face a walkout by
these unions.

Unions included in the Council
are: Local 802, musicians. The Amer-
ican Federation of Actors, Local 644,

cameramen. Locals 1 and 4, stage-

hands in New York and Brooklyn,
Local 306, projectionists, and Local
52. studio mechanics.

Mass. LRC Rules Managers
Have Right to Join Union

Boston—Massachusetts Labor Re-
lations Commission has ruled that
theater managers, assistants, press

agents and others being organized
by the TMAT have the right to join

the union and designate the union

"Westward Ho" for "U"
With Three Regionals

(Continued from Page 2)

sales manager, from a six-week
business tour of South America, will
enable him to attend the company
annual sales conventions.
New York exchange contingent

attending the Cincy parley will be
topped by Al Herman, and will in-

clude Leo Abrams, Max Cohen, Nat
Goldberg, H. Furst, J. Ligget, P.
Winnick and B. Price. Boston will
send W. Kelly, F. Dervin, I. Shift-
man, J. Curran, H. Konnis, H. Mar-
tin and J. Murphy; New Haven, M.
Joseph and A. Titus, and Philadel-
phia, G. Schwartz, J. Engel, W.
Doyle, M. Koppleman, J. Leon and
R. Bernhard.

Others going:
From Atlanta: H. Graham, J. Ezell, C. J.

Jordan, R. Elliot, E. F. Cox, E. L. O'Neill,
R B. Gann; from Charlotte: P. Baron, R.
F. Good, R. H. Mesterman, J. Greenleaf, and
T. M. Bishop; from Dallas: E. S. Olsmith, J.
H. Lietzer, L. D. Leitzer, W. R. Pittergle,

C. M. Miller and E. V. Green; from Mem-
phis: A J. Pretchard, H. I. Mansfield, B. H.
Tordan and L. H. Andrews; From New Or-
leans: W. M. Richardson, P. Tiessier, C.
McMillin and N. Lamantia; From Oklahoma
City: J. E. Hobbs, Henry Martin, W. G.
Wrav, M. M. Holstein; From Washington: B.
B. Kreisler, L. J. Young, B. Frank, S.

Tabor, W. E. Davis and O. Blumenthal;
From Albany: Joe Engel, L. J. Lesier, W. A.
Ryan and A. J. Marchetti; From Buffalo, J.
T. Scully, J. Fater, W. F. Bock and Carl
Heedit; From Cleveland: D. Miller. J. R.
Kaufmann, J. V. Frew, G. Rosenbaum, J.
Krenitz, A. W. Young, W. L. Sencer and
Peter Ro=ian: From Pittsburgh: Tules Lani-
dus, D. Barnholtz, L. Hess, S. E. Feld, W.
Satori and F. Guehl. Meeting them at Cin-
cinnati will be the local group headed by P.
Kreiger. and including N. LeVene. H. Young,
G. B. Gomersall. J. Marks and F. Schreiber.

Attending the Chicago meeting will be:
From Des Moines; J. J. Spandau. H. Schif-

frin, J. Smith. Hilton Frost, I. Weiner; From
Kansas City: Pete Dana, L. J. Miller, R. M
Palmquist. L. Morrow. R. Thompson, J.
Boiser and E. Selig; From Omaha: Ottn
Siegle, R. J. Olson, L. Hensler, A. Hill and
T. W. Harms; From St. T^ouis: J. E. Carri-
on, Harry Hynes. J. H. Sarfaty, S. H. Nes-

u '<t and Harry Hines. Jr.; From Detroit: E.
Heiber. J. Stewart, A. Fischer. B. Tighe and
T R. Susane; From Tndianapolis: G. C. Crad-
dock, A. Kaufman. W. B. Grant. W. Sher-
man: From Minneapolis: H. B. Tohnson. A
Zncherl. T. M. Fieldman. S. Leff. D. Gutman.
M Hollaran. and V. L. Dickenson; From
Milwaukee: F. Mnntzke. E. W. Gavin, R. J.

Basett. T. M Hickev and O. Peterson: From
niingn- E T. Gomersall. M. Gottlieb. R
Funk. F. Mevers. E. Weinshenker, M. Brod-
skv. A. Kent, and W. Hyland.

Attending the San Franci=co meeting will

be: From Denver: Tack Langan. A. W.
O'Connr-11. E. Warner and T. M(-Ma"on-
From T.os Angel-s: A. O'Keefe. C. J. FeH-
-nan. A. Wog. L. Hoss. C. Wade and F
'"ooVf Fmm Portland: R. O. Wil=on. F
M\ B'^'-e. T Hommel and T. Harvev; From
Salt Lake Citv: M. Anarton. H. W. T.and-

•=*rom. E. M. Lav and W. Fitz Henry: From
S-attle: T, T. McGinlev. C L. TheuerVauf.

M. T Whitman and A. M. K=>"en- From
San Franci-eo: B. Ro<=<>. King T-imMe. A'
Oztaby. C. E. Pace and C. F. M<-Bnde.

as a collective barerainine asrency

for them, following recent court dis-

pute. The Commission is to desig-

nate a date at which time managers,
etc. will vote as to whether or not

they want the union to represent

them as a bargaining agency.

PARA. ORDERS SURVEY

OF ITALIAN SITUATION

(Continued from Page 1)

kia appear gloomy, although
operations are going on as usual
and future plans must await fur-
ther economic developments;

(3) Hicks' reported trip to
Australia with Adolph Zukor
is still undecided;

(4) Two pictures will be made
by French producers for Para-
mount distribution in France;

(5) One picture will be made
in Denmark for release in the
Scandinavian countries;

(6) Prospects for operating in
Spain depends on General Fran-
co's economic policy, but indi-
cations are that the market will
be open; a representative is

making survey;
(7) Paramount's business in

England last year was the big-
gest in the history of the com-
pany.
Paramount's British production

plans call for about 11 pictures to
be released by April, 1940. May-
flower will make three reciprocal
pictures starring Charles Laughton,
as was announced pi'eviously. They
are "Jamaica Inn." "The Admirable
Crichton" and "St. Martin's Lane."
Other Paramount British releases
will include "French Without Tears,"
"The Silent Battle," "This Man is

News," "This Man in Paris" and
"Live and Let Live."

All Kansas Theater Bills

Die As Legislature Adjourns

(Continued from Page 1)

were: The Williamson theater di-

vorcement bill; the Denious anti-

Ascap bill; the Hackney bill pro-
hibiting block-booking of films and
empowering governmental groups to

purchase film rights at prices com-
parable to those paid by theaters.

This bill also raised from $2 to $25
the per picture fee charged by the
State Board of Review.

Earlier in the session, the House
killed a measure which would have
abolished the State Board of Review.

Maine Sun. Pix Bill Passed

by House; 5-ct. Admish. Tax

Portland, Me.—The Maine legis-

lature having sanctioned by a 78 to

49 vote the legalization of Sunday
motion pictures, yesterday tacked on
an amendment to impose a five cent

tax on each admission. The bill,

which provides local option, and the
amendment will go to the Senate
later for action.

It is estimated the five cent tax

would produce $200,000 annually for

old age pension. The legislature

rejected a similar bill two years ago.

Ben Elrod Hospitalized

Chicago—Ben Elrod, Paramount
salesman, was seriously injured in

an automobile accident and is at the
Passavant Hospital here.

mHMynMB
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20th-Fox to Spend $2,000,000 Plugging 1939-40 Pix

Newspapers Will Get Bulk

Spent for Co-op. Ads,

Says McCarthy

(Continued from Page 1)

be expended in co-operative adver-

tising in American newspapers,

Charles E. McCarthy, company's ad-

publicity head, told the sales con-

vention at the Congress Hotel here

yesterday.

Asserting that "the daily news-

papers are peculiarly suitable for

pix advertising," McCarthy told the

assembled conventioneers that the
company's plans provide for the use
of almost 300 dailies with a com-
bined circulation of 30,317,641. This,

McCarthy added, represents a "con-
siderable increase" over the number
of papers used heretofore.

The ad-publicity director said

schedules are also now being pre-

pared for the use of a number of

mass circulation national magazines
as well as motion picture fan mag-
azines and trade publications. For
the current season, 20th-Fox used
24 national magazines with a com-
bined circulation of 22,610,486. The
new budget will permit their con-

tinued use.

"Pictures which will benefit from
this increased 20th Century-Fox ad-

vertising budget are 'Stanley and
Livingstone,' 'The Rains Came,'
'Drums Along the Mohawk,' 'Little

Old New York' and 'Brigharo
Young'," McCarthy stated.

Northwest Allied to Ignore

Minn. Divorcement Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

ture recently without its say-so.

As a result, there will be no ap-
pearance by Al Steffes or other ex-

hib. leaders when a public hearing
is held in St. Paul next Thursday.
Northwest Allied, as a result of a

meeting held this week, will oppose
a proposed amendment to the lot-

tery law making Bank Nights il-

legal and also will battle a measure
proposing daylight saving in the

state.

"Prison" Runs Ahead
UA home office reported yester-

day that "Prison Without Bars,"

playing to 4,700 admissions in its

opening day, had broken recent rec-

ords at the Strand, Hartford, Conn.

Reviving Yesterday
Springfield, O.—Local Chakeres-War-

ner houses will turn back the clock the

week of April 23 when the city observes

Gus Sun Golden Jubilee Week. Houses
will offer old silent pix with piano

accompaniment, song slides and vaude.

Week marks 50th anniversary of Sun's

debut into show biz as a circus juggler.

Phil Chakeres heads the jubilee combi-
nation.

B & K in Salute to 20th Century-Fox
Chicago—Balaban & Katz in newspaper display space yesterday saluted 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, saying that the inspired leadership of Darryl F. Zanuck is giving theatergoers
continued shows of rich and wholesome entertainment.

Arbitrator Qualifications Under

Revised Trade Draft Suggested
(Continued

cretion to engage a secretary for its own ses-
sions.

4. Qualification of arbitrators. No person
shall be nominated or elected to act as an
arbitrator in any dispute in which he has a
personal or financial interest, directly or in-
directly. The parties may, however, waive
their right in any objections which may exist
on the above grounds.

5. Vacancies. Vacancies occurring by rea-
son of illness, resignation, disqualifications,
disability or death shall be filled in the same
manner as_ the original appointment.

6. Hearings. Hearings shall take place in
the exchange territory in the city in which is

located the exchange out of which the com-
plaining exhibitor is served.

Parties may represent themselves or be
represented by another.
Each party shall have the right to question

the witnesses of the other party or parties.
Witnesses shall testify under oath.
The arbitrator may require any party to

produce whatever records and documents they
may deem necessary.

Stenographic records of testimony will not
be taken unless either or both parties so re-
quest and provide funds for the same in
which case the stenographer shall be selected
by the board, or if designated by either or
both parties, approved by the board.

7. Waiving oral hearings. If the parties to
a controversy agree in writing to waive oral
hearings they shall submit to the arbitrators

from Page 5)

a statement of claim under oath including
statements from books of account or other
evidence together with written argument. Im-
mediately upon receipt of the statement of

facts and written arguments a copy thereof

shall be submitted to the respective parties

and each shall have the right to reply thereto.

But if either party should fail to make such
reply in days from receipt thereof

he shall be deemed to have waived the right

to reply. The files shall then be submitted
to the arbitrators.

8. Preferential cases. Certain disputes re-

quire prompt and immediate decisions while
others do not. There shall therefore be estab-

lished a list of disputes to which the arbi-

trators must give preference in time of hear-

ing.

9. Miscellaneous. All questions affecting

procedure such as the time when the submis-
sions are to be made; the time within which
the arbitrators must make their awards; the

forms to be used; the notices to he sent and
similar problems should be referred to coun-
sel for the distributors and exhibitor groups.

[Disputes where more than 2 parties are
involved, or involving third parties who re-

fuse to submit to arbitration, or where a
greater number of exhibitors are involved
than distributors or vice versa, or where a

distributor and its affiliated theater company
are parties, present problems which have been
discussed but have not yet been resolved.]

Ampa Nominates Lazarus

to Succeed Ralph Rolan

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday at the organization's
meeting at 1 p.m. at the Hotel As-
tor.

Nominations for coming year term
were Paul Lazarus, Jr., president;
Vincent Trotta, vice-president; Herb
Berg, Treasurer; Ken Clark, secre-
tary; and Martin Starr, trustee for
three year span.

The nominations are virtually
tantamount to election, although any
seven or more Ampa members in
good standing may combine to se-
lect opposition candidates. Based on
yesterday's announcement, there-
fore, the new Board of Governors
will doubtless consist of the nomi-
nees, plus Ralph Rolan, retiring
president; E. E. Sugarman, Lou
Lifton, James Oron and Martin
Starr.

Meeting followed luncheon at
which Brenda Forbes neatly "pinch-
hit" for Nancy Hamilton in the
speech-making program. She was
followed by Mrs. Timothy A. Kenny,
producer of two-reel shorts on the
U. S. Constitution, and Herbert
Klein, producer and director of the
feature film, "Crisis," which he made
in Czechosolvakia and which is cur-
rent at the 55th St. Playhouse.
Formal Ampa elections will be

held during April.

"Marie Lloyd" Now Hinges

on Grant, Wilcox Asserts

(Continued from Page 1)

opposite Anna Neagle, the British
producer stated yesterday upon his
arrival from England on the Nor-
mandie. If Grant cannot be ob-
tained, Wilcox will shift his sched-
ule to another picture.
Wilcox said he planned to stay

here but a few days and might even
return tomorrow on the same ship.

However, he will return again in

three weeks with Miss Neagle.
His new company, Imperadio, op-

erates on a 50-50 basis, with RKO,
sharing on negative costs and profit,

Wilcox said, although he indicated
that RKO may finance 100 per cent
those pictures to be made in the
U. S.

Accompanying Wilcox was Mich-
ael Hogan, who has been assigned
to write the "Marie Lloyd" script.

To Tour for DeMille Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Evelyn Keyes, Sheila

Darcy, Judith Allen, Julia Faye and
Evelyn Luckev, members of the cast
of Cecil B. DeMille's "Union Pacific"
will make the tour of more than 40
principal cities on behalf of the
Paramount pix.

In the costumes they wore in the
pix the girls will make p.a's at the-
aters.

"NO CHISELING ON

REFORM" - WOBRER
(Continued from Page 1)

pany has always been fair in its

dealings with exhibitors and g« will
continue to faithfully follo^,','that

policy in the future."

Twentieth-Fox's sales contracts
for 1939-40 already provide for the
sale of newsreels and shorts sep-
arately, for the elimination of score
charges, for the elimination of pre-
ferred playing time on deals calling
for guarantee against percentage and
the exhibitor's right to exclude any
picture that proves objectionable on
moral and race prejudice grounds,
Wobber stated.

Wobber discussed the trade prac-
tice situation at the convention's
opening session. Felix A. Jenkins,
company's general counsel, also con-
sidered trade practices along three
lines, the mechanical details, the
legal aspects and clearances.

Spyros Skouras, president of Na-
tional Theaters, J. J. Sullivan and
William T. Powers were heard on
theater operations and distributor
relations.

William Sussman, William C.
Gehring and William J. Kupper, di-

vision managers, discussed sales
policies in their respective terri-

tories.

Morton A. Levy, Kent Drive lead-
er, outlined Drive plans, and Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
distribution, reported on the foreign
trade situation. Others heard in-

cluded Sir Gordon Craig, R. Sutton
Dawes, C. V. Hake, A. Ruscica, L.
Brandfeld and H. Rosenfeld.
Hutchinson disclosed that Brand-

feld shortly would be transferred
to a South American post.

Wobber is scheduled to disclose

the 1939-40 product lineup this af-
ternoon. Truman Talle" and Charles
E. McCarthy hold the floor this

morning. Individual meetings to-

morrow will ring down the conven-
tion curtain.

"Bell" Screened in Chi.

Chicago—Twentieth Century-Fox
conventioneers saw "Alexander Gra-
ham Bell" at a special preview at
the B & K Chicago theater last

night.

Charnas, King Pin
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—There'll be many a fu-

ture "strike" in Hollywood as result

of complete transformation into a bowl-
ing and recreational center of the his-

toric Warner Bros. Sunset Studio, where
many a flimland luminary rose to fame
from obscurity. New project,—of which
Harry Charnas, former general manager
of New York Metropolitan Theaters for

Warners, will be managing director,

—

will be known as the Sunset Bowling
Center, and May 30 is set for opening
with many pix, political and sports dig-

nitaries attending.
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